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PREFACE BY THE GENERAL EDITOR.

Ta« Commentary on the Books of the Kings, published in 1868, was prepared by

the Rev. Dr. Bahr, of Carlsruhe, who has been long favorably known as the learned

author of the Symbolism of Mosaic Worship (Symbolik des Mosaischen Cultus,

Heidelberg, 1837-^30, 2 vols., now undergoing a thorough revision), a Commentary

on Colossians, a treatise on the Temple of Solomon (1848), and other works.

The translation from the German, with additions, was executed by the Rev. Dr.

Harwood, of New Haven, Conn., who assumed the First Book, and by the Rev.

W. G. Sumner, Professor in Tale College, who is responsible for the last chapter

of the First, and the whole 6f the Second Book. The textual revision and origi-

nal grammatical notes on the First Book must be credited to the Rev. Dr. Fred-

eric Gardiner, Professor in the Berkeley Divinity School, Middletown, Conn.

In regard to the principles by which he has been governed in his work, Dr.

Bahr says, in his preface :

—

" In accordance with the wisely-chosen aim and plan of the Bible-Work of which

this volume forms a part, I have taken especial pains to maintain a strict discrimina-

tion between the three sections into which the expository matter is divided. In the

first section, the Exegetical and Critical, I have collected all which seemed essential

to the explanation of the original text, and to the determination, both of the sense

of the words and of their grammatical connection .... As a matter of course, both

the other sections are based on the Mcegetical. Nothing can properly be made the

subject of theological discussion or homiletical treatment which does not rest on a

firm exegetical foundation. I have, therefore, omitted from the Homiletical section

all which, however edifying it might be, in itself considered, had no foundation in

the text when this was correctly understood. I have taken the liberty of giving to

the second division of the exposition [Doctrinal and EthicaX\, a wider, though more

exact, title than that which it bears in the other volumes of the Bible-Work

The specific, and, in fact, exclusive contents of the historical books is history, not

doctrine or dogma; and this history is, moreover, soteriological, that is, it is the

history of the redemptive plan of God ; the history of the divine revelation, pur-

pose, and providence ; the history of the kingdom of God."

,<\8!> «£*\^MCAF) DMbyGoogIe



PREFACE.

Hence Dr. Bahr gives to this section the title: Heilsgeschichtlicheund Ethische

Orundgedanken, i.e. : Chief Points (in the section of text last preceding) which

bear upon the Development of God's Plan of Salvation, or have Ethical Import-

ance. In consequence of the impossibility of embodying this idea completely in a

concise and convenient English title, the translators, while fully appreciating and

coinciding in the author's intention, have retained the title which is used for the

corresponding section of the other volumes, only substituting Historical for

Doctrinal.

In regard to the Chronology, Dr. B&hr continues :

—

" I have adopted a somewhat different method from any yet followed in the

treatment of this subject I start from certain dates which are generally accepted,

arid which may be fixed with the greatest certainty, and then, by grouping the

biblical data into periods which are comprised between these fixed dates, I seek to

solve this difficult problem (See Pt. IL pp. 86, 180, 283)."

Professor Sumner has added a brief Appendix on this subject, together with

a Chronological Table of the period covered by the Books of the Kings. In Part

IL pp. 161, 174, 189, 220, 237, 284 will be found a series of notes on contem-

.poraneous history, so far as it illustrates the references in the text. These notes

are based on the results of the latest Assyrian and Egyptian researches.

PHILIP SCHAFF.
New York, Bible House, April, 1871.
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THE

BOOKS OF THE KINGS.

INTRODUCTION,

f i.

NAME, DATB 07 COMPOSITION, AND AUTHOR

Thb name B^fe , which belongs to our books in the Canon of the Old Testament, desig-

nates (if not imposed by the author himself), briefly and appropriately, the distinguishing .

contents ofthis historical work, in contrast with other writings belonging to the same class, the

D'JItftCl DW3J , i. 6., prophetm priores. It contains, not so much the history of the theocracy in

general, whereto " the succession of the kings serves only as the visible thread " (Havernick),

as the history of the Israelitish monarchy from its ripest bloom on to its destruction, in so far

as this history constitutes generally an independent portion of the history of the people

Israel. The division of our work into two books is not original—it occurs first in the

Septoagint There it is regarded as an immediate continuation of the book ^KIDC (Samuel),

which precedes it in the Canon, and is itself divided into two books, and these four are then

designated as Books of the Kings (fiaofaluv a. p. y. d.), (comp. Origen in BuseUus, Hist. Ecdes. vi.

25). This is retained in the Vulgate (comp. Hieron. prolog, galeat.), and came thence, through

the printer Dan. Bomberg, in Venice, in the beginning of the sixteenth century, into the

editions of the Hebrew Bible. This entire division and designation is just as arbitrary as it

is defective. How unfit it is, is stiown especially in our own work, the first book of which

does not conclude with a paragraph founded in the history itself, but breaks off with* brief

account of the reign of king Ahariah.

The dots of Us composition is furnished from the conclusion of the work itself, where it is

stated that king Jehoiachin was carried away to Babylon in the year 599 b. c, and was held

there a prisoner for thirty-seven years—to the year 562—and obtained his freedom from Evil-

merodach, the successor of Nebuchadnezzar (2 Kings xxv. 27-80). The composition, conse-

quently, cannot be set down before the year 562. But it does not admit of supposition that

it took place after the return from the Babylonish exile in the year 586 ; for the author con-

cludes with the deliverance of Jehoiachin as a joyful, hopeful event, and does not utter a sylla-

ble about the still more important and joyous matter—the return of the whole people—which

is first mentioned in Ezra L The composition, therefore, is to be assigned to the period

between 562 and 586, i. «., during the second half of the exile. But we cannot determine

whether it was during the brief reign (two years) of Evil-merodach, or after Jehoiachin's death.

In the Bible itself there is no intimation about the person of the author. The Jewish tra-

dition names Jeremiah. The Talmud says (Baba bathra,f xv. 1) : Jeremias scripsit librum suum

sft Ubrum regum et threnos. Some of the older theologians, and Havernick also, have agreed

1
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THE BOOKS OF THE KINGS.

with this statement ; but it is refuted alone from the duration of Jeremiah's life. He began
his career as prophet (Jer. i. 2) in the thirteenth year of the reign of king Josiah, and must
have been then at least from twenty to twenty-two years old ; but since now our books could

not have been written before the year 562, he must have composed them when he was at least

from eighty-six to eighty-eight years old, which appears all the more incredible since the

composition presupposes the employing and the arranging of different older written sources.

To this must be added that Jeremiah, after the destruction of Jerusalem, went to Egypt
(Jer. xliii. 6), and there spent the last years of his life in continuous, grievous conflicts. It

cannot, however, be denied, that in the places especially where the author does not report

directly from written sources of information, but inserts his own remarks, as in 2 Kings xvii.

*£., his mode of thinking and of expression resembles that of Jeremiah, from which,

howeyer, nothing more can be concluded than that the author had been entrusted with the

writings of this prophet—was, perhaps, his scholar. Bleek suggests, indeed, Baruch, who
apparently had charge of collecting and editing the book of Jeremiah, and added to it

the 52d chapter, which is consonant with 2 Bangs xxv. But in that case, since Baruch went

to Egypt with Jeremiah (see on the place), we must suppose that our history was composed

there, which is, in the highest degree, improbable. It can scarcely be doubted, rather, that

the author wrote in Babylon. If this be not, with some, susceptible of proof, owing to 1 Kings

v. 4, where Palestine is described as lying on the other side of the Euphrates, it is, neverthe-

less, so much the more certain that the author did not write his work for the little band
which fled to Egypt, and was there fallen into idolatry and discord, but for the kernel of

the whole people then in exile (see below, § 5). While Jeremiah announces the ruin of his

corrupted fellow-countrymen in Egypt (Jer. xliv. 11 «£.), our author concludes with the de-

liverance of Jehoiachin promising a better day, and gives, at the same time, details which

could have been known only to a contemporary living in the exile ; but not then to one who
was in distant Egypt. There is an absence of all reference to Egyptian situations and rela-

tions, which assuredly would not have been the case had the author and his readers lived in

Egypt. After all, we must give up the attempt to designate any particular person as the

author. He must have stood high in reputation, anyhow, as is conclusive from the reception

.

of his work into the Canon.

[The prevailing opinion amongst the English seems to be, after Calmet, in favor of Ezra.

Bee Bp. Patrick, Home, &c. I except Prideaux—E. H.]

SOURCES.

The author himself states the sources of his historical work, extending over a period Of

458 years, viz.

:

1) TKb& nyj 1DD 1 Kings xi 41.

2) rmr y$d? DTjn ^Tf IBD 1 Kings xiv. 29; xv. 7, 22;xxii. 46 ; 2 Kings viii. 28 ; xii.

20; xiv! 18; xv. 6, 15, 86; xvi.19; xx. 20; xxi. 17, 25; xxiii. 28: xxiv. 5.

8) fjtntT \:>W> DTDjn n?n 1BD 1 Kings xiv. 19; xv. 81 ; xvi. 5, 14, 20, 27; xxii. 89;

2 Kings i. 18 ; x. 84 ; xiii. 8, 12 ; xiv. 28 ; xv. 11, 15, 21, 26, 81.

Besides these three documentary sources, none else is cited in our books. • And since the

author refers only to the first, and not to the second or third, for the history of Solomon, and

for the history of the kings of Judah only to the second, and for the history of the kings of

Israel only to the third, it follows that each one of them was an independent, separate work.

The reference is always made with the formula : " The rest of the acts of the king . . . and

what he did, are they not written in the book of the chronicles of the kings of Judah (of

Israel) ? " Thence it follows still farther, that the three documents contained more than the

author has incorporated into his work, and were more complete ; and that not only were they

in existence at the time our books were composed, but they were in the hands, if not of all,
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§ 2. SOURCES. 8

of many, nevertheless, and were circulated generally. For if they were only submitted to his

inspection, he could not have appealed to them and referred his readers to them. In many
respects it is well to bear this in mind.

We obtain now a completer explanation of these documents themselves, through compari-

son with the citations in the Chronicles, which refers to its own sources with a similar formula.

A whole series of paragraphs in our books is repeated word for word in the Chronicles. In

this case there is no reference to one of our three documents, but to the writings of given

individuals, as their source. Bo, first of all, with the history ofSolomon, in which the follow-

ing sections are consonant with each other, viz. : 2 Chron. vi 1-40 with 1 Kings viii. 12-50;

2 Chron. vii. 7-22 with 1 Kings viii. 64—ix. 9 ; 2 Chron. viii. 2 to the 10th ver. and ver. 17

with 1 Kings ix. 17-28, and ver. 26 ; 2 Chron. ix. 1-28 with 1 Kings x. 1-28, etc. Here the

Chronicles does not, like our author, refer to "the book of the history of 8olomon," butJo the

» n^l of Nathan the prophet, and HKtaj of the [prophet] Ahijah the Shilonite, and the nirn

of Iddo the Seer " (2 Chron. ix. 29). Consequently the book of the " acts " of 8olomon must

either have consisted of these three prophetic writings, or at least must have contained essen-

tial portions of them. So also in respect ofour second document, the book of the " acts " of the

kings of Judah. The account of Rehoboam in 2 Chron. x. 1-19 is fully consonant with that

in 1 Kings xii. 1-19, that also in 2 Chron. xi. 1-4 with that in 1 Kings xii. 20-24, that still

farther in 2 Chron. xii 18 sq. with that in 1 Kings xiv. 21 sq. ; but the source is not, as in

1 Kings xiv. 29, called the book of the chronicles of the kings of Judah, but *' n:w of

Shemaiah the prophet and of Iddo the Seer " (2 Chron. xii. 15). In the history of king

Abijam, the very much abbreviated account in 1 Kings xv. 1-8 refers for what is more ex-

tended, to the book of the chronicles of the kings of Judah. The Chronicles, on the other

hand, which gives the more extended narrative, refers to the "Ch-jO of the prophet Iddo"

(2 Chron. xiii. 22). Such, too, is the case in the history of the kings Uzziah and Manasseh.

Our author, in both instances, appeals to the book of the chronicles of the kings of Judah

(2 Bangs xv. 6 ; xxL 17), (but) the chronicler, in the case of the former, to the "3TI3 of Isaiah

the prophet the son of Amoz " (2 Chron. xxvi. 22), and in that of the latter to the " "tin *}Tl
"

(2 Chron. xxxiii. 18, 19). From all these references, it follows plainly that the book of the

kings of Judah consisted of the historical writings of different prophets or seers. Still more

decisively and unanswerably do the following places confirm this. In the history of king

Jehoshaphat, 1 Kings xxii. 2-35 coincides with 2 Chron. xviii. 2-84. As usual, our author

here refers to the book of the kings of Judah ; but the chronicler to the *)T\ of Jehu the son

of Hanani, bKfP *tbo ^BD"^J? r£gfl 1#K, i. ft, which are inserted, received into, etc. (2 Chron.

xx. 84). So also for the history of Hezekiah, our author appeals again simply to the book of

the kings of Judah (2 Kings xx. 20) ; but the chronicler to the Ji?n of Isaiah, the son of Amoz,

*lDD"i»g of the kings of Judah (2 Chron. xxxii. 82). Hence it happens that the purely

historical sections in Isaiah, chapters xxxvi. to xxxix., and in Jeremiah, chapter lii., are

reproduced in 2 Kings xviii 80 to xx. 19, and in xxiv. 18 to xxv. 80, since they were certainly

regarded as having come from the prophets. But our author, at least in the history of

Hezekiah, refers, not to the book of the prophet Isaiah, but to the book of the kings of Judah

(2 Kings xx. 20).—After all, if the three documents forming the foundation of our books were

not the production of one author, but each of them was made up of the writings of different,

and, in fact, prophetic authors, who had recorded the history of their own times, they were

historical compilations (comp. Bleek, Birdeitung in das AUe Testament, see. 157 sq. ; Bertheau, Die

Bucher der Chron. Mnl., $ 8).

That prophets generally were the historians of the Israelitish people, is universally acknow-

ledged (Knobel, Der Prophet, der ffeor., i. s. 58 sq.), and has its reason in the nature and destiny

of this nation. " In order to recognize Jehovah in the directing of His people, and to explain

and gather up all the particular facts in the connection of the theocratic guidance, the Spirit

ofGod was the subjective condition. The history was not to be estimated as an aggregate of

facte to be gathered by inquiry, and to be set forthwith talent, but as a revelation of Jehovah
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THE BOOKS OF THE KINGS.

in continuous acts, to understand which, properly, the Spirit of God seemed essential as

Organ, just as much as for the comprehension of particular, immediate signs, facts (Geschichti),

and oracles of Jehovah" (Winer, R-W.-B., i #. 412, Not 2). The secular historian does not

know Hebrew antiquity. The historical books of the Old Testament carry the collective

name in the Canon DW3J * and are distinguished from the books strictly prophetical only in

this, that the adjective Q'Wftn, priory is applied to them, and to the latter D'jnnti.

poderiores. But if in any age history would have been written by prophets, this most certainly

would have happened when prophecy was in the period of its bloom, and this was in the

time of the monarchy (comp. Bleek). The prophets did not write the history of Israel as

private persons, but as servants of Jehovah, as "men of God." They are the historiographers

of the kingdom of God, of the theocracy, and their narrative has for the people of God an

official character, which imparts to their historical, not less than to their strictly prophetical,

writings, authority and value in the judgment of the people. Were it not so, our author and

the chronicler could not have appealed to them so constantly.

If the three documentary sources of our books consisted, as has been stated above, of seve-

ral prophetical isolated pieces, the question then arises, when and by whom were the latter

collected and combined into each of the three DVTBD . In the lack of all specific accounts,

this admits only of a conjectural reply. If it were the business of the prophets to write the

history of Israel as God's people, and to exhibit in it the threads of divine guidance and reve-

lation, it must, of necessity, have occurred to them that their narrative would not only be

continued always, but, also, that the historical material already in hand would be preserved

and secured for future generations. This may have been attended to in the smaller pro-

phetical circles, especially in the so-called schools of the prophets. It is hence highly improba-

ble that, as Keil pretends, "just before the fall of the kingdom of Judah," the isolated pieces

which had been composed within the period of some centuries, which were scattered about

here and there, should have been collected and made up into one whole ; for the time imme-

diately preceding the fall of the kingdom was a time of utter disorder, which was least of all

fit for such an undertaking, apart from the consideration that the kingdom of Israel perished

130 years sooner, and its history was contained in a special work (Sammdwerlc), viz., in the

third documentary source. More can be said for the supposition that the compilation was
not completed at once, in a given time, but gradually, and that the latter isolated pieces were

added to the earlier, which would have been entirely natural and easily done. Since our

author, as we have remarked above, carefully distinguishes the three documents in his cita-

tions, adduces each one separately, and never, in any one of the thirty-four places, confounds

the second with the third, we are justified in the opinion that in his day, the three document-

ary sources were distinct works. In the time of the chronicler the second and third may
have been formed into one whole, since he frequently refers to the book of the kings of Judah
and Israel (2 Chron. xvi. 11; xxv. 20; xxviii. 26; xxxii. 82; xxviL 7; xxxv. 27; xxxvi. 8);

Once, also, simply to the book of the Kings (2 Chron. xxiv. 27). We cannot deduce anything

from this with entire certainty, however, for the Chronicles, although it often names prophet-

ical individual works, does not, in this respect, observe the accuracy of our books, as, s. g.f

when in the case of Jehoshaphat and Manasseh, kings ofJudah, it refers to the "book of the

kings of Israel " (2 Chron. xx. 84; xxxiii. 18), where we must assume either an exchange

or an omission of the words " and Judah."

Our author, in his use of the three documents, does not give a uniformly continuous

extract from them. Sometimes, indeed, in accordance with the special design of his work
(see below, § 5), he quotes entire sections literally, as is clear from sections in Jeremiah,

Isaiah, and Chronicles, which are duplicates of each other. Sometimes he abbreviates them
very much, as, e. g., is shown by a comparison of 1 Kings xv. 1-6 with 2 Chron. xiiL 1-23.

If he have not prepared the historical material furnished him in an independent way, special

remarks, insertions, and transitions may, nevertheless, have originated with him. But it is

very hazardous to attempt to determine this accurately. Of one section only, vizL, 2 Kings
xvii. 7-23, can we claim with certainty that it is the author's own.
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§ 2. SOURCES.

The sections upon the life and activity ofthe two great prophets, Elijah and Elisha, form

no small portion of our books. In these we miss the usual appeal to one of the three docu-

mentary sources. Those which relate to Elijah bear certainly an unmistakably peculiar

mark (comp., e. g. % 1 Kings xvii. with the preceding chapter) ; but it does not at all follow

that they belong to another than the third document, for this, like the other two, was a col-

lection ot isolated pieces of different authors. For since those two prophets were felt so

powerfully in the history of the monarchy, and they exerted generally, upon the develop-

ment of the Old Testament theocracy, an influence vastly greater than that of many a king, a

narrative devoted to them would scarcely have been wanting in the compilation. Besides, we
cannot conceive why our author, who usually adduces his sources so carefully, and refers to

them even in the most insignificant portions of the history of the kings, should have been

silent, in the most weighty history of the two prophets, as to whether he had derived the same

from another source than that he was constantly making use of (comp. Bleek, a. a. 0., $, 871 >.

If then of any one portion of our books, of this it is certain and self-evident, that it is the pro-

duction of a prophet If prophets have written the history of the kings, how much more

their own I

What has thus far been submitted respecting the documentary sources of our books, differs

more or less from the view now current. Almost universally, by the cited D'HBD are under-

stood " public annual registers " or " annals," which were kept by some royal official, and de-

posited in the state archives. Besides these chief sources, the author (it is thought) has used

others still, viz., prophetic writings. According to Delitzsch (in Drechsler, Der Proph. Jesaja,

it 2, 8. 253, and Commentar uber den Proph. Jesaja, $. ix.), the historical composition was both

annalistic and prophetic. " The aims of the two are distinct. The aim of the prophetic is

to exhibit the inner divine connections of the outward event which the annalistic registers."

. . . .
" With David began tjie official writing of annals, which resulted in those histori-

cal works out of which the authors of the book of the Kings and of the Chronicles have

chiefly, if not immediately, drawn. We behold David as the supreme chief of the kingdom,

exercising the highest authority on ail sides, and we find several offices created wholly by

him. Under these is included that of the T3TD , i. e., as the Septuagint, frequently explain-

ing, translates, virofivrifiaTdypa^og, or (2 Sam. viii. 16) M ruv v-irofiv^fiAruv (Hieron., genuinely

Roman, a commentariis). . . . • The "P3T0 was required to keep the annals of the kingdom.

His office is different from that of the IgiD or chancellor. It was the duty of the iDlD (chan-

cellor) to issue the public documents, and of the T3TD (recorder) to preserve them and to in-

corporate them into the proper connection of the history of the kingdom. Throughout the

ancient East both offices existed generally. Reference to the annals begins at 1 Chron. xxvii.

24 with the D^Cjn nin of David, and is continued in mbfrtf nm 'Dp 1 Kings xi 41. . . . If

we regard the state annals as a completed work, it falls naturally into four portions. The first

two treated of the history of the kingdom in its unity, the last two were annals of the kings

of Judah and of Israel—the history of the dissevered kingdom. The original of the state

archives was destroyed doubtless when the Chaldsans burned Jerusalem. But excerpted

copies of it were preserved, and the histories of the reign of David and of Solomon, rich

especially in annalistic particulars in the historical books in our possession, show that dili-

gence was devoted conspicuously to the circulation of copies of the annals of these sovereigns,

and that they probably appeared in separate tractates." Ewald also (Gesch. Israel*, iii

«. 180, 388) maintains that amongst the highest royal functionaries named in 2 Sam. viii. 16, and

1 Kings iv. 3, the T3TO was "he whose business it was to record all weighty incidents con-

cerning the royal house and kingdom, and who, at the close of a reign, gave publicly a

riwme of the history of it." He was also " court-historiographer." David created this " court-

office," and it was never afterwards " given up." Besides the " public annals " prescribed by

David, there were also in the kingdom of Israel "numerous and continuous prophetico-

historical summaries," which were fused subsequently into one work, which again was " per-

haps retouched and partially enlarged, yet much more sensibly abbreviated." Our author is
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6 THE BOOKS OF THE KINGS.

the " latest elaborate?," and " the fifth." We remark, against these very plausible assump-

tion, the following

:

(a) There is not a single passage of the Old Testament to show that the T3TD was the

writer of the court and kingdom records; that he drew up " protocolled " and "original"

archives that were deposited among the " state archives." He never appears the least

in the light of a historiographer or annalist when mentioned, or when his function is

alluded to, but as a civil officer (comp. 2 Kings xviii. 18, 37 ; 2 Chron. xxxiv. 8 : comp. Winer,

/?.- W.-B.
}
ii. 8. 800). Thenius justly remarks, on 1 Kings iv. 8, the maskir " received his name

from his office as fivS/pov, whose duty it was to bring to the king's remembrance the state

affairs to be settled, and about which he was consulted." Had David u newly " founded the

office of a court and state scribe, David's own history would have been the first to have been

written by this official ; but 1 Chron. xxix. 29 says of this very history, that it is " written"

^Tl^y of Samuel the seer, and in the book of Nathan the prophet, and in the book of Gad
the seer." Neither could "the book of the acts of Solomon" (1 Kings xi. 41) have been

written by the maskir, for the Chronicles, that has so many parallel sections with this history (see

above), says that these acts were written in the book ofNathan the prophet, and in the ntfttJ of

Ahijah the Shilonite, and in the Jlitn of Iddo the seer" (2 Chron. ix. 29). If the office of

maskir existed at all in the kingdom of Judah under the kings of David's house, there is not

the least trace of it in the separated kingdom of Israel. Here the dynasty was changed nine

times, and each was completely cut off by the new ruler. Was then the history of each king

written by the maskir of his successor (granting that there was such an official), and preserved

among the state archives ? Would, for instance, a Jehu, who so unmercifully destroyed the

whole house of Ahab (2 Kings x. 11-14) have the history of that house written by a royal

official, or have preserved the already-existing annals among the archives of his kingdom?

Would a Jezebel have suffered the court-historian to have written yearly accounts of all her

shameful acts ? Lastly, the assertion that the ISiD had to prepare the public documents, and

the T3p5 to preserve them, is a pure invention, without any support from a single passage.

(b) That there was a D*DJH ^\T\ *3D of the Medeo-Persian kings (Esth. x. 2), even suppos-

ing that archives drawn up by a court-scribe were meant, can never prove that the office of

a court-scribe was instituted by David 600 years before, and that this office continued with-

out interruption from that time on in both kingdoms during their separation. But even

suppose that there were such archives kept in Israel as well as in Judah, and deposited in the

archive-building, yet it must be considered that our author wrote in the latter half of the

Babylonian captivity, consequently at a time when the residences of Samaria and Jerusalem

had been for a long while destroyed, and when also, as is admitted, the annals that had been

preserved in the archive-building no longer existed. The supposition that the Assyrians

and Chaldsans kept the archives of conquered dynasties in their capitals, and allowed those

exiles who had acquired the favor of the conqueror to make use of them (Stahelin, Einl. iris

Alts Testament, s. 129), is as unfounded as it is arbitrary. At the destruction of Jerusalem,

not only the royal palace, but also " all the great houses were burned " (2 Kings xxv. 9).

And how could our author refer his readers to writings that either did not exist then, or at

least were not within the range of all ? But the assertion that excerpted extracts from the

originals of the state archives had been preserved, rests on the presupposition that " the

annals of each dynasty were made public when it became extinct,"—a presupposition which is

again without the shadow of support, and which, though helping out a difficulty, is a purely

arbitrary notion.

(c) Least of all can the contents of the book of Kings be adduced to prove that the

"archives of the kingdom" were the principal authorities for it. The history of the reigns

of each of the nineteen kings of Israel begins with the expression: "He did that which was

evil in the sight of the Lord." The same expression occurs with regard to twelve of the

twenty kings of Judah, and it expresses the general character of their rule. It is even told

at length how deeply even the greatest and most glorious king, Solomon, fell. The " sin of
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Jeroboam, who made Israel to sin," is represented as the source of all the evils of the king-

dom ; the conspiracies and murders of a Baasha, a Shallurn, a Menahem ; the wicked deeds

of an Ahab, a Jezebel, and Manasseh, are told unsparingly; and, finally, the chronicler says

of king Jehoiakim of Judah : " his abominations which he did, and that which was found in

him, behold they are written in the book of the kings of Israel and Judah " (2 Chron. xxxvi.

8). How can we then suppose that all this and much more like it was protocoled by the

" court-historiographer " with the knowledge and in the service of the king ; that it was re-

corded in official archives of the kingdom, and then made public ? No court-officials could

have written books of such contents, none but free-souled prophets who were perfectly inde-

pendent ofthe court. Ewald adduces, as unmistakable " remains " of the official archives (a. a.

0., $. 182), the sections that refer to Solomon's officers, over his household, and his buildings.

But we cannot perceive why these sections only should have been written by a court-official.

A man who stood so near Solomon as the prophet Nathan, who, according to 2 Chron. ix. 29,

wrote a history of that king, could and must know well what officials and how many he had,

how he managed his kingdom and court, and how the temple and palace built by him were

constructed. The accounts of the building of the tabernacle are much fuller than those of the

temple, and yet are certainly not written by secular officials. There is, in fact, nothing in these

books that a NOJ may not have known and written ; and it is indeed astonishing that, not-

withstanding all this, people should still insist on the supposed " archives of the kingdom,"

and obstinately object to the prophetic origin of the three documentary sources.

(d) Because there is so much matter that could not possibly have been in the official

annals, they have been driven to a wholly unfounded supposition, viz., that the author used

other authorities also, which are not named. But this is disproved by the fact that the three

authorities used were not official annals at all. The author refers to the sources whence he

drew his facts about thirty times, and he refers to them even when he wrote of those kings that

only reigned a short time ; but he does not once quote any other work. Now, as the greater

part of the contents of our books could not possibly have been taken from court-annals, it

would be inexplicable that the author should never have named his other authorities. The
conclusion that, because everything could not have been found in the archives, the author

drew from other sources, is therefore false. We should be much more justified in the inverse

conclusion, that because everything may have been contained in the historico-prophetical

works of Samuel (and the author only quotes these), they alone, and not such as he never

names, were his authorities.

Thenius has put forward a view regarding the sources of the books of the Kings (Comm.
fiber die Bucher der Konige, Einldt. § 8) which differs from the view we have just discussed, and

also from our own. He asserts that there are three " different component parts :
" namely, the

"properly historical," the " traditional," and these passages that were "really written by the

elaborator." There were, he thinks, two different sources of the historical parts, and, in fact, " a

larger work," which fell into two halves according to the two kingdoms, and " when the official

yearly records of both kingdoms wero used, may have been principally composed of what was

written regarding the influence of the prophets that had so much weight in public affairs

;

written partly by the prophets themselves, and partly by others of their time, or recorded

soon after." There was then an " extract from this larger work," which he supposes our author

to have " found," and to which the " summary accounts contained in our books," and the

invariable form of quotation, belong. The traditional portions are in part separate " descrip-

tions drawn from tradition," and in part are peculiarly *' a book composed by and for the

prophets—a sort of prophet-mirror, the chief design of which was to impress on the

pupils of the prophets the necessity for the most implicit obedience to the divine exhorta-

tions." Whilst all the sections that enter into detail are taken from the first-named " larger

work," the narratives of the prophets, as the history of Elijah and Elisha, were taken from

the " prophet-mirror." Thenius has tried to determine precisely to which of these different

component parts the separate sections and verses of our books belong. Against this view we
advance the following

:
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8 THE BOOKS OP THE KINGS.

(a) The author'sown statements refute the supposition that one larger work, forming a whole

in itself, was his chief authority. The dhronicler who wrote much later, refers indeed often to

the " book of the acts ofthe kings of Judah and Israel ; " but our author does not do so in one

of the thirty-four passages where he quotes his authorities, but he always either names the

book ofthe kings ofJudah or that ofthe kings of Israel. Thus he hadtwo separate, independent

books before him, for the very nature of the case required that the history of the two separated

kingdoms should be separately designated. But even granted that the three D^DD , so accurately

distinguished from each other, were only one larger work, we should then have to ask when it

was written, what author wrote it, and from what sources it was derived. As in 2 Kings

xxiv. 5 only the book of the Kings of Judah is quoted, the former could not have been written

till after the time of Jehoiakim ; but against this there are the above-mentioned references made
by the chronicler to the separate writings of earlier prophets and seers. The author of the

" larger work " (whoever he might have been) is supposed to have used the " official yearly

records of both kingdoms ; " but the grand question is, whether there were any such records,

and particularly in the kingdom of Israel. But if the three D^SD are taken to mean the

larger work, the official yearly records cannot be meant at the same time; thus no reference

can have been made to them.

(b) That our author should have used an extract from the larger work as well as the work
itself, is an extraordinary assertion, which no one thought of making till now. He certainly

needed no such extract, as, being in possession of the larger work, he could have mado an

extract himself, and could get nothing from any such, made by another, that was not to be

found in the work itself. But if he had, as proved, two separate D^IDD before him, the book

of the kings of Judah and that of the kings of Israel, there must have been two extracts, one

having been made in each kingdom, and this no one can or will accept. The attempt to de-

termine accurately what belongs to the larger work, what was taken from the extract, and

what was the author's own, is, to say the least, very adventurous, and rests alone upon a

purely subjective judgment, i. e.
y
is more or less arbitrary. Why, for instance, should not

the brief summary statements made in 1 Kings xv. about some kings, be taken from the ex-

tended authority cited, which is also quoted in every case, but be borrowed from the sup-

posed extract ? Why should the sentence in 1 Kings xiv. 21, " in the city which the Lord

did choose out of all the tribes of Israel to put His name there," not belong to the authority

used, but have been inserted by the author himself? Why should the same be the case

with chap. xv. 4, 5 ?

(c) The distinction between " truly historical " and " traditional " component parts, each

of which is said to have its peculiar sources, is founded on the presupposition that every

account in which a miracle, or the fulfilment of a prophecy, in fact anything out of the ordi-

nary course of history, is recorded, cannot be historical, but is " legendary." But those narra-

tives are so closely connected with such as are admitted to be " truly historical," that they can

only be forcibly separated from the context and laid to a separate " traditional " document-

ary source. Why, for instance, should the sections 1 Kings x, 1-13 and xi. 1-18 not be his-

torical, but the first be derived from a written and the latter from oral tradition ? Why
should 1 Kings xx. 1-34 belong to the supposed larger historical work, and vers. 35 to 43, on

the contrary, to the so-called prophet-mirror; in the same way 2 Kings ill. 4-27 to the former,

and 2 Kings vi. 24-vii. 20 to the latter? Why should everything in the great section

2 Kings xviii. 13-xx. 19 (IsaL xxxvi. 89) be historical, and only.the midway verses of 2 Kings

xix. 85-37 (Isai. xxxvii. 36-88) have been taken from another and a traditional source ?

(d) There is nowhere the slightest trace in the Bible of a particular book that was used

as " a prophet-mirror." If the author cites one of his three authorities in writing of kings of

whom there was but little to say (1 Kings xvi. 15 ; 2 Kings xv. 13), he would certainly not

have omitted to give his authority, if he had one, in the important and deeply-interesting

history of the great prophets. Apart from this, too, the supposition of such " a book, com-

piled for pupils of the prophets," is contrary to the sense and spirit of Hebrew antiquity. The
old prophets felt themselves indeed called on to record the history of Jehovah's people ; but
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it never entered their minds to compile a book of instruction or examples for their pupils, in

order to lead them to " the most implicit obedience." Modern times, indeed, require instruc-

tion for the performance of the spiritual office, &c. ; but antiquity had no such books. If the

three documentary sources were, as we have proved, collections made from writings that were

contemporary with or made soon after the DWIU who lived during the events, all the

sections that are said to belong to the supposed prophet-mirror might easily have been drawn

from them.

$8.

unity and independence.

If any book of the Old Testament forms a complete and independent whole, the books of

Kings, which afterwards and erroneously were divided into two books, are such, notwith-

standing their character as compilations. This is apparent in their beginning and conclusion,

which are the limits of a certain period of the Old Testament history. They begin with the

reign of the most glorious king, for whom the building of the temple was reserved, and they

end with the ruin of the whole kingdom, and the destruction of that temple. It is plain

from 1 Kings vi. 1 that a former period of the history of Israel terminates with the building

of the temple, and a new one begins :
" In the four hundred and eightieth year after the

children of Israel were come out of the land of Egypt, in the fourth year of Solomon's reign

over Israel, in the month Zif, which is the second month, he began to build the house

of the Lord." Why a new period began with the building of the temple by Solomon, is

shown in the following passages : 2 Sam. vii. 8-16 ; 1 Kings v. 8, 4 ; 1 Chron. xvii. 7-12

;

xxii. 8-11. The period from the exodus from Egypt-'to Solomon was the time of wan-

dering (of the " Tabernacle"), of war, and of disturbance ; even David was the " man of war."

With Solomon, the " man of quiet and peace," the period of full and quiet possession of the

promised land, and the period marked by Jehovah's " house," began. With Solomon, also,

the " house" of David, i. en David's dynasty, to whom the kingdom was promised forever,

first really began (2 Sam vii. 13 ; 1 Chron. xvii 14). This period continues then till the ruin

of David's house, which is also the ruin of Jehovah's house, and with this our books conclude

(2 Kings xxv).

The unity.and independence of these books is shown, not only in their style, but in their

Contents also. Even De Wette confesses (Einl.
y

«. 289): "a certain unity is manifest in

matter, style, and manner of exposition, from beginning to end ; " and Thenius says (a. a. 0.,

1. 1) : " There are remarks scattered up and down the whole that are all written in one

spirit, and are found in no other historical book, as in the books of the Kings (cer-

tainly not in the books of Samuel)." A peculiar style and method of historical writings

prevails, and such as we find nowhere else. The time of the beginning of each reign

and its duration are first stated in the history of each king, then his general character is

given, next an account, more or less full, of his acts, after that the date of his death and

burial, and finally mention is made of the authorities used. Some forms of expression are

indeed employed (in the extracts) which do not belong to the time of their composition, but

to a later period (Stuhelin, Krit. Urdertuch, s. 150 tq.) ; but they only prove "that the author

not only often quoted his authorities, but used them with some freedom " (Thenius).

The arbitrary designation of the books of Samuel as the first and second books of the

Kings by the Sept. and the Vulgate (see § 1) may have occasioned the assertion of recent

critics, like Eichhorn and Jahn, that both workB are by the same author, and properly belong

together. Ewald goes still farther ; according to him, the books of Judges, Ruth, Samuel,

and Kings, are, in their present form, one connected whole, by one author, whom he asserts was

the last of five consecutive elaborators on the existing authorities. But all that distinguishes

our books from the other historical ones of the Old Testament so clearly, applies to the books

of Samuel also. Here all the chronological data that are so carefully repeated with each king,

in our books, are completely wanting, as are also the usual expressions descriptive of char-
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acter and mission. The narrative is much more minute, simply strung together without

always preserving chronological order ; as, for instance, the entire section 2 Sam. xxi-xxir,

which is a sequel to David's history. The first two chapters of our books have been espe-

cially adduced, as an unmistakable continuation of 2 Sam. xx. 26, and showing the same

author's style of narration. These chapters, however, are inseparably and closely connected

with the three following ; they form the indispensable introduction to Solomon's accession,

and arc, on the other hand, separated from 2 Sam. xx. 26 by the supplement in 2 Sam. xxi.-

xxiv. But the similarity of the style is easily explained by the consideration that they were

all derived from a common source (1 Chron. xxix. 29). The similarity of some narratives and

modes of expression has also been alleged ; but it is difficult to perceive what likeness Ewald

can find between Abiathar's banishment (1 Kings ii. 26) and the rejection of Eli's house

(1 Sam. ii 35) ; between the elevation of Jehu to be king (2 Kings ix. sq.) and that of Saul

(1 Sam. ix. sq.). It is just so with 1 Kings iv. 1-6, and 2 Sam. viii. 15 to 18 ; there the chief

officers of Solomon are given, and here those of David also ; but neither the offices them-

selves, their order, nor the persons, are the same. Neither do the following passages:

1 Kings ii. 11 comp. with 2 Sam. v. 5, and 1 Kings ii. 4 ; v. 17 to 19; viii. 18, 25 comp. with

2 Sam. vii. 12-16, prove the identity of the author ; they only show, what is already clear, that

our author knew the books of Samuel, which were written before his time. Least of all should

the phraseology in 1 Sam. xxv. 22 and 1 Kings xiv. 16 ; xvi. 11 ; xxi. 21 ; 2 Kings ix, 8 be

adduced as proof that the author is the same. It is very natural " that an Israelite who
was no doubt intimately acquainted with the documents of his people, should often involun-

tarily use expressions from memory " (Thenius).

54.

CREDIBILITY.

The question of the credibility of these books concerns not so much themselves as the

authorities from which they were compiled. But as these were, as § 2 shows, composed by

prophets who were contemporaries of the events described, they are at least as much to be re-

lied on as the pretended annals written by court-historiographers, and therefore accredited.

The constant citation of the original documents presupposes that they were accounted regular

historical authorities, not only by the author himself, but also by his readers, and the whole

people ; in fact, by reference to them he guards against every suspicion of relating fiction or

doubtful facts. That he carefully and conscientiously chose his matter, is shown especially

by all those sections which are parallel with others in Isaiah, Jeremiah, or the Chronicles,

though not borrowed from them, but taken from the common source now no longer extant.

The accuracy of the dates, which is the basis of historical writing, is evidence of the credi-

bility of the narrative. But besides this there are many precise, genealogical, geographical,

and statistical remarks, as well as numerous characteristic traits of individuals, which could

not be fictitious, and bear the unmistakable impress of truth. An historical book would

scarcely have been placed in the Canon and among the 0^33 , if it had not been universally

esteemed as the true history after the original documents were lost.

While Eichhora (Einl. § 486) recognized the "perfect credibility" of our books, recent

critics have only partially and conditionally admitted it. They assert that these books con-

tain " myths " as well as authentic information (De Wette) ; stories, therefore, which are only

the clothing of religious ideas and doctrines, and having no real historical foundation : or

else they say that whole sections, especially those relating to the lives and deeds of the proph-

ets, have a " fabulous character" (Thenius) ; that they are not without historical foundation

and substance indeed, but yet are more or less colored and embellished. No books, however,

are more free than these, from myths. They do not deal with a prehistoric time, but with a com-

paratively late historical period, and their design is to give history, and nothing but history,

not religious ideas or doctrines in the dress of fictitious history. The history they relate is

indeed, in its nature as a part of the history of God's people, of a religious kind, but is not on
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that account fiction, but is history in the truest and fullest sense of the word. The idea of

mythical ingredients has very rightly been abandoned of late, but a fabulous character has
been the more insisted on. Proceeding from negative-dogmatic presuppositions, they endeavor

to prove, as already remarked above, § 2, that every miracle and every prophecy belongs to

the province of fable. But miracles form (comp. for instance 1 Kings xviii.) the very central

point of this history, which is indisputably true in all other respects, and admitted to be
such; they must therefore fell or stand along with it In fact, what is stated to be fabulous

in these books is so interwoven with what is admitted as historical, that they can only be
arbitrarily separated ; and every attempt to decide where history ceases and fable begins,

appears arbitrary and vain. To set forth the miraculous in the history of the old covenant

as unhistorical, is to deny that there was a divine revelation in it ; it is rooted in the election

of Israel, from among all people of the earth, to bo a peculiar people (Ex. xix. 8-6), i. e., the

guardians of the knowledge of the one God and His revelations. This election is, as Mar*

tensen aptly terms it (Dogmatic, $. 863), the " fundamental miracle which no criticism can

explain away," because it is a world-historical fact The prophets' stood alone in Israel, as

Israel did among ail nations of the earth ; all their great and extraordinary deeds and announce-

ments were inseparably connected with their peculiar vocation. They themselves were a
greater miracle than all the miracles they performed, as Christ was himself the greatest mira-

cle, and all his wonderful deeds were rooted in the miracle of His own person and mission.

Neither were tne deeds of the prophets mere wonderful sights caused by divine power, but
" signs " (rritf), that pointed to higher things, and real evidences of the mi of Jehovah,

working through the prophets. That which has been adduced against passages in our books,

which do not harmonize with, or which are in direct contradiction with, each other, and tell

against its complete credibility, does not amount to much. We refer, also, in this respect, to

the commentary upon the passages in question.

OBJECT AND CHABACTBB.

As the book was written during the second half of the captivity, and the prophetic

writer himself was living among the exiles (§' 1), it is plain that the work must bear the

stamp of such extraordinary times and especially refer to them. It was not the author's

object to write a historical work that should enrich the Hebrew literature ; but he had rather a

peculiar object in view, and one that bore upon the times he lived in. No time was so fitting

as that of the captivity, to hold before the captive and deeply-humbled people the mirror of

their history from the most prosperous period of the kingdom under Solomon to its fall.

Such a history would necessarily show them the ways by which their God led them, as well

as their great guiltand their fall ; and also convince them that the only way to deliverance and

freedom, was that sincere penitence and conversion to the Lord their God, and firm adherence

to the broken covenant and the promises therewith connected. It was the object of the author

to awaken and strengthen this conviction. Now the three prophetico-historical collections

that he used, were accessible also to others, otherwise he could not have referred his readers to

them so constantly. But it seems, from the formula with which he does so, that they were

very minute and voluminous, which must have made their general circulation in the time of

the captivity very difficult, or almost impossible. Hence the author undertook to make
extracts from tbem, choosing those events that served the object he had in view. It is very

clear that such an historical work was much needed at that particular time.

The style of the history exactly corresponds with the design. The work is anything but a

string of historical facts without any plan ; on the contrary, the author proceeds from a fixed

principle, to which he adheres to the end, through the choice as well as arrangement of the

historical matter, and so firmly, that his work bears the character of a pragmatic historical com-

position more than any other historical book of Scripture. This principle is the fundamental

idea of the entire old covenant—the election of Israel from all nations to be a peculiar people
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(Ex. xix. 8-6) ; the fundamental law of this election, t. e., the covenant, declares : " I am the Lord

thy God which have brought thee out of the land of Egypt (i. e.
y
made thee an independent

people). Thou shalt not make unto thee any graven image, nor any likeness of anything that-

is in heaven above, or that is in the earth beneath, or that is in the water under the earth.

Thou shalt not bow down thyself to them, nor serve them, for I the Lord thy God am a jeal-

ous God, visiting the iniquity of the fathers upon the children unto the third and fourth

generation, of them that hate me ; and showing mercy unto thousands of them that love me
and keep my commandments " (Ex. xx. 2-6). This supreme commandment of the covenant

lies at the root of the author's historical view and representation. According as the historical

facts are directly or indirectly connected with it, he relates them more or less in detail ; what

is utterly disconnected with it he passes over entirely. To him idolatry and image-worship are

the sin of all sins, because they destroyed what alone made Israel a peculiar and independent

people, chosen from among all nations, and also destroyed its world-historical destiny. All

evil, even the ruin of the entire kingdom, was the natural consequence of contempt and trans-

gression of that chief and fundamental law, as, inversely, all good and every blessing followed

adherence to the same. The author himself alludes to this fundamental idea in the long

reflections which he makes after the ruin of the kingdom, 2 Kings xvii 7 sq., and it appears

here and there throughout the whole work. David is a pattern for all the kings of God's

people, not because he was morally free from blame, but because he held to this fundamental

law in every situation, and never departed from it one iota ; the promise was therefore given

him : " Thine house and thy kingdom shall be established forever before thee ; thy throne

shall be established forever " (2 Sam. vii. 16 ; comp. 1 Kings viii. 25 ; ix. 5 ; xi. 36, 39 ; %

Kings viii. 10). This is the reason also that he is so often alluded to in the words :
u as his

father David," or " he walked in the ways of his father David " (1 Kings iii. 3, 14 ; ix. 4 ; xL

4, 6, 33, 38; xiv. 8; xv. 5, 11 ; 2 Kings xiv. 8 ; xvi. 2; xviii. 8 ; xxii. 2), or : "for David thy

father's sake " (1 Kings xi 12, 13, 32, 34 ; xv. 8 ; 2 Kings viii. 19 ; xix. 34 ; xx. 6). David,

when dying, exhorts his successor with the most impressive words, above all, to hold fast to

the fundamental law (1 Kings ii 8 sq.). But when Solomon permitted idolatrous worship in

the latter part of his reign, the kingdom was rent from him, " because he had not kept Jeho-

vah's covenant " (1 Kings xi 9-13). Disregard of the covenant was the cause of the partition

of the kingdom, and, in so far, the germ of its destruction. From the time of the partition,

the account of every single king of Judah and of Israel begins with the general character-

istic : " He did that which was right in the sight of the Lord " (1 Kings xv. 11 ; xxii. 43 ; 2

Kings xii 8 ; xiv. 8 ; xv. 8, 84 ; xviii. 3 ; xxii 2), or : " He did that which was evil in the

sight of the Lord" (1 Kings xv. 26, 84; xvi 19, 25, 80; xxii. 53; 2 Kings iii. 2 ; viii. 18,

27; xiii 2, 11; xiv. 24; xv. 9, 18, 24, 28; xvi 2; xvii"2; xxi 2, 20; xxiii.82,37; xxiv.

9, 19). This does not say whether a king lived morally and virtuously, but whether he kept

the covenant and first fundamental commandment faithfully ; that was the chief thing, and

determined the character of his whole reign. The author applies this unfailing test to the

conduct of all the kings, as well as of the whole people (1 Kings xiv. 22 ; 2 Kings xvii 7,

19). But there is something more. That the kingdom should always remember its duty, not

to swerve to the right or left from the fundamental law (Deut. xvii. 19, 20), the prophetic insti-

tution came into being, the mission of which was to watch over the keeping of the covenant,

to warn against all manner of apostasy, and whensoever it appeared, to exhort, to threaten,

and promise. The history of the activity of the prophets is therefore intimately connected

with that of the kings, and is, in fact, a part which serves to complete the same. The author

could not then avoid bringing the history of the most influential prophets into his history

of the kings ; had he not done so he would have been guilty of a great omission. And when
he, though himself of the tribe of Judah, principally describes, after the captivity, the history

of the kingdom of Israel, the reason is no doubt this: that the kingdom, from the beginning

of its existence, had completely broken the chief covenant-commandment, and persisted in so

.doing ; and therefore that the contest for it and for theocracy generally was carried on by the

prophets principally, until the entire people of the ten tribes was undone forever.
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§ 6. REVIEW OP CONTENTS. 13

After all, it remains unquestionably certain that these books bear throughout a specific

Israelitish-religious character, or, as it is generally termed, a theocratic character. This does

not imply that this is owing only to the author's views and style ; it lies rather in the nature

of the history itself Oehler very truly says (in Herzog's Real-Bne. xvii. s. 247) : " The idea of the

people of God is, in its very nature, supernatural, this view alone gives the key to the Israel-

itish history which, if not regarded in the light of divine election and guidance, as it demands,

remains a riddle, a * dark riddle ' (comp. what Rosenkranz says in Hegel's Life, & 40, about

the tatter's view of the Jewish history :
' it revolted him, and yet fascinated him, tormenting

him all his life like a dark enigma ')." Later historical writers have (many of them) made it

their business to take the so-called purely historical point of view in the history of the kings

of Israel : that is, to ignore all special providence in it, or rather to regard it as the religious

coloring of the author's mind, and to set it forth, like that of every other ancient nation, in a

purely secular light They trace the fundamental idea of divine election sometimes to ego-

ism, sometimes to the accidentally monotheistic character of the writer, or to the religious

genius of the Semitic race, and reduce all special divine influence to priest-rule and priest-

craft What the history represents as great and well-pleasing to God, is insignificant and

blameworthy, and what it views as sinful and perverse, is delineated as humanly great and

noble : in fact, this history is looked at through the glass of modern political ideas. Their

writings take no account whatsoeverof a " divine economy," but rather turn itmore or less into

a thorough caricature. We shall give some examples of this in explanations of particular pas-

sages and sections. There are no historical sources regarding the Israelitish monarchy except

those of the Bible ; we cannot, therefore, compare the facts narrated, with the statements of

any other author, who might take a different point of view from our author. To correct the

only extant historical source, and to change the facts therein given into totally different ones,

according to private judgment and pleasure, is not to write but to make history. He who can-

not accept the principle on which this history of the kings is written, or rejects it beforehand

as erroneous, can no more write such a history than the most learned Chinaman could write

that of Germany ; he should, consequently, leave it alone.

§6.

REVLEW OF CONTENTS.

The history of the Israelitish monarchy, from its highest splendor on to its destruction, as

it forms the contents of our books, lias three periods. The first embraces the time of the undi-

vided kingdom under Solomon ; the second, which is distributed into three epochs, embraces

the time of the divided kingdom down to the fall of the kingdom of Israel ; the third embraces

the time of the kingdom of Judah down to the Babylonish captivity.

TIB8T PEBIOD.

THE KINGDOM UNDEB SALOMON.

First Section.—Solomon's elevation to the throne.

A. Adomjah's effort to obtain possession of the kingdom: Solomon's ascension to the

throne (L, i.).

B. David's last words and death (L, ii. 1-12).

C. Solomon's dealings with his opponents (I., ii. 18-46).

Second Section.—The beginning of Solomon's reign.

A. His marriage ; solemn sacrifice and vision; first judicial decision (L, iii. 1-38).

B. His officers and court-establishment; his high spiritual culture, L, iv. 1-84).

TMrd Section.—Qo\omou^ buildings.

A. Solomon's negotiations with Hiram about the building of the temple (L, vi. 15-82).

B. The building of the temple (L, vi).
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14 THE BOOKS OF THE KINGS.

C. The building of the palace, and the manufacture of the vessels, &c, of the temple

(L,vii.).

D. The dedication of the temple (I., viii).

E. Sundry statements referring to Solomon's buildings and ships (L, ix,).

Fourth Section.—Solomon's glory and magnificence.

A. The visit of the queen of Shcba (I., x. 1-13).

B. The wealth, Bplendor, and power of Solomon's kingdom (I., x. 14-29).

Fifth Section.—Solomon's fall and end.

A. Unfaithfulness towards Jehovah and its punishment (L, xL 1-18).

B. Solomon's adversaries and his death (I., xL 14-48).

SECOND PEBIOD.

TKB KINGDOM DIVIDED INTO JUDAH AND TBTtAETi.

FIRST EPOCH.

Of the division of the kingdom down to the reign of Ahab.

First Section.—The disruption of the kingdom.

A. The renunciation of the house of David by the ten tribes (L, xii. 1-B4).

B. The founding of the kingdom of Israel by Jeroboam (L, xii. 25-83).

Second Section.—Jeroboam's reign in Israel.

A. Warning to Jeroboam by a prophet, and the disobedience and end of the latter (L,

xiii 1-82).

B. The prophecy of Ahijah against the house and kingdom of Jeroboam ; the death of

the latter (L, xiv. 1-20).

Third Section.—The kingdom in Judah under Rehoboam, Abijam, and Asa.

A. Rehoboam's reign (L, xiv. 21-81).

B. Abijam's and Asa's reign (L, xv. 1-24).

Fourth Section.—The kingdom in Israel under Nadab and Ahab. •

A. Nadab's and Baasha's reign (L, xv. 25 to xvi 7).

B. Ela's, Zimri's, and Ahab's reign (L, xvi 8-24).

SECOND EPOCH.

From Ahab to Jehu.

First Section.—The prophet Elijah during Ahab's reign.

A. Elijah before Ahab at the brook Cherith and at Zarephath (I., xvii).

B. Elijah upon Mount Carmel (I., xviii.).

0. Elijah in the wilderness and upon Horeb ; his successor (I., xix.).

Second Section.—The acts of Ahab.

A. Ahab's victory over the Syrians (I., xx.).

B. Ahab's procedure against Naboth (L, xxi.).

0. Ahab's expedition, undertaken along with Jehoshaphat, against the Syrians, and his

death (I., xxL 1-40).

Third Section.—The kingdom under Jehoshaphat in Judah, and under Ahaziah and Joram
in Israel.

A. Jehoshaphat's and Ahaziah's reign (I., xxii. 41-11. 1).

B. Elijah's departure and Elisha's first appearance (II., ii.).

C. Joram's reign and his expedition against the Moabites (II., iii).

Fourth Section.—Elisha's prophetic acts.

A. Elisha with the widow in debt, with the Shunammite, and with the " sons of the

prophets" during the dearth (EL, iv.)«
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B. The healing of Naaman, Gehazi's punishment, and the recovery of a lost axo (II.,

y.-vL 7).

C. Elisha during the Syrian invasion, and at the siege of Samaria (II., vi. 8-vii.).

D. Elisha's authority with the king, and his sojourn in Damascus (II., viii 1-15).

Fifth Section.—The kingdom under Jehoram and Ahaziah in Judah, and Jehu's elevation

to be king of Israel.

A. Jehoram's and Ahaziah's reign in Judah (EL, viii. 16-29).

B. Jehu's elevation to be king in Israel (II., he).

THIRD EPOCH.

From Jehu to the destruction of the kingdom of Israel.

First Section.—The kingdom under Jehu in Israel, and under Athaliah and Jehoash in

Judah.

A- Jehu's reign (II., x.).

B. The reign of queen Athaliah and its overthrow (H, zi.).

C. The reign of Jehoash (II., xii.).

Second Section.—The kingdom under Jehoahaz, Jehoash, and Jeroboam JL in Israel, and

under Amaziah in Judah.

Au The reign of the kings Jehoahaz and Joash (H, xiii.).

B. The reign of Amaziah in Judah, and of Jeroboam IL in Israel (H, ziv.).

Third Section.—The kingdom under Azariah (Uzziah) and Jotham in Judah, and under

Zachariah and Hosea in Israel.

A. The reign of the kings Azariah and Jotham in Judah, and of the kings Zachariah,

Shallum, Menahem, Pekahiah, and Pekah in Israel (II., xv.).

B. The reign of Ahaz in Judah (II., xvi.).

0. The fall of the kingdom Israel under Hosea (H, zvii).

THIBD PERIOD.

THB KINGDOM IN JUDAH AFTEB THE DESTRUCTION OF THE KINGDOM ISRAEL.

First Section.—The kingdom under Hezekiah.

A. Hezekiah's reign : oppression by Sennacherib and deliverancefrom it (XL, xviii., xix.).

B. Hezekiah's sickness and recovery : his reception of the Babylonish embassy, and his

end (IL, xx.).

Second Section.—The kingdom under Manasseh, Amon, and Josiah.

A. The reign of Manasseh and of Amon (IL, xxi.).

B. The reign of Josiah, the discovery of the book of the law, and restoration of the

prescribed worship of God (IL, xxii. 23-80).

Third Section.

A. The reign of the kings Jehoahaz, Jehoiakim, Jehoiachin, and ZedeHah (II., xxiii.

31-xxv. 7).

B. The fall of the kingdom of Judah : release of Jehoiachin from prison (II., xxv. 8-80).

§7.

LITERATURE.

Passing over commentaries and expositions extending over the entire Old Testament (for

a list, see De Wette, Introduction to the O. Test, and the Biblewerk), we confine ourselves to

notices of those works which concern themselves especially with our books. On the whole,

the literature in question is not so extensive as that of many other and less weighty books, as

e. gn The Song of Solomon. For a number of centuries no work could be adduced which

was specially devoted to our books.
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1G THE BOOKS OF THE KINGS.

L Exegetical treatises, Ephraem 8yr. (t 378) : Explanatio in I et II. regnorum {Opp. or.in

Bomse 1737. Torn. I).—Theodoreti (t 457) : Quastiones in libros III et IV. regnorum (Opp. omn

ed. Noesselt. Hal® 1769. Tom. Z).—J. Bugenhagen: annotation** in libr. Beg. Basil. 1525.

—

Seb. Leonbard : imofiv^fmra in libr. Beg. Erfurd 1606.—Piscator : Comment, in duos libr.

Begum. Herborn 1611.—Seb. Schmidt: in libr. Begum annotationes. Argentor 1697.—A.

condensed collection of expositions up to the close of the seventeenth century may be found

in Poole's (t 1679) Synopsis Criticorum aliorumque scriptures sacra interpretum et commenta-

torum. Francof. ad. M. 1694.—K. Fr. Keil : Commentar uber die Bucher der Konige. Moskau

1846.—O. Thenius : Die Bucher der Konige. Leipzig 1849 (9. Lieferung des Kurzgefassten Exeget.

Handbuchs turn A. T.).—K. Fr. Keil : BuMischer Commentar uber die prophetischen Geschichts-

bucher des A. T. DritterBand; die Bucher der Kbnige. Leipzig 1864.

—

Einleitung in die Bucher

der Konige. Leipzig, Qalle 1861 (translation with remarks thrown in by Adolf v. SchlQsser).

IL Historical treatises. J. J. Hess: Geschiehte David1
8 und Salomons, und : Geschiehte der

Konige Judo's und IsraeVs nach der Trennung des Beichs. 2 B'dnde, Zurich 1787.—Niemeyer:

Charakteristik der Bibel, iter u. titer Theil, 5 Aufl. Halle 1795.—Leo: Vorlesungen fiber die

jvdische Geschiehte 1825 (withdrawn by the author.).—Bertheau : Zur Geschiehte der Israelite^

Gdttingen 1842.—Menzel : Staats-und Beligionsgeschichte der Kdnigreiche Israel und Juda. Ber-

lin 1853.—Ewald : Geschiehte David's und der Kbnigherrschqft in Israel. 2 Ausg., Qottingen

(the third volume of the history of the people Israel to the time of Christ).—Eisenlohr : Das

Volk Israel unter der Herrschaft der Konige. 2 Theil., Leipzig 1856.—Schlier : Die Konige in

Israel. Ein UandbucMein zur heiligen Geschiehte, Stuttgart 1859.—M. Duncker: Geschiehte des

AUerthums. Erster Band. 2 Aufl,, Berlin 1855.—Hasse : Geschiehte des Allen Bundes, Leipzig

1868.—Weber : Das Volk Israel in der alttestamentlichen Zeit, Leipzig 1867.—To these must bo

added special articles in Winer : Biblisches Beaheorterbuch, 3 Aufl., Leipzig 1847, and in Herzog

:

BealrEncydopddie, Gotha 1854-1864. Comp. particularly the article in vol. xvii pp. 245-305

:

"the people of God," by Oehler.

EX Homiletie treatises. Only upon the history of the prophets Elijah and Elisha are there

sermons and devotional dissertations, which are cited below in the appropriate place. Not-

withstanding the rich material of our books in ancient as well as in recent times, there are

fewer homiletical treatises, whether of the whole or only of particular sections, than upon any

other books of the Bible. We must rest content here with referring to the works which em-

brace the entire Bible, and have interpreted it more or less practically and devotionally.

Cramer: Summarien und bQMsche Auslegung, 1627, 2 Aufl., Wolfenbuttel 1681, Fol.—L. Osian-

der : Deutsche Bibel Luthers mit einer hurzen, jedoch griinJlichen Erklarung, hcrausgegeben ton

D. FOrster, Stuttgart 1600, Fol.—Wurtembergische Summarien und Auslegungen der gansen

Heil. Schrift. Das Alte Testament, ruerst bearbeUet von J. E. Zeller, Stuttgart 1677 ; afterwards

" diligently revised and enriched with many useful remarks by the theological faculty of the

University of Tubingen, Leipzig 1709. 4. (The new " Summarien oder Grundliehe Auslcgung

der Schriften des A. T. ii. Band,n by Finkh, Stuttgart 1801-4, are far inferior to the older).—

Berlenburger BSbeZ, anderer Theil, 1728, Fol.—A. Kyburz : Ifistorien-Bet-und BUderbibel, 2ter

Theil, Augsburg 1789. 8.—Joachim Lange : Biblisch Historisches Licht und Becht, d. i. richtige

und erbauliche ErUarung der s&mmilichen historischen Bucher des A. T., Halle u. Leipzig 1734,

Fol.— Chr. M. Pfaff : Biblia, b. i. die gone* Beilige Sckrtftmib Summarien und Anmerk., Tubing.

Fol. (8 Ausg. Speyer 1767).—Starke : Synopsis Btbliothecw exeget. in V. T., zweiter Theil, andere

terbesserte Auflage, Leipzig 1745. 4.—G. F. Seiler : Des grdssem bibl. Erbauungsbuches Alien Tes-

tament* dritter Theil, Erlangen 1791. 4.—Ricbter : ErUdrte Hausbibel. Altes Testament, zweiter

Band, Barmen 1835. 8.—Lisco : Das Alte Testament mit ErUdrungen u. s. to. Erster Band, die

hiitorischen Biieher, Berlin 1844. 8.—O. Yon Gerlach : Das Alte Testament mit Mnleitungen und
erlddrenden Anmerhingen, meiter Band, Berlin 1846. 8 (5 Aufl. 1867).—(Calwer) Handbueh
der BibelerHdrungfiir Sehule und Haw. Erster Band, das Alte Testament enthaltend, Calw und
Stuttgart 1849. 8.

[The remarks of our author respecting the small number of commentaries and treatises

upon the Books of the Kings are true, conspicuously of English theological literature. What

*
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we hare is of the most meagre description. In fact, there is nothing to be named ; we have

no special exposition of our books in the English language. Our clergy and laity, who have

depended upon English authors, have been compelled to use Patrick, Lowth, and Whitby, or

Thomas Scott, or D'Oyly and Mant, or Adam Clarke, and the rest These works, as is well

known, are utterly deficient in critical acumen, and the amount of information they convey is

insignificant. Whatsoever may be the merits or demerits of this work, it will certainly meet

a need that has been long felt.

The reader can moreover consult Bp. Horsley's " Notes on the Kings," and for the histor-

ical review, Dean Stanley's History of the Jewish Church, and Prof. F. W. Newman's Hebrew
Monarchy. Dean Prideaux's work, embracing the period from the declension of the kingdoms

of Israel and Judah to the time of our Lord, notwithstanding its faulty construction, remains

an abiding monument of genuine erudition.

In Bishop Hall's " Contemplations " the reader will find much that is valuable, and of great

spiritual practical insight. It is rich in homiietical suggestions, and can be read with profit

in connection with the sacred text Many sermons, too, have been published, which illustrate

particular sections of the Books of the Kings, as, e. g., on the temple (chap, vi.), and its conse-

cration (chap, viii.), and on the disobedient prophet (chap, xiii.), and on Elijah (chap. xvii. *?.),

Ac, some of which will be referred to under the texts in their order.

For particular items: Dr. Smith's Dictionary of the Bible (Boston, 1800-1868, enlarged

by Hackett and Abbott, in 4 vols. 1870), or an abridgment by Mr. S. Barnum, may be used (see

especially art " Temple," by Ferguson). For the temple in respect of comparative architecture!

&c, see K. O. Mailer, Archaeology of Ancient Art, &c., translated by John Leitch. London! A.

Fullarton & Co., 1847. Also, Solomon's Temple, &c., by T. O. Paine, a minister of the New-
Jerusalem Church. Boston, 1861.—E. H.]

2
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THE

FIRST BOOK OF THE KINGS.

FIRST PERIOD, (1015 TO 975 B. O.)

THE KINGDOM UNDER SOLOMON.*

(Chaptkbb L—IL)

FIRST SECTION.

Solomon's accession to the throne.

Ohap. L, EL

JL~-Adenijak*$ attempt to eeiee the kingdom for himself; Solomon's elevation to the throne.

Chap. L 1-63.

1
^
Now king David was old and stricken in years

;

l and they covered him
2 with clothes, but he gat no heat Wherefore his servants said unto him, Let

there be sought for my lord the king a young virgin [virgin damsel] ;
* and let

her stand before the king, and let her cherish him, and let her lie in thy * bosom,
8 that my • lord the king may get heat. So they sought for a fair damsel through-
out all the coasts of Israel, and found Abishag a [the •] Shunammite, and brought

4 her to the king. And the damsel was very fair, and cherished the king, and
ministered to Sim : but the king knew her not.

6 Then Adonijah the son of Haggith exalted himself, saying, I will be king

:

and he prepared him chariots and norsemen, and fifty men to run before him.
6 And his father had not displeased him at any time in saying, Why hast thou
done so f and he also woe a very goodly man ; and his mother bare him after

.7 Absalom. And he conferred with Joab the son of Zeruiah, and with Abiathar
8 the priest : and they following Adonijah helped him. But Zadok the priest, and
Benaiah the son of Jehoiada, and Nathan the prophet, and Shimei, and Rei, and

9 the mighty men which belonged to David, were not with Adonijah. And Ado-
nijah slew sheep and oxen and fat cattle by the stone of Zoheleth, which is by
En-rogel [the well of Rogel], and called all his brethren the king's sons, and all

10 the men of Judah the king's servants: but Nathan the prophet, and Benaiah,

and the mighty men, and Solomon his brother, he called not.

11 Wherefore Nathan spake unto Bath-sheba the mother of Solomon, saying,

Hast thou not heard that Adonijah the son of Haggith doth reign, and David
12 our lord knoweth it not ? Now therefore come, let me, I pray thee, give thee

counsel, that thou mayest save thine own life, and the life of thy son Solomon.

• [I am indebted tomy Mend, Frederic Gardiner, D. D., Profeesor in the Berkeley Divinity School, Middletown, Com*

fer fee accompanying textual revision end original grammatical notes.—K. It)
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20 THE FIRST BOOK OP THE KINGS.

13 Go and get thee in unto king David, and say unto him, Didst not thou, my
lord, O King, swear unto thine handmaid, saying, Assuredly [That*] Solomon
thy son shall reign after me, and he shall sit upon my throne ? why then doth

14 Adonijah reign? 'Behold, while thou yet talkest there with the king, I also

will come in after thee, and confirm • thy words.
15 And Bath-sheba went in unto the king into the chamber: and the king was
16 very old; and Abishag the Shunammite ministered unto the king. And Bath-

sheba bowed, and did obeisance unto the king. And the king said, What
17 wouldest thou ? And she said unto him, My lord, thou swarest by the Lord [Je-

hovah] thy God unto thine handmaid, saying, Assuredly Solomon thy son shall

18 reign after me, and he shall sit upon my throne. And now, behold, Adonijah
19 reigneth ; and now [thou "], my lord the king, thou"knowest it not : Ajid he hath

slain oxen and fat cattle and sheep in abundance, and hath called all the sons of
the king, and Abiathar the priest, and Joab the captain of the host : but Solomon

20 thy servant hath he not called. And thou," my lora, O king, the eyes of all Israel

are upon thee, that thou shouldest tell them who shall sit on the throne of my.
21 lord the king after him. Otherwise [But] it shall come to pass, when my lord

the king shall sleep with his fathers, that I and my son Solomon shall be counted "

22 offenders. And, lo, while she yet talked with the king, Nathan the prophet also

23 came in. And they told the" king, saying, Behold Nathan the prophet [has

come]. And when he was come in before the king, he bowed himself before the
24 king with his face to the ground. And Nathan said, My lord, O king, hast thou
25 said,

1 * Adonijah shall reign after me, and he shall sit upon my throne ? For
he is gone down this day, and hath slain oxen and fat cattle and sheep in

abundance, and hath called all the king's sons, and the captains of the host, and
Abiathar the priest ; and, behold, they eat and drink before him, and say, God

20 save king Adonijah [let king Adonijah live]. But me, even me thy servant, and
Zadok the priest, and Benaiah the son of Jehoiada, and thy servant Solomon,

27 hath he not called. Is this thing done by my lord the king, and thou hast not
shewed it

l* unto thy servant w who should sit on the throne of my lord the king
after him ?

28 Then king David answered and said, Call me Bath-sheba. And she came
29 into the king's presence, and stood before the king. And the king sware, and
30 said, As the Lord [Jehovah] liveth, that hath redeemed my soul out of all dis-

tress, even as I sware unto thee by the Lord [Jehovah] God of Israel, saying,

Assuredly [That "] Solomon thy son shall reign after me, and he shall sit upon
81 my throne in my stead ; even so will I certainly

,T do this day. Then Bath-sheba
bowed with her face to the earth, and did reverence to the king, and said, Let
my lord king David live for ever.

32 And king David said, Call me Zadok the priest, and Nathan the prophet,
33 and Benaiah the son of Jehoiada. And they came before the king. The king

also said unto them, Take with you the servants of your lord,
1 * and cause SqIo-

34 mon my son to ride upon mine own mule, and bring him down to Gihon ;
*• And

let Zadok the priest and Nathan the prophet anoint him there king over Israel

:

and blow ye with the trumpet, and say, God save king Solomon [let king Solo-

35 mon live]. Then ye shall come up after him, that he may [and he shall? come
and sit upon my throne ; for [and] he shall be king in my stead : and I have

80 appointed him to be ruler over Israel and over Judah. And Benaiah the son of

Jenoiada answered the king, and said, Amen : the Lord [Jehovah] God of my
37 lord the king say so too [so spake *•]. As the Lord [Jehovah] hath been with

my lord the king, even so be he with Solomon, and make his throne greater

than the throne of my lord king David.
38 So Zadok the priest, and Nathan the nrophet, and Benaiah the son of

Jehoiada, and the Cherethites, and the Pelethites, went down, and caused Solo-

39 mon to ride upon king David's mule, and brought him to Gihon.' 1 And Zadok
the priest took a horn of oil out of the tabernacle,' and anointed Solomon.
And they blew the trumpet ; and all the people said, God save king Solomon

46 [Let king Solomon live]. And all the people came up after him, and the people
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CHAPTER L 1-55. 21

piped with pipes, and rejoiced with great joy, so that the earth rent with the
sound of them.

41 And Adonijah and all the guests that were with him heard it, as they had
• made aft end of eating. And when Joab heard the sound of the trumpet, he
42 said, Wherefore is this noise of the city being in an uproar ? And while he

yet spake, behold, Jonathan the son of Abiathar the priest came: and Adonijah
said unto him," Come in ; for thou art a valiant man, and bringest good tid-

43 ings. And Jonathan answered and said to Adonijah, Verily our lord king
44 David hath made Solomon king. And the king hath sent with him Zadok

the priest, and Nathan the prophet, and Benaiah the son of Jehoiada, and the
Cherethites, and the Pelethites, and they have caused him to ride upon the

45 king's mule : and Zadok the priest and Nathan the prophet have anointed him
king in Gibon

:

M and they are come up from thence rejoicing, so that the city

46 rang again* This is the noise that ye have heard. And also Solomon sitteth on
47 the throne of the kingdom. And moreover the king's servants came to bless our

lord king David, saying, [Thy "] God make the name of Solomon better than thy
name, and make his throne greater than thy throne. And the king bowed himself

48 upon the bed. And also thus said the king, Blessed be the Lord [Jehovah] God of
Israel, which hath given one to sit on my throne this day, mine eyes even seeing it.

49 And all the guests that were with Adonijah were afraid, and rose up," and
50 went every man his way. And Adonijah feared because of Solomon, and arose,

51 and went, and caught hold on the horns of the altar. And it was told Solomon,
saying, Behold, Adonijah feareth king Solomon : for, lo, he hath caught hold on
the horns of the altar, saying, Let king " Solomon swear unto me to [this "J dav

52 that he will not slay his servant with the sword. And Solomon said, If he wiil

shew himself a worthy man, there shall not a hair of him fall to the earth : but
53 if wickedness shall be found in him, he shall die. So king Solomon sent, and

they brought him down from the altar. And he came and bowed himself to king
Solomon : and Solomon said unto him, Go to thine house.

TEXTUAL AND GRAMMATICAL.

> Ver. 1,—[D^DO K3 always connected with !?£(Gen. xrili. 11; ndr. 1; Josh. xHL 1 Ws, xxiiL L, 2) exactly corre-

sponds to the phrase in A. V.

• Ver. 1.—[DHJ3 bed-cloth* (c/ 1 Sam. six. IS), not garment*.

• Ver. 2.—{The translation of ^}V). in Ten. 8 and 4 may well stand here also.

« Ver. 2.—In place of the suffix 1 the 8ept has evro* and the Vale, two, which Thentus prefers to the reading of
the text—Bahr.

• Ver. 2.—[The Alex. 8ept, Syr., and Vulg., read our,
• Ver. 8.—{Tho definite article should be expressed as in rer. 16.

' Ver. 18.—(The particle ^ , as is recognised in all the V V., can hardly gire the emphasis of the Eng. a—%>r*dty.

• Ver. 14.—[Many MSS. and VV. prefix and,

• Ver. 14.—[^TJ3^"nK V)K?D not complete, fill out, bat, as in A. V„ confirm ; Chald. tPgK, Sept vk^mvu. The

phrase Is osed of the fulfilment of divine utterances. (JT. ii. 27 ; wilt. 15, 24.

»• Ver. 18.—All the VV. and 200 MSS. [and the early editions] read HTIK1 instead of HT1J1, as the connection

require*.—Bahr..

» Ver. 20.—Instead of HJJK1 the Chaldee [Syr. and Valg.], and some [many] MSS. haye HH?), which' Thenios

considers right On the other hand, Manrer remarks that the pronoun stands here first, just ss in Gen. xlix. 8, with

emphasU. instead of the snfflx.—Bihr.
>* Ver. 21.—[Counted is implied by the connection, bat not expressed in the Hbr.

" Ver. W.—[JT)Dt< HPIK, the question is indicated only by the tone.

" Ver. 27.—[The pronoun it is better omitted, ss in the Hbr. and all VV.
>» Ver. 27.—The kVi has 713]?, also nearly all the translations hare the singular; bat the reading of the text is

rreferred.—Bihr. [It is that or many MSS.]
«• Ver. 80.—[See note ver. 13.
w Ver. 80.—[Hbr. and VV. omit certainly,

w Ver. 88.—[DD^TIK In the pL is rightly rendered by the stag, ss referring to David—not to Darid and Solomon.

» Ver. 88.—[The Ch-Udee and Syr. read SUoa ; Arabic, fountain of SUoa,

•» Ver. 88.—[The words $ay to too at the end of this tot. in the A. V. should be omitted; miT TD*P |3 is to be

i historically, not optatWely. Three MSS. followed by the Syr. and Arab, read TMflP tor TOW .

• Ver. 88.—[The Child., Syr., and Arab., make the same change here as in ver. 88.
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22 THE FIRST BOOK OP THE KINGS.

** Yer. 42.—[The words uniokim are unnecessary ; not contained In the Hoc. nor the YV.
*» Ver. 46.—[A*, in vers. ft* and 8a

" Ver. 47.-The k'tib ft\"6K] Is plainly preferable to the kM Dv6m—Bihr (and le followed by the Syrieo].
*• Ver. 49.—[The Vatican (not Alex.) Sept omiu amf rote wp.
99 Ver. 51.—(The Vatican (not Alex.) Sept omiu king.

" Ver. 51.—[Instead of DV3 some MSS. read DIM, which has been followed apparently by the A. V.-T. 6.]

2UCEGBTICAL AHD CRITICAL.

Ver. 1. Now king David was old, Ac. Vera.
1-4 introduce the entire narration following, the

central point and chief object of which is Solomon's
ascension to the throne. Adonijah's endeavor to

usurp the throne was the reason why this event
took place before the death of David. Adonijah
proceeded to carry out his purpose when David
was old and infirm, and apparently near his end.

The author begins, consequently, with the descrip-

tion of David's condition, and is reminded particu-

larly of Abiahag, his waiting-maid, because Adoni-
jah, after the misadventure of his enterprise,

sought her for a wife in order to gain the throne
by means of her, and so wrought his destruction

(chap. ii. 13 sq.). The 1 at the beginning has no

connection with anything preceding ; least of all

does it connect our books with the books of
Samuel (see Introduction, § 3). Nor is it mechanic-
ally retained from a passage of the life of David
inserted here (Keil) ; but it stands, as elsewhere
so often at the beginning of a book (Jos. i. 1

;

Judges i. 1 ; 2 Sam. i 1 ; Ruth i. 1 ; Esth. i. 1

;

Ezra i. 1 ; Ezek. L 1 ; Jon. L 1), where the first

verse forms the antecedent to the second.—When
David was old and infirm, his servants said unto
him. David was then seventy years of age (comp.
chap. ii. 1 1, with 2 Sam. v. 4, 5) : that his natural
warmth then failed him, was not ex nimio mulierum
usu (Le Clerc), but was the result of the ** extraor-

dinary cares and conflicts of his earlier life"

(Ewald).

Vers. 2-4. Wherefore his servants said
unto him, Ac Josephus expressly names them
physicians (Ant vii. 14, 3), comp. Gen. 1. 2. The
remedy which one of them, in the name of the
rest, advised when the "clothes" (DH33 as in

1 Sam. xix. 13 ; Numb. iv. 6) were of no use, was
known in ancient times. Without skill in internal

remedies, men sought to warm, by means of living

vigorous bodies, those whose vital powers were
chilled and enfeebled. Galen (Method. Medic
8, 7) says: u Ec iis vero, qua* extrinsecus applicant

for, boni habitus pueUus una sit accumbans, ut sem-
per abdomen ejus conUngai. Bacon (Hist, Vit. et Nee) :

Neque negligenda sunt /omenta ex corporibus vivis.

According to Bartholinus (De Morb. BM. 9), a
Jewish physician advised the Emperor Frederic
Barbarossa to allow young and strong boys to lie

upon his breast (comp. Trusen, Sitten, Gtbr. and
Krankh. der Hebroeer, s. 257 sq.). This was not
designed here for the gratification of bodily pas-
sion, by means of a " concubine," as Winer calls

Abishag, but before all, for service and assistance,

such as was deemed most effective after the un-
availing application of the usual remedies to the
aged man confined to his bed. The physicians
expressly state this, and it agrees with the words

:

md let her stand before the king, i. &, let her serve
aim (Gen. xli. 46 ; Deut. i. 38), and be his attendant,

c, let her wait upon, help him : let her Ue in his

bosom [not thy, see textual note] that he may
become warm. If by these last words they may
have presupposed that he would "know" her,

they do not state it as the design, as, moreover,

p*rpl 13K* must not be understood necessarily

only of cohabitation (comp. chap. iii. 20 ; Ruth iv.

16). They sought a beautiful maiden " because
she was destined for the king" (Thenius), and
they found such at Shunem, a city of the tribe Is-

sachar, in the plain of Jezreel, at the foot of the so-

called little Hermon (Jos. xix. 18 ; 1 Sam. xxviii. 4).

The text states expressly that the king did not know
her: she was, therefore, not his concubine, but
his waiting-maid and attendant. In a wholly per-

verse way Josephus, and after him J. IX Michaelis,

adduces impotency, in consequence of old age and
weakness, as the reason why he did not know
her. In that case the remark would be super-

fluous (Thenius). It serves, however, " to make
it clear how it was that Adonijah could seek
Abishag for his wife," chap. ii. 17 (Keil), and go
to Bath-iheba for her intercession with Solomon.
Older interpreters have maintained that she was
the actual wife of David, or at least his concubine,

and that the relation also, according to the
morality of the time, was unobjectionable. But
neither here nor in the second chapter is she so
named. Amongst the people she may havo well
passed for such, since Adonijah, through alliance

with her, wished to facilitate his way to die throne
(see on chap. ii. 13).*

Vers. 5-6. Then Adorijjah the son of Hag-
gith, Ac. Of the sons of David born at Hebron,
Adonijah was the fourth (2 Sam. hi. 2-4). The
first, Amnon, and the third, Absalom, were already
dead, and the second also, Chileab, of whom
nothing more is said, had doubtless died much
earlier. As the eldest living son, Adonijah believed
that he had claims to the throne. Besides this,

his beautiful person came into the account, as
with Absalom, by which* because it was valued
in a ruler (1 Sam. ix. 2 ; 2 Sam. xiv. 25 ; xvi. 7

;

Ezek. xxviii. 12), he hoped for the favorable re-

gard of the people. st6* v®r» 6 cannot, with

some, be translated :
" and he was born unto him

after Absalom," but only, aa in Gen. xvi 1 :
" and

she had borne him after Absalom," t. «., after the
latter had been borne of Maacah. The alteration of

the text into if?—" he had begotten him after Ab-

salom " (Thenius), is wholly unnecessary. The suc-

cession to the throne in Israel was certainly hered-
itary; but no law required that the eldest son, at
the time, should be the heir-apparent From vers.

• [The allegorical interpretation of Jerome makes the
Shunammite damsel the <svrr-Tlrjrtn wisdom of God so ex-
tolled by Solomon (tapienUa qum numquatn wne+cti,
Epirt. % 2; ad NepoHanum, chap, iv.; Opera, 1. p. 286).
But In another passage Jerome understands the story liter-

ally, and enumerates this relation among the sins and im-
perfections of David, which would not be allowed nnder ta«
gospel dispensation (oontra Jovin. k i, chap. xxJvn torn. 4
974).-P.S.]
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17 and 20, a* also from 2 Chron. zi. 22, it is clear

that it was regarded as the right of the reigning
king to determine who amongst his sons should
succeed him. He could transmit the kingdom to his

first-born or to his eldest son, but he was not obliged

(2 Chron. xxi. 3) thereto. Adonijah was not at all

first-born, but only the fourth son. He himself
does not tako his age into the account, and appeals,

is chap, ii 13 *?., not to this, but to the voice of
the people who had shown themselves favorably
disposed towards him. David's designation of
Solomon as his successor, has its reason in the
promise in 2 Sam. vli. 12-16; xii. 24 sq.; 1 Chron.
xxii. 9, 10 ; he regarded him as the one who, ac-

cording to the prescript touching a king in Deut.
xviL 15, was chosen by Jehovah. Of a formal
"right" to the throne, possessed by Adonijah,
which he thought to " assure " himself of (Thenius),
there can be no discussion. That he knew well
the will of his father, by virtue of which Solomon
was to be his successor, is clear from the circum-
stance that he invited all his brothers, and the
men who were employed in the royal service, to a
feast prepared by him. Solomon only, and the
more confidential friends of David, were not in-

vited. His design was to render null the purpose
of his father, and to possess himself of the throne,

by conspiracy and force, in opposition to his wish.
His undertaking was a formal usurpation, and
like that of Absalom, to which the whole narrative

manifestly points. Upon this account also the
text says: "he exalted himself

,

n
i. <?., he over-

exalted himself—made himself somewhat that did

not become him (tffeo used here as in Prov. xxx.
TT

32; Numb. xvL 3), with this result, that his

father left him to his will (Y&O means from his,

Adontjah's days, and is not, with Seb. Schmidt, to

be understood first of his attempt at royal

sovereignty). The moral infirmity of the royal

lather, coupled now with bodily weakness, in-

duced Adonijah to enter upon his guilty enter-

Srise. Just as Absalom had done (2 Sam. xv. 1),

e provided himself with what, according to

1 Sam. viii. 11, is designated as the first " royal

prerogative," chariots, riders, and body-guardsmen,
i e.

f a brilliant court, in order thereby to impose
upon the multitude.

Vers. 7-10. And ke conferred with Joab,
kc. Through the commander-in-chief, Adonijah
hopes to win over the army, and through the
high-priest, to secure also the priesthood. Not the

conviction "that he had right on his side"
(Thenius), induced both men to enter into his

plans. Joab had observed that he was sunken in

the good graces of David (chap. ii. 5), and' conse-

quently could not hope for much for himself from
Solomon ; but from Adonijah he could hope, espe-

cially if made king by his assistance. Abiaihar
seems to have felt himself set aside by David for

Zadok, which priest was at the tabernacle with
the ark of the covenant at Zion (see on vers. 33

and 39), and to have feared that the high-priestly

family of Eleazar, to which Zadok belonged,

would supplant his own, viz.: the family of

Ithamar. Upon Benaiah, comp. 2 Sam. viii. 18 and
xxiii. 20 sq. ; upon Nathan, see 2 Sam. vii. and xii.

Shimei is mentioned in chap. .iv. 18: Josephus
names Rd 6 AavtSov §ftjoq. Doubtless these latter

filled high offices. That they were the only sur-

viving brothers of David (Bwald), has nothing pro-

bable to rest upon. Upon the heroes of David,
comp. 2 Sara, xxiii. 8 aj., and 1 Chron. xi 10 $q.
Adonijah, lifce Absalom (2 Sam. xv. 8, 12), pre*
pared a great feast, which was ostensibly also
sacrificial, in order to impart to the transaction a
religious coloring. The wett, i c, the sources of
Rogel (Jos. xv. 7; xviii. 16), lay, according to
2 8am. xvii. 17, southeasterly from Jerusalem, in
the loveliest, most fruitful plain; according to
Josephus, in PcuriXucQ irapadefoy • according to
8chulz (Jems., s. 79), " even now a place of recre*
ation for the inhabitants of Jerusalem." Thenius

derives the name Zoheleth from ^p|T , to crawl—

a rock which one must climb with difficulty. Thia
place was in every respect suited for a public fes-
tivity. (Comp. Robinson, Palestine, voL L p. 333

;

Boston, 1868.)

Vers. 11-14. Wherefore Nathan spoke unto
Bath-sheba, Ac. According to the custom pre-
vailing anciently in the East, on the occasion of
the forcible seizure of the throne, of murdering
the dethroned ruler, or the opposing pretenders to
the crown, with all their nearest relations (Judg.
ix. 5; 1 Kings xv. 29; 2 Kings x. 6, 13; xi. 1), m
the event of the success of Adonijah's undertak-
ing, there was very much to fear for the life both
of Solomon and of his mother. That David knew
nothing of the plans of Adonyah, and that Nathan
was first informed of them only at the moment of
their execution, shows how secretly the affair had
been managed. This would have been unneces-
sary had Adonijah a recognized right to the
throne, and had his own conscience been right
in the premises. David, moreover, would not have
been so very much surprised at his undertaking.
The prophet Nathan also deemed it his duty to pre-
vent, as far as possible, a repetition of the history
of Absalom. With great wisdom and prudence,
he addressed himself to the mother of Solomon,
who was especially beloved of David, begging her
to apply to the king, with whom rested the right
to designate his successor, to represent to him the
mortal peril which threatened both her son and
herself, and to remind him of his promise to her.

When David's mind should first, by this means,
become aroused, than he (the prophet) would, in
the name of Jehovah, appear before the king, and
place before him his given word (1 Chron.
xxviii. 5), in order to incite him to immediate
action. " When David first promised Bath-sheba,
upon his oath, that her son Solomon should be-

come king, is not known. Obviously .it was after

the promise he had received in 2 Sam. vii''

(Keil).

Vers. 15-27. And Bath-sheba went in nntor

the king. Ac The statement that king David
was old, Ac (ver. 1), explains the words :

" into

the chamber " (ver. 15), and means he was so feeble

that he could not leave his sick-room, and needed
constant attention.—From ver. 20, comp. 27, it ia

most explicit, once more, that no one entertainod

the thought that Adonijah, as the eldest surviving

son of the king, had a right to the succession ; but
that the right to decide whether of his sons should
be king, remained rather with the king, and that
his decision was anxiously waited for.—I and my
son Solomon shall be counted offenders, u e.f

we shall be treated as traitors and offenders guilty

of death. After these words Bath-sheba retired, and
Nathan, informed in the meanwhile, went unto the
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king. While the former addressed her statement to

the king directly, as a mother, the latter, as proph-
et, begins with a question in which, upon the one
side, a slight reproach was conveyed that David
should not have put a stop sooner to the design

of Adonijah, and have exposed his own friends to

great danger, and on the other side it expressed
the confidence that the king would hold to his

oath, and carry it out forthwith.—Under "the
captains of the host," ver. 25, the servants of the
king (the mighty men) in ver. 10 are included.

Kings used to be saluted by the people with the
salutation. Live the king! (1 Sam. x. 24 ; 2 Sam. xvi.

16 ; 2 Kings xl 12 ; 2 Chron. xxiii 31.) The order
of names in ver. 26 contains a climax in which
Solomon, as the highest personage, is named last
Nathan's words are anything else than the expres-
sion of wounded vanity— they simply exhibit
Adonijah's hostile sentiment towards the friends

of the king, and also the fate in store for them
should Adonijah become sovereign.

Vers. 28-38. Then king David answered,
Ac. The quick and firm resolution of David shows

j

how strong he was yet in mind and will, notwith-

standing all his bodily weakness. He repeats his

oath, not, however, employing merely the usual for-

mula, as Jehovah liveth ! but adding most signifi-

cantly, who hath redeemed my soul out of all distress.

i. «., to the God who has been true to me, and deliver-

ed me wonderfully out of so many and great dangers,

will I also remain true unto the end. His oath,

coming from deep emotion, is likewise a praise and
thanksgiving unto Jehovah. Had Adonijah an
actual formal right to the throne, such an oath
would have been the greatest sin, in so far as David,
while appealing to the divine mercy and grace,

«*ould have knowingly trodden under foot the

right of his son. The added D&6 1™r- 31, exhibits

the vivacity of the thought. Amongst the Persian
kings it appears to have been customary (Dan. iii

9; v. 10; vi22;Neh.ii.3).

Vers. 33-37. The king also said unto them,
Take with yon the servants of your lord,

its. As no one but the king himself dared ride

his mule, the command to let Solomon "ride 1'

thereon was an actual declaration that he was
king (Esth. vi. 8, 9). Gihon is a place near Jeru-
salem, on the west side, with a spring of water
(2 Chron. xxxii. 30 ; xxxiii. 14). The valley here
situated bears still this name (Robinson, Palest,

vol i., p. 346). It was proper for the anointing to

take place at a spot where a large assemblage
could be gathered, and whence a solemn entrance
into the city, which had no open public square, could

be made. Gihon, moreover, was considerably dis-

tant from the rock Zoheleth, which was on the

southeasterly side of Jerusalem, where Adonijah
had gathered together his adherents, so that a colli-

sion would be avoided. According to the account
of the rabbins, kings were anointed only at places

abounding in water, and upon that account also

much frequented. But they erroneously identify

Gihon with Siloam, which spring lies southeast of

Jerusalem. Thenius prefers the reading fljDS to flnB»

because the tabernacle was there, from which,
according to ver. 39, Zadok took the " horn of oil."

But the three hours' distance of Gibeon from Jeru-

salem is conclusive against this. Besides, by ^nk

,

in ver. 39, we are not to understand the taber-
nacle of the covenant, but the tent erected by Da-
vid upon Zion for the ark of the covenant (2 Sam.
vi. 17; 1 Chron. xv. 1; xvi. 1). David expressly
gave order for the anointing of Solomon, so that
nothing appertaining to the investiture of the king
should be wanting. The supposition that anointing
took place only with those kings " who were not
free from exceptions, or who had no historic

right to the throne " (Winer and Grotius, after the
rabbins), is unfounded, for David, who here ordered
the anointing; regarded Solomon in no respect as
an exceptional successor. From the fact that he
wished this done not. simply by the high-priest,

but also by the prophet, we learn the high signifi-

cance he attributed to the prophetic office in Israel.

He says purposely, ruler over Israel and over Judah.
He had himself, for some time, been ruler only over
Judah : then he had conquered Ephraim, which
named itself Israel, and had united it again with
Judah. The old disunion had again exhibited
itself on the revolt ofAbsalom (2 Sara. xix. 40 sq.);

hence, with Adbnijah's like undertaking in view,

he deemed it necessary to declare expressly that
Solomon should be ruler over Israel and Judah.
Benaiah, as the person upon whom the execution

of the order devolved, answered David, and de-

clared himself ready to carry it out,— not, as
Thenius supposes, to flatter the paternal vanity,

but, in the conviction that the king's command was
in conformity with the will of Jehovah, he wished
that the divine blessing might rest upon the gov*
ernment of Solomon.

Ver. 38. So Zadok the priest, Ac. By the
Cherethites and Pelethites we must understand the

royal body-guard (Josephus, oufiaTofohoKeq). On
the other hand, the modern interpreters are not
agreed whether both expressions are to be undei
stood ethnographically or appellatively. They
who urge the former, appeal to 1 Sam. xxx. 14,

and hold *TyX3 for the designation of the parent-

stem of the Philistines, which had migrated from

Crete, and thatt6b , too, is the same with TIG^B •

David, who for a long while had remained amongst
the Philistines, had collected his body-guard
from amongst foreigners and not from his own
people, and afterwards the appellative remained
(Movers, Hitzig, Bertheau, Ewald). Others derive

W3 from ma , and t6b from the Arabic, cog-

nate with D?B t *°m understanding by the former,

lictors, the royal executioners of the punishment
of death, and by the latter, runners who, like the
hyyapoi of the Persians, had to carry commands to

remote places (2 Chron. xxx. 6). We hold to this

latter view, along with Gesenius, Keil, and
Thenius, for although the plural form \_ instead of

Q'T for appellations is certainly unusual, we can-

not perceive why two designations should be em-
ployed side by side, for one and the same people.

(We do not say Britons and Englishmen.) So,

then, later the royal body-guard were called

DVim ^ISIf! (comp. 2 Kings xi. 4 sq.\ i. «., execu-

tioners and runners. And last of all, it is highly

improbable that David, who was perpetually at

war with the Philistines, would have selected hi*

body-guards from them.—The horn of oil out of
the tabernaole (ver. 39). The " oil of holy oint-
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ment" (Ex. xxx. 23 sq.) was preserved in the
tabernacle in which the ark of the covenant was
kept (1 Chfon. tv. 1). The pouring of this oil upon
the head symbolized the communication of the
Spirit (nn) of Jehovah (1 Sam. xvi. 13). By

anointing, the royal office with which Solomon
was to be invested was set forth as essentially

theocratic. The king of Israel was, upon this ac-

count, absolutely the anointed of the Lord (1 Sam.
ii 10, 35; xxiv. 7). The taking of the horn from
the " tabernacle " does not force us to the conclu-

sion that the act ofanointing took place before or at

it and at the same time, also at Gibeon, as Thenius
maintains. The great joy and jubilation of the whole

people shows that they knew nothing of Adonijah's
right to the throne, but that they rather accepted
David's decision, who alone had the right to de-

cide. They saw in Solomon's elevation a victory
over the unauthorized usurper. Flutes were used
at festivals, especially at the feast of tabernacles
(IsaL v. 12; xxx. 29; Winer, R.-W.-B., ii. 8. 123).

Yer. 40. The earth rent. So according to the
Chalet, which explains ygan by J\g[ - The Sept.

has vxv^e; the Vulg. insonuit Thenius reads

pgFtFt, the earth was struck = quaked, which

seems unnecessary.
Vers. 41-48. And Adon^ah .... heard it,

4c. While the assembled guests heard the noise

and the cry in the city, the experienced soldier

Joab caught the sound of the trumpets especially,

and concluded, from this warlike token, nothing
good. Jonathan, the son of Abiathar, who here,

as in 2 Sam. xv. 36 and xvii. 17 appears as the
bringer of news, was probably left behind in the
city designedly to observe what was going on.

Although scarcely himself a witness of what trans-

pired in the royal palace, he could, nevertheless,

as Solomon had already made his entrance, be
well informed by eye and ear witnesses. Joab
named him a vaUant man, U,a person whose re-

port could be trusted. The VTfiBM at the end of

ver. 47, as David was lying upon his bed, certainly

cannot mean that he fell upon his knees ; still less

is a thankful bow in return to those who were
congratulating him meant (Thenius). The king
bowed liimself with his body as far as he could, be-

fore his Lord and God, and spake : Blessed, Ac. The
DJ| at the beginning of ver. 48 does not indicate a

new, different action, but simply states that besides

his bowing, he spake also the words which follow.

Vers. 49-53. And all the guests • • • • were
afraid, Ac The panic which forthwith seized

Adonijah and his followers, shows that their con-

science was not upright in their undertaking, i. e.,

that they themselves were not convinced of the
righteousness of Adonijah's claims, otherwise they
would, with Joab at their head, have made a stand,

and not scattered at once. To save his life, which
he, as a usurper of the throne, believed he had
forfeited, Adonijah fled to the altar, which stood

before the tabernacle upon Zion (chap. iu. 15;
2 Sam. vi 17). He laid hold of the horns of the

altar, as did Joab afterwards (chap. ii. 28), and ap-

pealed thereby to the pardoning power and grace

of Jehovah fcomp. upon the significance of the act,

my SymboWt des Mos. Cull, L s. 473 sq.). This
asylum was ordained originally for unintentional

wn-slayers (ExocL xxi 12 sq ) ; but later on it ap-

pears to have been made use of by persons who
feared punishment by death. Solomon regarded
Adonijah's flight to the horns of the altar as a
confession of his guilt and repentance, and he
exercised an act of clemency which could only
produce (he most favorable impression upon the
people. Tet he adds a warning in the words

:

Go to thine house, i. e., not : Do not come into my
presence (2 Sam. xiv. 24), but: Keep thyself quiet,

live as a private person, then not the least harm
shall befall thee.

• HISTORICAL AND ETHICAL

1. The entire first chapter turns upon the eleva-

tion of Solomon to the throne, which is narrated so
circumstantially with its immediate occasion and
all the attending circumstances, because, as has
already been shown in the Introduction, § 3, it

constitutes in the highest degree a weighty mo-
ment in the development of the history of the Old
Testament theocracy. With it begins the period

of a blooming of the kingdom of Israel which it

never had before, and which never came again.

Solomon thereby became elevated to the type of a
great, mighty, wise, and prosperous king, which
he passes for even to this day in the Orient. The
prophets even depict the glory and happiness of
the Messianic kingdom with expressions which
are borrowed from the description of the kingdom
of Israel under Solomon. (Oomp. Mich. iv. 4, and
Zach. UL 10, with 1 Kings v. 6.) He is, according

to his name, the prince of peace, nor* i$oxfrt, and
the beloved of God (2 Sam. xii. 25), designations

which by the prophets and in the New Testament
are applied, in like manner, to the Messiah the son
of David in the most eminent sense (Is. ix. 5, 6:

Eph. i. 6; ii. 14; Col. i. 13). The reception of
u The Song of Solomon" into the Old Testament
canon shows that to the Jewish synagogue the

typical relation was not unknown, and in the

Christian Church it has always been maintained.

2. The brief introductory narrative, vers. 1-4|

has been found in many respects very scandalous.

This has arisen from the wholly false presupposi-

tion that it treats of the gratification of the lust-

fulness of a worn-out old man by means of a con-

cubine. But of this the text declares so little, that

it rather states explicitly, David did not know Abi-

shag. The means which the physicians—not he
himself—selected to restore to him his lost natural

warmth, were, if not unheard of, at least morally

questionable, yea, from a Christian point of view,

decidedly objectionable. That they did not hesi-

tate to recommend it, has indeed its ground, not
in conscious immorality and frivolity, but in the

perverted views prevalent throughout the entire

ancient Orient upon the relation of the sexes, or

in the deeply-rooted lack of chastity, which even
the stern lawgiver Moses was not able to put an
end to. Hence polygamy was not only permitted,

but it was regarded by kings as somewhat belong*

ing to their royal estate, and it never occurred to

any one to object to them upon that account.

• [The translator*, after some hesitation, hare adopted
the aDove as a caption. It is not a translation of the au-
thor's heading. He hat It •* heihgetehichOiehe^ which ex-

presses the conception of the historical process of healing

or salvation. It is a term for which we hav; no available

equivalent in English, although the thougal embodied by
the word it clear enough.]
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26 THE FIRST BOOK OF THB KINGS.

(Comp. 2 Sam. . 13; 1 Kings xi 3; 2 Chron. xi
21 ; Judges viii. 30.) This explains the reason why
David did not reject the medical advice, and why
the matter did not cause any scandal among the

people, why even Bath-sheba herself did not feel

aggrieved (ver. 15). Whatsoever the narrative has
which is repulsive to us, does not adhere to a par-

ticular person nor to this particular instance, but
to the general lack of conjugal chastity in the Old
Testament.

3. Adonijah's undertaking, in which there is so

unmistakably a reference to Absalom's, is to be
understood throughout as blameworthy. He knew
that the decision upon the succession to the throne

depended upon his father, and that he had already

selected Solomon. He knew also the tragical end
of Absalom's attempt. Nevertheless, he would
not be warned by it, but set himself up in the way
of self over-estimation, making boast of his beau-

tiful figure. King will he be at any cost He
makes his preparations without his father's con-

sent, takes advantage of his infirmity and weak-
ness, and secretly enters into combinations with
the most influential men who belonged, more
or less, to the class of malcontents. He allows

himself to become impatient through his lust

for ruling, and to rush into a measure in every re-

spect premature. Upon the first intelligence, nev-

ertheless, of Solomon's accession, a shameful panic

seizes him. All courage to risk the least thing for

his cause fails him. The whole crowd of his fol-

lowers scatters like dust, and he himself, in a cow-
ardly way, seeks to save only his life. He anx-
iously flies to a place of refuge, clings to it, calls

himself Solomon's " servant," and salutes him as

king. But, scarcely is the danger past, he breaks
his pledged word to behave quietly, and starts

anew in secret machinations to reach his goal. He
flatters the mother of Solomon with hypocritical

humility, and seeks to move the heart of the wife

(see on chap. ii. 13 sq.). Rightly does Ewald say
of him :

" A man who, according to all the known
features of our memorial of him, has much that

resembles Absalom, fine form, airy, and ambitious
of power, yet inwardly scarcely fit for governing

;

of an obdurate mind, and yet afraid to venture
upon open battle. That he was no proper sov-

ereign for such a kingdom as Israel then was,
mast be obvious to intelligent men."

4. Nathan here, as always (2 Sam, vii, xii.)r ap-

pears right genuinely as prophet When there is an
attempt to bring to completion human self-willed

beginnings orer-against the counsel and will ofGod,
where the safety and well-being of the chosen peo-

ple were at stake, then it was the calling of the

prophet to interfere, counselling and reminding,

warning and punishing. It was not so much per-

sonal friendship for David, and love for his pupil

Solomon, as rather, and before all, the known will

of Jehovah, which had determined that the latter

should be king, that induced him to take the step

Which would have had the most disastrous conse-

quences for himself, yea, might have cost him his

life, had Adonijah become king. It was not Za-

dok, nor Benaiah, nor any of the other friends of

David, who brought to nought the ill-starred en-

terprise. But the same prophet, through whom the

great promise had been made to David in respect

of the succession, by the providence of God,
averted also that which interfered with the fulfil-

ment of the promise. And without his prompt,

spirited interference there would have been for

Israel no Solomon-era, no glorious age of the the*

ocratic house. He proceeded in the matter with
great wisdom and circumspection. First he allows

the mother of Solomon to prepare the way, con-

ciliating the infirm and feeble king, then he enters

before him himself, with all deference indeed, nev-
ertheless at the same time earnestly reminding and
slightly reproving him, and calls upon him as a
man and servant of God to fulfil the promise he
had given unto the Lord.

5. The conduct of David, when he learns what
is going on, corresponds fully with the divine will

and with his great calling as the founder of the
theocratic kingdom, and of the new dynasty which
is to sit forever upon the throne of Israel • He does
not stagger irresolutely hither and thither, like a
sick, feeble oldman without any will ofhis own, but,

as if he were still the strong hero, the undismayed,
determined, energetic man, such as in his best

years he had so often shown himself amid dangers
and in critical situations, he raises himself from
his sick-bed, swears to observe his word, issues

his orders, and puts them into immediate execu-
tion. This resolution and firmness oould not have
proceeded possibly from their opposite, from an
inward infirmity, £ c, from compliance with the

supplication of a wife, nor from dislike of Adoni-
jah, whom he had never interfered with (ver. 6),

but had heretofore always indulged too much. It

is to be explained only by his faith in the promise
of Jehovah, by his firm certainty and assurance
that Solomon was appointed by Jehovah to be his

successor, and that through him as well his own
44 house," as the house of Jehovah, which it was
permitted himself no longer to take care of, should
be built up (2 Sam. vii. 11-13). Upon this account
also the Epistle to the Hebrews mentions him
expressly in the list of the men who have held
the faith and obtained the promise (chap. xi.

32). How could he have sworn by Him who had
44 redeemed his soul out of all distress," and
then, in deep humility, have praised and glorified

Him, had he been conscious of any injustice to-

wards Adonijah, and had not, in the prosperous
issue of his commands, beheld a gracious guidance
of the God of Israel ? It is clear that under such
a man as Adonijah, who was lacking in all the
qualities requisite for the head of the theocracy,

the kingdom never would have reached the bloom
which it reached under Solomon. It would have
been the greatest misfortune for Israel had he as-

cended the throne, while, viewed apart from the
promise, the high and extraordinary endowment
of Solomon was a clear indication of Providence
that he alone of all his brothers was fitted to pre-

serve, indeed to increase, what Divid had acquired
with indescribable toil and great conflict, under
tho visible assistance of God. David did not de-

prive Adonijah of what rightly belonged to him,
he only did not bestow upon him what he craved
in his foolish arrogance and ambition, to the dot*

riment of the kingdom.
6. Of Solomon himself we learn here only this

one tiling, that he instantly allowed Adonijah to
go free, who, by his flight to a place of refuge,

was self-convicted of guilt, and, according to the
custom in such cases, feared punishment by death.

His first act as king was significantly an act of
magnanimity and grace, which appears all the

more worthy of admiration when we remembet
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CHAPTER L 1-68. 2T

"that Adonijah, had ho won, would certainly have
destroyed- his brother and all hi* chief support-

ers " (Ewold), as both Nathan and Bath-aheba
undoubtedly expected (yore. 12, 21).

7. The new historic criticism sees "in our nar-

rative, distinctly, the fully natural machinery of
human actions " (Thenius), a "court-cabal," the
u astute manager " of which is Nathan (Edster).
** Bath-aheba sought to secure the crown for her
son Solomon, although, after Absalom's death, it

devolved upon the fourth son of David, Adonijah,
whom Hagith had borne to him. One of the two
priests at the ark of the covenant, Zadok, sup-

ported Bath-sheba's designs, just as Nathan the

prophet. .... Both could expect from the

young Solomon a greater complaisance towards
priestly influence than from the more independent
Adonijah, especially if they helped the young man,
against right, to the throne. It was characteristic

of Bath-sheba to induce David to swear by Jeho-
vah that Solomon, instead of Adonijah, should be
his successor. But Adonijah was resolved not to

allow himself to be robbed of his good right

through an intrigue of the harem. . . As Da-
vid was sinking upon his death-bed, Adonijah be-

lieved that he must anticipate his enemies," Ac.

(Duncker, Geschichte des AUerthuma, I s. 386). No-
thing is more certain than that the biblical author
did not look upon the matter in such light. This
whole exposition is a distinct example of the mode
of treating biblical history already described in

the Introduction, § 5. It abandons the stand-

point of the narrator, arranges the history man-
fashion, and then, as. is the case here, perverts it

into its opposite. The divine promise becomes a
flne-spnn harem intrigue, the " great prophet," as

Ewald also calls him, becomes the intriguing man-
ager of a court-cabal, the true priest is reduced
to the level of a self-seeker, the firm believing

king, the man after God's heart, the play-ball of a

Woman and of a court-party, the greatest and wis-

est king of Israel Is a throne-robber, and on the

other hand the airy, incapable, deceitful, and cow-
ardly usurper Adonijah becomes a martyr of the

tight and tlie unfortunate victim of impure machi-
nations. This entire perverted interpretation rests

upon the presupposition, already sufficiently proved
groundless, that Adonijah was "the rightful heir,"

and falls to pieces with it

8. [" It is true that Adonijah was David's eld-

est son now remaining, and therefore might seem
to challenge the jnstest title to the crown ; but the

kingdom of Israel, in so late an erection, had not

yet known the right of succession. God himself,

that had ordained the government, was as yet the

immediate elector; He fetched Saul from among
the stuff, and David from the sheep-fold, and has
now appointed Solomon from the ferule to the

sceptre."—Bp. Hall, Contemplations, Bk. xvii., Con-
templation L—K H.]

HOMELETICAL AND PRACTICAL.

Vers. 1-4. Weakness and infirmity in old age are

:

(a) the universal human lot to which we must all

consider ourselves appointed (Ps. xc, 10); (b) they

should loosen the bands which hold us to the tem-
poral and perishable, and ripen us for eternity (2

Cor. iv. 17 sq.).—Wubt. Summ. : They who, through

many a cross, and sorrow, and anxiety, expend
their bodily powers, should be all the more pa*
tient, and console themselves here with the exam*
pie of David, and know that among the saints of
God, also, feebleness of body is found.—We may,
and should, follow advice for the relief of our din-

tress and the preservation of our life, in so far as
it does not militate against the commands of God f

for the Lord says, " it is better," Ac. (Matt xviiL
8).—Old and sick people should, and it is expected
of them as a work well pleasing to God that they
bear this with a willing heart, with patience, self*

denial, and sacrificing love.—Vers. 5-10. Adoni-
jah's attempt to obtain the crown : (a) the ground
upon which it rests (upon self-assertion, pride, lust

of power, ver. 6, but God resisteth the proud, and
a haughty spirit goeth before a fall : upon outward
qualities, age, and beautiful person, ver. 6, but 1
Snm. xvi 7; Ps. cxlvil 10, 11); (b) the means
which he employed (he seeks to impose upon the
people by chariots and horsemen, but Ps. xx. 8

;

he conspires with false and faithless men, but they
forsake him in the hour of danger, ver. 49 ; Ps. cu
6, 7 ; he prepares for appearance 1 sake a religious

festival, ver. 9, but 2 Mos. xx. 7^.—Ver. 5. The ef-

fort after high things (Rom. xii. 16).—How many
a person thinks : I will become a great personage,
a man of authority and influence, and then scru-

ples at nothing in order to attain his goal. But
that which is written in 1 Cor. vii. 20, 24 applies to
the individual as well as to entire classes.

—

WOrt.
Summ. : Let no one attempt to take an office against
God and His will ;

" and no man taketh this honor
unto himself but he that is called of God " (Heb.
v. 4).—Ver. 6. The father who allows his son to
go on in his pride and in worldly or sinful conduct,
and shuts his eyes, not to trouble him, must ex-
pect that the son will trouble him and embitter the
evening of his life. It is the right and duty of
every father to speak to his son about his conduct
even when he is no longer a child, and to ask,

Why dost tho*u so? A perverted parental lovs
is self-punished, Prov. xxix. 17 ; Sir. xxx. 9.—Ver.
7. High personages always find people for the exe-
cution of their sinful plans, who, from subservi-

ency or desire of reward, from ambition or revenge,
will act as counsellors and agents ; but they have
their reward, and for the most part end with ter-

ror.—Ver. 8. With those who are meditating trea-

son and destruction we should never make common
cause (Prov. xxiv. 21, 22).—Vers. 9, 10. SEiLtta: He
who will not abide his time until God himself shall

elevate him, will fall even when he attempts to
rise. He who gives the crowd wherewith to eat
and to drink, who prepares for them festivities and
pleasures (panem et cvrcentts), makes himself popu-
lar and beloved for the moment ; but all who al-

low themselves to be gained m such way, to-day
shout Hosanna ! and to-morrow, Crucify ! By not
inviting Solomon, Adonijah betrayed his plans,

and himself gave the occasion for their frustration

(Ps. hcix. 23 ; Rom. xi. 9). It is a rule of the
divine world-government that the cause of God,
through that whereby its enemies seek to thwart
and hinder it, is only so much the more pro-

moted.
Vers. 11-27. Nathan^the type of a true prophet:

(a) through his watchfulness and fidelity (Ezek.

xxxiii. 7), he is not silent when it was his duty to

open his mouth (Is. lvi. 10) ;
(b) through his wis-

dom add gentleness (Matt x. 16) ;
(c) through his
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28 THE FIRST BOOK OF THE KINGS.

earnestness and courage (Matt. x. 28 ; see Histor.
and Ethical). How grand is this Nathan, how re-

proving to all who sleep when they should be
wakeful, who are dumb when they should coun-
sel, who flatter when they should warn.—Ver. 11.

It is a solemn duty not to conceal what can prove
an injury and evil to an individual or to a commu-
nity, but to expose it at the right time and in the

right place, so that the injury may be averted.

—

Ver. 12. What Nathan here says to Bath-sheba,

Christ and his apostles, in an infinitely higher sense,

say to us all, especially to every father and to every
mother. He who has come into the world to de-

liver and to save our souls, cries, Come unto me,
Ac. (Matt xl 28, 29), and the apostle advises the

jailor, who asks in terror and alarm, What shall I

do to be saved ? i. «., delivered, Believe in the Lord
Jesus Christ, so shall thou and thy house be de-

livered. How many take kindly the good advice

of a wise man, for themselves and for their child-

ren, in their earthly and outward affairs, but who
wish to hear nothing of the best advice which
shall bring blessedness to their souls.—Ver. 14.

The purity of the counsel is confirmed by the ac-

companying result.—Vers. 15-21. Bath-sheba be-

fore the king. She reminds him of his duty (a)

towards God, before whom he had sworn (what
one has vowed before God, according to God's
will, one must hold to under all circumstances ; of

this one must remind kings and princes)
;

(b) to-

wards the people whose well-being and whose
woe were in his keeping (the great responsibility

of him towards whom all eyes are directed)
;

(c)

towards the wife and son whose happiness and
life were at stake (woe to the father through whose
guilt wife and children, after his death, fall into

contempt and wretchedness).—Vers. 22-27. As
Nathan does not hold back from the fulfilment of
his holy calling through consideration of the dan-
ger threatening his life, and of the illness of the

king, so David is deterred in nothing when it was
said. Behold the prophet 1 from listening to the
man of God, though his word, like a two-edged
sword, may pierce through his souL To have a
Nathan by one's side, who refers at the right time
and in the right way to the will of God, is the
choicest blessing for a prince. " He who fears God
lays hold of such a friend" (Eccles. vi. 16).—The
ministers of God and the preachers of His word
should not indeed mingle in worldly business a/id

political affairs, but their calling always requires

them to testify against uproar and sedition, for

he who resisteth the powers, resisteth the ordi-

nance of God (Rom. xiil 2).—With questions
which lead to a knowledge of self, he who has
the care of souls often accomplishes more than by
direct reproaches and disciplinary speeches.

Vers. 28-37. David's decision: (a) His oath
(vers. 29, 30) is an evidence of his firm faith in the
divine promise

; (6) his command is a living proof
of the truth of the word, Is. xL 31, and Ps. xcii.

15 sq. (see Histor. and Ethical).—Ver. 30 sq. The
word of a prince must stand firm and not be
broken. Happy for the king who, under all cir-

cumstances, observes what he has promised. Fi-

delity in high places meets with fidelity from those
below.—Ver. 36. Where the government is in firm

hands there is found also a willing, joyous obedi-

ence. Upon God's blessing all is founded. With-
out God's Amen our Amen avails nothing. Loyal
subjects know that they can wish for nothing

greater and better for their prince and ruler than
that God, at all times, may be with him.—Vera.
38-40. The typical in Solomon's elevation to the
sovereignty : (o) He is established in spite of all

machinations against him (Ps. ii. 2 ; Heb. v. 5)

;

(b) he is anointed with oil from the sanctuary (la.

lxi. 1 ; Luke iv. 18) ;
(c) he makes his entry as

prince of peace amid the jubilee and praise of the
people (Zach. ix. 9; Matt. xxi. 1 sq.).—Starke:
My Christian I reflect here upon the trumpet*
sounding and the jubilee-shout, when the heavenly
Solomon shall take possession of his kingdom
(Rev. xL 16), and see to it that thou also mayest
be amongst those who have part in this joy.

Vers. 41-49. The frustration of the scheme!
of Adonijah (Job v. 12): (a) The intelligence he
obtains

; (6) the effect produced by this intelli-

gence. To an evil conscience (Joab) the trumpets
which announce victory and joy are judgment-
trumpets, which sound forth, Thou art weighed and
found wanting. The same message in which Da-
vid expresses himself, Blessed be, Ac., ver. 48,

works terror and alarm in Adonijah and his party.

So still over sounds the " good message " that the

true Prince of peace, Christ, has won the victory,

and is seated at the right hand of God, which to

some is for thanksgiving and praise, so that they
support themselves upon it, but to others it is a
stone of stumbling, so that they fall and are con-

founded (Is. viil 14 ; Luke ii. 34).—In the intoxi-

cation of sinful pleasure and of God-forgetting,

frivolous jubilation, the holy God sends, often-

times, the thunder and lightning of his judgment,
so that the besotted and maddened may thereby

be rendered sober and made to experience that

there is an holy God in heaven who will not allow

himself to be mocked. When Adonijah held a
great festivity he had plenty of friends ; but when
the messenger came with evil tidings, no one, not

even the bold Joab, stood by him ; they all forsook

him (Eccles. vi. 10-12).—Vers. 50-53. Adon'yah
covered himself with shame (Prov. xi. 2): (o) He
was afraid of Solomon (he who does not fear the

Lord, must at last become afraid of men). How
miserable the contrast between the young, haughty
Adonijah and the aged, feeble, but faithful-hearted

and humble David; (b) he flies to the horns of

the altar and begs for mercy: (he who said, I

will be king, calls himself Solomon's servant Os-

tentation and boasting, as a rule, end in cowardice
and cringing. He can bring down him who is

proud (Dan. iv. 34). In the old covenant the horna
of the altar were the places of refuge for those

who had forfeited life and sought grace; in the

new covenant God has directed us to a horn of

salvation (Luke L 69), the cross of the Lord, which
all must seize and hold fast to who seek forgive-

ness and grace, and wish to pass from death unto
life. That is the only and true asylum ; he who
flees thither avails himself of the word of the
great Prince of peace, Go in peace, thy faith

hath saved thee. The most beautiful prerogative

of the crown is to do mercy for judgment; but
mercy must never be for a covering of iniquity.

Hence by the side of the word : Thy sins are for-

given thee I stands the other word : Sin no more

!

Kings and princes do well when, after Solomon's
example, they begin their reign with an act of
grace.

[Bp. Hall. "Outward happiness and friend-

ship are not known until our last act In the im-
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potency of either our revenge or recompense it

will easily appear who loved us for ourselves, who
for their own ends." Suitable for ver. 1.

Bp. Hall, for ver. 41. " No doubt at this feast

there was many a health drunken to Adonijah,

many a confident boast of their prospering dosiga
many a scorn of the despised faction of Solomon •

and now, for their last dish (ver. 49) is served up
astonishment, and fearful expectation of a just
revenge.—E. H.]

B.

—

Dotid's last words to Solomon, and his death.

Chaptib n. 1-12.

1 Now the days of David drew nigh that he should die ; and he charged
2 Solomon his son, saying, I go the way of all the earth : be thou strong there-

3 fore, and shew thyself a man ; and keep the charge of the Lord [Jehovah] thy
God, to walk in His ways, to keep His statutes, and His commandments, and
His judgments, and His testimonies, as it is wiitten in the law of Moses, that
thou mayest prosper l

in all that thou doest, and whithersoever thou turnest

4 thyself: that the Lord [Jehovah] may continue [confirm]' His word which he
spake concerning me, saying, If thy children [sonsj * take heed to their way, to
walk before me in truth with all their heart and with all their soul,

4
there shall

6 not fail thee (said he) * a man on the throne of Israel Moreover thou knowest
also what Joab the son of Zeruiah did to me, and [even] • what he did to the two
captains of the hosts of Israel, unto Abner the son of fcer,and unto Amasa the
son of Jether, whom he slew, and shed the blood of war in peace, and put the
blood of war ' upon his girdle that was about his loins, and in his shoes that were

6 on his feet. Do therefore according to thy wisdom, and let not his hoar head go
7 down to the grave in peace. But shew kindness unto the sons of Barzillai the

Gileadite, and let them be of those that eat at thy table : for so they came to

8 me when I fled because of [before] * Absalom thy brother. And, behold, thou
hast with thee Shimei the son of 6era, a Benjamite [a son of the Jaminite] • of
Bahurim, which cursed me with a grievous curse in the day when I went to
Mahanaim : but he came down to meet me at Jordan, and I sware to him by

9 the Lord [Jehovah], saying, I will not put thee to death with the sword. Now
therefore bold him not guiltless : for thou art a wise man, and knowest what
thou onghtest to do unto him ; but his hoar head bring thou down to the grave
with blood.

10 So [And] David slept with his fathers, and was buried in the city of David.
11 And the days that J)avid reigned over Israel were forty years : seven years

reigned he in Hebron, and thirty and three years reigned he in Jerusalem.
12 Then sat Solomon upon the throne of David his father ; and his kingdom

was established greatly.

TEXTUAL AHD GRAMMATICAL.

> Ver. 8.—[The Heb. ^?&R beers equally well the tense prosper or do wt$dy; </. Josh. t. T. TheYV. generally

adopt the former.

> Ver. «.—\Comflrrn. to the proper sense of CpJ ss in all the W.
• Ver. 4.—{It Is better here to preserre the masculine form as In all the VV., the reference being undoubtedly to

the Hue upon trie throne.
« Ver. *.—[The Vatican Sept omits the words concerning me, and also voUk aU flWr tout,

• Ver. 4.—[De Boss! .rejects ss spurious the word "1BK? 1 which is wanting in Kennieott** MS. 1T0, and in the

Vulg. and Arab.

• Ver. 5.—[Many MSS^ the 8yr. and Arab., express the conjunction "l^Uji*

• Ver. 5.—[The Sept. have here H Innocent blood"—«L>ae0«or.

•VeT.T^-[Heb.^BD.

• Ver. a—[Heb, WDVTja^.eon of the Jnmlnlte, i. e^ of the descendants ofJunta, a son of Simeon (Num. xrri. lf>.

The. Heb. for the patriarch Benlsmln is written In one word ; the Gentile name is written separately, but without the
article. All the Instances cited by Gesenlus in eerto, are eitherwithout the article, or else refer to this rery Shimei Of
Ike VY., the Sept. and Vulg. have appreciated the distinction ; Chal<L, Syr., and Arab, agree with the A. V.—F. «.)
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80 THB FIRST BOOK OF THE KINGS.

EXEGETIOAL AND CBITICAL

Ver. 1. Now the day* of David, Ac. The
Chronicles omit the history of Adonijah, but nar-

rate instead, that David ordered a solemn act of

homage of the entire people, in the persons of
their representatives, towards Solomon when he
was anointed " a second time " (1 Chron. xziii. 1

a/., and nil. 20-25). Sueh also was the case

with Saul (1 Sam. xL 12-15), and with David him-
self (2 Sam. v. 1-3 ; 1 Chron. xi. 1-3). Solomon's
first anointing was rather impromptu, called for

by the pressure of circumstances, upon which
account it was proper that it should be fol-

lowed by another done with all solemnity before

the whole people. It took place also before that

which is narrated in the section to be considered.

The words, " a second time," show that the first

Anointing was well known to the chronicler. Hi*
narrative, besides, does not "rest upon liberty

with the history " (Thenius), but is a filling-out of
our own, with which it agrees very well.

Vers. 2-4. I go the way, Ac. The form of ex-

pression reminds one of Josh, xxiil 14; 1 Sam. iv.

9 ; but especially of Josh. L 7. The exhortation

:

Be thou strong, therefore, and show thyself a man 1

does not mean : be consoled on account of my de-

parture, bear it manfully; but it refers to what
follows—be strong and brave in the " charge " of
Jehovah, in the fulfilment of His prescripts. The

expression : nifT T\y&0 IjP.?^ does not convey

the sense : consider what Jehovah wills to have
considered, i. e., His laws (for then the following
would be pleonastic), but rather custodies custo-

dian* Jehovae, keep the charge which thou art

bound to Jehovah, to accomplish ; be a true watch-
man in the service of Jehovah and for Him (comp.

1 Chron. xxiii. 32 ; xil 29 ; Numb. iii. 6-8, 38). This
charge is fulfilled in walking in the ways of God-
in observing His various commandments. The ex-
pressions which here, as elsewhere, so frequently
standing side by side, denote the latter (Deut v.

28; viii 11; Ps. cxviii. 5 sq.), do not admit of
sharply-drawn distinctions ; but they " denote to-

gether the totality of the law upon its different

sides and relations to men " (Keil).—^3fe>n does

not mean exactly " to have good fortune " (Ge-
senius, De Wette, and others), but to be skilful,

wise. He who in all things stands upon the com-
mandments of God, and governs himself there-

after, is and carries himself wisely. What he does,

will and must have a prosperous issue, and- come
to a right conclusion (Deut xxix. 8; Jer. iii.

15 sq.); xxiii. 5; Prov. xvii 8; 2 Kings xviii.

7).—In ver. 4 the positive promise in 2 Sam.
vii 11 sq. is expressed in negative form, as also in

chap, viii 25 ; ix. 5 ; Jer. xxxiii. 17. The JT)3*"fc&

w does not denote a completely unbroken succes-

sion, but only the opposite of a break forever "

(Hengstenberg). Thy house and seed shall never
be exterminated, what catastrophies soever may
happen.

Vers. 5, 6. The charge which David delivers in

vers. 5-9, were not, according to Ewald and
Msenbhr, originally made by him; but were first,

at some subsequent time, put into his mouth in

order to explain and justify Solomon's severity

to Joab and to Shimei (chap. ii. 28 sq.\ This
supposition is as unnecessary as arbitrary.—Upon
the double murder of which Joab was guiHy,
comp. 2 Sam. iii 27 sq., and xx. 8 sq. The first

threw a false suspicion upon David (2 Sam. iii

37); the second was coupled with scorn and
defiance of the royal authority (2 Sam. xx. 11);
hence what he has done to me (to my injury). —
U\2* i

ver. 5, literally, he shed " blood of war " in

peace, i. &, he furnished an unheard of example
when he killed Abner and Amasa, not as foes, in

open, honorable warfare, but murderously de-

stroyed the inoffensive. Instead of the second
41 blood ofwar," Thenius, after the Sept.(«!//a atiuov\

reads "»jM Ut i
which makes good sense, certainly,

but is unnecessary.—Girdle and shoes are not here
introduced as " especial parts of oriental costume w

(Thenius, Keil) ; nor is it thereby said, " from the
girdle of his loins, to the latchet of his shoes," i. «.,

over and over (Ewald) ; but girdle and shoes here
are rather the marks of the warrior, as in Isai v.

27 and Eph. vi. 14 sq., for the sword is fastened
to the girdle (2 Sam. xx. 8), and the shoes serve
for marching, and provided with both, one enters
upon battle. David also means to say: Joab
has soiled with murder and blood the insignia of
his rank and dignity as a soldier and general-

issimo, and covered his office with shame and dis-

grace.—Aooordfag to thy wisdom. "David
does not wish Solomon to invent a pretext for

taking Joab's life ; but he exhorts him to observe
wisely the right moment and occasion, when Joab
shall furnish a reason, to hold him to account also

for his blood-guiltiness, so that no murmuring shall

arise among the people ; but every one can see the
justice of the punishment " (Starke).—In peace,
t. «., so unpunished as if he had done only good,
and committed no crime worthy of death.

Vers. 7-9. Barzillai Comp. 2 8am. xvii. 27
sq. At thy table, i. e., not " that they shall

have the privilege of eating with the king at the
royal table itself " (Keil) ; but they shall receive

their necessary food from the court, like the royal

servants (Dan. i. 5). The recollection of the noble
service of Barzillai leads to the mention of the
crime of Shimei, committed on the same occasion

(2 Sam. xvi 6 sq., and xix. 21).—^JT3y (ver. 8) does

not mean under thy power (Starke), but near thee.

Bahurim, where Shimei dwelt (2 Sam. xvi 5), was a
village in the neighborhood of Jerusalem (Joseph.

Ant. 7, 9, 7), about one and a-half hours' (five miles

and a quarter) distant from it David floes not say
simply, he cursed me ; but emphatically, he cursed
me with a curse, and adds the epithet, J"ftnpj,

which, according to Thenius, because the primary
signification of yip is, to be exhausted, sick,

means " heinous " in the sense of liorrendus. Ac-
cording to Kimchi and Gesenius, the primary signi-

fication is, to be powerful, strong, and for this the

remaining passages, where the word occurs, decide

(Mich, ii 10 ; Job vi. 25 ; xvi 3 ; Vulgate, Male-

dictio pessima).—For thou art a wise man, and
knowest, i. c, I leave to thy discretion the how
and when of the punishment. An atria elXoyoQ

(Josephus), will not be wanting. With blood,

the opposite of the " in peace " in ver. 6, inas-

much as he has deserved it.

Vers. 10, 11. In the city of David, i. e,, in

Mount Zion, in which, caves that served as burial
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vaults were constructed (Winer, A- IT.-A, ii

a 736). According to Thenius the entrance into

these vaults was on the east, in the vale TyTopoeon,
in a sloping declivity of the mountain, opposite

the spring Siloam. The later kings also were
buried here (1 Kings xl 43; xiv. 31; xv. 8, Ac.).

The still so-called kings' graves are different, and
are situated on the opposite side, to the north of
the Damascus gate (Robinson, Palestine, voL L
p. 240 and 35*7 sq.). David had, without doubt,

prepared these burial-places for himself and his

successors. In what high estimation his tomb
was held is clear from the circumstance that it

was known even during the time of Chriit (Acts it

29). According to 2 Sam. v. 6, six months were
added to the seven years. Ver. 12 is the transi-

tion to the next section, where it is told how
Solomon's administration was strengthened.

HISTORICAL AHD ITHICAI*

1. Jn ffus last words of Daeid to Solomon, H Is

not so much the father speaking to his son, as the
king of Israel, the head of the theocratic kingdom,
to his successor upon the throne. From this

stand-point we must view alike the general and
the special portions of the whole discourse. The
calling of a king of Israel coniisted especially in

this: to preserve the " kingdom of Jehovah"
(1 Chron. xxviii 5 ; xxix. 23) ; to be not the repre-

sentative, but the servant of Jehovah, the true

and proper king, also to observe " all the words of
the Law, and all the ordinances of Jehovah"
(Deut xviL 14-20) ; but, before all, that supreme
and chief command, Exod. xx. 3-6, to observe com-
pletely the covenant which Jehovah had made with
His chosen people. With this high calling David's

soul was completely filled; and as he had con-
tinually "done what was right in the eyes of
Jehovah, and had not turned aside from anything
that had been enjoined upon him all his life long "

(1 Kings xv. 5), so, also, in the last moments of
his life, it was his greatest solicitude that his suc-

cessor upon the throne should stand upon "the
charge of Jehovah " (ver. 3), i c, should take care

that the law of Moses, with all its particular pre-

scripts, in their entire circumference, should be
maintained. This he earnestly and solemnly sets

forth as the foundation of a prosperous and blessed

reign, and as the condition of the fulfilment of the
promise made to him in respect of the continuance
of his " house " (2 Sam. vil). So David appears
here, yet once more, in his grand historical signi-

ficance, namely, as the type of a theocratic king,

by which the conduct of all subsequent kings is

measured (chap. Hi. 3, 6, 14 ; ix. 4 ; x. 4-6 ; xi.

33-38; xiv. 8; xv. 5-11; 2 Kings xiv. 3; xvi. 2;
xviit 3 ; xxii 2). The throne of David is Israel's

model throne ; no king of Israel has left behind
him such a testament as David here.

2. It is worthy of remark, that (he man who
reigned forty years, and whose life as ruler was
so rich in experience, should, amongst the counsels

he imparted to his successor, have placed this in

the fore front ;
" be thou strong, therefore, and show

thyself a man ! " He knew what belongs to the
office of ruler. Moral weaknesses, swaying hither

and thither like a reed moved by the wind ; un
seasonable pliability is a greater defect in a ruler

than if he be overtaken by this or that particular

sin in private life. Rightly says the Scripture,

Woe to the land whose king is a child (instead of a
man), Eccles. x. 16. Firmness and manliness, how-
ever, are not the fruit of caprice, and of an un-
broken heart It is through grace that the heart
is made strong (Heb. xiii. 9).

3. The special directions, which refer to indi-

vidual persons, David likewise communicates, not
as a private man, but as king of Israel. Joab's
double murder had gone fully unpunished. At the
time of its commission David was not in a condi-

tion to be able to punish him ; but he felt the full

weight of the deed, and in his horror of it uttered an
imprecation ofJoab (2 8am. iii. 29). In the eyes of

'

the people, nevertheless, the non-punishment must
have been regarded as an insult against law and
righteousness, the charge of which devolved upon
the king. " It was a stain upon his reign not yet
blotted out Even upon his death-bed he cannot
think otherwise than that it is his duty, as that of
the supreme judge, to deliver to his successor a
definite direction about it " (Hess, OescK David's, IL

s. 220). It lay upon his conscience, and he de-
sired that this stain somehow (" do according to
thy wisdom," ver. 1) should be removed. More-
over, Joab's participation in Adonijah's revolt

must have appeared as dangerous for the throne
of Solomon. As the punishment of Joab was to
him a matter of conscience, so also was BarzQlafs
compensation. What Barzillai had done, he had
done for him as king, as the anointed of Jehovah.
Such fidelity and devotion to the legitimate reigning
house (Konigtkum) in a time of great and almost uni-
versal falling away, ought to be publicly requited,

and to be recognised in honorable remembrance
after the death of the king. This compensation
must serve, no less than the righteous punishment
of Joab, to the firm establishment of the throne of
Solomon. In direct contrast with the action of Bar-
zillai was that of SMmei. He did not curse David
as a private person, but he cursed him with the
heaviest curse as the " anointed of Jehovah," and
therein Jehovah himself directly. For blasphemy
against the king was on the same level with blas-

phemy against God (2 Kings xxi. 10). Both were
punished with death (Lev. xxiv. 14 sq. ; Exod.
xxii. 27 ; 2 Sam. xvi 9), hence also Abishai thought
that Shimel should be put to death (2 Sam. xix.

22). But David wished on the day when God had
shown him a great mercy, to show mercy himself,

and upon that account spared his life. But " it

was no small matter to allow the miscreant to

spend his life near him (no banishment was talked

of). And to permit him to spend his days quietly

under the following reign (which had never been
promised him), would have been a kindness that

might have been greatly abused as a precedent
of unpunished crimes " (Hess). In fact, Shimei
was a dangerous man, and capable of repeating

what he had done to David. As for the rest, Da-
vid left Solomon to choose the manner and time
of his punishment, only he was not to go unpun-
ished.

4. David's conduct on his dying-bed* has fre-

quently been regarded as a great reproach to him.

The latest (secular) history passes the following

judgment upon it :
" If David's life and deeds had

not sufficiently shown his mind, these last words
of the dying man would leave no doubt about his

character. . . . We must turn away from suet
blood-thirsty desire for revenge which, thongh in-

nate with the Semitic races, is united here w'th a
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32 THE FIRST BOOK OP THE KINGS.

concealment of purpose and malice that are pecu-
liar to David. His vengeance, even out of the

grave itself, determines to strike, through the
hand of his son, an insignificant man, to whom he
(David) had once promised forgiveness when he
himself was in a strait Forgetting all the ser-

vices and victories he owed to Joab, David deter-

mines, in order to gratify a long-cherished ill-feel-

ing, to have a man, to whom he owed his kingdom
and whom he himself had not ventured to touch,

murdered by his son, ostensibly for two acts which
Joab did, if not with David's consent, yet by no
means against his will ; the fruits of which David
had willingly accepted, and which acts he had not
made the slightest efforts to punish" (Duncker,
Gesch. des AUerthums, i. s. 386). In this view it

is entirely overlooked that David did not then
epeak as a private man, but as a theocratic king,

and this judgment of him is quite false, no regard
• being paid to the time and the circumstances. The
rough, false assassin Joab, who finally conspires
with Adouijah, is made to appear as a man of high
merit, and the blasphemer and traitor Shimei, as
an insignificant, unfairly-treated man, while Da-
vid, who departs life without one crime on his

conscience as king, and who desires to fulfil the
demands of justice as well as of gratitude, is said

to have displayed the whole of his wicked and
malicious character at the last " Nothing but an
uncritical confusion, which wished to behold in

David a saint and a complete model of virtue

(which the Scriptures nowhere assert him to be),

could call forth, as contrast, the degradation of the

king, which is as one-sided as unpsychological

"

(Winer, B.-W.-R, i *. 258). [Yes! but our au-

thor forgets that David had sworn to Shimei, Thou

ply David s act of grace

royal right, royal clemency, and nothing but sophis-

try can justify his dying charge to Solomon not to

let the unfortunate man die in peace.—E. H.] When
Bunsen's Bibel-werk says :

" The vengeance of Da-
vid can never be justified from the Christian point

of view," it is quite overlooked that that point
of view is not the fitting one here. David be-
longed to the Old Testament economy, to the time
of the law, not the gospel, and his conduct must
be judged in the light of the former. It is an
anachronism to measure Old Testament persons
by the standard of the sermon on the mount
Besides, the same apostle who exhorts the believ-

ers as follows : Dearly beloved, avenge- not your-
selves, immediately after, speaking of authorities

—

and David speaks as such here—tells them that
they are " ministers of God, revengers to execute
wrath upon him that doeth evil " (Rom. xiL 19

;

xiii. 4). In the kingdom of God in which the law
of earthly punishments prevailed, such a crime
(like that of Joab and Shimei) could not remain
unpunished. He, too, who, when He was reviled,

reviled not again ; who. when He suffered, threat-

ened not (1 Peter ii. 23), announced in a parable
the final judgment of His enemies :

" But those
mine enemies, which would not that I should reign
over them, bring hither, and slay them before me "

(Luke xix. 27 : v. Gerlach). We scarcely find as
many instances of personal love to a foe, gener-
osity and goodness, in the life of any Old Testa-
ment hero, as in David's. It is evident that the
author of our books dots not relate the commis-

sions objected to, to vilify David at the last, aa
Duncker does, but on the contrary he tells them,
to his honor, to show how entirely king of Israel

David was," even on his dying-bed.

5. Chronicles (I., xxix. 28) relates (he death cf
David with the addition that " he died in a good cd
age, full of days, riches, and honor." We see hew
much he was honored even in death, from the fact

that his weapons were preserved as relics in the
sanctuary (2 Kings xi. 10). Compare the eulogy in

Ecclesiasticus, chap, xlvii. 2-11. For the character

of the great, and indeed greatest, king of Israel,

though now so often unjustly judged, by whose
name the expected Messiah was designated by the
prophets (Ezekiel xxxiv. 23 ; xxxvii. 24 ; Hos. iii. 6),

comp. Niemeyer, Charakiistik der Bibel, iv. 8. 107-
358, and Ewald, Gesch. 1st., iiL s. 250-257, which
says, with regard to the "last (poetical) words'1

of David (2 Sam. xxiii. 1-7) :
" No prince, especially

one who did not inherit the kingdom, could close

his life with more blessed divine peace, or a more
assured and cheerful view into 'the future."

HOM1LETICAL AND PRACTICAL.

Vers. 1-9. David's last words to Solomon (a)

with regard to the kingdom generally (vers. 1-4),

(6) respecting some individuals (vers. 5-9; see

Historical and Ethical).—Ver. 2. Various aa are

the paths of men from their birth, yet they all,

kings as well as beggars, rich and poor, go the
way to the grave (Ecclesiasticus xl. 1-3). And yet
so many live as if they had not to travel that road
(Ps. xxxix. 5, 6; xc 11, 12).—The passing nature
and vanity of the world, with its allurements and
splendor, is a strong exhortation and warning from
God to hold fast to the word that lives forever,

and shall not pass even when heaven and earth

pass away (1 Peter L 24, 25; 1 John it 17; Luke
xxL 33).—Be firm and be a man I What is requi-

site to be one ? how shall one become one ? of
what use ? (Heb. xiiL 9 ; 1 Cor. xv. 5-8 ; xvu 13).

—Ver. 3. The last and best will of a father to his

son : (a) Trust in God's protection of yourself and
all whom God has confided to your care

; (6) walk
in His ways ; let Him lead and guide you, He will

do it well (Prov. xxiii 26 ; Ps. xxxv. 5) ;
(c) keep

His ways and ordinances (Eccles. xii. 13 ; Ps. i. 1-6

;

Tob. iv. 6). Such an inheritance is greater and
better than all the gold and land he might leave

you.—True prudence and wisdom are,not born of
human thought and much knowledge, but are the
fruit of the fear of God, and of walking in His
ways and commandments (Ps. cxi. 10 ; Job xxviii.

28).—God-fearing parents are more anxious about
their children keeping close to God and His word,
than about leaving them temporal goods.—Yer. 4,

The promises of God only proceed from His grace,

not our merit ; but their fulfilment is always coupled
with conditions, which we have to perform if we
would enjoy them (Heb. xi. 6 ; 1 Tim. iv. 8).—Vers*
5-9. We cannot go the way of all the world in

peace, as long as we have anything remaining on
our conscience, or any debt to justice and grateful

love to cancel. We should forgive our enemies
from our hearts, as we desire the Lord to forgive

us, and especially on our dying-beds. But au-
thority was instituted to " do justice ; to prevent
and punish wickedness ;

" it commits a sin and
has a crime to answer for so long aa it does not da
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this (Bom. xiil 4; Gen. ix. 6).—Ver. 6. Gray hairs,

if found in the way of righteousness, are a crown
of glory (Prov. xvi. 31), adorned with which a man
may go the way of all flesh in peace and comfort

;

but an old sinner, whom even gray hairs have not
brought to repentance, goes down to the grave
without solace or peace.—Ver. 1. A noble heart
does not forget what was done for him in times
of trouble especially, and thinks of it even in the
hour of death. The world is ungrateful. A bless-

ing rests on deeds of faithfulness and self-sacri-

ficing disinterested love, and it descends to children

and children's children.—Vers. 8, 9. A curse rests

on those who curse the " powers " which are God's
ministers, instead of praying for them, and they are
made, sooner or later, to feel the curse (1 Peter ii. 17,

6). The Lord prayed for those who cursed Him ; but
when they did not repent and become converted,
divine judgment came down on them. No doubt

a wicked man often goes a long tinK. •-nr.unished

for his deeds, but divine justice d ^s not fail to
overtake him finally, ere he is av *re.—It requires
wisdom to punish; a prcmatuie ill-judged chas-
tisement does more harm than good.

Vers. 10-12. David's death: (a) He slept with
his fathers (Starke: The death of believers is a
sleep, and being gathered to their fathers, wh*
also still live with God, and await the coming res-

urrection to eternal life, Isai. xxvi. 19) ;
(b) they rest

in the grave. (Rest is good to those who have
borne the burden and heat of the day forty years
long—that rest which God has promised to those
who strive after eternal life with patient continu-
ing in good works. Rom. ii. 7 ; Isai. lvii. 2).—Da-
vid's grave is a pledge that the memory of the just

is blessed (Prov. xl. 7 ; Acts ii. 29), and that the
blessing of the father builds the children's houses
(ver. 12; Ecclesiasticus iiL 11).

19

20

21

C.

—

Solomon's course tcith the opposere ofhie accession to ike throne.

Chap. H 13-46.]

13 And Adonijah the son of Haggith came to Bath-sheba the mother of Solo-

14 mon. 1 And she said, Coraest thou peaceably ? And he said, Peaceably. He
15 said moreover, I have somewhat to say unto thee. And she said,* Say on. And

he said, Thou knowest that the kingdom was mine, and that all Israel set their

faces on me, that I should reign : howbeit the kingdom is turned about, and is

16 become my brother's: for it was his from the Lord [Jehovah]. And now I ask

17 one petition of thee, deny me not. And she said unto him, Say on. And he said,

Speak, I pray thee, unto Solomon the king, (for he will not say thee nay,) that

18 he give me Abishag the Shunammite to wife. And Bath-sheba said, Well ; I

will speak for thee unto the king.

Bath-sheba therefore went unto king Solomon, to speak unto him for Adoni-
jah. And the king rose up to meet her, and bowed himself unto her, and sat

down on his throne, and caused a seat to be set for the king's mother ; and she
sat on his right hand. Then she said, I desire one small petition of thee ; Ipray
thee, say me not nay. And the king said unto her, Ask on, my mother ; for I

_ will not say thee nay. And she said, Let Abishag the Shunammite be given

22 to Adonijah thy brother to wife. And king Solomon answered and said unto
his mother, And why dost thou ask Abishag the Shunammite for Adonijah ?

ask for him the kingdom also; for he is mine elder brother; even for him, and
23 for * Abiathar the priest, and for Joab the son of Zeruiah. Then king Solomon

aware by the Lord [Jehovah], saying, God do so to me, and more also, if Ado-
24 nijah bath not spoken this word against his own life. Now therefore, as the

Lord [Jehovah] liveth, which hath established me, and set me on the throne of

David my father, and who hath made me a house, as he promised, Adonijah

25 shall be put to death this day. And king Solomon sent by the hand of Benaiah

the son of Jehoiada ; and he fell upon him that he died.

And unto Abiathar the priest said the king, Get thee to Anathoth, unto

thine own fields ; for thou art worthy of death : but I will not at this time 4 put

thee to death, because thou barest the ark of the Lord [Jehovah] God before Da-

vid my father, and because thou hast been afflicted in all wherein my father was
afflicted. So Solomon thrust out Abiathar from being priest unto the Lord [Je-

hovah] ; that he might fulfil the word of the Lord [Jehovah], which he spake

concerning the house of Eli in Shiloh.

Then tidings came to Joab: for Joab had turned after Adonijah, though he

turned not after Absalom.* And Joab fled unto the tabernacle of the Lord [Jo-

29 hovah], and caught hold on the horns of the altar. And it was told king Solo-

mon that Joab was fled unto the tabernacle of the Lord [Jehovah] ; and, behold,

26

27

28
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he is by the altar.* Then Solomon sent Benaiah the son of Jehoiada, saying,

80 Go, fall upon him. T And Benaiah came to the tabernacle of the Lord [Jehovah],

and said unto him, Thus saith the king, Come forth. And he said, Nay ;
* but I

will die here. And Benaiah brought the king word again, saying, Thus said

31 Joab, and thus he answered me. And the king said unto him, Do as he hath said,

and fall upon him, and bury him ; that thou mayest take away * the innocent

32 \omit\ blood, which Joab shed [without cause], from me, and from the house of

my father. And the Lord [Jehovah] shall return his blood w upon his own head,

who fell upon two men more righteous and better than he, and slew them with
the sword, [and] my father David not knowing thereof [knew it not 11

], to wit,

33 Abner the son ot Ner, captain of the host of Israel, and Amasa the son of Jether,

captain of the host of Judah. Their blood shall therefore return upon the head
of "Joab, and upon the head of his seed for ever: but upon David, and upon his

seed, and upon his house, and upon his throne, shall there be peace for ever from
34 the Lord [Jehovah]. So Benaiah the son of Jehoiada went up, and fell upon him,

and slew him : and he was buried in his own house in the wilderness.

35 And the king put Benaiah the son of Jehoiada in his room over the host

:

lf

and Zadok the priest did the king put in the room of Abiathar. 1 *

36 And the king sent and called for Shimei, and said unto him, Build thee an
house in Jerusalem, and dwell there, and go not forth thence any whither.

37 For it shall be, that on the day thou goest out, and passest over the brook
Kidron, thou 6halt know for certain that thou shalt surely die : thy blood shall

38 be upon thine own head. 14 And Shimei said unto the king, The saying is good:
as my lord the king hath said, so will thy servant do. And Shimei dwelt in

89 Jerusalem many days. And it came to pass at the end of three years, that

two of the servants of Shimei ran away unto Achish son of Maachah king of
40 Gath. And they told Shimei, saying, Behold, thy servants be in Gath. And

Shimei arose, and saddled his ass, and went to Gath to Achish to seek his ser-

41 vants : and Shimei went, and brought his servants from Gath. And it was told

Solomon that Shimei had gone from Jerusalem to Gath, and was come again.

42 And the king sent and called for Shimei, and said unto him, Did I not make
thee to swear by the Lord [Jehovah], and protested unto thee, saying, Know for

a certain, on the day thou goest out, and walkest abroad any whither, that thou
shalt surely die ?

u and thou saidst unto me, The word that I have heard is good.
43 Why then hast thou not kept the oath of the Lord [Jehovah], and thecommand-
44 ment that I have charged thee with ? The king said moreover to Shimei, Thou

knowest all the wickedness which thine heart is privy to, that thou didst to

David my father; therefore the Lord [Jehovah] shall return thy wickedness upon
45 thine owu head : and king Solomon shall be blessed, and the throne of David
46 shall be established before the Lord [Jehovah] for ever. So the king commanded

Benaiah the son of Jehoiada ; which went out, and fell upon him, that he died.

And the kingdom was established in the hand of Solomon. 19

TEXTUAL AND GRAMMATICAL.

1 Ver. 18.—[The Sept adds «oi wfxxrticvvnatv avrji (Al. avnjr). ,

• Ver. 14.—[Two MSS. and some editions (followed by the Sept, Voig., and Syriac) add ft = to him.

• Ver. 22.—(All the VV. here give a sense which seems based on the supposition that p before Ablathar and before
Joab la pleonastic : but for this there is no anthoritv. Thus the Vulg. : " *t habet Abiatharf etc. Sept : xai awry 'A&UBa?
k.tA. Similarly Syr. and Arab. The Chald. :

u norms in conrtUofuerwrti Me et Abiathar? etc
4 Ver. 26.—(The Sept, without authority, alters the place of the conjunction so as to read iv^p fararov *l vii tv r§

Aji&a Tavrn, kcu ov 0apaTu»<ra» 99.
» Ver. 28.—[The Vulg., Sept, (Vatican) and Syr. curiously substitute here the name of Solomon for that of Absalom.

Tho Arab, attempts to reconcile both by translating "neither did he love Solomon.*1

• Vor. 29.—[The Sept. add u And kinir (Alex, omit king) Solomon sent to Joab, saying, What has been done to thee
that thou hast ffe<1 to the altar? And Joab said, Because I was afraid of thee, and I fled to the Lord."

» Ver. 29.—[The Sept add "and bury him." See ver. 81. ,

• Ver. 80.—[One MS., followed by the Sept, Vulg., and Syr., adds N¥K after *6.
• Ver. 81.—[The Sept add *ibi«pop and translate DJH accurately u without cause." The Chald. gives both senses.

The Vatican Sept. omits the name of Joab.
" V*r. 82.—[Sept = the blood of his iniquity.
" Ver. 82.—[There is no reason for omitting the conjunction and changing the preterite of the Hebr. which are pre-

served In the Bept. and the Chald.
° ^ °^ *

^
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CHAPTER n. 13-40. 35

™ Ver. 85.—fThe Sept. add *al h fruriktla marmpSovro iv ItpowraXrJu. Cf. ver. 46.
18 Ver. 85.— [The bept.feid tax Xaku/iitv vib* Aavid <0<uriA<v<r<»' i»i 'Io-paijA «ai 'lovia iv 'UpowraXijfi. (Thns far Alex.

•Ollta) *oi Mwxe KVpun +p6vn<Ttv r$ SoAm^mv kcu owfriav woAXrfv <r$45pa «ai irAarof map6ia$ *>« ij afAM°S ij napa Ti|i»

$mXm*9ay. (Set* iv. 8J.) Then follows the lirst rerse of chup. Hi. much aluml, and a long interpolation which may be thua
translated: ""And the wisdom of Solomon was increased greatly above the wisdom of all the ancients and above all the
wiae meu of Egypt (see iv. 80), and he (iii. 1) took Pharaoh's daughter, and brought her into the city of David, until he
had made an end of ouilding his own house and the bouse of the Lord in the first place, and the wall of Jerusalem round
abont: in s*>ven years he made and finished them." V. 16 follows then. . . " And Solomon made the sea and the base*
and the great lavers and the pillars and the fountain of the court and the brazen sea. And he built the citadel and
battlements upon it, he divided the city of David, So Pharaohs daughter went up from the city of David Into her own
house which he built for her. Then he built the citadel. And three times in the year Solomon offered whole burnt-offer-
ings and peace-offerings upon the altar which lie built to the Lord, and he offered incense before the Lord, and finished the
house. And these trere the chiefs (v. 16) which were set over the works of Solomon : three thousand and Mx hundred
rulers of the people that wrought in the work. And he built Asshur and Mnirdo and Gezer (Ix. 18, 17, IS-) and Beth-
horon the upper and Ballath. Besides his building the house of the Lord and the wall of Jerusalem round about, after
these he built these cities." Then follows, with some variations, li. 8, 9, which form the Junction again with ver. 86.

14 Ver. 87.—[The Sept add «ai mpmatv ainbv b SafftAcvc iv ri} >)A«ip« iKtivjf. ty. vers. 42, 48.
*• Ver. -42.—[The Vatican Sept. omits the rest of ver. 42. The last clause i* sometimes pointed, "The word is good:

I have heard."
18 Ver. 46.—[Here follows in the Sept a passage made np of extracts from chap. iv. and containing about one-fourth

ef that chapter, most of which is omitted from lis place.—F. G.]

KXEGKT1CAL AND CRITICAL.

Ver. 13. And Adonijah . . to Bath-Sheba,
Ac. What Adonijah really aimed at in his peti-

tion to Bath-Sheba ifl made apparent in ver. 22.

He did not care about the fair Abishag, but about
the kingdom, which he hoped to acquire through
possession of her. In the ancient East, after a
king died, or his kingdom passed from him,
the harem fell to the new ruler. On the other
hand, also, he who took to himself the king's

wives, was regarded as having taken to himself
the rights of the king. The claim to the posses-
sion of the women of the harem was understood to

mean the claim to the throne. It was so also

with the Persians (Herodot iii. 68 ; Justin x. 2

:

occiao Cyro Aapasiam peUicem ejus rex Artoxerxes
in matrimonium acceperat Banc patrem cedere

sibif sicuU regnum Darius postulaveral). When Ab-
salom went, according to Ahithophel's advice,

into the king's harem and to his concubines in

the sight of all the people, it was a public, practi-

cal announcement that he had assumed the king's

rights (2 Sam. xvi. 20-23 ; comp. xii. 11). When,
therefore, Adonijah demanded Abishag for his

wife, ostensibly from love to her, it was a secret

claim to tho throne ; for Abishag was looked on by
the nation as David's last wife, although he had not
known her. He did not venture to make his request
personally to Solomon, but, as Grotius 'says : aggre-

ditur vtulierem^ ut regnandi ignaram, ita amotions
facilem. He plays, before Bath-Sheba, the part of
an humble saint who has been set aside—who is

resigned to God's will, thus softening her woman's
heart. His assertion that all Israel wished him
for their king, if not exactly a lie, showed great
self-deception and boasting. He very wisely and
prudently says, instead of: through thy interces-

sion my brother became king (chap. L 17)

—

the

kingdom is turned about, and it was his from the
Lord, which he of course did not believe, because
he wished himself to be king. Bath-Sheba may
have thought that a discontented subject might be
satisfied by granting his request, and the kingdom
made thus more secure to her son.

Vers. 19-21. Bath-Sheba therefore went unto
king Solomon, Ac., ver. 19. Solomon received

his mother as iTVIU (chap. xv. 13). The queen-

mother was in great honor ; and therefore the name
of the king's mother is always expressly given in

the account of the commencement of a new king's

reign (chap. xiv. 21 * xv. 2, Ac.). The KD3 offered

her was not literally a throne, but only a particu-

lar seat of honor. The seat at the right hand was
the one of highest distinction (Ps. ex. 1 ; Joseph.,
Antiq. vi.-xt 9). Bath-Sheba calls her petition a
small one, because she thought it was only about
a love-affair, and did not think of its political re-

sults.

Vers. 22-25. And King Solomon answered,
Ac. Solomon instantly detected the intrigue. He
says, in asking Abishag for Adonijah, you indirectly

request the kingdom for him too. He is my elder
brother, and thinks that the kingdom belongs to

him on that account ; if he gets Abishag as wife,

he will be further strengthened in his imaginary
claims, and his entire party will have a firm foot-

ing. The y?\ beginning the concluding statement

in ver. 22, cannot be understood otherwise than

the preceding i^ , and the ^ in the following words
must consequently mean the same. The moaning
is this then : In asking the kingdom for him, thou
askest it at the same time for Abiathar and Joab

;

they who have joined themselves to him, would
reign with and through him ; but they are well

known to be my enemies. It follows, then, that
both are included in Adonijah's plan. We cannot,

therefore, translate like the Sept. : koI avrift 'AfitaOap

Kal airr<t> 'I«d/3 Iraipof, or with the Vulg. : et Jcdbet

Abiathar et Joab ; there is therefore no reason to

strike out, with Thenius, the ? before Abiathar and

Joab. Solomon's anger, which appears in ver.

23, was the more natural, because Adonijah had
dared to gain over and abuse the queen-mother.
The oath, which means : may God punish me con-

tinually if Adonijah be not, Ac., is a usual one
(Ruth L 1*J ; 1 Sam. xiv. 44 ; xx. 13 ; Jer xxii. 5).

—

The words of ver. 24 : and who hath made me
an house, are not to be understood, with Keil and
others, as if Solomon had then had issue (his mar-
riage did not occur till afterwards, chap. iii. 1) ; the
meaning is this rather : Adonijah demands
Abishag to wife, to found a dynasty through his

union with her ; but Jehovah has determined that

David's dynasty and line of kings shall come
from me (2 Sam. vii. 11 sq.).—The execution of
Adonijah was performed by Benaiah, as captain

of the Cherethites and Pelethitcs (chap, i 38).

T2 does not mean exactly with " his own hand '•

(TheniUs), but only that Benaiah was charged with
the execution. Oomp. vers. 34-46. Capital pun-
ishment was executed in Egypt, and also in Bab r

-
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36 THE FIRST BOCK OP THE KINGS.

Ion, by the king's guard, the captain of which was

therefore called D^rQB (21) IV , Gen. xxxvii. 36

;

2 Kings xxv. 8 ; Dan. ii. 14.

Vers. 26-27. And unto Ablathar the priest,

Ac. The proceedings now commenced against

Abiathar and Joab, were no doubt caused by the

share both had taken in the new plans of Adoni-
jnh to usurp the kingdom.—Anathoth, a priests

1

town in the tribe of Benjamin (Josh. xxi. 18;

1 Chron. vi. 45), about one hour and a quarter's

distance northeast of Jerusalem (Robinson, Pales-

tine, vol. i. p. 437-8). Abiathar had possessions

there.—To strike out the ^ before D^3 with
Thenius (according to the Sept), and place it

before tO > is unnecessary : the meaning remains
the same.

—

Bearing the Ark, on the occa-

sion of David's flight from Absalom (2 Sam. xv.

24). That Abiathar and Zadok went with David
then, bearing the ark of the covenant, showed
great veneration and fidelity, upon their part,

to him. Of course they did not carry the ark
themselves; but it was borne by the levites,

whose office it was to do so (Num. iv. 15 ; 1 Chron.
xvi 15), and who did it at their command. It is

therefore quite unnecessary to read, with Thenius,

TiBX instead of fntt .—It does not follow from

the banishment of Abiathar, that every king has
the right to set up and depose a high-priest at

pleasure. This case was a peculiar one. A high-
priest who had repeatedly conspired against the
anointed ofJehovah, had thereby become incapable
of filling his office, and, strictly speaking, deserved

death.—KjpDp is an addition of the narrator, not

the intention of Solomon ; it is the Hxx irXripddfj of
the New Testament The divine threatenings upon
Kli'8 house, from which Abiathar was (through
Ithamar) descended, were now fulfilled ; for when
Saul slew the priests, Abiathar alone, of all his

house, escaped (1 Sam. xxii. 20). With his deposi-
tion the hereditary high-priesthood passed over to
Eleazar's house, to which Zadok belonged (Numb,
xxv. 13; 1 Chron. xxiv. 5-6).

Vers. 28-35. Then tidings came to Joab, Ac.
The parenthesis means that Joab, who was for-

merly such a decided enemy of Absalom, who pro-
mised much more than his brother, had twice con-
spired with the pretender, Adonijah, and now
feared for his own life, as he heard of his death,
and of Abiathar's punishment All old trans-

lations, except the Chaldee, have Solomon in-

stead of "Absalom," and Ewald and Thenius
declare the former to bo the right reading ; this,

however, is not sustained by any Hebrew MS.,
and would, besides, make the sentence superfluous

;

for when Joab was on Adonijah's side, it follows
of course that he was not on that of Solomon.—If
Joab, who had been unpunished for his share in

the first conspiracy, had felt free from all share in

the second, he would not have fled to a place of
refuge (chap. L 50).—The Sept adds, before
Solomon's words, ver. 29 :

" What has happened
to thee, that thou hast fled to the altar ? And
Joab said : I was afraid of thee, and have fled to
Lord." Surely this is only a gloss ; but it explains
the passage. When Joab saw that Benaiah did
not venture to kill him at the altar, he defied him,
either because he hoped that Solomon would not
dare to give the order, or that if he did, he (Sol-

omon) would be guilty of desecrating the al-

tar. But according to the law (Ex. xxi. 14;
Dent. xix. 11-13), the altar was only an asylum
for those who had killed unwittingly, and Joab
was no such person. He had sinned grievously

against Israel and Judah by a double assassination

(ver. 32), and yet had gone hitherto unpunished.
This guilt could not rest upon David and his

house, if the kingdom was to continue in his line

(ver. 33). Not to add the utmost disgrace to the
punishment (chap. xiv. 11 ; 2 Kings ix. 35; Jer. viL

33 ; xxii. 19), and in consideration of his military

achievements, Solomon commanded that Joab
should be buried with his fathers in the vnidemess
of Judah, which was not far from Bethlehem, near
Tekoa, and was a rocky district containing some
towns (Josh. xv. 61 ; Judges i. 16).

Vers. 36-46. And the king tent and called
for Shimei, Ac, ver. 36. As Adonijah and his

faction had made such repeated efforts to seize

the helm of state, Solomon deemed it needful to

keep a watch on all suspected persons. Now the
restless Shimei was the principal of these; ho
was a close adherent of the house of Saul, and
a bitter foe of David's house. Solomon, therefore,

in order to keep him in sight, and test his obedience,

ordered him to settle in Jerusalem, and to leave it

only under penalty of death. The brook Kidroa is

scarcely named as the exact limit ofhis confinement
(Ewald) ; but Shimei was not to cross it, because,

in doing so, he went towards Bahurim, in his

native district, where he had most influence

(2 Sam. xix. 16 *?.).—Thy blood, Ac.—the usual

mode of the death sentence, Levit xx. 9-16.

—

Shimei declared he was satisfied to observe the
king's command, for he knew right well that
according to the ideas of that time, no king, not
even Solomon, need feel himself bound by the
promise of his predecessor (2 Sam. xix. 23), (Ewald,
Gesch. Isr., hi. *. 271).—The Philistine king Achish,

of Gath (Josh. xiii. 3 ; 1 Sam. v. 8), may be the
same who is mentioned in 1 Sam. xxi. 11 ; xxviL

2; he must have certainly attained a great age;

if so, Shimei, then, in spite of his solemn vow,
not only left Jerusalem for his native place, not
distant, but even went into the far-off land of the
Philistines, thus giving proof of his disobedience
and obstinacy. Solomon now reproaches him with
his old crime, and says to him : thy measure is

full ; the Lord has turned thy curse into a bless-

ing, as David hoped (2 Sam. xvi 12).—The Vul-
gate, Thenius, Bunsen, and others place the con-
cluding sentence of ver. 46 at the commencement
of chap. iii. :

" and when the kingdom was estab-

lished in the hand of Solomon, he made affinity,"

Ac. ; it seems, however, to refer back to ver. 12,

and in the manner of Semitic histories, as Keil re-

marks, concludes the whole section of Solomon's
throne-ascension. Thus the kingdom was estab-

lished in the hand of Solomon, i. c, under him.

HISTORICAL AND ETHICAL.

1. The repeated attempt of Adonijah to gain the
throne throws real light on his character. Though
his enterprise came to a lamentable and disgrace-

ful end, he immediately began to concoct new
plans in spite of the favor and the warning he had
received. As he once sought to obtain his purpose
by collecting chariots, horsemen, and soldiers,
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CHAPTER H. 13-48. 37

through making fortified places, in short, by grand
and showy preparations, he now pursued the op-

posite plan of fawning and artifice. He steals

alone to Bath-sheba, placing his hopes on wo-
man's influence. When she is astonished at his

visit, he utters the most peaceful sentiments, acts

as one deeply disappointed, but now humbly and
piously resigned to God's will, and as an unhappy
lover. If anything deserves the name of a " ha-

rem intrigue," through which, according to Dunc-
ker, Solomon came to the throne (see above), it

is Adonijah's device. He could not have shown
more clearly that he was not the chosen of Jehovah
(Deut xvii. 15). What would have become of
the kingdom which David had at last brought
to tranquillity and its proper position, if a man like

Adonijah had succeeded him ?

2. Adonyah and his faction show the truth of

what is often found, namely, that revolutionary

men are not discouraged by the failure of their

plans, and even disgraceful defeat, but they al-

ways brood over the means of attaining their am-
bitious views and gratifying their thirst for power.
Pardon and forbearance do not change them, but
generally harden and embolden them. If they do
not succeed by open forco, they choose deceitful

ways, notwithstanding all the promises they may
have given ; and they feign submission until they
think their opportunity has arrived. Every one,

however, to whom God has confided the govern-

ment, should hear the words of David to Solomon
(chap. ii. 2) :

" be thou strong, therefore, and show
thyself a man 1 " for weakness is, in this respect, sin

against God and man. The old Wurtemburg sum-
maries say :

" let authorities learn from Solomon to

punish such crimes severely, if they wish to have
a happy, peaceful, and lasting reign. If they wink
at such things, God's anger and punishments come
down on them, on their land and people."

3. Solomon's treatment of his foes, has often

been called great cruelty, or at least extreme se-

verity. "Solomon," says Duncker, "began his

reign with bloody deeds. ... He first prom-
ised Adonijah he should be spared, then had him
slain by Benaiah. Joab fled to the sanctuary and
caught hold of the horns of the altar. Benaiah
trembled to stain the altar with blood, but Solo-

mon tells him to go and stab him there I . . .

Benaiah also killed Shimei at Solomon's com-
mand." In reading this imperfect and detestable

view of the circumstances, we must remember
that there is not to be found in the forty years of

Solomon's reign, one single trace of baroarous tyr-

anny or cruelty, such as are here said to have
characterized him, though these qualities rather

strengthen tlian otherwise with age. We cannot

judge Solomon any more than David in the light

of the sermon on the mount, but should recollect

what the time and circumstances were. The vital

point was to establish the kingdom, and in order

to avert the dangers that threatened it, " every

firm and sagacious ruler had to act so, for the

artificial means now used in similar cases, for in-

stance, imprisonment for* life, were wholly un-

known" (Ewald). As to Adonyah, the whole
East knew but one punishment for such plans as

he cherished, viz., death. Had his enterprise

succeeded he would doubtless (see above, on chap,

i. 11) have destroyed Solomon and his principal

adherents, in accordance with the usual practice

hitherto. Solomon, on the contrary, did not fol-

low this custom, but showed forgiveness and gen-
erosity; in fact, he avoided all persecution of
Adonyah's partisans. Only when Adonijah, con-
trary to his word, and notwithstanding his humble
homage (chap. L 51), again appeared as pretender
to the throne, and sought to reach his end by de-
ceit and hypocrisy, did he order the affixed pun-
ishment. He had allowed Abiathar, too, to go un-
punished at first, which scarcely any other eastern
prince would have done. But when the repeated
attempt of Adonijah to seize the kingdom was dis-

covered, Abiathar could no longer be passed over.
Yet instead of inflicting death on him, he deprived
him of his influential office, and let him live at lib-

erty on his estate, on account of his former good
behavior. Here was no severity, but gratitude,

kindness, and generosity. Joab was the most
formidable opponent, because of his position at
the head of the entire array, and his well-known
military roughness and unscrupulousness ; he was
also unpunished after Adonijah's first attempt, and
the last was certainly not planned without his con-
sent, but more likely, as some suppose, originated
by him. The fact that he instantly fled to the
horns of the altar, on hearing of Adonijah's death,
shows that he knew himself to have deserved
death. Besides this, the guilt of a double murder
rested on him, and should be washed out. " When
this was superadded," says Ewald (5. 271), "Sol-
omon did not venture to show him any further

grace," and adds in the note with great truth :
" A

superficial observer alone can charge Solomon with
needless cruelty here." Finally, with regard to

Shimei, nothing was more natural than that Solo-

mon, in the circumstances attending the beginning
of his reign, should have kept especial guard over
such a restless, suspected person, who one day
cursed the king, calling him a bloody man, and the
next fawned upon and flattered him, and who bo-
sides was not without partisans (2 Sam. xvi. 7, comp.
with xix. 16-20). Shimei was himself quite content
with his confinement to Jerusalem, and Solomon let

him live there " many days " (ver. 38), placing his

fate in his own hand. After three years (not be-

fore), (ver. 39), when Shimei broke his solemn prom-
ise, what his king had threatened him with upon
oath came upon him. "Surely, every one must
at that time have seen in such fatal oblivion of the
oath which the old arch-traitor had sworn against

David, a divine sign, that that old sin still rested

on him and that he must be punished ; otherwise

he would not have acted with such defiance of God
and with such madness. Solomon had him also

executed, evidently not out of revenge nor any
other passion, but from the belief that the last of

those who had sinned greatly against David, should

fall under divine Providence" (Ewald, s. 272).

How weak and forgetful of his word would tho

king have seemed to all the people if he had let

Shimei now go free, particularly with the notions

then entertained about a kingl (Prov. xvi. 12-15;

xx. 2, 26). It is worthy of remark that the settle-

ment of Shimei at Jerusalem was coincident with
Solomon's elevation to the throne ; that his punish

ment did not at once follow that of Adonijah and
Joab, but was three years later. We cannot there-

fore possibly reckon this among the "bloody
deeds " with which Solomon is said to have begun
his reign. The union of mildness and firmneyj,

generosity and official justice, in the conduct of tho

young sovereign, must have deeply impressed tie
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58 THE FIRST BOOK OP THE KINGS.

people, have increased his authority, and estab-

lished his rule.

4. The establishment of Sobmori's kingdom (ver.

46) is the result of all that chapters i. and ii. re-

late, and is therefore expressly stated again at

their close. Our author evidently does this, not

only from purely historical, but also from religious

and theocratic grounds. In fact, throughout the

whole of the genuine Old Testament history of
Solomon's succession to the throne, the guiding

hand of the living God is made apparent, far

above the ferment of human passions and inclina-

tions. He knows how to fulfil his threatenings,

and to lead the way which each chooses for him-
self, to a goal where he ahall find retribution of

his deeds (Job xxxiv. 11).

'HOMILETICAL AND PRACTICAL.

Vers. 13-25. Adonijah's repeated attempt to

gain the throne : (a) Wherein this attempt con-

sisted (vers. 13-18); (b) how it ended (vers. 19-25).

—Vers. 13-18. Adonijah before Bath-sheba: (a)

The feigned sentiment, in which he comes (vera. 13-

15); (b) the request lie brings (vers. 16, 17); (c)

the answer he receives (ver. 18).—Ver. 13. Ambi-
tious and power-loving people do not scruple to

reach the ends which they cannot obtain by open
force, by means that are mortifying to their pride;

when they can no longer demand, they beg.—Those
are least to be trusted who have proved themselves
enemies, and suddenly appear with tokens of peace.

Joab met Amasa with the words : Peace be to thee 1

and while kissing him, ran him through the body
(2 Sam. xi. 9). Judas betrayed the Lord with a

greeting and a kiss (Luke xxii. 48).—Ver. 15. Ado-
nijah's boast and hypocrisy: (a) He boasts, like

most rebels, of having all the people on his side,

but his few adherents were some faithless men,
who were won over by good eating and drinking,

and who would desert him with the first change of
the wind (chap. L 41, 49). (b) He speaks and acts

as a pious man, who humbles himself under God's
hand (Job i. 21), while he resists His will in his

heart, and seeks to overthrow His purpose (Matt,

vii. 21 ; Prov. xii. 22).—Ver. 16 sq. The most pre-

sumptuous character is often hid under the mask of
unassuming deportment—Ver. 17. He who has an
honest and just request to make seeks no rounda-
bout ways, but goes openly and courageously with
it to the person who can grant it. The serpent ad-
dresses the woman first, in order to gain the man,
in paradise (Gen. Hi. 1, 6; 1 Tim. it 14).—Ver. 18.

Bath-sheba's consent to Adonijah's request shows
want of sagacity, experience, and knowledge of hu-
man nature, but at the same time shows that her
heart was free from revenge and bitterness, and was
willing to serve even one who had caused her
great anxiety and sorrow (chap. i. 21).—Kind and
unsuspicious persons are apt to yield to their first

feelings and impressions rather than reflect calmly
and deliberately ; it is therefore the more needful
for them to guard against being led away by flat-

tering speeches into promises and actions that

may greatly injure themselves and others.—We
ought not to refuse to intercede for others, but to

take great care not to do it for the unworthy, thus
injuring those who are deserving.—Those who are

hi#h in favor with the poworful are often used, with-

out their wish or knowledge, for unworthy ends.

Vers. 19-25. Bath-sheba before. the king: (a)

How she was received by him (vers. 19, 20), but

(6) was refused her petition (vers. 22-24).—Ver.
19. Solomon, when on the throne, did not forget

what he owed his mother. How often do children
forget their parents and nearest relations, and
even become ashamed of them, when they attain

to great riches and ho"nor ; but no position or rank
dispenses with our observance of the fourth com-
mandment, the first with prom'se (Ephes. vi. 2

;

Prov. xix. 26).—Ver. 21. Starke: Even pious
Christians are often ignorant of what they ask
(Rom. viii. 26), and are therefore often unheard
(Matt. xx. 22).—Ver. 22. Kings and princes should
not grant even an apparently small petition, that
interferes with the welfare of the kingdom and
people committed to their charge. Seeming se-

verity is in such cases sacred duty.

—

Hall: Con-
siderations arising from personal relationship must
be laid aside in the official acts of rulers.

Ver. 25. Punishment of Adonijah, how far it

was (a) according to law, (b) just and deserved.

Vers. 26-46. Solomon's treatment of his ene-

mies (see Hisfcricat).—Vers. 26, 27. Ecclesiastical

office can be no protection from just punishment
of crime (see Luke xii. 47 ; 1 Cor. ix. 27).—Former
fidelity cannot efface later treachery. It is most
lamentable that a man who was faithful in times
of trouble should end his career as a sinner (1
Cor. x. 12).

—

[Bp. Hall: No man held so close to

David, . . . yet now is he called to reckon
for his old sins, and must repay blood to Amasa
and Abner.—E. H.] When circumstances permit,

mildness and forgiveness should go hand in hand
with justice.—Children should not forget kindness
shown to their parents, but look on it as done to

themselves ; this is fulfilling the fourth command-
ment.—The promises of God are yea and amen;
but so are also His threatenings, which are often
executed when men have forgotten them.

Vers. 28-34. The terrible end of Joab : (a) He
dies conscious of his guilt, without peace and par-

don; (6) even in the very jaws of death he is

defiant, rough, and proud; (c) he does not leave
the world like a hero, but like a criminal. How
differently David dies I (ver. 2).—Ver. 28. An evil

conscience can put to flight a hero who never
yielded to the enemy in a single bloody field.

—

Starke : It is thus the wicked act when they get
into danger; though they never before cared
about God and His children, they will seek their

protection then.—Ver. 30. What good is there in

dying in a sacred place if one has not a sanctified

heart and pure conscience ? Prov. hi. 21-26.—Ver.
31 sq. Starke : God has no sanctuary or city of
refuge for an intentional murderer (Ex. xxi. 14).

—

Lange : If a ruler leaves shed blood unavenged,
the guilt attaches to himself; through just revenge
it is averted.—Ver. 33. Only that throne stands
firm upon which justice, without respect of per-
sons, is exercised (Prov. xxv. 5).

Vers. 36-46. Shimei's fate plainly proves the
truth of the word Job xxxiv. 11; Ps. exit 10;
Prov. v. 22.—Ver. 39. Avarice, t. e., covetousness,
is the root of all evil. The loss of two servants
led Shimei to disobedience, even to forget his oath
and to risk his life. [Ver. 40 sq. Bp. Hall: "Cov-
etousness, and presumption of impunity, are the
destruction of many a soul: Shimei seeks his ser-

vants and loses himself."—E. H.]—Vers. 41 sq.

Divine justice at length overtakes those whose
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crimes have long been unpunished, and when they
least expect it—Those also who have cursed the
anointed of the Lord, the eternal king of God's

realm, and who have shot their poisoned shafts tA
Him, shall hereafter say to the mountains: Fall a*
us ! and to the hills : cover us 1 (Luke xxiii. 30).

SECOND SECTION.

THE BEGINNING OF SOLOMON'S EEIGN.

Chap. IIL-V. 14

A.

—

Solomon's marriage, solemn sacrifice and prayer ; firstjudicial decision.

Chap. m. 1-28.

1 And Solomon made affinity with Pharaoh king of Egypt, and took Pharaoh's
daughter, and brought her into the city of Davia, until he had made an end of
building his own house, and the house of the Lord [Jehovah], and the wall

2 [walls] of Jerusalem round about. Only the people sacrificed in high places,

because there was no house built unto the name of the Lord [Jehovah], until

3 those days. And Solomon loved the Lord [Jehovah], walking in the statutes

4 of David his father: only he sacrificed and burnt incense in high places. And
the king went to Gibeon to sacrifice there ; for that was the great high place

:

a thousand burnt-offerings did Solomon offer upon that altar.

5 In Gibeon the Lord [Jehovah] appeared to Solomon in a dream by night

:

6 and God * said, Ask what I shall give thee. And Solomon said, Thou hast
shewed uuto thy servant David my father great mercy, according as he walked
before thee in truth, and in righteousness, and in uprightness of heart with
thee ; and thou hast kept for him this great kindness, that thou hast given him

*I a son to sit on his throne, as it is this day. And now, O Lord [Jehovah] my
God, thou hast made thy servant king instead of David my father : and I

8 am but a little child :
* I know not hoio to go out or come in. And thy servant

is in the midst of thy people which thou hast chosen, a great people, that cannot
9 be numbered nor counted for multitude. Give therefore thy servant an under-

standing heart to judge thy people, that I may discern between good and bad :

10 for who is able to judge this thy eo great a people ? And the speech pleased

11 the Lord," that Solomon had asked this thing. And God said unto him,
Because thou hast asked this thing, and hast not asked for thyself long life

;

neither hast asked riches for thyself, nor hast asked the life of thine enemies
;

12 but hast asked for thyself understanding to discern judgment; Behold I have
done according to thy words: 4

lo, I have given thee a wise and an understanding
heart ; so that there was none like thee before thee, neither after thee shall

13 any arise like unto thee. And I have also given thee that which thou hast not
asked, both riches, and honor : so that there shall not be any among the kings like

14 unto thee all thy days.* And if thou wilt walk in mv ways, to keep my statute*

and my commandments, as thy father David did walk, then I will lengthen thy
15 days. And Solomon awoke ; and, behold, it was a dream. And he came to

Jerusalem, and stood before the ark of the covenant of the Lord [Jehovah],* and
offered up burnt-offerings, and offered [made] T peace-offerings, and made a feast

to all his servants.

16 Then came there two women that were harlots,* unto the king, and stood

17 before him. And the one woman said, O my lord, I and this woman dwell in
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18 one house ; and I was delivered of a child with her in the house. And it came to

pass the third day alter that I was delivered, that this woman was delivered also

:

and we were together ;
* there was no stranger with us in the house, save we two in

19 the house. And this woman's child [son] "died in the night ; because she overlaid

20 it. And she arose at midnight, and took my son from beside me, while thine hand-
maid slept, and laid it in her bosom, and laid her dead child [son]

,0
in my bosom.

21 And when I rose in the morning to give my child [son]
i0
suck, behold, it was dead :

but when I had considered it in the morning, behold, it was not my son which I
22 did bear. And the other woman said, Nay ; but the living is my son, and the

dead is thy son. And " this said, No ; but the dead is thy son, and the living

23 is my son. Thus they spake before the kiug. Then said the king, The one
saith, This is my son that liveth, and thy son is the dead : and the other saith,

24 Nay ; but thy son is the dead, and my son is the living. And the king said,

25 Bring me a sword. And thev brought a sword before the king. And the king
said, Divide the living child in two, and give half to the one, and half to the

26 other. Then spake tne woman whose the living child was unto the king, for

her bowels yearned upon her son, and she said, O my lord, give her the living

child, and in no wise slay it. But the other said, Let it be neither mine nor
27 thine, but divide it Then the king answered aud said, Give her l* the living

28 child, and in no wise slay it : she is the mother thereof. And all Israel heard
of the judgment which the king had judged ; and they feared the king : for they
saw that the wisdom of God was in him to do judgment.

TEXTUAL AND GRAMMATICAL.

• Ter. 5.— [The Sept and Chnld. here repeat Lobd ; the Syr. follows the Hbr. in reading God; while the Vulg. and
Arab, avoid repeating the divine name.

• Ver. 7.— [Some MSS., followed by the Sept. and Vulg., prefix the conjunction 1

.

,

» Ver. 10.—[Many MSS. read fflPP Instead of snK, and are followed by the Chaldee.

« Ver. 12.—[Many MSS and editions, followed by the Vnlg., have 1*1313 in the plural.
• Ver. 18.— [ 1'ho Sept put this clause in the past tense : wc ov ytyovtr ivrfp opoufc cot iv /WiAewrt, the Vat ending the

clause here ; but the Alex., by retaining the lost woids or the Hbr., vitroe rat iyUpat o-ov, makes nonsense.
• Ver. 15.—[The Sept add e* 2uii>.

r Ver. 15.—[The Hbr. fc^ Is the same before ** peace-offerings * and before "feast," and is quite different from the

before * burnt-offerings," The distinction is accurately preserved by the Sept and the Vulg.

• Ver. 16.—[This translation is sustained here, as in Josh. ii. 1, by all the VV. except the Chald., and is undoubtedly
the Invariable and distinctly marked sense of the frequent Ubr. word. The Chald. renders inn-ksipers. The authors
objection to the sense of harlots seems insufficient

• Ver. 18.—{Many MSS., followed by the Sept and Vul?., prefix the conjuction 1

.

10 Ver. 19.—fit is better to retain throughout the passage the same rendering of the same Hbr. word.
11 Ver. 22.—Tone MS., followed by the Vat, Sept. and Arab., omits the second clause of ver. 22.
u Ver. 27.—[The Sept remove any possible obscurity by paraphrasing, " Give the child to her that said, Give

her," kc—F. G.]

tell

EXEGETICAL AND CRITICAL.

Ver. 1. And Solomon made affinity. After
the rule of Solomon was established by the re-

moval of his enemies from within (chap. ii. 46), he
sought to make it outwardly strong, also, by a
family alliance with the king of Egypt. After
David's great victories over the surrounding na-

tions, and especially after the Philistines were
rendered powerless, Egypt was the nearest and
most powerful neighbor of the kingdom of Israel.

As the latter had increased so much in extent and
power, the king of Egypt may also have desired

an alliance with the king of Israel (Ewald, Gesch.

.for., iit 8. 279) ; but such an alliance secured Solo-

mon against other nations, and was even productive
of an enlargement of his territory (chap. ix. 16).

The Pharaoh named here " belonged certainly, fol-

lowing the synchronism, to the 21st Tanaitio

dynasty, and may have been its last king, Psusen-
nes or Psusennos, who reigned thirty-five years "

(Winer, R.- W.-B., ii. s. 363).—This marriage with

an Egyptian was not contrary to the law, since it

only prohibited union with the daughters of the
Canaanite tribes (Ex. xxxiv.* 11-16 ; Deut. vii. 1-3).

The supposition of some rabbins, that the Egyptian
had become a proselyte, is unnecessary ; it is cer-

tain, besides, that Egyptian worship was not in-

troduced by her into Jerusalem ; and even later no
trace of it is found (chap. xi. 4-7).—By the city of
David we are to understand the ancient and
fortified Jerusalem, the citadel of David—the
upper city. The dwelling for the queen was but
temporary ; when the new palace was built she
inhabited it (chap. ix. 24).— "He made," says
Josephus, " the walls wider and firmer than they
had been." David had only fortified the upper
city (2 Sam. v. 7, 9).

Vers. 2-4. Only the people sacrificed in high
plaoes, Ac. Vers. 2 and 3 do not pronounce a
judgment in general upon the condition of public

worship in the beginning ofSolomon's reign (Keil),

but form an introduction to verses 4-15. The
connection is this : when the rule of Solomon wag
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established from within by the extirpation of his

foes, and outwardly by an alliance with Pharaoh,
Solomon held a great festival for all Israel (2 Chron.
L 2, 3), not only to implore Jehovah's further aid to

his successful government, but also in gratitude for

the past. But as Jehovah's house was not yet
built, and as the people, for want of a central

sanctuary, still sacrificed on high places here

and there, Solomon followed this custom, but
chose the greatest, t. &, the most important height,

that at Gibeon, where the ancient tabernacle and
the altar of burnt-offering stood. Vers. 2 and 3

serve then to explain how it was that Solomon,
who loved Jehovah, and, like David, kept the law,

celebrated his great inauguration-festival on a
high place. [Bishop Horsley remarks on ver. 3

:

This is not mentioned as a circumstance of blame
either in the people or in the king. For had they
not sacrificed and burnt incense on high places, they
could not have sacrificed or burnt incense at all.

And it appears by the sequel that the sacrifice at

Gibeon was acceptable.—E.H.]

—

The highplaces are

very often used in these books in the same sense

;

but not always. That HD3 does not mean " barred

entrance," and then " sacred forest " grove (The-

nius, Bottcher), is easy to see from Mic. iii. 12,

where it is synonymous with VI, mountain;

comp. Mic i. 3, 4; Jer. xxvt 18, with Amos iv. 1,

where nijD2 stands for nlD3 • The fundamental

meaning is and mustbe : height, high place. Among
all ancient nations, heights and mountains were
naturally chosen as the fit places for ofiering-up to

the Deity who dwells on high, far above earth.

But as all prayer to and worship of the Godhead
took the form of sacrifice, for which an altar was
requisite, DIDZl became the expression for high

places upon which altars were erected. By de-

grees, however, the use of the term became more
extended, so that places of sacrifices, even if not
on high places, but in towns, and even in valleys,

were also called " high places " (2 Kings xvii. 9

;

Jer. viL 31; xxxiL 35). In heathen worship, be-

sides the altars for sacrifices, they had many
dwellings for the Divinity, not regular temples,

but cells, chapels, tents, in which the image of the

Deity stood, and these also were named nlD3

(Ezek. xvi 16) ; hence the expressions nto3H *JJ3

(1 Kings xiiL 32 ; 2 Kings xvii. 29), and nlD3 rD3

(1 Kings xi. 7 ; xiv. 23). Because the worship at

the high places so easily became entangled with
idolatry, the Mosaic law commanded that sacri-

fices should only be offered at Jehovah's dwelling-

place—the tabernacle (Levit. xvii. 3). For the

unquiet times of the Judges, however, this pre-

script could not be obeyed ; and as the patriarchs

sacrificed on high places before the law was
given (Gen. xiu 8), their example was followed;

even Samuel did this (1 Sam. ix. 12 sq.). Thus it

happened that this more convenient practice took
deep root, and it was not until much later that it

was found possible to abolish it (2 Kings xxiiL

4-23); it was always, however, an abnormity,

though unavoidable, so long as an house for

Jehovah's name, i. «., a central sanctuary, was
wanting (for this last expression see below on
chap. vi).—A thousand burnt-offerings. In the

entire ancient world, the greatest number of

animals possible were collected for sacrifice at

great festivals (see below on chap. viii. 62). The
feast must have at least lasted more than one day.
The passage we are considering has very unfairly

been selected to prove that the king himself sacri-

ficed, i. e., exercised priestly functions. Even the
great number of animals offered contradicts this

;

so does chap, vi 2 ; where king Solomon is said t*

have built the house of the Lord and made win-
dows, Ac., no more means that he performed masons'
and carpenters' work than that he himself offered

the animals in sacrifice.

Vers. 5-10. The Lord appeared to Solomon,
Ac. The expression HfcTO does not mean that

Solomon saw Jehovah in any bodily form, but
that Jehovah revealed himself to him. If the

reading here and in ver. 10 be not ftfrp , but D\"i^K
t : • v:

is to be subjoined to it; the last more general
term serves to designate the words which Solomon
understood to be really divine communications. For
it is evident that the word ni.T does not specifically

belong to the appearing, as Thenius thinks, from
examination of the parallel passage in 2 Chron. L

7, where D\i^K '"IK"U occurs.-»-Solomon grounds

(ver. 6) his request that Jehovah would grant him
the gifts needful for a sovereign, upon the mercy
shown his father David, to whom God had per-

formed His promises, and raised up his son to sit

upon the throne of Israel. He humbly calls himself
a little child, not only as if he were just twelve years
old, as some rabbins say, but because his youth was
unfitted for the great and arduous task laid on
him. Solomon died after a reign of forty years,

and was named before (chap. xi. 4) jj?T, which

makes him, as is also the general opinion, twenty
years old at least.—Going out and coming in is,

like Deut. xxxL 2 ; 1 Sam. xviii. 13, 16; 2 Sam. iii

25 ; Ps. exxi. 8, descriptive of the entire manner
of life. The conclusion, from ver. 8, clearly refers

to Gem xTTii. 13 ; xiiL 16.—The yoi? with 2*? (like

Job xiL 3; xxxiv. 10; Prov. xv. 32, the seat of
thought and knowledge, ver. 9), as is to be seen

from BBK*D jb&6 (ver. 12), must be connected

with the following BB£v » and is not to be trans-

lated, as Luther has it, obedient heart ; or as the
Vulgate, cor docile. A right sentence depends
upon the hearing, that is, the trial of the parties,

and for this, understanding and judgment are most
requisite for the judge (comp. 2 Sam. xiv. 17).

Ver. 1 refers to ruling, but ver. 9 to judging : the
two conjoined form tho kingly office (1 Sam. viii.

6, 20; 2 Sam. xv. 4. Artemid, Oneir., ii. 14:

Kpivecv rd hpxtlv i^yov ol ircdaioi).

Vers. 11-15. And God said, Ac. Instead of

the life of thine enemies (ver. '1), ver. 13 reads

1)33 ; it is, therefore, military glory, victory which

is meant BBB*D yotib does not mean :
" to ex-

ercise divine right" (Keif), but: to dispense jus-

tice.—Behold it was a dream, not that he only

knew on awaking that it was but a dream : and
not that he remembered distinctly on awaking
what he had dreamed (Seb. Schmidt), but :

" that

it was more than a dream (an ordinary one)—
something really divine; of this he became so
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convinced on awaking, that immediately after his

return to the capital, he went to the place where
the sacred ark stood, and worshipped the Lord
anew with many sacrifices and thanksgiving-offer-

ings. The thank-offerings were for this extraor-

dinary proof of divine favor " (Hess). The sequel

showed that it was not a mere dream.
Ver. 16. Then came there two women, &c.

This story is meant to show, by one instance, that

Solomon had really received what he had prayed
for, and what God had promised him (Theodoret

:

imfeii-ai rt/v tov ftaofauq kpovMjxhj ootyiav).

Thenius counts the whole among those passages

which the writer gave from oral tradition; but we
must not overlook the fact that he did not take it,

like other narratives, from the " book of the Acts
of Solomon " (chap. xi. 41). [The writer of the

Book of the Kings refers only at the end of Solo-

mon's reign to the book of the Acts of Solomon,
and not at each step in his career.—£. H.]—The

rabbins derive T\SJ? from pT , to feed, nourish ; and
explain it thus with the Chaldee, here as in Josh,

ii. 1, by J|TTJ1D , *• «•, hostesses, evidently to avoid

some offence. On this account, it can scarcely

allude to harlots, because they, as Calmet remarks,

seldom have many children, and if they have,

do not usually care much about providing for

them. As rot is gonerally spoken, of intercourse

which is extra-matrimonial, or adulterous, so this

passage refers to " those who have had children,

being unmarried " (Gerlach).

Vers. 17-28. And the one woman mid, Ac.

She alleges that the other can persist so obstinate-

ly in her denial, because there was no one else

in tho house. The latter probably took the child

awny to avoid the just and heavy reproach of
having killed her own child, and the consequent
disgrace she would incur. This is at least more
probable than that she Wished to continue nursing
for her health's sake (Thenius), or that she thought
to inherit something in the future from tho child

(Hess); or, finally, that she intended to sell it

afterwards for her support (Le Clerc).—In ver.

21, at first the time given is the morning, in a
general way ; but next, the expression is the same
as clara luce (Vulgate), or, " as it was becoming

brighter and brighter " (Thenius). D^DPp (ver. 26) is

the New Testament an/Ayx?a (2 Cor. vi. 12 ; vii. 15).

Com p. Gen. xliii, 30. Luther: "for her motherly
heart yearned upon her son." The words

:

neith.tr mine nor thine, &c., do not only show want
of maternal love, but also envy and dislike of her
accuser.

—

They feared. Comp. Luke iv. 36 ; viii. 25.

The sentence made a deep impression ; DVi^jfc is

here the same as in Pa. lxviii. 16 ; lxv. 10.

HISTORICAL AND ETHICAL.

1. Solomon's marriage with a daughter of
Pharaoh was, strictly speaking, a political alliance

;

but it has, nevertheless, also significance in the
history of redemption. The great and mighty
king of the land, which for Israel had been " the

house oi' bondage" in which it had eaten "the
bread of affliction " (Exod. xx. 2 ; Deut. xvi. 3),

gives now to the king of this once despised and
oppressed people, his daughter in marriage, and

must, in tLe providence of God, contribute to the

strengthening of the Israelitish throne, and to the

increuse of the power and glory of the Israelitiah

kingdom. Thus was this marriage a witness for

the divine beneficence in the deliverance from
Egypt, to the goal of which Israel had come in

the reign of Solomon—the period of the richest

bloom of the kingdom: It was likewise a divine

seal upon the independence of the people, which
had begun with the exodus from Egypt, and now
had reached its completeness. [We beg leave to

dissent from the position here taken by our author.

(Comp. Kteget on ver. 1). Solomon's alliance with
the Egyptian princess for political purposes was
after the fashion of worldly princes, and in direct

hostility with the theocratic spirit. Egypt was
quite as much an " abomination " as u Canaan,"
and we are surprised that our author should apolo-

gize for Solomon in the matter.—E. H.]

2. That sacrificing and bunting of incense in high

places was forbidden in the Mosaic law repts, not
upon the grounds of outward regulation, but was
a natural, necessary consequence of the Mosaic
fundamental principles. Jehovah is one, and be-

side him there is no God. He has chosen Israel,

out of all the peoples of the earth, to be His people

;

He has made a covenant with them, and as a sign

and pledge of this covenant will He dwell in the

midst of His people. As Ho himself is one only,

so also is and can His dwelling-place he only one.

This is the place where He " meets " His people,

i. e., exercises the covenant relation (Exod. xxix.

42 sq.). The concentration of the Jehovah-cultus
is connected as inseparably with monotheism, as
is tho worship in high places, i. «., in any favorite

spot, with polytheism. From the Mosaic stand-

point, the worship in high places appeared as an
ignoring, yea, as a denial, of the dwelling of
Jehovah in the midst of His people, and, conse-

quently, of the election and of the covenant of
Jehovah, whereof it was the witness and pledge

(cf. Josh. xxii.). If the law in question could not
be carried out in times of unrest and of convulsion,

nevertheless, as soon as the period of the undis-

turbed possession of Canaan was entered upon, it

would remain the business of every truly theo-

cratic king, as the servant of Jehovah, to put an
end, as' far as possible, to worship in high places.

Hence, also, was David, after he had won for

Israel victory over all enemies, most earnest to

erect an enduring central sanctuary, for which the

old tabernacle, especially since the removal of
the ark of the covenant from it, was no longer

serviceable. Since this, however, was denied him,

he laid the charge of it upon Solomon, his son and
successor, and made the building of a" house of
Jehovah " the first and most pressing duty of his

reign (1 Chron. xxviii. 2 sq.). After the building of
the temple, sacrificing in high places should have
disappeared totally ; but it forever kept emerging,

even under kings who in oth^r respects adhered
firmly to the worship of Jehovah. Nevertheless,

it is constantly spoken of as a defect or an abnor-
mity (1 Kings xv. 14; xxii. 44; 2 Kings xii. 4; xiv.

4 ; xv. 4, 35 ; xxi. 3).

3. The divine revelation which Solomon re-

ceived, came, as in so many other instances both
in the Old and also even in the New Testament,
through the medium of a dream. In itself the

dream is, according to tho Scripture, something
wholly idle and vain (Ecclos. v. 6; Job xx. 8; la.
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xxix. 7. 8) ; in so far, however, ae man is then re-

moved entirely from the sensible and outward
world, and is in the condition of a pure psychical

intuition, he can, more than in the natural, wakeful
condition, become a more receptive soil for divine

influences and communications. Hence, in Ecclesi-

asticus xxxi. (xxxiv.) 2 sq., while the nothingness of

dreams is taught, yet in ver. 6 this statement fol-

lows: iav (iff napa vtyiorov [sc. ra h'imvid] awo-

<fto?.$ iv eiuffKOTry, fif) J£c etc avra rift napdiav aov.

Breams of the latter description are placed, conse-

quently, on a level with prophecy and visions,

which, are the operation of the rWT of Jehovah

(Joel Hi. 1). But these invariably presuppose a cer-

tain spiritual temper upon the part of the dreamer.
41 The prophetic dream ofthe night, as a rule, is con-

nected with the moral reflections and presentiments

of the day " (Lange, on Gen. xx. 3). A soul directed

towards God and divine things in its wakeful state,

is peculiarly fitted, in the stillness of the night, in

its involuntary expressions, i. «., in its dreams, to

receive purely spiritual, inwardly divine influences.

Such was the case with Solomon. His dream
shows what then ngitated and filled his soul, and
that the festivity ho then held was not au empty
political ceremony, but resulted from an actual re-

ligious need. An Adonijah, at his feast at the

spring Rogel (chap. i. 9-25), would never have
be*m able to dream so. If ever dream contained

nothing chimerical (visionary), it was Solomon's
dream at Gibeon. [Bp. Hall, beautifully: "Solo-
mon worships God by day : God appears to Solo-

mon by night. Well may we look to enjoy God
when we have served him.—E. H.]

4. The prayer of Solomon unites in itself all

that belongs to a true prayor. It affords evidence

especially of the genuine theocratic spirit in which
this son of David had been educated, and was now
entering upon his royal office. He recognises the

greatness of the task to be the king of the people

which Jehovah has chosen from among all peoples

of the earth, and his first and greatest anxiety is

to comply with this demand. He feels that he,

especially in his youth and inexperience, cannot do
this of his own strength, and he prays for enlight-

enment from on high, not so much for himself as

for the sake of the people. It is not his own merit

which gives him courage for this prayer, but

he rests it upon the divine grace and mercy which
his father had so richly experienced. His words
are not many, but the few he utters are the ex-

pression of a living, child-like faith, as simple and
substantial as it is inward and true.

5. The history of the two women " is genuinely

Oriental, in which we must dismiss from our minds
wholly, our forms of justice and processes of proof

:

since an accurate, striking flash, which solves the

difficulty, in living, immediate insight with one
stroke, as with the sharpness ofa sword, is far loftier

than a regular consideration and balancing of the

grounds advanced, for and against. Therefore, this

wisdom, as belonging to the period, to the land, and
to the whole people, must be looked upon as a high
gift of God, as, indeed, it actually was ". (Gerlach).

Examples of similar judicial decision are not want-
ing in antiquity. Grotius observes : Non dissimile

iUud Ariopharrtis regis Thracum
}
qui de tribus filios

t€ dmmeriorum regis dicentibus'eum pro fUiO Jiabuit,

qui jhssus cadaver patris jacidis noluerat, incessere.

Owe historia est apud Sicuium Diodorum. Another

instance " is adduced by Robertson from an Indian
book. A woman in bathing loft her child on the
bank of a pond. A female demon who was pass-
ing by carried it off. Both appear before the
goddess with their claims. She commands that
each shall seize an arm and a leg and pull at it.

The mother of the child is recognised by her re-

fusal" (Philippson). Solomon demonstrated hia

capacity as judge in the case in hand, in so far

especially that, in the absence of witnesses and of
outward means of proof, he knew how to bring
the secret truth to light in such way as to con-
vince the contestants themselves. The words of
Prov. xvi. 10 are here confirmed. While Niemeyer,
in the judgment of Solomon, recognises, if not
" God's wisdom," at least " rapid decision, pres-

ence of mind, and an accurate insight into human
nature," other theologians of the illuminate

period, have seen nothing more than "the pro-

ceeding of an Oriental despot, a fancy which would
not do much to subserve the interests of a Euro-
pean prince " (G. L. Bauer m Keil on the place).

He who judges so unwisely, only shows in the
act, that in like or similar circumstances he would
scarcely have reached so wise a judgment as Solo-

mon's. Little as Solomon's proceduro may corre-

spond to onr present notions of the administration

of justice, formally considered, nevertheless that

which for all time remains the chief point wai
'not wanting, ver. 12—the divine gift of bringing

to light the secret, inward fact, and of awakening
the sleeping conscience, so that falsehood and mis-

representation vanish, and the truth comes forth.

Without this gift all forms and rules of investi-

gation avail nothing; yea, as experience has so

often shown, they serve to pervert the conscience

and to conceal the truth.

HOMILBTIOAL AtfD PRACTICAL.

Ver. 1. Cramer: Although marriage with per-

sons of unlike faith be allowed, and is in itself no
sin (1 Cor. vii. 14), it is, nevertheless, better that

one avoid it, because the unbelieving perverts the
believer more frequently than the believer converts
the unbeliever.

—

Starke: God has the hearts of all

men in His hands, and can bring it to pass that

they who have been inimical to us, and have despis-

ed us, shall hold us in great honor (Prov. xvi. 7

;

Gen. xxxi. 24).—As soon as Solomon saw his exist-

ence secured, he proceeded to matrimony.

—

Ver.
2-4. Solomon's Sacrificial Festivity : (a) When he
celebrated it (at the beginning of his reign to re-

turn thanks for the past assistance of God, and to

implore its continuance)
;

(b) where he kept it (upon
the high place at Gibeon, because no temple was
built as yet : the place of prayer in the Old and in

t

the New Testament).—Though God dwell not in

temples built by human hands, yet it is needful

for each congregation to have an house, where with
one mouth it praises the name of the Lord. Where
this need is not felt, there -is a defect in faith and
love for the Lord.—Ver. 3. He loved the Lord.

This is the best and greatest thing that can be
said of a man. So, every one who loves the world,

has not in him the love of the Father : this is only
where God is loved above all things, His word ob-

served, and His commandments fulfilled with joy
and delight (1 John ii. 5, 15 ; v. 3). Happy is he
who, to the question of tho Lord : Lovest thou me T
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can return the answer of Peter (John xxi. 17).

Because Solomon loved the Lord he honored also

his father, and walked in his ways. The want of

filial piety in our day comes from want of love to

the Lord.—Ver. 4. If we should begin our daily

work with the sacrifice of our prayer, how much
more our life's calling, and every weighty under-

taking upon which our own and the well-being of

other men depends (God grant it, He who can
help, <fcc.).

Vers. 5-15. The Prayer of Solomon : (a) Its

contents (ver. 6-9)
;

(b) its answer (ver. 10-14).

—

Ver. 5. Starkb: Those who love God (ver. 3),

God loves in return, and reveals himself to them
(John xiv. 21).

—

Hall: The night cannot be
otherwise than holy to him whom the previous

day has been holy.—In our dreams we often speak
and act in such way that we must be frightened,

upon awaking, at how much that is impure and cor-

rupt is still within us. Upon this account we
should pray in the evening : Ah ! may my soul in

Bleeping also do that which is good, or, if I dream,
be it from thee, so that my senses even in sleep

may acquire love for thee, Ac. (Ps. lxiii. 7).—[One
is here reminded of Bp. Ken's beautiful evening
hymn :

" Glory to thee, my God, this night."

—

E.' H.]—A dream like Solomon's does not happen
when the day just past has been spent in revel

and riot, in gross or in refined sin.—Lisco : What
happened here in dream, Christ commands in

"Our Father."

—

Starkb: God well knew what
Solomon needed ; but he bid him ask, (1) to show
how negligent men are in praying for what is

spiritual
; (2) that he would only bestow His gifts

in the ordinance of prayer
; (3) that great person-

ages might have an example of what they should

ask of God, above all others. Ask what I shall give

thee: (a) a test-word, for as man wishes and
prays, so does he show of whose spirit he is the

child (Ps. cxxxix. 23) ;
(b) a word of warning, for

we not only may, but we should also ask for all

which we have most at heart (Ps. xxxvii. 4).

—

Ver. 6-10. When is our prayer pleasing to God?
(a) When we pray in the feeling of our weakness
and helplessness, and in confidence in the mercy
of God and His promises; (b) when before all

things we ask for spiritual blessings and gifts

(Matt vi. 33; Eph. i. 3).—The true wisdom for

which we have to ask God (James i. 5), does not
consist in manifold and great knowledge, but in

the understanding of what is good and bad (Job
xxviii. 28 ; James iii. 17 ; Eph. v. 17), and is a
fruit of the renewal of our mind (Rom. xii. 2).—

A

ruler who does not ask God for an obedient heart

for himself, can and ought not to hope for or expect
that his people will yield him a submissive heart.

—

Youth, which as a rule places freedom in lawless-

ness, needs before all things to ask God daily for an
obedient heart.—Vers. 8, 9. Pfapp: Subjects are

not simply creatures of the authorities, nor are they
designed for the exercise of their pleasures and

the splendor of their position (Hoheit) ; but they
are God's people, and as such, are to be governed
and judged.

Ver. 11-14. The granting of Solomon's prayer
teaches and assures us : (a) That God grants more
than they request, over and above praying and
understanding, to those who call upon him with
earnestness, and for spiritual gifts (Eph. iii. 20

;

Matt. vi. 33) ;
(b) tliat God gives to him upon whom

He confers an office, that is, to one who does not
rush into an office or calling, but is called thereto
by God, the necessary understanding, if he humbly
seek it.—Where there is wisdom, there comes,
indeed, also gold and silver (Prov. iii. 16 sq ), but
not the reverse.—Ver. 15. Hall: A heart con-
scious in itself of the living evidences of a special

grace of God, cannot forbear feeling that it should
be authenticated through outward signs, and espe-
cially through munificence.

Vers. 16-28: Lisco: Solomon's Wise Judg-
ment: (a) The question in dispute (vers. 16-22);
(b) the decision (vers. 23-28).—Vers. 17-22. Such
sin brings together, but it unites only for a short
time ; for it produces discord, wrangling, and
controversy. Abiding peace dwells only in the
house where the God of peace binds hearts to-

gether.—He who takes from the heart of a mother
her child, or estranges or deprives her, will not
escape the righteous tribunal of the judge to whom
the mother (das mtUierherz) calls and appeals.

—

Litigation is generally associated with envy, false-

hood, and unrighteousness, hence the Lord says,

be ready, &c. (Matt. v. 25 ; Luke xii. 58).—Ver. 26.

If an immoral woman be merciful for the son of
her body, and cannot forget her little child (kind-

leins), how much more should every Christian

mother be ready to offer, when necessary, the
heaviest sacrifice to deliver her child from moral
ruin.

—

Seiler: If in the hearts of sinners the love
of father and mother be so strong, how strong must
the fatherly love of God be (Isai. xlix. 15) ?—Envy
hardens all human feeling, and makes one hard
and heartless.—Ver. 27. When a child, apparently
given over to death, is restored to its parents by
divine providence, so much the more must their

chief solicitude be to educate and bring it up in the
nurture and admonition of the Lord.—Not power
and force, not great pomp, and pride, and tyranny,
but wisdom and righteousness, give to the govern-
ment authority, and call forth genuine fear and
the voluntary obedience of the people.—If it were
given to a Solomon to bring to disgrace lying and
misrepresentation, by judicial wisdom and know-
ledge of the human heart, and to deliver a righteous
judgment, how much less shall liars and hypocrites

stand up under the tribunal of Him who could
say, A greater than Solomon is here ! who, without
needing witnesses and judicial examination, will

bring to light what is hidden in darkness (1 Cor.

iv. 5), and before whose judgment-seat we must
all appear (2 Got. v. 10).
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B.

—

Solomon** officers, household, and his high intellectual culture.

Chap. IT. 1-34 (IV. 1 ; V. 14).

1, 2 So king Solomon was king over all Israel. And these were the princes

3 which he had; Azariah the son of Zadok the priest.
1 Elihoreph and Ahiah, the

4 sons * of Shisha, scribes ; Jehoshaphat the son of Ahilud, the recorder. And
Benaiah the son of Jehoiada was over the host : and Zadok and Abiathar were

5 the priests; and Azariah the son of Nathan wo* over .the officers: and
6 Zabud the son of Nathan was principal officer, and the king's friend :

• and
Ahishar was over the household : and Adoniram the son of Abda was over the
tribute.

7 And Solomon had twelve officers over all Israel, which provided victuals for

8 the king and his household : each man his month in a year made provision. And
9 these are their names : The son of Hur, in mount Ephraim : The son of Dekar, in

10 Makaz, and in Shaalbim, and Beth-shemesh, and Elon 4-beth-hanan : The son of
1

1

Hesed, in Aruboth ; to him pertained Sochoh, and all the land of Hepher : The
son of Abinadab, in all the region [highlands*] of Dor; which had Taphath the

12 daughter of Solomon to wife : Baana the son of Ahilud ; to him pertained Taa-
nach and Megiddo, and all Beth-shean, which is by Zartanah beneath Jezreel,

from Bethshean to Abel-meholah, even unto the place that is beyond Jokneam
13 [Jokmeam] : The son of Geber, in Ramoth-gilead ; to him pertained the towns of

Jair the son of Manasseh, which are in Gilead ;
* to him alsopertained the region

of Argob, which is in Bashan, threescore great cities with walls and brazen bars

:

14, 15 Ahinadab the son of Iddo had Mahanaim: Ahimaaz was in Naphtali; ho
lfl also took Basmath the daughter of Solomon to wife: Baanah the son of Ilushai

17 was in Asher and in* Aloth :
* Jehoshaphat the son of Paruah, in Issachar:

18, 19 Shimei the son of Elah, in Benjamin : Geber the son of Uri was in the country
of Gilead, in the country of Sihon king of the Amorites, and of Og king of

20 Bashan ; and he was the only officer which was in the land. * Judah and Israel

were many, as the sand which is by the sea in multitude, eating and drinking
and making merry.

21 And Solomon reigned over all kingdoms from the river
lf

, unto the land of
the Philistines, and unto the border of Egypt : they brought presents, and

22 served Solomon all the days of his life. And Solomon's provision for one day
was thirty measures [cor] of fine flour, and threescore measures [cor] of meal

23 Ten fat oxen, and twenty oxen out of the pastures, and- a hundred sheep, be-

24 sides harts, and roebucks, and fallow deer,
11 and fatted fowl. For he had

dominion over all the region on this side the river, from Tiphsah even to Azzah,
over all the kings on this side the river : and he had peace on all sides round

25 about him. And Judah and Israel dwelt safely, every man under his vine and
26 under his fig tree, from Dan even to Beersheba, all the days of Solomon. And

Solomon bad forty " thousand stalls of horses for his chariots, aud twelve
27 thousand horsemen [saddle-horses]. And those officers provided victual for

king£ Solomon, and for all that came unto king Solomon's table, every man
28 in his month : they lacked nothing. Barley also and straw for the horses and

dromedaries [coursers "] brought they unto the place where the officers were,
every man according to his charge.

29 And God gave Solomon wisdom and understanding exceeding much, and
80 largeness of heart, even as the sand that is on the sea shore. And Solomon's

wisdom excelled the wisdom of all the children of the east country, and all the
31 wisdom of Egypt. For he was wiser than all men ; than Ethan the Ezrahite,

and Heman, and Chalcol, and Darda, the sons of Mahol : and w his fame was in

82 all nations round about. And he spake three thousand proverbs : and his songs
33 were a thousand and five.

18 And he spake of trees, from the cedar tree that is

in Lebanon even unto the hyssop that springeth out of the wall : he spake also
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84 of beasts, and of fowl, and of creeping things, and of fishes. And there cam6
of all people to hear the wisdom of fciolomon, from all kings of the earth, which
had heard of his wisdom. 1*

TEXTUAL AND GRAMMATICAL.

> Yer. £.—[Our author translates fHSH " war der KbetuU " for reason! given In the Extg, Com, Kell also takes the

same view of the word. On the other hand, all the ancient W. (the Vat Sept, however, omits the word) give the usnal
rendering, priert; so also Lather, and the A. V. The question really turns upon which of the names, Azariah or Zadok,
the word is to be placed in apposition with. By th* £la*oretic punctnatlon, Dy the Chald., and by the £rpu, (6 itpcv* in
the nominative), it is placed in apposition with Azariah, which, according to ver. 4, cannot be correct, if the translation
prUxt be retained. Hei ce the adoption of the other sense by our author and KeiL But by the Vulg. (tactrdoti* in the
Gen.), by the Syr., and the A.V., it is placed in apposition with Zadok, and the difficulty is thus removed, while the

ordinary sense of the word is retained. In this way, too, the absence of the ) before Ellhoreph is acconnted for. The
sense will then be, Azariqh (the son of Zadok the priest) was one of the scribes with Ellhoreph and Ahiah.

« Ver. 8.—[Three MS9., followed by the Sept, write \2 in the singular, thus making Ahiah only the son of Shisha.
* Yer. 5.—[Here again we have the same question of translation as In ver. 2, but differently solved in the A. V. The

Heb. expression TjptDH iljn JPI3 tO^~l? *^J1 lB rendeped t>7 the author as well as by Kell, in the same way as in the

A.Y. It Is urged that Jfl3 cannot be Is apposition with Nathan because It is without the article (see Nordhetmer'i

27*0. Gr.% % 816). Admitting that the Heb. usage requires JTJ3 to be regarded as a predicate, it is further urged that it

cannot mean prUti, because Zadok and Ablathar were " the priests." They certainly were the high-priests ; but Zabnd
also may have been a priest The Chald., Syr-, and Vulg., all retain the een^e of priest, and there seems no sufficient

reason for rejecting it "Zahud, the son of Nathan, teas a priest and the king's friend.** Twelve MSS. and the Syr.,

for TOT read TOT-

4 Ver. 9.—[Eleven MSS^ followed by the Vulg., prefix the conjunction \ to JV3 ; the Sept supply Its place by *W,

and so our author translates. The Arab, uses the relative, " Elon which Is in Beth-hanan." The locality is quite
unknown.

* Ver. 11.—[Here, as in Josh. xl. 2; xll, 28, it is better to preserve the force of the Heb. J1D3 , sa in the author's ver-

sion. The Vulg., Syr-jSept, and Arab, make it a part of the proper name.
* Ver. 18,—[The Vat (not Alex.) Sept omits the previous clause, and in each case, after the mention of the officer

and his district, adds d«.
7 Ver. 16.—[The Vulg., Sept, Syr., and Arab, make the preposition part of the name, and read Baaloth. This cannot

be right See /a*<?. Oom.
8 Ver. 17.—[The Vat Sept omits ver. 17 here, and gives it afterwards instead of the last clause of ver. 19. It also

omits verses 23-26 (</. chap. tit). This whole list of pro|»er names is variously modified in the VV.
* Ver. 20.—[Most printed editions of the Heb. beirin chap. v. at this point; so our author, and hence hts note.—P. G.I

e Sent., the Vulg., and Luiher [also the A. V. and Walton's Polyglot] reckon chap. v. 1-14 as belonging to chap. lv., ana
begin chap. v. with its 15th verse.—B&hr.
The Sent., the Vulsr., and Luiher [also the A. V. and Walton's Polyglot] reckon chap. v. 1-14 as belonging to chap. 1

*
;in chin), v. with its 15th verse.—B&hr.
10 Ver. 21.—[There is here no preposition in the Heb., although it is supplied In the parallel place, 2 Chron. ix. 26.

DVHCyB nf^S! * The Chald* BM maae UP the deficiency by translating " from the river Euphrates unto the land of

the Philistines and unto the border of Egypt , " but the Vulg. (ajlumine Urrm PhilUtMvm luqus ad ttrmincm jSgyptC^,
Syr., and Arab, reduce Solomon's empire to nothing. The Alex Sept has intb tqv woto/ioO yijs oAAo^vAwk *oi c** opiom
'Atyvmrov. .

" Ver. 28.-pt_KD Vulg., caret*; Sept (Alex.), «Aa*ot. *OV Vulg., capria; Sept (Alex.), *op«<£6a. lIDf? Vulg.

bubali ; Sept (Alex.) omits. On *GV & Rosenm filler's Bochart HUrotoiooro, li. 808.

" Ver. 26.—The parallel place 9 Chron. ix. 25 shows, that not D^TIK but iXf3TM should be read, with which also

Chron. x. 26 and 2 Chron. 1. 14 accord.—B&hr. [The author accordingly rightly translates " four thousand ; " but there is no
variation in the MSS. nor in the VV.

11 Ver. 28.—[Heb. BET) , a superior kind of horse to the chariot-horses just mentioned. None of the TV. sustain

the translation dromedaries. Kelt translates " runners."
" Ver. 81.—[The Vat Sept omits this clause.
>* Ver. 82.—[Sept : five thousand.
16 Ver. 84.—[The Vat. Sept here adds ill. 1, and continues: rert irtSi) *opo& ftaoxXeix 'Atyihrrov, koX irpotranXifim

rV Ta£tp, kcu ivtnvpurev avrriv kox rbv Xaravinpr rbv tcaToucovyra, ir If*pyifi * «ai iStucw avra? Qapam airoeToAAc 0vycurpl

mvrov yvrauci XaAmfuiv, kcu XaA*/uu*r yco&pqtrc rqv T*£4p.—F. G.]

EXBGETICAL AND CBITICAL.

Yer. 1. So king Solomon was, Ac. According
to Thenius, the section from chap. iv. 1 to 28 is

borrowed from two different sources, and the con-

tents of both are so woven together that the proper
connection is now lost. Chap. iv. 2-19 may belong
to the older and purely historical source ; chap. iv.

1 and 20 to the later traditional one, as may also

vers. 21, 24, 25, 26. "Vers. 22, 23, 27, 28 (probably

in the following order: vers. 27, 28, 22, 23) con-
tain the continuation of the account of the func-

tionaries (taken from the more ancient source)."

It is true that a perfect accordance is obtained

by this arrangement of the text, which is partly

founded on the Septuagint; but the question is

whether 'the text, as it lies before us, is so dis-

connected as to require such a forced alteration of
style. We must presuppose the author possessed
of enough understanding not to take whafrhe found
in good order, in his documentary sources, tear it

apart, weave it together, and render the whole
without connection. In chaps. i.-iii. he related how
Solomon's kingdom became established and re-

spected ; in chap. iv. he tells how it was consti-

tuted, and in what a well-ordered and flourishing
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condition it was. Then he proceeds with the words
of ver. 1 : So king Solomon was king over all Is-

rael, £ «., with the rule of Solomon over all Israel,

such was its estate. Now comes the account of
the regular government and management of the

entire realm, by the various civil officers of differ-

ent degrees (vers. 2-19) ; then the court establish-

ment, which represented the prosperous state of the

kingdom (22-28); and lastly, that of the extraor-

dinary acquirements of the king himself (29-34).

The first section is very naturally followed (ver. 20)

by remarks on the great population and prosperous
condition of the kingdom ; and this leads to the
further remark (ver. 21) that Solomon's dominion
not only extended over the populous nation of Is-

rael, but over the neighboring tribes, that were
brought under tribute. His court establishment

was equally brilliant, and it (vers. 22-28) corres-

ponded with his extended sovereignty (ver. 24),

and with the peacefulness which his subjects en-

joyed (ver. 25). There is no want of connection in

such a narrative.

Ver. 2. And these were the princes, the dig-

nitaries (comp. the double list of those under David,

2 Sam. viil 16-18, and ibid, xx. 23-26, where they

axe not, however, named DHfrn), and there are two

more here. The order of the offices is different in

each of the three lists, so that we cannot therefrom
form an opinion of their rank. It is characteristic

that the military officers are named first in both of

David's lists, and the civil offices are first in Solo-

mon's. The Jewish expounders, the Vulgate, Lu-

ther, and Thenius, take jriSH in ver. 2 to be in the

genitive case :
" Azariah, the son of Zadok the high

priest ; Elihoreph and Ahiah the sons of Shisha,

were scribes." But against this view are the ac-

cents (silluk with sophpasuk), according to which,

a new sentence begins with Elihoreph; also "the
omission of the copula ^ before Elihoreph, which
was absolutely necessary, if Azariah had been
joined in the same office with the brothers Eliho-

reph rind Ahiah" (Keil); finally, the son of the high-

priest Zadok is named Ahimaaz in 2 Sam. xv. 27

;

xviii. 27 ; and 1 Chron. vi. 8, 9, and then his son

Azariah }3 must therefore certainly bo translated

here by : grandson. This, however, is not suitable

here, because son is used six times consecutively

in the following verses, so that we cannot under-

stand why the writer does not say the son of

Ahimaaz. It was scarcely possible either for a
grandson of the priest Zadok to have been old

enough then to stand at the head of tne body of

high dignitaries. All things considered, jron must

here be understood like n^JTtSH , ver. 3
r
as predi-

cate-nominative, according to the opinions of Pisca-

tor, Lo Clerc, Keil, and others. We may not trans-

late like Ewald and Bunsen :
" Azariah, the son

of Zadok, was the high-priest," for according to

ver. 4, Zadok himself, and also Abiathar, were;
but there never were three high-priests at the same
time. We are rather compelled, on the contrary,

to take JH3 in the sense it bears m 2 Sam. viii. 18,

and xx. 26, where it signifies a secular office. The

Chron. (i. 18, 17) gives instead of D^jT3 in the first

place rfo&n vh D^fctOn, that is, the first at the

king's side, those whom we now name ministers,

or privy counsellors. The word in ver. 5 must
necessarily have this meaning; where 'it stand*

without the article, Zabud was p3 . If now Aza-

riah is introduced in ver. 2 as |n*3n, wholly analo-

gous to the way in which the high priest, con-

trasted with the other priests, is absolutely jrpn

(Exod. xxix. 30; Lev. xxl 21; 1 Kings i. 8, 38;
2 Kings xL 9, 15, eta), so is he designated as the

first or chief of the secular DOH3 , upon which

account he stands first in the list of the great office

bearers. " Among the trusted privy counsellors of

the king, he held the first place " (Keil). It is not

necessary to suppose that Zadok, whose son he was,

was the high-priest, for this name occurs very
often (2 Kings xv. 33; Neh. hi. 4-29; xiii. 13; xL
11), as well as the name Azariah (1 Chron. v. 36-

40 ; ii. 39 ; 2 Kings xv. 30, Ac).
Vers. 3-6. Elihoreph . . . were scribe*, Ac,

-|5D means generally any one whose business it

was to write or to count. The D^DDi as the

highest civil officers, had, no doubt, the care of all

clerkly as well as financial matters; two are there-

fore specified.—For the office of the T3TD see

Introduc. § 2. It is plain that he was not the
" highest minister of state," as Winer thinks, be-

cause he is not the first, but the third in the list.

As the copula is wanting before Josaphat, we can-

not conclude, with Thenius, that he was above the

D^QD » to whom Azariah must in that case also

have belonged.

—

Shisha must be the same as Sliav-

sha in 1 Chron. xviii. 16, and Seriah in 2 Sam. xviii.

7. The office of the father under David, passed to

his two sons under Solomon.—For Btnaiah see

chap, it 35.—Ewald thinks the words: And Zadok
and Abiathar (were) Vie priests a mere m.i « -sary

repetition of Sam. xx. 25, because, a< niiug to

chap. ii. 26 and 35, Solomon deposed Abiathar and
put Zadok in his place. However, there is no suf-

ficient ground for this view. Abiathar is again in-

troduced as a priest here, either u becauso he had
officiated in the beginning of Solomons reign"

(Philippson), or because, as Grotius remarks, though
he was no longer re yet he was nomine high-priest,

and though the apxv was taken from him the Upu-

airvrj nevertheless remained to him (Theodoret). It

is highly improbable that Solomon afterwards par-

doned and restored him to office (Le Clerc).

—

Aza-

riah and Zabud (ver. 5) were not the sons of the

prophet Nathan (Thenius), but of the son of David,

mentioned in 2 Sam. v. 14, therefore Solomon's

nephews (Keil). The former had the officials enu-

merated in vers. 7-19 under him, the latter is des-

ignated as trV©n njT) frp . Ewald looks on this

in a very modern way, and thinks it was a " spe-

cial house-priest " of the king's, " who was his pe-

culiar minister in spiritual affairs." However, there

is no more mention of a priest here than in 2 Sam.

viii. 18; T\T\ explains ]n*3, and both words form

together one conception; Zabud was a "privy

counsellor, i. «., friend of the king's " (Keil). Lu-

ther's translation: the son of Nathan, the priest, it
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48 THE FIRST BOOK OF THE KINGS.

quite false. Abiathar (ver. 6) was not " minister

of the king's household " (Keil), but " master of the

palace and household " (Thenius), chap, xviiL 3

;

2 Kings xviii. 18; Isai xxii. 15. This office did

not exist under David ; but was required by the

larger and more splendid court of Solomon. Ado-
niram is the- same as 2 Sam. xx. 24 and 1 Kings
xii. 18, where he is called Adoram. He was not

tithe-master (Luther), but overseer of the hirelings

that had to overlook the public works, for DD no-

where means vectigal or impost. Ewald and The-
nius think the addition of the Sept. : ical 'Kuafi vibe

2<ty km T7/g irarpiae, original, but it is easy to see

that it is a gloss.

Yer. 7. Solomon had twelve officers. The
wholly general expression D*31W (from 3M to

place, i. e., people in office), is made clearer by the

word: the provided for, Ac. Hence they were not

4yeft6vee Kal arpaTrryol (Josephus), neither "court

cooks "(Winer), but "chief rent-receivers " (Rosen-

muller) ; whether they were regular chiefs or gov-

ernors of provinces, the providing for the king be-

ing only a part of their office (Thenius), is uncertain.

Probably their districts were not arranged with

reference to the lands of the tribes, bnt to the fer-

tility of the soil. Tlteir number, twelve, lias no re-

lation to the twelve tribes, but to the twelve months
of the year, in each of which one of them had to

supply his quota. The list of the districts in vers. 8

to 19 is perhaps made with reference to the time of

delivery, and makes no account of the geographical

position.—The proper names of five of the twelve

officials are not given, but only their fathers' names.
It is uncertain whether they bore those names with

the prefix ofBen, as the Vulgate supposes (BenJiur,

Bendecar, Ac). Ben-abinadab (ver. 11) is scarcely

a proper name. As these men have no further

historical importance, it matters little about their

names. Two sons-in-law of Solomon being among
them, only shows that the list gives us a view of

the civil offices during the middle period of his reign.

Vers. 8-22. The son of Hur
?
in mount Eph-

raim. We give here only what is most necessary

about the situations and nature of particular dis-

tricts. Thenius. on this place, speaks at length of
both. (1) Mount Bphraim, in Central Palestine,

one of the most cultivated districts of all Palestine

(Winer, /?.- W.~B., *. v.). (2) Makaz (ver. 9) is named
only here, but must belong, like Shaalbim, Beth-

shemesh and Elon, to the tribe of Dan (south of
Ephr&im and west of Judah). (3) Aruboth (ver.

10) also does not appear elsewhere, probably a place

in the tribe of Judah, to which Sochoh in the south
must also have belonged (Josh. xv. 48). Hepher
cannot be the town Gath-Hepher in Zebulon, but
only a southern district, probably west of Sochoh,
where a Canaanitish king had reigned before (Josh,

xii 17). (4) Dor (ver. 11), a town on the Mediterra-

nean, nine Roman miles north of Ciesarea (Josh.

xviL 11). Naphai (i. e., heights) Dor is the hilly

stretch of country towards the south of the town,
and to this Thenius reckons the whole very fertile

pasture-plain of Sharon to Joppa. (5) Megiddo,
and close to it, in a southeasterly direction, Taanach
(yer. 12); two towns, that lie on the slope of the
Carmel mountains, at the edge of the plain of Jez-
reel in the tribe of Manasseh. BetJishean, on a
straight line, east of Megiddo, whero the plain

of Jezreel ceases and that of the Jordan meadows
begins. Zartanah lay near in a southerly direotion,

and Abel-meholah still more soutl the latter was
the birth-place of the prophet Ehsha. Jokneam,
according to 1 Chron. vL 53, a levite town, the situ-

ation of which is doubtful, perhaps it aras the same
as Kibzaim (Josh, xxl 22). The district must then
have included the whole land of the tribe of Ma-
nasseh on this side (west of) Jordan. (6) Ramoth-
gtlead (rer. 13), a town of the levites beyond Jor-
dan, in the tribe of Gad, which stretched northwards
along the tribe of Manasseh, and southwards along
that of Reuben (Josh. xxi. 38 ; Deut. iv. 42). Upon

JWH of Jair, comp. Numb, xxxii. 41; Deut. iiL 14;

Josh, xiii 30. Our passage says as plainly as pos-
sible that they were ir. the land of Gilead, but the
country of Argob was in the land of Bashan. The
sixty fortified cities that belonged to the last can

therefore not be identical with rin (Keil), as Bashan

is always made quite ditttinct from Gilead (Deut. iiL

10; Josh. xii. 5; xiii. 11; xvii. 1; 2 Kings x. 33;
Mic. vii. 14), the translation: the "towns of Jair"
is not correct either, " because : ppn here does not
mean to live, and the German: living in a given
place does not signify vita but mansio " (CassoL zu
Bicht., iiL 4). The land of Bashan with Argob lay
northeast of that of Gilead. The brazen bars mean
that the gates of the cities were protected with
brass. (7) Mahanaim (ver. 14), a town beyond Jor-
dan (2 Sam. xvii. 24-27), on the borders of the tribe

of Gad and the further portion of Manasseh on the
Jabbok (Josh. xxL 38). We have no further infor-

mation about this district of Abinadab. (8) Naph-
tali (ver. 15), the region of the tribe of this name,
was quite in tho north of Palestine, on this side
Jordan, west of Asher's inheritance and bordering,
on its south, the tribe of Zebulon. (9) Ashers
(ver 16) inheritance lay along the coast of the
Meoiterranean, northward of the tribe of Issachar

(Deut xxxiii. 24 sq.). 2 in rffjJQ must certainly be

understood as in 1vTK3 (Luther), but Aloth, like

Bealoth, is a quite unknown name, for the latter

cannot be Bealoth in Judah (Josh. xv. 24). The-

nius boldly conjectures "fitf r^VO ~ty *° tne r°ad

leading to Tyre. (10) Issachar (ver. 17); its coun-
try lay on this side Jordan, between Zebulon on
the north and Manasseh on the south (Josh. xix.

17 sq.). (11) Benjamin (ver. 18); its inheritance
was between Ephraim on the north and Judah on
the south, and east of Dan (Josh, xviii. 11 *g.). (12)
Gilead (ver. 19) is used here for all the east-Jordan
lands in general, but it could only apply to that
part which remained over after taking out the sixth
and seventh districts, that is, the southern. The
kingdom of Sihon originally extended from the
river Jabbok in Manasseh to the river Arnon,
which empties itself into the Dead Sea (Numb,
xxi. 24), and passed over to the tribes of Gad and
Reuben. Bashan lay northeast of Sihon (Numb.
xxi. 33). The addition : an officer, Ac, means : that
although this district was perhaps the largest
(probably because of the barrenness of the soil), it

had only one officer. Ewald would insert iTRiT

after ptO, which is very incorrect, because in-

stead of twelve officers, according to ver. 7, there
would have been thirteen. The expression in ver.

20 : as the sand which is by the sea, clearly refers to

the promise in Gen. xxii. 17 ; xxxiL 12. For ea*>
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CHAPTER IV. 1-84 40

mgand drinking, Ac, comp. 1 Sam. xxx. 16; Prov
v. 17. One most either add tj before pK (chap.

v. 1) like the parallel passage in 2 Chron. be. 26, or

bear in mind the 2 from the preceding passage, as

Kefl does. Presents, a mild expression for tribute,

as in 2 Sam. viii. 2-6 : 2 Kings xvii. 3-4.

Vers. 22-25. And Solomon's provision, Ac.

Ver. 22. 13 (called iph before) is the largest

measure, and contains, according to Josephus, ten
attic medimni [medimnus— nearly twelve gallons.

—E. H.] which Bockh reckons at 19857.7 Paris

cubic inches; however, it seems from exact calcu-

lations made by Theniua (in the Stud. u. Kritik

1846, 9. 73 sq.\ that Josephus is wrong,* and that

the measures only contained 10143 Paris cubic
inches. According to -this, the 30 + 60 measures
Of meal make 171 bushels, from which 28,000
pounds of bread were baked. "If we allow two
pounds of bread to each person, Solomon's court

must have contained 14,000 people * (others com*

pute them at only 10,000), a number which does
not seem too great for the middle period of this

reign. Let us think, for instance, of the great ha-

rem, the numerous servants, the body-guard, Ac.,

and consider besides, that the families of all the

court officials belonged to it, and that there were
only payments in provisions. " If we take the
flesh of a slaughtered ox to weigh 600 (according

to the calculation of those who understood the mat-
ter), that of a cow 400, and that of a sheep 70
pounds," the total consumption of meat would be
21,000 pounds, that is, one and a half pounds for

each person ; and " this is not reckoning the game
and fowl for the king's table." There are similar

accounts of expenditure at other oriental courts.
** According to an ancient author (Aiken. Deipn., iv.

10), Alexander found on a column at Persepolis a
placard containing an account of the daily con-

sumption at the court of Cyrus ; from this list we
give the following : 1,000 bushels of wheat of dif-

ferent qualities, the same of barley-meal, 400 sheep,

300 lambs, 100 oxen, 30 horses, 30 deer, 400 fat

geese, 100 goslings, 300 pigeons, 600 small birds

of various kinds, 3,750 gallons of wine, 75 gallons

of fresh milk, and the same of sour milk. Besides
this, there was a quantity of maize, that was gath-

ered in single rations for the cattle

Tavernier reckons the number of sheep daily con-

sumed in the seraglio of the Sultan, in his time, at

500, besides a number of fowls, and an immense
quantity of butter and rice " (Philippson ; comp. Ro-
senmuHer, A. it. K Morgenland, iii $. 166). For

TOfF (comp. Deut xiv. 5) see Winer, R.- W.-B.
t
I

a 484. trw? only occurs here, and is variously

interpreted; Kimchi thinks it means1

capons; Ge-
senilis, geese ; Thenius, guinea-hens ; and Ewald,
swans. The splendor of the court is accounted
for by vers. 24 and 25. The extent of Solomon's
dominion is defined according to the two towns
named in vers. 24 and 25. Tiphsah, i. e.r Thapsfeus,

was " a large and populous town on the west bank
of the Euphrates ; it was a place where armies
crossed over that river, and a place for landing and
shipping wares coming from or going to Babylon
on 8ie Euphrates " (Winer, it s. 612). While this

town was the extreme northeasterly point, Oasaa in

the Philistines' land, about three miles (nine and a
*B— below, ehap. v. ver. 7.

half or ten Eng.) from the Mediterranean, formed
the extreme southwesterly one. It does not neces-
sarily follow, from the expression: all eta region
(land) beyond the river [i. e., west], that our author
dwelt on the east side of the Euphrates and wrote
there (see Introd. S 1), as is to be learned from
Ezra iv. 10 sq. ; the expression belonged to the
time of banishment, but was retained after the re*

turn, and, as it seems, without regard to its geo-
graphical signification, just for instance as the
expression Gallia transedpina. Living under the
vine and fig tree (2 Kings xviil 31) describes the
happy and blissful state of peace, but was not,

however, taken from the description of Messiah's
reign (Mic. iv. 4; Zach. iii. 10) (Ewald), but on the
contrary was woven into the latter. From Dan to

BeertliebOy boundaries of Palestine north and east
(Judges xx. 1 ; 1 Sam. iii. 20 ; 2 Sam. iii. 10).

Vers. 26-28. And Solomon bad 40,000 stalls

of horses, Ac. In ver. 26 the description of the
court appointments, which had been interrupted by
the remarks in vers. 24 and 25, is continued. J"lhK

*\

are horse-stalls, stables, mangers fBochart: locuH

in stabtdis distincit). According to cnap. x. 26, Sol-

omon had 1,400 chariots; each of these was, as
the representations on Egyptian and Assyrian mon-
uments show, drawn by two horses, making 2,800
of these; the remaining 1,200 were reserves, for if

one fell it was usual to attach a third horse (Xenc-

phon, Oyrop., vL 1-27). D'BhB does not mean

riders here, but saddle-horses in contrast with har-

nessed horses, as in 2 Sam. i. 6; Ezek. xxvil. 14.

The opinion that Israel lived in peace (ver. 25) be-

cause Solomon had made great warlike prepara-

tions (ver. 26) with which he protected his kingdom
(Thenius, Keil), is quite a wrong one ; the question

is not of war here, but to what the JiftlA refers,

namely, the maintaining of harness- and saddle*

horses, and the expenses of the court. In ver. 27,

therefore, it is again said that the twelve officers

who had to provide for the sustenance of all the

persons in the court, had also to provide for this

great number of horses ; ver. 28 then gives the kind
of provision the latter received, namely, barlty

and straw. Oats were not cultivated in the East,

therefore barley was the usual food for horses : the

poorer classes alone used it for bread also (Judges
vii. 13, and Cassel on the place. Comp. Winer, f. s,

410). For £b"l see Esther viii. 10, 14. The coursers

served to carry " the king's orders to the different

districts" (Thenius). To D^hTiT 1PN the Sept.,

Vulgate, and Thenius supply as Subject: the king,

which is certainly false, for if« Solomon sometimes
changed his residence, he did not travel about with

16,000 horses (ver. 26). According to chap. x. 20,

the horses were placed in different towns, into

which the barley and straw were brought, as Keil

says: "where they (barley and straw) should be,

according as the horses were distributed about"
Vers. 29-30. And God gavo Solomon wis-

dom, Ac. Hitherto the narrative treats of the

organs by means of which the order and happy
condition of Solomon's kingdom was conditioned,

but now it turns to the head of the realm, the king

himself, and remarks that in him which particularly

distinguished him and qualified him to lerrae ruler,

namely, the wisdom he had received from God.
11While iTDDfl denotes more the entire spiritual con-
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50 THE FIRST BOOK OF THE KINGS.

dition, r013TI designates sharpness of insight, but

in 3$) 2m tho ingmium capax is set forth " (The-

nius), the fnlent to take up and eompreheud all, even
the most diversified objects of knowledge. Hence
tho addition: as the sand which is by the sea,

which is a figurative description of an innumerable
multitude (chap. iv. 20; Gen. xli. 49; xxxii. 13;

Ps exxxix. 18). Luther's translation, a comforted

heart, is wrong.

—

All the sons of the east, that

is, not only those Arabians distinguished for their

skill in proverbs, but all tho tribes living to the

east of Palestine (also the northeast), who were
famous in auy brunch of knowledge (Jer. xlix. 28;

Gen. xxix. 1 ; Numb, xxiii. 7 ; Job i. 3). Opposite

these, in the west was Egypt, the wisdom of which
was almost proverbial in the ancient world (Isau

xix. 11; Acts vii. 22; Joseph., Ardiq., viii. 2-5;

Herodot., ii. 160). There were no other lauds dis-

tinguished for wisdom in Solomon's time; the Greek
learning only commenced 400 years later.

Vcr. 31. The sons of Mahol, not the poets

{Luther), for ^inD means as appell. dance, round

dance (Ps. xxx. 12 ; cxlix. 3); but here it is a pro-

per name. It must remain uncertain whether these

four men were celebrated persons of more ancient

time, or whether they were contemporaries of Solo-

mon ; we have no further information about them.

Etitan and Ifeinan, named in 1 Chron. xv. 17 and
VJ among the musiciaus appointed by David, but

it is scarcely to be supposed that the wisest men
of tho time were among them. The headings of

Ps. lxxxviii. and lxxxix. are more likely to refer to

our Heman and Ethan, aa they aro there called

Ezrahites. All four names are close together 1

Chron. ii. G :
" tho sous of Zcrah (the sons of Ju-

dah); Zimri, and Ktliau, and Calcol, and Dara;"
Grotius aud Le Clorc believed them to bo iden-

tical with these; as also Movers and Bcrtheau,

more recently; but even if jriVl te tho same as

jm, and Kzrach the same as Serach, the difficulty

still remains that CImlcol and Darda are here named
sons of Mahol, and that there is nowhere else any
intimation of the wisdom of Zerach's sons. Tho
rabbinical book Seder Olam (ed. Meyer, p. 52 sq.),

alone says of them: "those were prophets that

prophesied in Egypt."
Vcr. 32. And he spake three thousand prov-

erbs, Ac. Prov. i 1-6 explains what proverbs are

and what their use is. He spake is as much as:

he originated them. The fixed number, 3,000, cer-

tainly shows that they wero written down and col-:

lected, possibly only in part, or possibly not at all,

by himself. Unfortunately, the greater number of

these proverbs are lost ; for if we admit that all

those in the biblical book of Proverbs were com-
posed by Solomon, yet there are only 915 verses in

the book, and these are not all proverbs. There
remains still less of the thousand and five songs.

It is doubtful if Canticles be one of those. The
lxxiid and exxviith Psalms have Solomon's name
at tho beginning, aud there is no real reason to

doubt uhe genuineness of the heading; many think

ho was the author of the exxxiid Psalm; Ewald
thinks he wrote only the iid Psalm.

Ycr. 33. He spake of trees, Ac, His wisdom
was not only in spiritual, religious, and social mat-
ters, and displayed in doctrine and poetry, but in

natural tilings, the entire kingdoms of plants and
animals. Josephus is wrong in saying that he de-

i rived his proverbs (parables) from all these tilings.

The cedar is the largest, most beautiful, and useful

of trees, and the hyssop the smallest and most in-

significant plant. The hyssop which grows on the

wall is a particular kind of wall-moss (Then ins),

the other hyssop is a stem-formed plant, that grows
to one or two feet high (com p.Winer, #.- W.-B., s. v.).

TJie many kinds of beasts mean the whole animal
kingdom, divided according to the manner of mo-

tiou: ftmr-footed (norQ), flying, creeping, and swim-

ming (Gen. ri 20 ; vii. 8). This passage can scarcelj

mean that Solomon also wrote works on all plants

and animals, but only that he understood these sub-
jects and could ** speak " of them. We need not
suppose that such works, because they may have
had no significance for God's kingdom, should not
also have been preserved.

Ter. 34. There came of all people, Ac, The
greatness and extent of Solomon's fame for wisdom
are shown by the fact that he not only continued to

be the type and model of all wisdom to his own peo-

ple; but is so regarded in the East, even at the
present day. The Koran (Sur. xxvii. 17) praises

him as knowing the languages of men and demons,
of birds and ants ; these all, it says, he could hold
intercourse with. The Turks still possess a work
of seventy folio volumes, which is called the book
of Suleiman, t. «., Solomon. The whole of the wis-

dom and secret learning of the East is connected
with his name.—From all kings, certainly means,
as Thenius maintains, that they sent ambassadors,
who did him homage, or received more certain in-

formation about him; corop. tho narrative, cliap. x.

HISTORICAL AND ETHICAL.

1. lb represent Solomon's kingdom in its great-

ness and in its prosperous, well-ordered condition,

is the plain design of tins entire section, and upon
this account tho lists of officers, Ac, which in them-
selves are dry, acquire a higher, historical (heUsge-

schichtlichc) signification. The period of the judges
was the time of public crudeness in which there was
an absence of order, and of organic unity of the

kingdom. The age of David was that ofcontinuous
wars and battles, in which indeed victory over all

enemies at last came, and with it at tho same time
the beginning of a well-ordered condition ; but not
complete peace for the kingdom. This first came
with Solomon's reign (I Chron. xxii. 8, 9). The
reign of Solomon is the result of all preceding con-
flicts and divine teachings. It is the kingdom of
Israel in its highest maturity. To represent it as
such, it needed the authentication which our sec-

tion supplies, and which in like manner in the
whole history of the kings does not occur again.

At this highest reach this kingdom was, upon the
one side, the fulfilment of the divine promise (Gen.
xxii. 17, and Exod. iil 17 sq. ; cf. with chap. iv. 20,

and chap. v. 5), and, upon the other side moreover,
it was itself a promise, an historical prophecy, a
OKta tuv fie'XXdvTuv. As the whole Old Testament
economy in its sensuousness and outwardness points

beyond itself, to the New Testament in its spiritu-

ality and inwardness, so especially is Solomon's
kingdom the type of the Messiah's. "What the

former is Kara o&pica, the latter is Kara icvei-pa.

For the delineation of tho latter, the prophets bor-

rowed words from the delineation of the former in
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our section here (Mich. iv. 4; Zachu iiL 10. Cf.

above, on chap. L).

2. The great expensiveness of Solomon's household

is brought into the closest connection with the hap-
piness, the prosperity and peace of the whole peo-

ple (chap. iv. 20, and v. 5). It is hence an entire

perversion when recent writers sever one passage
from the connection, and cite that expensiveness
among the things with which the people under Sol-

omon were burdened, and which by and bj had ex-

cited dissatisfaction and restlessness (Ewald, Geseh.

Jsr.y Hi. s. 376; Duncker, Geseh des AUerthums, L s.

389). In absolute states, namely, in the ancient ori-

ental, the king is the nation in person. The splendor
of the royal household represents the splendor of
the entire people. Far from being a sign of the

oppression of the people, it shows rather their hap-
piness and prosperity. The account does not say

:

the king lived in luxury while the people were
poor and felt oppressed, but : as the people, so the

king, and as the king, so the people; both were
satisfied and enjoyed prosperity and peace.

3. The delineation of Solomon's wisdom follows

immediately the delineation of the outward and
material well-being of the kingdom, and shows in

this connection that as Solomon was the repre-

sentative of this well-being, so also from him, in

consequence of special divine endowment, a rich,

higher spiritual life, such as hitherto had not been,
proceeded, and poured itself like a stream over the
whole land (Eccles. xlvii. 14 sq.). "All may be
ready in a given time and people,'

1 says Eisenlohr
(das Volk lsr.

%
ii. s. 110), "for a spiritual elevation

and living action, but one only has the mind and
the power for it. Hence we cannot set sufficiently

high the influence of the creative personality of
the highly-gifted king Solomon." And Ewald ob-

serves ( Geseh. lsr. y iii. s. 350), " so there was for

the people in this noble time a new age also for

science, poetry, and literature, whose rich fruits

continued long alter the sensuous wealth and
superabundance which this time brought, together

with the powers of the nation, had melted away."
It was just this high condition of spiritual culture

which procured for the king, and indirectly for the

people, great authority, and which attracted men
from all neighboring lands to hear this " wisdom."
But also in the connection in which the material and
the spiritual well-being of the people are brought
together, there is a reference to the truth that for

the glory of a king there must be something more
than greatness, power, wealth, quiet, or " eating and
drinking and amusements," and that where there

is not spiritual culture and a higher life, where,
for the furtherance of material interests, spiritual

interests are thrust aside or neglected, the thought
of a glorious condition cannot be entertained.

Solomon himself says (Prov. iil 13, 14) :
" Happy

is the man that findeth wisdom, and the man that

getteth understanding. For the merchandise of

it is better than the merchandise of silver, and the

gain thereof than fine gold."

4. The wisdom of the East and of Egypt is not

so much below that of Solomon in its outward cir-

cumference (extensive), as in its most inward, char-

acteristic being (intensive). While the former,

in its deepest ground, rests upon the identification

of the world with God, and at last discharges itself

in pantheism, and, in consequence, is deprived al-

most wholly of the ethical element, this proceeds

from the principle which is expressed in the

words which form the title of Solomon's proverbs

:

44 The fear of the Lord is the beginning of know-
ledge : but fools despise wisdom and instruction "

(Prov. i. 7; cf. with chap. ix. 10). "The fear of

the Lord is the beginning of wisdom; and the
knowledge of the holy is understanding." (Comp.

Umbreit, Commentar uber die Spr. Sal. Einleil, s.

1-65.) It rests upon the knowledge of the one
God of heaven and earth, who hath chosen Israel

and made with them a covenant, i. «., has revealed

himself to them through His word, viz., " the Law."
Consequently it is essentially monotheistic, ethical,

and, therefore, practical It does not exclude the

knowledge of nature, for which Solomon was also

renowned (ver. 13); but the latter is only true and
right when it rests upon the former, and is perme-
ated by it. In so far the wisdom of Solomon stood

unrivalled throughout the whole of the ancient

Orient, and was like an oasis in the desert to which
men from all the neighboring countries made pil-

grimages, a radiating light which attracted all in-

voluntarily who loved light rather than darkness.
44 Only forth from the soil of the spirit watered by
the spring of religious faith can the tree of wisdom
grow strong, and spread out its branches into all

regions of life " (Umbreit, a. a. 0., s. 5). But as

Solomon's kingdom refers generally to that of the

Messiah (see above), so especially does Solomon's
wisdom (monotheistic-legal) point to the wisdom of

Him who is greater than Solomon (xii. 42), who is

the light of the world, and to whom all kings both
from the West and the East shall come, and upon
whom all the heathen shall oall (Pa. lrxii. 10, 11

;

IsaX lx. 1-3).

HOMILETIOAL AND PRACTICAL.

Chap. iv. The Kingdom of Solomon a type of
the Messiah's (1) in its greatness and extent; (2) in

its prosperity and peace
; (3) in his wisdom and

knowledge.-—Chap. iv. 1 to chap. v. 1. Wurt.
Summ.: Fortunate is the government where all

goes orderly. Their eyes shall look around after

the faithful in the land, and pious subjects are

loved and esteemed; but false people and liars,

and those of a perverse heart, who have proud
ways and haughtiness, and who calumniate others

secretly and maliciously, it will not have nor endure

about it, but will clear away and destroy after the

example of David (Pa. ex.).—A well-ordered state

constitution is the condition of the growth and
prosperity of every kingdom ; but all ordinances

and institutions avail nothing when requisite and
proper persons are wanting for their administra-

tion and execution. To select such, and to entrust

them with different administrative offices, is the

first and most difficult task of a ruler. Happy the

prince to whom God grants the grace to find the

right persons, who can counsel him and deserve his

confidence (Eccles. x. 2-5).

—

Starke: As a court,

where it is oesot with flatterers, backbiters, carous-

ers, &c, generally goes down, so also it prospers, on
the other hand, when pious servants are there—
Chap. iv. 20. Starke: Not the multitude of a people

causes a scarcity in the land, but the wickedness

and avarice of men.—Food and drink and amuse*

raent are a gift of God (Eccles. iii 13), when used

in the fear of God (Eccles. xi. 9) and with thanks-

giving (1 Cor. x. 31 ; CoL iii. 17); but they become
sin when, in the gift, the giver is forgotten, the
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belly made a god of, and serves the hist of the

flesh. Chap. iv. 21.—Cramsb: The kingdom of
Christ is still far greater. He rules from one end
Of the sea to the other, from the rising of the sun
unto the going down thereof (Zach. ix. 10)w All

kings shall call upon Him : all the heathen shall

serve Him (Ps. btxii. 9-10).

[£. Habwood: Chap* ir. vera, 4-6. Comp.

1 Chron. xxii. 7—lft. David, the man of action;

Solomon, the man of rest The man of active life

usually baa more conspicuous virtues and more
oonspicuvus faults than the man of rest David
proposed to build the house—the man of action

was the founder: Solomon carried the plans of
his father into execution. David was the founder

:

Salomon the builder.]

Chap. iv. 22.—As, by divine providence and
ordering, there are always different conditions, high
and low, rich and poor, so their manner of life can-

not be the saine^ butmust be conformable to the rank
and position which has been assigned te every one
by God. The household of a prince who stands at

the head of a great and distinguished people ought
not, indeed, give to the people the bad example of
extravagant show, luxury, and riot ; but it must, in

abundance and splendor, surpass every private

establishment, and ought not to appear needy and
impoverished. Ver. 24, 25 (chap. iv. ver. 20). The
Btossings of Peace. (1) Wherein they consist

; (2)

te what they oblige. Peace nourishes : disturbance

consumes. Only in peace, not in war, does a
nation attain to well-being, therefore should we
offer prayer and supplication for kings and all in

authority, Ac. (1 Tim. il 2). Happy the land
where goodness and truth are met together,

righteousness and peace have kissed each other

(Ps. lxxxv. 10). May the eternal God grant us,

during our life, an heart ever joyous, and give us
noble peace I It must be regarded as an unspeak-
able blessing of God when, under the protection

of a wise and righteous government, every one in

the nation, even the least, can remain in the undis-
turbed possession of his property, and can enjoy the
fruits of his industry in the bosom of his family.

Ver. 29^-34. The Wisdom of Solomon. (1) Its

origin, ver. 29 (Prov. il 6; Dan. K. 21, 6); (2) its

greatness (ver. 30 *?.); (3) its result (ver. 34).

—

ver. 29. Not every one receives from God an equal
measure of spintual endowment; but every one is

obliged, with the gift he has received, to dispose of
it faithfully, and not to allow it to be fallow (Luke
xM. 48; Matt xxv. 14-29). In the possession of
high spiritual endowment and of much knowledge,
man is in danger of over-estimating hhnsel^ of be-

coming proud and haughty, hence the nighty-
gifted Solomon himself says :

" Trust in the Lord *

Ac. (Prov. ni. 5, 6). Not to elevate one's self

above ethers, but in order to serve them, does Goal
bestow special gilts of the Spirit (1 Peter iv. 10>—
Ver. 30. Heathen wisdom, great as it may be hi
earthly things, understands nothing ef divine,

heavenly things, and is therefore for below the
wisdom whose beginning is the fear of the personal,,

living God, who has revealed himsetf in His word.
This wisdom alone yields truer good, and abiding
fruit (Jas. iiL 15, 11).—Ver. 32. All those who
have received special gifts of spirit and understand-
ing, act inexcusably and sin grievously when, in-

stead of giving God the honor, and of applying
them to the good of their fellow-men, they pen*

mote, by doctrine and treatise, fbrgetfulnees of
God and unbelief, and the love of the world, and
the lusts of the lean, or gross or reflated immorality
(Eccles. xil 9; Jer. ix. 23, 24). The glory which ia

obtained in the world through bad books, ia shame
and disgrace before Him who demands account ef
every idle word—Ver. 33. Starke: Far better

would it befit lords and princes to find their en-

joyment in study rather than to seek satisfaction

in dramas, plays,, and in immoderate drinking. A
man may be able to speak of all possible things,

and, at the same time, be without wisdom, for this

does not consist in varied knowledge and wide-
spread acquirements, but in recognition of the truth

which purines the heart and sanctifies the wilL Ob-
servation and investigation of nature is only of
the right kind, and fraught with bieasmg, when it

leads to the confession of Ps. civ. 24 ; xcii 6, 7.—
Mark what the man who was wiser than all fine

men of his generation declares as the final result

of aH his wisdom and research: It is all vanity I

Fear God, and keep His commandments (Eccles*

i 2; xu. i,-13).—Ver. 34. To Solomon came from
all nations people to hearken unto his wisdom;
but to Him who is greater than Solomon, the wise
men of to-day will not listen (1 Cor. L 19-21).—
How many travel over land and sea to seek gold
and silver, but stir neither hand nor foot to find

the wisdom and knowledge of the truth, which
lie close at hand, and are better than gold and sil-

ver (Prov. viil 11; xxiv. 14; Job xxviii. 18). It

is not enough for a wise prince that his people eat*

drink, and make merry, and dwell in safety, each
one beneath his own vine and flg-troe (chap. iv. 20;
v. 5) ; but he aims likewise at this, that spiritual

education, science, and recognition of the truth

should be extended and fostered, for this brings
more consideration than power er wealth.
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CHAPTER V. 1-18. 53

THIRD SECTION.

BOLOJfOH*B BUILDINGS.

(Chap. V. [V. 15]-1X 28.)

A.

—

Treaty with Hiram in regard to the building of the TempU.

Chap. V. 1-18. [16-32].

1 And Hiram king of Tyre sent his servants unto Solomon :
' for be had heard

that they had anointed him king in the room of his father : for Hiram was over
2,8 a lover of David. And Solomon sent to Hiram, saying, Thou knowest how
that David my father could not build a house unto the name of the Lord his

God, for the wars * which were about him on every side, until the Lord put
4 them under the soles of his * feet. But now the Lord my God hath given me
5 rest on every side, eo that there is neither adversary nor evil occurrent. And,

behold, I purpose 4
to build a house unto the name of the Lord my God, as the

I»ord spake unto David my father, saying, Thy son, whom I will set upon thy
6 throne in thy room, he shall build a [the] house unto my name. Now therefore

command thou that they hew me cedar trees out of Lebanon ; and my servants
shall be with thy servants : and unto thee will I give hire for thy servants ac-

cording to all that thou shajt appoint: for thou knowest that there is not among
us any that can skill to hew timber like unto the Sidonians.

7 And it came to pass, when Hiram heard the words of Solomon, that he re-

joiced greatly, and said, Blessed be the Lord * [Jehovah! this day, which hath
8 given unto David a wise son over this great people. And Hiram sent to Solomon,

saying, I have considered the things which thou sentest to me for : and I will do
9 all thy desire concerning timber of cedar, and concerning timber of fir. My

servants shall bring them down from Lebanon unto the sea ; and I will convey
them by sea in floats unto the place that thou shalt appoint me, and will cause
them to be discharged there, and thou shalt receive them: and thou shalt

10 accomplish my desire, in giving food for my household. So Hiram gave Solo-

11 mon cedar trees and fir trees according to all his desire. And Solomon gave
Hiram twenty thousand measures [oor] of wheatfor food to his household, and
twenty measures [cor •] of pure oil : thus gave Solomon to Hiram year by year.

12 And the Lord gave Solomon wisdom, as he promised him: and there was peace
between Hiram and Solomon ; and they two made a league together.

13 And king Solomon raised a levy out of all Israel; and the levy was thirty

14 thousand men. And he sent them to Lebanon, ten thousand a month by
courses : a month they were in Lebanon, and two months at home : and Adoni-

15 ram was over the levy. And Solomon had threescore and ten thousand that

16 bare burdens, and fourscore thousand hewers in the mountains; besides the

chief of Solomon's officers which were over the work, three thousand and three/
17* hundred, which ruled over the people that wrought in the work. And the

king commanded, and they brought great stones, costly stones, and hewed
18 stones, to lay the foundation of the house. And Solomon's builders and Hiram's

builders did hew them, and the stonesquarers : so they prepared timber and
stones to build the house.
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TEXTUAL AND GRAMMATICAL.

(

* Yer. 1.—[The Vat Sept, by omitting the flrat part of thlt clause, makes an extraordinary statement: «al isreVreiAi

Ztp«M SaetAnrf Tvpov tow* waiia* atrrov xpcffat i** XaAa»|*i»r arri Aoih6 a. t. A. .

9 Yer. a—{The A. V. baa here exactly preserved the incongruity of the Heb. of an abstract noon rOvD, soar, fol«

lowed by the personal pronoun DTIfct • The Chald. avoids the difficulty by reading fcOlp *jQV Dip JO « those making

war. It haa been suggested that the Heb. might hare read originally iTDn7©n *fe?JJ

.

• Yer. 8.—The k'tib ^r> to here decidedly to be preferred to the Vrt ^n .—B*hr. [It is also the reading of many
MBS, edition*, and VV.

« Yer. 5.—[nb^> 1DK 1!DK , follow ed by the infinitlTe, expresses purpose. # Ex- «. 14 ; 9 Sam. xxi. 16.

• Yer. 7.-[The Sept here read e«fc, not Kvotof. QT. the parallel place 8 Chron, U. 11, ^IO&* \1*>K ftf/P ]

• Yer. 11.—[The Sent, enormooaly multiply tbla by writing *«i cwceei yOUfe* 0al# JAotov, so also the Heb. In the
parallel place. 2 Chron. Ii. 9. The Syr. and Arab, still ten times more, by making it twenty thousand cor.

» Yer. ie.-[CT.« Chron. li. IT, niKD V&.
• Yer. IT.—[The Yat Sept omits ver. IT and the first half of 191 Both recensions of the Sept add to ver. 18, ipsa

EXEOETICAL AND CRITICAL.

Vers. 1-6. And Hiram king ofTyre, kc After
the general description of Solomon's government
in the preceding section, the narrative now pro-

ceeds to give an account of his great and impor-
tant undertaking, the building of the Temple
(com p. the parallel account, 2 Chron. ii.). Hiram
is called DiVf! in ver. 7 and 19, and D"fln in Chron.,

and Eipw/iof twice in Josephus. It is uncertain

whether of these be the original form." According
to 2 Chron. ii. 2, and the present passage also, this

Hiram was the same as he who had sent David
wood to build his houso (2 Sam. v. 11), and it is

unnecessary, on the ground of the unreliable chro-

nology of Josephus, to reckon him to be the son of
that Hiram (having his father's name) as Le Clerc,

Thenius, and others do (Antiq., viii. 31; comp.
Contr. Apion., i. 18). If, according to Josephus,
the beginning of the building of the Temple, which
took place in the fourth year of Solomon's reign,

occurred in the eleventh year of Hiram, it follows
that the latter must have reigned several years
contemporaneously with David, and may very well
have reigned twenty years more, simultaneously
with Solomon (chap. ix. 10 sq.).—The purpose of
his embassy to Solomon was to. congratulate him

on his accession. (The Syriao adds ink T*3!!'
which Thenius, without reason, deems original).

It was evidence that he desired Solomon to con-
tinue in the same friendly relations to him as
David had maintained ; and it was the easier for

Solomon to make that request to him, mentioned
in ver. 6. On vers. 7-9, comp. 2 Sam. viii. 13, and
1 Chron. xxiL 7-11. According to Ewald and

Thenius, nop6p , ver 3, is equivalent to enemies
{surrounding him) ; but in Ps. cix. 3, 220 is also

found with the double accusative : they compassed

me about also with words of hatred. Upon D&6

rrfiT t
see on chap, vi—jn JttB ,*.«., an unhappy

event, as, for instance, rebellion, famine, plague,
or other suffering. It appears, from ver. 6, that
the part of Lebanon where the best cedars for

building grew, belonged to Phoenicia; it was on
tho northwestern part of the mountain range
(Robinson, Palest, voL ill pp. 588-594). The

Sidonians are not the -inhabitants of the city of
Sidon simply, but of the entire district to which
that part of Lebanon belonged. They knew how
to hew and prepare wood for building, for they
were skilled in ship-buildiug beyond all other
nations, and built their own houses also of wood
(Schnaase, Gesch, der bildenden Eunste, i. *. 249).

We see from ver. 8 and chap. vii. 13, that Solomon
desired cypress-wood, and a Phoenician artisan

besides (comp. 2 Chron. ii. 7, 13).

Vers. 7-8. And it came to pass when Hiram
heard the words of Solomon, Ac '• The king of
Tyro must have been very desirous of remaining on
good terms with Israel, because the land of Israel

was a granary for Phoenicia, and the friendship of
the former was very important to the Phoenician
commercial interests " (Keil). The chronicler adds
to mJT (2 Chron. ii 12), the God of Israel that

made heaven and earth. It does not follow, how*
evyi, as older commentators say, that Hiram ac-

knowledged this God as the only true God, or had
become a proselyte. Polytheism is not exclusive

:

it allows each nation to retain its divinity, and re-

cognizes his power, when it thinks it perceives his

workings or his agency and benefactions, without
rejecting the specifically national gods. When Hi-
ram, therefore, names Solomon DDn , because he is

about to build a temple to Jehovah, it is evideut
that the idea of wisdom (chap. v. 7), essentially

includes tliat of religion (fear of God). Oypresi
is, indeed, inferior to cedar ; but is also fitted for

buildirg, because " it is not eaten by worms, and
is almost imperishable, as well as very light n

(Winer). According to 2 Chron. ii. 16, the wood
for building was sent down on rafts (on the Medi-
terranean) to Joppa (£, «., Jaffa, coast-town on the
borders of the tribe of Dan, Josh. zix. 46). Thence
it was conveyed overland to Jerusalem, which is

situated southeast thereof.

Vers. 9-13. And thou shalt .... in giving
food, Ac. Every year, as long as Hiram furnished
building-materials and workmen, he received, for

the sustenance of his court, 20,000 * (cor) measures

* The cor 03 , Kopot) equals the homrr, and the hornet
waa ten times the bath. 20.0(H) core = 200,000 hatha. This,
At a rotich calculation, amounts to 260,000 bushels= between
86 ami 90,000 barrels. In liquids, ajraln, *> cors = 900 baths.
This would amount to about 1,606 or 1,670 rations of oil.

The computation moat be in the rough fur obvious reasons.
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of wheat, i. e., by Thenius' reckoning, 38,250 Dres-
den bushels, from Solomon ; also 20 (cor) measures
of oil, t. c, 100 casks, the cask containing 6
buckets. Pure oil is the finest, not going, after

the usual fashion, through the press, but is obtained
by pounding olives not quito ripo in a mortar (my
Synibolik des Moa. Cult, I s. 419). The chronicler

does not mention this delivery to the court of
Hiram ; but he gives, in 2 Chron. ii. 10, the re-

ward of the laborers promised in our 6th verse:
" 1 will give to thy servants, the hewers that cut

timber, 20,000 (cor) measures of beaten wheat, and
20,000 (cor) measures of barley, and 20,000 baths
of wine, and 20,000 baths of oiL" The narra-

tive here concerns a different tiling, and no ono
has a right, as Thenius, to turn the 20 (cor) mea-
sures of tho finest oil, destined for the court, into

20,000 of ordinary quality, and to suppose, with
Bertheau, that tho quautity of wino and oil is

added by the chronicler according to his owu
whim. '* Because the quautity ot tho wheat which
Solomon gave Hiram for the use of the court was
as large as tliat which ho delivered for the Sido-

nian hewers of wood, it does not follow that wo
are justified iu identifying the two accounts"
(Keil). Besides, as Bertheau remarks, it appears
that the account iu the Chronicles does not, likoour
own, speak of an animal, but only of one delivery.

The one account, as often happens, supplements
the other. The addition, ver. 12, means : Solomon,
by virtue of the wisdom he had received from
God, came to the conclusion that it would be well
to accept Hiram's propositions, and to enter into

terms of friendship with him. Keil also thinks

that the verse refers to the wise use he made of
the working capacities of his subjects, which is re-

ferred to in the following verses, and that this

verse, therefore, leads on to them.
Vera 1 3-1 5. And king Solomon railed a levy.

J>yn , strictly adscendere fecit, to take out, to take

away (Ps. cii. 25). All Israel does not mean here
the whole territory, but, as often elsewhere, the

people (chap. i. 20; viii. 65; zii. 10, 20; xiv.

13). In ver. 13 it is expressly said that these

80,000 men were (born) Israelites. Of these,

10,000 were always one month in service, and free

the two followiug, when they cultivated their fields

and took care of their houses. For Adoniram, see

chap. iv. 6.—Besides these 30,000 men, who were
not sufficient, there wero (ver. 15) 70,000 that bore
burdens, and 80,000 hewers in the mountains.

3VTI is, " according to all Versions, to be understood
of stone-cutters aloue, not of wood-cutters (Gese-
nius, Ewald). for the (easier) working in wood was
sufficiently provided for by the changing 30,000 la-

borers " (Thenius). The ina can be understood only

ofLebanon, from the context, and not, as Bertheau
thinks, of the stone-quarries of the mountains.
The 70+80,000=150,000 men (2 Chron. ii. 18)

were not changed, but were in constant service ,*

they were not Israelites, but, on the contrary,

D^ya (as the parallel passage alluded to expressly

says), £ «., strangers in the land of Israel ; those

as may be s*en by referenos to Smith's Dictionary, Amer.
••litton, N. Y., 1870, vol. |v., article Wrights akd M ra-
mies. The readVr can And some stmnirr etyotologies In the
animadversions of Prtavlu* upon Epiph^n'lua' iractnte on
Wc'phta and Measures. Eolith., Opera, ediu Q. Dlndorf.
Lsijwic, 1868, voL iv. p. M.-K. U.

of the Canaanites tliat remained when their land
was conquered, and who wore made servants
(Judg. i. 27 to 30; Josh. xvi. 10). In contradis-

tinction to these 30,000 Israelites, they are named,

iu chap. ix. 21, l^y DDi *• *i servants (2 ChroiL

viii. 7-9). The assertion of Ewald and Distel tliat

theso 150,000 servants were of the "people of
Israel," and only "came later when the seversl
buildings became enlarged," is utterly erroneous.—
The total number of these workmen is great, but
not surprising when we consider those times, when
there was no machinery, and everything had to

be done by the human hand. According to Pliny
(Hist Nat, xxxvi. 12), 360,000 men had to work
twenty years long at one pyramid (comp. Calmet
on the placo).

Ver. 16. Beside the chief, Ac. Thenius:
" literally tho chief of the overseers, and hence the
usual expression, overseer : but thero are no sub-
altern overseers mentioned. How great, then,

must the number of those have been, when the
chief overseers numbered several thousands ? The

TXcbvh D'2¥jn ea a description of the substantive

(Yatablus: principea, quipracfecti eranCj is properly
connected therewith by the Stat construct (comp.
Kwald, g 287 b) ; so, the chiefs not reckoned, those
who were appointed by (or for) Solomon, and who
oversaw the works."—Chrou. gives, instead of the
number 3,300 (chap. ii. 17), 3,600, which Thenius
thinks the right one, and he would have the text

altered accordingly ; but Ewald, on the other hand,
declares our number to be correct, and that of
Chron. wrong. But both numbers are right, as
J. H. Michaelis has proved ; the difference comes
from the different division of the oflices of super-

intendence. Iu chap. ix. 23, 550 D^SH *W «re

named; those, with the 3,300, make 3,850. The
parallel passage of Chron. (chap. viii. 10) mentions
only 250, which, added to tho 3, GOO, gives the
same number, 3,850. This coincidence cannot be
chance; the number 550 evidently contains the

250, and the 300, by which the 3,600 exceed the

3,300 : 250 of the whole number of overseers wero,
as appears from the context in 2 Chron. viii. 10,

native Israelites; but 300 were foreigners. The
chronicler, however, no doubt includes the latter

among the subaltern overseers (3,300 + 300= 3, 600),

because they were not on the same footing with
the Israelitish overseers.

Vers. 17-18. And the king commanded. The
great stones should be nftp% not "weighty"

(Thenius), for that is, of course, understood, nor
"precious*1

(Keil), for why should the value of
these stones be especially insisted on ? but glorious,

splendid, fine stones (Ps. xxxvi. 8; xlv. 9; Kstli. u
4). It is plainly said here, as in 2 Chron. iii. 3,

tliat these stones were for the foundation of the

building, and not, therefore, for tho " consolidation

of the Temple structure " (Thenius). Of tho latter

kind, which Josephus (Arch., 15, 11, 3) so minutely
describes, the Bible-text makes no mention. The
n*U 03K are nothing else than the splendid great

stones, which were shaped after being hewn out
of the quarry. Vulgate : ut toUerent lapiiies grander
lapides pretiosos, in fnndainentum tetnpli et quadra*

rent eos.—The Giblites, ver. 18, are the inhabitants

of ^33 (Josh. xiii. 5), a Phoenician town near the'
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5C THE FIBST BOOK OF THK KINGS.

pa
for

rt of Lebanon, where the largest cedars were
•found: t. e.

f
the Byblos of the Greeks. [The

Kngl. Vor has simply for this word, " stone-sq lar-

ers."—E. H.] It appears, from Kzek. xxvii. 9,

that the Giblites were remarkable for their tech-

nical skill in ship-bui'ding especially. Thenius

reads D^^3*1 , and translates :
" they wreathed the

stones—put a border round them." Robinson
Stated (Palest) that lie had found stones carved in

that manner. Botteher rightly names these con-
jectures " ill-founded." Comp. what Kail, on the
passage, says against them.

HISTORICAL AND ETHICAL.

1. Solomon's undertaking to butta* a " house " to

the name of Jehovah was not an arbitrary, self-de-

vised act, nor was it prompted solely through the

wish and will of his father David, but rested upon
a divine decision (v. 6), and, as already showu in the
Introduction, § 3, has its inward, necessary reason
in the development of the Old Testament theocracy.

The assertion that " the thought to build a magnifi-

cent temple to Jehovah in Jerusalem proceeded from
the sight of the temple-service of the Phoenicians

and Philistines, and of their ostentatious cultus
"

(Duncker, Gesch. des Alt., I s. 397), is entirely with-
out foundation and contradicts all historical re-

cords. When Stephen, in his discourse before the
ganhedrin, says :

" Solomon built him an house.

JhU the Most High dwelleth not in temples made
with hands," Ac. (Acts vii. 47), he does not mean in

any way to blame Solomon's undertaking, or to say,

as Lecliler supposes (in his Bibelwerk on the place),

the tabernacle was set up at God's will and com-
mand ; but the design of building a temple and the

completion of it is only a human design and a
human performance. For that the Most High
cannot be shut up within a house, Solomon him-
self expressly declared at the consecration of the
Temple (1 Kings viiu 27). Stephen was opposing
rather, from the stand-point of the New Testament,
the 6tuT-necked, Jewish authorities, who, when
the promised Messiah appeared, and the New
Covenant was introduced along with Him, rejected

the same, and clung with tenacious unbelief to the

outward sign of the Old Covenant, to the Temple
as the permanent central-point of all divine revela-

tion. The accusation, he would say, that this Jesus
of Nazareth would destroy this holv place, was in

so far correct, as that He certainly had taken away
the Old Covenant, and with it had abolished its

sign and pledge (John ii. 19). For the day of the

New Covenant, the temple at Jerusalem has lost

all significance. For the dwelling of God in the

midst of His peoplo conditioned through natural

descent, has become transferred into a dwelling in

the midst of the people who are believers in Christ,

to whom the apostle appeals : Ye are the temple
pf the living God, in you is fulfilled, in truth, the

word spoken once by God unto Israel : I will dwell

in them, and walk in them, and will be their God,
and they shall be my people (2 Cor. vi. 16; Eph.
it 21; 1 Pet. ii. 4, 5). To cling now to the Old
Testament temple built by human hands, and to

reject the living temple of the living God, Stephen
pronounces as a striving against the Holy Ghost
(Acts vii. 51).

2. ft it one of those significant divine providences

in which the history of Israel is so rich, Uiat as
in the development of the " sacred history " the
time had come for " the house of the Lord " (or for

for Jehovah), in the land which alone possessed
those means and agencies for the execution of tlte

undertaking in which Israel was wanting, a king
ruled who entertained a friendly sentiment to-

wards David and Solomon, and was prepared
gladly for every assistance, so that even heathen

nations, whether friendly or conquered, took port

in the building of the house for the God of Israel,

and so contributed indirectly to the glorifying of
God. It was a setting forth in act of the word

:

44 The earth is the Lord's, and all that tlierein is "

Sa.
xxiv. I); "For the kingdom is the Lord's, and

e is governor among the nations " (Pp. xxii. 28) j

and u
all the heathen shall serve Him " (Pa. lxxit

11). And as Solomon's kingdom, as the most com-
plete outward kingdom or peace, is frequently,

with the propliets, a type of the Messiah's king-

dom (see above, Historical and Ethical on cliap. iv.\

so do they behold, in the participation by the hea-
then in the building of the temple, a type and
prophecy that the Messiah " shall build the tern*

pie of the Lord . . . and that they who are

far off shall come and build in the temple of the

Lord," *o. (Zech. vi 12-16).

3. "In the very time of their highest earthly

splendor the people of God, in respect of worldly
art, pursuit, and skill, were inferior to the neigh-

boring Phoenicians " (Gerlach). Solomon had no
one amongst his people who could execute a work
of art such as the temple was to be (v. 6). As to

individual men (1 Cor. vii. 7), so also to nations,

God has distributed divers gifts, powers, and dee-

tiny. It was not the office of Israel to exercise

the arts, but to be the bearer of divine revelation,

and to communicate the knowledge of the One liv-

ing and all-holy God to all nations. To this end
God has chosen this people out of all peoples ; and
their entire mode of life and occupation, yea, their

whole development and history, are closely con*
nected with it. To the achievement of this its des-

tiny must even other nations serve, with the espe-
cial gifts and powers conferred upon them. High as
the Phoenicians stood above Israel at that time in

technical and artistic accomplishments (cf. Duncker,

a. a. 0.
%
s. 317-320), so nevertheless did Israel, not-

withstanding all its sins and errors, excel the Phce*

nicians in the knowledge of the truth. Distin-

guished as Phoenicia was for its art and commerce,
its religion was the most depraved, and its worship
most crude (Duncker, £ 165 sq.).

[4. The genius of the Jewish people never
achieved anything eminent in plastic art Skill in

architecture, and in sculpture, and in painting,

seems to have been denied them. Their religion

forbade it, and the hereditary feeling of the race
was one of aversion to all arts of the " graver," to

images and forms cut in stones or upon stone, and
so in their want of appreciation of beauty of form
they were unable to conceive of grand structures

;

and when Solomon's great buildings were under-
taken, the skilled workmen and the artists con*
nected with the work were foreigners. Dr. Pri-

deaux quotes Josephus to this effect (Antiq., Bk.
18. c. 7): " When Vitellius governor of Syria waa
going to pass through JuoUea with a Roman army
to make war against the Arabians, the chief of
the Jews met him, and earnestly entreated him to
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OEAFTEK V. 1-1* 67

lead his army another way ; for they could not
bear the sight of those images which were in the
ensigns under which they marched, they were so
abominated by them. The ensigns therefore, for

the sake of those images in them, were abomina-
tions to the Jews ; and by reason of the desola-

tions which were wrought under them by the
Roman armies in conquered countries, they were
called desolating abominations, or abominations
of desolation, and they were nerer more so than
when under tliem the Roman armies besieged and
destroy «»d Jerusalem." Poetic feeling, the power
of song, belonged to the race ; and these, under
God, have impressed themselves upon the heart
of the nations, so that to this day the • M songs of
Zion " arc sung m temples which the Jewish peo-
ple nerer coul4 have built—E. EL]

HOMILETTCAL AHTD PRACTICAL.

Tera. 1-5. Solomon's purpose to build a house
to the Lord. (1) The motive. Vers. 3-6. Not
ambition, the love of glory, the love of pomp, but
the divine will, and the charge of his father. In
every weighty undertaking one must examine and
bo assured that it do not proceed from selfish mo-
tives, but is the good, acceptable, and perfect will

of God (Bom. xii. 2). (2) The time, rest and peace
(ver. 4). A time of peace is the time for building
In geueral, but especially for building houses of
God, which are a memorial of thanksgiving for

the blessings of peace and prosperity. (3) The
request for assistance, ver. 6. In important un-
dertakings which are agreeable to the will of God,
and propose His honor, we may and should not
hesitate to trust in Him who directs men's hearts,

like the water-brooks, to ask others for aid and
assistance.—Vers. 1-2. True friends whom parents
have gained, are an invaluable legacy for the chil-

dren, for whom the latter cannot be sufficiently

thankful (Eccles. xxx. 4). To a God-fearing man
like David, if he have many enemies, yet there will

never be wanting those who love him his life long,

and who prize and honor him after his death, even
in his children.—Ver. 3. With every son it should
be his earnest business, and likewise pleasure, to

fulfil the will of his father, and to complete the
good work which he had begun, but could not
carry out—Ver. 4. When God has granted rest

and peace, health and happiness, prosperity and
blessing, an opportunity is thus at hand to do
something for His great name.—Ver. 6. If it can-
not come into the mind of every one to build a
house of wood and stone unto the Lord, neverthe-
less, every one to whom God has given wife and
children is in condition to vow and to build a
house unto the Lord out of living stones. I and my
house will serve the Lord (Josh. xxiv. 15).—Ver. 5.

Starke: One man needs another; on this account
euo ahould always serve and be amiable towards
auouier, ministering to his good (1 Pet. iv. 10).—
The superfluity of one must minister to the noed
of the others, in order that hereafter, also, the su-

perfluity of the latter may serve for the wants of
the former (2 Cor. vill 14).—Israel knew not how
to plan great buildings, especially works of art, but
they did know how to serve the living God. Bet-

ter to live without art than without God in the

world.

Vers. 21-25. The heathen king Hiram: (1)
His rejoicing over Solomon and his undertaking;

(2) his praise of the God of Israel
; (3) his willing-

ness to help. How far stands this heathen above
so many who call themselves Christians!—Ver. 6.

Wort. Sumh. : When we see that h goes well with
our neighbor, we should not envy him such pros-
perity, but rather rejoice with him and wish him
good-luck. Since Hiram, although a heathen king,

has done this, how much more does it befit Chris-
tians to act thus towards each other? It proves a
noble heart when a man, free from envy and jeal-

ousy, sincerely praises and thanks God for the
gifts and blessings which He grants to others.—
Starke : When God wishes well to a nation He
bestows upon it godly rulers; but when He wills

to chastise it he removes them. Hiram praises

God that He bestows upon another people a wise
monarch ; how much more should that people it-

self thank God since He bestowed upon it a wise,
viz., a pious king?—Ver. 0. How pleasing it is

when the assistance of those who can help is not
wrungfrom them, but offered in friendship, and they
are ready and heart-willing to do what lies in their

power (2 Cor. ix. 7).

—

Wurt. Summ.: No house,
even though it be the church and temple of God,
should be built to the hurt and oppression of one's

fellow-creatures.—Ver. 12. The league between
Solomon and Hiram: (1) Its object : a good, God-
pleasing work begun in the service of God. Like
kings and nations, even so individual men should
unite only for such purposes. (2) Hie conditions

of the league : each gave to the other according to

his desire; neither sought to overreach the other;

the compact was based upon honesty and fairness,

not upon cunning and selfishness : only upon such
compacts does the blessing of God rest, for unjust
possessions do not prosper.

Vers. 13-18. The workmen at the temple-
building: (1) Israelites. Solomon acted not like

unto Pharaoh (Ex. ii. 23), he laid no insupporta-

ble burdens upon his people, but permits va-
riety in the work, and Israel itself undertakes it

without murmurs or complaints. How high do
these Israelites, stand above so many Christian

communities, who constantly object or murmur
when they are about to undertake any labor for

their temple, or must needs bring a sacrifice

of money or time. (2) Heathen (Ps. xxii. 29 ; vide

Historical and Ethical). Jew and heathen to-

gether must build the temple of God, according to

divine decree—a prophetic anticipation of fact as
set forth Eph. ii. 14, 19-22 ; iii. 4-6.—Seiler: The
great preparations of Solomon must naturally re-

mind us of the far greater preparations and arrange-

ments which God has made for the building of the

spiritual temple of the New Testament How many
thousand faithful laborers, how many wise and good
men, has he placed in every known part of the

world ; how has he furnished them with wisdom
and many other gifts of the Spirit, so that the great

work of the glorious building may be completed I

. . , God ! do thou still prosper thy work

!

Help the faithful workers in thy Church, that they
may enlighten many men to thy glorification, Ac.

—

Richtee: Well for us if we serve the true Solomon
in the preparations for His eternal temple. But
still better is it if we are ourselves prepared as

living stones to shine forever in the living temple

(I Pet ii 45).
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58 THE ITBST BOOK OF THE KINGS.

B.

—

The accomplishment of the building of the Temple.

Chap. VL 1-38.

1 And it came to pass in the four hundred and eightieth 1 year after the child-

ren of Israel were come oat of the land of Egypt, in the fourth year of Solomon's
reign over Israel, in the month Zif, which is the second month, that

f he began to

2 build the house of the Lord [Jehovah]. And the house which king Solomon
built for the Lord [Jehovah] the length thereof was threescore cubits, and the

8 breadth thereof twenty cubits,* and the height thereof thirty cubits. And the

porch before the temple of the house, twenty cubits toas the length thereof!

4 according to the breadth of the house ; and ten cubits toas the breadth thereof

before the house. And for the house he made windows of narrow lights [with

fixed lattices '].

6 And against the wall of the house he built chambers * round about, against

the walls of the house round about, both of the temple and of the oracle : and
6 he made chambers round about. The nethermost chamber toas five cubits

broad, and the middle toas six cubits broad, and the third teas seven cubits

broad : for without in t/ie toall of the house he made narrowed rests round
7 about, that t/ie beams should not be fastened in the walls of the house. And

the house, when it was in building, was built of stone made ready before it was
brought thither :

* so that there was neither hammer nor axe nor any tool of
8 iron heard in the house, while it was in building. The door for the middle*
chamber teas in the right side of the house : and they went up with winding

9 stairs into the middle chamber, and out of the middle into the third. So he built

the house, and finished it ; and covered the house with beams and boards of

10 cedar. And then he built chambers against all the house, five cubits high : and
they rested on the house with timber of cedar.

II,
1
12 And the word of the Lord [Jehovah] came to Solomon, saying, Concerning

this house which thou art in bunding^ if thou wilt walk in my statutes, and exe-

cute my judgments, and keep all my commandments to walk in them ; then will I

13 perform my word with thee, which I spake unto David thy father: And I will

dwell among the children of Israel, and will not forsake my people Israel.

14, 15 So Solomon built the house, and finished it. And he built the walls of the

house within with boards of cedar, both [from] the floor of the house, and [unto]

the walls • of the ceiling : and he covered them on the inside with wood, and cov-

16 ered the floor of the house with planks of fir. And he built twenty cubits on the

sides of the house, botl- [from] the floor aud [unto] the walls with boards of
cedar : he even built them for it within, even for the oracle, even for the most

17 holy place. And the house, that is, the temple before " it, was forty cubits long.

18 And the cedar of the house within was carved with knops and open flowers : all

19 toas cedar ; there was no stone seen." And the oracle he prepared in the house
20 within, to set there the ark of the covenant of the Lord [Jehovah]. And the ora-

cle in the forepart toas twenty cubits in length, and twenty cubits in breadth, and
twenty cubits in the height thereof: and he overlaid it with pure gold ; and so

21 covered the altar which was of cedar [overlaid the altar with cedar. 1

*] So Solo-

mon overlaid the house within with pure gold : and he made, a partition by the
22 chains of gold before the oracle ; and he overlaid it with gold. And the whole

house he overlaid with gold, until he had finished all the house : also the whole
altar that was by the oracle he overlaid with gold."

23 And within the oracle he made two cherubims of olive tree, each ten cubits

24 high. And ^ye cubits was the one wing of the cherub, and five cubits the other
wing of the cherub : from the uttermost part of the one wing unto the uttermost

25 part of the other were ten cubits. And the other cherub was teu cubits : both
26 the cherubims were of one measure and one size [form]. The height of the one
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97 cherub was ten cubits, and bo was it of the other cherub. And he set the
cherubims within the inner house : and they stretched forth the wings of the
cherubims, so that the wing of the one touched the one wall, and the wing of the
other cherub touched the other wall ; and their wings touched one another in

28, 29 the midst of the house. And he overlaid the cherubims with gold. And he
carved all the walls of the house round about with carved figures of cherubims

30 and palm trees and open flowers, within and without. 14 And the floor of the
house he overlaid witn gold, within and without. 14

31 And for the entering of the oracle he made doors of olive tree : the lintel and
32 side-posts were a fifth part ofthe wall. The two doors also were of olive tree ; and

he carved upon them carvings of cherubims and palm trees and open flowers,

and overlaid them with gold, and spread gold upon the cherubims, and upon the
33 palm trees.

15 So also made he for the door of the temple posts of olive tree, a
34 fourth part of the wall. And the two doors were of fir tree : the two leaves of

the one door were folding, and the two leaves
,f of the other door were folding.

85 And he carved tfiereon cherubims aud palm trees and open flowers : and cov-
ered [overlaid] t/iem with gold fitted upon the carved work,

36 Aud he built the inner court with three rows of hewed stone, and a row of
cedar beams.

37 In the fourth year was the foundation of the house of the Lord [Jehovah]
38 laid, in the month Zif : and in the eleventh year, in the month Bui, which is the

eighth month, was the house finished throughout all the parts thereof, and accord-

ing to all the fashion of it. So was he seven years in building it.

TEXTUAL AKD GRAMMATICAL.

> Ver. 1.—[The Sept here rend fortieth Instead of eightieth—for which there Is no authority whatever. In the com-
parison of this date with Acts xlil. SO It Is to be remembered that the best critical editors, following the MSS. K , A, B, 0,
etc, adopt the reading which places the words *ai fitrA rmvra after, Instead of before, the clause a* irtoiv rcT/Kucoatotf

mm. wtmpowr*. so that th« passage has no longer any chronological bearing upon the statement of tde text.

• Ver. 1.—[The Vat. Sept. here interposes the omitted verses 17, 16 of the last chapter, and immediately snbjolni

Terse* 87, 83 of the present chapter. In the former verses both recensions have transformed \J3 f twiidtrs, into \pi
ton*.

• Ver. 2.—[The missing n&ti eutot Is supplied In five MSS., the Sept, and Vulg. The Vat Sept changes the last

dimension to 25 instead of 80 cubits. The Alex, follows the Ileb.. which must be right, since all the dimensions art
exactly double those of the tabernacle, the proportions being carefully preserved.

« Ver. 4.-[D'DBK D*Sp# *fpH . The VV. have been much at a loss in translating this expression. The Cbald,
• \~: • \: •• - • .

Vulg. (/ewea/rtis obliqua*), and Syr, apparently intended to convey the Idea of windows like those in the thick wall of a
Gothic structure, or the loop-boles of s fortification, narrow on the outside and spreading within. Such may be the sens*

of the A. V. But the meaning given in the Bxeg. Com. must be the true one. D'fipB' moans only beams, cross-pieces

;

and DtpDKt from DDK , to shut close, means closed, snd so fixed.

• Ver. ft.—For the k'tib {ftP the k'ri has in each case JTY\ which Is doubtless right, since the word haa her*

another than the usual sense (Thenlus).—BAhr. [Keil considers that the moee. form denotes the whole wing ofthese stories;

the /am. the single story of this wing.

• Ver. 7.-[r0:U JJDO TXcfjp ]2H ^ras built of "ail unvlolated stones of the quarry." KelL

' Ver. 8.—In piace of njfpfin must necessarily be read (c/ ver. 6) ronnrin i as Kxek. xlL 7 stands, and the,Tar.

gum and the Sept have read (Bftttchor, Ewald, Meix, Thenlus).—Bfthr. [There is no various reading of the Ileb. MSS„ and
the construction indicated by the text as It stands is sufficiently clear: the lower tier of chambers being easily provided for

by doors, nothing Is said of the entrance to them ; but there was a winding stairway from the ground, with a door at its

loot leading to the middle chambers, and thence to the third story. Esek. xlL 7 can hardly be considered as bearing on
the point In question.

• Ver. U,—[The Vat Sept omits hsrs verses 11-14.

• Ver. lB^-Thc true reading, according to 2 Chron. 111. 7, ia here as in Ter. 18 Jlfflp [beams) not JIlVp [walls] (The-

alua, KellV-Bihr. [Accordingly our author translates by Balkan, supported In this by the Sept The emendation ofthe text

(for which there ia no manuscript authority) is required by the author's conception of the construction of the ?3\1 as 88

cubits high In the Interior. Against this is the fact that the height of the cedar wainscoting in ver. 16 is expressly said

to hsve been 20 cubits, and yet no stone wss seen (ver. IS). If now a chamber above Is supposed, no emendation is neces-

sary here, and verses 18 snd 18 become consistent The wainscoting was carried up 20 cubits to where the ceiling met
the walls, snd above this the "walls of the celling" or of the room above were left bare. A space of two eublta is thus

left for the windows, and access to the «• upper room *• may have been had from the porch. 2 Chron..Hi. 7 does not decide

this point In ver. 16 the words M from the celllug," are to be supplied from the previous verse, in any case the A. V. If

certainly wrong In covering Xhejtoor (which was of fir, ver. 1ft) with oedar.

» Ver. 17.—The <J£& at the and of Ter. 17 la to be understood either ad?erbiaBr, &e/br« (Da Wette), or adJecUvlallj
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• (Bwald, KeilX naleaa wHh Thentaa, apeu the authority of the Sept, we suppose (hat T3fH bM fallen out

*Taat U the (en-esned) Bejhal before the Debit" Upon the figures upon the esdsr, tot. TO *?., see on'ver. ». In tot

S§ Jjifn it henoe to be—demtood that the Dehlr wu between the Heehel sad the aide structure. The dlikmlt worda

T3*n *Xay\ » ver. *•» Thenfas win here TemoTod from the text peremptorily, as a. gloat plaeed here from tot. 17,

although the/ are in all M88. and andent YY. Kell explains *Ofi? , with Klmobi, for the noon D'3t£> , occorrlaf alao

la wer. Wetfie Inner, tawud. With *WD , the eame fold U deeifmaUd which la Ex. xxr. 11 eg. it ©tiled flmg » and

to « Chron. ML ft Dto (Vol*. : jnirieffeem).—Bihr.
» Ver. 18.—[The vat. Sept. omlu rer. la,
« Ver. W.—fbee Eaug. com.
•» Ver. tl—{Tbe Sept. omit the laat dense of tMa verse, aad fhroofhout thia whole description omit maaj <

end modify others.
>• Ver. 29.—[That la In the Holj of Holies, and In the holy place, as the author notes In his translation.
»* Ver. 8S.—[The anther, la his trsselatiea, adds: •* and otot the open flowers.** The Vnlf. has etee*erdb--F. G.]

MYer.S4.--Iasteadof g>]fa aaaet here aeeesaartly he read, with the Sept, Offo, whieh etaada Immediately
hefonu—Bahr,

MUBLnmraJtT ATIO

The account of Solomon's temple, before us,

together with the continuation in chap, vfi. 13-51,

k the oldest, and, at the eatne time, the most com-
plete in our possession. Hence all knowledge of

thia world-historical building must adhere to it

And found itself upon it Next to it is the parallel

account in 2 Chron. iiL, iv., which agrees with it in

all essential particulars, and, as indeed the most
recent criticism acknowledges, comes from an
ancient source, perhaps from the same with our
own here. Although significantly briefer, it gives,

nevertheless, some supplementary details the ac-

curacy of which is undoubted, and which deserve
all consideration. In addition to these two histor-

ical accounts, there is also the delineation in " vi-

sion " of the prophet Ezekiel (chap. xL sq.), which
Indeed is very explicit in respect of the ground-
plan and its measurement. In an earlier period

this delineation was regarded as an essential cora-

Sletion and explanation of the historical accounts

;

iter this was abandoned, because the prophet
himself repeatedly explains it as "a vision " (chap.

xL 2 ; xliii. 2, 3) ; but most recently it has again
been claimed that " it is a description which, upon
the whole, differs only slightly and immaterially

from the temple before the exile " (Thenius). And
the reason assigned is twofold: the one is the
style of the description, " thoroughly jejune, de-
ficient in all taste, giving single measurements even
to the width of the doors and the strength of the
walls,"—the other is the object of it, which was,
according to cliap. xliii. 10, 11, that "the temple
(then destroyed) should be rebuilt according to
Ezekiel's model." To this, however, it must be
objected, (a) That the statement of the numbers and
the measure of tlie foundation, extending itself to

the minutest particulars, instead of taking away
from the description the character of a vision,

rather confirms it The exact measuring off and
bounding according to definite numbers and mea-
surements is, as has been fully shown in my Sym-
bolik des Mosaisclien KvUus (L a. 127 sq.), the first

requisite for every space and structure which has
an higher, divine destination, and imparts thereto
the impress of the divine. Hence, in the descrip-

tion of all holy places and buildings mentioned in

Scripture, the measurement and numbers are so
carefully given, and especially in the visions which
concern the one divine edifice, ever first a heavenly
being, a "man with a measuring-chain appears,
who measures off everything" (Ezek. iL 3, 5;
xdvii. 3 ; Zech. iL 6 ; Rev. xL 1 ; xxL 15). The more

the measuring goes into detail, so much the mors
is the whole pronounced to be out and out divine.

(b) In general it contradicts the being and nature
or a vision to be nothing more than a pure build-

ing-description or an architectonic direction. But
here, it must be added that it contains phases
which do not admit of execution in reality, as, e. gn
the great stream flowing from the temple empty-
ing itself into the Dead Sea (Kzek. xlvil 1-12). If
the purpose of the entire delineation had been to

.

serve as a building-direction for the reconstruction

of the temple after the return from the captivity,

it would be inexplicable that it should have been
disregarded as well by Zerubbabel as later by
Herod, (c) As little as the delineation is purely
historical, just as little also is it, as many have
supposed, a mere picture of the fancy. Rather,
" as Ezekiel elsewhere loves the finishing out of
long allegories (see chap, xvi 23), so also we have
here a very extended symbolical representation

prophetically delivered by him " (Havernick, Com-
mentor, s. 623; cf. Umbreit, Commentar, s. 257).

Certainly it rests upon an historical basis, yet not
upon the temple as originally built by Solomon,
but upon it after many additions and alterations,

as it existed just before the captivity. Yet it is

and must remain a vision, and, as such, it has an
ideal character, from which every effort to sepa-

rate with certainty the historical basis is futile

(comp. Winer, R.-W.-B., iL a. 570). It is abun-
dantly clear that in the inquiry upon the temple
of Solomon, only the most cautious use of Ezekiel's

description should be made, and in no case is a
votum decessivum due it.

Besides the. biblical accounts, we have front

antiquity only that of Josephus (Antiq. viii. 3), of
which, however, Le Clerc properly says: temphtm
(xdificai, quale animo conceperat, non quale legerat a
Salomone eonditum. As he is not wholly trust-

worthy about the transactions of his own time, he
is still less in matters of antiquity

;
particularly

"when he enters upon special descriptions, and
claims to communicate detailed incidents, and mea-
surements of heights and size, we are fully justi-

fied in doubting the accuracy of his statements "

(Robinson's Palestine, voL L p. 277). In no in-

stance does he deserve confidence when he does
not agree with the biblical accounts, and that

which he adds, as, e. g., the levelling of Moriah and
the surrounding it with a wall, he did not derive

from good ancient sources. Just as untrustworthy

are the statements of the later rabbins (comp. Ted-

mudischen Traktat Middoth, t. «., Measure, Mai-

monides, Jak. Jehuda Leo, and others), since they
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\ exclusively refer to the temple of Herod,
wkich was very different from that of Solomon,
and mingle both together, as also with that of
SaekieL

The Christian literature respecting our temple
is not insignificant. The older essays, from .the

Buddie of the sixteenth to the middle of the eigh-

teenth century, like those of Villalpando, Lun-
dius, B. Lamj, and others, embrace the Ezekilian

and Herodian temples, without distinguishing

sharply what belongs to the one or to the other.

9rem the designs adduced by them, executed in

Greco-Roman style, it is clear that their results

are totally untenable. While, up to a given time,

men believed that they must represent the temple
to have been as grand and splendid as possible, in

the period of the M illumination n
(Anfkldrung), they

fen into the opposite extreme, and made H as
small, unsightly, and insignificant as possible

(J. D. Michaelts, Jahn, and others). But subse-
quently there has been a return to the historical,

biblical account, and a simple adherence to it

(Warnekros, Baner, and others). The treatise

composed by Htrt, simply in the interests of
archeology and art-history (Der Tempel Salomons

mU drei Kupfertafehn, Berlin, 1809), gave occasion

to later and more exact researches, in pure archae-

ological and historico-sBsthetic interests. Here-
upon followed the Inquiries by J. Fr. Von Meyer
LBibddeutungen, 1812, and Blatter fur Mhere Wakr-
keit, IX. and XL) ; Stieglite (Geschichte derBaukunst
Nurnberg, 1827); Gruneisen (Revision d. jungsten

Forsehnngen ub. dm Salom. Tempel KunstbL
1831); Kopp (Der Tempel Salome's, 8tuttgart,

1839, mil AbbildL)- Keil (Der Tempel Salome's.

Dorpat, 1839); Kugler (Kunstgesch., Berlin, 1841)

;

Schnaase (Antiq. Bemerk. uber den Salom. Tempel
in der Gesch. der bild. K&nste /., DueseH. 1843);
Romberg and Steeger (Gesch. der Baukunst Leip-

zig, 1844) ; Mere (Bemerk uber den Tempel Salome's.

KunstbL 1844); my treatise : Der Salom. Tempelmil
Berucksicht seines Verhalbn. star heu\ ArchUekker
tiberhavpL Karlsruhe,. 1848); Thenius (das vor-

exOische Jerusalem tu dessen Temped mU Abbild., im
Cbmmentar zu den Buchern der Kbnige. Leipzig,

1849); Winer (R-W.-B. Tempel su Jerusalem.

Leipzig, 1848); Ewald (die heiUgen und konig-

lichen Bauten Salomons in der Gesch. Israels IIL
Gdttingen, 1853); Unruh (das aUe Jerusalem und
sen* Bauwerke. Laugensalsa, 1881); Merz (Tempel

m Jerusalem in Menegs B. Bncyclepddie XT.
Gtrtha, 1862).

[For the archssoiogy and topography of the sub-
ject, see also Bobinson's Palestine, voL L p. 280-
900. Barclay, J. T., The City of the Great King.

Philadelphia, 1898. Walter Merriam Editor, The
Recovery of Jerusalem, *c, by Oapt Wilson, R. B^
and Oapt Warren, It £. New York, Appteton &
Co., 1871. Part L iik-viii and xiL, also Part IL

KXEGEnOAL ASD CB1TIOAL.

Yer. 1. Joiditoametopassinthefom?
cfred and eightieth year, Ac. This chronological

statement, the first which occurs in Scripture for

the determination of an entire period, has given

much occupation to the older chronologists, be-

cause it does not agree with the statements of the

book of the Judges and with Acta xiii. 20. The

Septuagint also has 440 instead of 480. If erne

add together the chronological figures of the book
of the Judges, the result is, for the period of the
judges alone 410 years, to which must be added
65 for Moses and Joshua, 00 for Saul and David,
and 4 for Solomon, so that there are 539 years in

alL According to Acts xiiL, the period of the
judges embraced about 450 years; 65 for Mows
and Joshua, 40 for Saul (ver. 21), 40 for David, ami
4 for Solomon reckoned in, would give in all 599
years. Still farther, Joeephus, when he speaks
of the building of the temple (Antiq. viii 3> 1\
instead of 480 gives 592 years; and ia two
other places (AnSq. xx. 10 ; Contra Apion. ii. 2)
612 years. Most recently Lepsies and Bunsem
have used the Egyptian and Assyrian chronology
against the number 480, and have sought to prove
at length, that it is to be reduced to some three
hundred and odd years. Finally, Bertheau and
Bottcher maintain, with reference to 1 Ghron* vi.

35 ag., where the generations of the high-priests
from Aaron to Animas, a contemporary of David,
are given, the number 480 is the sum-total ef
twelve generations, 40 years to the generation
(40 x 12=480); consequently there is no chrono-
logically exact, but rather a probable, round nuns*
ber. Uncertain and doubtful, all things considered,
as the statement of the text may seem, we must
nevertheless, with Ewald (Geseh. Israels, ii «. 468
sq.)

}
Winer {R.-W.-R u. s. 327), Thenius (Comment

tar, 8. 56-68), and Bosch (cms Datam des Tempefbaum
imErstenBuehederKdnige. StudXmu.KrtWten,lM&,
iv. 8.

1

12-742) adhere to it because, (a) the precision

of the statement is a voucher for its accuracy.
Not only is the whole number of the years given,
but also the year of the reign of the king, even the
month itself; and since after the captivity the
months had other names, in order that the month
itself might not be mistaken for any other, to the
name Zif (1T) it is expressly added, " which is the
second month." In all Scripture there is no chro-
nological statement more carefully prepared ; and
hence, if any one can claim authority, it is this.

It is unnecessary, therefore, to correct it by others
more or less vaguely and generally acknowledged,
but we are justified, on the contrary, in consider-
ing it as the standard for the rest. This holds es-

pecially (b) in reference to the chronological figures

of the period of the judges, which are not critic-

ally and historically above all suspicion, and can-
not be added together simply, but must be under*
stood as contemporaneous in part, and standing
side by side, even if it be not demonstrably cleas
in how far, and with- what particular numbers,
this must be done. Compare the different attempts
a** proof by K6)l(I)drptiecheBeitrage, iis.303*^
and on Judges iii 7), Tiele (Gkronologie des A* £
s. 54), Werner UkMbach's Zettschrift, 1844, iii and
1845, \.\ and Cassel (Das Buch der Bichter irnB*
belwerk, EmL s. xvi). (c) The number 450 (Acts
xiit 20) is not given as chronologically precise* but
only as approximate (Ac), and nothing can be de-
termined by it* The numbers of the period oi
the judges appear simply to be added together in it*

and the 40 years of Eli also (1 Sam* iv. 18) are
computed with it id) The statements of Joeephus
can all the less be taken into account, since he
contradicts himself; and gives at one time 592, and

• [See-on thisvewe LaomrAiniV text «a tb» wrtkority e$
A, B, C, which remores the chronological difficulty. Qf
Tsmsuaiand QrammaUeal on vr.lv—B. H.}
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62 THE FUtST BOOK OF THE KINGS.

at the other 612. The first number, adopted also

by the Chinese Jews, rests doubtless upon the rab-

binic notion that in the 480 years those only are

to be rockoned in which Israel was under Israel-

itish judges, and that those on the other hand are

to be thrown out (amounting in all to 111), when
the nation was subject to foreign heathen rulers

—

480+111=591. This conception of the matter is

destitute of all proof. The reason for the number
612 is unknown. (?) The calling in question of
the number 480 upon the ground of the Egyptian
or of the Assyrian chronology, proceeds upon the

assumption that this chronology is assured, which,

it is known, is by no means the 'case, and which
can only be restored through a series of combina-
tions and of unproved hypotheses. How feebly

the definite statement of our text can be attacked

by it, has been thoroughly and completely shown
by Rosen on the place. (/) The reading of the

Sept (440 instead of 480) is not supported by any
ancient version or MS., and rests either upon the

confounding of the sign B=80 with D=40, or upon
some peculiar and even arbitrary reckoning, (g)

The view that 480 is the product of 12 x 40, is in-

admissible, because in that event the four years
of Solomon's reign are not in the estimate, and
must be added to the 480 years, while in fact they
are included within them. Had the reckoning been
made according to generations, the author would
have written 484. Apart from this, twelve gene-
rations are supplied us from 1 Chron. vL only when
Aaron himself, who, according to Exod. vii. 7

;

Numb, xxxiii. 38 sq., was eighty-three years old at

the time of the departure from Egypt, is taken
into the account. Besides, there is no proof that

m the computation of long periods of time human
age is regularly set down at forty years. As Mo-
ses was 120 years, Aaron 123, Joshua 110, Eli 98,

Ac., and generally, a great age was then usual,

the average of human life must certainly be placed
higher than at forty years. Com p. Thenius.

Ver. 2. And the house which king Solomon,
Ac. The place where the temple was built, was,
according to 2 Chron. iii. 1, Mount Moriah (comp.
2 Sam. xxiv. 18 sq.), which our author presupposes
as sufficiently known. [The uneven rock of Mo-
riah had to be levelled, and the inequalities filled by
immense substructions of " great stones," u costly

stones," " hewed stones." Stanley, Jewish Church.
—E. H.l In vers. 2-10 the measurement and sin-

gle portions of the structure are given. The mea-
surements are determined according to the cubit,

and indeed the older (2 Chron. iii. 3), which The-
nius reckons at one foot six inches Rhenish, and
one foot four inches Paris, measure [.= 1 foot six

inches Eng. measure]. Here, and in all the subse-
quent statements, they refer to the interior spaces.

The component parts of the structure are the
house, the porch, and the " chambers round about "

(Umbau). The first is the building proper, to

which both others are attached as additional and
subsidiary. The whole was situated according to

the points of the compass. The front, or entrance-
side, was towards the east, the rear wall was to-

wards the west, the two sides towards the south
and north (1 Kings vii. 39; Ezek. viit 16), which
also was the position of the tabernacle (Ex. xxvi.

18 sq.; xxxvt 33 sq.). The main building, the

house 0Van), was built of thick stone walls (vera.

6, 7, and had within two compartments: the front

is called in ver. 3 " the temple of the housa"

(JV3H ^3%nX **<- A*6 rear
>
m ver- 6»

"the oracle

"

(VTin). The word ^3*n comes from the Arabic,

to be large, high (2 Chron. iii 6), hence the front

compartment was " the great house " (^?3n JV3n)

in contradistinction with the rear, which was the
shorter half, and also lower. The Vulg., after Je-

rome, translates the word vyi by oraculum, i, a,

oracuU sedes, and the Lex, Oyrilli explains the daffy
of the 8ept by xpfffMTurr^Plov» It is, however,
not derived from iyi = to speak, but from 13ft

in its primary signification = to adjoin, to follow

after (comp. Dietrich in Gesen.), and signifies, also,

simply the compartment in the rear, following upon
the large room. The windows which the house
had (ver. 4), were certainly placed high, where it

overtopped the " chambers round about " (Umbau)
with their three stories. How many windows
there were, whether upon all the four sides of the
house, or only upon three, or only upon the two
length-walls, we do not gather from the text. The
designs of Thenius and Keil place them all around
the house, with the exception of the facade, where
the porch was. Nor is the size of the windows
given, but it is added D'TDDN D'Dp&S i &, not

" wide within, narrow without " (Luther, after the
Chald.), but "windows with closed beams, t. «.,

windows the lattice of which could not be opened
and shut at pleasure as in ordinary dwelling-

houses, 2 Kings xiii. 17 ; Dan. vi. 11 " (Keil). The
lattice consisted of strong cross-pieces, and not of
wickerwork. The window-opening may have been,
certainly, according to the account of the Chaldee
and of the rabbins, inasmuch as the walls were
very thick, wider on the inside than on the out-

side, as is the case in the windows of Egyptian
buildings, and answers for the purposes of admit*
ting light and air, and of letting off smoke, only
there is nothing, of it in the words of the text.

Vers. 3-4. And the porch before the tempi*

of the house, Ac. As the word D^K comes from

f*IK , i. «., to go before, it signifies also a projection

:

but we are not, as in 1 Kings vii. 6, where D^TODjn

(pillars) is expressly added, to represent it as a
portico or a colonnade. It stretched across the
entire facade of the house, and its length was
equal to the breadth of the house, viz., 20 cubits.

Its breadth, 4. «., its depth, measured 10 cubits.

The text does not mention the height, but 2 Chron.
iii. 4 gives it at 120 cubits, which is certainly in*

correct ; for, as Thenius properly remarks, (1) " a
structure of this sort could not have been desig-

nated as an D^K , but must have been called a

{rn3D (tower); (2) the chimney-like proportions:

20, 10, 120, are not only inconsistent with (the no-
tion of) the pylon of a temple, but are also stati-

cally impossible. [If it were but 10 cubits (15
feet) deep, it seems impossible that it could have
been 120 cubits (180 feet) high: and the theory
of Mr. Ferguson that the height refers to a " super-
structure on the temple," would make the temple
itself a very grotesque building. See the art,

however, on the Temple in Smith's Dictionary of
(fee Bible, voL iv. New York, 1870.—E. H.] From
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these considerations we cannot, with justice, sup-
pose the chronicler to be guilty of arbitrary exag-
geration, but we must rather suspect the text of
corruption, which is all the more probable, since

the verse in question bears even elsewhere marks
of corruption." According to v. Meyer's probable

conjecture, instead of D^fcWfl THUD, we should

read: D*"1B>P mo**, * «., 20 cubits (in Ezek. xlii.

16 also, whether the reading be fWDN or rPND is

uncertain). The latter is adopted by the Syr., the

Arab., and the Sept. (Cod. Alexand.). Thenius
and Bertheau maintain, on the other hand, tliat as

the house was 30 cubits high, the sign ?=30 was
originally in the text, but that through the oblite-

ration of the upper portion of the letter it became
3=20. Aud certainly, in behalf of the supposi-

tion that it was 30 cubits high, we may urge, in

part, the absence of any statement of the height
in our text, which is the more easily explicable if

the height o! the " porch " and of the temple were
the same, and, in part, the circumstance that the

side-building was 20 cubits high on the outside,

consequently the " porch " would not have been
especially distinctive or prominent had it been of

the same height (Keil). That the "porch" had
thick stone enclosure-walls with a wide entrance
(Thenius), cannot be concluded from the obscure
passage of Kzek. xli. 26 ; still less is the view es-

tablished that each side-wall had a window. To
me it seems that the *• porch" had only side-walls

and a ceiling, but to have been entirely open in

front, so that windows were unnecessary. The
extremely inadequate description of the " porch,"

contrasted with the very careful description of the

house aud of both its compartments, can only be
founded in the fact that it did not belong especially,

or as an integral part, to the sanctuary, but was
only a subordinate addition thereto.

Ver. 5. And against the wall of the house
he built, Ac. The word Jfly comes from Jft*

sternere, to spread or strew something for a bed,

and means literally stratum, a bed (Ps. lxiii. 6;

Job xvii. 13). Symmachus renders it by Kara-

orpofia. So this building was very properly called,

because it spread itself out against the lower half

of the house 30 cubits high, and, as it were, lay

upon it jflV* is gen. com. and stands as collective

masculine in vers. 5 and 10, of the whole of the

side-structure ("chambers"), but it is feminine in

Ter. 6, when the single, or three stories of the

same, one over the other, are mentioned (see Gesen.
on the word). The HK before fiVVp is scarcely the

sign of the accus., " reaching to the walls " (Keil),

but a preposition, and defines more particularly

the preceding -pjj—^g, as indeed both preposi-

tions elsewhere are synonymous (comp. Ps. iv. 1

with lxvii. 2). If it can mean simply " in connec-

tion with the walls " (Thenius), then the statement

fs that (Umbau) "the chambers round about"
were affixed to the walls. It went round the en-

tire house, so that the two side-walls of the porch
above stood free, and caused the latter to appear all

the more distinctive. The three stories one above
the other of this side-structure (ver. 5), had each

rt]6v, * «., literally "ribs" [joists, so Bp. Hors-

tey ot the place.—E. H.J which can mean nothing

else than that they were "divided by partitions

into distinct compartments " (Merz). It comes to

the same tiling when Keil, who rejects " ribs " as
the meaning, translates nevertheless " side-cham-
bers." According to Kzek. xli. 6, where, however,
the reading is not entirely certain, the number of
these chambers was 33: according to/Josephus,
with whom the moderns agree, there were 30

—

viz., 12 upon each side-wall of the house, and 6
upon the rear-wall.—Ver. 6 states how the entire

side-structure ("chambers round about") were
built into the chief-structure, the house itself.

The wall of the latter had, upon the outside, rests

(nlyODt literally contractions, lessenings ["for

he placed stays with retractions against the
house." Bp. Horsley.—E. H.]). It was thickest at

the ground, and kept this thickness to the height
of five cubits; then succeeded a rest (like a settle),

wluch was one cubit broad. Then again, after an
elevation of five cubits, there was another rtst, one
cubit broad ; there was also another rest of like

height and breadth. Upon these rests the ends of
the beams, which served for the celling of each
story, were laid, and had in them their support.

The outer wall of the side-structure had no rests,

but was built perpendicularly; hence, as our verse
states, the uppermost story was one cubit broader
(deeper) tlian the middle, and the middle again was
one cubit broader than the lowermost The wall
also of the house must have been very thick below
—at least four cubits, for its thickness above tho
side-structure, bearing in mind the rests, amounted
certainly to one cubit Thenius and Keil place the
thickness at six cubits, but this seems unnecessary.
The reason given for this mode of construction
is, " that the beams should not be fastened into Uie walls

of the house? t. «., that the large, costly stones

should remain whole and uninjured (7rcb&)y that

no holes should be cut into them for the purpose
of inserting the ends of the ceiling-beams. Ver.

7, which is a parenthesis, refers to this, and means
that " all the stone-work had been so prepared in

advance, that in the actual putting up of the build-

ing, stone-cutting was no longer necessary " (The-

nius). According to ver. £, the entire side-struc-

ture had but one door, which was placed on the
south side : whether in the middle (Thenius) or at

the foremost apartment near the porch (Kwald,
Merz) is uncertain; probably the latter. That a
door within the house opened into the side-struc-

ture, has been erroneously concluded from Ezek.
xli. 5. The walls of the house were nowhere
broken through, and certainly the historical ac-

count knows nothing of such a door. The wind-
ing stairway obviously was within the side-struc-

ture. The word Jfjy in ver. 8, and in Ezek. xlL 5,

9, 11, is like JW» in vers. 5 and 10, in the singular,

and stands collectively for the whole of the side*

chambers.—The text says nothing of the perpen-

dicular outside wall of the side-structure. The-
nius appeals to Ezek. xli. 9 for the supposition that

this was a stone-wall five cubits thick. In that

case it would have been as thick as the side-cham-

bers of the lower story were broad (ver. 6) : and
why should the wall of these have been so thick ?

Then, too, the ceiling-beams of these chambers
would, of necessity, have been inserted into these

walls, which is inconsistent with ver. 7. Hence
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it seems to me much more probable that thfe ex*
terior wall, as indeed the entire side-structure,

which was only subordinate in any event, was
built of cedar.—The text does not state the pur-

?ose or design of these " chambers round about**

hey served for the preservation of temple uten-
sils and temple stores fKeil), perhaps also ef eon*
secreted gifts (Ewald) ; but they were scarcely
M expensively furnished bedrooms " (Thenius).

Vers. 9-10. Asm! so ft* buiH the hoe»s> Ac.

In roofing, the building of the house was ended.
Dm* we must not, as many formerly, and even
Hirt himself now, fancy a gable-root The silence

of the text respecting its form allows us to presup-
pose that it was, as with all oriental buildings, a
flat roof furnished with a parapet (comp. Deut

xxiL 8). }isn » not* with Men, to be understood

of the wainscoting, but, with Keil, of the roofing,

for the account of the former begins first at ver.

15. D*33 are not planks, as the word for the most

part is translated, but beams, as such, were cer-

tainly indispensable for roofing. rfvjtP are scarcely

"hewn cedar-timbers " (Thenius), but boards which
were laid upon the beams. The D*nW3 refer to

•t-;t

both the preceding. Without doubt this cedar
covering was overlaid with firm flooring, perhaps
even with stone slabs. Thenius very unnecessa-
rily wishes D^l to be read for D'2S> and then

suggests "a flat roof vaulting" but in the ancient
Orient there were never any arched room. In ver.

10 gflpn is again collective, for, according to it,

not the whole side-structure, but each of its three

stories, was five cubits high inside. The men-
tion of the side-structure here is in reference to

the roofing. While ver. 9 speaks of the roof-

ing of the house, ver. 10 states how it is re-

lated to that of the side-structure. Therefore the

height is again mentioned, with the observation,
" and he fastened the house with timber of cedar."

If Solomon be the subject with the preceding [2*\

(Thenius), or Jfljp (Keil), the sense is : the roofing

of the three stories (five cubits high each) of the
side-structure was done with cedar timbers, which,
with their ends, lay upon the rests of the walls of
the temple, and likewise united the side-structure

with the house, thus making it a complete whole.
Entirely false is the translation : he covered the
house with cedar-wood (Gesenius), as if the stone-

walls were overlaid, upon the inside, with cedar,

of which there is nowhere the slightest trace.

That the roof of the side-structure, moreover, was
horizontal, level, like that of the house itself,

scarcely requires mention.
Vers. 11-19. And the word of the Lord

oame to Solomon, Ac The interruption of the
description of the temple, by these verses, shows
plainly that what is therein stated took place dot-
ing the progress of the building. From chap, ix,

% comp. with iti. 5, it is clear that we have to think
mot of a revelation of Jehovah, but of a divine

promise communicated through a prophet (per-

ftaps Nathan), such as happened to David (S Sam.
til 1) aj. and 1 Ghroa. xxiL 10), to which refer-

ence is made in ver. 1). Solomon thereby obtained
the promise that Jehovah, aa He had formerly
dwelt among the people in a " tabernacle," for the

sign and pledge of the covenant established with
Israel, would dwell in the house about to be built,

and that the covenant-relation also should eon*
tinue, if the king upon his part should keep the
covenant, and walk in the ordinances of Jeho-
vah. Such a promise necessarily encouraged and
strengthened Solomon in his great and difficult

undertaking, as it reminded and urged him to the
performance of his sacred obligations.

Vers. 14-19. So Solomon btdlt the house, AcL
Ver. 14 resumes the description of the building,

which had been interrupted by vers. 11-13, and
which from ver. 15 is applied to its interior. The
overlaying of walls with wood, which again was
covered with metal, and gold in particular, is an
old Oriental custom, extending from Phoenicia to Ju-
dea (comp. MQller, Arch&ology, translated by John"
Leitch, p. 214 sq. ; Schnaase, Gesch. dcr WW. Kunste,

I 8. 160; Weiss, Koatumkimde, i. *. 365). The
covering with gold was not mere gilding, but con*
sisted of thin gold plates (Symb. des Mos. Kultus, I a.

60). According to 2 Chron. iii. 6, the walls also were
adorned with precious stones, which is credible

enough since these were expressly named amongst
the objects which Solomon obtained in abundance
from Ophir (chap. x. 1 IX and it was the custom in

the Orient to make use of them in buildings and
utensils (comp. the same, $, 280, 294, 297).—Ver.
16 says explicitly and distinctly that the main
space was separated from the Debir by a cedar
wall ; hence surely it is an error upon the part of

Thenius when, by an appeal to Ezek. xli. 3, he
supposes, in place of this wall, a stone-wall two
cubits thick covered with wood and gold. Even
in the tabernacle of the covenant it was not a
plank-wall (Ex. xxvi. 15), but a curtain merely
(ver. 33) which separated its two divisions from
each other. Even the massively-constructed
Herodian temple had no such wall, of which be-

sides, the Rabbins, according to Josephus (BeU.

Jud. i., 5, 5, 5), knew nothing (Lightfoot, Deacrip.

temp. Hieroa., chap. xv. 1). The cedar wall, for

the rest, since it reached from the ground to tlm
beams of the ceiling, must have been thirty cubits

high. The addition "j5Q Vhjf? &> V3r6 showt

the design of the latter, and proves that the

TIFi does not mean oracutom or loeutoriurtiy for

had ' it this signification, its object would havo
been denoted by the word itself, and no explana-
tory addition would have been necessary.—Ac-
cording to vers. 16-20 .the two divisions of the
house were of the following dimensions: the

room at the farthest end took off from the entire

length of the building (which was 60 cubits^

twenty, and from its height (30 cubits), twenty.
It was also, as is expressly stated in ver. 20»

twenty cubits long, broad, and high, and conse-
quently was a complete cube in shape. The front

compartment was forty cubits long, twenty broad,
and thirty high. For since its breadth and height
are not given here (ver. 171 it must have had the
breadth and height of the house mentioned above
(ver. 2), otherwise, as in the case of the rear eonv
partment, it would have been expressly noticed*

That the front compartment was hot only longer,

but higher also, larger generally than the rear, its)

name even proves $ovi (see above on ver. 2). It

is hence decidedly incorrect when Kurts and Mors
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suppose that the front compartment was only
twenty cubits high, that over the entire house
there was an upper room ten cubits high fitted up
for the conservation of the reliques of the taber-

nacle of the covenant, and that this room is desig-

nated by what 2 Chron. IiL 9 names nV^H, and

which the Sept renders by rb imepyov. The
following considerations make against this view

:

(1) How could one have reached this supposed
upper chamber ? Not from the side-structure, for

the ceiling of its uppermost story did not reach
to the floor of the supposed " upper room :" the
thick walls of the house, moreover, had no door
above the level of the side-structure. Just as little

could one have reached it from the interior of the
house, for in neither compartment was there a
stairway which led thither : there wss no opening
in the ceiling. (2) The windows of the house
(ver. 4) were above the side-structure, which (the

ceilings of the three stories being taken into the
account) was certainly eighteen cubits high: there

remained, therefore, the house being thirty cubits

high, but twelve cubits for the windows. If now
from these twelve cubits, ten are allowed for the
tipper room, what space remains for the windows,
which certainly were not very small, and which
were necessary to admit light and air into the
house ? (3) From the extremely abrupt words of
the Chronicles, " And the alioth he covered with
gold," it follows only that alioth (upper chambers)
were somewhere, but not where they were ; and
since the Chronicles in its abbreviated description

•ays nothing of the entire side-structure with its

stories and chambers, we have at least as much
right, with Griineisen. to suppose the alioth to be
the chambers of the side-structure, as an upper
room extending the length of the whole building,

and which is nowhere else mentioned. The rel-

iques of the tabernacle could easily have been
preserved in the several chambers of the side-

structure. [For the other view, see Art Temple,

above cited. But our author seems to me to have
fully disposed of this doubtful matter. It would
seem impossible from our author's reasoning that

there should have been a large upper chamber
over the " holy place."—E. H.] If now we must,
according to all the accounts, regard the front

compartment as thirty cubits high, the question
still remains respecting its relation to the rear,

which was but twenty cubits high. Stleglite and
GrQneisen are of the opinion that the rear com-
partment, viewed externally, was ten cubits lower
than the front, which was the case also with
Egyptaaji temples [and like the chancel in the so-

called Gothic church.—E. H.J. But ver. 2 con-
flicts with this : it gives the height of the entire

house at thirty cubits, and does not limit it to the
front compartment Apart from all other consid-

erations, we cannot appeal to the adytum of the
Egyptian temples, because it was not connected
with the fore-temple, but was separated from it

by chambers and passages, and was an indepen-
dent structure (Muller, Archeology, p. 190 $q.;

Leitch (German edit) s. 258; Schnaase, Oeach.

dor bOd. JSUnsUj i. «. 392). We must certainly as-

sume that there was a room over the rear com-
partment ten cubits high. Bottcher thinks this

was open in front and only having chains hanging
as its partition (ver. 21); in itself, " very improba-
ble " this (Winer), and besides it is against ver.

6

16, according to which the cedar wall before the
holy of holies went from the floor to the beams of
the ceiling. Besides, ver. 20 does not say that the
cedar wall was only twenty cubits higli, but only
brings into prominence the fact that on all its sides
the holy of holies measured twenty cubits. As
the room in question was inaccessible, Ewald
rightly observes that it " had been left apparently
entirely empty." It had no especial design, and
was what it was simply that the holy of holies

might be a perfect cube. Upon this point more
will be remarked farther on, in respect of the sig-

nificance of the temple. For particular words on
vers. 17-20, see above, Tactual and Gram,

Vers. 20-22. And covered the altar, Ac.
And he overlaid the altar with cedar. Thus only
should we translate the concluding words of the
20th verse, and not, with Le Clerc, J. D. Michaelis,

and others—he overlaid the altar of cedar, namely,
with gold like the rest Apart from the fact that

IT2TD is without the articlo, and not in the con-

struct, the " gold " is first mentioned in the con-
cluding words of the 22d verse. There the altar is

more specifically referred to by V3*A*ne*lt,.j- v -. '

which cannot mean " which belonged to the De-
bir," in the sense that it stood within it; for the
holy of holies was designed only as the receptacle

of the ark of the covenant (ver. 19), and never had
an altar. The altar of incense in the holy place is

meant Its position was " in front of the curtain "

(\H&) (Exod. xL 26), £ e., "before the ark of the

testimony " (Exod. xl. 5), and therewith also " be-
fore Jehovah" (Lev. xvi. 12, 18), enthroned above
the ark. It stood also in special relatiou to

the Debir. If now this altar were "overlaid*'

with cedar, we are shut up to the supposition that
"the body of it was of stone" (Keil). But this

was the peculiar, distinguishing feature of the altar

of burnt-offering, which was required to be com-
posed of earth or of stones (Exod. xx. 24, 25), and
the frame of which, consequently, was filled with
the same material (comp. Symbol.* des Mo*. KuU., i.

s. 481, 488). The much smaller altar of incense
was a simple frame with a covering, which was
wanting in the altar of burnt-offering (Exod. xxx.
1-3). In distinction with the latter, it is named in

Ezek. xli. 22, "the altar of wood." The body of
it could not have been of stone. These difficulties

disappear only through the translation of the Sept:
koI tiroitfoe Owiaorttfuov ttfdpov. It read also fc*gp

instead of t)Y^» which Thenius holds to be genu-

ine. In that case the absence of the article in

n*jinp is explained, as well also as the concluding

observation in ver. 22 : And the whole altar [of

oedar] before the Debir, he overlaid with gold.

The words in ver. 21 are obscure and difficult:

13JH (and he made a partition) by the chains

of gold before the oracle (Debir). Thenius is of

opinion that the subject here, viz., nrhftiTTIK is
V T - V

omitted, and then translates, *• he hung the cur-

tain before the Debir with gold chains." This
curtain was before the door of the latter, and was
hung in such a manner that it could be moved
this way and that, " by means of golden chainlets

each provided with an end-ring, upon a round stick
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upon which these rings were made to siide." But
this mysterious chain-work, as Winer names it,

is by no means "forever explained and done
with," by this suggestion. For, according to it,

the chief thing in the text, the mention of the cur-

tain, is wanting. But no MS. nor any ancient ver-

sion names this supposed missing object. And if

any one wish to insert it, then must the words
"and he overlaid it with gold " refer to the cur-

tain; and this is impossible. Besides, the text

says only " with chains," and does not know any-

thing either of end-rings or of round sticks, both
of which are essential, and far more necessary

than the " chainlet " for the sliding, this way and
that, of the curtain. With De Wette, Gesenius,

Ewald, and Merz, "Djp is to be translated, lie

bolted, as in Chaldaic fcTDy means a bolt, and for

Dnn3, »• «-, bolt (Kxod. xxvi 26), the Chaldee has

P"12JJ. But then the question is, what was bolted ?

According to Calmet and others, it was only the

door of the Debir, which had two leaves. But in

that case it would have been necessary to take
away the chains on the day of Atonement—a thing

nowhere hinted at, and in itself highly improba-
ble. Obviously the bolting chains were not a
movable but a fixed contrivance running across

the entire wall. They held together the parts of
the wall made of cedar, like the bolts on the
planks of the tabernacle (Exod. xxvi 26), and
likewise represented the Debir as a barred, closed

room. A further argument for this : nipim

comes from pm , which means to bind, to chain

together, and in Arabic to shut up, and the ex-

pression p2V the concealed, the closed, is used by

Ezek. (vii. 22) of the holy of holies. The suppo-
sition of v. Meyer and Gruneisen, that there was
in the cedar wall an opening above the door,

which like the capitals of the two brazen columns
was covered (chap. vii. 15 sq. ; 2 Chron. iii. 16)

with a net or lattice-work, is just as untenable as

that the chains served the purpose of decoration

only (Jahn).—In ver. 22 all that had been said

hitherto about the gilding, [done with thin plates

and not with gold-leaf.—E. H.] is again brought
together and emphasized. It is by no means de-

clared by the expression " the whole house," that

the interior of the porch was gilt (Thenius ) : it

refers only to the holy place and to the holy of

holies, since the porch is explicitly distinguished

from the house (Keil).

Vers. 23-28.—And within the oracle (Debir)

he made two chambers, Ac. The reason why
olive-wood was used in the construction of these

figures was owing to its firmness and durability.

In Greece it was employed to make images of the

gods (Winer, R.-W.-B., il *. 172). The ety-

mology of the word 3^3 is to this day so vari-

ously stated, that nothing reliable can be gathered
from it respecting the form and shape of the
cherubim. From Exod. xxv. 18 sq. and xxxvii. 1

aq., we gather only thus much—that the cheru-
* bim over the ark had two wings, and that their

faces were opposite each other and directed to-

wards the ark. Nor do we learn anything more
from our text and from 2 Chron. iii. 10-13. It is

only said that each was ten cubits high, and that

each cf the wings measured five cubits ; that they
ptood upon their feet, and that their faces were
turned towards the house, i. «., towards the large

compartment, and also how that those upon the
ark of the covenant could have had but one face.

Ezekiei, on the other hand, in his vision of the
throne of God and of the temple, gives something
more definite. According to the first and tenth

chapters the cherubim were ni*n , t. «., Cua, living

creatures (not Orjpeg, wild beasts) with four wings
and four faces. On the right side the faces were
those of a man and of a lion, on the led those of
a bull and of an eagle. The human element
seems to have preponderated in their form (ver. 5).

But according to chap. xli. 18, the cherubim rep-

resented upon the walls and doors of the temple,
between palm-trees, had but two faces, the one of
a man and the other of a lion. The former were
on the right side and the latter on the left. The
apocalyptic vision of the throne, Rev. iv. 7, in

which the four types of creatures composing the
cherub are separated and stand round the throne,

having six wings each, rests upon that of Ezekieh
From everything we have, it appears that the
cherub was not a simple but a complex or collec-

tive being ; and when he has now one, then* two,
then again four faces, or two, or four, or six

wings ; when, too, the four types of which he is

composed are separated side by side, so we gather
still farther that he had no unalterable, fixed form,

but that one element or another was prominent
or subordinate according to circumstances. In
fact, one element might even disappear without
any change in the fundamental idea attaching to

the cherub. This has been questioned warmly by
Riehm recently (De Naiura et rtotione symbolic**

Clurvborwn. Basil, 1864). He maintains that be-

fore the exile the cherub had a fixed form, viz.,

that of a man standing upright, with wings. The
later description in Ezekiel's vision is a departure
from this characteristic and original form, and, for

the sake of the " throne, chariot " moving towards
the four quarters of the world, gives to the cheru-

bim with it four faces, yet not four component
parts. The three faces added to the original one
hu man face by Efcekiel are borrowed from the
grandest and strongest of creatures whether living

on the earth or in the air. He was induced to do
this probably by the Babylonian grouping to-

gether of animals which he had learned during
the captivity. We remark against this: If any
person, on the one hand, knew well enough the
forms of the cherubim both in the tabernacle and
in the temple, and would, on the other hand, ad-

here firmly to ancestral institutions and to priestly

traditions, that person was Ezekiei, the son of a
priest. How is it possible that this prophet,whowas
emphatically warned by the sight of the " images
of the Chaldeans," doubtless mythological (Ezek.
xxiii. 14), portrayed on the walls, should himself
have been induced, by means of these, to alter

completely the sacred cherub-form, and to have
made to it arbitrary and self-appointed additions?
Umbreit (HesekieL, s. xii.) rightly says: " So far as
the form of the cherubim is concerned, the prophet
has certainly copied the original type of the tem-
ple, the ark of the covenant and the tabernacle
floating in his imagination, with conscientious
fidelity; but in particular instances he has en-
riched the idea by the addition of more complete

' features, without changing anything essentially."

The assertion that he gives to the cherub, not a
fourfold composition, but only four faces, is a mia-
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take, for he gives to him the feet of a bull, the

wings of an eagle, and the hands of a man (Ezek.

l 6-9) ; and in the passage chap. x. 14, which, in-

deed, in a critical respect is not free from suspi-

cion, the word 2V)3 stands for bull, so that many

interpreters think that the bull is the prevailing

element in the composition of the cherub. Besides,

in every living creature the face is the chief tiling,

by which in fact it is recognized ; and when Eze-
kiel gives to the cherub four faces, he signifies

thereby that those four types of being unite there-

in. To delineate cherubim is consequently a haz-

ardous business, because the form is not fixed

;

nor as yet is there anything perfectly satisfactory.

The latest, by Thenius (tab. 3, fig. 7), is borrowed,
almost painfully, from Egyptian sculptures. It is

remarkable that the archaeologists are forever
finding the original of the cherub in Egypt, while
neither the sphinx nor anv other Egyptian com-
plex creature presents the four types united in the
cherub. On the other hand, Asiatic, and particu-

larly Assyrian, images, exhibit all four together
(comp. Neumann, die Stiftshutte, $. 68 sq.). Never-
theless the cherub is not a copy of these, but is

the pure and specific product of Hebrew contem-
plation. Upon this, more, farther on.—The words
of ver. 24 state that the four horizontally out-

stretched wings took in the entire breadth of the
Debir (twenty cubits); that they also touched on
the right and left, the north and south wall, and
each other in the centre, while it presupposes that
they (i, «., the wings) stood close to each other at

the shoulder-blades. Under the outspread wings
the ark of the covenant was placed, as chap, viii.

6 plainly says; and it is hence an error when
Bwald asserts that the cover of the ark was re-

newed, and in place of the old cherubim, those
massive wooden and gilt were fastened upon it—

a

thing impossible, for they stood 10 cubits apart
(ver. 27), while the ark was fy cubits long (Exod.
xxv. 10).

Vers. 29-30.—And he carved all the walls
of the house, Ac. Comp. ver. 18. Keil and others

understand by DJ^pD "basso-relievo," Vulgate

ccdaturcB eminentcs, which, however, cannot be es-

tablished by the word itself. For although y^p

means to set in motion, to sling (1 Sam. xvii. 40

;

xxv. 29 ; Jer. x. 18), this signification is not availa-

ble here. But it becomes clear through the fol-

lowing VWtfi from nna to break open, to open,

then to furrow, to plough (Is. xxviii. 24) ; D^rWlB

in Exod. xxviii. 11 ; xxxix. 6, is used for the work
of the graver in stone, and in Exod. xxviii

36; xxxix. 30 of engraving in metaL The
figures, moreover, were not in basso relievo,

but were sunken. 1 Kings vii. 31 cannot avail,

for with reference to the figures upon the flat sur-

face of the "bases," it is said in ver. 36 nr)Dy),

and this agrees with yfyp , which means in Arabic,

loco dimovit Most of the figurative representa-

tions upon the old Egyptian monuments were
wrought after this fashion (Thenius). The forms
of the cherubim upon the walls were different

from the colossal figures under which the ark in

the Debir rested. According to Ezek. xll 19, " a
Bop-face was towards a palm-tree upon one side,

and a man's face towards the palm-tree on the
other side," so that there was always a cherub
between two palm-trees. These had not four

faces, but assuredly the wings of the eagle and
the feet of the bull were not wanting. We are not
to think of palm-branches (Ewald), nor of palm-
leaves (Luther), but of palm-trees, such as we see
upon ancient coins, and such as Titus caused to be
struck off, out of the booty from Jerusalem, with
the inscription Judcta capta (Lamy, de Tabernacub,

p. 783; Winer, /?.- W.-A, i. *. 252). We may, with
the Arabic version, understand by "open flowers,"

lilies, for these certainly belonged to the emblems
of the sanctuary (chap. vii. 19, 22, 26). Ver. 18

names, besides the flowers, D*JJpB also, which is

regarded generally as synonymous with ffypD , 2

Kings iv. 39, and is translated " coloquinths *'
(t. «.,

wild or spring gerkins which burst at the touch).

We should then understand by it: "egg-shaped
decorations like that of our architectonics." (The-
nius, Keil). But the intimate connection with
graven figures in the highest degree significant,

such as cherubim, palm-trees, and lilies, makos
against a wholly meaningless, empty decoration, a
thing not known to oriental sacred architecture.

Add to this that in another passage the nypB are

described as deadly, a fruit so dangerous and
unwholesome would have suggested just the oppo-

site of that which was represented by the other

symbolical figures. If it were employed simply on
account of its egg-shape, why these 4t coloquinths,"

since they were not alone round, why not eggs sim-

ply ? The stem ypB does not mean simply to burst,

but also circumirej in hiphil conglomtrart^ circuma-

gere, and Jiyp& involucrum, glomus, globus, so also

KJTpB glomus, fasciculus convolutusvd coUigatus (Bux-

torf, Lex. Cluitd. tt TUZm., p. 1790). In its intimate

connection with D^V ^KDD • will DTO be taken
. . .. , -Mr .

tomean flower-bundles, i. e., buds ; and so the trans-

lation is, budding and blown flowers (flower-work).

Possibly this flower-work had the form of wreaths,

only we can scarcely, with Thenius, translate

^DE)=" festoons, garlands of flowers." Whether
the three kinds of graven figures were distributed

in single panels, and such panels were in two or

three rows, one over the other, after the analogy

of Egyptian temples, must be left undecided, owiug
to the silence of the text—Thenius wishes the
" without " of vers. 29 and 30 to be understood of

the porch ; but nothing has been said of the porch

from ver. 3, and it would have been necessary

therefore to designate it by a word. According

to ver. 20 D^D^D can be referred only to the De-

bir, and not to the interior of the whole house,

consequently by ftYrb the large compartment

must be meant
Vers. 31-35. And for the entering of the

oracle, Ac. The rabbins, whom many interpret-

ers, even to v. Meyer and Stier, follow, translate

the difficult words JT#Dn nfaTO ^«H :
" the lin-

tel (entablature) of the (or with the) posts, a pen-

tagon." The sense would then be : the lintel of

the doors supported two posts abutting one against
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the other, at an angle which, with it, formed a
triangle, and together with the door, a pentagon,

[Thus:

E.H.]
But this is decisively contradicted by that which fol-

lows in ver. 33 of the door of the larger compart-
ment, the corresponding JVJJ31 fl^Pi which cannot

possibly be translated "out or of a four-cornered,

i. e., a square," but only " out of a fourth." Besides
tlila, a pentagonal door is without an example in

the ancient East Bottcher and Thenius translate,
" the entrance-wall with posts of a fifth thickness."

But this is founded upon the wholly erroneous
supposition that the wall before the holy of holies

was two cubits thick (see above, on ver. 16); of
which two cubits, then, the door-posts must have

taken in a fifth. Suppose that *pH here means

the entrance-wall, still JVBton can never be trans-

lated " fifth thickness." " It is in the highest de-

gree surprising that when the thickness of the
entrance-wall door-posts is stated, nothing is said

of the size of the doors themselves " (Keil). Man-
ifestly the text states just this, but still does not
say that from each wall there were five cubits to

the door : for the doors midway, there were ten
cubits remaining (Lightfoot), but the entrance to
the Debir took in, with the posts, a fifth of the
wall, i. e., was four cubits broad.* The entrance to

the chief compartment, on the other hand (ver. 33),

measured one fourth of the wall, was consequently
five cubits broad, and larger than that which
opened into the Debir, which was appropriate
enough for the main entrance. The height of the
two entrances is not given. According to ver. 34
the two wings of the door of entrance into the
holy place were folding leaves, i «., either they were
longitudinally like leaves bound together, which
could be so folded that it would not be necessary
always to open the whole door-wing (Thenius)

;

or the two leaves were the upper and Tower halves
of each door-wing (Keil, Mertz, Ewald)

;
probably

the latter.—From the words of ver. 32: "and
spread gold upon the cherubim," as well as " fitted

upon the carved w6rk " (ver. 35), Thenius con-
cludes that the figures only, both upon the doors
and also the walls of the temple, were over-

laid, so that "they must have contrasted splen-

didly with the brown-red cedar." But this con-
tradicts vers. 20, 30, and especially ver. 22, where

DJnHJJ is expressly added to the " whole house,"

which does not say merely that such gold-over-

* [Mr. T O. Paine (.Solomon's Tempi* Ac., Boston, Geo,
Phlnncy, 1SG1) makes the *' posts, the door-posts," to he
meant, nnd sits that they were one-fifth of twenty cubits,
the width or the wall. Each door-post was, aooonling to this
author, six feet wide. Bp. Patrick Rays: M a filth " . . .

44 may be understood to signify that they held the proportion
of a fifth pnrt of the doors" (on the place). Bat oar author's
exposition is the better.—K. H.J

laying was partial throughout the bouse, but that
the interior was completely so overlaid. The very
floor, upon which no figures were carved, was over*
laid with gold ; surely the walls and doors were not
partially bo only. The problematical addition ia
both verses renders conspicuous the fact that the
overlaying with gold did not cover up the figure*
carved upon the wood, but that it was impressed
upon all the elevations and the depressions alike,

and that they could be distinctly seen (Keil).—The
Chronicles mentions, besides the doors (2 Chron.
iii. 7), the veil also (iii. 14), the presence of which
is not to be doubted (after Ewald), since the object
of it was not to divide the two compartments, but
rather to cover the ark with the throne (Exod. xL
3, 21), and was an essential feature of the sanc-
tuary. If even the Herodian temple, which did
not contain the ark of the covenant, liad never-
theless " the veil of the covering " (Exod. xxxix.

34; xxxv. 12; Matt, xxvii. 51), how much less

would Solomon have dispensed with it The non-
mention of it in the account now before us has no
more significance than when, in the following
verses, the inner court alone is described, and the
fact of the " outer " court is entirely passed by.

Vers, 36-38. And he built the inner court,
Ac. This designation presupposes a larger court,

which is mentioned expressly in the Chronicles (2
Chron. iv. 9), and, in distinction from that of " tlie

priests," is described as " the great court." The
inner court is called, in Jer. xxxvi 10, the " higher,"
because it lay somewhat above the level of the
court intended for the people. The statements
about the structure of both are singularly meagre.
No one doubts that they were square-shaped
(comp. Exod. xxvii. 9 sq. ; Es. xL 47). The words,
" three rows of hewed stones" Ac, can refer only to

the enclosing walls. There were three rows of
squared stones, one over the other, and a layer of

cedar. fuYffl are certainly not beams properly.

but planks, thick boards, for of what use would
beams have been here? The opinion that up-
right cedar beams, resting upon the uppermost row
of stones, formed a low palisade, is erroneous
(Merz). The people in the outer court, by such an
arrangement, would have been deprived of a view
of the sanctuary and of the holy offices in the
inner court. It was manifestly but a low enclo-

sure, over which those outside of it could look (2
Chron. vii 3). The outer court doubtless had stouo
walls surrounding it because, according to 2 Chron.
iv. 9, doors overlaid with brass led into it Our
account mentions nothing of cells or chambers in

the forecourt spoken of in 2 Kings xxiiL 11 ; Jer.

xxxv. 2; xxxvi. 10. But perhaps Solomon built

some of them ; at least they were, according to 1

Chron. xxviii. 12, originally intended.—We can
but offer conjectures about the dimensions of the

courts. " Following the analogy of the taberna-

cle, by doubling the spaces we may estimate the
court of the priests at 200 cubits long from east to

west, and 100 cubits wide from north to south. . .

The outer or great court must have been at least

as large " (Keil). In the temple of Ezekiel, whose
measurements and definitions, especially in the
matter of the courts, are to be regarded as least

of all purely historical, both of them are perfect

squares (Ezek. xlil 16-20; Thenius).—The very
carefully stated length of time for the building of
the temple, given in vers. 87, 38, was reasonably
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short and shows with what zeal the work was car-

ried on, especially when we consider that, accord-

ing to Pliny (Hist Nat, xxxvi. 12), all Asia was
200 years building the temple of Diana at Ephe-
aus. As the month Zif was the second, and the

month Bui the eighth, the time occupied in the

building was about seven and a halfyears. Whether
in this the time also is to be reckoned for the

substructions* which Josephus mentions, and also

for the cutting of the wood, and the hewing of the

stones, is an idle question. If now we cast a
glance over the whole of the description of the tem-
ple, Hill and explicit as it is in details, it is not
sufficient to enable us to delineate a complete,

well-assured drawing of it, because, as Winer very
properly remarks, many points which must be
clear in a drawing are passed over without a word,
and others remain more or less uncertain. This is

especially true in respect of outward forms and
architectural style, which, in a drawing, are mat-
ters of supreme importance. Upon this point

scarcely anything more can be said than that the

building on the whole was " rectilinear, and of
box-form " (Merz). It is certain that the builders,

artist*, and workmen who executed it, were all

Phoenicians (chap. v. 6 ; vii. 14), whence it follows

that the style of the building, in so far as the pre-

served ground-plan and design of the tabernacle

was not required by Solomon, was Phoenician.

But since all adequate descriptions of Phoenician
buildings, and all memorials, such as are still ex-

tant in Kgypt, are wanting, we know nothing of

the distinguishing peculiarity of Phoenician archi-

tecture, which certainly, since the material em-
ployed was chiefly wood, must have differed es-

sentially from the much later Grseco-Roman, and
especially from the Egyptian, which made use
exclusively of hard stone (Schnaase, Qtsch. der

bUrt. Kunste, L s. 238, 249). The older drawings,

therefore, in Gneco-Roman style, by Villalpand,

Lundy, &cM as also the later, in Egyptian style,

by Hirt and Kopp, are wholly unsatisfactory.

Had Solomon wished to build in the Egyptian
style, he would not have summoned Phoenician

workmen, but Egyptian, whom he could have
easily procured from his royal father-in-law. The
most recent drawings by Thenius and Keil (bibl

Arch&ologie) rest upon a careful study of the text,

and are therefore much to be preferred to all the
earlier on«5s ; but even they, from the considera-

tions already adduced, cannot lay claim in all re-

spects to truth. Strong but not unfounded is the

view of Romberg and Steger (Oesch. der Baukunst,

I s. 26): " It is just as easy to portray a living

man from a tolerably well preserved skeleton, as

to succeed in copying a building which shall cor-

respond to its reality, when but few and uncertain

remains of its style of architecture are in our pos-

session.
1' .Many as are the gaps of the biblical

account in respect of architecture, it nevertheless

contains all which can contribute to the knowl-

edge of the religious ideas upon which the temple
was founded; it serves also to our understanding of

its significance, and this is the chief concern here.

THE SOTBEIO-HI9TORICAL SIGNIFICANCE OF
TUB TEMPLE.

1. The unusually careful chronological date

about the building of the temple (vers. 1 and 37,

[• Upon these eibstractlona, Me Robinsoi and ** The Be-
•ovttrj of Jerusalem," as above.—E. H.]

38) manifestly places it high above the series of
ordinary events, and proclaims it as an especially

weighty, epoch-making occurrence in the theo-

cratic history (IleilsgeschichU). Comp. Introd. § 3.

This would not have been the case if an architec-

tonic work, or a building giving evidence of power
and wealth simply, wore concerned. It is its

thoroughly religious character which causes it to

appear as such a momentous transaction, and for

the sake of which it is so circumstantially de-

scribed. The product of theocratic ideas, it is

likewise the expression of them. If the entire

cultus were no idle ceremony, still less could the

structure, where this cultus became concentrated,

be an empty, meaningless piece of architectural

splendor. All the ancients so founded, arranged,

and adorned their temples that they wore the ex-

pression and the representation of their specific

religious contemplation (comp. Symb. des Mos. Kull,

L *. 91 sq.). The temple of Solomon would have
been an exception to all the sacred buildings of
high antiquity, had it not been the expression of

the specifically Israelitish, Old Testament ideas of

religion. Weighty as an inquiry into its outward
material may be, the need of investigation and in-

formation respecting its religious meaning is much
greater.

2. The significance of the temple as a whole and in

general is sufficiently stated by the builder himself

in the discourse delivered at its solemn consecra-

tion, and in the longer prayer connected with it

(chap. viii. 10-63).

(a) Solomon begins the discourse with the

words, "I have built thee an house to dwoll

in fal\ a settled place for thee to abide in for-

ever" (1 Kings viii. 13; 2 Chron. vi. 2). The
first and most general destination of the temple

was, to be a dwelling-place of Jehovah, But that

this dwelling was not in the remotest degroe
connected with the heathenish superstition, that

God stood in need of a shelter, like a man, and
could be confined within a given space, the words
which soon follow demonstrate (ver. 27): "be-
hold the heaven and heaven of heavens cannot

contain thee: how much less this house that I

have builded." The dwelling of Jehovah with or

in the midst of Israel is rather the immediate re-

sult of the choice of them to be His peculiar' and
covenant people, and in a measure coincides with

it. As, according to the Hebrew use of speech in

general, dwelling with any one is as much as to be

bound to, to be in fellowship with (comp. e. g. Ps.

L 1 ; v. 6 ; cxx. 5), and even the marriage relation

is expressed by " dwelling with " (Gen. xxx. 20

;

Ezrax. 2, 10; Neh. xiii. 23, 27), so also Jehovah's
dwelling with Israel denotes Ilis connection and
fellowship with this people, and stands in the

closest relation to the "covenant" Comp. Exod.

xxix. 45, 46 :
" And they shall know that 1 am the

Lord their God that brought them forth out of the

land of Egypt, that I may dwell among them."

Lev. xxvi 12 sq.: "And I will walk among you,

and will bo your God, and ye shall be my people."

So also Ezek. xxxviL 27. Immediately upon the

"election," and the conclusion of the covenant,

follows the command, Exod. xxv. 8: "And let

them make me a sanctuary: that I may dwell

among them." But inasmuch as the Old Testa-

ment covenant relation moves in the sphere of

bodily, visible forms, so also is Jehovah's dwelling
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local, visible, and requires consequently a dwell-

mg-place, which can be a tent as well as a temple.

As little as Jehovah, by the choice of Israel from
among all peoples, has ceased to be the God of the

whole earth (Exod. xix. 5), just so little has He,
by His dwelling-place in the midst of His people,

ceased to be everywhere in heaven and upon
earth. This dwelling-place does not contain Him

;

He is not banished to a particular place, but in

the place where Israel dwells there He is, and
dwells also in their midst, for " He has not chosen
the people for the sake of the dwelling-place, but

the dwelling-place for the sake of the people"

(2 Maccab.'v. 19). So His dwelling-place is. the

visible sign and pledge of the covenant relation. The
44 dwelling-house " is, as such, the house of the cov-

enant To this first signification of the house an-

other immediately attaches itself. The dwelling

of Jehovah in a specific place, includes within it-

self the conception of witnessing, and of reveal-

ing himself, in so far as God, where He makes
and declares himself to be known, is and re-

mains, and so dwells. Hence the conceptions of
dwelling and of revealing himself coincide. Jacob
named the place where a revelation was made to

him Hie house of God, though there was no house
or dwelling-place there. Subsequently he built an
altar and called the place Beth-el, for " there had
God revealed himself to him" (Gen. xxviii. 12-

19 ; xxxv. 7). By fuop from }3K> to dwell, the

Rabbins, as is known, express the highest form of
revelation. Christ says of him to whom He and
the Father reveal themselves, we will "make our
abode with him " (John xiv. 21-23). The place of
the dwelling of Jehovah is eo ipso the place of
diinne attestation and revelation, the place where He
will speak with Israel, and declare himself to

him (Kxod. xxix. 42 sq.): in the innermost portion

of the dwelling, hence, is the testimonial of the cov-

enant JTTiyn , which means simply the witness, and

the dwelling itself consequently is named "the
dwelling (tent) of the testimony" (Numb. ix. 15;
xvii. 23 ; xviii. 2).

(b) Solomon repeatedly refers to the design
of the house, according to the word of Jeho-
vah Himself—" Uiat my name might be therein,"

&c, "»<y name shall be there" (1 Kings viii. 16,

29 ;• comp. 2 Chron. vi. 5 ; 2 Kings xxiii. 27). In
other places it is expressed thus: "to put my
name there forever" (1 Kings ix. 3; 2 Kings
xxl 7; comp. 1 Kings xi 36; xiv. 21; 2 Kings
xxi. 4), or " that my name may dwell there

"

(Deut. xii. 11; xiv. 23; xvi 11; xxvi 2; Neh. L
9), or in an abbreviated form, " to (for the) name
of Jehovah" (1 Kings viil 17-20, 48; iii. 2; v.

17, 19; 2 Sam. vii. 13; 1 Chron. xxil 7,19;
xxviii. 3, &c). That the " name of Jehovah " has
the same sense here as in Exod. xxiii. 21, " formy
name is in him "—the angel who leads Israel, that

the formula does not say simply that the house is

built to the glory of God, or that here God will be
called upon and honored, scarcely needs mention.
The name of God is God himself in so far as He
makes himself known, declares and reveals him-
self. But in His relation to Israel, Jehovah de-

clares himself essentially as the One who is holy
and who will make holy ; that Ho may be known
as such, is the aim and object of the covenant, the
sign and pledge of which is His dwelling in the
midst of Israel (Exod. xxix. 43-46 j Liv. xi 45).

The name of Jehovah is hence essentially the
" name ofHis holiness " (Lev. xx. 3 ; Ps. xxxiiL 21

;

ciii. 1 ; cv. 3 ; cvi 47 ; cxlv. 21 ; Is. lvii. 15 ; Ezek.
xxxix. 7, 25), and that the house was to be built

to this name, David announced solemnly before

all Israel (1 Chron. xxix. 16), " to build to thee an
house for thy holy name." With this eud in view:

the house is called in the Psalms " the temple of
thy holiuess " (Ps. v. 8 ; lxxix. 1 ; exxxviii. 2) ; its

two divisions are named simply " holy " and " holy
of holies" (Exod. xxvi 33 ;*1 Kings viil 6, 8), aud
the whole, usually, fcHpB (Exod. xxv. 8 ; Lev. xii.

4 ; Ps. lxxiv. 7 ; 1 Chron. xxviii 10; Isa. lxiii. 18;
Ezek. viii. 6 ; ix. 6, Ac)—all of which presupposes
that He who is and dwells here, is before all

things and essentially, holy. So then the house
of the dwelling is not so much in general the

dwelling-place of the divine witnessing and reve-

lation, as of the divine holiness revealing itself in

particular. It is an abode of Jtoliness and of sancti-

fication. Here will Jehovah be known and un-
derstood by Israel as the Holy One and as Sancti-

fler, and thereby will be hallowed (Exod. xxix. 43-
46 ; Liv. xx. 3, 7 ; Ezek. xxxvil 2&-28).

(c) In his prayer Solomon says, " hearken thou
to the supplication of thy servaut and of thy peo-

ple Israel when they shall pray toward tltis place:

and hear thou in Jieaven Viy dwelling-place (1 Kings
viii. 30). So also in the following verses " heaven
thy dwelling-place" is placed repeatedly over-

against " this house " (comp. vers. 34, 39, 43, 49).

This parallelizing of the temple and of heaven ex-

tends through the whole Scripture. Both are

named alike, so that often we can scarcely decide

whether the temple or heaven be meant. 7QJ
stands for the temple in 1 Kings viil 13 ; 2 Chron.
vi. 2: for heaven in Isai. lxiii. 15. T)2& p3D Is

applied to the temple in 1 Kings viii. 13; Exod.
xv. 17, to heaven in 1 Kings viil 30, 39, 43, 49;
2 Chron. vi 30, 33 ; Ps. xxxiiL 14. pyo=teuipie

in Ps. lxxvi. 9 ; = heaven in 2 Chron. xxx. 27

;

Deut xxvi 15 ; Jer. xxv. 30 ; Ps. Ixviii. 6. *o\l fchp

= temple in Ps. v. 8; lxxix. 1; exxxviii. 2: =
heaven in Mich. L 2 sq. ; Hab. il 20; Ps. xi. 4;
(cii. 20; xviii. 7; Isai. lvii. 15). The Epistle to

the Hebrews (cliap. ix. 24) names the sanctuary
" made with hands," " the figure (antitype) of the

true," viz., of heaven, and the whole comparison
between the high-priesthood of Christ and the

Levitical is based upon this antitypical relation

between heaven and the earthly, Old Testament
sanctuary (chap. iv. 14; vi. 19, 20; viil 1, 2; x,

21), so that v. Gerlach on the place says, with pro-

priety, " the earthly sanctuary is also an image of
heaven itself." When Solomon also at first desig-

nates the house he had built as " a settled place "

(for thee to abide in), and then declares heaven to

be the peculiar " place of thy dwelling," ho re-

gards the temple itself as a heavenly dwelling-place*

As Jacob named the place where God had de-

clared and revealed himself to him, " the house of
God" and the " gates of heaven " (Gen. xxviii. 17),

so the place where Jehovah dwells and is eu-

throned must needs appear as a counterpart of
heaven. Not, however, as if the temple were a
copy of the visible heaven, it is rather a symboli-

cal representation which, by its symbols, points to

the peculiar and true dwelling-place of God,
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hea^n itself. The Jewish theology takes cogni-

zance of an upper and a lower dwelling (j35W)

of God, and lays down this proposition: "The
house of the sanctuary which is below (pD)

is built after the house of the sanctuary which

is above (fpyo)" (comp. the places in Schott-

gen, Hor. Hebr., p. 1213). The apocalyptic oiap>i) rob

t>eov fiera Tuv avdp&Kw, which are His people and
whose God He is, comes down from heaven, and
has the cube form (four-square) of the holy of

holies of the temple (Rev. xxi. 3, 16).

(d) The widely-spread notion that the temple
(tabernacle) is on the whole and generally " a rep-

resentation of the theocracy of the kingdom of God
in Israel " (Hengstenberg, Kurtz, Keil, and others)

is decidedly erroneous. The " house of dwelling

for Jehovah" is like heaven, before all, a place (1

Kings viiL 13, 29, 35); but the theocracy, the king-

dom of God, is not a place, but a divine-human
relation. The dwelling of Jehovah in a house, in

the midst of Israel, is, indeed, the outward sign

and pledge of this relation, but not a figurative

representation of it, and the conception of " the

dwelling of Jehovah," which expresses the funda-

mental idea of jthe temple, is in itself in no way
identical with the theocracy or the kingdom of

God. While temple and heaven have the same
names, which would not be possible were there

no parallel relation between them, temple and
kingdom of God, or theocracy, have no one name
in common. The very definite expression in Heb.
ix. 24 comes especially into notice here : according
to it the earthly sanctuary made by hands is by
no means a " copy of the kingdom of God," but
is the antitype of the true sanctuary, i. «., of

heaven. Just as little as Christ, the high-priest,

by His ascension went into the New Testament
kingdom of God, but into heaven itself, there to

appear before God for us, even so little did the Le-

vitical high-priest, on the day of atonement, go
into the kingdom of God, the theocracy, but into

the earthly sanctuary, which represented the

dwelling-place of God in heaven. There is no
propriety in the appeal to the pattern of the tab-

ernacle which was shown to Moses " on the mount

"

(Exod. xxv. 9, 40), as if it were heavenly indeed,

but not a figure of heaven itself. For this pattern

was itself only JVJDfl (irrtddeiyfia and oiua tuv

tnovpav'ujv, Heb. viii. 5), and showed to Moses how
he must make and arrange the earthly sanctuary
(rb hytov koojukSv, Heb. ix. 1) in order that it might
be a figure of the okjjvi} $ ahr^ijvfi ov xtL?°^ ^oc

y

i. e., of heaven, Heb. ix. 11, 24). Christ did not

enter into the " pattern " of the tabernacle, but
into that which this pattern itself represented

(comp. Delitzsch, Coram, zum Ilebr. Br., s. 327, 336-

338).

3. The significance of the temple in detail depends
necessarily upon its significance in general, which
is more fully defined and carried out by means of

it Here especially, above everything else, the

ground-plan, i. e., the formal arrangement, is brought
into consideration. This is like that of the taber-

nacle, the place of which was occupied by the tem-
ple, yet in so far forth modified and enlarged as

the differenee between the " house " and the " tent

"

carried with it. The component parts singly are

as follows.

(a) The, house, by its strongly enclosed walls, is

represented as a whole, complete and independ-
ent in itself: and this must be well considered.
This whole in the interior is divided into a front
and rear compartment, which are not separated by
a stone wall equally strong, but only by a board
partition, and they are thereby designated as di-

visions of the one " dwelling." Tht object and
meaning of these two divisions, as well as their
relation to each other, are shown by their names.

The whole house is called KhpD, the front division

" holy," the rear division " holy of holies." Con-
sequently the one dwelling of Jefiovah, which es-

sentially is the place of revelation and attestation
of the holy and sanctifying God of Israel, has, as
Buch, two divisions, which, since each bears the
impress of the whole, cannot be two diverse dwell-
ings, one by the other ; but only divisions distinct

from each other by way of grade. Diviue revela-

tion, in its nature and being, is a matter of degree
—it is gradual, progressive. God is everywhere
and always, but He does not make himself known
everywhere and always, in the same manner. The
heaven is his throne and the earth his footstool

(Matt. v. 34); He has revealed himself of old
through His servants the prophets, but at last

through His Son—the brightness of His glory
(Ueb. i. 1 sq,). But especially is the revelation
and attestation of the divine holiness over-against
human depravity, gradual, in so far as the greater
spread and extension of ain demands a higher at-

testation and confirmation of divine holiness, t*. e.,

of the sanctifying power of God atoning for sin.

Since now the dwelling of Jehovah amongst His
people was especially the dwelling-place of a self-

revealing holiness, and the entire cultus which
was there concentrated had for its object and aim
the sanctification of the nation (see above, 2. b), so
by means of its two distinct compartments did it

present itself as a complete holy dwelling-place
which was fitted to bring to and to keep in the
consciousness of the people both the sinfulness of
man and the holiness of God. The act of expia-

tion and of purifying to be consummated in the
front compartment, concerned the particular trans-

gressions of individual persons ; the act to be con-
summated in the rear and nobler compartment, on
the other hand, concerned the entire nation, and
the transgressions during the entire year. Ordi-

nary priests could attend to the former, the high-

priest alone could perform the latter (Lev. i-v. and
xvi.).—From all this it is clear to satisfaction how
untenable the position of recent writers is when,
with Hengstenberg, they understand the two com-
partments as two distinct dwelling-places, namely,
the holy place as the "abode of the people," and
the holy of holies as "the dwelling-place of God,"
and then explain this " combined dwelling-place "

as a figurative representation of the communion
and fellowship of God with His people, and so

that the "entire sanctuary is a symbol of the

kingdom of God under the old covenant." Noth-
ing can be more clearly and distinctly stated than
that the whole house is one dwelling-place—the

dwelling-place of Jehovah. Jehovah dwells in-

deed amongst His people, but of a dwelling, side

by side, of God and the people under one roof,

there is nowhere a syllable. As the whole house,

so also each compartment, the holy place and the

holy of holies, are called "the dwelling-place,"

but not the former as the dwelling-place of the
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people and the latter the dwelling-place of God.
Further, in 1 Kings vi. 6, the holy place, in contra-

distinction with the holy of holies, is called fat} .

If now the holy place were the abode of the peo-

ple over-against the abode of God, the entire sanc-

tuary, comprehending both compartments, could

not be called n\T b&n > or simply fan , as in 1

Sam. i. 9 ; iii. 3 ; 2 Kings xxiv. 13 ; 2 Chron. iii.

17 ; Ps. v. 8 ; still less could this expression be used
of heaven, which is specially the abode of God and
not of the people (Ps. xi. 4 ; xviii. 7 ; xxix. 9

;

Mich. i. 2 ; Hab. ii. 20).

(b) The porch and tfte ride-structure (Umbau)
with the stories are, as has been already shown,
structures in front and by the sides of the house,

which are recognized as such in that, unlike the
house, they did not serve for the performance of
any religious office. They do not therefore belong
essentially to the ground-plan of the sanctuary,

consequently are wanting in the tabernacle, and
have no further religious significance than that

they give to what was hitherto a " tent," the char-

acter of a " house," and indeed of a great, firm,

and strong house, of a palace, in fact Porches
were never used for tents, but only in the case of
large, conspicuous buildings like palaces, as, e. g.,

Solomon's (1 Kings vii. 6 sq.). If now the house
of a human sovereign had its porch, much less

should one be missing in the house of Jehovah,

the God-King, to distinguish it rightly as an fan ,

i. «., a king's palace (Prov. xxx. 28 ; Is. xxxix, 7).

"We observe the same in respect of the side-struc-

ture, which, as is expressly remarked, was not to

be included within the house, the main building,

did not belong, as an integrating part, to the dwell-
ing of Jehovah, but which served only for purely
external purposes, tiie preservation of the vessels,

Ac But like the porch in front, it served, around
the sides of the house, which rose above it, to im-

part the appearance of a grand, richly surrounded,
tnd lasting buildiug—an fa?] .

(c) The fore courts constituted the second essen-

tial element of the entire sanctuary. " The dwell-

ing of Jehovah " is, as observed above, the place

where He "meets" the people, attests himself
unto them, speaks with them, has intercourse with

them. It is called, consequently, also IjlD^ijic

(Exod. xxix. 42, 44; xxvii. 21; xl. 22), or "l$D

simply (Lam. ii. 6 ; Ps. lxxiv. 3), i. «., the tent of
assembly, the " tabernacle of the congregation "

(not the time of assembling). The dwelling of Je-

hovah in a given place makes also a space neces-

sary for the people to meet their Lord and God.
Hence the command :

" thou shalt make the court

of the tabernacle" (Exod. xxvii. 9; Sept: xal

wotfang av/itjv ry oKTjvy). The fore court moreover
was not a dwelling-place of the people in contrast

with that of Jehovah, but only a court, i. e., a fixed

space around the dwelling, " an enclosed gathering-

place for the people drawing nigh to their God "

(Merz). As Jehovah had one dwelling-place only,

the people could meet Him only here, and only
hero attend to the covenant relation with Him.
All offices in connection with the covenant could

be performed, hence, only here, not in other favor-

ite spots, not upon the so-called " heights " (high

places) (Numb. xvii. 1-9). And in order that this

might be the case with the entire people, it was or-

dered that all Israelites, certainly three times in
the year, should appear before the dwelling of Je-
hovah (Exod. xxiil 17; Deut xvi. 16). This and
nothing more is the object and significance of the
fore court. Hengstenberg is altogether wrong in

maintaining that * l the house or dwelling of the
people was properly the holy place," tliat they
occupied this, "their peculiar dwelling, only
through the medium of their representatives and
middle-men, the priests, and that some actual place
of their own, over and above this ideal place, was
necessary. This the fore court was." Keil, too, is

in error when he explains the fore court as "an
image of the dwelling of Israel in the kingdom of
their God." The holy place was, as already no-
ticed, a compartment in the dwelling-place of Je-
hovah, the forepart thereof, but not the dwelling
of the people, and the fore courtwas not a dwelling-
place at all, neither of the people nor of Jehovah,
was never named such, but was only the asj<em-

bling-place outside of Jehovah's dwelling, a mere
" court " by way of distinction, and in contrast with
" the house." In that the temple had two fore-

courts instead of one originally designed, is no
proof of an alteration of the ground-plan, bnt is

only an enlargement of it, which had its reason in
this : that great buildings, especially royal palaces
in the Orient, were distinguished from ordinary
houses by more forecourts (comp. 1 Kings vii. 1-
12, and Symb. des Mos. Kult, i. s. 241 sq.). Thence
it happened especially that, near the tabernacle
of the testimony, which stood in the centre of the
Israelitish camp, was appointed the place for the
priestly tribe (Numb. ii. and iii.). This continued
a fixed custom when the " camp " ceased to exist

;

it was the tribe especially, which stood "nigh
unto " Jehovah, which effected the intercourse be-
tween Him and the people (Exod. xix. 22 ; Ezek.
xlii. 13 ; Numb. xvi. 5). A fixed limit to the ap-
pointed space was judicions, and even necessary,
since by the ordinances of David individual wor-
ship had greatly increased, and this greatly ex-
panded worship was confined to this one place

;

by these means it became possible to observe cor-
rectly the ordinance, and duly to watch over the
appointed performance of the holy services.

4. The significance of the form and measurements
of Vie temple, which stand in the closest relation to
the ground-plan, requires us to conclude therefrom
that they can be explained neither upon the grounds
of outward need and propriety, nor of architect-

onic beauty. If the portion which constitutes the
core and centre of the entire structure, the pecu-
liar dwelling of Jehovah, the holy of holies, have
the form of a perfect cube, as ver. 20 expressly
states, a form characteristic not only of the taber-
nacle, but also of Ezekiel's temple, and of the
apocalyptic oopr) tov &eoi> (Ezek. xli. 4 ; Rev. xxi.

16), a form which appears neither necessary nor
convenient, nor architecturally beautiful, while at
the same time it was unmistakably intentional and
not accidental, it must certainly have some mean-
ing. And if the form of one and that the most
important division of the building were significant,

it is inconsequent and wilful to explain the equally
striking forms and measurements of the remaining
compartments as devoid of meaning. To this we
must add that, although the forms and measure-
ments of a house, especially of a palace, are not
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those of a tent, Solomon nevertheless adhered as

far as possible to the forms and measurements of
tlio tabernacle, not only in respect of the holy of

holies, but also of the other portions of the temple

;

and lie felt himself obliged thereto, while he sim-

ply doubled them—a sufficient proof that they were
to him Corresponding, necessary as well as signifi-

cant for the sanctuary. Besides, in the description

of nearly all buildings and spaces which, in a nar-

rower or wider sense, were God's dwelling-places,

when apparently weightier matters are passed oyer,

tho measure and disposition, according to size and
number, are presented, and oftentimes when one
least expects it, as, & g. y

in the visions of Ezekiel
and of the apocalyptic seer, as we have already
noticed. Vitringa rightly explains the measuring
of a space or of a building as the yvAptopa, that it

is KnroiKTiiptav rov &eoit. This especially follows
from Rev. xi. 1, 2, where the seer holds a measur-
ing-rod, and is commanded :

" measure the temple
of God, and the altar, and them that worship
therein ; but the court which is without the tem-
ple leave out, and measure it not ; for it is given
unto the Gentiles," Ac That which is not meas-
ured is ungodly and profane.—If we turn now to

particular forms and measurements of the temple,

we find them like those of the tabernacle and of
the temple of Ezekiel

(a) Tluform of the square, which is adhered to

with palpable rigor, and dominates everything. It

is the form of the forecourts, of the house in whole
and in its parts, also of both altars. Nowhere is

there the form of the triangle (pyramidal) or of
the pentagon, nowhere the form of the circle or
of the half-circle. Even the porch and the side-

structure with its flat roof preserve this square
form. In Kzekiel it is given even to the great cir-

cuit around the temple, and to the holy city and
its domain (Ezek. xlviii. 8-35) ; so also in John,
in respect of the heavenly Jerusalem (Rev. xxi.).

From this it follows indisputably that the square
was considered as the appropriate form of every
dwelling-place of Jehovah, and generally of every
sacred space and place, whether tent or house,

- altar or city. It is well to bear in mind, also, that
this square appears always to have been adjusted
(oriented) to the points of the compass, and thereby
(inasmucli as this constant arrangement was
neither necessary nor especially convenient), re-

ferred to the proper and original dwelling- and
revelation-place of Jehovah, while the square
shape of the earthly dwelling corresponded with
u the four corners of heaven "—the upper dwell-

ing (Jer. xlix. 36 ; Matt. xxlv. 31 ; oomp. Zech. it

10; vL 5; Ps. xix. 6; Job ix. 9). In conformity
with this view, the space which had the throne in

the midst thereof and was the highest place of
Jehovah—dwelling and self-revealing, the holy of
holies—had the most complete form of the square

;

it was a cube. The holy place, on the other
hand, was not a cube but an extended square, but
its length was not wilfully or indefinitely ar-

ranged ; it was double that of the holy of holies,

since it served as vestibule to this latter and with
it formed the entire dwelling. The square, as the

ground-form of the temple, has often been ex-

plained as the symbol of regularity, and especially

of firmness and immobility, appeal being made to

Suidas, who says : rzrphywos ; ewrroOrfc idpalo(

(Grotius, Vitringa, Havernick). This is contra-

dicted from the consideration that not only the

temple, but the tabernacle also, the movable,
wandering sanctuary, had a similar form. It it

impossible that the latter, the direct opposite of
the former, should set forth the distinguishing
characteristics of the tabernacle over against those
of the temple; the movable can never be the sign
of immobility and permanence. Still less can we
adopt the view of Kurtz and Keil, who regard
the square as '• the symbolical form or signature
of the kingdom of God," and its adjustment to
the four points of the compass as an intimation
that this kingdom was designed to comprehend
and include within itself the entire world. The
"dwelling bf Jehovah," which is square in its

ground-form, is not the kingdom of God itself, but
a plan to which the form is given which corre-

sponds with heaven, the peculiar dwelling-place
of God, with its "four corners." Supposing,
moreover, that the temple were " an image of the
kingdom of God under the old covenant," this

covenant was designed only to embrace the people
Israel and not the entire world. This is the scope
of the new covenant Witsius. to whom one ap-
peals besides, rightly remarks that the atrium sig-

nifies separattonem IsraeHtarum a reliquis gentibus.

It is impossible that the same symbol should sig-

nify opposites—the separation of one nation from
all others, and also the comprehending of all ns»
tions. •

(b) In measurements the number ten dominates.
It marks the entire building, as well as its parts,

be it simply ten or its half, be it doubled or tre-

bled. This was the case with the tabernacle ; but
since the temple, as house or palace, necessarily

required larger dimensions than the tent, so in

place of a simple ten the double-ten or twenty was
employed, and this is the clearest proof of pur-

pose in respect of the number ten. The dwelling
instead of ten cubits is twenty wide, and instead

of thrice ten cubits long is thrice twenty. The
holy of holies measures twice teu cubits upon all

sides, the holy place twice ten cubits doubled in

length, and as the great apartment, three times

ten cubits in height. The porch is twice ten cu-

bits broad and ten deep. The side-structure, i. «.,

each of its three stories, is in height half ten, that

is, five, and is thereby designated as something
merely subordinate. The cherubim in the holy of
holies are ten cubits high, each of the wings
measures five cubits, " so that there were ten cu-

bits from the end of one wing to that of the other *

(ver. 24). The high altar in the forecourt is ten

cubits high, and twice ten cubits long and broad (1

Chron. iv. 1) :
" the bases " [gestuhle, seats] whioli

belong to it are ten (1 Kings vil 27). The brazen
sea is ten cubits wide and five high (1 Kings vil

23). In the holy place are ten candlesticks and also

ten tables, five on the right hand and five on the

left (2 Chron. iv. 7, 8). In the holy of holies the

"ten words " (Exod. xxxiv. 28 ; Deut iv. 13), which
are named absolutely "the witness" and "the cov-

enant," and which form the root and heart of the

sanctuary, are preserved .in the ark (Exod. xxv.

16, 21 ; xxxiv. 28). Since the dwelling of Jeho-

vah amongst His people is the result, as also the

sign and pledge of the covenant (see above, 1, a)

without doubt the number in the covenant [ton

commandments] dominates the number of the

dwelling-place. That the covenant consists of

ten words has its reason, not, as Grotius supposes,

in the ten fingers of tho hands (to be able to count
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them more easilyV but in the significance of the
number ten, whicli comprises all the cardinal num-
bers and completes them, so that thereby the cov-

enant is designated as a perfect whole, comprising
all the chief words or commandments of God.

—

Besides ten, the number three is everywhere con-

spicuous in the building. It is divided into three

sacred spaces (Heiligungs-stdtte), which differ from
each other by way of degree—forecourt, holy place,

holy of holies, with three expiatory objects which
are related to each other, the altar of burnt-offer-

ing, the altar of incense, and the kapporeth (mercy-

seat). The dwelling itself is measured and divided

according to the number three; three times the

doubled ten, t. «., three times its width, is the

measure of its length—the holy of holies being
one-third, and the holy place two-thirds. The lat-

ter, as the large compartment, is three times ten

cubits high, and has three articles of furniture

—

candlesticks, the altar of incense, and the table

for siiewbread. The forecourt also has three kinds
of articles for use, viz., the altar of burnt-offering,

the stools, and the brazen sea. The side-structure,

finally, has three stories. The reason for this prom-
inence of the number three is not to be sought for

directly in the divine Trinity, for tlie revelation of

the Trinity belongs to the New Testament. But
in the Old Testament, the number three is the
signature of every true unit complete in itself,

and so, closely resembles ten, with which it is here
frequently connected. What happens thrice is the

genuine once : what is divided into three is a true

unity. The one dwelling, by its division into three

parts, is designated as one complete whole, and
the three kinds of articles of use which are in the
tliree parts, or in one of them, again form a com-
plete whole, and belong under it to the one or the

other relation. While the number ten gives the
impress of finishing and completing to multiplicity,

the number three is the signature of perfect unity,

and thus also of the divine being. (Comp. Symb.
des Mos. KulL, Is. 175 sq.).

6. The significance of Vie building material,

since the choice and use of it is determined by
necessity, convenience, greater or lesser artistic

skill, and other outward conditions, is not imme-
diate and direct, but must be recognized in so far

as the material employed in any structure im-

parts to it a certain definite character. In the

tabernacle, wood was employed ; its ceilings were
of leather and hair, it had woven hangings such
as the nature of a " tent " required. But when
the period of the tent was passed, and in the place

of a movable, wandering dwelling, a firm, im-

movable dwelling, a "house," was to be built, in

the construction of it everything must be excluded
which could be a reminder of a mere tent. In
the place of wooden walls consisting of planks ar-

ranged side by side, there were thick stone walls

;

in place of the ceilings and hangings and the like,

there were beams, wainscotings, and doors. The
stones which were used for the walls were not
dried or burned, such as were used in ordinary

houses, but large, sound, costly stones, cube-

shaped (chap. v. 31), such as were used in palaces

only (comp. Winer, J?.- W.-B., i *. 466)—and Je-

hovah's dwelling should be a palace. The wood
was in the highest degree durable, and not liable

to decay and corruption, which with the Hebrews
was a sign of impurity, and were, therefore, es-

pecially appropriate for the sanctuary, the pattern

of the heavenly. The three kinds of wood, cedar,

cypress, and olive, before others have the quality

of durability and hardness (comp. Winer, i. s. 215,

238; iL *. 172). Cypress, the least valuable

(Kzek. xxviL 5, and Havernick on the place), was
used for the floor, the more valuable cedar was
used for the beams and wainscotings, the olive,

the noblest and firmest, was used for the en-

trances, and in such way that the entrance to the

holy place had only door-posts, that into the holy
of holies, in addition to such posts, doors also. In
the gold, more than in stone and wood, there is a
more direct reference to the significance of the
building. It was used exclusively only in the in-

terior of the dwelling. In the forecourt there was
no gold : repeatedly and as emphatically as possi-

ble it is stated tliat " the whole house " was over-

laid with gold (vers. 21, 22). The vessels of the
dwelling were wholly either of gold or covered
with it, while those of the forecourt were all of
brass. The interior of the dwelling also was
gt)lden. This was not for the sake of mere osten-

tatious parade, for this gilding could not be seen
from the outside. The people were not allowed
to enter within the dwelling, this was the preroga-

tive of the priests ; but into the darkened yet
wholly golden holy of holies, the high-priest alono

could enter once a year. That in the ancient East
a symbolical use was made of the noble metals,

and especially of gold, is a well-known fact (comp.
Symbol, des Mos. KulL, I s. 272, 282, 295). la
the primitive documents of the persic light reli-

gion, " golden " stands for heavenly, divine. To
the Hebrews, also, gold is the image of the high-

est light, of the light of the sun and the heavens
(Job xxxvii. 21, 22). The apocalyptic oia/v} rob
aeov which descends from heaven, is of "pure
gold " (Rev. xxl 18, 21). God " dweileth in light

"

(1 Tim. vi. 16; comp. Ps. civ. 2) is equivalent in

meaning to God dweileth in heaven ; and if now
His eartlily dwelling were all golden, it is thereby
designated as a heaven- and light-dwelling. The
conception of purity in the moral sense of the

word is associated likewise with gold (Job xxiii.

10 ; Mai. iii. 3) ; the golden dwelling is hence also

a pure, t. e., holy, sanctuary (Ps. xxiv. 3, 4).

6. TJie significance of the carvings is explained

at once by their form. Upon all the walls of the
dwelling, and even upon the doors, there are three

kinds of carved figures which are always asso-

ciated together—cherubim, palms, and flowers.

Diverse as they may seem, one and the same reli-

gious idea nevertheless lies at the bottom of them,
namely, the idea of life, which is only expressed in

them in differing ways.
(a) The cherubim are not actual, but, as is evi-

dent from their component parts, imaginary be-
ings, and this requires no further proof that they
are significant. A Jewish proverb says of their

composition, "four are the highest things in the

world : the lion amongst the wild bt>asts, the bull

amongst cattle, the eagle amongst birds, the man
is over all, but God is supreme." (Comp. Spencer,

De Leg. Uebr. Hit., ii. p. 242 ; Schottgen, Hot. Hebr^

p. 1108.) God, on the otlier hand, is common to

these four, and the life uniting them, which they
have not of themselves, but from Him who is the
source of all life, the Creator, and hence stands

and is enthroned above them all. Creaturely be-

ing reaches its highest stage in those which havo
an anima^ and amongst these animated creatures
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with souls, the four above named again are the
highest and most complete, the most living as it

were. By their combination in the cherub, he ap-
pears as anima aniinantium, as the complex aud
representative of the highest creaturely life.

Upon this account, and this alone, could Ezekiel
name the cherubim absolutely fti»nn , *. &* tne

living beings (Kzek. L 5, 13, 15, 19, 22). He em-
ploys, in fact, the collective -singular n»nn, ». «.,

the living, to denote the unit-life of the four (chap,
x. 14, 15, 17, 20. "This is the living creature that
I saw under the God of Israel, by the river of
Chebar; " comp. chap, i 20, 21.) So, also, John
names the four ra $ua over-against God t£ ZCwrt

els rove aiuvag, to whom, as such, they ascribe
praise, honor, and thanks, because He has made
all things, and all things are and have been created
by His will (Rev. iv. 9-11). In so far as all crea-

turely life is individualized in them, they are the
most direct, immediate evidences of the creative

power and glory, the definite, highest praise

thereof, and they surround the tlirone of God. In
the fact that they are represented upon all the
walls of the house, does it first rightly acquire the
cliaracter of the dwelling of Jehovah, and espe-
cially that of a life-residence testifying to His power
and glory. Hence it is apparent how unsatisfac-

tory the view of Kiehra is, that the cherubim are
merely witnesses of the divine presence, and that
they have no other purpose beyond that of over-
shadowing or covering holy places and things.

Certainly this latter was not their design upon the
walls of the dwelling, and if they did nothing
more than bear witness to the presence of God,
now could Ezekiel have ever named them simply
41 the living creatures ? " The underlying idea of
the cherub is specifically wholly Israeiitish, and is

rooted in the cardinal dogma of God, the creator of
all things, which separates it sharply from all

other pre-christian religions. This idea is com-
pletely destroyed, if, with Riehm, we tear apart
the four types which together constitute the
cherub, and make the cherub simply a man with

- wings, and regard the bull and the lion as an ar-

bitrary addition upon the part of Ezekiel, occa-
sioned by his observation of the Babylonian-
heathen combinations of beasts.

(b) TJie palms to the right and left of the cheru-
bim have a relation to vegetable life* like that of
the cherubim to animal life. The palm-tree unites

in itself whatsoever there is of great and glorious
in the vegetable kingdom. The tree, first of all,

surpasses all other plants ; but amongst trees there
is none so lofty and towering, none of such beau-
tiful majestic growth, so constantly in its verdure,
casting, by its luxuriant foliage, such deep shad-
ows,—while its fruit is said to be the food of the
blessed in Paradise,—as the palm. Its attributes

are so manifold, that men used to number them by
the days in the year. Linnaeus named the palms
"the princes of the vegetable kingdom," and
Humboldt " the noblest of plants to which the na-
tions have accorded the meed of beauty." The
land, moreover, in which Jehovah had His dwell-

ing, the land of promise, was the true and proper
habitat of the palm. Hence, subsequently, the

palm, as the symbol of Palestine, appears upon
coins (comp. Celsius, Ilierobotanicof^ ii. p. 444-579;
my treatise, Der Saiom. Temp,, s. 120 sq.). The
law required that at the feast of tabernacles

brandies of palm-trees should be at the booths
(Lev. xxiiL 40). They are the known symbols of
salvation, of joy, of peace after victory (Rev. vii

9; 1 Maccab. xiil 51; 2 Mace. x. 7 ; John xii. 13).

(c) The flower-work finally, in its connection wita
the significant representations of cherubim and of
palm-trees, can by no means be regarded as desti-

tute of meaning, as a mere affair of ornamentation.
High antiquity knows nothing in general of
empty decorations, like our so-called egg fillets

and arabesques. In the ancient temples in par-

ticular, there were no kinds of forms which had
not a religious meaning. From that time down to
our own, flowers and blossoms have been the
usual symbols of life-fulness, and in all languages
the age of the greatest life-fulness has been called

its bloom. So then by the flower-work, as by the
cherubim and the palm-trees, by which on all

sides the dwelling of Jehovah was decorated, was
it designated as an abode of life. It should not
be left out of mind here, that the Israelitish reli-

gion did not conceive of "life," after the heathen
natural religions, as physical, but esseutially as
moral. The Creator of the world, who as such is

the source of all life, and is the absolutely living,

is to it also the all-holy (Is xliii. 1 5), who dwells
in the raidHt of Israel to sanctify the people and
by them to be hallowed (Kxod. xxix. 43-46 ; Ezek.
xxxvii. 26-28). All true divine life is in its nature
an holy life, and hence the symbols of life in the
sanctuary are eo ipso symbols of an holy life. The
cherubim are not merely upon the walls of the
dwelling, but above all in the holy of holies, they
form the throne of the " holy One of Israel," and
they are inseparable from the kapporeth (Kxod.
xxv.. 19), t. e., from the article of furniture where
the highest and most embracing expiatory or
sanctification rite is consummated. In the apoca-
lyptic vision, the four living beings stand around
the throne, and day and night they say, 4t Holy,
holy, holy Lord God Almighty " (Rev. iv. 8),, like

the seraphim in Isai. vi. 2 sq. As the righteous

who lead an holy life are compared generally with
trees which perpetually flourish and briug forth

fruit (Ps. i. 3 ; Jer. xvii. 8 ; Isa. lxi. 3), so es-

pecially with palm-trees, with an unmistakable
reference to the palms " which are planted in the
house of the Lord" (Ps. xcii. 12-15; comp. Ezek.
xlvii. 12; Rev. xxii. 2; Ps. lii. 8). So also are

blossoms and flowers, especially lilies, symbols of
righteousness and holiness (Keel, xxxix. 13). So
also the plate worn upon the forehead of the high-

priest, with the inscription, " Holiness unto the

Lord," was called simply }*¥» *• «•» flower (Exod.

xxviiL 36). The budding of Aaron's rod was the
sign of an holy estate (Numb. xvii. 10). The
crown of life (Rev. ii. 10) is likewise the crown of
righteousness (2 Tim. iv. 8). If now the three

kinds of figures are represented upon the gold
with which the dwelling was overlaid, the two
conceptions of light and life, the correlatives of

the conception of revelation (Ps. xxxvi. 9 ; John L
4; viii. 12), are symbolically united. But the
conception of revelation recurs with that of the
dwelling (see above, under 2. a). The seat of the

dwelling and of revelation is necessarily, in its na-

ture, a seat of light and life.

(d) The statues of (he cherubim in the holy of
holies were not in the tabernacle, and we are au«

thorized to suppose that the reason of this is to be
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found in the relation of the temple to the taber-

nacle. Their design is stated in 1 Kings viii. 6, 7

:

44 And the priests brought in the ark of the cov-

enant of the Lord unto his place, into the oracle of

the house, to the most holy place, even under the

wings of the cherubims. For the cherubims
spread forth their two wings over the place of the

ark, and the cherubims covered the ark and the

staves thereof above." It is also remarked in 2

Chron. iii. 13: "and they stood on their feet,"

which would have been iu the highest degree su-

perfluous, if it were not meant by this expression

that they were firm and immovable, like D*TO3y t

£ &, pillars. The ark of the covenant with the kap-

poreth and the cherubim then placed there, like

its " staves,"—the evidences of mobility and trans-

port show,—was a movable, wanderiug throne,

lust as the entire dwelling was a transportable

tent As the peculiar original pledge of the cov-

enant, it was not, when the house was built,

made anew, but it was taken from the tent and
lodged within the house, that it might forever

have its abiding-place and cease to be transport-

able. To this end it was placed under the fixed,

immovable cherubim, whose wings completely cov-

ered it, covering the "staves," the very witnesses

of its movableness, and with it one entire whole
was formed. As the cherubim in general, in their

being and meaning, belonged to the throne (see

above), so the firm fixing of the throne was repre-

sented by means of the permanent, large cheru-
bim-statues. It is entirely wide of the mark to

explain, as Thenius does, on the pretended analogy
of cherubim with the guardian griffins and dragons
of heathen religions, our cherubim in the holy of
holies, as the watchmen and guardians of the throne
of Jehovah. For, apart from every other consid-

eration, nothing is more contradictory to the Is-

raelitish idea of God than that Jehovah stands in

need of guardians of His throne. The cherubim in-

deed are the supporters and vehicle of His tlirone,

but never as the watchmen thereof (comp. Kzek. i.

and x.) ; they belong rather to the throne itself, and
are, as such, witnesses and representatives of the
glory of God, but they do not guard Him. When
in our text here, we think especially of their wings
spread over the holy of holies (from wall to wall),

and that with them they overshadow the ark,

the reason for this is in the fact that He who is

here enthroned in His glory (lUD) is invisible, or

rather is unapproachable and removed, for He
dwells in an unapproachable splendor; no man
can "see " Him and live (1 Tim. vi 16; Lev. xvi
2 ; Judg. xiil 23). But it does not follow from
this, as Riehm would have it, that the design of
the cherubim consisted only in veiling and cover-

ing the present God, and that their significance

was like that of the "enwrapping" clouds (Ps.

xcviL2; xviii. 11, 12; Exoclxix. 9, 16; xxiv. 16);
for the cherubim upon the walls between the
palm-trees had nothing to cover or veil. This was
only their special duty in the holy of holies, by
the tlirone. When it is expressly added that they
did not turn their faces like those already upon
the kapporeth, and towards it, but towards the
house, i. c, towards the holy place, we can find a
reason for it in their special functions: as the
heralds, messengers of that which is not to be ap-

proached, they should direct their gaze towards
the outer world

7. To show the significance of the temple in its

relation to the history of redemption, the question
presents itself finally : as to tfie manner in which it

was related to the temples of heathen antiquity, whether
it was more or less a copy, or an original K. O.

Muller (Archavlogie der K., i. s. 372, Kng. trans, p.

276) remarks strikingly of the heathen temple that

it was " at first nothing more than the place where
an image, the object of worship, coidd be securely'
set up and protected." Every place enclosing the
image of a god, if only set off with stakes, was
called a temple (Servius defines templum by locus,

palis aut hastis clausus, modo sit sacer). Without
the image of the divinity, heathen antiquity could
not conceive of a temple. Half in wonder and
half in derision, Tacitus exclaims over the temple
at Jerusalem {^ist, 5. 9), Nulla intus Deum effigies,

vacua sedes et mania arcana! and Spencer (De Leg.

Hebr. Bit, Hi. 5, 6) rightly says : Seculijidereceptum
eraty tcmpla a$6ava Numine et religione vacua et plans
nulla esse. A temple was not first built, and then
an image of the god made to erect within it, but
a temple was built for the already existing image,
which then became, in a proper souse, the house
or dwelling of the represented deity. Forth from
the image the heathen temple proceeds. This is

its principle. And as the gods of heathenism are
nothing more than cosmical powers, their temples
in plan and contrivance refer only to cosmical re-

lations (see examples in Der Salomonische Tempel, s.

276 sq. and Symb. des Mos. KulL, I s. 97 sq.). But
the principle of the Israelitish temple is the re-

verse, in so far as the chief and great command-
ment of the religion declares: "Thou shalt not
make unto thyself any graven image," Ac. The
erection of a " dwelling of Jehovah " did not pro-

ceed from any need of enclosing and preserving an
image of God, but only from out the covenant of
Jehovah with His chosen people (see above, under
2. a). The tables of the law, which are called sim-
ply " the covenant " (1 Kings viii. 20), and as' the
proclamation of the covenant were preserved in

the ark, represented, first of all, this invisible cove-

nant relation. Hence this ark was the central

point of the covenant There was concentrated
the indwelling of Jehovah; there, too, was His
throne. But since Jehovah dwelt within Israel to

sanctify the people and by them to be hallowed
(Exod. xxix. 43 sq. ; Ezok. xxxvii. 26 sq.), His
dwelling-place was essentially a sarctuary, and
forth from this its supreme and final design, its

entire plan, division, and arrangement proceeded
(see above, under 2, &, and 3, a). The entire temple
rests, consequently, upon ethico-religious ideas,

which are specifically Israelitish, and which do not
recur in any other of the ancient religions. It is

as unique as the Israelitish religion itself; its ori-

ginal is the tabernacle, from which it differs only
because there is necessarily some difference be-

tween an house and a tent Its originality out-

wardly is shown in the fact that no ancient people

possessed a temple like it in plan, arrangement,
and contrivance. Men still refer to the Egyptian
temples, only these are " aggregates which admit of
indefinite increase " (K. 0. Muller, Archa*., s. 257,

Eng. trans, p. 191), and the common feature of
their arrangement was that " they were not com-
pleted, but wore constantly undergoing enlarge-

ment," and " they had no given measurements."
The " single portions are in themselves finished,

and can last, but other portions can be added, and
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others yet again. The band which holds these
tingle, different parts together is slight " (Schnaase,
Oesch. der InkL Kunste, i. a. 393, 424). Quite the re-

Terse holds in respect of the dwelling of Jehovah,
the plan of which is in the highest degree simple—
an house consisting of two divisions surrounded
by a court. An indefinite extension is just as im-

possible as a contraction, without the destruction

of the whole, and precisely in this respect the Is-

raelitish sanctuary is more like all other ancient
temples than those of Egypt Besides this, the
style of architecture in the Egyptian temples, to

which the truncated pyramidal form essentially be-

longs, is entirely diverse in that of Solomon, as
also the stone ceilings and pillars, while on the
other hand they do not have wooden wainscotings
and overlaying of metals. As Solomon availed

himself of Phoenician workmen, occasion has been
found to institute a comparison with Phoenician
temples (Schnaase, s. 238). But the accounts re-

specting these temples are so scanty and general,

that the attempt has been made, upon the suppo-
sition that the temple of Solomon was a copy of
the Phoenician, to fill out and complete the defect-

ive descriptions of them from the scriptural delin-

eation of our temple (comp. Vatke, Rdig. des All
ftst, s. 323 sq. ; M tiller, Archoo!., Eng. trans, p. 214).

The little that we know of the Phoenician temples
of a later date, does not exhibit the remotest like-

ness to that of Solomon (comp. my treatise, s. 250
sq.). In this matter modern criticism pursues a
?ery partisan course. It is compelled to acknowl-
edge that each ancient people had their own pe-
culiar religious ideas, which were expressed in

their sacred structures, but that the people Israel

alone built their only temple, not according to

what was peculiar to themselves, but according to

foreign, heathenish ideas. Originality is conceded
to ail other temples rather than to the temple of
Solomon.

[The justness of our author's observations here
is indisputable. We cannot reconstruct the tem-
ple as we can reconstruct any building, essential

features of which are remaining. Doubtless as its

architect was a Phoenician, it bore the impress of
the Phoenician genius. Tho "originality" of the

temple was in its arrangements and its design and
its significance; but in its outward form, as it

struck the eye of the beholder, we fancy it must
have had Phoenician features. The Jews were
singularly deficient in their conceptions of beauty
of form. The cherubim may be cited in proof;

and tho temple, architecturally, probably was left

to the Phoenician artist under the conditions which
the exigencies of the building itself required. The
reader may consult Dean Stanley, Jewish Church
second series, New York, Chas. Scribner & Co.,

1870, p. 225-236. There is no evidence, however,
that it suggested in the least degree an Egyptian
temple.—E. H.]

8. The typical significance of (he temple, which,
like that of the tabernacle, is distinctly expressed
in the New Testament, rests upon those symbol-
ical features which they have in common. Both
are u a dwelling of Jehovah," and in this respect

the place of the revelation and presence of the holy

and sanctifying God, an abode of lightand life, forth

from which all well-being for Israel proceeds.

But the entire Old Testament economy, especially

Its cultus, bears the impress of the bodily and of

the outward, and consequently of the imperfect,

and in this the dwelling of Jehovah necessarily
participates. As the people Israel, the people of
Jehovah, is limited by natural descent (lopaf/%

koto, o6pm
y
1 Cor. x. 18), so the dwelling of Jeho»

yah therein is conditioned by the corporeal and
outward, especially in the way of the local and
the visible. But therefore, as imperfect, it looks
forward to the perfect which is to come, and
hence upon this account is called a aiua tuv pt%*
Mvtuv or ruv hrovpaviuv (Heb. viii. 5 ; x. 1). The
perfect first appeared, when the time was fulfilled,

in Him who was the oupa in contrast with the
<no£, i. e^ in Christ (Col. ii. 17). What the dwell*
ing typifies, that He is, in reality and truth. In
Him " dwells " the whole fulness of the Godhead,
aufiariKog (CoL it 9). He is the Myoc, the true
revelation of God, and in Him is life and light : He
dwelt among us (ioKfrvuoe), and we beheld His

glory, (<Mfa, £ «., *ri33) full of grace and truth

(John i. 1, 4, 14V He named himself the " tem-
ple " of God (John ii 19), and the chief complaint
against Him was, that " He said, I can destroy
the temple of God, and build it again in three
days" (Matt xxvi. 61). With this real temple
came consequently the end of the merely typical,

outward, and local temple. With Him, the dwell*

ing of God hitherto amongst the 'lapat/X kot&
caput ceased, and proceeding from Him, who with
one sacrifice "hath perfected forever them thai

are sanctified " (Heb. x. 14), the true "abode" of
God now is here (John xiv. 23). Through Him
indeed God dwells now in the collective believets

in Him, in the congregation, which is His body,
the fulness of Him that fiUeth all in all (Kph. L
23 ; CoL ii. 9, 10). Now is the declaration, " I will

dwell in their midst," realized, for the first time,

in its full truth. The congregation which is filled

by Him, is the true temple of the living God, the

habitation of God in the spirit (2 Cor. vi. 16 ; 1

Cor. iii. 16; Eph. ii 21, 22; 1 Pet ii. 5). But if

Christ appear also as the antitype of details even
of the sanctuary, such as the veil before the holy
of holies (Heb. x. 20), and the " throne of grace "

(Rom. iii. 25), the ground of this is not, as the old

typology supposed, in the circumstance tliat these

objects were immediate types of Christ, but in

that through these, truths and divine-human re-

lations were signified, which, like " the dwelling "

itself, first in Christ and through Him reached its

full realization (comp. my treatise: Der Safom.

Temped s. 81 sq.). In so far now, in the New Tes-

tament economy, as the congregation of the faith-

ful is itself the dwelling of God, it no more needs

a temple ; and if Christendom still build houses of

God, it is not with the notion that God dwells

within them. The Christian church-building is

not a temple, but the congregation-house, and
God's house only in this respect It is not, how
ever, only that, protected from wind and weather
men can worship God undisturbed, but that thi

faithful may assemble as one body, and exercise

their fellowship as members of the body of Christ,

and build themselves np as individual stones into

a spiritual house, in Jesus Christ the chief corner-

stone. Thence it follows that it is a great per-

version to regard the temple of Solomon as the

model for a Christian church, and to plan one
like it It was not the design of this temple to

gather the congregation within itself. They stood

in the forecourt The church, on the other band,
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embraces them in, and must have the arrangement

and contrivance which corresponds with the being

and the needs of the congregation as the commu-
nion of the faithful.

[If we keep in mind the various portions of the

temple—porch, holy place, holy of holies, and the

side-structure—it would seem that the vision of

the completed so-called Gothic-Church, must have
dawned upon the mind of some cloistered architect

after he had familiarized his mind with the constit-

uent parts and divisions of the temple. Each has

a porch : the nave corresponds with the holy place,

the aisles with the side-structure, the sanctuary

and choir with the holy of holies. In the temple,

partition walls separated these portions from each

other; in the Christian church-building, all parti-

tion walls disappear, and the parts are connected

by the use of the pointed arch, and other devices

of architectural skill—E. HJ

HOMILETICAL AND PRACTICAL.

Yers. 1 and 38. Why was the time for the

building of the temple so exactly specified ? (1)

Because it was a most important event for Israel.

It points to the final aim of the leading out of

Egypt, tjie land of bondage. The time of the

wandering, of unrest, and of battle, is over. Israel

is in possession of the whole of the promised land

;

the time of the kingdom of peace is come. The
temple is a memorial of the truth and mercy of
God, who ever fulfils His promises, albeit after

many long years (Kx. iii. 17), supplies all wants,

and governs all things excellently. The word of

the Lord is sure. After long wandering, after

many a cross, many a tribulation and trouble,

comes the promised time of peace ; the Lord helps

His people, even as he preserves every single be-

ing unto his heavenly kingdom (2 Tim. iv. 18).

(2) Because it is a world-historical event The
temple of Solomon is the first and only one, in the

whole ancient world, which was erected to the

one, true, and living God. Darkness covers the
earth and gross darkness the people (Is. lx. 2).

Heathendom had here* and there greater temples,

but they were the abodes of darkness ; this tem-
ple is the abode of light and life ; from it, light

breaks forth over all nations (Is. ii. 3 ; Jer. iii. 17

;

Mic. iv. 2). What avails the greatest, most glo-

rious temple, if darkness instead of light proceeds
fipm it, and, amid all the prayers and praises, the
knowledge of the living God is wanting ?

Ver. 2. The exceeding glory and pomp of the

temple. (1) The idea, to which it bore witness.

No house, no palace in Israel compared, for splen-

dor and glory, with the house of God. Everything
in the shape of costly material and treasure

which the age permitted, all toil and all art, were
lavished upon it. To the Most High were given
the noblest and dearest of men's possessions.

How many princes, how many nations, how many
cities, build gorgeous palaces, and adorn with gold
and all treasures the buildings designed to minis-

ter to the pride of the eyes, the lust of the flesh,

and to a haughty manner of life, but yet have no
money, no sacrifice, for the temples which either

are entirely wanting, or are poor and miserable in

appearance 1 (2) The purpose which it served.

Its maguificence was no empty, dead show, to

dazzle and intoxicate the senses; everythirg was
full of meaning, and referred to higher, divine
things ; it was not meant to render sensual man
still more sensual, but to draw him nearer to the
supersensuous, and thus to elevate him. Empty
parade is unseemly for any house of God ; rather
must everything which wealth and art can accom-
plish serve to raise the heart and mind to God, so
that each one shall say : This is none other but
the house of God, and this is the gate of heaven
(Gen. xxviil 17)1—The temple of Solomon shows
what the house of God should ever be: (a) a
place of testimony: the testimony or word of
God forms its heart and centre

;
(b) a sanctuary,

where we hallow God, and lie sanctifies us
through Christ (Heb. x. 14; Sacrament); (c) an
heavenly place where, far from all worldly cares,

peace and rest reign, and all are united in prayer,
in the praise and glory of God (see Historical and
Ethical),—{2) The dwelling of God in the midst of
his people (a) in the old, (6) in the new covenant
(2 Cor. vi. 1G).—The temple of God a prophecy of
Christ and of His church (seo Historical and Eth-
ical), or, the typical and the true temple of God
(1 Pet ii. 5). The former is built by meu's hands,
the latter out of living stones, whose foundation
and corner-stone is Christ; there were brought
gifts and sacrifices, which could not make him
that did the service perfect as pertaining to the
conscience (Heb. ix. 9, 10) ; here are ottered

spiritual sacrifices, pleasing to God through
Christ; the former is an house of external sanc-
tity and purity, the latter an indwelling of God
in the soul, a temple of the Holy Ghost, who pu-
rifies the conscience* from dead works; there God
speaks through the law, here through the gospel.

—Vers. 11-13. Osiander: Wo ever need, especially
in high affairs, divine consolation aud help, so
thai thereby we may be animated to more ac-
tivity in the performance of our duties. He who
has begun and undertaken a work according to
the will of God, and for His glory, may rest as-

sured of divine support* may build upon God's
promises, and will not suffor himself to shrink
from, or tire of, the obstacles which meet him by
the way (Matt. xxiv. 13).—Ver. 13. I will not
leave my people : a glorious word of consolation,

but also a solemn word of warning.—Ver. 14.

Starke: When the word of God is received with
faith, it gives new strength to the heart, and urges
us on to all goodness (Jas. i. 21).—Vers. 15-22.

All the adorning of the house was within; there

was the light and the brightness of gold, there
also the symbols of Itfe. Ye are the temple of
God (1 Cor. iii. 17). The adorning of the faith-

ful shall not be outward, but inward ; the " hid-

den man of the heart" is manifest only to the
Lord, and not to the eyes of the world ; the gold

of faith, and the life hidden with Christ in God, is

the glory of the man.— Vers. 23-28. Starke:
To make and set up symbols is not, in itself, idol-

atry, nor against the first commandment, and im-

ages are also allowable in churches, if they are

not made objects of worship. If, indeed, in the

holy of holies, the greatest and noblest carvings

are placed, we cannot, in the wish to see all works
of art removed from the churches, and merely
seats and benches remaining, appeal to Scripture,

and least of all to the man to whom God gave a
wise and understanding heart (chap, iii 12).
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0.

—

The accomplishment of the building of the palace, and the preparation of the vessels

of the temple.

Chapter VIL 1-61.

1 But ' Solomon was building his own house thirteen years, and he finished all

2 his house. He built also the house of the forest of Lebanon ; the length thereof

was a hundred cubits, and the breadth thereof fifty cubits, and the height
thereof thirty cubits, upon four * rows of cedar pillars, with cedar beams upon

3 the pillars. And it was covered with cedar above upon the beams [side cham-
4 bers*], that lay on forty-five pill ars, fifteen [i. e., chambers] in a row. And there

were windows [beams 4

] in three rows, and light [front *] was against light [front]

5 in three ranks. And all the doors* and posts were square with the windows
6 [beams *] : and light [front] was against light [front] in three ranks. And he
made a porch of pillars ; the length thereof was fifty cubits, and the breadth
thereof thirty cubits : and the porch was before them : and the other pillars

7 and the thick beam [threshold'] were before them. Then he made a porch for

the throne where he might judge, even the porch of judgment : and it was cov-

ered with cedar from one side of the floor to the other [from the floor to the
8 floor •]. And his house where he dwelt had another court within the, porch,

which was of the like work. Solomon made also a house for Pharaoh's daugh-
9 ter, whom he had taken to wife, like unto this porch. All these were of costly

stones, according to the measures of hewed stones, sawed with saws, within and
without, even from the foundation unto the coping, and so on the outside toward

10 [from the outside even to*] the great court. And the foundation was of costly

1

1

stones, even great stones, stones of ten cubits, and stones of eight cubits. And
12 above were costly stones, after the measures of hewed stones, and cedars. And

the great court round about xoas with three rows of hewed stones, and a row of
cedar beams, both for the inner court of the house of the Lord [Jehovah], and
for the porch of the house.

13, 14 And king Solomon sent and fetched Hiram out of Tyre. He was a widow's
son of the tribe of Naphtali, and his father was a man of Tyre, a worker in brass:

and he was filled with wisdom, and understanding, and cunning to work all

works in brass. And he came to king Solomon, and wrought all his work.
15 For he cast two pillars of brass, of eighteen cubits high apiece ; " and a line of
16 twelve cubits did compass either

,0 of them about. And he made two chapiters

of molten brass, to set upon the tops of the pillars : the height of the one chapi-

17 ter was five cubits," and the height of the other chapiter was five cubits : and
nets of checker work [lace-work], and wreaths of chain-work, for the chapiters

which were upon the top of the pillars ; seven " for the one chapiter, and seven "

18 for the other chapiter. And he made the pillars [pomegranates "], and two rows
round about upon the one network, to cover the chapiters that were upon the top
with pomegranates [top of the pillars] : and so did he for the other chapiter.

19 And the chapiters that were upon the top of the pillars were of lily-work in the

20 porch, four cubits. And the chapiters upon the two pillars hadpomegranates xt

also above, over against the belly which was by the network: and the pome-
21 cranates were two hundred in rows round about upon the other chapiter. And

he set up the pillars in the porch of the temple : and he set up the right pillar,

and called the name thereof Jachin : and he set up the left pillar, and called the
22 name thereof Boaz. And upon the top of the pillars was lily-work : so was the

work of the pillars finished.

23 And he made a molten sea, ten cubits from the one brim to the other [from
lip to lip]: it was round all about, and his height wow- five cubits: and a line

24 of thirty cubits did compass it round about. And under the brim of it round
about there were knops M compassing it, ten in a cubit, compassing the sea round
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25 about : the knops were cast in two rows, when it was cast. It stood upon twelve
oxen, three looking toward the north, and three looking toward the west, and
three looking toward the south, and three looking toward the east : and the sea

26 was set above upon them, and ail their hinder parts were inward. And it was an
handbreadth thick, and the brim thereof was wrought like the brim of a cup,
with " flowers of lilies : it contained two " thousand baths.

27 And he made ten bases of brass : four ,T cubits was the length of one base,

28 and four cubits the breadth thereof, and three " cubits the height of it And
the work of the bases was on this manner : they had borders [panels

,rL and
29 the borders [panels] were between the ledges : and on the borders [panels] that

were between the ledges were lions, oxen, and cherubims : and upon the ledges
t/iere was a base above :

" and beneath the lions and oxen were certain additions

30 made of thin work [were wreaths of hanging work ,0
1. And- every base had four

brazen wheels, and plates [axletrees] of brass : and the four corners thereof
had undersetters [four feet thereof had shoulders] : under the laver were under-

81 getters [the shoulders] molten, at the side of every addition [wreath]. And the
mouth of it " within the chapiter and above was a cubit : " but the mouth
thereof was round after the work of the base, a cubit and a half:

M and also

upon the mouth of it were gravings with their borders [panels], foursquare, not
32 round. And under the borders [panels] were four wheels

;

7i and the axletrees

[holders] ofthe wheels werejoined to [were in the base] the base : and the height of
33 a wheel was a cubit and half a cubit. And the work of the wheels was like the

work of a chariot wheel : their axletrees, and their naves, and their felloes, and
34 their Tspokes, were all molten. And there were four undersetters [shoulders] to

the four cornel's of one base : and the undersetters [shoulders] were of the very
85 base itself. And in the top of the base was there a round compass of half %

cubit high : " and on the top of the base u the ledges [holders] thereof and tho
36 borders [panels] thereof were of the same. For [And] on the plates of the ledge;*

[holders] thereof, and on the borders [pauels] thereof, he graved cherubims, lions,

and palm-trees, according to the proportion [room] of every one, and additions

87 [wreaths] round about. After this manner lie made the ten bases : all of them
88 had one casting, one measure, and one size [form]. Then made he ten lavers of

brass: one laver contained forty baths : and every laver was four cubits :

*7 and
39 upon every one of the ten bases ono laver. And" he put five bases on the right

side of the house, and five on the left side of the house : and he set the sea on
40 the right side of the house eastward over against the south. And Hiram made

the lavers [pots "], and the shovels, and the basins.

So Hiram made an end of doings all the work that he made king" Solomon
41 for the house of the Lord [Jehovah] : the two pillars, and the two bowls of the

chapiters that were on the top of the two pillars ; and the two networks, to cover
42 the two bowls of the chapiters which were upon the top of the pillars ; and four

hundred pomegranates for the two networks, even two rows of pomegranates for

one network, to cover the two bowls of the chapiters that were upon the " pil-

43, 44 lars ; and the ten bases, and ten lavers on the bases ; and one sea, and twelve
45 oxen under the sea ; and the pots, and the shovels, and the basins : and all these fl

vessels, which Hiram made to king Solomon for the house of the Lord [Jehovah],
46 were of bright [burnished"] brass. In the plain of Jordan did the king cast them,
47 in the clay ground [compact soil] between Succoth and Zarthan. And Solomon

left all the vessels unwetalted, because they were exceeding many : neither was
the weight of the brass found out.

48 And Solomon made all the vessels that pertained unto the house of the Lord
[Jehovah] : the altar of gold, and the table of gold, whereupon the shewbread

40 was, and the candlesticks of pure gold, five on the right side, and five on the
left, before the oracle, with the flowers, and the lamps, and the tongs of gold,

50 and the bowls, and the snuffers, and the basins, and the spoons, and the censers

o/*pure gold ; and the hinges of gold, both for the doors of the inner house, the
51 most holy place, and for tne doors of the house, to wit, of the temple. So was

ended all the work that king Solomon made for the house of the Lord [Jehovah].
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And Solomon brought in the things which David his father had dedicated ; even
the silver, and the gold, and the vessels, did he put among the treasures of the
house of the Lord [Jehovah].

TEXTUAL AJTD GBA1OUTI0AL.

1 V«r. 1.—[The twelve rents at the beginning are transferred to the end of this chapter in the Sept
* Ver. 2.—fThe Sept read tares rout; the Arab, in ver. 8, $ia*y pillar*

* Ver. 8.—{So the author translates T\y?ii and so also KeiL This translation is undoubtedly oorreet ; but the VT.
are tn much confusion over these architectural details.

4 Yer. 4.—[So the author correctly translatea D'fipt!^ supported by the Sept, and adds in parenthesis] 4. &, orer each

ef the three rows ofchambers roof-beams were laid.

* Yer. 4.—/. o\, so that the chambers stood orer against one another, oie-4-ois.—BIhr. [The Heb. word 1111119 occurs
rr:v

only here, and Is of very doubtful signification. None of the old versions give the meaning window, nor can that sense
be derived with any certainty from the etymology-root HTn* Our author concurs with Kell in giving the meaning as

flsyrrfm orprorptctu*, u rlew to or from " (Kell). The English expression u front to front " conveys the idea.
• Yer. a—Via., of the chambers.—BAhr.
» Yer. 6.—[So our author translates, SckvHlU, following the Chald. KTlDlpD •

• Yer. T.—[yg^gfTlJ V\F\$JQ • ™* sxpression hasmuch ponied expositors. Notwithstanding the explanations

of the author and of Kelt, the best sense seems to be the simplest and most literal, from the floor to the floor, i. &, from
the floor on one side all over the walls, ceiling, and oppoeite walls, to the floor on the other side.

• Yer. 9.—[So the author and Kell, sustained by ail the VV.
" Yer. 15.—[Lit the height of one pillar, . . . compass the other. The A. Y. expresses the sense. 9 Chron. lit.

IS gives the height as 85 cubits—a manifest error. Qf. 2 Kings xxv. 17 ; Jer. Hi. 21.
" Yer. 16.—{There is here no Var. foot, so that the height given In 2 Kings xxv. IT—three cubits—must have been

an error of transcription, as Indeed sufficiently appears from Jer. iy. 21 *

" Yer. 17.—[The Sept have ry hnNtian, doubtless from reading HDijfc? instead of njQBf •

19 Yer. 18.—Instead of DrTO3$TI [pillars], must be read D^Jf©")!! [pomegranates] here, Just ss afterwards D\3TD"in

Is transposed for DHMSgil , as also some M8S. have it and as the connection absolutely demands.—Bthr. [So also the

Sept. while the Chald. and 8yr. follow the text as we now have it
" Yer. 20.—[The words In italics In the A. V. are unnecessary. Our author translates thus :] And the chapiters upon

the two pillars were also above, close (4. si, lmmedlstely) on the belly (belly-like swelling) which was beyond (C e.
behind) the net-work, and the two hundred pomegranstes In two rows round about (as on the one so) on the second
chapiter.—Bthr.

" Yer. 24.—[DWB here (as in vt 18), is an architectural ornament In the form of the wild gourd, which bursts open

on ripening. 2 Chron. iv. 8 has 0*^2 FNCR » the likeness of cattle. This is evidently an error.

" Yer. 28.—[Our author translates: In the form of a lily-flower. The Heb. is open to either Interpretation, and the
reasons for preferring this are given in theAe?. Com.

" Yer. 28.—[2 Chron. Iv. 6 has Q'B?K HW » thus adding one-half to the.contexts, and this number Is adopted by

Josephus. The YY. retain here the number 2000, but the Alex. Sept (the Yst Sept omits the verse) makes them 2000
xeele, thus giving a capacity as much too small for a hemisphere of the given dimensions as the neb. measure is too large.

19 Yer. 27.—[The Sept. make the length five, and the height six cubits; thus making all the dimensions unlike.

» Yer. 28.—[The Heb. nV"t3DD from "OD to enolose, admits either this sense or that of the A. V, but both the con-

nection and the amount of ornament upon the panels reqnire the former.
i* Ver. 22.—[Our author translates 6 and upon the ledges sa well above as below," which certainly gives an Intelligible

i, but it is at least doubtful if the Heb. will bear it and oertainly it is entirely forbidden by the masoretic punotuation,

"U1 JinPUH ?P$D J3 D'37$n"?£l* The Chald. renders I? as a noun KTU?t a base. Our author rejects this,

which Is however adopted by Kell, and has been followed by the A. Y. Above the ledges was a base or rest for the laver
described afterwards.

•» Yer. 2fc—[THD nfefJJJD HIv • The author's translation, given in the brackets, unquestionably expresses the true

* Yer.81—[/. a, of the laver ; or as our author interprets, of the base.
** Ver. 8L—[/. «~ was a cubit within the edge—there was a cubit on each side of theopenlngof the basin. The author

aipi asses it :1 from the opening outwards was a cubit
* Yer. 8l.—In diameter.
•« Yer. 82.—So that the whole base could be seen, and nothing of its panels was covered by the wheels.
** Yer. 85\—/. a, the cover of the base was arched.
•• Yer. 86.—/. «., of this arched upper part
* Yer. 88.—In diameter at the top.

» Yer. 40.—Instead of nVTOil Pavers] It Is necessary to read here nWDQ [pots] according to ver. 46; 2 Chron.

toll; * Kings xxv. 14; Jer. lit 1&—Bihr. [Add, such is the reading also of many MSS. and editions, and apparently

ef the Sept and Vulg^ although 1V3 sometimes bears so nearly the same meaning (1 8am. 11. 14) that the inference is

not certain. .

* Yer. 40.—[Many MSS. have TpDH In the nam. So also the Syr. and Arab.

» Yer. 42.—Upon the two pillars. Instead of *JB is here to be read with the Sept *)&—Bfihr. [But many MSS.

with the Syr. and Yulg. read hers £*fch~>f vpo* Me top qf% and there is no MS. authority for the Sept reading.

6
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82 THE FIRST BOOK OF THE KING&

EXEGETICAL AND CRITICAL.

» Ver. 45.—That th« k'rt n^KM deserve* the preferwiot over the k'Ub Trjttn requires no proof.—Blhr. [It Is also

the wading of manvMSS. and the VV.
% . . ,

.
, % . . _ _ %

.

»* Ver. 45.—(The Sept, before * burnished brass,
w Inserts «c«l « <rrvXot TMnropAtorre eal terw tov ouov tow fimmMm

x«l tov oueov xvptov.—F. G.J

house for his weapons." The space, 100 cubits

long and 50 broad, enclosed, as appears ver. 9, a
thick stone wall thirty cubits high, but probably

only upon three sides, as we shall presently show.
The expression Upon four rows of cedar pillars

is to be connected with words at the beginning

:

he built. The four rows of pillars stood along the

surrounding wall, thus forming a peristyle which
enclosed a court-yard. The expression "HO says

this plainly; for it cannot be understood differ-

ently, here, from vers. 4, 18, 20, 24 ; chap. vi. 36

;

Ezek. xlvi. J3, where it everywhere means a row
enclosing and running round a space. The text does
not at all justify KeiTs supposition "that four

rows of pillars stood on the longest sides of the
building, but divided, so that but two rows were
on each side ;

" there is no mention of the longest

sides in the text Weiss' view is just as incorrect

(Kostum-kunde, I *. 367), that is, that there wa*
a row on each of the four sides of the building,

four rows of pillars standing together. The num-
ber of the pillars is not given, but they could not
have been few, as their appearance was that of a
forest It is not necessary, however, to suppose,

with Thenius, that there were 400. They must
have stood close together, and could not have been
very thick, for the breadth of the peristyle did

not exceed ten cubits, and enough room must
have been left to pass comfortably between the
pillars. The Vulgate translates explanatorily : quo*
tuor deambttlocra inter columnas cedrinas.—Beams
of cedar were placed on the rows of pillars, and
formed the foundation for the three-storied su-

perstructure of cedar-wood, which rested against
the stone wall, and was probably so joined to it

that the beams which formed at the same time
the ceiling of the lower part and the floor of the
upper part of the building were inserted in it

Each of the three stories had njAtf, •» «• (chap, vi

5, 8 ; Ezek. xll 6) side-chambers. The numbers,
forty-five, fifteen each row, have been supposed
to refer to the immediately preceding DHIDV by

nearly all the commentators, who have been mis-
led by the masoretic punctuation; but they were
quite wrong. It is impossible tliat the pillars on
which the three-storied structure rested, could
only have numbered forty-five, divided into three
rows. They could not have supported a struc-

ture 100 cubits long and 50 broad. Neither could
the building have been named " forest of Leba-
non" from forty-five scattered pillars. Thenius,
with whom Ksil agrees, rightly refers the numbers

to the nj^VH as the principal matter, which is fur-

ther defined by the Dlteffrfrg, and translated,

"and the chambers, forty-five in number, which
were built upon the pillars, fifteen in each course,

had also coverings of cedar-wood." But if the
forty-five rooms were so divided tliat each of the
three surrounding rows of the story had fifteen,

we are obliged to admit that the stories only cov-
ered three sidea of the square space, since forty-

five cannot be so divided into four parts as to

make twice as many rooms on the two long sides

Ver. 1. But Solomon was building his own
house, Ac. Ver. 1 forms a heading to the section

concluding at ver. 12. The palace consisted of sev-

eral buildings following upon one another, all of

which, i.e., his "whole" house, 8olomon finished in

thirteen years ; but he only required seven years

to complete the temple, because, perhaps, there

were more buildings in the former, or fewer work-

men were employed on them. The place where the

palace was built cannot be, according to Ewald, the

so-called Ophel, i. «., the continuation of the tem-

ple-mount (Moriah), which diminished gradually as

it stretched towards the south, but Mount Zion,

which was divided from Moriah by the valley of

Tyropreon. It is clear from 2 Kings xi. 19, that

the way from the temple led immediately ** down M

to the "palace. When Josephus says {Antiq^ 8, 5,

2), that the palace stood opposite to the temple

{avTiicpvc), it could only have been built on the

northeast side of Zion. The palace of the Asmo-
neans stood there too, from which a bridge led over

the valley* to the temple on Moriah (see Keil or.

the place). As to the entire building, the dim in-

timations of the text do not give us a perfect idea

of it The descriptions of Josephus and those of

the Rabbins, especially Judah Leo, contradict the

text in many points, and are only arbitrary, un-

founded additions. The earlier interpreters of the

text could throw no light on it, and archaeologists

have hitherto been altogether silent, or have at-

tempted no exact description. Thenius alone has
succeeded in throwing the greatest light on the

subject. The most recent description by Unruh
(das Atte Jerusalem und seine Bauwerke, s. 95 sq.)

is deserving of no notice.

[In this matter, Ewald (Gesch. fii. *. 339) ex-

presses himself with some nesitation. He says

tliat the palace was built probably upon the south-

erly continuation of the temple-mount, usually

called Ophel, t. «., hill, hillock, or knob. In the

recently published work, The Recovery of Jerusa-

lem, the same view is urged upon pp. 222-3, and
also upon p. 240 sq. The English and American
explorers would seem at least to favor this suppo-

sition, and in the work just referred to, on p. 233
there is a plan showing approximately the rock on
Mount Moriah, and there the palace is placed to

the south of the temple, with the Tyropajon on one
side, and the vale of Kedron on the other,—this

being quite remote from the position assigned the

palace by our author. Nor do I think that our
author's reasons for supposing it to have been
built upon the northeast corner of Mount Zion suf-

ficent to overthrow the general opinion.—E. H.]
Ver. 2. He built also the house of the forest

ofLebanon, Ac. This*waa the first of the various
buildings composing the palace, therefore by no
means a separate summer residence apart on
Mount Lebanon (Dathe, Michaelis, and others). It

was only given the name of Lebanon on account
of the multitude of cedars standing alongside of
each other. According to 1 Kings x. 16 *?., and
Isai. xxii. 8, it seems to have served chiefly, if not
altogether, as an armory; the Arabic says, "A
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of 100 cubits as on the two other sides of fifty cu-

bits. On the other hand, the fifteen rooms of
each of the three rows are very naturally and
simply divided, if we imagine six on each long
side and three on the rear side. In that case,

either the colonnade and the three-storied struc-

ture that rested on it would not have continued
over the front short side of the wall that sur-

rounded the square space, and it must have been
provided only with entrance-gates, or else this

wall only enclosed three sides of the square, so

thai the building stood quite open in the front

The last is not admissible, because ver. 12 says

that the whole palace was surrounded by a great

court, which had a stone wall running around it,

and also doubtless doors that could be shut.—The
text itself says of the side-chambers, and light

was against light In three ranks. The word
ntno occurs only here, and does not mean the

same as p^n windows, but aspectus, prospectus.

Towards the interior of the building the chambers
stood open (Sept : koX x^P°M x^Pav rptoouc), so
that the view from each of the chambers in the
rows over one another opened on the opposite one.

This rather resembled a gallery, which was di-

vided off by board partitions into single chambers.
IXike boxes at the theatre.] The doors, which led

from one room to another, were square (ver. 5) ;

where riltftDrfl is subjoined, we must either trans-

late, with the posts, or, what seems better, read as
Thenius JlTTTOni, which also suits the repeated

" light against light" The entrances, as well as the
front openings which stood opposite each other,

were square; so says the Sept.: ra tivpAfiara *o2

ai xupu Ttrpdyuvot. By
9\puf we are to tliink, af-

ter the D*Dp# in ver. 4, of the beams over the
openings and doors. There is nothing decisive
about the height of the rooms. Of the height of
thirty cubits for the whole edifice, eight may have
been for the colonnade, eighteen for the three sto-

ries, and four for the different ceilings (Then, and
Keil). The entire arrangement of the building is

still frequently met with in the East ; a court sur-
rounded by colonnade and galleries (Winer, i?.-

W.'B^ i. s. 466). Since, as already remarked, costly
armor and weapons were preserved or displayed
here, the inner space was used no doubt for assem-
blies of warriors, for the body-guard, Ac.

Vers. 6-7. And he made a porch of pillars,

Ac Vers. 6 and 1 contain the account of the sec-

end building that belonged to the entire palace.
It stood inward from the armory, and had two
divisions, viz., the porch of pillars and the throne
or hall of judgment The measures, 60 cubits
long and thirty broad, are generally thought to

belong only to the porch of pillars, and older com-
mentators have believed, from analogy with chap,
vt 3, that because fifty cubits are the measure of
the breadth of the armory; the length was to be
understood as the breadth, and the breadth as the
depth, as in the temple-porch ; so that the porch
of pillars must have immediately adjoined the ar-

mory. But the name tAttt contradicts this; its

etymology does not signify (see on chap, vi 3) an
adjoined rear part, but can only mean a Fore-build-

ing. Besides, the porch of pillars itself had again
a porch, so that it cannot have been immediately

joined to the armory. The fifty cubits are to be
wholly understood of the length. So we may de-
scribe the porch of pillars as " a colonnade," run-
ning from the front to the rear, " probably roofed
in, but open at the sides (Porticus), and leading to
the porch of judgment " (Thenius, Keil). But the
width of thirty cubits does not suit the length of
fifty cubits, if ft was only a passage to a building

;

it suits an independent structure alone. The ar-

mory, that was not in the least like a passage, re-

sembled the fore-space of the temple, and oilier

buildings ; it was twice as long as it was broad.
How, then, could a building, the breadth ofwhich
was three-fifths of its length, be a mere passage?
If the porch of pillars were only a passage to the
hall of judgment, it is inexplicable why the text
gives only the size of the subordinate part, and
says not a word about those of the main portion.

All this forces us to the conclusion that the
measure is that of the whole building, including,

therefore, both divisions, the porch of pillars and
porch of judgment. The latter must have been,
then, the rear division, in which, like the debir of
Jehovah's house, the throne described (chap. x.

1 8, sq) stood ; the former the front, a building of
pillars in fact, where they who were admitted to

the king's audience assembled, or over whom he
eat in judgment This view explains why the
porch of pillars had also a fore-porch and an en-
trance-space, such as a mere passage never has,

but which is appropriate only to buildings. This
fore-porch was no doubt an entrance-space, the
roof of which was supported by two or four

pillars, as the Targumists explain the word 2V,

a threshold space, a "perron with steps" (Keil).

If both divisions of the building are called D^ttC

,

it Is because it was the entrance building of the

king's peculiar residence. The concluding words
of ver. 7 : covered with cedar from one side of
the floor to the other, can mean only this: that

the floor of the porch of pillars, as well as the
floor of the porch of judgment, was covered with
cedar. Keil explains :

" from the lower floor to

the upper, in so far, namely, over the porch of
judgment as there were rooms built;" the floor

of tie latter being the ceiling of the hall of judg-
ment The existence of an upper structure is

not, however, hinted at, and how could the text,

instead of simply saying from the floor to the

ceiling, speak of a floor without saying of what it

was the floor. The Vulgate translates: a pavi»

mento usque ad summitatem; the reading must have
been different therefore, and as the Syriac has
it thus also, Thenius supposes that instead of

JJjTijan it originally stood ni"rij?n in the text,

which is to be understood, as in chap. vi. 15 and
If, of the beams of the roof. In this case the

words might bear the meaning, which seems very
admissible, that the porch walls were lined with
cedar from the floor to the roof-beams.

Ver. 8. And his house where he dwelt, Ac.

Solomon's dwelling-house and that of his wife

were indeed separate houses, but formed together

the third building in connection with the palace.

This building had another court within the porch^

i. «., behind the porch of judgment Both dwell-

ings were like unto this work, that is, they had
walls of cedar-wood like the porch of judgment,

and were splendidly and gorgeously made. The
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queen's house was behind that of the king, ac-

cording to the universal Eastern custom (Winer,

R.- W.-B,
%
I s. 468) ; it is not only here, but also in

chap. ix. 24, expressly said, that it was built for

Pharaoh's daughter, not therefore for a harem
(Thenius). The 700 wives and 300 concubines
afterwards mentioned (chap. xi. 3) could scarcely

have lived in the queen's own house. Thenius
gives the reason why the king's and queen's dwell-

ings are not more accurately described: " because
in most cases there was only access to the porch
of judgment, and because audience of the king,

even in the court of his residence, had probably
become very difficult to obtain in Solomon's reign."

But the reason was more likely that, whilst the
armory and the porches of pillars and of judg-
ment were uncommon buildings, the dwelling-

house did not differ from ordinary dwellings in its

architecture and furnishing, except in being more
costly. It required, therefore, no minute descrip-

tion.

Vers. 9-12. All these were of costly stones,

Ac. What vers. 9 and 10 state, must be taken to

refer to all three buildings that formed the palace.

[Mr. T. O. Paine is of opinion that vers. 9-12
"are concerning the temple again—because the
pjllars are stone. In the house of the king they
are cedar, ver. 2." But this writer, after much
pains-taking labor, does not satisfy.—E. H.]
They could have been no mere wooden erections,

but had walls of square stones, out inside and out-

side (see on chap. v. 31) even onto the coping,
t. e., "to the corner-stones on which the beams
of the roof rested " (Keil). The Sept has iug
tuv yeimw, but yeloov is the roof projection. The-
nius thinks this was "the pinnacle-like protec-

tion of the flat roofs ;
" this edge, however, is no-

where called rrinDD, but npjWD (Deut xxii. 8/.

The words: on the outside toward the great
oourt, mean, according to Thenius, "from the out-

side (front) to the great (rear) court" But this

yVXQ cannot mean something entirely different

from the immediately preceding word. An "out-
er " court presupposes an "inner" one (chap, vi
36), but not a rear one, and the inner could never
be called " great," in distinction from the outer
one. The great oourt was evidently that which
surrounded all the palace buildings (Ewald) ; and
we must suppose that there was such an one even
if not named here. All the buildings were formed
of square stones from top to bottom, and the same
even used outside too, even to the outer great
court Even the foundations, which were not
seen outside, were made of these larger stones
(ver. 10). Lastly (ver. 11), it is added that this

great court had the same surrounding as the inner
temple court, namely, three rows of stones and
one of cedar (see on chap. vi. 36). Keil and Le
Clerc think the porch of the house to be (ver. 12)
the " columned- and throne-hall " of the palace,

which had the same surrounding as the great
court had. The text, however, mentions, besides
the latter, only one court of the dwelling (ver. 8),

but says nothing about a third court around that

porch. The words immediately preceding suggest
scarcely anything else than the porch ofJehovah's
house; but as this had no court, the meaning
must be, as with the court, which was within or
before the porch. [So Bp. Horsley, after Houbi-
gant, suggests that perhaps for "l^nzl, we should

read "ivnflD , like the inner court—E. H.] Cal-

met only finds the similarity there in ut parietal

mixtam lapidibus oedrum exftiberenL

Vers. 13-14. And the king .... and
fetched Hiram. Ver. 13. Comp 2 Chron. ii. 13.

According to this, Hiram was the Bon of a Tyrian,

and of an Israelitish woman from the neighboring
Dan, in the tribe of Naphtali, not, as the Rabbins
say, an adopted son. His skill is described in the

same words as that of Bezaleel in Ex. xxxi 3 sq^

only the addition, " filled with the spirit of God "

is wanting. The art of casting brass is very an-
cient; the making of this metal, which "has a
peculiar red color and strong lustre, and is of con-
siderable hardness" (Rosenmuller, Alterthumsk^

IV., L «. 156), was much earlier understood than
that of iron (Winer, #- W.-R, ii. s. 90). In what
now follows we have only a description of the ves-

sels that were added to those of the tabernacle ; the
others are merely named. The Chronicles alone
mention the altar of burnt-offering (II. iv. 1).

Vers. 15-20. And he oast two pillars of brass.

Vers. 15-22. Comp. 2 Chron. iii. 15-17 ; iv. 12 sq.

;

2 Kings xxv. 17 ; Jer. liL 21 sq. Each of these pil-

lars,* u e., the shafts, was eighteen cubits high and
twelve in circumference, was four fingers thick,

and hollow within fJer. Iii. 21). As the Chroni-
cles alone, differently from all other passages,

gives thirty-five cubits as the height, this num-
ber is "evidently formed by changing the sign

rp = 18, into r6 = 35 M (Keil). [The conjecture

of Abarbinel, that the chronicler gives the sum-
total of the height of the two pillars, is gravely
adopted by Bp. Patrick on the place.—E. H.j
The chapiters were cast separately, and then
placed on the shafts : each of the former was five

cubits high (ver. 16), and had, as 2 Chron. iv. 12

relates, an upper and lower part JTJJJ3 some-

times denotes the entire capital (ver. 16), some-
times the upper (ver. 19) and sometimes the lower
part (vers. 17, 18, 20). The upper pact was lily-

work (vers. 19, 22), £ e., in the form of a full-blown

lily-cup. As |CW means only lily, Thenius has

no grounds for supposing it to be the lotus, be-

cause there were pillar capitals in Egyptian build-

ings which had the form of the lotus-flower. The
lotus-flower does not once occur in the entire Old
Testament, but the lily very often, for it was com-
mon in Palestine, and grows without cultivation

(Winer, R.- W.-B., ii. a. 28). The molten sea had
also the same form (ver. 26). The four cubits
(ver. 19) are not the. measure of the diameter of
the lily-work (Thenius), but of its height, which
was much more important for the form of the en-
tire capital, than the diameter, which was easily

discoverable from the given circumference of the
pillar. [Bp. Horsley takes the view which The-
nius has adopted. He translates, " and the chap-
iters that were upon the top of the pillars (were)
in a socket (DvfcG) of the shape of a lily of four

cubits," and adds, the four cubits are to be under-
stood, I think, of the general breadth of the lily,

Ac.—E. H.] And it is the more impossible to

doubt that this upper part of the capital was the

* If we should follow K. O. Ifflller's phraseology and
that of other writers upon anctent art, we should use the
word "columns" here instead of u pillars." Jrehmdoou.
Ac,p.2e5-268.-E.H.
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largest and principal part, as ver. 22 expressly re-

peats at the close of the whole description: u and
upon the top of the pillars was lily-work." Some
think it should be three instead of four cubits high
as in ver. 19, but they have no grounds but the

uncertain passage 2 Kings xxv. 17, where there
was very probably a change of n = 5 into j = 3.

The lower part of the capital, which was only one
cubit, is not very clearly described. It was made
of checker or net-work (ver. 17), pomegranates
(ver. 18), and a belly (ver. 20). Instead of the

l&st ()ttn) in vers. 41, 42 ; and in 2 Chron. iv. 12,

13, n^3 occurs, i. «., arch, swelling (see Gesenius,

W. B., an ^|). This arching was n:)J&, t. «., on the

other side of the net-work (ver. 20), therefore not
on it or over it, but behind or under it In so far

as the net-work lay over or upon it, it could,- as

seen from outside, be described as lying beyond
it (Keil). The net-work consisted of seven wires

(Dv^S); it was chain-work, the wires being

plaited like a chain, woven crosswise together,

thus forming a lattice-work or net It is not that
they hung down like chains (Gesenius). Possibly
the text In ver. 17 may not be wholly above sus-

picion, but Thenius undertakes a daring and un-
justifiable critical operation when he blots out
chain-work, chiefly because the Sept does, and
reads rD3fc? for njOt? twice, and then translates:

14 and he made two lattices or trellis-wires to cover
the capitals that (were) on the tops of the pillars,

one for one and one for the other capital." Lastly,

the pomegranates, of which there were 200, 100 in

a row (ver. 20), were, no doubt, in a row above,
and a row below the net-work, and thus served
for a border to the latter. According to Jer. lit

23, 96 of the 100 pomegranates were firm,

which means neither " open to the air," i. e., un-
covered (Bottcher, Thenius), nor dependentia (Vul-

gate), or "hanging free" (Ewald), but only
"windwards" (Hitzig), i, e., turned to the four

quarters of the heavens, as nV) in Ezek. xlii. 16-

18 (comp. xxxvii. 9); four pomegranates marked
the places where each two quarters of the heavens
met The text says nothing of pedestals for the

pillars ; but it would scarcely have passed over so
important a part of the pillars had they existed.

Ver. 21. And he set up the pillars, Ac. There
have been, and still are to this day, two opinions

in sharp contrast one with the other as to die pre-

cise place where the two pillars were erected.

According to one, they supported the roof of the

porch, which stood quite open at the front (see

Meyer, Mere), or the projection of the entrance
leading to it (Ewald, Thenius); according to the
other, they stood alone, before the porch, and
without supporting anything (Stieglitz, Kugler,

Sclinaase, Winer, Keil). After repeated investi-

gation of the subject, I find it impossible to sub-

scribe to either opinion. Against the first there

are the following objections: (a) The pillars were
brazen, and begin the list of all the metal articles,

which were first finished by the peculiarly skilful

artisan Hiram, after the building of the temple
was completed (chap. vi. 14, 37, 38). If they had
been designed to bear up the roof of the porch or

the projection of its entrance, they could not have
been vessels, but necessary integral parts of the

building ; but as ^is was " finished " without
them, and as supporting pillars of brass are never
found in stone and wooden buildings; these pil-

lars, which were works of art, could not have had
an architectural but only a monumental character,
and this is shown by the names attached to them.
Stieglitz truly says: "It was their separate posi-
tion alone which gave these pillars the impres-
sive aspect they were designed to wear, and the
significant dignity with which they increased the
grandeur of the whole, while they shed lig'it upon
its purpose." (b) The entire height of the pillars

was (with their capitals) twenty-three cubits; but
that of the porch was either twenty or thirty cu-
bits (see on chap, vi 3). In the first case the pil-

lars must have been too high, in the latter too
low, to bear up the porch-roof; for even if they
had pedestals, these could not have been seven
cubits high, (c) As the text does not mention any
portal to the porch, still less does it say anything
of any " projection " over the same, which was
borne up by the pillars (Thenius), or of any " beam"
joining the pillars above, on which there was an-
other structure or "decoration" (Ewald). The
appeal to Amos ix 1 :

u Smite the lintel of the
door, that the posts may shake," is quite out of

place, for D'BD never mean the projections of

buildings, but the thresholds (Judges xix. 27 ; 2

Kings xii. 10 ; Isa. vi. 4). Neither can anything
be proved from Ezekiel'B vision (chap. xL 48), foi

the two pillars are not once named in it The
Sept indeed mentions a fi&a&pov kir* afHportpu*

raw erbXuv, in ver. 20, but this was quite gra-

tuitous ; they do not translate ver. 20 at all, but
give a completely different one, a mere gloss, of
which the Hebrew text does not contain a word.
We must conclude, then, that they stood separ-

ately. But in respect now of the other opin-

ion, that they were placed in front of the porch,

the D^fttt in vw. 19 contradicts that, as does also

tibvb in yer» 21. However we may understand

ver. 19, which is certainly obscure, DT^feO cannot

be translated, " in that manner, or according to

the porch" (Keil), which would be equivalent to

D^fcO »* which Raschi accepts, and which means
44 that the lily-work was on the pillar-capitals as

well as on the porch." Now there is not one
word about the lily-work on the porch. Still less

can D^fcQ mean D^NH OB^i Dut on*v ,n tae

porch. Further, ubjtff? cannot be translated :
" be-

fore the porch " (Luther), or " at the porch" (Keil),

i. «., in front, but only, for the porch. As the

molten sea and the bases were for the outer court,

the golden altar, candlestick, and shewbread for

the house, so the two pillars were for the porch,

and stood in it as the former stood in the court and
the house. The Sept give in ver. 15: koX c^u-

vevoe rove <Kw orihwc r£ alXaji rov oZ/cov, and trans-

late, ver. 21 : ml konjoe tov$ ori)Xovq rov a'llafi rot

vaoif. With this 2 Chron. iii. 13, 17 fully agrees

it says he made JV3M \JE& two pillars, . . . and

placed the pillars i>3Vjn ^B"^g. For if they were

in the porch, they must have stood immediately
before the house, that is, before the principal corn-
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partmeut. But it says nowhere that he placed

them before the porch. If tlie latter were thirty

cubits high, as most think, the pillars could have
stood free inside, as their monumental character

required.

Vers. 21-22. And called the name thereof;

Ac. Thenius justly remarks :
** There can be noth

ing more improbable than that pillars standing

at the entrance to God's house should have been
named after the donor, or their architect (Gese-

nius) ; and it is impossible to understaud the asser-

tion, ' that they were no doubt named at their erec-

tion and dedication, after men much liked at that

time, perhaps some of Solomon's young sons'

(Ewald)." But Thenius' own assertion does not
seem less improbable ; namely, that " the pillars,

which apparently bore up the entire building of

the temple (?) had the characters fy| py, i. e^ He

(the Lord) founds (or : may He found) with strength,

engraved, or formed in the casting, and that the

people read these words, which should be taken
together (?), separately, and . . . gave them as

names to the pillars." Aside from every other con-

sideration, it is not, he had inscribed TJD p3* on the

two pillars ; but : he called the name of the one at

the right p^, and called the name of the one at

the loft tJD ; so these were two distinct " names,"
And not a sentence of connected words. We have

no reason to change TJJ3 to JJQ; fy means rather:

statuit, fundavit, and is used about the founding and
establishing of the kingdom, the throne, and the

sauctuary (1 Kings vi. 19 ; Ezra iil 3 ; 2 Sam. viL

12; 2 Chron. xvii. 5). TJ3 is composed of
JJJ,

strengtli, power, firmness (Gen. xlix. 3), and fa,

t. &, in Him, Jehovah. The name means exactly

the same as in Isai. xlv.*24, JJJ . . . riVT3, a

thought often occurring in the Old Testament (Ps.

xxviii. 7, 8; xlvi. 2; lxii. (7) 8; lxxxvi. 6; cxl 7;
Isai. xlix. 5; Jer. xvi. 19). The first name denotes
the founding and establishing of the central sanc-

tuary, in contrast with the tabernacle ; • the second
denotes the firmness and stability of the same.
Simonis (Onom., s. 430,^460): Stabilid lemplwn, in

Mo (Domino) robur.

Vers. 23-26. And he made a molten sea,

Ac. Comp. 2 Chron. iv. 2-6. The name D* only

means the great quantity of water that the vessel

contained. Latini ejusmodi vasa appellant locus

(Castel.). The 10 cubits denote the diameter, 30
the circumference, not certainly the mathematical
proportion, but very near it, for we must reckon 9
cubits and rather more than half a cubit for the di-

ameter, for 30 cubits of circumference. The 5

cubits are for the depth of the vessel, which was
not cylindrical, as some old pictures represent, but,

according to ver. 26, was shaped like a lily, with
an edge curved outwards, and widening out consid-

erably lower down. It could only hold 2,000 baths
of water (ver. 26) with a form like that, as Thenius
(Stud. u. Kritiken, 1846, I.) has proved. Chronicles,

on the contrary, gives 3,000 baths (2 Chron. iv. 5),

but this is a confusion of the signs 3 and j (Keil);

it is also a mistake of the pen when ver. 3 gives

D^pD instead of D*yp£ • The latter does not mean
colo« (ninths, but flower-buds (see above, on chap,

vi. 29). The two rows must have been pretty close

together, under the edge of the vessel The posi-

tion of the 12 oxen is remarked especially, but
nothing said of their size or height Thenius
thinks they must have been as high as the vessel
at least; this would make the whole vessel 10 cu-
bit* high. It is impossible to say whether the feet

of these oxen rested on the floor of the court, ae on
a brazen plate (Keil), or whether they stood in a ba-
sin. As the priests had only to wash their hands
and feet, the vessel was provided (so the rabbinical

traditions say) with faucets for letting out the wa-
ter. It is very improbable that the water came
from the mouths of the oxen, as many suppose.

Vers. 27-39. And he made ten bases ofj Ac.

The description of these vessels, vers. 27-39, is in*

volved in much more obscurity than that of the
two brazen pillars. All the pains which the latest

commentators have spent upon it have not cleared
it up fully, because the text (under consideration)

is no longer the original one ; the old translations

are widely different from it, and do not agree to-

gether. The insertions also which we liave ad-
mitted into our translation, following now The-
nius, and now Keil, do not claim to have solved the
exegetical riddle. Above all, it is necessary to real-

ize what the object of these vessels was. 2 Chron.
iv. 6 says that the priests " washed such tilings as
they offered for the burnt-offering," ». e., those parts

of the sacrificial animal which were placed on the
altar to be burnt, as ordered in Lev. i. 9 (comp.
Ezek. xL 38). Hence it appears tliat the basin
which held the water for washing was the chief
thing in that complicated vessel, and all the other
parts only made for the sake of that one part The
altar of burnt-offering of the temple was 10 cubits

high (2 Chron. iv. 1) ; a step for the priests to stand
on, when performing their functions, was much
more needed in this altar tlian in that of the taber-

nacle, which was only 3 cubits high (Ex. xxvii. 1-
5). Now, in order to perform the washing of the
parts for sacrifice at the altar itself,without descend-
ing, the basins must, on the one hand, have stood
high, and higher than the altar-step, and on the other,
have been movable also, so that they could have
easily been brought backwards and forwards, filled

or emptied. So we see that a wheelwork was
needed for the high basins or lavers. The basins,

bases, and wheelwork were then the component
parts of the vessel. The basins (lavers), being the
simplest part, are the least explicitly described in

ver. 38. The word "tfo occurs oftenest, for the

basins of the tabernacle (Ex. xxx. 18, 28 ; xxxi. 9,

Ac.); these were not cylindrical, as is well known,
but shaped more like a kettle ; and nowhere else

is a vessel described which has the form of a pot
or jug. It appears from Zach. xiL 6, that a fire-

basin (pan) was of a flatter shape than a kettle,

and had at least the form of a cooking-pot, as Zttl-

Mg thinks (die Cherubmwagen, «. 79, 94). The meas-
ure 4 cubits can only be understood, like ver. 31,

to apply to the diameter (Thenius), and not to the

depth. Thenius reckons the 40 baths at 12 einier

and 16 kannen, Dresden.measure. [Without a pa-

rade of decimals, in the rough as one may say, the
Dresden kanne is about one quart ( + ). Seventy-two
kannen are one eimer, i. c, seventy-two quarts.

72 x 12=864 quarts. To these must be added 16
quarts, and the whole amount is 830 quarts or 220
gallons. If however auy one wishes to work out the

sum, it may be well to add that 1 kanne = 0.931

.
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liter, and 1 liter = 1.0567 quart (wine-measure).

—

E. H.] In respect of the second main part of the

vessel, the base TODD, so much is certain, that it

was a four-cornered box, which consisted of strong
edge-bands on the top and on the bottom, along
the sides, as well as at the corners: into which the
walls (or panels) were introduced, «and were held
by these edge-bands as in a frame. Figures were

engraved on these walls (panels, rflJDD) : lions,

oxen, and cherubim (according to Josephus, dis-

tributed in three different fields). The box had
also 4 feet nioys (ver. 30), at the 4 corners, no

doubt ; with which it stood upon the axle-trees of
the wheelwork. It is very difficult to form an
adequate and just view of the 4 undersetters,

TiSTQ , which are named in ver. 30 with the feet,

and in ver. 34 with the wheelwork; they must
have projected certainly from the feet, but it is un-
certain in wliat manner they were connected with
the box, and what they bore—whether indeed they
bore anything. The box seems to have been open
at the bottom, but it had an arched covering at the

top (ver. 35) with a round ornament, a crown JVjfib

(ver. 31) on which the basin was placed. But the
nature of the hands or holders nil' and their rela-

T

tion to the arched cover and the crown, is obscure.

They must have been rather broad, as the figures

were engraved upon them as well as on the cover
(vers. 35, 36). It is equally difficult to say where
and how the borders mentioned in vers. 29, 30, and

36> J\vk » were put on. According to ver. 29 they

were TWO HK'gDi by which Thenius, appealing

to the nij^pD in ver. 31, and nnjyn in ver. 36,

understands "work of cutting in, t. c.
t
sunken

work ; " but if the text meant this, why did it not
make use of the identical expressions ? The spe-

cific word must denote something specific ; it re-

mains only to take the usual translation, " hanging
work" (Vulgate: dependentia), "which certainly

does not mean festoons hanging free, and waving

in the air " (Keil) ; 7V(Q means a declivity (hang-

ing) in a local sense (com p. Josh. viL 5; x. 11 ; Jer.

xlviii. 5). According to ver. 29 the borders were
on the edge-frames above as well as under the carved
work upon the side walls of the box or chest, for

g cannot be here, as Keil has it, a substantive,

"and upon the ledges there was a base above/'
but only an adverb (De Wette, Thenius, and oth-

ersX &s hi ver. 18. But we cannot with certainty

ascertain the meaning of " at the side of every ad-

dition " (wreath) at the end of ver. 30. [Bp. Hors-
ley, "at the side of every addition." Rather "each
over-against a compound figure." The shoulder-

pieces (instead of " undersetters ") went just so far

down within the base as to be on a level with the

compound figures on the outside."—B. H.] The
" additions (wreaths) round about " in ver. 36 are

the same as mentioned in ver. 29. The third main
part, i. «., the wheels, differed so far from wheels of

ordinary vehicles that their axle-trees were not im-

mediately under the box or chest, but under its

feet, so that the edges moved completely under
4he box, and the carved work on its sides was not

hid by the wheels (ver. 32). But it is impossible to
determine the relation of the hands or holders of
the wheels to the feet of the box and to the shoul-
der-pieces (ver. 30). The description of the wheels
begun in ver. 30 is continued in vers. 32, 33, 34

;

but ver. 31 treats of the upper part of the box,
which is further described in vers. 35 and 36;
strictly speaking, therefore, ver. 31 should stand
immediately before vers. 35 and 36, or else vers.

31, 36, and 36 immediately before ver. 30. Fortu-
nately the whole of the difficult section from vers.

27-39 does not treat of a main integral part of the
temple, and not even of one of the principal ves-
sels, but only of one that is subordinate and sec-
ondary. Its description, therefore, obscure as it

is, may be regarded as sufficient, at least as far as
concerns its purpose. The best drawings that have
been made of this vessel are those of Thenius
(Commentary taf. IIL, fig. 4), and Keil (Arch"oh-
gie, I., taf. 2, fig. 4) ; and the most defective of all,

whether ancient or modern, that of Unruh (das AUe
Jerusalem, Fig. 11).

Vers. 40-47. And Hiram made the lavers,
Ac. Ver. 40. The first part of this verse forms a
kind of independent section, for the lavers, shov-
els, and basins did not belong to the bases, but
were, like the latter, utensils of the altar of burnt-
offering. The lavers were for carrying away wa-
ter, Ac., the shovels for removing the ashes, the
basins for catching the blood that spouted from the
sacrifice (Ex. xxvii. 3; Numb. iv. 14). It is re-

markable that the text never names the chief ves-

sel of all, the altar of burnt-offering; for it was
made anew at the same time (2 Chrou. iv. 1), and
upon a larger scale. Perhaps it was not made by
Hiram, who only executed the more artistic brass-

castings, among which this altar could not be reck-
oned. The words, and so Hiram made an end
of doing all the work, Ac, begin the general
list of all the vessels Hiram had made, the brass,

from ver. 40 to 47, and the golden, from ver. 48

to 5 1. The former were all of bright brass (tnDD),

i. «., it was polished after the casting, so that it

shone like gold (see above, on ver. 13), but it was
no actual aurichalcum (Vulgate); Josephus says,

;raA«dc rijv avyifv 6/iojoc XP00*? Kai T& Ka/2og. The
region between Succoth and Zarthan is mentioned
as the place where the brass works were cast in

the clay, t. «., in moulds of potters' earth. Succoth
(Judg. viii. 5 ; Josh. xiii. 27) lay beyond Jordan, not
on the south side of Jabbok (Keil), but rather north-

wards, for it could not possibly have been very far

from Zarthan, which cliap. iv. 12 places near Beth-
shean, on this side Jordan. Consequently the foun-

dry must have been on this side too ; Burkhardt
say8 (Keise, 11. 8. 593) that the " soil is all marl,

and the further shore has no hollows whatever."
Comparison of both places shows that they lay di-

agonally opposite, and there was no larger ground
suitable for the brass foundry in this side of the val-

ley above (or below) Zarthan (Keil). The quantity

of brass was so great (comp. 1 Chron. xviii. 8), that

it was not necessary to weigh it out carefully for

'iach distinct vessel ; and the weight of each can-

not therefore be ascertained. rW , ver. 47, does

not mean : he laid them down, but he let them lie,

t. en he did not weigh them, as the following verses

show.
Vers. 48-51. And Solomon made all the
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vessels ... of gold. We are not to conclude

from the subject, "Solomon," that Hiram made
only the brazen vessels (Thenius). As Hiram also

knew how to work in gold (2 Chron. ii. 13), it is far

more likely that Solomon intrusted him also with
the goldsmith's work. The golden vessels are evi-

dently only named, and not described, because they
were made like those of the tabernacle (comp. Ex.

xxx. 1 sq. ; xxv. 23 to 40),-only upon a larger scale.

The addition in 2 Chron. iv. 8 : "he made also ten
tables, and placed them in the temple, five on the

right side and five on the left," is declared to be
an error by modern interpreters; but we might
just as reasonably strike out the account of the

altar of burnt-offering, which is not given in our
text. The account is so definite that it cannot be
a pure invention; besides, soon after, in ver. 19,

the plnral robn^tfn occurs, and it is said also in 1

Chron. xxviii. 16: "And (David gave to Solomon)
by weight . . . gold for the tables of shew-
bread, for every table." Now when 2 Chron. xxix.

18 mentions but one table, this is no contradiction

(Thenius) ; for it says in 2 Chron. xiii. 11:" and
we burn, i. e., light, the golden candlestick every
evening ;

" and yet, according to our text, there
were 10 candlesticks. One asks, Why 10 tables?
but we, on the other hand, ask, Why 10 candle-
sticks, if only one were lighted? There is no
ground for the opinion that the rest of the tables

served for the purpose of resting the candlesticks
upon them; for then there must have been 11 of
them, and instead of being called tables of shew-
bread (1 Chron. xxviii 16) they must have been
called tables of the candlesticks.—Which David
had dedicated (ver. 61). According to 2 Sam.
viii. 7-12; 1 Chron. xviii. 7-11, David had taken
a quantity of brass, silver, and gold from the con-
quered Syrians, Moabites, Ammonites, Philistines,

and Amalekites, which treasures he dedicated to

sacred purposes. 1 Chron. xxil 14, 16 also alludes

lo the great store of these metals. Immense as
was the quantity of brass and gold needed for the
temple, the supply was not exhausted. The rest

consisted partly of unwrought gold and silver,

Dartly of vessels, and was preserved in the sanc-
tuary itself. Probably some of the side-chambers
ierved as a treasury.*

HISTORICAL AND ETHICAL.

L The king's house was the second large bulld-

fig that Solomon undertook. "After the comple-
tion of the sacred building ... he began the
lailding of an house which should shed lustre on
the second power in Israel, the kingdom which
was then approaching its culminating point"
(Bwald). Chap. ix. 1 and 10 accords with our
passage, in placing the two buildings near to-

gether. The section from ver. 1-12 is therefore
no addition, interrupting the description of the
temple building, but is purposely assigned that
place ; and the description of the vessels, ver. 14
-60, is % sequel to that of the temple, and forms
the transition to chap, viii To Israel the mon

• If He trader wish to Investigate this subject any far-
ther, he can And some strange fancies, and occasionally good

Sesses, in dr. T. O. Paine'* Solomon'9 Temple, dbc, Boe-
i, lSfll, ot chap. vIL

archy had become a necessary institution, and
stood so little in opposition to divine rule, that it

rather served to sustain the latter ; the king not
being an absolute sovereign, and, as in other East-
ern states, God's vicegerent, but a servant of Je-
hovah, who had to execute His orders and to
maintain the law (= covenant). Like the theoc-
racy, the monarchy also had reached its highest
point through David ; and Solomon represents this

culminating point When, therefore, a spacious,

splendid house was built for an abiding dwelling-
place, a sign and monument of Jehovah's might
and truth, instead of the tabernacle hitherto used,
it was fitting that it should be a house correspond-
ing with the greatness and prosperity of the king-
dom. Therefore the building, which was a token
and pledge of the theocracy, was followed by one
which represented the kingdom ; and both stood,

according to their signification, on two opposite

neighboring hills. [We must repeat our doubts of
the author's topography here. See above, Exeget
on ver. 1.—E. H.J

2. The plan and arrangement of the king's house
quite accord with the conception Israel had of the
calling of the monarchy. When the people de-

sired a king, they said to Samuel, " that our king
may judge us, and fight our battles " (1 Sam. viii.

20). The first or foremost of the three buildings

which together formed the royal palace, namely
the armory, set forth the mission of the king
against his enemies ; and it represented his pro-

tecting war-strength ; the next building, the porch
of pillars and the porch of the thronej or of judg-
ment, signified the vocation of the king in respect

of his subjects, viz., judging and ruling (see above
on chap. iii. 9 ; 1 Sam. vui. 5, 6 ; 2 Sam. xv. 4) ; it

represented the royal elevation and majesty;
lastly, the third and innermost building was the
real dwelling-house, where the king lived with bis

consort ; a private house which he had an equal
right with any of his subjects to possess. The
plan of the palace thus was very simple, and fol-

lows so clearly from the nature of the relations,

that we need not seek for the model of it any-
where. Least of all should we be likely to find

such in Egypt, although Thenius does not doubt
that " Solomon built the royal residence after

Egyptian models," and then refers us to the pal-

aces at Medinat-Abu, Luxor, and Carnac Just the
main feature in the one we have been considering,

i. c, the three parts forming a completely united
whole, is wanting in these Egyptian buildings,

which besides were entirely of stone, and conse-
quently quite differently constructed Where is

there anything in Egypt that in the least approxi-
mates to the house of the forest of Lebanon, with
its numerous wooden pillars and galleries ? Solo-

mon's palace, as well as the temple, belonged en-
tirely to the architecture of anterior Asia, but the
fundamental idea upon which its plan and inte-

rior arrangement rested, was essentially and spe-

cifically Israelitish.

3. The calling o/Eiramfrom Tyre to finish all

the temple-vessels, was occasioned by the want of
distinguished artists in Israel (see above on chap,

v. No. 3). As Hiram's* mother was an Israelite,

which is expressly mentioned, we may well sup-
pose that he was not unacquainted with the God
whom his mother worshipped, and therefore was
better able than all other Tyrian artists to enter

into the right spirit and meaning of the works
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which Solomon intrusted to him. But besides

this, the bending for Hiram is important, inasmuch
as it shows that Solomon desired to have real

works of art, and that he so little despised art as

the handmaid of religion, that he even sent for a
heathen and foreign artisan. In his " wisdom "

he regarded the command, Thou shalt not make to

thyself any graven image, not as the prohibition

of every species of* religious sculpture. In this re-

spect he rises far above the Pharisaism of Jose-

phus, who accounts the images of the oxen sup-

porting the molten sea, and the lions near his

throne, as much breaches of the law as the peopling
of his harem with foreign women (Joseph,, Antiq.

8, 7, 5). Modern spiritualism, which rejects all

plastic art in the service of the church, by an ap-

peal to a false interpretation of our Lord's words
in John iv. 24, is a lapse into the" narrow-minded
Jewish Pharisaism.

[The service of art in the Christian Church, and
its employment by Christians in behalf of the in-

terests of religion, is always recognized except in

periods of intense reforming life, when an icono-

clastic spirit is apt to develop itself. The men
who "denuded" the churches in the sixteenth

and in the seventeenth centuries, regarded "orna-
ments " as snares to the conscience, and as the

foster-nurses of superstitions. The principle laid

down and developed by Neander is the true one,

viz., that the design of the Christian religion,

which is to promote holiness of life, should be
kept constantly in view; and that the beautiful

should be observed and employed subordinately to

this design. When the beautiful becomes, or tends

to become, supreme in worship and in Christian

art, then it becomes unlawful.

Solomon, in the luxuriance of his nature, un-
' doubtedly was exceptional in his taste for orna-

ment; and, in this respect, he did not represent

the genius either of Judaism or of the Hebrew
race. And the tradition as being against him, was
true to the instincts of the race.—E. H.]

4. The weU-defined difference of the materials of
the vessels used in Solomon's temple next strikes us.

Those made for the interior of the building were
all of gold ; all those outside of it, of brass. The
design of tliis is apparent Gold (see Historical,

&c^ on chap, vi No. 6), by virtue of its surpassing
splendor, is the celestial metal, and was therefore

fitted for the typical heavenly dwelling, where all

is gold. Brass (see ExegeL and Grit, remarks on
ver. 13) most resembles gold in color and brillian-

cy, but stands in the same relation to it that iron

does to silver (Isai lx. 17) ; it approaches nearest

to' gold, and is fitted, not indeed for the building

itself, but for its approaches, the porch and the

outer court There were, then, no new vessels

unknown in the tabernacle; but the two pillars,

Jachin and Boaz, were new. There was the old

ark of the covenant in the holy of holies (chap.

viiL 3), the altar, candlestick, and table in the holy
place, the altar of burnt-offering (brazen altar) in

the outer court (2 Chron. iv. 1) ; the molten sea in-

stead of the laver (Ex. xxx. 18), and the lavers in-

stead of the basins, which it is to be presupposed
from Lev. L 13 were used. The increased size of
some of these vessels, such as the altar of burnt-

offering and the brazen sea, as well as the multi-

plication of others, such as the candlestick, the

table, and the "bases," was called for in part by
the increased size of the sanctuary, and the rela-

tion of the house (palace) to the tent, and in part
by the extension of the central-cultus.

5. The two pillars Jachin and Boaz were no
more an innovation than the erection of a house
instead of a tent ; theyowed their existence to the
conditions that distinguished a new period of the
theocracy. This we learn from their suggestive
names. Jachin refers to the fact that Jehovah's
dwelling-place, hitherto movable and moving,
was now firmly fixed in the midst of His people

;

Boaz tells of the power, strength, and durability

of the house. Both were monuments ofJehovah's
covenant with His people, monuments of the say-

ing might, grace, and faithfulness of the God of
Israel, who at last crowned the deliverance from
Egypt, by dwelling and reigning ever in a sure
house in the midst of His people. It stands to

reason that such pillars could not have been placed
before the tent ; they could only stand before the
house, where they belonged to the porch, for it

was the latter that gave to the dwelling-place the

appearance of a house and a palace, in distinction

from that of a tent They were formed in accord-

ance with their signification, being not of wood,
not slender and slight, but of brass, thick and
strong, which gave the impression of firmness and
durability. The crown (capital), which is the
principal characteristic of every pillar, consisted

mainly, as did the brazen sea, of an open lily-cup.

The Hebrew named the lily simply " the white,"

(f?^# from && , to be white ;) it is, therefore, a

natural symbol of purity and of holiness to him.
The priests, as the " holy ones " (Ex. iii 27 sq.)

t

were dressed in white (Num. xvi. 7), and the high-

priest, the holiest of the holy, wore, on the great

day of atonement, white garments, instead of his

usual many-colored ones; and these white robes
were called "holy garments" (Lev. xvi 4, 32).

Inasmuch as "holiness" was the characteristic

and fundamental idea of the Israelitish religion,

the "white," i. e., the lily, seems to have been
their religious fiower, as the lotus was the well-

known sacred flower of the Indian and Egyptian
religions. Besides this, the lily is nowhere more
indigenous than in Palestine (Matt vi. 28 ; Winer,
J?.- W.-B,

%
ii #. 28), and it may therefore be named

the flower of the promised land, as the palm was
its tree (see above, Histor. and Ethical, in chap,

vi No. 6, b). If the capitals of the pillars were
thus always and everywhere decorated with carv-

ings of flowers, no more characteristic and suitable

one could be chosen for the capitals before the

"holy temple" (Ps. v. 7; lxxix. 1; cxxxviii 2)

than the lily. The pomegranates on the capital,

and which were also on the high-priest's robe, are

no less characteristic (Ex. xxviii 33 sq.). As the

apple is the figure generally of the word (Prov. xxv.

11), so the pomegranate, the noblest and finest of

all apples, is the symbol of the noblest, most
precious word, that ofJehovah, which is essentially

law (= covenant). Just as this law is a complex
unity, consisting of a number of single commands,
that delight the heart and are sweeter than honey
(Ps. xix. 9, 11), so the pomegranate encloses a
number of preeious, delicious, and refreshing seeds.

The Chaldee paraphrast renders the words (Eccles.

iv. 13, thus :
" Thy youths are filled with (divine)

laws, like pomegranates," and vi 11 :
" if they are

full of good works (i. e., of the law) like pome-
granates." The Gemara also uses the expression

:
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u Full of the commandments (of God) as a pome-
granate " ^com p. Symbol, des Mos. KtUt.

f
ii. s. 122

sq.). Now the union of this symbol with the lily

is very naturae for the law was the revealed sa-

cred will of Jehovah, and the covenant, which was
identical with H, was a covenant of holiness. The
symbol, therefore, bore the seal of the same num-
ber as the law and covenant, i. e., ten. Each row
of pomegranates consisted of ten times ten ; they

were adjusted to the different quarters of the

heavens, exactly as the typical heavenly dwelling

was, the kernel and centre of the same being the

law laid up in the ark. The nets, or net-work,

connected with the significant symbols of the lily

and pomegranate, cannot be viewed as mere orna-

ments, used only " for graceful and suitable fast-

enings of the pomegranates " (Thenius). The num-
ber seven engraved on them (the symbolical num-
ber of the covenant-relation and of sanctification)

(Symb. des Mos. Kult., I s. 193) shows the con-

trary. But their signification cannot be exactly

known, through utter want of analogous objects to

judge from. The later critics have declared these

pillars to have been only Imitations of heathen
symbols, but this is a very uncritical and super-

ficial view. It borders on the ridiculous to look

on them as phallus-figures, or to compare them
with the phallus 180 feet high in the temple of the

Syrian goddess at Hierapolis (Lucian., de dea Syr.,

28 sq.). It is also quite wrong to compare them
with the two columns of the Phoenician Herakles,

or Saturn, who bears up or sustains the world, like

Jehovah, and yet lives and moves eternally (Movers,

Hd. der Phbiiiz., s. 292 sq.) ; for these pillars were,

the one of gold and the other of emerald (Herodot,

2, 44) ; they were but an ell high, were square,

anvil-shaped, and stood, like all idols, in the inte-

rior of the temple. It is not less astonishing to

find these almost disproportionately thick, brazen
pillars, taken for an imitation of the Egyptian
€tone obelisks (Stieglitz, Gesch. der Baukunst, s.

136), and to hear it asserted that " they originally

represented, as needles (!) the power and force of
the sun's rays." (Br. Bauer, Reliq. des A. 7!, ii. s.

92.) Why should the religion of Israel alone abso-

lutely have had no peculiar symbols, but have bor-

rowed all from the natural religions that stood so

far beneath it ?

6. Tfie molten sea was "for (he priests to wash
in " (2 Chron. iv. 6), t «., " their .hands and feet,

when they went into the sanctuary or went up to

the altar also, to offer incense before Jehovah"
(Exod. xxx. 19 sq.), in fact before any of their

priestly functions. It was, therefore, peculiarly

the priests' vessel. Its form, that of an open lily-

cup, corresponded to its purpose. If all budding
and blossoming signified holiness and priesthood

(Num. xvi. 7, corap. with xvii. 20, 23 ; Ps. xcii. 14),

the flower named the " white," i. c, the lily, must
have been pre-eminently the priestly one. The
forehead-plate of the high-priest, his insignia of

office, was named pv » flower, and the head-cover-

ing of the ordinary priests JTOpO, cognate with

JP2J flower-cup (Ex, xxviii. 36, 40). The form of

the lily-cup showed every one that the vessel was
a priestly vessel ; the flower-buds also that adorned
the edge like a wreath, Bhowed the same. The
measure of the sea was according to the number
dominant throughout the whole sanctuary, t. c, the

number ten (see above, Histor. and Ethic, on chap,

vl No. iv. b) ; it was ten cubits broad, five deep,

and there were ten flower-buds to every cubit of
the wreath. The molten sea, as a priest's vessel,

stood beside, on twelve young oxen. The ox 1D3 it

not only the chief animal for sacrifice, but was the

sacrificial animal of the priests, in distinction from
that of all who were not priests. The' law ordered
a young ox to be the sacrifice for the high-priest

and his house, and for the whole priesthood (comp.
Lev. iv. 3 sq. with vers. 23, 27, 32, and xvi. 11,

with ver. 15 ; Ex. xxix. 10 sq. ; Num. viii. 8) ; it

was specially the priests' animaL The twelve
oxen, therefore, stood in the same relation to tlie

molten sea, as the twelve lions to the king's throne

(1 Kings x. 20), the lions being the royal animal
It is plain that the number twelve was not chosen
merely for the sake of "symmetry" (Thenius), but
had reference, like the twelve loaves on the table

of shewbread, to the twelve tribes of Israel, and is

moreover confirmed by the fact that they were
placed just like the twelve tribes in camp, viz., three

each to a quarter of the heavens (Num. ii. 2-31).

The twelve beasts, then, were the symbol of the

whole nation, not in its general, but in the peculiar

characteristic imparted to it when it was chosen
from all nations, as " a kingdom of priests, a holy
nation " (Ex. xix. 6). As Israel stood in relation

to all peoples as a priestly nation, so one tribe

stood as the priest-tribe in relation to the whole
nation ; the special priesthood of the tribe rested

upon the universal priesthood of the nation, and
was, as it were, borne by it. The whole carved-

work of the molten sea was rooted finally in this

great idea. Here, also, instead of explaining Is-

raelitiah symbols by Israelitish ideas, just as with
the brazen pillars, the effort has been made to look

around for heathen models, and such an one has
been found in the egg-shaped stone giant-vessel

of thirty feet in circumference, having four handles,

and ornamented with an ox, which stood at Ama-
thus in Cyprus ; it is also asserted that the twelve
oxen were symbols of Time and the twelve months
(Yatke, Bibl. Thcol, s. 324, 336: Winer, R- W.-R.
iL *. 68, n). We need scarcely say that that vessel

belonged completely to nature-religion; the ma-
terial (stone), the shape (that of an egg), the four

handles (elements), the bull (generation); every-
thing, in fact, denotes the fundamental dogmas of
nature-religion ; nothing but the blindest prejudice

and utter want of critical capacity could discover

—where the difference in outward form as well as
in significance is so great—a likeness with the
brazen sea, the purpose of which the biblical ac-

count itself states so clearly and definitely.

7. The ten lovers on (he movable bases wen
united to the brazen sea (2 Chron. iv. 6), for as the

latter served for the purification of the priests at

their functions, so the former were for the wash-
ing of the sacrifices brought to the altar for burn-
ing. They were, therefore, only placed there for

sacrificial service, the chief vessel of which was
the altar of burnt-offering, and they Btood in an
inseparable though subordinate relation to it As
they were not independent, then, we need not seek
any further signification for them, more than for

the other lesser vessels, the pots, shovels, bowls.

But if they were only useful articles, why does the

text dwell so much at length on them, and de-

scribe them so exactly and carefully, while it
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never once mentions the chief one, the altar itself?

The altar of sacrifice seems to have been origin-

ally of earth, of unhewn stones (Ex. xx. 24 sq.) ;
it

had, therefore, only one covering, which gave it

a de^nite shape, ir the tabernacle as well as in

the ten pie (Ex. xxvii. 1-8). Solomon neither

cwld nor would alter anything in respect of this

law-appointed and significant simplicity; how-
ever, in order indirectly to impress upon this cliief

article of use the character of the glorious house
of Jehovah, he made the vessels inseparably con-

nected with it, and forming with it one whole, the

more splendid and artistic, and decorated them
with all the emblems which were the significant

temple-insignia: cherubim, palms, and flowers.

He did not adorn Hhem on their own account,

therefore, but rather for the sake of the altar,

wttteh they were to beautify. All these figures

belonged properly to the interior of the sanctuary
(see above, Histor. and Etiiic. on chap. vi. No. 6),

and they were placed here, on the vessels of the

altar of sacrifice, to point to the interior of the
sanctuary, and signified the intimate relation in

which the outer court, and especially the altar for

sacrifice, stood to it. When lions and oxen are
particularly mentioned as next the cherubims,
these are not to be understood as new figures, but
only as single component parts of the cherub ; as
in Rev. iv. 6, 7, where all four are presented apart
from each other. One may look in vain for a
heathen parallel to these bases and lavers. " The
whole arrangement, so full of meaning, appears
quite peculiar to the Israelitish temple, for nothing
of the kind is found anywhere else, either on Egyp-
tian or Assyrian monuments " (Thenlus).

HOMILETICAL AJTD PRACTICAL.

Vers. 1-12. Solomon first builds the house of
the Lord, then begins to build his own house. We
must first render to God what is of God, and when
this ha8 been truly done, then to Caesar what is

Cesar's (Matt. xxii. 21). He who strives first after

the kingdom of God, will likewise succeed in what
he undertakes for his personal and temporal wel-
fare (Matt. vi. 33).—The building of the house for

the king followed immediately upon the building
of the temple ; they belong together. Altar and
throne stand and fall together, even as we have
the two commandments : Fear God, honor the king
(1 Pet ii. 17; Prov. xxiv. 21). In the kingdom
where religion and Christianity (are cherished and
highly honored, there royalty is most secure; a
God-fearing people is the best, nay, the only sup-
port of the throne.—Kings and princes cannot, on
account of their high position, choose to live in

ordinary houses, or yet in poor hovels ; it is simply
folly to reproach them when they build castles for

themselves. The building of palaces then becomes
sinful and blamable only when they are built for

the gratification of ostentation and insolence, or at
the expense of a poor and oppressed people.—Be-

fore his dwelling-house Solomon placed the courts
of the throne and of justice, and before theje the
armory, for it is the high and noble privilege of
royalty to administer judgment and justice within
the kingdom to all the nation (1 Chron. xviii. 14;
Ps. lxxxix. 14), and from without, to protect it by
force of arms from all its enemies. [Accommodate
and apply these remarks to the State, or nation, the
body politic—to its public buildings and the rest,

as well as to the reverence for law needed upon the
part of the people, and they will be found useful
for our American people to consider.—E. II.]

Vers. 13-14. A wise prince, in the furtherance
of his enterprises which aim at the honor of God,
and the good of the nation, looks around for the
best instruments, and in order to obtain them, seeks
them wherever he can find them ; for Prov. xxvi. 10.—He who has learned anytlung thoroughly, and
brought it to perfection in its especial province,
must be sought out and held in esteem, whatsoever
be his position or country.—Art is one of the no-
blest and best gifts which God has bestowed upon
man ; therefore, above all, it should be applied to

the glorification of God, and not merely to the sat*

isfaction and pleasure of the world. To scorn and
reject art, in the service of the Church, is to reject

Him who has given it—Ver. 15 sq. As in the
typical temple the implements were not all the
same, but of very varied kinds, each one of which,
gold and brass, primary and secondary or auxiliary,

had its peculiar place and purpose, so it is also in

the true and real temple of God, in the Church of
the Lord (2 Tim. ii. 20). Thus, varied as are the
gifts, the calling, and the position of each individual
in it, so each one must regard himself as an instru-

ment of the Lord, remaining in that calling wherein
he is called, and serving all the others with the
gift which he has received (1 Pet iv. 10; 1 Cor.

xii. 28-31).—What signification have the holy ves-

sels of the temple for the Church of the Lord,
which is the true temple of God (Kph. ii. 20 sq.) T

(1) The pillars, Jachin and Boaz, in the porch, are,

as it were, the superscription over the temple, and
declare its strong. foundation and its permanence;
the Lord declares both to His Church : Upon this

rock will I build my Church, and the gates of hell

shall not prevail against it (Matt xvi. 18). Great,

noble promise 1 (2) The brazen sea and the vases
in the porch are there, that the priests may purify
themselves, and the sacrifices which they bring
there. The Church of the Lord is that holy priest-

hood which offers spiritual sacrifices, Ac (1 Pet ii.

5). Those who wish to perform such service the
prophet, summons : Wash ye, Ac. (Is. i. 161 and
the apostle : I beseech you, Ac (Rom. xii. 1). (3)

The altar, the candlesticks, and the table stand in

the building itself, which is a type of heaven,
and show that for them who offer themselves pure
and holy sacrifices, a divine light -and life are
prepared before the throne of God, and no other
sacrifice is rendered except the incense of prayer,

of praise, and worship of God (Ps. xvi. 11 ; Bev.
v. 8-14).
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B.—The Consecration of the Tempi*.

Chap. VIIL l-6«.

1 ' Then Solomon assembled the elders of Israel, and all the heads of the
tribes, the chief* of the fathers of the children of Israel, unto king Solomon in

Jerusalem, that they might bring up the ark of the covenant of the Lord [Je-

2 hovah] out of the city of David, which is Zion. And all the men of Israel

assembled themselves unto kins Solomon at the feast in the month Ethanim,
8 which is the seventh month. And all the elders of Israel came, and the priests

4 took up the ark. And they brought up the ark of the Lord [Jehovah], and
the tabernacle of the congregation, and all the holy vessels that were m the

5 tabernacle, even those did the priests and the Levites bring up. And king Solo-

mon, and all the congregation of Israel, that were assembled unto him, were with
him before the ark, sacrificing sheep and oxen, that could not be told nor num-

6 bered for multitude. And the priests brought in the ark of the covenant of the
Lord [Jehovah] unto his place, into the oracle of the house, to the most holy

1 place, even under the wings of the cherubims. For the cherubims spread forth
their two wings over the place of the ark, and the cherubims covered the ark and

8 the staves ' thereof above. And they drew out * the staves, that the ends of the
staves were seen out in the holy place before the oracle, and they were not seen

9 without : and there they are unto this day. There was nothing in the ark save
the two tables of stone, which Moses put there at Horeb, when the Lord [Jeho-
vah] made a covenant with the children of Israel, when they came out of the

10 land of Egypt. And it came to pass when the priests were come out of the holy
11 place, that the cloud filled the house of the Lord [Jehovah], so that the priests

could not stand to minister because of the cloud : for the glory of the Lord
[JehovahThad [omu had •] filled the house of the Lord [Jehovah]. Then spake

12 Solomon,"The Lord [Jehovah] said that he would dwell in the thick darkness.

13 I have sorely built thee an house to dwell in, a settled place for thee to abide in

for ever.
-

14 And the king turned his face about, and blessed all the congregation of
15 Israel : and all the congregation of Israel stood ; and he said, Blessed be the

Lord [Jehovah] God of Israel,
1 which spake with his mouth unto David my

16 father, and hatn with his hand fulfilled it, saying, Since the day that I brought
•forth my people Israel out of Egypt, I chose no city out of all the tribes of
Israel to build an house, that my name might be therein

;

a but I chose David
17 to be over my people Israel. And it was in the heart of David my father to
18 build an house for the name of the Lord [Jehovah] God of Israel And the

Lord [Jehovah] said unto David my father, Whereas it was * in thine heart to
10 build an house unto my name, thou didst well that it was * in thine heart. Never

theless, thou shalt not build the house ; but thy son that shall come forth out of
20 thy loins, he shall build the house unto my name. And the Lord [Jehovah]

hath performed [established "1 his word that he spake, and I am risen up [estab-

lished
l
*l in the room of David my father, and sit on the throne of Israel, as the

Lord [Jehovah] promised, and have built an house for the name of the Lord
21 [Jehovah] God of Israel And I have set there a place for the ark, wherein is the

covenant of the Lord [Jehovah], which he made with our fathers, when he
brought them out of the land of Egypt.

22 And Solomon stood before the altar of the Lord [Jehovah] in the presence
of all the congregation of Israel, and spread forth his hands toward heaven

:

23 And he said, Lord [Jehovah] God of Israel, there is no God like thee, in heaven
above, or on earth beneath, who keepest covenant and mercy with thv ser-

24 vants" that walk before thee with all their heart: who hast kept witli thy
servant David my father that thou promisedst [spakest to "] him : thou spakest
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also with thy mouth, and hast fulfilled it with thine hand, as it is this day.

25 Therefore now, Lord [Jehovah] God of Israel, keen with thy servant David my
father that thou promisedst [spakest to "] him, saying, There shall not fail thee
a man in my sight to sit on the throne of Israel ; so that thy children I sons] take
beed to their way, that they walk before me as thou hast walked before me.

26 And now, O " God of Israel, let thy word," I pray thee, be verified, which thou
27 spakest unto thy servant David my father. But will God indeed dwell on the

earth? behold the heaven and heaven of heavens cannot contain thee; how
28 much less this house that I have builded ? Tet have thou respect unto the

Erayer of thy servant, and to his supplication, O Lord [Jehovah] my God, to
earkcn unto the cry and to the prayer, which thy servant prayetn before thee

29 to-day : that thine eyes may be open toward this house night and day, even
toward the place of which thou hast said, My name shall be there : that thou
mayest hearken unto the prayer which thy servant shall make toward this place*

80 And hearken thou to the supplication of thy servant, and of thy people Israel,

when they shall pray toward this place : and hear thou in " heaven thy dweli-

31 ing-place : and when thou hearest, forgive. Ifany man trespass against his neigh-

bour, and an oath be laid upon him to cause him to swear, and the oath come
32 before thine altar in this house : then hear thou in " heaven, and do, and judge

thy servants, condemning the wicked, to bring " his way upon his head ; and
33 justifying the righteous, to give " him according to his righteousness. When

thy people Israel be smitten down before the enemy, because they have sinned
against thee, and shall turn again to thee, and confess thy name, and pray,

34 and make supplication unto thee in this house : then hear thou in heaven, and
forgive the sin of thy people Israel, and bring them again unto the land which

35 thou gavest unto their fatners. When heaven is shut up, and there is no rain,

because they have sinned against thee ; if they pray toward this place, and con-

36 fees thy name, and turn from their sin, when thou amictest them : then hear thou
in heaven, and forgive the sin of thy servants, and of thy people Israel, that thou
teach them [when thou teachest them (by affliction)] the good way wherein they
should walk, and give rain upon thy land, which thou hast given to thy people

37 for an inheritance. If there t>e in the land famine, if there be pestilence, blast-

ing, mildew,18
locust, or if there be caterpillar [if there be consuming locust "] ;

if their enemy besiege them in the land of their cities ; whatsoever plague,

88 whatsoever sickness uiere be ; what prayer and supplication soever be made by
any man, or by ail thy people Israel, which shall know every man the plague of

89 his own heart, and spreaa forth his hands toward this house : then near thou
in heaven thy dwelling-place, and forgive, and do, and give to every man accord-

ing to his ways, whose heart thou knowest
;

(for thou, even thou only, knowest
40 the hearts of all the children of men ;) that they may fear thee all the days that

41 they live in the land which thou gavest unto our fatners. Moreover, concerning

a stranger, that is not of thy people Israel, but cometh out of a far country for

42 thy name's sake

;

fI
(for they shall hear of thy great name, and of thy strong

hand, and of thy stretched-out arm ;) when ho shall come and pray toward
48 this house ; "hear thou in heaven thy dwelling-place, and do according to all that

the stranger calleth to thee for : that all people of the earth may know thy name,
to fear thee, as do thy people Israel ; and that they may know that this house,

44 which I have builded, is called by thy name. If thy people go out to battle

against their enemy,** whithersoever thou shalt send them, and shall pray unto

the Lord [Jehovah] toward the city which thou hast chosen, and toward the

45 house that I have built for thy name : then hear thou in heaven their prayer

46 and their supplication, and maintain their cause.*
4 If they sin against thee, (for

there is no man that sinneth not,) and thou be angry with them, and deliver them
to the enemy, so that they carry them away captives unto the land of the enemy,

4Y far or near; yet if they shall Rethink themselves in the land whither they were
carried captives, and repent, and make supplication unto thee in the land of them
that carried them captives, saying, We have sinned, and have done perversely,

48 we have committed wickedness; and so return unto thee with all their heart,
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and with all their soul, in the land of their enemies, which led them away cap-

tive, and pray unto thee toward their land, which thou gavest unto their fathers,

• 49 the city which thou hast chosen, and the house which I have built for thy name

:

then hear thou their prayer and their supplication in heaven thy dwelling-place,

60 and maintain their cause, and forgive thy people that have sinned against thee,

and all their transgressions wherein they have transgressed against thee, and
give them compassion before them who carried them captive, that they may

51 have compassion on them: for they be thy people, and thine inheritance, which
62 thou broughtest forth out of Egypt, from the midst of the furnace of iron: that

thine eyes may be open " unto the supplication of thy servant, and unto the
supplication of thy people Israel, to hearken unto them in all that they call for

63 unto thee. For thou didst separate them from among all the people of the
earth, to be thine inheritance, as thou spakest by the hand of Moses thy ser-

vant, when thou broughtest our fathers out of Egypt, O Lord [Jehovah] God."
54 And it was so, that when Solomon had made an end of praying all this

prayer and supplication unto the Lord [Jehovah], he arose from before the altar

of the Lord [Jehovah], from kneeling on his knees with his hands spread up to

65 heaven. And he stood, and blessed all the congregation of Israel with a loud
66 voice, saying, Blessed be the Lord [Jehovah], that hath given rest unto his peo-

ple Israel, according to all that he promised : there hath not failed one wora of
all his good promise, which he promised by the hand of Moses his servant.

67 The Lord [Jehovah] our God be with us, as he was with our fathers : let him
68 not leave us, nor forsake us : that he may incline our hearts unto him, to walk

in all his ways, and to keep his commandments, and his statutes, and his jndg-
69 ments, which he commanded our fathers. And let these my words, wherewith

I have made supplication before the Lord [Jehovah], be nigh unto the Lord
[Jehovah] our God day and night, that he maintain the cause ,7 of his servant,

60 and the cause of his people Israel at all times, as the matter shall require : " that
VI the peopte of the earth may know that the Lord [Jehovah] is God, and thai

61 there is none else. Let your heart therefore be perfect with the Lord [Jehovah]
our God, to walk in his statutes, and to keep his commandments, as at this day.

62 And the king, and all Israel with him, offered sacrifice before the Lord [Je*

63 hovabl. And Solomon ofFered a sacrifice of peace offerings, which he offered

unto the Lord [Jehovah], two and twenty thousand oxen, and an hundred and
twenty thousand sheep. So the king and all the children of Israel dedicated

64 the house of the Lord [Jehovah]. The same day did the king hallow the mid-
dle of the court that was before the house of the Lord [Jehovah] : for there he
offered burnt offerings, and meat offerings, and the fat of the peace offerings

:

because the brazen altar that teas before the Lord [Jehovah] was too little to
receive the burnt offerings, and meat offerings, and the fat of the peace offer-

65 ings. And at that time Solomon held a feast, and all Israel with him, a great
congregation, from the entering in of Hamath unto the river of Egypt, before
the Lord [Jehovah] our God, seven days and seven days, even fourteen days.

66 On the eighth day he sent the people away : and they blessed the king, and
went unto their tents joyful and glad of heart for all the goodness that the
Lord [Jehovah] had done for David his servant, and for Israel his people.

TEXTUAL AND GRAMMATICAL.

* Ter. 1.—[On the apocopated future Sip* In connection with ftt , see Ewsld, KriL Gramm., $ 283 b., p. 593 in 7th
*•*:— t

ed. The Vat Sept prefaces this chapter with the statement "and It came to pass when Solomon had made an end of
building the house of the Lord and bis own hotise, after twenty years, then," Ac. ; and omits the middle part of this verse
and nearly all of ver. % etc The Alex. Sept follows the Heb.

* Ver. 1.—[The renderings of the Heb. fcPfeO In the A. V. are various. Besides a few irrelevant translations, it it

rendered by captain, chit/, governor, prince, and ruler—princ* being the most common. There Is also some variation
1a the Sept translation of the word, bat it Is usually rendered apy***

* Ver. 7.—[For staves the Sept. substitute hofy thing*.
* Ver. 8.—[Luther, followed by our author, hero translates u And the staves were so long that," eta, thus leaving out
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the evidence of design in the arrangement; they adopt the intransitive sense of the verb }3"1K*1 , as has also been done

by the Vnlgr. and Syr. The sense of prolonging, extending, which is given by Kell, and adopted by the A. Y., is at least
te osnal, and seems better enlted to the connection. The staves, at the utmost, could huve been but 10 cubits long, the
depth of tho h«»ly of holies in the tabernacle. The author however assume* that the length of the ark, and consequently
the direction of the staves, was north and south, in which case the staves could not ia any way have been seen from outside
the vail.

• Ver. 11.—[There is no occasion here for the pluperfect, nor is it expressed in any of those VV. which admit of the
distinction.

• Ver. 18.—JThe Vat Sept omits vera. 12 and 18, tho Alex, following the Heb.
' Ver. 15.— (The Sept. here add <nj^«po*\ and instead of unto read concerning David.
• Ver. 16.—[The Vat. (net Alex.) bept. here supplies from 2 Chron. vi. 6 the clause xoi i£tAefd>w cV 'UpowraXr^ «Imu

f* eroful pov «c«t. Our author omits the name Israel at the end of the verse.
• Ver. 1a—[Luther, followed by the author, uses here the present tense; the VVn following the Heb., have, like the

A. V., the (Mist.

i* Ver. 20.—[It seems better, if possible, to render the Heb. verb D^p In both these elausee by the same English
word, though with differing shades of meaning; The Sept. has ayfonp* . . . aWpnfr j the author has bin btt&tigl
Luther, like the A. V., varies the word.

»* \>r. 28.—[The Sept. put this in the singular.

i* Vers. 24, 26.—[The Heb. ")XI , being the verb in all these clauses, there to no occasion to change the English word.

" Ver. 26.—[Many MSS., followed by the 8ept, Vulg., Syr., and Arab., prefix V/SV •

i« Ver. 21—Even allowing that the k'tib TlpR P°tlto to * 8un- **• **» y«* nevertheless the k*rl rpT\ appeare

according to 2 Chron. vi. 17 and L 9 to be the true reading.—Bihr. [It la also the reading of many MSS^ followed by the
BepU, Syr., and Arub. . .

i* Ver. 80.-[Q7D^rpN IFDt? DlpD"7K the proposition is the same as in the previous clause, toward this place.

The expression Is a pregnant ones hear thou the prayer which is offered toward heaven, fte.

»• Ver. 82.—[On MS., followed by the Sept, Cbeld., 8yr^ and Arab., reads from heaven—"tfTTjD t end so In vers.

St, 86, 88, 48, 45, 49% according to 2 Chron. vi. 22, 28, 25. But see last remark.

" Ver. 82.—[The Heb. HHJ is the same in both clauses, and is rendered alike by the Chald. and Bept, which the

English Idiom scarcely admits.

" Ver. 87.—Withering of the grain through a hot wind.—Bahr. [Such is the sense of |ipVM wherever It occurs, se

here, In connection with jfen^t vix., Dent xxvili. 22; 2 Chron. vt 28; Amos vi. 9; Hag. ii. 17.

»» Ver. 87.—[^pn appears to be merely an epithet of n31K . Qf. Dent xxvili. 88.

*> Ver. 8S.-[ta^ JM . Qf. 2 Chron. vi. 29, \l&OST IjM

.

n Ver. 41.—[The Vat Sept omits the latter half of ver. 41 and the parenthesis of ver. 42.
" Ver. 43.—[Many MSS. and editions, followed by the Sept, prefix the conjunction here as In vers. 86, 89, 45, Ac
*» Ver. 44.— [Some MSS. and the TV. read V2*K in the plural.

** Ver. 45.—(The phrase DDtTD iTCTJ always means the support of the righteous cause; with the suffix of the

personal pronoun here and ver. 49 It assumes that the warfare to which they had been sent was righteous.
** Ver. 52.—[The Sept supplement this frequent expression by adding M and thine ears.*

" Ver. 58.—[The Chal<L, Vulgn and Syr. here follow the masoretic punctuation of HllT y2HX end, like the A. V*

translate Lord God. The Sept have, according to the Vat, xvate rvpte, which is followed by Luther, while the Alex, omits
the expression altogether. Our author translates Herr Jehovah. The sept make a considerable addition at the end of the
verse.

17 Ver. 59.—[See note on ver. 45.
** Ver. 59.—[The words at the matter shall require not being in the Heb. are better omitted.—F. 6.]

EXEGETICAL AND CRITICAL.

Vers. 1-7. Then Solomon assembled, Ac. The
section 2 Chron. v. 2 to vt 42, which is for the roost

part like it, may be compared with this whole chap-

ter. The little word ft< <wn« denotes, like ver. 12
T

(comp. Josh. x. 12; Ex. xv. 1), the point of time

which immediately follows what is above related,

and means, what indeed the context infers, namely,

that as soon as all the vessels were finished (cliap.

ii. 51), Solomon proceeded to dedicate the temple.

In accordance with the great importance of the

temple-building to the whole theocracy, he called

together the elders, £ e., the presiding officers of

communities, and also the heads of the tribes and
the families, that the entire people might thereby

be represented. The solemnity took place at the

feast in the month Ethanim, which is the seventh

month. The usual interpretation of D'Jnfetil » mouth

ofthe flowing rivers (rainy season), is more accept-

able than that of Thenius, gift (fruit) month, or

that of Bottcher, suspension of the equinox. This

ttonth was called Tisri in our writer's time and

later; upon this account he expressly says that

Rthanim was the seventh. The feast of taberna-

cles occurred on the 15th of this month (Levit.

xxiii. 34); it was the greatest and best observed

of all the three yearly festivals, and was especially

called " the feast" by the Jews (Symb. des Mos.

Kult. ii. s. 656). Solomon therefore very fitly sol-

emnized the 'dedication of the temple at the time

of this feast Although the text gives here only

the month and the day, and not the year, it is of

course to be understood that it was the first feast

of tabernacles that occurred after the comple-

tion of the temple in the eighth month (chap. vi.

38); consequently it fell in the following year.

The opinion that the dedication took place in the

seventh month of the same year, in the eighth

month of which the temple was finished (Kwald),

needs no refutation. The assertion of Thenius,

with which Keil also now agrees, appears more
probable. He thinks that the temple was not dedi-

cated until twenty years from tho commencement
of the building, t. «., thirteen years after its com-
pletion; because the divine answer to the dedica-

tion prayer, according to chap. ix. 1-10, did not
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come till the temple of Jehovah and the king's

house were both finished (chap, vi. 38, and vii. 1),

and in the Sept chap. Lr. begins with these words

:

" And it came to pass, when Solomon had finished

the building of the house of the Lord, and the king's

house (after twenty years), he assembled, Ac. ;
" but

the passage, chap. ix. 1, certainly does not say that

the dedication did not take place for twenty years,

or that Jehovah immediately thereafter appeared
to Solomon ; it speaks not only of the completion of
both those buildings, but of all the others besides,

which Solomon had begun (chap. ix. 19), so that we
must in that case place the dedication much later

than twenty years (see below, on chap. ix. 1). As to

the words of the Sept., they are unmistakably a
gloss from chap. ix. 1 and 10, inserted here, and such
as is found nowhere else, either in a MS. or in any
other ancient translation, and therefore can never
be regarded as the original text. When we con-
sider how very desirous David was to build an
house unto the Lord, that when he was not per-
mitted to do so, he pressed the task as a solemn
duty upon his son, that Solomon then, as soon as
he had established his throne, began the building
and continued it with great zeal ; it seems utterly

incredible that he should have left the finished

building thirteen years unused, and delayed its

dedication until the twenty-fourth year of his reign.

The weightiest reasons alone could have induced
him to do so, but we hear nothing of any such.
Even if we suppose the vessels not to have been
finished as soon as the building, but to have been
commenced after its completion, still it could not
have taken thirteen years to make them ; and there
was no reason why the dedication of the temple
should have been put off until the palace was fin-

ished, the latter requiring no solemn dedication,

while the speedy dedication of the central sanc-
tuary was an urgent necessity if the restoration of
the unity of worship, commanded by the law, was
to be established.

To faring up the ark of the covenant of the
Lord. In the march through the wilderness, the
ark was covered with some cloths, and carried by
the levites (Numb. iv. 5, 15), but on special occa-
sions, the priests themselves carried it, as here
and in Josh. iii. 6 ; vi. 6. Not only the ark, but
the tabernacle, which had hitherto stood at Gibeon
(2 Ohron. i. 3, 4), with all its vessels, was brought
out from Zion into the temple. While the priests

carried the ark, the levites (ver. 4) carried the other
things pertaining to the tent, all of which were
doubtless preserved in the rooms of the side-struc-

ture. When the procession reached the temple
(ver. 5), the ark was laid down in the outer court
before the entrance to the holy place, and a great
and solemn sacrifice offered ; then the priests bore
the ark to its appointed place. For vers. 6 and 7

Bee above, on chap. vi. 23 sq.

Vers. 8-9. And they drew out the staves,
that the ends, Ac. Ver. 8, which has had the
most various interpretations put upon it, is nothing
but a parenthesis following the concluding words
of the preceding verse, explaining how it happened
that the great cherubim-statues, with their wings
stretched across the entire width of the sanctuary
(chap. vi. 27), hot only overshadowed the ark itself,

but even its staves. As it says in Ex. xxv. 15, the
staves were never to be removed, but were to be-
long inseparably to the ark. If the cherubim-
statues then were to overshadow the ark, they

should also cover the staves inseparably united to
it. Now as the ark lay lengthwise north and
south in the holy of holies, and the wings of the
cherubim-statues stretched from the southern to
the northern wall of the holy of holies, the staves
which they overshadowed with their wings must
have been placed north and south, i. «., on the
longer sides of the ark, as Josephus (AnL iii. 6, 5)
expressly states. Therefore, their heads or ends
could be seen from the sanctuary (great space) only
close before the holy of holies (Debir). The reason
why the staves were so long (OTIC is to be under-

stood as intransitive, as Keil remarks ; as in Ex. xx.
12 ; Deut v. 16 ; xxv. 1 5, and not to be translated

:

they made the staves long, as Kimchi and Thenius
make it, for thus fttf should stand before D'TOTI)

was in consequence of the weight of the ark, which
must have been considerable, because the stone
tables of the law were inside of the ark ; and it

was carried by more than four, perhaps by eight
priests, who did not touch it, as was commanded
in Numb. iv. 15. And as the holy of holies was
only intended for the ark of the covenant (chap,

vl 19), and the latter was only two and a lialf cu-
bits long, with its long staves inseparable from it,

it took up nearly the whole space. The oldest in-

terpretation of our verse was borrowed from the
Rabbins ; it says that the staves were drawn so
far forward that their ends touched the veil of the
most holy place, and caused visible protrusions on
the outside ; but this is disproved by the fact that
the staves were placed on the longest side of the
ark, and pointed south and north, not east and
west, consequently could not have touched the
curtain. Thenius, with whom Merz and Bertheau
agree, explains the simple sentence in ver. 8 " by
optical laws : when a person at the entrance of the

holy place (he makes £Hp>iT"|D mean that) could

have seen through the open door the ends of the
staves of the ark which was in the middle of the
holy of holies, these staves must have been, ac-
cording to the laws of perspective, seven cubits
long." This highly ingenious explanation rests, as
Keil justly remarks, on ill-founded suppositions,

comp. Bottcher AehrenL ii. s. 69. The words

TOTi! "0?"^? cannot be translated: "from the

great space before the debir," but mean, from the
sanctuary, " when a person stood close before the
dark holy of holies " (Ewald), or " near the most
holy " (Merz). It is certain" that the writer of these
books had not the remotest thought about the laws
of optics and perspective. The addition, and there

(hey are unto this day, means : though the ark now
had its fixed resting-place, the staves were left,

according to the command Ex. xxv. 15, in order to

signify that it was the same ark, which dated from
the time when Israel was chosen to be a covenant
people. The expression " unto this day," also oc-

curring, chap. ii. 21; xil 19; 2 Kings viii 22,

shows that the writer drew from a manuscript
written before the destruction of the temple, and
did not deem it necessary to deviate from its words.

Ver. 9. There was nothing in the ark, Ac,
Yer. 9 returns to the ark itself, and emphasizes
the fact that it was brought into the holy of ho-
lies (ver. 6) because it preserved the original docu-
ment of the covenant which God made with Israel,

which consisted of the " ten commandments that
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the fcord spake onto them " (Dent x. 4). By virtue

of this document, the ark was the pledge of the

covenant relation ; and at the same time was the

fundamental condition of the religious and politi-

cal life of Israel ; it naturally formed the heart and
central point of the sanctuary or dwelling-place

of Jehovah in the midst of His chosen people
(compare Symb. des Mos. KulL, i. s. 383 sq.); "there
would have been no temple without the ark of the

covenant, that alone made it a sanctuary " (Eeng-

stenberg). According to Hebr. ix. 4, the ark con-
tained, besides the tables of the law, the golden
pot with manna (Ex. xvi. 33), and Aaron's rod
(Numb, xvh. 25). The endeavor has been made to

reconcile this passage with the one under consid-

eration, by the supposition that those two addi-

tional objects were no longer in the ark in Solo-

mon's time, having only been there when Moses
lived, the latter period being the one in the mind
of the writer to the Hebrews (Ebrard, Moll, and
others). But the passages quoted only say they
were laid " before Jehovah " or "nefore the tes-

timony;" not in the ark. The Jewish tradition

alone renders it in (Schottgen, hor, Bebr. p. 973),

and this tradition, with which the reader of this

epistle may have been familiar, was probably in

the writer's mind, for he was not desirous of giving
an exact archaeological description (comp. Tholuck
and Bleek on Heb. ix. 4). V. Meyer s opinion,

which Lisco also adopts, that the manna and rod
were not in the ark any longer because " the direct

theocracy, with its spiritual sceptre, and its bless-

ings, had departed, and the people had an earthly

king who was now to guide and watch over them,"
is in the highest degree erroneous. Horeb is not
the highest summit of the mountains of Sinai, but
a general name for the mountain-range of which
8inai is only a part : comp. Thenius on the place.

Ters. 10-13. And it came to pass, when the
priests were come out of the holy place, Ac.

Ex. xl. 34, 35, is almost the same as vers. 10 and
11 ; " then a cloud covered the tent of the congre-

gation, and the glory of the Lord filled the taber-

nacle. And Moses was not able to enter into the

tent of the congregation, because the cloud abode
thereon (ptf?) and the glory of the Lord filled the

tabernacle." It is plain that the author meant,
what once happened at the dedication of the taber-

nacle took place again at the dedication of the
house. The cloud, not a cloud fLuther), but that,

in and with which, as once at the tabernacle, the

glory of the Lord came down, though naturally

not the same cloud as at that time. What ver. 10
says of the cloud, ver. 11 says of the glory of the

Lord; U filled the house, not only the most holy
place, but the whole dwelling, so that the priests

were prevented for a moment from performing
their functions in the sanctuary. We cannot pos-

sibly conceive this to have been the cloud of smoke
"which, rising from the burning offerings on the

altar, veiled the glory of the Lord w (Bertheau on
2 Chron. v. 14) : for in this case the priests them-
ielvefl would have been prevented from officiating.

For can we, on account of the nlfVlfeD » think as

Thenius, of the "bright and streaming cloud w

which the Rabbins name nj*30t for Solomon

could not have said, on beholding it: Jehovah

dwells ^B"»g3; this word denoting, as Thenius

himself rightly says, "exactly the black dark-
ness ;" and he takes an unwarrantable liberty

when, as the Chaidee, he reads D^T3 for it. It

is admitted that the " darkness roust refer to the
cloud" just also as that which in Kx. xix. 9 is

named p¥ W called ?D"lg in Ex. xx. 21; and in

Deut. iv. 11; v. 9; Ps. xcvii. 2, both words are
conjoined as synonymes. Keil, too, thinks the py
is the shekinah, for he says: "the glory of the
Lord, which is like a consuming fire, manifested
itself in the cloud" But this also is contradicted
by the words of Solomon, that the Lord dwells in
the (thick) darkness; the text has not a syllable
about a fiery appearance ; and certainly a consum*
ing fire cannot be thought of here, where the sub-
ject is the gracious presence of the Lord. Abar-
banel indeed thinks that the fire of the cloud burst
forth from it, after Solomon's prayer, and consumed
the burnt-offering, 2 Chron. vii. 1 ; but it expressly
says in this passage, that fire came " from heaven w

(and therefore not out of the cloud). Keil further
remarks :

" This wonderful manifestation of the
divine glory only took place at the dedication;
afterwards, the cloud was visible in the holy of
holies only on the great day of atonement, when
the high-priest entered there " (Lev. xvi. 2). This,
however, is quite contrary to the rabbinical be-
lief, which was that the shekinah hung constantly

above the ark of the covenant; and it also pre-
supposes that the wonderful manifestation was
regularly repeated on that solemnity of atonement,
although neither the text nor the Jewish tradition

mentions such a thing ; and this would have no
analogy with God's miracles, which never recur
regularly on a particular day. Our text only men-
tions a dark cloud, which, as it filled the whole house,
must necessarily have only been a passing phe-
nomenon ; it served to show that the Lord, as once
in the tent, would now henceforth dwell in the
house built for Him. prfiT-tfaa stands, as Solo-

mon's phrase in ver. 12 shows, for Jehovah him-
self, and is the standing Old Testament designation
of the being (majesty) of God pike the 66$a of the
New Testament.—E. H.], raised absolutely above
all that is creaturely, yet stooping"(p#, Ex. xl. 35),

i. «., concentrating himself, in order to manifest and
assert himself, either blessing and saving as here,

or punishing and destroying, as for instance, in Ps.

xviii. Tfie Lord said. Because there is no passage
showing that the Lord spoke those words, The-
nius translates 1DK " the Lord proposeth to dwell

in the thick darkness : or, He has made known
that He will dwell in the thick darkness ; " but
just because the Lord had said so, Solomon beheld
in the cloud a sign that he had come down to dwell
in the temple (p&?) ; he remembered the plain dec-

laration Ex. xix. 9 ; Levit xvi. 2. " Overpowered
by that sublime moment, and filled with joy that he
was counted worthy of the favor of being allowed
to build a house for the Lord, he utters the joyful

words " (Bertheau) : WJ3 nba , surely ! I have

built; for which Chron. gives *TPY1 *JK; I, jea, I

have built For the words in ver. 13, an house to

dweU in, a settled place, see on chap, vi 2, a, Histori-

cal and Ethioal Qrhfa is similar to Josh. iv. 7

;
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Job xix. 24; 1 Kings L 31 (comp. Hengstenberg,
ChristoL ii. s. 432 sq.). According to 2 Chron. v.

12 sq., songs of praise, accompanied by harps and
psalteries, burst forth, as the priests came out of

the sanctuary.

Vers. 14-21. And the king turned his face,

Ac Solomon had spoken the words of vers. 12

and 1 3 with his face turned to the temple ; but he
now turned towards the people who were in the

outer court, and who listened standing, i. c, with
proper reverence, to the following discourse. This

is a solemn declaration (vers. 15-21) that the tem-
ple was undertaken and finished according to Je-

hovah's word and will. The course of thought is,

compared with 2 Chron. vi. 4-11, as follows: "so
long as Israel, after the departure from Egypt,
wandered about, and bad not come into posses-

sion of the promised land, Jehovah had chosen no
abiding dwelling-place, His habitation was mov-
able—a tent. But after He had chosen David to

be king, and brought His people by him to the full

and quiet possession of the promised laud, it was
fitting that He, as well as the nation, should have
an abiding dwelliug-plaee. Jerusalem being the

city of David, and the central point of the king-

dom promised to him *for ever,' Jehovah had
chosen this very city for His ' everlasting ' habita-

tion. It was, however, forbidden to my father, Da-
vid, to execute His purpose, namely, to build an
house to the name of the Lord, instead of the tent;

according to divine direction, He deputed this

work to me, whom Jehovah had already confirmed
as his successor. I then, specially commissioned
oud empowered to do so, have built this house,

and brought into it the ark of the covenant, the
pledgo of the divine gracious presence ; and the
cloud that lias just now filled the house, as once
it did the tent, is the sign that Jehovah will dwell
here." The promise, the fulfilment of which Solo-

mon refers to in this discourse, is that of 2 Sam.
vii. 4-16, comp. with 1 Chron. xxii. 6-11 and xxviii.

2-7. For the expression: that my name shall be

there, the pregnant meaning of which we may
gather from its constant repetition (vers. 16, 17,

18, 19, comp. 29, 43, 44), see above, on chap. vi.

liistor. and Ethical, 2, 6. It is worthy of notice

that at the beginning and the conclusion of the

address (vers. 16 and 21), the building of the tem-
ple is placed in relation to the deliverance from
Egypt. Comp. above on chap. vi. 1.

Vers. 22-26. And Solomon stood before the
altar of the Lord. 2 Cliron. vi. 13 mentions that

Solomou had a brazen scaffold ("IVD) made, which

he mounted, and then knelt down to pray (comp.
t. 54); as the text says nothing of its form, we
will not decide whether it had, as Thenius thinks,

a square support, and a rounded edge. Certainly

it was a species of pulpit, not behind, but before
the altar of burnt-offering. It does not follow from
"Ipp , that Solomon again turned his face to the tem-

ple (Thenius) : it means before, opposite ; the peo-
ple^ therefore could not have stood behind him,
which must have happened, had he turned his back
to them. The spreading out the hands is a sign
of praying, just as our folding of the hands is (Ex.
ix. 29, 31.; Ps. xliv. 21; cxliil 6; Isai. L 15; lxv.

2, Ac). Modern criticism has pronounced the dedi-
cation prayer in its given form, vers. 23-61, to be
unauthentic. De Wette and Stahelin place the
time of its composition in the period of the exile.

Ewald admits that it is, "notwithstanding its

length, a very fine discourse ; but belonging, in
the style of thought, rather to the seventh than
the eleventh or tenth century," and thinks that
it was most probably composed by the first of
the so-called elaborators of Deuteronomy. Ac-
cording to Thenius, there is a sketch in the prayei
to be held as historical, though it be brief; but
it contains considerable interpolations, as vers.

44-51; and the frequent coincidence with pas-
sages in Deut and Josh., as well as " the style,

which is so often diffuse, verbose, and watery (!),

denote a more recent working up." We remark,
on the other hand : that the text containing the
prayer, in Chron., perfectly coincides with that in
Kings, except in a few particulars ; but this proves
that it was not taken from the latter, but that both
accounts were derived from a common source. So
much then is certain, that our writer did not invent
the prayer, but found it in the original which he
drew from, and gave it again—as the Bimilar text
of Chron. shows—unaltered. The only question
then is, of what date was the common original?

Chap. xi. 41 names as such the " book of the acts
of Solomon," and the chronicler, " the book of Na-
than the prophet " (2 Chron. ix. 29). The latter,

however, cannot certainly belong to the seventh
century, still less to the time of the captivity ; it

evidently was written, as Bleek justly remarks,
" in view of the state of things, when the temple,
the city of Jerusalem, and David's kingdom still

existed." As to the " thoughts," Thenius admits
that the verses 27, 28, 41-43, 58, 60, "are fully

worthy of a Solomon," and this without being able
to prove that the others are unworthy of them

;

they are, on the contrary, in fit connection and per-

fect harmony with them (for the so-called interpo-

lations of the vers. 44-51, see below, on the place).

We can only conclude that this prayer was of later

composition, because of its harmony with some
passages of Deut and Lev., if these books also

belong to a later period; and this is unproved.
But with equal propriety, inversely, we may con-
clude from the prayer, that these books were
in existence in the time of Solomon, and were
known to him as the pupil of a prophet. Finally,

if the style and composition of the prayer, because
they are verbose and watery, prove later working
up, tins objection rests on purely subjective taste

;

and we have just as good a right to hold, as Ewald
does, that it is, " in spite of its length, a very fine

discourse." It is incredible besides, that a dis-

course, holding so important a place in Old Testa-
ment history, should have been composed later,

and falsely put into the mouth of the great king

;

we must believe, on the contrary, that if ever a
speech were written down and preserved carefully,

it was that one.

Vers. 23-26. Lord God of Israel, Ac Vers.
23-26, form the introduction to the prayer which
is united to the speech, vers. 15-21, and gives
praise and thanks to God for having already ful-

filled the promise made to David (vers. 23, 24) in

so far as the house (2 Sam. vii. 5-16) was con-

cerned, uniting with it the request that the Lord
would further fulfil it, with regard to the house,
t. &, the race of David, and their sitting upon the
throne of Israel (vers. 25, 26). The address, then
is no God like Thee, Ac., means : not that there is no
god among all those in heaven and earth like Thee;
but, nothing is like to Thee, who art in heavea
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above and on earth below. Jehovah, the God
of Israel, is not compared here with other gods,

but on the contrary, is described as the only true

God (corap. Deut. iv. 39; Josh, it 11; 2 Sam. vii.

22 ; xxii 32). He had shown himself such espe-

cially by His keeping of the covenant, by His
mercy (Deut vii. 9 ; Dan. ix. 4), and by the fulfil-

ment of His gracious promise, njn DV3 ver. 24

as in chap, iii. 6. The house, as it now stands, is

a witness to His faithfulness to the covenant The-
nius remarks on ver. 2G : The urgency of the pe-

tition is shown by its concise repetition.

Vers. 27-30. But will Ood indeed, Ac, The
prayer passes, at ver. 27, to its chief object, the

temple, with which all the rest of it is occupied.
*3 at the beginning is used here as in 1 Sam. xxix.

8; 1 Kings xi 22; 2 Kings viil 13; Jer. xxiii. 18,
** merely as an impressive introduction to the inter-

rogatory sentence that leads to the real prayer n

(Thenius), and is not, therefore, a mere confirming
particle, as Keil, who connects our verse with ver.

26 instead of with vers. 28-30, repeatedly asserts.

The petition in ver. 26: that God would indeed
keep the house (dynasty) of David on the throne,

was not founded on the fact that the heaven of
heavens could not contain Him, still less that tem-
ple. On the contrary, the entire contents of the
following prayer are, that God would hear all the
prayers that should be offered in this place ; hence
Solomon very naturally begins with the thought,
can the infinite, unconfined Deity really have His
dwelling here? The expression, the heaven and
heaven of heavens, can have nothing to do with
the different heavens taught by Jewish* theology
(Schottgen, hor. hebr. p. 719), but is the description

of the heavens in their all-embracing extent, as
Deut. x. 14; Ps. cxv. 16. This is the connection
of vers. 27 and 28: Thou art the infinite God whom
no house built by man can contain, but I beseech
Thee to show thyself here, as a God who answers

Srayer. In ver. 28 Solomon prays that God would
ear his present prayer, and in vers. 29 and 30

that He would also in the future always hear the
prayers of the king and people in this place. The
different expressions for prayer in the verses 28-
30 are not very different in their meaning, and are
placed near together here, to describe every kind
of prayer. The words, that thine eyes may be open
(ver. 29), do not mean that God was besought to

watch over the building, and take it under His al-

mighty protection, but always to see, when any
one prayed there, and to hear his prayer, to turn
His eyes and ears toward the house (comp. Ps.
xxxiv. 16). For the placing of the temple and
heaven (ver. 30) in antithesis, which is done indeed
through the entire prayer, see above, on chap. vi.

Histor. and Ethic 2 c The prayer for forgiveness
is joined to the prayer for hearing, at the conclu-
sion, as also in vers. 34, 36, 39, 60, because man,
who is full of sin and guilt, can only hope for the
acceptance of his prayer when his sins are for-

given; every answer to prayer rests on the sin-

pardoning grace of God.
Vers. 31-32. If any man trespass against, Ac.

The prayer that God may hear in general is now
followed, from ver. 31 on, by prayers for particular

cases, of which there are seven altogether ; which
Is no more remarkable than that the Lord's prayer,
Matt vi 9 sq., also contains the sacred number
seven, the number of the covenant (Symb. des Mot.

KuU. i. s. 1 93). The first of the seven prayers (vers.

31, 32) concerns the observation of the oath as sa-

cred, namely, in cases like those of Ex. xxii. 7-10
and Lev. v. 21-24. For lg»K r\H it is DN in 2

Chron. vi. 22 ; it means : the case happening, that

=when (Keil). n^N jo* cannot be translated;

and the oath comes, as the article is wanting to

n^K; all the old translations give: comes and

swears. Before the altar, i, «., the place of divine
witness and presence (Ex. xx. 24). Thou bringert

his deed upon his head, i. e., thou punishest him for
his false oath (Ezek. ix. 10). We receive no an-
swer from the commentators to the question, why
is the prayer with respect to the oath placed fore-

most in the seven petitions ? Perhaps the reason
is as follows: The temple, which is constantly and
impressively exalted in the chapter we are con-
sidering, was built to the name of Jehovah, which
should be deemed holy ; but the oath was nothing
more than the calling upon the sacred name ; t. c,
the name of that God who had made himself known
as a holy God, and who does not allow the misuse
of his name to go unpunished (according to Eccle-
siasticus xxiii. 9, bp/coc is equivalent to bvouaoia
tov dyiov, comp. ver. 11: 6 bfivbuv naX bvofia^wy,
they swore by the name of God, is an oath-form in
Levit xix. 12; Deut vi. 13; x. 20; Isai. xlviii. 1;
Jerem. xii. 16 ; xliv. 26. The false oath was a con-
temptuous use of the name to which the house was
built ; but it was the chief requirement from him
who stood in the holy place, that he should not
swear falsely, Ps. xxiv. 3, 4. The command to
keep the name of God holy, stands also first among
the commandments of the fundamental law (Ex.
xx. 7), and it is the first of the seven petitions in

the Lord's prayer : hallowed be Thy name (Matt
vi. 9).

Vers. 33-34. When thy people Israel be
smitten down, Ac. The second petition concerns
the case of captives, who had, through their guilt,

merited overthrow, and were led away by their

conquerors; and beseeches Jehovah for the return
of the people to their native land. To be taken
away from the land of promise, to be separated
from communion with the covenant people, in

whose midst Jehovah dwelt, and to live among
heathens, was the greatest of all misfortunes to an
Israelite, and it was very natural to pray against it.

And confess thy name must be connected with OC'

;

if they, feeling their guilt, acknowledge Thee God,
dwelling and manifesting thyself here; it is not
then the same as : praise Jehovah (Gesenius, Wi-
ner). It is unnecessary to seek a direct association

of ideas between this second and the first petition.

Thenius says: "The internal welfare of the stale

was secured by fidelity and faith arising from fear

of God, but that welfare could be in peril from
without" Nor is there here a direct reference to

Lev. xxvi 17 and Deut. xxviii. 25, as Keil asserts.

Vers. 35-40. When heaven is shut np, &c.

The third petition (vers. 35, 36), and the fourth

(vera. 37-40), concern divine judgments by means
of long-continued drought and land-plagues. As
the rain, on which the fertility of the soil, and
therefore all outward prosperity, depended in the

East, was a sign of divine blessing (Ezek. xxxiv.

26 sq.), so drought was a sign of curse and punish-

ment (Lev. xxvi. 3, 19 ; Deut. xxviii 15, 23 ;' x£
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17 ; Am. xlvii. ; Hagg. L 11). The meaning of ver.

36 is: when the people were brought into the right

way again, by the merited chastisement, then he
beseeches God to liear their supplication, and to

forgive their sin and to send rain again. In ver.

37 there are coincidences with Lev. xxvi. 25 ; Deut
xxviiL 22 ; but hunger, plague, blasting, and mil-

dew are elsewhere mentioned as divine chastise-

ments (Am. iv. 9, 10; Jerem. xiv. 12; xxiv. 10;

Ezek. vi. 12 ; xiv. 21). ^pn is in apposition (ac-

cording to Keil), to describe the plague of locusts

(Deut xxviii. 33) ; Thenius thinks the copula be-

fore it, which the chronicler and the old translations

give, is wanting, and that a worse kind of locust

is meant (Joel i. 4; Ps. lxxviii. 46). Xny& flKS

is literally : In the land of his gates, which, how-
ever, gives no sense ; it is clear that ptQ must

be read (as Bertheau has it), and \nv& be supplied

with 2, as is dear from Deut xxviiL 52: "thou
shalt be besieged in all thy gates, in thy whole
land." Thenius unnecessarily reads, according to

the Sept (h ju$ rw ntiteuv avruv) nnX3 instead of

JH&Q . The words say—when the enemy is in his

land, yea, even besieging his well-protected towns.

The wasting of the land by locusts was similar

to the wasting by hostile armies, that invaded

the land like locusts (Jud. vi. 5). Which shall

know every man, Ac. (ver. 38), i. e., when each one
should see the connection " between his sin and
the plague inflicted on him by God, and allow it

to work out his chastisement " (Bertheau). Ac-
cording to his ways {ver. 39), i. c, by the repentant

heart, shown in all his conduct. Whether this re-

pentance is really felt, He alene, who " searches

the hearts" of the children of men, can know (Jer.

xviL 10). The reason of the hearing of prayer is

given in ver. 40 : continuance in godly fear (comp.

Deut. iv. 10).

Vers. 41-43. Moreover conoerning a stranger,
Ac. The fifth petition (vers. 41-43) ranks with the

former ones : but not only those belonging to thy
people Israel, who may call upon Thee here, hear
also every stranger who does so ; that all people of
the earth, Ac. In the law (Deut xv. 14-16) it was
provided that a stranger, sojourning among the Is-

raelites, might sacrifice with them ; Solomon goes
further, and declares that the great deeds of God
in Israel, the seal and crown of which was the tem-
ple as a fixed dwelling-place of Jehovah, were to

work out the salvation not only of Israel, but the

conversion of all the nations of the earth. To reach

that end may God hear every stranger who comes
to this house and calls upon Him for His name's
sake (t. &, because he had heard of the might and
greatness displayed on Israel, ver. 42). The ex-

pressions in ver. 42 refer essentially to the wonder-
ful exodus from Egypt (Deut iv. 34; v. 15; Ex.
vi. 6), which had reached its climax in the building

of the temple (see above, on chap, vi 1). The
words in ver. 43 : that they may know that (his house

. . . is called by thy name fo JOpA are a

formula that occurs as here and in Jer. vii. 10, 11,

14 ; xxv. 29, about the temple, and about the people
Israel in Deut xxviiL 10 ; Isai. iv. 1 ; lxiii. 19

;

Jer. xiv. 9; xv. 16; 2 Chron. vii. 14; and is inti-

mately related to the expression, to lay the name

of Jehovah upon fay) a thing or person (Numb. vL
27 ; Deut xii. 5; xvi 6 ; 1 Kings xi. 3ft, Ac.). The
latter was thus marked as one to whom God re-

veals himself (names himself), L e., manifests and
communicates himself, so that he stands in union
and communion with Him (Am. ix. 12, comp. Heng-
stenberg, Cltristologie, iii. s. 231 sq). Through the
hearing of the prayers which the heathen offered

here to Israel's God, they as well as Israel were
to experience that His " name " was there (ver. 16),

i. &, that He manifested and proved himself there
to be God. The usual translation of the expres-
sion, that this house is called by Thy name, or
bears Thy name, is therefore quite wrong. What
good would it have done the heathen to know that
the house Solomon built was called by Jehovah's
name? But the following is equally erroneous

:

" that Thy name has been invoked upon this tem-
ple (at its dedication), i. &, that this temple has
been dedicated under effective invocation of Thy
continued help " (Thenius); it was not that the hea-
thens were to know that the temple had been sol-

emnly consecrated, but that the God who dwelt
there would hear their as well as Israel's prayer,
and that hence He is the only true God (chap,

xviii. 37 ; Ps. lxv. 8).

Ters. 44-50. If thy People go out, Ae. The
sixth petition (vers. 44, 45), and the seventh (vers.

46-50), relate to the conceivable cases, in which
the people cannot pray at Jehovah's bouse, because
they are far from it The first case is, when the
people should be whithersoever Jehovah should send
them, i. t., in war, according to Jehovah's appoint-
ment and approbation ; they were then to pray to-

wards the city in which the temple was. The
other case is, if having grievously sinned against
Jehovah, and in consequence, being vanquished
and led away captive to another land, they were
then to repent, and direct their prayers towards
the country, the city, and the house where Jeho-
vah dwelt The outward turning was the sign of
the inward turning to the God of Israel, who as
such has His dwelling-place in the temple, and is

a real confession to this God, who never leaves
His people, if they do not forsake Him. Maintain
their cause, ver. 45 (comp. Ps. ix. 5; Deut x. 18).

This presupposes that the war is a just one. The
three expressions for sinning are scarcely to be
distinguished with precision from each other, as
Keil thinks, but are only meant to include every
conceivable kind of sin. Thenius asserts that the
verses 44-51 are a "section added later, perhaps
by the elaborator," for such a petition, which be-

longs properly to vers. 33, 34, cannot follow ver.

43 ; the custom of turning towards Jerusalem is

first mentioned in writings subsequent to the ex-
ile (Dan. vi 11 ; Bsra iv. 58), and the last petition,

vers. 46-61, was occasioned by the Babylonian cap-
tivity, just also as the formula of the confession
of sin, ver. 47, belonged to a later period (Dan. ix.

5 ; Ps. cvi 6). On the other hand, both petitions

are exactly in the right place; the five previous

ones refer to cases in which prayer is offered at

the temple itself; the last two to cases where the
praying people cannot come to the temple. They
therefore follow quite naturally ; besides this, the
case in ver. 44 is evidently 'quite different from
that in ver. 33 sq,, for in the latter there is an
armed invasion by the enemy, in which some are
taken prisoners ; and in the former (ver. 44) ths
people go out to battle under the divine order
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Turning towards the temple was a very natural

custom, and mentioned not only in vers. 44 and
48, but in ver. 38, before, and also in Pa. t. 8

;

xxviii. 2. As the temple, being Jehovah's dwell-

ing, was a pattern of the heavens, His real dwell-

ing-place, it followed that as men stretched out
their hands to heaven, so they stretched them to-

wards the temple in prayer ; it is, at any rate, im-

possible to prove that this custom came in first

after the captivity. The carrying away conquered
nations was "a fundamental maxim of despots
which prevailed in the ancient orient" (Winer,

A- VT.-A, L *. 35*7, and the writings quoted there);

when therefore Solomon, in counting up the mis-
fortunes and straits in which Israel could fall,

thinks lastly of this most grievous case, it is less

surprising that he should rather than that he should
not have mentioned it, especially since it was re-

peatedly threatened in the law (Lev. xxvi. 33;
Dent xxviii. 25, 36, 64 ; iv. 27). The petition is

quite general, and there is not the sligntest allu-

sion to any particular captivity. The confession

m ver. 47 is by no means of a kind that could have
only been made in exile (comp. Numb. xiv. 40 ; 1

Sam. vii. 6; Ps. li. 6; xxxiL 5), and we might, in-

versely, with more justice maintain that the Jews
in exile appropriated this most expressive word
lor the deepest guilt, from the royal prayer (Keil).

There are exactly seven petitions, thus giving the

prayer the seal of this significant number; snd
the last two cannot have been added later, for

they contain nothing foreign to the other ones,

but on the contrary are very suitable to the former
petitions, and in perfect harmony with the imme-
diately preceding one (comp. Bertheau on 2 Chron.

vi.39).

Vers. 51-64. For they be thy people, Ac.

Vers. 51—52 form the conclusion of the prayer, as
vers. 23-26, the beginning, to which this conclusion

points back. He confidently gives his reason for

hoping for the acceptance of the whole prayer

;

which reason is the election of Israel out of all

nations, to be a peculiar and covenant people.

With ver. 61 comp. Deut. iv. 20. The iron furnace

is not = a furnace of iron, but the furnace in

which the iron is melted, which requires the great-

est heat, therefore = glowing furnace. The deliv-

erance from Egypt is here also looked on as a
pledge for deliverance from every future distress,

how great soever. The beginning of the prayer,

vers. 28, 29, is taken up again in ver. 52 ; its close

connection with ver. 51 through nVi"6 h&a this

sense; that it follows from their election to be a
peculiar people, that Jehovah would also listen, in

future, to their prayers. Ver. 53 (comp. Lev. xx.

24, 26) is no mere repetition of ver. 51 (Thenius),

but rests upon a broader ground, derived from the

destiny of the nation itself. The peculiar people

is that which was set apart for Jehovah's service

from among all nations (Numb. viii. 14; xvi. 9), the

holy people, the royal priesthood (Ex. xix. 5, 6).

The prayer has quite a different ending in 2 Chron.

vi 41, 42 ; this, Thenius thinks the original one,

which was not discovered by our author. That
ending, however, must not be preferred to that in

oar books, and put in place of the latter; because

it agrees word for word with Ps. cxxxiL 8-10, re-

ferring to a period after the captivity, and is evi-

dently taken from that psalm, not the latter from

Chronicles, or from some source common to both.

Peculiarities of the language also point to a rela-

tively late period of composition (see Bertheau on
the place). This ending in Chron. appears to have
been chosen to form a connecting link with what is

related immediately afterwards (2 Chron. viL 1-3),

but which is not in our text.

Vers. 54-61. And it was so, that when Solo-
mon had made an end of praying all this
prayer, &c. As the dedication-prayer was preceded
by an address of greeting to the people (vers. 14-

21), so also it was followed by a concluding speech
and blessing, which Solomon gave, again standing

(i£tft). He next praises God for having given

rest to Bid people Israel (ver. 56) ; for the conse-
crated temple, that had been filled with the glory
of the Lord (vers. 10-11), was a firm, immovable
habitation, and therefore the practical evidence
that the people had now fully come into their prom-
ised rest (Deut. xiL 9-10), (see above, on chap. vi.

1) ; Solomon, the builder of the temple, was for tliis

reason named the " man of rest " (1 Chron. xxii. 9).

The good word is that which promises blessing (Jer.

xxxiii. 14), as pronounced in Lev. xxxvi. 3.59., and
Deut xxviii 1 aq. The expression there hath not

failed as = fulfilled, often occurs (Josh. xxi. 45

;

xxiii. 14; 2 Kings x. 10). The praise of Jehovah,
ver. 56, forms the introduction to vers. 67-61,
which are also blessings and exhortations. In ver.

68, Solomon wishes for the people, that God might,
as heretofore, continue to l^e with them ; in ver.

59, that He would, in answer. to the prayer just

spoken, grant them continued help against their

enemies. The object of the first wish is stated in

ver. 58, that of the second in ver. 60. Nigh, mean-
ing that He should always remember these words,
and fulfil them. Day and night, i. e., as each day
should require, Ex. v. 13; xvi. 4. With ver. 60

comp. ver. 43. The D^bS ©*. 61, does not mean

:

in friendship with God (Gesenius), nor submissive
(do Wette), nor uprightly (Luther), but: entirely, un-
dividedly (comp. chap. xi. 4, 6). The entire con-
cluding discourse (vers. 54-61) is missing in Chron-
icles, as we remarked ; and this concluding portion

being an integral part of the dedication-solemnity,

the fact is by no means satisfactorily accounted for

by saying : that " it is only a recapitulation of the

preceding lengthy prayer" (Keil). On the other

hand, Chron. informs us that immediately after the

prayer was ended, fire fell from heaven, which con-

sumed the burnt offering and the sacrifices, and
that the glory of the Lord filled the house (2 Chron.

vii. 1 sq.). There is no apparent reason why our
author, who is otherwise so minute in his account,

should quite pass over this remarkable and wonder-
ful occurrence, if it had been related in his origi-

nal Chronicles contradicts itself, inasmuch as it

makes the filling of the house with the glory of the

Lord follow upon the prayer, while chap. v. 14, as

in our account, ver. 10 *g. t
makes it precede the

prayer, which indeed the entire contents of the

prayer presuppose. No one will believe that the

glory of the Lord led the house during the prayer,

and afterwards filled it again. If therefore the

chronicler has in any place borrowed from later

tradition founded on Lev. ix. 24,Jt must have been
here.

Vers. 62-66. And the king, and all Israel

with him, offered sacrifice, Ac. In accordance

with the design of the festival, by far the greater
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number of sacrifices were thanksgiving, or peace-
otforings, of which the fat only was burnt, and the

rest used for food (Lev. vii. 1 1 *£. ; Deut. xii. 7).

The uiunber of animals, in which the Chron. and
all the old translations agree, was very large, so that

some have tried to prove that it was exaggerated.
Thenius reckons that " as it took seven days to offer

these sacrifices (allowing twelve complete hours to

the sacrificial day), about five oxen and twenty-four
sheep must have been slaughtered and offered

every minute." This calculation, plausible as it

seems, is disproved when we consider what the
exact circumstances were here; as Keil on the
place has thoroughly done. It was not the king
alone who sacrificed, but " all Israel with him ;

"

there were sacrificial feasts, during fourteen days,
for the great assemblage of all the people from Ha-
moth (the northern boundary of Palestine, Numb.
xiii. 2 1 ; xxxiv. 8) to the river of Egypt (the pres-

ent el Arisen on the southern frontier, Josh. xv.

4), and whom we may compute at 100,000 men.
Certainly the priests could not possibly have killed

so many animals for sacrifice in the time stated,

but according to the law it was the business of
those offering the sacrifices themselves ; the priests

only had to sprinkle the blood on the altar. This
they could easily do, for their number then amounted
to at least some thousands, as we can judge from
tho number of levites (1 Chron. xxiii. 3). With re-

gard to the great number of the sacrifices, it is also
expressly remarked in ver. 64, that as they could
not all be offered on the brazen altar, Solomon (for

this purpose) hallowed the middle of the court, i. «.,

consecrated it as a place of sacrifice by erecting
subsidiary altars. How extraordinarily great the
number of sacrifices at that kind of festival was,
even in later tunes, we learn from an account of
Josephus (BelL Jud. vi. 9, 3), namely, that at a pass-
over- least at Jerusalem, in Nero's time, the priests

counted no less than 256,000 sacrifices that were
slaughtered and consumed. We are to understand
besides the thank-offerings, by the burnt-offerings

and meat-offerings (ver. 64), the daily morning and
evening sacrifices of the law (Numb, xxviii. 3). The
time and length of the festivity given in vers. 65
and 66 are more plainly expressed in the parallel

passage in 2 Chron. vii. 8-10: "Solomon kept
tho feast (jnrrnX, *• &

>
tne feast of the taber-

nacles, see on ver. 2) at the same time as temple-
dedication, seven days, . . . and on the eighth
day they made rnvg (as the law commanded, Lev.

xxiii. 36) ; for they kept the dedication of the
altar (in which that of the temple was included)

Beven days, and the feast (of tabernacles) seven
days. And on the three and twentieth day of
the seventh month he sent the people away."
This places the feast of the tabernacles, which ac-

cording to the law began on the 15th of the seventh
month, after the dedication ; and when our text says
therefore seven days and seven days, even fourteen
days (ver. 65), it can only mean that the dedication
and the feast lasted altogether fourteen days ; con-
sequently the first immediately preceded the latter,

and did not occupy from the 1st to the 7th day
(Thenius), but from the eighth to the fourteenth.

That the dedication lasted " fourteen days " is still

more out of the question (v. Gerlach). The two
narratives do not, however, perfectly agree, for ver.

66 says that Solomon sent the people away on the
eighiii day (of the feast), i. c, on the 22d of the

month, while 2 Chron. vii. 10 makes it the 23d.

Yet this is no real contradiction, but only a vague
form of speech about a known thing. Solomon
sent the people away on the 8th day, i. e., in the

afternoon or evening, of the Azereth of the feast of
tabernacles ; so that they began their journey home
on the following morning, i. c, on the 23d of the

month (Keil). Whether the feast of atonement
(Lev. xxiii. 27), which fell on the 10th of the seventh
month, was kept, and how, remains uncertain. Old
commentators say that the dedication rendered it

unusually solemn ; others that, as it was a fast day,

its observance was for that time omitted. Tents

(ver. 66) is here like 2 Sam. xx. 1 ; Judges vii. 8
used for home, and David is named instead of Sol*

omon (which the chronicler adds), because he was
the originator of the temple-building, and through
him Solomon was enabled to undertake it

HISTORICAL AND ETHICAL.

1. The dedication of the temple is one of the most
important of the facts of the Old Testament his-

tory, inasmuch as with it and through it, the
44 house " which Solomon built, first became what
it was destined for—the dwelling-place of Jehovah,
and all that the idea of dwelling comprises in it

(see above, on chap. vi.). The theocratic kingdom,
and that of Solomon in particular, then reached its

highest glory. For this reason the feast did not
last only one day, but, like the great feasts that

were devoted to the remembrance of the equally

important facts in the theocratic history (the pass-

over and tabernacles), continued seven days. This
is why both narratives give such minute accounts

of it, and show, by their agreement, that the com-
mon source from which they drew had treated the
subject with the same minuteness. V. Gerlach'

justly remarks that: "the solemn event recounted

here crowned the work of the establishment of.

God's kingdom in Israel, which was begun by
Samuel and continued by David."

2. In respect of the act of dedication, it next
strikes us that the king stands at the head of the

whole ceremony, though it was an essentially re-'

ligious one. He ordains a special festival, calls all'

the people to it, and conducts the whole solemnity.

He is the author of everything from beginning to'

end—speech, prayer, and blessing. The priests and
levites indeed are also busied in it, but they only

perform their usual services, and the high-priest is

not even named, still less mentioned as the chief

actor on the occasion, performing the dedication.

It has been said in explanation, that Solomon stood

at tins moment, like Moses, Samuel, and David, as

a direct and divine ambassador, as king, priest!

and prophet (von Gerlach), or that he had taken
on himself, as an absolute temporal ruler, the func-

tions of a priest and prophet (Ewald, Eisenlolir,

Menzel, and others). Both suppositions are, to say
the least, unnecessary. The position Solomon took

here is thoroughly justified by the nature of the

theocratic kingdom, which was not designed to re-

move or displace the divine rule, but rather to exalt

and execute it The theocratic king did not take

the place of the God-king, Jehovah, but was his
44 servant," and as such, Solomon repeatedly design

nates himself here (vers. 25, 28, 29, 62, 59). What
the whole people were to Jehovah, by virtue of the

covenant (Ex. xix. 6), was summed up in their king,
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and true of him as an individual The priesthood

was not at the head of the kingdom, which was not

an hierarchy, but a theocracy ; theirs was a separate

institution, which it was the duty of the king to

maintain, as well as all other institutions of the

law (covenant). He would therefore have acted
contrary to Jehovah's law, and have sinned (comp.

2 ChrorL xxvi. 16 sq.), had he taken on himself the

offices which belonged by law to the priests. Solo-

mon therefore let the priests perform their services

at the dedication, as the law prescribed, and he was
not guilty of the shadow of usurpation of the

priestly office. But the act of dedication of the

"house of Jehovah" built by him through divine

commission, which act bore such high importance
to the realm and people, and began a new epoch in

theocratic history, belonged rightly to his mission as

a theocratic king. No one else had the right, be-

cause no one else had the same theocratic position

and duties. And as the theocratic kingdom reached
its culminating point with Solomon, the theocratic

kingdom also attained in him its full significance.

It would be quite perverse to attempt to ground or

to defend the modern imperial papalism (Cdsaro-

papismus), or the so-called liturgical rights of the
sovereign, by the precedent of Solomon's conduct
The Old Testament theocratic kingdom was essen-

tially different from the monarchy of these of mod-
ern times.

3. The act of dedication began by carrying (he

ark of the covenant in solemn procession, with the

king at the head, into the temple, and depositing it

in " its place," the holy of holies, while numerous
sacrifices were offered. The ark of the covenant
was the root and kernel of the whole sanctuary

;

It contained the moral law, at once the original

document and pledge of the covenant, through
which, and in consequence of which, Jehovah was
willing to " dwell " in the midst of his chosen peo-
ple ; the Kaporetli upon which Jehovah was en-

throned was therefore inseparably united with it

(Ex. xxv. 22), so that the entire sanctuary only be-

came through this throne what it was intended to

be—the dwelling-place of Jehovah. On this sub-
ject Witsius says (MiictU. sacr. p. 439) of the area

foederis: Qua sanctissimum fait totius tabernaculi

K£ifi^Xiov
%
quceque veluU cor totius religionis lsraditi-

emprimum omnium forniata est Exod. xxv. 10, et cui

ne deesset habitationis locus, ipsum tabernaculum dein

et superbum illud templum conditum fuit Exod. xxvi.

33 et xL 21 ; 1 Chron. xxviil 2. By the placing of
the ark of the covenant in the temple, it first be-

came the house of Jehovah, and hence its solemn
introduction into it. While everything else with-
in it was made new (chap, vii.), the same ark of the

covenant was kept, and only changed its place. It

could never grow old, for it. was the witness of the

past victorious divine guidance, as well as the

pledge of Jehovah's faithfulness and might With
it, all the historical facts bound up with it became
associated with the temple ; it was the historical

tie between the old and new sanctuary, between
the two periods of the tent and the house (see

IntrocL § 3), making the latter the immediate sequel
to the former. *

4. The filling of the house with Jehovah's glory,

made manifest to the senses by the cloud, is in har-

mony with the spirit of the Old Testament econ-
omy, inasmuch as it bore, compared with the New
Testament economy, a bodily form, and in it the

entire human-divine relation, as it comes to its ex-

pression in a cultus, assumed shapes perceptible to

the senses. As Jehovah, in the old covenant,
chose a visible dwelling amongst his people, in to-

ken of their election, so also He verified His pres-

ence in this dwelling in a way cognizant to the
8€Dse8, that is, through the cloud, which is the me-
dium and sign of His manifestation, not only here,

but all through the Old Testament (Ex. xvl 10

;

xx. 21; xxiv. 15, 16; xxxiv. 5; xi 34; Lev. xvL
2 ; Numb. xi. 25; xii. 5; Isai vl 3, 4 ; Ezek. i. 4,

28; x. 3, 4; Ps. xviii. 10-12). But the cloud is

not so well suited for this purpose, because it ex-
ists far above, in heaven, which is Jehovah's pecu-
liar dwelling (Prov. viii. 28 ; Ps. lxxxix. 7 ; Job
xxxv. 6), and is also, as it were, His chariot (Ps.

civ. 3) ; but rather because, as its name shows, its

nature is to conceal and veil, so that cloud and'

darkness are synonymous words. "UBi cloud,

named from the covering of the heavens " (Gese-

nius); $>ET}};, "thick darkness," comes from P|iy,

drop down dew (Deut xxxiii. 28), and means lit-

erally cloud-night; 2V from 2ty, to darken, some-

times means thick darkness, sometimes cloud (Ex.

xix. 9; Ps. xviii. 12; Job xxxvi. 29; xxxvii. 11,

16). The cloud is, on account of its darkness, the
mode of manifestation of Jehovah and of His glory,

and the throne on which His presence was con-
centrated within the dwelling stood in the back
part, which was perfectly dark. Even the high-
priest, when he entered once a year into this dark
place, covered the throne besides with a cloud of
incense, " that he died not " (Lev. xvi. 2, 13). When
Moses prayed, I beseech Thee, show me Thy glory I

he received the answer: Thou canst not see my
face, for there shall no man see me and live ; but
Jehovah then came down in the cloud to manifest
himself to him (Ex. xxxiii. 18, 20; xxxiv. 5 sq.).

Nebuld, says an old commentator, deus se et reprot-

sentabat et velabat. The cloud is then, on one
hand, the heaven-descended sign of the presence
of the self-manifesting God ; on the other hand, it

declares that God in His being, spiritually and
ethically, is so far above, and different from all

other beings, that man, in his sinful and mortal
nature, cannot comprehend Him nor endure the

sight of Him. Gorres rightly says (Jtfythcnge-

scJiicJUe II. 8. 607): ** It is the distinguishing char-

acteristic of the genius of the Mosaic fundamental
view, that it veils the Deity far off from the teme-

rity of the exploring reason, just as it chastely

and abstemiously forbids polluting Him with the

sensuous dreams of the imagination." The God
of the Old Testament manifests Himself to man
through word and deed, yet ever remains at infin-

ite distance above him, so that when he strives to

overstep the creature-limits of his nature he must
perish. Quemadmodum, says Abarbanel (in Bux-
torf, hist area feed,, cap. 11), lucem solis propter

summum ejus splendorem et claritatem oculus humanus
turn potest videre, quamvis causa sit, ut res videantur ;

et si homo proprius etfixe eum intueri velit, oculis ejus

percuiiuntur et hebctantur, ut nee illud ampUus videre

queat, quod alias videre potuit : sic non potest intel-

lectus humanus apprehendere deum secundum veri-

tatem suam, et si terminum suum egrediatur, ap-

prehensio ejus confunditur out moritur (cf. 1 Timothy
vi. 16).

6. The dedication prayer, which belongs to the

finest pieces of the Old Testament, received a high
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significance through the fact that the person who
offered it, did bo in his highest official character

and rank, as king and head of the theocracy, and
in view of the whole people, on an occasion (see

above on chap. vi. 1) which formed an epoch in the
theocracy. This, then, is not the prayer ofa private

person, upon a private matter, but one offered in

the name of the whole nation, and about a subject

which formed tho central point of its worship, and
therefore touched its highest interests. It did not
spring from individual religious views, but from
the religious consciousness of the whole commu-
nity, and may therefore be regarded as a public

and solemn confession of faith, inasmuch as it

brings to light the chief and fundamental truths

of the Old Testament religion which peculiarly

distinguished it from all others. There is not a
prayer to be compared with this in all pre-Chris-

tian antiquity. Had we nothing belonging to Jew-
ish antiquity but this prayer, it would alone suffice

to attest the depth, the purity, and the truth of
the Israelitish knowledge of God and of salvation,

over against the religious ideas of all other
peoples.

6. Prominent beyond aU else in this prayer are (he

expressions respecting the being of God, especially in

His relations to tlie temple. At the beginning (ver. 23)
God is addressed as He with whom nothing can be
compared, whether in heaven or on earth; as the
Being who is above and beyond the world, and
therefore the only God ; and it is emphatically con-
fessed (ver. 27) that no house built by man can
contain Him in His infinitude and omnipresence.
This was the most decisive refutation of all an-
ihropomorphistic representations of God, such as
heathenism made in its temples (see above), and
which it might seek to associate with Jehovah's
dwelling, now no longer a movable tent, but an
abiding house. At the same time, this infinite,

only God is most explicitly praised as Israel's God,
i. e., as the God who had chosen Israel out of all

peoples to be His inheritance, had shown Himself
to them in word and deed, and entered into a co-

venant with them, as a pledge of which He took
up His dwelling in their midst This confession
of a personal, living God presents the strongest
contrast to every pantheistic representation of the
being of God, such as the higher wisdom of hea-
thendom, identifying God and the world, imagined,
and of which, most unjustly, the effort has been
made to discover a soupcon in Solomon's words in

ver. 27. The Israelitish idea of God knows noth-

ing of a contradiction between the supernal, infi-

nite, and absolute being of God, and His entering
into creaturely, finite, and limited being. Just
because He is infinite and unsearchable, He can
communicate with the finite ; and because He is

everywhere, He can be peculiarly present in one
place, centring His presence, and displaying His
glory (absolute sublimity). Heaven is His throne,
and earth His footstool, therefore no house built

by man can be His permanent place of rest (Isai.

lxvi. 1) ; but as He dwells in heaven, so He can
dwell on earth ;

** for thus saith the high and lofty

one that inhabiteth eternity, whose name is Holy

:

I dwell in the high and holy place, with him [also]

that is of a contrite and humble spirit " (Isai. Ivil

15). " Behold, the heaven and the heaven of hea-
vens is the Lord's, the earth also, with all that
therein is. Only the Lord had a delight of thy
fathers to love them, and He chose their seed after

them, even you above all people" (Deut x, 14
sq.). " For Him nothing is too great and nothing
too small, nothing is too high and nothing too low,
that He cannot set His name there" (vers. 16, 29;
chap, xl 36; xiv. 11), i. e., manifest Himself at
and through it, without ceasing to fill heaven and
earth. To confess and pray to Him as such a
God means to " confess His name " (vera. 35, 41, 43).

His covenant relation to Israel, and the consequent
dwelling in the midst of that people, are not at aU
inconsistent with his infinitude and unsearchable-
ness, but rather were the means by which Ha
could be known as the one, true, and living God.
The expression touching the infinite grandeur of
God's being is followed by this: "who keenest
covenant and mercy with Thy servants that," Ac
The God, with whom nothing in heaven or earth
could be compared, has manifested and revealed
Himself to Israel as a moral being ; the covenant
which He has made with them is of a purely ethi-

cal nature, for it is the law (Ex. xxxiv. 28 ; Deut.
iv. 13), the revealed will of God, and rests on the
grace of election; it is a covenant of grace. He
who gave the law, and will have it kept, is also
merciful and gracious, long-suffering and abundant
in goodness and truth (Ex. xxxiv. 6). The knowl-
edge of this gives the key-tone to the whole prayer

;

all trust and hope of an answer is rooted in it.

But heathenism, which in its deepest grounds is

nature-religion, knows nothing of this; the God
of Israel is the only absolute holy one, and there*
fore the alone true.

7. The general substance of the prayer is that Je-

hovah might hear all those who should call on Him
here for help or deliverance from any need. But
the answer is not expected by any mere outward
coming or turning to the place of His presence,

but by the knowledge, that all distress is caused by
the turning awayfrom Jehovah and His laws, that w,

by sin. Answer, with regard to deliverance, must
rest therefore upon forgiveness of sins, which has
again as its prerequisite repentance and return,

t. «., conversion to Jehovah. This is why the pe-

tition: forgive the sin I (vers. 30, 34, 36, 39, 50) is

repeated in the several prayers for deliverance from
a state of suffering. Universal sinfulness is not only
expressly asserted (ver. 46), but the living con-
sciousness of it is interwoven with the whole prayer.

This is the more characteristic, as it was not ft

penitential ceremony at which the prayer was of-

fered, but a joyful thanksgiving-festival, and it

was offered by a king who was the wisest of his

time*, and had reached the summit of power and
prosperity (chap. v. 1, 11). From this we see how
firmly that consciousness was rooted in the people
Israel, and how inseparably it was united with
all their religious views. Such a thing is found in

no other nation of the ancient world, because none
of them knew the God whose name is Holy (Isai.

lvii. 15), i. «., who had revealed Himself to His
people as the Holy one, and whose covenant with
them bore this inscription : Ye shall be holy for I
am holy (Levit xi. 44). When God is known aa
the absolutely Holy, and the sanctifier, man ap-

pears in contrast as a sinner, and the more liv-

ing the knowledge, the more living is the con-
sciousness of sinfulness. No man can confess the
name of God, which is the name of holiness, who
does not know himself to be a sinner : acknowl-
edging his sin he gives God, the Holy One, glory.

Hence mffl (ver. 33) means just as much, to coo<
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feet his sin to Jehovah, as to give him praise (Pa.

zzxil ft ; liv. 8).

8. Much as it is insisted on through the whole

prayer, and its acceptance grounded in the fact, that

Jehovah is the God of Israel, and has chosen that

people from all nations of the earth (ver. 51-63), yet

the purpose of this election, namely " Viat all people

of the earth may know Jehovah's name," and " fear

Him as do His people Israel " (ver. 43), is also very
clearly set forth. The prayer that Jehovah may
ever hear the strangers also, who come from dis-

tant lands and do not belong to His people, when
they call upon Him here ; this prayer, we say, re-

ceives peculiar importance when Solomon, in his

blessing at the end of the whole festivity, alludes

once more to the grand end designed :
" that all

the people of the earth may know that the Lord is

God, and that there is none else " (ver. 60). It is

therefore hoped of the Temple, the central sanc-

tuary of the one true God, that the knowledge and
worship of this God should spread forth from it

among all nations of the earth ; and it is very re-

markable, that what the prophets declared no less

distinctly afterwards, was pronounced here so
explicitly, at the dedication of the Temple (cf.

Iaai ii. 3 ; lvi. 1 ; lx. 2 sq. ; Jer. iii. 17 ; Mic.
iv. 2 sq.; Zech. viii 20 sq.). Thus the prophet-
ical element, that element which formed so es-

sential and important a part of Old-Testament
religion, is not absent from the prayer. The com-
mon talk of vulgar rationalism, about Jehovah
being only a God of the Jews and of their land,

appears in all its emptiness and folly when con-
trasted with the official (to a certain degree) ac-

knowledgment of Israel's world-wide mission, and
which acknowledgment was made on a most so-

lemn occasion.

9. In its form and breadth, the prayer of Sol-

omon is a genuine public or common prayer ; it

wears a completely objective character; the views,
wishes, and wants of individuals, as expressed,
for instance, in the prayer of chap. iii. 6-9, are
here left quite in the back-ground, while the com-
mon wants of the whole people occupy the fore-

ground. Solomon, as the head and representative
of the whole nation, does not pray from his own
faith and consciousness, but from those of the
collected nation. First, praise and thanksgiving;
then follow the various petitions and intercessory
prayers; lastly, an appeal to the grace hitherto
vouchsafed, for a pledge of acceptance and the
promised succor. Both the language and modes
of expression have the genuine ring of prayer.
God is not preached to nor addressed nor taught,
but prayed to. A firm trusting faith, a holy moral
earnestness, unfeigned humility, and great simpli-

city breathe through the whole, while with these
there is united a fervor which shows the deepest
emotion ; in short we feel that this prayer was not
composed among the soft cushions of the palace,

but on the knees. In this respect it may be re-

garded, at the present day, as a model of a general
church-prayer. This seems to have been more or
less the case in earlier times; as for example, the
so-called Litany, with its intercessions and re-

sponses,—Hear us, Lord God I has the ring of
our dedication prayer (vers. 32, 34, 36, 39, 43,

45,49).

10. In the concludingspeech following the prayer
Solomon desires for the people the help of God,
that they may accomplish the world-wide design

of their mission—the spreading of the knowledge
of the one true God among all nations. He
founds the hope that Jehovah will assist him, on
the fulfilment of all the promises, already expe-
rienced, made to the people, of which the building

of the Temple as a firm dwelling of Jehovah had
given practical witness ; he therefore begins the
benediction with praise of the divine faithfulness;

but he limits the attainment of their mission to

the condition that they should persevere in keep-
ing God's laws. Thenius remarks forcibly on this

subject: "How seemly and truly edifying it is

that God's help is specially implored for the pur-

poses of ordinary life (ver. 58), and that the wish
that men may find an answer to prayers for tempo-
ral aid (ver. 69), has for its end increased knowledge
of the one true God (ver. 60)."

11. Tlie great seven days1

feast of the sacrifices

connected with the dedication of the Temple is not
to be looked on as a mere thanksgiving feast The

DTOp which were brought in such unusual num-

bers, and formed tho principal sacrifices, were by
no means only thank and praise offerings, but also

vow-offerings. The peculiar and characteristic

mark of this kind of sacrifice, which distinguished

it from the others, and in which their ritual culmi-

nated, was the sacrificial meals, in which the whole
family of the sacrifioers, even man-servants and
maid-servants—the whole house, took part (Lev. vii.

Iheq.; Deut xii. 17 sq.); it was a common meal
As eating at one table is a sign of communion and
uuited feeling (Matt viii 11 ; Gal. ii 12 ; God. xliii

32), so the sacrificial meal was the sign of religious

unity of those who eat, among each other as well

as with the Deity, to whom the sacrifice belonged,

and at whose table it was eaten in common (cf. 1

Cor. x. 18 sq., and in general Symbolik des Mos.

Kultus, xi s. 373 sq.). When therefore the king,

and with him the whole people, held sacrificial

meals during seven days, at the Temple-dedica-
tion, they celebrated and sealed, in doing so, both
their union with Jehovah and with each other;

thus the dedication of the Temple, the central point

of all religious life in Israel, became also a covenant'

festival

HOMILETICAL AND PRACTICAL.

The dedication of the Temple, (a) The bringing

in the Ark of the Covenant to the Holy of Holies,

vers. 1-13. (b) The speech, prayer, and benediction

of the King, vers. 14-61. (c) Great sacrificial so-

lemnity of the entire people, vers. 62-66.

Vers. 1-9. The solemn procession to the new
Temple, (a) Its aim and signification (it was the

Ark of the Covenant, because in it was the Law

—

i. e., the covenant, the very Soul of the Sanctuary,

vide Historical and Critical, 3). We have in the

new covenant not only the Law but the Gospel,

which is everlasting, 1 Pet i 25. Where His
Word is, there the Lord dwells and is enthroned

;

it is the soul of every house of God, and indeed

gives it its consecration ; without it, every church

is dead and empty, whatsoever may be the prayers

and praises offered therein; hence at the conse-

cration of a church it is customary to bring it in

in solemn procession, (o) The members of the pro-

cession (the King at its head, the heads of tribes,

the princes, the priests and Levites, the entire
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people ; all gathered round the ark, in which was
the Law, i. c, the covenant, and by this march,
solemnly and significantly recognizes the word of
the Lord ; no one, be his position high or low, is

ashamed of this public acknowledgment Nothing
can be nobler than to see a whole nation, from the

highest to the lowest, gathered in unity round its

holiest possession).—What, from an evangelical

standpoint, must we think of public processions,

with a religious object (Prozessionen) ?

—

Wurt.
Bib.: The consecration of a church is a praise-

worthy custom. But it should not be done with
holy water, but with the word of God, with prayer,

and with thanksgiving.

—

Pfafp. Bib.: All men,
especially those of highest rank, ought to show
themselves zealous in God's service, and enlighten

others by their example.—The priests bear the ark,

and bring it to its place. To be bearers of the Di-

vine word, and to Bet up the mercy-seat in the

House of God, as Paul points out, Rom. iil 24 *g.,

is truly the office and the glory of God's servants,

Mai. ii. 7.

—

Cramer : Christ, the true Ark of the
Covenant, is the end and fulfilling of the Law. My
God ! may I, as in an ark, preserve and guard thy
law 1 Ps. xL 9.—Ver. 6 sq. The word of the Lord
is under divine protection, the angels are its guard-
ians and watchers ; it can neither be destroyed bj
human power, nor is it aided or protected by men.

Vers. 10-13. The glory of the Lord filled the

House, (a) What this means
;

(b) in what manner
it befell (v. Historical and Critical, 4).—It is impos-
sible that mortal, sinful man should see or compre-
hend the Holy and Infinite One (1 Tim. vi. 16).

We see through a glass, darkly (1 Cor. xiii. 12). I

can experience his merciful Presence; but pre-

sumption and folly it is to wish to sound the depths
of His Being, Job. xxxviii ; Ex. ii. 33, 20.

—

Starke :

O soul, who finding thyself tempted, and as if in

darkness and gloom, mournest that God is far from
thee : ah ! mark this for thy comfort, God abides
with thee in darkness, and is thy light, Ps. xxiii. 4:

xxvii. 1 ; Is. lvii. 15.—The eye of faith beholds in

the darkness the glory of the Lord, in the night of
the Cross the Light of the World, through the dim
veil of the flesh the Only begotten Son of God, full

of mercy and grace.

Vers. 14-21. The Speech of Solomon to the as-

sembled people. He solemnly announces, (a) that

the building of the temple was of the gracious will

and counsel of God, vers. 15, 16 (with it the lead-

ing of Israel out of Egypt is come to its end,

reached its final aim; the House in place of the
tent is the crowning act of God to Israel, a clear

spoken testimony to his might and truth ; there-

fore Solomon begins his speech: Blessed be, Ac);
(6) that God had called him to the performance of
his decrees, vers. 17-21. (He announces the mercy
of God, in that he allows him to undertake the work
whose completion was denied to his father. He
who understands a great, holy work must be as-

sured of this—that he is not actuated by ambition,

by passion for glory, or by vanity, but that he is

called thereto by God, and that it is his sacred
duty.) Ver. 14. After every completed work per-

mitted thee by the Lord, be it great or small, let it

be thy first care to give Him the honor, and to de-

clare His praise.—Ver. 15. I have spoken it and
performed it, said the Lord (Ezek.

*
xxxvii. 14).

.What man speaks and promises, now he cannot
perform, again he will not perform. Hence Ps.

cxviii. 8.—Ver. 16. The choice of God is no blind

preference of one and prejudice against another,
but aims at the salvation of both. As from
amongst all nations he chose Israel for its salva-

tion, so out of all the tribes of Israel he chose the
City of David for the blessing of the whole king-
dom.—Vers. 17, 18. How many individuals as well
as whole congregations have the means and the
power wherewith to build a church, to repair a
ruinous one, or to enlarge one which has become
too small ; but nothing can be further from their

mind.—He who purposes to do a good work, but is

hindered therein, not by his own fault but by di-

vine decree, he has yet " well done,'* God regards
his intention as the deed itself.—V. 19. God some-
times, in His inscrutable but all-wise councils, de-
nies to His own people the fulfilment of their

dearest wishes, whose object may even be the
glory of His name, in order to try their faith, and
exercise their submission and self-denial.—V. 20.

The fairest prerogative of him whom God has
placed upon a throne is, that he has power to work
for the glory of God's name, and to watch over the
extension ofthe divine kingdom amongst his people.

Every son who succeeds to the inheritance of his

father should feel obliged, first of all, to take up
the good work whose completion was denied to

his father, and perfect it with love and zeal.

Vers. 22-53. The dedicatory prayer of Solomon*
(a) the exordium, vers. 23-26

;
(b) the prayer, vers.

27-60
;

(c) the conclusion, vers. 51-53.—The prayer
of Solomon a witness to his faith (he confesses-

the living, holy, and one God, before all the peo-
ple); to his love (he bears Bis people upon His
heart, and makes intercession for them); to his hope
(he hopes that all nations will come to a knowledge
of the true God). From Solomon we may learn how
we ought to pray : in true reverence and humiliation

before God, with earnestness and zeal, with ua-
doubting confidence that we shall be heard.—What
an elevating spectacle, a king upon his knees, pray-

ing aloud, in the presence ofhis wholo people, and in

their behalf I Although the highest of them all, he
is not asliamed to declare himself a servant of God,
and to falldown upon his knees ; although the wisest

of them all (chap. v. 11), he prays as a testimony
that a wisdom which can no longer pray is folly ; al-

though the mightiest of all (chap. v. 1), he confesses

that nothing is done by his power alone, but that

the Lord is the King Eternal ; therefore it is, that

he does not merely rule over his subjects, but as
an upright king supplicates and prays for them
likewise.—Ver. 22 (c/. ver. 54). Solomon stands be-

fore the altar, bows the knee, stretches out his

hands, the people stand around, the worshippers
turn their faces towards the sanctuary (vers. 38, 44,

48). Outward forms, for the worship and service

of God, are not to be rejected when they are the
natural unbidden outflow of inward feeling. (The
Lord himself and his apostles prayed upon their

knees, Luke xxii 41 ; Eph. iil 14. No one is so
exalted that he ought not to bow his knee and
clasp his hands.) They (outward-forms) are worth-
less when they are regarded as meritorious, and
man puts his trust in them (Luke xviii. 11, ag.).

They are sinful and blameworthy if they are per-

formed merely for appearance's sake, or to deceive

men (Matt vl 5, 16). The Lord knows the hearts of

all men (ver. 39) ; one cannot serve the living God
with dead works (Heb. ix. 14).

Vers. 23-26. The introductory prayer, (a) The
invocation, vers. 23, 24. (Solomon colls upon the
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infinite God of heaven and of earth as the God
of Israel, not because he was only the God of

that nation, but because he had revealed himself

to it, had spoken to it, and with it had made a
covenant of mercy and grace, and had kept this

covenant In the new covenant we no longer

call upon God as the God of Israel, but as the

Father of our Lord Jesus Christ (Eph. L 3), be-

cause he has revealed himself to us through
Christ, and through Christ alone do we find in

Him the true God, the God of grace and mercy.
Thus He wills that we should call upon Him.)

(6) The supplication joined to this, vers. 25, 26. (Let

thy promise be fulfilled. It is fulfilled, for God has
sent that son of David whose kingdom shall have
no end, Luke L 32 sq. ; Is. ix. 7. In the new cove-

nant we pray that God will prove true the word
which He has spoken to us, through this Son of
David.—Ver. 25. Covenant and mercy are no couch
of repose for old men, but the working energy
which keeps the path of God, and walks in His
way.—Ver. 24. StarKB : Word and deed, promise
and fulfilment, with God go hand in hand.)

Vers. 27-30. Whatdoes Solomon declare concern-
ing the destination of the house which he had built

unto the Lord ? (a) But will God indeed, Ac, ver. 27.

God dwells not, Ac., Acts xvii. 24; Is. lxvi. 1. He
is everywhere, in the heaven above as in the earth

beneath, in lonely, secret chambers as in grandest
temples, Ps. exxxix. 7 sq. ; Jer. xxiii. 23 sq. But
he has said : (6) My name shall be, ver. 29. Where
His people dwells there will He also dwell, and will

declare Himself to them as the God who is holy,

and will be sanctified ; not for His own sake, but
for that of His people, has He a temple in their

midst, Ex. ii. 20, 24; xxvii.43. Here is His word
of revelation, here His mercy-seat. Therefore, (c)

He wills that here prayer shall be made unto him,
and here He will listen to those who pray. Ver. 30.

Every prayer offered to Him here is a confession of
Him, of His name.—Ver. 27. Although the heaven
of heavens cannot contain the Unmeasurable and
Infinite One, and no building, how great and noble
soever, can suffice for Him, yet, in His mercy, He
will make his dwelling-place (John xiv. 23) in the

heart of that man who loves him and keeps his

word, and it will truly become a temple of God (1

Cor. iii. 16); He will dwell with those who are of
an humble spirit (Is. lvii. 15 ; Ps. cxiii. 5, 6).—Ver.
29. The eye of God looks upon every house where
His name is honored, where all with one mind raise

heart and hand to Him, and call upon His name (Ps.

cxxl 4) . To every church the saying is applicable

:

My name shall be there : the object of every church
is to be a dwelling-place of divine revelation, t. «.,

if the revealed Word of God, in which, upon the

strength of that Word, worship, praise, and prayer
shall be offered to the name of the Lord.—Ver. 30.

The houses of God, above all else, must be houses
of prayer (Is. Ivi. 7); they are desecrated if devo-
ted merely to worldly purposes of any kind what-
soever instead of being used for prayer and sup-

plication,—The hearing of prayer does not indeed
depend upon the place where it is offered (John iv.

20 tq.), but prayer should have an appointed place,

where we can present ourselves, even as God wills

that together with one voice we humbly exalt His
name (Rom. xv. 6 ; Ps. xxxiv. 4). Where two or

three are gathered together in His name He is in

their midst ; how much more will He be where a
whole congregation is assembled to call upon Him.

Vers. 31-50. The seven petitions of the prayer
teach us, (a) in all necessity of body and soul to
turn to the Lord who alone can help, and call upon
Him with earnestness and zeal (Ps. 1. 15 ; xci. 14,

15); (b) in all our straits to recognize the whole-
some discipline of an holy and just God, who will

show us the good way in which we must walk (Pa
xciv. 12; Heb. xii. 5 sq.); (c) to confess our sins

and to implore forgiveness, in order that we may be
heard (Ps. xxxiL 1, 5, 7) ;

(d) not only for ourselves
but also for others, in their time of need, should we
pray and supplicate, even as the king does here
for all individual men and for his entire people.

—

Vers. 31, 32. First Petition. We may and must call

upon God to help the innocent man to his rights

(Ps. xxvi 1), and, even here in this world, to reward
the evil man according to his deserts.

—

Starkb : It

is allowable for a pious man to entreat God to ad-
minister his just cause; yet must he not wish evil

to his neighbor in mere human vindictiveness (Pa.

cix. 1 sq.). The oath is a prayer, a solemn invo-

cation of God in testimony of the truth ; the false

oath is not merely a lie but an insolent mockery of
God, and God will not be mocked (Gal. vL 7 ; Ex.
xx. 7).—Bear in mind when thou swearest that

thou art standing before the altar, t. c, before the
judgment-seat of the Holy and Just God, who can
condemn body and soul to hell.—Where the oath
is no longer held sacred there the nation and the
State go to ruin (Zech. viil 16 sq.).—Vers. 33, 34.

Second Petition. A victorious enemy is the whip
and scourge with which the Lord chastises a na-

tion, so that it may awake out of sleep, confess its

sins, turn unto Him, and learn anew its forgotten

prayers and supplications.—To those who are taken
captive in war, and far from fatherland must
dwell beneath a foreign yoke, applies the word ofthe

Lord, Luke xiii. 2. Therefore they who are pros-

pering in their native country must pray for them,

believing in the words of Ps. cxlvi. 7.—Vers. 35, 36.

Third Petition.—Inasmuch as- fruitful seasons,

instead of leading to repentance, as being proofs

of God's goodness, so often tend to create pride,

haughtiness, and light-mindedness, therefore the
Lord sometimes shuts up His heavens. But then
we should murmur not against him, but against our
own sins (Lam. iii. 39), and confess that all human
care and toil for obtaining food out of the earth

is in vain if He give not rain out of heaven, and
fruitful seasons.

—

Starke: Fine weather is not
brought about by the means of processions, but by
true repentance and heartfelt prayer, Lev. xxvi. 3, 4.

—When God humbles us, He thus directs us to the

good way (Ps. cxix. 67 ; Deut v. 8, ii. 3).—Vers. 37-
40. Fourth Petition. Divine judgments and means
of discipline are very various in their kind, their

degree, and their duration. God in his wisdom
and justice metes out to a whole people, as to

each individual man, such measure of suffering

as is needed for its salvation, for He knows the

hearts of all the children of men, and He tries no
man beyond his power of endurance; He hearkens
to him who calls upon Him in distress (2 Sam. xxii.

7 ; Ps. xxxiv. 18 ; Is. xxvi 16).—Distress teaches us

how to pray, but often only so long as it is

present with us. God looks upon our heart, and
knows whether our prayer is a mere passing emo-
tion, or whether we have truly turned to Him.
How entirely different would our prayers often

sound if we reflected that we are addressing Him
who knows our heart, with its most secret and
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108 THE FIRST BOOK OF THE KINGS.

mysterious thoughts, expectations, and wishes.

The effect of an answer to our prayers must be

that we fear the Lord, snd walk in His ways, not

only in the time of need and trouble, but at all

times, as long as we are. It is a priceless thing

that the heart remains constant—Ver. 41-43. Fifth

Petition. Even as Solomon bore witness that

the house which he had built could not encompass
Him whom the heaven of heavens cannot contain,

so likewise he testified that the covenant made by
God with Israel did not exclude all other nations

from salvation, but rather aimed at leading all men
to a knowledge of the truth. If a Solomon prayed
for the attainment of this object, how much more
does it become us to pray for the conversion of the

heathen, and do our utmost that the people who
sit in darkness and in the shadow of death may
come to Him, a light set by God before all nations

to lighten the heathen (Luke ii. 31, sq.). He
who desires to know nothing of missions to the

heathen fails to know the God who wills that

help should be given to all men, and that all should

come to a knowledge of the truth (1 Tim. ii 4).

—

Solomon hoped that the heathen, when they heard
the great deeds which the Lord did in Israel, would
turn to that God; how much stronger becomes
this hope when the infinitely greater scheme of

salvation in Christ Jesus is declared to them 1 But
how shall they hear without a preacher ? How shall

they preach if they are not sent? (Rom. x. 14 sq.).—
The acknowledgment of the name of God necessa-

rily causos the fear of God. If an individual, or

an entire nation, be wanting in the latter, they will

also lack a true knowledge of God, let them boast

as they will of enlightenment and enlightened re-

ligious ideas.—Vers. 44, 45. Sixth Petition. A
people who undertake war should, above all, be sure

that it is under the guidance of God. That alone

is a just war which is undertaken with God's
help, and in the cause of God, of truth, and of
justice.—A host going forth to battle should re-

member this: Nothing can be done in our own
strength, we are soon quite ruined 1 ( Ps. xxxiil 16

9q.) and thereupon we should pray and entreat the
Lord, from whom alone proceeds victory (Prov.

21, 31; Ps. cxlvii. 10 sq.).—Vers. 46-60. Seventii

Petition. Righteousness exalteth a nation, but sin

is a reproach to any people (Prov. xiv. 34). Thus
the people Israel is a living example for all

times, as a warning and as an admonition ( 1 Cor.

x. 11).—The Lord* has patience with each person,

as also with whole peoples and governments, for

He knows " there is no man who is not sinful."

But when the riches of his goodness, patience,

and long-suffering are despised, and a nation given

over to hardness of heart and impenitence (Rom.
Ii, 4 sq.), He casts it away from before His face,

and wipes it out as a man wipeth a dish (2 Kings
xxi. 13), so that it ceases to be a people and a king-

dom. The world's history is the world's final

doom. The wrath of God towards all ungodly
conduct of men is not a mere biblical form of
speech, but a fearful truth, which he who hearkens
not will learn by experience.—The saying: There
is no man who sinneth not, must not be misused
to apologize for sin as a natural weakness; it

should rather warn and exhort us that we. must
not give the reins to that will which lieth eyen
at the door, but rule over it (Gen. i. 4, 7) ; for he
who committeth sin is the slave of sin (John
viiL 34).—The confession : We have sinned, Ac.,

must come from the depths of the heart, and
must be in connection with the conversion of
the whole soul to the Lord; for he alone can
obtain forgiveness of all his sins in whose spirit

there is no guile (Ps. xxxii 2). But how often,

in days of fasting and humiliation, is this confes-

sion made only with the lips I How, then, can a
man hope for mercy and forgiveness through ih*
hearingof prayer ?—The Lord who guides the hearts

of men as water-courses can bestow upon our
enemies a forgiving and merciful heart, even as
Israel experienced. For this, and not for the de-
struction of our enemies, we ought to pray.—Vers.
61-53. In the midst of our cries and prayers we
should rememberhowdearly the Lord has purchased
us for His own, by the blood of His son (Rom. viiL

32; 1 Cor. vi 20; Rev. v. 9). The grace of God
in Christ is the foundation of our assurance that

the Lord will deliver us from all tribulation and
sorrow, and will lead us to his heavenly kingdom.
For this do we close our prayers with the words:
For the sake of thine eternal love.

—

Stares : God
does not leave his people in the furnace of misery,

but always guides them forth from it (Job iii. 22).

—

Our prayere, from beginning to end, must be ground-
ed on the divine promises (2 Sam. vii. 25).

Vers. 64-61. Solomon's final address to the
people contains a psalm of praise (ver. 56), a wish
for a blessing (vers. 57-60), and a warning (ver.

61).—Ver. 56. It is a gift of God, for which
we must thank and praise him, if we can lead a
quiet and peaceful life, in all godliness and honesty
(1 Tim. ii. 2).—The rest which God promises to

his people and has granted unto them, under Sol-

omon the peaceful prince, was merely a temporal
one. But we have this good saying: There re-

maineth a rest for the people of God (Hob. iv. 9).

This word will not fail if we do not harden our
hearts, if we hear his voice, and strive assiduously
to attain to that rest, where God shall wipe away,
Ac. (Rev. xxi. 4).—Vers. 57, 58. The aid aud bless-

ing of God have no other object than to turn thy
heart to Him, that thou mayest walk in His way.
He only forsakes those who have forsaken Him
(Ps. ix. 11).--All keeping of the commandments,
all mere morality, without submission of the heart
to God, is worthless—a mere shell without the
kernel.—Vers. 69, 60. The words which rise out
of the depths of the heart to God reach Him and
abide with Him ; He forgets them not (Rev. viiL

3, 4).—That the Lord is God, and none other, seems
nowhere more conspicuous than in the choosing
and leading of the people Israel, in which He
has revealed Himself in His might and glory, in

His holiness and justice, His faithfulness and
mercy (Ps. cxlv. 3-12). No better proof of the ex-

istence of a one living God than the history of

Israel.

Ver. 61. The best and greatest wish which
a king can form for bis people, a father for

his children, a pastor for his flock, is: May your
heart be righteous, t. e., whole and undivided be-

fore the Lord our God. He who elects to side with
Him must do so wholly and entirely ; all " halting

between two opinions " is an abomination to Him

:

the lukewarm He will " spue out of His mouth.'1

Be thou on the Lord's side, and He will be with
thee.

Vers. 62-66. The temple-dedication, a thanks-
giving feast (ver. 62), a covenant feast (ver.

65, vide Historical and Ethical, 11), a feast of great
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fladnew (w. 66).—W&bt. Suml: For great bene-
a met should offer great thanksgivings, and

indeed should prove their gratitude by promoting
the true service of God, and by benevolence to
the poor and needy (Ps. 1. 14).—At public tlianks-

gnring-feaats there should be not only banquets,
but prince and people, high and low, rich and
poor should bow unto the Lord, to serve him with
one accord and steadfastly.—Ver. 63. So they
dedicated, Ac. Pjaff: This was indeed a holy
temple-consecration. 1 how entirely otherwise
are those of to-day constituted in general, which
should be abolished or reformed rather than

praised, on account of the sinful abuse which lias

gained the upper hand. Ver. 66. Even as Solo-
mon blessed his people, even so his people blessed
their king. The prince alone who prays for his
people can expect them to pray for him. Well for
that land where prince and people wish well to
each other, and make supplication for each other, for
there mercy and truth are met together ; righteous-
ness and peace shall kiss each other (Ps. lxxxv. 10).
When a man has rendered unto God what is of
God, he can go forth to his daily labor with joy
and gladness. To praise and thank God makes
the heart glad and willing to work.

P.

—

Various matters connected with the accounts of Solomon's architectural works.

(Chap. IX. 1-28.)

1 A»d it came to pass, when Solomon had finished the building of the house
of the Lord [Jehovah], and the king's house, and all Solomon's desire which he

2 was pleased to do, that the Lord [Jehovah] appeared to Solomon the second time,

3 as be had appeared unto him at Gibeon. And the Lord [Jehovah] said unto him,
I have heard thy prayer and thy supplication, that thou hast made before me

:

l

I have hallowed this house, which thou hast built, to put my name there forever

;

4 and mine eyes and mine heart shall be there perpetually. And if thou wilt walk
before me, as David thy father walked, in integrity of heart, and in uprightness,

to do according to all that I have commanded thee, and wilt keep my statutes

and my judgments; then I will establish the throne of thy kingdom upon Israel

forever, as lproraised [spake] to * David thy father, saying, There shall not fail

6 thee a man upon the throne of Israel. But if ye shall at all [altogether •] turn
from following me, ye or your children, and will not keep ray commandments
and my statues which 1

4 have set before you, but go and serve other gods, and
1 worship them ; then will I cut off Israel out of the land which I have given
them ; and this house, which I have hallowed for my name, will I cast out ofmy

8 sight ; and Israel shall be a proverb and a byword among all people : and at
*

this house, which is high, every one that passeth by it shall be astonished, and
shall hiss; and they shall say, Why hath the Lord done thus unto this land, and

9 to this house ? And they shall answer, Because they forsook the Lord [Jehovah]
their God, who brought forth their fathers out of the land of Egypt, and have
taken hold upon other gods, and have worshipped them, and served them : there-

fore hath the Lord [Jehovah] brought upon them all this evil.*

10 And it came to pass at the end of twenty years, when Solomon had built the
11 two houses, the house of the Lord [Jehovah], and the king's house, (Now Hiram

the king of Tyre had furnished Solomon with cedar-trees and fir-trees, and with
gold, according to all his desire,) that then king Solomon gave Hiram twenty

12 cities in the land of Galilee. And Hiram came out from Tyre to see the cities

13 which Solomon had given him ; and they pleased him not. And he said, What
cities are these which thou hast given me, my brother? And he called them the

14 land of Cabal 7 unto this day. And Hiram sent to the king six-score talents of

gold.

15 *And this is the reason of the levy which king Solomon raised; for to build

the house of the Lord [Jehovah], and his own house, and Millo, and the wall of

16 Jerusalem, and Hazor, and Megiddo, and Gezer. For Pharaoh king of Egypt
had gone up, and taken Gezer, and burnt it with fire, and slain the Canaamtea

11 that dwelt in the city, and given it /or a present unto his daughter, Solomon's
18 wife. And Solomon built Gezer, and Beth-horon the nether, and Baalath, and
19 Tadmor • in the wilderness, in the land, and all the cities of store that Solomon

had, and cities for his chariots, and cities for his horsemen, and " that which Solo*

mon desired to build in Jerusalem, and in Lebanon, and in all the land of his

20 dominion. And all the people that were left of the Amorites, Hittites, Perizzites,
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21 Hivites
?
and Jebusites, which were not of the children of Israel, their children

that were left after them in the land, whom the children of Israel also were not
able utterly to destroy, upon those did Solomon levy a tribute of bond service

22 unto this day.
11 But of the children of Israel did Solomon make no bondmen

:

but they were men of war, and his servants, and his princes, and his captains, and
23 rulers of his chariots, and his horsemen. These were the chief of the officers th&t

were over Solomon's work, ^ve hundred and fifty, which bare rule over the peo-
ple that wrought in the work.

24 But Pharaoh's daughter came np out of the city of David unto her house
which Solomon had built for her : then did he build Millo.

25 And three times in a year did Solomon offer burnt-offerings and peace-offer-

ings upon the altar which he built unto the Lord [Jehovah], ana he burnt incense

upon the altar that was before the Lord [Jehovah]. So he finished the house.

26 And king Solomon made a navy of ships
xa

in Ezion-geber, which is beside

27 Eloth, on the shore of the Red sea, in the land of Edora. And Hiram sent in

the navy Iris servants, shipmen that had knowledge of the sea, with the servants

28 of Solomon. And they came to Ophir, and fetched from thence gold, four ,$

hundred and twentytalents, and brought it to king Solomon.

TEXTUAL AND GRAMMATICAL.

> Ver. 8.—[The Sept here Insert, u I hare done to thee according to ill thy prayer."

Ver. 5.—[Many MSS. replaoe the preposition 7g by 7K , end certainly, If the former Is the true reeding, it la

need In the eense of the latter, a* it frequently the case, </. Gesenlus, a. v. A. 4.

• Ver. (L—[The Heb. it here In the ntoal intendre form p2ET] 21$, which It preserved tn all the versions, while the

English expression implies the slightest dereliction Instead of complete apostasy.
* Ver. 6.— [The Sept. pat Moses instead of the personal pronoun as the nominative.
* Ver. S.— i The words at and which are not in the Heb. The latter is given in the Heb. of 8 Chr. vil. tt, and supplied

hero by the Chald. All the other versions give houm in the nora. and omit the relative. The Syrn followed by the Arab-,

has "this housw* shall be destroyed.*' Valg. "shall be for an example.*
• Ver. ©.—[According to the Sept the time of this vision Is determined as after the completion of the palace by tha

addition to this verse, " Then Solomon brought up the daughter of Pharaoh out of the city of David into his house which
ho had built for himself in these days.*

1

* Ver. 13.—[The Sept say he called them ftptor—coast, boundary, omitting the name Cabal altogether. They doubtless

read ^-border for ^33

.

9 Ver. 15.— [Vers. 16-25 are transposed by the Vat Sept from their place here and inserted after z. 21

• Ver. la—Thek'thibipn la decidedly to be preferred to the k'rl IDTO . [In connection with this and with the

author's remarks on this name in the Exeg. Com. the following facts are to be borne in mind : the reading of the k'rl -|£nn

la found in many MSS. Instead ofthe present k'thib -jftji and in our printed editions a space is left in the test for the

missing «j while the vowel points are those of Tadmor. All the versions, except the Sept, give either Tadmor or its

equivalent Palmyra ; the Sept gives according to the Alex. 6eppa0, which shows that the
*f
was before them, or according

to the Vat In x. 22 'Ictftpjxaf. Kelt, who adopts this rendering, explains the words **in the land* (which the author
considers an Insuperable difficulty) by the remark of Tremelllas im rtffno Salomoni* et intrajln«*a Deo designator connect*

lng the word with u built" in ver. 17. The expression In 2 Chr. vilL 4, is simply u Tadmor in the wilderness;" but the
previous verse has recorded his successful attack upon Hamath-sobah. and it is thus implied that Tadmor was in that re-

gion.
-• Ver. 19.—[Many M99., followed by the Chald. and Vulg., Insert •»aHM
" Ver. 21.—[Until all the buildings were finished.
" Ver. ^0.—{The Sept, Chald., sod Arab, both here and in ver. 27, have $hip In the singular.
" Ver. 23.—PThe Vat (not Alex.) Sept reads a hundred and twenty, while 2 Chr. viil. 18 has four hundred and

fifty^-P. G.]

EXEGETTCAL AND CRITICAL.

Yen. 1-2. And it oame to pass when Solo-
mon had finished, Ac. Cf. 2 Chron. vil 11-22.

Solomon built, besides the temple and the palace, a
number of other buildings, of which mention Is

made in vers. 15 and 19. Chron. says: all that he
desired to build, for AU which he woe pleased to

do; p£?n cannot, therefore, mean, as Thenius

thinks, "pleasure-buildings," as distinguished

from necessary and useful ones, but rather from
the -words of vers. 19, "in all the lands of his

dominions," must signify public works which he
had undertaken for the benefit of the latter, as for

instance (according to Ewald), aqueducts, reser-

voirs, Ac. It is very distinctly stated here, that

the divine appearance of ver. 2 took place after

the completion of the temple and palace, as well

as several other buildings. But because the divine

address, ver. 3 sq.
t
refers to the prayer at the

temple-dedication, some have concluded, as we
have already mentioned in our remarks on chap,

viil 1, that the appearance immediately followed

the dedication; and that the latter, accordingly,

occurred thirteen years after the completion of the

temple. But there is no reason whatsoever for

such a conclusion. The dedication had been per-

formed in a spirit and manner that could have
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g.ven no cause for such a sharp warning and
severe threatening as are found in vers. 6-9 ; and
vet this threatening seems to be the principal

thing in the divine discourse. It is very possible

that it was occasioned by circumstances of a later

date. The meaning in this case would be : I hive
indeed heard thy prayer at the dedication of the

temple, and will do that for which thou hast be-

sought me ; but take warning. If ye turn away
from me I will destroy Israel, Ac In like manner
Seb. Schmidt : quod Deus distulerit hone apparitio-

nem usque ad tempus, quo Sahmonis peecatum ap-

propinquabat, ui non diu antequam fierei eum serio

monereL If this view be rejected we must think,

with Keil (in the Commentary of 1846), that the
writer wished to say all that he had to remark
concerning Solomon's different buildings, in the

same place in our chapter, and " that he made the
transition- formula, \er. 1, at the samo time the
heading of the following section, in which not only
is the divine appearance mentioned, but an account
also is given of Solomon's undertakings after he
had finished all the buildings."

Vers. 3-9. And the Lord said unto him, Ac.

"We may conclude from the words :
" as at Gibeon,"

that it took place, as then, in a dream (chap. iii. 5).

/ have hallowed this house . . . my, Ac., i. «., I

have appointed it by my glory (chap, viil 10, 11;

Ex. xxix. 43 : nhpa) to be the place where I re-

veal my holiness (cf. Histor. and Ethic. 2, on chap,
vu). The parallel passage in 2 Chron. vil 12, says:
I have chosen this place to myself for a house of
sacrifice; which means that, as Jehovah was
known and honored as the Holy One, through
sacrifice, so sacrifice was also His appointed means
of atonement and sanctification for the sacrificer.

The house was essentially a place of sanctification.

Our author evidently left out what the Chron.
adds in vers. 13 and 14, because it is partly con-
tained in ver. 3. For vers. 4 and 6 see on chap,
ii. 4, and viii. 25. When David is here, as in chap,
iii. 14, held up to Solomon as a model in keeping
Jehovah's commandments, it is not because David
never broke a divine law, or never sinned, but be-
cause lie kept inviolate the first and chief com-
mandment upon which the existence of Israel de-

pended (Ex. xx. 2-5); because in every situation

in which he was placed, in prosperity and adver-
sity; amongst his compatriots or In banishment
among the heathen, he remained loyal to Jehovah,
and never discovered the slightest leaning to idol-

atry. The threat, vers. 6-9, is the same as in Lev.
xxvi. 14; Deut viii. 19; xxviii. 15, 37; Josh.
xxiiL 16, and is therefore not one that was made
for the first time after the captivity, as some have
said. Thcnius rightly remarks that the style and
living force of the address are proofs that " we

have an ancient utterance before us here. 11

^g?D ,

rer. 7, is a proverb which- every one has in his

mouth, a proverb of universal truth ; every one
will adduce Israel as a terrible example, and will

mock them (Isai. xiv. 4 ; Mic. ii. 4). Thenius and
Bertheau, by reference to Mic. iii 12 ; Jer. xxvi.

18; Ps. Ixxix. 1, read instead of p^JJ, in

vers. 8, D*p , £ e., ruins, and this certainly facili-

tates the translation of the word very much. But
no MS. nor old translation reads it thus; and
Clnm, says expressly: " this house which is

high " (2 Chron. vil 21) ; we must, therefore, adhere
to the text-reading. It cannot, however, be trans-

lated : and " this house, exalted as it may be, who-
soever passes by the same, shall," Ac. (De Wette,
von Meyer, and others), but only as Keil has it

:

" this house shall stand high, £ e. stand high in its

destruction, a conspicuous example, a warning to

all passers by." The Vulgate translates, more-
over, directly : et domus hoc erit in exemplum ; but
the Sept, more in the sense of the Chronicles: ko\

6 oIkoc ovtoc 6 infaMc, nag 6 Siairoptvdfievog

kKffTfatrai. But we must supply what is under-
stood, namely, that the house is destroyed. Keil
thinks there is an allusion to Deut xxiv. 1 9 ; xxviii

1, in |{'^tt . Vers. 8 and 9 mean that what was

threatened in the law in Deut xxix. 23-26, shall

be fulfilled. pTjp does not denote a scornful

hissing, but, as the connection with DB* requires, a

hissing of terror. Cf Jer. xix. 8 ; xlix. 17.

Yer. 10. Anditoametopassat theendoftwen-
ty years. In vers. 2-9 the author has given an
account which concerns the temple, the most im-
portant of all Solomon's buildings. From ver.

10 on, he gives further information respecting

them ; how Solomon was enabled to undertake his

many and, in part, expensive buildings; that is to

say, through his treaty with Hiram, vers. 11-14;
andalso by the levy which he raised, vers. 15-

25; and finally by the voyage to Ophir, which
brought him gold, vers. 26-28 (Keil).—The seven
years of the temple-building (chap. vi. 38), and the

thirteen years of the palace-building (chap, vil 1),

are included in the twenty years of ver. 10.

There is no historical connection between the sec-

tion vers. 10-14, and that in vers. 1-9. The head-
ing in ver. 1 is therefore repeated on account of
the following collective remarks on the different

buildings.

Vers. 11-14. Now Hiram the king of Tyre,
&c. The section in vers. 11-14 is easily seen to be
an excerpt, which has gaps not to be filled with
perfect certainty. According to chap. v. 1-6, Solo-

mon had made a compact with Hiram, by the

terms of which he was to indemnify him by the

delivery of certain natural productions; no allusion

is made here to any further recompense in the

way of territory, nor to any payment of gold

which Solomon had obtained from Hiram. It

is plain, therefore, that the twenty cities were an
equivalent for the 120 talents of gold mentioned in

ver. 14. Probably Hiram had at first agreed to

the proposition ; but upon a closer inspection he
was not pleased with these towns, though he had
to abide by his agreement This is the only ex-

planation of the fact that no answer from Solomon
to the question in ver. 13 is recorded. As we
may conclude, from the account of their joint enter-

prise in ver. 26 sq., that the friendly relations of

the two kings continued, it is probable that Solo-

mon satisfied him in some other way.

The land Wan is notthe later province ofGalilee

in its whole extent, but only the northern part of it,

originally belonging to Naphthali; it was called

D*ian Wj j district or country of the heathen

(IsaL viii. 23; 1 Mace. v. 16). Solomon fixed upon
it as an equivalent because it bordered on the ter-
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ritory of Tyre, and, as its name shows, was not so

much inhabited by Israelites as by heathens (cf. 2

Sam. xxiv. 7)-—The "•riN is not, as in chap, xx 32,

an expression of intimacy, but is a prince's title (I

Mace x. 13; xi. 30). The designation ^33 >

which Hiram gave the land ofthe twenty cities, is

also given to a place or district in the tribe of

Asher (Josh. xix. 17), and is derived from ^3 »

vincire, to chain, to close ; thus describing the dis-

trict as closed (but not pawned, as some allege),

by virtue of its geographical positioa This is

much more natural than the explanation, accord-

ing to which ^33 is from ^3H3 » i* *i **»*H
quodevanuii tanquam nihil (Maurer, Gesenius), or

formed by 3 and ^3=^3 (Thenius), and meaning

M As nothing." How could Hiram give the dis-

trict a permanent name, which contained rather a
mockery of himself than of the land ? The asser-

tion of Josephus (Antiq. 8, 5, 3), that XalapAv
means ovk hptaKov in Phoenician, is utterly with-

out foundation. We have no need to seek the
reason of the name in Hiram's exclamation:
44 What cities are these," Ac. ; the second sentence
of ver. 13 is quite independent of the first In
order to reconcile the conflicting assertion in 2

Chron. viii. 2 (that Hiram gave cities to Solomon,
who poopled them with Israelites), with the pas-

sage under consideration, it is generally supposed
that Solomon had, in the first place, given up
twenty cities to Hiram, but as they did not please

Hiram, took them back again (Keil). But |I"0

cannot, in itself, mean to give back, and our pas-

sage also, which is the fullest, would in this case

be quite silent about what it intends to state,

namely, that Hiram had received an equivalent.

Our passage cannot, at any rate, be disproved by
the short, abrupt assertion of Chron. The ques-

tion may be asked, too, if these cities were the
same as in Kings. Perhaps later tradition, which
Chron. follows, changed the circumstances so, be-

cause people could not believe that Solomon
should have given up Israelitish land to Tyre, con-
trary to the law, Lev. xxv. 23 (cf. Bertheau on 2

Chron. viii. 1).

Vers. 15-19. And this if the reason of the
levy, which, Ac It was chiefly through Hiram's
aid that Solomon was enabled to undertake his

buildings, but it was also a great assistance to

him that he could use the Canaanites that were
left in the land to perform this tribute labor. It

seems from Judges ix. 6 and 2 Kings xii. 21, that

Itfodn does not mean merely a wall of earth (fill*

ing up), but a building (JV3) or a collection of

buildings that serve to fortify a place, i. e., fortifi-

cations, rampart, citadel. David had made such
for Zion (2 Sam. v. 9), and Solomon renewed it, cf.

chap, xl 27 ; 2 Chron. xxxii. 6. " It can only
have been where Zion rises highest, and con-
sequently most needs fortification" (Thenius).

The wails of Jerusalem do not here mean the walls
of Zion, the upper city, but those of the lower city

(see on chap. iii. 1), so that the temple mountain
was included. Uazoc, a town in the tribe of Naph-
thali, formerly a Canaanitish royal city, was not
far from the northern frontier of Palestine, and

was therefore " built," i. «^ fortified by Solomon,
Josh. xix. 36 ; 2 Kings xv. 29. Megiddo (cf. on
chap. iv. 1/2) lay in an important military position,

for it formed an entrance to the plain of Jezreel

and the Jordan (meadows) valley, thus being the

way from the sea-coast to central and north Pales-

tine. Gezer, also once a Canaanitish royal city,

between Beth-horon and the Mediterranean sea ; it

lay in the southerly portion of the tribe of Eph-
raim (Josh, xvi 3). What Hazor was to the north
and Megiddo to the central part of Palestine, Gezer
and the lower Beth-horon were to the south ; an
army could much more easily penetrate to the
capital from those places, than from the mountains
of Judah (cf. Thenius on the place). Ver. 16 is a
parenthesis, and tells how Gezer came into Solo*

mon's possession. Probably, it was the capital of
a district that extended to the coast, into which
Pharaoh entered from the sea. The great import-

ance of the situation of this place made its posses**

sion very valuable to Solomon. Whether the town
was built again immediately after it was destroy*

ed, or not until Solomon's time, is uncertain ; at

any rate, he fortified it Baalaih is a town in the

tribe of Dan (Josh. xix. 44), according to Josephus

(Antiq. viii 6, 1), not far from Beth-horon and Gezer

;

it has been wrongly asserted to be identical with

Baal-gad at Hermon (Josh, xi 17), because the

directly following *tDn is = to SblR according

to 2 Chron. viii. 4, and the later denotes the large

and rich city of Palmyra, situated between Damas-
cus and the Euphrates (Keil). But the connection

of IDn with Baalath, Gezer, and Beth-horon indis-

putably denotes a southern city, especially as the

more northern fortresses, Hazor and Megiddo, were
named before, inn is also named as a southern

T T

place in Ezek. xlvii. 19 ; xlviii 28. The addition
11 in the wilderness, in the tond," can only mean, in

the wilderness that lay in Palestine, which is the

wilderness of Judah; it is therefore unwarrant-
able to add D1K , i «., Syria, after p{Q as some

have done. Thus Thamar was the most southern
fortress, and " commanded the passes which led

to the most frequented routes from Edom to Jeru-

salem " (Thenius). A fortified city was very neces-

sary and important in this very place, and it is in-

explicable that Solomon should have left the south

without any fortress, and yet have fortified the

distant city of Palmyra, beyond the confines of

Palestine. As in all doubtful cases, so hero the

statement of the books of the Kings merits the pre-

ference over that of the Chron., which has given

occasion to the Vri. Besides, "fann occurs no-

where else, and it is much more probable that

"IDfi has been changed into the famous lOTTffl
t t :

-

than the reverse. The account of the fortresses

that protected the land is followed (ver. 19) by an
account of the buildings required for storage of

victuals and materials of war. The cities of store

were not depots of merchandise (Ewala\ but ma-
gazines of produce of the soil reserved for times
of need (2 Chron. xvii. 12; xxxii. 28). For the
cities for chariots and horsemen see chap. x, 26.

Vers. 20-23. And all the people that wave
left, Ac. Ver. 20 refers back to ver. 16, and
after it has been stated for what purpose Solomon
raised the levy, it now informs us whom it in-
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eluded. Upon najTDD f *. «•, slave-service, see

chap. y. 13. Viay , ver. 22, means chiefly, officials

of the war-department; p~)t? chief officers of the
... T *

army; and \*&p& royal adjutants and life-guards-

men. Gesenius, De Wette, and others translate the

latter: chariot warriors, or chariot-driver, be-

cause there were always three of them standing

in one chariot; this, however, does not admit
of proo£ and Tpiaranjc, as the Sept. usually

renders it, does not mean chariot warriors. In
every place where the word occurs in our books (2

Kings vii. 2 ; zviL 19 ; xv. 25 ; ix. 25) it denotes
the royal staff; in 2 Kings x. 25, the D1?! and

&&?& are the king's body-guard ; and in 2 Sam.

xxiil 8 (1 Chron. x. 11) still less is there reference

to chariot warriors. The old glossaries explain
TptoTdrac, rove napa x^P0, T0*> fSaotXkoe. The
reason of the name cannot be given with certitude.

For the 550 superintendents of the work see above
on chap. t. 16.

Ver. 24. But Pharaoh's daughter came up.
The two facts recorded in vers. 24 and 25 are by
no means irrelevant and disconnected, as they
appear ; but plainly refer back to chap. Hi. 1-4.

They mean that the wants which were felt in the
beginning of Solomon's reign ceased with the
completion of all the buildings (vers. 1 and 10)

;

the king's consort took possession of the part of
the royal palace that was for her use ; and Solo-
mon no longer sacrificed on the heights, but always
in the temple he had built *|N , ver. 24, is here

the same as in Gen. xxvii. 30; JucL vii. 19. It

* does not follow, because Solomon built Millo im-
mediately after his consort repaired to hor dwell-
ing, that the former was to be a "protection to

the harem " (Thenius), for there is no proof that
the "house of Pharaoh's daughter" was the
harem, and Millo was evidently intended to pro-
tect the upper city.

Ver. 25. And three times in a wear did
Solomon offer, that is, on the three chief festivals,

when the whole people assembled at the sanc-
tuary (Ex. xxiii. 17 ; xxxiv. 23). These were not
ordinary sacrifices, but were especially solemn offi-

cial ones, which the king, as head of the theocracy,

offered. The words n}iT^ 1^'k 1fl£ TBj?fn

» have been very differently understood. Stier

translates like v. Meyer, " and he burnt of it what
was fitting/

1 which is wrong, because "that was
before Jehovah " never means, what was fitting.

Maurer's interpretation is very far-Tetched: et

adotebat apud eum (sc Jova) id, quod coram Jova
erat (as. stffimentum). Ewald renders it: "he
burnt incense alone there, where one stands be-
fore Jahve, i. e., in the holy place." But what
does burning incense alone mean? Thenius as-

*»rts-)&K to be a false " insertion," and translates:

he brought with him (t. a, himself) offerings of in-

cense before the Lord (t. «., upon the- altar of in-

cense in the sanctuary). intC is supposed to

mean: "he, without the mediation of another," so
that " we have here an evidence that Solomon, at
least, exercised in person the functions of the
high-priest." But we cannot so easily throw

"HPKont of the text; and fog never means: he

8

himself in his own person ; so that the supposed
" evidence " falls to the ground. Finally, Keil
translates, because TBpn is not putter, but in/in.

absol : " and, indeed, setting fire to (the sacrifice)

at the (altar), which was before the Lord ; " but
Vtppn always means " to burn incense " when it

stands as here, without an object; besides, the
sentence evidently means more than the immedi-
ately preceding one, which speaks of burnt-offer-

ings, in the case of which burning is of course
implied. It is certainly true that f|K here, as well

as immediately after in ver. 26, and so often else-

where, means." with, by," and the suffix ) must
be referred to the preceding rUTD ; but it is in-

correct to make the clause "which was before
Jehovah," mean the altar of incense which was so
described in Lev. xvi. 12, 18, and thus to conclude
that Solomon burnt incense " in the sanctuary."
As 2 Chron. xxvi. 16 shows, the priests alone might
do this, even in later times; the kings were
strictly prohibited. If an exception had been
made in the case of Solomon, it could not have
been noticed only casually and vaguely. That
clauseby no means exclusively indicates the altarof
incense, but, as chap. viii. 64 6hows, the " brazen
altar," too, and this it is which is meant here. Ac-
cording to Num. xv. 1-12 a meat-offering was offer-

ed with every burnt and peace offering ; and for the
former incense was essential, according to Lev. ii.

1, 2, which was wholly burnt (ver. 16). "In-
cense," therefore, was not only " offered " on the
altar of incense in the sanctuary, but also on the

altar of burnt-offering, and mbj? in Ps. cxli. 2 is

synonymous with iirDD • This passage, then,

says nothing remarkable respecting Solomon, but
only that he presented his meat-offering throe

times a year, as well as his burnt and peace offer-

ing. The parallel passage of Chron. therefore does
not mention the latter expressly, and only says :

"Then Solomon offered burnt-offerings unto the

Lord on the altar of the Lord, which he had built

before the porch . . . three times in the year " (2

Chron. viii. 12, 13). The concluding sentence

JVarrntt DWi does not mean :
" thus the house

• t - v - • :

was finished " (Luther), for this was not done by

sacrifice and incense, neither does D?^ mean

finished, but, to make perfect, whole. The house
Solomon had built only became all it was designed

to be, i. e., nit JV2h i
a house of sacrifice (2

Chron. vii 12), a central sanctuary, in that he pre-

sented now all the offerings on the festivals which
were appointed to be celebrated by the whole
people (Lev. xxiii. 14; Deut. xxvi 16); cf. 2

Chron. viii. 1 6. Bottcher : he brought the temple,

as God's house and place of prayer, to its full

meaning.
Vers. 26-28. And king Solomon made a

navy of ships. This is told here because Solo-

mon received through these ships the large amount
of gold which he required, partly for his splendid

buildings, and partly to carry on his expensive

works. Exion-geber, a sea-port of Edom, situated

on the Elanitio arm of the Arabian gulf, Num.

I
xxriii 35 ; Deut u. 8. Eiath is the modern Aka-
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bah on the eastern bay of the same gnlf, and was
incorporated with the Israelitish kingdom by
David, 2 Sam. viil 14. Both cities were of the

highest importance in a commercial view (cf.

Winer, R.-W.-B. I., a. 313, 361). The Phoenician

sailors were accounted the most skilful, and were
known even in distant lands (Winer II., s. 406).

Upon the fleet which sailed from Ezion-geber

Chron. gives (viii. 18): "and Hiram sent him by
the hands of his servants, ships; " and as there

was no way of conveyance by land, nor means of

shipping from Africa, this must only mean (as

Keil remarks) "that Hiram gave the ships for

this voyage (to Ophir), i. c, he ordered his people

at Ezion-geber to build them, and sent all the

requisite material not forthcoming at tliat place."

For the situation of Ophiar see on chap. x. 22.

Instead of 420 talents of gold, Chron. gives 450

;

this is. no doubt, only a change of the ciphers 3
(20) and J (50).

HISTORICAL AND ETHICAL.

1. This section now before us doses the ac-

count of Solotnon's buildings, which account em-
braces the largest portion of the history of this

reign. Never would the narrative have dwelt so

long upon them, had all these building-undertak-

ings stood outside of all relation to the theocratic

kingdom. None of all the kings of Israel " built

"

so much as Solomon, who is described for that

reason, in the history of Israel, as the king of

peace, the peace-prince. His buildings were no
pleasure and luxury structures, but were designed

to further the greatness, power, and splendor of

the kingdom, while at the same time they gave evi-

dence thereof. First ho built the house of Jehovah,
which formed the heart and centre of the whole
theocracy; then the palace, £ e., the house,

"which was to shed glory on the second power in

Israel, tho kingdom which was then reaching its

highest summit" (Ewald); then he fortified the

house by Millo, and surrounded Jerusalem, the

capital, with walls; furthermore he made fortresses

and store-cities throughout the whole country, in

north, middle, and south Palestine; and, finally,

he himself began ship-building, so as to bring his

kingdom into communication with rich and distant

countries. All this, however, he conducted so as

to cause no injury to his own kingdom, but rather

so as to bring it to a height of prosperity that it

never before or afterwards attained. The time of

the ofaj and with that of the "building" in its

widest sense, came on TUSH? ; Ws building enter-

prises were the natural result of the stage of
development at which the kingdom was ; he built

to build up the kingdom, thus fulfilling his mission
in the history of the theocracy.

2. The appearance with which Solomon was
favored after the completion of his many grand
edifices, as the text clearly and positively says
(see Exegetical upon ver. 1 sq.), is expressly

placed in relation to and contrasted with that

which he had in the beginning of his reign, at

Oibeon (chap. iii. 5). The Lord had given him
not only what he had asked for. but also riches,

dignity, and fame. He had succeeded in all that

he had undertaken ; not only did he himself stand
at the summit of fortune, but his people had never
before reached such a great and prosperous state,

being blessed with peace and quiet without, and
with prosperity and comfort within (chap. iv. 20

;

v. 4 sq. ; viii 66). Then came the second appear-
ing, which contained with the remembrance of the
prayer answered at the dedication of the temple,
and the promise of blessing in the future, a threat-
ening and warning very wholesome, and even
necessary now for Solomon himself, who, though
hitherto loyal and faithful to the Lord, was open
to the temptation to fall away, as the after-history

shows, and whose heart the searcherof hearts knew
better than he did himself (c/. chap. viii. 39). But
it was also needed (the discourse ceases to con-
cern Solomon alone after ver. 6) by that ever-
restless, fickle people which in the enjoyment of
the greatest happiness were in danger of forget-

ting their Lord and God, and of relapsing into the
idolatrous worship which was more agreeable to
the flesh. Hence it appears, too, that the words
in vers. 6-9 are the chief part of the divine dis-
course, and not an addition invented by the author
of these books, after tho destruction of the temple,
as Ewald and Eisenlohr assert

3. The divine threatening was literally fulfilled.

No people in the world ever became such a " pro-
verb." Singular as it stands in the world-history
in its election, it is equally so in its rejection and
ruin. It has remained, to the present day, the
living witness of the saving love and grace of
God on the one hand, and, on the other, of
holiness, truth, and retributive justice. By its

story it preaches to al> nations the eternal truth
which the prophet Azariah proclaimed to king
Asa: "If ye forsake him, He will forsake you"
(2 Chron. xv. 2). When, in consequence of their
complete departure from God, the temple built by
Solomon was destroyed, Israel ceased to be an
independent kingdom, and the people were banish-
ed ; and when, after the second temple was built,

they rejected David's great Son, their promised,
true, and eternal king, in Whom all nations of the
earth were to be blessed, this temple was destroy-
ed never to be rebuilt, and the people were
scattered through all the world, ceasing forever to
be an independent kingdom and nation, every-
where despised, reviled, and persecuted.

4. The various building-enterprises of Solomon,
as well as the arrangements more or less connect-
ed with them, were practical evidence that tho
Lord had given him in unusual measure the wis-
dom for ruling and skill in affairs which he had
implored in the beginning of his reign (chap. iii.

7-9). He knew how to procure the material, in
part costly, which was requisite for his buildings,
as well also the requisite architects and builders,
by a compact (favorable to himself) with his
Tyrian neighbor; and repaid him for the quantity
of gold he supplied him with without heaping
oppressive debts on his people, but by surrender-
ing a district of little value near the Tyrian frontier,

and almost altogether inhabited by strangers to
Israel He made use of the descendants of the
subjugated Oanaanites who were left in the land,
to execute those public works which were de-
signed to protect the country and further its
material prosperity ; thus sparing his own people,
who, like every other free people, had no slavish
work, but performed only military service. He
built a separate palace for his consort, Pharaoh's
daughter, and by this means secured the favor of
his powerful neighbors, the Egyptians. That the
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temple he had built might become and remain the
centra1 place of worship, and thus a bond of unity
and communion for the entire people, he himself,

as head and representative of the theocracy,
offered solemn sacrifices on the three great yearly
festivals, when all the tribes met In order not
only to meet the expenses of his many and costly

buildings, but also to teach commerce to his peo-
ple, who had hitherto almost entirely lived by
agriculture, he managed to engage the sea-faring

and skilled Phoenicians to build a common fleet,

wliich opened the way to other seas and lands for

them, and was the source of great riches to his

own kingdom.

HOMILETIOAL AND PKACOTCAL.

Vers. 1-9. The second appearance of Jehovah
to Solomon: (a) the point of time at which it

occurred, vers. 1, 2 (seeHistor. and Ethic); (6) the
object which it had, vers. 3-9 (Promise and warn-
ing).—In the divine address to Solomon the good-
ness and the severity of God are shown (Rom. zi.

22): his goodness in the establishment of His
promises (vers. 3-5), his severity in the chastise-

ment of backsliding (vers. 6-9).—Vers. 3, Wurt.
Sciuc. : A most powerful thing is a devout, hum-
ble, and believing prayer, for thereby man be*

seeches God to grant him his desire (John xvi. 23).

—To every house where the name of God is truly

honored applies the divine saying : Mine eyes and
my heart shall dwell there forever.—Vers. 6-9,

Because men endure uninterrupted prosperity with
much greater difficulty than they do crosses and
afflictions, therefore, when they are at the summit
of their wishes, and their hearts' desire, it is most
necessary that the grave importance of God and
of eternity should be held up before them, so that

they may not fall into security, and forget to work
out their own salvation with fear and trembling;

for what availeth it a man, &o. (Matth. xvi. 2tJ).

He who thinketh he standeth, let him take heed
lest he fall (1 Cor. x. 12).—The more abundantly
God displays his mercy and love towards an indi-

vidual or towards a nation, so much the more fear-

ful will be the righteous sentence if the riches of

His mercy are despised.—In happy and prosperous

days forget not that the Lord tells us : Watch and
pray, lest ye enter into temptation.—How many
men, how many families, how many nations bless-

ed in every respect, have come to a fearful and
shameful end I Askest thou: Wherefore is this?

the only reply is : Because they have forsaken the

Lord their God ; for what a man sows that shall

he also reap.—Let him who will not recognize a
divine justice turn to the twice-destroyed temple

of Jerusalem, and to the world-scattered people

who have become a by-word amongst all nations.

Vers. 10-14. The demeanor or Solomon and
Hiram towards each other, (a) Friends and neigh-

bors should be of one mind, and mutually ready to

help each other, (b) Let not him who has kindly

aided thee with his substance be long awaiting

the proofs of thy gratitude, and render to him
more rather than less even if he need it not

(c) Regard not so much the gift which thou re-

ceivest as the disposition of the giver, remember-
ing always: it is more blessed to give than to re-

ceive.—From the heathen Hiram many Christians
may learn, even where real cause for dissatisfac-

tion and just claims exist, to state the dispropor-
tion between gifts and recompenses with friendly
words, and in a kindly manner.—Friends, who
through long years have aided each other, must
not be estranged, even when one thinks himself
injured by the other, but must strive to come to a
thorough understanding and agreement

Vers. 15-23. The plans and arrangements of
Solomon for the benefit and protection of the land,
(a) First he built the house of the Lord, forth from
which would come aU salvation for Israel ; then
he built the store-houses for times of need and
famine, and as protection against the enemies of
the kingdom. A wise prince cares alike for the
religious and spiritual, and for the material and
temporal well-being of his people, and in times of
peace does his ntmost to provide against every
danger which may assail the land, either from
without or within. For this a nation can never be
grateful enough, and should uphold him with
readiness and might instead of murmuring and
complaining, as is often the case, (b) Solomon's
plan was, in his undertakings to spare his nation
all servile labor, as far as possible. Therefore,
for all compulsory service he employed the con-
quered enemy, who, as such, were slaves. A wise
prince will never impose burdensome taxes or
heavy labor upon his people, and reigns much
more willingly over freemen than over slaves;

but a good and loyal people does not make free-

dom a pretext for villany, and ever follows the
king's call for arms when the defence of " Father-
kind " is concerned. For Israel can no more say
with truth—The Lord is my rock, my fortress,

and my deliverer (Pa xviii. 3), if all the nation
does not aid in its defences and fortifications.

—

In the kingdom of the true and eternal prince of
peace bondage will cease, and all men shall ob-
tain the freedom of the children of God.—Ver.
25. Solomon sets a good example beforo all

the people; he not only builds the temple, but
also frequents it regularly. It is as much the duty
of the highest as of the lowest to hear the word
of God, to pray, and to celebrato the Sacrament
—Ver. 26 sq. A wise government seeks not only to

preserve existing prosperity, but also to discover

new sources thereof.—Many there are who travel

over land and sea to seek gold, and to become
rich, and forget that the Lord hath said: I counsel

thee to buy of me gold tried in the fire, that thou
mayestberich (Rev. Hi. 18). Expeditions into far

countries must serve not only to obtain gold and
treasure, but also to carry thither the treasure

which neither moth nor rust doth corrupt, and
where thieves do not break through nor steal

(Matth. vl 19 sq.)—Commerce may become a rich

blessing for a nation, but a greedy thirst for gold

often leads to extreme luxury and neglect of God,
as is many times exemplified in the history of
Israel
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116 THE FIRST BOOK OF THE KINGS.

, FOURTH SECTION.

TBS FAME A»D THE MAGmFICEffCB OF SOLOMON.

(Ohaptkb X.)

A.—The Visit of the Queen of Sheba.

Chap. X 1-13.

1 Akd when the queen of Sheba heard of the fame of Solomon concerning ' the
8 name of the Lord [Jehovah], she came to prove him with hard questions. And

she came to Jerusalem with a very great train, with camels that bare spices, and
very much gold, and precious stones : and when she was come to * Solomon, she

3 communed with him of all that was in her heart And Solomon told her all

her questions: there was not any thing [a question'] hid from the king, which
4 he told her not. And when the queen ofSheba had seen all* Solomon's wisdom,
6 and the house that he had built, and the meat of his table, and the sitting of

his servants, and the attendance of his ministers, and their* apparel, and his

cupbearers, and his ascent * by which he went up unto the house of the Lord
6 [Jehovah] ; there was no more spirit in her. And she said to the king, It was a

true report T that I heard in mine own land of thy acts T and of thy wisdom.
7 Howbeit I believed not the words/ until I came, and mine eyes had seen it

;

and behold, the half was not told me : thy wisdom and prosperity ezceedeth
8 the fame which I heard. Happy are thy men,* happy are these thy servants,

9 which stand continually before thee, and that hear thy wisdom. Blessed be the

Lord [Jehovah] thy God, which delighted in thee, to set thee on the throne of
Israel : because the Lord [Jehovah] loved Israel forever, therefore made he thee

10 king, to do judgment and justice. And she gave the king an hundred and
twenty talents of gold, and of spices very great store, and precious stones : there

came no more such abundance of spices as these which the queen of Sheba gave
11 to king Solomon. And the navy also of Hiram, that brought gold from Ophir,

brought in from Ophir great plenty of almug" trees, and precious stones,

12 And the king made of the almug trees pillars for the house of the Lord [Je-

hovah], and for the king's house, harps also and psalteries for singers : there

13 came no such almug trees, nor were seen unto this day. And king Solomon
gave unto the queen of Sheba all her desire, whatsoever she asked, besides that

which Solomon gave her of his royal bounty. 1* So she turned and went to her
own country, she and her servants.

TEXTUAL AMD GRAMMATICAL.

> Ver. 1. [The Sept end Syr. render this very difficult expression, ^,-p , Qg& npfrg? JJtXTTlX (&** Bxef.

ComA "heard the name of Solomon and the name of the Lord/* and the Arab, the aame exeept la retaining/mm m the
first clause.

« Ver. % [Many MS8. editions, and the Vulg. and Syr., insert king before Solomon.
* Ver. 8. [There seems no sufficient reason for varying the translation of -n-j occurringtwice in such close prox-

imity. The same Tariation Is observed in the Ohald. and Syr- but the Sept hare Aeyor in both eases.
* Ver. 4. [Several MS9. followed by the Arab, omit "all."
* Ver. 5. rrhe Sept^ qntto without authority, put the pronoun In the singular as referring to Solomon's apparel
* Ver. 5. [All the ancient versions render ** the burnt-offerings which he offered*1 (see Exeg. Com.) and must there*

fore have read )TVbV Instead of VvJJ j but without reason. See Bxeg: Com.
' Vers. 6, 7. [The Heb. for report and acts, ver. 4, andspstxZa, ver. 7, is the sameITT » D^TI and this aamenees Is

preserved In the Sept, although hardly possible in English.
* Ver. 8. [The Sept. curiously enough render M happy are the eoom**." .

* Ver. 11. [Almug is not a translation, but only a putting into English letters of the Heb. D*ID/M • The ver-

sions render:—Vulg thvlna; Sept wkuarri (Alex. iirtAiorra) ; Arab, colored wood,!. *. that kind of wood naturally
painted with various colors. The sense ss now generally understood is •andal-ivood. See Exeg. Com.

»• Ver. 1& [Lit gave her ujrom the hand of king Solomon*—9. &]
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KaGBTICJLL 1HD CBITIOAL.

Yen. 1-3. And when the queen of Sheba.

Cf. 3 Chron. ix. 1-12. The name of Solomon
became famous far and near, through the trading

hips that were mentioned in chap. ix. 26 sq.

A proof is here given. X2& , Sheba, is a country in

Arabia Felix (not to be confounded with|Op, i. e^

iferoe in Ethiopia, as Josephus has it), on the Red
Sea, rich in spices, frankincense, gold, and precious

stones (Jer. vi 20; Ezek. xxvii. 22; Isai. Ix. 6 ; Ps.

lxxiL 15).
u The Sabteans, whose capital city was

Sheba, had become, through their extensive com-
merce, the richest nation among the Arabians"
(Winer, R.-W.-B. IL *. 405; Duncker, Geach. dea

Alkrih. L a. 140 sq.). The Queen of this coun-

try, who visited Solomon, was certainly the reign-

ing one; according to Claudian in Eutrop. L 132,

the Sabfeans were generally governed by queens,

but this has no historical foundation. Whether
she were widowed or unmarried is, like her name,
uncertain. Her fame spread with and through that

of Solomon, who was the beau-ideal of a king
throughout the East, for even the Koran mentions
her visit to Solomon (Sur. 27), and there are many
legends about it among the Arabians and Abyssin-

ians. The former name her Balkis, and the latter

Maqueda, and even say that she had a son by Sol-

omon, named Menihelek (or Melimelek),* who was
the ancestor of the Abyssinian kings (comp. Winer).

These fables of after-times need no refutation.

The words rriiT D?6 i
which are wanting in Chron.,

are by no means unsuitable or superfluous (Mo-
vers); they exist in all the old translations, but
have been very differently understood. Propter

nomen Jeli. (Le Glerc) is least like it; neither is De
Wette right: to Jehovah's honor; nor this, "the
fame of what Solomon had become by Jehovah's fa-

vor " (Gesenius) ; nor, the fame " that Solomon had
acquired through the glory of his God" (Ewald);
nor yet, *' which he had attained, by Jehovah glo-

rifying himself so in him " (Weil). The expression

involuntarily reminds us of the rrirp DB^ chap. iii.

2; v. 17, 19; vui. 17, 18, 19, 20, 44, 48; 2 Sam.
vii. 13. The house built to Jehovah's name was
the first and principal reason of Solomon's fame

;

and was what the Queen had chiefly heard of, in

which she had seen, like Hiram, an evidence of
wisdom. This she desired to prove for herself.

To prove him with hard questions. To
clothe wisdom in the form of proverbs, which were
often dark and enigmatical on account of their bre-

vity, is a primitive custom of the East, especially

among the Arabians, who are very rich in proverbs

;

the collection of the Meidani, for instance, which
contains 6,000 proverbs, and the Makaini of the
Hariri show this. Chap. iv. 32 says that 3,000 are

by Solomon ; and those in his name, that are now
extant, include many that are enigmatical. We do
not mean enigmas in the sense of those that used
to be propounded at meals or otherwise (cf. Ro-
senmQller A. u. N. Morgentand with Judges xiv.

12); the Queen did not want any trial of skill in

enigmas with Solomon, but wished to propound

• P*e th« moefal account of tha 1«r«nda, In Stanley's
S«risk Chvr-A, Second Sorka, p. 2M-262.-E. H.

important and difficult questions to him. Solomon
did not fail in a single answer (Tin ver. 3 is solv-

ing riddles in Jud. xiv. 19, and interpreting dreams
in Gen. xli. 24; Dan. v. 12).

Vers. 4-8. And when the Queen had seen
all 8olomon's wisdom. Solomon's wisdom was
shown, not only in his answers and discourses

(ver. 3), but in all his arrangements, in the whole
constitution of the court, and manner of his govern-
ment; whithersoever the Queen looked, she beheld
evidence of his wonderful gifts and powers of
thought The " house " is not the Temple, but the
royal palace, as the following words concerning the
court-appointments show. '* Tfie meal of his table

"

is the royal table, the splendor of which is espe-

cially described. The sitting of hie servants, and the

attendance of hie minister*, means "the civil officers

who sat at the royal table, and the servants, among
whom were the " cup-bearers," in attendance upon
them (Bertheau). These three descriptions have
nothing to do with localities, with the ministers'

seats, the place where the servants stood, nor the

preparations for the cup-bearing (Weil); nor the

order of the offices, and the rooms of the lower
servants (Thenius) ; for the parallel passage in 2

Chron. ix. 4 shows that VpCPD *re persons. It is

more doubtful how we are to understand the fol-

lowing words in^JJ) i
Ac. ; Chron. has In*^ in-

stead. All the translations give for both passages

:

" and the burnt-offerings, which he offered in Je-

hovah's house ;
" this would mean the solemn and

magnificent rites of the Temple worship. But it

would not agree with the description just preceding,

of the royal table and court appointments, the ser-

vants and cup-bearers; and above all, the splendid

Temple building would have deserved mention ; it

would be necessary, too, to alter the text in both

places ; and uifyl should be read, yet we have

no grounds for doing this. If this were the right

reading, the Chronicler, who was so partial to the

details concerning the worship, would not have

taken VV^g instead. Most modern translators

(KeU, Winer, Ewald), therefore, give ascent for

V$y; meaning the particular ascent of steps

that led from the palace to the Temple ; and n£tf

Ezek. xl. 26 has the same signification. This ascent

of steps belonged to the palace, and very likely

struck the eye, as it is here expressly mentioned

;

it also appears from 2 Kings xvi. 18 that the king

had a peculiar entrance of that kind to the Temple.

The concluding words of ver. 6 are literally, and
there was no more breath in her; as the breath

goes in terror (Josh. ii. 11; v. 1), so it also goes in

cases of extreme astonishment.

Vers. 9, 10. Blessed be the Lord thy God.
We cannot conclude from these words that the

Queen had formally confessed the One God of Is-

rael, but rather that it meant what we have already

remarked of a similar expression of Hiram, chap.

v. 7. What she saw and heard excited her wonder
to such a degree, that it seemed to her directly im-

parted by the God Solomon adored, and for whom
she became filled with reverence. The presents

which the Queen, according to custom, made, con-

sisted of those articles in which her land most
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abounded, and for which it was moat famous. The
spices were principally the famous Arabian balm,

which was largely exported ; according to Josephus

iAnt 8, 6, 6) the balm-shrub was introduced into

'alestine by the Queen of Sheba (Winer, R.- W.-R
I. *. 132).

Vers. 1 1-13. And the navy also of Hiram,
Ac. The mention of the costly presents leads the

author to the remark, vers. 11 and 12, which may
be regarded as a parenthesis, that such articles of

luxury were introduced in abundance into Jeru-

salem by commerce ; and the (fragrant) spices re-

minded him of the equally great quantities of san-

ded-wood that Solomon received through Hiram's

ships. This wood, which is indigenous to India,
" was highly prized throughout the East for its fra-

grance, and partly was carved into images, partly

used for fine utensils, and partly used for incense-

burniug" (Winer, IL 8. 379). IJJpp (ver. 12) only

occurs here, and its meaning is not quite cer-

tain. The root 1JJD means, to support, make sure.

Thcnius calls it " supports of the resting," i. e^

seats made by Solomon on the walls of a palace or

Temple room; but we do not find the slightest

mention of such a Temple room anywhere. As

Chron. has jyhpD (from ^D, to prepare the way,

Ps. Ixviii. ; v.) instead of our word, Bertheau
thinks that iyD like *iyy is to advance, so that

both expressions really denote the same thing; £
«.. the *' way of entrance, ascent." Jarchi gives

lyDO by ilDVl £ «•> wainscoting on the floor

(tessellated pavements) ; and this seems the best.

The translation, steps with banisters (Keil), has no

authority. 1133 and {gj must be stringed instru-

ments with sounding-boards; they are mentioned
together in Ps. lxxi. 22; cviii. 3; cL 3; we know
nothing certain of their natures. Which Solomon
gave her of his royal bounty (ver. 13), i «., besides
the things he presented her with according to the

custom of kings, he gave her everything else she
desired. We can scarcely think this included, as
the other translators think, any literary produc-
tions. It is very doubtful whether the Ethiopian
Christians "concluded rightly from these words
that their Queen had a son by Solomon " (Ber-

theau).

HISTORICAL AND BTHIOAL.

1. The section before us does not, by any means,
contain a story accidentally and arbitrarily inserted

hero, which, however beautiful it may be, might be
left out without doing harm, because it does not
boar upon the history of the Israelite kings. How
high the significance which has always been at-

tached to the event recorded is, is shown by the
fact that the remembrance of it has been preserved
outside of Palestine for thousands of years, and that

two ancient peoples, the Arabians and Abyssiniana,
revered the Queen of Sheba as the mother of their

line of kings ; the Abyssinian tradition making the
spn she bore to Solomon the founder of the ancient'

Ethiopian kingdom. And when the Lord, from
out tte treasure of the Old Testament history,

chooses this narrative, and presents it for the
shaming of his contemporaries, this presupposes
tint it was known to and specially esteemed by all

Diner nations It is, therefore, something more

than an ordinary visit of royal etiquette. Saba*
was reckoned to be the richest, most highly favored
and glorious land in the ancient world, and there-

fore was given the unique name of " The Happy."
Agatharchides names the Sabseans yhoc iravroiaf

Kiptov evAatfiovlac. Now when the Queen came
with a splendid retinue to visit this distant land,

and from no political design, but merely to see and
hear the famous king ; and when she, the sovereign
of the most fortunate country in the world, declared
that what she had seen and heard exceeded all her
expectations ; this surely was the greatest homage
Solomon could have met, homage that no king had
ever yet received ; and the result was that Solomon
was regarded as the ideal of a wise, great, and
happy king, throughout the Eastern world. The
visit of the Queen ofSheba marks, then, the splendor
and climax of the Old Testament Kingdom, and
marks an essential moment in the history of the
covenant as well as of Solomon. Tins story is

therefore in its right place, following, as it does,
the account of the great and glorious works Solo-
mon made for his country and which acquired for

him so much fame.

2. The context explains the kind of " wisdom " that

'the Queen souglU and found in Solomon. It was not
much learning; neither were the "riddles" that
Solomon solved metaphysical problems, nor mere
conversation and play of wit. Besides the answers
he gave to her questions, his works, appoint-
ments, and arrangements convinced the Queen of
his great wisdom, in which she recognized the
working of a peculiar power and grace imparted
by God. It was also a practical or life-wisdom,

such as Solomon himself describes, "a tree of life

to them that lay hold upon her, length of days is

in her right hand, and in her left hand riches and
honor. The merchandise of it is better than the
merchandise of silver, and the gain thereof than fine

gold. She is more precious than rubies, and all the
things thou canst desire are not to be compared
unto her," Prov. iii. 14-18. But this wisdom rests

upon the foundation of the knowledge and fear of
God (com p. ver. 1 and Prov. ii. 4-6), and the whole
reign of Solomon is the result of the same (see

Historical and Ethical on chap. iv. 29). "
1 happy

time, when mighty princes visited each other in the
midst of their lands, made tranquil by a holy fear

of God, so to vie with each other in wisdom and
what is still better, the search after wisdom 1'

(Ewald).

3. when the Lord says in Matt xii. 42 and Luke
xi. 81 : "The Queen of the south shall rise up in

the judgment with this generation and shall con-
demn it ; for she came from the uttermost part of
the earth to hear the wisdom of Solomon, and be-
hold a greater than Solomon is here," he recog-
nizes the prophetical and typical meaning of our
narrative, as is the case generally with the king-
dom of Solomon. It is said in the prophetical

descriptions of the peaceful kingdom of Messiah,
"the Kings of Sheba and Seba (Meroe) shall offer

gifts
;
yea, all kings shall fall down before him

;

all nations shall serve him " (Ps lxxii. 10, 11) ; and
" all they from Sheba shall come ; they shall bring
gold and incense, and they shall show forth the
praises of the Lord" (IsaL lx. 6). The Queen of
Sheba, who came from far, out of the happiest
country of the world, to Solomon, brought him
presents, and received all she wished from him, is

a type of the kings who with their people shall
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come from far and near to the everlasting Prince
of peace, the King of kings, and shall do him hom-
age. Her visit is an historical prophecy of the true

and eternal kingdom of peace. It is just this pro-

phetical and typical character of the story that

gives such emphasis to our Lord's reproof of the
hardened Israelites of His time.

HOIOLETIOAL AND PRACTICAL.

Vers. 1-13. The queen of Sheba comes to Solo-

mon, (a) She comes in order to hear the wisdom of
golomon. (b) She finds more than she expected, (c)

She worships and praises the Lord for what she has
seen and heard, {d) She returns home in peace, with
rich gifts.—Solomon receiving the Queen of Sheba
a type of Christ (Matt. xxii. 42). (a) He did not re-

ject her who sought him, bat raised her up (John
vl 37). (ft) He solved her questions, and showed
her his glory (John L 9, 14; xxii. 46; vi. 68). (c) He
accepted her gifts, and gave her much more in re-

turn, even all that she desired and requested.

(John x. 11, 28; xvi. 24; iv. 13 sq.). Vers. 1-3.

The Queen of Sheba had everything that pertains

to temporal prosperity and good fortune, high rank,

power and honor, health and wealth; but all these

satisfied not her soul; she sought the solution of
the enigma of life, and when she heard of Solomon,
and of the name of the Lord, she spared no expense
or trouble, neither regarded the scorn and con-

tempt of the world, in order to satisfy the longing
of her soul for the word of life. She said not

:

I am rich, and have an abundance, and need noth-

ing; but she felt that she still needed the highest
and the best How superior is this heathen wo-
man to so many Christians, who hunger and thirst

after all possible things, but never after a
knowledge of truth and wisdom, after the
word of life. We do not need to journey
to Jerusalem, to find him who is greater than
Solomon, for he has promised: "I am with
you forever, until the end of the world," and can
be found everywhere, if men seek him earnestly.

—

God is not without a witness in the midst of the

heathen, whereby they may feel and recognize Him,
for He wills that all men shall be aided to come to

a knowledge of the truth. The same God who
gave Solomon the wise heart for which he prayed,

revealed to the inquiring spirit of the heathen
queen what she most desired.—Ver. 3. Oue re-

ceives with readiness and alacrity the soul which
longs after the truth of God ; such souls faithfully

apply the same, they do not weary—and the coun-

sel of God unto salvation is not withheld from
them (Acts xx. 27, and James v. 19-20).

Vers. 4-9. The acknowledgment of the Queen
of Sheba, when she beheld the works of Solomon,
(a) It is true ... I would not believe it until I,

Ac., vers. 6, 7 (John x. 35, 38; xiv. 11). {b) Thy
wisdom has exceeded, Ac., ver. 7 (John vl 68 sq.).

(c) Happy are thy men, Ac., ver. 8 (Luke x. 23). (of)

Praised be the Lord, Ac, ver. 9 (Eph; i. 3).—Ver.

1 Words must be followed by works ; the behold-

ing with her own eyes, and her very own experi-

ence, must be added to the rumors she has heard.

Nathaniel, when he heard: of Jesus, the Messiah,-

spoke doubtingly at first: Can any good thing

come out of Nazareth? But when he came and
aw he joyfully exclaimed: Thou art the Son of

God, thou art the King of Israel (John i. 45-49).—Ver. 5. Great palaces, brilliant arrangements,
Ac, are objects worthy of real admiration if they
are not evidently mere works to gratify the lust of
the eye and the pride of life, but rather proofs of
wisdom, of spiritual elevation, and of love of art.—Ver. 7. As in order to form a just conception
of visible things we must see them with our own
eyes—so also with invisible and divine tilings

:

rightly to recognize them as such, we must feel

and taste their strength in our own hearts, and not
merely hear of them from others (1 Pet. ii. 3 ; Ps.

xxaciv. 9).—Ver. 8. Not because of their fine clothes,

of their high position, of their splendid possessions,

did the Queen regard the people and the servants
of Solomon as blessed and happy, but because
they could always listen to his wisdom. How
much the more are those to be esteemed blessed,

who, sitting at His feet, who Himself contains all

the treasures of wisdom and of knowledge, can
hear the word of everlasting life from His mouth
(Luke x. 23 sq). Ver. 9. It is proof of a good
and noble heart, when a man gives thanks to God
for the gifts which he bestows upon other men.
Cramer : Upon the land which God will bless He
bestows good and wise rulers; but if He will to

punish a country, he does the opposite (Is. iii. 4;
Ec. x. 16, 17). If the Queen, in God's gift of a
Solomon to Israel, recognized a singular proof of
God's love to this nation, and exclaimed : Blessed
be, Ac, how can we thank and praise God enough for

the love which sent his only begotten Son into the
world, to save ub from utter darkness, and to place

us in the kingdom of His dear Son (Cor. i. 13;
Eph. i. 3).

—

Osiander: Rulers are given their high
position by God, not simply to enjoy the pleas-

ures of life, and to see good days, but to administer
justice to their subjects, and care for their tempo-
ral and eternal welfare.

Vers. 10-13. The interchange of gifts between
the Queen and Solomon, (a) The Queen is not
content with words of praise and thanks ; she tes-

tifies her gratitude by means of great and royal

gifts. Of what avail is all mere verbal thanks and
praise, if the life be devoid of lovely deeds, and of
cheerful gifts, for the acknowledgment of God's
kingdom ¥ (b) Solomon needed not the gifts ; he
had more than she could give him (vers. 11, 12);

he gave her all that heart could desire. What are

all our gifts in comparison with those which we
receive from the Lord,—those which are immeas-
urably beyond what we ask and seek (Eph. iii.

20), and where it is more blessed to give than to

receive (Acts xx. 35)? Vers. 11, 12. As God be-

stows various gifts upon individual men, so He also

blesses different countries with varied products,

not that nations should covet and contest the same,

but that they should serve and mutually benefit

each other.—Ver. 13. With a treasure incompar-

able in value to gold and jewels, the Queen joy-

fully went her way, like the Eunuch of Ethiopia.

How many are there who return from far jour-

neys into distant lands, rich in gold and substance,

but poor in faith and knowledge of the truth. They
have lost more than they have won ; the Queen
gained more than she lost.—The generation of the

present day in comparison with the Queen of
Sheba; its satiety and indifference, its unbelief

and its guilt (Matt xii. 42).
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B.—The Wealth, Splendor, and Power of Solomon's Kingdom.

Chap. X. 14-29 (2 Chboh. IX. 13-28).

14 Now the weight of gold that came to Splomon in one year was six hundred
15 threescore and six talents of gold, beside that he had of the merchantmen, 1

and of the traffiek of the spice [omu spice] merchants, and of all the kings of
Arabia,' and of the governors of the country.

16 And king Solomon made two hundred targets [i. e. large shields] of beaten
17 gold; six hundred shekels of gold went to one target. And he made three

hundred shields of beaten gold; three pound [manehs •] of gold went to one
shield : and the king put them in the house tf the forest of Lebanon.

18 Moreover the king made a great throne of ivory, and overlaid it with the

19 best gold. The throne had six steps, and the top of the throne was round be-

hind : and there were stays [arms 4
] on either side on the place of the seat, and

20 two lions stood beside the stays [arms]. And twelve lions stood there on the

one side and on the other upon the six steps : there was not the like made in any
kingdom.

21 And all king Solomon's drinking vessels were of gold, and all the vessels of
ther house of the forest of Lebanon were of pure gold ; none were of silver

:

22 it was nothing accounted of in the days of Solomon. For the king had at

sea a navy - of Tharshish with the navy of Hiram : once in three years came the

23 navy of Tharshish, bringing gold, and silver, ivory, and apes, and peacocks.* So
king Solomon exceeded all the kings of the earth for riches and for wisdom.

24 And all the earth sought to Solomon, to hear his wisdom, which God had
25 put in his heart. And they brought every man his present, vessels of silver,

and v.sscls of gold, and garments, and armor,* and spices, horses, and mules,

a rate year by year.

26 And Solomon gathered together chariots and horsemen* : and he had a thou-

sand and four hundred chariots, and twelve thousand horsemen, whom he be-

27 stowed in the cities for chariots, and with the king at Jerusalem. And the king
made silver to be in Jerusalem as stones, and cedars made he to be as the syca-

more [mulberry "l trees that are in the vale, for abundance.
28 And Solomon had horses brought out of Egypt, and linen yarn [a troop "]:

29 the king's merchants received the linen yarn [troop] at a price. And a chariot

came up and went out of Egypt for six hundred shekels of silver, and an horse
for an hundred and fifty : and so for all the- kings of the Hittites, and for the
kings of Syria, did they bring them out by their means.

TEXTUAL ACT) GRAMMATICAL.

1 Ver. 15. [D*Vin *C*3WD > on the meaning of this difficult expression, see Exeg. Com. The versions render as fol-

lows: Vulg., the men who were over the tribute; Sept, the tribute of those subject; Child., the wsges of the artisans;

8jr., simply from the artisans ; and so the Arab. .

1 Ver. 15. [The ancient Torsions generally sustain this rendering. The Cbald. alone has NrODD^D wD M kings of

auxiliary or allied nations," which musthe wrong. The Heb. word TW is used Ex. xiL 88, Neh. xiii. 8, generally of

* a mixed multitude " of aliens attaching themselves to the Israelites; and Jer. xxv. 84, specifically of the mixed noes
Of Arabia Deserto. Hence in the parallel place 2 Ohron. ix. 14 we have 2"W»

» Ver. 17. [The Maneh=100 shekels. T •

* Ver. 19. [The Heb. T\\V undoubtedly means arms, and Is so rendered by the Syr. The Chald. and Arsb. give the

sense of the A. V., while the Vulg. and Sept render literally, hands.
• Ver. 21. [The English version gives without doubt the true sense ; so the Vulg., Chald., and Syr. The word "ftJD

Is the part pass, from 1JD to shut, close, and hence the Sept version xpwrt? wyKvcktmirfva.

* Ver. 22. [The Sept and Chald. adopt the single instead of the collective meaning of OK and render " a ship,"

' Ver. 22. [The other sneient versions (except that the Syr. snd Arab, has slsphants instead of ivory) concur In tae
sense of these wonts piven in the English version ; but the vet Sept has Instead A*'#»r roocmr ksX **Acicuv»r, stones
cut snd graved. The Vat Sept also here inserts the psssage omitted in Chap. lx.

• Ver, 26. [The Sept render p&2 (=armour) by otoxtsV, oil of myrrh.
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* Ver. 36. [The Vet. Sept omits the flr»t clause of Ter. 26, and both reosnsions add to the verse the flrat part of Iv.
IL Abo inatead of 1,400 eharfota they read 4,000 (Alex. 40,000) maces.

»• Ver. 87. [D'&jp^atfVKepeeef, #vKa*ur*f, the mulberry-tree*mw ism, but anciently very oommon In the low-

*adfl of Palestine.
11 Ter. 28. [On the meantnc of fflpD , here translated "linen Tarn.1* ass Exeg. Com. The Sept and Valg. hare

taken tt as a proper name.—F. 0F.1 ri '

EXBGETICALAND CRITICAL.

Vera. 14-15. Now the weight of gold,
Jfcc. The 666 talents have been very differently

computed. According to Ex. xxxviii. 25 there are

3.000 shekels in one talent, but Thenius reckons
the shekel at 10 Thalers, so that the whole sum
would amount to " nearly 20 millions of Thalers in

gold." Keil, who had formerly reckoned it at 1,900,-

875 Marks, calculates it now at "over 17 millions

of Thalers,*
1 which plainly is too high. According

to this, the golden crown which David took from
the head of the Ammonite king, and which
weighed a talent, not reckoning the precious

stones in it (2 Sam. xii. 30), must have weighed
834 Dresden pounds, and a talent was about
30,000 Thalers, which is simply impossible. We
prefer to reckon the talent at 2,618 Thalers* at

present, as Winer (R.-W.-B. II. a. 562) and
Eunsen (Bibehverk I. EinL 8. 377) think; this makes
666 talents equal to 1,743,588 Thalers, a still

considerable Bum. We cannot see why the num-
ber 666 should be an " invented " one, in which
tradition betrays itself (Thenius). There is, in any
event, no allusion in Rev. xiiL 18 to this passage,
and this number has no particular signification any-
where else. It only expresses the simple sum of
the various receipts. In one year, i. e., per anno*
eingulos (Vulgate) ; this suits our calculation very
well, but not the 20,000,000 Thalers [or $15,000,-
000]. Keil, without any reason, doubts the cor-

rectness of this translation, in which all old trans-

lators have agreed; for if, as he supposes, the
freight of the Ophir fleet, which returned only
once in three years, brought the 666 talents, it

must mean in every third year. The 666 talents

were the regular yearly income ; but we must not
necessarily suppose, with Thenius, that they were
44 the income of taxes laid on the Israelites them-
selves ; " for there is no mention anywhere made
of a yearly income tax. Ver. 15 tells of other
less defined additions to the regular revenue. The

Sept renders the difficult expression D^HH 'BOtt

by (xtjpig) raw fdpuv tov iirorerayfiivw, it appears
also to hare read differently. Thenius therefore

conjectures it to be D^TTin ^^0, and trans-

lates: u from the contributions of the subjugated ;"

but in opposition to this, Bertheau remarks rightly,
14 Crmn occurs nowhere else, and KOJJ (Ctf^/a) can
Scarcely mean a tribute laid on the conquered
lands in David's time, and as such raised by Solo-

mon." The expression is generally understood

to mean travelling tradespeople, and as D^3"l >

i e^ merchants, follows, the latter * 4 merchants

"

must mean " the pedlers or inferior shop-keepers "

(Keil). But this distinction is destitute of proof. The

* If we reckon the Thaler at 75 cents, 10 Thalers. of
coarse, are $7.60, and 80 millions of Thalers are $15,000,000.
And taking the author's estimate of value*, t. «., tvppoeing
the talent to be equal to 2,618 Thalers, the 60S talents in the
ten would be equal to $1,306,691.—B. H.

wordWl ia never used for trading ; D*)F)il in Num.

xiv. 6 (xiii. 16, 17) means the men that Moses sent
out to view and report upon (he land. The Vulgate
translates the parallel passage in 2 Ohron. ix. 14;
legaU dmersarvm gentium. So also Bertheau, " the
ambassadors " by whom the presents of other kings
were brought. It is impossible to ascertain the
exact income Solomon received from the traffic if
the merchants; but there could scarcely have been
a regular commercial tax (Thenius), and custom
duties are still less to be supposed. The king$

TW! are not "kings of the mixed tribes" (Keil),

but could only have been Arabian tributary kings,
who were subject to Solomon

;
probably they be-

longed to the desert Arabia, or at least to a part of
it, which joined the Israelitish territory (Thenius).

CJf. Jer. xxv. 20 ; Ezek. xxx. 5. The governors are
no doubt the same as those mentioned in chap. iv.

7-19. The revenue-sources named in ver. 15 were
plainly not gold, but in various kinds of produce.

Vers. 16, 17. And king Solomon made two
hundred targets, Ac. fl3V » the large square

shield, rounded down upon its length, covering the
whole body. It was usually made of wood covered
with leather, but these were overlaid with gold,

gp is a smaller shield, either quite round or oval,

also of wood or leather covered with gold. The
latter was Dine* , «. «., not : mixed with another

metal, nor pure; but: stretched, hammered broad.
The word shekel is left out in giving the weight,
as often happens (Gen. x. 16; xxiv. 22; xxxvii.

28). The 600 shekels for each large shield should
come to 523J Thalers [$392-3]. If a talent is reck-

oned at 3,000 shekels, and the talent be equal to
2,618 Thalers [see note above], the 3 pounds for

each smaller shield would be 261 \ Thalers, as 3
pounds are=300 shekels, according to 2 Chron. ix.

16. This calculation appears far more probable
than that 17| pounds of gold, worth 6,000 Thalers,

were used for each shield fThenius) ; or that the
gold-plating of a large shield did not weigh quite

9 pounds, and that of a small one nearly 4$ pounds
(Keil). These shields were borne, as chap. xiv. 27
tells us, by the body-guard; but were used prob-
ably only on special occasions, for they were
more for show than for ordinary use, and served
also to adorn the house of the forest of Lebanon
(for which see above in chap, vil *2). Golden
shields are also mentioned in 1 Mace vi 39, and
were used also by the Carthaginians (PUn. Hist
Nat., xxxv. 4).

Vers. 18-20. Moreover, the king made a
great throne, Ac. The throne was not entirely

made of ivory, any more than the palaces men*
tioned in chap. xxii. 39 ; Ps. xiv. 9 ; Amos iii. 15,

but was only inlaid with it, decorated. The wood
of which it was made was overlaid with gold, and
between, ivory was inserted. 2 Chron. ix. 17 gives

T^HtD ,
pure, for )snd , i. «., purified. Round be-

hind can scarcely be that "it had an arched or
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rounded back" (Keil) ; or, "it terminated in a

round crown " (Ewald), but means rather that " it

had a round covering attached to the back " (The-

nius). Most probably the lions as well as the

throne itself to which they belonged were made of
wood overlafd with gold, as images of gods were
made (Jer. x. 3 sq.). There was not a " lion on
each of the arms " of the throne (Ewald), but on

each side of it (?YH) ; the twelve others stood on

the six steps leading to the throne, each one facing

another. The remark, there was not the like made,
Ac., has reference to the artistic merit of the work
as well as its costliness ; the statues were at least

as large as life. " On the ancient Assyrian monu-
ments there are representations of high chairs with
arms and backs, also such, the backs of which were
supported by figures of animals (cf. Layard, Ni-

neveh, s. 344 09.), but none of these chairs are like

that of Solomon. Later ages only can produce
more splendid thrones. Cf. Bosenmuller, Alks
und Neues llorgtnland, IIL 8. 176 sq." (Keil).

Ver. 21. And all king Solomon's drinking
vessels, &c. The account of the great quantity

of gold and silver in Solomon's time does not ap-

pear in the least exaggerated when we compare
those of other aucient writers about the amouut of
precious metal in the ancient East Sardanapalus,

lor instance, had, when Nineveh was besieged, 150
golden bedsteads, 150 golden tables, a million tal-

ents of gold, ten times as much silver, and 3,000
talents had been previously divided by him among
his sons (Ktesias by Athenceus, xii. p. 529). No
less than 7,170 talents of gold were used for the
statues and vessels of the Temple of Bel in Baby-
lon (Mtinter, Rel der Bdbyl, #.51, where the pas-

sages of the ancients tliat refer to it are given).

Alexander's pillage of Ecbatana was valued at

120,000 talents of gold (Diodor. Sicul BibL 17).

Cyrus' pillage was 34,000 pounds of gold and 500,-

000 pounds of silver, besides an immense number
of golden vessels (Pliny, Hist. Nat xxvii. 3 ; cf.

Symbol, des Moa. Kult. I. s. 259 sqX
Ver. 22. For the king had at sea a navy

of Tharshish, Ac, B^pnn , the ancient Phoeni-

cian emporium, Tartessus, on the far side of the
pillars of Hercules in south-western Spain ; it is

described us lying in a district which was rich in

silver. Its situation has been much disputed, but
the above may be taken as the correct account (see

the opiuions in Winer, R> W.-B. II. *. 603). (Cf.

Ezek. xxxviil 13; Jer. x. 9; IsaL xxiiL 10.) That,

however, y^hn *px does not here denote ships

going to Tharshish, is evident from the passage, I

Kings xxiu 48, " Jehoshaphat made ships of Thar-
shish to go to Ophir for gold (i. «., to fetch gold)

;

but they went not, for the ships were broken at

Ezion-geber (i. c, on the Arabian gulf)." Where-
soever we may look for Ophir, it was certainly not

in Spain, as every one knows, but in the East, that

Is, in the opposite direction. The ships that Solo-

mon and Hiram had built (chap. ix. 28) in Ezion-

geber were also destined to go to Ophir, therefore

could not possibly have been intended for a voyage
to Spain (which was reached by the Mediterranean
sea), because the way around South Africa was
then unknown. The productions, too, which ver.

32 tells us the Tharshish ships brought, show be-

yond dispute that the voyage was not to Tharshish,

for though there was plenty of silver in Tharshish,

in Spain, there was no gold, and very few apes or
peacocks, and but little ivory. Keil now admits
this, though he once held the far-fetched idea that
Jehoshaphat brought the ships built at Ezion-geber

across the isthmus of Suez, transported also over
land, to sail thence to Spain. The ships with which
the Phoenicians used to go to the distant Tharshish
were very large and strong, perhaps the largest

trading vessels ; and as large ships now that go far

are named after the lands they sail to, foe instance

East-Indiamen, Greenlanders, so in Solomon's time
or that of our author, the Phoenicians called large

trading vessels Tharshish ships ; it had become a
regular name, as tho following passages show

:

Isai. ii. 16 ; Ps. xlviii. 8. Taking everything into

the account then, we can regard the formula: ships

went to Tarshish (2 Chron. ix. 21) as only a mis-
taken interpretation of the expression : Tharshish
fleet—a mistake that is easily accounted for, as at
the time Chronicles was written the voyages of
Tynans as well as of Israelites to Ophir and
Tharshish had long ceased, and the geographical

position of both places was forgotten by the Jews
(Keil). Though the passage under considera-

tion does not say expressly whither the Tharshish

fleet was going, chap. ix. 28 and xxiL 49 show that

Ophir must have been its destination. But much
has been written about the situation of Ophir which
has been greatly, and is still, disputed {cf. Winer,
R.- W.-B. II. *. 183 sq. ; Herzog, Rtal-Eiwykl ou the
word). This much, however, has been settled by
recent researches, that wo are to look for it either

in India or in South Arabia. In support of India

the products named in ver. 22, and which are in-

digenous thereto, have been urged, and appeal has
been made to the fact that the ships returned only
every three years, which suggests a greater dis-

tance than Southern Arabia. But tho chief import,

gold, which must have been plentiful in Ophir, is

not found on the Indian coast, but is met with, first,

north of Cashmere. South Arabia, on tho con-

trary, was famed for its abundance of gold, and
Asia Minor imported its gold chiefly thence. The
DM3H » rendered peacocks by all the old trans-

lations, seem even more than the D"Dp , < «•, apes,

to point to India, for they originally came from
there (Oken, Naturgesch. der Vogel, s. 625) ; the ivory

too, which is in other places simply expressed by

}g> reminds us of India. But as Ophir certainly

cannot mean India, we decide, with Ewald and
Keil, for South Arabia. The former supposes that

Ophir, situated on tho south-eastern coast of Ara-
bia, since people made voyages thence to India,

included, in common parlance, this latter land, just

as the name Havilah, Gen. x. 7, 29, denoted lands

that lay still farther east Probably Solomon's and
Hiram's ships 11rst went to the original Ophir itself

(chap. ix. 27), but later larger ships went farther,

and besides the gold of Ophir brought apes, pea-

cocks, and ivory, i. «., Indian products and articles

of luxury. We may also suppose that there was
even then some commerce between India and South
Arabia, and that Indian products reached Ophir,

whence the Ophir voyagers brought them to Pales-

tine. This is much more probable than Keil's sup-

position, which is that the products in question

were African, being brought over to Ophir in the

trading which took place between Arabia and the
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opposite coast of Ethiopia. Though there was a
*• species of tailed ape " in Ethiopia, there were no
peacocks and* no sandal-wood. Thenius very un-
necessarily supposes that the same writer who
wrote chap. ix. 27 sq. could not have written this pas-

sage, because each passage speaks of the voyage
to Ophir in a different manner ; whence again the
compilatory character of our books must follow.

The first account is of the first voyage, and the
second account of the later and more extended one.

Vers. 23-27. So king Solomon exceeded,
Ac. From vers. 23-29, by way of conclusion,

evorytliing that was to be said of the glory of
Solomon is summed up, and at the same time some
tilings not yet mentioned are added. For vers.

23-24 cf. chap. iv. 29-34. According to the uni-

versal custom in the East all, who came to see and
hear Solomon brought him presents, and this was
repeated '* year by year," so highly had he risen

everywhere in consideration. For ver. 26 cf.

chap. iv. 26, and chap. ix. 19. In ver. 27 silver

only is mentioned and not gold (which the Sept.
unjustifiably adds here from 2 Chron. i. 15), be-

cause enough had been said already about gold.

The great quantity of silver does not necessarily

show Uiat there was a silver trade with Tharshish
which was rich in that metal, for there was a great
deal of silver in Asia: Sardanapalus in Nineveh
(see above on Ver. 21), rich as he was in gold, had
ten times as much silver, which he certainly did

not get from Spain. The cedar-wood which
came from Lebanon was as plentiful there in Je-
rusalem as common building timber, which was
taken from sycamores (Isai. ix. 10), which did not
grow on high mountains but very often in the low-
lands of Palestine (Winer, R- W.-B. II s. 62 sq.\

. and were therefore cheap and easy to be had. The
mode of expression is hyperbolical and Oriental,

and cannot be taken literally any more than chap,
iv. 20.

Vers. 2o, 29. And Solomon had hones
brought, &c. Verses 28 and 29 contain supple-

mentary remarks to the account given in ver. 26
of Solomou'8 war-forces, explaining how he ac-

quired the latter, namely, by sending special mer-
chants to trade with Egypt, which was famous for

its breed of horses, and was the country of " horses
and chariots" (Ex. xiv. 6 *o.; xv. 1; 2 Kings
xviii. 24 ; Isai. xxxi. 1 ; Jer. xlvi. 2, 4 ; Deut. xvii.

16). Hipp, which occurs twice in ver. 28, is diffi-

cult ; but it can only mean collection, coUexio, mul-

titude (Gen. i 9, 10; Ex. vii. 19; Jer. iii. 17). If

we adhere to the masoretic punctuation we must
render it as Gesenius does : "-And a number ofroyal
merchants fetched a number of the same (horses)

for money;" the passage would thus contain "a
kind of play on the word," which would be here
without design or meaning. The Sept. and the Vul-
gate regard mp£ as denoting locality, and connect
it with 0*1^00 ; the departure of horses from
Egypt and from Coa (en Qeioove de Cod); but neither

the Bible nor any ancient translator mentions a
country or town named Coa or Cawe, and yet as a
place of trade it could not have been insignificant

or unknown. Thenius arbitrarily and incorrectly

changes the first rtipO into jnpnD J
Thekoa, some

miles from Jerusalem, was not a trading town but
a small place situated on a height and inhabited by
shepherds (Winer, «. 606). The translation "re-

mainder " (or surplusage) (Ewald) is no better than
that given by some Rabbins, woven texture. The
second TftpD can have no other meaning than that

of the first ; it means " collection " each time, t. «.,

collection of horses, and the passage becomes quite

clear, if, leaving the masoretic punctuation, we join

the first nipD to the preceding words, making one
sentence of them: "Concerning the bringing of
horses out of Egypt, and their collection, the mer-
chants of the king made a collection of them for a
certain price." This shows that the horses were
not brought up one by one, but in droves each time.

When 600 shekels were given for a chariot and
150 for a horse, the first price of course included
that of the harness for two horses belonging to the
chariot, and also that of a reserved horse (see above
on chap. iv. 26). The single horses at 150 shekels
must have been riding-horses. We cannot tell the
exact amount of this price in our money, as the
value of the shekel is not fixed. If, like Winer and
others, we compute it at 26 silver groschen, 150
shekels would be equal to 130 Thlr. [$97.50] ; Keil

agrees with this, but formerly thought, with others,

that it only amounted to 65 or 66 Thlr. ; Thenius
gives it at 100 Thlr. The traders were called u

king's

merdiants" not because they had to give an account
of their dealings to the king (Bertheau) but " be-

cause they traded for the king" (Keil); as such
they were respected, and distant kings employed
them in procuring^horses. The Hittites are not the
same as those named in chap. ix. 20, but were an
independent tribe, probably in the neighborhood of
Syria, as 2 Kings vii. 6 mentions them as in alliance

with the Syrians.

HISTORICAL AND ETHICAL.

1. In the section before us the delineation of Sol-

omon's glory reaches its climax. No other king's

reign is treated at such length in our books as that

of Solomon, which alone occupies 1 1 chapters. But
this whole historical representation has the .same end
in view that this section, referring to the promise,

chap. iii.13, expresses in the words :
" King Solo-

mon exceeded all the kings of the earth for riches

and for wisdom," i. «., all conceivable greatness,

might, riches, dignity, fame, and splendor were united

to such a degree in Solomon (which never happened
to any king before or after), that he was looked on as

the very ideal of a king throughout the East ; and his
" glory " became proverbial (Matt vi. 29 ; Luke xii,

26). The reason that this glory, which here reaches

its highest point, is depicted just before the account

of his deep fall (chap, xl), is to be found in the theo-

cratic view of the historian, and is, in an historico*

redemptive relation, of high significance. In the
divine economy the Old-Testament kingdom was
destined to reach its culminating point in David's

son ; but as the old covenant moved generally in

the form and covering of bodiliness, visibility, and
outwardness, described as o6pg by the New Tes-

tament; so the glory of the Old-Testament king-

dom was a visible and external one ; its highest

point was determined by riches, power, fame,

dignity, and splendor. Corresponding with the

kingdom of Israel Kara o&pica, it can be but a glory

Kara o&pKa, i. «., a visible, external, and therefore

temporal and perishable, which, like the old cove-

nant, pointed beyond itself, to an invisible, spiritual,

and therefore imperishable, eternal glory. The
same Old Testament king, under whom the king* .
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dom readied its greatest degree of glory, prepared

the way for its gradual decline, and no one preached

more powerfully the vanity and nothingness of all

temporal splendor than he when proclaiming, it is

all vanity (Eccles. L 2)1 In complete contrast

with the Old-Testament glory of 8oloraon we see

the New-Testament glory of the son of David, in

the most eminent sense, the true Prince of peace,

who had not where to lay his head, and was
crowned with praise and honor, not through riches,

power, dignity, or splendor, but by the suffering of

death ; who became perfect through self-abnegation

and obedience unto the death on the cross, and sat

down at the right hand of the throne of Majesty

;

Whose Kingdom is everlasting and his glory imper-

ishable (Heb. ii. 9; v. 9; viii. 1 ; xii. 2; Luke i. 33).

2. Among the things related to show the splendor

of Solomon's reign, special mention is made of the

throne as the symbol of royal majesty, and at the

same time the centre or seat of this glory; and it

is expressly added that there was not the like in

any kingdom, which no doubt refers principally to

the lions. The number of these lions, twelve, has
reference, indisputably, to the number of the tribes

of Israel above which the king was elevated and
over which he reigned, and for that reason the lions

stood below him on the steps of the throne. Ewald
gives the following as the reason for this symbol,
" indisputably because the lion was the standard

of Judah." This, however, does not appear to be
so from Gen. xlix. 9, nor from Isai. xxix. 1 and
Ezek. xix. 2 ; 'and besides, all the twelve tribes could

not be ranged under the particular banner of the

tribe of Judah. Thenius thinks that the two lions

next the throne were "rather the guardians of it,"

and the twelve others on the steps represented

"the power of the twelve tribes united in one
throne." But the lion is never mentioned as " keep-

ing watch, " aod moreover, the signification of those

beside the throne could not differ from that of those

before and below it All nations have, from time
immemorial, regarded the lion as the king of beasts

(cf. the numerous passages of the ancients on this

subject, in Bochart, Hitrot. I. ii. 1), and is therefore

a fitting symbol of monarchy, which consists in

. " reigning and ruling " (see above on chap. iii. 9).

The lion " is the strongest among beasts " (Prov.

xxx. 30, 31), and his roaring announces the coming
ofjudgment (Am. iii. 8 ; i. 2; Rev. x. 3). The two
lions at the right and left of the king as he sat on
the throne, denote his twofold office of governing
and judging. If, then, the entire people are sym-
bolized by the twelve lions, the meaning must be
that Israel was the royal people among nations

;

just as the twelve oxen that bare up the mol-
ten sea signified that Israel was the nation of

priests (see above in chap. vii. 25). The people

chosen by God from among all people are a nation

of kiDgs and priests (Ex. xix. 6; Rev. L6; v. 10)

;

just as it culminates, as a priestly nation, in the
high-priest, so it does also,as a royal one,in its king.

Here we think involuntarily of the throne of Him
who is both lamb and lion (Rev. v. 5, 6), who is

the Prince of earthly kings, and has made us kings

and priests to His Father, God (Rev. i. 6 ; v. 6 ; vii.

10, 17). His people number twelve times twelve

thousand (=144,000), and these are represented
by the twice twelve of the elders who stand before

his throne (Rev. iv. 4, 10 ; vii. 4; xiv. 1).

HOICLBTICAL AND PRACTICAL.

Ver. 14. (a) The glory ofSolomon. Wherein it lay

(Power, dominion, pomp, splendor, glory, and honor,
everything that men wish or desire in this world-
all these we see before us in the life of this one
man. But the glory of man is as the grass of the
field, which fades and withers ; truly, the lilies of

the field exceed it in glory, for even, Ac—and
Soiomon himself confessed : All is vanity ; I have
seen all the works, Ac., Eccles. i. 2; ii. 11;

Ps. xlix. 17, 18. The world passes away, Ac).

(b) Its significance for us (that we should seek after

that other and imperishable glory, prepared for us
by him who is greater than Solomon, Jno. xvii.

24. Scarcely one of many thousands can attain to

the glory of Solomon, but to the glory of God we
are all called, 1 Thess. ii 12; if our life be hidden
with Christ in God, then " shall we when Christ,"

Ac, Col. iii. 3, 4. Therefore shall we rejoice in the

hope of future glory, and not only so, but in tribu-

lations also (Rom. v. 2, 3) for our " light affliction,

which is but for a moment," Ac, 2 Cor. iv. 17, 18).—Power and dominion, (a) The responsibility in-

volved therein ("to whom much is given, of him
shall much be required, and to whom men," Ac,
Luke xii. 48; singular endowments bring with
them singular requirements—authority is power
given for the use and benefit of inferiors—wealth
is bestowed upon the rich that they may relieve

necessity according to their means), (b) The perils

connected with it (pride and haughtiness, forget-

fulness of God, and unbelief). Ps. lxii. 11; Iii. 9;
1 Tim. vL 9 ; Matt, xvi 26. Therefore envy not

the rich and powerful, for they are exposed to

many temptations. But godliness with content-

ment, Ac, 1 Tim. vi 6. Whrt. Summ. : Devout
Christians may have and hold gold and silver, lands

and possessions, cattle, in short everything, and
with a good conscience, if only they do not misuse

them by idle pomp or for the oppression of their

fellow-creatures ; for they are gifts and favors of

God, which he lends them. The silver and the gold

is mine, saith the Lord of hosts (Haggai ii. 8 ; Ps. L
1 0). The throne of Solomon, stately and magnificent

as it was, is long since crumbled to dust, but His
Throne, before whose judgment-seat we must all

appear, endures to all eternity.—The man to whom
God has given great wealth and high position in

the world may indeed dwell in splendor; but
every man sins whose expenses exceed his income,

or are greater than his position in the world re-

quires. Golden vessels are not necessaries of life,

nor do they conduce to greater happiness or con-

tent than do earthen and wooden ones. It is the

duty and right of a prince to bring an armed force

to the defence of the country against her enemies,

but prince and people must ever remember wliat

the mighty Solomon himself says: NThe horse it

prepared against the day of battle, but safety is of

the Lord (Prov. xxi. 31; cf. Ps. xxxiiL 16-19; Ii.

xxxi. 1).
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FIFTH SECTION.

SOLOMON'S FALL AMD END.

Chap. XL

A.

—

The U7\faithfulne$$ towards the Lord and its ptmUknmt.

Chap. XL 1-13.

1 But king Solomon loved l many strange ft *. foreign] women, together with
the daughter of Pharaoh,* women of the Moabites, Ammonites, ESomites, Zi-

2 donians, and Hittites ; of the nations concerning which the Lord said unto the
children of Israel, Ye shall not go in to them, neither shall they come in unto
you : for surely they will turn away your heart after their gods : Solomon

3 clave unto these in love. And he had seven hundred wives, princesses, and
4 three hundred concubines; and his wives turned away his heart. For it came

to pass, when Solomon was old, that his wives turned away his heart after other
gods ' : and his heart was not perfect with the Lord [Jehovah] his God, as was

6 the heart of David his father. For Solomon went after
4 Ashtoreth the goddess

of the Zidonians, and after Milcom the abomination of the Ammonites. And
Solomon did evil in the sight of the Lord [Jehovah], and went not fully after

7 the Lord IJehovah], as did David his father. Then did Solomon build an high
place for Chemosh, the abomination of Moab, in the hill that is before Jerusalem,

8 and for Molech, the abomination of the children of Ammon. And likewise did
he for all his strange [<• «. foreign] wives, which burnt incense and sacrificed

unto their gods.

9 And the Lord [Jehovah] was angry with Solomon, because his heart was
turned from the Lord [Jehovah] God of Israel, which had appeared unto him

10 twice, and had commanded him concerning this thing, that he should not go
after other gods : but he kept not that which the Lord [Jehovah] commanded.

11 Wherefore the Lord [Jehovah] said unto Solomon, Forasmuch as this is done
of thee, and thou hast not kept my covenant and my statutes, which I have
commanded thee, I will surely rend the kingdom from thee, and will give it to

12 thy servant. Notwithstanding in thy days I will not do it for David thy father's

13 sake : but I will rend it out of the hand of thy son. Howbeit, I will not rend
away all the kingdom ; but will give one tribe * to thy son for David my ser-

vant's sake, and lor Jerusalem's sake which I have chosen.

TEXTUAL AND GRAMMATICAL.

1 Vtr. 1.—TThe Sept renders here %v 4*A«yifaK, which Is not borne out by the character of Solomon, as Is pointed out
In the Exec. Com. Immediately after this the Vat. Sept introduces rer. ft, transposed from Its place, bat omits its last

danse altogether.
* Ver. 1.—[AH the ancient Torsions class Pharaoh's daughter among the " strange wires," which sense onr author, as

ato Keil rejects. See Bxeg. Com.
* Ver. 4.—[The Vat Sept. omits the middle clause of rer. 4, and mixes together ren. f-8, omitting much ofthem.
4 Ver. 6.—[Notwithstanding the arguments in the Bxer. Com. against the personal idolatry of Solomon, it is to be

remembered that the phrase D^nK D^K ^nK IPH , to go after other gods (tots. 4, ft, 10) is one already

established as far back aa the Pentateuch as an expression of Idolatry. ...
* Ver. IS.—[For one tribe the Sept hare ffriprrpor ir, which is, howerer, probably to be understood in the same
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KXBOETICAL AND CRITICAL.

Vers. 1-2. But king Solomon loved, &c.

With these words a new and very essential part

of the history of Solomon begins; they do not
break the thread of the story abruptly, but stand
in a connection with the preceding, to be well

considered. Our writer evidently had in his mind
the command given to kings in Deut xvii. in which,
vers. 16 and 17, it is said: " but he shall not multiply

horses to himself, nor cause the people to return

to Egypt, to the end that he should multiply horses

.... neither shall he multiply wives to himself,

that his heart turn not away; neither shall he
greatly multiply to himself silver and gold." The
great riches in silver and gold were mentioned in

the preceding section, chap. x. 14-29, and also,

finally, the number of horses brought out of

Egypt ; and mention of the many strange wives
immediately follows. If there were danger of

tnrning away from the strict and serious religion

of Jehovah connected with the enormous riches,

the luxury and splendor of the court, this was much
more the case with the large harem. Solomon did

not withstand this last danger ; what was foreseen

in the laws for the kings happened: "his heart
was turned away.* What we learn from the con-
nection of these two sections is very important:
namely, that it was not vulgar, coarse sensuality

that gave rise to such a large harem, but the rea-

son was rather, that as Solomon grew in riches,

esteem, and power, excelling all other kings in

these (chap. x. 23), he wished also to surpass
them in what, according to Eastern ideas, even in

the present day, especially belonged to the court

and splendor of a great monarch; that is, the

largest possible harem. But this was the occasion of

his fall. It is therefore very arbitrary of the Sept
to describe antf ver. 1 by fv QiXoybvaios koX ITuaftt

ywaiKaq aDuorpia^ and quite wide of the mark in

Thenius, who, explaining this for the original

reading, says that Solomon was an "enervated
slave to his senses." Were this the case, traces of

it would have been apparent earlier; but we do
not hear, respecting Solomon, the slightest intima-

tion of any previous sexual irregularity; he did

not succumb to the influence of his many wives
until he had become advanced in years (ver. 4), and
had reached the summit of his prosperity and
power. For his marriage with the Egyptian, see

above on chap. iii. 1 ; she did not rank among the

other strange women, t. «., those whom it was for-

bidden in the law to marry, as ver. 2 expressly

remarks (r/. Ex. xxxiv. 16; Deut. vii. 3, 4: Josh,

xxiii. 1 2). It was only through them that strange

worship, the Asiatic, was introduced into the

land ; but there is not the slightest trace of Egyp-
tian worship. The Moabites dwelt east of the

Dead Sea, the Ammonites were north of them, and
the Edomites south; but the Zidonians and Hit-

tites lived north of Palestine, where Phoenician

worship prevailed. Cf. Deut xxiii. 4; Ezra ix.

12; Neh. xiii. 23.

Yer. 3. And he had seven hundred wives,
Ac. Ver. 3. JVTW means princesses, women of

the first rank ; not those who received rank by
entrance into the harem, but those who were of
noble families. The great number of these wo-
men, with all of whom it was not possible for

Solomon (now elderly) to hold sexual intercourse,

but especially their high rank, shows the reason
they were maintained; seven hundred from the
noblest princely houses of foreign nations served
to add the greatest splendor to the court Many
think it probable that the majority of these wives,
although they all were in subjection »o him, served
rather as singers and dancers to amuse the old
and feeble king (Stollberg, Lisco). The opinion is

entirely wrong, that (according to Eccle. iv. 8)
Solomon was ** guided by a theological idea, and
intended to furnish a symbolical representation of
the kingdom of Christ, and his dominion over all

nations" (EvgL Kirch.-Zdtg. 1862, s. 691). The
numbers 700 and 300 may be only " round, i. &,
approximate " ones (Keil), but are not therefore
necessarily exaggerated or false. Eccles. vt 8
has been quoted in opposition to them : " sixty are
the queens, and eighty are the concubines, and in-

numerable are the virgins," and in order to recon-
cile the two passages, the supposition is thrown
out, that 60 and 80 were the number in the court
at one time, and 700 and 300 the number of all

the women at the court during Solomon's reign
(Kwald, Keil). This Thenius, with some reason,
declares to be a "subterfuge;" but when he as-
serts that the statement in the Canticles is "his-
torically founded," and on the other hand, regards
our own statement " as an evidence of the legend-
ary charactor of the entire section," we answer
that Canticles is not historical but is poetic, and
cannot be adduced as testimony against our his-
torical books. Finally, the supposition to which
Keil inclines, that there may be errors in the
numeral-letters (t?=300 instead of D=80)t

rests
evidently in the consideration that the numbers
700 and 300 appear too large. But this difficulty

ceases when we compare our own with other ac-
counts of the harems of Eastern rulers. Curtius
relates (III. iii 24) that Darius Codomanus, on his
expedition against Alexander, carried 300 pdlieea
with him. Public accounts state that the harem
of the present Turkish Sultan contains 1,300 wo-
men. The Augsb. AUg. Zeitung of 1862, No. 181,
says " that the mother of the Taiping, emperor in
Nankin, is the head of her son's harem, a great
establishment containing 3,000 women," whom the
same " lady " has to keep in order. Magelhiras
gives the same number, and adds that the emperor
had never seen some of them in his life. " The
travellers of the seventeenth century reported the
number of the wives of the Great Mogul to have
been 1,000" (Philippson). In Malcom's history
of Persia it is stated that king Kosros had 5,000
horses, 1,200 elephants, and 12,000 wives; this
may be greatly exaggerated, but shows the notions
that were entertained about the state which a
great ruler should maintain. Cf. also other in-

stances in Rosenmuller, Altea und Neues Iforgm-
land, III. s. 18 L The evident intention of the
narrator is, not to picture these rulers as brutal

sensualists, but, on the contrary, to add to their

fame. An immense harem is held in the East to be
as requisite to a splendid court as a large stud.

Ver. 4. For it came to pass when Solomon
was old, ' alter other gods, Ac By old
age is not meant the time " when the flesh obtain-
ed mastery over the spirit " (Keil)—sensuality never
first begins with old age—but the time when, in

consequence of luxury and indulgence, the energy
of spirit and heart deserted him, and a relaxing

took possession of him more and mora Then first
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ft happened that the many foreign, well-condition-

ed women succeeded in turning away Solomon's
heart, £ <?., in reducing his tone, making him in-

different towards the strict and exclusive religion

of Jehovah, and milder and more indulgent towards
the worship of their gods, yea, so to insnare him
that he favored the latter by the building of altars

to idols. When the text adds, and his heart

was not (any longer) perfect (Q^=complete) with

(he Lord his God, it says thereby as clearly, as

positively, that he did not completely fall away
from Jehovah's service, but that he permitted the

idolatrous worship of his wives besides. The
formula, he did evil in the sight of the Lord,
is used in speaking of every one who broke the

commandment in Kx. xx. 3, 4, because this is the

first and supremot will of God. To avoid any
misunderstanding, ver. 6 repeats, he went not fully

(K^P *c H3^i a* in Num. xiv. 24; xxxii. 11,

12 : Deut. i. 36) after the Lord (Jehovah). It is

therefore difficult to conceive why it is so often

asserted tliat Solomon formally departed from Je-

hovah, and became an idolater (Theniim, Duncker,
MenzeL, and others). All the kings of Judah or of
Israel who were idolatrous are said to have served

(12V) strange gods (cf. chap. xvL 31 ; xxii. 54 ; 2

Kings xvL 3 ; xxi. 2-6 ; xxi. 20-22), but this expres-
sion is never applied to Solomon either here or elpe-

where. Chronicles is never silent in respect of the
kings in Judah, when any one of them served
idols (2 Chron. xxviii. 2, 3 ; xxxii 2 sq. ; xxxiii.

22 ; xxxvu 8), yet it says nothing of Solomon in

this respect; but this is inconceivable, were it

true that he had wholly forsaken Jehovah, and
turned to idolatry. Jesus Sirach complains indeed
(cliap. xlvii. 12-23) that the great Solomon suc-

cumbed to the influence of his wives, but does not
say a word of his idolatry. All the Jewish tradi-

tions, the Talmud, and the Rabbins (Ghemara
Schabb. lvi. 2) know nothing of the idolatry of

Solomon. Had he himself, as well as his wives,
formally worshipped idols, he would have fallen

far deeper than Jeroboam, who only made images
to represent Jehovah; and his sin would have
been Car greater than "the sin of Jeroboam,"
which is so often alluded to in these books, while
there is no mention of the idolatry Solomon is

accused of. The statement of the unreliable Jo-
seph its (Antiq. viil 7, 5) about Solomon's idol-wor-

ship is just as much to be credited as his statement
that he was ninety-four years of age, and that he
broke the law of Moses in placing twelve oxen
around the molten sea, and the twelve lions near
the throne. We cannot evon admit that Solomon
heid idolatrous worship along with Jehovah's wor-
ship (Winer), nor that his fall " consisted in a syn-

reti8tic mixture of Jehovah-worship and idol-wor-

ship " (Keil), for in so doing he would have placed

Jehovah on a level with idols, whereas the very
nature of Jehovah's service is the sole and exclu-

sive worship of Him. The {&& . . . &6 and &6

K^O vers. 4 and 6 does not say : he served Jeho-

vah and the idols both, but: he was no longer

wholly and completely with Jehovah ; and this is

madedear in that he .allowed his strange wives to

observe idolatrous service in the city which the

Lord had chosen to put His name there, and even

went so far as to favor it by the building of
11 high-places" (ver. 36; chap, viil 16 ; xiv. 21 ; 2
Chron. vL 6). So Hess (Ocsch. Salomons, 3. 436),

and recently Vilmar (Pastoral-iheol Blutter, 1861, 8.

179); Ewald also (Gesch. lxr. III. 8. 378 sq.) says:
" there is no evidence from ancient documents
that Solomon ever left the religion of Jahve, even
in his extreme old age, or sacrificed with his own

.

hands to heathen deities ; but, on the contrary, all

historical evidences of his times are against the

idea. Besides, we find it is expressly mentioned
that he sacrificed upon the altar of Jahve, built by
him, three times a year (according to the order of
the three great festivals) with the greatest solem-

nity, as befitted a king such as he was " (chap, ix,

25). Cf below on ver. 9 sq.

Yers. 5-8. Solomon went after Ashtoreth,

Ac. The ffe) , Ac, ver. 5, means that he served

these gods, personally, no more than njl* in ver.

7 which follows, means that he built, with his own
hands, high-places for the heathen gods ; but he al-

lowed it, permitted it to be done. Ver. 8 adds ex-

pressly, " and likewise did he (t. «., he built high-

places, ver. 7) for all his strange wives, which burnt
incense and sacrificed unto their gods." This plainly

shows that he did not build the heights for him-
self and his people, and that he did not bum in-

cense, nor sacrifice on them, but that his strange
wives did. He allowed public worship to all,

whatsoever divinities they might adore, but did
not himself renounce Jehovah-worship. Diestel

(in Herzog's ReaUEncyMop. XIII. «. 337) grants

that Solomon did not wholly go over into idolatry,

but thinks that there is as little question thai

there was more than mere tolerance. The religious

consciousness of the Israelite could not (he

thinks) get rid of the idea that certain peculiar

powers ruled other nations, dependent indeed
upon Jehovah, and a limited service devoted to

these foreign inferior gods did not consequently
annul the service of the all-ruling Jehovah. This
artificial view, in which Niemeyer joins, is contra-

dicted decinively by the fact that the so-called
" inferior gods " are mentioned as ppe> , abomina-

tion (vers. 5, 7), royift abomination (2 Kings

xxiil 13), D^an vanity (Jer. ii. 5) and tfhfal »

stercora (Deut xxix. 17), which would not have
been possible had " the greatest sympathies " ex-

isted " in Israel " for these gods as really " superior

beings." We need not stop to refute the frivolous

assertion of Menzel (Stoat- und Rcl- GescJiicJite a\-r

Konigrekhe Israel und Judo, s. 142), that our au-

thor, who was devoted to Jehovah's service, pre-

ferred to place the king in an unfavorable light

rather than to let it be known how long the strange
worship had existed among the people, and in which
they took part For the divinities named in vers.

5 and 7, cf. Movers, Rclig. der Phonizier, s. 660-584,

602-608 ; Keil, bibL Archdologie I. *. 442 sq. ; Winer,
R.~ W.-B. under the appropriate names. Ashtoreth

is the highest of the Phoenician (Sidonian) and Sy-
rian female deities, and a personification of the
feminine principle in nature. Her form is differ-

ently represented, sometimes with a bull's or wo-
man's head with horns (crescents), sometimes as a
fish (symbol of the watery element). She was
specially adored by women ; her worship, which is

not exactly known, was most probably associated
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with indecency. Cf. especially Cassel, in the Bibd-

loerk) on Judges ii. 13. Milcom is said to be the

chief god of the Ammonites, in ver. 33, and 2 'Kings

xxiii. 13; 2 Sam. xii. 30; Jerem. xlix. 1, 3: there is

no accurate description of his nature or worship.

As Moloch is immediately after (ver. 7) said to be
the god of the Ammonites", and the two names

{Ulbfo and -j^o) are closely related to each other, it

Is very reasonable to suppose they were different

names for the same divinity. The translations also

confuse them ; the Sept, vers. 6 and 7, gives

MeXx^fi, the Vulg. gives Moloch twice ; but in 2

Kings xxiii. 13 the former renders Milchom by
"M.6fa>Xi and the latter by Melchom. Thenius there-

fore reads DD^DI in ver. 7 instead of *]fe| , but
there is no reason for doing so. KeQ and Ewald
agree with Movers in holding Milchom and Moloch
to be different deities, partly because of the differ-

ent names, and partly because 2 Kings xxiii. 10

and 13 mention that they had different places of

sacrifice, and that Moloch was always named in

connection with sacrifices of children. Winer, how-
ever, justly remarks that each, though not essen-

tially different, had different attributes, and had
therefore various altar-places in one and the same
town. As for the rest, Molech or Moloch was the
divinity which was known and adored throughout
Anterior Asia, whose image, according to the Rab-
bins, was made of brass, with the head of an ox
and human arms, in which the children offered

were laid. Movers thinks he was the same in part

as Saturn or Ohronos, and in part the same as Baal

the sun-god (cf. s. 322 sq.). There were certainly

no child-sacriiices at Jerusalem in Solomon's time

;

they were first offered under Ahaz (2 Kings xvi. 3).

Chemosh or Chamosh was the war-and-fire-god, ac-

cording to Movers ; Num. xxi. 9, Jerem. xlviii. 46
call the Moabites the people of Chemosh. That
this was the divinity to whom the Moabite king of-

fered his son, 2 Kings iil 27, is only a matter of

conjecture. At any rate, the character of the lat-

ter deity seems very similar to that of Milchom or

Molech ofthe Ammonites, as it (the former) appears,

in Judges xi 24, to be the god of the Ammonites ; cf.

Cassel on this passage'. We have no exact accounts
of them. For the "heights," see above on chap,

iil 4 ; for the places where they were built, see on
2 Kings xxiii. 13.

Vers. 9-13. And the Lord was angry. Solo-

mon, by his conduct, excited the extremest divine

displeasure, and deserved punishment the more, as

he had been so richly blessed in every respect by
Jehovah, and had even been earnestly and emphati-
cally warned in a peculiar vision against leaning

towards other gods (chap. iii. 5 sq. ; ix. 1 sq.). The
announcement of the subsequent chastisement did

not follow in another direct revelation, but was no
doubt conveyed by a prophet, who, as Nathan was
no longer living, must have been Ahijah the Shilo-

nite (ver. 29). It is well worthy of notice that, in this

announcement, the oppression of the people by com-
pulsory labor, and taxes, or despotism, is not given
as the reason of the dividing of the kingdom by Je-

hovah, and oflimiting Solomon's dynastyto dominion
over one tribe ; but only the sin against Jehovah, the
" going after other gods." It was just the same in

Ahijah'8 address to Jeroboam, vers. 29-39. For
one tribe (ver. 13) see on vers. 31, 32. For David's
sake, i. «., on account of the promise given, for

•his unchanging fidelity to Jehovah (2 Sam. xvii. 12

sq.). Cf. thai; on chap. viii. 15 sq. We are not
told what impression the prophecy made on
Solomon, but we may just for this reason conclude
that it was not such as Nathan's discourse made on
David (2 Sam. xii. 13).

HISTORICAL AND ETHICAL.

1. The turn which, with the events described in

the Bection before us, the reign of Solomon takes,

is of the weightiest moment, because it exercised
the most wide-spread and lasting influence upon
the whole history of Israel : for its immediate re-

sult was the rending of the kingdom, which was
the beginning of the end. " The happiness to be
the most favored people on the earth under a wise
king—this happiness which Israel could, as it were,
be shown from afar for a brief space, was itself the
source of its wretchedness. Wisdom as well aa'

wealth and power were intrusted to a sinful man,
who could not keep himself erect upon this dizzy

height Hence this kingdom of peace and of pros-

perity should be, even in its fall, both a warning ex-

ample and also a type of the kingdom which, through
another, was to bring the blessings of salvatiou to

men which Solomon's reign signified in earthly

symbols " (Von Gerlach). " Just in the period of

the highest perfection of the worldly kingdom, the

insufficiency thereof to satisfy the higher expecta-

tions and hopes, the complete faultiness cleaving

to it. and the incapacity to meet the deepest

needs of the spirit by sensuous splendor and earth-

ly exhibition of power, must, for the first time,

have dawned upon the consciousness " (Eisenlohr,

das VoUthr.ll.8. 119).

2. The change which overtook Solomon in his ex-

treme old age would be an insomble psychological

riddle if it consisted in his abandonment of the

service of Jehovah, and his yielding to the idol-

worship practised by his wives. It is impossible

that a man who had been brought up in the fear of

Jehovah, and had declared this to be the beginning

of all wisdom, who up to the fulness of his age
had an unclouded and undisturbed knowledge of
the one living God, as is shown in the discourso

and prayer at the dedication of the temple (chap,

viii.), that a man who shone forth upon all sides

as light amid the darkness, and throughout the

whole Orient was regarded as a living symbol of

wisdom (chap. iv. 30; ix. 24), should in his still

riper age have fallen into a most gross superstition,

and abandoned himself to the crudest, most sense-

less, and immoral of all forms of worship, namely,

that of the Canaanites and the peoples of anterior

Asia. We look in vain through all Scripture for an
example in the remotest degree like it Recog-
nizing this, those critics of late, who think that

idolatry is actually charged upon Solomon in our
text, have adopted the notion, either that the ac-

counts respecting his wisdom and his knowledge
of God are false, that in fact he had always before

this been given over to idolatry (Gramberg, Vatke,

and others)—a view striking all history in the face,

and hence needing no refutation—or inversely,

that our account about Solomon's idolatry is inac-

curate, and rests first upon the later " deuterono-

mistic elaborators of the' history " who misunder-

stood and represented the facts falsely (Ewald,

Eisenlohr, and others), an assumption which is vio-

lent and arbitrary, but which, to be sure, is the

most convenient way of solving the problem. By
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the correct interpretation of the text, according to

which Solomon did not himself practise idolatry,

but allowed his wires the exercise of public idol-

worship, indeed favored it, the difficulty disappears.

It is not indeed an unusual psychological phenome-
non that a man highly gifted, standing upon a lofty

eminence of knowledge and wisdom, decided in his

moral and religious principles, should lose, in his

old age, in consequence of various influences and
relations, and of some especial fortunes of his life,

the energy of his spirit and will, or, without aban-

doning precisely his past convictions, should re-

sign them in respect of decisiveness and exclusive-

ness, so that towards what he had once regarded

m error and had zealously combated it as such, he
becomes tolerant and, as it were, indifferent, especi-

ally when be hopes thereby to attain ends oilier-

wise pursued by him, as this was the case with
Solomon, as we shall see, who therefore furnishes

a warning and instructive example in history.

3. The formal allowance and patronage of differ-

mi idolatries, especially in the place where the cen-

tral Jehovah-sanctuary of the whole people stood,

was, upon the part of the king, an actual equaliza-

tion of the same with the Jehovah-worship ; an of-

ficial declaration of the equal authorization of idol-

worship with the service of the one, true, living

God who is the God of Israel. But thereby the first

and supreme command of the Israeli tiah law, £ «.,

of the Covenant (Exod. xx. 2), was directly trans-

gressed, and indeed set aside. The people Israel

were chosen by God to be the upholders of the

knowledge of the one God, and thereby to act for

the healing of all nations. To this end it was ne-

cessary that as a people they should " be separated "

from all peoples (Lev. xx. 24; 1 Kings viii. 53):

participation in the election and in the covenant
was made continual through obedience upon the

part of the people, and also through race-deri-

vation. Jehovah's kingdom and the people's

hence coincide, the religion with the nation, and
they stand and fall together. Permission, recep:

tion, and introduction of any heathen religion or of

different idolatrous worships was not merely an as-

sault upon the religious conviction of individuals,

bat was also an undermining of the national being
inseparably connected therewith. The exclusive-

ness of the Jehovah-cultus was for the people, in

their peculiar life, an absolute necessity. To set

aside or remove it was to threaten the existence
of this peculiar estate, and to deny its world-his-

torical distinction. If Solomon himself neither of-

fered incense nor sacrificed unto idols, he did yet
nothing less than attack the foundations of the
kingdom ; he brought into the unity of the Israeli-

ash public life the germ of dissolution, and threat-

ened to destroy the covenant and God's plan of
salvation. To this extent his conduct and under-
taking must be characterized as a real falling

away.

4. The text ffwee only, at (he immediate eeeation

of fki$falling away of Solomon^ kie lovefor hie many
foreign wtvee. We have already remarked, in re-

spect of these high-bred dames from all the neigh-
boring countries, that reference was had to the

splendor of the court rather than to the gratification

of acommon, ungovernable lust From their youth
tecastomed to their sensuous, more or less un-
chaste worship, they were more reluctant to aban-
don it as the earnest and severe Jehovah-cultus
ooold not please them. What was more natural

ft

than the effort to induce the king, advancing in

years, that he would permit them to observe their

own native religious rites, and would make the
regulations necessary therefor, by means of which
his kingdom might become a sort of assembly-
place for all religions, and acquire additional splen-

dor and glory? This indeed they succeeded in,

but not in the way of gross sensuality.—Xiemeyer
remarks with great pertinence (Charakteristik der

Bib. IV. #. 487): "We do not find that Solomon
gave the strength of his youth to women, and went
the way which destroys kings (Prov. xxxi. 3). But
even because he did not indulge so much in sensu-

al enjoyment, the more refined voluptuousness be-

came for him the more dangerous : that adhesion of
the spirit, that secret enravishment of heart which,
unobserved, breaks up the entire independence of
the man, and, before he is aware of it, makes him the
helpless slave of the woman. It begins far more
innocently than that which we call crime, properly
speaking, but it leaves behind it usually more mel-
ancholy ruins in the soul than the other. In like

manner also, Vilraar observes (s. 1 80), it is not so

much coarse sensuality as rather ' psychical bond-
age to the female sex * which wrought the fall of

Solomon." Psychical polygamy dissipates, pulls

to pieces, and wastes irresistibly the core of the

human soul! ... At a certain stage of " culture,"

in the intercourse between a man and woman,
coarse sensuality by no means prevails, but the

psychical pleasure in the woman, and tho psychi-

cal abandonment to tho woman, the desire of the

eye, and the desire of the eye for the sex as sucli,

and not for an individual woman." The surround-

ings or relations were singularly fitted to awaken
that kind of spiritual condition and to impart nour-

ishment to it The long peace, broken neither by
war nor other calamity, the great wealth, the ex-

tensive trade, the abundance, by these means, of all

objects of luxury possible, the voluptuous court-

life in consequence, everything conspired to bring

about a relaxation; and this was the soil upon
which the numerous strange women could carry

out their nature without hindrance. It is very
probable that Solomon allowed himself to be gov-

erned by the political considerations "to give to

the strangers flocking to Jerusalem an opportunity

for the exercise of their own worship, and make
his residence the desirable centre for the commer-
cial peoples of Anterior Asia " (Bertheau, Zur GescK
der Israel, e. 323). Like the crowded, brilliant

harem itself, so the secured freedom of worship

must needs increase the authority and glory of the

great king. But always his polygamy is and must
remain the first and chiefcause of his downfall ; this,

as Ewald remarks (Gesch, Iar. III. 5. 215) strikingly,

concerning David's adultery, is the " inexhaustible

source of evils without number. ... Here is con-

cealed an inextricable coil of the direst evils, of

which scarcely is one put out of the way, when
two, three others start up, and each is enough to

destroy the peace of an entire kingdom." So long as

this evil, " which the whole ancient world did not

sufficiently regard as an evil," remained, " the king-

dom in Israel was therewith exposed to the same
convulsions to which all polygamous kingdoms are

to this day exposed: and consequently, in his

earliest bloom we see arise in Israel the germ of

its destruction, which sooner or later can combine
with other causes of dissolution. The evils in the

house of David introduced byAjnnon, Absalom, and
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Adonijah ... all hang together with the lundamen
tal evil once brought out; many evils also amongst
his successors are fastened to the same thread."

Although Mosaism even in the history of creation

represents Monogamy as the original relation or-

dained by God Himself, nevertheless polygamy
was so deeply rooted in the habits of all peo-

ples, that the strict law-giver was not able to up-

root it, but sought, by various limitations, to make
it difficult (Deut. xxl 15 sq.; Exod. xxi. 9 sq. Cf.

Winer, #.- W.-B. IL 3. 662). It was expressly for-

bidden to a king to have many wives (Deut xvii.

17), because the dangers which inhered in polyga-

my were doubly groat, and could become danger-

ous for the whole realm, as Solomon's example
conspicuously shows. The temptation was espe-

cially great with kings, because a large harem, ac-

cording to the custom then prevalent, belonged to

a royal state. It is, nevertheless, and remains a
shadow resting upon the Old Covenant, and under
it the sanctity of marriage was not properly under-

stood and secured. Christendom was the first to

make holy the band of matrimony. Without taking

away the subordination of the woman, which is

grounded in nature (Lev. Hi. 16), it has given to

her her rightful place (Gal. iii. 28), and thereby, in

that it reproseuts the relation of Christ to His
Church as the examplar of marriage, it sets forth,

as a principle, monogamy as the only form and
order of the sexual relation (Eph. v. 22-33).

5. Wliat now, in recent times, has been set

forth as the proximate and co-operating cause or

as the chief cause of the fall of Solomon, appears,

upon closer examination, untenable. They who
are of the opinion that Solomon indeed did not

abandon the worship of Jehovah, but worshipped,

besides Jehovah, heathen deities also, suppose that

he reached this syncretism in the way of compara-
tive reflection. Thus Niemeyer remarks (s. 493):

"He knew well enough that these wooden and
brazen images are nothing, but in them he paid

honor to the spirits to whom the Highest, the Un-
attainable, the Unknowable had intrusted the
rulership of the world. The more assuredly that

this idea is derived from an oriental source, the

more probable is it that Solomon believed that he
could find therein the solution of his doubt whether
the Creator of the world occupied Himself with
what was insignificant, and with the destiny of
each particular people." The love for his foreign

wives brought him to the pass of "denying his

convictions, which had been becoming enfeebled."

Von Gerlach expresses himself to the same effect:
" It is worthy of note that in respect of Solomon's
wisdom, his knowledge of nature is expressly cele-

brated, and that this wisdom is compared with and
placed above that of the Orient and of Egypt (chap,

iv. 30 sq.). ... It is easy to perceive that he made
an attempt to blend the traditional world-know-
ledge of the East with the knowledge of the re-

vealed God ; that he allowed a certain independ-
ence to the powers of creation which he had repre-

sented in the figures of the Cherubim in the temple
standing far below Jehovah, as His servants, and
first tolerated the worship of them, and then in a
certain degree himself took part therein." This
whole conception rests upon the erroneous presup-
position that Solomon had actually burnt incense

and had sacrificed to idols (besides to Jehovah),

and it disappears with it The historical text

knows nothing at all of Solomon's being misled to

idolatry by his own reflection and by the blending
of his wisdom with that of the East: it knows no
other reason for his toleration of idolatry than that
his strange wives " turned away his heart" Lastly,
neither in the historical books nor in the writings
attributed to Solomon is there the slightest trace of
the thought that idols were real living creative-

powers, and subordinate deities serving Jehovah.
It is a question whether such a view of the rela-

tion of Jehovah to gods of the heathen ever ob-
tained in Israel Certainly this was not the case
in Solomon's time, and the later prophets had no
occasion to resist this opinion.—Ewald has set

forth another view (as above, *. xiil 368, 379 sq.).

He finds the reason in the direction begun in Solo-
mon's kingdom, and so full of results to the whole
history of Israel in the " violence " which cleaved
to the kingdom naturally, by virtue of which ho
sought to make everything depend upon himself
and to extend his power to every phase of life—ir
fact, in political absolutism. The kingdom of Is-

rael, under Solomon, felt the strongest tendency to

become a thorough kingdom of the world ; but in

such a kingdom the toleration of different religions

is inevitable. But as this toleration was as yet
strange, " so the sheer royal authority introduced
the innovation," which to many of strict senti-

ments was abhorrent This view has less even in

its favor than the preceding. It rests upon an
entirely false modern political view of monarchy
in general, and of the Israelitish in particular.

That which the only historical source in our pos-
session gives as the chief occasion of Solomon's
turning is set wholly aside, and in its place some-
thing is advanced, of which not a word is said.

Neither the announcement of the punishment (vers.

9-12), nor the prophecy of Ahijah to Jeroboam (yer.

31 sq.), gives in the remotest degree, as the ground
of the division of the kingdom, " violence," t. c, ex-

cess of the royal authority, but only Solomon's want
of fidelity to Jehovah occasioned through his wives.
A world-kingdom, to convert Israel into which,
Solomon is supposed to have had the tendency, is

established only by means of military conquests, as
the history of the world shows. Thus the great
Roman power began, yet it ceased with the free-

dom of all (kinds of) worship. Solomon was "a
man of rest " and of peace (1 Chron. xxii. 9), who
did not extend the limits of the kingdom, but
sought to keep and hold those only as they were
under David. He meditated no world-power, and
least of all to bring it to pass by the toleration of
all religions.

6. The announcement of (he • divine punishment
gives, what is well to notice, as the ground there-

of, not any sinful passion or any immoral act, not
even the possession of many wives or unbridled
lust, but only that Solomon had permitted and
favored idolatrous worship, and in this had not ob-

served the covenant and the commands of Jehovah.
David sinned grievously in the matter of Bath-
sheba, but his procedure was still simply the im-
moral act of an individual in relation with an indi-

vidual Solomon's deed, on the other hand, con-
cerned the foundations of the theocracy. It was
the setting aside and the destruction of the divine
law upon which the whole kingdom, the existence

of Israel as a people distinct from all heathen peo-
ples, its world-historical destiny, rested. For a
king of Israel, whose calling consisted, especially

in this, to be a servant of Jehovah, the true king
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of Israel, and as such before all things to maintain
thoroughly the Covenant, there could be no heavier
announcement. In the case of Solomon, moreover,
Jehovah had vouchsafed to him special revelations,

had answered all his prayers, and had made him
the most favored, the richest, and most fortunate

king of that time. From the theocratic point of
view, the punishment itself, the division of the
kingdom and the limitation of the dynasty of Solo-

mon to the tribes Judah and Benjamin, appears
even merciful, for in reality 8olomon had rendered
himself completely unworthy of the theocratic

kingdom. For the rest, the punishment corre-

sponded with the offence in so far as it brought to

fruit and maturity the germ of the destruction
of the kingdom which 8olomon by his conduct
had planted and tended. And it is true here also

that what a man soweth that shall he reap. Solo-

mon, befooled by his wives, believed that he could
become still greater by transgression of the Cove-
nant, and that he would make his kingdom more
conspicuous and glorious; but this same transgres-

sion laid the foundation of irreparable breach and
final ruin. From the modern liberalistic point of
view Solomon's act has been judged differently.

So Ewald says (*. 380): "In that he allowed his

wives to sacrifice to their deities was the best evi-

dence of a general toleration of religion in his

kingdom that he could furnish. In fact the act, a
legal toleration of different religions in that early

age of the wise Solomon was attempted—a tolera-

tion which the true religion must allow as soon as

it recognizes its own being, and against which in

our land to-day, this side the Niemen, the Jesuits

alone are condemned to work. Certainly at that

time the religion of Jahve was something too weak
to stand alone by itself without any outward pro-

tection. ... If only Solomon's rule had not be-

come gradually distasteful to the popular feeling

for other causes, who knows what might have
been established in this age for the continuance of
the new wisdom 1 " After his usual fashion, Eisen-
lohr has adopted this view (#. 115). With Solo-

mon, says he, "we see in place of the purely hos-

tile posture towards heathenism a friendly approx-
imation, in many respects even a formal blending,

and indeed this took shape in a very natural way.
In a great kingdom consisting of diverse nationali-

ties, room must be allowed for the most diverse

forms of religion. . . . Every genuine, sound type
of religion (reUgioritiit), in so far as its element is

freedom, the right of individual contemplation and
elevation above stiff outward forms in the region
of the spirit, carries within itself the germ for

the scattering of every exclusive kind.1 ' That
this way of viewing the subject is in direct contra-

diction with the biblical, scarcely needs mention.
Were general religious toleration a work of wis-

dom, and the furtherance of true religion as soon
as it recognizes its own being, Solomon, by his

tolerance of the wild, immodest, and shameful As-
tarte-and-Moloch cultus, instead of the " wrath

"

of Jehovah and the punishment of the limitation of
his kingdom to one tribe only, would have merited
praise only, and the broader extension of his king-
dom; and all the great prophets, an Elijah, Elisha,

Jeremiah, Hosea, &c, who opposed the toleration of
every idolatrous cultus, and were zealous for the

exclusiveness of the Jehovah-cultus, should be
considered as the " Jesuits " of the old world, who
did not know the nature of true religion. Solomon

would have then erred only in investing the re-

ligion of Israel with too much power, and in his
zeal for progress, in anticipating general religious

freedom. With incomparably more right, Vilraar
has rendered an opposite judgment («. 179 sqX
"We have here before us a type of the authori-

zation of all forms of religion within a definite,

limited divine sphere of life. . . . Solomon's ideal

here is to let each man be saved d safa^on . . . the
beginning of the (unlimited) "authorization of indi-

viduality"—this proposition is thoroughly subver-
sive, belonging, in this form, to the last decades, in

virtue of which church-bodies, States, peoples come
to an end."

For the rest we need not look for New-Testa*
ment views in the Old Testament, nor for Old Testa-
ment views in the New. They are distinct econo-
mies. Christianity is not like the Mosaic, condi-
tioned by bodily descent and bound up in a given
race, and does not impose the obligation forcibly

to suppress any other religion within its jurisdic-

tion. It knows no other instrument of its continu-
ance and of its spread than that of the Word, and
of the conviction thereby wrought But if no peo-
ple can be without religion, and if this have the
most decisive, profound influence upon the spirit-

ual and moral formation of the people, then the
political power cannot be indifferent in respect of
all religions, and cannot simply consider them of
equal authority in any relation. Of the Solomonic
prototype there remains thus much for all'times

and peoples, that the introduction and authoriza-

tion of all, even the most diverse religions and
forms of worship within a nation, does not make
the same strong, but weak, and carries with
it the danger of its national and political division

and destruction ; for religious indifferentifem is the
death of all true patriotism, and is more destruc-

tive of a people than religious fanaticism.

HOMILBTICAL AND PRACTICAL.

Vers. 1-13. Solomon's fall. The beginning* vers,

1-4; the progress, vers. 6-8 ; the end, vers. 9-13.

—

M. Fr. Rooe: Here we see plainly how a godly
man may gradually fall .into sin. He first allows
himself too much liberty. He ventures into dan-
ger, and then perishes therein. ... He who scorns

danger, who by marriage and by a wilful intrusion

upon certain positions exposes himself to it, or who
even ventures in his daily course too much into the
world, under the pretext of liberty ; he who indulges

in the lust of the eyes, the lust of the flesh, and the
pride of life instead of enjoying with gratitude and
moderation the gifts of God, such an one becomes
the slave of sin, and falls under the wrath of God.
The heart is first inclined, then wanders upon evil

paths, and at last does openly what is displeasing

to the Lord. At first we permit in others, through
complaisance, sin, which we could and should have
checked, and thus we actually assist ourselves to

sin. Still we preserve our appearance of wisdom
and godliness, and will not have it supposed that

we have entirely deserted the Lord. But he whose
heart is not wholly with the Lord his God, follows

him not at all ; he who follows him not wholly, fol-

lows him not at all; for " a man cannot serve two
Masters." Vers. 1-8. The example given by the

Bible in the case of Solomon. 1. What it teaches,

(a) That for the sinful human heart, a constant out-

ward prosperity is allied to spiritual dangers ; for
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what profiteth, Ac., Matt xvi. 26. Thus it is that

trial and sorrow are often blessings for time and
eternity, Heb. xii. 6-12. (b) That the most abundant
knowledge, the highest education and wisdom are no
protection against moral and religious short-com-

ings. Wine and women make foolish the wise man
(Ecclesiasticus xix. 21 No wise man commits a
little folly, says an old proverb. Therefore, trust

in the Lord, Ac (Prov. iii 5-7). How it warns us.

(a) Watch. Ifa Solomon can fall, a Solomon brought

up in the nurture and admonition of the Lord, and
walking in the ways of God in old age, a Solo-

mon, the wisest man of his time ! how necessary is

it for us all to watch. Without watching, the
greatest wisdom may become foolishness, and the

Highest spiritual condition may end in the wrath
and judgments of God. (b) Pray. In the great

prosperity and delight of this life, Solomon forgot

prayer, as he had so well practised it in earlier

years (chaps, iii. and viiL). His wives did not elevate

his heart, they debased it Prayer alone holds watch,

and is therefore most necessary in prosperity and
success (Pa. lxxvi. 2; cxxxix. 23 $q.).

—"Let him
who stands take heed," Ac. (1 Cor. x, 12). (a) Sol-

omon did stand in the living knowledge of God, in

faith, and in humility (chap. UL 6 ; viiL 23), but (b) he
looked not well to himself, he did not observe that

the thorns of wealth and the pride of life were
choking the good seeds in his heart, therefore he
fell, broke his covenant with God, and was under
the just judgment of God. Vers. 1-4. Christian

marriage in contradistinction to pre-Christian mar-
riage (see Hist and Ethic. 4) ve. Denial of the

existence of marriage as a divine ordinance (Hark
x. 6-9) is the source of the greatest and weight-
iest evils. Solomon sinned in this wise: That,

contrary to the Law, he not only took to him-
self many wives, but foreign, i a., heathen wives.—Osiandhb: Not without danger is it that a
man takes a wife who is not of his own religion

(1 Cor. vii. 16).—Lust of the eyes and the pride of
life drowse the soul and cripple the will, gradually

and imperceptibly influence the heart, so that it

loses all sense of holy and earnest things, and all

pleasure therein, and becomes stupid and indiffer-

ent to everything divine and noble.—A prince
who allows himself to be advised and led by wo-
men in the affairs of his government, instead of

guiding himself by the unchangeable law of
God, destroys the prosperity of himself and his

kingdom. Confidential intercourse and intimacy

with those who know nothing of the living God,
and of his word, but rather resist Him—those who
well know how to flatter—this is a most perilous

position for a God-fearing heart (Bcdes. vii 27).-—

ver. 4. Even as in youth exuberance of life and.

strength opens the door to temptation, so likewise

does the weakness of old age. Bat am oU gray*

haired sinner is much more abominable in the sight

of the Lord than a youth, Therefore, pray ever:
Forsake me not in my old age, 6c. (Pa IxxL 9, 18>—There is no object worthier of compassion than
the man who, having served the Lord, and kept
the faith from his youth up, when eld sge has
brought him near to his everlasting rest, turns his
back upon it, and thus renders useless all hm
earlier struggles with sin and the world.

—

Yilmab;
The sole condition under which, amid his natural
weakness, an old man can maintain his spirtaal
strength, and guard his honor, is this: that "his
heart is purely fixed vpen God; " this condition
failing, let a man's whole life be influenced by the
opinions of others; influenced by such opinion*
without sharing them, yet still without combat-
ing them, then complete wantonness will take pos-
session of his old age.

Vera 6-8. Although Solomon did mot himself
practise idolatry, he permitted and encouraged it

in others ; but the receiver is as bad as the thief.

That is the curse resting upon sin, that tha
very means by which men seek to raise them*
selves in the world's estimation become the
very means for their destruction. By perverted
compliance and long toleration, Solomon brought
ruin and destruction upon himself* and his people
for centuries to come. All indulgence which in

grounded upon indifference totruth, or founded upon
lukewarmness, is not virtue but a heavy sin be-
fore God, how much soever it may resemble free-

dom and enlightenment In a well-ordered Church
and State establishment neither bigotry nor super-
stition should have equal rights with faith and
truth. Where the gate is opened to them, or
where they are patronised instead of being resist-

ed, then both people and kingdom are going to
meet their ruin (see Ethical 6). Vers. 9-13. Thai

punishment that fell upon Solomon shows us (a)

the holiness and righteousness of God (Pa. exlv. 17
;

v. 5; Jerem. xvii 10; Luke xu. 4*7). (o) His feithfill-

ness and mercy (vers. 12, 13). He knows how to
punish,so that His gracious promises remain firm (2
Tim. ii. 13 ; Bom. iii 3).—God makes known to us
His judgments through His Word, so that we amy
have time to repent and to turn unto Him (Ezek.
xxxiil 2).—If judgment fell especially upon Solo-

mon, notwithstanding 'the fact that the Lord ap-
peared to him twice in a dream, and he was hon-
ored with distinguished grace, what judgment must
we expect, to whom He has appeared tenderly in
Christ Jesus, who of God is made unto us wiadom,
Ae.fl Cor. L 30; Heb. fi. 3 ; x. 29).—Godknows how,
in the proper time, to belittle him who abandons!

and forsakes the Lord and His cause, in order to
become great and distinguished in the eyes of tho
world (Dan. iv. 34),
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BolomorCt Adversaries and Death

B.—Chapter XL 14-43.

14 And the Lord [Jehovah] stirred up an adversary onto Solomon, Hadad' the
1* Edomite : he was of the king's seed iu Edom. For it came to pass, when David

was* in [with, «. «. •twwrwtth] Edom, and Joab the captain of the host was gone up
16 to bury the slain, after he had smitten every male in Edom

;
(for six months did

Joab remain there with all Israel [«. «., the ho«tY until he had cut off every male in

17 Edom :) that Hadad fled, he and certain
1
Edoraites of his father's servants

18 with him, to go into Egypt : Hadad being yet a little child. And they arose out
of Midian, and came to Paran : and they took men with them out of Paran, and
they came to Egypt, unto Pharaoh king of Egypt ; which gave him a house, and

19 appointed him victuals, and gave him land. And Hadad found great favor in

the sight of Pharaoh, so that he gave him to wife the sister of his own wife, the
20 sister of Tahpenes the queen. And the sister of Tahpenes bare him Gcnubath

his son, whom Tahpenes weaned in Pharaoh's house : and Oenubath was in Pha-
21 raoh'8 household among the sons of Pharaoh. And when Hadad heard in Egypt

that David slept with his fathers, and that Joab the captain of the host was dead,
Hadad said to Pharaoh, Let me depart, that I may go to mine own country.

22 Then Pharaoh said unto him, But wnat hast thou lacked with me, that, behold,
thou seekest to go to thine own country? And he answered, Nothing : howbeit,
let me go in any wise.

23 And God stirred him up another adversary, Rezon the son of Eliadah, which
S4 fled from his lord Hadadezer king of Zobah: and he gathered men unto him, and

became captain over a band, when David slew them of Zobah: and they went to

25 Damascus, and dwelt therein, and reigned in Damascus. And he was an adver-
sary to Israel all the days of Solomon, beside the mischief that Hadad did : and
he abhorred Israel, and reigned over Syria.

26 And Jeroboam the son of Nebat, an Ephrathite of Zereda, Solomon's servant,

whose mother's name was Zeruah, a widow woman, even he lifted up his hand
27 against the king. And this was the cause that he lifted up his hand against the

king : Solomon built Millo, and repaired the breaches of the city of David his

28 father. And the man Jeroboam was a mighty man of valor : and Solomon seeing
the young man that he was industrious, he made him ruler over all the charge

29 of the house of Joseph. And it came to pass at that time when Jeroboam went
out of Jerusalem, that the prophet Ahijah the Shilonite found him in the way

;

and he had clad himself with a new garment; and they two were alone in the
SO field *

: and Ahijah caught the new garment that was on him, and rent it in
Si twelve pieces : and he said to Jeroboam, Take thee ten pieces: for thus saith the

Lord [Jehovah], the God of Israel, Behold, I will rend the kingdom out of the

32 hand of Solomon, and will give ten tribes to thee : (but he shall have one * tribe

for my servant David's sake, and for Jerusalem's sake, the city which I have
33 chosen out of all the tribes of Israel :) because that they have forsaken me, and

have worshipped A«htoreth the goddess of the Zidonians,T Chemosh the god of

the Moabites, and Milcom ' the god of the children of Amnion, and have not walk-
ed in ray ways, to do that which is right in miue eyes, And to keep my statutes

34 and my judgments, as did David his father. Howbeit, I will not take the
whole kingdom out of his hand : but I will make him prince all the days of his

life for David my servant's sake, whom I chose, because he kept my command-
35 ments and my statutes : but I will take the kingdom out of his son's hand, and
36 will give it unto thee, even ten tribes. And unto his son will I give one tribe,

that David my servant may have a light alway before me in Jerusalem, the city

37 which I have chosen me to put my name there. And I will take thee, and thou
shalt reign according to all that thy soul desireth, and shalt be king over Israel

36 And it shall be, if thou wilt hearken onto all that I command thee, and wilt
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walk in my ways, and do that is right in my sight, to keep my statutes and my
commandments, as David my servant did ; that I will be with thee, and build

39 thee a sure house, as I built for David/ and will give Israel unto thee. And I

40 will for this afflict the seed of David, but not forever. Solomon sought there-

fore
,# to kill Jeroboam. And Jeroboam arose, and fled into Egypt, unto Shi-

shak king of Egypt, and was in Egypt until the death of Solomon.

41 And the rest of the acts of Solomon, and all that he did, and his wisdom, ar6

42 they not written in the book of the acts of Solomon ? And the time that Solo-

43 mon reigned in Jerusalem over all Israel was forty years. And Solomon slept

with his fathers, and was buried in the city of David his father: and Rehoboam
his son reigned in his stead.

TEXTUAL AND GRAMMATICAL.

» Ver. 14.—[This name is variously written In the printed Heb. text TTJ end "TJK ; In eome MSB. and In the 8yr.

tt Isunifonnly written Yin. The Sept. hat'A** and the Vulg. lTadfld. The Ohald. follows the variatlonso/ the Hebrew.

After the mention of hia name the Vat. Sept. subjoins a summary of vera. 28-25, omitted in their place.

« Ver. 15.— InateadofHVna the Sept, Syr., and Arab, read fASHa (when David had slain the Edomites), which

Maurer and Thenius consider rifht But according to 1 Chron. xx. 5 ; Gen. xiv. » [add Num. xx. 18], the reading of the

text i» not to be peremptorily rejected. ..... ^ ** M *. «. ... -•
» Ver. 17.—[The Sept., in curious contradiction to vers. 16, 16. hss here "sU the Edomites," Ac.

« Ver. 2*.—[The Vat. Sept here resumes the course of the Heb. narrative, but gives quite a different sense : "this is

the evil which Hadad did : he abhorred Israel and reigned in Edom" On the true rendering of the verse see Exeg. Com.

In reirard to the last word, three M3S., followed by the Sept, Syr., and Arab., have DIN:

for D"1K; but as pointed out in

the Ex. g. Com., the troe reading must neceesarily be that of the text Our author in his translation, in opposition to his

own exegesis, follows the Sept ,. , ... , . . .. _
• Ver. «y.— [ I he Sept renders or replaces the last clause by "and he took him aside from the way."
• Ver. 82.—[The Sept has 5vo <nciprTpa—two tribes. So also ver. 86.

» Ver. 88.—[Instead of the peculiar form fTX* many If88. read D1JHV

.

• Ver. 88.—[The Sept has evidently understood in D3/D the flnsl D as a pronominal suffix, and so translate M their

king, the stumbling-block of the children of Amnion." Throughout this verse the 8ept puts the verbs in the singular at

having Solomon for their nominative.
• Ver. 8a—[The Vat. Sept. omits the clause u snd will give Israel unto thee."

>• Ver.40.—[ribW 8?i93*l = but Solomon sought The word u therefore" of the ancient version is notneees-

aarv, and connects the attempt of Solomon quite too distinctly with the coramuniestlon of Ahljan, which may have been

known to him (see Exeg. Com.) or may not The true connection of ver. 40 is with ver. 26, vers. «T-» being parentheti-

cal.—7. G.]

EXEGETICAL AND CBITICAL.

Yer. 14, And the Lord stirred up an adver-
ary unto Solomon, Ac. It is clear and beyond
dispute that the whole section, from vers. 14-40,

which treats of the different adversaries that God
raised up against Solomon, is intimately connected

with the immediately preceding account of his fall,

and of the impending and threatened division of the

kingdom. The latter was not to occur till after

Solomon's death ; but the presages of it were al-

ready appearing. The peace ofthe kingdom hither-

to undisturbed was endangered from that time on,

both by internal and by external adversaries. The
two external ones, Hadad and Rezon, had, indeed,

always been foes to Israel and Solomon, but they

had never ventured to show their animosity in open
deed, inasmuch as the kingdom had become pow-
erful and respected under Solomon. But Solomon,
in permitting the idolatrous worship, gave great dis-

satisfaction to all the faithful servants of Jehovah,
and with his own hands he shook the foundations

of the kingdom. Other measures also, more or less

connected with the former, caused him to lose, more
and more, the esteem and confidence of his sub-

jects ; and then the long pent-up hatred of his old

foes began to show itselfmore ; their courage grew,
and though they did not proceed to formal attack

or to open rebellion (of which our narrative says

nothing) Solomon had occasion to fear them more

than ever before ; the tranquillity and peace of hia

kingdom was endangered, and the time of pros-

perity past. Every one will admit that this is what
the author meant to convey. But recent criticism,

reckons him a "later worker-up of Deuteron-

omy," and accuses him of a sliifting of the his-

torical facts. According to Ewald (Gesch. 1st.

III. 8. 274-281), uproar and rebellion did not first

break out towards the end of Solomon's reign, but
immediately after the death of David and of his

formidable army-chief, Joab, in the beginning of

the reign of the young and inexperienced king,

both in the south (Edom) and in the north (Syria),

as depicted by Solomon himself in the second
Psalm With the divine courage and tlie admoni-
tion supported by prophetic assurance, which this

Psalm expresses, together with wonderful firmness

of spirit, Solomon met the storm of rebellion, and
deprived his foes of their chief weapon of attack

by his alliance with Egypt. Against the northern
insurgents he himself marched, and stormed Ha-
math. Thus were the ragings of the people stilled,

and in a brief space he became master of the situa-

tion. This view has been reiterated in several

books {cf. for instance Eisenlohr, das VoUt Jsr.

IL s. 47 and 57 ; Dnncker, Gesch. desAlLLs. 387),

and has been accepted as a matter of course ; al-

though there are the strongest reasons for reject-

ing it. (a) Our historical book says repeatedly

how, and that the kingdom of Solomon became
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established (chap. ii. 12 and 46), without making
the remotest allusion to rebellion having broken
out in the lands David had conquered, and being
put down by Solomon

;
yet this would especially

have^tended to establish his throne and increase

the esteem in which he was held Even in the

chapter we are considering, no mention is made of
actual rebellion, but only of adversaries ; therefore

to say there were certainly such, is not writing

history, but making history, (b) The rebellion of
whole nations which, like Edom, lived far off, could

have been put down only by force of arms, and
not by " reproof" or "strength of mind ;" but the

history says nothing of Solomon's marching into

Edom. lie went indeed to Hamath, but not to

conquer it, only to " fortify " it (pm cf. 2 Chron.
xi 11, 12 ; xxvi. 9), as the short notice stands in

2 Chron. viiL 3, in the middle of the details of the
different city-buildings. In fact we do not hear
of a single warlike enterprise of Solomon's; he
was, as his name denotes, the king of peace, the
41 man of rest," in distinction from David, the man
of war (1 Chron. xxii. 9) ; and his reign was dis-

tinguished by works of peace (building, commerce,
intellectual culture), above that of all other kings.

(c) The 2d Psalm does not contain a history, and
our narrative cannot be completed, much less con-
tradicted or corrected by it. It is a mere unproven
hypothesis that this psalm was composed by Solo-

mon, and that the rebellion alluded to in it took
place during his reign, not in the last years of it,

but in the first. What is here said of Hadad and
Rezon certainly occurred at an earlier period, but
is repeated, " because its influence only began to

be felt in the latter part of Solomon's reign, and
should have guarded him from over-security from
the beginning" (Keil).

Vers. 14-22. Hadad, the Edomite, He is

called Ahad [the English version does not distin-

guish
J
in ver. 17. A Hadad is mentioned among

the Edomite kings as early as Gen. xxxvi. 35;
who evidently belonged to an earlier period. It is

quite uncertain whether our Hadad was the grand-
son of the last king of Edom, whom 1 Chron. t 50
wrongly calls Hadad instead of Hadar (Gen. xxxvi
39) (Ewald, Thenius). Details of his former for-

tunes are no doubt designed to show how firmly he
^dung to his native land, and therefore how much
more he was to be dreaded. For David's war with
the Edomites cf. 2 Sam. viii. 13 sq. " The slain,

whom Joab came out to bury, cannot be the Isra-

elites who fell in the battle of the valley of salt,

but those killed on the invasion of the country by
the Edomites, and who lay yet unburied. After
performing this act Joab defeated the Edomites in

the valley of salt, and dwelt six months in Edom,
till he had extirpated all the males (i «., all those
capable of bearing arms that fell into his hands,
and especially those of royal blood ") (Keil). Mu
dum, ver. 18, cannot certainly be the town Madian
mentioned by Arabian geographers, bu„ a district;

it is not very well defined, but it must have been
between Edom and the desert, south-west of Pales-
tine, Paran (Num. xiil 3, 27; x. 12); the road
from Egypt still leads across the latter, through
Aila to Mecca. The people whom the followers
of Hadad took from Paran with them, were to lead
the way across the desert. The Pharaoh who en-
tertained the fugitives with such friendliness, and
not only supported Hadad himself, but gave land
to those with him, could scarcely be Solomon's

father-in-law, but his predecessor. His consort is

here named JTVlin, the Queen-mother's usual

appellation (chap. xv. 13; 2 Chron. xv. 16); but it

does not always necessarily mean that; and con-
sequently we are not obliged to accept Hitzig'a

and Thenius' reading of H^ian, ^ «., the elder.

The weaning of a child (ver. 20) usually took place
the second or third year (2 Mace. vii. 27), and was
observed as a family feast (Gen. xxi. 8). Genubath
was thus adopted among the royal children, and
brought up with them (Winer, R- W.-B., I. *. 657).

Hadad's petition (ver. 21) was not so much because
he had now no longer any fear for his life, but be-
cause he, as a royal prince, hoped to ascend the
throne, and free his land from the Israelitish yoke

;

this was the only reason why he is named an ad-
versary. Pharaoh's question, ver. 22, contains the
counsel to remain where he was, where he was
well off, rather than undertake a dangerous and
uncertain enterprise. This advice of his near rela-

tive was well meant, and did not spring from the
policy of seeking to acquire or keep Solomon's
friendship. Hadad, however, remained firm in his

resolve ; we are not told of his actual departure,

but it is to be understood ; so that the Sept. addi-

tion, ical MfTTpetycv * Adep etc rr/v yijfv avrov, consid-

ered as original by Thenius, is unnecessary. It

appears from chap. ix. 26 eq.; x. 11, that Hadad
was not able to carry out his plans at once, but
the fire smouldered under the ashes, and threat-

ened to break out as soon as Solomon began to be
less respected. Ewald continues Hadad's history

further. He says the Egyptian king received him
in so friendly a manner, " evidently intending to

make use of him in the future against the growing
power of Israel." Genubath must have " acted an
important part in Asia, later, or he would other-

wise not have been named at all." When the

feeling of the Egyptian court changed towards Is-

rael's kinprs, "an evasive answer" was returned
to the Idumrean prince; he would "not be de-

tained, however, but fled secretly to his ancestral

mountains, was there acknowledged by many of
his people as king, and caused Solomon much per-

plexity, though he was never completely victori-

ous." Every one who can read may see that

there is not a single word of all this in the text,

and yet Eisenlohr has blindly followed the writer

(I c, 8. 58). Cf. also on chap. xxii. 48.

Vers. 23-25. And God stirred him up. . . .

Rezon . . . the son of Bliadah, Ac. Yer. 23.

2 Sam. viii. 3 sq. mentions that David smote Hada-
dezer, king of Zobah, in Syria, whereupon Rezon
forsook his master, gathered together an army
from the remains of the Syrian host, and pro-

ceeded later to Damascus, settled there, and
usurped the chief power. This may have occurred
in David's time, or in the beginning of Solomon's
reign. It is nowhere said that he rebelled on
Solomon's accession, and Was conquered by him,

and there is nothing to show "that he was at

least twenty or thirty years older than Solomon n

(Ewald). It is not impossible that he survived

Solomon, for had he died sooner it could not be,

as in ver. 25, that "he was an adversary to Is-

rael all the days of Solomon." He did not under-

take any enterprise against the powerful king, but
as he had always entertained hostile feelings to

him, he now became a more dangerous and open
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enemy, as the power end fame of Solomon were
declining. The words TJH 1#K HfJirnW are

difficult, but can be translated only as many old

translators give them, and among the recent ones,

De Wette, Gesenius, Keil, Philippson ; and " be-

side the mischief that Hadad (did)." fiW is as

m ver. 1 and Ex. L 14. We are not told what the

mischief that Hadad did really was; the writer

only means that Rezou's enmity was added to that

of Iladad. This view, which suits the context,

relieves the following sentence of all difficulty:

"and he (Rezon) abhorred Israel, and reigned over

Syria." Whilst Hadad agitated the south, Rezon
rebelled from Solomon in the north, and took the

supreme power. The Sept translates as if it

read ntft instead of n*tl and CTUC instead of

D1K: Avtij t/Kaicia ip> iiroirpev 'AMp. «x2 . . .

ipcuriXrvoe h y$ *E<Ju/z, t, e., this is the mischief

which Hadad did; he abhorred Israel and was
king in Edom. Thenius asserts that this was the

original text. But in this case the whole sen-

tence could not be here, where the question is

about the second adversary, Rezon, but should

have followed ver. 22. It is incomparably less

probable that it was there passed over by the

oversight of a copyist (Thenius), and inserted

here, than that the Sept misunderstood the

JUfl, Ac, and translated wrongly as it so often

does, and was then obliged to change D")K to DTK
because it did not suit Hadad. The Sept has
arbitrarily mixed the two accounts of the adver-

saries together (it puts vers. 23 and 24 into ver.

14), so that we should be very foolish to follow it

in this case. Ewald translates, " as for the mis-

chief which Hadad did, he was hostile to Israel

and reined over Edom ;" but then the sentence

should be back of ver. 22 and not here. It is not

right to cliange DlK into Dltft because the two
foregoing verses absolutely require that Rezon
should be considered as subject to fp»l . Cf.

Keil on the place.
TT~

Vers. 26, 27. Jeroboam the son of Nebat-
Hadad and Rezon were dangerous " adversaries "

to Solomon, but Jeroboam, though a subject and
servant of Solomon, lifted up his hand against the

king, i. e., he actually rebelled. His personal cir-

cumstances are given more at length because of
his vastly greater importance. Zereda is not Zar-

than, as Keil thinks (chap. vii. 46); the latter is

not in Ephraim ; but Zereda is Zerirain the moun-
tains of Ephraim (cf Thenius on chap. xii. 2). The
second half of ver. 27 says, like chap. ix. 15 : "to
build Millo and the walls of Jerusalem ;" there is,

therefore, no question here of stopping " a gap
in the city of David " (Luther), but of the closing

up of a ravine (Vulgate, vorago) in the city, which
was done by walls. By jn© is meant the once

very deep ravine of what was subsequently the
Tyropoeon, which separated ZIon from Moriah and
Ophel. This ravine became part of the interior of
the city through these walls, and was made inac-

cessible to enemies (Thenius). The words, he
made him ruler over all the charge of the house of Jo-

$eph
1
are not in contradiction with chap. ix. 22;

for slave-levy is not spoken of here ("DjrDtD),

but that of the Israelites (^gnfe?"fc)D DD) chap.

t. 13, who worked alternately. It is not, there-

fore, necessary to suppose that the " house of Je-

aepA," t *»> the Bphraimites (Josh. xviL 17) were
obliged to work at Millo, as a punishment for their

rebellion under Sheba (2 Sam. xx.). But the
Ephraimites, who had an old and irrepressible

jealousy of Judah, submitted very reluctantly to

labor in the king's citadel and the royal city of
Judah; their compulsory work increased their

dislike to hatred, so that it was easy to fan the
flame of insurrection among them.

Ver. 29. And it came to pass at that timet,

i. en not at the time Jeroboam made' the insurrec-

tion, but—taken with ver. 28—the time when he
entered upon the office of superintendent over all

the Ephraimite levy ; therefore, before he lifted his

hand against the king, and proceeded to acts, but
still he was brooding over insurrection. The no-

tion that vers. 29-39 is a section taken from an-

other source and inserted here (Thenius) is, to say
the least, unnecessary ; it contains an explanatory
and needful account, which is closely connected
with ver. 28. Jeroboam's banishment from Jeru-
salem was probably the occasion for preparations

of rebellion. The prophet Ahijah was of the same
tribe as Jeroboam, for ShUoh was in the tribe of
Ephraim, north of Bethel, south of Lebonah (Jud.

xxL 19), and was the seat of the tabernacle from
Joshua to Eli (Josh, xviii. 1 ; 1 Sam. xxi 3). They
no doubt knew each other well The Sept adds
to the words in Ihe way (for explanation): sal

airkorqaev avrdv U rye hddv.

Vers. 30-39. AhJjah oaught the new gar-

ment. np^£ (for rfydV) is "probably similar

to the Arabian burnou ; a large square piece of
cloth, thrown over the shoulders and almost cov-

ering the whole person in the daytime, and used
at night for a coverlot" (Keil). Hess wrongly
imagines it to have been a " new mantle which
Jeroboam had on;" and Ewald thinks it was his
41 new and splendid official uniform." It was the
prophet's own cloak, as ver. 30 plainly says. The
prophet himself explains the meaning of this sym-
bolic act. Le Clerc savs that the repetition of the
word new shows that the prophet did what he did,

non temere, Thenius thinks the new garment de-

noted the young and powerful kingdom ; but both
these explanations are strained. A new garment
is one that is whole and complete, integer, without
a rent or hole ; the kingdom was hitherto with-
out split or division, but was now to be torn
and divided, ynp is usually applied to tearing

the garments in sign of mourning (Gen. xxxvii.

29; xliv. 13; 2 Sam. xiiL 21; 2 Kings xviii. 37),
i. 0., of inward rending. Now when the prophet
tore the cloak into twelve pieces, and gave Jero-
boam only ten pieces instead of eleven, we must
of course infer that neither Benjamin nor Judah
alone was meant here, or in ver. 13, by "one
tribe," but both together (cf. chap. xii. 20 and 21

;

2 Chron. xi. 3; xii. 23). Little Benjamin, over
against Judah, oame scarcely into consideration

;

and as, besides, the capital of the kingdom (Jeru-

salem) lay on the borders of both tribes, they
might very well be reckoned as one. If, as Rett
says, the number ten represents the total sum
here, in distinction to the one part (all Israel fell

away from the house of David, only a single por-

tion remained to it), the prophet would have tors
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tff only one small piece. For ver. 32 see above
•a vers. 12, 13 ; and for ver. 33 see on vers. 6-8.

The pluial in ver. 33 is remarkable (all transla-

tion*, exijept the Chaldee, have the singular, which
we expect here) ; perhaps it only means our vague
word "one;" it is plain, however, that Israelites

had already abandoned themselves to the licensed
heathen worship. In the words in ver. 86, that

David may have a light always before me, "light

"

ia not a symbol of prosperity (Keil), and TJ cer-

tainly does not mean breaking forth afresh (Hit-
rig), but it means simply the continuance of his
race, as in chap. xv. 4; 2 Kings viiL 19 ; 2 Chron.
xxL 7. As a house (dwelling) is dark (uninhabit-
able) without a light, so also is a house (family,

race) without posterity; this is why we speak of
the dying out of a race, at the present day, as its

extinction. The same expression, ver. 37 : and
thou shalt reign according to all, Ac, is used in 2
Sam. UL 21, about David; it does not mean pro
hbiim tuo imperabis Israelite (Dathe), but, thou
shalt have the dominion thou now strivest for, Ac,
Ac Ver. 38. Jeroboam's dominion then was con-
nected with the condition upon which all dominion
in Israel was based.

Vers. 40-42. Solomon sought therefore to
kill Jeroboam. The immediate connection of
these words with Ahijah's address can scarcely
mean otherwise than this : that Solomon heard of
it, and sought to get Jeroboam out of the way by
some means. Jeroboam could but know of this,

and he lifted up his hand against the king, t. e., he
proceeded to actual rebellion (vers. 26, 27). But
not succeeding, he fled to Egypt. The king then
reigning was not, of course, Solomon's father-in-

law, nor Sesostris, as older commentators think, but
was probably Seconchis or Sesonchusis, the first

king of the twenty-second dynasty (cf. Winer, &-
W.-B. 8. v. Sishak). The reception he gave Jero-
boam shows his feeling towards Solomon. Chap,
xiv. 21 sq. speaks of his open hostility to the king-
dom of Judah.

Yer. 43. Solomon slept with his fathers, at

about sixty years of age, as he very early suc-

ceeded to the throne (chap. iii. 7). Josephus thinks
he was eighty or even ninety-four years old, but
this is quite wrong, and was caused, probably, by
confusion of the ciphers. All copies and transla-

tions give forty. Our author gives, in a general
way, the ** book of the acta of Solomon," as the origi-

nal source of his history; but 2 Chron. ix. 29
names, with more exactness, the " book ( '"131

)

of Nathan the prophet, the prophecy of Ahijah the
Shilonite, and the visions of Iddo the seer against
Jeroboam." But it does not follow that these
three writings are only extracts from one histo-

rical one (Bertheau), but it certainly does appear
that each one wrote down his own experience.
When Solomon fell away, and Ahijah appeared,
Nathan must have been dead. Cf. the Introduc-
tion, § 2. Rehoboam was not a son of the first and
real consort of Solomon, the Egyptian princess
(chap, iil 1 ; ix. 24; vii. 8), but the son of the Na-
amah the Ammonitess (chap. xiv. 21, 31). He
appears to have been the only living son, as no
children, especially sons, of Solomon are named
(though he had so many wives), except the two
daughters mentioned, chap. iv. 11 and 15; and no
brothers disputed the succession of Rehoboam,

which was the case with Solomon. For his age
at bis accession see on chap. xiv. 21.

HISTORICAL AND BTHIOAL.

1. The appearance of (he various adversaries of
Solomon seems to have been a special act of divine

retributive justice; God is named as the direct

agent He is said not only to have permitted
them, but to have " stirred them up," called them
to it The word D'pft means, as here, the stir-

ring up of enemies and rebels, also of deliverers,

helpers, prophets (Jud. ii. 18; Deut xviii. 15, 18;
1 Sam. ii. 35; Ezek. xxxiv. 23; Jer. xxix. 15),

where there is no allusion to mere permission. It

is not indeed the absolutely Holy One who ex-

cites hatred, enmity, and revenge in one man to-

wards another, for he tempts no man to evil

(Jam. L 13) ; but the Almighty Ruler of the world
can use the hatred that He sees in the hearts of
sinful men, to fulfil, without their knowledge or
wish, the purposes of His retributive justice and
the chastisements of His love ; and in so far, the
stirring up is no passive permission, but the act of
God. Thus Nathan announces to David, after his

grievous sin, this word of the Lord, " behold I will

raise up evil against thee out of thine own house w

(2 Sam. xii 11), and David himself says of Shimei
who was cursing him, " so let him curse, because
the Lord hath said unto him" (2 Sam. xvi. 10, 11).

The Assyrian is, without knowing it, the rod of
His anger in the hand of Jehovah (Isai. x. 1, 5),

and Solomon's adversaries also served for instru-

ments of divine justice. This expression of stir-

ring up shows clearly that the appearance of the
adversaries did not take place, as recent commen-
tators say, in the beginning of Solomon's reign, for

up to that time Solomon had given no occasion for

any act of retribution or discipline. Though he did
not lose his throne through them, during his life-

time; yet it was very humiliating to him, whose
power and splendor had been a spectacle to the
world, and whose wisdom people of all nations had
come to hear (chap. iv. 14; x. 24), to be obliged to
fear these men, who were far inferior to him, and
whom he had once despised.

2. While Hadad and Rezon did not affect mate-
riatty the destiny of Israel, the third opponent of
Solomon was of vastly greater significance. Jero*

boam does not disappear, like them, without leaving

a trace in the history of the kingdom. His en-

trance on the scene was felt profoundly for centu-

ries; the breach and partition of the kingdom
take place with and through him; a partition

which was no temporary one, but lasted about
three hundred years, and ended with the dissolu-

tion of the kingdom. In this respect he is one of

the most important of the characters in the history

of Israel. Witsius, in reference to his whole ca-

reer says (Deoaphybn, p. 307) : vir sagax, inquietus

et dominandi avidus atque ab ineunte estate iis eru*

ditus artibus, quibus ingenia ad magna fortunes out-

turn incitantw. Here where he is first mentioned
the question properly arises, how it came to pass
that he lifted up his hand against the King. The
text certainly says nothing explicit about it, but
gives some distinct dues. It says, first of all, he
was an Ephraimite, thus being a member of the
largest, most powerful, and warlike tribe, that had
always vied withJudah forpre-eminenoe ; and that.
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even when David had subdued them, never re-

nounced their deeply rooted jealousy and love of

independence and dominion over the other tribes

(2 Sam. ii. 9 ; xx. 21). After the division of the

kingdom, Ephraim stood at the head of the ten

tribes, so that the kingdom of the ten was called

Ephraim (Hos. iv. 17; v. 9; xii. 1 sq. ; IsaL vii. 2).

Dislike of the supremacy of Judah was in the very
blood of so young and powerful a man as Jero-

boam, and it needed not much to excite thoughts

of rebellion and independence in him. The fact

that Solomon employed the Ephraimites not so

much in the matter of levy-works as in building

Millo, and in stopping up the ravine which served
to fortify the city of David and to secure the su-

premacy of Judah, was calculated to increase the
ancient jealousy and dislike to Judah, and to ex-

cite discontent and disgust. Recognizing the dis-

tinguished ability of young Jeroboam, Solomon
made him overseer of his own people ; thus feed-

ing the ambition of this man who was born to rule.

He now first became conscious of his powers, and
soon acquired the confidence of his already discon-

tented tribe by his prudence and energy, so that

he could hope to succeed in placing himself at

their head, and lifting his haud against the Judah-
King. Perhaps he also perceived that the splen-

dor of Solomon had lost its ground through the
influence of his wives, the open introduction of
idol-worship side by side with that of Jehovah,
and the luxurious court life, and that his rule gave
great dissatisfaction to the most worthy of the

people. When we consider all this we readily

conceive that a man like the Ephraimite, Jero-

boam, should, without being especially influenced

by any one, think of breaking loose from Solo-

mon's rule. The later critics have therefore no
grounds for asserting that " the prophet Ahijah,

who appeared at the head of a (discontented) fac-

tion," induced Jeroboam to rebel against the king
(Winer, R-W.-B. I. *. 544). Thenius is quite

right when he says, " Ahyah did not incite Jero-

boam, but he knew the thoughts he cherished,

and when Ahijah addressed him he was about
taking steps to realize these thoughts, as ver. 37

says : the prophet then appeared, for he saw that

the deed would infallibly follow the resolve in this

case, and recognized in Jeroboam a capable man,
knowing also the promise of success under condi-

tion of continuance in a God-fearing mind. This
relation is quite in the spirit of prophecy, and is

totally different from an intentional and forcible

introduction." The text says distinctly that Ahi-
jah met Jeroboam when the latter " went out of
Jerusalem " (ver. 29) to lift up his hand against

the king.

3. The prophet Ahijah stands in a relation to So-
lomon and Jeroboam analogous with that of Samuel
to Saul and David (1 Sam. xv. 16). "As Saul's

sentence of rejection was accompanied by the
calling of David, so the prophetical announcement
to Solomon was accompanied by the prophecy to

Jeroboam " (v. Gerlach). Ahijah opened to him
the same divine decision which he had first made
known to Solomon (c/ vers. 11- L3). In doing so
he emphasizes two things particularly, and these
are worthy of notice; the first is, that Solomon
was to remain king of all Israel to the end of his
life, and the division of the kingdom was to take
5lace under his son (ver. 31 sq.) ; the second, that
eroboam only received dominion over the ten

tribes, on (he presupposition and condition thai
he would walk in all the commandments of Jeho-
vah, as David did, and not sin like Solomon (ver.

37 sq.). It is added also that David's seed was to

be humbled, but not forever (ver. 39). We should
not overlook the circumstance that the prophet
met Jeroboam on the way as he came out of Jem*
salem, and was proceeding to carry out his inten-

tions, and that the prophet took him aside (as the

Sept at least has it) so that they " two were alone
in the field" (ver. 29). Ahijah's communication
was, therefore, not intended for the public, but was
confidential, thus intimating to Jeroboam that he
ought not to proceed to rebellion at once, but keep
quiet, and wait till it might please the Lord to

bring about circumstances to fulfil the purpose
He had announced. The prophet, so far from
counselling him to rebellion, warned him rather,

and recommended patience as long as Solomon
lived. But when Jeroboam, nevertheless, lifted

up his hand against the king, he committed an in-

excusable, sinful deed on his own responsibility,

and anticipated divine providence. His conduct
was just the opposite of David's, who, though
anointed to be king, and persecuted by Saul, en-

dured every wrong, never revenged himself on the

king, though the latter was often in his power,
even mourned his death, and had the Amalekite
who killed him executed as a traitor (2 Sam L 11-

16). He believed that the Lord knew the right

hour to fulfil his promise. It cannot, therefore,

be accounted a crime in Solomon to strive to kill

a man whom he had raised from nothing, and who
then rebelled against him. From all this it ap-

pears tliat it is quite erroneous to account for Je-

roboam's appearance by saying that u the ancient

prophetical estate wished, by the forcible intro-

duction of a new royal house, to stand directly

under the Lord and above the human monarchy j"

so that the kingdom of the ten tribes was " the

birth of this prophet-power," and the latter " a
retarded error " (Ewald). And it is equally untrue
that the rebellion of the ten tribes was " an enter-

prise which the prophet had encouraged, to bring
back the old national constitution, and restore the

consideration in which his class was held in Sam-
uel's time, when he, their founder and represent-

ative, deposed a king who disobeyed him, and
raised up another in his place " (Menzel, Let.
152). When will men cease to compare the old

prophets with modern demagogues and ambitious
priests I

4. The symbolic procedure of the rending the gar-

ment into twelve pieces preceded the prophecy deli-

vered by the prophet It could not, therefore, have
been intended to make that prophecy clear, but
rather inversely, the prophecy explained the trans-

action. This was the case not only here, but
the prophets generally performed a preliminary

symbolic action which represented the substance
of the meaning of the solemn prophecy which fol-

lowed ; and they performed this act on the impulse
of the divine spirit, just as they proclaimed the
word following in their divine commission. Gf.

IsaL xx. 2 sq. ; Jer. xiii. 1 sq. ; xix. 1 sq. ; xxxv. 2

sq. ; xliii. 9 sq. ; Ezek. iv. 1 sq. ; v. I sq. ; xii. 3 sq.

;

xxiv. 2 sq.; xxxvii. 15 sq. ; 2 Kings xiii. 15 sq.

From these passages we see that the performance
of such actions was as much a part of the prophetio

calling and office as the proclamation of the word.
All revelation of God is in the way of act as well
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ms of word : God's deeds as well as His words are
signs that testify of Him. His acts are also, as it

were, speech, t. e^ a revealing of Himself. The
speaking of God is a sign-language, and therefore

a symbol-language. The entire cultus has, hence,

symbolic form as the real expression of the divine-

human relation. When the prophets, therefore,

appeared as such, t. «., as " men of God," as medi-
ators and instruments of divine revelation, they
did not communicate it in words only, but in solemn
acts, which were signs; and thus they proved
themselves the servants of God, speaking in His
language. Their prophetic acts, as well as their

prophetic words, were announcements and revela-

tions of the divine purpose. When they antici-

pate their words by an act commanded by God,
this act is not to be viewed as a mere image, ac-

cording to their own pleasure, but it represents the
future which they had to reveal as a fact, as it

were, a present deed of God, and therefore as
something which would assuredly happen. The
action, then, was an assurance and pledge of the

fulfilment of the prophecy; and it was entirely

natural tliat it should precede the word explaining

and interpreting it Besides, every thought which
is embodied in a deed produces a much greater

and more lasting impression than if only expressed
in words. Of Christ, in whom all that is prophetic

culminates, the disciple says (Luke xxiv. 19):
" which was a prophet mighty in deed and word,"
thus proving that not words only, but actions also

belong to the essence of the calling of the prophet
The people concluded from his deeds that " a great

prophet is risen up among us " (Luke viL 16). His
prophetic deeds were " signs " (John vi. 26 ; xx.

20), not mere evidences of power, but of divine

authority; and they spoke of divine things as

loudly and, if possible, more loudly than His words.

He himself says, " Though ye believe not me, be-

lieve the works " (John x. 38) ;
" the works that I

do in my Father's name they bear witness of me "

(John x. 25). *

5. The rending of (he ten tribes appears, in the

prophet's prediction here as in vers. 11-13, to be a
punishment ordained and determined by Jehovah for

Solomon's falling away, not, therefore, as an event
merely permitted by God but designed; and there-

fore announced beforehand. The question arises, in

what relation did this partition, determined on by
Jehovah, stand to His plans regarding Israel con-

sidered as one people composed of twelve tribes ?

The whole nation was His inheritance, for He had
called them 'from among all nations to be a divine

kingdom (Ex. xix. 5, 6), i «., a theocracy. The
one God, Jehovah, was, as the true King and Lord
of that people, so also the root and principle of their

unity—the bond binding together all the tribes

into one whole. The human monarchy afterwards
established by the desire of the people did not
destroy the theocracy but served rather to sustain

and preserve it (see above). But it was not now
absolutely necessary that all the tribes should
have one head ; in fact they might each have had
a head, had they only acknowledged Jehovah as
the one true king of all Israel, and held fast to the

covenant, i. c, the law of God. ** It was not con-

trary to the Mosaic constitution for Jehovah to

weaken—not destroy—a royal house that had
turned to idolatry ; to rend away some tribes from
it, and to place them under the government of ano-

ther king. It was rather the fittest thing to be

done ; for otherwise the principles that lay in the
very nature of the constitution—namely, that dis-

aster should follow idolatry, and prosperity the
fear of God, would have been violated. One of
these two things must (according to these princi-

ples) have come upon David's house after a lapse
into idolatry, viz. either expulsion from the throne
(which coald not be on account of the promise of
perpetual succession), or weakening such as was
foretold by Jehovah, .... a falling away of
some tribes" (Hess, Von dem Jieidte Gotles, I. *.

301). As Jehovah had heretofore governed his

people by one king (David and Solomon) he could
also do it by two without destroying the theocratic

principle. The new kingdom is offered to Jero-
boam and continuance is promised to his dynasty
on the express condition that he should, "like
David," faithfully adhere to the law; with the ex-
planation, nevertheless (ver. 39), that the humilia-

tion of the house of David would be but tempo-
rary. Thus it is indicated that the promise of the

everlasting kingdom would not be realized in Jero-

boam's race, " but in that of David " (Oehler). The
prediction of Ahijah does not imply a partition of
the theocracy or of Israel, but only of the human
monarchy under two kings. The double nature of
the kingdom was not the cause of the permanence
of the division, nor of the commencement of the

destruction of the kingdom ; these were the results

of the continued falling away from the supreme
commandment of the theocratic law on the part of
the ten tribes.

6. There are no accounts of Solomon's end, nor of
his life and acts from the time of his lapse till his

death ; all is reduced to the notice that he sought
to kill Jeroboam, and that he died and was buried.

This is the more remarkable as the life and acts of
this king are more minutely narrated than those of
any succeeding one, and that the last days and
end of David in particular are recorded with such
evident care both in our books and in the Chron-
icles. Had Solomon ended his life like David, who
with joyous heart blessed the Lord to the last

(1 Chron. xxix. 10 sq.\ and charged his son and
successor most emphatically to remain faithful to

Jehovah (chap, it 1 sq.), and been anxious that the
prosperity of the kingdom should endure on the
basis of the covenant with Jehovah (2 Sam xxiii.

1 sq.), such a circumstance would not have been
passed over. We must therefore conclude, from
the entire silence of the history, that Solomon did

not die as David died, that he remained in the

state of mind into which he had fallen in his later

age. The question whether Solomon was finally

converted and saved was formerly discussed ex-

tensively (Buddeus, Hist EccL, II. p. 237 sq.), butwe
see no occasion to introduce it here. Both Hess
and Niemeyer have endeavored to ascertain from
Ecclesiastea what Solomon's state of mind was in

his last days ; but apart from the mistaken pre-

supposition that this treatise was composed by
Solomon, no one could prove his conversion from
it; and Niemeyer concludes his character-sketch

with these words : " the cheerful peace of his soul

was gone. Gloomy was his retrospect of life, and
?;looray was his view of the near and of the distant

uture." It is worthy of remark, that while Sol-

omon (Suleiman) is held in high honor in the East

at the present day, his memory is far less revered

among the Jews than that of David, which could

not have been the case had his reign ended as
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gloriously as it began. Berthean justly remarks
that Solomon " did more towards undermining the

distinctive peculiarity of his people than any other

king." We are not, however, to seek the cause
of this simply in his making a people who were
adapted to agriculture, commercial, and in his

Splendid buildings, his harem, and his court, all

hitherto unknown in Israel, but the real specific

reason was that by the introduction and the toler-

ation of foreign idolatrous forms of worship he
undermined the religion of his people, forth from
which religion flowed all the characteristics which
distinguished them over against all other peoples

;

that was the worm at the root of the kingdom and
the national life.

[7. It is extremely difficult to give a portrai-

ture of Solomon which can harmonise at once both
the demand for historic truth and the general es-

timation which tradition assigns to him. The
story is extraordinary. David the father of the
wise king founded and consolidated the kingdom.
His life was stormy and checkered. His character
was romantic and chivalrio and generous. He
showed himself capable both of great self-sacrifice

and of revolting criminality and treachery. He
was tender and he was brave. His soul rested
upon the covenant-keeping'Jehovah, yet he dared
to violate all the duties of the decalogue which
concern man's dealings with his brother man. So-
lomon did not inherit the personal traits of his

father. He was not warlike ; he was a man of
peace. He sought wisdom, and he sought it from
Jehovah. He desired to administer his government
according to the law and will of God. He had
fine talent for observation. He was a naturalist

of rare attainments. He knew much of the earth

;

he knew much of men. He was a man of under-
standing, expressing his thoughts and observa-
tions in proverbs. He was splendid in his tastes.

He sought wealth by commerce and by trade with
heathen nations. He made Israel a kingdom of
this world ; at the same time, he built the temple,
lavishing upon it untold sums of money, and aim-
ing to make it, according to Eastern conceptions,
splendid in all respects. Certainly at its dedica-
tion he is one of the most imposing and majestic
figures in all history. But by degrees, enervated
by luxury, by pleasure, by plenty, he lost the
strength of his convictions. He became wise in

this world. The law of Jehovah lost its hold upon
his conscience. He began to justify idolatry.
H He that built a temple to the living God for him-
self and Israel, in Sion, built a temple to Ghemosh
in the Mount of Scandal for his mistresses of
ICoab, in the very face of God's house. No hill

about Jerusalem was free from a chapel of devils :

each of his dames had their puppets, their altars,

their incense; because Solomon feeds them in

their superstition, he draws the sin home to him-
self, and is branded for what he should have for-

bidden."—Bp. Halt And by degrees the splendor
passed away, and darkness and weariness, and
hopelessness, and an ignoble old age came on.
He forsook the noble path of his youth, and his
glory was lost See Stanley, Jewish Church,
second series, Lect. xxviiu, and F. D. Maurice,
The Prophets and Kings of the Old Testament,

Sermon on the Wise King. The sun of his life

rose in all splendor, and shone brilliantly, to go
down at last amid the heavy darkness of impend-
ing storm and night. The people lost their sense

of the exclusive sovereignty of Jehovah ; their

burdens were heavy—and the brief glory of Israel

as a kingdom of this world passed away forever.

—K. H.J

HOMILmOAL AHD PRACTICAL.

Vers. 14-40. Solomon's enemies. 1. They are

roused against him by God, so that he may know
and confess what heart-suffering it brings to for-

sake the fear of the Lord his God (Jer. ii. 19)l

Cramer: So marvellously does God bring It

about, that he who will not fear him, must needs
fear his fellow-men. Once the man of rest, and
the Prince of Peace (chap. v. 4), now he is pressed

sore by enemies from the norths from the south,

and from his midst ; they are the scourges with
which the Lord chastises him. When foes and
opponents rise against thee, and cause thee care

and anguish, then think : The Lord has summoned
them on account of thy sins, and unfaithfulness.

The hostility of men is a sermon of repentance
from thy God to thee. 2. They were in God's
hand, and could do no more than he permits;

they rebelled, but they were powerless to take
from Solomon the throne and kingdom during his

lifetime. The Lord commands our foes': So far

shalt thou go, and no further.—J. Hbermann: If

thou speakest the word, they soon become friends:

they must needs lay down arms and defences, and
stir no finger.—P. Gbrhardt : If I am beloved of

God, and have the Head for my friend, what can
troops of foes and opposers do to me ? For he
can humble the proud (Dan. iv. 35). Formerly all

kings did homage to Solomon, and brought him
gift?, and journeyed from all countries to see and
to hear him ; his power was as great as his king-

dom. But now his power and might are abased
before those who hitherto ranked far below him,

whom he had regarded as the least of his slaves

and vassals. Humiliation coming through weak
and inferior means is much more bitter than the

same humiliation through strong and powerful

means ; the latter we can ascribe to men, but in

the former we must recognize the will and power
of God.

Vers. 14-22. The fate of Hadad is recounted
to us not so much on his account as on our own,
in order that we may learn to regard the ways of

God with man, and order our own ways by Him,
who is ever mercy and wisdom (Ps. xxv. 10). If

God brought back the heathen Hadad by rayste-

rious ways to his native land, how much more will

he lead those who keep his covenant and testimo-

ny to the true native land, and to the eternal rest,

how dark and inscrutable soever may be the ways
by which he leads them. Ver. 21. Let me go
into mine own country. The power of love of
country. Not ubi bene, ibi patria, but ubi patria,

ibi bene. Yet must we not in the earthly coun-

try forget the heavenly " Fatherland." Vers. 25-

25. Though vanquished and cast down, tyranny and
ambition do not forget; they think perpetually of

vengeance, and seek to satisfy it, now by rough
means now by subtle ones, whenever an oppor-

tunity offers. Therefore, warns the apostle to

earnestly (Rom. xii. 19) against those secret and
mighty motives in the natural heart of man.

Vers. 26-28. God is wont to chastise the re-

bellion of princes against his will, by means of the
rebellion of their own subjects ; as Solomon raised
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his hand against Jehovah, so did his servant Jero-

boam against him. Destruction from above unites

with ruin from below. Whatever Solomon under-
took after his fall, was deprived of God's blessing.

By the building Of Millo he intended still further

to strengthen his dominion over all his enemies,
and to render impregnable his dwelling-place, but
this very building was the cause why his throne
began to totter, and why he lost the greater part
of his kingdom. Here, applies Pa. cxxvii. I. It

was by divine decree that Solomon himself, with-

out his own will or knowledge, should raise from
the dust to high places the very man appointed
by God to abase him, and to dismember his king-
.dom. Conspiracies and rebellions are chiefly led

by those who have to complain leasl of injustice

or oppression, but have been pampered and fa-

vored until ambition incites them to suppress
every feeling of gratitude (John xiii. 18).

Vers. 29-39. <f. above vers, ft-13. The pre-

diction of the prophet Ahijah announces 1. the
division of the kingdom as a consequence of the
going astray to the worship of strange gods (vers.

31-33) ; 2. the preservation of the kingdom of Jn-
dah on account of the promise given to David
(vera. 34, 36, 39) ; 3. the choice made of Jeroboam,
on condition of inflexible fidelity to Jehovah and
to his law (vers. 37, 38). Ver. 31. All the world
must confess, upon beholding the abasement of the
house of David and the elevation of Jeroboam, that

the Most High has power over the kingdoms
of men, and bestows them upon whom he will

(Dan. iv. 29; 1 Sam. ii. 7, 8; Luke L 52). Ver.
36. Even in the midst of his just anger the Lord
is merciful, and the inconstancy of man can never
shake His fidelity. The fulfilment of 2 Sam. vii.

14, 15, is seen in Solomon's history. The house
of David remained a light " forever," until that

Son of David came who is the light of the world,
which lighteth all men who come into the world
(Joh. i. 9 ; Bom. xv. 1 2).

Vers. 40-43. These three truths are nowhere

more powerfully exemplified than in the life of
Solomon: What availeth it a man, Ac., (Matt
xvb 26); Vanity of vanities, Ac. (Eccl. l. 2),

and The world passeth away, Ac. (1 John ii.

17; cf. 1 Peter L 24). Ver. 40. Roos: Sin ob-
scures the soul. He who turns aside from God
departs from wisdom ; and let those who, instead

of bowing and submitting with resignation to the
chastisements of God, haughtily strive against

them, contemplate the fate of Jeroboam, who,
doubtless, stirred up the plot against Solomon,
since he afterwards eagerly abetted the desertion

of the ten Tribes. Even as Solomon, when he
sought to slay Jeroboam, must have felt that in

vain he resisted the divine decrees, and was
powerless to hinder them, so likewise Jeroboam,
compelled to fly to Egypt, must have become con-

scious that in vain he strove rashly and insolent-

ly to anticipate the execution of the divine decrees.

We must even make bitter expiation when we
haughtily resist and oppose the Lord, or when we
strive to hasten his designs, or to appoint time and
place for their fulfilment The life of Solomon
closes with the words : Therefore Solomon sought
to kill Jeroboam. Instead of seeking forgiveness

from Him who forgiveth much, and himself grant-

ing forgiveness, he is thinking of murder and ven-

geance. How great and noble the contrast be-

tween this and the Figure of Him who in the face

of death upon the cross cried: Father, forgive

them, for they know not what they do. Let us
strive to become like unto his image, and that our.

last thought in life may be of love and reconcilia-

tion, and not of revenge and hatred. Solomon
possessed the fairest and noblest crown that mor-
tal can wear, yet it was perishable, not enduring
beyond death and the grave. The Lord promises

an immortal crown to those who love and follow

Him. Be faithful unto death, then He will give

thee the crown of life; blessed is he who endu-
reth unto the end.
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143 THE FIRST BOOK OF THE KINGS.

SECOND PERIOD. (975 TO 722 B. C.)

THE DIVIDED MONARCHY IN JTJDAH AND ISRAEL.

(1 Ejngs XH.—2 Kings XVIL)

FIRST EPOCH.

ROM THE DIVISION OF THE KINGDOM UNTIL THE BEIGN OF HA.B*

(1 Korea XH.-XVL 34.)

»

FIRST SECTION.

THE DIVISION OF THB KINGDOM.

(1 Kings XH.)

A.

—

The renunciation of the house ofDavid by the ten tribe*.

Chap. XIL 1-24 (2 Ohbov. X-XL 4.)

1 And Rehoboam went to Shechem : for all Israel were oome to Shechem tc

2 make him king. And it came to pass, when Jeroboam the son of Nebat,.

who was yet in Egypt, heard of it
9

l

(for he was fled from the presence of king

8 Solomon, and Jeroooam dwelt in Egypt ;*) that they sent and called him.

And Jeroboam and ail the congregation of Israel came, and spake nnto Reho-
4 boam, saying, Thy father made our yoke grievous : now therefore make thou

the grievous service of thy father, and his heavy yoke which he put upon us,

5 lighter, and we will serve thee. And he said unto them, Depart yet far three

days, then come again to me. And the people departed.

6 And king Rehoboam consulted with tne old men that stood before Solomon
his father while he yet lived, and said, How do ye advise that I may answer

1 this people ? And they spake unto him, saying, If thou wilt be a servant unto
this people this day, and wilt serve them, and answer them, and speak good

8 words to them, then they will be thy servants for ever. But he forsook the
counsel of the old men, which they had given him, and consulted with the

9 young men that were grown up with him, and which stood before him: and
he said unto them, What counsel give ye that we may answer this people, who
have spoken to me, saying, Make the yoke which thy father did put upon us
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10 lighter ? And the young men that were grown up with him spake unto him,

saying, Thus shalt thou speak unto this people that spake unto thee, saying, Thy
father made our yoke heavy, but make thou it lighter unto us ; thus shait thou

11 say unto them, My littlefinger shall be thicker than my father's loins. And
now whereas my father did lade you with a heavy yoke, I will add to your
yoke : my father hath chastised you with whips, but I will chastise you with
scorpions."

12 So Jeroboam4 and all the people came to Rehoboam the third day, as the

13 king had appointed, saying, Gome to me again the third day. And the king
answered the people roughly, and forsook the old men's counsel that they gave

14 him ; and spake to them after the counsel of the young men, saying, My father

made your yoke heavy, and I will add to your yoke: my father also chastised

15 you with whips, but I will chastise you with scorpions. Wherefore the king
hearkened not unto the people ; for the cause was from the Lord [Jehovah], that he
might perform his saying, which the Lord [Jehovah] spake by Ahijah the Shilon-

16 ite unto Jeroboam the son of Nebat. So wnen all Israel saw that the king heark-

ened not unto them, the people answered the king, saying, What portion have
we in David? neither have we inheritance in the son of Jesse: to your5

tents,

O Israel : now see to thine own house, David. So Israel departed unto their

17 tents. But as for the children of Israel which dwelt in the cities of Judah,
18 Rehoboam reigned over them. Then king Rehoboam sent Adoram,* who was

over the tribute ; and all Israel stoned him with stones, that he died. There-

fore king Rehoboam made speed to get him up to his chariot, to flee to Jeru-

19 salem. So Israel rebelled against the house of David unto this day.

20 And it came to pass, when all Israel heard that Jeroboam was come again,

that they sent and called him unto the congregation, and made him king over all

Israel : there was none that followed the house of David, but the tribe of Judah'
21 only. And when Rehoboam was come to Jerusalem, he assembled all the house

of Judah, with the tribe of Benjamin, a hundred and fourscore* thousand chosen
men, which were warriors, to fight against the house of Israel, to bring theking-

22 dom again to Rehoboam the son of Solomon. But the word of God 9 came
23 unto Shemaiah the man of God, saying, Speak unto Rehoboam, the son of Solo-

mon, king of Judah, and unto all the house of Judah and Benjamin, and to

24 the remnant of the people, saying, Thus saith the Lord [Jehovah], Ye shall not

go up, nor fight against your brethren the children of Israel: return every

man to his house; for this thing is from me. They hearkened therefore to

the word of the Lord [Jehovah], and returned to depart, according to the word
of the Lord [Jehovah]. 1*

TEXTUAL AMD ORAWfATKUT..

> Ver. 8.—[It Is better to omit the Italicized words ©/ «, which are not In the Heb. and which must refer to the As-
sembly at Shechem, whereas what Jeroboam heard of was the death of Solomon, as Is expressed in the Vulg. 8ee the
Exeg. Com. The Vat. Sept omit* here the whole of ver. % and the greater part of ver. 8, baring given the substance of

them (with some addition) at xi. 48. The Alex. Sept follows the Heb. Oar author, In his translation, has omitted the

part of ver. 2 enclosed in brackets, evidently by an inadvertence.
* Ver. 2.—I nstead of Qn¥D3 3OT mu8t De ***** wilh * Chron. x. 2, D*l¥E)D 3{gty Bee the comment [The text

may be preserved without change (for which the Vulg. Is the only authority) by considering the statement that Jero-
boam dwelt in Egypt as merely the completion of the statement of hie flight: he had fled to Egypt and remained there.

The change was proposed by Dathe, but is rejected by Manrer and by Kefi.
• Ver. 11.—D^aipy, scorpions, fiagem genu* globuti* plumbei* cum aculett tocurvii munition, a teorpU ttonilituMns

i(Gesen. The$. 11, 1062).
4 Ver. 12w—[The Sept omits here the significant mention of Jeroboam.
• Ver. 16.— [The Heb., 8ept, Chald. and Syr. have the pronoun In the singular, thy tents. In the next clsuse tb«

Sept. translates rGr /36V«« rbv oLrd> <rov, Aavtf.1

' Ver. 18.—[The Sept, Syr., and Arab, read Adoniram.
• Ver. 20.—[The Sept here inserts "and Benjamin."
• Ver. 21.—[The Vat (not Alex.) 8ept reduces this number to 120,000. .

• Ver. 22.—[Many M8S. followed by the Sept, Vulg.,Chsld., and Syr. read here rrffp Instead of DWK .]
t :

• v:

*• Ver. 24^-fThe Vat (not Alex.) Sept here Inserts a passage quite equal in length to the whole chapter, containing

many particulars whose utterly unhistortcal character may be seen from the opening statement that Rehoboam was six

teen years old at his accession and reigned twelve years. Of. chap. xiv. 2L—F. €k]
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144 THE FIRST BOOK OF THE KINGS.

EXEGETICAL AND CKITICAL.

Ver. 1. And Rehoboam went to Shechem.
The city of Shechem was about eighteen hours'

distance north of Jerusalem, and lay at the foot of

Mount Gerizim, in the mountain range of Ephraira

(Judg. ix. 7). It is often mentioned in the his-

tory of the Patriarchs (Gen, xii. 6 : xxxiii. 18

;

xxxiv. 2; xxxvii. 12), and Joshua had intended

It to be a free Levite city. He likewise gathered
all the tribes together there, and held that impor-

tant diet in which all the people pledged them-

selves to the observance of Jehovah's covenant
GTosh. xx. 7 ; xxiv. 1, 25). In the time of the

Judges, Abimelech made Shechem the capital of

his kingdom (Judg. ix.) ; he destroyed it, indeed,

bat it was soon rebuilt, and continued to be one
of the chief cities of the northern part Chap,

xii. 1 gives us the reason why Rehoboam left Je-

rusalem, where he had been made king, and went
to Shechem

; for all Israel were come to Shechem.

By hlpVP ^3 we are not to understand all the

twelve tribes fEwald), but only ten, as vers. 12,

18, and 20 clearly show; under David even
those tribes had claimed the name of the entire

people (2 Sam. ii. 9, 10, 17, 28). |Q is not

the imperfect but the pluperfect, for the ten tribes

did not go to Shechem because the king was there

but just the reverse : because (*3) they had gone

to Shechem, the king went thither. He therefore

did not call them together there, but they, t. «.,

their elders, judges, and representatives, had as-

sembled in this old Kphraimitio capital, as they
had ouce done in Joshua's time (Josh. xxiv. 1 ; cf. 2

Ram. v. 1, 3), and this induced the king to jour-

ney to Shechem. Their design in meeting was
to make him king, i <?., to recognize him as king, as

Judah had done, though he had already ascended
the throne ; to pay him homage, on the condition,

however, that he would agree to their wishes and
demands. This was why they did not assemble
in Jerusalem, as they were in reality bound to do,

and as they had done to David when they went
to Hebron, the place of David's residence, to do
him homage (2 Sam. v. 1 sq.\ but in Shechem.
It was a " a significant hint, if Rehoboam had
properly understood it " (Ewald). It is very im-
probable that they summoned him to their assem-
bly, as they did Jeroboam ; he seems to have gone
unsummoned with his whole retinue (vers. 6, 8).

That the 10 tribes had assembled "to assert

their ancient right of choice " (Gramberg) is an en-

tire mistake. For there is no mention anywhere
of such a right ; and the text does not say they
went to Shechem to choose a king, but to make
him—Rehoboam—king, i. &, to confirm him as
•neb.

Vera. 2-3. And it came to pass, when Jer-
oboam . . . heard of it, Ac. Ver. 2. Ifwe retain

the leading DnTOQ DJQT 2&\ we must, like

Ifaurer, take ver. 2 to be properly the antecedent
sentence, and begin the conclusion with }&fa*1 » ver.

3, and translate like De Wetfee : " When Jeroboam
heard of it (he was still in Egypt, whither he had
fled from Solomon the king, and Jeroboam dwelt in

Egypt, and they sent and called him), then Jerobo-
am and the whole assembly came, and they spake
to Rehoboam." Apart from the crude form of this

sentence, the words following "he was still in

Egypt," namely, "aud Jeroboam dwelt in Egypt, 9

appear to be quite superfluous ; we must in this case

supply, after he had returned from Egypt, before
a then Jeroboam came ;

" and, finally, it would fol-

low that the people assembled at Shechem sent

messengers thence to Egypt to bring back Jero-

boam, which is not to be supposed, because the

journey there and back required several weeks,
and u

all Israel
n would have been compelled to

wait during this time, without accomplishing any-

thing, in Shechem, for Jeroboam's arrival. But all

these difficulties fall away if we read, like 2 Chron.

x. 2, DnroD Ey?"£ 3wj5 , * «., and Jeroboam re-

turned from Egypt. According to this, the case

was simply so : On the news of Solomon's death
Jeroboam returned from Egypt to his tribe-land

Bphraim, and, we are to imply, to his native place

Zereda (chap. xi. 26), or, as the Sept. says, Sarira,

which could not have been very far distant from
Shechem. They sent thither for him; he came,

and took the lead in the negotiations which those

assembled at Shechem made with Rehoboam. The
Vulgate also translates ver. 2 : At vero Jeroboam,

cum adhucesset in JSgypto profugus a facie regie So*
lomontSj audita morte ejus reversus est de jEgypto.

Miseruntque et vocaverunt eum ; venit ergo Jeroboam
et, etc The [Vatican] Sept, which places this verse

in chap. xi. 43, translates : Karevdiwi ml ipx^rm
cif t%v irdXiv airrov etf r^v yfjv Xaoipa tt)v kv bpu
'E+patfi. It is easy to see what thoughts those

who composed this Assembly were revolving

when, before Rehoboam's arrival, they called the

man who had lifted up his hand against Solomon,
and was just returned from Egypt, and made him
their leader and speech-maker to Rehoboam. Re-
hoboam having come to them, instead of they to

him at Jerusalem, only made them bolder. From
the long sentence which the Sept. places after ver.

24 we can glean nothing certain regarding Jeroboam
and his conduct after he returned from Egypt;
everything is mixed together and the different per-

sonages confused ; for instance, Jeroboam is con-
founded with Hadad the Edomite, and the prophet
Ahijah with the prophet Semaiah : Jeroboam's mo-
ther is called yvvr) wdpvr/, Ac. Keil is right in de-

nying all historical value to this sentence, out of

which Thenius strives to complete the story.

Vers. 4-6. Thy fathermade our yoke griev-

ous, Ac. Ver. 4. The word ^y does not mean
every kind of heavy load, but the yoke laid on the

neck of beasts designed for labor (Numb. xix. 2

;

Deut. xxi 3 ; 1 Sam. vi. 7) ; it is the yoke of labor,,

and, as such, the symbol of servile work (Deut
xxviii. 48; Lev. xxvi. 13; Jer. xxvii. 8, 11); it is,

for this reason, parallel with JTQg here. The

grievance, therefore, is nothing—it is well to no-
tice this—but the levy-work for Solomon's public

buildings, and we see this plainly enough by vers.

11 and 14, where Rehoboam's answer is recorded.

That the complaint was well founded, that Solo*
mon had really exacted too heavy servile work
from his people, as the Egyptian king once did in

Moses' time (Ex. xl 1, 23), is generally taken for

granted, although the complaint comes from the
mouths of a number of people who were excited
with thoughts of secession, and who were jealous
of Judah. At their head stood a man, too, who
had already tried to raise an insurrection, and had
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Dot renounced his ambitious plans iu exile. Com-
plaint from the mouths of such cannot be taken as
testimony, nor can it ever weigh uuder such cir-

cumstances, except joined to other and purely his-

torical evidence. We have none such, however.
Solomon was not the first to adopt the measure of
a conscription for working at the public buildings

as well as for war-service. This was customary
throughout the ancient East. Everywhere, from
Egypt to Babylon, the immense buildings were
raised, not by paid workmen, but by conscriptions.

There were, for instance, the 360,000 men who
worked twenty years atone pyramid (see above on
chap. v. 13). Even David had, among his five

chief officers, one who was specially " over the
tribute " (2 Sam. xx. 24), which was then a stand-
ing regulation. We find the tribute brought into

system in Solomon's time, and the people were, as
contrasted with conquered foreigners, treated with
gentle consideration (chaps, v. 13 sq.; ix. 20

$q.y Nowhere is the voice of complaint heard
about it, and our author is far from representing
Solomon's conduct as hard and blameworthy, but
rather relates it to his praise. As the tribute-work
was distributed by turns amongst "all Israel,"

Ephraim or the ten tribes received no more pro-

portionately than the two remaining tribes, and
there is not the most indirect allusion anywhere
that Solomon exacted more from the Ephraimites
than from the others. For this reason, the com-
plaint of the "yoke" being " grievous," which
they alone make, seems to be only a welcome ex-

cuse suggested to them by their former superin-

tendent Jeroboam. The real motive came to light

later (ver. 16). If we cannot admit the complaint
of too hard tribute-work to be well founded, still

less have we any right to add other things to the
complaint of which it makes no mention. The
grievous yoke and heavy service are not generally

taken to mean, as the plain expressions do, the tri-

bute-work alone, but all burdens laid on the

people, t, «., the taxes and produce which they had
to pay and deliver; not their powers of labor

alone, but their " capacity of paying taxes," are

thought to have been too much tested by Solo-

mon (De Wette, Ewald, Eisenlohr). "Discon-
tent grew with the oppression of the people by
ever new burdens and tributes, that were quite

contrary to the original freedom of the communi-
ty " (Diestel) ; the monarchy had become " a despo-

tism, a sultanate " (Duncker), and the speakers for

the people had therefore laid before Behoboam
" the terms of capitulation, which were to lighten

the universal oppression under which Israel had
sighed since Solomon's reign began" (Winer,

A- JP.-A EL s. 311). This view, almost universal-

ly current, stands in direct contradiction with the

historical evidence. As to the taxes and deliv-

eries, they are not once mentioned in the com-
plaint, as we have already said ; neither is the

poverty or other misery resulting from them once

named anywhere. It is difficult to conceive how
any one can appeal to such places as chap. x. 25

(De Wette), for there is no mention there of what
the people brought, but of the presents which
strangers brought the king. Ewald himself admits

that there is no evidence that there was an income

tax, and it by no means appears, as Winer sup-

poses, from chap. x. 15, that "custom duties " had
been introduced. There is still less historical

proof of the universal oppression of the people un-

der Solomon. All that our author relates, from
chap. ii. to x., is to show the unwonted prosperity

and splendor of Solomon's kingdom ; its immense
wealth, its peaceful condition, and its thriving com-
merce are described in the strongest terms, and
just by those passages which have been quoted to

prove the heaviness of the taxation and the sup-
posed oppression, is it specially manifest how happy
and peaceful the people were under Solomon's reign
(chap. iv. 20 ; iv. 26 ; cf. viii. 66), so that the pro-

phets took the kingdom of Solomon as a type of the

Messiah's (see above). Even after chap, xi, in

which Solomon's fall is recorded, there is nothing to

show that Israel " sighed " under universal oppres-
sion ; and when the people as well as king became
degenerate in the latter part of his reign, it was
rather in consequence of too great prosperity and
luxury than of great burdens and poverty. Final-

ly, Solomon is threatened, in both addresses of the

prophet Ahijah (chap. xi. 11 and 31 sq.), with the
partition of his kingdom, not because he had op-
pressed the people with servile labor and heavy
taxations, but solely because he had suffered his

strange wives to persuade him to introduce idola-

trous forms of worship. It would have been a just

and well-founded complaint had they alleged that

Solomon had broken the supreme command in the
fundamental law of Israel. by the toleration of
idol-worship, and had thus undermined the strength

of the kingdom. But the complainants are wholly
silent on this, and the sequel shows how little they
or their speaker Jeroboam cared for the observ-

ance of that fundamental law.

Vers. 6-14. Rehoboam consulted, Ac. Ter.

6. The D^p{ are not old people, but the elders

(senators) who constituted the administration-col-

lege of Solomon [or council] (chap. iv. 2-6). Reho-
boam had retained them as such, but had not, as

Thenius thinks, " placed them on the retired list,"

for in that case he would not have taken them with
him to Shechem, and he certainly would not have
heard their counsel before that of the young men.
The expression, thai stood before Solomon, shows
that they were in immediate attendance on the

king. In their advice, vers. 7, DVH stands next to

DWiT^S , and 13V at the beginning, over against

D^-py at the conclusion; andas*ny is strengthen-

ed by the immediately following DFnjJfl* we have

no right to weaken it, and to take it in another

sense from D^Sg that stands opposite to it at the

conclusion; this is generally done, and *fty is

translated "complaisant," but DHDJJ, on the con-

trary, is translated " subject." The elders not only

advised the king to compromise, but that he should
" serve " the people at least " this day," and as-

sured him that the people would then be his
" servants " " for ever ; " they proposed that he
should for the present moment reverse the exist-

ing relation : the king was to be " servant " and
yield to the will of the people, in the expectation

that the people would afterwards be his "ser-

vants." We can easily imagine that such a pro-

posal (which would not perhaps have succeeded)

was not very agreeable to the rash and imperious

young king, in whose veins Ammonite blood flowed

(chap. xiv. 21). The word^ , ver. 8, is used for
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a child at aay age from its birth (Ex. ii. 3, 6, 1) to

youth ; D*"6* *r® not, therefore, real counsellors,

like the D\3pT , but young people who were in at-

tendance upon the king (" stood before him"). The
words, that were grown up with him, show that

Rehoboacx was himself still 1^ (cf. 2 Chron. xiii.

t). The proverbial expression ver. 10, my little

finger, *c, means, I am much mightier than Solo-

mon ; his power was as the little finger to the body,

compared with mine ; if my father had power to

compel you, I have still more. From this general

way of speaking they proceed in ver. 11 to allude

to the particular grievance of the forced labor.

The yoke and whips belong together, and are the

signs of laboring servants (Ecclesiasticus xxx.

26 or xxxiii. 27 j. The king was to use instead of the

whips for servants the thorn-whip used for crimi-

mals alone, and which was called scorpio by the

Romans {Isidor. Origg. v. 27, 18: Virgo, si est

aculeata, scorpio vocatur, quia arcuato vulnere in

corpus infigitur). The meaning is, my father used

ordinary means to keop you at work, but I will do
it with* extraordinary and severer means. The
answer siys as little of taxes as the complaint itself;

it only refers to the enforced work, and it does not

even admit that Solomon exacted too much, but it

is only now proposed to do so. The pleasure with

which Rehot>oam accepted this advice is very in-

dicative of his disposition.

Vers. 15-17. The cause was from the Lord.
Ver. 15. Inasmuch as the inconceivably foolish and
perverse resolve of Rohoboam carried with it the ir-

remediable division of the people and kingdom, the

verse asserts it to be a course of things (H3D from

22D) from Jehovah ; not that Rehoboam was forced

unwillingly to speak so, but in the same sense in

which it is said of Pharaoh (Ex. xiv. 4 ; Rom. ix. 17)

and of Judas (Matt. xxvi. 25). Witsius (Decaphyl.

i. 3) says : Ipsa llehabeami stolida imprudentia consi-

lio Dei iii^rrvivit, ut quodaccidit etiam merito accidisse

vifJetur. \\q find here an application of the proverb :

Quem Dens vidt perdere, prius dementai Every case

of a hardened heart is a righteous judgment of God.
Vers. 16-17. What portion have we, &c.

Ver. 1 6. This was the old Ephraimite watchword
of rebellion, of which Sheba availed himself

against the house of David (2 Sam. xx. 1). The
first member of the sentence means this, What con-

cern have we about David and his house, when the

question is who shall be king over us ? We have
no fellowship with each other (Deut x. 9). Neither

have we inheritance in the son of Jesse is not equal to

we can hope for and expect nothing from him

;

but, we do not belong to him, as Judah, by race-

derivation. In the " son of Jesse " there is an
allusion to David's humbler descent, just as in the
New Testament to the " carpenter's son " (Matt
xiii. 55). To your tents, Israel / is a proverbial

call which originated in the time of the march
through the wilderness, where the camp was
arranged according to the tribes. Let every one
return to his tribe and his home, without acknowl-
edging Rehoboam. Now see to tiiine own house, i.e.,

see how you can reign over your own tribe in the

future
;
you have no right to us any more. In this

whole cry " the deeply rooted dislike to David's

royal house is strongly expressed, and we can
perceive a more potent cause for the partition than

the alleged oppression of Solomon " (Keil). Vac
17 means that only those individuals belonging to

the ten tribes remained under Rehoboam who
were settled in Judah or had gone to settle there

(2 Chron. xi 3). The verse does not mean, then:
" the tribe of Judah chose Rehoboam, who was
one of them, to be king" (Ewald) ; for Judah had
already acknowledged him such before he went to

Shechem.
Vers. 18-19. Adoram, who wm over the

tribute, Ac. Ver. 18. No doubt the same who if

called Adoniram in the list of Solomon's chief of-

ficers (chap iv. 6), as also the Sept, Syr., and Arab*
call him in this passage. Thenius thinks he waa
the son of Adoram, the chief of the tribute officers,

who is mentioned in the lists of David's officials

(2 Sam. xx. 24). If he was identical with this

person he must certainly have been about eighty

years of age, since David could not have given the
office in question to quite a young man, and
Solomon reigned forty years. It is evident that
Rehoboam sent him to treat with the rebels, and
to appease them, as Josephus expressly says. Aa
the question was about lightening the tribute

work, the chief officer over the tribute seems to

have been selected by Rehoboam as the fittest

person to mediate
;
probably Adoram was one of

the " eiders" who gave the advice to yield. But
the people were highly incensed at the sight of

this officer, and instead of listening to him, in

their rage they stoned him. Bertheau has no
grounds for his supposition that he came with an
armed force (however small) to force the rebels

to submission. For: unto this day, see on chap,

viiu 8 ; ix. 21.

Vers. 20-21. And it came to pass wham sA
Israel heard, Ac. Ver. 20 closes the narrative,

vers. 1-19, and is also the connecting link with
the following vers. 21-24. The independence of

the ten tribes had been achieved by their represen-

tatives in Shechem, who now returned to their

different tribe-territories (end of ver. 16), and an-
nounced to " all Israel " what had happened, es-

pecially also the part that Jeroboam, just arrived

from Egypt, had acted there. The latter, no doubt,

also returned to his native place after the event
But when a king was to be chosen for the rebels

he was called back and made king. This exasper-

ated Rehoboam to make war on Israel. We can-
not be surprised at the number he brought into

the field, as the tribe of Judah alone had 600,000
men of war in the census that David took

(2 Sam. xxiv. 9).

Vers. 22-24. Bat theword of the Lord oame,
Ac. Ver. 22. The prophet Shemaiah did not belong
to the tribe of Ephraim, like Ahijah (chap. xi. 29),

but doubtless to Judah, and from the preeent pas-

sage as well as from 2 Chron. xii. 5, it seems that

he must have lived in Jerusalem. As here, so also

he had great influence through his preaching,

when king Shishak came from Egypt to war against

Rehoboam ; he also wrote a history of Rehoboam
(2 Chron. xii. 6-8, 16). The thing isfrom me, ver.

24. This prophet of Judah, as well as the Ephra-
imite prophet, declares the separation of the

ten tribes to be a divine dispensation, which,

humiliating and painful as it was to the house ot

David and Judah, might not be opposed by force

of arms; for the separated tribes were still

" brethren." Thus he recognizes a higher bond of

union in spite of all separation, and wishes that
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anion held intact The king and army follow his

advice ; they probably saw that a war with the
numerically greater and just now bitterly excited

ten tribes would bring them into a worse condition

still

HISTORICAL AND ETHICAL.

1. The rebellion of (he ten tribes against Davids
house, and the consequent partition of the kingdom, was
the most important and pregnant event in the his-

tory of Israel since it became an independent
State. The divisions that took place in the time of
the judges were only temporary, but this lasted

for hundreds of years, and only terminated with
the fall of both the separated kingdoms. An event
that formed such an epoch, and had such a marked
influence on sacred history, cannot possibly be
traced to one fact alone, or to the defiant and
thoughtless answer of Rehoboam ; it must have
been produced by deeper and more general causes,

lying in the character of the people and in the

mutual relation of the tribes. The tribe of Judah
and the double one of Joseph (Ephraim and Ma-
nasseh, Josh. xvii. 17), whose progenitors were
especially favored in the blessing (Gen. xlix. 8-12,

22-25), were from the beginning the most numer-
ous, and therefore the most powerful, of all the
twelve tribes. Judah numbered seventy-six thou-

sand and five hundred before the entrance iuto

Canaan; the double tribe of Joseph numbered
eighty-five thousand and two hundred men (Numb,
xxvi. 22, 28, 34, 37); this tribe claimed the largest

territory at the division of the land (Josh. xvii. 14
sq. ; 1 Chron. v. 1) on account of its number,
and because it had inherited Reuben's birth-right.

But the u sceptre " was promised to Judah, and
the leaders in the march through the desert as

well as in the conquest of Canaan headed that

tribe (1 Chron. v. 2 ; Numb. ii. 3 ; x. 14 ; Judg. L 2

;

xx. 18); both tribes were warlike (Jud. L 4,

10 ; viii. 1 sq. ; xii. 1 sq. ; Ps. Ixxviii. 9). In con-

sequence of these relations, each tribe regarded
itselfas equal in powers with the other tribes, but
also as evenly matched with each other. But
added to this there was a difference in the charac-

ter and pursuits of the tribes ; whilst Judah was
the leader and head of the theocracy and the cove-

nant, therefore of higher religious life (Gen. xlix.

10 ; Ps. lx. 9 ; Ixxviii. 07 sq. ; cxiv. 1, 2), Ephraim
represented the nature-side of the people's life

;

and the consciousness of natural, material strength

and earthly abundance appears with it in the

foreground (Gen. xlix. 22 sq. ; Deut. xxxiii. 13

;

Ps. lxxviiL 9 sq.). There was, therefore, in the

latter more receptivity for nature-religion, and a
tendency to independence of any other tribe, and
especially ofone not entirely its equal. There was,

then, the germ of a dualism very early in. the

nation, and this germ grew more and more in the

distracted times of the Judges, asserting itself

sometimes with more, sometimes with less energy.

After Saul's death the two chief tribes formally

separated under different kings (2 Sam. ii. 4-11);

this, however, only lasted seven years and a half,

after which the revolted tribes went over to the

king of Judah, t. e., David (2 Sam. v. 1 sq.).

But the more the power and authority of Judah
increased under David and Solomon, so much the

more did the old jealousy and love of independ-

grow in Ephraim; the tribute-labors, and

especially the structures which served to strength-
en the dominant authority of Judah which SoloraoL
had achieved by Ephraim ites, were calculated

especially to increase those feelings. Jeroboam's
attempt to raise an insurrection miscarried, but
the desire for independence was not extinguished
thereby. It broke out again the more violently after

Solomon's death, as there was hope of getting rid

of Rebohoam more easily, who did not in the least

resemble his father. The groat event of the par-
tition of the kingdom had its roots in a primitive

characteristic of the tribe, which characteristic had
existed over four hundred years, and now broke
out at last with violence, creating a double State.

Rehoboam's answer was only the spark which fell

into the powder magazine. The recent historical

criticism admits the agency of the Ephraimite cha-
racter in the revolt, but finds the especial and
chief cause in the essential nature of the kingdom.
Ewald is of this opinion (Gesch. des V. Isr. III. s.

393 sq.). The monarchy had, in its very nature,

a tendency to extend its power further and fur-

ther, and to restrict every other power in the

nation more and more, or else to absorb it It

reached a very high stage in Solomon's time, but it

was ever growing, and it made more and more
severe exactions upon the people in labor and tax-

ation. A further strengthening and one-sided
growth of the monarchy was held by the best men
iu Israel to be ruinous and dangerous to the ancient

freedom of the people. There might have been,
indeed, a way of reconciling the claims of the
monarchy and of the nation without a revolution,

t. «., " having what is now called a constitution

drawn up, which, when well devised, is the safe-

guard of the best modern Christian nations." But
there was no such remedy at hand ; the heads of
the tribes only assembled when a new king was
to be declared. All the best of the people, and
particularly the prophets, had agreed that the

government could not continue as it was at the

close of Solomon's life. As the prophets had
founded the kingdom, and advanced it so much by
the elevation of David's house over that of Saul,

they now expected furtherance by another change
of dynasty; impressed by their counsel, it was
forthwith achieved in consequence of the voice of

the people and the folly of Rehoboam, Ac., Ac.

This whole mode of explanation, already adopted

here and there, rests on the utterly unproved sup-

position that Solomon's government constantly

grew more absolute and despotic, till, at last, it

seriously threatened the liberty of the people. We
have not the slightest historical proof of this.

Where is it said that Soloman oppressed his peo-

ple, in every way, by taxation and tribute-labor ?

Where is it said that the prophets believed the

liberties of the people to be threatened, and that

they announced this publicly? How happens it

that Solomon, who advanced his realm to a degree

of prosperity it never before and never again

enjoyed, is made to be a despot and oppressor?

Just when the text has been treating exclusively

of the tribute to the splendid court, it says :
" Judah

and Israel were many, as the sand which is by the

sea in multitude, eating and drinking, and making

merry," Ac.; "Judah dwelt safely, every man
under his vine and under his fig-tree, from Dan to

Beer-Sheba, all the days of Solomon" (chap. iv. 20,

26). That he demanded too much of this tribute-

labor, which was customary among all ancient
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nations, and had been exacted before his time,

there is no other evidence than the complaint of

the angry revolutionary assembly of Ephraimites

at Shechem, and this cannot be regarded as im-

partial and historical testimony. So little did Solo-

mon interfere with the liberty of his people, that

there was an unprecedented commerce with all

the neighboring nations in his reign; he even
allowed freedom of worship—allowed too much
rather than too little liberty. This and not

despotism was what the prophets apprehended
danger from. There is not in the whole history of

Solomon a single act that can be called despotic

or tyrannical, like those of later kings, for instance,

Ahab or Jehu ; and yet the former is said to have
ruled with such intolerable severity that the pro-

phets and the best among the people were com-
pelled to think of a change of government. Of all

kingdoms, that of Israel should be the last to, be
judged from a modern political point of view.

The theocratic constitution was not revoked when
the human monarchy began : Jehovah continued

to be the true king of Israel, and the human king
was the " servant of Jehovah;" as such he had to

do Jehovah's will, not his own. There was, there-

fore, no such thing as absolutism, which we are

told clung to this monarchy by virtue of its nature.

But we cannot comprehend how any should think

that the best remedy against the supposed despot-

ism of Solomon would have been a representative

government, after the pattern of the constitutions

of our nineteenth century.
* 2. The revolt of Vie ten tribes from the house of

David (ver. 19) is often represented as justifiable.

J. D. Michaelis (Mos. Recht L § 55) saw nothing

more in it than a new capitulation of a people still

free ; De Wette (Bettrdge L *. 129) went further, and
asserted that, "according to 1 Kings xii., these

tribes were fully justified in what they did ; they
demanded fair concessions, and there is only Reho-
boam's folly to be blamed." Duncker says (Qesch.

dee Alt. s. 402), " the Israelites remembered their

right to choose and anoint the king." But we find

nothing said anywhere of such a national right:

the law for kings (Deut. xvii. 14 sq.) says noth-

ing of it; it recognizes no conditions of election;

and the history mentions no king except Jeroboam
(ver. 20), either in Judah or Israel, who was elected

by the free choice of the people. The monarchy
was hereditary in Judah, and continued in David's

house till the dissolution of the kingdom ; in Israel,

also, the son succeeded the father, or usurpers

arose who gained the throne by force ; but the peo-

ple never once chose the king. In the present

instance, Ephraim with its confederates had no
right, certainly, to reject a king who was such by
birth, and to choose another by themselves alone,

without Judah. Ephraim had solemnly acknowl-
edged the brotherhood of all the twelve tribes,

and had willingly submitted to David (2 Sam. v. 1

sq.); and all the tribes had acknowledged Solo-

mon to be, in right of being David's son, the true

king of" Judah and Israel" (chap. iv. 20; v. 5). At
the great festival of the dedication they had all

gathered around Solomon, who announced to them
the divine promise that David's house should never
want a man to sit upon the throne of David (chap,

viil I, 24, 25) ; they united together in a solemn
bond, by a common thanksgiving sacrifice to

Jehovah at the temple, which was the central

point, as it were, of the kingdom, and this bond

joined them all together as well as with David's
house; as the king blessed them, so, also, they
blessed him (chap, vt 62-68). Solomon's son
was therefore the rightful heir of the throne for all

the tribes, and none had a right to revolt from him.
Even granted that Solomon had given his subjects

cause of complaint, by exacting too much tribute-

labor in the latter part of his reign, yet this did not
justify any one of the tribes in breaking the bond
of national union, and severing themselves from
the hereditary dynasty, especially, too, as Reho-
boam had not as yet shown in acts what his gov-
ernment would be. The revolt of the ten tribes

was not brought about first by his foolish wilful

answer, but the latter " only offered them a wished-
for opportunity to carry out their already purposed
revolt " (Keil). Hence they did not want to treat,

but gave free vent to their hatred, and murdered
the innocent ambassador of the king. The division

can therefore be regarded as nothing else than a
revolutionary act, which cannot by any means be
excused, much less justified. A right of resistance

lies only in cases where the chief ruler arbitrarily

violates the fundamental law upon which the ma-
terial and also the spiritual and moral existence of

a people rests. But the rebellion is then the act

of the government itself, and not of the subjects.

But single grievances, even if real, can never justify

revolt from lawful authority (especially when only

brought forward by a part or the nation) or form
sufficient ground for rebellion and deeds of vio-

lence (cf Rothe, TheoL Ethik III. 8. 977 sq.).

Solomon had certainly attacked and undermined
the fundamental law of Israel, by permitting and
favoring idolatry, but the ten tribes made no com-
plaint of this, but solely of the alleged excess of

tribute-labor, which Judah and Benjamin shared

with them, but which they did not bring forward

as a* grievance.

3. That Rehoboam returned an answer to the peo-

ple, with which the storm thai had threatened the

house of David burst forth, is emphatically said

(ver. 15) to have been from the Lord; and the

prophecy of Ahijah (chap. xL 11 and 31) was
thereby fulfilled. At the same time the prophet

Shemaiah warns them not to make war on the

seceders, saying, u this thing is from the Lord."

This does not justify the conduct of the ten

tribes any more than that of Rehoboam, but in-

timates indeed that the partition of the king-

dom determined on in the counsels of God hap-

pened in such a way as to make it evident that it

was the fault of Rehoboam. According to the word
of Ahijah the partition appeared to have a double

design: to "afflict the seed of David, but not for-

ever " (chap. xL 39), to be as such a chastisement

(2 Sam. viL 14) ; and also to afford to the inborn

instinct of Ephraim for independence the opportu-

nity of free development, yet on the indispensable

condition of unchanging fidelity to the fundamental

law that David had held ; the express restriction

was added, that David's seed was not to be afflicted

forever. We already remarked above (Hist and
Ethic. 6, on chap, xi 14-43) that such a temporary
division of the kingdom was not inconsistent with

the higher unity of the divine monarchy. But as

neither of the kingdoms adhered to that higher

unity, Ephraim forsaking the law continually from
the beginning, and Judah only sometimes faithful,

the division became, through the guilt of both

kingdoms, the germ of their destruction (Malt xii
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25). Because the higher unity was forsaken, the

history of the divided kingdom is nothing but a
slow process of dissolution of the human monarchy
in Israel, and with it ofthe outward, earthly king-

dom, limited by natural race and to a given land.

That unity was designed, in the divine counsels,

to be an eternal heavenly kingdom,, an inward
kingdom of God, to embrace all nations, a paoiteia

ruv ovpavijv in which "Ephraim shall not envy
Judah, and Judah shall not vex Ephraim " (Isai xi

13) ; in which " they shall be no more two nations,

neither shall they be divided into two kingdoms
.any more at all," but shall be " one nation," and
" one king shall be king to them all " (Ezek. xxxvii.

15-22). The fact that the partition of the kingdom,
this beginning of its end, immediately followed its

culmination of earthly dominion under David and
Solomon, shows how frail and perishable it was

;

the more it approached its dissolution, the more
ardent became the longing for an enduring and
eternal kingdom, the more definite and significant

prophecy became. Well may Witsius exclaim,

referring to the above-mentioned sentence in ver.

15: sapienHa et occulti mircmda potentia fatil

qua res omnes ita dirigit et flectit, ut tamen ipsi illuc

wisse videamur, et consiliie faUsquc nostris gradum
nobis struamus ad fatalem ilium lapsum sive adscen-

swn. The apostle's exclamation about the ways
and judgments of God, though universally applica-

ble, is so especially here (Rom. xi 33).

4. In the conduct of the various important per-

sonages concerned in bringing about the partition

of the kingdom, ail the sins and weaknesses ap-

pear which lie at the bottom of all such events

;

so that we behold, in this history, a reflection of

every revolution in its nature and course, and it

may serve as a picture of future ones in every age

(cf. especially the striking treatise of Vilmar, Die
fheiltmg des Davidsreichs. Pastoral-theoL Blatter,

1861, s. 177 bis 193), which we cited above on
chap. xi. 4. A complete lack of religious feeling

and manner is first observable in these two oppo-
site parties ; both move upon a purely outward,

secular, and political-worldly soil, though in Tsrael

the national and religious consciousness coincide

principally. There had been hitherto no assembly
of the whole people or of their representatives, for

weighty affairs, in which the religious element had
failed. When Joshua called the elders together in

Shechem, before his end, "they presented them-
selves before God " (Josh. xxiv. 1 sq.). When Sam-
uel did the same at Mizpeh, he said to them, " pre-

sent yourselves before the Lord" (1 Sam. x. 19).

When all the tribes came to David in Hebron, after

Ish-bosheth's death, and acknowledged him as

king over all Israel, they call to mind Jehovah's
word, and David "made a league with them before

the Lord " (2 Sam. v. 1-3). When Solomon as-

sembled all the heads of the tribes and the elders

at the dedication, the ceremony not only began
with divine worship, but ended by the " king and
all Israel with him offering sacrifice before the

Lord " (chap. viii. 1, 5, 62). In the present instance,

however, nothing was done " before the Lord,"

but everything was done without Him. No one,

neither one of the tribe-heads nor Jeroboam nor

Rehoboam nor his counsellors and companions,

inquire after Him. No one names Him. That He
is their true sovereign before whom they must
all bow does not occur to them. They think only

which of the two parties should rule the other.

This conduct reveals a state of things which
always and everywhere precedes revolutions

;

which are made ready inevitably when, in a nation
and kingdom, high and low alike ask no longer for

the holy and living God, and where infidelity and
indifference have entered. The breaking of religi-

ous ties brings with it, sooner or later, that of the

State also ; hence we generally find, in the present

day, that those who plan the overthrow of the

government, as a rule, seek also to undermine the

church foundations.—When we look particularly

at the conduct of the people of the ten tribes we see

that they had all forgotten the great benefits and
blessing they had received through the house of

David, especially during the forty years of Solo-

mon's prosperous reign ; they forgot that each had
dwelt securely under his vine and fig-tree as long

as Solomon lived, that they had eaten and dninken
and been merry ; they only thought of the dispute

about tribute-labor, hence ingratitude and discon-

tent They agreed to go to Shechem instead of Je-

rusalem, and only to do homage under certain con-

ditions ; this was already mutiny and rebellion.

Hereupon they called a man who had lifted his

hand against Solomon, and proved himself a foe of

David's house, to be their speaker and leader; with

him at their head, they went to the king in the

consciousness that they formed the majority of the

nation, and laid before him their complaint of ex-

cessive labor and want of freedom. When their

stormy petition was rejected, there arose wild and
scornful cries, and a regular rebellion broke out

;

they rushed in blind rage at the innocent mediator

for the king, and murder him, whereupon the king

has to flee in great haste ; and they conclude by
making their leader and spokesman king. If, on
the other hand, we contemplate the conduct of the

government, we find everything here, too, that was
calculated to call forth rebellion and insurrection

instead of avoiding or appeasing it. First, utter

ignorance of the feeling among the people, and
therefore no sort of precaution for the threatened

danger; the king goes thoughtlessly to the dis-

contented people, thus falling into the snare set

for him. When surprised in Shechem with the

demand made, he is irresolute, asks time for reflec-

tion, and keeps the people in suspense, which must
only have increased their excitement He then

consults his immediate attendants ; the elders ad-

vise him to descend from the throne, for the time

being, and to humor the people; the young men
advise him to the opposite course. Thus there was
want of unity in the higher circles, and views

in direct antagonism one over against the other.

The high-sounding advice of the courtiers pleased

the weak and headstrong monarch best, and

he delivered an answer which supposes a power
which no longer existed, and shows equal folly,

arrogance, and contempt of the people. There-

upon the storm broke loose, and Rehoboam then

wished to make concessions, and to treat with

them. But instead of going himself courageous-

ly to face the excited throng, this arrogant and

imperious man sent an old and faithful ser-

vant to be exposed to their rage. It was " too

late; " Adoram was killed, and he himself had to

flee in haste. When such perverted ways, faults,

and sins are found in the government, the way for

revolution is already formed, and when it has once

begun, soldiers are as useless as concessions ; what

is lost by a person's own fault is lost forever.
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6. The appearance of the prophet Shemaiah af-

ter tho partition seems like the rising of the sun

after a dark
t
stormy night Whilst sin and wick-

edness reign in both parties, and none of them
cares about the living God, "the man of God"
appears with undaunted courage ; armed only with

the sword of the Spirit, the word of God, he
confronts the blinded, wilful king and an army
of 180,000 men. He commands them in the name
of the Lord to lay down their arms, and to go
home; standing on the rock of his strength

(Ps. lxii. 8), he calls to the surging waves, Thus
far and no farther 1 and no one dares to offer op-

position. Thus the prophets' again come forth in

majesty, as the admonishing and avenging coa-

science of Israel, as the divine corrective of all

human actions ; and this shows, too, how errone-

ous the assertion is that the partition of the king-

dom was the result of a series of conflicts that

went on, especially under Solomon, between the

two powers of the monarchy and of the prophets,

which existed side by side in Israel. It was not

monarchy and the prophets which were in conflict,

but Ephraim and the house of David. Both these

took purely secular and political ground, and they

had no other aim than to lord it over each other.

The prophets take a stand-point above both ; and
the prophet speaks and contends for the divine

monarchy in Judah as well as in Israel As for

the rest, Judah appears here in a much more favor-

able light than Ephraim; it faithfully adheres to

David's house, and knows nothing of complaint

of tribute-labor, which had borne as heavily on it

as on Ephraim ; while Ephraim, which well knew
the promise given to David's house, disregards

that promise completely. Judah, knowing the

word of the Lord by the prophet, rises against

his brethren at the call of his king ; but Ephraim
listens to a Jeroboam, and if a prophet in She-

chem had warned them against insurrection he
would doubtless have fared no better than Ado-

tiOMILETIOAL AHD PRACTICAL.

Vers. 1-20. The departure of Israel from the
house of David: 1. The grievances. 2. The de-

cision. 3. The rebellion.—The division of the
kingdom. 1. A consequence of manifold sins (of

Solomon, Jeroboam, Rehoboam). 2. A divine dis-

pensation (for their humiliation and chastisement,
and for a direction toward the heavenly eternal

kingdom, v. Ethical).—The sources and causes of
the rebellion. 1. In general (estrangement from
God, indififerentism, and unbelief). 2. In particular,

these sins on the part of the people (Prov. xiv.

34), and on the part of the princes (Prov. xx. 28).

Where prince and people fear God, there will be
no rebellion ; but where no covenant with God
exists, all human considerations fall in pieces.

Ver. 1-5. The assemblage of the people at

Shechem. 1. Who were present (the ten tribes

with Jeroboam, returned from Egypt, at their

head, ostensibly to do homage, but really to

stir up revolt; the assembling together was un-
lawful, unbidden, and arbitrary. Warning from
such courses. Prov. xxiv. 21-22). What the
people sought (Murmurs and complaints against
the pretended oppression of Solomon, instead of
gratitude for great benefits, and the well-being
of the State. These complaints were rather a

pretext than the truth, and were an exaggera-
tion of the grievances; they demanded not the

maintenance of the law and the covenant; but
merely material elevation, loss labor, and more
outward freedom and independence. Admonition
of 1 Pet il 11-19).—Pemswerk (in the periodical.

Morgerdand, 1839): The assembling together of
great idle crowds in a small space is a device of all

demagogues ; these crowds mutually excite each
other, massesof men, like-minded, inspire eachother
with confidence, peaceful councils vanish, men be-

come accustomed to the shouts of the insurgents,

imbibe their principles, venture no contradiction

against the outburst of passion, especially when
swelled by numbers, and, thus inflamed, are

dragged onwards in paths from which later re-

pentance can never bring them back.—Ver. L It

is never advisable to go where men are assembling
themselves together, who testify by their choice of

a meeting-place that they have no good end in

view. (Shechem recalls the story in Judges ix.)—
Vers. 2-3. Experience teaches that those who
have once set up an opposition to legitimate au-

thority will ever persist in their resolve, even if

their design fail or is pardoned ; they only await
another opportunity to carry out their plans ; there-

fore they should never be trusted.—Vers. 3-4.

Rebellious people easily seek and find in public

circumstances means which they amplify and
exaggerate in order to give an appearance of

justice to their wickedness, and to have some
pretext for their criminal designs.

—

Cramer : It is

an universal fact that men exclaim more concerning
oppression than concerning godlessness and other

sins ; are more careful for the body than for the soul

;

and, so they are free in action, give little heed to

the soul's nurture (Ex. xvi 3).—A people which
prescribes to its lawful sovereign the conditions

of its obedience to him, and directs him how to

govern, assumes to itself royal authority, and
overturns the appointed order of God, thus rush-

ing surely on to its own destruction.—Ver. 5. A
prince who, upon his accession to the throne, re-

quires time to decide if his rule shall be mild and
merciful or harsh and despotic, cannot have
assumed his high responsible post in the fear and
love of God ; therefore he must expect no divine

blessing. It is well and good, indeed, in all weighty
matters to take time for reflection, but in time of

sudden danger, rapid, firm decision is equally

necessary. One accustomed to walk in God's
ways will at such times take no step which,

will afterward cause him bitter repentance.

Vers. 6-1 1. Rehoboam holds a council. 1. With
whom ? (With his own servants, old and young, but

not with the Lord his God, and with his servants.

In difficult and grave matters we should not neglect

to take counsel with men, but chiefly should we go
to Him for counsel of whom it may be said : He has

the way of all ways, and never fails in counsel, and
44 If any of you lack wisdom, let him ask of God,
that giveth to all men liberally, Ac. (James L 5).

For, saith the Lord, Woe to the rebellious children

who take counsel, but not of me, Ac. (Is. xxx. 1>

If He ait not in the council, in vain do young and
old advise. Had Jeroboam sought light from

above in those three days, and prayed as once his

father did (1 Kings iil 9), or as Jeremiah (Jer.

xxx ii. 19), or entreated like Jehoshaphat (2 Kings
iii. 1 1), then he would not have been like a reed

shaken by the wind, but his heart would have been
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strong.) 2. The advice given him. (Neither counsel
was divine, but both merely human (Matt. xvi. 23).

The old men, out of their fear and apprehension,
advised: renounce for the present thy royal pre-

rogative, and bow before the will of the people

;

later thou canst act quite differently. This advice
ran counter to his pride and despotism, so he re-

fused the counsel of the old men. Through flattery

and insolence combined, the young men counselled
a course actually inhuman, viz. : to abuse his royal

prerogative, to care nothing for his people and their

wishes, but simply to treat them with violence.

This advice suited him well, because it correspond-
ed with his rough, harsh, selfish and violent charac-
ter. But this produced the exact reverse of what
he wished and hoped. When you receive conflict-

ing counsels from men, apply to both the test of
God's word, for: Ps. xix. 8; cxix. 104 sq.) Ver. 6.

It is the first privilege and duty of a king to seek
to surround himself with men, who, fearing no
man, either high or low, and regardless of their

own profit or advantage, shall advise him as befits

men responsible before a just and holy God. One
such man alone outweighs whole hosts of soldiers,

for: Prov. xx. 28. Ver. 7. A king who refuses

to be a " servant of God " readily finds himself in

a situation where he is compelled to be a servant
of the people. The splendor of majesty Ib enhanced
by benevolence, goodness, and mercy, but never by
timid yielding and submission to the popular will.

Ver. 8. Where the counsels of the aged are re-

jected, be it in a kingdom or in a house, and those
only of the youthful followed, there men pursue
an unhallowed path. For to a true wisdom of life

experience is necessary, and this youth cannot have
(Lev. xix. 32; Eoclesiasticus viil 111 Those who
grow up with us have, unconsciously and involun-
tarily, a vast influence over our modes of thought
and views of life, therefore parents must have a
watchful eye over the intimacies of their children.

Yer. 10, 11. A vaunting speech is by no means a
proof of courage ; the more boastful a man's'speech
the less resolute he will be in peril and temptation;
a truly strong, firm, and calm man is silent Time-
serving and flattery are most dangerous for a
prince ; they wear the garb of fidelity and devotion,

and in reality are the greatest treachery. Chiefly

distrust those who counsel thee to do what grati-

fies thy vanity, thy selfishness, and thine own
desires, and costs thee no sacrifice.

—

Osiander:
One should rather distrust all harsh judgments,
because they accord chiefly with the deposition of
the flesh, and not of the spirit, which inclines to

mercy.

Vers. 12-15. The answer of the king to the

people, (a) It is hard—not merely a refusal,

but imperious, tyrannical, unbecoming in any
sovereign, but especially one who ought to be the
servant of the compassionate and merciful God,
with whom is great truth and loving-kindness
(Ex. xxxiv. 6). Authority is the handmaid of God,
to thee . for good (Rom. xiii. 4), and not a terror.

Government is not built upon whips and scourges,

but upon justice, love, and confidence; that rule

alone is thoroughly right where " mercy and truth
are met together, righteousness and peace have
kissed each other" (Ps. lxxxv. 11). How entirely

different is Davids example of sovereignty (Ps. ci.).

(b) A rash and inconsiderate counsel, that of the
young men, throwing oil on the flames instead of

quenching them, and exciting uproar and revolt

instead of disposing to submission and obedience.
Passion always blinds. When the heart is per-
verted the head is likewise dulled, and those whc
are generally shrewd become unwise and unrea-
sonable; for it is not the head which rules the
heart, but, on the contrary, the inclinations and
desires of the heart are stronger than the thoughts
of the head (Prov. xv. 1 : x-xx. 33 ; James i. 19,

20 ; Eph. v. 1 5-1 7). " He that liveth many days, let

him keep his tongue from evil," Ac. (Ps. xxxiv. 13).

Ver. 14. Midway between weak concessions and
timid neutrality on the one hand, and selfish persist-

ence in presumptive rights on the other, lies a course
always pointed out by the Lord to those who bow
before Him, pray -to Him for wisdom, and long
earnestly to do what pleases Him alone. Not only
do great lords give harsh answers, but likewise
petty rulers; those who moan and complain most *

bitterly against the tyranny of the great are fre-

quently the greatest tyrants in a small way ; they
perceive the mote in their neighbor's eye, but not
the beam in their own.

—

Starke : The voice ofthe
King of kings comes to us utterly unlike that of
Rehoboam ; therefore should we listen the more
submissively and obediently to it.

—

WOrt. Summ:
The Most High is ever at hand to change the
darkest prospects of the children of men to a
happy termination, and the accomplishment of His
all holy will, even as Joseph said to his brethren
(Gen. L 20). God disposes not the thoughts of
man to folly and sin, but brings them to judgment
by their very perverseness, and thus makes it

serve to carry out His own designs.

Vers. 16-19. The rebellion, (a) Its causes,

sin, and folly, in high and low places: amongst
the people, ingratitude, jealousy, envy, hatred,

and thirst for independence; with the king,

tyranny, violence, and folly, (b) Its consequences.
(Disunion, which was in no wise advantageous,

but the beginning of every species of ill-fortune,

and of the final dissolution of the kingdom, fol-

lowed deeds of violence, murder, and death-strug*

gles. A people in rebellion is like a fierce dog
unchained. The evil consequences of rebellion are

often felt for a century.)—Ver. 16. As is the ques-

tion, so is the answer. He who makes an unprin-

cipled speech must not wonder if he receive a like

reply. The same people who once came to David and
said : See, we are thy bone and thy flesh, thou hast

led us, thou shalt be our king (2 Sara. v. 1-2), now
said: We have no part in David; what is the

shepherd's son to us? This is the way of the mul-

titude. To-day they cry : Hosanna, blessed be he
who coraeth in the name of the Lord ! To-morrow
it is, "Crucify him, we will not that he reign over

va\ n To-day, if fortune smile, they are fawning

and bland, to-morrow, if misfortune threaten, they

cry : " Look to thyself." Their cry is : We will be
free, and servants of no man—not seeing that they

are the blind tools of one or more leaders, who
seek to reign over them. With the house of

David, Israel flung aside the great promise (2 Sam.
vii. 10-16 ; xxiii. 5), which depended on tliat house.

For us has come that Son of David, whose kingdom
shall have no end (Luke L 32 sq.). Let us hold

steadfastly by Him, and not be led astray by the

uproar of the world: "We will have no part in

him." He will finally destroy all enemies under

his feet Thus went Israel to his tents, but
not as formerly, blest by the king and bles-

sing him, rejoicing over the goodness of the Lord
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to David, and to his people Israel (chap. viii. 66).

lie who has not a good conscience cannot return

in peace.—Ver. 18. The people desired freedom,

but a tree of liberty, watered with innocent blood,

can only bear poison fruit. He who asks nothing

of God can only lead others to folly,—he who can-

not stand in the gap can never protect others. It

is a judgment of God when a monarch, instead of

being able to repose in the bosom of any one of his

subjects, must needs fly before him to save his

life. To yield to superior force is no disgrace,

but shameful is the flight which is the result of ar-

rogance and overbearing pride.

Vers. 19, 20. The great majority fell away,
and the small minority remained faithful; the

first was ruined and had no future; from the

latter came forth the One before whom every
knee bowed down, and whom every tongue ac-

knowledged • to be the Lord (Matt. iL 6 ; PhiL
it 11). In the kingdom of God there is no
question of majorities and minorities, but it is

simply, are we steadfast and faithful unto death ?

The pretended deliverers of the masses well know
how to manage, so that they will become rulers of

the people ; they allow themselves to be summon-
ed, and apparently persuaded to the very object

which was the sole aim of their efforts.—Ver. 21.

What Rehoboam had lost through insolence and
weakness, through wickedness and folly, ho now
sought to regain by violence and battle ; instead of

humbling himself beneath the All-powerful hand
of God, he is haughty and depends upon his own
arm of flesh. The natural heart of man is a frow-

ard and timorous thing (Jer. xvii. 9), without safe

resting-place or firm support, now buoyed up, now
cast down, the football of every storm of fortune.

But blessed is the man whose trust and confidence

are in the Lord. It is a precious thing, Ac. (Heb.
xiii. 9). Faith is the victory, Ac (1 John v. 4.)

In the renewed heart is no pride and no fear.

—

Vers. 22-24. The word of the Lord to the king
and to the host

;
(a) the command : Ye shall not,

Ac.
;

(b) tho cause of the commandment : For this

thing is from me
;

(c) the obedience to the oom-
mand : And they hearkened, Ac The lives and
property of subjects are not to be used to compen-
sate for the sins and follies of their rulers. Civil

wars are the most unnatural, and likewise the
fiercest and bitterest; he who stirs up strife be-

tween brethren commits a crime which never goes
unpunished.—Shemaiah, a type of the Lord's ser-

vants. He is a man of God, and as such he bringi

good tidings of peace (Is. lit 1) ; he has no other

arms than the sword of the spirit, which is the

word of God (Eph. vi. 17) ; with His word he
comes, strong and fearless, before the king and his

whole host (Acts iv. 20 ; ix, 15). It is said here of

hundreds of thousands: "They hearkened to the
word of the Lord, and returned, Ac" How many
thousands to-day hear this word, but, burying it

beneath cares, riches, and the pride of life, live on
without obedience and without repentance, bring-

ing forth no fruit (Luke viii. 14).—Wurt. Suiol :

We see here with what great might the God of

Truth maintains his word. By the prophet Ahijah
he announced to Jeroboam that he should rule over
ten tribes of Israel: that is accomplished here.

He has promised to leave one tribe to the house of
David : that is accomplished here. He promised
to Ephraim or to his father Joseph, that kings
should proceed from them (Gen. xlix. ; Deut zxxiil),

and that is fulfilled here, since Jeroboam becomes
king through Ephraim. Thus nothing remains
unfulfilled of all that God has spoken, promised,

or threatened. Solomon and Rehoboam strove to

prevent the fulfilment of God's word in Jeroboam,
for which purpose Solomon planned to kill Jero-

boam, and Rehoboam assembled a great army
against him, but all in vain. Therefore let all

men believe and seek after the word of God, and
not strive to resist it (Luke xxL 33).

[F. D. Maubiob: " He (Jeroboam)did not trust the
living God. He thought not that his kingdom stood
upon a divine foundation, but that it was to be up-

held by certain divine props and sanctions. The
two doctrines seem closely akin; many regard
them as identical ; in truth there is a whole heaven
between them. The king who believes that his

kingdom has a divine foundation confesses his own
subjection and responsibility to as actual living

ruler. The king who desires to surround himself

with divine sanctions, would fain make himself

supreme, knows that he cannot, and therefore

seeks help from the fear men have of an invisible

power, in which they have ceased to believe. He
wants a God as the support of his authority ; what

God, he cares very little."—E. EL]

/ B.

—

The establishment of the kingdom of Israel by Jeroboam.

Chap. XIL 25-33.

25 Then Jeroboam built Shechem in mount Ephraim, and dwelt therein ; and
26 went out from thence, and built Penuel. And J eroboara said in his heart, Now
27 shall the kingdom return to the house ofDavid : if this people go up to do sacrifice

in the house of the Lord [Jehovah] at Jerusalem, then shall the heart of this people
turn again unto their lord,

1

even unto Rehoboam king of Judah, and they shall

28 kill me, and go again to Rehoboam king of Judah. Whereupon the king took
counsel, and made two calves of gold, and said unto them, It is too much for

you* to go up to Jerusalem : behold thy gods,* O Israel, which brought thee up
29 out of the land of Egypt. And he set the one in Beth-el, and the other put he
30 in Dan. And this thing became [was4

] a sin : for the people went to worship
31 before the one,* even unto Dan.* And he made a houseT of high places, and
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made priests of the lowest [mass8
] of the people, which were not of the sons of

82 Levi. And Jeroboam ordained a feast in the eighth month, on the fifteenth day
of the month, like unto the feast that is in Judah. and he offered* upon the altar.
So" did he in Beth-el, sacrificing unto the calves that he had made : and he placed

33 in Beth-el the priests of the high places which he had made. So he offered*
upon the altar which he had made in Beth-el the. fifteenth day of the eighth
month, even in the month which he had devised of his own heart" ; and ordained
a feast unto the children of Israel : and he offered* upon the altar, and burnt
incense.

TEXTUAL AHD GRAMMATICAL.

•^ IJ*^ 2T~tTbe Sept has tt to the Lord and (or even) to their lord." The Bjr. omits this word Lord altogether.
The Vat Sept omits the last clause of the Terse.

^
• Ver. «a—{Our authorprefers the sense of the 8ept, Chald., and Vol*., "1st It suffice you" « do not any lourer ffo

op." Keil argues that the Heb. cannot be so translated, and prefers the sense of the A. V.

» Ver. 28.—[The Heb. ^pn^g may be taken either In the plural, as In the A.V. and the ancient TV. generally,

or in the singular, as in our author's translation, according to the common Heb. usage. For reasons for the latter see
the Exeg. Com.

• Ver. 80.—[The translation of t^Y) oeoome may seem to ignore the fact that Jeroboam's deed already was a sin in
taelt

•:-

• Ver. 80.—[Our author's translation Inserts in brackets M or the other." See Exeg. Com.
• Ver. 80.—[The Vat. Sept. adds, "and forsook the house of the Lord.*1

' Ver. 81.-irriDa"fpa correctly rendered in the A. V. in the singular, since the contrast is with the ,»rfn*7V3

-—-tern. The Sept in translating olicovs i$ v^Xmv, and the Vulg. /etna in ezeebis, have overlooked the point
•. 81.—[The Heb. JY|¥pD does not mean so much "from the lowest of the people " aa, ••from all classes,**

•from the mass of the people promiscuously," in contradistinction to the especial Leyltical family. Cf. Gen. xlriL 2:
Ezek. nxlii. 2, and see Exe*. Com. The A. V. is sustained by the Vulg. alone among the ancient V V.

• Ver. 82.—[The A. V. Is here sustained by the Vulg. and Arab. The other VV. give the sense preferred by
cur snthor in the Exeg. Com. "Went up to, or upon (i «. upon the approach to) the altar,11 thus translating the
last words of ver. 83, •* to burn incense."

»• Ver. 82.—[The Sept must have read •)£?£ instead of tg since It translates "—the altar which he made in
Bethel.** * -» '"

11 Ver. 88.—Neh. vi. 8 clearly shows that the k'ri \270 ,8 tne trae rWMj*n
fe''

All the translations are in

accordance with this. The k'tib -Q^D ^ yes D0 wnee, •mw lt doea not mean seorsum sc ajudceia (Msarer, Kell);

but except, oeside. [Keil takes the opposite view of the meaning, and denies the necessity of the change.—F. 0.]

at Jerusalem.
• Ver.

EXEGETICAL AND CRITICAL.

Ver. 25.—Then Jeroboam btdlt Sheohem.
The first thing which Jeroboam undertook after

his accession was the building of fortresses to

protect hia realm. n33 means fortified here, as
TT

Shechem and Penuel were built long before. He
chose Shechem immediately as his residence

DCM), no doubt, for the same reason that the ten
tribes had assembled there (see on ver. 1). It does
not follow from &p\_ , that he at once removed to

Penuel (Ewald, Thenius), for it only says : he
built, and it is not added that he lived there.

Penuel, too, did not belong to the tribe of
Ephraim, but was in Gad, beyond Jordan, accord-
ing to some, northward, and others, southward of
Jabbok. There was a tower there formerly,

which Gideon destroyed (Judg. viii. IT). Jero-
boam can scarcely be supposed to have fortified

the place on account of the caravan road to

Damascus passing by it (Keil), or to subdue the
Ammonites and Moabites again (Duncker), but to

secure the territory beyond Jordan against any
attacks from Judah. There is no doubt that he
built these fortifications by tribute-labor, like

Bolomon (chap. ix. 15 sq.) ; the " grievous
service " (ver. 4) did not, therefore, cease under
him, and the complaint against Rehoboam appears
all the more like a pretext.

Vers. 26-28. And Jeroboam said in his heart,
Ac Ver. 26. Jeroboam did not seek to establish
his kingdom outwardly only, but also inwardly

;

and to attach the people permanently to himself.

The political union with Judah was indeed broken,
•but the religious one still remained. The people
still went up to the yearly feasts at the central

place of worship in Jerusalem ; this practice seems,
from 2 Ohron. xi 16 sq.

t
to have extended even,

so that Jeroboam became anxious lest his people
should turn to Rehoboam and dethrone him. He
therefore sought to break this bond also. We can

scarcely admit that yjflai ver. 28 ought to be

supplemented thus :
" With his counsellors or the

heads of the people, who had helped -to make him
king " (Keil), for the text would certainly not have
passed over so important a circumstance as that

the representatives of the people concurred with
him in changing the place of worship. He
reflected about it alone, and came to the following

resolution—Vulgate: Et excogitate consiliofecit duos

vitulos; Dereser: " it occurred to him to make two
golden calves." Two golden calves, i. «., young bulls,

as appears from Ps. cvi. 19 sq.; they were
molten (chap. xiv. 9), probably of brass, and then
overlaid with gold (Isai. xl. 19). The expression

D3^rai is never used in the sense of: it is desiring
V T W

too much from you ; t. «. it is too hard for you, but

:

it is (now) enough, i, e. you have gone up to Jeru-

salem long enough, cease doing so. The Sept,

translates iKavobavo, the Vulgate has : Nolite ultra

adscendere in Jerusalem. Cf Deut. i. 6 ; ii. 3

;

Ezek. xliv. 6 ; 1 Kings xix. 4; 2 Sam. xxiv. 16. The
words, Behold thy god(s) which, Ac., are exactly

the same as the people used when setting up the

golden calf in the wilderness (Ex. xxxii. 4-8) and
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154 THE FIRST BOOK OF THE KINGS.

refer unmistakably to them. They are not plural

(thy gods which, ic.) any more than when used
in the former case, for they only refer to one calf,

and Nehemiah (ix. 18) uses them in the singular;

DMpti , moreover, is construed with the plural of

the predicate (cf. 2 Sam. vii. 23 with 1 Ohron.
xvii. 21). It is certain that Jeroboam did not wish
to introduce the worship of two or more gods

;

but the plural being used in this place may in-

dicate that " the knowledge of the unity of God
is lost in every form of nature-worship" (Von
Gerlach), and that image-worship is closely related

to polytheism (Ewald). The bringing them up out
of Egypt was God's act, by which he made Israel

a separate nation, creating it, as it were, and
choosing it at the same time for his own, from out
all peoples. This was the real historical proof that
the Almighty God, who has no equal either in

heaven or earth, was Israel's God ; therefore the
God who brought Israel out of Egypt is con-
trasted, as the only true God, with the vain gods
of the heathens (Josh. xxiv. 17; Judg. ii. 1, 12;
vi 13). The people Israel only knew him to be
God who brought them out of Egypt; and should
they worship the golden calf as their God, they
must, as Aaron and Jeroboam did, before every-
thing else, attribute to it the deliverance out of
Egypt. We cannot* endorse the ordinary explana-
tion, that Jeroboam meant to say : Non est nova re-

liffio, hoc aUtujam dim patret nostri in deserto usi

sunt auctore ipso Aharone (Seb. Schmidt) ; for if the
history of the golden calf were known to the
people, and Jeroboam reminded them of it, he must
also have known that Jehovah's wrath waxed hot
on account of that sin, that Moses ground the calf

to powder, and that all the- worshippers were
destroyed (Ex. xxxii. 10 ; xx. 28). Nothing could
be more ill-advised than an appeal to this event,

and it would have been the direct opposite of any
recommendation of the new worship. It appears
rather that the narrative, giving as it does
Jeroboam's praise of the golden calves in the
words the people had used at the sight of the golden
calves in the wilderness, wishes to convey the
idea that those images were a renewal of the sin

committed in the wilderness, and that, therefore,

Jeroboam's undertaking would, sooner or later,

have a similar end. Ver. 30 also implies this, and
2 Kings xviL 1 sq. expressly declares it

Vers. 29-30. And he set the one in Bethel,
Ac., ver. 29. Bethel was on the southern, and Dan on
the northern boundary of the kingdom. The situ-

ation of these places explains why Jeroboam
ohose them. He wished to make things easy for

the people ; the northern tribes could readily

reach one place of worship, and the southern
tribes the other, and they would so much the
sooner become habituated to the new regulation.

At the same time also it was in opposition to the
Judah-centralizing of worship. This was another
reason for having two calves instead of one. It

is generally thought that he chose both places,

because they had been regarded before as sacred
places for worship. This may have influenced
him in choosing Bethel, but scarcely in respect of
Ban, for the narrative in Judg. xviii. by no means
proves that the latter place was looked on with
respect by the people as a place of worship. Had
Jeroboam sought only sacred places, there were
several (e. g. Shiloh) that were much more esteem-
ed as such than Dan. This thing became a sin,

ver. 30. Jeroboam was guilty of great sin in

making images of oxen, contrary to the funda-
mental law, and in setting them up in two places

remote from each other, and thus destroying the
unity of worship which has been the bond of
union for the whole people. The text means
what is afterwards always spoken of as "the sin of
Jeroboam, who made Israel to sin " (chap. xiv. 16 ;

.

xv. 26, 30, 34; xvi 2, 19, 26, 31; xxi. 22; xxii.

53 ; 2 Kings iii 3 ; x. 29, 31; xiii. 2, 6, 11 ; xiv. 24;
xv. 9. 18, 24, 28; xvii. 21, 22; xxiii. 15). The
people went to worship before the one, even unto Dan,

irWJl *3D^ clearly refers to the iriKn twice re-

peated in ver. 29, and cannot therefore be trans-

lated as Ewald gives it :
" the people, as it were

one man ;
" neither does it mean that the people

only went to one image, that at Pan, chap, xiii 1.

'• Unto Dan," moreover, cannot be joined to DXH

and translated, " the people unto Dan ; i. en the

people in the whole kingdom as far as Dan"
(Keil). The sentence is evidently abbreviated, and

inKH *)$/? is only put once instead of twice, be-

canse the repetition after the double "inK in ver.

29 is understood ;
" IITKH is alter here in the sense

of aUeruter " (Cassel). The people went to both,

even to the distant Dan. Vulgate : that enim
populus ad adorandum vitulum usque in Dan.

Vers. 31-32. And he made an house of high
places, Ac., ver. 31. For the so-called high places,

gee above on chap. iii. 2. As the " high places " in

2 Kings xxiii. 15 is simply TXBSff\ » and the high

places are contrasted with Jehovah's house in

chap. iii. 1, 2, the word here certainly does not
mean a temple, properly speaking, but proba-

bly a kind of cell for the image. Ewald makes it

out " a splendid temple," and says :
" this temple

evidently lasted many years and probably rivalled

that at Jerusalem ; later too, this temple was re-

garded as the great sanctuary of the kingdom."
We find not a single word of all this in the Scrip-

ture, however. Jeroboam made priests of the

nfapo of the people; this does not mean, from

the lowest of the people (Luther), but, from all

classes of them (Gen. xix. 4 ; Ezek. xxxiii. 2 ; Jer.

li. 31); he made any one that wished a priest.

Thus he broke the law which gave the right to

the tribe of Levi alone (Num. xvi.). He did this

either because he wanted to abolish the institution

of the Levitical priesthood, or because the Levites
and priests, not willing to participate in the service

of the golden calves, left the kingdom (2 Ohron. xi.

13). And Jeroboam ordained a feast, ver. 32. Jfl

alone, or jnn signifies the feast of tabernacles,

because it was the greatest and most frequented

of the yearly feasts (the feast of harvest, cf. on
chap. viiL 2). This feast fell on the seventh
month, as the law commanded (Lev. xxiii. 34;
xxxiv. 41). Jeroboam changed the time to pre-

vent the ten tribes meeting the other two, or
having any intercourse with them. He fixed it

in the eighth month, because the northern and
more distant tribes would thus have time to

complete their harvest, and could more
#
easily

take the journey to Bethel, where he himself also

kept the feast (we need not say that the harvest

was later in the northern than the southern parts

;

see Thenius on the place). The feasts were ai*
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ways announced beforehand (Lew. xxiiL 4); if

this were done after the feast at Jerusalem was
over, it could not possibly be celebrated there.

Jeroboam did not observe the same day of the
month, the 15th, " on account of the weak, who
were offended at his innovations " (Keil), for in

that case he would have kept it a month sooner,

but he did so because the months and weeks were
counted by the new and full moons, and the 15th
was the day of the full moon. Thus there was
simply a reason derived from the calendar why
that day was retained.

Yer. 83. And ha offered upon the altar, Ac.

rOTDTT^y ^Jft three times in vers. 32 and 33 can-

not be translated (as Thenius gives them) once
(ver. 32) by: " he sacrificed upon the altar," and
two other times (ver. 33) by :

" he went to the
altar ;

" they must mean the same each time.

vbv means here, as usual, to go up, to mount; the
Sept correctly gives avkfirj three times, the Vul-
gate has ascendens ver. 32, and ascendit twice,

ver. 33. The altar had a raised part in the mid-
dle, to which an ascent [incline?—E.H.] led up
(Sym. des Mos. KulL I. #. 480). It is clear that

7JT cannot be translated every time, as Luther, De
Wette, and Keil give it, he sacrificed, for in ver. 32
it is distinctly distinguished from n3T» and in

ver. 33 "PtpfVT^ is added at the end; this does not

mean : and he offered incense (De Wette), or while

he offered incense (Philippson), but only to offer

incense; there is no sense in: he sacrificed to

offer incense. The first ^Jp , ver. 32, means, that
Jeroboam took part in the feast ; the second signi-

fies especially his presence at the first feast in

Bethel, and the third is only to be connected with
the second, on account of the long intermediary

clause in ver. 33, joining VDpr6 with it, and so

leading on to VtDp«"6 chap, xiii. 1. In fact ver.

33 forms the transition to the next section chap,

xiii., which is evidently derived from another
source, and relates what happened at the celebra-

tion of the festival at BetheL Jeroboam ascended
the altar to burn sacrifice, and just as he was
about to do so, a man of God came, Ac. (chap. xiii.

1). What ver. 33 repeats from ver. 32, as well as

the words, " which he had devised of his own
heart," shows the writer's intention, i. «., to dis-

play the arbitrary nature of Jeroboam's proceed-
ings, which called forth the occurrence of chap,

xiii. 1 sq.

HISTORICAL AND ETHIOAL.

1. The religious institutions which, next to the

fortifications, served to establish Jeroboam's king-

dom are of the greatest importance, for they formed

the real and lasting wall of separation between the

two kingdoms Israel and Judah, that existed side

by side for hundreds of years. Through these in-

stitutions the division mentioned in the above sec-

tion became an incurable schism for all future

generations, thus determining the whole of the

after-history of the people. To understand it tho-

roughly in all its bearings, we must, at the outset,

take into consideration Jeroboam's point of view,

and the motives which impelled him. The history

makes him utter these himself clearly enough in

vers. 26 and 27 ; they were of a purely political na-
ture. He took those measures from no religious

convictions, not to do away with abuses, in •short,

not for the sake of God and conscience, but to se-

cure to himself and his dynasty the dominion over
the newly founded kingdom, and to withdraw it

forever from the house of David. He well knew
that a political separation without a religious one
too would not be lasting with a people whose dis-

tinct existence from other nations only depended
on their common religious basis. To introduce a
completely new religion, which should displace the
faith of their fathers, would have been very dan-
gerous to his dominion ; so he thought of modi-
fying it in such particulars as he was sure would
be agreeable to the people, who were disposed to

build a strong, impregnable wall of separation be-
tween Israel and Judah. All the kings of Israel

inherited the principle on which Jeroboam acted,

however much the dynasty changed, until the dis-

solution of the kingdom. We have here, then, the
type of that political absolutism which makes the
national religion subservient to the interests of a
dynasty, which holds that the secular power is jus-

tified in prescribing the faith and form of worship
for the subjects. This absolutism is found not only
in monarchies but in republics—among crowned
heads as among democrats—it can be traced
through the entire history of the world, and hat
appeared in Christendom as Ctesaro-papism. In
Israel the prophets opposed it, and as it was firmly

adhered to from the beginning in that kingdom,
we find, accordingly, the prophets were engaged
in a perpetual struggle with it.

2. The gtrm of all the changes Jeroboam "wrought

was the erection of two golden calves. They were not
actual idols, i e., images that were supposed to

have real connection with the divinity they repre-

sented, as among the heathens (cf. my treatise, Der
Salomonische Tempel, s. 270 sq.), but symbols of
Jehovah, the God of Israel ; the whole history of
Israel shows that Jeroboam did not intend to in-

troduce idolatry or polytheism. The God who had
brought Israel out of Egypt, thus showing Him-
self to be the true God (cf. Cassel, Kbnig Jeroboam,
s. 6), was to remain, but he did not wish Him to

appear to have His throne and dwelling-place in

Jerusalem alone, but also in the new kingdom, and
to be visibly present there. He wishes to attach

the people to his kingdom by a visible representa-

tion of Jehovah. But this visible representation

was in direct opposition to the fundamental Mo-
saic law, which just as expressly forbids the
making an image of Jehovah, as the worshipping
of other gods beside Him (Ex. xx. 3, 4). If God
be one, and everything in heaven and earth, and
in the water under the earth, only his creature, it

follows necessarily that He can have no similitude;

nothing out of Him can represent Him. Every
image is a practical denial of his incomparable and
therefore invisible being, an untruth which, at
such, can never make Him known, but, on the con-

trary, destroys the knowledge of Him and leads

to idolatry. For the nearer man comes to the life

of nature the less power he has to abstract him-
self from the natural and visible, and to compre-
hend the spiritual and invisible by itself, i. «., to

distinguish the sign from the thing signified. If

God be worshipped in an image, it is scarcely pos-

sible to avoid worshipping the image itself as God, •

hence there is but a short step from a representa-
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tion of God to idolatry, which again, in spite of
everything, leads to polytheism (Rom. i 23). This

is why the Mosaic fundamental law places the

prohibition of every likeness of God in immediate
juxtaposition against that of idolatry. To violate

this command was to lay the axe at the root of

the tree of spiritual life planted in the chosen peo-

ple. This was u the sin of Jeroboam, wherewith
he made Israel to sin."

>

When he sought to give

his kingdom durability by erecting images, contrary

to the condition so emphatically laid before him
by Ahijah, namely, keeping Jehovah's laws (chap.

xL 38), he brought this very germ of destruction

and dissolution into it; this our writer expressly

notices in Ids account of the fall of the kingdom of
Israel (2 Kings xvii. 7 sq.). The question whether
the Old-Testament law against every representa-

tion of God extends unconditionally to the New-
Testament economy, has, as is well known, been
answered variously. While the reformed church
stretches the Old-Testament law still further, and in

contradiction with the Mosaic worship, which con-

sisted wholly in symbols, rejects every-symbol and
representation in the churches, the Lutheran and
Roman Catholic churches not only allow represen-

tations of Him who walked on earth in the form
of a servant, but of God himself, only claiming that

they be not worshipped or prayed to. Though
we do not approve of an exaggerated spiritualism,

yet the representations of God as an invisible being

are of very questionable worth, and should at least

not be placed in buildings for public worship. Of.

Isai. xL 18 ; 1 Tim. vi. 16.

3. It is almost universally acknowledged thai Je-

roboam's long residence in Egypt (chap. xL 40;
xii. 2) led him to choose images of bulls to repre-

sent Jehovah, and that there was reference to the

Egyptian cultus of Apis and Mnevis. But we
have the clearest evidence of the contrary. The
images were to represent (according to ver. 28),

that God who "brought Israel out of Egypt," t. e.,

out of the " house of bondage," from service to an
idolatrous people, by great judgments on the latter,

even the destruction of their entire army, and had
separated them as from all nations, so especially

from Egypt (Ex. vi. 6 ; viL 5 ; 1 Kings viii. 51-53).

To choose a specifically Egyptian divinity in order

to represent this God would have been the greatest

contradiction; for it would have meant so much
as: the God who overthrew the Egyptians and
brought you out of Egypt was an Egyptian deity

;

but the clause, " who brought thee out of Egypt,"
contains the most emphatic opposition to any
Egyptian idoL Had the bull-images of Jeroboam
been borrowed from Egypt, we should find other

traces of Egyptian worship in that of the ten

tribes, but none are to be found. All the gods
that were worshipped by them, or afterwards by
Judah, were without exception those of anterior

Asia. Besides this, Apis and Mnevis were differ-

ent gods, while Jeroboam wished to make symbols
of one and the same deity ; and, moreover, they
were not images, but living idols, belonging to the
Egyptian animal worship, which had always been
despised in Israel, and looked on as an abomina-
tion (Ex. viii 26). The material and the work-
manship of the golden calves remind us of anterior

Asia, not of Egypt; for the Egyptians had only
stone images; they had no images that were cast,

golden, or overlaid with gold. There is no neces-
sity for seeking the original of Jeroboam's golden

calves in'any particular ancient nation. The bull
was, according to the view common to all ancient
peoples, especially to those who were agricul-

tural, a symbol of the creative power, and conse-
quently of the highest divinity, from which all life

and being emanated. There was no type of divi-

nity so universal in the ancient world as the bull

(cf. Creuzer, Symbolik I. s. 318, 505, 747 ; iv. *.

128, 240; Baur, Symbolik L s. 177 sq,; Movers,
ReUg. der Phdniz. #.373 sq.). If Jeroboam wanted
to give an intelligible and acceptable symbol of
Jehovah to the people, he could have scarcely
chosen anything but the bull, especially as the God
who had brought Israel out of Egypt, and thus
chosen them as His own (Isal xliiL 15-17), was
adored by them as the Creator of heaven and
earth. (The command that refers to the Sabbath,
day in the decalogue is founded upon the creation
in Ex. xx. 11, and upon the exodus in Deut v. 15).

That which is true of Jeroboam's image is also
true of Aaron's (Ex. xxxii. 4), which was much
nearer the time of the Exodus from Egypt, and
therefore was still less likely to be an imitation of
the Egyptian idols.

4. All the changes that Jeroboam made in the

worship were calculated, on one hand, to serve his
political ends, and likewise, on the other, to be
agreeable and desirable to the people of the ten.

tribes. By setting up images of the deity he gra-
tified the deep-seated instincts of this portion of
the people, who, more inclined to nature-life (see

the Hist, and Ethic, on above section), in their

rudeness and sensuousness, even in the wilderness
were not satisfied with an invisible God, but
wanted one they could see. He drew the people
from the imageless temple at Jerusalem by the
erection of two images, and at each extremity of
the kingdom; and he not only withdrew them
from the one central point of worship which was
necessary to the theocratic unity of the people,

but he made it easier for the people to attend the
new places of worship. By giving the priesthood

to any one, not confining himself to the priestly

tribe, he destroyed this sacred institution of a
tribe of priests, who, being dispersed among all

the tribes, were the guardians of the divine law,

and of spiritual and religious culture. At the
same time he flattered the people thereby, because
any one could aspire to the dignity of the priest-

hood and obtain its emoluments. These he may
have lessened in the interests ofthe people. There
would scarcely have been a surer method of de-

stroying the organization ofa " kingdom of priests''

(Ex. xix. 6), which had, as such, its central point

in the priestly tribe, than this procedure of the

king. He retained the feast of tabernacles be-

cause it was the most liked and the most fre-

quented, and he held it necessary for the separated

tribes to gather regularly around him as their

lord, and unite in a common attitude over against

Judah. To make this meeting, however, as easy
as possible, he fixed on a later month, and thus

broke the order of the feast-cycle, arranged accord-

ing to the number 7. This, then, was the supposed
deliverer of his country who, once he had the reins

inhis hands, wasnotcontent with controlling secular

things, but so altered the religion of his people as

to serve his own political ends, and introduced
41 what he had devised of his own heart " as the

State religion. What was the alleged disposition

of Solomon, from which he pretended to free the
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people, compared with this for which Jeroboam
overthrew the fundamental law of the entire na-

tion? "This," remarks Vilmar (*. 191), "is the

way with demagogues and Cffisaro-papalists, who
hare in all times said, and are still at it, so many
criminal and senseless things, now of their care

for the people, then of the rights of the 'com-
munity,' just as Jeroboam here ;

" and he remarks
before (s. 189) : " the departure (from political mo-
tives) from spiritual principles, which surely leads

to destruction, is here portrayed for all times."

5. The modern historical presentation of the eleva-

tion and ordinances of Jeroboam sketches quite an-

other picture from that of the bibilical history.

Duncker (Oeseh. des Alterthwns, I. s. 404) thinks

the rebellion of the ten tribes in Shcchem was not
separation from Judah, but the reverse: "they
perpetuated the kingdom and name of Israel,

while one single tribe in the south separated

themselves from the whole body. ... As soon as

Jerusalem ceased to be the capital of the State,

the Temple ceased to be the place of worship for

all the tribes. Jeroboam dedicated anew the old

places of sacrifice at Bethel and Dan, and placed

priests at both. He built a temple on the height
at Bethel, which temple was to be instead of that

at Jerusalem for his kingdom. Those beginnings
of image-worship of Jehovah, which we may ob-
serve in the preceding period of the kingdom,
and which continued in David's time, were now
universally and officially recognized. Jeroboam
set up a golden bull-image to Jehovah in Dan and
BetheL In this restoration of the Jehovah wor-
ship we may also perceive a national reaction

against the foreign worship that Solomon intro-

duced in the last years of his reign." Menzel
takes the same view (Stoats- und Bel.- Geschichte der

Kbnigreiche Israel und Judo, s. 156 sq.): "In the
deliberation of Jeroboam in respect of the institu-

tions of public worship, there seemed, doubtless,

a right to restore its sacred character to the old

national sanctuary (of Bethel) which the new
Temple-service at Jerusalem had deprived it of, or

at least lessened. This restoration, strictly speaking,

took place at Bethel only." That the people wor-
shipped images is said to have no other proof than
" the eloquent representation of the foes of image-
worship, who in all ages have tried pretty much
In the same way to enforce their views (colored

by their own feelings) against the representation
of what is thought," as, f°r instance, "the prophet
Hosea" (Hos. viii. 6). According to this, there
can indeed be no "Bin of Jeroboam, wherewith
he made Israel to sin ;" he seems rather to have
done a service to his people ; so far from break-
ing the law, he was rather a reactionist and re-

storer. And when all the prophets denounced
Jeroboam's form of worship, they only spoke from
their peculiar, subjective "manner of feeling," for

Israel always had images of the Deity, and even
David, "carried the image of Jehovah about with
him in his marches " (Duncker, t. 408). We need
no proof to show that this is turning the history

upside down ; it is an example of the unwarrantable
itvle of writing history, which, under the semblance
of scientific criticism, utterly ignores the text of the
only historical source we have.

HOMILETIGAL AND PRACTICAL.

Vers. 25-33. How Jeroboam sought to estab-
lish his sway, (a) outwardly, by the erection of

fortifications ; but these alone do not protect and
guard a kingdom. A mountain fastness is our
God (Pa. lxxi. 3 ; cxxvii. 1) ;

(b) inwardly, by ordi-

nances for public worship, which can protect a
kingdom only when they are conformable with
the word and command of God and are not de-

signed to subserve selfish purposes. ["Jeroboam
king of Israel, to the destruction of him and his,

did change the ceremonies which God had ordain-

ed, into his own, that is, into men's inventions and
detestable blasphemies." Bullingbe.—E. H.].—
WCbt. Sum*. : We should trust ourselves not to

fastnesses, but to God, and God wills not to be
served otherwise than as He has commanded in

His revealed word : our worship and service, there-

fore, must proceed from faith, and we shall be
blessed of Him.—Ver. 26. As soon as Jeroboam
obtained the wish of his heart, namely, the ruler-

ship, he asked no longer about the condition
under which it was promised to him and with
which it was bound up (chap. xi. 38). How often
we forget, when God has granted to us the desire

of our hearts, to walk in His ways. Ho who ob-
tains rulership by the path of rebellion, must
always be in fear and anxiety lest he lose it

again in the same way, for the populace which to-

day cries Hosanna will, on the morrow, shout
crucify, crucify! An evil conscience makes the
most stout-hearted and the strongest timid and
anxious, so that he sees dangers where there are
none, and then to insure his own safety devises

wrong and evil instruments. One false step always
requires another.—Vers. 28-33. The sin of Jero-

boam wherewith he caused Israel to sin. (a) He
erected images of God against the supreme com-
mandment of God (Exod. xx. 4). (b) He set aside

the prescribed order of the servants of God, and
made his own priests, (c) He altered the feast which
was a reminder of the great deeds of God, and made
it a mere nature-and-harvest feast That is the
greatest tyranny when the ruler of a land makes
himself the master also of the faith and conscience
of his subjects.

—

Cramer: In the estimation of
the people of the world this policy of Jeroboam is

held to be proper, because they consider that reli-

gion is to be established, held, and altered, as may
be useful and good for the land and the people
and the common interest, and that the regimen is

not for the sake of the religion, but the religion

for the regimen. Consequently Jeroboam acted
well and wisely in the matter. But God says,

on the other hand, All that I command you, that
shall ye observe, ye shall not add thereto (Deut.
xii. 32). For Godliness is not to be regulated by
the common weal, but the common weal is to be
regulated by Godliness. Every government which
employs religious instrumentalities, and interferes

with the faith of the people, not for the sake of
God and the salvation of souls, but for the attain-

ment of political ends, shares the guilt of the sin
of Jeroboam, and involves itself in heavy respon-
sibilities.—Ver. 28. Calw. B. : To the perverted
man, what he shall do for his God is forthwith too
much. In matters of faith and of the homage due
to God we should not consider what is convenient
and agreeable to the great mass, but should in-

quire only for what God prescribes in His word.
He who conciliates the sensuousness and the un-
tutored ways of the masses, and flatters their un-
belief or their superstition, belongs to the false

prophets who make broad the way of life. Doc*
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trines and institutions which depart from the re-

vealed word of God are often praised as progress

and seasonable reforms, while in truth they are

steps backward, and corrupting innovations. In
Christendom we pray no longer to wood and
stone, and to golden calves, and think ourselves

thereby raised far above a darkened heathenism,

but, nevertheless, we often place the creature

above the Creator, and abandon ourselves to it

with all our love and consideration and service.

Behold, the things and persona thou lovest with

thy whole heart and strength, these are thy gods.

What use of typical representations in the wor-

ship of God is permitted, and what is forbidden 7

—Ver. 30. Starke: As a great tree in a forest,

when it falls drags down many others with it,

so also are many others carried along by the bad
example of those who rule, when they fall away
from their religion, or sin otherwise grossly

against God.—Ver. 31. We have in the new
covenant no Levitical priesthood indeed, but a pas-

toral and preaching office which the Lord has insti-

tuted, so that, thereby, the body of Christ may be
edified (Eph. iv. 11). He who despises this office,

and thinks that any one without distinction and
without a lawful calling may exercise it, is a par-

taker in the sin of Jeroboam. "No one," says
the Augsburg Confession, u shall teach or preach
publicly in the church, or administer the sacra-
ments, without due calling."—Ver. 32. The fes-

tivals which an entire people celebrate in remem-
brance of the great deeds of God for them, are
the support of their faith and of their life of fel-

lowship. It is to destroy this life when, from
prejudice and for the sake of outward wordly
considerations, arbitrarily they are altered or
abandoned.—Ver. 33. As it is good and praise-
worthy when kings and princes engage in the
service of God along with their subjects, and set
them a good example, so also is it blameworthy
when they do it only to win the people over to
themselves, and to secure their authority over
them.

SECOND SECTION.

jzboboak'b government nr ibbajel.

Chap. XTTT. 1—XIV. 20.

A.—The admonition ofJeroboam by a Prophet, and the disobedience and end of the latter.

Chap. HE 1-34.

1 And behold, there came a man of God out of Judah by the word of the Lord
2 [Jehovah] unto Bethel: and Jeroboam stood by the altar to burn incense. And
he cried against the altar in the word of the Lord [Jehovah], and said, O altar,

altar, thus saith the Lord [Jehovah] ; Behold, a child shall be ooru unto the house
of David, Josiah by name; and upon thee shall he offer the priests of the high
places that burn incense upon thee, and men's bones shall be burnt upon thee. 1

3 And he cave a sign* the same day, saving, This is the sign which the Lord [Jeho-
vah] hath spoken ; Behold, the altar shall be rent, and the ashes' that are upon it

4 shall be poured out. And it came to pass, when king Jeroboam heard the saving
of the man of God, which had cried against the altar in Beth-el, that he put forth
his hand from the altar, saying, Lay hold on him. And his hand, which he put

5 forth against him, dried up, so that he could not pull it in again to him. The
altar also was rent, and the ashes poured out from the altar, according to the sign

6 which the man of God had given r>y the word of the Lord [Jehovah], And the
king answered and said unto the man of God, Intreat now the face of the Lord
[Jehovah] thy God, and pray for me, that my hand may be restored me again.

And the man of God besought the Lord [Jehovah], and the king's hand was
7 restored him again, and became as it was before. And the king said unto the man

of God, Come home with me, and refresh thyself, and I will give thee a reward.
8 And the man of God said unto the king, If thou wilt give me half thine house, I
9 will not go in with thee, neither will I eat bread nor drink water in this place : for

so was it charged me by the word of the Lord [Jehovah], saying, Eat no bread,
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10 nor drink water, nor turn again by the same way that thou earnest. So he went
another way, and returned not by the way that he came to Beth-el.

11 Now there dwelt an old prophet in Beth-el; and his sons* came and told him
all the works that the man of God had done that day in Bethel : the words

12 which he had spoken unto the king, them they told also to their father. And
their father said unto them, What way went he ? For his sons had seen* what

13 way the man of God went, which came from Judah. And he said unto his

sons, Saddle me the ass. So they saddled him the ass : and he rode thereon,

14 and went after the man of God, and found him sitting under an oak [the

terebinth*] : and he said unto him, Art thou the man of God that earnest from
15 Judah ? And he said, I am. Then he said unto him, Come home with me, and
16 eat bread. And he said, I may not return with thee, nor go in with thee

:

17 neither will I eat bread nor drink water with thee in this place : for it was said to

me by the word of the Lord [Jehovah], Thou shalt eat no bread nor drink water
18 there, nor turn again to go by the way that thou earnest. [And7

] he said unto him,

I am a prophet also as tnou art ; and an angel spake unto me by the word of the

Lord [Jehovah], saying, Bring him back with thee into thine house, that he may
19 eat bread and drink water. jSut he lied unto him. So he went back with him, and
20 did eat bread in his house, and drank water. And it came to pass, as they sat at the

21 table, that the word ofthe Lord [Jehovah] came unto the prophet that brought him
back: and he cried unto the man of God that came from Judah, saying, Thus saith

the Lord [Jehovah], Forasmuch as thou hast disobeyed the mouth of the Lord
22 [Jehovah], and hast not kept the commandment which the Lord [Jehovah] thy

God commanded thee, but earnest back, and hast eaten bread and drunk water in

the place, ofthe which the Lord did say to thee, Eat no bread, and drink no water

;

23 thy carcass shall not come unto the sepulchre of thy fathers. And it came to pass,

after he had eaten bread, and after he had drunk, that he saddled for him the ass,

24 to wit, for the prophet whom he had brought back.* And when he was gone, a lion

met him by the way, and slew him : and his carcass was cast in the way, and the

25 ass stood by it, the lion also stood by the carcass. And, behold, men passed by,

and saw the carcass cast in the way, and the lion standing by the carcass : and they
26 came and told it in the city where the old prophet dwelt. And when the prophet

that brought him back from the way heard thereof, he said, It is the man of God,
who was disobedient unto the word of the Lord [Jehovah] :* therefore the Lord
[Jehovah] hath delivered him unto the lion, which hath torn him, and slain him,

27 according to the word of the Lord [Jehovah], which he spake unto him. And
28 he spake to his sons, saying, Saddle me the ass. And they saddled him. And

he went and found his carcass cast in the way, and the ass and the lion stand-

29 ing by the carcass : the lion had not eaten the carcass, nor torn the ass. And
the prophet took up the carcass ofthe man of God, and laid it upon the ass, and
brought it back : and the old prophet came to the city, to mourn and to bury him.

30 And he laid his carcass in his own grave ; and they mourned over him, Baying,

31 Alas, my brother! And it came to pass, after he had buried him, that he spake

to his sons, saying, When I am dead, then bury me in the sepulchre wherein the

32 man of God u buried ; lay my bones beside his bones :'• for the saying which
he cried by the word of the Lord [Jehovah] against the altar in Beth-el, and
against all the houses of the high places which are in the cities of Samaria.

83 shall surely come to pass. After this thing Jeroboam returned not from his evil

way, but made again of the lowest [mass] of the people priests of the high
places: whosoever would, he consecrated* 1 him, and he became owe1* of the

34 priests of the high places. And this thing 1* became [was a] sin unto the house

of Jeroboam, even to cut it off, and to destroy it from off the face of the earth.

TEXTUAL AND GRAMMATICAL.

1 Ter. fc—JThe Alex. Sept omits the last clans* of this rer.
* Ver. 8.—[On the meaning of nBiD=T'^at *** Ule S»«f• Com. It is to be remembered, bowerer, that any portent

rest have had the shrnlfieence of a M sign " and hence this meaning appears In the Vnlg., Obald., and Syr, as well as in
the A. V. The Vat. Sept curiously puts the rerb In the fatore 5W«u
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* Ver. 8.—[yyi] from the root »fa to be or become fat, primarily meaningfatnm (QT. Jad. ix. 9; Ps. lxiii. ft, tc\

i hence translated here and in ver. 5 by the Sept »i<Stik, is need for the ashes of animals offered In sacrifice, in
iiradistinction to IDtf, common sshea. ty LeT. i. 16; iv. 12, *c.

* Ver. 11.—[The Heb. has here fa} in the sing., followed by the sing. verb. WiCh this agree the Ohald. and Arab,

and

frh<

onr author, like Luther, so translates. On the other hand the Sept, Vol*., and 8yr., like the A. V., hare the plural]
• Ver. 12.—"|>$-|^ according to the understandiDg of all the VV. (except the Arab.) is to be pointed ^tf"^

ft e. in the Hlptall = showed], snd so we hare translated :
tt they looked on " or u after the way" gives no proper sens*.

^*ie A. V. has followed the masoretio punctuation }jn*} in the Kal, but by taking it in a pluperfect tense has avoided
:
—

the difficulty. , »

• Ver. 14.—[nf?«n ,8 usually rendered in the A. V. oak; in Isa. vi. 18 it Is translated Uil trw, because rj^< , also

rendered oak. Is in immediate connection with it ; for the same reason, in Hos. iv. 18 it is rendered dm. The Sept.
have ftpi* , the Vulsr. ttrsbinthw, which la the interpretation of most moderns. The article is by all means to be retained,

as pointing ont some well-known tree. ^ m ^ ...
7 Ver. IS.—(There seems no good reason for omitting the conjunction of the Heb^ which is retained by the 8ept and

Vulg.
» Ver. 28.— [Our author translates "the ase of the prophet who had brought him back.* The VV. differ from one

another, the Vulp. and Ohald. understanding u the ass of the prophet whom he had brought back

;

w the Syr. and Arab,
slmplv ** the ass for the prophet of God ; * while the Sept omits the words altogether.

• "Ver. 26.—[The Vat. Sept. omits from this point to the end of ver. 2T.

*• Ver. 81.—[The Sept. adds Iva v*0wn ra cxrra pov pcra T»r inrrur avrov donbtless with reference to 2 Kings
zxiil. 18, when the bones of the Samarian prophet were left undisturbed with the bones of the prophet from Jodah.

11 Ver. 88.— [Lit. "filled his hand,* a figurative expression for consecration, but rendered literally in the Sept. and
Vulg.

" Ver. 88.—[The Heb. noun it in the plural JYtoU ^JiTSt **& ** rendered In the plural by the Ohald. and Arab. ;

the Sept, Vulg., and Syr. use the sing, as in the A. V.—P. O.]
13 Ver. 84.—Instead of -jyia we must read here -|yin with all the W. and several [eight] of the MSSn as it in

T T- T T-
also in chap. xii. 80. The translation : "The reason for sinning was in this thing (through the earner (Eetl) is forced.

PRELIMINARY.

This section, over against the preceding and
following chapters, bears an unmistakably pecu-
liar character, and is doubtless inserted here from
some other source. Nevertheless it is closely

connected with chap. xii. and chap, xiv:, as is

sufficiently obvious from its beginning and conclu-

sion. The words, ver. 1: VBpjT? nattDn-^lpDV

clearly refer to the concluding words of the former

chapter (ver. 33) ; TDpTT? na?©n-i>V $>£] refer

back and connect the present section completely
with the foregoing. When Jeroboam ascended
the altar at the feast he had instituted, and stood
on it to offer incense, behold 1 there came a man
of God out of Judah, &c The man of God did not
appear at an ordinary sacrifice, but on a solemn
public occasion, most probably at the first of the
naw festivals. > This gave peculiar significance to

his appearing ;
" Joroboam's dreadful apostasy

was not to escape severe chastisement from God "

(y. Gerlach). With the appearing of the man of
God (Vers. 1-10) the full account of his conduct
and fate is conjoined (vers. 11-32). That this

account, though it says nothing of Jeroboam, is

not a mere episode, but bears upon the principal

subject, namely, " the sin of Jeroboam," which had
such a marked influence on all Israel's future
history, is obvious from the conclusion of the
narrative (vers. 33-34): "After this thing Jero-
boam returned not from his evil way, but made
again," &c. These words form the connecting
link with the 14th chap. The connection is,

briefly, this : Jeroboam not only entered on an
evil way (chap. xii. 28-33), but let nothing turn him
from it, neither the warning and the miracles of
the man of God (chap. xiii. 1-10) nor his remark-
ably significant fate (vers. 11-32). He remained
hardened in his apostasy. The divine .sentence
on him and his house, recorded in chap, xiv.,

was therefore announced to him by the prophet

Ahijah, who had promised him the kingdom on
condition of fidelity to Jehovah (chap. xi. 31-39).

In respect of the contents of our section here,

in its phraseology, its source was not contem-
poraneous with the events, as is the case with the
other sources of our books, which are written by
contemporaneous prophets (ef. Introduc. § 2).

Ver. 32 shows this; the old prophot of Bethel
speaks of the "cities of Samaria," after the burial

of the man of God. But the city of Samaria did
not even exist then ; it was built by Omri, who
was king fifty years after Jeroboam (chap. xvi.

24) ; and there certainly could not have been at
that time any province named after it. The
explanation that the expression is "proleptic"
(Keil) is untenable, because it was not written by
our author, who lived in exile, but it is given by
him as an expression of the Bethel prophet. Later
critics, Ewald and Thenius, for instance, have
inferred that the whole account is of a much
later date, from ver. 2, where the man of God
does not speak of a future son of David only,

but mentions the proper name of a king who
lived more than 300 years later; the narrative

must therefore date from after Josiah's time (2
Kings xxiiL 15-20) and have been written down as
it was repeated among the people. The calling of

proper names, certainly, does not characterize

prophecy, which differs from foretelling in this,

that it does not notice more or less accidental

outward circumstances, but announces only such,

things as are connected with the divine economy
and development of God's kingdom ; it describes the
persons whose future appearances it announce*
by their qualities, but not by their names. In the
only exceptional case (Isai. xliv. 28 ; xiv. 1) the
name Khto may be appellative = sun, as aname of
honor for the Persian kings (Hengstenb., ChristoL

L 2, t. 192 sq.). Keil says that "the name
tfVBW (in our passage) only follows its appellative

meaning; he whom Jehovah sustains, from ngte
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to sustain, and means, a son shall be born to the

house of David, whom Jehovah shall support and
establish, so that he shall execute judgment on the

high priests at Bethel. This prophecy was after-

wards so fulfilled by divine Providence, that the

king who executed the sentence bore the name of
Josiah as his proper name." But this name is

never used anywhere else as an appellative, and
only belonged to one person. If we must take the

expression tl
all the cities of Samaria" (ver. 32) " as

proleptic," we cannot see the reason why this

may not also be the case with the words " Josiah

by name" (ver. 2). We need not suppose they
were the gloss of a later interpolator; oar
author took them as he found them in the docu-
ment from which he borrowed; this document,
however, was, as we have said, not a contem-
porary one, but the later record of what had been
preserved in the verbal traditions ofthe people, and
had been revived by Josiah's act (2 Kings xxiii).

If any section of our books bears the stamp of

tradition, the present one does; and that by no
means because a miracle is recorded in it The
names of the two prophets with whom the whole
narrative is taken up are wanting, which is an
evidence of tradition, as are also the difficulties in

ver. 6 a?, and vers. 18-22, about which opinions

differ widely, and which can scarcely be satis-

factorily explained. Although those facts which
are most important here are historical and un-

changed, yet the traditional coloring of single and
less important circumstances can be plainly per-

eeived ; every attempt to determine what is purely

historical and what is traditional is vain. We
must not forget the general grand aim of the

whole section, which is to make known the won-
cbrful ways and judgments of God.

EXEGETIOAL AND CRITICAL.

Vers. 1-3. And behold there oame a man of
God, Ac. We cannot ascertain who this was.
"Josephus calls him Jadon, thinking no doubt ofthe

fay or Kfay who is called Vijp after the Vri in

2 Chron. ix. 29 ; we cannot accept this, however
(as Jarchi does), because he lived under king
Abijah, according to 2 Chron. xiii. 22, while the

prophet spoken of here died now. For the same
reasdn we canuot think, with Ephrem and Tertul-

lian, that it was Shemaiah, see 2 Chron. xii. 1, 22 "

(Thenius). It expressly says that he came out of
Judah, therefore he did not spring from the apos-

tate part of the nation, nirp 1313 does not mean

:

t s - i
•

on the word or command of Jehovah, but, as

appears from vers. 2, 9, 17 (ef. chap. xx. 35
and 1 Sam. UL 21): in (through) the word. " The
word of the Lord is spoken of an a power
that came upon the prophet and forced him to

utter the revelation made to him" (Keil).

attar, dltart the altar is metonymically for

what wan done on it and concentrated in it; in

short, of the worship performed there. The fact

that the prophet addressed the altar was incompa-
rably more significant than if he had turned him-
self to the person of the king ; the sentence of de-

struction which he pronounces on the altar as the

type of the new worship, and of Jeroboam's sin,

includes the rain of the latter. For Josiah see

preliminary remarks. The burning of men's bones-

oa the altar is the greatest possible desecration of

II

it, as according to the law (Numb. xix. 16) every,
even involuntary, contact with a dead body m .de

a person unclean ; nothing else could have repre-
sented the altar as so utterly useless and abominable.
In the genuine prophetic manner, the man of God
adds to his words a deed (see on chap. xl. 30)

as a pledge of his prophecy. HEAD is not so

much a sign (nitf), as an act producing astonish-
ment, prodigium fHengstenberg, Christol II. a. 45
sq.). pn (really fat, hence the Sept. gives ici6ttk

here) is the fat of the parts sacrificed on the
altar, and ran out mixing with the ashes, therefore
is • not ashes absolutely. These ashes of sacrifice

were, on that account, usually taken to a clean place
(Lev. i. 16; iv. 12). The spilling of them out, in* this

case, denoted that they, and consequently the sacri-

•fice from which they came, and the whole worship,
were unclean ; it was no natural result of the burst-

ing of the altar. 2 Kings xxiii. relates the fulfilment

of the prophetical act and word.
Vers. 4-7. And it oame to pass when king

Jeroboam heard the saying, Ac., ver. 4. Jero-
boam did not raise his hand to offer the incense
(Thenius) ; but as he stood on the altar, he stretch-

ed out his hand towards the man of God as he
spoke, and cried out, Lay hold on him I It dried

up. " Jeroboam's hand, so suddenly affected that

he could not draw it back, was either paralyzed or,

what seems more explanatory of the expression

dried up, struck with tetanus; this last is what
Ackermann accepts (in Weise's Materialien III. s.

131 sq.)" (Winer, R- W.-B. II. s. 192). Jeroboam's
order thereby lost all effect; no one ventured to

seize the prophet; it was also a warning to the

king himself, and had a momentary effect on him.

He was terrified, and begged the prophet to "en-
treat now [to make inattentive] the face of the

Lord thy God for me w
(n^n) *• *•» *° beseech Him

so earnestly that He cannot refuse. " The Lord
thy God," he says, not that He was not his God,

but : thy God in whose name and behalf thou hast

come here. When he was succored he invited the

prophet to go home with him, and offered him a pre-

sent, but not from genuine repentance or grati-

tude, but only because he wished to win him over,

and to do away with or lessen the impression his

conduct (the prophet's) made on the people pre-

sent ; for he himself remained the same apostate

after as before.

Vers. 8-10. [But] And the man of Oodsaid,
&c, ver. 8. The object of this prohibition of eat-

ing and drinking in Bethel was not to effect the
" prompt execution of the commission " ^Thenius).

Bating and drinking with a person, sitting down
to table with any one, is the sign of communion or

fellowship, and used as such here, as often else-

where in Scripture (1 Cor. v. 1 1 ; ef. Gen. xliii. 32

;

Luke xv. 2 ; GaL il 12 ; 1 Cor. x. 18, 21). The man
of God, chosen to announce God's judgment by
word and deed on the apostate and his followers,

was to avoid fellowship with him, for this would be

utterly inconsistent with his commission ; the com-

mand was given him, ad detesiationem idololatria

;

ut ipso facto ostendertti BeihelUas idololatras adeo esse

detestdbiks et a Deo quasi czcommunicatos, ut ntdlum

fidelium cum Us dbi vel poto* communionem habers

velit (Corn, a Lapide). When he afterwards ate and

drank there, lie transgressed a muoh higher and
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more important command than one relative to fast-

ing only. This, too, was why he was to take ano-

ther way home; not " to remain unnoticed and to

avoid being detained " (Ewald), but to avoid being

brought back, and persuaded to do anything incon-

sistent with his commission or not contained in it

;

this alone he was to do, and then vanish as quickly

as he came. This sheds the necessary light on

the following narrative, vers. 11-32.

Vers. 11-22. Aii old prophet in Bethel, ver.

11. He lived in the town (vers. 25, 29), but the

high place was probably outside the town. Instead

of "Aw son," the Sept., the Yul>r., and the Syr. give

the plural, as in ver. 12. One spake in the name
of the others, or they agreed with what the one
said. These were actual sons of the prophet, not

pupils, for the latter would scarcely have witnessed

the golden calf worship. The Terebinth (ver. 14)
" is a tree that resembles an oak, .... has ever-

green leaves, and grape-like fruit. It attains a
great age, and therefore often serves as a monu-
ment or for topographical purposes ; Gen. xxxv.

4 ; Jud. vi. 11, 19; 1 Sam. xvii. 2, 19 ; 2 Sam. xviii.

9 " (Gesenius). The article points to a certain tere-

binth known in Bethel. The resting under this

tree was not at all the beginning of his sin, as the

older commentators think, for delay in Bethel

alone was prohibited ; still the delay gave time for

others to come up to him. The "Q13 ver. 18 is the

same as in ver. 1 7 and ver. 2 ; the angel said to

me, "by the word," i. «., the power of Jehovah's
word ; he does not venture to say Jehovah spake

to him, but says an angel did. See the His.

Ethic, below, for the announcement of punishment
(vers. 20-22) by the same old prophet who had lied

to the man of God. The final words of ver. 22

:

thy carcass, Ac., do not mean, morte violenta, ante-

quam in patriam redeas, peribis (J. EL .Michaelis,

Keil, and others), for n^ZL) means all dead bodies

(Isai. xxvi. 19), not only those killed with violence

;

the Sept. simply gives auua. The emphasis falls on
the "sepulchre of thy fatfiers." It was thought a
misfortune to be buried among strangers, far from
home and relations ; so it was a very natural wish
to be buried in the grave of his fathers (every re-

spectable family had a family sepulchre, c/. Winer,
R.- W.-B. I. 8. 444), (2 Sam. xix. 38 ; Gen. xlvii. 29
eq. ; 1. 5). But this blessing so coveted by every
Israelite was refused to the " refractory."

Ver. 23-34. And it came to pass, after he
had eaten, Ac., ver. 23. The subject of the last

part of the sentence cannot be other than that of

the first part ; so it was not the prophet of Bethel
who saddled the ass, neither is it " one saddled "

(Luther, Bunsen), but the man of God did it or had

it done. W2& is not in opposition with <fc , so

that we could translate :
" he saddled the ass for

bun, for the prophet he had fetched back " (Keil,

Luther, De Wette) ; for throughout the whole sec-

tion, fconj is only used for the prophet of Bethel

;

the Judaish one is called " the man of God j " and

the clause lirtfn t£>K , that occurs three times, can-

not be translated differently here from vers. 20 and

26, where it is impossible to take lt?K as the ao-

cusative. W222 is *he general form of the geni-

tive when it denotes possession and belonging, and

must be connected with llDnPI immediately pre-

ceding it The old prophet either offered his ass
to the man of God, who hastened home after eat-

ing and drinking, or he gave it to him at his re-

quest 13BS used in vers. 26 and 28 to express

killing by the lion, does not mean : to tear (Ewald,
De Wette), but, to break, crush, and " is very ex-
pressive, for the lion kills with one blow" (Thenius).

The grave in which the man of God was laid (ver.

30) was the family sepulchre of the old prophet

;

see on ver. 22. >nx in seems to have been the

usual form of lamentation, cf. Jer. xxii. 18. The
man of God from Judah was mourned and buried
as a relative of the family. The Sept adds at the
end of ver. 31, Iva ov&ijoi ra bora fiov //era ru»
boTvv airrov, which Thenius thinks was original,

because the *3 in the following verse becomes thus

perfectly justified. But this sentence, evidently
borrowed from 2 Kings xxiii. 18, is unnecessary
here ; the connection is : My bones shall rest next
his, for he was a true prophet ; what he prophesied
against the altar at Bethel will come to pass. For
the expression " cities of Samaria " see PreL Be-
marks. The connection of vers. 33 and 34 with
the preceding verses has been given above. If in

ver. 33, in the various directions for worship de-

vised by Jeroboam, mention only of the priests

he appointed is made, the reason of this is that they
were the main supports of the whole of the unlaw-
ful worship, which could not have lasted without
them. To "fill the hand " is the formula for inves-

titure with priesthood, because the pieces of the
sacrifices which belonged to Jehovah were sol-

emnly laid in the hands of the candidate for con-
secration ; Ex. xxix. 24 ; Lev. viii. 27 sq. (Synth,

dee Mos. Knit IL «. 426).

HISTORICAL AND ETHICAL.

1. The appearance of the man of Godfrom Judah,
at thefeast in Bethel, shows in few strokes the charac-
teristic nature of the prophet system, which stands
alone in the history of the world. Unknown
hitherto and living in retirement, neither named
nor called, when the right moment came he stood
there as suddenly as lightning from heaven, not
coming in any man's service but as a messenger of

the Lord, borne up and sustained by the might of
the " word " of God alone. Without any human help
he stood before the proud, energetic king, knowing
his hatred to David's house and to Judah, knowing
how Adoniram had fared (chap. xtt. 1 8), but he fears

nothing, and boldly announces the divine sentence,
not at a private interview, but in presence of all

the king's followers, of the whole priesthood, and
crowd of spectators. ' He adds a divine act to the
divine word, which act is a significant " sign " and
pledge of the fulfilment of the prophecy. Having
spoken and acted in the name of the Lord, he was
under Jehovah's protection, no one dared to seize

him; the hand of the king, when stretched forth

against him, dried up and became powerless.
When the king, thus punished, begs the prophet
for help, the latter calls upon the Lord, who hears
him, thus showing Himself to be a gracious as well

as a just God (Bom. xi. 22), in order to bring him
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back from his evil ways. He vanished as sadden-
ly as lie came, without eating a bit of bread or
drinking water, or receiving a present, even
though it were the half of the house. He was to

disappear completely, that every one should think
of the Lord and His word alone ; of what they had
heard and seen.

2. Jeroboam's conduct is full of contradictions

and inconsistency. At first he was haughty and
violent to the man of God, wishing to seize his

person. But when he failed in this, and he felt a
higher power, he became humble and dejected,

begged the man he had just threatened to intercede

for him, gave him a friendly invitation aud offered

him a present ; he then let him go on his way, but
paid no regard whatever to his words and deed. The
cause of this conduct was not weakness of charac-
ter, but rather, on the contrary, the obstinacy with
which he pursued what his soul desired, and which
was the mainspring of all his actions, i. «., the re-

solve to keep himself on the throne at any cost

and under all circumstances, and not to come un-
der the dominion of the hated house of David and
Judah again (chap. zii. 26 sq.). The petition to

have his hand restored was only the effect of mo-
mentary fright ; when this passed, instead of list-

ening to the man of God, he tried to bribe him and
win him over, and the whole transaction left no
trace behind, it He is a type of those usurpers
who have no other aim in life than to gratify their

ambition and love of power, and whose apparent-

ly good and noble actions are only the fruit of this

passion. It seems from ver. 11 that the appear-

ance of the man of God made an impression upon
the surrounding people, but the account does not
say of what sort this impression was, and it passes

on at once to the much more important occurrence

related in vers. 10-32.

3. The old prophet in Bethel was called a false

prophet and a *' lying prophet " in old times, be-

cause he induced the man ofGod to return by tell-

ing him a lie. Josephus regards him as such
{Antiq. viil 9), but he " misunderstands the whole
narrative in a truly frightful manner " (Ewald)

;

but Jonathan, several Rabbins, and older R. Catho-

lic commentators, even Hess also, agree in the
principal thing, and pronounce the motives of this

old prophet, in what he said and did, to have been
unworthy. The recent commentators, following

Ephrem's example and that of Theodoret, Witsius,

and others, have very rightly rejected this view.

The sentence he announces to the man of God
(ver. 21) shows that he was no partaker of Jero-

boam's calf-worship, but was a worshipper of Je-

hovah ; still more does this appear from his belief

in the fulfilment of the prophecy of the destruction

of that false worship (ver. 32\ but most of all when,
on hearing of the death of his guest, although he
perceived divine punishment in it, he at once pro-

ceeded to the dangerous place to find the corpse

and bury it in his family sepulchre, lamented over
him as his "brother," and desired his sons to " lay

his bones beside hisbones" (ver. 31). We may
see from 2 Kings xxiiL 18, that he never was re-

garded afterwards as a false prophet, but as a true

comrade of the man from Judah. From all this it

appears that he could have had no bad intention

wnen he at first hastened after the man of God
(vers. 12, 13) and pressed him to return and go into

his house. On the contrary, when he had heard
from his sons what he had said and done, he was

seized with a strong desire to see and speak to the
faithful and courageous messenger of Jehovah, to
enter into friendship with him, and edify himsell
in his company. One thing alone he was guilty
of, that he used a lie to reach his end. This, how-
ever, by no means shows that he was a false, bad,
and hypocritical man, but only shows he was no
saint, just as " dissembling " did not make the
apostle Peter (Gal. ii. 13) a pseudo-apostle. " This
was one of the many lies spoken in good intentions,
by otherwise enlightened persons of the Old Tes-
tament, but who were weak in faith " (Von Ger-
lach) ; old age, too, may have partly accounted for
it. It is, however, 'a difficulty that the same pro-
phet who had lied to the man of God announced
his punishment to him afterwards. Perhaps his
conscience awoke meantime, when he heard more
at table, so that he saw his own guilt as well as
that of the man of God, and in this condition be-
came the instrument to announce the punishment,
so that what happened to the man of God might
not seem an undeserved fate. We ought to notice
that he did not announce his death by a lion, but
only said that he should not come into the sepul-
chre of his fathers (see above on ver. 22). Of all

the conjectures about the reason and motive of
the old prophet's conduct, the least tenable are
such as that he followed the Judah-man from mere
curiosity or " from human envy " (Thenius), or
1,1 because God had charged him to speak to the
king " (Dereser), and that he felt his prophetical
reputation injured (Hess). Apart from everything
else, the commission of the man of God was no
enviable one, but difficult and dangerous, and also

a fruitless one. According to Hengstenberg
(Beitrdge II. 0. 149), with whom Keil and Lisco
agree, the old prophet had " sinned by silence about
Jeroboam's innovations." "What the Judah-
prophet did, showed him what he should have
done. Penetrated with shAme for his neglect, ho
endeavored to restore himself in his own opinion
and that of others by intercourse with the witness
for the Lord." In this case, his purpose in hurrying
after him could nothave been a good one, but selfish

and objectionable, and the lie would have been
so much the greater sin. Besides, if silence were a
sin, the prophet Ahijah would have been peculiar-

ly guilty of it, as he was an Ephraimite and had
placed the prospect of the kingdom before Jerobo-
am (chap. xi. 31-39). • Neither prophet undertook
the mission to Bethel, because no commission was
given them from above—a man of God was to

come from Judah. According to Knobel (Der
Ptophetismus der Hebr. II. «. 66 69.), the old pro-

phet induced him to return because " no doubt he
wished to test the firmness and obedience of the
Judah-man to Jehovah

;
perhaps the Ephraimite

wished to form some theocratic plan with him,
and thought it needful to ascertain first whether
he was reliable—a very natural measure for an old
and cautious man who lived among hostile idola-

trous priests." This, it is supposed, explains how
he announced his punishment to the Judah-man,
but could not refuse him his pity and esteem, as

one in the same vocation. This opinion is also

untenable, for, according to it, the old prophet
would have taken the very opposite means to at-

tain his end (the formation of a theocratic plan)

;

if his test of the fidelity and obedience of the Ju-
dah-man had succeeded, and he had continued his

home journey without delay, the old prophet could
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not have communicated his plan to him, still less

have carried it out together with him.
4. Tlie tragical end of the man of Ood out of Ju-

dah is clearly represented as a divine dispensa-

tion, in consequence of disobedience to Jehovah's
command, wholly conformable to the stern legal

character of the Old-Testament economy (cf., for

instance, Numb. xz. 24; xxvii. 14; 1 Sam. xii. 15,

Ac.). The question has often been asked, why the
prophet of Judah came to such an end, and the
Bethel prophet who lied to him went unpunished?
To this we may reply with another question : Who
can say to Him who is righteous in all His ways
and holy in all His works (Ps. cxlv. 17), Lord, what
doest Thou (Job ix. 12)? We do not know what
fiste God allotted to the old prophet ; he acts only a
minor part in the narrative, compared with the
prophet of Judah. It is quite wrong to assert, as
is so often done, that the sin of the lie was much
greater than the disobedience to Jehovah's com-
mand. This was distinct from Jeroboam's sin

wherewith he made Israel to sin, for it touched
the whole of the prophet-system, i «., the institu-

tion of the office of divine guardians and wit-

nesses. By not eating or drinking in that place,

where that sin fully showed itself, he was to

prove (as well by word as by deed) that there
could be no fellowship between those who kept
Jehovah's covenant and those who had broken it

If he ate and drank in that place, he nullified the
important end of his mission, and deprived the
threat he had solemnly pronounced of all its foroe,

by appearing as one who himself did not fear to

transgress the express command of Jehovah. The
fate that overtook him was a confirmation of the
truth of the sentence he had pronounced against

Jeroboam's sin, and which sentence had appeared
doubtful through his conduct ; it showed also to

all the people, as Theodoret remarks, that if God
so punished the man of God, he would certainly

not leave Jeroboam's sin unpunished. In that

the man of God did not " come unto the sepulchre
of his fathers " (ver. 22), but was buried in Bethel,

(i. e., " in this place "), he was, even after death, a
witness against the apostasy, and his grave was a
lasting monument that reminded the apostates of
Jehovah's judgments and exhorted them to con-

version. But for the prophet-system itself, his

fate was of great significance. With it began the

active working (henceforth Uninterrupted) of the
prophet-system in the kingdom of organized apos-

tasy : here it had a mission, on the unconditional

fulfilment of which everything depended, namely,
the constant struggle against the pseudo-theocra-

cy. The fate of the man of God contained the
strongest warning to all who should afterwards re-

ceive a similar charge, not to allow themselves to

be enticed by anything, however plausible and al-

luring it might be (ver. 18), from implicit obedi-

ence to the divine commission. This is very prob-
ably the reason that the narrative is so explicitly

detailed. As to the old prophet, his lamentation
(vers. 31, 32) evidently proceeds from a heart that

mourns over his own sin ; he says, as it were, If I

can have no more fellowship with my brother in

life, I will at least be united to him in death ; our
common grave, to which I shall soon go down in

sorrow, shall be a lasting testimony against the
sin of Jeroboam.

5. Witsius says of the wonderful circumstances

which accompanied the end of the man ofGod (Jfiis-

ceJL soar. I. cap. 15, s. 145) : Demque tot admiranda in
unum concurrentia efecerunt, ut vaticinwm adversue
aram Betheiiticam in omnium ore atque memcria
versaretur, et legatio hujus Fropheta muUo redder**

tur conspedior et tUustrior. The extraordinary na-
ture of these circumstances distinguishes hia end
from every ordinary accidental death, and bears
the impress of a special dispensation ; this is pe-
culiarly apparent in the fact that the corpse re-

mained untouched, instead of falling a prey to tha
wild beasts (cf. chap. xiv. 11), and that it was hon-
orably carried to the grave without any pollution.

To pronounce this deeply serious and significant

narrative to be a " sensational " story (Yatke), on
account of its miraculous disclosures, seems to in-

dicate an almost frivolous character. For, though
one or another part may bear the trace of a verbal
tradition (see Prelim. Remarks), having been writ-

ten down at a later date, yet the chief point re-

mains, and that is that this history of the two pro-

phets loudly and sternly proclaims the wonderful
ways and judgments of God, and therefore lived
for hundreds of years in the mouths of the people.
The fact of the man of God out of Judah being
killed by a lion is significant, inasmuch as God
carried out His judgments elsewhere by lions (2
Kings xvii. 25 sq.; Wis. xi. 15-17), and He Him-
self, when He comes as a judge, is likened to a
lion (l8al xxxi. 4 ; Jer. iv. 7 ; Am. iii 8), and
those also who execute' His judgments are called

lions (Jer. xxv. 30, 38; xtix. 15; L 44). That
the lion did not tear the dead so that he could not
be buried, is a sure evidence that all creatures

are in His hand (the Almighty's), and that they
cannot stir against His will (Heidelberg Katech).

Cf. Job xxxviiL 11.

HOM1LETIOAL AND PRaOTIOAX.

Yen. 1-10. The man of God out of Judah.
(a) He comes, led by the word of God, and goes
on his dark, difficult way in faith, without taking
counsel with flesh and blood, (b) He stands,

strong and bold, before the king, fears him not,

testifies against his sins, and announces the judg-

ment of God. (c) He makes entreaty for him, who
was about to lay hold on him, and heaps coals of

fire on his head, (d) He resists the offers of the
king, and will not be secured by bribes. Tho tes-

timony against the service of the false gods, (a)

It proceeded from a nameless, unknown, insigni-

ficant man who, without worldly consequence, has
nothing and knows nothing, except only the

power of the divine Word. That is the manner
of the Lord in His kingdom. He accomplishes
by means of small, insignificant instruments what
no king, with all his power, can do. The altars

of heathendom are shattered by means of the tes-

timony of fishers and tax-gatherers (1 Cor. i. 27-

29), even as were the altam of the false worship
of God by means of a poor world-despised recluse.

It was received, at first, with scorn, wrath, and
violence; but the wrath is powerless and avails

nothing; the altar is rent, and the threatening

arm is dried up. Humble entreaties then take

the place of wrath, for : Is. xxvi. 16. But, though
the withered hand be restored, the heart remains
withered as before. Physical aid is alway readily

received by men, whilst they shut their hearts

to the testimony against their sins.

Yer. 1. God has never, even when apostasy waa
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almost universal, suffered His Church to fail for

want of messengers, who would cry aloud in the
world, «• Down with the false idols I The Lord is

God I the Lord is God! Give God all honor !"—God
not only warns and admonishes men, as Jeroboam
by Ahijah (chap, it 38) before they set out in the
path of evil, but when they are already walking in

it, even then He strives with them, in order to re-

claim them, for "He has no pleasure," Ac. (Ezek.
xxxiii 1 1 ; Rom. ii. 4, 5).—Ver. 2. God announces
beforehand to sinners His judgments, that they
may have time and space, for repentance. Woe
to them who misemploy the respite, for the mea-
sure of their sins will be fulL In the new cove-
nant we have a far weightier prophecy. Unto
us is born a Son, named Jesus, out of the House
of David ; who will come again, and pronounce
judgment upon those who know not God, and who
obey not the Gospel, Ac. (2 Thess. i. 8, 9).

—

Ver. 3. The miracles which the Lord our God
performs are not only proofs of His almighty
power, to amaze us, but likewise significant signs
which reveal to us His eternal decrees, and lead us
to the recognition of that heavenly truth which
sanctifies our hearts.—Ver. 4. Cramer: Although
faithful teachers often accomplish nothing, and
fail, most signally, with men of high, degree, yet
must they never on this account abandon their

office. For if thou warn him, thou hast delivered
thy soul (Ezek. iii. 19), and although the obdurate
remain untouched, yet it shall not remain with-
out fruit (Is. lv. 10). How did even this warning
work itself out, and bear fruit, after 300 years
(2 Kings xxiii. 15). Sinners, eminent by wealth
and position, will only listen to prophets who
are dumb dogs, and cannot bark (Is. lvi. l6).

When a true servant of the Lord cries out •* The
axe is already laid at the root of the tree," they
arise in wrath, and cry out, Seize him I (2 Tim.
iy. 1-5). He who attacks a servant of God, on
account of his testimony, never remains un-
punished. In vain doth the enemy stretch forth

hie hand against those who are under God's pro-

tection (Job vii. 44 ; Lev. iv. 29 sq. ; Ps. xxxvii.

17). Those who will not listen to the word of
truth, God often visits with bodily pain in order
to humble them, and teach them to pray and sup-
plicate.—Ver. 6. He who desires for himself the
intercession of others must himself draw near,

humbly and penitently, to God and implore His
mercy. In this wise can we know if we are
indeed children of God, and guided by His spirit,

if we pray and supplicate for those who have
done their worst to us, and thus overcome evil

with good (1 Peter iii. 9)t—Ver. 7. Osiandbr:
Although the ungodly' often hold in high esteem
"these holy men especially raised up by God, yet
they never follow their instructions and warnings
(Mark vi. 19 $q.). What boots it that we gratefully

acknowledge the material blessings which meet
us, if we leave unfulfilled the very object of these
blessings, viz., the turning of our hearts from sin

and the world to God. Unbelief and impenitence
cannot be outweighed by even the highest friend-

ship and humanity. When the world can effect

nothing more by force and threats, it seeks to

gain its ends by plausible love-tokens.—Ver. 8,

9. There is no bribe to which the man of God
will yield: to him, that which God has com-
manded him seems, in all times and all places,

in evil as in good days, the fixed and defi-

nite plan of action.

—

Starkx: The best weapon
and defence against the snares of our spiritual

enemy is the word and law of God. It must
always be said : God has forbidden me (Matt,
iv. 4, 7, 10). It is far from being unimportant with
whom we eat and drink, i. c, in fellowship and
intimate alliance (1 Cor. v. 11).—Ver. 10. If in

a certain position thou hast done what God com-
manded, and left undone what he forbade, then
go on thy way peaceful and content, how datk
and unknown soever it may seem to thee.

Vers. 11-32. Von Gerlach: The history of
these two prophets offers an important view of the
relation of this class to the now order of things

;

in the prophet out of Judah we see a man of

God full of life and strength, but who yet proved
unstable in these disturbed times ; in the old Isra-

elite we look upon one in whom the fire is almost
quenched—it only glimmers faintly—a type of the
expiring high and manly strength of Israel : he is

still upheld by faith in God's word rather than by
self-reliance. They both yet speak and testify in

death. The fall and death of the man of Judah
set forth two great truths : (a) He who thinketh
he standeth, let him take heed, Ac. (1 Cor. x. 12).

(He had conducted himself grandly and nobly, and
victoriously withstood a severe temptation, yet he
yielded to a lesser one. The higher a man stands
the deeper is his fall, and to whom much is given
from him will much be required. Watch ye, stand
fast in the faith, Ac. 1 Cor. xvi. 13; x. 13. Only
those who are true unto death can obtain the
crown of life.) (ft) How unsearchable are his judg-
ments, and his ways past finding out, Rom. xi. 33.

He who is holy in all his ways knows how to es-

tablish firmly that which is threatened with des-
truction and annihilation by human treachery and
deceit The death and the grave of the man of
God announce in louder and more threatening ac-

cents than did his lips—the altar is rent.

Vers. 11-15. The old prophet when he hears
of the man of God hastens upon his way and spares
neither care nor pains to see him and bring him to

his house ; how much time, pains, and money are
expended by the children of this world to see and
to hear what will gratify their senses, whilst they
stir neither hand nor foot to acquire that which
pertains to their peace and salvation.—Vers. 1 6-1 9.

So in indifferent ordinary matters, which God has
either ordered or forbidden, we must observe un-

erring obedience, for he who is faithful in that

which is least, Ac..(Lu. xvi. 10; xix. 17). Hearken
not unto him who says : I am a prophet, declaim-

ing that he announces divine truth, whilst he de-

prives your heart of the dear and steadfast word
of God, which shall remain until heaven and earth

shall pass away. Hence the warning of the apos-

tle : Beloved, believe not, Ac. (1 John iv. 1-3), and,

But though we or an angel, Ac. (Gal. i. 8). What-
ever obtains success and position by means of de-

ceit cannot be followed by a blessing, but rather

by a curse. The Scripture is not silent concerning

the sins of the man of God ; and this, not that we
may excuse our sins by his, but that we may guard
ourselves from haughtiness and spiritual pride,

and pray earnestly : Search me, God, Ac. (Pa.

exxxix. 23, 24).—Vers. 20-22. The same sentence

which the old prophet pronounced upon the man
of God he pronounced upon himself, while he had
led and betrayed him to disobedience. How often

does the judgment which we utter for others fall
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npon ourselves, when we have sinned equally or

iu greater measure (Rom. ii. 1) : for wherein thou,

Ac—Vers. J3-25. The judgments of God often fall

suddenly and unexpectedly, thus proving that al-

though long delayed they are sure to come, even
as this, after the lapse of three hundred years,

was the punishment threatened for the golden
ealf worship.—Ver. 24. see Histor. and Eth. 5.

—

Vers. 25-29. The chastisement with which God
visits oilr fellow-men for their sins is both a
vrarning to reflect upon our own sins and deserts,

and a call to work active deeds of love with all our
might, in life and in death.—Vers. 30, 31.- We
often for the first time, at the grave of a friend,

recognize what we possessed in him, and how we
have sinned against him. One look into the open
grave of one dear to us in life is adapted, beyond
anything, to remind us of our own end. It is a
very natural wish to rest in death near those who
were closely bound to us in life by ties of blood

or strong affection; but yet stronger should be
the wish to die in the Lord, and enter into eternal

glory. Then, wherever in the providence of God
we may find our grave, there shall we rest in

peace, for the earth is the Lord's and the fulness

thereof (Ps. xxiv. 1).

Vers. 33, 34. When neither the severity nor
the patient long-suffering of his God brings to re-

pentance a man who walks in evil ways, he is

brought by his own sin under the sentence for the
obdurate, viz., temporal and eternal ruin (2 Tim
iil 13 ; John viii. 34).

—

Starke : Church patrons
should not abuse their so-called jus patronatus, to
place in charge of themselves and congregations
teachers " having itching ears " (2 Tim. iv. 3), or
one who will preserve silence concerning every
kind of godlessness and misrule. Should they
do so they become followers of Jeroboam, and
must expect Jeroboam's punishment The spirit-

ual office is put to shame if borne by men who
make a traffic of religion, and are intent only upon
filling their own hands.

[R. South: Vera. 33, 34. "The means to
strengthen or ruin the civil power is either to es-
tablish or destroy the right worship of God." . . .

The way to destroy religion is to embase the
dispensers of it. " This is to give the royal stamp
to a piece of lead." ... t( It is a sad thing when
all other employments shall empty themselves into

the ministry ; when men shall repair to it no* for

preferment but refuge ; like malefactors flying to
the altars only to save their lives, or like those of
Eli's race (1 Sam. il 36), that should come crouch-
ing, and seeking to be put into the priest's office

that they might eat a piece of bread^—E. H.]

B.

—

The prophecy of Ahijah against the house and kingdom of Jeroboam, and the

death of the latter.

Chap. KIT. 1-20.

2 'At. that time Abijah the son of Jeroboam fell sick.
" And Jeroboam said

to his wife, Arise, I pray thee, and disguise thyself, that thou be not known to

be the wife of Jeroboam ; and get thee to Shiloh : behold, there is Ahijah the

8 prophet, which told me that Ishould be king8 over this people. And take with
thee ten loaves, and cracknels,

1 and a cruse of honey, and go to him: he shall tell

,4 thee what shall become of the child. And Jeroboam's wife did so, and arose and
went to Shiloh, and came to the house of Ahijah. But Ahijah could not see ; for

5 his eyes were set by reason of his age. And the Lord [Jehovah] said unto Ahijah,
Behold, the wife of Jeroboam cometh to ask a thing of thee for her son ; for

he is sick : thus and thus4
shalt thou say unto her : for it shall be, when she

6 cometh in, that she shall feign herself to be another woman. And it was so,

when Ahijah heard the sound of her feet, as she came in at the door, that he said-

Come in, thou wife of Jeroboam ; why feignest thou thyself to be another ? for I

7 am sent to thee with heavy tidings. Go tell Jeroboam, Thus saith the Lord
[Jehovah] God of Israel, Forasmuch as I exalted thee from among the people,

8 and made thee prince over my people Israel, and rent the kingdom away from
the house of David, and gave it thee : and yet thou hast not been as my servant
David, who kept my commandments, and who followed me with all his heart,

9 to do that only which was right in mine eyes ; but hast done evil above all

that were before thee : for thou hast gone and made thee other gods, and mol-
10 ten images, to provoke me to anger, and hast cast me behind thy .back : there-

fore, behold, I will bring evil upon* the house of Jeroboam, and will cut off from
Jeroboam bmVthat pisseth against the wall, and him that is shut up and left* in

Israel, and will take away the remnant* of the house.of Jeroboam, as a man
11 taketh away dung, till it be all gone. Him that dieth of Jeroboam in the city

shall the dogs eat ; and him that dieth in the field shall the fowls of the air eat

:

12 for the Lord [Jehovah] hath spoken it. Arise thou therefore, get thee to thine
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13 own house : and when thy feet enter into the city, the child shall die. And all

Israel shall mourn for him, and bury him : for he only of Jeroboam shall come to

the grave, because in him there is found some good thing toward the Lord [Jeho-

14 vahj God of Israel in the house of Jeroboam. Moreover, the Lord [Jehovah]
shall raise him up a king over Israel, who shall cut off the house of Jeroboam

15 that day : but what ? even now. For the Lord shall smite Israel, as a reed is

shaken in the water, and he shall root up Israel out of this good land, which he
gave to their fathers, and shall scatter them beyond the river, because they have

16 made their groves, provoking the Lord [Jehovah] to anger. And he shall give

Israel up because of the sins of Jeroboam, who did sin, and who made Israel to

17 sin. And Jeroboam's wife arose, and departed, and came to Tirzah; and when
18 she came to the threshold of the door, the child died : and they buried him ; and

all Israel mourned for him, according to the word of the Lord [Jehovah], which
he spake by the hand of his servant Ahijah the prophet

19 And the rest of the acts of Jeroboam, how he warred, and how he reigned, be-

20 hold, they are written in the book of the Chronicles of the kings of IsraeL And
the days which Jeroboam reigned were two and twenty years: and he slept

with his fathers, and Nadab his son reigned in his stead.

TEXTUAL A1TD GRAMMATICAL.

* Ver. 1.—[The Tat 8*pt omits the first twenty verses of this chapter, t «., the whole of this section.

» Ver. %*-[Tfy*fo^w 13-j lit. • spake of me for king."

• * Ver. 8.—[qt!|J5j occurs only here end in Josh. ix, ft, 18, where it is rendered In the A. V. by the adjective mosiJdtr.

•V
The sense of the word seems to be M that which is easily crumbled.'* The Alex. Sept. translates by xoAAvptto, adding
mc Tturot* avtov. supposing them to be a sort of cakes ror the children, and adds to tnese rra9i&ai, raisins.

* Ver. 6.—[The peculiar form ^y\ pj*g occur* elsewhere only in Judg. xvlil. 4 and Sam. xl. 25.

* Ver. 10.—[The reading j-pTj ^y , found In many MSB. Instead ofJV3"^>fc< , scsrcely modifies the sense.

* Ver. 10.—[The difficult words ^W| -fl^y »*• »° Hterslly translsted io the A. V. ss to give a soaroely Intelligible

, There Is no nniformtty in the ancientW. altbongh it seems to have been understood as an expression to deslgnste

nil classes. Oar author translates ** those under sge and those of age." Keil makes the sense to be ** the married and the
single." The phrase occurs also xxi. 81, and 2 Kings ix. 8; xir. 26\ and Is taken from Deut xxxli. 87.

» Ver. 10*—[The proposition vjriK *• token 1a the A. Y. as if it were the noun n^nfet *°^ tAe Vul*' Tnere to

nally nothing in the Heb. answering to the word rmmanL On the construction of the verb with this prep, see

Qesenius lex. s. ». 1J3 ,
Pld. 8.—F. O.]

SZBGETIOAL AND CRITICAL.

Ten. 1-6. At that time, Ac. As Jeroboam
was not led to a change of heart by what is re-

corded in chap. xiiL, a visitation overtook him in

the form of the illness of his promising son Abyah,
who was doubtless to have been his successor.

Then, when in distress, he thought of the prophet

who once promised him the kingdom, and a *' sure

house " (chap. xi. 38) ; he thought of Ahyah, whose
prophecy respecting the kingdom hadbeen fulfilled,

and be hoped to receive from him a sure answer
to a question which concerned the continuance of

his dynasty. But, conscious that he had not Ail-

filled theiprophet'8 condition—unswerving loyalty

to Jehovah—he did not venture to go himself, but

tried to deceive him, and, as it were, to steal an

answer from him. He sends the mother, the most

natural intercessor for the son ; she is disguised,

so that no one can know her and tell the prophet

who she is. The presents that it was customary

to take (1 8am. ix. 8) were purposely very small,

for she wished, no doubt, to appear to the prophet

as a very poor woman ; but D^lpJ does not mean

"mouldy loaves" (Hess, Dereser, and others), for

Spj means "punctured, spotted, but not therefore

mouldy; the Sept gives KoXkvplf, the Vulgate

crushUa. The expression vrg top (ver. 4), i, e^

his eyes stood (were set), "means the gray cata-

racts, amaurosis, that take place in old age, through
paralysis of the optic nerves " (Keil) (I Sam. iv. 15).

n&p j ver. 6, is the same as in chap. xii. 13.

Vers. 7-9. Oo tell Jeroboam, Ac. Ver. 7.

The older commentators remark that the prophecy
which begins here and euds in ver. 16 takes

a rhythmical form. It has ten verses (vers. 7-16),

five of which make one section (vers. 7-11 and
12-16) ; the first section is in 3 + 2, and the second

in 2 + 3 verses. Jeroboam had sinned above all

that were before him (ver. 9) ; for none, whether
king, judge, or leader, had made an unlawful wor-
ship a State institution, and forcibly maintained it

to gratify lust of power and selfishness ; Solomon
had only permitted the idolatrous worship, and

that first to his already idolatrous wives. JY1DDD ,

the same as in Deut ix. 12 ; Jud. xviL 3, 4, molten

images. Worship of images is here placed on a

level with worship of idols, because it involuntarilv

leads to it (see Hist, and Kth. on chap. xii. 28).

"The expression, hast coat me (God) behind Uiy

bock, which occurs nowhere else but in Ezek.

xxiii. 35, is the strongest possible phraseology to

denote intentional contempt of God—the opposite
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frtm having God before one's eyes; and it is

stronger than * cast Thy law behind their backs,
1

Neh. ix. 26 " (Keil).

Vers. 10-12. Therefore behold, I will bring
evil, ver. 10. The expression "that pisseth

against the wall " in 1 Sam. xxv. 22 (1 Kiugs xvi.

11 ; xxl 21 ; 2 Kings ix. 8), was, no doubt, origi-

nally used of dogs, and was not an honorable way
of alluding to the male sex ; for it is employed in

til these passages only of those who are to be

cast away and rooted out The words "|^

M, which are mostly connected with it, are

epexegetical ; literally, the detained, and those set

free, which Seb. Schmidt rightly interprets puer,

qui domi adhuc detinetur et qui emancipate est ; the

male descendants not of age are under guardians

(2 Kings x. 1,5; 1 Chron. xxvii. 32). This is the

only explanation which suits the word 7M~)£*3

»

which " refers to an intruded, or already assumed
share in public life " (Thenius) ; all the male de-

scendants of the king, even the minors, were
threatened with destruction. Luther's translation,

" those shut up and forsaken in Israel," is de-

cidedly erroneous. "Behind the house of Jero-

boam " means: as often as a new scion arises I

shall take it away, Ac. (cf. Isai. xiv. 23). The Vul-

gate which Luther followed is wrong: mundabo
retiquias domus Jeroboam. The threat reaches its

climax in ver. 11, which foretells the frightful

and disgraceful manner of the destructioa To
remain unburied was an intolerable thought to the

Hebrews ; and in all the ancient world it was ac-

counted the severest disgrace, because in such

cases the corpse became the prey of the birds or

of wild beasts, or of the voracious dogs in the

East, that ran wild and were reckoned unclean.

According to Dent xxviii. 26 this punishment was
a divine curse. The same threat occurs elsewhere,

especially in Jeremiah (chap. xvi. 4; xxi. 24;
Ezek. xxix. 5 ; xxxix. 17 ; Jer. vii. 33 ; viiL 2 ; ix.

22; xii. 9.; xiv. 16). cf. Winer R- W.-B. I. a. 148.

The '3 at the end is to heighten the effect, as else-

where, and is = imo (Ewald, Lehrb. der hebr.

Sproche § 330 b)
;
yes, Jehovah will fulfil this as

well as the former prophecy of Jeroboam's eleva-

tion.

Vers. 13-14. Some good thing toward the

Lord Ood, ver. 13. ftf.T ^K is not to be con-
t : v

nected with NYDJ, and then translated as the

Vulgate has it, a domino (Thenius) ; but it means
towards, or in relation to, Jehovah (cf. 2 Kings vi.

11). The whole context shows that it can scarcely

mean anything else than that this son, from whom
the king and people hoped so much, was inclined

to the pure and lawful worship of Jehovah. The
Rabbins have a fable that he disobeyed his father's

command to hinder people from travelling to Jeru-

salem to keep the feasts, and that he even removed
obstructions in the road. The abrupt words in

ver. 14: nnyDj PID* are obscure, an<J are very

variously explained. Thenius adopts the view of

the Chald. : He shall cut off the house of Jeroboam
•• that which now (lives), and that which shall be

(born) to it." But the athnach with DVH as well as

with no contradicts this, which means not quod but

quid. The meaning seems to be: Jehovah wiii
raise up a king, who at a certain period shall cut
off the house of Jeroboam ; what now occurs (the
death of the boy) is the sign and beginning of this
complete destruction. The interrogatory form
makes the words more impressive. The Hirsch-
berger Bible says: "And what shall I say (on
that coming day) ? It is even now come ; " Keil
also ;

" but what [sc say J) ? even now (viz. he has
raised him up)."

Vers. 14-16. Forth* Lord shall smite Israel,
ver. 15. Smiting refers to the wasting of Israel

by hostile nations, before the Assyrian captivity.

A " reed " continually waves to and fro in water,
as it cannot resist the force of the wind and waves.
"The image is very striking, for Israel was
brought so low, that every political influence bore
it along " (Thenius). The " scatterag " took place
in the captivity (2 Kings xv. 29 ; xvii. 23 ; xviiL

11). D^Eftt does not mean groves (Luther), but

the statues ofthe female deity, elsewhere called As-
tarte (see above on chap. xi. 5), who stands over
against Baal, the Oanaanitish (Phoenician) male
deity. These statues were wooden (upright tree-

stems) ; the worship was licentious (Judg. iii. 7

;

vi. 25 $q. ; 2 Kings xxiii. 7 ; Ezek. xxiu. 42 sq.). It

is not expressly said that images of Astarte were
erected under Jeroboam, but ver. 23 remarks that
this was done in Judah under Rehoboam, how
much more then in Israel. The Astarte worship
existed in the time of the Judges (cf. on the place).

Jeroboam's image-worship is here regarded as a
continual evil and source of all ruin. Keil's

assertion that "DH#J< stands for any idols,

among which the golden calves are to be num-
bered," is not susceptible of proof.

Vers. 17-18. And Jeroboam's wife ... to
Tirsah, ver. 17. According to Josh. xii. 24, Tir-

zah was originally a Oanaanitish royal city, situ-

ated in a beautiful district (Eccle. vi. 4). We can-
not ascertain its precise situation ; it was probably
near Shechem ; Robinson thinks it was rather north
of Mount Ebal ; former travellers state that they
found a Tersah on a high mountain, three hours1

distance east of Samaria (cf. Winer, R.- W.-B. II. s.

613). According to chap. xii. 25, Shechem was the
residence of Jeroboam ; and he must either have
changed it afterwards to Tirzah, or the latter

must have been only a summer residence. Penuel,

mentioned above, was not a place of residence but
a fortress ; so that the present passage does not
at all contradict that one, as Thenius thinks. The
kings Baasha and Asa and Elah resided at Tirzah
(chap. xv. 21, 33; xvi 8).

Vers. 19-20. The rest of the acts of Jero-
boam, Ac., ver. 19. For the book of the contem-
poraneous history of the kings of Israel see Intro-

'

daction § 2. What is only alluded to by our
author, in the words " how he warred," is fully

given by the Chronicler, from the book of the pro-

phet Iddo ; 2 Chron. xiii. 2-20. This is an account,

of a great defeat ofJeroboam by king Abijah, and
it says at the end: "and the Lord struck him
fanM*V), and he died." Bertheau's supposition

that this refers to the defeat itself, is scarcely

right ; neither can it mean a sudden death (The-

nius), but, as in 2 Chron. xxi. 18, a severe and pain-

ful illness.
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HISTORICAL AND ETHICAL.

L Fromfkcfongrei{pt(twmty-tmye<r$ofJero-
Boom, whose history closes with thepresent section, our
author only selects those deeds that bear on his

apostasy from the fundamental law of Israel, t. e.,

on " the sin wherewith he made Israel to sin,"

He passes oyer all the rest that Jeroboam did as
a shrewd and powerful regent or warrior, because
it was of far less importance to the history of the
kingdom and of the entire theocracy than that sin

which especially characterized his government,
and the results of which were felt for hundreds of
years. David was the king who faithfully kept
the fundamental law, and was therefore the type
of a theocratic king, but Jeroboam was the king
who openly broke the fundamental law, made the
bull-worship the religion ofthe State, and used it as
a bulwark of his kingdom over against Judah. He
was the real cause of the apostasy of all the after

kings of the ten tribes, for they all regarded it as
the support of their power, and as a firm wall of
separation between both kingdoms. This is the
reason why the account of his reign significantly

closes with the divine sentence on him and the
apostate kingdom. It was a divine dispensation
that he himself, after all warnings and threaten-

mgs had been in vain, called forth this divine sen-
tence by the deceitful means he took, and even
from the very prophet who had announced to him
his future elevation ; so that he could judge from
the fulfilment of that announcement that the sen-

tence would also come to pass. As his sin was the
tjpe of the sin of all succeeding kings and of the
whole kingdom, so Ahijah's prediction is the type
of all succeeding predictions regarding this king-
dom ; it forms the key-tone that rings through all

of them (chap, xvi 4 ; xxi 23 ; nil 28 ; 2 Kings
iz. 36).

2. Ahijah'sprophecy, in form as well as in con-
tents (cf. above on ver. 7) is a perfectly connected
whole. It refers back (ver. 7, 8) to the former pre-

diction, chap, xi 30, particularly to ver. 37 sq.

After, in ver. 8, it is stated in a general way that
Jeroboam did not follow David's example, which'
was the condition imposed upon him. Ver. 9
declares how he sinned; then follows, in vers.

10 and 11, the announcement of the punish-
Bient, which was to be a shameful destruction of
his house; vera. 12 and 13 apply this to the
heir-apparent, to the sick and only son, who
was, indeed, also to die, but 'he was not to

perish so disgracefully, because some "good
tiling

n was found in him. Vers. 10. and 11 are

repeated in ver. 14, and it is added who is to carry
oat this sentence ; bu| as Jeroboam had drawn all

Israel into his sin, and they had consented thereto,

the prophecy finally proceeds in vers. 15, 16 to deal

with guilty Israel, pronouncing its disastrous future

and final ruin. This alone shows how unfounded
the assertion of the recent criticism is, that the

form of the prediction, as it now is, is not the ori-

ginal. According to Ewald, vers. 9 and 15 are
u clearly an addition of the later (i. «., fifth Deute-
ronomical) author ;

" the style of ver. 9 is peculiar

to this author, and ver. 15 interrupts the connec-

tion. But ver. 9 is an essential part of the whole,
and its omission would leave a serious gap ; the

following sentence of punishment is founded on
what ver. 9 states. Just as little does ver. 15 break
the connection ; it rather forms the object and acme

of the prediction, pronouncing the natural and
necessary end of Jeroboam's sia To take away
this conclusion is to break off the point of the
whole. Thenius only objects to the second half
of ver. 15, on account of the expression ;

" beyond
the river :" this he thinks is from an " elaborator."

But the Euphrates is generally given as the ex-
treme limit of the land that was promised to the
fathers (Gen. xv. 18 ; Ex. xxiii 31 ; Deut l 7 ; xi
24; Josh. i 3, 4; Ps. lxxx. 12). The prophet,
when he wished to say that Israel should lose the
land given to their fathers, could scarcely use any
other form ofexpression than that they should be
sent away beyond the river ; a case which Solo-

mon foresaw as possible (see above). If criticism

did not take it for granted that any genuine pre-

diction is impossible, it would not think of doubt-
ing the authenticity of this. That the prophet pre-

dicted the cutting off of Jeroboam's house, and the
destruction of the kingdom of Israel, is as little to
be doubted as the prediction connected with it, that
of Abyah's death, whom the blind prophet had not
even seen.

3. Ahyatisprophecy repeatedly describes the con-

sequence and working of " Jeroboam's sin " (vers. 9
and 15) in the words, provoked the Lord to anger.

This expression occurs in other parts of the Old
Testament also (chap. xiv. 22; xvi 2, 7, 13; xxi
22; 2 Kings xvii 11, 17; xxiii. 26; Deut. iv. 25;
xxxi 29; xxxn. 16, 21; 2 Chron. xxiii 25; Ezek.
viii 17; xvi 26; Ps. lxxviii 58); it by no means
presupposes rude, anthropopathical ideas of the
nature of God, but is founded on perfectly just

views of the deity. The two expressions for Jeho-
vah's anger, DID and fcOp, which are cited in the
above passages, sometimes interchanged and
sometimes used synonymously, are employed only
in reference to a particular sin, £ «., apostasy from
Jehovah through idolatry or image-worship, and
never of sin in general ; and they have, therefore,

direct reference to the fundamental law, the cove-
nant, in which this sin is forbidden, with the addi-

tion, " for the Lord thy God is a fcOg i>K ," i* «., a

jealous God. Jehovah had from love chosen Israel

out of all peoples to be His people, and had made
a covenant with them (Ex. xix. 4, 5 ; Deut, iv. 36-
40 ; vii. 6-13 ; x. 14, 15 ; Ps. xlvii 6 ; Jer. xxxi 3),

that they should be a holy people, even as He is

holy (Lev. xix. 2). The holy love of Jehovah to
his people is so great and strong that each depart-

ure of Israel from the covenant excites His "jeal-

ousy ; " Jehovah,* " the holy God," is, as such, also

"a jealous God" (Josh. xxiv. 19), and He would
appear as faithless and unholy if He were indiffer-

ent to idolatry and image-worship, which are
breaches of the covenant, and therefore called

adultery and whoredom (Jer. iii 9, and many other

places). Offence against the holy love of God
awakens His jealousy, which manifests itself in

retributive justice, i, c, it provokes Him to anger.

"Just anger can only be conceived of as closely

united with mercy. The Old Testament proclaims
this high and blessed truth with a voice above
that of man. This is its greatest excellence, and
conspicuously with it is to be seen its peculiar

sublimity, which consists in its preaching at one
and the same time the all-consuming wrath of God
and the ardor of His mercy, surpassing infinitely

that of a mother. Both are closely and inseparably

interwoven on every page, the thunder of God's
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170 THE FIBST BOOK OF THE KINGS.

wrath and the quickening spring-breath of His
mercy. Classical antiquity had no .genuine, awe-
inspiring knowledge of divine anger, neither had it

any living consciousness of the divine mercy"
(Rothe, Thealogische Ethik IL *. 203).

4. The divine judgments announced in Ahijah's
prediction, namely, cutting off Jeroboam's house,
and dispersion of Israel out of the good land given
to their fathers, correspond with the nature of the
old covenant, which has its form in the bodily and
in the temporal As natural descent and deriva-

tion was the condition of belonging to the chosen
covenant people, so the curse and blessing, good
and evil bound up with the covenant relation, were
of a material, temporal nature. As natural descent
determined a right to partake of the covenant with
Jehovah, so also natural posterity was blessing

and peace, while the dying out or'cutting off of a
race was a curse and misfortune. This is the rea-

son why David, who was faithful to the covenant,
was promised that he should always have a light,

i, c, a house forever (chap, xi 36; xv. 4; 2 Sam.
zxl 17), while the speedy and shameful extinction

of his house was announced to the unfaithful Jero-

boam. So also the " good land," flowing with milk
and honey, was promised to the whole of the chosen
people ; but when they broke the covenant and
partook of Jeroboam's sin they were deprived of
the good land, were scattered in strange lands, and
ceased to be a nation, which was to them the great-

est punishment

HOMILETICAL AND PEACTIOAL.*

Vers. 1-20. The last divine warning to Jerobo-
am, (a) through the illness of his son, (b) through the
prediction of the prophet. Jeroboam in need and
in distress, (a) He is only concerned about the tak-

ing away of the need and the lifting off of the pun-
ishment, not in the renunciation of his sin and the
conversion of the heart, which should have been
the result of his need, as it is the case now with so
many, (b) He seeks consolation and help, not at the
hands of his false priests and spiritual hirelings,

whom he himself did not trust, but from the proph-
et, about whom he did not long trouble himself after

he had nothing to ask. Thus it is always. In
need and necessity unbelievers and the children of
this world seek for consolation and comfort from a
spiritual preacher, and despise the finery of the
hirelings who care only for the wool and not for

the sheep, (c) He does not himself apply to the
prophet because he has an evil conscience, and he
sends his wife in a disguise, for before the world
he does not wish to be viewed as one who cares
much for prophets. This is the folly of the wise
of this world, that they suppose they can deceive
God as they deceive men. But the Lord sees what
is concealed in the darkness, and gives to every
one what he has deserved.

Ver. 1. When the threatening, warning word
of God bears no fruit, God at last sends the cross,

especially the cross in the household, to humble
us, to bring us to a knowledge of our sins, and to

lead us to the cross of Christ.

—

Starke : God gen-
erally lays hold upon men in those respects where
it is most grievous to them (2 Sam. xii. 14 ; John
iv. 47).—Ver. 2. Oalw. B.: Jeroboam did not wish
to be seen having anything to do with the prophet,
by any one. Worldly people are ashame'd to make
it known that they believe in anything, even if it be

a superstitious faith. If God send thee necessity
and distress, take no by-ways, but go to Him and
pour out thine heart before Him; He hears al!

who call upon Him, all who earnestly cry unto
Him. Disguise thyself, that no one mark who ana
what thou art ! This is the bad advice which the
world gives for the conduct of life, and which
passes current with it as the true wisdom thereof.

How social life is vitiated by this sin, by the en*
deavor to seem before people rather than to be—

.

often it is like a masquerade ! It is even more
deceived by actions, by mien and manner, than by
words. The art of disguise corrupts man in the
profoundest ground of his being, and transforms
him into an incarnate lie.—Vers. 3, 4. Calw. B.

:

The little bit of faith which worldly people often
exhibit is but part of their selfishness. . . . The
foreknowledge of the future in the affairs of daily
life man would gladly possess, because he will not
yield himself, in faith, .to the will of God. Hence
flow often superstition, fortune-telling, dream-in-
terpretation, astrology, both among the heathens aa
well as among Christians.

—

Crambb : The gift of
God neither should nor can be sold or bought for
money. As a rule, unbelief is bound with super-
stition. Jeroboam did not believe when God spoke
to him by word and deed (chap, xiii.), and yet he
believed that by means of a few loaves and cakes
he could persuade God to reveal the future to
him. . [The history of religion in modern tunes
confirms and illustrates this:]

Vers. 4-6. The wife of Jeroboam before the
prophet (a) She means to deceive the aged
blind prophet by a disguise, but the Lord gives
him sight (Ps. civi. 8). He gives strength to the
weary and power to the feeble.

* The Lord ever
gives sight to His true servants, so that the world
cannot deceive and blind them. (6) She hopes, by
her present, to secure the desired answer, but, at
the hour, the Lord gives him the word he shall

speak ; it is the Spirit of God who speaks through
him (Matt. x. 19 «?.). A true servant of God
proclaims the word of truth to every one, without
respect of persons, no matter how hard it be for

him. This-often is his hard yet sacred duty.—Vers.
7-16. Ahijah's sermon of repentance and retribu-

tion, (a) Against Jeroboam, who corrupted Isra-

el, (b) Against Israel, allowing themselves to be
corrupted.—Ver. 7 sq. How often it happens that
the very ones whom God raises from the dust, and
to whom He gives the largest favors, turn their

back upon and forget Him. So Jeroboam, so Is-

rael Deut xxxil 6.—Vers. 10, 15. Not a blessing
but a curse rests upon a house which turns its

back upon the Lord and His commandments. And
so also a people who forget the faith of their fa-

thers lose all territory, are given up to all convul-
sions from within and from without, and go to de-

struction. Sin is the destruction of the people.

(Heb. x. 28-30.)—Vers. 12, 13. The death of a be-

loved child, for whom God has prepared good, is

often the only and the supreme means of turning
away the heart of the parents from sin and the
world, and of winning them to the, life in God to

which they are strangers. For many a child it is

a divine blessing when it is early taken out of this

vain world and called away from surroundings in

which there is danger of the corruption both of

soul and body.—Ver. 15. Israel, it is thine own
sin that thou hast destroyed thyself.—Ver. 16. if

the Lord say,—he who offends one of the least of
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these, Ac, Ac. (Matt xviiL 6), what will He say to

those who give offence to an entire people, at the

hoad of which they stand, through unbelief and
immorality, and beguile them into an apostasy

from the living God ?—Ver. 18. What the Saviour

said to those who bewailed Him on His way to

death, Weep not for me, but, Ac. (Luke xxiLL 28),

might have been said to the whole people Israel,

and is true to-day pf so many who are weeping
over a grave. We should carry the dead in whom
good before God is found with honor to their rest

k the grave
Vera. 19, 20. The Scripture says (Prov. z. 1),

The memory of the just is blessed, but the name
of the godless will perish (rot). The first is true
of David, the last of Jeroboam, whose name is not
like an ointment poured out (»'. e., diffusing sweet
perfume, Eccle. L 3), but is a savor of death unto
death ; for with his name, for all the future, this

word is connected: who tinned and made Israel to

sin. Of what use is it to have worn a worldly
crown two and twenty years, to have striven and
fought for it, when the crown of life does not suc-

ceed it, which they alone obtain who are faithful

unto death (Bev. il 10) ?

THIRD SECTION.

THX KINGDOM IX JUDAH UNDER BEHOBOAM, ABIJAM, AND ASA.

(Chap. XIY. 2L—XV. 24.)

A.—The Bxde of Rehoboam.

Chap. XIY. 21-31.

SI And Rehoboam the son of Solomon reigned in Judah. Rehoboam was forty
and one*, years old when he began to reign, arid he reigned seventeen years in

Jerusalem, the city which the Lord [Jehovah] did choose out of all the tribes of
Israel, to put his name there. And his mother's name was Naamah an Ammoni-

22 tess. And Judah did evil in the sight of the Lord [Jehovah], and they provoked
him to jealousy with their sins which they had committed, above all that their

23 fathers had done. For they* also built tnem high places, and images [pillars]*,

24 and groves, on every high hill, and under every green tree. And there were
also sodomites in the land : and they did according to all the abominations of
the nations which the Lord [Jehovah] cast out before the children of Israel.

25 And it came to pass in the firth year of king. Rehoboam, that Shishak king of
26 Egypt came up against Jerusalem : and he took away the treasures of the house

of the Lord [Jehovah], and the treasures of the king's house ; he even took away
27 all : and he took away all the shields of gold which4 Solomon had made. And

king Rehoboam made in their stead brazen shields, and committed them unto
the hands of the chief* of the guard, which kept the door of the king's house.

28 And it was so, when the king went into the house of the Lord [Jehovah], that
29 the guard bare them, and brought them back into the guard-chamber. Now the

rest of the acts of Rehoboam, and all that he did, are they not written in the
30 book of the Chronicles of the kings of Judah? And there was war between
31 Rehoboam and Jeroboam all their days. And Rehoboam slept with his fathers,

and was buried with his fathers in the city of David. And his mother's name
was Naamah an Ammonitess.' And Abijain his son reigned in his stead.

TEXTUAL AND GRAMMATICAL.

1 Ver. 21.—[Our author substitutes the number twenty-one in his translation, the reasons for which see in the Exec.
Con. On the other hand, the entire agreement of theW. and MSS. is a strong argument for the text as it stands. Keil
decides against the proposed alteration.

» Ver. *8.—[ msn-DJ 03*1 ,4ftnd ae7» eT6n ta«7 »allt,
w

«. a, the Jews as well as the Israelites.

1 Ver. 28.—[ nl32fD = monumental pillars for religious purposes. Sept, ar^as. See the Exeg. Com.

4 Ver. 2«.—[The Vat. Sept thns enlarges the dose of Ter. 26: shields of gold which Darid received ofthe hand of the
tldrenof Adrazaar, king of Soaha, and brought the * * * "~ " "~ ^'-— --»-«-»- *-—•_-! *»> — -#-,J

which Solomon made, and carried them into Egypt.
children of Adrazaar, king of Soaha, and brought them into Jerusalem, all the things which he received, the arms of gold

• Ver. 2T.—[The Heb., followed by all the TV., has the plaraL The A. V. must hare used " chief* collectiTely.
• Ver. SL—[The Vat Sept, as* also the Syr, omit* the foregoing clause, which is repeated from Ter. 21.—F. Q.]
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EXSOETIOAL AND CRITICAL.

Ver. 21. Twenty and one yean old was Re-
hoboam. [Rehoboam was forty and one years

old.—Eng. Ver.1 The usual reading is ** forty and
one." Although the Chronicler (2 xii. 13) and all

translations give the latter, and only some MSS.
give twenty and one, yet this is indisputably the

right reading. For (a) in chap, xil 8, 10 (2 Chron.

x. 8, 10), Rehoboam's companions at the time of

Ms accession are called D*l^ » which generally

mean infants, or at most youths, but never men
of forty. The older commentators resorted to the

very strange and far-fetched supposition that the

young men mentioned in chap, xil were not young
in years but in understanding. Thenius thinks

that their youth was relative as compared with the

age of the u old men; " but men in ripe manhood

of one and forty years cannot be called .OH^1 in

any case, (b) Regarding the son of Rehoboam,
Abijah, 2 Chron. xiii. 7, says, the insurrection of

Jeroboam and the separation of the ten tribes took

place because his (Abyah's) father was still a boy,

*)g3 , and 33^-lfl (of * weak, tender heart, cf.

Gen. xxxiit 1 3). The son wishes to explain the con-

duct of his father by his youthful age; but he
could not possibly speak thus of a man forty-one

years old. Besides, chap. xii. 6 *q. agrees per-

fectly with the description of Rehoboam's con-

duct (c) If Rehoboam were forty-one years old

at the death of Solomon, who reigned forty years
(chap. xL 42), 8olomon must have married during
David's life-time, and have married an Ammoni-
tess, which was contrary to the law; and, as he
calls himself only a 1p (chap. iii. 7) when he had

become king, he must have had a son in about his

18th year. There is nothing, however, of all this

in the history ; on the contrary, it says expressly

that he married a daughter of Pharaoh after he
became king, and she was the real queen (chap,

iii. 1 ; ix. 24) ; he did not take Canaanitish wives
till later (chap, xi. 1 aj.). All these positive his-

torical evidences for the youth of Rehoboam at

his accession cannot be disproved and rejected on
account of a mere numerical figure, though it

were originally in the text "We must, therefore,

believe, like Capellus and Le Clerc, that the nume-
ral signs were changed, as so often happens, viz.,

that of with 3; this obviates all difficulties, and
there is no passage that in the least contradicts it

The name and descent of the mother are expressly
given, because the queen-mother was very much
esteemed and very influential, as the fTV23 t Ju8t &*

the sultana Walida is now in the Turkish empire.
The text also subsequently gives the name of the

queen-mothers, but only of those belonging to the
Judah-kings (chap. xv. 2, 13 ; xxii. 42, Ac.). The
reason of the words, in Jerusalem, the city which the

Lord did choosey Ac., is found in the following vers.

22 and 24, in connection with which they mean:
the residence of Jeroboam was indeed the city

where Jehovah's dwelling stood, which was the
centre of the whole theocracy, but even here the
people fell into idolatry. For the expression : put
His name there, see above on chap. vi.

' Vers. 23-24. And Judah did evil, Ac. Even
in the times of the judges the apostasy was never
so great in Judah as it was now under Reho-

boam. For the expression: provoke to jealousy,

see above. For ni£3 see on chap, iii 2, and foe

D*1#K see on ver. 15. The friSTO are also men-

tioned in Ex. xxxiv. 13; Deut vil 5; xii. 3;
xvi. 21 a?., in connection with the Astarte-images

;

from which passages it appears that the former
were made of stone, and the latter of wood.
m2XD from 3V3 means something that is made

t ; - -t •

fast or placed firmly, and refers to monument*
(Ex. xxviii 18, 22; xxxL 13; xxxv. 14, 20; Ex.
xxiv. 4; 2 Sam. xviii. 18). As they were only
used to commemorate a divine appearance and re-
velation (Gen. xxviii. 18), men easily came to pay
them divine honor, and in the heathen world they
passed into regular idols (Lev. xxvi 1). Whilst
the wooden monuments (Astarte) represented the
female nature-divinity, the stone pillars repre-

sented the male deity, t. e., Baal ; hence T)2XD

^jran (2 Kings ifl. 2; cf. x. 26; xviii. 4; xxiii.

14). The DlOa were erected on hills and moun-

tains, the idols of the male and female divinities

were placed under thick shady trees, as appears
fromHos. iv. 13, cf. Deut xii. 2; Jer. ii. 20; iiL 6;
xvil 2. That £hp (ver. 24), used collectively, does

not mean female (Ewald, Thenius),' but only male
prostitutes, is quite evident from chap. xv. 12

(D'^npn) and Deut xxiii. 18; the author men-

tions as the greatest excess of idolatry, that men
or boys allowed themselves to be prostituted in

honor of the gods. There is no reason to suppose,
as Keil does, that they were such " as had cas-

trated themselves in a fit of religious frenzy."

The words "in the land" (cf. with chap. xv. 12)
shows that they were not natives (Israelites or
Judeans), but strangers, Canaanites or Phoenicians
who had settled in the land for unlawful gain.

Vers. 25-26. Shlshakoameup, ver. 25. For this

king see on chap. xL 40. 2 Chron. xiL 2-8 gives a
further account of his invasion of Judah. We do
not know the cause ; the Rabbins think it was
only a robber expedition. As Jeroboam had so-

journed as a refugee with Shishak (according to an
addition of the Sept to chap, xii 24, he had even
married the daughter of the latter), it has been
supposed that he was induced to undertake the

war by Jeroboam. " It can scarcely be doubted
that the king with a Jewish countenance on one
of the monuments at Carnac (see Winer, R- W.-

B. II. s.,311, 474) was Rehoboam, if Champollion
was correct in reading Sheshonk (Precis du syst

hieroglyph, p. 204)," Theniua fen-ntfl , *. e., all

that he found; took the shields, Ac. (chap. x. 16).

These were of peculiarly high value. According
to the connection, the author means, " That Judah
was given over into the power of the heathen was
the punishment that speedily followed their fall

into heathen abominations " (Keil).

Vers. 27-28. King Rehoboam made, Ac,
ver. 27. The tyY) are the royal guards (see above

on chap. L 38), who were also named ceteres with
Romulus (Liv. L 14). They kept watch at the

palace gate (see on 2 Kings xi. 6) and accompanied
the king in solemn procession, as often as he

went to the temple ; it was ouly then that they

bore these shields, and not on ordinary occasions,
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KJH does not mean exactly the " guard-room," but

any place where the runners were staying. The
costly golden shields which Solomon had made
were in the house of the forest of Lebanon (chap.

i 17), but it is doubtful whether the brazen
shields of Rehoboam were only kept in the KP1

,

being considered as " of no value " (Thenius).

Vers. 29-31. Tfce rest of the aota, Ac. What
2 Chron. xi. relates of the cities fortified by Reho-
boam, of the emigration of priests and those faith-

ful to Jehovah to the Judah-territory, and of the

family relations of Rehoboam, is certainly derived

from ancient historical sources, probably from
those mentioned in 2 Chron. zii. 15 (Thenius).

As also the account of the Chronicles gives no
details of a regular war of Rehoboam with Jero-

boam, nonfe here ver. SO, and nton^D 2 Chron.

xH. 15 only refer " to the hostile position of both
kingdoms as manifested in single acts " (Winer),

therefore not to a warlike disposition simply.

—

Thenius thinks that the repetition of the conclud-

ing words of ver. 21 (the name of his mother, Ac)
u was caused by a fault in the copyist that cannot

be accounted for." This, however, is very improb-

able, for why should just these words have been
taken by a copyist from ver. 21, have been repeated

here, and then always have remained ? The re-

petition appears rather to have been intentional,

in order to show once more at the end of the ac-

count of Rehoboam that the mother of this king
was descended from that rough heathenish peo-

ple, the Ammonites, who were always hostile to

Israel, and that under Solomon the worship of

Moloch, the " abomination of the Ammonites," was
brought by her to Jerusalem (chap. xi. 7) and
suffered to remain for her by his son Rehoboam.
This appears also to be meant by 2 Chron. xii.

14, in connection with ver. 13.

HISTORICAL AND ETHICAL.

1. We learn only afew facto from these books re-

garding king Rehoboam and his reign, and from
those few no certain conclusion can be drawn re-

garding his relation to the fundamental law of

Israel ; the general phrase also which expresses
the relation to Jehovah, and which always imme-
diately follows the account of the personal cir-

cumstances of all the later kings (cf. chap. xv. 3,

11, 25, 34, Ac.) is omitted here. But Chron. con-

cludes its rather more explicit account with the

words: "he did evil, because he prepared net his

heart to seek the Lord (pO.nX" 2 Chron.. xii 14

;

and the remark is made before (ver. 1), that " he
forsook the law of the Lord." We are not to con-

clude from this, however, that he himself served

idols; on the contrary, it is emphatically said that,

in solemn procession, accompanied by his whole
body-guard, he continually visited the temple, and
thus showed himself publicly to all the people as

a worshipper of Jehovah. As such he showed
himself also when Shishak made war against him
(2 Chron. xii. 6, 12) But he forsook the law in

so far that he did not obey its injunctions ; he suf-

fered idolatrous worship in Jerusalem and did

nothing towards exterminating it. This was
"the evil" he was accused of; he continued

Jehovah's servant, but he wanted firmness and
decision. Sometimes fiery and arrogant, some-
times yielding and weak, he was unstable, as he

had shown himself in Shechem at the commence-
ment of his reign (chap. xii. 5-9, 18, 21) ; he seems
also to have been under the influence of his idoL-

atrous mother (see on ver. 31) and wife (chap.

xv. 13), and of his many wives (2 Chron. xl 21).

Menzel (Stoats- und Rel-Gesch., s. 236) is wholly
wrong in referring, in his superficial way, the ex-

pression ftfnnw Vftmk (2 Chron. xii. 14) which

he translates " to ask the Lord," to " the relation

of the king to the priesthood, and in that he is

blamed for not inquiring of the Lord, we can per-

ceive that Rehoboam had not been led, by the
misfortune which had befallen him, to accord
greater consideration to the priesthood than they
had enjoyed under his predecessors." That ex-

pression denotes rather, as Dietrich very justly re-

marks [Zu OesenHa W.- B. s. v.), " the striving of the

spirit after God, the inward seeking, especially in

prayer, and calling upon Him ; cf. Isai. lv. 6 ; IviiL

2 ; Jer. xxix. 13 ; 2 Chron. xv. 2, 14, 6 ; Hos. x.

12; Ps. xiv. 2." That the priesthood under Re-
hoboam strove for greater consideration than
they had under David (for instance) is a pure in-

vention ; but we see from chap. xii. 22-24 and
2 Chron. xii. 5, 6, 12, that Rehoboam did not re-

sist or act in opposition to the prophetical word.
2. The idolatrous worship that commenced in Jur

dah under Rehoboam was not begun by the latter

but by the people ; for ver. 22 does not say, he did

evil in the sight of the Lord, as is said of other

kings, but : Judah did, Ac. This seems remark-
able, because Judah had the central sanctuary in

their midst, and the priests and levites ; indeed all

the true worshippers of Jehovah had left the apos-

tate ten tribes and had gone to Judah, by which
the kingdom of Jeroboam was weakened, but that

of Rehoboam strengthened (2 Chron. xi. 13-17).

That Judah, nevertheless, fell so deeply was owing
to an after-influence of the condition of things

under Solomon's reign, and particularly the latter

part of the same. Commerce and intercourse with
foreign nations, acquaintance with their customs
and mode of life, great riches and uninterrupted

peace, had exercised an enervating and demoraliz-

ing influence. Ease, superfluity, and luxury grad-

ually undermined serious thought, and brought
forth lukewarmness, indifference, and even aver-

sion to the Btrict covenant-law: what was written

in Deut xxxii. 15 (Hos. xiii. 6) came to pass.

Added to this, Solomon at last removed every ob-

stacle to the strange heathen-worship of his wives,

so that although Jerusalem was the centre of the

Jehovah-worship, it was at the same time the spot

where the most various national gods were adored,

and where their unchaste worship found a ready

soil (see on chap. xi. 1-8). Immediately after So-

lomon's death this " religious liberty " could only

have been abolished by force and iron severity;

but the times were not adapted for this task, and
still less was his successor, Rehoboam, the son of

the Ammonrtess,the 33^1)71 *»Jtt (2 Chron. xiii T)

;

so that idolatry and immorality rather increased

than decreased, and the fall of Judah seems to

have been even deeper than that of Israel How-
ever, the condition of Judah was not so bad as the

condition of Israel in this respect; as in the

latter, the breach of the fundamental law had be-

come the State religion and institution of the

kingdom, the separate existence of which da-
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pended on the new worship ; whilst in Judah the

apostasy was only permitted, and the lawful wor-
ship of Jehovah had always a firm footing at the

central sanctuary. Many good elements also still

existed in Judah (2 Chron. xz. 12). Judah always
repented as often as they fell into idolatry, and they
continued to be the guardian of the law, whilst

Israel, on the contrary, never completely returned

to the right way.

HOIOLETICAL AND FRACTIOAL.

Vers. 21-30. The deep fall of Judah: (a)

Whence it came (Deut xxxii. 15 ; Hosea xiii. 6;
Prov. xxx. 9—see Hist and Ethic, 2); whither
it led (Rom. i. 25-28). Amongst individual men as

in entire communities, cities, and nations, revolt

against the living God results from haughtiness,

over-prosperity, and carnal security, bringing as
inevitable consequences, poverty, ruin, and mis-

fortune in war. High as stood Judah under David
and Solomon, so deep in proportion did it sink un-

der Rehoboam.—Vers. 21, 22. Wherever God has
a house, the devil always builds a chapel close at

hand. How often does it happen that cities and
countries, whence it has been ordained by God
that the light pf His knowledge should shine forth,

have become the seat alike of superstition and of

scepticism, and thus infinitely sink below the level

of those lands which have never heard His blessed

word. When an individual man, or a whole
community and people, who have received and ac-

knowledged the truth, again depart from it, then
is their last state worse than their first (Isa. xi.

26).—Vers. 23, 24. Wherever profligacy and for-

nication are in the ascendant, there is true hea-

thendom, how many soever may be the churches
King Rehoboam, too, sinned grievously in this

wise—he, although not himself an idol-worshipper,
yet failed as a servant of God, in that he did not
oppose idol-worship with aH his might, and even
regarded it as having equal rights with the service
of the true God—even, alas, as we find Christian
sovereigns who permit unbelief and revolt from the
truth to rank upon a level with faith and confes-
sion of God in Christ—Vers. 25 sq. Where the
carcass is, there will the eagles be gathered to-

gether (Matt. xxiv. 28). The chastisements of God
are never delayed where immorality and godless-
ness prevail, but they do not always lead, as with
Judah, to the humble confession: The Lord is

righteous 1 (2 Chron. xii. 6).

—

Calw. B. : Sovereigns
are often only the instruments of God in their un-
dertakings, although they do not or will not recog-

nize the fact.—Ver. 26. The true treasures of the
temple are the worship ofGod in spirit and in truth,

prayer, faith, love, and obedience ; these no thieves
nor robbers can steal, and without them all the gold
and silver in temples and churches is vain and empty
show. Golden or copper shields are alike in

value if only we can say: The Lord is our' shield,

and the Holy One of Israel our King.—Vers. 27,

28. It is better to pray to our heavenly Father in

our closet, rather than to worship with pomp in

church to be seen by men. Yet now there are
many who ceremoniously frequent the churches,
but neglect to maintain the fear of God, discipline,

and good morals in their own houses and neigh-
borhoods.—Vers. 30, 31. It is not to a man's
honor when, at his grave, these words are said:

There was life-long enmity between him and his

neighbor.

B.

—

The reigns of Abijam and Asa.

Chap. XV. 1-24 (2 Chron. XIIL XIV.)

1 Now in the eighteenth year of king Jeroboam the son of Nebat reigned
2 Abijam 1 over Judah. Three years reigned he in Jerusalem. And his mother's
8 name was Maachah, the daughter of Abishalom. And he walked in all the sins

of his father, which he had done before him : and his heart was not perfect with
4 the Lord [Jehovah] his God, as the heart of David his father. Nevertheless, for

David's sake did the Lord [Jehovah] his God give him a lamp in Jerusalem, to set

5 up his son after him,' and to establish Jerusalem : because David did that which
was right in the eyes of the Lord [Jehovah], and turned not aside from any thing
that he commanded him all the days of his life,

4 save only in the matter of Uriah
6 the Hittite. And there was war between Rehoboam* and Jeroboam all the days
1 of his life. Now the rest of the acts of Abijam

2
and all that he did, are they not

written in the book of the Chronicles of the kings of Judah ? And there was
8 war between Abijam and Jeroboam. And Abijam slept with his fathers* ; and

they buried him in the city of David : and Asa his son reigned in his stead.

9 And in the twentieth year of Jeroboam king of Israel reigned Asa over
10 Judah. And forty and one years reigned he in Jerusalem. And his mother's
11 name was Maachah,' the daughter of Abishalom. And Asa did that which was
12 right in the eyes of the Lord, as did David his father. And he took away" the

sodomites out of the land, and removed all the idols that his fathers had made,
13 And also Maachah his mother, even her he removed from being queen, because

she had made an idol in a grove8
; and Asa destroyed her idol, and burnt it

14 by the brook [in the valley of] Kidroo. But the high places were not removed •
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15 nevertheless Asa's heart was perfect with the Lord [Jehovah] all his days. And he
brought in the things which his father had dedicated, and the things which himself
had dedicated/ into the house ofthe Lord [Jehovah], silver, and gold, and vessels.

16 And there was war between Asa and Baasha king of Israel all their days. And
17 Baasha king of Israel went up against Judah, and built Kamah, that he might not
18 suffer any to go out or come in to Asa king ofJudah. Then Asa took all the silver

and the gold that were left
1 * in the treasures of the house of the Lord [Jehovah],

and the treasures of the king's house, and delivered them into the hand of his
servants : and king Asa sent them to Ben-hadad, the son of Tabriraon, the son

19 of Hezion, king of Syria, that dwelt at Damascus, saying, There is a league
between me and thee, and between my father and thy father : behold, I have
sent unto thee a present of silver and gold ; come and break thy league with

20 Baasha king of Israel, that he may depart from me. So Ben-hadad hearkened
unto king Asa, and sent the captains of the hosts which he had against the cities

of Israel, and smote pon, and Dan, and Abel-beth-maachah, and all Cinneroth,
21 with all the land of Naphtali. And it came to pass, when Baasha heard tlvereof

y

22 that he left off building of Ramah, and dwelt in Tirzah. Then king Asa made
a proclamation throughout all Judah ; none was exempted 11

: and they took away
the stones of Ramah, and the timber thereof, wherewith Baasha had builded

;

23 and king Asa built with them Geba of Benjamin, and Mizpah." The rest of all

the acts of Asa, and all his might, and all that he did, and the cities which he
built, are they not written in the book of the Chronicles of the kings of Judah ?

24 Nevertheless in the time of his old age he was diseased in his feet. And Asa slept

with his fathers, and was buried with his fathers in the city of David his father :

and Jehoshaphat his son reigned in his stead.

TEXTUAL AND GRAMMATICAL.

1 Yer. 1.—[Many MSS. and Bd. read throughout this narrative n»3X instead of h»2K as In 9 Chron. xf. 28 ; xiti. 1* Ac.
t • -i t • -:

(<y. S Chron. xlil. 20 VT*3N) *nd *° the *•!* *£*•*» *°4 tne 8^r*

• Ver. %—TThe Alex. Sept makes bis reign sixteenjresrs.
• Ver. 4.— [In the author's translation the name Behnboam Is Inserted In brackets as explanitory of the pronoun

him. The natural reference to AbUam mar, however, as well be preserved.
• Ver. 5.—[The Vat. Sept omits the mention of this exception, and also omits the following versa.
• Ver. «.—[For Behoboatn eight MSS., followed by the Syr. and Arab., substitute Abyah. The Alex. Sept puts the

last pronoun of ver. 6 in the plural—a variation in the opposite direction.
• Ver. &—[The Vat Sept adds, u in the twenty-fourth year of Jeroboam," and in ver. 9 changes the number to

correspond—a msnlfest etror.
7 Ver. 10.—(The Vat Sept escapes the difficulty connected with the queen-mother's name, hero and In ver. 18, by

substituting Ana for Maachah. The Arab, omits the name here, but gives Maachah in ver. 18.

• Ver. 18—[m£W TxAtiQ- The me**lDg of theM words b*» **** mDCD discussed and is variously given In

the W.—Tne most probable sense seems to be " an idol of Aaherah." See Exeg. Com.
• Ver. 15.—For IgHjfl nm8t *• *** ^^ * O "* - XT* 18 VEhpl • P*6 k*

ri *• ^B^i *Mch Kiel says M
I* •

bad emendation for the above correct )%rtp ,
which is to be read faftp ,

or more correctly perhaps •Jljhp .]

** Ver. ia—[The Sept in translating by re €vpi94r give the sense as expressed in the Bxeg. Com. All the otherWn
like the A.V. translate literally.

1 » Ver. 2-^—[The adverbial use of^ p^ b nmin*tmmunt 1 «. Mdtpto Is peculiar to this passage. Xell refers for

its source to such passages aa Dent xxiv. ; Num. xxxii. 23. The Sept, not understanding the phrase, has rendered
It as a proper name, etc 'EvokCh (Alex. 'Kvvuttin.)

»» Ver. 22.—[The Sept has undertaken to translate the names -Geba and Mizpah as common nouns, **r fievvbv

Bemcfuv xeu r^r encorta*.—F. 6.]

EXEGETICAL AJSTD CRITICAL.

Vers. 1-6. Abijam king of Judah. Instead of

{P3K Chronicles has always iT3K (2 Chron. xiiL 1

$q.\ 'A816 in the Sept The latter seems to be the

rig\t and original name, composed of*3K and ,T

,

which mean ^OIIK (1 Sam. ir. 1), not, therefore,

father of the sea, vir maritimus (Gesenius), but

whose father (benefactor) is God. According to

2 Citron, xi. 20 sq. Abijam was the eldest son of
Rehoboam's second wife Maacha, who was his

favorite, for which reason he set Abijam above his

brothers, and appointed him for his successor. As

there is no mention made of an Absalom except
of him known as the son of David, na must mean

the granddaughter here, aa 3K means grandfather

in ver. 3. Maacha must then have been the
daughter of Tamar (2 Sam. xiv. 27), as Absalom had
no sons (2 Sam. xviii. 18). The same name is no
doubt meant in 2 Chron. xiii. 2, where Abijara's

mother viOT ta called a daughter of Uriel of

Gibeah ; see on ver. 13. In all the sins, Ac., is not
to be taken in a universal sense, but of all the
sins which Rehoboam committed regarding the
service of Jehovah ; in these he followed the e»
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ample of his father (TOS^>). He was in his own

person Jehovah's servant, but he did not oppose
the idol-worship ; he permitted it, and therefore

in no respect resembled his great-grandfather

David, who therefore for all kings continued to be
the pattern and model of right conduct towards
Jehovah. Thenius thinks that vers. 4 and 5 are the
addition of an " elaborator M

; they are certainly

not useless, but stand in a very proper connection.

Abijam was the third king on David's throne who
allowed idol-worship to exist side by side with
that of Jehovah. Such kings had, in fact, de-

served to lose their land and throne, because they
had not acted as servants of the true king of
Israel ; but for David's sake, to whom God had
promised that a descendant of his should always
reign in Jerusalem (for TJ see on chap. xi. 36),

Jehovah suffered even such kings of the house of
David, who, like this one, were not wholly and
undividedly devoted to Him. The sin of David
against Uriah was great indeed (2 Sam. xi and
zil), but apart from the fact that he repented of it

bitterly, it was not one which broke the funda-

mental law of the theocracy, the covenant and its

chief commandment, and it did not therefore

undermine the foundation of the Israelite nation-

ality. Vers. 4 and 5 serve, then, to explain ver. 3,

and in a certain measure to justify what is said

there.

Vers. 6-8. And there was war between
Rehoboam and Jeroboam, Ac. Yer. 6 says the
same that was previously said in chap. xiv. 30, only
with this difference, that there the concluding

words D^DTI-^3 are changed to V>n *D^3 here,
• t- , t t - •• : T

from which it follows, at least, that this verse is

not, as Thenius thinks, a mere repetition arising

from the carelessness of a copyist Instead of
"Rehoboam," the Syrian, Arabic, and several

manuscripts have " Abijam ; " but this would make
the conclusion of ver. 7 a mere repetition of our
verse, which is even less tenable than the repeti-

tion from chap. xiv. 30. As the words stand they
can scarcely be understood in connection with ver.

7 otherwise than as Schulz, Maurer, and Keil take
them ; they give their meaning to be this : that the
hostile feeling which existed between Rehoboam
and Jeroboam during the entire lifetime of the
former, also lasted during the lifetime of his son
Abijam. This interpretation is certainly rather
forced, and it is very possible that the text is no
longer the original one ; happily, however, the sub-
stance of the narrative is in no wise affected by it,

but it remains the same, howsoever those words
may be read or explained.

Vers. 9-11. In the twentieth year of Jero-
boam, Ac. Yer. 9 aq. If Abijam became king in

the eighteenth and Asa in the twentieth year of
Jeroboam (vers. 1 and 9), Abijam could not have
reigned three full years (ver. 2). The incomplete
years are here, as elsewhere (see on ver. 26), reck-

oned as if complete, in statements of the length of
the reigns. Maachah, the daughter of AbishaUm, is

named in ver. 2 as the mother of Abijam, and as
the mother of Asa in ver. 10, but she could not, of
course, have been the mother of both father and
son at the same time. It has therefore been sup-
posed "that Maachah, Abijam's mother, was in

the position of queen-mother or !TT2an , t*. e., sul-

tana Walida, under Asa, until Asa deposed her or.

account of her idolatrous worship (ver. 13), and
that she had been such because, perhaps, Asa'i
mother had died early " (Keil and Ewald after the
Rabbins). DK (ver. 10) would then stand for

grandmother, which is very questionable for the
reason that, often as the name of the mother of a
king is given, his grandmother is never meant
thereby ; besides, the mother alone, and never the
grandmother of a king, had the dignity and posi-

tion of the Gebirah, the name given to Asa's mo-
ther, ver. 13 and 2 Chron. xv. 16. Other com-
mentators, who are not insensible to these consid-
erations, think that Maachah, the mother of Abi-
jam, was indeed, as is said in chap. xv. 2, and 2
Chron. xl 20 and 21, a daughter of Abishalom, but
that Maachah, the mother of Asa, was the daugh-
ter of Uriel of Gibeah . They think tha t the Chron-
icler (2 xiii. 2) committed an oversight when he
mentioned the latter (whom he names Michaiab)
as the mother of Abijam instead of Asa, whilst, in-

versely, our author names the daughter of Abish-
alom (ver. 10) instead of the daughter of Uriel, as
the mother ofAsa (Thenius, Bertheau). This much
is certain, that the mother of Asa, as well as the
mother of Abijam, was called Maachah.

Vers. 12-15. All the idols. Ver. 12. The de-

signation D^^3 for idols, includes, confessedly, the

idea of something contemptible, as appears from
the many passages in Ezekiel where it occurs.

The Rabbins, whom several commentators follow,

have derived the word from ^s or^ , £ e., mud
TT V

drained off, and translated it Dei fiercorei, mudgods,
which Thenius thinks the most correct interpreta-

tion. But in the Pentateuch, where the word first

occurs, ^|, mud, is not used, but ^ , D^ , stone-

heaps, masses of stone (Gen. xxxi. 46, 48, 51, 52),

hence Havernick (Comm. uber Ez^ehiel^ s. 75) un-
derstands it to mean stone monuments, with the
additional notion of what was dead and lifeless (</.

Ezra v. 8 ; vi. 4) ; which translation seems better

than: lumps (Keil). Cf. also Deut. xxix. 16; Lev.

xxvi. 30. For nT33 see on chaj). xi. 19. TO^BO

means horrendum, and no doubt refers to a phallus-
image, which was something terrible and detesta-

ble to the Hebrews. The Vulgate gives in sacris

Priapi for it. The statue of the male and genera-
tive power in nature was placed next that of the

female power (Astarte). That the former was of
wood, like the latter, appears from the u burning
in the valley of Kidron ;

M the ashes were thrown
into the brook, which carried them quite away.
The nlD3, ver. 14, mean here such as were dedi-

cated to Jehovah, as in chap, lit 2 therefore, and
not as in chap, xi 7, and 2 Chron. xiv. 2. These,
to which the people were accustomed from ancient
times, Asa did not destroy, perhaps because doing
so might have given offence to many even of the
true servants of Jehovah. This was the only un-
lawful thing he permitted ; in everything else he
adhered perfectly, as long as he lived, to the wor-
ship of Jehovah as enjoined in the law. He even
began to fill again the treasure chambers of the
Temple, which had been plundered by Shishak

;

to nil them partly with what his father Abijam
had taken (pf. 2 Chron. xiii. 19), partly with the
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plunder he himself had seized (2 Chron. xiv. 12

;

XT. 18).

Yer. 16. And there was war between Am
.... all their days. Yer. 16. The account of

Chronicles does not agree with this, if the former
be only understood in the sense as given above,

chap. xiv. 30. For, according to 2 Chron. xiv. 1

(liii. 23) the land had rest ten years under Asa;
according to 2 Chron. xv. 19, " there was no more
war unto the five and thirtieth year of the reign

of Asa," and in xvi. 1 it says that Baasha did not
make war on Judah till the six and thirtieth year.

But these numbers cannot possibly be correct, for

according to our chapter ver. 33, Baasha became
king of Israel in the third year of Asa, and only

reigned four-and-twenty years, therefore he could
not have made war against Asa in the six-and-

thirtieth year of the latter. The number ten is

also too great, and was used probably because the

numeral sign 1 was shortened to \ Judah had rest

before Baasha's accession to the throne of Israel,

and also two years afterwards, but then, when he
was properly prepared for war, Baasha undertook
the invasion ; this occurred, therefore, in the fifth

or sixth year of Asa's reign. The numeral sign

^=30 of the Chronicles may very well have been

taken out of the T^Jxh • Of- Thenius and Ber-

thean on the same passages. The supposition of
older commentators and of Keil, that the flve-and-

thirty, that is, the six-and-thirty years dated from
the time of the separation of the two kingdoms, is

not admissible, because the text in 2 Chron. xvi. 1

says quite positively: "in the six-and-thirtieth

year of the reign of Asa."

Yer. 17. Raman (ver. 17) was not in the moun-
tains of Ephraim (1 Sam. x. 2) but in the tribe of
Benjamin (Josh, xviii. 25 ; Jud. xix. 3), somewhat
more than two hours' distance from Jerusalem : it

is the modern Er-Ram. The fortification of Ra-
man presupposes that Baasha had recovered the

towns that belonged to the kingdom of Israel (2

Chron. xiii. 19) which had been taken by Abijam.
The conjectural reading nfr"! instead of DH (The-

nius) is unnecessary ; it is literally : " to the end
that one should not give (or send) any one coming
in or going out, to Asa " (Bertheau) t. «., utnonpos-
tet qviapiam egredi vel ingredi de parte Asm (Yulg.).

As the principal road from Jerusalem to the north
passed through Raman, Baasha wished to cut off

all traffic, and in fact to blockade Jerusalem com-

pletely. The Dnnian , ver. 18, does not mean here,

in the strict sense of the word, the remainder, for

Shiahak had taken aU (chap. xiv. 26) ; Asa, after

his victories and those of his father, filled the trea-

sure chambers again with the plunder he took
(rer. 5), and this, when compared with the former
treasure, was the remainder. The Sept, therefore,

gives rd evpedev, i. «., what he then found.

Vers. 18-22. Benhadad (ver. 18) means "son
of the sun," for the sun received divine honors
from the Syrians, under the name of Adad (Jfo-

cnb. Saturn, i 23). Three kings of Damascene-
Syria bore this name ; the one named here was the
first of them, and he who is mentioned in chap. xx.
laj. 34 was his son. The name could scarcely
have been a general royal title (Keil), for the name
Tabrmmon is certainly the name of a person, but
it is, in composition, like "good is Rimmon" (2

12

Kings v. 18). Thenius identifies Hezion with the
Rezon mentioned in chap. xi. 23, who was called

so originally (?). The phrase " king of Syria " is

certainly in opposition with Benhadad. There is a
league, Ac (ver. 19), i. e, as between our fathers
there was a league, let it continue between us also.

Syria must have increased rapidly in power since
the days of Solomon ; for both kingdoms, Israel

and Judah, sought its friendship, although it was
the natural foe of both. There is no doubt that
Benhadad was induced to break his league with
Baasha by the larger sum that Asa offered him.
The Syrian army, which came from the north, over-
ran the whole land of Naphtaii to the lake of
Genesareth ; the towns which it laid waste lay in

a line from north to south. Jjon. was the most
northern, and is nowhere else named, except in the
parallel passage 2 Chron. xvi. 4 ; according to Ro-
binson {Researches, Ac. II. p. 438), it is situated in

the well-watered district of Merj Ayun. Dan
could not have been far south of it Abel-beth-
maachah (2 Chron. xvi. 4 ; Abel-maim) is the same
town as that mentioned in 2 Sam. xx. 14 and 18,

and was situated at the mouth of the Merj Ayun

;

it is the modern Abil el Kamh (see Thenius on the
place). Oinneroth, " evidently a district, not a town

;

it was the basin which stretches from the lake
of Merora to the head of the lake of Genesareth "

(the same). Although then Benhadad only dis-

turbed the northern parts of the kingdom, Baasha
saw himself induced to obey the demand to leave

Judah (probably made to him) in order to prevent
further losses. He left off building the fortifica-

tions of Ramah which he had begun, and returned

to his residence Tirzah (chap. xiv. 17) without dis-

turbing Asa any more. The latter now had the
building materials at Ramah removed, and he for-

tified Geba of Benjamin and Mizpeh with them

;

the former was one-half mile [two and a quarter

Eng. miles] from Ramah, and the latter about three

miles [thirteen and a half Eng.l. These two for-

tresses overlooked each side of the road that led

northwards from Jerusalem.
Vers. 23-24. His might and ... the cities.

mttB , not so much potestas as deeds of might,

i. e., brave deeds, as appears from chap, xvi, 27
;

xxii. 46. Besides Geba and Mizpah, Asa erected

other fortresses in Judah (2 Chron. xiv. 5, 6),

which were probably designed to protect the

southern part of his kingdom. He was on tho

whole prosperous, " only in his old age " he suf-

fered much, and did not show a right trust in

God (2 Chron. xvi. 12). It is uncertain if his dis-

ease were gout (Thenius). Chron. says that he
had caused his tomb to be hewn out in the city of

David
;
probably the place of sepulture hitherto

used was not large enough.

HISTORICAL AND ETHICAL.

1. Chronicles gives not only more extended ac-

counts of king Abijam, but some also which recent

criticism declares to be utterly irreconcilable with
the representation here. " According to the earlier

narrative," says Winer (R- W.-B. I. *. 6), "Abijam
walked in the footsteps of his idolatrous father

(1 Kings xv. 3); according to the later one, he
appears to be a very zealous guardian of the

worship of Jehovah and of the levitical system

(2 Chron. xiil 8 sq.). We must bear in mind that
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the Chronicler elsewhere endeavors to acquit the

Judah-state from idol-worship, as much as possi-

ble." De Wette, Thenius, and others hold similar

views. But against this we remark, that the pre-

supposition that Rehoboara was addicted to idol-

atry, and that Abijam followed in his ways, is

erroneous, and Winer contradicts himself, for (in

the work already cited, II. *. 312, note) he himself

declares, that "the older.(i. «., our) narative sayB

nothing of the personal participation of Rehoboam
with the uutheocratic worship, rather, see ver.

28." Now we have already proved above

that Chron. does not accuse him of it Ewald
therefore justly says (Gtscfu Jsr. III. *. 460 sq.) :

41 Rehoboam indeed permitted or encouraged the

exercise of foreign forms of worship, from his

own predilections," and in this respect " Abijam

walked completely in Rehoboam'8 footsteps; he

shared his father's religious views and princi-

ples." It is no contradiction when in Chron. he

is represented as a worshipper of Jehovah, for

this he really was. The words he uttered before

the beginning of hostilities to the opposite host

of "all Israel" were not merely edifying and
44 exceedingly pious expressions" (Thenius), they

quite correspond with the political and theocratic

stand-point which Abijam took as king of Judah.

He reproaches the ten tribes with their revolt

from the house of David, and at the same time

with all that Jeroboam bad done, out of his own
mind, against the divine fundamental law, given

to the whole people. The evident purpose of the

entire discourse was to win over Israel agaia to

the house of David, to attach those who, being

faithful to Jehovah, had already left the other

tribes and settled in Judah, and also to attract

and encourage such as still remained in Israel.

Abijam had probably observed that hiB best sup-

port in a war with Israel was not to be found

in the idolaters of his kingdom, but in the faith-

ful servants of Jehovah. His very brief reign

did not allow him any larger experience in this

respect.

2. The long reign ofking Asa, which lasted forty-

one years, is treated with great brevity by our au-

thor; but the Chronicler devotes three whole chap-

ters to it (2 Chron. xiv., xv., xvi.). The former,

however, lays especial emphasis on what is most im-

- portant to the history of the theocracy, and what
the Chronicler also esteems the principal thing,

namely, that Asa energetically and sternly put

down the idol-worship, which had been suffered to

remain side by side with that of Jehovah since

Solomon's time, together with all the abominations

the former included, and that he even deprived his

idolatrous mother of her dignity as the Gebirah.

How it happened that he entered with such decision

on an entirely different course, immediately after

his accession, is not toldin either of the narratives

;

we can only form suppositions on the subject.

After the separation of the ten tribes from Judah,

the latter must have plainly perceived the injuri-

ous results of the religious liberty, which had
been granted from political motives (see above,

Histor. and Kth. on chap. xi.). This already small

kingdom lacked unity, and therefore a firm bond.

The more that danger threatened it from Israel

under Jeroboam, through the continual wars that

went on, the more people must have become con-

vinced of the necessity of making an end of the

schism which had arisen from the various forms

of idolatry, of restoring the lost unity, and of thus
giving full sway to the theocratic fundamental
law through which Judah had become great and
strong, and so making the kingdom firm, both in

its internal and external relations. Besides this,

the number of those who, from true affection to

the divine law, emigrated from all the other tribes

to Judah, increased (2 Chron. xv. 9), and all these

abhorred the idol-worship which still existed tn

juxtaposition with that of Jehovah. Besides,

some powerful and influential prophets were not
wanting, who exhorted the king and the people
to be faithful to Jehovah, and not to forsake the
God of Israel, who had always helped His people

(2 Chron. xv. 1 sq. ; xvi. 7 aq.). These circum-

stances may have convinced Asa that nothing
could secure stability and permanence for his

kingdom but the return to the fundamental law
and firm adherence to the same; and the great

victory which the Lord had given him over Zerah
the Ethiopian must have tended not a little to

strengthen him in that conviction (2 Chron. xiv. 7
sq.). From Asa's subsequent conduct, it seems
very uncertain whether his strict proceedings

against the idol-worship were really the result of
genuine conversion to Jehovah and of true piety,

as might appear from his prayer (2 Chron. xiv. 10)

;

political motives, if. not principally, no doubt par-

tially, influenced him. The Chron., which has been
accused of giving a too partial and favorable view
of Asa's character, lays esfjecial stress on some
facts which do not seem to show a true conver-
sion and godly mind, such as David had. For
instance, Asa took away the Temple-'treasures

that were consecrated to Jehovah, and had been
lately gathered anew (this our author also men-
tions), and sent them to the king of Syria (who
was growing continually more dangerous to both
kingdoms) in order to induce him to break his

league with Baasha. Also that when the prophet
Hanani reproved him for doing so he threw the
latter into prison, which no king of Judah had yet
ventured to do to a prophet ; and he even punish-

ed others who took the prophet's part; finally,

that he showed no resignation to the will of the

Lord or trust in Him during his last sickness

(2 Chron. xvi 10, 12). How completely different

was David's conduct after the report of the pro-

phet Nathan, and a short time before his end
(2 Sam. xii. 13 ; xxiii. 1 sq.) I When, notwithstand-

ing all this, both narratives say that Asa's heart

was rrin*-DJJ D^Jt?, it follows that this often re-

peated expression only means : he never waTer-
ed between God's service and that of idols or

images, but was unreservedly devoted to the lawful

worship of Jehovah, which was an exclusive

one ; and by being so he rendered his people a
great service.

HOMILETIGAL AXD PRACTICAL

Yers. 1-8. The fruit falls not far from the
tree. What the old sing, the young chirp

(Was die Aiten sungen, das zwitschern die Jnn-
gen). The parental house is, for the child, the

preparatory school of life ; what he there sees and
hears is never forgotten through life. No example
is so weighty and important as that of the parents

:

how great, then, is their responsibility. Abijam
followed not after the example of David, greatand
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glorious as it was, but after that of his father

Kehoboam, which he saw immediately before him.
—Ver. 4. The blessing of pious, God-fearing fore-

fathers often falls to the advantage of even de-

generate children, through the mercy of God.
—Ver. 5. No human example, however glorious it

may be, is perfect, for even the greatest and best
are wanting in the sight of God, and miserable
sinners. Therefore we are referred to the ex-
ample of Him who alone is sinless, and out of
whose mouth proceeds no guile. He alone can
say : He who follows me, walketh not in darkness,
but has the light of life (1 Pet. ii. 21 ; John viil

12). The children of this world often quote and
excuse their sins by citing the example of good
and holy men who have fallen, but never take
pattern after their repentance and humiliation, and
refuse to know anything of the wrung and smitten
heart of a David (Ps. Ii. 19), or of the tears of a
Peter (Matt xxvi 75).—Vers. 6-8. The enmity,
Strife, and war between the sister-kingdoms was
the result of their broken covenant with the. Lord
God. Wheresoever, be it amid a nation, a com-
munity, or a family, the fear of the living God,
and the bond of union with Him is destroyed,
there will ever be strife and discord

;
peace is only

to be found where the God of peace reigns in the
heart (CoL iiL 15). To go out of the world at
enmity is not a blessed death,

Vers. 9-24. The reign of Asa the king, (a)

hi its religious aspect (vers. 9-15)
;

(b) in its

political aspect (vers. 16-24).—Ver. 11. It is to

be regarded as a merciful providence of God,
when a son who has grown up with evil sur-
roundings, and the bad example of a father
and mother, yet holds steadily to His word and
commandments, and resists firmly all ungodly
influences.—Vers. 12-13. Against sins oflicentious-
ness no authority can be powerful enough, for

where this evil has crept in, there comes a moral
corruption which works destructively upon all

relations of life. Authority being ordained of God,
as the Apostle says, its duty and task is to oppose
with severity all godless conduct, without fear or
favor of man, and to vindicate the eternal divine
laws. Therefore it is that we have the church
prayer for those in authority.—Ver. 13. Calw. B. :

Thus it is : A man must first cleanse his own
house if he would be an example to others. There-
fore says the Apostle, " if a man know not how
to rule his own house he cannot take care of the
church of God " (1 Tim. iiL 5). Where the honor

of God or the salvation of the soul comes in ques-

tion, there even a mother must not prevail I am
come, says our Lord (Matt. x. 35 #?.), to set at

variance, Ac.—Ver. 14. To remove deep-rooted

and long-standing evils suddenly and completely

is impossible, even for a well-intentioned and
powerful ruler; for in that case he would bring

about resistance to the good rather than further

it—Ver. 15. Hence noble and pious princes should

bethink themselves of using their gold and silver

not only for worldly objects, but to enrich churches

and schools, necessary to the accomplishment of
godly designs.

Vers. 16 sq. The enemies who rise up against

us, and bring us into straits, must often eerve,

in the hand of God, to try and prove whether
our faith is rooted in the deepest soil of the

heart, and our zeal in religious things no
fleshly one, but a high and holy one.—Vers. 1 7-

18. What is bestowed in faith must be regarded
as sacred, and under no pretext must it be diverted

to worldly purposes. Nothing but a rude power,
knowing neither fear nor awe of God, could com-
mit such a robbery, and no blessing can ever rest

upon it He who gives with one hand and takes

back with the other, has his jusf recompense
therein.—Ver. 19. This is the ourse resting upon
the strife of brethren—each forms a league with
the common enemy rather than resolve upon peace

with each other. The least reliable friend and
companion in need is he who can be bought with

gold, and is always at the disposal of the highest

bidder. He who persuades another to break faith

must be prepared to find that he will not maintain

the word given to him. In every strait, seek first

the support and aid of thy God, without whom no
man can help thee. Asa was indeed right believing,

but he was not right believing^-Vers. 20 sq. Whoso
diggeth a pit shall fall therein, and he that rolleth

a stone, it will return upon him (Prov. xxvi. 27).

Baasha wished to become possessed of an ad-

ditional city, and thus lost a series of his own
cities ; with the same stones with which he pur-

posed to strengthen Raman, Asa built two strong

cities.—Ver. 24. Sickness in old age, previous to

death, is a divine chastisement and trial, to wean
men from the world and ripen them for eternity.

How many men would die unconverted if God did

not visit them before death with sickness I Well

is it for all who through such visitations turn

unto the Lord, as did Asa in 2 Chron. xvi. 12.
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180 THE FIRST BOOK OF THE KINGS.

FOURTH SECTION.

THE KINGDOM OF ISRAEL TTNDEB NADAB AND HIS SUCCESSORS UNTIL AHAB.

Chap. XV. 25—XVL 28.

27

A*

—

The reign of Nadab andBaoiha.

Chap. XV. 26-XVL 7.

25 And Nadab the son of Jeroboam began to reign over Israel in the second year

26 of Asa king of Judah, and reigned over Israel two years. And he did evil in the

sight of the Lord [Jehovah], and walked in the way of his father, and in his sin

[sins
1

] wherewith he made Israel to sin. And Baasha the son of Ahijah, of the

house of Issachar, conspired* against him ; and Baasha smote him at Gibbethon,
which belonged to the Pnilistines ; for Nadab and all Israel laid siege to Gibbethon.

28 Even in the third year of Asa king of Judah did Baasha slay him, and reigned in

29 his stead. * And it came to pass, when he reigned, that he smote all the house of

Jeroboam ; he left not to Jeroboam any that breathed,* until he had destroyed him,

according unto the saying of the Lord [Jehovah], which he spake by his servant

30 Ahijah the Shilonite : because ofthe sins of Jeroboam which he sinned, and which
he made Israel sin, by his provocation wherewith he provoked the Lord [Jehovah]

31 God of Israel to anger. Now the rest of the acts of Nadab, and all that he

did, are they not written in the book of the Chronicles of the kings of Israel?

32 4And there was war between Asa and Baasha king of*Israel all their days.

33 In the third year of Asa king of Judah began Baasha the son of Ahijah to

34 reign over all Israel in Tirzah, twenty and four years. And he did evil in the
sight of the Lord [Jehovah], and walked in the way ofJeroboam, and in his sin

[sins] wherewith he made Israel to sin.

XVL 1 Then the word of the Lord came to Jehu the son of Hanani against

2 Baasha, saying, Forasmuch as I exalted thee out of the dust, and made thee
prince over my people Israel ; and thou hast walked in the way of Jeroboam, and
nast made my people Israel to sin, to provoke me to anger with their sins

;

3 behold, I will take away the posterity of Baasha, and the posterity of his house

;

4 and will make thy house like the house of Jeroboam the son of Nebat. Him that
dieth of Baasha in the city shall the dogs eat ; and him that dieth of his in the

5 fields shall the fowls of the air eat. Now the rest of the acts of Baasha, and
what he did, and his might, are they not written in the book of the Chronicles

6 of the kings of Israel ? So Baasha slept with his fathers, and was buried in

1 Tirzah : and Elah his son reigned in his stead.* And also by the hand of the
prophet Jehu the son of Hanani came the word of the Lord [Jehovah] against

Baasha, and against his house, even for all the evil that he did in the sight of

the Lord [Jehovah], in provoking him to anger with the work of his hands, in

being like the house of Jeroboam ; and because he killed him.

TEXTUAL AND GRAMMATICAL.

» Ver. 36.—[It is tetter bore and in rer. 84, &&, to retain the plural form of the Heb, £b» was doubtless intended
to be understood collectively in theA V.

Ver. 27.—[The Heb. "|^p»1 from the '•ot l#p » to btod <* tte together, la Correctly translated contpind, aad

Implies that others were concerned with Baasha In the plot.

* Ver. ».—[noeto-^3 TKPT|-fc& " fle left not"J that had breath,* i. a, he destroyed all, both male and female,

of the honse of Jeroboam, in contrast with the expression In chap. xiv. 10, Ac. Cf, Josh. zi. 11, 14.
« Ver. 82.—[The Vat. Sept. omits ver. 82, which has occasioned so much perplexity from Its being an exact repetition

of yer. 16. For the reasons of its insertion see Exwj. Com.
• Ver. 6.—[The Alex. Sept. adds " in the twentieth year of king Aaa "—an Impossible date* Cf. xv. 88-—F. OJ
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CHAPTER XV. 25-XVL 7. 181

BXEGETIOAL AND CRITICAL.

Vera. 25-26. In the second year of Asa.
We see clearly from this verse, compared with the

time given, in vers. 28 and 33, as in all the state-

ment regarding the length of reigns, that years

not fully complete are considered as whole ones.
" For if Nadab ascended the throne in the second
year ofAsa's reign (ver. 28), and Asa ascended the
throne in the twentieth year of Jeroboani's (ver.

9), Jeroboam could not have reigned quite twenty-
two years, but only twenty-one and some months;
and if Baasha succeeded to Nadab in the third

year of Asa's reign (vers. 28 and 33) Nadab could

not have reigned two years (ver. 25), in fact not
much more than one and a half year or perhaps a
little shorter time " (Keil).

Vers. 27-31 Baasha ... of the house of
Twaohar, i. «., of the tribe of Issachar ; he can-

not therefore have been the son of the prophet
Ahijah, as Menzel supposes, for he was an Eph-
raimite of Shiloh. The city of Gibbethon belongs
to the tribe of Dan (Josh. xix. 44), and was one of
the four cities of the levites which belonged (t. e.,

the cities) to this tribe (Josh, xxi 23) ; it must
have been on the borders of Philistia/ It is very
doubtful if it had always been occupied by the
Philistines, and was now for the first time be-
sieged by the Israelites (Winer) ; it rather appears
that the Philistines, after tMe partition of the
kingdom, again took possession of it as an im-
portant border fortress ; whereupon the Israelites

under Nadab and Elan (chap. xvi. 15) tried to re-

cover it As Nadab met his death on this occa-

sion, it seems that Baasha's conspiracy was of
a military description, and that the latter was
an army chief like Zimri (chap, xvi 9). Thenius
supposes that Gibbethon was the same as the
modern Muzeiri'ah, or Elmejdel (Tower) (cf. Robin-
son, Pal IIL p. 282). How the conspiracy arose
is not stated

;
perhaps Nadab was still very young,

and not a match for Baasha, who was very enter-

prising. It seems that he was not satisfied with
exterminating the male relatives of Jeroboam, but
murdered the whole of his race. The ^5"13 ver.

29, does not, of course, mean : as the Lord had
promised him, but: so that the word of prophecy
was fulfilled. For vers. 29, 30 see above on chap,
xiv. 10 sq.

Vers. 32-34. And there was war ... all

their days. Ver. 32 is a literal repetition of ver. 16,

and does not seem suitable to the context here,
for even if we were to read Nadab instead of Baa-
sha (Ewald), this does not agree with " all their

days," for Nadab did not reign much longer than
a year, and had war with the Philistines during
that time. Nadab, too, should be named first ; be-
tween Nadab and Asa; and finally Asa, whose
year of accession coincided with the short period
of Nadab's reign, had, according to 2 Chron. xiii.

23, no war at that time. Thenius thinks that the
repetition of ver. 16 arose through a mistake of
the copyist, but there is certainly no necessity for

this easy but at the same time violent solution
of the difficulty. KeiFs view is better. He finds

(1845) the reason of the repetition in the exoerp-
tive character of these books, and in the manner
of theocratic historical writing, namely, in the
want of strict order in the arrangement of the

historical matter. Ver. 16 is taken from the book-
of the acts of the kings of Judah ; ver. 32 from
that of the kings of Israel In the first instance

the remark is given beforehand, because there
was something special to be said about the war be-

tween Asa and Baasha ; here, though it would cer-

tainly be more suitable after vers. 33 and 34, it is

not put in on account of Asa, but • on account of
Baasha, and is the regular mode of expression

for the conditions of the State under the different

reigns. For Tirzah see chap. xiv. 17.

Chap. xvi. 1-6. The word of the Lord came.
The chapter is not here divided according to

the accession of the king, but according to the

prophetic sentence which proclaimed ruin to

the whole reigning dynasty, and therefore was
the beginning of all the subsequent period.

The prophet Jehu is mentioned in 2 Chron. xix. \>.

sq. as well as in vers. I, 7, 12 ; in the above pas-

sage he blames the conduct of the Judah-king
Jehoshaphat, the successor of Asa ; and in 2

Chron. xx. 34 he is named as the author of the
11 acts of Jehoshaphat in the book of the kings of
IsraeL" There is no doubt that his father Ifanani
was the same as he who was thrown into prison

because of his censure of king Asa (2 Chron. xvi.

7, 10). According to this, he must have belonged
to the kingdom of Judah, and either pronounced
his sentence there (vers. 2 and 7), or have gone
over, for the purpose, into the northern kingdom.
It is also uncertain whether he pronounced the

threatening to Baasha personally and directly.

For out of the dust (ver. 2) chap. xiv. 7 gives " from
among the people," from which " we might con-
clude that Baasha had raised himself from a very
low position to be a commander of the army and
finally king" (Thenius). What Baasha did, of
himself and by crime, the prophet ascribes in so

far to tfehovah, that he could not possibly have
executed his plans had they been contrary to the
purposes of Jehovah. The entire senterce is

evidently modelled after that of the prophet
Ahijah against'Jeroboam (chap. xiv. 7-11) (see Hist
and Eth. there, I). Ver. 6 says that Baasha died
a natural death, but Zimri (ver. 1 2) exterminated all
u his posterity" (c/. nn« , ver. 3). For rTW3a » see

•—: - t .

on chap. xv. 23.

Ver. 7. Oame the word, Ac. The DJ1 is

not equal to and also, or yos (De Wette), neither

does it mean that Jehu himself bore the mes-
sage, but rather " any former thought or excuse
that might be brought forward was strongly re-

jected " (Ewald, Lehrbuch § 354). The whole of
ver. 7 is not, as the Rabbins say, a new and fur-

ther prophecy, but a supplementary remark to

the prediction ver. 2, which might be misinter-

preted as meaning that Baasha had a divine com-
mission to murder Nadab and his race. No ! the
word, ver. 2, spoken by Jehu was called forth by
the fact that Baasha had of his own accord de-

stroyed the whole house of Jeroboam, and yet
himself had adhered to Jeroboam's sin. This
very word " clearly shows that the extermination

of the house of Jeroboam was not done by di-

vine commission, but from selfish motives." For

D*Jpn i
see above on chap. xiv. 15. "The work of

his hands" denotes, according to Deut. iv. 28, Dii

factitii, whether images of Jehovah (calves) or

idols.
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132 THE FIRST BOOK OF THE KINGS.

HISTORICAL AND ETHICAL.

1. We have much less concerning the two Is-

raditish kings Kadub and Baasha and the acts of
their reigns than of the two Judah-kings Abijah and
Asa. The narrative merely says of Nadab that

he walked in the ways of his father Jeroboam

;

i. e., that he retained unlawful institutions, and
after a reign of scarcely two years was murdered
in a conspiracy, Tt>y Baasha. But of the reign of
.Baasha, which lasted twenty-four years, our only
narrative says that he destroyed all the whole house
of Jeroboam after he (Baasha) became king, as was
threatened to Jeroboam by the prophet Ahijah
(chap. xiv. 1 sq.) ; that he also persisted in the
sin of Jeroboam, and had the same fate as the
latter announced to him by the prophet Jehu.
"We can see plainly from this what the principle

which guided our author in his historical writing
was. He does not care to give a complete ac-

count of all Abe facts and events of the reign

of each king,—for these he refers to the authori-

ties that lay before him,—but the thing rather

which concerned him most of all, was the position

each king took with regard to the Israelitish fun-

damental law, t. c, the covenant, which was the
soul of the entire Old-Testament theocracy

;

and how the promises and threatenings of this

law itself, or of the prophets charged with its

announcements, and who spoke as the servants
and ambassadors of Jehovah, became fulfilled (see

Introd. § 5). The heavy judgment which over-

took the house of him who first openly broke the
fundamental law of the entire people, and made
the image-worship (so strictly forbidden in that

law) the religion of the State and people; that

heavy judgment, we say, was a practical historical

prediction for every royal house which persisted in
44 the sin of Jeroboam." No less than nine dynas-
ties of the kingdom of Israel, with whom this was
the case, perished in like manner with the house
of Jeroboam, until at last the kingdom itself was
destroyed, whilst the dynasty of David continued
uninterruptedly in Judah.

2. The little thai is told of Baasha is sufficient to

show that he was an ambitious, rough, and violent,

indeed even a blood-thirsty man. He did not
conspire against his lord and king, and usurp the
throne, in order to bring the fundamental law of
Israel into force again, and to make an end to the
sin of Jeroboam, for he himself adhered firmly to it

all his life, in spite of all the warnings and threat-

enings of the prophets. He only cared for domi-
nion thereof, and for this he esteemed the sin of
Jeroboam as necessary as the latter himself had*

done ; in short, he seems to have been a rough
soldier who cared little or nothing about religion.

We see from his enterprise at Raman (chap. zv.

17), which he wished to fortify "to reduce Judah
utterly, through complete obstruction of trade"
(Ewald), that he hated Judah and wished to de-

stroy it, and therefore to reign over it also. He
was the first king-murderer in Israel, and led the
way, as it were, to this crime, which was afterwards

so often imitated. He was the first, too, who ex-

terminated an entire royal house with violence,

and not only killed the males, but " every one
that had breath," an unheard, of cruelty, even in

throne-usurpations in the ancient East.' Menzel
(*. 171), who wrongly takes him to have been the
son of the prophet Ahijah (see above on ver. 27),

intimates that he was therefore under prophetical

influence, and then says that he "disappointed
the hopes which the prophets of Jehovah had
placed in him." This, however, is pure fancy. The.
conspiracy of Baasha was completely a military

insurrection, as ver. 27 indubitably proves, while
there is not a word to show that he was influen-

ced by the prophets. He was, no doubt, one of the

leaders in Nadab's army, but there is no evidence
in the history that he was " a man distinguished
for his valor " and a " skilful warrior," as Ewald
calls him (ILL s. 446 sq.) ; the general term, too,

used in chap. xvi. 5 is no proof. There is still

less ground for the further supposition, that be-

sides the growing discontent of the prophets, the
fact that the house of Jeroboam had not been
able to conquer the kingdom of Judah, and other
enemies, was evidently the chief root of the insur-

rection against it; that Baasha thought he could per-

form more, and in this hope he seized the throne.

The text does not say the least word of all this.

For the sentence announced to Baasha by the

prophet Jehu, see above, Hist and Eth. on chap,
xiv. 1-20 (4).

H01OLBTICAL AND PRACTICAL.

Vers. 25-31. The ruin of the house of Jero-
boam proclaims these two great truths : sin is the
destruction of a people (Prov. xiv. 34), and: He
who heareth not my word, of him will I require
it (Deut xviil 19). God does not punish the inno-
cent children for the sins of their fathers, but those
who, despising the divine patience and long-suffer-

ing shown to their fathers, perpetuate, without
any shame, the sins of the fathers (Exod. xx. 5, 6).

A given example of evil is rarely without imita-

tion ; as Jeroboam rebelled against the house of
David, so did Baasha against the house of Jero-
boam. Desire for rule and envy beget first dissa-

tisfaction with the condition in life ordained by
God, lead then to breach or faith, and end at last

with murder and homicide.—Ver. 29. Conspira-
tors and rebels profess to overthrow tyranny and
to throw off its yoke ; but when they attain power
and sovereignty they are themselves the most vio-

lent and cruel tyrants.—Ver. 34. Calw. B. : Baasha
trod in the footsteps of Jeroboam just as if Jero-
boam had been good and upright And yet Baasha
himself was an instrument in the hands of God to

punish Jeroboam on account of his sins. What
folly ! When Jeroboam's son, Nadab, did as his

father, we can explain it by paternal influence ;

—

but that Baasha should have pursued the same
course is a proof of monstrous blindness. The
world does not allow itself to be interrupted in its

purposes; vain conduct after the way of those
who lived before, is always inherited (1 Pet
L 18).—Chap xvi 1. The word of the Lord
in the mouth of a true servant of God is, for

the pious, sweeter than honey and the honey-comb*
(Ps. xix. 1 1), for the wicked and impious it is a
consuming fire, and like the hammer which break-
eth the rock in pieces (Jer. xxiiL 29).—Vers. 2-i.

Osiandeb: The sins of the common people which
they have learned from their princes, as well also

as those which these do not restrain when they
can, are charged to them. Those who are lifted

up out of the dust are often the proudest and most
arrogant because they think they must thank-only
themselves for their exalted position, and they
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forget what is written in 1 Sam. \L 7 sq. For
Baaslia, also, the hour struck when it was said,

Behold, oh! most proud, &c (Jer. L 31). The
throne which has been obtained by lying, deceit,

and falsehood and bloodshed has no stability.

The judgment of God, though delayed for a time,

will not always tarry (Ps. v.- 6, 7). Robbers and
murderers are not always in caves and the hidden
recesses of forests, sometimes they are seated upon
thrones ; but the Lord will " sweep them away,"
and their end will be with horror: before His tri-

bunal no people, no crown is a protection.

B.

—

The reign* qf Elah, Zimri, Omri, and Ahdb.

Chap. XVL 8-34.

8 In the twenty and sixth year of Asa king of Judah1 began Elah the son of
9 Baasha to reign over Israel m Tirzah, two years. And his servant Zimrf, cap-

tain of half Aw chariots, conspired against him, as he was in Tirzah, drinking
10 himself drunk in the house of Arza, steward of his house in Tirzah. And Zimri

went in and smote him, and killed him, in the twenty and seventh year of Asa
11 king of Judah, and reigned in his stead. And it came to pass, when he began

to reign, as soon as he sat on his throne, that he slew all the nouse ofBaasha : he
left him not one that pisseth against a wall, neither of his kinsfolks,* nor of his

12 friends." Thus did Zimri destroy all the house of Baasha, according to the word
13 of the Lord [Jehovah], which he spake against Baasha by Jehu the prophet,

for all the sins of Baasha, and the sins of Elah his son, by which they sinned, and
by which they made Israel to sin, in provoking the Lord [Jehovah] God of Israel

14 to anger with their vanities. Now the rest of the acts of Elah, and all that he
did, are they not written in the book of the Chronicles of the kings of Israel ?

15 In the twenty and seventh year of Asa king of Judah4 did Zimri reign seven
days in Tirzah. And the people were encamped against Gibbethon, which be-

16 longed to the Philistines. And the people that were encamped heard say, Zimri
hath conspired, and hath also slain the king : wherefore all Israel made Omri,

17 the captain of the host, king over Israel that day in the camp. And Omri went
18 up from Gibbethon, and all Israel with him, and they besieged Tirzah. And it

came to pass, when Zimri saw that the city was taken, that he went into the
palace [citadel] of the king's house, and burnt the king's house over him with

19 fire, and died,* for his sins which he sinned in doing evil in the sight of the
Lord [Jehovah], in walking in the way of Jeroboam, and in his sin which he

20 did, to make Israel to sin. Now the rest of the acts of Zimri, and his treason

[conspiracy] that he wrought, are they not written in the book of the Chronicles

21 of the kings of Israel ? Then were the people of Israel divided into two parts

:

half of the people followed Tibni the son or Ginath, to make him king; and half

$2 followed Omri. But the people that followed Omri prevailed against the people

that followed Tibni the son of Ginath : so Tibni died,* and Omri reigned.

23 In the thirty and first year of Asa king of Judah began Omri to reign over

24 Israel, twelve years : six years reigned he in Tirzah. And he bought the hill

Samaria of Shemer for two talents of silver, and built on the hill, and called

the name of the city which he built, after the name of Shemer, owner of the hill,

25 Samaria. But Omri wrought evil in the eyes of the Lord [Jehovah], and did worse
26 than all that were before him. For he walked in all the way of Jeroboam the

son of Nebat, and in his sin [sins] wherewith he made. Israel to sin, td provoke

27 the Lord [Jehovah] God of Israel to anger with their vanities. Now the rest

of the acts of Omri which he did, and his mightT that he shewed, are they not

28 written in the book of the Chronicles of the kings of Israel ? So Omri slept

with his fathers, and was buried in Samaria : and Ahab his son reigned in his

stead.
8

29 And in the thirty and eighth year of Asa king of Judah began Ahab the

son of Omri to reign over Israel : and Ahab the son of Omri reigned over Israel
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30 in Samaria twenty and two years. And Abab tbe son of Omri did evil in tbe
81 sigbt of tbe Lord [Jehovah] above all that were before him. And it came to pass.

as if it had been a light thing for him to walk in tbe sins of Jeroboam the son of
Nebat, that he took to wife Jezebel the daughter of Ethbaal king of the Zidoni-

32 ans, and went and served Baal, and worshipped him. And he reared up an altar
33 for Baal in the house of Baal, which he had built in Samaria. And Ahab made

a grove ; and Ahab did more to provoke the Lord [Jehovah] God of Israel to
anger than all the kings of Israel that were before him. In nis days did Hiel

34 the Beth-elite build Jericho : he laid the foundation thereof in Abiram his

first-born, and set up the gates thereof in his youngest son Segub, according
to the word of the Lord [Jehovah],' which be spake by Joshua the son of Nun.

TEXTUAL ASD GRAMMATICAL.

1 Ver. 8.—[The Vat Sept otnlU the preceding comparative date.
* Ver. 11.—[The Vat. Sept omita the latter half of ver. 11 and the first of Tex. 18.

» Ver. 11 —Jy^Kj = hii fcto*01*11 who might avenge hit death. The foil foroe of the word^u the avenger of
t -:i •

blood can hardlv be conveyed by any single English word.
* Ver. 15.—[The Vat Sept here again omita the comparative date.
* Ver. 18.—[The division of verses breaks the connection, and obscures the dependence of ver. 19 upon the word

"died."
* Ver. 22.—[The Sept adds, " and Joram his brother st that time.1*

7 Ver 27.—{Many MSS. and editions, followed by the Sept and the 8yrn Insert ?D1 before Hfe^ l&H = u his might

and all that he did,*1 thas aaslmllstlng the expression to that need in regard to some other kings, c/. ver. 14; xv. T, 28,

81, Ac^ although the expression of this text Is slso need elsewhere.
8 Ver. 2a—[The Vat. Sept here inserts (with some chronological variations) the account of the reign of Jehoshsphat

from chap. xxli. 41-00, again repeating that account (without those variations) in its proper place. The insertion was
evidently made to avoid the chronological difficulty between verses 28 and 29, for the explanation of which see the Exec.
Com. Accordingly in ver. 22 instead of the 88th year of Asa the Vat Sept has ** in the second year of Jehoshsphat^
The Alex. Sept follows the Hebrew.—?. O.j

EXBGBTICAL AND ORTTIOAIi.

Vers. 8-14. Began Blah to reign, fto. For
Tirzah see on chap. xiv. 17. As Elah commenced
his reign in the twenty-sixth year of Asa, and
according to ver. 10 was killed in the twenty-
ninth, the two years he was king could not have
been full ones. . 22T\ is now generally translated

V V

riding ; but a comparison with chap. ix. 19 ; x. 26
would seem to indicate that it should be chariot.

There is no doubt that some of the chariot-cities

which Solomon built (see on the place) were in

the kingdom of Israel; perhaps "the half" of all

the chariots were at the capital, and Zimri was
placed over them. According to Josephus
(Antiq. viii. 12, 4), Zimri took advantage of the

absence of the army and its chief to undertake
the siege of Gibbethon (see above on chap. xv.

27). The house steward Area, who had arranged
a drinking bout, was no doubt the principal

person in the conspiracy which Zimri set on foot

Of. chap. xiv. 10 with ver. 11. Zimri acted, as

Grotius remarks, according to the tyrannical prin-

ciples v^Trwf, of Trarepa ktbIvoc vlobf KariXurc. But
he went farther than Baasha, inasmuch as he not

only killed the relatives of the king, but also his

friends, in order to secure himself from any pos-

sible blood-revenge ; all this took place in a few
days, for his whole reign was only seven days.

For vers. 12 and 13 cf. ver. 3, and above on chap,

xiv. 15, 16. D^QH t *., vanitates, anything which

is called God, yet is not God, and which is conse-

quently vain and empty (cf. Deut xxxii. 21). The
word here does not refer to idols, properly speak-

ing, but to images of Jehovah, which, however,
are, like die former, empty and vain.

Vers. 15-20. Did Zimri reign seven day*,
Ac. The distance of Tirzah from Gibbethon re-

quires us to suppose that the seven days apply to

the time during which Zimri was in undisturbed
possession of the throne, i. «., until the day when
the army in Gibbethon made their chief, Omri,
king, who then first went to Tirzah and besieged
it Zimri's death followed when he saw that he
could not hold the town against the besiegers.

The " people " and " all Israel " mean here all

those who were armed, i. eM the men of war.

|TD")K, from the root DIN to be high, is the part

that was highest, that is " the fortress of the royal

palace, the securest and inmost place, the citadel, as
it were ; for the royal palace contained a great

number of buildings " (Gesenius, cf. 2 Kings xv.

25). Zimri set fire to this last place of refuge, and
through it to the entire palace, in order not to

fall into the hands of his enemies, and to prevent
the palace and all it contained from passing into

their possession. Similar instances are to Be
found in Justin, hist 1 3 ; IAv. xxL 14: Flor. il 18.

Ewald's rendering of |toltf is quite arbitrary; he
'

gives the "women's chamber," the harem; and
supposes that Zimri went there, for the " effemi-

nate man had only suffered the queen and other

women of the palace to live, as they readily lent

themselves to the murder of their 4ord; and the

queen mother seems to have offered him her
favor." However, there is not a syllable of all

this either in the text or anywhere else. Besides,

the deed recorded in ver. 18 rather displays cour-

age and contempt of death than effeminacy. The
Syriac has: and they, the besiegers, fired his

royal house over his head ; and Kimchi translates:

and he, that is Omri, set fire, Ac. ; both are de-
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ededly wroDg. In consideration of ZimrVs
abort reign of seven days, we must conclude from
rer. 19 that he had formerly shown much par-

tiality for the calf-worship of Jeroboam, and that,

at the time of his accession, he had no intention

of removing it.

Vera. 21-22. Then the people of Israel dip

vided. Yer. 21 sq. It is generally thought that two
parties had arisen within the army, each of which
wished to make their leader king, and that they
fought forsome time until the weaker party suc-

cumbed, and their leader Tibni fell in battle./ Ac-
cording to Ewald, Tibni was assisted in the war
by his brother Joram, and both fell in the one
battle. But it is very doubtful if the "people of
Israel," ver. 21, means the same as " the people
that were encamped," ver. 18, t. c, only the army.
The latter had not divided, for according to ver. 16
Omri was made king by " all " the army : it is only
said of him that he was the captain of the host,

but neither this nor anything similar is said of
Tibni. We have therefore more reason to sup-
pose that after the death of Zimri a faction arose,

which did not acknowledge the soldier-king Omri,
who had been chosen by the army alone, and which
faction set up Tibni in opposition. The Sept onlv
makes mention of a brother of Tibni (xai ank-
Oave Saftvi ml 'lupap 6 aSefybf avrov h to Kaipv
Ueivu\ and Josephus also CAnL viii. 12, 15), only
says, Tibni was killed by Omri's faction, but not
that the two brothers fell in the. same battle.

Vers. 23-28. Began Omri to reign over Is-
rael, twelve years. Yer. 23. According to ver.

15 the elevation and death of Zimri occurred in

the twenty-seventh year of the reign of Asa, king
of Judah (929) ; according to ver. 29, Ahab, the
successor of Omri, came to the throne in the thirty-

eighth year of Asa (918) ; therefore the twelve
years of Omri's reign could not have been twelve
full years. And furthermore, if Omri became king
in the thirty-first year of Asa, according to ver. 23

(925), and yet died in the 38th year of Asa, accord-
ing to ver. 29 (918), that is, in from seven to eight
years, it is plain that the twelve years of his reign
are reckoned from the year in which he was made
king by the host (929), but did not at the same time
attain the sole sovereignty, as part of the people
wished Tibni to be king. He became sole sove-
reign only in the year 925, so that the struggle
with TibnTs faction must have lasted four years.

The six years during which Omri resided at Tirzah
were the first half of the twelve years of his reign

;

during the latter six years he lived in Samaria, a
ei$y which he had newly built (ver. 24). In order
to explain some chronological difficulties that oc-

cur later, with regard to the kings Jehoram and
Jehoshaphat, Ewald (III. *. 432) refuses to reckon
the four years before Tibni's death in the twelve
years of Omri's reign, and as Asa reigned four

years as a contemporary of Ahab, the successor of
Omri (chap. xxii. 41), Asa could not have reigned
forty-one years (chap. xv. 10) but forty-seven, for

the years mentioned in chap, xvi 15 amount to

that; 27 +4+12+4. « But according to this suppo-
sition, the numbers here and in ver. 29, also in

chap. xv. 10, which are perfectly correct, should be
altered " (Thenius), and there is no reason whatever
for doing so. The name 1D# (ver. 24), is proba-

bly the same as "lErig? and nog) (1 Ohron. vii 32-

34), we cannot, therefore, pronounce the derivation

of the name of the city to be " wrong," because the

owner mustotherwise have been called "lofcj (Peter*

mann). The mountain of Shtmer is not far to the east

of Tirzah, and it lies north-east of Shechem. The
palace at Tirzah, which was destroyed under Zimri,

does not seem to have been rebuilt, and Omri ap-

pears, as soon as he became king, to have taken
the resolution of building a new capital and royal

city, for which that mountain was peculiarly

adapted. It was a "beautiful round mountain,

covered with splendid trees, and lying in a valley

or basin enclosed with mountains ; it commanded
" a glorious prospect of the fruitful valley and the

heights and villages surrounding it " (Knobel on
Isa., xxviii. 1-4; Robinson, Palest HI. 1, p. 603
sq.). Samaria, therefore, continued to be the capi-

tal of the kingdom until its destruction. The two
talents of silver, for which Omri bought the hill, are

reckoned at 5,200 Thr. by Keil, and at 4,000 Thr.

by Thenius [$3,900 and $3,000 respectively]. We
may infer from Mic vi 16, where Judah is re-

proached with keeping " the statutes of Omri and
all the works of file house of Ahab," that Omri
went further in regard to the worship than the for-

mer kings of Israel (ver. 25). We have no more
exact information, but it is certain, at any rate,

that he prepared the way for the state of things

under his successor Ahab. That Omri was a vali-

ant warrior appears from the word 1n"fl33 (ver.

27), which is used respecting Asa and Baasha, Elah
and Zimri, but not of Nadab.

Yers. 29-33. Ahab. . . .to reign over Israel.

Vers. 29 to 34 describe the government of Ahab
generally ; from chaps, xvii. to xxii. follow noti-

ces of separate events that occurred in this time,

and then in chap. xxii. 39, 40, comes the usual con-
cluding formula, the rest ofthe acts, Ac. Our section,

therefore, forms a general introduction, and at the
same time the superscription to the following par-

ticulars; it is also designed to place the reader

beforehand upon the stand-point from which all

that is coming must be viewed and judged. Omri
had departed farther than any of his predecessors

from the fundamental law, but Ahab went still

farther than his father (ver. 30 is therefore no
mere repetition of ver. 25). He was not contented
with the sin of Jeroboam, but he formally intro-

duced the service of Baal into his kingdom, in con-

sequence of his marriage with Jezebel, and he
even built a temple to Baal in the royal citv and
capital Samaria. Ethbaal is no doubt the Ei&tyto-

Aof (who was mentioned by Menander in Josephus
c Apion. I. 18), king of Tyre and Sidon, who suc-

ceeded to the throne about fifty years after Hiram's
death, and could, .therefore, have very well been
the father-in-law of Ahab ; he was priest of As-
tarte and the murderer of his brother, king Pheles,

What is related of Jezebel afterwards coincides

perfectly with what we should expect from the

daughter of such a father, ^pan is the known

chief male divinity of the Phoenicians, "the sun-

god, which was regarded as the primary preserver

and principle of physical life, and of the genera-

tive, reproductive power in nature, which flowed

from his being" (Movers, Bel d. Phon. 8. 184).

According to 2 Kings Hi. 2 ; x. 27 the image of

Baal which Ahab had made, was rQYD » *•«.,*

monument, a monumental pillar (see on chap. xiv.
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23). In the temple of the Tynan Hercules

(=Baal), at Tyre, there stood two pillars, one of

gold, the other of emerald (Herodot IL 44, see

above). Besides the male divinity there was also

the m^Nn , the female deity a (Wooden) image
t •• -; t

of Aatarte (see above 7). From the great number
of the priests who were employed in the worship

of Baal which Ahab introduced (chap, xviii 19),

it appears that it was very extensive and magnifi-

cent. More particulars regarding the temple of

Baal are given in 2 Kings x. 25-27. That Ahab
built besides *' another splendid building of the

same kind, which served as a sacred grove for As-

tarte, and which was probably close to his favorite

palace at Jezreel " (Ewald III. & 457), is a pure

invention, of which there is not a single word in

the text
Ver. 34. In his days did Hiel ths Bethel-

its build Jerioho. Ver. 34. The city of Jericho,

which was very strong at the time of the conquest

of the promised land, was destroyed after being

taken, and Joshua pronounced these words over

it:
M Cursed be the man before the Lord that rais-

etn up and buildeth Jericho; he shall lay the foun-

dation thereof in his first-born, and in his young-

est son shall he set up the gates of it " (Josh, vi

1, 2,4 26). *This does not mean that no one
should live there again, but he who endeavors to

make it again what it was, i. e., a fortress, shall be
severely punished Jericho was afterwards ap-

portioned to the tribe of Benjamin, but in Ahab's
time it certainly belonged to the kingdom of Isra-

el (Josh, xviii. 21 ; 2 Kings ii. 5, 18). At the com-
mand of Ahab, Hiel of Bethel (the chiefseat of the

calf-worship) now built, i. e. fortified (n^ as in

chaps, xi. 27 ; xiL 26), Jericho again ;
probably be-

cause it lay on the borders of Ephraim, or was
designed to protect the passage of the Jordan,

which was near. Whether this was done in defi-

ance of Joshua's prediction, as older commenta-
tors think, or in ignorance of it, is uncertain ; at

any rate Joshua's word was fulfilled.
u We- can-

not doubt the truth of what is related in this verse,

for the names are mentioned, and the signification

of these names has no reference to the event

"

(Thenius). There is no other ground for the sup-

position that Joshua's utterance was a vaticinium

ex eventu than the rationalistic presupposition that

all prophecies are impossible. The supposition of
the Rabbins that all the sons of Hiel, from the
eldest to the youngest, were destroyed during the

building, is unsupported by the text. However,
the question remains how the whole of the infor-

mation contained in ver. 34 comes to be inserted

just here. As it follows immediately after the

account of the introduction of the Oanaanitish
idolatrous worship by Ahab (vers. 30-33), our au-
thor may very well have thought of it in connec-
tion with the latter. The fortress of Jerioho was,
in Joshua's time, the gate and key to the whole
land of Canaan; he who possessed it had the
entire country open before him (Josh. ii. 1, 24; vL
1 *?.). The taking of this town was, therefore, of
»the greatest importance; it was achieved by a
miraculous act of Jehovah, which was compared,
on that account, to the passage through the Red
Sea, £ e., the complete deliverance from Egypt
{Josh. ii. 9 sqX With it, the land of Canaan fell

into the hands of the Israelites; with the walls

of Jericho the stronghold of Canaanitism fell, its

destruction was begun, and the pledge of the

same lay, in a measure, in the destruction of that

city. But just for this very reason it should never

again become what it was before its capture.

Ahab, however, who placed the country again in

its ante-Israelitish condition through the introduc-

tion of the Canaanite idol-worship, caused the for-

tress, which had been destroyed by the almighty

power of Jehovah, to be restored. As he denied

the God qf Israel and placed the Baal of the Ca-

naanites in His stead, so he also denied the great

saving act of Jehovah as manifested in the fall and
destruction of Jericho. .He showed his apostasy

from Jehovah by causing the walls of Jericho to

be rebuilt. It appears, however, that the God of
Israel would not suffer contempt of Him to go un-

punished. The curse of Joshua was fulfilled as a
warning that the divine threatenings would not

remain unfulfilled. The account in ver. 34, thus
understood, is so well connected with that of ver.

32 that it forms the direct transition to the activi-

ty of the prophet Elijah (of whom the following

chapter treats) against the apostasy of Ahab.

HISTORICAL AND ETHICAL.

1. The unspeakable results of the partition of the

kingdom, and the consequent breach of the fundamen-
tal law of Israel, appears more plainly in the history

of the reigns of Elan, Zimri, Omri, and Ahab, than
in those <Jf the three previous kings. All four of
these kings continued in the sins of Jeroboam, be-

cause they as well as he considered it to be ne-

cessary to the separate existence of their kingdom
and to the support of their power. In fact each
one surpassed the other until the image-worship
reached its natural goal in the worship of idols

(see above), which the last of them, Ahab, not only
permitted, but introduced as the State-religion.

With Ahab, therefore, the history of the king-

dom of Israel comes to a conclusion relatively,

and a new epoch begins, characterized by the

appearing of the great prophet Elijah and his

struggle with idolatry (chap. xviL). The conse-

quences of the partition, which were felt in the
sphere of religion, were felt, in like manner, in that

of politics, on account of the peculiar and insepa-

rable connection of the Israelite people with their

religion. The monarchy in Israel had arisen by
means of rebellion and forcible separation from
the house of David, and thus it lacked the ground
of divine law. What Jeroboam conceived he was
justified in doing, every other one thought he had
a right to do also, as soon as he had followers and
power enough ; that was the case with Baasha and
still more with Zimri and Omri. Thus the king-

dom became the football of human ambition and
caprice, so that one insurrection followed another;

and in the comparatively short time of from fifty

to sixty years, seven kings reigned, of whom four

attained the throne by violence and even murder.
But no blessing could rest on such a kingdom.
The people of the ten tribes, who were already
more inclined to nature-life, and therefore more
adapted for the reception of Jeroboam's calf-

worship, must, by the persistence of their kings
in this worship, and by their complete separation
from Judah, the guardian and protector of the
law, and with it of the spirited life by the na-
tion, have sunk lower and lower. A people can
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indeed endure a bad ruler without themselves de-

generating; but a whole line of sovereigns, of
whom each obtained the throne by conspiracy,

rebellion, and murder, is only possible where the

people themselves are rough and barbarous. What
social and religious degeneracy is presupposed,

where the nation accepted all the abominations of

ha rulers, and where an Ahab (filially) met no op-

position in instituting the shameful and indecent

worship of Baal and Astarte as the State-religion I

How far different the state of things. in Judahl
For though the religious liberty permitted by So-

lomon bore evil fruit, yet the fundamental law
was always adhered to by the kings, and the idol-

worship was completely destroyed by Asa, who
reigned two years contemporaneously with Ahab.
The kingdom was firm ; there was not a trace of

conspiracy or rebellion, and the house of David

-

retained the throne. Although the kingdom of

Judah was much smaller and weaker than that of
Israel, and was continually in danger from the

latter
;
yet, holding fast to its royal house, it vic-

toriously repelled all attempts to subjugate it. Such
was the blessing which rested in fidelity to Jeho-
vah and His law.

2. Of the two kings, Elah and Zimri, we learn

nothing besides that they held to the sin of Jero-

boam, except how they died. This was, however,
sufficient to characterize them. We see that Elah
did not even inherit energy and courage from his

father Baasha, but was a coward and a low-souled
glutton; because when the whole army was en-

gaged in combat with the Philistines before Gib-

bethon, he not only remained at home, but drank
and caroused. Zimri was still worse; ambition

led him to unfaithfulness and treason ; he not only

murdered his king and master, but the king's whole
house. How little esteemed and respected he was,

appears from the fact that the whole army, as soon

as they heard of his having ascended the throne,

immediately made another king, and marched
against Zimri. Then, when shut in and sur-

rounded, he set fire to the citadel over his head
and gave himself to the flames—his act was one of

despair rather than of heroism.

3. TIte accounts of Omrfs reign are limited en-

tirely to this : that he built the city of Samaria
after the taking of Tirzah, and that he walked in all

the ways of Jeroboam, and was worse than all who
preceded him. It is not said in what respect he
was worse, but it certainly implies that he main-
tained the anti-theocratic institutions of Jeroboam
with great zeal and decision. It appears that he
stood well as captain of the army, for it was in the

camp that he was elected to the throne. Yet
however valiant he may have been as a warrior, in

the chief thing, i c, in his relation to Jehovah and
the theocratic fundamental law, he stood worse
than any of his predecessors, and was furthest

from being what was especially required of a the-

ocratic king, that is, a servant of Jehovah. Ac-
cording to Ewald (III. *. 452 $q.\ whom Eisenlohr

(II. s. 150) again follows, Omri was " a ruler as

enterprising as he was prudent," and " very wisely

took advantage of the times to secure greater pros-

perity for his kingdom and security to his own
house. This camp-king ruled his people with great

power and decision, no't even sparing the prophets

when they opposed his designs. But without, he
sought the needful peace in order to

strengthen himself in his internal relations. He

concluded peace with the kingdom of Judah. . . .

Omri's chief efforts were directed towards the fur-

therance of trade, commerce," Ac. Every one that
has eyes can see that the text does not say a word
of all this ; it gives us another example of how
history is made. Omri is not great and distin-

guished even as a commander, for it took him four

years to conquer the already weaker faction of
Tibni, and according to chap. xx. 34 ; xxii. 3, he
was, as Eisenlohr himself is obliged to confess,
11 forced to conclude a peace with (the Syrian king)

Benhadad on "very humiliating conditions." It is

not credible that a soldier-king should have thought
only of quiet and peace ; and it does not follow

from the marriage of his son Ahab with the Sido-

nian Jezebel that his chief desires were for the
furtherance of trade and commerce, for Ahab did
not marry till after he became king, that is, after

the death of Omri (ver. 31). It is just as arbitrary

to conclude that because he was worse than they
all, the prophets must have thrown obstacles in

the way of his designs, and that he *' punished
their interference with the utmost severity." Ahab
is the first of these kings of whom we have a
complete picture, which is given in the following

chapters.

HOMTLETICAL AND PRACTICAL.

Vers. 8-34. General reflections upon the his-

tory of the reigns of the four kings in the following

succession, Elah, Zimri, Omri, and Ahab. (a) At
variance as they were with each other, hating,

destroying, and killing each other, yet they all re-

mained faithful to the calf-worship, regarding it as
the means by which they could maintain their own
kingdom and their dominion over Judah. The re-

ligion of the people in the service of the policy of
the sovereign. How often dees it happen tliat self-

ish profit, power, or seeming form the real motive
of a confession of faith, (b) One exceeds the other

in revolt against the living God.

—

Calw. B. : In
sin and departure from God there are always
gradual advances, just as in godliness and well-

doing—one step follows another, and the slavery

of sin is ever increasing (2 Tim. iii. 13). (c) One
successful insurrection seldom stands alone in his-

tory, but is ever followed by a fresh one, and be-

comes a passion, which, like a deadly plague, saps

the moral and religious life of a nation to its foun-

dations. Hence the apostle's meaning : let no man,
Ac. (1 Tim. ii. 1-3).

vers. 8-10. King Elah. (a) He riots and ca-

rouses whilst his people are pouring out their blood

in war. It is a sign of great barbarousness and
rudeness amid exterior refinement, when the great

and rich lead a frivolous and luxurious life, whilst

the masses eat their bread in the sweat of their

brow, and are famishing. A riotous court life is

the usual precursor of the storm which shakes or

destroys the throne, (b) Death overtakes him in

drunkenness. To go suddenly and unprepared
from time into eternity is a heavy fate ; but it is

still more fearful to leave the world in darkness.

Therefore, we should daily pray: Lord, teach us

so to, Ac. (Ps. xc. 12).—WCbt. Summ. : The nearer

chastisement comes to the ungodly the more se-

cure are they. When they say, " There is peace,

there is no danger, " then destruction shall over-

take them suddenly, and they shall not escape from

it (1 Thess. v. 3 ; cf. Ps. xxxix. 6). Therefore: be
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sober, Ac. (1 Pet v. 8). It is fearful, when one
can say nothing more of a man than, " He has
despised God and his word, served his belly, and
ended his life with a reveL Better to famish and
be miserable with Lazarus, and then to be borne
by angels into Abraham's bosom, than with the
rich man to live in splendor and revelry, and af-

terwards to suffer the pains of hell.—Ver. 9.

Drunken revels are an abomination unto the Lord,
and only occur where the fear of the Lord is ab-
sent The drunkards rank with those (1 Cor. vi.

9, 10) who will not inherit the kingdom of God,
and the Lord Christ warns: Take heed to your-
selves, Ac. (Lu. xxl 34).

Vers. 11-20. Zimri, King, (a) His way to the
throne : Treachery, cunning, murder* He shunned
no means to gain his end. That is the way of the

ungodly; but without their knowledge or will

they are compelled to be scourges and whips in

the hand of the Lord (Is. z. 5). (b) His end : a
speedy and fearful one. Only seven days did the

dominion which he so coveted, and attained through
such villany, last. Lightly come, lightly go. The
ungodly are like the chaff, Ac. (Ps. L 4, 6). He
gave himself up to death, in flames of fire. The
ungodly are utterly consumed, Ac. (Ps. lxxiii. 19).

As he had lived, so he died.—Ver. 18. The doom
of despair is the end of a life given over to sin,

which has lost sight of the living God, and can
never again find Him. Frequently, what the world
regards as heroism and contempt of death is simply
cowardice and crime in the sight of God. The Lord
has no pleasure, Ac. (Ezek. zviiL 23). It requires

more courage and bravery to bear the merited
punishment of one's sins than to escape from it by
suicide.

Vers. 21-28. The King Omit (a) How he
became king. - When the king is chosen by the
people instead of receiving the crown from the
hand of God by right of inheritance, which is by
the grace of God, factions are sure to arise, which

wage bloody conflicts, and waste the best strength
of the people, until, at length, the stronger party
conquers the weaker by violence * The curse of
party spirit. (6) How he reigned. He built Sa-
maria, making it the strong centre of the king*
dom, but he walked in all the sins of Jeroboam,
and* *' did worse n than all who went before him.
A man may be skilful and useful to himself and
others, in all material and worldly things, whilst
in spiritual and divine tilings he works only mis-

chief and destruction. What, without religion, is

so-called civilization T

Vers. 29-34. The King Ahab. (a) His union
with Jezebel—a marriage contracted not in obe-
dience to God's holy will, but merely upon worldly
grounds and political considerations, and was
therefore the source of great mischief to himself
and to his people, (b) The uplifting of idolatry

over the religion of the country. The calf-worship
was merged in the Baal worship. The greatest

tyranny is the tyranny over conscience, which
-pretends to rule also over belief. The worst rule

is that which, instead of demanding recognition of
the truth, substitutes lies and errors, and exer-

cises its power in aid of unbelief and of supersti-

tion, (e) The rebuilding of Jericho. By means of
" faith *' the waHs of Jericho fell (Heb. xl 30).

Idolatry will build them up again, but the curse
rests upon them. He who builds up what the
Lord has destroyed, falls under his judgment 2

Chron. xiii. 12 : Fight ye not, Ac. Julian, who
rebuilt the lieathen temple, and the Jews, who re-

built the temple of Jerusalem, were confounded
and brought to shame.

* [Of court* our readers wDl estimate at their value these
stiff monarchial sentiments. The present Editor, here as
elsewhere, prefers to translate in this work rather than omit
them, because it is due to the author to giro bis work fairly

in a translation.* But here he enters a mild caveat, and
•avails himself of the opportunity to say that his task is not
that of "a reviewer, and consequently he has allowed many
things to pass without comment, from which he differs wisle-

)y and thoroughly.—E. H.]
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SECOND EPOCH,
FROM AHAB TO JEHU.

(1 KINGS XVH—2 KINGS V1TL)

FIRST SECTION.

THE PBOPHET ELIJAH DUBING AHAB's HEIGH,

1 Korea XVH, XVIH, XIX.

»

A.—Elijah lefore AKab, at flu brook Cherith, and in Zarephath.

Chap. XVH. 1-24.

1 Akd Elijah 1 the Tishbite, who was of the inhabitants* of Gilead, said unto
Ahab, As the Lord [Jehovah] God of Israel liveth, before whom I stand, there
shall not be dew nor rain these years, but according to my word.'

j And the word of the Lord [Jehovah] came unto him, saying. Get thee hence,
and turn thee eastward, and hide thyself by the brook Cherith, that is before*

4 Jordan". And it shall be, that thou shalt drink of the brook ; and I have com-
5 manded the ravens* to feed thee there. So he went and did according unto the
word of the Lord [Jehovah] : for he went and dwelt by the brook Cherith, that

6 is before Jordan. And the ravens brought him bread and flesh in the morning,
and bread and flesh in the evening* ; and he drank of the brook.

7 And it came to pass after a while, that the brook dried up, because there had
8 been no rainT

in the land. And the word of the Lord [Jehovah] came unto him
9 saving, Arise, get thee to Zarephath, which bdongeth to Zidon, and dwell there

:

10 behold, I have commanded a widow woman there to sustain thee. So he arose
and went to Zarephath. And when he came to the gate of the city, behold, the
widow woman was there gathering of sticks: and he called to her, and said,

11 Fetch me, I pray thee, a little water in a vessel, that I may drink. And as she
was going to fetch it, he called to her, and said, Bring me, I pray thee, a morsel

12 of bread in thine hand. And she said,^* the Lord uehovahj thy God liveth, I
have not a cake, but a handful of meal in a barrel, and a little oil in a cruse : and,

13 behold, I am gathering two sticks, that I may go in and dress it for me and my
son,* that we may eat it, and die. And Elijah said unto her, Fear not

;
go and

do as thou hast said : but make me thereof a little cake first, and bring it unto
14 me, and after make for thee and for thy son. For thus saith the Lord [Jehovah]

God of Israel, The barrel of meal shall not waste, neither shall the cruse of oil

15 foil, until the day that the Lord [Jehovah] sendeth* rain upon the earth. And
she went and did according to the saying of Elijah : and sue, and he,

1* and her
16 house, did eat many days. And the barrel of meal wasted not, neither did

the cruse of oil fail, according to the word of the Lord [Jehovah], which he
spake by Elijah.

1 1 And it came to pass after these things, that the son of the woman, the mistress
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of ihe house, fell sick ; and his sickness was so sore, that there was no breath left

18 in him. And she said unto Elijah, What have I to do with thee, O thou man of

God ? art thou come unto me to call my sin to remembrance, and to slay my
19 "son? And he said unto her, Give me thy son. And he took him out of her

bosom, and carried him up into a loft
11

, where he abode, and laid him upon his

20 own bed. And he cried unto the Lord [Jehovah], and saia, O Lord [Jehovah] my
God, hast thou also brought evil upon the widow with whom I sojourn, by slay-

21 ing her son ? And he stretched himself l* upon the child three times, and cried

unto the Lord [Jehovah], and said, O Lord ^Jehovah] my God, I pray thee, let

22 this child's soul come into him again. And the Lord [Jehovah] heard the voice

of Elijah; and the soul of the child came into him again, and he revived.

23 And Elijah took the child,
11 and brought him down out of the chamber into the

house, and delivered him unto his mother : and Elijah said, See, thy son liveth.

24 And the woman said to Elijah, Now by this I know that thou art a man of
God, and that the word of the Lord [Jehovah] in thy mouth is truth.

TEXTUAL JLHD GRAMMATICAL.

» Ter. 1-—IThe Sept adds his offloe,
u Elijah the prophet, the Tishblte."

* Ver. 1.—{The Sept has mistaken the Heb. partioiple *;j»»JFHD ,
and by a slight change of the pointing has read

^DK^fiD * i$c •*•*£•'» " whow" °f Thesbe." The Alex. Sept also omits the word %wfU-n%. It has been much questioned

whether Elijah was of the Thesbe in Galilee mentioned Tobit i, % (see Exeg. Com.). Against this supposition is the
fret that the Jews of our Lord's time believed that "out of Galilee ariseth no prophet * (Jno. vil. 52).

• Ver.L—\y\yy ^D^-DK *3 ** trolly emphatic: nisi ego et non alius vir, etiamsi propheta sit velpropketam
. r j . . . *

wuntiatwt dto«ro, Seb. Schm.
* Ver. 8.— [The phrase 'JQ-^tt ,

the ambiguity of which Is exactly rendered in the English " before," allows either

the opinion thst the brook was on the east of the Jordan (Euseb ., Jerome, t. Eanmer, dec*, with whom our author), or that
it was on the west (ReUnd, Robinson, Ac.)

• Ver. *•—[D^3iy *• translated ravens In all the W. except the Arab. ; yet so Important a commentator as 8. Je-

rome says : Orbim maxim vWm tnjhtfbvs Arabum, Elim dtderunt aUmenta. But see Exeg. Com.
* Ver. «.—[The Vat Sept says the ravens brought bread in the morning and flesh in the evening.

T Ver. 7.—[The Heb. word here used for rain, Qgjj , Is the same as in ver. 14 and in xrliL 41, but different from ^pp
coupled with dew, in ver. 1. It denotes heavy rain.

• Ver. 12.—fThe Sept curiously has here ond in ver. IS rfepot? in the plural.

9 Ver. 14.—[The form in the Jeit mfl is pointed by the Masorets and marked In the k'ri as to be understood ryq

,

It may, however, be considered ss the injtn. fip\ with reduplicated syllable rp\ and read jjajq . See Ewald Erit Gramm.

|288c.-P. G.]

" .....
10 Ver. 15.—The k'rl Jflrft-fcOH to PliCe °' thek'tlb fctfrfl-K'in ,8 «nn«ce»*arT. Usurer: Aocmtm major voci^HTT\

adponendus, poet ^2HTX\ ••» eogUatUme repetendum est edebat a edebant According to.Kell, the frminine form

73KD1 iBt°te takta as an indefinite neuter : and it, he and she, ate. [The reading of the k'ri, however, Is sustained by
many MSS.

11 Ver. 19.—[n»f)W — fartpyev, the upper chamber which is often built upon the roof of Oriental houses, and to which

there was access without passing through the house.

" Ver. 81--[Tlbn>1 ut
" ne measured himself," i e. stretched himself:

11 Ver. 28.—[The Vat Sept omits the greater part of ver. 92 and the first olause of ver. 28.—F. G.]

PRELIMINARY.

The history of the prophet Elijah, which begins
with the chapter now before us, is continued in

chapters xviil, xix., xii., 2 Kings L, and is brought
to a conclusion in 2 Kings it, belongs, as is

known, not only to the weightiest portions of our
own, but of the Old Testament historical books
generally. Hence it has been the object frequently,

both of special theological inquiry and also of
devotional consideration. In this respect we name
here : Eichhorn : Ueber die Prophetensagen aus dem
Reiche Israel (in der aUgom. BibUothek der bibl

Literaiur IV. 2 *. 193 sq.). Niemeyer: Charak-
terietik der Bibel V. *. 257 sq. Knobel : Der Prophe-
tismus der Hebrder II. *. 73 sq. Rodiger : In der
EaU. Encyclopddie Bd. 33 «. 320. KSster : Die Pro-

pheten dee Alien und Nenen Testaments, e. 70 sq.

Winer: R.-W.-B. I. & 317 sq. Ewald: GescMchtelh
rath III. 5. 485 sq. und 633 sq. Kurtz, in Herzog's
R.~E. III. *. 754 sq. Sartorins : Elias und EUsa,
3. Heft der Vortrdge uber die Propheten, Basel,

1862. Menken: ChuristHehe EomUien uber die

Geschichie dee Propheten Elias, 2 Bd. der gesammeUen
Schriften, Bremen, 1858. (These 1798 homilies

are, as the preface rightly remarks, " a complete
ascetic commentary." They are to this day un-
surpassed, and belong to what is best that has
ever been said and written upon Ehjah.) Fr. W.
Krummacher : Elias der Thisbiter, 4. Ausg.. Elberfn
1851. K. M. Wirth : Das Leben des Propheten Mas,
Predigten, Bern, 1863. P. Bender: AUtestamentiiche

LebensbUder in Predigten, 3. Bftndchen: Die Propheten
Elias und Elisa, Stuttgart, 1858. [See aiso Dean
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Stanley: Jewish Church, Lecture xzz. F. D.
Maurice : Prophets and Kings of the Old Testament,

Sermon viii. Bp. Hall: Contemplations, Ac, Book
xvii. 6, 1, 8. F. W. Robertson : Sermons, Second
Series, vi—B. H.]

Besides the sections in our books just re-

ferred to, we have no further accounts of the
history of Elijah. As his activity was limited

to the kingdom of Israel, the Chronicles, which
are occupied specially with the kingdom of
Judah, furnish no parallel accounts. They make
no mention of Elijah, except that he wrote a
letter to king Joram (2 Chron. xxi. 12 *q.), of
which, however, we find nothing in our books.
Elsewhere in the Old Testament, Elijah is men-
tioned but once (Mai. iv. 5). How high he stood
in the estimation of the later Jews may be learned
from the praise of him in the Wisdom of Solomon
(xlviii. 1-12). In the New Testament no prophet
is mentioned and extolled so frequently as Elijah :

whence certainly it follows that in the time of
Christ and of the Apostles generally, a high sig-

nificance was attached to him in the sphere of the
history of redemption. Rabbinical tradition sup-
plements indeed the history of tlie prophets, but
its statements are so marvellous, and in part so
absurd (6/. Schottgen, Hor. heb. II., p. 533 ; Eisen-
menger, Entdeektes Judenthum II. s. 401 sq.\ that
not the slightest historical value can be conceded
to them. They certainly show, however, the ex-
traordinary estimation in which then and always
Elijah stood amongst the Jews. Origen, Jerome,
and Eusebius mention apocryphal accounts of
Elijah, and even the Mohammedans have their

fables about him (See Winer s. 320 and Ewald s.

548).

In respect now of the narrations in our books, as
to form and contents, they are so unmistakably dis-

tinguishable from the chapters which precede, and
which are inserted amongst them (xv., xvt, xx., and
xx ii.), as to place it beyond doubt that they belong
to another documentary source, the work as-

suredly of some prophet, and probably incorpo-

rated into the great historical collection in the

hands of our author (see Introd. § 2). Lately,

distinctions between the different accounts have
been made ; and it has been maintained that they
are the product of different periods. According to

Ewald, chap. xxi. is the most ancient, and 2 Kings
chap. i. 2-17 the latest section (so Thenius also

in respect of the latter) ; but that the main portion,

(chaps, xvii., xviii., xix., 2 Kings ii. 1-18) was
written by one person, who lived at the close of
the eighth or the beginning of the seventh
century, i. e., some two hundred years after Elijah.

This view rests, however, upon a completely un-

justifiable perversion of the history, by virtue of
which the punishment of Naboth (chap, xxi.) de-

cided the whole turn of affairs in Israel. When
the author of the main portion of the narrative

lived cannot be determined. That " he cannot have
lived before the end of the eighth or the first half

of the seventh century," is an assumption which
rests only upon the undemonstrated opinion of the

imhigtorical character of the story of Elijah in

general, but which does not necessarily follow from
this. Who in that period, far from being an in-

significant one, could have been the author ?

Recent criticism, on account of the " accumu-
lation of the miraculous " in the expositions of
the life and work of Elijah contained in our

books, pronounces it more or less unhistoricaL
At first the attempt was made to explain this

miraculous element away by giving to the events
concerned a merely natural coloring (cf. Exegtt
Handbuch des AH. Testaments, 8 and 9 ; St. Bauer,
Hebr. Mythologie II. s. 156 sq. and Gesch. der hebr
Nation II. «. 406 sq. ; Ausftihrlkhe Erklarutig der

Wunder II. *. 148), but, as Winer mildly expresses
it, " not with a very felicitous result," examples of
which shall be cited below. Subsequently this

was entirely abandoned. The view now current
takes this form : we have before us here, " not
history strictly speaking, but a tradition-sketch ;"

the entire delineation wears often " a wholly fabu-
lous character " (Thenius), and is hence full of " the
marvellous " (Winer), and yet " the fabulous is so
closely connected with the historical that it is scarce-

ly possible to separate the one from the other in ail

particulars " (Rddiger, Knobel). The latest way of
looking at the matter goes still farther, claiming
that the documentary source employed by our
author " is a poetioo-prophetic work of a later age,

in which the image of such an extraordinary phe-
nomenon as Elijah had gradually become stronger

and more colossal," that in this work, still further,
" older narratives and treatises were manifestly

made use of," only "the author, conceiving of
everything with poetic loftiness, lifted up the

reader even to a height often dizzy, has formed
anew the whole history of Elijah and of his time."

It is "a wonderful, creative representation of the

sublimest prophetic truths," and " is freed besides

of every fetter of prosaic historical material"
(Ewald, I. c, s. 534 sq., whose words Eisenlohr, as
usual, repeats). Bunsen has expressed this view
in the sharpest way (BibeUoerk fur die Gemeinde V.

2, *. 540. sq.): "The whole narration of the life of
Elijah is a firmly welded popular epic in its execu-
tion, from the beginning to end ... for the won-
derful power of this spirit and for his astonishing

manifestations our poem serves better than a dry
narration of the actual occurrences. It is the

fruit of an inspiration which he, like some super-

human being as it were, awakened in his dis-

ciples. Nothing but boundless ignorance, or,

where historical criticism has not died out, only
an hierarchical-dilettanti reaction, foolhardy hy-
pocrisy or weak-headed fanaticism, would wish to

demand the faith of the Christian community in

the historic truth of these miracles as if they had
actually taken place." Reserving details for the

particular statements, we remark as follows, in a
general way, upon these various modes of view of
the new criticism.

(a) In respect of " the accumulation of the mira-

culous," from which the new criticism generally,

in disputing the historical character of the ac-

count about Elijah, proceeds, Kurtz says—" It must
be confessed that these miracles, partly at least,

are surprising through their outwardness, and
that, were we justified in supposing that mythical

embellishments entered into the biblical history

at all, here (and in Elisha's story) more than any-

where else would they be found." If indeed it be
presupposed that a miracle is an impossibility, and
is to be relegated, consequently, to the sphere of le-

gend or of fiction, the history of Elijah must appear

certainly aslegendaryand unhistorical. But if tins be

not presupposed, the frequent manifestation of the

miraculous in this history cannot surprise us. The
entire history (HeUsgeschichte) of the Old and New
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Testament, as the actual revelation of the living,

holy God, who is infinitely above all natural, finite

being, is a great continuous miracle, and is likewise

the soil in which all miracles, in particular, are

rooted. But as it has, like every other history,

its main epochs, which form the gathering-points

of its development, so it is agreeable to its nature,

that just at these very points the miraculous

should appear stronger, more distinctly and more
frequently, and the appearance of any person who
stands at the apex of a new epoch should be ac-

companied by miracles. The concentration of re-

velation leads, in the nature of the case, to a con-

centration of the miraculous, and moreover, in a
way which corresponds with the steps in the de-

velopment of the people, and the position of the

person who leads them. Such was the case with

Moses, the founder of the Covenant, and with

Christ its finisher, and it would be surprising if in

the case of Elijah, the restorer of the Covenant

(see below, Historical and Ethical), miracle should

not be present Ewald confesses this when («. 6 10)

he says :
" The sphere of religion is always that

of wonder, while that of strong faith in the being

and agency of heavenly powers is in action as

well as experience; where also there is the

strongest intensity of true religion, there will

such wonders in part actually take place through

the activity of the believing spirit, and in part will

be experienced, at least, by believing hearts . . .

In so far were the days of Elijah and of Elisha,

then, when the true religion was compelled to

maintain itself most stringently against its inter-

nal foes, as rich in wonders as of old the days of

Moses and of Joshua had been." Sartorius also

justly remarks : " The activity of these prophets

of an older time did not consist in testimonies

simply by word of mouth, in long speeches and
extended discourses, like those of the later pro-

phets, but in deeds laid upon them by God,

wrought by them in the strength of (Sod, which
they taught people rightly to understand only,

in brief statement, as a sign from the Lord. . . .

Especially was the falling away at that time at

such a pass that the conversion of souls could

not be accomplished by words simply, but by de-

monstrations, of the power of the living God, and
these we see now in the miracles of Elijah."

What Christ says in John v. 36 of His works, is

true, mutatis mutandis, of Elijah. They were
signs and witnesses, and there can be no discus-

sion here of a surprising " outwardness " in any
particular. They have all a spiritual kernel, and
often speak deeper and louder than words. The
{>roof of this devolves upon the exegesis. If the

egendary be so cemented with the historical, as the

new criticism confesses, that it is " impossible " to

separate them, the accounts generally can have no
historic worth, and it would be more consistent,

critically, to explain them as fiction; For the rest,

supposing that tradition has added this or that, it

by no means follows, as has been assumed, that

all the miraculous belongs to the legendary only,

and Is unhistoricaL The miraculous which the

Jewish tradition has grafted upon the biblical ac-

counts is of the sort which can be readily dis-

tinguished from that which in the Bible itself is

explained away as legendary. But never would
a tradition, running out into what is irregular and
extraordinary, have been formed, had Elijah's ap-

pearing been without any miracle.

(b) The notion that the accounts of Elijah are
portions of a larger poetical work, in fact a na-
tional epic, does away readily with many diffi-

culties, but at the same time is involved in irrecon-

cilable contradictions. No one can deny that the
author of our books wished to write an historical

work. Had he regarded the history of Elijah, as
contained in his documentary sources, not as
history but as " fiction," he would not have incor-

porated it into his work, and have placed it side

by side with the other documents to which he
appealed. Least of all would he have done this

in a main portion, in the history of the prophet
who makes an epoch in the history of the monar-
chy, yea, of the theocracy of the Old Covenant
Of course, if he held that to be history which he in-

corporated into hisown work hewould have claimed
in its behalf acceptance upon the part ofhis readers.

If, finally, it were "fiction," that objection of "un-
limited ignorance," absence of "historic sense,"

"foolhardy hypocrisy," or "weak-headed fanati-

cism " would before all strike him, and he would,
at the same time, disclaim for his whole history-

all trustworthiness and credibility. If the docu-
mentary source belonged to the end of the eighth

or the beginning of the seventh century, then for

the space of two hundred years, down to the days
of our author, no one remarked that it did not
contain history, but was only a fiction. The his-'

tory of Israel was likewise the history of the di-

vine revelation, and consequently a matter not for

the poets but for the prophets (see Introd. § 2),

and nothing can be more certain than that the
prophet who composed the documentary source,

did not mean to write a popular epic, but history.

But apart from every other consideration, the narra-

tives about Elijah, notwithstanding their peculiar

coloring, are not related to the remaining portions

of our books as poetry to prose. The extreme
simplicity and directness of the narratives {cf.

Thenius, Comment & 218), the pregnancy of ex-

pression, the frequent designation of places, the
many individual characteristico-psychological traits

impart to the whole an historical impress so un-

mistakable, that the events narrated cannot pos-

sibly be regarded as a poetic costume and " repre-

sentation of the sublimest prophetic truths " and
general religious ideas. Ewald's view, that the

author of the documentary source had gathered
together everything with poetic elevation, and
has lifted his readers up to a height which is

often giddy, contradicts flatly his own previous

assertion :
" How grand everything said of him

(Elijah) may be, still all accounts can be but a
feeble image of the original grandeur, and the all-

conquering might of this great prophetic hero of
the ten tribes." Jf the appearing of Elijah were
originally so grand—and " there can be no doubt
actually of the marvellousness of his prophetic

activity "—if he achieved the " incredible miracle

of a complete alteration in the condition of the

ten tribes at that time," we see no reason why
the author of the documentary source could or
would have been moved " to form anew the whole
history of Elijah and of his time," " to make an
entire new thing," and to " get rid of every fetter

in the way of a lower historical material." When
Bunsen says, " we have legends, not myths," but

adds, " the historical character of the life and ol

the personality is not at all imperilled thereby,"

this is simply a contradiction. For legends are no
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history, and in the way of history all that remains
U that once an Elijah lived and did great things

;

all besides is insecure and uncertain, is in fact

legend presented in a poetic garment

BXEGBTIOAL AND CBITIOAL.

Ver. 1. And Elijah the Tiahhite. When
under Ahab the falling away from Jehovah in

Israel reached a degree never hitherto known
(chap, xvi 30-34), then the prophet Elijah ap-
peared and announced to the king, Ac. Thenius is

of the opinion that the proper opening of the
history of Elijah here is missing, and that the
manner of his appearance presupposes an activity

in the past. Von Gerlach also says, " the history
has a great gap here, at its beginning," for Elijah
appears as one in connection with whom extra-
ordinary occurrences were known for a long time.

But this view is not necessary. It is in the highest
degree probable that Elijah lived, up to that
moment, in retirement, that his prophetic activity

first began with his encounter with Ahab, and that
then his history, strictly speaking, began, like that
of Mark and Matthew, and of John the Baptist his

copy. This sudden coming forth corresponds well
with the peculiarity of his appearing, hence also

Jesus Sirach (Ecclesiasticus xlviii. 1-12) begins his

eulogy upon Elijah with the words :
" Then stood

up Elias the prophet as lire, and his word burned
like a lamp He brought a sore famine upon them,"

Ac, The name wty* or ,"?{>« (2 Kings L 3 sq.),

i. e., not, according to the old interpreters : My
strength is Jehovah, but : My God is Jehovah,
refers to the life's calling of the prophet, which
waa to bear witness against Jehovah as the one
true God over against Baal. It is not at all likely

that he gave this significant name to himself
(Thenius). In chap. xxi. 17 he is called the Tish-

bite without any addition. In Tob. L 2 only, is

Btofh/i a place, mentioned, " which is at the right

hand of that city which is called properly Naph-
tali, in Galilee above Aser." As there is no
mention anywhere of a place of that name, this

must be the Thisbe. The addition *\)h) ^?W
saya that Elijah of Thisbe was born in Galilee,

but was living in Gilead, in the land lying over
against Ephraim, on the other side of Jordan.
Instead of "OEto Ewald, Thenius, and Kurtz

wish, after the Sept (6 Qeopirqc 6U Qeaoepav rife

TdkaaS)
%
to read *2&flO , so that the sense would

be, the Tishbite, namely, of the Thisbe which is in

Gilead, but which is not the Thisbe in Galilee,

mentioned in Tob. i. 2. But there is no proof
that there was a Thisbe in Gilead. Even 2&\F\

does not force us to this reading : for it does not
designate a stranger, £ «., a non-Israelite, but one
who had wandered off into another tribe, and was
dwelling there, like the still stronger 13 in Judges

xvii. 7 of the Levite who was of Bethlehem in

Judah, and had settled himself in Ephraim. That

the generally plane written 2W\ft stands here

without ^ makes nothing against the Masoretic
punctuation (Keil on the place). Whether Elijah

came from the unknown Thisbe in Galilee, or from
the equally unknown Thisbe in Gilead, is a matter

13

of no moment, but it is certain that he came
over into Samaria from the country east of the
Jordan.

Said onto Ahab, Ac. It is often maintained
that the words of Elijah are the conclusion of a
longer conference with Ahab, and the Talmud
(Sanhed. xxil 1) states the occasion and the con-
tents of the same, but most arbitrarily. The
prophet surely entered into no dispute withAhab.
According to his constantly observed plan, he ap-
peared before the backslider with a short but
incisive word, which he understood well enough
without any extended reasoning. As theLord God
of Israel liveth is the usual form of an oath, which
here at the same time places Jehovah, the only
living God, in contrast with Baal, the dead idol
The addition also, the God of Israel, stands out in its

full meaning : the true living God is He also who had
chosen Israel and made a covenant with them,which
was now shamefully broken by idolatry. With
the words, before whom Istand (chap. i. 2 ; x. 6, 8),

Elijah designates himself to the king as the ser-

vant and ambassador of Jehovah, and that as such
he stands before him and announces the impend-
ing punishment This punishment, that there
should be no dew nor rain, was not arbitrary and
prejudiced, but was threatened in the law for the
sin of falling away, and suited the especial circum-
stances. The fruitful land of Canaan was prom-
ised to the people, after their exodus from Egypt,
on the condition that they would keep the cove-
nant of Jehovah, and not serve other gods. But in

the event of a falling away it was threatened that

the heavens should become brass, and the earth

iron, i. «., that it should become unfruitful; and
this, for an agricultural people, was the direst evil

(Lev. xxvi.19 sq. ; Deut. xi. 16 sq. ; xxviii. 23 sq.

;

cf 1 Kings viii. 36 ; Amos. iv. 7 sq.). Never
hitherto had the covenant been broken, and idol-

atry been formally introduced, as under Ahab : if

ever at all, now must the threatening be carried

into execution. Such a punishment was at the

same time an evidence against the Baal-worship
;

for since Baal was worshipped conspicuously as

the generating Nature-power, so was the impend-
ing drought and barrenness a tangible proof of the

impotence and nullity of this idoL It is not to be
overlooked that Elijah, while he announces the

coming of the punishment threatened by Moses,

and in a certain degree executes it, places himself,

at the outset, in the direct position of a mediator

and founder of the covenant, as another Moses,

i. e., as the restorer of the covenant The prophet

announces the continuance of the drought only

in a general way, because it would depend upon the

conduct of the king and of the people. He there-

fore adds, but according to my word, perhaps " in

opposition to others, particularly the prophets of'

Baal " (Keil), certainly for the humiliation of the

haughty king, who had set himself up above Je-

hovah and his commandment, and now must feel

himself dependent upon the word of a man whom
he despised, one of his subjects, but who, never-

theless, *' was standing before Jehovah."

Vers. 2-3. And the word of the Lord came
unto him, Ac. How Ahab received the announce-

ment pf the prophet, whether angrily or indiffer-

ently, is not stated. Certainly he did not lay hands

upon him, who seems to have disappeared as un-

expectedly as he came. Prom the more general

direction eastward) which is followed by the more
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especial OB"£p of Jordan! Thenius justly concludes

tliat the brook Cherith flowed easterly from Jordan
(Gen. xvi. 12; xxiii. 19; Josh, xviii. 14), in op-

position to the tradition which locates it this

side the same river (see Keil). What recent

writers deliver in respect of its situation are,

after all, uncertain guesses, and nothing can be

gathered concerning it from its name JV13 1 *• «•»

separation. The assertion that the " brook " was
called Cherith, i. e., drying up, because it used to

dry up (Kruinmacher) much sooner than all others,

is a sort of lucus a non lucendo. For it seems, on
the other hand, to have belonged to. the class of

perennial fountains, and upon that account to have
been pointed out to the prophet in the time of
drought. Certainly the prophet was not concealed
*' in order to get out of the way of importunate
prayers for the removal of the punishment

"

(Keil), for a man of such inflexible will would not
find it necessary to get out of the way of such
prayers. We surmise rather that his design was
to be safe from the persecution of Ahab and
Jezebel; for he would be able the more readily

to fly into the, neighboring kingdom of Judah. It

was also requisite, after that great declaration,

that he should again retire into the obscurity from
which he had emerged, and not appear again
" until men were convinced of the truth of his

word by the results thereof, and would feel their

need of him and of his God, and he could labor
mightily and decisively against the idol-worship "

(Menken). Since God had appointed him to an
extraordinary task, it was necessary, after he had
begun it with the announcement of the judicial

punishment, to retiro into obscurity, in order to

prepare for all that his calling brought with it,

both great and grievous. The sojourn in the
desert was " the time when he grappled and
wrestled in prayer for his people, and was himself
purified and strengthened for his future deeds"
(Von Gerlach). " Most of the saints and great men
lived, before their entrance upon their public

career, in profound obscurity: so Moses, so Jesus
himself, so Paul, who spent three years in Arabia
after his conversion. God receives His people
first in silence in his school, until He can use them
openly (Calwer Bib.). The second Elijah, John the
Baptist (Matt. xi. 14; xvil 12), was in the wilder-

ness when the command of God came to him to

appear openly (Luke L 80 ; iii 2).

Vers. 4-6. I have commanded the ravens,
Ac. To command means "as much as to make
use of them in the execution of his purposes "

(Berleb. Bibel). As the God who hath made heaven
and earth and all that therein is, hath " command-
ed " the serpents (Amos ix. 3), and the clouds
(Isa. v. 6; Ps. lxxviiL 23), the sea also (Job
xxxviii. 11), so likewise the ravens. By means of
these the supply of the prophet with food is

promised, not "against their own voracity, be-
cause subject to the will of God " (Thenius), but
because they have their habitat, and are found in

wild and desolate places (Isa. xxxiv. 11; Zeph.
ii t 14). As the raven, according to Lev. xi. 16

;

Deut xiv. 14, belongs to the unclean class of birds,
Kimchi and other rabbins, referring to Ezek. xxvii.

27, explain D^ty as merchants. But apart from

the consideration'that aSy by itself never means

merchant, Elijah was not to eat the ravens, and the

eating only of unclean creatures was forbidden.

It is even still worse to read D^Jip i *• *>> Arabians

(I Chron. xxi. 16), or to suppose that the in-

habitants of the unknown city Orbo, or of the

rock Oreb (Judges vii. 25), are meant (ef. on the

other hand Bochart, Hieroz. II. i. 2). Gumpach is

altogether out of the way when he translates ver.

6,—and the ravens coming to him were bread and
meat ; for then Elijah would have been compelled
to eat, in order to be nourished, unclean creatures

forbidden by the law.

Vers. 7-12. And it came to peas after a
while, Ac. Not after the course of a year, but
after some time ; for Q^ can only be understood

of the space of a year when the connection ne-

cessarily requires it, as in Judg. xi. 40 ; xviL 10

;

Lev. xxv. 29. Luther's translation : after several

days, is also incorrect Zarephath lay between Tyre
and Sidon, also in the native land of Jezebel
There is still extant a village named Surafend
with remains of an ancient date (Robinson's Pales'

Hne, vol II. p. 474-475). The "commanding"
here is the same as in ver. 4.—The widow wo-
man, Ac., ver. 10. From the fact that she was
gathering sticks it is evident that the woman was
poor and forsaken. To test whether she were thl

person who was to provide for him, wearied by
his journey in the heat of the sun, he begs her

first of all for a drink of water (by ^3 a drinking-

cup which he had brought from the brook Cherith
is to be understood). As she readily complied
with his request he went further, and asked
for a mouthful of bread, and observes from her
reply, in which she speaksonly of her son, and not
of her husband, that she was a widow, and also

that she knew Jehovah, the God of Israel. Then
he was no longer in doubt that she was the person
who was to care for him. 7JV3 at the conclusion

of ver. 11 is not to be connected with *TX\b out

with DnS-riB : a bit of bread which thou hast

(Sep. ifxjfidv Aprov rob h rr/ xeipl <ww). Prom the
oath by " Jehovah," and the addition "thy God"
it is obvious that the woman recognized in the
man thus asking of her an Israelitish prophet,
which, indeed, his dress proclaimed (2 Kings L 8),

and likewise that she also knew of Jehovah the
God of Israel The supposition that she knew
only the name of this God, and then, " so much
the more to secure confidence " (Thenius), swore
not by her own, but by the God ef Elijah, makes
her simply a hypocrite ; for no one swears by a
God whom he does not honor and recognize as a
God. She indeed names Jehovah the God of the
prophet, but while she swears by this God she
gives it to be understood that the God of the pro-
phet is also her God. In any event she was not a
worshipper of the Phoenician Baal and Astarte,

otherwise an Elijah would not have been directed
to her. How and where she learned to know the
God of Israel, we do not ascertain. But it is cer-

tain that she knew him. It is not impossible that
she was an Israelite by birth, who had been mar*
ried to a Phoenician. To dwell in a foreign land,

with an Israelitish widow, seems entirely suitable

to the prophet's situation. The passage in Luke
iv. 25 does not suggest that she was a heathen
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and worshipper of idols, but that she was not in

the native land of the prophet By Jiyo " the

smallest-sized bread in the form of cake is to be

understood (Then ius). It is baked in hot ashes

;

the Sept. has tyKpvfiac (cf. Ps. xxxv. 16). ^3 is a

little vessel for holding meal. Oil was used m bak-

ing. The woman was collecting the wood to have
her last " baking," for she saw before her death

from starvation.

Vers. 13-16. And Elijah said unto her,

Fear not, Ac. The prophet attaches to his word of

consolation a demand which was, for the woman, a

severe test of her faith. Never would he have
made the demand, and still less would 'she have
paid any attention to it (ver. 15), had she been a
heathen and worshipped idols. That at the word
of Jehovah, the God of Israel (ver. 14), she did

what the prophet bade her, certainly shows a faith

which could scarcely be found in Israel. Jfin is

the infinitive J1JPI with the syllable jn repeated as

in chap, vi 19. The addition, and Air house, ver. 15,

while in ver. 12 and 13 her son only is mentioned,

means that there was so much meat and oirthat

even her poor relations came to partake thereof.

The Sept in vers. 12 and 13, without any authority,

has TolsTEKvots, and in ver. 15, ra rixvo, and Thenius
would like to make the text to conform to this.

The same author, without reason, wishes,with the

Vulgate (el ex ilia die), to refer D*p> to the follow-

ing verse : and from that time the barrel wasted
not It means simply a long while, like Gen.
xL 4 ; Numb. ix. 22.

Vers. 17-18. And it oame to pass after

these things, Ac. It went so far with the sick

son that " there was no breath left in him." The
same expression occurs also in Ban. x. 17 (cf. 1

Kings x. 5), but where it does not, however, at all

describe death (t. e., being in a state of death). It

would be a mistake to maintain that these words
can mean only that he died. We must rather con-

clude, that as the text does not say r\fa*\ it did

not mean to say it. Vers. 18 and 20 likewise do not

compel us to think of a being in a state of death, and
Josephus, who certainly was not afraid of the mira-

culous, gives our words thus—" &c xal Hjv "tyvxfft

a^elvat koX 66%ai veitpfo. The illness was certainly

mortal, and the boy would have remained in a breath-
less and lifeless condition, had not Elijah rescued

him from death. The action of the prophet is

hence miraculous,which he did not perform by his

own human power, but which the God who doeth

wonders achieved through him. The formula ^TO
^ (cf. 2 Sam. xvi 10; Judges xi. 12; 2 Kings

iii. 13 ; Matt viil 29 ; John ii. 4) has, according to

the connection, a somewhat different sense. Here
. it expresses, as the respectful form of address,
" Man of God," shows, not strong dislike, or " the

breaking up of outward fellowship and a demand
for his departure " (Thenius), but distress and la-

mentation : Is this the resultofmy association with
thee ? Must such sorrow befall me because thou
art with me ? The words immediately following are

to be connected therewith ; HfcQ » Ac, which do not

convey a positive accusation or objection, but, with
the Sept, Vulgate, Thenius, and others, are to

be understood interrogatively: Was it necessary

for thee to come to me, Ac. As mothers, at the loss

of a beloved child, often seek for the reason of it

in some definite occasion, so here the troubled

woman has the thought that the death of her son
is a punishment for her sin, which first becomes
known properly before God through the man of

God, who, as such, is in a special intercourse with
God. We can scarcely find " the presumption " in

this thought, that "the appearance of a higher
being brings undoubtedly death to the person to

whom it happens" (Menken after Hess), but rather

the erroneous supposition that by intercourse with
the holy man of God, and in contrast with him,

her sinful nature first becomes clear and known to

the holy God. As in contrast with the holy will of

God revealed in the law, man in his sinfulness

knows himself, the same is true also in contrast

with such men as walk before the holy God, and
within whom His holy will lives and works
(Luke v. 8). The error lay in this—that the wo-
man supposed that in the degree in which she had
come to the knowledge and the feeling of her sin,

God also was then taking cognizance of it, and
punishing her. "Folly indeed in the thought,

but in this folly what truth of feeling and humil-

ity " (Krummacher). This error the prophet sets

aside, not by means of a long didactic reply, but
by a rescuing action which must have convinced
her that the distress did not overtake her on ac-

count of her special sin, but imip rfc 66%tk tov

Gew, and that "the works of God might be
manifest thereby " (John ix. 3 ; xi. 4).

Vers. 19-23. And he took him ont of her
bosom, Ac. He goes " into his lonely chamber in

order to be alone with his God, and to be able to

pray all the more freely. Here he pours out his

heart, inwardly moved by sympathy at the grief

of the mother, and much distressed at the incom-
prehensibleness and unexpectedness of this divine

providence, in humble trustfulness before his God "

(Menken). Cf. Acts ix. 40 : 2 Kings iv. 33, In
the question to God (ver. 20) there is no cavil ; it

is rather the * expression of a man wrestling in

prayer with God, who does not doubt that God
will hear him (James i. 6).

—

And he laid him,
Ac. . How this was done is more fully stated in 2

Kings iv. 34. Like Christ, the prophet of all pro-

phets, when he healed the dumb, and the blind,

and the blind from his birth (Mark vii. 33 ; viii.

23; John ix. 6, 7), so Elijah proceeded in this

case. He employs rational means for warming
and re-vivifying, not with the hope that of them-
selves they would prove effectual, but in the sure

confidence that God, in answer to his weeping
supplication, would impart supernatural, divine,

t. c, life-giving, force to the natural human instru-

ments, and this happened.—Three times Elijah

stretched himself upon the child, calling upon God,
not so much because everything to be thoroughly
and completely done must be done thrice (three-

are the true unit), as rather because the calling

upon the name of Jehovah in the old covenant
was a threefold act (Ps. Iv. 18; Dan. vi 10);

thrice in the high-priestly benediction was the

name of Jehovah laid upon Israel (Numb. vi. 22)

;

thrice did the seraphim before the throne of Je-

hovah cry out holy (Tsa. vi. 3).

Ver. 24. And the woman said, &o. The
sense of her words is not that she had doubted
hitherto whether Elijah were actually a man of

God, but that now she knew it ; for she names him
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such in ver. 18, and as such regards him as the

cause of her grievous visitation. Rather she ex-

plains, now (fl? HW Kuth iL 7; 2 Kings v. 22),

she is convinced anew and most assuredly about
it. HDK at the end is not to be taken adverbial-

ly: that thou art truly a prophet and speakestthe
word of Jehovah, but as a substantive: that

which thou, in the name of Jehovah, speakest as

His word is truth, upon which one 'can entirely

repose. The experience in ver. 14 is confirmed
here to its fullest extent. Menken is incorrect

here in understanding by PriiT—D^ " the whole

announcement of the truth, all taken together,

which Elijah had said and taught during his stay

in her house, concerning truth and error, the wor-
ship of idols and the worship of God," &c. The
expression never means this, but always simply
the word of Jehovah which He Himself speaks or

has spoken.

HISTORICAL AND 1THI0AL.

1. The first coming forth of Elijah is in the

highest degree characteristic, and, as it were, the

superscription, in the way of action, to his entire

appearing ; for it throws light, at the outset, upon
the peculiarity both of his personality and of his

public activity. Living until then in the greatest

obscurity and entirely unknown, he stands sud-

denly there " like one fallen from the clouds, to be
compared with the lightning of God, like a light-

ed fire-brand hurled by the hand of Jehovah"
(Krummacher), and after he had spoken his word,

which " burned like a torch " (Ecclesiast. xlviil 1),

he again disappears, and no one knew whither he
had gone (chap. xviiL 10; cf 2 Kings iL 16-18; 1

Kings ix. 3, 8). Wholly alone, without any pow-
er or influence behind him, he encountered the

mighty king fearlessly and courageously, not like

a suppliant, but threatening and punishing (qf.

chap, xviii. 15; xxi. 20; 2 Kings ii. 16 sq.). His
speech is brief and pithy, firm and definite. He
delivers no elaborated address ; the word he speaks
is like a deed. " There is something great, majes-
tic, divine, in the coming forth of this prophet"
(Menken). No less* striking is the substance of
his first utterance. He announces to the chief of
the kingdom of the ten tribes, carried over into

formal idolatry by the sin of Jeroboam, and now
completely cut loose from the covenant (chap. xix.

10), the punishment which was threatened in the

covenant (=law), that he may forsake his evil ways
and turn unto the God of his fathers. But in this

he does not bring to light merely one side of his

prophetic calling, but the core and heart thereof.

The peculiar, specific place which he occupied in

the economy of grace was to raise up and restore

the covenant whidi had been communicated and estab-

lished by Moses, but had become violated. As restor-

er and reformer he stands in immediate relation to

Moses, the founder of this covenant. Hence we
shall see, not only in the course of his history is

there much that is analogous with the history of

Moses, but he appears also together with Moses
at the transfiguration of the Lord (Luke ix. 28-35),

and both Bpeak '* of his decease which he should
accomplish at Jerusalem." They both represent

the Old-Testament economy in contrast with Him
who, by his " decease," carries it to its end and ful-

filment As another, second Moses, Ehjah's en-

tire personality and work in his calling bears also
supremely an historical character. And as the
restoring and rehabilitation of the covenant de-
manded, necessarily, an overthrowing and remo-
val of the idol-worship, already deeply rooted and
powerful, not only must glowing zeal and impar-
tial strictness be combined in this character so de-
voted to the law, but also a judicial activity itselC

Hence his acts often have the appearance of hard-
ness and violence. The period of his appearing
was, for the covenant-breaking, idolatrous genera-
tion, a day of divine judgment, a time of visitation

and chastening. But in so far as the restoration

of the covenant did not concern outward, political

relations, but the ethico-religious relation to Jeho-
vah, the Holy One, and aimed to " turn the heart
of the fathers to the children, and the heart of the
children to their toners " (Mai iv. 6), Elijah was
properly the prophet of repentance. This, indeed, ha
announced by his dress (2 Kings i 8), which there-

after was the official dress of the prophets and
preachers of repentance (I Kings xix. 19; 2 Kings
iL 13 ; Zach. xiii. 4), and in which he appeared, of
whom the Lord said, "and if ye will receive it,

this is Ellas which was for to come " (Matt in. 4

;

xi 14; xvii. 11). And what was his first word
but a call to repentance? Kurtz is somewhat
one-sided in his judgment on Elijah's position in
the divine economy. He says: "In his official

position the absolute one-sidedness of the exhibi-

tion of law, and the limit of his vision and of
his activity to the present, which is therewith
connected, characterizes him .... for the under-
standing of this, his one-sided position as prophet,

having to deal neither with hopes nor with promi-
ses, we should not lose sight of the fact that ho
wrought and lived in the kingdom of Israel, not in
the kingdom of Judah. Only there, not here, is

the coming of a prophet like Elijah comprehensi-
ble. In the kingdom of Judah a prophet like Eli-

jah would certainly have taken a different course

. . . .there, all would have worked upon him and
would have made something else out of him." If

this were so, it is not easy to explain why he, in

preference to all other prophets, should have ap-
peared, along with Moses, at the transfiguration

of Christ, and why the Lord, in the passages al-

ready cited, should attribute to him such high sig-

nificance for the Messiauic age, just as the pro-

phet Malachi had already done (iv. 5, 61 It

was not Elijah's calling to refer to the Messiah in

words and discourses, he had to do only with the
rehabilitation of the broken covenant, and Messi-

anic predictions could follow only upon this. Under
existing circumstances, this could be brought
about only by great, mighty actions. Elijah,

hence, was, as we have already remarked, a pre-
phet of action, " the great hero-prophet of the king-

dom of the ten tribes " (Ewald). His whole career

was active. His person was a living prophecy of
him who appeared before the day of tho Lord, the

day of judgment, so also of grace (cf. Hengsten-
berg, Christohgie III. s. 441 sq.)

2. The three wonderful occurrences which follow

upon the first coming forth of Elijah are in imme-
diate relation to the time in which they took place,

and which was a period of general distress in con-

sequence of the drought, and it was also a time of
preparation for the coming activity of the prophet
And the transactions here brought together lost

in this way the appearance of being only accideo-
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tal and arbitrary, which might have happened just

aa suitably at any other time. Far from being
mere " miracles," and from calling up and favor-

ing an unworthy representation of the nature (be-

ing) of God, they are signs and witnesses of the
living, personal God over against the apotheosis

of Nature, and the dead idols which have mouths
and speak not, eyes and see not, ears and hear
not, hands and handle not (Ps. czv. 4-7). All
that is grand and glorious about this God, which
the Scripture teaches, stands here before us in

deeda The God who has made heaven and earth
and all that therein is, and given to the world its

laws, does not stand beneath but above it, so that
" leaves and grass, rain and drought, fruitful and
unfruitful years, food and drink, health and sick-

ness, wealth and poverty, and all things, do not
come to us hap-hazard, but from His fatherly

hand " (HeideL Katech.). He does not lack the
means to deliver out of all distress and even death
itself (Ps. lxviii. 21): He is near unto all who call

upon Him. He does for all who call upon Him
earnestly what they who fear God desire. He
hears their cry and helps them (ps. cxlv. 18 8q.).

He often leads them by dark paths, but " they are
mercy and truth unto such as keep His covenant
and His testimonies " (Ps. xxv. 10). For Elijah, in-

deed, the necessary experiences of this period-of
preparation for his great career, were both a trial

and a strengthening of his faith. When in the
most fruitful district itself, where there was scar-

city, he is remanded first to a desert in which
there is an absence of all food, and only a brook
which at any moment might dry up, and then in a
foreign land to a widow almost at death's door
from starvation. But here a calamity befell, out
of which no deliverance seemed possible. He acts,

nevertheless, in firm faith and asks no question,
like the people in the wilderness (Ps. lxxviii. 19*?.),

and the more his faith is proved and exercised, so
much the more is it strengthened, so much the
more gloriously is the power and fidelity of the
living God verified unto him. Thus disciplined
and strengthened, he first properly becomes an in-

strument to destroy the heathen abominations and
to bear the name of his God before the Gentiles
and before the kings and before the children of Is-

rael (chap, xviii.).

3. Elijah's subsistence in (he desert is and re-

mains, according to the simple, clear sense of the
narrative, miraculous. " It is almost laughable,*1

as Winer rightly says, when many ancient and
recent expositors, even Rabbins, make the ravens
to be Arabs or merchants ; but it is not much bet-

ter when J. D. Michaelis supposes that Elijah had
a hunting-ground for ravens, as well also as young
hares, rats, and mice, which they would carry to

their nests, or had trained them as hawks for the
hunt Others, like Knobel, perceiving the prepos-
terousne88 of such explanations, have referred to
14 the like cases amongst profane writers:" "Seml-
ramis, exposed as a newly-born infant, was nour-
ished by doves ; a bitch gave suck to Cyrus, a she-
wolf to Romulus and Remus ; the same is narrated
by JElian, v. 12, 42, of hinds, mares, bears, goats "

(Prophet, der Htbr. IL *. 84; cf. ROdiger, AUg. En-
cyklop. Bd. 33, s. 322). All these myths of chil-

dren-nursing animals have grown up upon the soil

of nature-religion, and are consequently specifically

heathen. Their sense is that the power of nature,

revealing itself in the suckling animals, is trans-

1

ferred to the child, or they explain how this or that
person, remarkable by a special power, has obtained
it by the same being the distinguishing trait ot

some animal (Z6xn>). What has this remote re-

semblance to do with the fact that the God who
holds in His hand all creatures, provided the neces-

sary nourishment for his prophet in the wilderness
by the occupants of this wilderness, the ravens.

Quite apart from their sense and meaning, not even
in their outward form do these myths allow of a
comparison with our narrative. That which has
been adduced in the way of parallel is equally inap-

propriate. When Jerome (Opp. i. p. 239) states

that the hermit Paul was fed daily by a raven pro-

vided with a half loaf for the period of sixty years,

this obviously is but an exaggerated imitation of

our story. Hess (Qesch. der Kbn. Isr. I. s. 99) refers

to the "credible accounts that exposed children,

exiles, fugitives have been sustained for a long time
by animals," and remarks thereupon :

'* Such narra-

tions are rarely questioned, except when they are

adduced by the writers of the Bible, as proofs of a
special divine providence ;

" but he adds, that in

the case before us much remains that is " inexpli-

cable."

4. The sojourn ofElijah with the widow of Sarep>

to, considered quite apart from the fact that it

served as a preparation for his public activity, con-

stitutes a weighty moment in his history, because
it shows us one side of the prophet which is thrown
into the back-ground in his public career, but
which, nevertheless, belongs essentially to a com-
plete portraiture of the great man of God. While
over against the fallen, covenant-breakiug, idol-

serving generation he was inexorable and uncom-
prising, denouncing and judging, threatening and
punishing, to the poor widow he was sympathizing

and friendly only, full of fellow-feeling and compas-
sion, comforting, blessing, and helping. He there,

for the first time, appears great and wonderful, for

it is manifest that that harshness and severity was
not characteristic, not inborn, but was founded in

the special place which he was destined to occupy
in the economy of grace. Never would he have
fulfilled his calling to put an end to the crime of

a ruinous idolatry, and to be a second Moses, if he
had shown the same traits to Ahab and Jezebel

which he did to the widow of Sarepta. Elijah had to

make good, first of all, obedience and resignation

to the will of God at the brook Cherith, compassion

and love at Sarepta, then it was that he appeared
in the sight of God furnished with iron-severity to

judge and to punish. " Now since thou hast learned

sympathy, go hence and preach, and speak to . the

people :" these are the words to him which Chry-

sostom puts into the mouth of God (Opp. vL p.

109).

5. The narrative represents (he fact, (hat the meal

in the barrel and the ot in the cruse did not fail, to

have been quite as much an extraordinary act of

God as the previous support by means of the

ravens. The grossest prejudice alone can say:
44 Here there is not a syllable that this was done

by miracle : God gave his blessing so, that by the

labor of her hands, assisted perhaps by the pro-

phet, she secured for herself the necessaries of life
"

(Dinter, SchuU. Bib. on the place). In that case

Elijah's promise, ver. 14, was nothing more than

an exhortation to industry, but no prophet wat
needed for this. Knobel is equally unsatisfactory

(as above *. 81), when in the whole narrative he
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finds nothing more than "the view that the bless-

ing ofGod rests where men of God are." The words
of the Lord, in Luke iv. 25, do not at all authorize

us to think that this was simply an ordinary act of

divine providence. Hess (as above 8. 104) says

:

" As for myself, I find the narrative so beautiful

and as suitable to God as anything, and place con-

fidence in the old author, when, without fear of

any wisdom, whether of that time or of to-day, he
continues, She went and did as Elijah bade her,

Ac." Menken : This whole history glorifies God,

whom the Scripture teaches us to know in His

unapproachable greatness and in His affable mercy
and condescension. A God such as the human
heart in the needs of this present life needs always

. and desires; the all-governing Ruler, the alone-in-

dependent, the free master over all nature, who
gives dew and rain, and punishing lands and peo-

ples, withholds and takes away bread and water.

But the individual man is not forgotten of Him ; no,

not even the beggar on the highways. He beholds

not only the whole, but the single parts : He looks

not only into the palace of kings, but into the huts

of poverty. The need and misery of a poor widow
•re not too insignificant for Him ; He observes her

siglis and tears, and her silent desolate cabin is for

Him a place worthy of the revelation of His glory

and goodness (Is. lvii. 15; lxvi. 1 sq.).

6. The revivifying of the child, on account of the

prophet's mode of procedure, has been explained

as a physician's act. The narrative has, so Knobel
supposes, its foundation "in the circumstance that

the prophets exercised also the fuuction of phy-

sicians." The boy, in consequence of frequent con-

vulsions, suffered a severe fainting-fit, and was
brought back again to life by pressure, animal
warmth, and applied restoratives (Meyer in Ber-

thold's Theol. Journal iv. 230). According to Enne-
mosor (Magnetism. 8. 422) this was a case of animal
magnetism (Winer, B.- W.-B. I. *. 319). But noth-

ing is more certain than that the text adduces no
proof of the medical skill of the prophet, nor says
anything of a human medical act of healing: it sets

forth an act of God done by means of the prophet.

Before he stretches himself upon the boy the pro-

phet calls once and again imploringly upon Him
who can both kill and make alive (Deut. xxxii. 29

;

1 Sam ii. 6 ; 2 Kings v. 7) : Let the soul of this

child come to it again !
" and Jehovah hearkened to

the voice of Elijah." The revivifying is like an
answer to prayer. It is not the prophet, as a
" thaumaturgist " or as a physician employing
natural means, but Jehovah who hears the prayer
of His servant and delivers from death. If in addi-

tion to praying he stretches himself upon the child,

he did this after the genuine prophetic way ; the
visible human deed served as substratum for the
divine, and this divine deed is affirmed and attested
in the prophet's. The deeds of the prophets are
signs (niN) which represent what God does or will

do by means of them, and are more or less symbo-
lical actions (see' above). The outward action was,
in the case, the sign of that which God alone could
do ; it is not the delivering, quickening might and
power, but only the medium denoting it.

HOMILBTICAL AND FJEUOTIOAL.

Ver. 1. The first appearing of the prophet

name—my God is Jehovah ; (b) his origin : Thislie,

an insignificant, unknown place, like Bethlehem
and Nazareth; (c)his condition and calling: be

stands before the Lord, the God of Israel Gen-
eral distresses, like hunger and famine, sicknesses

and epidemics, are not mere natural events, but
they are the judgments of God upon the godless
and the God-forgetting ; they are the trials of the
pious, and to all they cry : repent and be converted I—Menken : Men in general have never been willing

to recognize, and are still unwilling to recognize,

the fact that need and misery upon earth stand in

the closest relation to their conduct towards God

;

that through their need they may be called back
to Him whom they have forsaken, and feel what
it is when God withdraws His hand, when they are

left to themselves, when the Almighty withholds
His gifts and blessings, and sends His punishments
and plagues. The God of Israel is the living God
because He has spoken to Israel and has, through
His word, revealed Himself to them (Ps. cxlvii. 19,

20). God has spoken to us by His Son, the image
of His Being (Heb. i 2), and has revealed Himself
in Him much more gloriously to us; therefore

Christendom knows no other living God than the

father of our Lord Jesus Christ Who can venture
to say that he stands before God ? He who, like

Elijah, has firm faith, is unconditionally obedient
to the word of God, and fearlessly and courage-

ously pursues the path God has prescribed for him
(Isai. xli. 10).

—

Kbummacher: It is the way of
our God from of old that lie takes people, by whom
He will accomplish something great, from the dust
rather than from thrones, so that it may be mani-
fest how all things happen according to His pur-

pose, how that flesh and blood have not done this

and that, but that to him alone belongs the glory.

Vers. 2-9. Bender : Elijah at the brook in the
wilderness, (a) How his faith was tried, and
(b) how it was crowned.

—

Wirth: Elijah at the
brook Cherith. How the Lord protects and con-

ceals him ; how He leads him into the wilderness
;

and how He cares for him. Elijah in the wilder-'

ne8S. (a) Why the Lord sends him thither
;

(b)

what he suffered him to experience there.—Ver. 3.

Go away and hide thyself, (a) (Jo away. A hard
word for a heroic man like Elijah, who has threat-

ened the king and the whole people, and must now
flee and expose himself to scorn and contempt
Going away often requires more self-denial than
remaining. For the testimony to the truth, the
command at one time is, remain and fear not (Acts
xviii. 9 sq.), at another, go from that city, Ac.

(Matt x. 14, 23 sq.) ; they "must, like their Lord,
often appear in the form of a servant, and can wear
upon earth no other crown than a crown of thorns,

and if at any time their power is so great that they .

can give or take away dew and rain upon earth,

and can punish kings and peoples, at another time
they must bow and bend, suffer and be silent, and
in the eye of the world appear weak and power-
less, so that they and others may thereby know
all the more profoundly, that the superabundant
might is of God, and not of themselves " (Menken).
But to every true Christian also the command often
comes, go hence, remain not where men are serving
the world and Baal, where the word of the Lord
is despised, and the fear of the holy and righteous

. „.. *. ~~~ ~.„„ ^rr^m^ v* -"« KwF««« Lord has disappeared. [See The Hermits of the
Elijah, (a) The time when

; (6) the message with Rev. Charles Kingsley.—E. H] (b) Hide thyselC
which he appeared. The prophet Elijah, {a) his

J
In order to be able to achieve his great, severe,
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and holy task and to be fitted for it, Elijah had to

go into retirement, where he was alone with his

God and learned to say, Lord whom have I, Ac.

(P8. lxxiii. 25 sq.). Every man who has done any-
thing great in the kingdom of God has passed a
long time in retirement and solitude. But to every
faithful Christian also the command has come,
hide thyself, go into the stillness and solitude.

The hidden man of the heart, with soft, still spirit

(1 Pet iii. 4), does not thrive in the perpetual tu-

mult and babbling noise of the world. There is

no man who has not felt the need of some time and

Elace to collect his thoughts and to be alone with
is God ; they who avoid such are not fit for the

kingdom of God.—Ver. 4. Krummaoher: Every
way appointed for us by the Lord has His promise,

and we need not fear when once we are assured
that God has directed our way.—Ver. 6. Might it

be said of us all, in every situation of life and
under all relations, he went thither and did ac-

cording to the word of the Lord.

—

Menken: He
went in faith along the hard, dark path into the

wilderness, as a genuine son of Abraham the father

of all the faithful, who knew that without faith it

is impossible to please God, and that man can offer

to God no higher and nobler homage than to

believe in his promises. Who so chooses the

dear God, and always hopes in Him, him will He
sustain wonderfully in all need and affliction (Ps.

iv. 4 ; cxlvii. 6). Go whithersoever thou wilt, means
shall not fail thee, thy deed is pure blessing, thy
course pure light. To Elijah the promise was, I

have commanded the ravens to care for thee ; but
we all have a still more glorious promise : He hath
given his angels charge concerning thee, that they
shall watch over thee in all thy ways, Ac. (Ps. id
10-12).

—

Menken : Just under these circumstances
in which most men forsake the word of God, it

shows itself most gloriously to the few who hold to

it. When the world despises it, and ridicules the
observance of it as weakness of mind, then is it

mightiest, and it justifies the keeping of it by
means of the richest experiences, which are the as-

surance, to those who honor it,. of its truth and of

the power of God. The ravens, which are not ac-

customed to care for their own young, must, at the

command of God, nourish the prophet, as an evi-

dence that even the unreasoning creature cannot
move without His will, and that even the most in-

significant must contribute to the glory of the Cre-

ator, who has promised, I will not leave nor for-

sake thee (Ileb. xiii 5).—Starke : In the case of
His servants and children, God sometimes makes
use of the ravens, i e.

%
of abandoned and godless

men,
Vers. 7-16. Wirth: Elijah with the widow at

' Sarepta. (a) The dried up brook
;

(b) The new
place of refuge

;
(c) The meal in the barrel and

the oil in the cruse.

—

Krummacher : The depart-

ure for Zarephath. Elijah's need, Elijah's de-

parture, his grand deliverance.

—

Bender (vers.

10-24): Elijah with the widow at Sarepta. Our
history confirms the Psalm-word (Pa, lxviii. 21)

;

(1) we have a God who helps, and (2) a Lord of

lords who delivers from death. The widow at

Zarephath. (a) Her lot (widowed, poor, without

influence before the world, but chosen by God,

Luke iv. 26). (ft) Her self-denial and- her faith

(although on the verge of death from starvation,

she will share what she can, and believe the word
of the prophet as a word from God), (c) Her re-

ward, Matt x. 41 aq. (she is not only delivered
from death by hunger, Ps. xxxiii. 19 ; but she re«

ceives continuously what she and her whole house-
hold needed, Ps. xxxvii. 19; cxii. 3).—Vers. 7-9.
Elijah's second trial of faith, (a) Depart (one trial

follows another, so that the gold of his faith may
become more free from all dross), (b) To Zarephath
in Sidon (from thy fatherland into a spiritual

waste and desert, in the land of idolatry, where
Jezebel's father ruled, and where the danger
seemed greater than at the brook Cherith ; but,

courage, it will not be so serious, &c.). (c) To a
widow (who herself needed protection, and not to
a ricli, powerful man. The Lord will care for

thee, rest assured of that, and do not ask how it

shall come to pass. Despise no instrumentality
which He points out to thee, no condition and no
man He makes use of, for it is not difficult to the
Lord to send help by means either of little or of
much, 1 Sam. xiv. 6. Things are small before God,
and to the Highest all things are alike [' There is

no great and no small, to the Lord that maketh all.']

... He is the true wonder-worker, who can now
exalt and now overturn).—Ver. 7. When without
thy fault the brook, from which thou dost quench
thy thirst, is dried, and the spring whence thy
life was supported has failed, let the word Bpoken
come to thee : Wait upon the Lord, who will help
thee (Prov. xx. 22) ; for they who wait upon the
Lord shall renew their strength, Ac. (Is. xl. 31).

The words of Elijah to the widow, (a) The re-

quest (vers. 10, 11) ;
(ft) The consolation (ver. 13);

(c) The promise (ver. 14). Requests made to a
man are often the key which opens to us his most
hidden being. They who have but little usually
give more than they who have much (Luke xxi. 1

sq.). To the weeping widows and orphans the
Lord always calls, Fear not 1 1 Pet. v. 7 ; Matt,
vi. 25 sq. ; Ps. xxxvii. 25.—Ver. 12. In a hea-
then, idolatrous land Elijah finds in a poor widow
what he had sought in vain in Tsrael : faith in the
living God of Israel.

—

Krummacher: He who has
experienced it knows how precious it is, when
one is far away in a strange country, where the
roads toward Zion lie waste, and sees one's self

thrown into the circle of the children of this

world, and by the streams of Babylon, to meet
unexpectedly in the wilderness somebody from
Galilee, or a brother or sister in the Lord.—Ver.

13. Berleb. Bib. : Fear not I Ah I How often has
a child of God bemoaned, Now all is lost ! I have
nothing more and know nothing more. The opera-

tions of the Spirit of God have ceased for me : the

meal and oil are gone ! And yet, where there is

nothing more amid the night and the darkness,

the morning brings something, upon which one
can live and find nourishment for the soul,- although
the time be miserable.—Vers. 14, 15. When the

need is greatest, then is God nearest. On the

very day when the poor widow, with her son, will

eat the last supplies, her distress comes to an end,

and she has thenceforth her daily bread. He
helps us before we expect, and permits us to

enjoy much good.—Ver. 16. The same God who
spoke by means of Elijah : The meal in the barrel

shall not be wasted, and the oil in the cruse* shall

not fail, has also promised, as the earth lasts, seed-

time and harvest, frost and heat, summer and
winter, day and night shall not cease (Gen. viii.

22). We are astonished at the little miracle in the

cabin at Sarepta, but we pass over with indifler-
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enco, and without attention, the large miracle

Vera. L7-24. Wirth: The great deed of God
in the case of the son of the widow of Sarepta.

(a) The lamentation of the mother over the dead
body of the son; (b) the praying prophet and
the answering God

;
(c) the joyous message, Be-

hold, thy son liveth I

—

Krcmmacher : The resusci-

tation at Zarephath. (a) The divine stroke
;
(b) the

victorious batile
;

(c) the rest after the storm.

The school of suffering at Zarephath. (a) The
suffering with which the widow and the prophet
were visited

;
(ft) how each behaved under it

;

fc) what both experienced.—Ver. 17. Great mani-
festations of divine grace follow also great trials,

so that our faith may be made more precious

(1 Pet i. 7).

—

Menken : God willed that the good
work begun in her should not be unfinished, and
without suffering this could not be, any more than
it is in our case and in that of all men. ... It is

pure goodness and fatherly fidelity when the in-

finitely good, heavenly Father sends to His
children sorrow upon sorrow, lays upon them
burden upon burden, and leads them from one
distress and trouble into others. In eternity, He
will be heartily thanked for nothing more than for

this paternal goodness and fidelity.—Ver. 18. The
first thing which the cross and suffering must do
in a man, is to bring about an humble -sense of his

sin ; it is the beginning of all true knowledge of
God, the foundation of all true piety. Much that
is erroneous respecting God and divine things

may adhere to a man, but if he have a living

knowledge of his sin, and a living feeling of his

tinworthiness before the holy God, he is on the
pathway to a deepening and higher knowledge of
God.

—

Menken: She does not complain of un-
righteousness upon the part of God, she does not
accuse God : she acquits God and condemns her-

self. That was the true bearing in her trouble,

and so sorrow wrought good within this soul: it

led her within herself, and humbled her in the
deeper knowledge of herself. And God giveth
grace to the humble. A man does not so readily

humble himself too much. . . . The more strictly

a man judges and condemns himself, so much the
which is repeated year by year for the whole world.—Starke : The way to wealth is cheerful giving
(Luke vi. 38), and God crowns beneficence with a
blest store (Prov. xix. 1 7). God can bless even a
little store so that it will suffice for a longwhile.

more readily is he acquitted, justified, and pardon-
ed before the divine tribunal (Luke xviii. 13 aq.).

Intercourse and association with a true man ot

God become a blessing to us when we are thereby
led more deeply into ourselves, and are made
genuinely conscious of our sinfulness before God
(Luke v. 8; Matt viii. 8).—Vers. 19-22. The
prayer of Elijah, (a) The contents

; (6) the answer
to it Those are genuine and true friends who do
not show sympathy and commiseration simply
when we are in distress and trouble, but who
give us a helping hand, and from their heart
call upon Him who can help us. Wrestling
with God in prayer is a matter which belongs to

the lonely chamber (Matt. vi. 6). He who prays
only in public, in the church, has never yet prayed
truly.—Ver. 20. In our prayer we may express
indeed how dark and incomprehensible the provi-

dences of God are to us, only when we do so with
submission to His will without complaint or mur-
mur, and humbly committing entirely to His will

how and when He will save us, in our hour of
need.—Ver. 21. In sickness, we must leave no
natural means towards recovery untried, how-
ever much we may long for a miracle of
God, whilst at the same time we implore God to

grant power to these means and bless their ap-
plication.—Ver. 22. Menken: Even if the Lord do
no miracle, there are still a thousand ways and
means by which he sends comfort and strength, or
help and salvation, in answer to the believing
prayer of His faithful servants. Each granting
of prayer is indeed a miracle, and never is one
humble, believing prayer ofa righteous soul uttered
in vain—no, not even when it is refused.—Ver.
23. For the father and mother heart, which moan
and lament over a lost son, what could be a glad-
der message than this :

" This, thy son, was dead
and is alive again." (Luke xv. 24.) The miracles •

in the kingdom of grace are as worthy of adora-
tion as those in the kingdom of nature.—Ver. 24.

We must pass through much grief and humiliation
before with joyful assurance we can say to Him,
who is greater than Elijah : Now know I that
thou art Christ, the Son 6f the living God. Only
by means of individual experience does each
man come to the blessed confession, that the word
of the Lord is truth. He only is a servant of
God in whose mouth the word of the Lord is

truth, not mere appearance and sham (phrase).

B.—Elijah at Mount CarmeL

Chap. XVUL 1-46.

1 And it came to pass after
1 many days, that the word of the Lord [Jehovah]

came to Elijah in tne third year, saying, Go, shew thyself unto Ahab ; and I

2 will send rain upon the eartt And Elijah went to shew himself unto Ahab.
3 And t/tere was a sore famine in Samaria. And Ahab called Obadiah, which wa$

the governor of /*w house. (Now Obadiah feared the Lord [Jehovah] greatly:
4 for it was *o,when Jezebel cut off the prophets of the Lord [Jehovah], that Oba-

diah took an hundred prophets, and hid them by fifty* in a cave, and fed them
5 with bread and water.) And Ahab said unto Obadiah, Go into the land, unto

all fountains of water, and unto all brooks : peradventure we may find grass to
6 save the horses and mules alive, that we lose not ail the beasts.

9 So they divided
the land between them to pass throughout it : Ahab went one way by himself,
and Obadiah went another way by himself.
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7 And as Obadiah was in the way,* behold, Elijah met him : and he knew him,
8 and fell on his face, and said, Art thou that my lord Elijah ? And he answered
9 him, I am : go, tell thy lord, Behold, Elijah is here. And he said, What have I
sinned, that thou wouldest deliver thy servant into the hand of Ahab, to slay

10 me? As the Lord [Jehovah] thy God liveth, there is no nation or kingdom,
whither my lord hath not sent to seek thee : and when they said, He is not there

;

11 he took an oath of the kingdom and nation, that they found thee not. And
12 now thou sayest, Go, tell thy lord, Behold, Elijah is here. And it shall come to

pass, as soon a* I am gone from thee, that the Spirit of the Lord [Jehovah]
shall carry thee whither I know not; and so when I come and tell Ahab, and he

13 cannot find thee, he shall slay me : but I thy servant fear the Lord [Jehovah]
from my youth. Was it not told my lord what I did when Jezebel slew the

ftrophets of the Lord [Jehovah], how I hid a hundred men of the Lord's
Jehovah] prophets by fifty in a cave, and fed them with bread and water ?

14 And now thou sayest, Go, tell thy lord, Behold, Elijah is here : and he shall slay
15 me. And Elijah said, As the Lord [Jehovah] of" hosts liveth, before whom I

stand, I will surely shew myself unto him to-day.

16 So Obadiah went to meet Ahab, and told him : and Ahab went to meet
17 Elijah. And it came to pass, when Ahab saw Elijah, that Ahab said unto him,
18 Art thou he that troubleth Israel? And he answered, I have not troubled

Israel ; but thou, and thy father's house, in that ye have forsaken the command-
19 ments of the Lord [Jehovah], and thou hast followed Baalim. Now therefore

send, and gather to me all Israel unto Mount Carmel, and the prophets of
Baal four hundred and fifty, and the prophets of the groves four hundrea, which

20 eat at Jezebel's table. So Ahab sent unto all the children of Israel, and gather-
ed the prophets together unto Mount Carmel.

21 And Elijah came unto all the people, and said, How long halt ye be-
tween two opinions ?

§
if the Lord [Jehovah] be God, follow him : but if Baal,

22 then follow him. And the people answered nim not a word. Then said Elijah
unto the people, I, even I only, remain a prophet of the Lord [Jehovah] ; but

23 Baal's prophets are four hundred and fifty men.6 Let them therefore give us
two bullocks ; and let them choose one bullock for themselves, and cut it in
pieces, and lay it on wood, and put no fire under : and I will dress the other

24 bullock, and lay it on wood, and put no fire under : and call
T ye on the name of

your gods, and I will call on the name of the Lord [Jehovah]: * and the God
25 that answereth by fire, let him be God. And all the people answered and said,

It is well spoken. And Elijah said unto the prophets of Baal, Choose you one
bullock for yourselves, and dress it first ; for ye are many ; and call on the name

26 of your gods, but put no fire tender. And they took the bullock which was
given them, and they dressed it, and called on the name of Baal from morning
even until noon, saying, O Baal, hear us. But there teas no voice, nor any that

27 answered. And they leaped upon the altar which was made. And it came to
pass at noon, that Elijah mocked them, and said, Cry aloud : for he is a god

;

either he is talking,* or he is pursuing, or he is in a journey, or peradventure he
28 sleepeth, and must be awaked. And they cried aloud, and cut themselves after

their manner with knives [swords] and lancets, till the blood gushed out upon
29 them. And it came to pass, when midday was past, and they prophesied until

"

the time of the offering of the evening sacrifice, that there was neither voice, nor
any to answer, nor any that regarded."

80 And Elijah said unto ail the people, Come near unto me. And all the people
came near unto him. And he repaired the altar of the Lord [Jehovah] that

31 was broken down. And Elijah took twelve stones, according to the number
of the tribes of the sons of Jacob," unto whom the word of the Lord [Jehovah]

32 came, saying, Israel shall be thy name : and with the stones he built an altar in

the name of the Lord [Jehovah] : and he made a trench about the altar, as

33 great as would contain two measures of seed. And he put the wood in order,

and cut the bullock in pieces, and laid him on the wood, and said, Fill four bar-

34 rels with water, and pour it on the burnt sacrifice, and on the wood. And he
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202 THE FIRST BOOK OF THE KINGS.

said, Do it the second time. And they did it the second tima And he said. Do
85 it the third time. And they did it the third time. And the water ran around
36 about the altar ; and he filled the trench also with water. And it came to pass

at the tune of the offering of the evening sacrifice," that Elijah the prophet came
near, and said, Lord [Jehovah] God of Abraham, Isaac, and of Israel, let it be
known this day that thou art God in Israel, and that I am thy servant, and

37 that I have done all these things at thy word. Hear me, O Lord TJehovah],

38 hear me, that this people may know that thou art the Lord [Jehovah
J God, and

that thou hast turned their heart back again. Then the fire of the Lord [Jeho-

39 vah] fell, and consumed the burnt sacrinoe, and the wood, and the stones, and
the dust, and licked up the water that was in the trench. And when all the

people saw t£, they fell on their faces: and they said, The Lord [Jehovah], he is

40 the God ; the Lord [Jehovah], he is the God. And Elijah said unto them,
Take the prophets of Baal ; let not one of them escape. And they took them:
and Elijah brought them down to the brook Eishon, and slew them there.

41 And Elijah said unto Ahab, Get thee up, eat and drink ; for there is a sound
42 of abundance of rain.

14 So Ahab went up to eat and to drink. And Elijah went
up to the top of Carmel ; and he cast himself down upon the earth, and put his

43 face between his knees, and said to his servant, Go up now, look toward the

sea. And he went up, and looked, and said, There is nothing. And he said, Go
44 again seven times. And it came to pass at the seventh time, that he said, Behold,

there ariseth a little cloud out of the sea, like a man's hand. And he said, Go
up, say unto Ahab, Prepare thy chariot" and get thee down, that the rain stop

45 thee not And it came to pass in the mean while,
10 that the heaven was black

with clouds and wind, and there was a great rain. And Ahab rode, and went
46 to Jezreel. And the hand of the Lord [Jehovah] was on Elijah ; and he girded

up his loins, and ran before Ahab to the entrance of Jezreel.

TEXTUAL AND GRAMMATICAL.

I Ver. 1.—[A few MBS. supply the preposition, and read 0*O'D •

* Ver. 4.—[Nine MSS. repeat the word D,
t5fe)n , according to the usual formula, as in rer. 18.

* Ver. 6.—The k'rl nOTCHD it plainly to be preferred to the k'tib MOTO JD . [It is also the reading ofmany M3&
and editions.

« Ver. 7.— [The 8ept emphasize very strongly the privacy of this Interview : " And Obadlah was in the way alone, and
Elijah came alone to meet him." ,

* Ver. 81.— [For the meaning of the words D'BpDH VJ?*"^P Me tbe E**** Com. The rendering of the Sept, * how

long halt ye on both knees," Is certainly expressive.
* Ver. 22.—[The Sept adds "and the prophets of the grove four hundred " (the Alex. Sept omits the number) from

er. IS. ,
* Ver. 84-[DNT?X D#3 fcO|> "denotes the solemn invocation of the Deity,* KelL Qr. Gen. iv. 96; ±IL 8; 1 Cor. i.

t,&e.
* Ver. 24—[The Sept lessen much the force of this contrast, by adding **my God."
* Ver. 27.— [1V& bears either the sense of conrersstion (as in the Vulg.), see 2 Kings ix. 11 ; or of meditation. The

latter seems rightly preferred by our author. On the meaning of this and the following words see the Exeg. Com.

»• Ver. 2S.-[Hcre the^ in H^g^ls not to be OTerlooked: ivbjfe IJf means not "till the offering," bnt "till to-

wards the offering,* i. *., till towards the time of the offering, for ver. 86, Elijah had completed all preparations for his
offering at the time of the eveninsr sacrifice, Keil.

" Ver. «S.—[The Sept. curiously modifies ver. 2S. Instead of mid-day they have re 6*i\ir6v ; theVat Sept omits u that
there wan neither voice,** Ac, to the end of the ver. ; and both recensions make the addition given in the Exeg. Com.

»» Ver. 81.—lEIght M88., followed by the Sept, substitute the name Israel.
II Ver. 86.—[The Vat Sept omits the mention of the time, and the Alex, substitutes the name Jacob for Israel

" Ver. 41.—[The Sept. quite poetically translates,
u there is a sound of the feet of rain." The word here used D£$ to

that denoting heavy rain.

" Ver. 44.—[The word chariot, supplied in the A. V, is implied In the 1DX In this connection, and is given in several

of the W.
"Ver. 46.—[On the meaning of the phrase H3^Tjn rET"lJJ see the Exeg. Com. It is generally rendered in the VV.

literally as in the Vulg. hue aique <#«*—F. G.]

EXEGETICAL AND CRITICAL.

Yer. 1. And it came to pass, Ac, Ac. The
whole of the eighteenth chapter is distributed in

three sections ; the middle oneof which is the chief
(vers. 21-40) ; the first (vers. 1-20) is introducto-

ry to the second (vers. 21-40), and the last (vera.

41-46) forms the sequel to the transaction narrat-

ed in the second. The first verse refers distinctly

to chap, xvil 1. It states when and how the
drought announced by Elijah came to an end.
The statement in Luke iv. 25, and in James v. 17,
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CHAPTER XVIEL 1-46. 203

according to which it did not rain for the space of
three years and six months, seems to contradict

the words in the titird year. The same statement
occurs also in the tractate Jalkut Schimoni ; hence
several interpreters (Schmidt, Michaelis, Keil)

adopt the rabbinical conjecture that Elijah was a
year at the brook Cherith, and that he remained
two years in Sarepta, and that in the third year
Jehovah's command came to him to show himself

unto Ahab. But it is very improbable that Elijah

remained a whole year (DVD* J*j3D , chap. xvii. 7,

eannot mean this) at Cherith, and that the reckon-
ing should be made from the sojourn at Sarepta to

the date of his reappearing, and not from his an-

nouncement of the drought, to which the text re-

fers so explicitly. Benson regards the New Testa-

ment statement as a complete settlement of the

Jewish tradition. As in each year there are two
rainy seasons, so the six months before the predic-

tion (chap. xvii. 1), in which it did not rain, are

taken into the account, while, in our passage, the

reckoning is from the second rainy season. Ac-
cording to Lange (on James v. 17), the equalization

lies in this, that in the account in 1 Kings xviii.

the exact period of the famine is stated ; but it is

yery natural that the famine should have begun a
year after the prediction of the drought, t. e., after

the failure of the early and of the latter rain. In
this first year the people still lived on the harvest
of the preceding year. The ^ in rORW is not =

I t : r :

that (Luther, Vulg.) nor = for, but, as in Gen. xvii.

20 ; Deut. xv. 6 =r and then. When Ewald says
that after another year of drought "Ahab himself
at last called Elijah back," he is in direct contra-

diction with the words, Go hence and show thyself

to Ahab, as also with vers. 9 sq.

Vers. 2-6. And there was a sore famine
in Samaria. From here to ver. 6 there is a
parenthetical remark, for " an explanation of the
circumstances which brought about the meeting
between Elijah and Ahab" (Keil). Even in the
residence in Samaria the famine was so pressing
daring the drought that the king himself, with his
14 palace-master " (see on chap. iv. 6)

—" the gover
nor of his house "—traversed the land to find food
for his horses and mules. " Entirely without ref-

erence to the Old Testament, Menandros (Joseph.
Antiq. 8, 13, 2) makes mention of a severe
drought of a year under the Syrian king Ithobal,

a contemporary of Ahab " (Ewald). The name
Obadiah is a proper name of frequent occurrence in

the Old Testament (1 Chron. Hi. 21 ; vii 3 ; viiL 38;
ix. 16; 2 Chron. xvii. 7; xxxiv. 12; Ezra viil 9,

Ac), and does not here, on account of ver. 4, mean,
as Thenius supposes, " chosen." The prophets who
are mentioned in ver. 4 were, for the most part,

"prophet-scholars," i. «., members ofthe association
of the prophets (Prophetenvereine), cf. on 2 Kings
it If Obadiah alone delivered a hundred, their

number must have been considerable. Their per-

secution and extermination was the work of the
fanatical, idolatrous Jezebel, whom Ahab allowed
to rule and manage. Hess and Menken suppose that
she was incited thereto by her idolatrous priests,

who represented to her that the public calamity
would not end until the prophets, from the secret
influence of whom it proceeded, were put out of
the way. This conjecture, however, is not neces-
sary, oo account of the character of Jezebel, who,
from the start, was bent upon the abolition of the

Jehovah-worship. The caverns in which Obadiah
concealed the prophets were certainly not near
Samaria, but were, perhaps, on Mount Carmel,
"which is full of clefts and grottoes" (Winer,
R.-W.-B.I. s. 212).

Vers. 7-1 6. And as Obadiahwas in the way,
Ac, He recognized the prophet at once by his pe-
culiar clothing (cf 2 Kings i. 7, 8). The profound
reverence which he showed to him allows us to con-
clude that there was a personal acquaintance, and,

in any event, it is an evidence of the high consid-

eration in which even then Elijah was held, at least

upon the part of the worshippers of Jehovah,
which could scarcely be accounted for only on the

ground of his prediction of the drought (chap. xvii.

1). The words Pit fUntCH cannot be translated, Art

thou not my lord Elijah? (Luther), or with the
Sept., ei av el airrdc xbpti fiov 'H/Ua ; for he had al-

ready recognized him, and had fallen on his face

before him. It is rather a question of wonder

:

Art thou, who hast been looked for everywhere in

vain, here ? (ver. 10). The reply of Obadiah in ver.

9 is explained by ver. 12. The statement in ver.

10, that Ahab had set on foot inquiries after the
prophet in every kingdom, is

u an hyperbole
prompted by inward excitement and fear " (Keil),

but which, nevertheless, is an evidence of the
great bitterness and hatred of Ahab. From the

anxiety of Obadiah lest the spirit of Jehovah
should suddenly carry the prophet away, it has
been concluded that something like it had previ-

ously occurred, but which has not been related to

us (Yon Gerlach, Seb. Schmidt, and others). Keil
remarks, on the other hand: Elijah was not
snatched away after the prediction of the drought,

and there is no more reason for supposing a case

of this kind during the interval, when he was con-

cealed from his enemies. Obadiah certainly had
not in his mind a simple going away, nor does the
expression suggest " a wind-storm " (Dereser), nor
a mere inward movement from above (Olshaus.,

Acts viii. 39), but divine power. The concluding
statement in ver. 12 does not mean he has not as
"a God-fearing man and a protector of the pro-

phets any special favor to expect at the hands of

Ahab " (Keil), but rather he believes that, as a true

servant of Jehovah, for his own and for the sake
of the prophet, he deserves, least of all, death. He
does not express a doubt of the truthfulness of Eli-

jah, but he supposes that " he will be exposed to

a danger from which God will rescue him by an
abreption, while he himself will thereby be placed

in the greatest peril in respect of Ahab " (Menken).

By the expression in ver. 13, he seeks to justify hU
refusal to fulfil Elijah's commission, and to say
that he will suffer a death he does not merit, but he
does not mean to boast of his action, or to claim

any reward. The nl&QV with nirv (see Keil on 1
t : t :

Sam. i 3), elevates the solemnity of the oath (cf. on

chap, xvii 1). OVH means here: at this time,

now (1 Sam. xir. 33 ; 2 Kings iv. 8), not to-day

(Luther, De Wette).

Vers. 17-20. And it oame to pass when
Ahab saw Elyah, &c. As Ahab went, at Obadi-

ah's instigation, to meet the prophet, and not the

prophet to meet him, Ahab's query does not mean
11 Dost thou dare to appear before me ? " (Thenius),

but, rather, Do I meet thee at last, thou bringer of
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204 THE FIRST BOOK OF THB KINGS.

trouble ? "Dtt does not, as in Gen. xxxiv. 30

;

Josh. vi. 18; vii 25, mean here, to perplex, as

Luther translates. Ahab lays all the blame

of the famine upon Elijah, not merely because

he had predicted the drought, but he had added

that it would come to an end only at his word,

without thinking that the prophet had done

this only in the name and at the command of Je-

hovah. In the reply of Elijah (ver. 18) the plural

form DvV3 « not, with Gesenius, to be understood

of images or statues of Baal, but of the various

surnames of Baal according to their special signifi-

cation—Baal-Berith, Baal-Zebul (Winer, R.-W.-R
I. *. 120). Elijah's desire (in ver. 19) probably ad-

mits of a closer explanation in respect of its ground
and purpose ; it was not so much on account of

Ahab as to influence the whole people to another

course—it was to bring all Israel to a decision.

That was the right point of time when the longing

for deliverance from the famine was universal.

Elijah appointed Carmel as the place of assem-

blage, probably because its situation was central,

and it was also near the sea, from which quarter

rain-clouds came. There was, moreover, an altar

to Jehovah there, as on other conspicuous high

places, but which, like other such altars, had been
thrown down in consequence of the introduction

of the Baal-worship (cf. ver. 30 and chap. xix. 10).

The whole of Israel, i. c, the heads of the tribes and
families, and the elders as the representatives of

the people (chap. viii. 1-62). The prophets of Baal

(cf. ver. 26 sq.) are the priests of Bail, who were
likewise the god's soothsayers and foretellers. As
the male divinity, Baal had more priests than the

female. That the Astarte-priests ate at Jezebel's

table, t. «., were entirely supported by her (see

chap. ii. 7), is expressly remarked, because therein

her blind, fanatical passion for the worship of

Idols is shown over against the prophets of Jeho-

vah, whom she persecuted and murdered (ver. 4).

When, according to ver. 20, the
%
enraged and excit-

ed king at once acceded to the demand of Elijah,

this is quite in harmony with his character as he
often exhibited it subsequently. He bowed before

the spiritual supremacy of the prophet, which im-

pressed him. Notwithstanding his apparent scorn,

he had a secret fear of Elijah since the prediction

of the drought had been verified (chap. xvii. 1),

and all the sacrifices of the priests of Baal to avert

the famine had been in vain.

Ver. 21. And Elijah came, Ac. Ewald, whom
Thenius follows on the ground of the Septuag.,

translates the question of the prophet to the peo-

ple :
" How long will ye go limping on both hocks,

i. «., always staggering about hither and thither

Insecurely between truth and falsehood, Jahve
and Baal ? " But D^DyO is never used in the sense

-of lyvbai , i. «., hocks, which translation Schleusner

properly pronounces a mera conjeciura. The root

tmo means to divide, to dissever, and all the de-

rivatives point back to this signification. The

D^DJJD i
Ps. cxix. 113, are those which are divided

within themselves, the double-minded or ambigu-
ous. In Ezek. xxxi. 6: niBJTD means branches,

because these are the divided tree, and in Isai. ii.

21; lvii. 5, the clefts of the rocks are named
DwDn *DJJD . The Vulg. hence translates right-

ly, Usquequo claudicatis in duosparies t Koil, "up to

the two parties (Jehovah and Baal)." This agrees

perfectly with the word nOD , *. « , to go over from

one to another, and ^ is here with flDD , s* in

ver. 26, where it cannot possibly mean " to the.*

But when Keu4

remarks further : The people were
wishing to harmonize the Jehovah worship and
that of Baal, not to stand, by means of the Baa
worship, in hostile opposition to Jehovah, he it

evidently mistaken. The people rather were divi-

ded between the two forms of worship, that of Je-

hovah and that of Baal ; to the latter belonged also

the Astarte-cultus, which it was impossible to
identify or reconcile with the Jehovah-worship.

The persecution and extermination of the Jehovah
prophets by Jezebel must have shown the people,

most explicitly, that between the two religions

the most decisive antagonism existed. Jeroboam's
calf-worship might still seem to be Jehovah-wor-
ship, but the Baal and Astarte worship, never.

The large number of the " sons of the prophets

"

shows that, in spite of Ahab and Jezebel, the peo-
ple were divided into two parties.

Vers. 22-25. It by no means follows from the

^qf?
" that those also who had been concealed by

Obadiah were discovered and destroyed n (Thenius).

cf. 2 Kings ii. 3, 5. Elijah means to say: All

the other prophets have been murdered, or are

reduced to a state of inactivity : I stand here alone

over against four hundred and fifty priests of Baal;
what, humanly speaking, can one do against so

many ? Be this as it may, the issue will decide all

the more certainly with whom rests the Right

"MV as in Gen. xxxii. 35; Jos. xviii. 2. To the

four hundred and fifty Baal priests the Sept adds

:

koI ol irpofifrat, rov aXoovc rerpaxdcioi
} which

Thenius holds to be original, but is here evidently
filled out from ver. 19. In ver. 25 and in ver. 40,

moreover, the priests of Baal only are named. A
thrice repeated omission of the Astarte-priests

cannot be explained by the rule, a potiori fit, et<x,

least of all in ver. 40 ; they might indeed have
been summoned, but under the protection of Jeze-
bel they might have been able to escape the re-

quisition of Ahab (Keil). As the issue was a deci-

sion between the worship of Jehovah and that of
Baal, Elijah employed, in connection with it, an
act of sacrifice, because both amongst the Jews
and also the heathen, sacrifice was the explicit

expression of all worship. The significance of fire

in sacrifice was the reason why he suspended the
decision upon the fire which should consume the
offering ; it wafts the sacrifice upwards, and, as it

were, presents it to the deity. Should the latter

send the fire, this would be a sign not only of
power, but also that the sacrifice was accepted and
well-pleasing. Besides this, fire, especially that
which came from heaven, was the general symbol
of deity. Baal also was the God of heaven, of the
sun, and of fire (heaven-flre-sun-god). If he could
not consume the offering, that would show him to

be no God. The cutting in pieces, vers. 23 and 33,
belongs, according to Lev. i. 6, to the proper dress-

ing of every burnt-offering. After the people had
signified their agreement to the proposition of Eli-

jah he proceeded further (ver. 25) ; and, to avoid
all appearance of encroachment or of partisanship,

he allowed the priests of Baal a choice between
the two " bullocks," as also precedence in the act

of sacrifice, giving as a reason : for ye are many*
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This was scarcely said " somewhat seoffingly " in

the sense of " the crowd shall have the precedence I

You are the prevailing religious party m Israel

"

(Menken), but wholly in earnest; he, only one,

will take no advantage of the many ; they shall

not feel themselves slighted. When, too, as he
himself knew in advance, the vanity, the nothing-

ness of Baal became manifest, the impression pro-

duced by his offering would be ail the greater,

while inversely the priests of Baal, under every
kind of pretext, would have wholly omitted the

sacrifice.

Vera. 26-29. And they took the bullock, Ac.

By OTpEW the dance customary at heathen sacri-

fices is indeed suggested to us (see with Keil the

passage from Herodian Hist v. 3). The view pre-

vails that limping, " in derision of the unaided
sacrificial dance of the Baal priests,

1
' stands here

for dancing (Geseuius) ; but neither here nor in ver.

21 does it denote ridicule. It expresses only the

reeling to and fro ;
** the dance, as we may infer

from its climax in vers. 28, 29, may have had some-
what of the bacchantic, reeling way about it " (The-

nius) ; the Sept has dih-pexov , the Vulgate transi-

Ucbant, and here ridicule disappears. This first fol-

lows in ver. 27 ; here we are simply informed of
what actually happened. Elijah is not the subject

in flt^JJ ; it is impersonal. Nearly all the versions

seem to have read, with many MSS., *fey. In ver.

27 Elyah urges the Baal priests to cry louder, and
gives as his chief reason : in your opinion he is the
real, true God ; he must be hindered in some way,
so that, as yet, he has not heard you. The thrice

repeated '3 heightens the effect of the discourse.

IT*fef means neither loquitur (Vulg.), nor: he imagines

fLuther), nor : a6okto^\a avry iariv (Sept) ; but it

aenotes turning within one's self, reflection, medi-
fato, and then, also, sadness (1 Sam. L 16 ; Ps. cxlil

3). Thenius : his head is full
;
perhaps, better yet

:

he is out of humor. y& the Vulg. wrongly gives

:

to dtwrsario est; it means secessio (from ftfef to

withdraw, 2 Sam. i 22), euphemistic expression
for: he is easing himself. Everything that Elijah

here derisively attributes to Baal must not, with
Movers (RcL der P/wniz. s. 386), be regarded as
that which the Baal priests actually believed of
him as the sun-god (his journeys, labors, sleeping),

for it had ceased to be a matter of sport They
cried louder (ver. 28), so that Baal, by hearing,

might stultify the derision. By V1WM • we must

not understand a mere " nicking with knives and
punches'

1

(Luther); for 3in means sword, and

noh the lance belonging to heavy armor (Ezek.

xxxix. 9 ; Jer. xlvi. 4). The nOB > »*• 26> changed

into a weapon-dance, which custom many ancient-

writers mention (cf. Doughty, AnakcL Sacr. p.

176), and Movers (as cited 8. 682), after them, de-

scribes more particularly. This custom assuredly

has not, as Movers supposes, its reason in the con-

sciousness of " committed sins," but in the super-

stition that blood, especially the blood of priests,

has a special virtue, moving, even compelling the

divinity (Plutarch De superstit. : Beltonce saeerdotes

mo cruore sacrifteant, cf. Symbol, des Moeais. Kultus

H. 8, 223, 262). In ver. 29, UGJJW i* commonly

translated : and they raved ; in the sense : their

behavior reached to a sort of mania. But 1 Sam.
xviii. 10; Jer. xxix. 26, places to which an appeal
is made, cannot prove that K2J means, in itself;

fmivea&ai ; the Sept never translating it so. The
Baal priests are constantly called here D'fiQ3 , and

as such, they prepared the sacrifice, danced around
the altar, called upon Baal, wounded themselves

;

all that they then did, and the time thoy consumed,
is summed up when it is said that 3K3JJV ; this

word does not refer to anything besides. Piscator:

fuit vero qwtm prcBteriisset meridies, ut prophetat

agermt, Ac. They went on with their various func-

tions until past noon, yet without any result

fUVjjQ *8 bere not 8pecially food (vegetable) offering

(Luther), but it denotes offering generally (Gen. iv.

3-5), and here the usual daily evening sacrifice,

which, nevertheless, as is to be seen from vers. 36
and 40 sq., was not offered first at dusk, but before it

(Numb, xxviii. 4). The Sept adds to ver. 29 : " And
Elijah the Tishbite said to the prophets of the
idols, Stand back I I will now make ready my offer-

ing. And they stood back and went away." an
addition which does not at all " bear the unmistak-

able stamp of genuineness " (Thenius), but is plain-

ly a supplementary gloss.

Vers. 30-32. And EUJah said unto all the
people, Ac. Elyah did not, designedly, build a
new altar, but repaired the old one (see above on
ver. 19), and meant thereby to show that the issue

of the day was the restoration of the ancient Jeho-
vah-worship, for cuttus is expressed synecdochice per
altare (Petr. Martyr). He shows, moreover, still

more explicitly the object of the restoration and
renewal of the broken covenant (chap. xix. 10), in

that, as Moses had once done at the conclusion of

the covenant (Exod. xxiv. 4), in like manner he
repaired the altar " with twelve stones, according to

the number of the tribes of the children of Israel " This

was a declaration in act, that the twelve tribes

together constituted one people, that they had one
God in common, and that Jehovah's covenant was
not concluded with two or with ten, but with the

unit of the twelve tribes. Since the kingdom of

the ten tribes named itself " Israel," over against

the other tribes, it is expressly remarked that

Jacob, the one progenitor of the entire people, had
received from Jehovah the name ** Israel," i. &,

God's soldier, because he commanded his entire

house : Put away fromyou the strauge gods (Gen.

xxxv. 2, 10 sq.). Only the people who did as he
did had a claim to this name. In ver. 32 the

rtfiT D$3 is not to be connected with the remote

nJT ; he built in the name, i *, by the command,

of Jehovah (for everything that he did, he did no
less by the command of Jehovah), but with the

immediately preceding IT3TO; be built this that

Jehovah might reveal and authenticate himself; as

inversely, according to Exod. xx. 24, an altar was
to be built where Jehovah had revealed and au-

thenticated himself. The ditch was not designed

as a hedge, " so that the people might not press

too much upon the altar " (Starke) ; it was made

rather to receive the water (vers. 34, 35), as n^JJPI t

2 Kings xx. 20; Is. vii. 3 ; xxii. 9 ; xxxvi 2: Ezek.

xxxi 4, means properly aqueduct Not only was
the altar to be soaked, but it was to be surrounded
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206 THE FIRST BOOK OP THE KINGS.

with water, so as to remove all suspicion about the
burning of the sacrifice. Impostures of this kind
occurred certainly in later heathendom. The author
of the Orat. in ELiam (I. p. 765), attributed to Chry-
'sostora, says : " I speak as an eye-witness. In the
altars of the idols, there are beneath the altar chan-
nels, and underneath a concealed pit ; the deceivers
enter these, and blow up a fire from beneath upon
the altar, by which many are deceived, and believe

that the fire comes from heaven." The words
jnt DTIKD JV53 are not altogether clear. Keil

and Thenius translate : like the space whereon one
can sow two seaha of grain. But JV2 never signi-

fies a superficies measure, but that which holds
something ; and one does not measure a ditch by a
superficial space which it covers, but according to its

capacity for holding; hence Gesenius here : a ditch

which could hold two seahs. Tlie ditch, then, was
about as deep as the grain-measure containing two
seahs. The seah is the third part of an ephah ; ac-

cording to Thenius, two Dresden pecks; according
to Bertheau=661.92, according to Bunsen 338.13
Paris cubic inches. Without doubt the ditch was
so near the altar that the water poured upon it

flowed into it and remained there. Elijah took upon
himself the preparation of the sacrifice, jwri prophe-
tico, minoribus legibus txsolutus, ut majorts servaret

(Grotius). The levitical priest was no longer in the
kingdom of Israel (2 Chron. xi. 13 ; ziil 9).

Vers. 33-35. And said, Fill four barrels (cad)

Ac., Ac. 13 is a pail (Gen. zxiv. 14) without defi-

nite measure. The solemnity and the emphasis
with which the prophet commands the soaking
with water stamp this act as prophetic, i. e., as a
significant religious act, done for some other than
the merely negative purpose " of cutting away all

ground of suspicion of the possibility of some
cheat" (Keil). The form of the transaction shows
this. For when the prophet orders thrice four

cads of water poured upon an altar composed of
thrice four stones, the intention

—

i. «., the signifi-

cance of this combination of numbers—is unmis-
takable. 'The numbers three and four, as well
singly as in their combination with each other, in

seven and twelve, meet us constantly in the cul-

tus, where the significance is beyond all question.

(See above. Cf. my Symbol, des Mos. Kultus I.

s. 150, 169, 193, 205.) But we can conclude noth-

ing definitely, with full certainty, respecting the

meaning of the prophetic act. Perhaps the abun-
dant soaking of the altar bearing the sign-number
of the Covenant people with 3X4 cads of water ex-

presses what is promised in Deut. xxviiL 12 to the

Covenant people if they observe the covenant:
" Jehovah shall open unto thee his good treasure,

the heaven, to give rain unto thy land in his sea-

son; " after, on account of the breach of the cove-

nant, " thy heaven over thy head was brass, and
the earth under thee was iron " (Deut. xxviii. 23).

Elijah is not the subject to tf?D **• 35 ("h©

caused the trench to be filled with water," as De
Wette and Keil translate); but D^D, which also is

elsewhere construed with the singular (Numb. xx.

2; xxiv. 7; xxxiii. 14; Gen. ix. 15); Luther: and
the trench also was full of water. There was so

much water that it ran over the altar and filled

likewise the trench. The question, whence so
much water could have been obtained, in such a

drought, cannot shake the trustworthiness of the

narrative. It is plain, from ver. 40, that the brook
Kishon was near, and was not dried up. Its sup-
ply of water was very abundant. Cf Judg. v.

21, and the passage from Brocard (in Winer, J?.-

W.-B. Bd. I. «. 660): Cison eoUigit pUtrcs aqua*,
quia a monte Ephraim et a locis Samaria propim-
quioribus atque a toto campo Esdrelon confluunt
plurimm aqua et reeipiuntur in hunc unum torren-
tern. (Cf. also Robinson, Palest III. p. 114,
116.) Carmel, moreover, was full of grottoes and
caves (Winer, "some say 2,000"); if there were
water anywhere, it would be there. Van de Velda
(in Keil on the place) has proved that the place
where the sacrifice was offered is at the ruin El
Mohraka, and that here is a covered spring :

** un-
der a dark, vaulted roof, the water in such a spring
is always cool, and the atmosphere cannot evapo-
rate it. I can understand perfectly that while all

other springs were dried up, here there continued
to be an abundance of water, which Elijah poured
so bountifully upon the altar."—[Really this is

very unsatisfactory, and not to the purpose.—E. H.]
Vers. 36, 37. And at the time of the offering

of the evening sacrifice, 4c.—The time of day
was that appointed for the daily sacrifice. In his
prayer Elijah calls Jehovah, not his God, as in
chap. xvii. 20 sq., but the Godof AbroJuun, of Isaac,
and of Israel (i «., Jacob, ver. 31, with unmistak-
able reference to Exod. Hi. 1 5). This designation
of God points to him as the God who had con-
cluded the covenant of promise with the progeni-
tors of the entire people, and brings to mind the
proofs of the grace which Israel had shared from
the first. Here where the broken covenant was
to be renewed and cemented afresh in this de-
signation, both the assurance and the entreaty
are expressed that the God who had declared
himself to the patriarchs would now, as to these,
so also to his whole people, declare himself. In
Israel, u e., that thou alone art God, and as such
wilt be recognized and honored in Israel And 1
am thy servant, i. e,, that I do not speak and act
in my own cause and in human strength, but in
thy cause (Septuag. did <xej, and in thy name, a*
well in respect of what has happened hitherto as

what shall happen hereafter. The D3pn in ver.

37 does not depend upon <3 ? and is not to be trans-

lated, "so turn thou their heart around" (De
Wette), but " that that which shall happen is or-
dained by thee for their conversion " (Thenius).

Vers. 38-40. Tflien the fire of the Lord fell,

Ac., t. «., a fire effected, produced by Jehovah.
The text certainly does not say, as is commonly
thought, a stroke of lightning from heaven ; and
Keil remarks, as against this opinion, a natural
stroke " could not have produced such an effect."

We can conclude nothing definite of the how of
the wonder. To give full expression to the inten-
sity of the fire it is stated that even the stones and
the ground were burned, i. e., according to Le
Clerc, in calcem redegit. Usually it is supposed
that the earth means that which was thrown up
in the building of the altar, but it can also be that
with which the altar, built of twelve stones, waa
filled up (Exod. xx. 24). The impression which
the event produced upon the people was over-
powering, and must have filled them all with con-
tempt and wrath aga\nst the priests of Baal, so
that Ahab, even had he desired it, could not have
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prerented their destruction. That Elijah did not

slaughter them in his own person is self-evident

;

he demanded it on the ground of the law (Deut
xiiL 9). Josephus, aniicreivav tw$ npoitfrac

fH?ud
Toirro irapatviaavTo^. It is more than rash when
Keozel maintains that the people seized the Baal

priests (we must remember that there were 450 of

them), and " delivered them to the prophet to be

slain by his own hand." The Kishon empties it-

self at the foot of Carmel into the sea. Not where
the sacrifice was offered were the Baal priests to

be put to deatli, but by the stream which could

carry their blood and corpses from the land and
lose them in the sea.

Vers. 41-15. And Elijah said unto Ahab,
Ac. From the words, Get thee «p, it follows that

Ahab had gone to Kishon, and was present at the

execution of his Baal priests; but he had scarcely

joined in the shout of the people (ver. 39). Whe-
ther the words " eat and drink " are to be inter-

preted as derisive (Krummacher, Thenius) is very

doubtful. The prophet may well have derided

the dead idol Baal ; but that he should have mock-
ed the king, whom he wished to win over, is

scarcely credible, and does not agree with what
is mentioned in ver. 46. According to Ewald,
Elijah invited him " to eat of the sacrifice offered

to Jehovah, and thereby to strengthen himself;

"

but the offering, apart from the consideration that it

was a burnt-offering, of which nothing was eaten,

was entirely consumed (ver. 39). Others think that

the king had eaten nothing during the suspense

of the issue of the contest, from the morning un-

til the evening; hence Elijah advised him to re-

turn quickly, before the coming storm hindered

him, to the place of the sacrifice, where prepara-

tion had been made for his needs (Keil, Calw.

Bib.). But the sense of the words of the prophet

was, Be of good heart (Luke zii. 19). Israel has
turned back again to his God, soon the famine will

come to an end ; already 1 hear (in spirit) the rain

rushing. E^| (ver. 42) does not mean here top,

summit, but it denotes the outermost promontory
towards the sea. Both Klijah and Ahab went from
Kishon "up;" the former betook himself to the

promontory, which was not so high as the place

where the altar stood,, and Ahab had his tent.

Hence Elijah could say to his servant: Go up and
say to Ahab, Ac. To the promontory, however,
Elijah betook himself, because thence one could

look far across the sea, and first be assured when
rain-clouds were forming in the distance. Here
he bowed himself down and concealed his face, to

abstract his eyes from everything outward and
visible, and to turn himself wholly and completely

to what was inward. It was the natural, involun-

tary expression of sinking into the most earnest,

wrestling prayer; and there is no reason why,
with Keil, we should refer to the dervishes,

amongst whom Shaw and Chardin have found
similar prayer-postures. Elijah did not wish, in

order to be alone in prayer, and so to strengthen

himself, to look at the sea ; he commissioned his

servant with that. Probably he promised to

give him information in a very short time; and
when the servant, at the outset, saw nothing, he
said to him, Go again seven Urnes, i. «., make no
mistake, though it be a matter of seven times.

Seven times is here as in Matt, xviii. 21; cf. Ps.

cxix. 164; xii. 7; Prov. xxiv. 16. Elijah wished
also to be informed of the first appearing of a

cloud before any one else observed it, to notify

Ahab, and to convince him that the rain, as he
had predicted in chap. xvii. 1, would be the con*
sequence of his prophetic word (prayer). The-
nius remarks on ver. 44: "A very little cloud on
the farthest horizon is, according to sea accounts,

often the herald of stormy weather." The doubled

fl3"*iy in ver. 45, according to Maurer and others,

means : until so and so far, and is a form of speech
borrowed from the quick moving of the hand
also : before a man turns his hand. But the rain

did not come so swiftly. According to Exod. vii.

16, and Ts. xvii. 14, il3"*iy means : until now, up

to this moment Gesenius : in the mean while ; so
also De Wette and Winer.

Ver. 45. And ran before Ahab, Ac. [But
Ahab went towards JezreeL] He had there a
summer palace (chap, xxl 2). The city was situ-

ated in the tribe Issachar (Is. xix. 18), in the ele-

vated plane of the same name, about from five to

six miles (seventeen to twenty Eng.) distant from
Carmel. He betook himself thither, because Je-
zebel was then at this summer residence, and he
wished to let her know the news (chap. xix. 1).

The form of expression, the hand of Jehovah, &c. t

ver. 46, occurs also in 2 Kings Hi. 15; Ezek. i 3;
hi. 14, 22 ; viii 1 ; xxxiii. 22 ; xxxviL 1 ; and as in

all these places it denotes an inward impulse ex-
cited by God, so there is no reason why here it

should be understood of a wonderful accession of
natural bodily strength, which enabled him, as the
older interpreters thought, to run in advance of
the royal chariot, as it required the swiftest course
(J. Lange, Galmet, and others). Over and above
the ordinary use of the form of expression, what
makes against it is, that it does not stand before

p*1\j but before D3t5*l ; but for the girding of the

loins no extraordinary strength was requisite.

The prophet concluded, from a higher divine im-
pulse, to accompany Ahab, and made himself
ready. The object and motive was neither to
bring the king uuharmed to his residence (S.

Schmidt), nor " to furnish him a proof of his hu-
mility " (Keil), or " to serve him in this fashion at
a courier " (Berleb. Bib.) ; rather he went before

him "as his warning conscience" (Sartorius), as

"a living tablet, reminding him of all the great

things which the God of Israel had done by his

prophets" (Krummacher). There "was reason
for supposing that he (Ahab) would cast off the

yoke of his scandalous wife, and give himself
thenceforth wholly to Jehovah. The prophet
wished to stand by his side, counselling and help-

ing him in his resolution, and to miss no oppor-
tunity when the king, left to himself, might be-

come a victim to the corrupting influence of Je-

zebel " (Von Gerlach). The servant whom Elijah

had with him on Carmel (ver. 43), and whom, on
the flight from Jezreel into the wilderness, he left

at Beersheba (chap, xix 3), must have been with
him on the road from Carmel to Jezreel ; so much
the less can we suppose that a miracle carried

the prophet thither.

HISTORICAL AND ETHIOAK

1. The day on Carmel was the central-point and
climax in the public career of the prophet Elijah.

If his peculiar calling and his place in the history
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208 THE FIRST BOOK OF THB KINGS.

of redemption were, essentially, to restore the
broken covenant with Jehovah, and to lead Israel

back again from idolatry to the recognition of
Jehovah (see Hist and Ethic, on chap, xvii.), it

was necessary that there should be a decisive

action in the matter ; and for this no moment was
more appropriate than after Ahab as well as the
whole people had become bowed down and humi-
liated in consequence of the famine of several

years, which the Baal-priests were not able to

remedy. This decision took place on Carmel ; and

t
in the most solemn way, before king and people,

'it was a day of judgment, and of the most splendid

triumph over the Baal-worship, which received a

blow from which it never again recovered. On
this account, too, this day has great meaning for the

entire Old Testament history, and marks an epoch
in the divine economy of redemption. A just com-
prehension of all the particulars narrated can be
gained only from this stand-point, which must be
kept steadily in sight

2. The decision whether Baal or Jehovah be (he

trite God was not brought about in the way of in-

doctrination, or by a warning and threatening dis-

course; it is connected rather with an actual de-

claration of Jehovah's, prayed for from him. This
mode of decision was not chosen accidentally or
arbitrarily, but was founded in the nature of the

Old Testament economy, and corresponded with
the special relations there prevailing. The Old
Testament religion recognizes Him only as the

true, living God, who declares and reveals himself

as such. The gods of the heathen, who serve the

creature instead of the Creator (Rom. L 25), are de-

ified nature-forces and world-powers. Over against

these, the God who can create as He wills, who
has made heaven and earth and all that therein is,

reveals and declares Himself thereby, in that He
proclaims His absolute power over all created

things, and his infinite exaltation above nature

and the world. Such declarations (authentications)

are, in Scripture language, "wonders." Jehovah
as the only true and living God is hence so often

designated as the God " who alone doeth wonders "

(Ps. lxxii. 18; lxxvii. 15; lxxxvi. 10; xcviii. 1;

cxxxvi. 4) ; He is not bound up in the laws and
forces of nature, but is absolutely independent of

it, both as its Creator and also its sovereign. By
the " wonder * it is that He stands above all the

gods of the heathen, which, over against Him, are

but deified nature-powers, absolutely without
(personal) power, and can do no "wonders."
The conception of the self-declaring and of the re-

velation of God is connected, in the God-con-
sciousness of the Israelites, with the conception

of the wonder, and every extraordinary declara-

tion is accompanied, more or less, by wonders ; as

the choice to bo a peculiar people, the exodus
from Egypt, the giving of the law on Sinai, which
were prized as tangible witnesses of the true,

living God, and were placed beside the creation.

As now the decision was to be made upon Carmel,

whether Jehovah or Baal {Le, deified human
nature-force) were the true living God, so here

there was a self-declaration of Jehovah as of the

God who is lifted up above the world and all

that is in it, i. e., who doeth wonders. It was a
nature-wonder which brought the people (especi-

ally Israel, inclined to nature-life, see above) to

the confession : Jehovah, He is the God I and as

here the, matter involved was a devot;on and

prayer, this wonder was connected with sacrifice,

the palpable expression and centre of all prayer.

It is well worth our while to notice the difference

between the Israelitish God-consciousness and
that of the modern deistic or rationalistic. The
latter knows nothing of " the wonder " and pro-
nounces it absolutely impossible. To it, the just

true God is He who doeth no wonders, t. e., who is

bound up with the laws of nature and of the world,

and, consequently, cannot declare and reveal him-
self in his absolute being above the world, and in

His creative omnipotence. According to the
Israelitish conception of God, such a God is not
the living, but a dead, powerless god, because he
is not lifted absolutely above the world. That God
works wonders, and through them announces and
reveals Himself, does not rest upon a false, low
notion of the divine being, but, on the contrary,

presupposes the loftiest conception of God.
3. The prophet Elijah appears, in the present

portion of his history, both at the acme of his

activity as the restorer of the broken covenant,
and also in his whole personal grandeur as the
peculiar and true hero amongst the prophets of
the Old Testament All that he said and did

gives evidence of a courage and strength of faith

which is scarcely paralleled in the entire history

of the divine economy. To tl^e call: Go show thy-

self to Ahab, he is obedient, without questioning
and objections about the consequences, being
assured that not a hair can fall from his head
without the will of God. While Obadiah himself;

who still retained the favor of the king, trembled
before his wrath, and was afraid of his life, Elijah

goes fearlessly to meet his angry, powerful foe,

who had already sought for him everywhere in

vain, and who had permitted the murder of so
many prophets ; and when Ahab meets him in a
stern and threatening way, he is not terrified, he
does not bow down, but declares boldly to his

face: Thou art the cause of all the misery of
Israel. Alone, and without any human protection,

he went to Carmel to meet all Israel and the 450
Baal-priests, his bitterest enemies. He does not
flatter the people, but puts to their conscience the
cutting question, How long halt ye upon both
sides ? and with the army of priests he undertakes
to do battle alone. He ridicules their idols and
their whole conduct The only weapon he employs
in the contest is prayer ; before the vast assem-
blage he calls upon his Lord and God, as humbly,
so equally confidently. He is assured of ac
answer. After the decision from on high is ob-

tained, and all the people returned to the God of
their fathers, he hands over, resolutely, the propa-
gators of the idolatry to judgment, and his heavy
task is done. Then first he beseeches Jehovah,
in the solitude, that He will be gracious again to

the repentant people, and will relieve them from
their distress. When the longed-for rain comes
on, he advises the departure of the king, and in

joyful hope of further fruits of this fought-for

victory, refreshed and quickened, he runs before
him to the residence in Jezreel, where Jezebel the
murderess of the prophets was sojourning. Inde-
pendent now as Elijah appears in everything,
there are analogies with the history of him to

whom, as the founder of the covenant, its restorer

naturally points. Like Elijah, Moses also dwelt
for a long time amongst strangers, and in retire-

ment receives the call : Go hence, I will send thee
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to Pharaoh, *c. (Exod. iii. 11); he concludes the
covenant before and with the people collected at

Mount Sinai ; he builds an altar with twelve stones

and offers there a sacrifice; the whole people,

with one voice, answer him : All the words which
Jehovah bath spoken will we do, Ac. (Exod. xxiv.

3 sq.); as bj the erection of the golden calf the

eovenant was broken, he caused the Levites, who
had polluted themselves by the worship of the calf,

to be punished; but then he earnestly beseeches
Jehovah to turn away the punishment from the

people, and again to be gracious unto them (Exod.
mil).

4. That Elijah ridiculed the caOing upon Saal
might seem unworthy of a prophet and man of
God, from whom rather sympathy with error

might be expected. But this ridicule did not pro-

ceed at all from a frivolous sentiment; it was
mther the expression of the gravest religious reso-

luteness and of the profoundest earnestness.

Orer against the one God, to whom only true being
appertains (HVP), all other gods are not, to all

of whom, in common, the conception of nothing-
ness belongs, and who are to be designated with
various expressions as not being, of. D^vN, !*•

xix. 4; xxvl 4; f$ , J]
|« , Is. xli. 24, 29;* ion ,

Deut xxxii. 21 ; Jer. il 5; viii. 19, Ac. The most
resolute contempt and rejection of idolatry is thus
expressed, which consists in this, viz., that man
makes what is nothing, the not-existing, his highest
and best—his God. If now it be the calling and
task of the prophets and men of God to do battle

with idolatry, and to represent it in its thorough
perverseness and blameworthiness, it is quite

proper to hold it up to contempt; this is

done by ridicule, which, when reasons and
proofs are unavailing, is the most effective in-

strument The prophets have a divine right of
ridicule of idolatry, which they often employ (e/.

Isa, xL 17 sq. ; xli. 7; xliv. 8-22; xlvi 6-11;
Jer. x. 7 sq.) in the sense in which it is said by
the holy God Himself that he mocks and ridicules

the ungodly (Ps. ii. 4; xxxvii. 13; lix. 9). As,
in the time of Ahab, idolatry was so strong and
powerful that it threatened to overwhelm the
worship of the true God, so in the moment when
a choice was to be made between Baal and Jeho-
vah, the opportunity was at hand to make by ridi-

cule the worship of idols contemptible. Krum-
macher remarks very appositely upon this:
" What a free, undaunted courage does it presup-
pose, what inward repose and elevation, what an
assured confidence of the genuineness and truth of
his cause, and what a firm certainty that he will

win,—that at his momentous appearance upon
Mount Carmel Elijah can employ ridicule 1"

6. The slaughter o/ the priests of Baal is in many
ways adduced as a serious objection against the
prophet, and is characterized as " fanatical hard-
ness and cruelty" (Winer, R-W.-R L 8. 818).
Bat it appears otherwise if instead of taking the
stand-point of the New Testament or of modern
hnmanitarianism, we occupy that of the Old Testa-
ment and of the prophet The first and supremest
command of the Israelitiah covenant declares : I
am Jehovah, thy God ; thou shalt have none other
gods before me: upon it rest the choice and the
separation from all peoples, the independent ex-
istence of the nation ; with it stands and falls its

world-historical destiny. The actual rejection of

14

this command carried with it perse exclusion from
the peculiar and covenant people, and was hence
punished with death (Exod. xxii. 19; Deut xiii.

5-18 ; xvii. 2-5). But idolatry had never been ae
rampant in Israel as under Ahab. It was not
merely tolerated, but had become the State-religion,

and threatened to overwhelm the adoration of the
one true God, and so at the same time to destroy
the covenant, and to take from Israel its character
as the chosen, peculiar people. Elijah was called

to restore the broken covenant, and to put an end
to idolatry. Through the extraordinary, wonder-
ful assistance of God, he had in fierce battle

achieved this result—that the people turned again
to Jehovah their God. To mako this permanent, it

was necessary that an effectual bar should be
placed against any further activity of the foreign

supporters and representatives of the idolatry.

Now, if ever, the attestation of Jehovah ought not
to be fruitless ; satisfaction should be made to the
law, and execution take place. Ihe restoration of
the covenant,* without the slaughter of the Baal*
priests, was but half accomplished. As every
airoKardoTaoic is in its nature more or less a Kpiaic

(Mai iv. 5 sq.\ #so also was the day upon Carmel
a day»ofjudgment Elijah there stood, not as a pri-

vate person, nor as a leader of a popular party,

but as the second Moses, as an executor of the
theocratic law. The objection about hardness and
fanaticism falls not upon him, but updn the law,

the consequences of which he executed ; and he who
blames him must object to the whole Mosaic insti-

tution as bard and fanatical. When even he who
was gentle and lowly of heart says: "But those
mine enemies which would not that I should reign

over them, bring them hither, and slay them be-

fore me" (Luke xix. 27), certainly still less can it

be concluded from the slaughter of the Baal-priests

that Elijah was a cruel, blood-thirsty man, espe-

cially when proofs to the contrary are at hand
(chap. xvii. 9-24). According to these, we must
rather think "how hard, how terribly hard this

procedure must have been to a man like Elijah

;

how powerfully it must have gone .... against

his whole natural feeling " (Menken). When Kno-
bel (as above s. 77) maintains that Elijah returned

to Israel u chiefly to revenge the murder of the

prophets by the slaughter of the Baal-and-Astarte-

priests," this is a gross slander upon the prophet,

whom not thoughts of murder and of revenge, but
the calling of his God, whose behests he fulfilled in

spite of the atteuding danger, carried to Carmel.

It is quite beside the mark to explain Elijah's con-

duct by the "retaliation-right" (Michaelis, Dereser,

and others) ; for that Jezebel had murdered the

Srophets at the instigation of the Baal-priests

i an unproved assumption. For the rest, Keil

very properly observes :
" From this act of Elijah's

to desire to deduce the right of the bloody perse-

cution of heretics would be not only an entire

misunderstanding of the difference between hea-

then idolaters and Christian heretics, but also a
morally wrong confounding of the New Testa-

ment, evangelical stand-point with the Old Testa-

ment, legal (stand-point), which Christ, in Luke
ix. 55, blamed in his own disciples." Very truly

does the Berleburg. Bib. say, on this place, •* The
economy of the new covenant does not allow oue

to imitate EUjah."

6. King Ahab, in the present section, appears

indeed as saying and doingbut little, yet evjen here
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the traits of his character, which become more
prominent in the subsequent course of the history,

can be plainly recognized. The period of the

famine, which Elijah had announced to him as a

retributive judgment, did not bring him to reflec-

tion, still less to repentance. He is very anxious

about his cattle, but not about his people. He £oes

not himself murder the prophets, but nevertheless

he permits his wife. Ele looks about for Elijah,

in the foolish fancy that he, and not God, is the

cause of the famine, and with the preposterous

intention of- forcing him to make it rain. His
highest official, Obadiah, to whom he intrusted

his horses and mules, cannot trust him, and is

compelled to fear that he may be unrighteously

put to death by him. He carries himself with all

severity and anger towards the prophet, who freely

encounters him, as one who has the power of life

and death ; nevertheless he does not venture to

seize him : he rather bows before him, as the lat-

ter encounters him reprovingly with his brave
message, and he does at once what Elijah bids

him. He was present upon Carmel with the great-

assemblage ; but that which there made an affect-

ing impression upon the whole people left him, as

it seems, unmoved. He witnessed the slaughter

of his Baal priests, and in no way hindered it. We
hear nothing of him than that " he went up from,

the brook Kishon to eat and drink." In respect

of the news that rain was coming, what to him
was most important, he started thereupon to get

back to his summer residence, and to toll every-

thing that had happened to his wife. When we
sum up all these things, it is evident that he was a
man utterly without character, at one time high-

flying and impetuous, at another feeble and with-

out power of resistance, occupied only with what
is on the surface, without moral pose, without
receptivity for religious and higher things.

7. Obadiah's metting with, Elijah^ which forms
the introduction to the day upon Carmel, affords

us a glimpse into the condition of things which
preceded this day. The thing which especially

strikes us is not so much the great general
misery in consequence of the long drought, as the
fact rather, that in this time when the prophets
were driven from the court, and their extermina-
tion was a settled matter, at the court itself there
should have been a man of the highest official

station who feared Jehovah so much that he
ventured upon the risk of hiding not less than a

hundred prophets, and ofsupplying them with food
during the general distress. The Calw. Bibel says
justly :

" We are at a loss at which to wonder the
most—the God-fearing man at the court, or at the
king who tolerated him there ;" and Menken ob-

serves very truly :
" So we see in this history that

even in the most corrupt times there are some
who are free from the general corruption, who re-

main in their faith in God, in their fear of God,
oftentimes even where one would least of all sus-

pect and look for such." It is characteristic of the

biblical history that it brings out such cases into

prominence, as in this instance, with unmistakable
design. But it must no less strike one, that in that

period of the deepest religious apostasy and of
bloody persecution, the number of the prophets
was so great that Obadiah alone secured the safety

and cared for a hundred of them. A long time
gone, under Jeroboam, the ordained supporters of
the Jehovah-worship, the priests and levites, had

departed from all Israel into Judah (2 Chron. xi. 13):

and now that, under Ahab, a formal idolatry had
spread, the number of the prophets so increased
that Jezebel was not able to destroy them all ; they
were a silent, hidden power, which defied all the
outward power of the idol-serving fanaticism.

Who does not recognize therein the wonderful
ways of the fidelity of God in the guiding of His
people ?

8. The recent criticism explains the statement

now in hand, chiefly on account of the miracle
narrated in it, as fabulous or poetical. "As a
matter of fact," says Thenius (on ver. 46), " it can
be seen that, in answer to Elijah's prayer, rain

followed after a long drought, and that the people,

convinced afresh on this occasion of the power
of Jehovah, prepared a great blood-bath from
amongst the idolatrous .priests." According to

Bunsen (Bibelwerk V. 2. s. 539), it appertained
to Elijah "to go through the land as the prophet
of the Eternal, and as the awakening leader of the
people. ... In the presence of the Baal-party
he inspires and rouses the people, who, before the
living spirit which is in man, recognize the noth-
ingness and the moral baseness of the masquer-
ade and legerdemain, and of the incomprehensible
solemnities of the Baal-worship, and at the word of

Elijah the 450 Baal-priests were slaughtered at the
brook Kishon." Ewald (as above s. 539) finds in

the delineation of the contest " of the great cham-
pion of Jehovah and of the Baal-prophets, as it

were the antithesis of the beginning of the one and
of the other religion, represented not without
earnest raillery. They who in their mind and work
do not sacrifice to the true God, build the altar, and
prepare the sacrifice, and call loudly upon their
god and worry themselves, the more vain their
trouble, so much the more vehement and senseless
it becomes, as if somehow by dint of importunity
the thing desired might come from heaven : but
nevertheless with all their trouble and with all

their excitement they cannot bring down from
Heaven the fire which they seek, and which alone
would repay them for their trouble. Elijah other-
wise." The whole is also a prophetico-poetic gar-
ment of a general religious truth. Eisenlohr, as
usual, agrees with this (as above, *. 177). He ex-
plains the consuming of the sacrifice by fire from
heaven as "a beautiful image for the burning
eternal power which is imparted from above to

every truth, over against the death which every-
thing fabricated, false, lying, bears within itself;"

that " no voice, nor answer, nor heed was there,"
is " the inimitable delineation of the emptiness and
vanity of heathenism, which is overladen with
every species of superstition, and is vanquished by
self-torture." In respect of these various viewa
we refer generally to our preliminary remarks upon
chap. xviL ; in details, however, the following comes
into the account' The whole account, excepting
ver. 38, contains nothing which can with any
reason be objected to as unhistoricai. This por-
tion of the history of Elijah especially bears com-
pletely the impress of the usual simple Hebrew
way of historical composition, and it would not
occur to any one to regard it as legendary did it

not contain ver. 38. The miracle here narrated is

not such as could be wanting without detriment
to the whole, and to the further historical develop-
ment about the famine, as may be maintained in

respect of this or of the other miracle ; it is not
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subordinate, is not a side-matter, but the chief

criticism acknowledges that at the day on Oarmel
"there was a noticeable sudden decision," and
that " a mighty upturning of things took
place" (Eiseuiohr) ; that c * here a victory was won
which, at that day, could not have been greater

end more beneficial " (Ewald). But this victory

was the immediate effect of that miracle, and as
generally the day upon Carmel forms the central

point and climax of Elijah's activity, so again this

day culminates in " the fire of Jehovah," which
consumed the sacrifice. All that is said before and
after refers to this fact ; he who lowers it takes
the heart out of the body of the whole narration,

and then nothing is left but either to interpret it

as a fraud, or to look upon the whole as fiction.

The view that Elijah "alone and by nothing but
the power of his spirit and word achieved the
prodigious wonder of a complete alteration of the
then posture of the ten tribes " (Ewald) is most
emphatically contradicted by the day upon Carmel.
He was the prophet of action and not of speech.

Even here, at the climax of his career, we hear only
a few isolated expressions from him, but no pro-

phetic discourse with which he sought to indoc-

trinate or to convince the people. To his im-
pressive question: How long halt ye, Ac, the

people kept silence ; they accepted his proposition

to obtain an attestation of Jehovah, but only after

it took place did they fall down and cry, over-

powered: Jehovah, He is Godl Where in the
whole history of Elijah is there even a trace that

he " inspired and roused " (Bunsen) the people by
public discourse ; and how does it happen that this

people of the ten tribes, who were inclined to

nature-worship, and since the days of Jeroboam
were addicted to the worship of images and even
of idols, and were dull about spiritual impres-

sions, should have at once "recognized the

nothingness and perverseness of the Baal-worship
in presence of the living spirit which is in men
(sic)" ? An extraordinary act alone could have pro-

duced within this people such a sudden, complete
revolution that they actually put to death the

priests of Baal, who were of the highest considera-

tion and under the royal protection. To regard

this latter as an effect of the rain which had come
(Tkenius) is an arbitrary perversion of the

historical order. Not the rain, but the return of
Israel to their God was the mark of the day upon
Carmel : the punishment of the drought ought and
could cease only when this end was reached.

The rain followed not before the " blood-bath," but

after it ; before it rained, something extraordinary

must have happened to rouse wrath in such a

degree against the Baal-priests. But supposing

that the rain produced the abrupt overturn, this

itself, "had it followed Elijah's prayer," would
have been essentially a miracle; we must then

grant that Elijah appears, " when he announces

now a drought and then rain, and both happen con-

formably with his prediction, as a nature-expert

"

(Knobel I. s. 56) : bat in this event his prayer for

rain would have been an intentional deception of

the people and jugglery. The interpretation,

finally, according to which the transaction upon
Carmel is a poetic imagepfthe consuming power of

divine truth (Eisenlohr) is a desperate reversion to

the old allegorical method of interpretation, with

which one can make what one pleases out of

history.

HOMILETIOAL AND PRACTICAL.

Vers. 1-16. Krxtmmacher: Elijah and Obadiah
What brought Elyah from Zarephath ; what hap
pened at this time at the court at 8amaria ; how
Elijah and Obadiah met

—

Bender : The return of
Elijah to his native country : (1) the effect of
divine chastisement upon Israel; (2) the expedi-
tion of Ahab

; (3) the meeting of the prophet with
Obadiah.

Ver. 1. Krummacher : Let no one imagine
that God will lead us into any darkness whatso-
ever, without also arranging how we may be sup-
ported through it. He never calls upon us to
walk through darkness, unless He Himself is our
staff and stay, and thick and heavy as may be the
night with which we are veiled, He leaves us here
and there always a gleam of light, which tells us
there will be a dawn to the darkness. Hence the
promise: I will send rain.—Ver. 2. Starkb: God's
commandments must be obeyed, and neither death
nor danger avoided. Where there is living faith,

there is also obedience and courage (Ps. xci. 1-4).

The great famine in Samaria, both bodily and spiri-

tual. Daily bread was scarce, for the land was dried
up and unfruitful, but the bread of life, the word of
God, was likewise scarce, for the nation itself was
dried up, and those who would have sown the seed
of the Word were persecuted, and compelled to

silence and concealment. Woe to that country
and people upon whom famine, bodily and spiritual,

both fall, and who yet are driven by neither to

repentance and conversion.—Ver. 3. The God-fear-
ing Obadiah. (1) The time in which he lived. (A
time of apostasy, of godlessness, and a licentious

idol worship. In times when unbelief has grown
universal, and is the prevailing fashion, and repre-
sents enlightenment and civilization, not to swim
with the stream, but greatly to fear the Lord, is as"
noble and great as it is rare ; we may then say
with truth :

" Although all shall be offended, yet
will not I," Jfcc.) (2) The place. (At the court of
an Ahab and a Jezebel ; not in a remote, lonely
place, but in the midst of the world, where he saw
and heard nothing good, surrounded by godless
men, and exposed to every temptation to godless-

ness, frivolity, rioting, and licentiousness. To be
pious with the pious, to maintain one's faith in the
midst of the faithful, is not difficult ; but in the
midst of the world, to preserve one's self unspot-
ted from it, to keep a pure heart, and have God
before our eyes and in our hearts, wherever the
Lord places us, this is indeed greatly to fear the
Lord.) (3) The position which he took. (He filled

one of the highest offices, was one of the most
distinguished men of the kingdom, to whom noth-
ing was wanting which pertains to an indolent,

careless life. The noble and powerful often fancy
that the fear of the Lord is fitted only for common
people, for the poor, the lowly, and the oppressed.

But God is no respecter of persons ; the first in

this world are often last in the kingdom of heaven.
He is indeed exalted who, whilst he stands upon
the highest pinnacle of earthly fame, can still

say with St. Paul : I am not ashamed of the gospel

of Christ, for, &c.) Ahab calls Obadiah, because he
reposes singular confidence in him.

—

Menken:
The world may hate and persecute, nay, even scorn

a God-fearing man for his fear of God, but must feel

and acknowledge at heart, if not with the mouth,
that this very man is truer, more reliable, and bettei
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in every way than the whole throng of idle, wanton,
though perhaps witty and polished people, whose
law is their own pleasure, and whose God is their

telly or their pride. More than one godless king

can be found, who desires God-fearing men for his

ministers and counsellors; and many a prince,

although himself no Christian! holds in his service

a Christian, and esteems him more highly than the

others who are not Christian; and many more
than one unbelieving and godless king, who re-

spects piety and the fear of God in the person of

one of his generals.

—

Krummacher: It ia not an
unusual occurrence that in times when there is no
use for triflers, suddenly the hated sect are brought

to- power, and the fierce opponents of the Gospel
are rejoiced to have in their midst a few Galile-

ans whom they can take into their secret counsels.

The Lord often has His true disciples and worship-

pers where they are least expected, in courts

and high offices, and they, their innermost hearts

untouched, serve him with soft and quiet spirits,

without any display of piety or without excite-

ment

—

Stabkk: When good and conscientious

men occupy exalted worldly or ghostly positions,

so long as conscience does not require them to lay

down their offices they must retain them, for

although they may not be able to do much good,

they still may have many opportunities to prevent

evil.

Ver. 4 Stark*: Good and righteous servants

of God can have no bitterer or fiercer enemies
than ungodly, licentious women (Matt xiv. 8;
Mark vi. 24). Krummaghir: In our Ahab and
Jezebel days there is no lack of those who are

persecuted on account of their creed, and exposed
to misery. Many a preacher must leave his pul-

pit, many a professor his chair, nay, many an
handicraft's man his bench and workshop, because
he is a Christian. But it was Obadiah's to make
an offensive and defensive alliance I The proof of
a godly fear : (a) Especially by works (Jas. ii.

14-17); religious words and feelings without deeds
are leaves without fruit ; by their fruits ye shall

know thorn (Matt viL 16-21). (6) Especially .by

works of self-denying love, which are done in se-

cret (Gal. v. 6) ; by such works the Lord recog-

nizes His own (John xiii, 34 ; I John iv. 8).—MiN-
K£K: Obadiah could not do this without great
risk, and the exposure of his own person to great
danger .... neither, in that extreme famine,

could he maintain those hundred prophets without
great expenditure of his own substance
Obadiah not only preserved the lives of a hun-
dred innocent men,—he saved a hundred wor-
shippers of Jehovah, and, yet more, & hundred
men who, immediately the persecution was over,

and the Baal-worship in Israel destroyed, became
useful to the ignorant and bewildered people as
their instructors in doctrine. Thus although Oba-
diah, as the lieutenant of the royal watch, could
not do much for the kingdom of God by direct tes-

timony and instruction, yet indirectly he did a
great deal, by preserving these witnesses for the
truth, at the peril of his own life and at the ex-
pense of his own fortune. Thus many people, by
the maintenance of the witnesses for evangelical
truth, by the spread and promotion of the Chris-

tian Scriptures, etc., do much for the kingdom of
God and the truth, which otherwise they could
not do, and lay up a reward in heaven, if they do
not shun disgrace, nor prefer earthly and perish-

able gains to the celestial and imperishable.

—

Vers. 6-6. Starki: Godless masters often car*
more for their horses and hounds than for their

subjects.

—

Krummaqhbr: Pitiful man! Anxious
care for the life of his horses, and the maintenance
of his stables ; this is all that the three and ahalf
years of chastisement of the Almighty had called
forth in his soul .... How often does one think
of a person—" Now he will be quite a different

person "
. . . . and then, behold ! where one hopes

to find at length thoughts of God and eternity,

thero are only thoughts of horses and mules ; and
in place of holy emotions, instead of aspirations,

prayers, and reflections upon the great and eternal
interests of life—you find a thick swarm of pitiful

cares and considerations which hover about the
soul, and hover with it into an awful eternity.

Ahab and Obadiah both, journey on together
through the land, but each goes his own way
alone ; a picture of their life-journey : Ahab walks
in the broad, Obadiah in the narrow path ; the lat-

ter alone leads to the green pastures and still

waters which refresh the soul (Ps. xxiii. 2-3).

Vers. 7-15. Obadiah's meeting Elijah, a divine
leading for the strengthening of the one and the
proving of the other. That Elijah, journeying on
his weary way, should meet the very man who
was the only true friend of the prophet at the
court, was no more accidental than that Obadiah,
going forth in search of provender for the cattle,

should find the man who was to test severely his
faith and his fear of God.—Ver. 7. Starke. Oba-
diah, himself a distinguished man, addressed the
prophet as " My Lord," not out of mere courtli-

ness and courtier-like flattery, but in evidence of
his reverence for the man of God, and to show
that he did not regard scornfully a servant of God,
as was the custom with all the courtiers of that
day.—He who greatly fears the Lord will likewise

honor and reverence those whose vocation it is

to make known the Lord's name, and preach his
word (Luke x. 16 ; John xiii. 20).—Vers. 8, 9. The
courage of Elijah, and the fear of man shown by*

Obadiah. Even those who fear the Lord, and walk
by faith, are sometimes in the hour of peril over-

come by an agony of fear, which bows them down
as reeds before a whirlwind. Peter, who first

threatened with the sword, became suddenly ter-

ror-stricken before a damsel It is good for us to
recognize our human weakness, for this knowledge
preserves us from over-security, and leads us to

pray: Lord, strengthen our faith.

—

Oalw. Bibel:
Exclaim not against Obadiah, for in a hundred
ways thou thyself showest no more faith. Eager
and busy as the world is to pursue and get rid

of the true servants of God, who oppose their sins

and unbelief, they move neither hand nor foot

to seek and find them when in want—Ver. 12.

If we permit ourselves to be overcome by the feai

and dread of man, our senses become so bewil-

dered, and our imagination so excited, that we
lose, in our self-made fancies, a clear view of our
own position.—Ver. 13. Mbkkibn: This is not the

speech of an idle self-glorification, anxious to dis-

play the good which has been done, to the first

person approaching—it is the speech of truth and
honest uprightness, the speech of a noble spirit

greatly excited, which would not thus speak of
itself except in a moment of great excitement
An appeal to any special pious or good actions

done by a man, when made not in pharisaicaj
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self-justification nor self-commendation, but con-

scientiously, and in self-defence, with all humility,

is unobjectionable. As St Paul says (1 Cor. xv.

10; 2 Cor. xl 21 sq.% Prom my youth up.

—

Menk-
es : So much the more easily then when a man,
could he greatly fear the Lord, and preserve his fear

ofGod under great temptations. What is done and
practised in youth will remain the rule of old age

;

so it is with the fear of God, which is the beginning
of wisdom. Therefore Prov. vi. 20-23; cf. 2 Tim.
iii. 15.—Vers. 15-16. A strong resolute word of
faith exercises power over the heart: it strength

ens the weak, supports the tottering, encourages
the fearful, and tranquillizes the anxious-minded.—Starke: A teacher must not shrink from his of-

fice through fear or cowardice, let tyrants look

grim as they may (1 Pet iii. 14).

Vers. 17-20. Krumxaoher: Salvation out of
the very lion's jaws, (o) The wonderful protec-

tion experienced by Elijah
; (6) the unjust accusa-

tion made against him; (c) the bold reply which
he made

;
(d) the quiet power which he exercised.—Bkxder : Ehjah's second encounter with Ahab

;

(a) the king's reproach to the prophet; (&) the

prophet's reply to the king.

—

Wirth : The meet-
ing with Ahab. (a) The grievance and the count-

er-grievance
;

(b) the commanding prophet and the
submissive king.—Ver. 17. Ahab sees Elyah, but
he, the fierce, powerful king, sword in hand, and
a great retinue, dares not to lay hand upon the
solitary, unarmed man standing before him, for

:

The heart of the king in the hand of the Lord is

as a water-brook, he directs it whither he will

(Prov. xxi 1).—Kruhmacheb: The Lord our God
knows how to shut the lions' mouths, and the
same God who surrounded Elijah with a fiery wall,

who saved Moses from the clutches of Pharaoh,
and Daniel out of the lions' den, still lives, and
will unto this day be a wall of defence to his

children and disciples.—If those, Ac.

—

Menken*.
Men are disposed to seek the cause of their misery
everywhere in the wide world rather than in them-
selves, where only it exists ; but it ib the peculiar

error of the world to lay the charge of all the mis-

fortune and turmoil of die world upon the most
innocent and best of men Thou art he that

troubleth Israel, Bays Ahab to Elijah. We find

this man a stirrer up of the people, was the lying

accusation of the enemies of Jesus ; and under the

name, " enemies of the human race," were the first

Christians hunted, persecuted, and slain.—Starke :

When the godless work mischief, the good and
pious must often bear the blame (Amos vii. 10;
Acts xvi. 20).—J. Lanoe: Here one sees the evil

fashion of the children of this world, and of great

men seduced by false prophets in their judgments
of the righteous servants of God. For, though
the latter move on quietly, orderly, and circum-

spectly, yet ever making appeal to the conscience
by their testimony to the truth, whilst the former
nre ever disquieted, though they will yield no place

to the truth, but rage against it and prejudice

the higher powers against H,—still the latter

are the disturbers of Israel, even as the lamb
troubled the water for the wolf.—Calw. Bib.: In
our days true believers are thus unjustly accused
as Rationalists, Philosophers, and Freethinkers.

They are called Jesuits, corrupters of the people,

obscurantists, and blockheads, 4c.—Ver. 18. J.

Lajioe: This is the true way for a righteous ser-

vant of God—let him, according to the necessities

of the case and the given -circumstances, testily

boldly to the pure truth, without fear of man, bat
preserving all due reverence for authority. Such a
testimony, given with due boldness, produces a
much greater impression than if the truth is spo-
ken with half covert and mumbled utterance.

—

Krummachbr: This Elijah-speech is seldom
now heard in the world. The earth is filled with
flatterers and sinners, who not only gather round
the palaces of the great, but crowd into smaller
societies, and even creep into the pulpits of God1

*
church Much greater things should we be-
hold if this noble and wholesome

—

44 Thou, thou
art the man of death 1 " were not entirely dead and
silent. Elijah is thus a pattern for all repentance-
preachers, in that he admonishes every one, be-
wailing misfortune and ruin, of his especial ruin
(Jer. iii. 89), and does not generalize over com-
mon sinfulness : even so did Nathan with David,
John with Herod, and Paul with Felix.-—Menken :

Elijah is Bilent concerning all the other sins of
Ahab and his family—concerning their luxury,
their pride, their injustice, and the whoredom and
witchcraft of Jezebel—(2 Kings ix. 22). He
pointed out to the king the cliief cause, the real

source from which had sprung all the other evils

to himself and his family, and wherein lay the
misdoing which had brought such a plague upon
Israel. The misdoing was this—that they had
forsaken the word of God, the commandments, the
testimony, and the claims of the Lord, and had
followed after Baal No truth is more gen-
eral or surer amongst men than this—that con- *

tempt of God and his word brings with it inevita-

ble ruin and decay—and the history of the human
race sets forth and teaches no truth more clearly

or more fearfully.—Vers. 19, 20. Kruhmacheb:
How the scene changes: The slave has become
king, the king a slave ; the subject commands, the
monarch obeys. Here is the concealed sceptre in

the hands of the children of the spiritual kingdom,
and the skill and marvellous power which they
exercise upon earth.—Here it says : A single little

word can confound him. We can do nothing
against the truth, Ac. (2 Cor. xiiL 8). If it strike
the conscience of a roan, he cannot resist its pricks.—Whilst the prophets are compelled to hide in

holes, and live on bread and water, the priests of
Baal sit at the king's table and live in pomp and
pleasure. So likewise has it come to pass in

Christendom. But much better is it to suffer afflic-

tion with the people of God than to enjoy the
pleasures of sin for a season (Heb. xi. 25).

Vers. 21-45. Elijah upon Mount OarmeL (a)

How he rebuked the divided belief of his nation,

and exhorted them to a decision; (6) how he
brought to shame the idol-worship, and exalted the
name of the Lord

;
(c) how he executed a heavy

judgment upon the lying prophets, and besought
from God merciful showers upon the earth—Vers.
21-39. The decision upon Carmel. (a) The division

among the people (vers. 21-24)
;
(b) the strife of the

four hundred and fifty priests of Baal (vera 25-29);
(c) the victory of the one man (vers. 30-39).—Vera
21-24. Krummacher : Elijah and the people upon
CarmeL (a) How rebuked

;
(ft) how he scorned

;
(c)

how he believed. Wirth : The assembling of the
people upon Carmel. (a) One against four hundred
and fifty

;
(b) the questioning of the people ; (c) the

reasonable proposal.—Ver. 21. The halting be
tween two opinions, (a) What this means (Matt
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214 THE FIRST BOOK OP THE KINGS.

vL 24) ; (6) what are its results (Jas. iv. 4 ; Rev. iiL

16); cf. the hymn book of Lehr.: "Was hinket
ihr, betrdgene Seelen," &c.

—

Menken : How hateful

iu the sight of the Lord is this " halting," this neu-
tral state amongst Christians, where one does not
yield himself up to God and his cause with his

whole so id, does not renounce unholy sin, the

world, the spirit, and service of his age. How com-
pletely God demands an undivided heart we plainly

see where he says to the lukewarm, " Because thou
art indifferent, leanest to both sides, and dost not
espouse one side, since I will not overlook every-
thing, therefore I will spue thee out of my mouth."—Krumhacher: Indifference is the order of the
day, now in this, now in that form. Whole-heart-
edness and determination in the divine life a rare
pearl. Woe to thee, thou wavering generation, who
thinkest to share thy love and service between God
and the world, and dost lean now to this, now to

that side. The Lord says : He who is not with me
is against me (Luke xi. 23). In our day, the man
who holds entirely with Him is esteemed partial ; it

is thought to be might and wisdom for a man to

hover between two parties, and leave it undecided
whether He be mere man, like ourselves, or the only
begotten Son of God. So that, finally, halting be-
tween two opinions is more esteemed than true

Christianity. " But uncertainty and lukewarmness
are the most pitiable of all weaknesses. Lord,
teach us to tread in safer paths I Grant us now
a new, firm spirit " (Wirth). For it is a precious
thing to have the heart fixed (Heb. xiii. 9). There
'JB no reconciliation between belief and unbelief;

to strive to unite both is a vain effort (2 Cor. vi.

14, 15). The people answers him not.

—

Calw.
Bib. : Thus on many a Sunday does many a con-
gregation remain dumb before their preachers.
The people were silent and confounded, since

they could not answer, especially to Joshua (Jos.

xxiv. 15) ; but to-day, if one cries out to the mul-
titude: How long, Ac, they say, What will the
priest? We are good Christians.—Ver. 22. Menken:
In cases where faith and reverence for God are
concerned, no human authority or majority ofvoices
avails ; one opposed to a thousand may be right, and
each individual has the right to acknowledge and
maintain his belief in the truth against thousands.
He is lost whose convictions depend upon the
authority of man or of numbers. He who in-

trenches himself firmly in his faith in God and his
holy word, must also resolve to stand alone and
be forsaken by the world, for faith is not a thing
for everybody.—Vers. 23, 24. He alone is the true
and living God who shows himself in divine acts.

A religion which means nothing of the saving,

beneficent works of God cannot proceed from the
living God. Christianity is therefore the true reli-

gion, because it publishes the great work of (rod
in Christ (Ps. cxi. 6). Not words and doctrine only,

but divine works are the foundation of our salva-

tion.

Vers. 25-40. Krummaoheb: The fire upon
Carmel. We see the god of the blind, mad
world, and the God of Abraham, of Isaac, and of
Jacob.

Vers. 25-30. Wirth : The assembling of the peo-
ple upon Carmel. (a) The vain crying aloud to Baal

;

(b) the rebuilding of the fallen altar of the Lord.

—

Vers. 25-39. The twofold sacrifice upon Carmel. (a)

The sacrifice of the priests of Baal
;
(b) the sacrifice

of the prophet.—Vers. 25-29. The service of Baal

(a) The resistance
; (6) the manner and way of .the

worship. The generation ofto-day thinks itself ele-

vated far above the Baal worship, which in its na-
ture was deification of nature and the world, and
yet, how often does it happen that it serves the crea-

ture rather than the Creator (Rom. i. 25). Men no
longer make gods out of wood and stone, but con-
struct them out of their own thoughts, and worship
their own ideas. The world wishes to hear nothing
of the God who is holy, and ready to sanctify the
sinful heart of man ; who is just, and metes to each
man the measure which he deserves ; who does
not suffer himself to be scorned, but rebukes and
chastises of such a God as He has revealed him-
self in His word the world makes nothing, and
will only hear of a God who never rebukes or pun-
ishes, who is no avenging judge, who works no
miracles, can hear no prayers. Elijah, could he
return to earth, would scorn such a divinity no
less than he did the idol Baal.—Ver. 25. For you,
the many. Thus, even as Elijah allowed them
the numbers which gave them due rank in man's
eyes, so it becomes most evident to us that num-
bers have no influence in God's sight (Luke xii.

32).—Ver. 27. Righteous and unrighteous scorn
{vide Eistor. 4).—Ver. 28, Richter : At the present
day, Indians and other heathens fancy they can
win the favor of their deities by fire-tortures and
self-torments. Satan demands far greater and
heavier sacrifices than God. It is an heathenish
error to believe that we can appeal to God, or be-

come reconciled to or merit aught from Him by any
outward corporeal act, and yet this error prevails

in manifold forms in Christendom. Some think to

make themselves pleasing to God and to obtain
His mercy by the repetition of many prayers;
others, through fasts and painful pilgrimages

;
yet

others by self-inflicted tortures and penances. The
sacrifice pleasing unto God is (Ps. li. 19) within,

and the gift of the heart. All outer works are dead
and useless. Those who belong to Christ have
crucified the flesh, with the lusts and affections

thereof (Gal v. 24 ; Is. v. 3-5).—Vers. 26, 29. Well
for us if we recognize that God who sleeps not
nor is silent when we call upon Him de pro/undis,

who hears the voice of our weeping, and listens

when we open our hearts unto Him. Greatly can
we rejoice in Him, that if we pray according to His
will He will hear us (1 John. v. 14; cf. Ps cxxL 4,
exxx. 1).

Vers. 30-40. Elijah at the height of his

mission, (a) He rebuilds the broken altar, (b) He
calls on the Lord, who hears him. (c) He exe-

cutes judgment upon the idolatrous priests.—Ver.
30. Wirth : The altar of the Lord is ruined in

many places, in many houses, in many hearts, ye
servants of the Lord, ye directors of congrega-
tions, ye teachers of youth, ye fathers and moth-
ers.—Ver. 31 5g. Even as the altar which Elijah

built out of the twelve stones reminded the nation
of its old covenant, that its twelve tribes together
should frame a building unto God, so every church'
edifice should remind us that we,—built upon the
foundation of the prophets and apostles, Jesus
Christ being the corner-stone,—fitly framed togeth-

er, should grow into an holy temple, an habitation

of God, through the spirit (Eph. ii. 20 sq.).—Ver.
34. Every shadow of delusion or deception must
be removed from anything done for the honor of
God and the glorification of His name.—Vers. 36-
39. The prayer of Elijah, (a) Its purport. (Ho
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CHAPTER XVIII. 1-46. 21£

prays for the glorification of God and the conver-
sion of the hearts of the people.) (b) Its granting.

(The Lord declares Himself, and all the people ac-

knowledge Him.)—Ver. 36. The God of the old

covenant is the God of Abraham, of Isaac, and of
Jacob, because to them was the promise given.

The God of the new covenant, upon whom we as

Christians should call, is the father of our Lord
Jesus Christ, because in Him are all the fulfilled

promises, the yea and amen (2 Cor. i. 20).—Ver.

37. All knowledge and recognition of God is in-

separable from the conversion of the heart to Him.
That is the aim of every testimony and revelation

of God, and for that every true servant of God
should daily pray in behalf of those intrusted to

his care.—Elijah, unlike the priests of Baal, who
called upon their god the whole day, used few
words, yet was he heard, because in those few
words he expressed infinite meaning, and his

prayer came from the depths of a believing, un-

questioning souL—Vera. 38, 39. The fire of the

Lord upon Mount Carmel. (a) Its significance.

(b) Its efficacy. What is the miracle of that fire

which devoured the burnt-offering and compelled
the whole people to cry out :

" The Lord He is

God," in comparison with the miracle that God has
sent His son into the world to kindle the greatest

fire which has ever burnt in the world ; compared
with the miracle that the Word has become flesh

and dwelt among us, and we have seen His glory,

even the glory of the only-begotten Son, full of

grace and truth? In Bethlehem and upon Gol-

gotha the glory of the Lord is infinitely higher in

its manifestation than upon Carmel, wherefore
should all tongues confess that Jesus Christ the

Lord is the glory of God the Father.—Ver. 39.

The joyful recognition: The Lord He is God I

(a) What is herewith recognized, and what prom-
ised (cf. the hymn :

** Sei Lob und Ehr" Ac., vers:

8 and 9)-—Ver. 40. See Hist, and Critical. 6. The
sentence upon the idol-priests was a terrible but
necessary one, which should serve us, not as an
example, but as a warning ; for although, under
the new covenant, superstition and unbelief, idol-

worship and apostasy are not chastised with fire

and sword (Luke ix. 54-56), yet there is not want-
ing a certain fearful looking for of judgment and
fiery indignation, which shall devour the adversa-

ries (Heb. x. 27-31). Those who tread under foot

the blood of the Lamb will shrink from the wrath
of the Lamb (Rev. vl 16).

Vers. 41-46. Kbummachbb : The prayer upon
Carmel. (a) The preparation for it

;
(b) the prayer

itself; (e) the granting of it.

—

Wibth: The end of

the divine chastisement upon Israel (o) How the

prophet announces this end ; (b) how he suppli-

cates
;

(c) how the Lord sends merciful rain.—The
prayer of the righteous availeth much when it is

earnest (James v. 16). Elijah a just man, his

prayer an earnest one, and therefore effectual

(Ps. cxlv. 18, 19). The king and the prophet on
the evening of the day upon Carmel. (a) Ahab
goes up to eat and to drink, Elijah goes up to pray

in solitude
; (b) Ahab rode on to Jezreel, Elijah

suffers him not to go alone, but runs thither before

him.—Vera. 41, 42. Kbummachbr : Wretched man!
He was no more touched by the great, heart-

searching events of the day, than if he had wit-

nessed an interesting but very long play, after

which refreshment is most welcome and food tastes

welL Yet where are not such Ahab-souls to be

found?. Ah! woe to you who permit the strong*
est evidences, the most powerful appeals to con-
science, and the most touching works of God to
glide before you like a magic-lantern before your
eyes: you enjoy it a little, perhaps, but you bring
home from the churches and meetings nothing ex-
cept some complaints over the long divine service,

or some matter for lively conversation or self-sat-

isfied criticism, and a good appetite for the meal
which now follows, and a gay looking-forward to
the pleasures and enjoyment which the evening of
the Sabbath-day will bring you.—Who has great-
er cause than Ahab to seek solitude, fall down upon
his knees and say, God be merciful to me and blot

out my sins after Thy great mercy (Ps.li. 3), make
us glad according to the days wherein Thou hast,

Ac. (Ps. xc. 15)? But of all this not a word. The
rain alone was of importance to him, not the
Lord and His mercy. How many like-minded ones
in our day 1—Ver. 42. Menken : From the earn-

estness, the ardor, the abasement of Elijah, we may
take pattern from his attitudes in this prayer. . .

.

The outward posture, indeed, is of the least con-
sequence ; bowing of the knee and outward mien,
as well as even the words of the mouth, avail lit-

tle, be they great or small, stately or humble ; but
the man who prays without reverence to God, and
is ashamed to let it be seen in his life, is no bet-

ter than the heathen who knows not God. . . .In

comparison with this the prayers of most men are

cold, dead—without reverence and devotion, with-

out earnestness and longing. Many a one thinks

that when his eyes are heavy with sleep, when he
has neither strength nor mind for any one earthly

pursuit or affair, when everything besides is done,

then he is in a fitting mood for prayer; that when
he lies drowsily on his bed, in the morning or

evening, that he is fit to commune with the

Divine Majesty I That is entitled " prayer "
I Is

it a wonder that men should pray thus for an
half century without having any experience in

real prayer, and, in the end, knowing nothing of

what prayer is and should bo ?—Ver. 43. Menk-
en : Oftentimes we look in vain and yet see noth-

ing of the comfort of the Lord, nothing of His help

and salvation ; He leaves us awhile prostrated in

dust and misery, does not at once, hearkening and
comforting, raise us up, but appears as if the voice

of our crying reached Him not But ifwe do not

lose our confidence in Him, if we redouble our

prayers and entreaties, He will not "let us be
ashamed " (Is. xlix. 23). He will comfort, help, and
hearken to us at His own, the best time.

—

Starke : A man must not weary of prayer, even
though it appears to him useless. (Jer. xviii. 1

;

Col. iv. 2 ; Eph. vi. 1 .)

—

Kbummacher : The dear

God is not always at hand when we come before

Him with our prayers, but generally allows us to

stand awhile at the door, so that it frequently

seems as if
M there was nothing there." Then do

we begin to reflect, and become conscious that we
properly have a right to ask nothing, but that, if

anything be granted, it is in sheer mercy.—Vers.

44, 45. Starke: All the merciful works of God
seem small and unimportant in the beginning, but

thence they are seen to be nobler and greater in

the end.

—

Kbummacher . Let the man rejoice who
sees even so much as a little cloud of divine mercy
and grace arising upon the horizon of his life!

The time approaches when this cloud will cover

his whole heaven.—Calw. Bib. : When the hour
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216 THE FIRST BOOK OF THE KINGS.

strikes, help cornea m with mighty power, and, to

put thy mistrust to shame, it must come unexpect-

edly. — The mighty rain after the prolonged

drought seems to call out to Ahab and to all t he
people: Behold the mercy and the severity of

God : severity to those who have perished, and
mercy to you so long as you deserve mercy, other-

wise thou also wilt be hewn down (Rom. xi. 22).

—Ver. 46. Elijah a true shepherd. He goes after

(he lost sheep, and leaves them not when he sees

the wolf coming; but the Lord, who is neither
weary nor faint, giveth power and strength to the
faint and to them that nave no might, so that no
way is too far, no toil too heavy.

—

C&ambb: The
righteous are often rejoiced by means of the Holy
Spirit, and hope for the conversion of many, but
are afterwards obliged to confess, with great
heaviness of heart, that the prince of this world is

powerful with many men, holds them in captivity,

ojnfl finally plunges them into ruin.

C.—Elijah in the Wildemm and vpau Eortb; hit Suocator.

Chap. XTX 1-21.

1 And Ahab told Jezebel all that Elijah had dose, and withal ' how he had
2 slain all the prophets with the sword. Then Jezebel sent a messenger unto

Elijah, saying, So let the gods • do to mef and more also, if* I make not thy life

3 as the life of one of them by to-morrow about this time. And when he saw*
that, he arose, and went for his life, and came to Beer-sheba, which belongeth to

4 Judah, and left his servant there. But he himself went a day's journey into the
wilderness, and came and sat down under a junipertree [broom plant] : and he
requested for himself that he might die ; and said, It is enough ; now, O Lord

6 [Jehovah], take away my life; for I am not better than my fathers. And as
he lay and slept under a juniper-tree [broom plant], behold, then an angel 9

6 touched him, and said unto him, Arise and eat And he looked, and behold/
there was a cake baken on the coals, and a cruse of water at his head. And he

7 did eat and drink, and laid him down again. And the angel of the Lord
[Jehovah] came again the second time, and touched him, and said, Arise and

8 eat ; because the journey is too ' great for thee. And he arose, and did eat and
drink, and went in the strength of that meat forty days and forty nights unto

9 Horeb the mount of God. And he came thither unto a [the*] cave, and
lodged 10 there ; and behold, the word of the Lord [Jehovah] came to him, and

10 he said unto him, What doest thou here, Elijah ? And he said, I have been
very jealous for the Lord [Jehovah] God of hosts : for the children of Israel

have forsaken thy covenant, thrown down thine altars, and slain thy prophets
11 with the sword ; and 1, even I only, am left ; and they seek my life, to take it

away. And he said, Go forth,
11 and stand upon the mount before the Lord

[Jehovah]. And behold, the Lord [Jehovah] passed by, and a great and strong
wind 1 * rent the mountains, and brake in pieces the rocks before the Lord [Jeho-
vah] ; but the Lord [Jehovah] was not in the wind: and after the wind an earth-

12 quake ; but the Lord [Jehovah] was not in the earthquake: and after the earth-

Id quake a fire; but the Lord [Jehovah] was not in the fire : and after the fire a
still small voice. And it was«o, when Elijah heard it, that he wrapped his face

in his mantle, and went out, and stood in the entering in of the cave. And
behold, there came a voice unto him, and said, What doest thou here, Elijah ?

14 And he said, I have been very jealous for the Lord [Jehovah] God of hosts:

because the children of Israel have forsaken thy covenant, thrown down thine

altars, and slain thy prophets with the sword ; and I, even I only, am left ; and
15 they seek my life, to take it away. And the Lord [Jehovah] Baid unto him, Go,

return on thy way to the wilderness of Damascus^" : and when thou comest,

16 anoint Hazael to oe king over Syria : and Jehu the son of Nimshi shalt thou
anoint to be king over Israel : and Elisha the son of Shaphat of Abel-meholah

17 shalt thou anoint to be prophet in thy room. And it shalt come to pass, that him
that escapeth the sword of Hazael shall Jehu slay : and him that escapeth from

18 the sword of Jehu shall Elisha slay. Yet I have 14
left me seven thousand in

Israel, all the knees which have not bowed unto Baal, and every mouth which
hath not kissed him.
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CHAPTER XIX 1-1L 217

19 So he departed thence, and found Elisha the son of Shaphat, who wom plough*
ing with twelve yoke of oxen before him, and he with the twelfth : and Elijah

20 passed by him, and cast his mantle upon him. And he left the oxen, and ran
after Elijah, and said, Let me, I pray thee, kiss my father and my mother, and
then I will follow thee. And he said unto him, Go back again: for what have

21 I done to thee? ** And he returned back from him, and took a yoke " of oxen,
and slew them, and boiled their flesh with the instruments of the oxen, and gave
unto the people, and they did eat. Then he arose, and went after Elijah, and
ministered unto him.

TEXTUAL AKD aKAXXAIIGAL.

> V«r. 1.—[Tin ")t?K~73 T\W • The 73 , which creates the flifflculty of thte clause, ind which is represented In

fl» wUkal of the A. VM is omitted in several 318SM end peeeed oyer unnoticed by the Sept-Vale., end tome other W.
Its use U to be explained by the combination of greet fulness with ellipsis: "He told all that Elijah had done, and (he toifl)

all how he had slain," Ac ,

* Ver. 8.—[Since the verb is in the plural, all theW. here anderstand fc^rpK , as the A. V., of Jexebers false gods.

The Sept makes the oath of Jexebel still more emphatic by prefixing to this dame the words EI <rv tl *HAto* «oi eyfr

» Ver. 2.*-[Msny MSS. supply v > necessarily understood and expressed in theWn as in the English.

4 Ver, 2.—[On the use of *3 In connection with oaths see Nordheimer Heb. Gr. | 1091, 8, and c/. Gen. alii. 16;

18em.xrr.44, Ac.
* Ver. a—[The form 10*1 admits either of the pointing giren by theMasorets: KTO, rat from the root HJO Aeeow •*

or 80^1 , fut from fiCP Ac/earect The latter Is followed by the Sept, Vulg., and Syr., and is expressed in six MSS. by

the fuller form 40^. As to which sense should be preferred here, see Exeg. Com. i

* Ver. &—[The Sept omits the word angel here, supplying Its place by the indefinite nt , as the Vat Sept has
omitted the numemgsr in ver. 2 (the Alex-, however, there has ayycAor) ; but in ver. 9 it is given.

» Ver. «.—[The A, V. has overlooked the wordvKt^D« »a Aead, which is giyen in all the VV.

* Ver. 7^—[Our author, in his translation, avoids the comparative sense, and snstsins this view in the Exeg. Com.
Others prefer to retain the usual comparative force ofO m *|t90 in connection with the adjective 31 . In 1 Sam. xx. tl,

to which the author refers, there is no adjective.
* Ver. o._[The article points doubtless to some especially known cave.

,

*• Ver. 9.—[Notwithstanding the remarks in the Exeg. Com. our author hi his translation renders p%\ (sa In the A.

V.) by ubernachtete ; of the W. the Chald. avoids the word altogether, the Syr. snd Arsb. give the sense of the A. V.,
the Sept jrcrcAvow sduiiu of either sense, and the Vulg. accords with the Exeg. Com. The primary meaning of the Heb.

hp is unquestionably to past Me night, bat it hence comes in its secondary sense to mean simply remain.
11 Ver. 11.— [The Sept inserts here the word a&pcor, on the morrow, thus showing that the transistor meant the

kbtAvw of ver. 9 of passing the night It also changes the punctuation, patting the clause, "And, behold, the Lou
passed by * into the future as a part of the previous sentence, with a period following, and then a new sentenoe beginning,
l*snd, behold, a great snd stormv wind," Ac*, see Exeg. Com.

"Ver. 11.—(The Chald. rendering ofthis verse is remarkable and instructive, ss bringing oiit the snclent Jewish view:
—"and before him was an host of sngels of the wind rending the mountains snd breaking the rocks before the Loan, but
the glory of the Loan (Sheklnah) was not In the host of the angels of the wind ; snd after the host of the sngels or the
w4nd was the host of the angels of the eartbqnske, but the glory of the Loan (Sheklnah) w*s not in the host or the angels
of the earthquake ; and after the host of the angels of the earthquake, a fire, but the glory of the Loan (Sheklnah) was not
In the host of the angela of fire ; and after the host of the angels of fire, s voice of [sngels] singing in silence." The Sept

"
" rij*, and the Alex. Sept. adds u snd the Lord was tbere>

It maybe questioned, however,
describes the voice as jmvri avp«f kiwrijt ,

" Ver. 15.— [Our, author translates ** the wilderness towards (gen) Damascus."
Whether the Heb. is not better represented by the A. V.

" Ver. 18.—[The Heb. verb is in ths future VflXB^iTl , and this tense Is preserved in all the VV. except the Arab.

fTae Sept puts It into the second person *aToA«t>«if )• The A. V. msy have been umseeessarily influenced by a regard to
tbeff«rtA*wev of Bom. xL 4, where the tense Is s matter of no consequence to the argument.

" Ver. 80.—[On the question whether this clause should be rendered Interrogatively, see the Exeg. Com. The VY.
are divided.

» Ver. fl.-[The Vst Sept puts this In the plural ra £ctfya, as if Elisha had slam the whole twelve yoke; the AtoE.
Sept preserves the singular*—F. G.]

SXBGBTI0AL AMD OBXTiaAL.

Vers.1-2. Then Jezebel sent, Ac. She could
hardly have done this without the knowledge of
her husband, who was too weak-minded to prevent
it, and so drew upon himself new guilt Older
commentators held that Jezebel was bo lost to all

discretion that, instead of keeping her purpose
secret, or carrying it out at once, she made H
known to the prophet, without considering that he
might in tlie mean time escape. But the sense of
the message is evidently this :

" If thou art still

aere to-morrow at this time and hast not betaken

thyself out of the kingdom, the same thing shall

be done to thee as thou hast done to my priests."

To have him killed without further ceremony did
not seem to her advisable, for the impression which
he had made on the people was still too fresh in

their minds ; but she was determined to have him
out of the way as soon as possible, in order at

least to prevent all further influence on the people
and the king, and so, under cover of a threat of
death, she gave him time for flight For the ex-
pression, So let the gods do to me, cf. on chap, it

23.

Ver. 3. And when he sew that, he aroee,
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Jfcc. The Sept translates *on by koI tyo/fyfr?;

the Vulgate, timuit ergo; they read therefore

K"Wi which Thenius explains as undoubtedly cor-

rect, because p|fcO is used of mental vision only
when a simple conclusion from outward circum-

stances is referred to. But this is exactly the case

here, as the Targum also renders it by NTT1 . From
the (outward) circumstance of the message, Elijah

saw clearly how matters stood; he perceived that

he could no longer remain here, as he had wished
and hoped, and that he could not carry his work
of reformation through to the end. Since he did

not as on a former occasion (chap, xviii. 1) receive

a divine command to hazard his life, i. «., to remain
in spite of the threat, he arose and left the king-

dom, as he had done once before. fllO is therefore
T T

used herejust as in 2 Kings v. 7 ; if fcrw , were the

true expression, the person of whom he was afraid

would have to stand in connection with it, as in 1

Sam. xviii. 12 ; xxi 13. Moreover, how should the

man who had just been standing all alone over
against the whole people, the king, and 450 priests

of Baal (chap, xviii. 22), who especially appears as

an unequalled prophetic hero in the history of Is-

rael, have become all at ouce afraid of a bad wo-

man ?—1t?B3~^K is used here just as in 2 Kings

vii. 7, and can only mean : in consideration of his

soul, i. e., for the preservation of his (threatened)

life; this meaning, moreover, is demanded by the

connection with v. 2, and we can hardly find ex-

pressed here the thought: " in order to care for his

soul in the way indicated in v. 4, i. e., to commend
his soul or his life in the loneliness of the desert

to God the Lord, as he should determine concern-

ing him " (Keil). Decidedly incorrect is the trans-

lation of the Vulgate (quocumque eum fertbat volun-

tas), which Luther follows: *' Whithersoever he
would," which has led to the erroneous conception,

that Elijah fled in his own will and strength, with-

out awaiting an intimation from the Lord. Equally
incorrect is the explanation of Gerlach : without
end or aim, and certainly that of Krummacher:
He was only travelling off haphazard.

—

Beer-sheba

lay on the border of the wilderness. Since it be-
longed to the tribe of Simeon (Joshua xix. 2), the

clause : which iTRflv t
must mean that he betook

himself out of the kingdom of Israel into the king-

dom of Judah, to which at that time the tribe of

Simeon also belonged.

—

His servant he left behind
in Beer-aheba, not perchance through fear of being
betrayed by him, nor because "he expected to

have no further need of him " (Thenius), nor be-

cause the wilderness afforded no sustenance, but

:

" he wished now to be entirely alone, as men often

do in times of sorrow or discouragement ; therefore

he sought the wilderness." (Galw. B.)

Ver. 4. But he himself went a day's jour-
ney into the wilderness, namely, the Arabian,

through which the people had once been compelled

to wander. DnS is not juniper-tree (Luther), but

14 a kind of broom plant, that is the most longed-

for and most welcome bush of the desert, abund-
ant in beds of streams, and valleys where spots

for camping are selected, and men sit down and
sleep, in order to be protected against wind and
sun" (Robinson, Palestine L p. 203). The words:

It is enough, Ac, do not mean :
'• I must, as a

human being, fall a victim to death some time,

and I wish to die now " (Thenius), nor :
" I have

already endured tribulations enough here below "

(Keil), but: I have now lived long enough. This
is imperatively demanded by the sentence: for I
am not better than my fathers, which forms the
ground of his request: Jehovah, take away my
soul (life)* Long life, old age, is looked on, under
the old covenant, as a special gift of God (Ps. lxi.

7 ; cii. 25 ; Prov. iii. 2 ; iv. 10 ; ix. 1
1

; x. 27) ; Elijah,

therefore, means to say : for I do not deserve nor
desire to be distinguished and favored above my
fathers by a specially long life. It is an entirely

mistaken view which supposes that Elijah made
this request u from a weak-minded weariness of
life" (Thenius), or "with a murmuring heart"
(Krummacher). In that case he would have de-

served a reproof or a correction ; but instead of
this the Lord sends a heavenly messenger, who
strengthens and refreshes him, and speaks- to him
only animating, encouraging words. Elijah's whole
life and labor had no other aim than to bring Is-

rael back to their God ; to this end were directed
all the toils and privations to which ho subjected
himself. When he believed himself to have finally

reached this end on Carmel, suddenly there came
an incomprehensible turn of events ; he saw him-
self deceived in his holiest and most blessed hopes,

king and people abandoned him, the labor and
struggle of a lifetime appeared to him fruitless

and vain; the deepest, most bitter sorrow per-

vaded his souL In this frame of mind he began
the journey into the wilderness, and as he now
sits down there wearied and exhausted by the
journey, bowed down by sorrow and grief, what
was more natural and human than for this man,
who besides was already well-stricken in years, to

pray his Lord and God to take from him the heavy
burden and let him come to the longed-for rest;

''it was a holy sorrow and sadness, such as no
common man is capable of, which filled him at

that time and brought to his lips the prayer: It is

enough," Ac. (Menken.)

Vers. 5-9. An angel touched him. Although

1]&OD hi verse 2 is used of the messenger of Jexe-

bel,yet here it denotes no human messenger, but a
messenger of Jehovah (v. 7). The Sept. has in all

three places ayyOj*.—nip is a thin cake baked on

a stone plate by means of hot ashes laid over it

(chap, xviii. 13. Winer, R.-W.-R 1, p. 95).—After
the first awakening Elijah had eaten only a very
little, on account of his great weariness, and had
fallen asleep again.—The closing words of verse 7

Keil explains, after Vatablus : iter est majus, quam
pro viribus tuis; but since 7|©p (c/. 1 Sam. xx. 21)

is not =^, we may better follow the Sept : brt

iroXXi) and oov if 66bc, or the Vulgate : grandis earn
tibi restat via. This moreover presupposes that
Elijah had already determined to go to Horeb: for

that he is not to be considered " as in a manner
summoned thither" (Thenius) is shown by the
question of verse 9: What doest thou heret—
Horeb (= Sinai) is here designated as u the mount of
God," because God declared and revealed himself

upon it in a special manner as the God of Israel

;

it was here that he appeared to Moses in the fiery

bush and called him to bring forth Israel out of
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Egypt (Ex. iii. 1-15); it was here also that he
made the covenant with the chosen people, " talk-

ed " with them, and gave them through Moses the

law, the testimony of the covenant, the foundation

on which all further divine revelations rest Hor-
eb is the place of the loftiest and weightiest reve-

lation for Israel (Deut L 6 ; iv. 10-15 ; v. 2; 1 Kings
viiL 9 ; MaL iv. 4). Elijah wished to go thither in

the hope that in that spot Jehovah would grant

a disclosure to him also, as he had once to his ser-

vant Moses, and make known to him what further

he had to do.—The cave into which Elijah went
was, according to most commentators, that in which
Moses once tarried while the Lord passed by (Ex.

xxxiiL 22) ; this view is favored also by the defi-

nite article. According to Ewald it must have been
the cave "in which at that time wanderers to

Sinai commonly rested."

Ver. 8. Forty days and forty nights. Since

Horeb is not more than 40 geographical miles

from Becr-sheba (according to Deut i. 2, there

are only eleven days journey from Kadesh Barnea,

situated somewhat to the south, to Horeb), older

commentators have assumed that Elijah, because
old and weak, spent 19 or 20 days on this

journey, remained 1 day on Horeb, and accom-
plished the journey back again in 19 or 20 days.

But the text says very plainly that he went 40
days and 40 nights " unto Horeb." According to

Thenius, "the legend" leaves the actual relatione

of space out of sight here, for by this reckoning
Elijah would have accomplished in each 24 hours'

time only 2 hours' distance. But even the legend
could not arbitrarily make a distance, which every
one knew and had before his eyes, three or four

times too great ; in any case the actual distance

was not unknown to the author of our books. The
text is not intended to make prominent the idea

that Elijah kept on 40 days and 40 nights unin-

terruptedly, in order to reach Horeb, but that he
was wonderfully preserved during this time which
he spent in the wilderness ftefore his arrival at

Horeb. We must not overlook in this connection
the reference to the 40 days and nights during
which Moses was on Sinai without eating bread
or drinking water (Ex. xxxiv. 28; cf. xxiv. 18;
Deut. ix. 9, 18, 25; x. 10), and the indirect refer-

ence to the 40 years which Israel spent in the
wilderness, where the Lord fed the people, when
they had no bread, with manna, to make it known
that man does not live by bread alone.

Ver. 9. And behold, the word of the Lord,
Ac. These words do not, as is commonly sup-
posed, begin a new paragraph, but are rather to be
connected with the immediately preceding portion

of the same verse, "while he was spending the
night in that spot, behold, the word of Jehovah
came onto him." It cannot be maintained from

ver. 13 that J^ here means not: to spend the
night, but: to remain, as the Vulgate has it: cum-
que iHuc venisset, mansit in spdunca. The ques-

tion ris. ^7"nD is, after the example of Josephus

(ri Tapelrj, KaraXefoiiruc t^v ndhv, hneiat): often

taken as implying a censure, quasi Deus dicerei
y

nihil esse Elim negoiii in solitudine, sed poiius in

locis habitatU, ui illic homines ad veri Dei cuUum
adduccret (Le Clerc) ; also Thenius considers it in-

tended " to remind Elijah how he, a prophet whom
God would everywhere protect, and who in the

service of God must endure everything, had not
waited for a divine intimation, but from fear of
man had fled to save his life, and then, in weak-
minded weariness of life, had been able to wish
himself dead." This conception is radically false,

and leads to an erroneous understanding of the
entire passage. For, if a censure were to be in-

flicted on Elijah, it would not have been delayed
until now, but would have been given when he had
fled a day's journey into the wilderness (ver. 4),

and longed to die ; but instead of this he was even
tenderly encouraged by an angel and wonderfully
strengthened, in order to be able to continue the
journey still farther. Why does not the angel say
to him there, what does not follow till ver. 15?
Elijah had indeed no divine command to flee into

the wilderness, but still less had he any command
to remain in Jezreel and bid defiance to Jezebel,

as formerly (chap, xviii.) he had the command to

show himself to the irritated king. When now
during his journey, weary in body and soul, bowed
down with grief and sorrow, he prayed that his

end might come, but this prayer was not listened

to, he longed so much the more " for a revelation

and disclosure of what might be God's will now,
whither he should turn, what begin, whether and
how God would employ him yet further in the ser-

vice of Israel " (Menken). This drove him to the
44 mount of God," i. e., to the place where, once be-

fore, his prototype Moses, the founder of the cove-

nant, beheld the Lord and received comfort and
strength; to the place where the Lord had spoken
to his people and made with them the now broken
covenant If now he is asked : What doest thou
here? What desire has driven thee hither? this

was a a question of tender kindness, to relieve the
full, burdened heart of the prophet, that he, to

whom the great privilege of being able to com-
plain of his sorrow had so long been denied, might
be moved to reveal his desire, to pour out his

whole heart before the Lord. So the Lord, after

his resurrection, asked Mary, as she stood at the
grave and wept: Woman, why weepest thou?
whom seekest thou, that thou mayst change thy
sorrow into joy " (Menken). So also this is con-

nected with the question Rev. vii. 13.

Ver. 10. I have been very jealous, Ac. As
the question is not to be considered a censure or

rebuke as against Elijah, so also his answer is not

to be considered a justification or a reproach as

against Jehovah ; entirely mistaken is the assertion

that there is expressed in this answer "only the
greatest despondency concerning his fate " (Theni-

us), and " a carnal zeal that would at once call

down the vengeance of the Almighty on all idola-

ters" (Keil), or that it bears witness to an "inter-

nal strife and murmuring " (Krummacher) ; it is

rather, as the Apostle expressly declares, an in-

dictment of Israel (Rom. xi. 2 : hvrvyx^ei r£ $e$
Kara rov 'I<r/«w^). * 4 The prophet lays the facts,

whose weight had fallen upon him with such fear-

ful power, before the Lord, that He might see how
they appear, and he leaves the riddle which is

therein presented, to Him, for Him to explain"
(Gerlach). He brings forward for weighty accu-

sations
; (1) they have fallen away from the cove-

nant relation
; (2) they have thrown down the altan

still remaining here and there, dedicated to thee

;

(3) instead of listening to thy servants who ad-

monished and warned them, they have slain them

;

(4) as for myself, the last one who has openly ap-
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peared and been zealous for thee, they are seeking

my life. The words: I have been very jealous,

Form the introduction to this "fourfold accusation

:

I have used every means, but all in vain ; what
then is now to be done, what will and should be

brought about? The complaint of the prophet

was at the same time again a question to the Lord,

to which he then receives a twofold answer (with

signs, vers. 11, 12, and with words, vers. 14-18).

He speaks of his zeal, moreover, not in order to

boast or bother himself about his fate :
" God's

honor and Israel's welfare were of far greater

value to him than his own honor or welfare ; he

mentions his own person and his own need only in

80 far as they stood in necessary and most inti-

mate connection with the cause of God and the

truth, and so his complaint was a holy one, as all

his sorrow and sadneBS were holy " (Menken). He
mentions his zeal in order thereby to confirm and
strengthen his accusation against Israel.

Ver. 11. And he Mid, Oo forth, Ac. It is

common to translate with Luther: "Go forth, and
stand upon the mount before the Lord. And be-

hold, the Lord passed by, and a great and strong

wind . . . before the Lord." According to this

Elijah must have gone out of the cave before the

wind, &c. But according to ver. 13 he did not go
forth Jill he heard the gentle breeze ; it is there-

fore absolutely necessary to consider the words

*UJJ friiT flirt) *s connected with the address to

Elijah, and to begin the narrative portion with

|TVn . That is, the participle 13JJ is not preterit,

but, as usual when it stands for the verbwn fini-

turn, present: Jehovah passes by, i. e^ he is on
the point of doing it; e/. Is. v. 5; vii 14; z. 23
(Gesenius, Gram. (Oonant) p. 240). The Sept
translates: 'Rt-efaboi avpiov not orijay kv&ntov

Kvpiov ev T<ji bget' ISov irapeT&ixjtTai icbpioc. Kai Idov

irvevfta fiiya k. t. A. This division of the sen-

tences is entirely correct, only atpwv, which is not
found in a single manuscript, is an unauthorized
addition borrowed from Ex. xxxiv. 2. The nar-

rative in that place, moreover, serves in several
ways to explain the one before us: especially the

expression ")iy riiiT gives clear and definite evi-

dence. Moses desires to see the glory (lfa3 , see

above p. 16) of Jehovah, whereupon he receives

the answer : "I will make all my goodness (*2}tD)

pass before thee, and I will proclaim the name of
Jehovah " (i. «., what he is), and forther : " while my
glory passeth by ... I will cover thee with my
hand, until I have passed by ; " then follows " And
Jehovah passed by before him and proclaimed,

Jehovah, Jehovah is a God merciful and gracious,

long-suffering and abundant in goodness and truth,

keejftng mercy for thousands, forgiving iniquity

and transgression and sin, but that will by no
means clear," Ac. (Bx. xxxiii. 18, 19, 22; xxxiv. 6).

The expression "Op is nowhere else used of Jeho-
vah, and doubtless marks this highest revelation

as one that is possible only for a moment, in dis-

tinction from a permanent, abiding revelation, for

which (ru*3C*) p^ is used. When now Ehjah

complains here of Israel that they have broken
the covenant, as they did once in the wilderness
through the golden calf, and desires a disclosure

concerning the dealings of Jehovah, which ere

dark and incomprehensible to him, the answer

thereupon imparted to him: Behold! ~\2$ ftfiT*

is designed to express the idea: Jehovah wifl

reveal himself to thee as he did once to Moses,

and show thee what he is in his essence, and with

this thou shaft receive the desired disclosure.

Ver. 11. And a great and strong wind, Ac
Tempest, earthquake, and fire, as awe-inspiring

natural phenomena, are in the Old Testament es-

pecially signs and attestations not only of the ab-

solute power of God, but particularly of His anger;

i. &, of His penal justice against His enemies, the

ungodly. Thus they appear in connection with
one another Is. xxix. 5 sq. and Ps. xviiL 8-18, and
they have the same significance here also. But
since they occur here separately, one after the

other in regular succession, they plainly indicate a
succession of punishments differing in degree and
kind. The tempest points to the rending, scatter-

ing, and turning to dust (Is. xvii. 13 ; xl. 24 ; lvil

13), the earthquake to the shaking of the founda-

tions and the falling down (Is. xxiv. 18 sq. ; Ps.

xviil 8, 16; Jer. x. 10), the fire to the complete
consuming (Ia.lxvi. I5sq.-

y
Ps. xviii. 9; xcvii. 3). In

none of these three now was Jehovah, only out or

the gentle whispering does He speak, i. e., the pun-
ishments come indeed from Him, pass before Hhn
and bear witness of Him ; but He Himself, that

which he is, his essence (name) is not to be dis-

cerned in them ; to this corresponds, rather in con-

trast with those destructive phenomena of nature,

the gentle, soothing, refreshing, revivifying breeze

after the storm. The word TOOT from D01 to be
T T • ~ T

silent, in Poel to silence (Ps. exxxi. 2), means
properly Btilling, and is used in both the other

places where it appears, of the rest and refreshing

which have followed pain, distress, and terror

(Pa. cvii. 29 ; Job iv. 16). When now Jehovah
" passes by " here in this, the same thing is ex-

pressed symbolically which Moses there heard in

words, as Jehovah passed by ; Jehovah is a God
merciful and gracious, Ac. The significance ofthe
whole phenomenon is accordingly this : Jehovah,
the God of Israel, will indeed display His punish-

ing, destroying might to His despisers and ene-

mies, but His own true and innermost essence is

grace, rescuing, preserving, and quickening love,

and though the people have broken the -covenant

of grace, yet He maintains this covenant, and re-

mains faithful and gracious as He promised. For
the bowed down and accusing prophet this was
the well-attested divine answer, which contained

comfort and consolation as well as incitement to

carry on His begun work, and not to despair of

Israel, nor allow Himself to be wearied out or led

into error by the apparent fruitlessness of His
efforts thus far. According to Kwald (toe. cii. p.

542) the words before us can " in the first place be
rightly conceived of only as describing how Jahve
will here appear to Elijah, and how He will talk to

him. His passing by announces itself first in the

most distant way by the fiercest storm ; but that

is not He Himself; then more subtle and near by
thunder and earthquake ; but this also is not He
Himself ; then in the most subtle way by fire (as

in the tempest, according to Ps. xvhi. 18 (16),

Hab. iii. 4) ; but this is not He Himself; only in

the soft whispering that then follows, m the meat
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mhtOe spiritual voice does He reveal Himself, and
to this attention is to be given (as Job iv. 16;

xxvi. 4 in like manner)!" Also Thenius says:
* It is the most incorporeal object possible for the

i&nstration.of the presence of the divine being,

such as Job has selected, iv. 1 &" This conception

is in itself very unnatural ; for why should thunder
and earthquakes be regarded as " more subtile

"

('. «l, more immaterial) than a stormy wind, and
the all-consuming fire "more subtile " than an
earthquake? The gradation is rather Just the

reverse, from the weaker destroying element to

the most powerful, and not from the grossly ma-
terial to the meet immaterial possible. But in

general, the entire context is adverse to this con-

ception ; for by no means is the revelation to be
made here to Elijah, that God's essence is spiritual

and that He is incorporeal (Elijah needed no re-

velation for that), but that Jehovah in His own
innermost being is not a destroying, annihilating

God, who only punishes, but rather a quickening,

saving and preserving, a gracious and faithful God.
Ver. 13. Whan Btyjah heard it, Ac. During

the storm of wind, the earthquake, and the fire,

then Elijah was still in the cave, and he came out
of it only at the sod whispering, in obedience to

the command, ver. 11.—Ha wrapped his face in
bis mantle, although Jehovah did not pass by in

visible shape, " from awe before the anapproach-
able one " (Then.), as Moses did onoe when the

Lord appeared to him in the fiery bush, " for ha
was afraid to look upon God " (Ex. Hi. 6 ; ef. xxxiii.

20, 22). Even the Seraphim stand with covered
bees before the throne of the Holy One (Is. vi 2).

The question already addressed to Elijah be/ore

the significant phenomenon and now repeated after

ft; no I^TltD , has this sense : Hast thou now any

farther reason for lingering here? Elijah's repe-

tition ofhis complaint expressed in ver. 10 can have
only this reason, that he does not yet feel satisfied

with what has happened to him (vers. 11-13), be-

cause it is not clear to him what this is la-

tended to signify. He therefore receives now a
reply in definite words (vers. 15-18); and it ap-

pears from other cases also that revelations are
made to the prophets first in sensible signs (sym-
bols) and then in definite words (c/. Jer. xix. 1-13

;

xxiv. 1-10; Ezek. v. 1-12; xil 1-12 ; xv. 1-8; xxxvii.

1-14). But in this case the verbal revelation is con-

stantly not merely an explanation or interpretation

ef the symbolical revelation, but it carries the latter

out still further by showing how that which the

phenomenon attested rather in a general way con-

cerning the being of Jehovah, is to be historically

verified in the special case under consideration.

Vers. 15-18. And Jehovah eaid unto him,
Ac. This address has always been a source of great
trouble to commentators, because in respect to that

which is here laid upon Elijah and predicted of him
the succeeding history makes known nothing or

something entirely different Elijah anointed
neither Hazael nor Jehu ; the former was not an-

tinted at all not even by Elisha (2 Kings viii. 11 sg.),

the latter was anointed long after the departure of
BKjah by & disciple of the prophets, and therefore

certainly not by Elisha, and Elisha himself was in-

deed summoned to be the successor of Elijah, yet
'sot by being anointed, but by being covered with
the prophet's mantle (ver. 19). Still less does the
history know anything of the met that Elisha,,

whose life and work are nevertheless related so
minutely, ever slew any one, to say nothing of an
equal number with Hazael and Jehu. The oldea,
ord%mry solution ef the difficulties is best pre-
sented by Gerlach, who says: "Still it is to be
supposed that Elijah executed literally what the
Lord commanded him, since be was expressly told
to go to Damascus for the purpose of anointing
HazaeL For reasons which are not known to us*
this anointing may have been kept secret, aa was
the first anointing of David by Samuel (1 Sam*
xvl), and, just as in the ease of this king, the
anointing of Jehu may have been repeated at a
later date by Elisha, when the moment for Joram's
downfall had come. That prophets were anointed
appears, apart from this passage, only figuratively
in the prophecy Is. lxi. 1 ; the more this office now
became the mightiest in the falling kingdom of
Israel, the more natural was it to bring it, by
means of the symbolical consecration, into con-
formity with the royal and priestly officers." This
forced artificial explanation is seen at once to be a
makeshift and to rest on untenable assumptions.
The more recent criticism has made easy work of
it: this affirms: Out of the whole of Elijah's

history, as contained in the original manuscript,
the author of the books before us has everywhere
taken only so much as served his purpose ; here
now, after ver. 18, he has left out the account of
the execution of the commission which had been
received in regard to Hazael and Jehu, because the
other original manuscripts, from which hecomposed
the history of Hazael and Jehu, cannot be recon-

ciled with it (Thenius, followed by Menzety. But
how can we attribute to our author the careless-

ness or unskilfulness of having wholly failed to

observe the inconsistency between vers. 15-18,

and his own reports concerning Hazael and Jehu
(2 Kings viii. and ix.) ? If ho had considered them
irreconcilable, he would not have stopped with the
pretended omission of the account concerning the
execution of the commission, but would naturally

also have omitted either the verses before us, 15-
18, or the reports concerning Hazael and Jehu
which cannot be harmonized with these. In order
to remove, the difficulty we must take a wholly dif-

ferent course. In the beginning it is well to ob-
serve that the address of Jehovah, vers. 15-18, is

a reply to Elyah's repeated severe accusation of
Israel, and therefore already bears the character of
a divine judicial sentence, which at once contains a
prophecy, and is in the fullest sense a divine

oracle. As now is generally the case with such
oracular sayings, so also here the tone is evidently

lofty and solemn, and the form is sententious,

axiomatic ; what Ewald (The Prophets of the 0. £
I. p. 49) observes in reference to the atrophic rhythm
of the prophetic oracles, that the triple rhythm
comes in with great force, especially when the
language possesses a certain stately elevation, fits

the present case completely. The tripartite char-

acter of the whole passage is sharply defined;

vera. 15, 16 are the first strophe, ver. 17 the sec-

ond, ver. 18 the third ; and each of these three

strophes has in turn three members. But in such
an oracle a strictly literal understanding of the in-

dividual expressions is the less necessary, when,
as is here the case, it stands opposed to plain state-

ments that follow. This is eminently true of the

expression "anoint," which is not to be taken
literally, because then the immediately succeeding
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Terse 19, according to which Elisha is not really

anointed, would contradict it To "anoint" a
person or thing means simply to bring them into the
service of God. Thus not only kings and priests,

but also implements of worship (Ex. xxiz. 86 ; xxx.

26 sq.\ yes, even stones (Gen. xxviii. 18) were
anointed, because they were to serve for the ful-

filment of the divine will. Here too the word is

used in this sense ; it signifies not the actual out-

ward anointing, but what the anointing means,
just as in Judges ix. 8. All three, Hazael, Jehu,
and Elisha, are to serve for the execution of God's
will and counsel, and each, indeed, in a different

way. By Hazael, the foreign Syrian king, Israel

was continually hard pressed from without (2

Kings viii. 12, 29; x.32; xiii. 3. 7); he was the

rod of correction in the hand of Jehovah, the in-

strument of his anger, t. <•., of his punishment (cf

Is. x. 5). By Jehu the kingdom of Israel was
shaken within ; he put an end to the house of
Ahab, from which the idolatry proceeded and was
kept up (2 Kings ix. 24, 33 ; x. 1-28), and was the

divine rod of correction for the idolatrous within
Israel. By Elisha, as successor of EUjah, who
strove with fiery zeal against all idolatry, the re-

formatory work of the latter was to be continued,

and he also served as God's instrument in correct-

ing and punishing Israel, if not by means of the
sword, yet through his whole prophetic activity.

Since now Elijah, immediately after receiving his

commission to auoint, still did not anoint Elisha,

easily as he might have done this, but summoued
him to be his successor, by covering him with the

prophet's mantle, we have here the clearest evi-

dence that he did not understand the anointing

literally in the case of Hazael and Jehu, any more
than in that of Elisha. He took the whole oracle

in general as a divine revelation of what was soon
to happen in Israel. In connection with the words

:

Go and anoint, it is to be remembered that in other
cases also of oracular sayings the prophets are

commanded to do something (symbolically), which
(in reality) is to be brought to pass by the Lord
(cf. Jer. xix. 1 sq. ; xxvii. 2 ; xxviii. 10 sq. ; Ezek.
v. 1-12 ; xii. 3 sq.). The disciple of the prophets,

who anointed Jehu under the direction of Elisha,

was obliged to begin this action with the words

:

" Thus saith Jehovah : I have anointed thee king
over Israel " (2 Kings ix. 3) ; the real anointing

was performed, therefore, by Jehovah himself.

Vers. 15-17. Go, return on thy way, Ac.

The words p&tpl manp are not to be translated,

per deserium in Damascum (Vulgate, Luther), nor
hardly " into the wilderness of Damascus " (Keil

after Le Clerc), but ?* to the wilderness (through

which he had come after ver. 4) to Damascus

"

(Thenius). This command cannot be taken liter-

ally with any more safety than the following:

Anoint; it merely indicates whence the divine

punishment is to break in upon Israel For de-

tails concerning Hazael and Jehu, vide on 2 Kings
viii. ix. and x. Of the expression "slay," used of

Elisha ver. 17. the same thing is true as of " anoint ;"

for that Elisha did not actually slay, our author

knew as well as we do now, and indeed our know-
ledge comes only from his own reports concerning

him. He cannot possibly, therefore, have under-

stood the word literally, but only in the prophetic
sense in which it is used of the Messiah in the
oracle Is. xi. 4; "he shall smite the earth (the

land) with the rod (i. e^ the rod of correction) of
his mouth and with the breath (DW of his lips

shall he slay (nn , as in the passage before us) the

godless.n Cf. Is. xlix. 2 ; where the mouth of the
prophet is called " a sharp sword," into which the
Lord has made it; just so Rev. i. 16; ii.16; xix.
15. The fundamental and main thought of the
oracle is in general this, that the judgment of Je-
hovah will come, but the judging and "dividing wfll

be brought aboutby the sword, now with the actual
sword, now with the sword of the flV) of God

(Job. iv. 9) ; so fax could Elisha very well bejoined
with Hazael and Jehu in the otherwise very much
contracted oracle.

Ver. 18. Yet I have left, Ac. In the three
strophes of this passage also the symbolical mode
of expression is continued. For the number seven

thousand is no more to be taken arithmetically

than the number an hundred and forty and four

thousand (twelve times 12,000) in the Apocalypse
(Rev. vii. 4 ; xiv. 1-6). Seven is the symbolical
numeral sign of holiness, the covenant and cere-

monial number (cf. Symbol des Mos. Kult. L s.

193); and it marks those who arc left as a holy
company, faithful to the covenant, as the "holy
seed" of the covenant people (Is. vi. 13; cf. Is.

iv. 2; Rom. xi 7). In like manner the expres-
sions, all Vie knees, etc., and every mouth, eta, are

a figurative rhetorical description of those faithful

to Jehovah. The kissing is not to be understood
of kisses thrown with the hand (Gesenius), but of
kissing the feet of the image which stands on a
pedestal (Hos. xiii. 2 ; Cicero in Verr. 4, 43 : Quod
in precious et gratulationibus non solum id sc simu-
lacrum venerari, verum etiam osculari Solent).

Menken has a striking observation on ver. 18:
14 Now the prophet understood why the still, small
voice was preceded by the desolating storm, the
devouring earthquake, and the consuming Are;

and beyond all, the anxiety, terror, bloodshed,

destruction which were contained therein for

Israel. His heart received abundant consolation

from the further revelation of the Lord ; for this

gave him now, in addition to the still, small voice of
the Spirit of Life, a disclosure touching the mercy
of the Lord to Israel, that infinitely surpassed all

his hopes and expectations : and if the revelation

of the wants and plagues which were to come
upon Israel produced in him the same feeling as

the destruction and ruin of threatening storms,

still by this disclosure he felt himself encouraged
and quickened, as in the refreshing blessed cool-

ness after the storm." In the Return (v. 15) there

is contained therefore anything rather than a re-

buke for the prophet ; but it is the expression of

comfort and encouragement.

Ver. 19. So he departed thence, tc The
city Abel Meholah, where, according to ver. 16,

Elisha lived, lay in the valley of the Jordan, about
three German miles from Beth Shean, in the tribe

of Manasseh (Judges vii. 22; 1 Kings iv. 12)

Though he may indeed have been already known
to Elijah, yet he hardly belongs with the " sons
of the prophets," among whom Ewald wrongly
places him; adding, at the same time, " He had
just ploughed round his twelve yoke of land, being

at work on the twelfth and last." But 1BV, as

/
v *

i

appears from ver. 21, and as VJD7 also damanda,
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is not a yoke of land, but a yoke (pair) of oxen.

One ploughman belonged with each yoke. Elisha

was with the last, the others all
u before him."

The conjecture that the " twelve yoke of cattle re-

presented the twelve tribes " (Hengstenberg, von
Gerlach), like the twelve stones of the altar on Car-

mel (xviii. 31), has very little in its favor. The
number appears to be mentioned only to show
that Elisha was a man in good circumstances,

who, nevertheless, left his property in order to

follow the call of Elijah. J")TtK is here the pro-

phetic official garment (Been. xiii. 4 ; 2 Kings L

8 ; ii. 1 3). The throwing it over Elisha was a sym-
bolical act, which denoted the summons to become
a prophet (the investiture), and was intelligible to

Elisha, even without any words. Elijah seems to

have withdrawn at once; he wished, indeed, to

leave the doubtless astonished Elisha some time
for making up his mind; yet the latter did not
meditate long, but hastened (yV , he ran ; not he

followed) after him, and declared his purpose to

accept the summons, only he wished first to take
leave of his father and mother (cf. Gen. xxxi. 28).

Elijah's answer, 3^ *p, is not to be translated

with Luther : Go (to thy parents) and come (then)

again; but just as in ver. 15, where both words
together express only one conception—Return,
namely, to thy parents, as thou wishest. The fol-

lowing sentence, For what have I done to thee?

should, according to Keil, have the meaning, " I

have not wished to coerce thee, but I leave the

decision concerning the prophetic call to thy free

will.'' In a similar manner Ewald :
" As if indig-

nant at this reawakening of desire for the world,

Elijah gave hi in permission to return altogether

if he wished." This does not agree with the fact

that, according to the Divine will (cf. ver. 16), Eli-

sha was destined to be the successor of Elijah,

and Elijah, therefore, certainly did not leave the

acceptance of the summons wholly to his free will.

Had he given over to him the decision of the mat-
ter he would not have first thrown the prophetic

mantle over him, but would have waited till Elisha

decided. When Elisha prays that he may be per-

mitted to take leave of his parents, his idea is

that he is ready to follow Elijah, and he only
wishes first to satisfy a natural filial obligation,

not that he prefers to remain with his parents.

That Elijah was unwilling for him to fulfil this

filial duty is therefore not to be imagined. The-
nius translates: "Go, return I yet I what have I

done to thee?" and observes: "He gives the per-

mission, but recalls the lofty meaning of the sym-
bolical action which had just been performed on
him, by which he had been devoted to the service

of the Lord." This gives indeed a good meaning,
only it is very questionable whether *3 can have

here, where no contrast is expressed, the signifi-

cation, yet I The fundamental idea : for, is never
entirely lost: Go, take leave of thy parents, /or
what have I done to thee? I have summoned
thee to the prophetic service; thine abode is

henceforth no more with thy parents : thou art to

follow me.

Ver. 21. And he returned back from him,
Jtc. Elisha had run after him (v*V , ver. 20), and

now returned to take a formal leave of his people.

He took (not "a" yoke, as Luther hat it, but)

the yoke of cattle, viz., that with which he him-
self had been ploughing (ver. 1 9), which was his

in an especial sense. These he slew for a farewell

feast (ni? t
as in Cbron. xviii. 2 ; 1 Sam. xxviii. 24

;

Ez. xxxix. 17), not, he offered it (as a thank-offer-

ing), for the whole context shows that the refe-

rence is not to a religious, priestly act, for which
also an altar would have been necessary. To offer

is here the equivalent of to dispense, to give up
(Keil), and is not to be understood in its strict

sense. The instruments of the oxen, i. c, the yoke
and the frame of the plough, he applied not for*

sooth as would necessarily be expected, if a sacri-

fice were the matter in hand, to the burning of
them up, but to the boiling of the fle*h ; certainly

not because there was no other wood at hand (1

Sam. vi 14; 2 Sam. xxiv. 22), but rather in order

to indicate that he gave up for ever his previous

calling. The people that took part in the feast

can hardly be "the inhabitants of his place"
(Thenius), but those who up to this point were la-

boring in common with him in the field, and of

them he now took leave as of his parents. The
conjecture that this farewell feast occurred imme-
diately in the field where Elijah met him, and
that he withdrew from it to take leave of bis

parents (Calw. B.), is as groundless as it is unne-
cessary. So far as the words are concerned, the
Lord, in Luke ix. 61, may very likely have been
thinking of this passage, but the sense and mean-
ing are very different " Elisha did not wish first

to bury his father and mother, i. «., wait until they
were dead, but only to take leave of them ; more-
over, when he wished this, he had not already

put his hand to the plough, like the man in Luke
ix. 61 and 62, for he had notpresented hwfself to

succeed Elijah (Calw. B.). There the Lord is ex-

pressing censure, whereas what is here related

should not prove a reproach to Elisha, but rather

an honor and praise. There can, accordingly, be
no talk of a "close affinity" between the two
places (Thenius). Krummacher represents the

matter thus: Elisha gave the feast to his parents
at once, became thereby their "host," and ap-

peared " here already as a prophet, supplying and
blessing," Ac. This is pure fancy, and has an in-

correct explanation of the text for its basis.

HISTORICAL AND ETHICAL.

1. With Elijah's arrival in Jezreel the life of the

great prophet enters upon a new stage. From
the height of the victory which he had won,
with God's wonderful help, on Carmel, he is led

down now into the dark depths of temptation, in

order to come forth from them with only the

greater glory. " The smelter of Israel must be
content to go down now himself into the cruci-

ble" (Krummacher). As the "servant of God,"
which he was in a special sense (xviii 36 ; 2 Kings
ix. 36; x. 10), he is led the way which, in ac-

cordance with the Divine economy, is the way of

all true servants of God. For in the great his-

torical idea of the " servant of God," which is

actually realized under the old dispensation only

in diajedis membris, but under the new dispensa-

tion, in its complete fulness in Christ, there is con-

tained the thought that every servant of God is

made perfect through trial and temptation, through
suffering and tribulation, and in that which he
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•offers he learns obedience (Heb. ii 10; v. 8;
Luke ixiv. 26; Is. liii; Acts it 23. 24; iil 13;
iv. 27). All the great men who, as servants of
God, occupy an iutegrant position in the history

of salvatiou, have had to go through this experi-

ence ; and the life even of an Elijah or a Moses
would lack an essential element of that which be-

longs to a " servant of God," if he had remained
untempted and untried, free from suffering and
tribulation. From this standpoint must be con-
templated and estimated what the section before
ns announces concerning kirn. He stands now,
not as before, acting and giving, commanding and
fudging, but enduring, suffering, and receiving. It

n the Lord who is purifying him through suffer-

ing; the temptation becomes for him the way to

the most glorious revelation of God.

2. The removed from Jetreel into the wilderness
should not, as is so often done, be looked on as

Sroperly a "flight," a lack of faith, courage, and
miness (Krummacher: "Faith to remain was

wanting in him this time "). The text has no more
knowledge of a flight (ma)) like that, e. q. y

in the

i of Jonah (Jon. L 2, 3), than of his being afraid.

Ho recognized in the threat of Jezebel a providen-
tial admonition, which, however dark and hard it

might appear to him, he did not believe himself

at liberty to resist, since no higher direction to

remain had come to htm. For him, the strong

man, Arm as a rock, heroic in temper,, it was an
infinitely more difficult and humiliating duty to

give up to the anger of a godless, wicked woman,
than to bid her defiance, and make trial of the

Lord. He bowed beneath the inscrutable decree,

as becomes a true servant of God; and so his

going away was an act of faith no less than his

appearing before the persecuting Ahab (xviii. 15

sq.). "To force martyrdom upon himself of
his own choice, without, necessity, he did not con-

sider a part of his calling, nor did he regard it a
great and holy act, nor has this ever been the case

with the prophets and apostles. ' In behalf of the

truth and the glory of God's name the prophet
would have given up his life with joy ; but at the

present crisis this end would not have been at-

tained through his death ; it would have been a
triumph for Jezebel" (Menken). There is no
greater mistake than to suppose that Elijah with-

drew from Jezreel " through fear of man," and
that then, because he had arbitrarily relinquished

the prosecution of his prophetic calling, he was
"summoned, so to speak," to an account and justi-

fication of himself on Horeb (Thenius). It was
just there that he was favored with the most
gloriqus revelation.

3. The state of mind into which Elyah fell in the

wilderness has nothing to do with the common
44 weak-minded weariness of life " (Thenius). His
righteous and holy sorrow over the fruitlessness

of all that God had done, through him, to save

His people from ruin and destruction, overpowered
him, being as he was, according to the apostle's

expression, dfioumadfc $fuv (Jas. v. 17 ; cf. Acts
xiv. 15); so that he was subject to the frailty and
weakness of human nature, from which no mortal

is free, so long as he lives in the body. Even he,

this mighty hero, was obliged to go through this

experience for himself, and pay his tribute to it.

Similar states of mind appear even in the lives of

the firmest and strongest men of God. Thus, in

the case of that other Elijah, John the Baptist in

the prison, who believed, in like manner, that he
must give up all hope, and sent, in the hard
hour of temptation, to inquire of the Lord, " Art
thou He that should come," Ac.

;
yet at that time

the Lord testifies of him that he is no reed which
the wind blows to and fro. And the Author and
Finisher of faith himself, in the days of his flesh.

(John i. 14), offered up prayers and supplication
with strong crying and tears (Heb. v. 7), and called
out :

" My soul is exceeding sorrowful, even unto
death" (Matt, xxvi 38). As here Elijah, so there
the Lord in Gethsemane was strengthened by mm
angel—a clear token that his condition was one*

indeed of severe temptation, but not of guilt or
sin, such as would merit censure or reproof, or
even a summons before the tribunal of God.

4. Etijah's spending forty days and forty nights

m the wilderness before reaching Horeb, while he
might have attained his end in a much shorter
time, was anything rather than accidental or
meaningless ; concerning Moses the fact is made
prominent, not once merely, but repeatedly, with
a certain emphasis, that he, before receiving on
Horeb the highest revelation from Jehovah, spent
forty day8 and forty nights without eating or
drinking (Ex. xxiv. 18; xxxiv. 28; Deut. ix. 9;
xviii. 25 ; x. 10). Since, now, the same thing took
place in the case of Elijah also, and in that of no
other servant of God, this very fact marks him
out as the other, the second Moses ; but it follows

at once from this that the season of forty days and
forty nights had the same significance for Elijah,

the restorer of the covenant (vide above on chap,

xvii.), as for Moses its founder. It was a season

of preparation for the highest possible revelation

of God that can be given to a mortal, but, as such,

a season of abstinence from all earthly enjoyment,

of absorption in God and a higher world, of con-

templation and prayer. This significance is im-

pressed upon it by the number forty, which is in

the Scriptures generally tlte measure of every sea-

son of abstinence, of purification and trial, of con-

flict and correction, and so also of expectation (Gen.

vii. 4-17 ; Deut. viil 2, 3 ; xxix. 4-6 ; Jon. hi. 4; Ka.

iv. 6 ; xxix. 1 1-13 ; Matt iv. 2). Elijah now spent
this time, not like Moses upon the mountain itself,

but in the wilderness lying before it, which was
just the most appropriate locality for him. " Here
the whole wonderful history of the old fathers

passed in review before him. . . .With every step

which he took forward into the silent desert, new*

pictures and scenes came before his gaze out of

that wonderful past " (Krummacher), he was moat
vividly reminded u how even in this wildernessr

God the Lord had manifested Himself to His ser-

vants and to His people in the most varied and
most glorious manner and so he was gradually

prepared for the revelations and consolations

which awaited him in *this wilderness " (Menken).

5. The revelation which Elijah received on Hortb
furnishes, indeed, an unmistakable parallel to that

which once fell to the lot of Moses, but the ac-

count of it is in no wise copied by our narrator

from that earlier one, as more recent commenta-
tors suppose. (Thenius thinks that he surpasses

his model almost.) The common characteristic of

the two revelations consists in tliis, that Jehovah
here, as there, ^passes fry," which designates, as

observed above, the highest state of revelation un-

der the old dispensation. When now Elijah is fa-
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vored with the same revelation, such as fell to the
lot of Moses only and of no otber servant of God
beside Moses under the old dispensation, he is

thereby placed over against Moses; in fact, to a
certain degree, on the same line with him; and
this is owing to the position which he holds in i

cred history as the restorer of the broken cove-
nant, the other, the second Moses. The nature and
method of the " passing by " were, on the con-
trary, very different; the accompanying natural
phenomena are wholly wanting in the earlier in-

stance, and are in the higest degree peculiar, for

they have reference to the special relations and
circumstances in which Elijah found himself, as is

moreover expressly attested by the explanatory
language of God (ver. 15 sq.). The whole of this

revelation bears in general a predominantly pro-

phetic character, referring, that is, to the future,

while this element isalmost entirely absentfrom the
revelation to Moses. However, it is a matter of
greater importance that here, as there, Jehovah
reveals saving grace as His most real and inmost
essence, and that this revelation fell to the lot of
just these two. Moses and Elijah, t. c, the founder
and the restorer of the covenant, the representa-

tives of the law and of the prophets, and so of the
Old Testament economy in general (Matt xvil 3

;

Luke ix. 30). This fact is the best refutation of
the common assertion that the God of the Old
Testament is entirely different from the God of the

New Testament—an angry, despotic, national God,
not the God who, under the new dispensation, has
revealed Himself as " Love." That which became
evident to all, Jews and Gentiles, when the time

was fulfilled, was already disclosed by the Lord to

the two representatives of the old dispensation,

although with "veiled countenance, for it was
just they who, in their higher historical position,

needed to take a deeper look into the essence of
God, and so into the counsel of His mercy and
love.

6. The whole transaction on Horeb may indeed
be designated a " vision " (Niemeyer, Herder,Yon
Gerlach, Keil), only by this must not be meant
that it was merely a transaction within the proph-

et, a pure vision which he had .during sleep, per-

feape u in a dream " (Thenius). The expression in

ver. 9 : " And behold the word of Jehovah came
to him, 11 which is constantly used of an inner reve-

lation, points doubtless to the fact that Elijah found

bimeelf in a visionary condition, into which he
leeeM to have been brought already, more or less,

during the forty days and nights (ver. 8); but the
account certainly does not mean to designate the

natural phenomenon, the medium of the theophany,

as an object of purely internal perception, but as au
object of external experience, as appears from the

met that Elijah went out from the cave and roiled

his lace with his mantle. Yet Una does not re-

move the visionary condition, for the theophanies

are, as Lange (on Gen. iii 8) observes, "universal-

ly effected by means of visionary frames of mind."

We have before us here a theopbany which is not,

as in xxiL 17 or Eb. 1, a mere vision, still less as in

Pa. xviu. 7 a?., only poetry, but which, like that in

Ex. iii % eq., has an occurrence in nature for its

substratum. This kind of theophanv has, as even
Knobel (Prophet, der Mebr. I. #. 160) says, " an ob-

jective truth in so far as every ooourrenoe in nature

is a revelation of the moving God." As in general

the whole of created nature makes known the Gre-

16

ator and reveals His glory (Pi. xix. 1 sq.\ so also
single special objects in nature, and phenomena or
occurrences in nature, serve for His special revela-

tion, for they correspond to the relations of the
special time and person, as is here the case.

7. Of the various tzptonations which the appear-
ance on Horeb has received, that one, first of all, is

to be rejected as wholly mistaken which finds re-

presented here for Elijah the fact ihat the peaceful
rest of eternity is to follow the unrest^ the conflicts

and tribulations of this life (Seb. Schmidt), for this

has no connection with the explanatory oracle in
ver. 16, or rather is directly contradictory to it,

even were it not Jehovah, but Elijah's life, that
" passed by." Much more probable and widespread
is snother explanation, according to which the ap*
pearance expresses a censure of Elijah's " seal as
not wholly free from human passion," and aims
" to quiet his seal, which demeans itself too pas-
sionately, although it is commendable so far as con*
cerus the sentiment lying at its foundation," and to
" show to him that his zealous activity for the honor
of the Lord is not in harmony with the love, grace,

and long-suffering of God," and at the same time al-

so to remind and admonish him not to go too far in

the matter (Keil sfter Ephraim the Syrian, Theo-
doret, certain Rabbis, Le Clerc, et alii). But
where, then, had the prophet, thus far, demeaned
himself too passionately, and where did he go too

far in his zeal ? It could only have happened upon
C»rmeL But since, then, ** by slaying the priests

of Baal he only fulfilled what the law demanded "

(Keil on xviii. 40), he certainly deserved no cen-

sure or reproof; and since later he caused fire

from heaven to fall upon the company sent against

him (2 Kings i. 10 sq.\ he would certainly have paid

no heed to the pretended admonition not to be too

zealous. The gentle whispering in which Jehovah
was, and out of which he spoke, can by no means
have set forth what Elijah was to be, and bow he
was to control himself; it was no censure, but com-
fort and encouragement, consolai ion and support for

him.—A third explanation sees on the appearance
a picture of the two economies : the law, which
terrifies and crushes sinners, and the gospel, which
makes them alive and quickens them (so Ireweua,

long ago, Grotius, and many more modern ones), or,

at the same time, of the judgments and chastise-

ments which came upon the people under the old

dispensation, and of the New Testament season of

refreshing and peace, in which the Lord Himself
will appear ana dwell among His believing ones
(Jo. Lange, Calw. Bib., et alii). This, however, is

opposed by ihe fact that the appearance would, in

that case, stand in no direct connection with Elijah's

complaint (ver. 10), to which, nevertheless, it was
the first reply ; and moreover the following oracle

(ver. 15 «?.), which makes it refer to the relations

existing at that time, contains no allusion to the

Messianic age. When Paul (Bom. xi. 5) cites Eli-

jah's complaint and the divine response (ver. 18),

and then continues: " Even so, then, at this pre-

sent time also there is a remnant according to the

election ofgrace," he does not mean to say : What
i* there predicted is now fulfilled, but: As in Eli-

jah's time God according to His grace had left alive

a number of such as did not give themselves up to

the service of Baal, so now also, in the time of sal-

vation, there is an " election of grace," which does

not, with the hardened multitude, reject the offers

of salvation, but embraces it and is saved. Id
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Isaiah a recurring theme of prophecy is this : that

after all the chastisements and judgments which
would come upon Israel, there should still always

be in existence a "remnant" of the peculiar and
faithful people of God, therefore also at the end
of the Old Testament age, resp. at the beginning

of the Messianic age (IsaL i?. 2 ; vi 13 ; x. 16 aq.

;

xL 11). But the reference in the oracle before us
is not to this remnant, but to that which in Elijah's

time does not bow the knee before Baal, although

it can always be looked upon as a type of the

later one and the last. The truth presented in the

natural phenomenon on Horeb is of such a kind

that it finds application to various times and rela-

tions, because it is universal and eternal, and in so

far it may be valid also for the Messianic age, but
it was revealed to Elijah only with reference to his

own time, that of the Old Testament.

8. The calUng of Eliiha to become a prophet na-

turally connects itself directly with the revelation

on Horeb. What filled Elijah with the greatest so-

licitude, and drove him into the wilderness and to

Horeb, was, that he aloue remained of all the pro-

phets, that with him his work of restoring the cov-

enant would go down and the prophetic office die

out. Ou Horeb now he learned that Jehovah had
appointed as prophet one who would step into his

place and carry on his work, so that there should
never be in Israel a lack of such as do not bow the

knee before Baal. This it was that brought him
out of his depressed state of mind, since the cause

of God was the only matter of importance to him,

and filled him with new courage, and because this

was the chief matter for him, he felt himself im-

pelled to summon at once as his successor that

Elisha whom Jehovah had appointed and elected

to become a prophet, and so he betook himself
11 thence " to him directly, and without delay.

There can, therefore, be no thought of a "gap " in

the account before us between vers. 18 and 19 fThe-

nius, vide abovo on vtrs. 15—18). The calling or Eli-

an* was the most urgent thing in his eyes, the time
for the "anointing" of Hazael and Jehu he left

with the Lord.—Krummacher (Elias, *. 294) re-

peatedly expresses such a conception of the calling

of Elisha as that, with it, " an entirely new period

was to begin in the history of the education of
Israel, a period of divine condescension after the

days of punishments and thunderings'of the law,

a term of the gentle breeze after that of the storm,

the flame of fire, and the earthquake ;
" but this is

in direct contradiction of the oracle (vers. 16 and
1 7), where Elisha is put in the same rank with

.

Hazael and Jehu, the instruments of divine pun-
ishment, and it is said: "Him that escapeth from
the sword of Jehu shall Elisha slay," which can
scarcely mean : Elisha, in contrast with them, will

be a bringer of salvation and peace. It was just

the time of Elisha that was farthest from being the

period of the gentle breeze, for from without Israel

was continually hard pressed by the Syrians, and
from within the kingdom was thoroughly shaken
by the turbulent Jehu, who put a bloody end to

the house of Ahab.—We shall return to the relation

in which Elisha stands to Elijah in sacred history

when he really steps into Elijah's place (2 Kings ii).

9. ElislicCs being coiled away from the plough
to become a prophet and indeed the successor of an
Elijah, an historical position of such elevation and
influence, is one of the not infrequent examples of
the manner in which God has selected and equipped

with light and power from above, for the carrying
out of his counsels of salvation and for the founding
and extending of His kingdom, just such men as
were living unseen before the world and neglected

by it, in quiet and retirement, faithful and sub-

missive to their inglorious earthly calling, and were
not thinking or wishing to become anything great,

to the end that all the world might know that the
work which they have been called to carry out is

not of men but of Him (Acts v. 38 sq. ; 2 Cor. iv. 1\
His apostles, who went into all the world and
accomplished the greatest and most difficult task

which has ever been achieved, were called by the

Lord from the fishing-smack and from the custom-
house. It is a rule of the divine government :

" God
hath chosen the weak things of the world to con-
found the things which are mighty ; and base things

of the world, and things which are despised, hath
God chosen, yea, and things which are not, to brinsr

to naught things that are, that no flesh should glory
in His presence " (1 Cor. L 27 aq.).

HOMILETICAL AND PRACTICAL.

Vera 1-18. The course which God takes with
His servants, (a) He leads them down into the

depths (wilderness, conflict, vers. 1-8)
;
(b) but then

He sets them on high (Horeb, vision of God, ver.

9-18 ; vide ethical remarks).—Vers. 1-8. Bkxdkb :

Elijah in his flight from Queen JezebeL (a) The situa-

tion into which he came
;
(b) the state of mind into

which he fell
;

(c) the comfort which was imparted
to him.

—

Wibth : Elijah under the juniper-tree (a)

The deep despondency into which the prophet of

God was fallen; (6) the wonderful strengthening

which he received.—Ver. 1-4. Krummacher : The
flight into the wilderness, (a) The persecution; (b)

the flight; (c) the dejection.—Vers. 1-2. Ahab after

the day on Carmel. (a) Ahab tells his wife everything
that he has experienced and witnessed there (every

man should tell his wife the great deeds of God, in

order to bring her to the way of life and keep her

there ; thus marriage becomes what it should be,

Eph. v. 23-27). (b) He lets his wife's anger and
spite have free course (instead of her being subject

to him, he is subject to her ; instead of holding be-

fore her the command : Thou shalt not kill, and
turning her from her wicked way, he suffers himself

to be contented, keeps quiet, and bows beneath her

will ; such weakness is not conjugal love, but sin

and shame).

—

WCbt. Sumk. : Hardened sinners

allow themselves to be won over and converted
neither by the punishments nor by the favors of God,
but become more wicked, the longer they live.

—

Ver. 2. There is no anger so bitter as the anger of

women. When hatred and revenge have once
entered a woman's neart, she does not shrink even
from the greatest crimes (Mark vi. 19, 24).—To bind
one's self to wickedness by an oath is the highest

step of religious and moral infatuation (Acts xxiii.

12). Calw. Bib. : A profligate man often determines

to bind himself thus in order that his wicked plans

may not be repented of. Would that men would
seek to bind themselves to the right—Ver. 3. Calw.
Bib. : So long as we can escape martyrdom we may
and should do so (Matt x. 23). How much mora
must it be folly to seek it It is enough for us to

stand firm when escape from persecution is im-
possible. The Scripture says: He that beheveth
shall not make haste (flee), Is. xxviii. 16 ; and, Fear
not them, Ac. (Matt x. 28) ; but every flight is not
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unbelief; fleeing is reprehensible and disgraceful

only when it leads away from the fulfilment of a

duty, or when it results from dread of toil or suffer-

ing, from love of rest and ease. It is often the part

of faith and self-renunciation to yield before the

wicked and godless rather than to stay and bid

them defiance. If Gk>d shows us ways and means
for saving our life and our honor, we are not at

liberty to hope for, and presume upon, miracles and
extraordinary assistance.

Ver. 4. The deep sadness ofthe prophet (a) Its

origin fit was not the sadness of the world, that
arises from the loss of temporal goods, honor, re-

spect, joys and pleasures, but a sadness in view of

the face that every great act which God had per-

formed with reference to his people, every labor and
every contest for the salvation of their souls had re-

mained without result. This is the noblest and
rarest sadness. But where are the parents, where
the preachers, who are troubled over nothing so
deeply and seriously as over the blindness and deaf-

ness of the souls intrusted to them)? (b) Its

manifestation (Elijah wishes death for himself be-

cause it ia intolerable for him to see God abandoned
and his people running to destruction).

—

Menken :

This outbreak of the full, oppressed heart of the
prophet does in no wise justify the thoughtless,

light-minded, irrational utterances ofmany men who
wish death fur themselves, and has nothing in com-
mon with the unholy gloom of unholy men, who. . .

are weary of life because they cannot conquer their

will, because they set no limits to the passions and
demands of their heart, and neither seek nor know
the truth which could free them from all their dis-

content and udhappiness, if they would be obedient

to it

—

Wirth : There is no Christian's life, even
though it were the most pious and perfect, which
does not also have its hours of despondency ; there

is no child of God who might not also, for once
perhaps, like Elijah, sit under the juniper-tree and
wish to shake off his burdens and sigh : It is enough,
Ac. Those are dangerous moments ; the word of
the Lord is applicable to them, Luke zxii 31 sq.—
Elijah's prayer in the moment of temptation, (a)

It is enough I the measure is full (we may indeed
sigh under the burden, which is pressing us to the
ground, and entreat: Put an end, O Lord, put an
end to all our necessity 1 But whether it is enough,
when we think it is enough, is known only to Him

;

to determine the measure of life and of suffering is

not our business but His (Matt xxvi 39 ; Luke
xxiL 42). Many a man before now has called out

:

It is enough I and yet afterwards thanked God
that the Lord did not at once listen to his request,

but suffered it to be not yet enough), (b) Now,
Lord, take away my life (because Elijah's soul be-
longed to the Lord and his whole life was devoted
to Him, he ventured to say: Take my soul, which
thou gavest me, back to thyself, and give it rest in

the everlasting tabernacles of peace.

—

Menken : In
order to be able to say with Paul : I desire to de-

part and to be with Christ, we must know and
love the Lord Jesus Christ as Paul knew and loved
Him, and also be able to say like him in truth :

For me to live is Christ 1 In order to be able to

pray with Elijah: It is enough ; now, Lord, take
away my life ! we must, at least on a small scale,

have worked and suffered and maintained our-

selves well amid temptations, and labored over
ourselves with the grace and gift of God as Elijah

did), (c) I am not better than my fathers (the

particular gift of a long life Elijah does not believe

himself to have deserved, although he always
walked in the ways of God. Not because he con-

siders himself too good for this world does he
wish himself out of it, but because he feels himself

to be not better than his fathers; he does not rest

his prayer on his merit and good works, but in the

consciousness of his sinfulness and in the hope of

God's grace and mercy he awaits death. He who
dies so, dies well) I

Vers. 5-8. Kruhmacher: The visit under the
juniper-tree. The guardianship of divine grace

becomes evident (a) in the hearing vouchsafed to

the prophet's prayer
;
(b) in the appearance of an

angel which the Lord sends to him
;

(c) in a won-
derful nourishment which he experiences

;
(d) in

a delightful prospect which God opens before him
;

(e) in a supernatural strengthening for his wander-
ing through the wilderness.—Ver. 5. Menken;
There have been in all ages faithful servants ofGod
and Christ who have been weakened and dis-

couraged by the thought that it was all in vain, all

their anxiety and labor were fruitless, nothing
more could possibly be gained for the Lord, and no
more work of any importance could be done by
them for His cause and kingdom, and they have
been on the point of finding joyous, spirited,

zealous work in the service of the Lord, nay, even
life itself, distasteful. But they have always found
consolation from the Lord in his Word, and have
been aroused and strengthened by His spirit to

new courage and to unremitted perseverance in

their work for the truth. They have learned to

think of Him who endured similar contradiction of
sinners against himself . . . The Lord Je»us
Christ bad taught them not to estimate the vnlue

of their labor according to the effect which they
produce by it, nor according to the visible results

perceptible to themselves, but with joy and con-

fidence to persevere unweariedly, even though it

should appear as though all they said was ad-

dressed to an uninhabited desert.—Ver. 6. Cra-
mer : When the children of God are forsaken by
every human being, and lie in the midst of a wil-

derness, God with his holy angels, like a heavenly
host, ministers to them. (Heb. L 14; Gen. xxxii. 1.

—

'Menken : God is present in the desert also, and
can prepare a table for your soul even there, and
just at a time when man is and can be 'nothing to

you, when the world can give you no help ; then,

better than at any other time, can he be to you all

and in all.

—

Wirth : For us too, and for our hours
of lack of faith and despair, God has prepared

bread and water which will nourish and quicken •

the soul. This bread, this water is His word, the

everlasting word of God, which is the life of God
and strength of God (Matt iv. 4). Eat of this

bread, drink of this water, when you are in

danger of going astray in your life-work, not only

once or twice, nay, again and again eat and drink.

—Ver. 7. We all have a long journey before

us, and do not know how long a time we will be

obliged to spend on the way, through what deserts

He is still to lead us, during how many dark nights

we are to grope about, and what burdens and
hardships, without ' and within, we have still to

bear. Let us then hearken to the voice of Him
who is much more to us than an angel from heaven,

when he cries to us : Awake, thou that sleepost

(Eph. v. 14) 1 Arise and eat.! For the long journey

he provides the bread of life, and water that springs
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up unto everlasting life : he that Cometh unto Him
will never hunger or thirst (John yi. 35)

;

through his strength, which is mighty in weakness,

we shall reach the goal and arrive there, where we
shall see Him as He is.—Ver. 8. Menken • The
way of the prophet into the wilderness seemed to

him as he entered upon it a road to death and hell,

but it proved to him the way of life and heaven, a
means of most valuable experiences. The world
often thinks that it has given to a man of God a
cup to drink which will prove most bitter to hhn

;

it plans to give him as much distress as possible.

The Lord permits it, and plans how to make it a
source of good to him, and permits him
to enjoy such pleasures and refreshings, to have
such experiences, to attain such knowledge and
strength, as had never been his portion, and such
as he never would have attained to in any other
way. . . . We too would gladly enjoy something
•f the experience, the knowledge and comfort of
the saints ; but without the sufferings of the saints,

without their want and their sacrifices, and just

because we will that in the very midst of the world
it could be our share, with all the peace and joy of
the world beside, it never will be our lot. Onr
weak and delicate spirit shrinks from venturing
even a day's journey mto the wilderness ; and
yet in all times every one who has been led far

mto its depths have been thankful for all their life

long.

Vers. 8-18. Bidcdeb: Elijah on Mount Horeb.
(*) The wonderful consolation which he enjoyed on
his journey thither; (b) the exalted revelation

Which he there received
;

(c) the new duties and
encouragements which were his lot even there.

—

Vers. 9-13. WntTH : Elijah at Mount Horeb. («)
The night-quarters in the cave; (6) the appearance
of the Lord.—Vers. 9-11. Kkumxaohbr: The ar-

rival at Horeb. (a) The night spent in the cave;
(ft) the speaking Word

;
(c) the divine reproof; (d)

the prophet's complaint; («) the summons (?) before
the Lord.—Ver. 9. The divine inquiry: Whatdoest
thou here? (a) To Elijah (purpose and intent of
the question; vide explanations under ver. 9. God
desires to have us disclose our hearts to Him ; He
summons us to do so in conformity with His love
and friendship for us, Lament ii. 19; Ps. lxii. 9;
for he would heal those who are of a broken heart,

Pg. cxlvii. 3.

—

Mbkkhn: A question may be like a
cutting and wounding knife in the pain it gives a
human heart ; but it may also be as beneficent as
healing balm. He who is indifferent to the ques-
tions he asks, and does not weigh their import, is

still inconsiderate, and is greatly lacking in wisdom
sad love. Many thousand wicked and unnecessary
questions are asked, which are causeless and with-
out aim

;
questions of scorn, of derision, of anger,

of uncharitableness, and of heart and time-destroy-
ing curiosity. On the other hand, there are few
questions of wisdom and love. He who asks in
order to be able to assist, to instruct, is inspired
with the spirit of love, and in addition to love, he
has great wisdom if he understands how to ask,
se as to attain his end by means of his questions),
(ft) Made to us all by Jehovah. (What doest thou
here in this world and at this time ? Art thou here
only for the purpose of eating and drinking, to pass
thy life in enjoyment and folly, and wear away the
time? How many live without considering that it

is appointed for men once to die, and then cometh
the judgment Heb. ix. 27. Let not a day pass

without answering the question which God puts
to thee: What doest thou here? The question
may also imply: What doest thou here, in this

place in which thou happenest to be, in the situa-

tion and circumstances into which thou hast trans-

ferred thyself? What is it that has led thee hither?
Canst thou here talk and act in the sight of Him
of whom it is said: there is not a word in my
tongue, but lo, O Lord, thou knowest it altogether

:

whether 1 walk or lie, thou art about me and art
acquainted with all my ways ? Ps. cxxxix. 3, 4.

Wherever thou mayest go, or wherever thou tar-

riest, let this question of God come into thy mind?
What doest thou here? it is a question of divine
love, but yet a question of divine solemnity.)—Ver.
10. Elijah's zeal for the Lord, (a) A pure and sin-

cere seal (it was solely for the Lord, not for him-
self for his opinion, honor, glory* or advantage,
just as with tike Apostle who counted all things
but loss that be might win Christ, PfiiL ill. 8. How
often folly, dogmatism, passion, and injustice is

mingled with seal for the Lord and for His kingdom.
Would that all who would be, or who pretend to
be zealous for the cause of God, could stand before
the Searcher of hearts and say in sincerity : I have
been zealous for the Lord). (6) A persevering and
regardless zeal. <Like Paul, he shrunk from no
distress or labor, from no strife or affliction, nor
hunger nor nakedness, neither scoffing nor disgrace,

PhiL iv. 12, 13 ; 2 Oor. vi. 4-10. He hud no re-

spect of persons,did not ask whether he was a king,
serving Baal, or a beggar, whether he was lord* or
servant, whether his opponents were few or nmny

:

it could be said of him: The zeal of thine house
hath eaten me up, Pa, lxix. 10. How few of those
have any knowledge of such a zeal, who follow their

calling mechanically, and never become warm in its

behalf, whose zeal is like a smothered fire, and
grows less and inefficient, and cools, both when
temptation arises and when they are in prosperity.)

—The complaint of the prophet against Israel is a
threefold one. (a) They have forsaken thy cove-
nant, although it is their only source of safety (this

was the first stage of their apostasy. They lightly

estimated the word of the Lord and did not trouble

themselves about it The same thing appears in

Christianity still. The covenant which was sealed

by the blood of the Son of God, and the covenant
meal are forsaken and considered of no value ; how
many there are who forsake the church and the
communion table, and, losing the knowledge of a
covenant with God through Christ, live henceforth
like the heathen without God m the world), (ft)

They have thrown down thine altars. (This was the
second stage of their apostasy ; desertion from grew
into enmity to ; the places of prayer were destroy-
ed ; they were unwilling to have among them longer
anything that reminded them of their Lord and
God. So too, now-a-days, want of esteem and in-

difference rises gradually to enmity. They who
to-day are singing:

Rrtmt He ErmtMt aw dtr Brdm^
AlU *>ll*n SckwtrUr u>ertim I

would, if they had the power, tear down the altars

and overthrow churches. For a time they are sa-

tisfied with working away at the foundations of

the church of God by means of false wisdom and
knowledge, or by means of scorn and insult.) (c)

They have slain thy prophets with the sword.
(This was the lowest stage of their apostasy; hoe-
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tflitynew into blind fury; not contented with

throwing down the altars, they persecuted aod put

to death those who warned them to return. So
too in Christianity, there has never been lacking a

persecution of those who have preached repent-

ance and faith with zeal and earnestness. Matt,

x. 22; John xv. 18. When a man will not listen

to the truth, he seeks first of all to remove its wit-

nesses, either by power or by cunning. But so long

as a single witness of the truth survives, it will

never remain unattested.)

Ver. 11. Kbummachbr : Go forth, and stand

upon the mount before the Lord 1 This call is is-

sued to all those who, like Elijah, lodge in caves

and dens. The caves, however, are of various

kinds. Our heart is a cave, a dark tomb. . . The
soul attacked and tormented by doubts is in a cave.

. . . Bodily distress and external affliction may be
•lied a cave. ... go forth and go upon the

mount and look aloft to Him who hangs upon the

tree. ... go forth 1 Spread the wings of hope,

soar, and place thyself upon the heights of the

everlasting promises of God, which are Yea and
Amen, and from thence cast a look of confidence

into the heart of Him whose counsel is truly won-
derful, but who nevertheless doeth all things glori-

ously.—WiRTH : There comes sometimes an hour
when the call of the Lord echoes in every corner
and cavern of life : Go forth and stand upon the

mount before the Lord 1 Pray, do not think that

you will be allowed to do what you please undis-
turbed in your dens of sin. You must one day come
forthand stand before the Lord,before Hisjudgment-
seat,where each man shall receive according to what
he hath done in the life of the body, whether it be
good or evil. . . . One day the blessed hour will

come when he himself will lead you forth forever
out from your chambers of sorrow, and up to his

everlasting hills before his face.—Vers. 11-18. The
revelation of God upon Horeb. (a) By meuns of
a manifestation of nature, which displayed his

cliastising iustice toward the recreant and the god-
less, but also bis saving, revivifying grace as his

true character. All nature and creation are a revela-

tion of God (Pa. xix. 1-7 ; Job xil 7-9) ; by the
word of the Lord it was created, and through it he
speaks to us. It is the great language of God
which we should learn to interpret, a book in which
we should read ; its only end is not to support us
and furnish enjoyment for the mind, but that from
it and in it we may learn to recognize and worship
the majesty of God (Rom. i. 19, 20). He who sees
in nature nothing more than a lifeless mass is as
one who having eyes sees not (o) By the voice
which announced the decision of God. What was
still dark to the prophet in the manifestation of na-
ture, the divine word plainly and decisively inter-

prets for him. The book of nature is made per-
fectly intelligible only by the word of God in the
book of Scripture. For this reason the Scriptures
place the revelations side bv side (Ps. xix. 1-7 and
8-12; Ps. cxlvii. 7-18, 19, 20). The heathen were
able to perceive the character of God in the works
of creation, but they nevertheless fell into idolatry
and error (Rom. i. 21 sq.\ because they lacked the
word of God. Israel possessed this word, therefore
H ranked above all nations. We have still more
than Israel, therefore let this word, which has been
committed to us, be always a light to our feet and
a lamp to our path. Where it is wanting there is,

» spite of all professed wisdom (Rom. i 22), fool-

ishness and darkness, moral and spiritual decay.

—

Ver. 11. Behold, the Lord passes byl To Moses
and Rhjah, the representatives of the old covenant,
the Lord passed by only in visible perceptible

veil or covering, but among. us He dwelt, who is

love, and we saw his glory (John i 14, 16, 17).

For in this was manifested the love of God, Ao. (1
John lv. 9 ; Ool. ii 9). What sentence of condem-
nation will be declared against those who despise

such a revelation and turn away from it (John ii
36 ; Heb. x. 28, 29). Just as God made known
His true, real character, not in the storm, the earth-

quake, or the fire, but in the still small voice, so
ought our life, if it is from God, to manifest itself,

after the pattern of Christ (Matt xii. 19, 20), by
an inner, quiet, gentle disposition of love (1 John
iv. 16).—Mekkkn: The Lord is not dreadful and
terrible except to the perverse aud malignant
Where he cannot penetrate with the word of hit
grace, with the glance of his love, with the gentle

admonition of his spirit of peace, there he speaks
to hearts and ears, that are like rocks, in the de-

stroying whirlwind, and annihilates that which rises

up against him, like a devouring earthquake, and
makes room and space for himselfand for that which
he desires to create, like a consuming fire. But
those who surrender themselves to his grace and,
love experience nothing dreadful and terrible from
him, for he is to them a delight like a rain after the
drought and like a breeze after scorching heat
Having renounced all his glory and majesty, he
came with gentle and friendly aspect, a Saviour and
Helper; but when now he shall appear, his coming
will be to his foes like whirlwind, earthquake, and
fire, sweeping them away, consuming and removing
them. But to his own, who have remained pro-

tected and unharmed amid all this, it will be like the'

still, small whispering of the breeze after the storm
has gone by.—Ver. 13. Only with veiled face, u e.,

with renunciation of his own wisdom and right-

eousness, is man able to glance into the decrees of

the grace and saving love of God. He who has
once experienced the working of this grace in him-
self, in his inner man, covers his face in humility

and holy awe, and stands adoring before the mystery
of eternal love, listening for the words which pro-

ceed from its mouth.-—Terstigbn : I adore the
power of love, Ac.).

Vers. 15-18. The answer of the Lord to Elijah's

repeated complaint ; it includes (a) a direction : Go,
return, 4c, which is the answer to : Thus far have
I been zealous in vain. Garry forward the work
already begun, doubting not the result, let thy
hands fall not, fear not I &m with thee. So the

Lord always calls to all workers in his vineyard.'

The work is never intended nor permitted to cease,

although it was sometimes in vain and remained

without fruit (o) A commission: Anoiut Hazael,

Ac., that is the answer to: They have forsaken thv

covenant thrown down thine altars. Through
Hazael will I chastise rebellious Israel, through

Jehu destroy the house of Ahab, through Elisha

preserve the order of the prophets.

—

Menken : Let

us here observe how the royal government of the

Lord influences so deeply and so powerfully, and
yet so quietly and noiselessly, all human undertak-

ings, contrivances, and conditions, all worldly

events, and bow so much happens under his direc-

tion which seems to happen without him, as if by
accident {cf. Dan. il 31). (c) A promise: Yet have

I lea. Ac. This is the answer to: I only am left,
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and they seek my life. The Lord will never forsake

his people and wholly reject them (Rom. xi. 3-6).

The race of believers wiil never perish ; no storm,

no earl hqunke, no fire will destroy them. However
great and extended .the revolt may be, there will

always be a remnant who do not bow their knees
before Baal, who may indeed be oppressed and
persecuted, but can never be exterminated, for

they rest in the hand of the Almighty ; they are the

salt of the earth, which preserves the world from

corruption and ruin.—Ver. 18. The election of

grace, t. e., the chosen, the remnant (Bom. xi. 5, 7).

(a) Who are they ? They are those who have not

bowed, Ac., who refuse to float with the current of

the times, who have washed their robes and made
them white in the blood of the Lamb (Rev. vii. 13),

those who allow not themselves to be seduced from

the narrow way to life by no cross or suffering, and
eudure in the faith unto the end. Dost thou be-

long to these? (b) Who knoweth them? The Lord
knoweth them that are his (2 Tim. ii. 19). Even
Elijah at that time knew them not, and yet there

were seven thousand of them. Their cry is not
heard in all the streets, their life is a hidden one.

They are scattered in all lands, in all conditions,

among high and low, rich and poor ; they do not
themselves know one another, but the Lord know-
eth them. How often we consider a person as a
lost child of the world, who in the eyes of the

Searcher of hearts is a child of God. How often

we think that a nation, a city, a community is ut-

terly corrupt, and yet even there too the lird has
a hidden seed, and elections of grace, (c) Of what
are they assured ? They are kept by the power of

God through faith unto salvation (1 Pet. I 5).

The Lamb will lead them, Ac. (Rev. vii. 17). That
faith which holds fast to God and Jesus overcomes
and is crowned, Ac. (Rev. ii 10; Col. iii. 3, 4;
Luke xii. 32). Therefore let us look up, Ac. (Heb.
xii. 2)

—

Mknken: We must not look upon our-

selves as the only ones, but remember that there

are thousands besides with us, going one way to

the same goal, with one faith, one hope, with one
love inwardly united to us through oue spirit, and
that even these Bufferings which meet us also be-
full these our brethren in the world ; we must make
ourselves one in spirit with them all, and the re-

membrance of them be encouraged by aud rejoice

in the day of our Lord Jesus Christ, who will unite

us with them all.

—

Krummagher: The invisible

church, (a) The hidden seed; (b) the disclosure

of it
;

(c) the promise that is given it.

Vers. 29-21. Krummachkr : Elisha's calL (a)

Elijah calls Elisha ; (b) Elisha follows. Compare
the Historical and Ethical, 8, 9.—Yer. 19. Men-
ken : Thus we find it throughout sacred history.

The greatest, most distinguished men, who have
become God's most important instruments for the
execution of his counsel and immortal benefactors
of the human race, were always humble, modest
men, who .... were not moved by their own
souls to bring themselves forward in their impure
pride as lights of the world, as reformers of the
human race, but remained in their place and call-

ing, looking quietly up to God .... But the im-
pure, arrogant, egotistical pride, when one without
looking up to God, without loving the truth, with-
out having a duty and a call, allows himself to be
impelled by his own soul to wish to enlighten the
woild, while he himself is in darkness, to reform
Church and State without having regulated his

own house, much less his heart,—this makes tools
of the devil, incendiaries who call themselves en-
lighteners Every withdrawal, through our
own choice and passion, from a calling and station
where by God's will we are and should be, wheth-
er from a lower to a higher station or vice verad,
is dangerous, and sinful, and without blessing, and
has for its consequence misery and tribulation,

even if matters go on well now, if God does not
completely turn away his mercy.

—

Krummachbr :

Another in his place would long before have come
to the conclusion, that he was too good for the
plough, he was born for a higher sphere than that
of a simple peasant; he was not at liberty to with-
hold his talents from mankind, he must study, and
then enter upon the theatre of public action to
help enlighten and govern the world. .... Con-
sider: the lights have the fairest and clearest lustre
which know not that they shine, and those flowers
of God scatter the sweetest perfume around them,
which, well contented with the little spot the Lord
has appointed them, bloom hidden in silent dales.
It does not follow from the calling of Elisha away
from the plough, to become a prophet, that every
one without gifts and without much knowledge
can leave the plough or any other ordinary occupa-
tion and take up the prophet's calling. Men often
think the Lord calls them to another, higher posi-
tion while it is only their vanity and the over-es-
timation of their gifts and powers which impels
them. If God has called thee to anything, he will
also open the way for thee and furnish the means
that are requisite thereto.—Ver. 20. Elisha's re-

quest and Elijah's granting of it (a) The request
was no loitering or evasion, it came from a heart
on which the command of Gk>d had been imprint-
ed: Honor thy father and thy mother, that thy,
Ac. (Ex. xx. 12), and which knew: the glory of a
man is from the honor of his father ; and a mother
in dishonor is a reproach to the children (Sir. iii.

11); because above all he feared God, he also hon-
ored his father and mother; with G-od's blessing

on his new calling, he wished also for the blessing

of his parents (CoL iii. 20). (b) The granting was
not unconditional : Go and return again. Elijah

honors and respects his filial love and gratitude.

There is no calling or position, however great and
high and weighty it mar be, which invalidates the
command: Honor, Ac (Matt vii. 10, sq,). But just

as little are we permitted to hold back from fol-

lowing the call of the Lord. He that loveth father

or mother, Ac. (Matt x. 37 ; Deut xxxiii. 9.)

—

Elisha's parting from his family, (a) a joyful one
(although he was now going to meet so many de-

privations, so many toils, so great a conflict, yet
the day on which he entered upon his holy calling

was a day of joy and honor, on which all should
rejoice with him, therefore he prepared a feast)

;

(b) one of love (he invited all who were previously

living and working with him to the feast ; he would
not eat and rejoice alone ; no one was too insig-

nificant for him, no one too low.

—

Calw. Bib: We
see from this how exemplary a relation subsisted

between him and his servants).—Elisha in com-
parison with the three followers of Christ, Luke
ix. 57-62. (a) Although the son of rich parents
and heir to a great possession, yet he forsakes

and renounces' all, for he considers it a greater
gain to follow and serve the (poor) prophet (b)

He takes leave indeed of his parents, but he does
not put off the succession to a later time, until
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after their death; he does not- disavow filial affec-

tion, but it does not keep him from entering upon
his succession immediately, (c) He looks not
backward after his call, but forward, and has no
longing after that which he gives up ; he follows
on and serves with undivided heart in complete
and joyful consecration. How deeply this Elisha
shames many amongst us, to whom however not
an Elijah, not a prophet, but the Lord of glory,

calls : Follow me I

—

Menken : Many a one hears
the words of good tidings with joy .... and be-

holds the treasure therein presented; there are
moments and hours when he vividly feels that it

profits a man nothing if he gains the whole world

and loses himself, but that in Jesus Christ is life

and full sufficiency. . . . Then, instead of making
a good, prompt, firm resolve to surrender himself

on the spot without consideration, and without con-

dition, to the gracious offer of the Lord, he goes

on again amid cares and affections of this world,

turns his gaze again away from the invisible and
eternal ; the willing heart becomes again unwilling

and seek 8 only a pretext how it can justify this or

that obstacle, or retain and accept with honor this

or that thing which cannot go through the narrow
gate of the heavenly kingdom ; and so he never

attains to complete fidelity and self-sacrifice (</.

John xii. 26).

SECOND SECTION,

THE DEEDS OF AHAB.

1 KlHGfl XX^ XXL, YTTT.

A.

—

The Victories o/Ahab over the Syrians*

Chap. XX. 1 1-43.

1 And Ben-hadad the king of Syria gathered all his host together : and there

were thirty and two kings with him, and horses, and chariots : and he went up
2 and besieged Samaria, and warred against it. And he sent messengers to Ahab
3 king of Israel into the city/ and said unto him, Thus saith Ben-hadad, Thy

silver and thy gold is mine ; thy wives also and thy children, even the goodliest,4

4 are mine. And the king of Israel answered and said, My lord, O king, accord-
5 ing to thy saying, I am thine, and all that I have. And the messengers came

again, and said, Thus speaketh Ben-hadad, saying, Although * I have sent unto
thee, saying, Thou shalt deliver me thy silver, and thy gold, and thy wives, and

6 thy children; yet I will send my servants unto thee to-morrow about this

time, and they shall search thine house, and the houses of thy servants ; and it

shall be, that whatsoever is pleasant in thine eyes,
9 they shall put it in their hand,

1 and take it away. Then the king of Israel called all the elders of the land, and
said, Mark, I pray you, and see how this man seeketh mischief: for he sent unto
me for my wives, and for my children/ and for my silver, and for my gold ; and

8 I denied him not. And all the elders and all the people said unto him, Hearken
not unto him, nor 9 consent. Wherefore he said unto the messengers of Ben-
hadad, Tell my * lord the king, All that thou didst send for to thy servant at the

first, I will do : but this thing I may not do. And the messengers departed, and
10 brought him word again. And Ben-hadad sent unto him, and said, The gods "

do so unto me, and more also, if the dust of Samaria shall suffice for handfuls "

11 for all the people that follow me. And the king of Israel answered and said,

Tell him, Let not him that girdeth on his harness boast himself as he that put-

12 teth it off And it came to pass, when Ben-hadad heard this message as he was
drinking, he and the kings in the pavilions, that he said unto his servants, Set
yourselves in array* And they set themselves in array against the city.

13 And behold, there came a prophet unto Ahab king of Israel, saying, Thus
saith the Lord [Jehovah], Hast thou seen all this great multitude ? behold, I

14 will deliver it into thine hand this day ; and thou shalt know that I am the Lord
[Jehovah]. And Ahab said, By whom ? And he said, Thus saith the Lord [Je»

lovah], Even by the young men of the princes of the provinces. Then he said,
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15 Who Bhall order [begin "] the battle ? And he answered, Thou. Then he num-
bered the young men of the princes of the provinces, and they were two " hun-

dred and thirty-two : and after them he numbered all the people, even all the

16 children of Israel, being seven thousand. And they went out at noon. But Ben-
hadad was drinking himself drunk in the pavilions, he and the kings, the thirty

17 and two kings that helped him. And the young men of the princes of thepro-

18 vinces went out first : and Ben-hadad sent out, and they told nim, saying, There
are men come out of Samaria. And he said, Whether they be come out for peace,

19 take them alive ; or whether they be come out for war, take them alive. " So
these young men of the princes of the provinces came out of the city, and the

20 army which followed them. And they slew every one his man ": and the Syri-

21 ans fled ; and Israel pursued them : and Ben-hadad the king of Syria escaped on
an horse with the horsemen. And the king of Israel went out, and smote the

horses and chariots, and slew the Syrians with a great slaughter.

22 And the prophet came to the king of Israel,-and said unto him, Go, strength-

en thyself, and mark, and see what thou doest : for at the return of the year

23 the king of Syria will come up against thee. And the servants of the king ofSyria

said unto him, Their gods are gods of the hills ; therefore they 1* were stronger

than we ; but let us fight against them in the plain, and surely we shall be
24 stronger than they. And do this thing, Take the kings away, every man out of

25 his place, and put captains in their rooms : and number thee an army, like the

army that thou hast lost, horse for horse, and chariot for chariot : and we will

fight against them in the plain, and surely we shall be stronger than they. And
26 he hearkened unto their voice, and did so. And it came to pass at the return of

the year, that Ben-hadad numbered the Syrians, and went up to Aphek, to fight

27 against Israel And the children of Israel were numbered, and were all present

[were provided for
IT

], and went against them : and the children of Israel pitched

before them like two little flocks of kids ; but the Syrians filled the country.

28 And there came a man of God, and spake unto the king of Israel, and said,

Thus saith the Lord [Jehovah], Because the Syrians have said, The Lord [Jeho-

vah] is God of the hills, but he is not God of the valleys, therefore will I deliver

20 all this great multitude into thine hand, and ye" shall know that I am the Lord
[Jehovah]. And they pitched one over against the other seven days. And so

it was, that in the seventh day the battle was joined : and the children of Israel

80 slew of the Syrians an hundred thousand footmen in one day. But the rest

fled to Aphek, into the city ; and there a [the
19
] wall fell upon twenty and seven

thousand of the men that were left. And ben-hadad fled, and came into the city,

into an inner chamber.
31 And his servants said unto him,* Behold now, we have heard that the kings

of the house of Israel are merciful kings : let us, I pray thee, put sackcloth on
our loins, and ropes upon our heads, and go out to the king of Israel: perad-

82 venture he will save thy life. So they girded sackcloth on their loins, and put
ropes on their heads, and came to the king of Israel, and said, Thy servant Ben-

' hadad saith, I pray thee, let me live. And he said, Is he yet alive ? be m my
88 brother. Now the men did diligently observe whether any thing would come

from him [and the men interpreted this favorablyfl

J,
and did hastily catch U: n

and they said, Thy brother Ben-hadad. Then he said, Go ye, bring him. Then
Ben-hadad came forth to him ; and he caused him to come up into the chariot.

84 And Berv-hadad said unto him, The cities which my father took from thy father,

I will restore ; and thou shalt make streets for thee in Damascus, as my father

made in Samaria. Then said Ahabf* I will send thee away with this covenant,

So he made a covenant with him, and sent him away.
85 And a certain man of the sons of the prophets said unto his neighbor in the

word of the Lord [Jehovah], Smite me, I pray thee. And the man refused to

86 smite him. Then said he unto him, Because thou hast not obeyed the voice of

the Lord [Jehovah], behold, as soon as thou art departed from me, a lion shall

87 slay 1 hee. And as soon as he was departed from him, a lion found him, and slew
him. Then he found another man, and said, Smite me, I pray thee. And the man
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88 smote him, bo that in smiting he wounded him. So the prophet departed, and
waited for the king by the way, and disguised himself with ashes upon his face

89 [with a band over his eyes*
4
]. And as the king passed by, he cried unto the

King : and he said, Thy servant went out into the midst of the battle ; and behold,

a man turned aside, and brought a man unto me, and said, Keep this man : if by
any means he be missing, then shall thy life be for his life, or else thou shalt pay

40 a talent of silver. Ana as thy servant was busy here and there, he was gone.

41 And the king of Israel said unto him, So shall thy judgment be; thyself hast

decided it. And he hasted, and took the ashes away from his face [band away
42 from his eves] ; and the king of Israel discerned him that he toas of the prophets.

And he said unto him, Thus saith the Lord [Jehovah], Because thou hast let go
out of thy hand a man whom I appointed to utter destruction, therefore thv life

48 shall go for his life, and thy people for his people. And the king of Israel

went to his house heavy and displeased, and came to Samaria*

TEXTUAL AXD GRAMMATICAL.

» [The Vat 8ept transposes chapters xx. mad xxt, tans making the affair ofKaboth precede the deliverance and Tie*
tortea of Ahab, bat making the narrative of the wars of Israel under Ahab with the Syrians continuous.

> Ver. 1.—[Many MSB., followed by the Sept, have this name uniformly with the final letter r Instead of d.
• Ver. 2.—{Ver. 8 begins at thla pout In the arrangement of oar Heb. Bibles, of Lather, and of oar author ; the Sept

dfrtdesasin the A. V.
« Ver. 8.—[The Vat. 8ept omits this qualification of Ben-hadad*s demand.
• ver. 5.—[On this form of oath, D(t *3 c/. xvii. 1.

« Ver. 6*—The SepL. Volg., and 8yr, by taking the pronoun in the plural, make this refer to the offloers of Ben-haded
-whatsoever they should fancy.

» Ver. 7.—[The Sept more particularly, *my sons and my daughters."

• Ver. 8.—[The negative Is here printed fctft), which form occurs but twice elsewhere, but many MSB. give the mora

usual form)fo L

the

»• Ver. 10.—[D*wK Is here, as In xlx. 9, connected with verbs In the plural, and Is rightly translated as referring to

the false gods of Ben-hadad. The Vat Sept, however, has o wee* in the singular, and the Chald. KTPITI= the terrors.

>» Ver. 10.—[On the meaning ef tyfef see the Bxeg. Com.

" Ver. 11—[nprten "lDtP-*D=who shall Join the battle, i, «, begin the fight f

• Ver. 9.—[The Sept changes the pronoun, and reads, "tell your lord.** The other W. all follow the Heb, but below
} Alex. Sept omits the words * at the first1*

" Ver. IS.—[The Alex. Sent alters this number to 889, an evident error.
u Ver. 19.—The Sept., by Introducing the negative pi) and changing the form of the verb to ^^cAMrwo'ar makes ver.

19 a nan of Ben-hndad's order: M Let not the princes .... go out.11
dec.

>* Ver. 90.—[The Sept very unnecessarily reduplicates : ««i itevrdpuctv fxaorot rep wop* «vtov.
M Ver. 88.—[The Sept, by putting the verb in the singular, refers the superiority more immediately to the God of

Israel. *
t t

.

" Ver. 97.—[The translation of the A. V. is certainly wrong, resting upon a false derivation of ^m from ?3.

The word la Poir. : from ^g , and means " were supplied with provisions.** Vukf. occtptU ctoartfte. Our author

renders [mit Ltbtnimtitetn] vr$orgt ; Kell, too fully, u were supplied with ammunition and provisions,** The Vat Sept
neglects the word altogether, bat the Alex, renders Stoucrfffiirai'.

u Ver. 2a—[The Sept bats this In the sing., M thou shalt know.1*

» Ver. 80.—[nDinn— *** walls* °' the city. "The fleeing Syrians probably, in order to make a stand in Aphek

against the puraulne Israelites, had partly climbed and occupied the city walla, and partly sought behind them a shelter
tor their protection?1 Kell. Many M98. read without the^ and Kennicott, adopting this reading, would understand the

word of the Simoom, or pestilential wind, by which so many of the Syrians were destroyed. There seems little support
for this.

*» Ver. 81.—[The Vst Sept makes this the address of Ben-hadad to his servants. At the close of the verse both
recensions have the plural pronoun of the first person—save our lives.

« Ver. 88.—[}g?n3> D'KOttni . The TerD KTU seems to be always used of augury, foreboding, presentiment Ac
-:i-j 't-:,t: -t

(tf. Gen. xllv. B, 15; Lev. xlx. 26 ; 9 Kings xviL 17, JkeA and Is always translated in this general aense in the A. V. ex-
cept in this passage and in Gen. xxx. 97, where H should be. All the versions here concur in this sense, e. g. the Vnlg.
Oucd aeetperunt viri pro amine. Our author translates as in the brackets—Vnd dU Marmtr dmUsten at y&nttig. So
also Kell :

** These took the words of Ahab aa a good omen.1*

" Ver. 88.—ftjQOn }tD^n**i • These words are of much more difficult interpretation, especially because of the £a»«f
l y ..... —

Xey. word opn . For a discussion of its meaning see the Exeg. Com.

** Ver. 84.— [All the W. conoar In making this clause a continuation of the words of Ben-hadad. Ketl agrees
with our author and with the AV. In changing the speaker to Ahab.

** Ver. 88.—^fja| is rendered in the A. V. aa In the Vulg, and some of the other W. as if It had been pointed

*|fA|( . The Chald. and Sept (rcAafufr) have undoubtedly hit the true sense, which in the Chald. is expressed by the

very similar word ryiBpD . This Is agreeable to the following words V^P^J 1
and tiB0 to **• i**dtasn»' wtth

which it was removed, ver. 41—F. G.]
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EXEGETICAL AND CRITICAL

Vers. 1-9. And Ben-hadad. Ac. The entire

account of chap. xx. was derived, as we have al-

ready remarked, from a different source than

chaps. xviL, xviiL, and xix. There can be no other

reason for our author's having introduced it here

than this, that the victory of Ahab over the Syrians

occurred previous in time to the execution of Na-
both (chap, xxi.), which gave occasion for the reap-

pearance of Elijah.—Concerning Ben-hadad, see

chap. xv. 18. The thirty-two kings were not rulers

over entire territories, but were lords of single

cities and their districts (c/. Jos. xiL 7), vassals

(Grotius : reguti in clientela ipsius), who paid tribute

to Ben-hadad, and in the event of war, were obliged

to furnish auxiliaries. The cause and aim of the

expedition was, according to ver. 3, to plunder

Ahab, and make him a vassal D'3toft can hardly

refer, as Thenius and Keil would have it, to wives
and sons, but only to the latter ; by them are meant
not Ahab'8 own sons, but the best, that is, the most
eminent young men of the city or the country,

whom Ben-hadad demanded as hostages. The im-

port of his message was, " surrender to me all

these, and I will withdraw." When Ahab, with-

out hesitation, consented so submissively and timo-

rously, Ben-hadad grew only the more audacious

and insolent in his demands ; he was sorry for hav-

ing demanded so little, and he now threatens to

give over the king's palace and the dwellings of

the king's servants to be plundered (the pillaging

of the entire city can hardly be meant, as Keil and
Kimchi think).

—

Whatsoever is pleasant in thine
•yea, i. «., not merely silver and gold, but every-

thing costly and valuable. According to Maurer,

Gesenius, Keil, and others, 13 , of ver. 6, serves,

like fln, only to introduce the oratio directa ; and
*3 before DX 1 ver. 6, is a repetition for the sake

of emphasis merely ; Dfejt t
however, meaning in

that place " when ;
" better Thenius : " *3 , ver. 5,

serves to strengthen the assertion ; DK *3 > ver. 6, to

strengthen it still more, so that the latter is, accord-

ing to the sense, to be rendered: but since Ben-ha-

dad increases his demand." The elders of Vie land

(ver. ?), in distinction from the elders of the city

(chap. xxi. 8), being the highest officials, perhaps,

had their court at their residences, or, upon the

approach of Ben-hadad, had betaken themselves

thither with their treasures. Ahab calls them
together to say to them : Ben-hadad is not satisfied

with my treasures, he wants yours also, njp does

not here mean " mischief" (Luther: how malevo-
lent his purpose is), but " disaster," " destruction :

"

he intends to ruin us completely.

Vers. 10-12. And Ben-hadad sent unto him,
Ac,, ver. 10. He seeks, by boasting in the genuine
oriental style, to overawe Ahab (<*/. 2 Sam. xvil 13)

;

the import of his words is, My army is so large that

M, in the impending desolation of Samaria, every one
of my people desired to take away with him only a
handful of rubbish, many would have to go back
empty-handed. The explanation of the Rabbins and
the Ohaldean: Si suffecerit pulvis Somron, utferatur

$Ms plantarum pedum popuU qui mecum est, is incor-

rect, since *pM in Isai xL 12 ; Ezek. xiii. 19, the

only other places where the word occurs, means
not vola pedis, but the hollow of the hand. Just as
incorrect is the interpretation of Josephus :

" He
could, with his army, cast up a dike higher than
his walls were, if every one of his people contrib-
uted only a handful of earth." Ahab's somewhat
defiant response, expressed in words of a proverb,
ver. 11, proceeded, perhaps, from the elders, who
were much more determined and courageous, and
were willing to await the utmost. The import of
the proverb is the Latin : ne triumphum canas ante

victoriam; the German : Verkaufe das FsUdes Barm
nichty bevor du ihn hast Let not him who is arm-
ing for the fight, boast as though he had already
laid aside his weapons, t. c, had gained the victory.

The nl3D» ver. 12, in which the drinking-bout

occurred, were not tents of sailcloth, but huts
made of branches of trees, like those put up
to-day for the Turkish pashas and Agas on
their expeditions (Keil, Rosenmtiller A. tt. N.
Morgenland III s. 198). The translation of yy&*
" bring up 1 (the siege instruments) as a command
to prepare for immediately storming the place " (so

Thenius, following the Sept. oiKodo/ii/oare x<*pQ*a)j

does not accord with the use of the word elsewhere:
in 1 Sam. xL 11; Job. i. 17, the word seems to refer

simply to setting the army in array.

Ver. 13. There came a prophet unto Ahab,
The conjecture of the Rabbins that this prophet may
have been Micaiah (chap. xxii. 8) has no historical

basis. The entrance of a prophet here and in vers.

28, 35 Thenius thinks inconsistent with the state-

ments, chap. xviiL 4, 22 ; xix. 10, 14. But the state-

ment is nowhere made that in the persecution of
the prophets all had been put to death; Ohadiah,
in fact, had concealed a hundred of them who did

not perish, and Elijah mentioned himself as the only
remaining one, because at that time he was the

only one who openly appeared as a prophet The
persecution appears to have taken place principally

at the time of the famine, and to have ceased after

the flight of Elijah. On the approach of Ben-hadad
there were other things to be thought of beside

the extermination of the prophets, and in the time
of their distress a prophet who foretold victory was
even welcome. From what quarter this prophet
came to Samaria, whether he lived there, or whe-
ther he had been sent there from one of the schools
of the prophets, must remain undecided. In no
case, however, could the compiler of our books'

have been so thoughtless as to have inserted
in chap. 20 anything which stands in contradiction

to the immediately preceding chapters. Where
Elijah sojourned at the time of the war we do not
learn. That it was not he but some other prophet
who announced the promise of victory to Ahab
cannot be wondered at under the existing circum-
stances, Elijah was the least suited of all for such
a message.

Vers. 14-16. By the servants of the princes,
ver. 14. Gerlach :

" The administrators appointed
over separate districts of the country appear at that

time to have assembled with the army in Samaria,
and each one among them had a sort of body-guard,
or such servants about him as generally executed
his orders " (2 Sam. xviiL 15). The D*1M are there-

fore not " pages unaccustomed to fight " (Thenius),

or "young lads of very tender age " (Ewald) ; much
rather are we to suppose that they were a very
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select body of strong young men. Ahab would not
have consented to appoint weak, inexperienced boys
for the advance guard, without at least haying ex-

pressed some scruples. The extraordinary divine aid

consisted not in this, that the victory should be gain-

ed by boys, but by such a small number (for that very
reason the number is so explicitly specified). Ahab's
question, Who ahail open the battler represents him
as by no means a " courageous and resolute man "

(Then ius), for such a man, in a struggle where it

was a question of life or death, would not first ask
a prophet who was to make the attack. The thou

in the reply, moreover, does not mean that Ahab
was to lead the two hundred and thirty-two, but
that the attack was to be made by Israel. Accord-
ing to ver. 21, Ahab did not march out until the

Syrians had betaken themselves to flight The very
small army of only seven thousand is a token of a
not very glorious condition of the might of the

kingdom under Ahab. The position of Jarchi 4s

that of a true Rabbi, viz., that the seven thousand
were those who had not bowed the knee to Baal
(chap. xix. 18) ; the number, without doubt, is here
an historical one. At noon they marched out, that

is, at the time when Ben-hadad, haughty and confi-

dent, had given himself up with his vassals to the

table, news of wliich had probably been received

In the city.

Vers. 17-21. And Ben-hadad sent out, Ac.,

ver. 17. When he was made aware that something
'was going on, and the messengers who had been
sent out brought him news that a troop was draw-
ing near, in his haughtiness he gave the command
ito take them all prisoners, even in case they had
come to treat or capitulate. Starke, indeed, fills out
the idea of alivt with " that they may be cut down
before mine eyes," which thought, however, is not
necessarily contained in tho word. According to

ver. 20 they fought man to man, each one coping
with the enemy immediately opposed to him; the
addition of tho Sept. : nal idevrepooev Exaorog rov

*o(f avrov is gloss, and does not justify an alteration

of the text. DWB* D*D"^P does not mean equis

mutatis alternis (Schulz), nor according to the Sent.

£0 iiriruv Ixiriuv
, but upon a horse (according to

Thenius : on a hastily seized chariot-horse) with his

rider, i. e., in company with the horsemen. Not
till now did the king march out of the city with the
remainder of the garrison. In place of ip the

Sept. has teal Mafic, therefore Thenius would read

nj^l i
which is unnecessary, as the idea of " taking

pose8sion of" is contained in the word " slew,"
according to Yatablus : he smote those who were
endeavoring to escape upon horses and chariots.

In any case the idea of butchering of the horses
and the demolishing of the chariots is not intended.

Vers. 22-25. And the prophet came, Ac.
ver. 22. Tiie same prophet as that mentioned in

ver. 1 3, as we see by the article. The translation

of p?nnn "be of good cheer I " or "be brave!" is

not suitable, inasmuch as Ahab had just now
gained the victory; therefore: fortify yourself,

make yourself strong—namely, by collecting

your forces of war. At the return of the year,

i e., with the beginning of the next year, " when,
after the close of the winter rains, campaigns were
customarily commenced, 2 Sam. xl 1 " (Keil).

Ten. 23-25 do not belong to the speech of the

prophet, who only announced the coming war ; the
man of God (ver. 28) is the first to tell the king
what was to happen in that conflict ; vers. 23-25
are thus an insertion of the narrator's. The sense
of ver. 23 is this: in the mountainous region of

Samaria we were defeated by the Israelites, because
we were there obliged to contend against their

gods who are gods of the mountains ; in the plains,

on the other hand, where those gods do not reside,

we will most certainly be victorious. The dit

montium, who are enthroned on mountains and
direct and watch over everything that takes place

within their region, and accordingly prosper and
defend the inhabitants of the mountains, are men-
tioned in other places in heathen antiquities

(Deyling, Observatt. III. 12; Winer, Real-Wort.-
Buch I. p. 154). The advice to remove the kings
was caused, perhaps, by the fact that they as vas-
sals marched with him only through compulsion,
and therefore were not in earnest, or not entirely

to be depended upon in a fight, while the leaders

appointed by Ben-hadad himself would be bound
to obey him absolutely, and thus there would be
greater harmony in inaugurating the war (cf. chap,

xxii. 31). The removal of the princes was ac-

companied with the loss of the auxiliaries furnished
by them, therefore Benhadad was obliged to form
an army from his own people that would equal the
former one, including the auxiliary troops.

Vers. 25-30. And it came to pass at the
return of the year, Ac., ver. 26. Ben-hadad's
wish being to fight in the plain, this Aphek spoken
of can be neither that one at the foot of Lebanon,
in the tribe of Asher (Josh. xiii. 4 ; xix. 30), nor
the highly elevated one of the east of the sea of
Galilee ; it is rather Aphek in the plaiu of Jezreel,

in the tribe of Issachar, "the largest plain of

Palestine, where from the times of Joshua to Napo-
leon so many great battles have been fought"
(Keil). cf. 1 Sam. xxix. 1 ; xxviii. 4 ; Robinson's
Palestine III. p. 477.—SptPQ ver. 27 means properly

something separated (from Fj&n in its original mean-

ing—to separate), literally, then, like two flocks

of kids, i. e., " like two little flocks of kids sepa-
rated from the main herd " (Keil). These flocks

pasture mostly on the cliffs, and are smaller than
the flocks of sheep. " The figure was used, with-
out question, to present in a vivid manner the in-

significance of the Israelitish army, separated into

two bands, as contrasted with that of the Syrians
which covered the entire plain" (Thenius). The
seventh day (ver. 29) was probably chosen for the
attack as being a day of good omen (Josh, vi 15).

There is a difficulty in the number one hundred {hoik-

sand ; to slaughter so many men in one day seems
scarcely possible. Either HDJ here has, like our
word " beat," the meaning of " defeat," so that by
100,000 the size of the entire army is designated,

or the number is a mistake, to be classed witty

those mistakes in numbers which arise from con-
founding figures of similar appearance. The fall-

ing of the wall (ver. 30), according to the old inter-

preters, resulted from a miracle ; according to
others, from an earthquake ; according to Gerlach
and Keil, through a special interposition of God.
Thenius supposes a plan for undermining carried

on by night on the part of the Israelites; they then
enticed a part of the besieged away to the place,

and at the capture which occurred thereupon the
rest were put to death, Ewald says: the rubbish
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of the quickly devastated city buried the remain-

ing 27,000. The Sept translates Vina Tin , tic

rbv ohcov rov koituwoc etc to rafielov ; the Vulgate

;

4n cubiculum, quod erat intra cubiculum ; it is, how-
ever, not necessary to refer it to a bed-chamber.

Josephus has eic vnoyalcv obcov iicpvpf?. Thenius

interprets arbitrarily : Ben-hadad fled into the for-

tress of the city, and there from one chamber into

soother (cf. chap, ixil 26 ; 2 Chron. xviii. 24).

Vers. 31-34. And bis senrants said, Ac., ver.

31. Sackcloth was a sign of penitence, the ropes

about the neck signs of most complete subjection.

The latter custom still exists in the East " The
peasants in the region of Niugpo (China) are

obliged to bring the contributions levied upon
them to the city with ropes about their necks, at a

Sign of their subjection." (AUg. Zeitung, 18A2,

SuppL s. 2,931). In place of thy life the Sept. and
Vulg. have, our lives ; evidently incorrect *#nr

(ver. 33) Vulg. Quod accepermt viri pro omine;

they took the expression of Ahab's to be a good

omen. The words U&DH ichm are variously
* • -J si —

understood. The Talmud interprets the verb

B^n » occurring only in this place, by declare, and

this Maurer and Keil follow: declarare sum
fecerunt, an ex ipso pronunciation essct, num ex

animi sententia hoe ckxisset Others consider &?n

equivalent to y^p , to snatch, and according to the

Syriac, Chald., and some manuscripts unite the

H standing before UBO with the verb as a suf-

fix u arripuerunt id ex eo (ex ejus or«, ne istud

revoeare posset) ; so likewise the Vulg. : rapuerunt

terbum ex ore ejus ; the Sept has not avetet-avro

rbv Wxyov airrov ik tov OTdftaroc avrov ; following this

Ewald would read : MOO I3jn in place of UDDH

,

i. «., they hastily quoted hisown word, and adopted it

as theirs. Thenius: they took him immediately

at his own word. The words '• my brother " con-

tained more than they demanded ; namely, not only

that he would grant Ben-hadad his life, but that he

would treat him not even as captive, rather as a

king of equal rank, in fine, as though nothing had
happened between them.

Ver. 34. The cities which my father, &c.

The cities mentioned in chap. xv. 20 cannot be re-

ferred to here, since these were taken in the time

of Baasha, and Baasha was not the father of Ahab,

and the city of Samaria, besides, was not yet built;

we are therefore compelled to assume that Ben-ha-

dad'6 father, as formerly with Baasha, so afterwards

with Omri, Ahab's father, had a war, and that, too,

after the building of Samaria, which war was con-

cluded by the surrender of certain cities, and can

easily be included in what is spoken of in chap,

xvl 27. The niVTI are neither fortified places, nor

places for paying customs, nor pasture grounds, but

streets, in which the Syrians were accustomed to

live and do business ; thoroughfares for licensed

merchants (Bdttcher), bazars (Thenius). The words

lriW« rnaa WJ i can only be translated: but I

will permit you to go hence free, in accordance

with tho covenant, i. «., the concluded treaty; thus

translated they could only have been the words of

Ahab, and we are compelled to supply at the be-

ginning—"Ahab replied." This is much more ad*

missible than, following the grammatically incor-

rect translation of the Vulgate (et ego [Benadad]
foxterahu recedam a fe), to alter the text as Thenius

does, and read, tO*n^tt>K,i.&, "and I, on the other,

wish to be sent away in accordance with an agree-
ment concluded and sworn to." Opposed to this

is the emphatic 'Jtf , which throughout is not

suited to Ben-hadad ; moreover, the two following

verbs, of which Ahab is the subject, compel us to

refer the OK to him
Ver. 35. And a certain man of tho sons of

tho prophets, Ac The expression DW33H '13

appears here for the first time ; we are not to con-

sider the " sons of tho prophets " young men ne-

cessarily, but rather members of the society of

prophets, or, if we will, of the order of prophets

;

according to 2 Kings iv. 1, there were married men
among them. They were called sons in distinction

from the heads and leaders of the separate com-
munities of prophets (cf. Winer, Real- Wort- Buck
II. p. 282). The jn is a fellow-prophet Concern-

ing 1T13 see under chap, xiii 1. The passage

vera 35-43 is not a part which is arbitrarily ap-

pended to the preceding narrative, while not orig-

inally belonging to it (Thenius), but is an essential

constituent part of it—its fitting conclusion, for it

furnishes the solemn announcement of the divine

punishment for Ahab's perverse procedure with
Ben-hadad (Vers. 32-34). All that the prophet
says and does, is summed up in the declaration of
v. 42, which must not be lost sight of, as the prin-

cipal thing. Just as the victory was foretold to

the king by a prophet, as an act of God, so also .

the punishment for his conduct, after the victory

had been granted him, was made known to him by
a prophet (whether by the same one or some other
is unknown), as a judgment of God upon him.

This happened in a peculiar, but in every respect

in a genuinely prophetic and solemn manner, name-
ly, by means of symboiio action followed by ex-

plicit declaration (see above, p. 119). The symbolic
action, however, was of such a kind as not only to

present to the eyes of the king the blamableness
of his conduct, but also to lead him, without his

knowing it or wishing it, to pass sentence upon
himself, and by that means declare that the pro-

phesied punishment was justly deserved.

Ver. 35. Smite me, X pray thee, Ac, that is,

wound me (cf. ver. 37). The prophet was shortly

about to represent himself as a warrior returning

from a severe fight (cf. ver. 39 : into the midst of
the battle) ; the wounding of the prophet renders

all the remaining symbolic action conditional, and
just for that reason it is made so markedly promi-
nent The demand : Smite me I was accompanied
without doubt with a statement of the reason and
with an appeal to the " word of Jehovah," and for

that very reason the refusal to fulfil the demand,
on the part of a fellow-prophet especially, was not
at all justifiable. But because the prophet without
being wounded could not carry out the action

which he had been charged with, nor make a pro-

phetio announcement of the coming punishment,
he turned and made his request of another, who
consented. What is related besides in ver. 36 of

the fellow-prophet who refused, does not really

belong to the main action, but is a side feature of
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the narrative, and shows itself to be each from the
brevity and fragmentary character of the state-

ments. It is nevertheless important, because by
it toe main action ia made only the more conspicu-
ous, and is at the same time referred to the neces-
sity of unconditional obedience to the " word of
God " within the society of prophets. To oppose
this word is a thing not consistent with the nature
of the prophet's position, whose calling consists

wholly in being the instrument of "Jehovah's
word 1

'
(cf. chap. xiiL 21, p. 144). Ver. 37: 7&n

JJBB, smiting and wounding, i e., he smote him in

seen a manner as to wound him. 1M<, ver. 38,

is not equivalent to n&X ashes, as the Vulg.,

Lather, and others translate, but means (from "tfitt

to^ enwrap, to surround) head-bandage, Sept
Te/AfUtv, bandage (not turban, as Maurer and
others would have it). The bandages betokened
one severely wounded, and served at the same
time to conceal his features, so that Ahab, who
was to be made to pass sentence upon himself,

could not recognise him (ver. 41). By the way
he stationed himself, because the proceeding was
to take place previous to the king's return home,
in the open street, and before the eyes of his en-
tire retinue, as an open testimony against himself.

Vers. 39-41. Thy servant went out, Ac. ver.

39. De Wette translates 1IJ*B*K» a man approach-

ed, but *^D dooB not mean " to approach," but
"turn aside/' turn away from the road (Ex. ih\ 3

;

Judges xiv. 8) ; here, then, one who has left the
field of battle. Ewald, whom Thenius follows,

would read ->p which is used for")&, and then

translates "captain," i e^ "one whom he (the

wounded man) as king, a common soldier must
obey," an officer. The parable would, under these
circumstances, certainly be more complete, since
this officer would represent Jehovah, who had
given Ben-hadad into the power of Ahab; but
another lection is not required. If the wounded
man should suffer the prisoner committed to him
to escape, he would have to forfeit his life or a
talent of silver, i. c, 2,600 thalera. "The prisoner
is thus represented to be a very important person-

age" (Thenius).—In place of TWV (Ter- 40). Hou-

bigant reads njft? , Thenius rpfi (turning his oyea

this way and that) ; wherefore the translations read

:

Sept, xeptepKhrero
; Vulg. dwn ego turbatus hue

Bktoqwe me verterem. This alteration of the text is

absolutely unnecessary.—Concerning the significa-

tion of the parable, so much is indisputable, that
the youngman who had gone out into the battle is

representative of Ahab, and the man intrusted to

bis keeping, but allowed to escape through care-

lessness, is the representative of King Ben-hadad.
The signification of the wounding is not so ap-
parent, inasmuch, indeed, as Ahab was not
wounded. The hostile treatment which Ahao suf-

fered soon after at the hands of the released Ben-
hadad (chap. 22), cannot possibly be signified,

since the wounding happened before the man's
escape, and besides it was not the work of the
captive; still less possible is the idea of older in-

terpreters, that it was a symbol of the wound
which Ahab had inflicted on himself and the peo-
ple by his idolatry and the release of Ben-hadad.

Neither is Eweld's explanation acceptable, that
the prophet allowed himself to be wounded by
another, " and as though he had a right, on ac-

count of the bloody injury which he had received,

to call aloud on the king for help," put himself ia

Ahab's way. It is not acceptable, because the
wounded man did not cry to the king for help, but
demanded of him, as the chiefjudge, a decision as
to whether he was punishable or not ; moreover,
the king answered him, " thyself hast decided it

"

OpBPD **. 40). We would do better to recog-

nize in the wounded man a picture not only of

Ahab, but at the same time of the people of Israel,

inasmuch as the king is the people—individualized,

is the deputy and representative of his people.

The sentence of punishment (ver. 42) especially

shows this: Thy life shall go for his hie,

and thy people for his people. Israel had just

endured a hard, bloody fight, and had carried

off the promised victory ; but now, in the person
of its king, it had let the arch-enemy, whom the
Lord had given into their hands, go free and un-
punished. They sinned therefore against Jehovah,
whose will it was that this enemy, who had sworn
to destroy Israel, should not be suffered to escape
out of their hands, but should suffer merited pun-
ishment ; their suffering him to escape was a prac-

tical denial of the might, the goodness, and the
justice of Jehovah. After the king had pro*

nounced his own sentence, the aim of the disguise

by means of bandages, indeed the aim of the entire

symbolic proceeding was attained, and hence the
prophet threw aside the bands, and allowed him-
self to be recognized as a prophet, as one who de-

clares the word of Jehovah ; following the sym-
bolic-prophetic action comes (ver. 42) the solemn,
prophetic declaration, as in chap, xi. 31.

vers. 42-43. Thus salth the Lord, Because,
Ac., ver. 42. Ben-hadad is called nyvrB*K f

i e*

man of my curse, the man whom I appointed to

destruction. Cf. Isai xxxiv. 5 : My sword shall

come down upon Idumea, BBEfoS WH DJf-^pi

(Mai til 24). The punishment which Ben-hadad
and his people had deserved, but which thou,

disobeying the Lord, hast remitted completely,

and on thine own authority, shall fall upon
thee and thy nation. King and people seem
here inseparable from one another, as head and
members. Ahab probably had a great desire to
seize the prophet for this independent outspoken
reproof and curse, but he had the less courage to
do it since he had given the sentence of judgment
himself; still he was deeply moved to reaistance in

his heart, and angrily withdrew (IDt from "HD, to

be stubborn, refractory, Deut xxi. 18 ; Isai xxx.

1, meaniog more than disheartened or low-spirited).

HIOTOEIOAL AND BTHIOAL.

1. Tketowvietories (nm- Ike Syrianswere fodga»
ed, according tothe declaration ofboth the prophets

who foretold them, to effect " that thou, (king) and
ye (the entire nation) may know thai I am Jehovah*
that is to say, that Jehovah iB the only true God, the
God of Israel. In this declaration we have speci-

fied the purpose of the entire narrative, and at tb#

same time the stand-point from which it is to be
comprehended. That day on Mount Oarmel, if it

did not put an end to idolatry at once, had at 1
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broken its power, as was already evident from the

mere fact that the prophet? were no longer perse-

cuted and put to death, but could again go about

openly and continue the work begun by Elijah;

they even had access to Ahab again. Still the

conversion was by no means complete, but rather,

1>eing weak, it needed support and strength from

above if a complete relapse was to be prevented

from setting in. This assistance came from the

display of the power of Jehovah, a power which
rescued in a time of great need and distress. The
attack of the Syrian king, who had grown so

mighty, threatened Ahab and his kingdom with

destruction ; at this crisis God, who never forsakes

his people, who is " merciful and gracious, long-

suffering and abundant in goodness and truth
"

(Ex. xxxiv. 6), repeatedly grants them the vic-

tory, which was so extraordinary and wonderful,

that it could not possibly be ascribed to human
power and strength, but only to God, to His might,

His grace and truth. It was designed to make
king and people unmistakably certain that it is not

Baal or any other god but the God Jehovah who
" doeth wonders, and declareth His strength

among His people, and redeemeth His people with

a strong arm " (Ps. lxxviL 15). And in order

that every one may know whence and from whom
such a victory came, he caused it to be foretold by

Hs servants the prophets. If ever anything could

be, this double victory was designed to open the

eyes of king and people, and bring them to a re-

cognition of the " thus saith the Lord, • I am Je-

hovah.' " We have thus in this account, not mere-

ly an ordinary history of wars, but a part of the

divine history of salvation before us, which in an
individual instance is what the entire history

of Israel is in its completeness, namely, a dis-

play of the special dealings with a guidance of

His people on God's part Although the first vic-

tory is a marked evidence of the saving might
and grace of Jehovah, the second, by which the

entire Syrian power was destroyed, was for Israel

as well as for the Syrians themselves a still more
remarkable proof of the fact, that Jehovah was no
mere mountain, and local, or national divinity, but
that the whole earth was His, and He was God of

all nations (Ex. xix. 5 ; Ps. xxiv. 1). He who
reduces the God of Israel to a mere local or na-

tional deity, as is so often done even nowadays,
stands on the same footing with the " servants of

the king of Syria " (vers. 23, 28).

2. King Ahab appears by no means in the

present part of the historical narrative "in a more
favorable light than in those [previously alluded

to, traditional] passages " (Thenius) ; on the contrary

he is just as weak, faithless, and devoid of charac-

ter. There is not the slightest evidence of a single

religious emotion, in a time of need and distress;

he neither calls upon the Lord for help and assist-

ance, nor renders thanks to him after his rescue

from danger. The name of Jehovah does not pass

his lips. He does not oppose himself to the haughty,

boastful enemy "as a resolutely determined man,"
but is faint-hearted and timorous, calls himself his

" servant," submits to his demands, and is ready to

surrender to him not only his gold and silver, but
also his wives and sons. It is only when the whole
nation cries out to him, " You have no right to do
that I " that he plucks up courage and assumes
quite a different tone : to-day despairing and way
4own, to-m :rrow defiant and lofty ; still for some

time he inquired of the very prophet who foretold

to him his victory, whether indeed be should make
the attack and place himself at the head of his peo-
ple. When the danger was past it did not occur
to him to prepare for a similar peril; a prophet must
first suggest it to him and give him instructions

to that end. After the second victory, which
brings-into bis power the bold, dangerous enemy
who was constantly threatening Israel, and who,
as circumstances afterwards gave evidence, was a
false and treacherous foe, he acknowledges him
as a brother, treats him with royal honor, and al-

lows him to depart on the easiest possible condi-

tions. This last-mentioned act later interpreters

and historians have set down as greatly to his

credit; it was "an act which did honor to his

heart" (Bauer), a token of a " naturally very noble
mind " (J. D. Michaelis), or of " natural kindness
of heart and confiding disposition " (Thenius), he
had " magnanimously granted life and liberty to a
wounded and captive enemy " (Duncker). Not
much can be said, however, concerning kindness
of heart in connection with that man who at one
time permitted the slaughter of defenceless prophets
because they opposed the wild, lascivious Baal and
Astarte worship, and subsequently permitted the
innocent Naboth to be executed tnrough deceit

and treachery, merely because be wanted his vine-

yard ; and when he called that baron rous Syrian
Ben-hadad, who had set out on an expedition mere-
ly to plunder and devastate, and, persevering, sought
to destroy Israel at once, bis

4 * brother," and at the

same time honored him as a king—whereas he had
found fault with such a man as Elijah, charging

him with being a disturber of Israel (chap, xviii.

17). We see no evidence in such action of gener-

osity and magnanimity, but simply that foolishness

which is usually allied with weakness and lack of
character. He is flattered that the highest serv-

ants and generals of Benhadad should come to him
in sackcloth and with ropes around their necks,

and recite to him all manner of things about the

well-known mercy and high-mindedness of the

kings of the house of Israel, but about which in

reality nothing had been known since the time of

Jeroboam. That he should allow himself to be
immediately influenced and entrapped by their

flattery, is only a proof of his fickle character and
biB want of serious moral conduct The sequel

(chap. xxii. 81 eq.) shows how wretchedly he had
allowed himself to be deceived.

3. The solemn prophetic denunciation which
Ahab drew down upon himself was in every sense
justly deserved. Concerning the fitness of it and
the method of its accomplishment Hess says (Joe

cit 0. p. 146): "A very striking scene, if we take

the affair out from its old surroundings, and trans-

fer it to the present time. Considered from the point

of view of the theocracy, as the old narrator looked
at it, it has by no means any of the impropriety

which the sense of the present day ascribes to it,

but it is a noticeable evidence of the delicate in*

sight into human nature, and the noble independ-
ence with which the prophets understood how to

resent the encroachments of the kings on the rights

of the theocracy." If ever a man ought to have
been made harmless once for all, it was this Ben-
hadad, who had twice wantonly commenced war
for the mere sake of robbing and exercising power,
who had set a Bmall value on the lives of thousands
of his subjects, and who proposed to change Sama-
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ria into a heap of ruins and utterly exterminate

Israel. This is no question of relations between
private individuals

;
just as Ahab was not so much

victor as Jehovah, so Ben-hadad was not Ahab's
but Jehovah's prisoner. Ahab had then no right

to let him go free and unpunished, for by so doing
be arbitrarily interfered with the righteous de-

cision of God, and instead of being an instrument

of divine justice he became the toy of his own
foolishness and imbecility. The nature and method
of the prophetic denunciation was similar to that

of Nathan, who caused David to utter sentence

against himself concerning his deed (2 Sam. xiL 1

tq.). What took place there by means of a spoken
parable took place here through an acted one,

whose peculiarity is by no means any more striking

than the one which we find pro ex. in Jer. xiii. 1

sq, ; xxvii. 2 sq. ; Ezek. v. 1 sq. ; xxiv. 3 sq. At the

same time, however, it gives us an opportunity, as

Yon Gerlach observes, " to gain an insight into the

awful solemnity of the prophetic office at this pe-

riod of the revolt." What an obodienco to the

word of Jehovah, what independence and courage

were required to do what this son of the prophets
didl When Duncker says (Jhc. cil. p. 412): "The
prophets of Jehovah were very much dissatisfied

with this merciful forbearance; as Samuel had
once blamed Saul, so now they blamed Ahab pas-

sionately and bitterly," his remarks spring from
the same spirit of animosity, in accordance with
which they discover something noble and good in

the actions of Ahab and men like him, but place

the doings of the prophets in the worst possible

light. Clericus has indeed remarked with justice

:

Factum Ahabi, quamvis clementice speciem pra se

feraty non erai vera clementice, qua non est erga la-

trones exercenda; qui si dimUtartiur, multo magis

nocebunt, quam antea, quemadmodum re vera fecit

Benhctdad.

HOMILETICAL AND PRACTICAL.

Vers. 1-43. The twice repeated victory of Ahab
over the Syrians proclaimed aloud and distinctly (a)

the power and strength of the Lord (Ben-hadad
came with thirty-two kings, horses and chariots, and
a great army, vers. 1 and 10, the first time, with
more than a hundred thousand men the second time,

ver. 29. Ahab had only seven thousand ; two hun-
dred and thirty-two decided the battle, ver. 15, the
first time, and the second time his army was like

two flocks of kids. ver. 27 ; nevertheless, he con-

quered. If ever, it could be said in this case : the
horse is prepared against the day of battle, but
safety is of the Lord, Prov. xxi. 31 ; 1 Mac. iii. 18,

19. Every king who goes to battle should consi-

der what is written in Ps. xxxiii. 1 6 sq.
}
and his

army should sing : By our own strength nothing
is done, Ac., through God we shall do valiantly, Ps.

lx. 14; lxxxiv. 6). (6) The grace and mercy of the

Lord. (Ahab had deserved nothing as little as he
had this repeated victory, for he had introduced
the worship of idols, abandoned the confederacy,

Ac, divine judgments had been fruitless. However,
God granted him the victory, not from any merit
of his, but out of pure grace and compassion. He
endured with much long-suffering, Ac., Rom. ix.

22. He is long-suffering, not willing that any, Ac,
2 Pet. iii. 9 ; Ezek. xviii. 23. But the great tri-

umph cried out to Ahab and Israel: Despisest
thou the riches, Ac, Rom. it 4-6. Great victories

ought not to make a king and his people haughty,
but humble, and bring them to the knowledge
that He, the Lord, is God alone.) Vers. 1-2L
The war between Ben-hadad and Ahab; (a)

Ben-hadad's invasion and demands; (b) Ahab's
danger and distress; (c) Israel's victory. Vers.
1-11. The messages of Ben-hadad to Ahab,
and his responses, (a) The first one, ver. 1-4

;
(b)

the second, vers. 5-9
;
(c) the third, vers. 10, 11.

—

Vers. 1-4. Wttirr Summ. : In these two kings we
see what a thing the human heart is, how insolent

and timorous by turns (Jer. xvii. 9). It is insolent

when man, grown prosperous, powerful, and rich,

places his confidence in his success, and haughtily
despises his neighbor. But it is timid when man
falls into difficulty, and neither sees nor knows
any help, just as was the despairing, womanly
heart of king Ahab, who took it for granted that

everything was lost when he saw the hosts of his

enemies.—Vers. 1-3. Ben-hadad thought that be-

cause he had the power to rob and appropriate,

he also had the right to do so. But God gives

power and might to kings, not to distort the right,

but to protect it The power of that one who, con-
fiding in his own strength, treads the right under his

feet, will sooner or later miserably decline.—Ver.
4. Those who no longer have a Lord in heaven
whom they fear, and before whom they bow, cringe
and fawn before all men who can harm or serve
them. If Ahab had said to the King of kings what
he sent as a response to the royal robber and
boaster: "I am thine and all that I have;" he
would then have had the trust and assurance : He
that dwelleth in the secret place of the most High
shall abide under the shadow of the Almighty, Ac.
(Ps. xci. 1-3). He who bows before God is sure to be
humble before men ; but he does not cringe to them
nor throw himself away. To submit to the superior

power and force that demands gold and silver is

no disgrace ; but to surrender wife and child is

contrary to honor, duty, and conscience,—Vers. 5, 6.

Haughty and insolent men grow all the more over-
bearing and ungovernable, and the more one sub-
mits to them and crawls before them and gratifies

their desires, the more exorbitant they become in

their demands. It is the curse that rests upon
avarice, that the more the appetite after money and
property is gratified, the more it grows, not dimin-

ishes (Prov. xvi. 8).—Vers. 7-9. Ahab and his peo-

ple, (a) Ahab feels himself helpless and perplexed.

Adversity teaches us how to pray, but Ahab had
turned from the living God, who is a helper in

every time of trouble, to a dumb idol that cannot
help ; he had forgotten how to pray, forgotten the

word of the Psalm 1. 15 : Call on me in a day of

trouble, Ac.; he had sought to help himself by
cowardly submission, and now he seeks help of

men. In every distress we should turn first to

the Lord, Ps. cxviii. 8, 9; cviii. 13; Hymn: Wenn
wir in hochsten Ndthen sein, und unssen nicht wo axis

und ein, Ac. ("God is the refuge of his saints,

when storms of deep distress invade "), vers, i and
2. (b) The elders and the people reproach him.
Instead of his giving instructions to them with the
words of Joel iii. 15, like a king, they give com-
mands to him : Hearken not unto him. He is no
real king, realizing the position which has been
given to him by God, whom the people control

instead of allowing themselves to be controlled by
him. Tyrants are of this class: at first they do
not consult the people, and do not scruple to appro-
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priate their most sacred possessions, take away
their faith, and burden their consciences. Ahab
did not consult his people about the introduction

of the worship of Baal and the persecution of the

prophets ; but now when he does not know how
to counsel or help himself, he applies to the wish

of the nation, the aid of the people is now very

acceptable.—Ver. 10. Boasting and braggadocio

are never a sign of true strength and ability, much
rather of moral weakness. Ben-hadad, who speaks

of the dust of Samaria, shows himself by that very

act to be of dust, Ps. lxxv. 5, 6; Jer. xvii. 5 (Matt,

xxvi. 33, 69).—Yer. 11. C&ameh: It is presumption

for a man to celebrate a triumph before he has
gained the victory; so that those who propose
doing anything should say: If the Lord will, Ac.

{Jas. iv. 15). Stajlke: We have no need to stand

in fear of men who put their confidence in them-
selves.—Yer. 1 2. No success or blessing can rest

upon orders which issue from drunken revelries.

—Yer. 13. Formerly Ahab wished no instruction

from the prophets ; now in his danger and distress

he admits them and listens to them. In days of

prosperity the world does not care for any advice

from the faithful servants of the divine word ; it

looks down upon them and despises them ; but in

the hour of sorrow and mourning it grants them ac-

cess, and is glad to avail itself of their consolation.

Temptation teaches us to observe God's word.
They who do accept it and obey it will have as

little cause as Ahab to repent of it. Before a
great troop which has been abandoned of God,
you have no cause to fear if God has said to you

:

I will help thee (Isai. xli. 13). You are to ac-

knowledge: I am the Lord. This is the end
and aim of all God's guidings and providences

;

if they do not attain this end in your case,

your life and existence are vain and of no value,

to no purpose.—Yers. 14, 15. Cf. 1 8am. xiv.

6; 2 Chron. xiv. 11. A little band of brave
men accomplishes more than a great troop of
such as fight in a bad cause and with a wicked
conscience.—Yer. 16. Ben-hadad must have sore-

ly repented his drunkenness, as it resulted in the

loss of his army, his horses and chariots. How
often still is drunkenness the original cause of

great sorrow and distress (Ephes. v. 18 ; Isai. v.

22; Prov. xxiii. 29, 30).—Yer. 18. Great men often

think, when they have been disturbed in their

carnal rest and security, that they only need to

speak the word of command in order to be relieved

from everything disagreeable and wearisome, but
they must learn that they cannot rid themselves
by a command of what God has sent for their

humiliation.—Vers. 19-2L The way of the god-
less shall perish (Ps. i. 6). Their way is covetous-
ness and pillage (vers. 3, 6), haughtiness, insolence,

and assurance (vers. 10, 18), service of their belly,

wantonness (ver. 16). This way shall perish; they
are as chaff which the wind driveth away, " utterly

consumed with terrors" (vers. 20, 21; Ps. lxxiii.

19).

Yers. 22-34. The second expedition of the
Syrians against Israel (a) The motive; (6) the
issue.—Yer. 22. The advice of the prophet; Go,
strengthen thyself, and mark, Ac is applicable in

another, higher sense to us all. Our enemies are
not idle, they are constantly returning to the at-

tack. Even if we have by the help of the Lord
conquered a victory over sin, the world, and the
devil, that is not all there is to be done ; we must

even after the victory be on our guard and ana
ourselves, so that the enemy may not fall upon as
unawares (1 Cor xvi 13 ; Ephes vi 10 tq.; 1 Pet
v. 8 ; Hymn : RilsUt euch, Vir Christenleute, dieFcind*
auchen euch zur Beute, Ao, " My soul be on thy
guard, Ten thousand foes arise," Ac).—Vers, 23-
26. The evil counsellors of Ahab. (a) They urge
him on to war and battle instead of counselling
peace, because their pride was wounded and their

hope of booty had been frustrated. Place no con-
fidence in the man who incites you to begin a
quarrel. The saying of Scripture (Heb. xii. 14) is

applicable to all, in private as well as public life,

for individuals and entire nations, for masters and
servants, (b) They plead religious reasons, and
make use of the superstition of their unwitting lord.

It is possible for a bad, unholy thing to become
confirmed through superstition; the man who
plants himself on truth, however, will not permit
himself to be deceived on such a foundation, (e)

They shove the blame of the ignominious defeaton
to the thirty-two kings, instead ofseeking for it in

themselves. A man always prefers to find the
cause of his own misfortune and distress in anoth-
er's rather than in his own sin and guilt—Yer. 26.

Ben-hadad followed their foolish and perverse ad-
vice because it was entirely in accordance with his
own wish. So strong and overpowering is sinful

desire in the human heart, that even the bitterest

dispensation and chastisement of God suppresses it

only for a time, and, as soon as the external im-
pression ceases, it breaks forth afresh.—Yer. 23.

He who calls the God of Israel, who made heaven
and earth and filled them both (Jer. xxiii. 23, 24),
a god of the hills or a national divinity, blasphemes
His name ; the Lord, however, will not let him go
unpunished, who takes His name in vain.—Yer.
29 sq. God is a judge who putteth down one and
setteth up another (Ps. lxxv. 8). Hymn: E$ sind
ja Goto geringe Sachen, und seiner Allmacht gilt es

gleich, den Reiclien arm und klein zu machen, Ac. To-
day a king and lord over hundreds and thousands,
to-morrow a man who is obliged to sneak about
and beg for mercy ; to-day haughty and insolent,

to-morrow a slave in sackcloth, and with a rope
about the neck (Jer. xvi. 6, 7).

—

WCbx. Summ.:
Nothing among mortal affairs is so inconstant as
temporal prosperity. There is a time for every
thing. For that reason let no man place his de-

pendence on his good fortune and exalt himself on
its account, for he does not know whether he
shall possess in the evening what was his in the

morniug (8ir. xviii. 26).—Vers. 31-42. Liaso:
Ahab'8 wicked conduct after the victory, (a) In

what it consisted, (b) How he was punished for it—Cramer: When authority is compassionate out of
proper season and neglects its office of correction,

it draws upon itself the guilt of the other. God
wants no mercy to be shown where he has ordered
punishment Yers. 31-33. Praise, flattery, and
subserviency are only too often the snare with
which kings and great men are caught, so that un-
der the appearance of generosity and magnanimity
they may be led astray and act contrary to the

will of God. They ought, indeed, to be merciful

and gracious, but not forget that to do justice is

their first duty, and that they do not carry the

sword in vain.—Ahab persecutes an Eiyah in everr
kingdom (chap, xviii. 10), and threatens him with
death, but he permits a robber and a plunderer to

sit beside him in his chariot and makes a covenant
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with him. What to the eyes of the world looks

like generosity, in (he eyes of God, who trieth the

heart and reins, is only weakness and folly. Great
injury can be done by seeming Hi-timed generosity.

—Ver. 33. Ceamsr : After a word has been once
spoken, we cannot recall it Therefore learn to

guard thy mouth : he who does will not offend by
bis words (Sir. xxiii. 7).—Vers, 35-43. The pro-

clamation of the diyine punishment for Ahab's
conduct, (a) How it occurred ; (b) how it was re-

eeired by him (vide Historical and Ethical).—Vers.
36-97. He who has his calling and service from the

word of God ought to allow no danger to detain

him from making an announcement of the fact (2

Tim. iv. 2), and must obediently submit himself to

hit commands eren when the fulfilment of them is

joined with pain and sacrifice.—Vers. 38-40. A
genuine preacher of repentance must first of all

convict the sinner of his guilt and bring him to the
point where he condemns himself, just as Nathan
did with David.—Vers. 42, 43. Ahab listened weU
pleased to the falsehood from the lips of the Syrian
nobles, for it gave nourishment to his folly ; the
truth from the mouth of the prophet made him
restless and angry, because it punished his folly.

There is no help for the man who allows himself
to be irritated by the truth instead of receiving it

with meekne88 (Jas. I. 21). There is nothing that

so rouses and provokes an unconverted and unbe-
lieving man as to have his sinful character so un-
veiled and set before his eyes that he can no longer

justify or excuse himself.

K—Tfo froceeding$ of Ahab against Naboth,

Chap. XXL 1-29.

1 And it came to pass after these things/ that Naboth the Jezreelite had a vine-

yard, which teas in Jezreel, hard by the palace of Ahab king of Samaria. And
2 Ahab spake unto Naboth, saying, Give me thy vineyard, that I may have it for a
garden of herbs, because it is near unto my house :

* and I will give thee for it a
better vineyard than it ; or,* if it seem good to thee, I will give thee the worth of

8 it in money. And Naboth said to Ahab, The Lord [Jehovah] forbid it me, that

4 I should give the inheritance of my fathers unto thee. And Ahab came into his

house heavy and displeased, because of the word which Naboth the Jezreelite had
spoken to him : for he had said, I will not give thee the inheritance of my fathers.

And he laid him down upon his bed, and turned away his face, and would eat no
5 bread.4 But Jezebel his wife came to him, and said unto him, Why is thy spirit so

6 sad, that thou eatest no bread ? And he said unto her, Because I spake unto
Naboth the Jezreelite, and said unto him, Give me thy vineyard for money ; or
else, if it please thee, I will give thee another vineyara for it : and he answered,

7 I will not give thee my vineyard.* And Jezebel his wife said unto him, Dost
thou now govern the kingdom of Israel ? arise, and eat bread, and let thine

8 heart be merry : I will give thee the vineyard of Naboth the Jezreelite. So she

wrote letters in Ahab's name, and sealed them with his seal, and sent the let-

ters* unto the elders and to the nobles that were in his
7
city, dwelling with

9 Naboth. And she wrote in the letters, saying, Proclaim a fast, and set Naboth
10 on high among the people : and set two men, sons of Belial, before him, to

bear witness against him, saying, Thou didst blaspheme God and the king.

11 And then carry him out, and stone him, that he may die. And the men of his

city, even the elders and the nobles who were the inhabitants in his city, did as

Jezebel had sent unto them, and as it was written in the letters which she had
12 gent unto them. They proclaimed a fast, and set Naboth on high among the

13 people. And there came in two men, children of Belial, and sat before nim

:

and the men of Belial witnessed against him, even against Naboth, in thepre-

sence of the people, saying, Nabotn did blaspheme God and the king. Tnen
they carried him forth out of the city, ana stoned him with stones, that

14 he died. Then they sent to Jezebel, saying, Naboth is stoned, and is dead.

15 4nd it came to pass, when Jezebel heard that Naboth was stoned, and was
dead, that Jezebel said to Ahab. Arise, take possession of the vineyard of Na-
both the Jezreelite, which he refused to give thee for money : for Naboth is not

16 alive, but dead. And it came to pass, when Ahab heard that Naboth was
dead * that Ahab rose up to go down to the vineyard of Naboth the Jezreelite,

to take possession of it.

IS
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17 And the word of the Lord [Jehovah] came to Elijah the Tishbite, say

18 ing, Arise, go down to meet Ahab King of Israel, which is [dwelleth •] in Sama-
ria : behold, he is in the vineyard of Naboth, whither he is gone down to possess

19 it. And thou shalt speak unto him, saying, Thus saith the Lord [Jehovah],

Hast thou killed, and also taken possession ? And thou shalt speak unto him,
saying, Thus saith the Lord [Jehovah], In the place " where aogs licked the

20 blood of Naboth shall dogs lick thy blood, even thine.
11 And Ahab said to

Elijah, Hast thou found me, O mine enemy ? And he answered, I have found

21

thee : because thou hast sold thyself to work evil in the sight of the Lord
[Jehovah]. Behold, I will bring " evil upon thee, and will take away thy pos-

terity, and will cut off from Ahab him that pissetb against the wail, ana him
22 that is shut up and left in Israel, and will make thine house like the house of

Jeroboam the son of Nebat, and like the house of Baasha the son of Ahijah, for
the provocation wherewith thou hast provoked me to anger, and made Israel to

23 sin. And of Jezebel also spake the Lord [Jehovah], saying. The dogs shall eat
24 Jezebel by the wall of Jezreel. Him that dieth of Ahab in the city the dogs

shall eat ;*and him that dieth in the field shall the fowls of the air eat.

25 But there was none like unto Ahab, which did sell himself to work wicked-
26 ness in the sight of the Lord [Jehovah], whom Jezebel his wife stirred up. And

he did very abominably in following idols, according to all things as did the
27 Amorites, whom the Lord [Jehovah] cast out before the children of Israel. And

it came to pass, when Ahab heard those words, that he rent his clothes, and
put sackcloth upon his flesh, and fasted, and lay in sackcloth, and went softly.

28 And the word of the Lord [Jehovah] came to Elijah the Tishbite, saying, Seest

29 thou how Ahab humbleth himself before me ? because he humbleth himself
before me, I will not bring the evil in his days : but in his son's days will I
bring the evil upon his house.

TEXTUAL AND GRAMMATICAL.

1 Ver. 1.—[The Vat Sept., which, aa before noted, transposes chaps, xx. and xxlM omits in consequence the markof time
at the beginning of rcr. 1. The Alex. Sept, which follows the Heb. in that matter, designatesNaboth as an Israelii* fa»——.*

of a Jozreelibe. Jhrouvhout the chapter.
* V«t. 2.—[The Si»pt omits the reason for Ahab's coveting the vineyard.
» Ver. 2.— [Several MSa, followed by most of theWM supply the word or and read

Qfcfl .

* Vcr. 4.—[The Vat. Sept gives a mere epitome of this ver. ; the Alex, follows the Heb.
* Ver. 6.— [The Sept. instead of vineyard here Introduce from ver. 4 ** the inheritance of my fathers." As this phrase

explains Nabotlfh reason (see Exeg. Com.) for refusing Ahab, the addition is not likely to be right
« Ver. 8.—The k'Ub QHDDn ta to °° unhesitatingly preferred to the k'ri Q^£)D . [The k"ri is the reading of many

MSS., but the k'tib reappears in the next ver. and ver. 11 unquestioned.
f Ver. 8 —[The Chald. and Syr. omit this pronoun, which certainly does not seem necessary in itself ; but, from Its repe-

tition in ver. 11, doubtless belongs here also.

* Ver. 16.— [The Sept here curiously interpolates the statement, "he rent his clothes and put on sackcloth. And St
came to pass after this that Ahab," &c. Ahab seems to have felt no need of inch decent hypocrisy.

* Ver. 18.— [Our author in his translation ; applies the ellipsis by the verb dweltatk rather than it, since the reference
must be to hist dwelling-place, and at this moment he was in JexroeL

•• Ver. 19.—[The Sept considerably modifies this prophetic denunciation : " In every place where the sowsand the doga
Ueked the blood of Naboth, there shall the dogs lick thy blood, and harlots wash in thy blood.11

*" Ver. 19.—[HFlK"Da an *mphatio repetition of the pron. mff. literally and well expressed In the A.V.

" Ver. 21.—[The kYi gives the full form tf*y$ here, and &03K «. *&\ of this verb, in which there appears to be m?

peculiar tendency of the « to fall away.—P. G.]

EXEGETIOAL AND CRITICAL.

Ver. 1. And it oame to pais after these
things, Ac. The Sept places this whole chapter
before the twentieth, and Thenius holds this to be
its otiginal place. Bwald says, rightly: "The
transposition resulted simply to unite more closely

the similar narrations in chaps, xx. and xxii. and
inversely chaps, xviL-xix., xxi. The expression
iu chap. zxi. 4, as a climax to chap. xx. 43, refers

back rather palpably to the latter passage." Na-
boths affair must have happened then after the
two victories over the Syrians, because Elijah's

severe sentence proclaiming the fall of the house of
Ahab, which was occasioned by them, could not
have immediately preceded those victories. The

connecting thought with chap. xx. is this: As
Ahab, in consequence of victory twice won, found
tranquillity and peace externally, he was contem-
plating the extension and the beautifying of the
garden of his summer palace at Jezreel {vide on
chap, xviii. 46). Sanctius: post victos hostu ad dt-
ticias comparandas animum cujjeciL

Vers. 2-6. And Ahab spake unto Naboth,
Ac. Ver. 3, literally : Far is it for me from Jehovah
that I, Ac. This expression presupposes two
things, viz. : that Naboth was a worshipper of Je-
hovah and did not bow his knee to Baal, and that
he belonged to those who had remained faithful

(Ahab does not mention the name " Jehovah ")
and that also he held the alienation of his vine-
yard to be a sin against Jehovah, a transgression
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of a command of Jehovah. This command must
have been that respecting the inalienability of the

inheritance which was apportioned to each tribe and
to each family, and could not, even by marriage,

go into other hands, and which, even if it were
sold on account of impoverishment or otherwise on
account of distress, would revert to it again, without

price, in the year of Jubilee (Numb, xxxvi. 1-13

;

Lev. xxv. 10-28). According to Ezek. xlvi. 18,

the prince himself could not force any one out of

his property. This Mosaic law is connected most
intimately with the stability of the Theocracy ; it

secured its material foundation (cf. Symb. des

Moaais. KulL, II. «. 604) ; and if it were not always
strictly observed and enforced, the main thought

pervading it nevertheless struck out strong roots

in the consciousness of the people, and the preser-

vation of the JT^rp was for every covenant-keeping

Israelite a matter not merely of piety towards his

family and his tribe, not merely a prudential,

worldly affair, but a religious, sacred duty. No
consideration would induce Naboth to violate this,

neither greater gain (for Ahab offered him a better

vineyard or wished to pay him well), nor the royal

authority and the fear of the royal displeasure,

especially when, as here, not need, but a royal

whim only, was concerned. Hence it is almost
laughable when with J. D. Michaelis Naboth's an-

swer is explained as " uncivil in the extreme," or

when others say that it was a piece of " obstinacy ;

"

for in that case Joseph's reply to Potiphar s wife

(Gen. xxxix. 9) was uncivil and obstinate. For ID

(ver. 4), see on chap. xx. 43 : He turned away his

fact, the Vulg. adds adparietem, which 2 Rings xx.

2, has : Seb. Schmidt : more tristium, qui conversa-

tionem, colloquium et conspectum hominum fugiunt ei

dechnant
Vers. 7-8. And Jezebel his wife said, Ac.

The words nmtf—^fiOl$*
#
are usually translated

imperatively: " Thou ! exert now the royal autho-
rity over Israel " (de Wette), i. c, act as king, use
the power which belongs to thee as king of Israel,

or, *' Thou exercisest authority now over Israel

"

(Phflippson), *. «., now must thou show thyself

to be king over Israel. On the other hand,
as Thenius properly remarks, the collocation

of the words is to be observed (Thou comes first),

and also the connection (Jezebel says : /will give
thee). This antithesis compels us to understand
the words as ironical, and with the Sept, the Vulg.,

and the Syriac, to regard them as a question:
I>ost thou now exercise authority over Israel?

Dost thou as king permit thyself to ask such a
thing of one of thy subjects ? I will give thee the
(vineyard, since thou trustest not thyself to act as

man and king.

—

The Utters (ver. 8) Jezebel furnish-

ed with the royal seal, i. «., she affixed the seal to
(not sealed up). " Probably the seal had on it the
name of the king, which, instead of the signature,

was by the seal stamped upon the document, as is

the case now in Egypt and Persia, amongst Turks
and Arabs ; cf. Paulsen, die Regier. der Morgenland.

s. 295 n (Ken) ; Esth. viil 12. Jezebel certainly

received the seal (seal-ring, Dan. vi. 18) from
Ahab himself, who allowed her the free use of it

From ver. 8, it is manifest that Ahab and Jezebel
were then in Samaria, their residence, properly
speaking. The elders and nobles constituted with-

out doubt the city tribunal (Deut. xvi. 18),

"which must have had then, according to our
chapter, in cases easily to be decided the jus vita "

(Thenius); cf. on Matt v. 21. The addition: dwel-

ling with Naboth, shows that they were his fellow-

townsmen.

Ver. 9. Proclaim a fast, as was customary in

the event of national calamities (Joel i. 14), after

grievous defeats (Judg. xx. 26; 1 Sam. xxxi. 13),

after great sins(l Sam. vii. 6 ; Joel ii. 12), or for the
turning away of apprehended misfortune (2 Chron.
xx. 2, 4) ; it is always the sign of penitence. Ob-
viously it stands here in a definite relation to the
offence charged, and it was not merely to furnish
occasion for the procedure against Naboth (The-
nius), but rather " to publish the fact that a grievous
fault was resting upon the city, which must be
expiated." The stamp of truth would thus thereby
be impressed, in the eyes of the entire city, upon
the crime with which Naboth was charged (Keil).

Naboth was to be set on high in the assemblage,
" so that the public indignation might be the more
vividly expressed, if one who was worthy of such
distinction, on account of his God-fearing senti-

n.ent, should be convicted of being such a grievous

sinner " (Thenius). This is certainly belter than
the view advanced by Grotius : ne odio damnasse
crederentur, quern ipsi honoraverant, or the explana-

tion of Sob. Schmidt: producite eum ante universum
populum in judicium ad causam dicendam.

Vers. 10-14. Two men . . before him, Ac.

According to Deut. xvii. and xix. 15, every crime
punishable by death must be testified to by at least

two witnesses, who also must at the stoning

make the beginning. fa;p not contra (Vulg.), but

coram, in conspectu.—Thou didst blaspheme 7p_3

means properly to bless ; then, because at a depar-

ture one utters a benediction, generally to say fare-

well, is to leave, so Job i. 5 ; ii. 5 : to bless God, to

give God a departure, to turn one's self from Him.
If now Naboth, by this expression, was guilty of a
capital crime, it must of necessity be that which
the law ordained in the death-punishment (cf. Lev.

xxiv. 14 sq.). Blasphemy against the king is

placed beside blasphemy against God, because

the king represents God and rules in His name
;

crime against majesty involves death (2 Sam. xvi.

9). Jezebel does not use the name mrP but the

more general indefinite rPM?fet •

Vers. 15-16. Take possession of the vine-

yard, Ac. The immediate seizure of the property

appears here as something which, in consequence

of the execution of Naboth, is understood to bo ac-

cording to usage and right The Rabbins remark,

that which indeed the Mosaic law does not ex-

pressly ordain, the property of an offender against

majesty falls to the king, who was, in so far, its in-

heritor ( Eh* means also to inherit, Gen. xxi 10
;

Jer. xlix. 1). According to 2 Kings ix. 26, Naboth's

sons also were put to death, the heirs proper, be-

sides, were no longer living.

Vers. 17-19. And the word of the Lord
came to Elijah, Ac. From "II in ver. 18 we

are to conclude that Elijah was, at that time, in a

mountain-district Ahab's crime is set before him

in the form of a question, which was more fitted to

awaken his conscience than a bare affirmation.

When the guilt of the crime is charged upon

Ahab, and not upon Jezebel who was the agent in
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the matter, it is like Gen. Hi 9, where God brings

Adam and not Ere to account—According to

chap. zxii. 38, the dogs licked the blood of Ahab,

not at Jezreel, the place where Naboth was put to

death, but at Samaria. In order to reconcile both

passages, either •)&$ DfpDShave been translated

by pro eo quod (Grotius, Maurer, De Wette :
" for

that "), or it has been supposed that the prophecy,

inasmuch as Ahab repented (ver. 27), was ful-

filled but partially in him, and fully in his son (2

Kings ix. 26) (Calmet, Keil, Gerlach and others).

Thenius believes that there is a contradiction here

which does not admit of any reconciliation, no
matter what the explanation be. But how thought-

less the author of onr books must have been, if in

two chapters alongside of each other, on the

same leaf as it were, he had admitted ** direct

"

contradictions inadvertently. The place where
Naboth 's and Ahab's blood were licked up by dogs

was '* before or outside the city," i. e., the place

where supposed or real criminals were executed

(ef. ver. 13; Lev. xxiv. 14; Acts vil 56; Hebrews
xiii. 12 sq.). The prophetic word means: As thou

hast unrighteously put Naboth to death, as a crimi-

nal, without the city, so shalt thou, righteously,

in the same place, outside thy city (residence), be
put to death, t. «., as a criminal. In this the pro-

phecy found its fulfilment, in the similarity of the

disgraceful death, not in the similarity of the

special locality. Consequently here the entirely

general DipD stands, and not, as in 2 Kings xl 25

sq. the special nty rnfe> T\$>T\

.

Ver. 20. Hast thou found me, Ac. Luther

follows the inaccurate translation of the Vulg. :

flum invenisti me inimicum tibi t Thenius :
" KYD

is here in its most proper signification : to overtake

(seizing me), (1 Sara. xxxi. 3 ; Job xl 7 ; Jer. x.

8), used especially of the punishing hand (1 Sam.
xxiii.17; Isai. x. 10; Ps. xxi. 9), consequently:
Hast thou overtaken me, mine enemy? As a defiant

question, and entirely suited to, mine enemy:
thickest thou that thou hast now got me down? To
this the reply is wholy suited : Yes, I have got

thee 1
" Von Gerlach justly remarks :

" Struck at

by the address of Elijah, Ahab seeks to justify him-

self by attributing personal enmity upon the pro-

phet's part towards himself.11 Michaelis wholly
wrong: Hast thou found me in an act which I can-

not excuse? or Vatablus : Hast thou found some-
thing against me which thou canst censure, thou
who art always against me ?—13DTV1 must be taken

here in a wholly general sense, as in ver. 25 (c/.

2 Kings xvii. 17 ; Rom. vii. 14) ; to abandon one's

self without will to evil; to mako one's self a slave

of sin ;
" the feebleness is therein expressed also, by

virtue of which he was the tool of others w (Ger-

lach). The Sept. add arbitrarily, pdrrp, which
Thenius holds to be original, and then translates

:

on account of thy pretended seeing of thyself to
do, Ac. i.e., thou shalt become conscious that thou
hast fully received the price of sin ; very forced.

The tov xapopyioai avrdv of the Sept. after ?fl,-p is

also an arbitrary addition.

Vers. 21-24. Behold, I will bring aril, Ac.

Upon vers. 21-24, see above on chap. xiv. 10 sq.

and also xvi. 3 sq. It is the standing avenging
sentence for the dynasties of apostate kings, re-

peated also in chap. xxii. 38 and 2 Kings ix. 8 sq.

3ft. The divine punishment tails upon Ahab and his

house not alone on account of the crime committed
against Naboth, but also, and chiefly, on account of
the idolatry existing and promoted during his reign,

with which, indeed, that crime was closely con-

nected. The ^na in ver. 23 is translated in the

Septuag, rightly here as in 2 Sam. xx. 15, by h t$
KporeixUTfiari , by which a space immediately eioa*
to the walls, and belonging to the city-terrain, is
to be understood. Jecebel also was to be devoured
by dogs before, t. «. outside the city. When for

fojHf ?Pia , ^KgTT {ttrp occurs m 2 Kings ix.

10, 36, 37, not another but the same place is

designated, viz. in the space, i.e^in the city-terrain

of Jezreel. Thenius very unnecessarily would
have the reading m onr passage p^PQ • Jecebel,
according to 2 Kings ix. 33, was thrown out of a
window and trodden by horses, but was not de*
voured by dogs ia " the court of the palace.'' This
happened rather before the city-walls.

Vers. 25-26. There was none like unto. &c.
The 25th and 26th verses are a parenthesis bjr

which the relator desires once more to bring out the
reason for the miserable destruction of the house of
Ahab, and why every effort to wash Ahab clean,
and to make of him " a good man of the best dispo-
sition " (Michaelis) seemed useless, pi does not

mean here; yea, assuredly (DeWette); * it has hero
its usual meaning, but it does not stand, as is often
the case, immediately before the word to wliich it

is related ; translate : besides how Ahab (Ahab ex-
cepted), there was none (as he), Ac." (Thenius).

—

The Amorites are mentioned instead of the Canaan-
ites generally, as in Gen. xv. 16; Jos. xxiv. 15

;

Amos ii. 9, because they were the most powerful
tribe of Canaan. Ahab had abandoned himself
entirely to the idolatry on account of which Jeho-
vah had driven the Canaanites from their land, and
had given it to the Israelites (chap. xvi. 83).

Vers. 27-29. When Ahab heard those
words, Ac. The rending of the clothes, putting on
sackcloth and fasting, are the usual signs ofmourn-
ing and penitence (Winer, B.-W.-R, IL s, 63

L

Ahab slept in his sackcloth. £K does not mean,

barefoot (Jarchi and others), not demisso capite, or
slowly (Keil), but quietly, softly (Isa. viii. 6).—The
complete ruin was not to overtake Ahab during his
lifetime, but "he waa referred back to the threaten-

ing of the law, according to which, the misdeeds of
the fathers were not to be borne in the children,

who did not cease from them longer than to the
third or fourth generation " (Menken).

HtSTORIOAI, AND ETHKUI*

1. Tke procedure against Naboth constitutes m
turning-point in the history of Ahab, in so far as it

called forth the prediction of the destruction of
himself and of his house. Although it concerned
but onr contemporaneous people, it has neverthe-
less a general theocratico-historical significance in
this, that a moral corruption was therein brought
to light, which had seized the head and the mem-
bers of the kingdom, and was the consequence of
the apostasy from the God of Israel and from His
law. It was a crying proof that all the evidence
of divine power and grace and fidelity and long-
suffering had produced no fruit. That too was tfte

point of time when it was necessary for the prophet
to appear agaia, of whom Sirach says (chap*

'
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xlviii. 10). "who wast ordained for reproof* in

their times to pacifj the wrath of the Lord's judg-

ment before it break forth into fury. . . . and to

restore the tribes of Jacob." It devolved upon
him whose destination and calling it was essen-

tially to exercise the prophetic avenging office, to

bear witness agajnst apostasy, and to proclaim the

judgments of God—upon him it devolved, before

all things, by virtue of his position in the history

of the kingdom of God (see above), to announce to

'the king who, with his wife, had formally intro-

duced the apostasy, and in his procedure against

Naboth had shown himself incorrigible, the final

sentence of God against him and his whole house.

The word of Jehovah came hence also to him, an<\

he issued forth again from his retirement " as a
fire, and his word burned like a torch " (Ecclesi-

asticus zlviii. 1). He first places before the king
his crime against Naboth, and proceeds then to the

announcement of his punishment for his conduct
generally. The whole narration culminates in this

announcement. The new criticism does not ques-
tion the historical reality of the affair with Na-
both; "the dressing up," however, belongs to the

author of the history of Elijah (Thenius, Ewald).
Under this clothing (drapery) nothing else can be
meant than the paragraph from ver. 17 to 24,

which is, however, the main thing. If this be ex-
plained as unhistorical, for which no reason is at

hand, the point of the whole narrative is taken
away, and the high meaning disappears from the
event which it has for the history of Ahab, and
indirectly for the history of the kingdom of Israel

generally. It becomes an isolated, ordinary,

Oriental murder-tale, and ceases to be a turning-

point in the history of the theocracy.

2. We are able to understand for the first time,

rightly and completely, the royal couple from the
present narrative. If Ahab has shown himself,

thus far, to be a weak man, destitute of any re-

ligious and moral firmness, and subject to every
evil influence, here this is the case so con-
spicuously that from feebleness and want of
character he becomes a common criminal. He did
not know how to devote the time of peace, after the
severe pressure caused by the Syrians, to anything
except to be thinking of the enlargement and
beautifying of his pleasure-garden—a sign that all

the great experiences of his life, even the last sharp
threatening at the releasing ofBen-haded, had made
no permanent impression upon him. The refusal

of Naboth to cede to him his vineyard makes him
angry, and excites him; but he has' not force

enough to make use of his mettle, and so he be-

takes himself to his bed, will not eat, nor see any
person, and behaves like a spoiled, ill-mannered

child, which has been refused a toy. It was
necessary for his wife to supply him with spirit, and
to remind him that he must be a man and king.

He does not interfere himself, but allows her to

arrange the matter, and gives her the insignia of
his royal authority, unconcerned how she may use
it, or, as it almost seems, he enters into her crim-

inal designs. When the infamous transaction was
done, and she told him of it, he was not shocked

;

he was rather visibly pleased and satisfied (Jose-

phus haa it : "he sprang up from his bed with de-
light "), and he made haste to take possession of
tke property stolen and stained with blood. This
blood-guiltiness rested upon him, so that the pro-

phet could, with all propriety, call h|m both a

murderer and a thief. In respect of Queen Jezebel,

who has hitherto been portrayed only on the side

of her wild fanaticism for the unchaste Baal and
Astarte worship, she shows herself here in her
complete moral depravity. We discover in her no
trace of the feebleness and want of energy which
characterized her husband. Josephus well calls hei

a yivawv dpaorfjpifo re teal Tofytqp6v . Her deepest
traits were pride and a desire for dominion, to

gratify which she shrank back from no instru-

mentality. Under the show and pretext of serving

her husband and fulfilling his wishes, she knew
how to govern him and to appropriate to herself

the royal authority. She did not look at the
monarchy according to the Israelilish sense, as tho

institution which was designed to carry out the

law and will of Jehovah, but as the absolute

authority over the property and lives (GutundBluf)
of the subjects. Every refusal to fulfil a royal

wish, though it had been grounded in the divine

law, was, in her eyes, lese-majesty, yes, as blas-

phemy against God, because she wished the king
to be considered not as the servant, but as the re-

presentative of Deity. Right and justice, for the
administering of which the monarchy exists, are to

her mere forms, and she misapplies the legal or-

gans of justice to carry out injustice. A religious

solemnity must be the cloak of her lust of robbery

and murder, and the people be deceived by per-

jured witnesses. Jezebel does all this in cold blood

and with calm deliberation
;
yes, she congratulates

herself upon it, and informs her husband of the fact

with self-satisfaction, as if she had done something
deserving praise and thanks. This was the royal

couple at that time at the head of the people and
of the kingdom. If ever at any time, certainly

here, the Turkish proverb finds its application :

" The fish stinks first at the head."

3. The elders and nobles constituting the city

tribunal at Jezreel are a worthy pendent to the

royal couple. Without hesitation they carry out

quickly and punctiliously the received order, and
they hasten to give the queen the news of it, in

order to show themselves loyal and obedient sub-

jects. The fear and the pleasure of men are the

motives for their way of acting ; there is no trace

of the fear of God and of conscientiousness

amongst them. They knew the tyranny and the

severity of the queen, and they did not dare to

thwart her ; they were afraid that by resistance

they might lose the residence and suffer loss, or

be punished in limb and body. It seems that

they, as the presiding officers of the residence,

gladly embraced the opportunity to please the

powerful, dreaded queen, and to show their uncon-

ditional submission, in the hope of being praised

and rewarded for it Perhaps, owing to the sojourn

of the court there, they had become habituated

to unrighteous expectations of the sort, and that

fawning and servility were no longer new to them.
Certainly their whole course presupposes thorough

corruption in public affairs, a natural consequence

of the religious confusion which must have entered

in during a reign when " the covenant of Jeho-

vah" was forsaken, his law trodden under foot, and
the infamous Baal and Astarte worship was intro-

duced and patronized. For there is no more authen-
tic sign of the decay of a kingdom than when law
is deliberately debased, and murder, under the

show of right, and with deference to the usual

forms of law, is done by those to whom the duty of
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public justice is intrusted. Deliberate judicial mur-

der is the most infamous of all, and can only take

place where absolute ungodliness has broken all

moral bonds, and a putrefaction has begun. Jeze-

bel would never have dared to order such a pro-

cess had she not known the people, and regarded

them as capable of everything. The circumstances

here were such as Micah, in chap. vii. 2 et sq., has

portrayed. When we consider that the elders who
composed the local tribunal were not royal officials,

but inhabitants of the place, chosen by their fel-

low-townsmen, and that they, one and all, as one

man, perpetrated the crime, we learn how deeply

the people, who had freely placed such men at

their head, were sunken, and had become devoid

of all fear of God. The blindness with which the

false verdict was accepted, and the brutality with

which it was carried out, doubtless in a tumultu-

ous fashion, is an additional proof of what we
have stated.

4. The meeting of Elijah and ofAhab in Naboth's

vineyard is very characteristic of the personal

qualities of each. Both reappear here, such as we
find them in the earlier interview in chap, xviii.

7 et sq. As there, bo here, Elijah comes forth sud-

denly from his retirement. Like the lightning

which descends from on high and strikes, he met
the king, walking and enjoying himself in the

stolen viueyard. Nothing was further from his

. thoughts than an encounter with the earnest, se-

vere preacher of repentance, and of hearing from
him the thunder-words of the Divine judgment
As there, Ahab at first blustered, and saluted the

prophet with the words: " Art thou here, troubler

of Israel?" so here he addresses him angrily:

"Hast thou found me, mine enemy?—thou who
art always in my way." But as then, so also now,
the prophet did not allow himself to be imposed
upon and frightened in the least With firm words
he announces the destruction of him and of his

house ; then the high-going man breaks down and
becomes so dejected that he is bowed down and
creeps along, and even sleeps in sackcloth. But
the meeting is also significant in respect of the re-

lation between the prophetic and the monarch-
ical element. This relation is now represented in

% manifold way, as that of two *' self-appointed

powers " who were in perpetual struggle with
dach other to gain the upper hand in the kingdom.
But Elijah especially, the head and representative

of the prophetic order, from whom proceeded the

strife against the covenant-breaking monarchy,
the most energetic and powerful of all the pro-

phets, resolutely and sharply as he met the king,

who called him his enemy, was in the greatest

degree possible free from all hierarchical efforts.

No one in all Israel cared less than he about hav-

ing anything to do with outward power and au-

thority. He did not, like Jeroboam, in the time
of Solomon and of Rehoboam, place himself at the
head of the discontented; he did not intrigue

against the secular power, and mingle in political

affairs; he did not live at the residence or at

court ; but in retirement, from which he issued

only from time to time, when it was needful to

resist the base misuse of the royal authority,

which did not fear to revolutionize even the foun-

dations of the people of Israel. He was not " an
enemy " of the monarchy, but an enemy of the
idolatry which was destroying both the monarchy
and the national being.

5. Ahab'a penitence was regarded by the older

theologians as hypocritical, so that even yet all

false penitence is called, proverbially, "Ahab's
penitence." But, according to ver. 29, it was not
a sham, but an actual humiliation, which was gra-

ciously recognized by God as such. Yatablus
justly says :

u Hoc pctnitcntia fuit vera, sed tero-

poraria." Owing to the feebleness of his charac-

ter, which made him readily susceptible to every
influence, and the rapid change of his purposes,

it was very comprehensible that the word of the
prophet, piercing bone and marrow, threatening
him and his house with destruction, which had
never yet deceived him, made an affecting impres-

sion upon him. Such a wholesome terror had
never hitherto overtaken him, and might well have
been able to lead him to a thorough change from
his past ways. But he had no abiding conversion
of heart to the living God, as the course of the his-

tory shows. As the threatened punishment did not
follow immediately, he thought he had been able
to ward it off by his penitential discipline, and,
according to his constantly attested fickleness, he
fell back again into his earlier way of life. The
first thing which he should have done, had his re-

pentance been true, to repair somehow a wrong
done, he did not do, but, on the contrary, began
war anew.

HOM1LETIOAL AND PRACTICAL.

Vers. 1-29. The proceeding against Naboth

:

(a) How it was done (vers. 1-16); (6) its conse-
quences^ (vers. 17-29)—Ver. 1-16).—Wirth: The
unrighteous acquisition of Naboth's vineyard, (a)

King Ahab; (b) Queen Jezebel
;
(c) the elders ofJez-

reel; (d) Naboth

—

WCrt. Stjmm.: Here we see
how the children of this world use their rank

;

how they ruin others for the sake of their posses-

sions, and seize upon them ; they try to make them
sell against their will, and wrest their property
from them ; if this fail, they use every false de-

vice, accuse him as an evil-doer before the autho-
rities, and, by means of false witnesses, lead him
on to misfortune, until he is compelled to sacrifice

his little property to save himself, or becomes so

ill that he dies of grief, and thus they obtain his

property. But the ispirit denounces woe to such
men (Isa. v. 8). Every man should guard against

such sin, but especially those in power. Let them
never seize upon the property of their subjects.

V. 1.

—

Starkb : It is not well to have godless neigh-

bors, especially if they are powerful, for, loving

injustice, they think nothing of over-reaching their

neighbors. One should pray for industrious, pious

and honest neighbors.—Vers. 2-4. Naboth's vine-

yard, (a) The greed of Ahab (ver. 2) ; (6) the denial

of Naboth (ver. 3); (c) the consequence of the deni-

al upon Ahab {ver. 4).—Ver. 2. Great lords often

have fancies, which cost them more time and
money than do their chief and holiest duties.

Thus Ahab thought more of the enlargement and
adornment of his garden, than of the good of his

subjects. The desire for things which serve for

pleasure is often a temptation to grievous sin.

Therefore says the Scripture: Thou shalt not

covet thy neighbor's goods, nor anything that is

his. Let the needy be thy first care, not thine own
pleasures. It is a great gain to be godly and con-

tented. Watch over thine heart, for desires ap-

parently lawful, if not resisted and denied, ma/
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lead to ruin.—Ver. 3. The men are rare who, for

God and conscience sake, will not yield to entrea-

ties and offers, the granting of which would be
advantageous to them, whilst the refusal would
be accompanied with injury, and perhaps peril to

themselves. Where fear of God and true devout-

ness exist, there also you will ever find that

piety which holds in love and veneration every-

thing which serves as a remembrance of parents
and all other benefactors.—Ver. 4. Richter:
Godless people regard the care taken by the pious
to observe reverently the divine law, as so much
useless scrupulousness.

—

Calw. Bib: Even so, in

our day, does the worldling look with an evil eye
upon the Christian who, for the sake of the divine

word, refuses to yield to his wishes ; for either he
recognizes no divine authority, or exalts his own
above it. The children of this world, whose aims
and designs are wholly material, will often fret

and grieve for days when they are compelled
to give up a temporal gain, or a promised enjoy-

ment, whilst the condition of their souls never
causes them the slightest grief.

—

Wibth: The
high and mighty ones of this world often think
that all other people are placed here, simply to

yield obedience to their whims. They cannot
comprehend that all men are not to be bought
with gold, and woe to that inferior whose refusal

destroys their darling plans. Every man not rooted
and grounded in God, becomes ever more and more
grasping ; in his vain purse-pride he thinks all the
world must yield to his will, and hates bitterly

him who independently and resolutely upholds his

rights against him.
Vers. 6-16. The condemnation of Naboth.

(a) Ordered by Jezebel
;

(b) carried out by the city

ordinance
;

(c) joyfully received by Ahab.—The ap-
parently fortunate but really unfortunate and ac-

cursed marriage of Ahab and Jezebel, (a) She
seeks the sorrowful-man, shares his grief, and seeks
to comfort him, as is the province of a wife; but in-

stead of pointing him to the true Comforter, and
leading his heart to higher and better things, she
strengthens him in bis grasping desire after others1

property, and leads him on still further, (b) She
reminds him that he is the lord and master, and
recognizee him as such, as a wife should ; but, at

the same moment, she assumes the dominion, and
the weak man lets her manage and rule, as if she
were the man and he the woman, (c) She rejoices

to accomplish an ardent wish of her husband's, and
to make him a worthy present, as every faithful

spouse should strive to do ; but it is a blood-stained

and stolen gift, obtained with deceit and falsehood,

and Ahab delights in it Thus both husband and
wife, who together should be blest after God's ordi-

nance, together walk on to ruin and destruction.

—

Jo. Lakob: As a righteous spouse in the court of
a great lord is as a sun, giving light throughout the
land aod doing much good work by her example, in

the same proportion is an unholy woman mischiev-
ous. The example of Naboth shows what is the
event where such an one rules, and its evil influence

in a country.—The quality (=being) of tyranny, (aj

It regards sovereignty simply as unlimited might and
power over the property and life ofsubjects ; then the
name of king means the power to do whatsoever a
man wills, without regard to God or man; they re-

verse the divinely ordained "subjection " (Rom. xiii.

1), and live in rebellion against God. (b) They upset
justice, and convert the servants of the law, whose

place it is to punish evil, into instruments of un-
righteousness; they love darkness and hate the

light, for they work the works of darkness (Ps. lxiv

7). It dissembles and plays its own game with re-

ligious solemnity, and converts an oath itself into

a means for its worst designs. The proceeding
against Naboth is a combination of the heaviest
criraos, for by it are trodden under foot the three
divine commands : Thou shalt not kill, Thou shalt

not steal, Thou shalt not bear false witness against
thy neighbor. How thankful should we be that
we dwell in a land where mercy and truth are met
together, righteousness and peace have kissed eaeh
other, where righteousness looks down from heav-
en (Ps. lxxxv. 10-12).—Vers. 11-14. The elders

and nobles of Jezreel. (a) Their conduct (they
obey blindly, but God must be obeyed rather than
man; power is not of man, but the minister of God,
Rom. xiii. 4, and before the commandment:
"Honor the king," stands that other, Fear God, I

Pet ii. 17). (b) Their mojives (fear of and sub*
Bervieocy to man, timeserving and sycophancy,
fruit of their desertion of the living God and of his

holy word.—Evil masters can ever find evil ser-

vants, who do their will from ambition or covetous-
ness.

—

Calw. Bib: Woe, where such things befall

!

and shame 1 that in the fairest lands, as in the
plains of Jezreel, are often the worst men to be
found.—Godlessness and corruption in courts is a
poison, which extends throughout the whole body
politic, even to the lowest rank ; no example is so
powerful upon all classes of society. How many
gross, how many refined sins are committed
out of sheer complaisance to high personages,

whose favor men wish to seek or preserve. Woe
to those lords who find such ready tools in their

servants, who will be accomplices in their mis-
doings, and palliate, or even laud and praise all

their perverse dealings; they undermine the throne
more than open enemies. The judgment and con-
demnation of Naboth, compared with that of our
Lord. There, as in this instance, offended pride,

followed by hatred, accusation of blasphemy and
riot ; false witnesses and vile judges ; and a blind,

infuriated populace crying out : Crucify, crucify!

Vers. 17-29. Kbummaoher: The mission of
Elijah, (a) Its intention

;
(b) its aim

;
(c) its imme-

diate results.

—

Bender: Elijah and Ahab in the
vineyard of Naboth. (a) The sin of the king

;
(b)

the judgment of God.

—

Wirth: Ahab in the vine-

yard of Naboth. (a) The approach of Elijah
;

(b)

the announcement of the sentence
;

(c) the repen-
tance of Ahab.—Ver. 17. Deceive not your-
self, God is not mocked. What a man sows,
that shall he reap (Gal. vi 7). Menken: But
though much unrighteousness and wickedness
goes apparently without further evil results,

and without the chastisements of the just Judge
in heaven, yet still all will be demanded; and
at the Divine judgment-seat everything will

be discovered, and everything to the uttermost
farthing accounted for.—The blood of Naboth,
which Ahab thought had been swallowed up by
the earth, cried to heaven, and found there judg-
ment and vengeance. Like a lightning-flash comes
the word from heaven into the dark soul of Ahab,
and made him feel that no net of human evil can
be woven thickly enough to conceal the crime
which it veils from the All-seeing Eye.—Vers. 18,

19. It is no easy matter to say to the face of a
royal robber, " Thou hast stolen," and to a royal
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248 THE F1BST BOOK OF THE KINGS.

adulterer, " It is not right that thou ahouldst have

thy brother's wife." Where to-daj are the prophets

who thus use the sword of the Spirit? Thou hast

slain.

—

Menken: Observe, that evil which thou

couldst hinder, and didst not, and from which thou

ahouldst have shrunk, and for which thou didst

neither exhibit horror, nor didst punish—all

shall, in future, be laid to thy account, as if

thou hadst committed it in thine own person.

Therefore warns the apostle : Neither be partaker

of other men's sins (2 Tim. v. 22).—V. 20. Hast
thou found me, mine enemy? Calw. B: One
can readily imagine that the hard impenitent,

meeting the pious preacher and soul-director, re-

gards the high-principled, soul-saving address of

the prophet as evidence of personal enmity, and
replies with personal eamity. He is not thine

enemy who tinds thee out, charging thee with

thine unrecognized sins, with thy God-forgetting

life, until thou dost think and tremble— not

thine enemy, the disturber of thy peace and
rest, but thy true friend, who leads thee through
the narrow gates of repentance, to the way
where alone true joy is to be found.—I have
found thee. This word of sentence must be heard
by all, even by those who have come before no
human tribunal—often in this world, certainly

at the last day, " for the Lord will bring to light,"

&c (1 Cor. iv. 5), and cause everyman to find accord-

ing to his ways (Job xxxiv. 11). But there is

also a sentence of mercy, which pursues the sin-

ner and seeks him until it finds him (Luke xv.).

Well for all who have thus been caught and found
and can say : " Unter alien frohm Shmden, die im
Leben ich empfunden," Ac. He who will not be
sought out by mercy, will be found by justice.

Vers. 20-29.

—

Krdmmaoheb : The penitence of

Ahab. (a) What called it forth
;

(b) what was its

nature; (c) what were its consequences.—Vers.

21-26. The predicted judgments of God upon
Ahab and his house, (a) Its cause

;
(b) its accom-

plishment (chap. xxii. 38; 2 Kings ix. and x.).

" Buying for money " amongst sins. What is to be
understood by this ? How one can be made bought
and made free (John yiii 33 sq. ; 1 Cor. vi 20; vii.

23; Rom. vil 14). It is a great misfortune when one
man can be bought by another as a chattel or mer-
chandise, but a still greater one if he allows himself
to be bought with a price to siu against the Lord
One may be, like Ahab, lord and king, and yet a

purchased slave.—Ver. 25. His wife stirred him up.

Menken : Woe to the man who, through the pow-
er which love gives him over the bean of another,

by means of which he might become a ministering
angel, is to him as a misleading fiend. How many
fires of ruinous passion, of anger, of discord, of un-
righteousness and of hatred, might and should be
quenched and extinguished by the power of love—
the power of one heart over another—and especially

by the mildness and gentleness peculiar to woman:
and yet so often, by this means, they are kindled
and fanned. This belongs to the catalogue of un-
oonfe8sed sins of many men, and especially of many
women.—What gave Ahab's repentance its worth,
and wherein it was defective, (a) It was not mere-
ly ostensible, feigned ; it was a wholesome dread
and fear of the judgment of God which came
upon him, causing him to fear and tremble; be
bowed beneath the mighty band of God, and was
not ashamed to confess this outwardly, but laid

aside crown and purple, and put on sackcloth,

unheeding if he thus exposed himself to the
scorn of the courtiers and idol worshippers.

Therefore the Lord looked in mercy upon his re-

pentance. Would that, in our day, many would
go even as far as Ahab did in this case, (b) It

bore no further fruits. He retained the stolen
vineyard, he desisted not from idol worship, he
allowed full sway to JezebeL Everything in his
house, at his court, and in his kingdom, remained
as of old. He did not hunger and thirst after

righteousness. Fleeting impressions and emotions
are not true repentance. The tree which brings
forth no fruits, is and remains a corrupt tree

(Matt iii. 8). How wholly different the repentance
of David (Ps. 11).—How many go to confession

before the communion, bow the knee, and confess
their sins before God and man, without being in-

wardly bowed down and humiliated, to bring forth

fruits meet for repentance (Joel ii. 13 ; Is. lviii 6).—Riohtbb: Since God looks with pardoning mer-
cy upon an outward humble abasement, how much
more upon a righteous repentance. Therefore
pray: Lord, grant true penitence and grief—
Kbummacheb: Ahab was, and is, an example to
warn us how it is possible that notwithstanding
the most remarkable visitations of God, the strong
est incentives, the liveliest emotions, and in spite

of a certain sort of repentance and wouderful grant-
ing of prayer, a man may still, at the very last, be
lost

C.

—

AhabU expedition against the Syrian*, undertaken with Jehoshaphat, and hie death*

Chap. XXII. 1-40 (2 Chboh. XVH1. 1-34).

1 And they continued three years without war between Syria and Israel
2 And it came to pass in the third year, that Jehoshaphat the king of Judah came
3 down to the king of Israel. Ana the king of Israel said unto his servants, Know
ye that Ramoth in Gilead is ours, and we be still, and take it not out of

4 the hand of the king of Syria? And he said unto Jehoshaphat, Wilt
thou go with me to battle to Ramoth-gilead ? And Jehoshaphat said to the
king of Israel, I am as thou art, my people as thy people, my horses as thy
horses.

6 And Jehoshaphat said unto the king of Israel, Inquire, I pray thee, at the
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6 word of the Lord [Jehovah] to-day* Then the king of Israel gathered the pro-

phets together, about fonr hundred 1 men, and said unto them, Shall I go against

Ramoth-gilead to battle, or shall I forbear ? And they said, Go up ; for the Lord
7 shall deliver* it into the hand of the king. And Jehoshaphat said, Is there not

here a prophet of the Lord [Jehovah] besides," that we might inquire of him?
8 And the lung of Israel said unto Jehoshaphat, There is vet one man, Micaiah

the son of Imlah, by whom we may inquire of the Lord [Jehovah] : but I hate

him ; for he doth not prophesy good concerning me, but evil. And Jehoshaphat
9 said, Let not the king say so. Then the king of Israel called an officer,

4 and
10 said, Hasten hither Micaiah the son of Imlah. And the king of Israel and Jeho-

shaphat the king of Judah sat each on his throne, having put on their robes, in

a void place in the entrance of the gate of Samaria ; and all the prophets pro-

1

1

phesied before them. And Zedekiah the son of Chenaanah made him horns ot

iron : and he said, Thus saith the Lord [Jehovah], With these shalt thou push the

12 Syrians, until thou have consumed them. And all the prophets prophesied so,

saying, Go up to Ramoth-gilead, and prosper : for the Lord [Jehovah] shall

deliver* it into the king's hand.

13 And the messenger that was gone to call Micaiah spake unto him, saying,

Behold now, the words of the prophets declare good unto the king with one
mouth : let thy word,' I pray thee, De like the word of one of them, and speak

14 that which is good. Ana Micaiah said, As the Lord [Jehovah] liveth, what the

15 Lord [Jehovah] saith unto me, that will I speak. So be came to the lung. And
the king said unto him, Micaiah, shall we go against Ramoth-gilead to battle, or
shall we forbear ? And he answered him, Go, and prosper : for the Lord [Jeho-

16 vah] shall deliver it into the hand of the king. And the king said unto him.

How many times shall I adjure thee that thou tell me nothing but that which
17 is true in the name of the Lord [Jehovah] ? And he said, I saw all Israel scat-

tered upon the hills, as sheep that have not a shepherd : and the Lord [Jehovah]
said, These have no master ; let them return every man to his house in peace.

1

8

And the king of Israel said unto Jehoshaphat, Did I not tell thee that he would
19 prophesy no good concerning me, but evil? And he said, Hear thou therefore

7

the word of the Lord [Jehovah] : I saw the Lord [Jehovah] 8
sitting on his

throne, and all the host of heaven standing by him* on his right hand and on his

SO left. And the Lord [Jehovah] said, Who shall persuade Ahab, that he may go.

up and fall at Ramoth-gilead r And one said on this manner, and another said

21 on that manner. And there came forth a spirit, and stood before the Lord
22 [Jehovah], and said, I will persuade him. And the Lord [Jehovah] said unto

him, Wherewith ? And he said, I will go forth, and I will De a lying spirit in

the mouth of all his prophets. And he said, Thou shalt persuade him, and pre-

23 vail also : go forth, and do so. Now therefore, behold, the Lord [Jehovah] hath
put a lying spirit in the mouth of all these thy prophets, and the Lord [Jeho-

24 vah] hath spoken evil concerning thee. But Zedekiah the son of Chenaanah went
near, and smote Micaiah on the cheek, and said, Whioh way went the Spirit of

25 the Lord [Jehovah] from me to speak unto thee ? And Micaiah said, Heboid,
thou shalt see in that day. when thou shalt go into an inner chamber to hide

26 thyself And the king or Israel said, Take Micaiah, and carry him back unto
27 Amon the governor" of the city, and to Joash the king's son ; and say, Thus

saith the lung, Put this fellow in the prison, and feed him with bread of affliction

28 and with water of affliction, until I come in peace. And Micaiah said, If thou
return at all in peace, the Lord [Jehovah] hath not spoken by me. "And he said,

Hearken, O people, every one of you.
29 So the king of Israel and Jehoshaphat the king of Judah went up to Ramoth*
80 gilead. And the king ofIsrael said unto Jehoshapnat, I will disguise myself, and

enter into the battle ; but put thou on thy robes. And the king of Israel disguised

31 himself, and went into the battle. But the king of Syria commanded his thirty

and two captains that had rule over his chariots, saying, Fight neither with
32 small nor great, save only with the king of Israel And it came to pass, when

the captains of the chariots saw Jehoshaphat, that they said, Surely it is the king
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33 of Israel. And they turned aside to fight against him : and Jehoshaphat cried

oat. And it came to pass, when the captains of the chariots perceived that it

34 was not the king of Israel, that they turned back from pursuing nim. And a cer-

tain man drew a bow at a venture, and smote the king of Israel between the

joints of the harness : wherefore he said unto the driver of his chariot, Turn thine

35 hand," and carry me out of the host ; for I am wounded. And the battle in-

creased
18 that day : and the king was stayed un in his chariot against the Syri-

ans, and died at even : and the blood ran out ot the wound into the midst of the

36 chariot. And there went a proclamation throughout the host about the going
down of the sun, saying, Every man to his city, and every man to his own countrjr.

37 So the king died, and was brought to Samaria ; and they buried the king in

38 Samaria. And one washed the chariot in the pool of Samaria ; and the dogs
licked up his blood ; and they washed his armor [and the harlots washed14

] ; ac-

39 cording unto the word of the Lord [Jehovah] which he spake. Now the rest

of the acts of Ahab, and all that he did, and the ivory house which he made,
and all the cities that he built, are they not written in the book of the Chronicles

40 of the kings of Israel ? So Ahab slept with his fathers ; and Ahaziah his son
reigned in his stead*

TEXTUAL AND GRAMMATICAL.

» Ver. 6.—[The Alex. Sept reduces the number to three hundred.
1 Ver. 6.—[The Sept. emphasizes the assurance of the prophets: *al otAo&f oWei kv/hos — the Lord will sarely deliver,

6c. It is noticeable thst the prophets do not say
ftfft* but vp^ .
r : t -i

» Ver. 7.—[The Sept., by neglecting the word
*jty

(besides, Jet) here and in ver. 8, makes it evident that they under-
stood by the other prophets men who were not really prophets of the Lean. In ver. 8, however, the Alex. Sept. has «ru
The Vulg. also : rum est hie propheta Domini qvispiam. The other VV. follow the Heb. v«*ry exactly.

* Ver. ».—|The sepu has cvkovxok era, but whether because it was known in the time or the translators that such
persons were officers under Ahab, or whether simply because they were usual In the courts of their own time, does not
appear.

* Ver. 12.—[The Sept. changes the last clause of ver. 12 into u Shall deliver into thy hands even the king of Syria*
(Alex, omits the word Syria), as if Zedekiah would promise Ahab a repetition of his formerly neglected opportunity.

• Ver. 18.—The singular, which Chronicles, the k'ri. and many MSS. have, is to be preferred to the k*tib. [All the
VV., except the Sept, which .lias another construction, follow the k'ri.

' Ver. 19.—[The author (Exeg. Com.) considers the ovxovrwt of the Sept here as a mistranslation of the Heb. OT
taken for p tffo . The same expression, however, is introduced by it into ver. 17, xoi tlwty ot»x oOrwc* impmxa

a. t. A., and the full reading here Is *ai «Iir« Mivcua? ovy ovtms, ovk iym' axove pi/ia a. r. A.
• Ver. 19.— [Sept — the God (Alex, the Lord Ood) of Israel.

•Ver. 19.—[^y the primary idea of ^m above, seems to be here purposely preserved; "the ministers standing

behind Or even beside their sitting Lord are raised above him. and thus appear to the beholder as standing over him.
Isai. vi. 2 ; Gen. xvlil. 8," Keil.

FF^ ^
w Ver. 26.—[For *» Amon the governor" the Vat 8ept has u Seiner the king."
« Ver. 28.—[The Vat. Sept omits the latter part of ver. 28.
" Ver. 84.—[The A. V., like the Vulg., follows the singular of the k'ri In preference to the plural of the k'tib, which

is adhered to by the Vat Sept.
° v *

w Ver. 85-—[noni?©n r6j£fl

,

llfc - "the battle rose* perhaps, as Keil suggests, a Bgure from the rising of a river,

growing more rapid as It swells. The expression of increase by words of the general sense of rising is, however, rery
common in many languages.

" Ver. 88.—[^Vm nfotfTl . The A. V. is hers certainly wrong, although following the Ghald. and Syr. Not toss
t t -

:

erroneous is the Vulg. habenas laverunt, r\)%n must be tho subject of the verb, and can only mean harlots. The Sept.

has here translated rightly, but has unwarrantably inserted the same words also In the prediction (xx. 42) of which
this is the fulfilment Here, as there, they associate at v«c with ot kvv*s. What these harlots washed—whether them
selves, or the chariot- or clothes—has been much questioned, nor is its determination at all necessary to the translation*

VfT) like the English wash, may be either transitive or intransitive.—F. G.]

BXEGETICAL AND CRITICAL.

Ver. 1. And they continued, Ac., t. «. Syria
and Israel. The three years are those which had
elapsed since the war mentioned in chap, xx., that

is, since the release of Ben-hadad. In this interval

fell the murder of Naboth. The XXTTd chap, is a
continuation of the XXth, and is derived from the

same original document. Chap. xxi. is from some
other authority, but appears here in its proper
chronological position. The ground of Jehosha-
phat's visit to Ahab, according to the parallel

account in Chronicles, was the marriage relation-
ship which had been formed between them, viz.,

Ahab's daughter, Athaliah, had become the wife of
Jehoshaphat's son, Jehoram. Chronicles also
states that Ahab slaughtered a large number of
sheep and oxen for Jehoshaphat and his nume-
rous escort, t. c, he entertained them generously.
Ahab profited by this opportunity, so soon as he
had made sure of the support of his generals who
had come to the entertainment, to persuade Je-
hoshaphat into making an expedition against the
Syrians in alliance with him.--On Bamoth (ver. 3)
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see notes on chap. iv. 13. Ben-hadad, contrary to

his promise (xx. 34), had not given up this strong-

-hold, from which, as a base, he could easily make
incursions into Israel, and Ahab became more
and more uneasy as years passed by, and the
promised surrender was not consummated. His
words (ver. 3) mean : This important city belongs
to Israel as of right, and besides that Ben-hadad has
solemnly promised to give it up

;
yet he has not

done this, but, on the contrary, menaces us on that

side, while " we rest satisfied with this state of
things, instead of taking what is ours by a double
right " (Thenius).

Ver. 4. And he said unto Jehoshaphat In-

stead of "ip*£l we find in Chronicles VTJVD'1 , the

same expression which is used in chap, xxl 25 in

regard to Jezebel and her influence on Ahab; he

seduced him (r/. Jer. xxxviii. 22; Deut. xiii. 7).

This shows that Jehoshaphat ought not to have
agreed to the proposition. However, he did not

enter into the plan " after dinner," thoughtlessly

(Richter), but because he wished to confirm the
good understanding which had just been estab-

lished between Judah and Israel, and because he
also saw danger to himself in Ramoth, so long as

it was in the hands of the Syrians. The hones
are especially mentioned, because they formed the

esseutial part of the military power (Ps. xxxiii. 16,

17 ; Prov. xxi. 31).

Ver. 5. And Jehoshaphat said untothe king
of Israel, &c Jehoshaphat had some scruples.

He wished first to be certain that the undertaking
was conformed to the will of Jehovah, a thing in

regard to which no anxiety had entered Ahab's
mind. He ought to have considered this before
giving his consent (ver. 4). The prophets whom
Ahab summoned were not, as some of the old ex-

positors inferred from the number four hundred,
the Astarte-prophets who had not been upon Car-

mel (chap, xviii. 19, 22), for their chief, Zedekiah,
affirmed that he had the spirit of Jehovah (ver. 24),

and all the others unite in this assertion (ver. 12).

Nevertheless, they were not " certainly genuine
Jehovah-prophets" (Clericus), nor "pretended"
Jehovah-prophets fSchulz), nor prophet-disciples

(Thenius), for the definite article does not refer to

such as these, but to a.definite class, different from
these, the prophets of Ahab. Hence Junius and
Tremellius translate correctly according to the
sense : Ahab congregavit prophetas mux. So Mi-
caiah designates them in vers. 22 and 23, when he
calls them ** thy " or " his " prophets. Moreover,
how could Ahab ever have brought himself to

tolerate four hundred prophets, adherents of Elijah,

in his immediate circle, when he had not been con*

verted to Jehovah ? No one will assert that they
belonged to the number of those who wore the
well-known penitential robe of the prophets, and
went about in goat-skins or in hair-cloth (Zach.

xiii. 4; Hebr. xi. 37). It remains that we can
think of them only as adherents of Jeroboam's
Jehovah-worship, that is, of the calf-worship.

Hence Jehoshaphat did not recognize them as

genuine Jehovah prophets. Although they all

agree, yet he asks for another, a true worshipper
of Jehovah ; and Ahab calls for such a one,

though with inward dissatisfaction. Since in chap.

Xviii. 19, 22, 25, 40, the priests of Baal and As-
tarte are always called D'feOZIJ , the conjecture is

suggested that these persons were priests of the

calf-worship, who at the same time filled, like thi
Baal and Astarte priests, the functions of proph-
ets. (See notes on xviii. 19.)

Ver. 8. And the king of Israel said unto
Jehoshaphat, Ac. Micaiah is called once only,
in the parallel passage (2 Chron. xviii 14), Micha,
and is certainly not, as Josephus and the rabbis
assert, the man who is mentioned in chap. xx. 35
as a prophet-disciple. Ahab could not at the mo-
ment give the name of any other whom he could
summon at short notice. It was very natural that
he should not mention Elijah, even aside from the
fact that he did not know where he was. Micaiah
was in Samaria, and even, as it appears, on ac-
count of some previous prophecy which was unfa-
vorable and displeasing to Ahab, in confinement;
hence he could be at once brought forward.—To
the words, but evil, the chronicler adds : " all his
days," i. e., so long as he has filled the office of a
prophet Von Gerlach aptly remarks : We find in
Ahab the same heathen conception of the relation
between the prophet and Jehovah, as we find in

the case of Balak (Numb, xxiil 1 1). He ascribes
to the seer some power over his God, and there-
fore makes him responsible for his unfavorable
oracles. Agamemnon says to Culchas (Iliad L
106), "Seer of evil I how hast thou never foretold
to me good ! Thou prophesiest to me with plea-
sure only evil in thy trance, and hast never de-
clared to me a favorable oracle." Jehoshaphat'a
answer: "Let not the king say so! refers to
Ahab's words : I hate him; I will not now listen

to him. Jehoshaphat's words, therefore, have not
this sense : vaiicinabiiur prospere (Vatablus, Keil),

but they are a reply to his remark, and contain
such an encouragement as this : Let him come,
though ;—and this Ahab then does.

Ver. 10. Sat each on his throne, Ac. Vers.
10-12 carry out into detail that which had been
hinted at briefly in ver. 6. We must, therefore,

think here of the same assemblage as there. It

is now only described more fully in what a
solemn manner this assemblage was held
(see Bertheau on 2 Chron. xviii. 9). That D^EQ^D

DHJ3 means " in their official (royal) robes " is

dear from Levit xxl 10, where it is said of the

high-priest: DnjlTr-nK ti& , * «., "clad in the

official (priestly) garments." D^EI* is repeated

before ppa in the parallel passage 2 Chron. xviii. 9.

It can, therefore, only mean; in area, pa means a
11 smooth open place " (Gesenius) ; hence a thresh-
ing-floor, which is such a smooth open place.

However, " threshing-floor " is not the sole mean-

ing, as Thenius asserts. He reads D^TO for nia

(since the word for threshing-floor makes no sense)
and joins it with DHJ3, "particolored, that is,

probably, vestes distincUx, acu picta; " but this con-
jecture is as unnecessary as it is violent Ewald
also joins the word with DHJ3 1

and says that it

can from the connection (?), have here only the
meaning, armor, war-dress, but there is no evi-

dence to support this, for the hxmXot of the Sept
is not a translation of pJ3 but of the words

discussed above ^Q *^D

.

Ver. 11. And Zedekiah, the son, Ac. Zede-
kiah, following the method of the true prophets,
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performs a symbolical action before the declara-

tion of his oracle (see on chap. xi. 29). He in-

tended thereby Jo show himself a prophet of the

northern kingdom. He put on horns of iron,

which would not break, for Deut. xxxiii. 17 says

of Ephraim : " His glory is like the firstling of his

bullock, and his horns are like the horns of uni-

corns; with them he shall push the people

together to the ends of the earth." By a physical

reference to this prophecy he intended to repre-

sent his present declaration as certain. However,
he forgot that "the entire fulfilment of Moses'

blessing depended on the fidelity with which
Israel adhered to the commandments, and to the

Lord. But Ahab, least of all, had been careful to be
thus faithful " (Keil). Of the two imperatives r6?

n^Vm , the first is a command and the second an

encouragement, as in Gen. xliL 18; Prov. xx. 13

;

Ps. xxxvil 27; Job xxii 21; Isai xxxvi 16

(Gesen. Grammar § 1 27).

Ver. 16. So he oame to the king. "Ahab
meant by his question to Micaiah to represent

himself to Jehoshaphat as never having attempted
to exert any influence upon the declarations of the

Srophet " (Thenius). He took up the attitude to

[icaiah "of holding himself ready for any
answer, and of demanding only to know the
divine will, although he had really made up his

mind, and would be pleased only with one answer "

(Jo. Lange). Hence we may understand the

prophet's answer, which is not irony (Keil), nor
"spoken with ironical gestures and a sarcastic tone"

(Richter^but certainly a reprooffor the hypocritical

question. The sense is : How earnest thou to the

idea of consulting me, whom thou dost not trust ?

Thy prophets have answered thee as thou desirest

Do, then, what they have approved. Try it. March
out. Their oracles have far more weight with
thee than mine. "Since Micaiah, who, in ver. 14,

had distinctly declared that he would not speak
simply according to the king's pleasure, neverthe-
less repeats almost exactly the words of the
king's prophets, he must have spoken in a tone
which made it clear to Ahab that what he said

was not in earnest " (Bertheau). Therefore Ahab
adjured him to speak only the word of Jehovah,
but did not promise to follow the counsel which he
should give him in the name of Jehovah. He was
not in earnest to learn the truth, but only to con-

vince Jehoshapliat that what he had said (ver. 8)

about this prophet was true and just, and that no
authority ought to be ascribed to him. Micaiah
now refuses no longer, but makes known the
vision which he has had (ver. 17). The meaning
of this vision was clear. Ahab understood it.

The king would fall, and Israel would be scattered
Without being pursued. Each one would take his

Own way home, and so the war would end. Perhaps
Numbers xxviL 17 floated before the prophet's
mind, as Deut xxxiii. 17 was in the mind of Zede-
kiah in ver. 11. Luther erroneously took the

words of Jehovah fl^ D71K-&6 as a question.

The sense is: Since these have no longer any
master, let each return. Aliab now assures
Jehoshapliat (ver. 18; cf. chap, xxu 20), in order
that he may not be influenced by this oracle,

tliat it springs from the malice which he had
before declared this prophet to entertain. Then,
In order to refute this imputation, Micaiah (ver.

1 9) states, by describing another vision, the rea-

son why the four hundred prophets had prophe-
sied falsely and deceitfully.

Ver. 19. Hear thou therefore the word of
the Lord. pS has here its regular signification:

for this reason, (Keil: "Because thou thinkest

fmy declaration the result of mere malice], there-

fore.") It is not, " according to the Sept, ovx o$n*r
f

equivalent to
J3 |&: veruntamen " (Thenius). The

speech in vers. 19-23 is indeed addressed to the
king in the first instance, but evidently all around
heard it and were intended to hear it In Chroni-

cles we find for V&&\ tyDt?'t ** in ver- 28.—I saw

the Lord sitting on His throne. What Micaiah
describes in vers. 19-22 is not a mere parable in-

vented by him, but a prophetic vision which he
saw, and which, as the BerUbwrger bibd says, re-

presents God and His government and providence
in an appropriate symbolical manner. Peter Mar-
tyr says : Omnia hoc diamiur avdpuirona&uc. The
separate expressions are not, therefore, to be
strained or interpreted in a " gross and material-

istic manner" (Richter).—And all the host of
heaven, Ac, The old expositors, Peter Martyr,

Jo. Lange, Starke and others suppose that the
prophet described God seated on the throne of
heaven and surrounded by the heavenly hosts, in

contrast with the two kings sitting on their

thrones surrounded by the band of false prophets.

It appears, however, that this cannot be correct,

for if it were correct, then Micaiah must have had
his vision after he came to stand before the kings
and to see how they were arrayed, but the reve-

lation, doubtless, came to him some time before

this. He rather saw God as the ruler of all in

heaven or earth, and as the judge in the full glory

of His majesty, entirely independently of the two
kings. The host of heaven are not, of course,

here the stars, as in Deut iv. 19, but all the higher

heavenly powers who serve as His organs in the

administration of the universe (Heb. i. 14 ; 2 Sam.
xxiv. 16; 2 Kings xix. 36). Some of the older ex-

positors incorrectly say that those on the right

were the good, and those on the left the bad. The
latter are nowhere included in the "host of
heaven." All surround Him and wait for His
command*.—The question in ver. 20 : Who shall

persuade [delude] Ahab ? shows that the fall of
Ahab, who had heaped sin upon sin, was deter

mined in the counsels of God (cf. Isai. vl 8). The
only question which still remained open was as to

the way in which his fall should be brought about
44 Who is able to delude Ahab, so that he may
march against Ramoth to his own destruction ?

"

(Bertheau). And one said on this manner and
another said on that manner. Peter Martyr
says on these words: Jnnuit varios providentim

Dei modos, quibus decreta sua ad exitum perduciL

The dramatic-figurative form of representation

corresponds fully to the character of the vision, in

which inner and spiritual processes are regarded

as real phenomena, nay even as persona
Ver. 21. And there came forth a spirit

—

rmn , £ e^ not a spirit (Lutlier, and E. V., follow*

ing the Sept.), but Vie spirit, a definite one, and
it can be, according to the entire connection, uone
other than the spirit of prophecy (Thenius; Keil),

the power whicli, going forth from God, and talc
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ing possession of a man, makes him a prophet

(1 Sam. x. 6, 10; xix. 20, 23). The |T3J is the

fTnn C*K (Hos. ix. 1). This spirit offered itself

to fulfil the divine decree. It is a feature in the

dramatic-figurative form of representation, that
as all the powers of God are represented as per-

sons, so also this power is personified. It steps

forth from the ranks of the divine powers and de-

clares its readiness to fulfil the divine will: "I

(OK with emphasis) will persuade him," The

question in ver. 22, Wherewith 1 adds to the live-

liness of the delineation. The meaning of the
answer :

" I will go forth and I will be a lying
spirit in the mouth of all his prophets " is this

:

The prophets of Ahsb shall prophesy to him
what he desires to hear, and thus delude him un-
til he shall bring about his own ruin through his

own plans. As this view was already decided on
m the divine counsels, the Lord answers to the
spirit: Thou shalt persuade him, and prevail
also. Go forth and do so. Because Ahab,
who had abandoned God and hardened his heart,

desired to use prophecy for his own purposes, it is

determined that he shall be led to his ruin by pro-

phecy. As God often used the heathen nations
as the rod of his wrath for the chastisement of
Israel (Isai. x. 5), so now he uses Ahab's false

prophets to bring upon Ahab the judgment which
Elijah had foretold against him. We have to com-
pare the passage Isai vi. 8, 9, where the prophet,

who has just been cleansed from sin and conse-

crated to the prophetic office, answers to the Lord's

Suestion :
" Who shall I send,"—" Send me," and

len the command is given to him :
" Make the

heart of this people fat, and make their ears heavy,
and shut their eyes; lest they see with their

eyes, and hear witli their ears, and understand
with their heart, and convert and be healed."

From this we see that the ip^ nn (ver. 22) is not,

as most of the old expositors declared, Satan, who
does not belong to the " heavenly host " (ver. 19),

and is, moreover, nowhere called simply min
(ver. 21). Keil indeed admits that " neither

Hatau nor any other evil spirit is meant," but he
adds that the spirit of prophecy, in so far as it is,

by God's will, a IptfH mi " stands under the in-

fluence of Satan." But the vision has nothing at

all to do with Satan. The circumstances are en-

tirely different from those in Job L 6, which are
often compared. It expresses an act in God's
government and judicial administration, in which
Satan is neither directly nor indirectly involved.

In ver. 23 Micaiah states the result of what pre-

cedes : Now see; the prophets have prophesied
to thee pleasant things, but they are deluded and
they delude thee. If therefore I have prophesied
otherwise, it is not, as thou hast said (ver. 18), out
of hate towards thee, but the Lord has thus spoken
to me, and has thus determined in regard to

thee.

Ver. 24. Zedekiah .... went near. This
leader of the other party felt himself especially in-

sulted, as he had confirmed his prophecy by a
symbolical act (ver. 11). The blow on the cheek
was intended as an insult (Job xvi. 10 ; Lament.
Hi. 30). We may see from this how Zedekiah
stood in Ahab's favor, and how unesteemed

Micaiah was. Chronicles supplies !pnrt which

is wanting with HT^J* (chap, xiii 12; 2 Kings in.

8; Job xxxviii. 24). The sense is: How dost
thou dare to say that the spirit of prophecy has
turned aside from me and gone only to thee?
Zedekiah had not, therefore, knowingly prophesied
falsely, but his insolence was far from being a
proof that he had the spirit of the Lord. On
Yina Tin see notes on chap. xx. 30. The story
»v : vr *

of Zedekiah's end is wanting both in Kings and
Chronicles, but this does not prove that the origi-

nal document contained much more than now
appears in our books (Thenius, Ewald). As Ahab
fell, and Zedekiah's definite prediction was start-

lingly falsified, we may be sure that he did not fall

to be persecuted.

Ver. 26. And the king of Israel said: Take
aWioaiah, 6c. Josephus narrates that Ahab was
disturbed by Micaiah's speech, but when he saw
that Zedekiah's hand did not wither as Jeroboam's
did (chap, xiii 4), and that Micaiah inflicted no
punishment, that he took courage and went on to

the war. This is an empty rabbinical tradition.

Zedekiah's insolence was influential in encouraging
Ahab in the determination which he had formed.
The latter caused Micaiah to be taken back to
Amon the governor of the city, not to his own
house (Thenius). He had probably been previ-

ously in arrest under this man's charge, but now
he was to be put in prison on the bread and water
" of affliction." Joash, son of the king, was not,

probably, a son of Ahab, but a prince of the blood,

who, together with the commandant of the city,

had charge of the prisoners. If he had been, as
Thenius supposes, a young prince who had been
intrusted to Amon for his military education (2
Kings x. 1), one does not see why he should be
mentioned here. In the last words of ver. 28 Mi-
caiah calls " all people " to be witnesses of his de-

claration, t. «., not " all the world," or " people
generally " (Keil), but all the people who, besides
the two kings and the four hundred prophets,

were collected on this solemn occasion. The pro-

phet Micah begins his prophecy (chap. i. 2) with

the words D^3 D^ttJJ tyQ&, but we may not infer

from this, as Bleek does, that the author confused
Micaiah with the much younger prophet Micah,

nor, as Hitzig does, that the words in this passage
are borrowed from that place. It would be more
natural to suppose that Micah borrowed the words
from the original document of this author. How-
ever, the exclamation is so general that it might
occur in the independent works of different pro-

Ehets. It is remarkable that the pious king Je-

oshaphat does not interfere to prevent the mal-

treatment of Micaiah; and that, in spite of the

opposition of that prophet, he goes on the expe-
dition. Peter Martyr says: Affinilaa cam impiz*

contractu sonc&itatem phtrimwn imminuit. It ap-

pears that he was not willing to take back the

promise which he had given (ver. 4) on account of
a prophet whom Ahab declared to be his personal

opponent

Ver. 30. And the king of Israel said onto
Jehoahaphat. The Vulgate and Luther mistak-

enly take the infinitives tf^ Bfcnnn (disguise and

come) as imperatives addressed to Jehoehaphat
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nflfcO i
which immediately follows by way of con-

trast, shows that this is wrong. The infinitive

absolute is the plainest and simplest form of the

voluntative for exclamations, and is used when the

speaker is excited and filled with the idea (KwaJd.

§ 328). It is to be remembered, in connection

with Ahab's attempt to disguise himself, that the

ordinary custom was for the king to lead the army
into battle in full royal costume (2 Sam. L 10).

Hence he was conspicuous not only to his own
army, but also to that of the enemy, who then di-

rected their attack upon him. The words of Mi-

oaiah, especially these :
" These have no master,"

had caused Ahab great secret anxiety. Moreover,

he might well suppose that the Syrians would
be more eager to attack him than Jehoshaphat
Though he knew nothing of Ben-hadad's command
(ver. 21), yet he desired to frustrate the prophet's

prediction. The sense of his words to Jehosha-

phat is, therefore, this: I have every reason to

make myself unrecognizable in this war, but
thou,.against whom the Syrians have no especial

hate, mayst go forward in thy royal apparel.

—

When thus taken, Ahab's words contain a sort of

justification and excuse of his purpose. Jehosh-

aphat, therefore, agreed to it without objection.

There is no ground for the idea that Ahab had
planned cunningly that Jehoshaphat might be

killed, in order that he might inherit Judah
(Schulz, Maurer, and others). Ahab was anxious

to save his own life, not to secure Jehoshaphat's

death.

Yer. 31. But the king of Syria. Ac. Perhaps
he had learned that the expedition had originated

with Ahab,who had proposed it to his generals, per-

suaded Jehoshaphat, and pushed forward the plan

perseveringly. He hoped that Ahab's end would be
the end of the war. Hence the command which
he gave to the thirty-two chariot-captains, who are

also mentioned in xx. 24. They were the leaders,

they made known the command to their men.
Neither with small nor great, i. «., do not spend
time in conflict with any one else, but all press for-

ward against the king of Israel. TJX in ver. 32

does not mean certainly (De "Wette, Bunsen), but
only. They need not be in doubt, since he alone

wore royal dress. Instead of VID^ the chronicler

has ^3D1, and the Sept has, in both places,

' ki&kkjoav. Bertheau and Thenius regard the lat-

ter as the correct reading. But the Syrians cer-

tainly had not yet surrounded him; they were
pressing forward towards him, but turned aside

when they saw that they were mistaken in the

person (ver. 33). The Vulg. has: impetu facto

pugnabant contra eum. "VlD means, to turn from
the way and go towards something. When they

saw the king, they turned towards him. Jehosh-
aphat cried out, and, as they recognized him, it

seems that he must have called out his own name,
not, however, in order to make himself known to

them, but in order to call his own people to his

aid. It may be, also, that his people called to him
and uttered his name. In Chronicles it is added

:

" And the Lord helped him ; and God moved them
to depart from him." This can hardly have been
borrowed from the original document The cry

was understood [by later readers] as a cry to God
(Vulg., clamavit ad Dominum\ and the rescue as a
divine interposition. If this pair of sentences had

been in the original, it is inexplicable how they
should have been omitted in the text before us.

Yer. 34. And a certain man drew a bow
9

&& y&Fi? does not mean " at a venture " (Luther,

E. V.), nor m incertum (Vulg), but, as 2 Sara. xr.

1 1 shows, " without knowing why he aimed par-

ticularly at that individual whom he had in his

eye " (Thenius). According to Josephus this man's
name was Aman ; according to Jarchi it was Naa-
man. In the text, however, emphasis is laid on
the fact that it was an unknown man. Gesenius
and De Wette translate D^JOTn by joints or grooves,

but what joints can be referred to ? The stem

p21 means only to hang on or depend from, pan ,

therefore, means (hat which depends or hangs
down, but not a joint, nor yet the soft parts or flanks

(EwaJd). Luther, correctly : Zwischen den Panzer
und Hengel [between the corselet and the tunic].

The corselet covered the body down as far as be-
low the ribs. The lower part of the body was
protected by a hanging skirt of parallel plates

(hence the plural D*p3"l). The arrow penetrated

between this skirt and the corselet, where the con-
nection was not close or perfect, and penetrated the
14 lower abdomen " (Thenius). This wound was,
of course, a very severe one, if not a fatal one.

We may perceive how far such weapons penetrat-

ed, by the instance, for example, of the arrow with
which Jehu shot king Jehoram, which entered his

body between the arms from behind, and came out

obliquely through the heart in front (2 Kings ix.

24 ; Lament. Hi. 13 ; Job xvi. 13). Hereupon Ahab
commanded his charioteer to turn and drive out of
the midst of the contending armies, for I am
wounded, t. «., I am no longer fit to fight, and

must retire from the conflict Evidently "Tlvnn

means, in this connection, lam wounded (cf. 1 Sam.
xxxu 3); Sept., TtrpavpdTUTfiat ; Vulg., graviter

vulneraius sum). Thenius translates, "I am not
well," and observes: ,4 He desired to be quickly

rid of the arrow, and not to let any one know that

he was wounded." Similarly Bertheau: 4i For I

am unwell The charioteer cannot have observed
that Ahab had been wounded by an arrow." But
a fatal wound in the abdomen, from which blood
flowed into the chariot, cannot have passed unob-
served, and it is impossible that Ahab should have
removed the arrow himself; at least such action is

not mentioned in the text. It is certain that he
felt so unwell that he asked to be removed from
the conflict, and it is difficult to understand how
Thenius can say, on the words Against the Syri-
ans (ver. 35), that " he kept his face towards them
and did not retire from the place of battle."

Ewald's assertion that he " had to be carried from
the field," contradicts the words of the text ; also

there is nothing in the text of Ewald's further

statement, that " when his wound had been bound
up Ahab returned into the battle, and fell bravely

fighting to the last" Only so much is certain, that

he was removed from the battle in his chariot, but
not that he returned to it, as has been erroneously
inferred from ver. 35.

Ver. 35. And the battle increased, i. «., the

battle became more violent The figure is taken
from a swelling river (Isal viil 1). Thenius ex*

plains the following words, TD£D fTO: " He waa
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standing upright, i. c, through his own strength.

He forced himself in order that he might support

the courage of his followers." But he had given

orders (ver. 34) that his charioteer should remove
him as incapacitated for further fighting, and it

does not show in the text that he caused his wound
to be bound up and then returned into the fight

;

this must be invented and added arbitrarily. The
sentence : the battle increased, is a subordinate

clause to explain how it came about that Ahab re-

mained standing in the chariot and died at evening.

The Calwer BiM states the connection of thought
very correctly as follows :

" Ahab's charioteer could

not escape from the crush of the battle because
the fight became more and more violent, and
Ahab was obliged to remain standing on the cha-

riot on which he was until towards evening.

His wound could not, therefore, be bound up, and
he bled to death. When finally, at sunset, the

Israelites turned away from the field of battle,

it was too late to save the king." D1K PIDJ does

not mean " presenting front to the Syrians " (The-

nius), but in the face of the Syrians (coram, Judges
xviii. 6 ; Jex. xvii. 16 ; Ezek. xiv. 3, 7 ; Prov. v.

21). The Syrians, however, did not recognize him,

because he was disguised. It is once more stated

that the blood ran out of the wound into the
midst of the chariot, on account of the incident

to be narrated in ver. 38. In Chronicles these

words are wanting, as also the following verses

3S-38. The story ends there with the words:
"and about the time of the sun going down he
died," because it is not the history of Ahab which
is there the prominent interest, but that of Je-

hoshaphat

Ver. 38. And one washed the chariot in the
pool of Samaria. As in the case of other cities

(2 Sam. ii. 13 ; iv. 12 ; Song SoL vii. 4), so also at

Samaria, there was a pool near the city which
served for purposes of washing and bathing. The
dogs licked up the water which was mixed with
the blood washed from the chariot The words

WTI Dirim cannot be translated as in the Syriac

and Chaldaic versions, arma laverunt, or, as in the

Vulg., habenas laverunt, in the first place because it

is contrary to the usage of the language to make
Jlfof the object, and in the second place, because
this word occurs in the Old Testament only in the

signification harlots. Maurer and Von Gerlach
supply, as object of WIT) » the chariot, but then this

clause would only repeat the previous one :
" they

washed the chariot" Bunsen supplies arbitrarily

:

the corpse, }*m means here, as in Ex. ii. 5 ; Ruth
iii. 31, to bathe. Harlots are also elsewhere men-
tioned together with dogs, though, it is true, in the

figurative use (Deut. xxiii. 19; Rev. xxii. 15), be-

cause both were regarded as impure and contempt-
ible. Theodoret remarks that the harlots bathed
in the evening, according to custom. They did not
intend to wash in the blood, but the water was
mixed with it Probably the women were the

temple-prostitutes, so that the blood of Ahab was
not only licked up by dogs, but also came in con-

tact with persons who were impure, and prostituted

in the service of Baal and Astarte ; a double mark
of the shameful ruin which had been foretold for

him. Peter Martyr: Sordes suas miseebant cum
sanguine Ahabi, qua fuit maxima ignominia. The-

;
niu8' proceeding is very arbitrary when he declares

i

that ver. 38 is an addition of the redactor, who de-
I sired to bring the event into full accord with the
. prophecy in chap. xxi. 19. We have no further
information in regard to Ahab's buildings men-
tioned in ver. 39. The ivory house was a house
which was richly decorated within with ivory. Cf.

Amos iii. 15 ; Ps. xlv. 8 ; Song of SoL vii. 5 ; Ho-
mer's Odys. iv. 72.

HISTORICAL AND ETHICAL.

1. Jehoshaphats journey to Samaria is an im-
portant incident in the development of the history
of the two kingdoms, for this reason : Ever since
the division of the kingdom (seventy years) the two
parts had been hostile to each other, but Jehosha-
phat's visit was meant to confirm a peace between
them, which had already been brought about by
the intermarriage of the prince of Judah and the
princess of Israel A period of peace now began.
This new state of things was brought about by
Jehoshaphat and not by Ahab, as we see clearly

from the account in Chronicles, where also we
may learn what considerations induced the pious
king of Judah to seek friendship and alliance with
Ahab. 'He had raised the comparatively weak
kingdom of Judah to a pitch of prosperity, both-
internal and external, such as it had not en-
joyed since the time of Solomon. Especially
against the neighboring nations he had been so
successful that all brought him tribute, and no one
any longer dared to oppose him (2 Chron. xvii. 10).

Since now he had attained to great wealth and
renown (2 Chron. xviii. 1), the wish must naturally
arise in his heart, to put an end to the long
hostility of the two brother-kingdoms, of which,
probably, each was weary. This could not be ac-

complished by force, for experience had proved
that neither kingdom could subjugate the other.

Jehoshaphat therefore attempted the peaceful
means of a family alliance, and Ahab' met him
willingly, since he could expect from such an
alliance nothing but advantage. It appears, how-
ever, that Jehoshaphat aimed at something more
than a mere friendly relation between the two
kingdoms. When we reflect that he, the faithful

adherent of Jehovah, made an alliance between his
son and heir and the daughter of the fanatical

idolater, Jezebel ; that he then went himself in

great state to Samaria; that he entered into a
military expedition with Ahab in spite of the
warning of a prophet of Jehovah ; that he after-

wards entered into an alliance with Ahab's suc-

cessor in spite of the warning of the prophet
Jehu not to enter into fellowship with apostates

(2 Chron. xix. 1) ; then we cannot understand all

this save on the supposition that he aimed to
unite once more the two kingdoms under Judah's
supremacy. However glorious the aim was, it

could never be attained in the way upon which he
had entered. The real cause of the division of the
kingdom was Israel's revolt from the chief com-
mand of the covenant with Jehovah. This cause
could not be removed by external means such as
Jehoshaphat sought to use. The friendship which
he sought to establish by intermarriage and by
political measures, ignoring the true ground of
division, and even setting it aside by denying some
features of the theocratic constitution, was a
friendship which had no root, and enjoyed no
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divine blessing, out of which rather mischief arose

for Judah. For, far from tending to root up Jero-

boam's cultus in Israel, this intermarriage helped

to transplant it to Judah, and brought that king-

dom to the brink of ruin. After seventy or eighty

years, in the time of Amanah, the hostility between

the two kingdoms broke out afresh, and was never

entirely allayed again until the Assyrians took

Israel into captivity.

2. King Ahab appears here in the last act of

his career, just as we have seen him always

hitherto, devoid of religious or moral character.

His penitence, which seemed so earnest, and which

certainly falls in the period immediately preced-

ing the renewed war with the Syrians (chap. xxi.

27), had, as we see from the story before us, borne

no fruit His attitude toward Jehovah and His

covenant remained the same. There is not a sign

of any change of heart He is now enraged

against Ben-hadad, whom, after the battle of

Aphek, he called his " brother," and suffered to

depart out of weakness and vanity. He summons
bis chief soldiers to a war against Ben-hadad, and
calls for Jehoshaphat's aid also, in order to make
sure of destroying him. He had either forgotten

the words of the prophet (chap. xx. 42), or else he
eared nothing about them. To "be still " (ver. S)

did not suit him. As Jehoshaphat desired, before

engaging on the expedition, to hear an oracle of

Jehovah in regard to it, Ahab summoned only those

in regard to whose declarations he could be sure

that they would accord with his own wishes, and
when Micaiah, being called at the express wish of

Jehoshaphat, gives another prophetic declaration,

Ahab explains this as the expression of personal

malice, as he had once done in regard to Elijah's

declarations (chap xxi. 20). He allows Zedekiah to

insult and abuse Micaiah, and even orders the latter

into dose confinement But then again he be-

comes alarmed at the prophet's words, though
before he, was passionate and excited. He cannot
overcome'the impression he has received, and so,

contrary to military custom and order, he does

not go into the battle like Jehoshaphat, clad In

royal robes, but disguised. This precaution, which
testified to anything but heroism (Eisenlohr says

justly: "He hoped in this way to escape dan-

ger"), did not, however, avail. He was shot

without being recognized. His command to be
removed from the strife, that his wound might be
cared for, could not be executed. He bled to

death on his chariot Some moderns have re-

presented his end as heroic, starting from the

erroneous exegesis that he caused his wounds to

be bound up and returned to the fight (see Exeg.

on vers. 34 and 35). " He had his wouod bound
up, returned to the battle, and held himself erect

in his chariot, though his blood flowed down on
its floor until the evening" (Duncker, OescK dee

Alierthume I. #. 2 1 2 :—following Ewald). Thenius
even says: "If Ahab held himself erect through
the whole day with the purpose already men-
tioned (to encourage his men), then he possessed,

aside from the qualities manifested in chap, xx
1, 14* 32, 34, a chr wter whose general features

were grand." Thr view is certainly mistaken,

since we may be sure that the author did not in-

tend to glorify Ahab in this account of his death.

It is so far from his intention to say anything in

his honor, that he even expressly narrates how
Ahab after his death met with involuntary dis-

grace (ver. 38). In mentioning the end of Asa,

Baasha, and Omri their "heroism" (rm3l) fe

mentioned, but when Ahab's death and burial are

mentioned, there is no reference to his valor.

Moreover, it is impossible to speak of this king as
having " a character whose general features were
grand," seeing that he was ruled by his wicked
wife, that he went to bed and would see no one,

and neither eat nor drink, because he could not at

once obtain a garden which he wanted, and that

he did not recover his spirits until he had obtained

the garden by a judicial murder.
3. The congregation of not leas (hamfour hundred

prophets, who claimed to be prophets of Jehovah,
but were not such, is a phenomenon which has
no parallel either in the earlier or later history of
Israel, and which, for various reasons, deserves
attention. In the first place, it appears from this

that, although the Baal-cultus had been formally

introduced, it had not entirely superseded the

Jehovah-cultu8 ; on the contrary, that it existed

by the side of that (perhaps as a consequence of
Elijah's work), and that as we may infer from the

number of the prophets who were assembled,

a great portion of the people must still have been
well disposed towards the national cultus. Second-
ly, it appears that there was in Israel, besides the

class of prophets of whom Elijah and Elisha and
their pupils were the leaders (2 Kings iL 3, 6, 7,

16; vi. 1), also another class of prophets, who did

not oppose the cultus of Jeroboam or the idolatrous

dynasty, but rather joined hands with these, and
sought a compromise with them. This latter class

was no doubt for the most part, identical with
the priests of Jeroboam's cultus, and formed the

official privileged class of prophets. The union of
the priestly and the prophetic offices occurred in

the Baal-religion (chap. xviiL). No ancient people
considered any cultus complete without a class of

men through whom the god might be questioned.

This class was naturally identified, in the first

place, with the priesthood, through whom aU deal-

ings with the gods must be brought about The calf-

worship of Jeroboam must, therefore, have pro-

phets in order to be a complete religious system,
and its priests became its born prophets. Since,

however, this cultus, with its priesthood, was not
a legitimate outgrowth of the national constitution

and the divine covenant, but a creation of politi-

cal policy (chap. xii. 31, 32; xiii. 33), the prophecy
also, which was connected with it, did not stand
upon the covenant with Jehovah, and the spirit

which animated this prophecy could not be the
" spirit of Jehovah." It was a lying spirit since

the whole existence of this class of persona was
rooted in apostasy and in revolt from the theo- .

cratic constitution. These " prophets of Samaria "

(Jer. xxiii 13 : Ezek. xiil
%
l) were false prophets.

They were not "servants of Jehovah" or u men
of God," but creatures of Jeroboam's royal power,
court prophets, who stood ready for the service of

the king. This is the character in which they
here appear. Ahab knew that they would pro-

phesy "good" concerning him; hence he called

them ana would not listen to Micaiah. It is not

necessary to consider them conscious and inten-

tional deceivers, but, though they may have
believed in their own oracles, yet they were de-

ceitful prophets, since the "spirit of Jehovah"
was not in them,
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4. The prophet Micaiah, of whom we know
nothing more than is to be learned from this

chapter, unites, in contrast with the prophets of

Ahab, all the chief features of a genuine Jehovah-

prophet in a manner in which they are not to be

found in a single appearance of any other prophet

We are first struck by the fulfilment of his predic-

tion. He announces, on the authority of a vision,

the fall of Ahab as a thing settled in the counsels

of God, and does this in such a clear and definite

way that Ahab and all the others who were pre-

sent at once understood what was predicted, and
there was no place for a " dim misgiving of the

defeat which was to be suffered " (Ewald). Ac-
cording to human foresight, a great defeat was
the less to be expected on this occasion, since

Ahab's army was considerably strengthened by
the addition of Jehoshaphat's, and the only thing

sought was the capture of one city. Hence the

four hundred prophets unanimously promised

victory. The passage is certainly historical : ac-

cording to Thenius, the visiou of Micaiah " is to

be regarded as a proof of the historical truth of

the passage on account of its peculiarity and
originality;" we have here, therefore, a definite

prediction, which can have proceeded only from

divine revelation, from which Micaiah expressly

asserts that he received it. Then with this gift

of prediction Micaiah unites also the heroic

courage which marked all the true prophets. He
steps forth in the face of the king and his four

hundred prophets, as once Elijah stepped forth

in the face of the same king and the four hundred
and fifty priests of Baal on Mount Carmel. Though
he came from captivity, and had now an opportu-

nity to receive the royal favor, and although the

attendant begged him, as he came, to " prophesy
good," yet he speaks only what God has

#
revealed

to him, and fears neither the wrath of *the king,

nor the outcry and rage of the four hundred. He
recognizes no fear of men and no desire to please

men. The word of his God is more to him than

all else, and with that he stands firm, no matter

what may threaten him. To this heroic courage

he adds, finally, the patient endurance of insult

and abuse which he is called to endure for the

sake of truth. He does not repay Zedekiah in

kind, but refers him to the experience which
awaits him. When the enraged king orders him
into close confinement on the "bread of affliction,"

he does not murmur, but calls on all present to

remember his prediction, and submits to his lot,

leavingjudgment to Him who judges righteously.

So this servant of God appears as a forerunner of
Him in whose mouth no deceit was found, who,
when he was reviled, reviled not again, and did

not threaten when he suffered (1 Peter ii. 22 aq.),

as if the great example had already appeared be-

fore him, and he had only followed in His foot-

steps.

5. The vision of the prophet Micaiah (vers. 1&-22)
is original and peculiar. It has no parallel in the Old
Testament In meaning it corresponds most
nearly to Isai. xix. 14 sq. It is very important for

the elucidation of the idea of God as contained in

the Old Testament In so far as it proceeds upon
the supposition that the deceitful prophecy of the
four hundred prophets had its source in God, it

seems to stand upon a religious idea which is not
reconcilable with the holiness of God. In order
to escape the offence which is involved in this view,

17

the action of God has been described as a mere
"permission." Theodoret, for instance, whom
nearly all the ancient expositors follow, says of
this vision : irpoouironoda r/f, dtd&OKovoa rrp tieiav

ovyxi>pvctv. But this is clearly a case in which
Jehovah himself appears ordering and regulating
independently and spontaneously, not merely per-
missively. We must bear in mind that the vision
represents an executive or judicial act of God. As
judge, God stands to evil not in the attitude of
permission, but in one of punishment Since evil
does not come from God, but from man, who re*

beU against God, chooses evil, and opposes it to
God, so punishment comes upon man through evil.

God proves His holiness most of all by this, that
He punishes evil by evil, and destroys it by itself.

It is an essential feature in the divine government
of the world that the evil which springs up in the
world is made an instrument in the hand of the
Holy One for neutralizing and destroying itself,

and that it becomes a means of ruin to him who
chooses it, and brings it into being. The idea of
holiness as applied to God excludes all idea of His
indifference as between good and evil, and there-
fore forbids us to think of Him as "permitting"
evil. The theory of permission does not therefore
reconcile this incident with God's holiness, but
rather is directly inconsistent with God's holiness.

Hence it has been abandoned in modern theology
kf. Rothe, Elhik, II. s. 204-210). It is also entirely
foreign to Holy Scripture (c/. Hengstenberg,
Beitrage, III. e. 462 sq.). The notion that God
punishes evil by evil, which forms the basis of
Micaiah's vision, runs through ail the Scriptures,
and is not at all, as Thenius says, " an outgrowth
of the opinions of the time." Thenius is even
inclined to regard its close conformity to the pre-
valent notions of the time as " an especial proof of
the historical character of the pas*sage." But this

general notion is found in the writings of the
greatest prophet of the Old Testament (Isai. xix.

14), and in those of the greatest Apostle of the New
Testament (2 Thess. ii. 11; Rom.i. 24-28; ix. 11).
The saying, frivolous in itself, Mundus vult decipi,

ergo decipiaiur, mav be applied to Ahab, at least in
this sense : He who seeks and chooses falsehood
will be ruined by falsehood, against his choice (Ps.

xviii. 27).

6 Ahab'8 end was truly tragical. It was
brought about, not by a blind fate, but by a God
who is just in all His ways, and holy in all His
works (Ps. cxlv. 17), whose judgments are un-
searchable, and His ways past finding out (Rom.
xi. 33). The conflict which Ahab had sought, and
which no warning could induce him to abandon,
became his punishment. He fell in battle with
that very enemy who had once been delivered into

his hands, and whom he had released, out of
vanity an<£ weakness, to the harm of Israel, and so
ho made good just the words of the prophet in
chap. xx. 42. He thought that a disguise would
render him secure from the Syrian leaders who
sought to find him out, and he did indeed escape
them ; but an unknown man^.who did not know
him, and had no intention against him, shot him,
while Jehoshaphat, though undisguised, escaped
unharmed. The arrow which struck him was not
warded off by his corselet, but just struck the
narrow opening between the corselet and the skirt,

where it could penetrate and inflict a fatal wound.
Every one, therefore! who does not regard all in-
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eidents as aoeidents, mutt recognize the hand
which guided this shaft The words of the

Psalmist held true : " If he will not turn, he will

whet his sword, he hath bent his bow, and made
it ready. He hath also prepared for him the

instruments of death j he ordaineth his arrows
against the persecutors * (Ps. vii. 12, 13). Finally,

Ahab did not die at ence, but at evening, in con-

sequence of the lose of blood. His blood flowed

down in the ehariot, which was so besmeared by it

that it had to be washed. It was washed at the

pool before the city, where dogs drank and har-

lots bathed. So it oarae to pass, although he was
buried with all honor, that he was marked in his

death as one condemned by God, and Elijah's word
(chap. zzi. 19) was fulfilled.

HOVmXICAL AND PRACTICAL.

Vers. 1-58. Ahab*s last undertaking, (a) What
Jed him to it (vers. 1-4)

;
(b) the question which he

put to the prophets in regard to it (vers. 6-28);
(e) how it resulted (vers. 29-38).—Vers. 1-4. The
coalition of the two kings, (a) It is proposed by
Ahab. (He aims to bring about the war under an
apparently just pretext, whereas he was himself to

blame for the loss of Ramoth, because he let Ben-
hadad go. So, often, strife is stirred up under the

pretext of a just occasion, when the real cause is

an evil and godless feeling. Instead of using the
time of peace for peaceful industry the restless man
begs for Jehoshaphat's help in a new war. He
was willing to borrow Jehoshaphat's aid for such
an undertaking, but did not care to borrow any-
thing of his piety. [He eunningly proposed the
war to recover Ramoth at a time when Jehosh-
aphat was on a visit to him, and was most anxious
to please him.]) (b) Jehoshaphat agrees to it

(without due consideration. He was bribed by
Ahab's friendly reception and hospitality. He thus
brought himself into great danger, ver. 32. We
must not enter into alliances with men like Ahab,
who are given over to do evil Still less ought we
to form relationships with them, for we are thus
Hable to be led into ways which are displeasing to

God and lead to ruin. 2 Chron. xix. 2. We ought
to be at peace with all men, but to enter into alli-

ances and relationships only with those who stand

en the same ground with us as regards the highest
interests).—Ver. 1. Starke: God gives time and
place for repentance even to the greatest sinners.

If they will not repent he will whet his sword (Ps.

vii. 12 and 13).—Ver. 8. W0BT. Bumf.: It is a
misfortune when great men have a fondness for

war. They are not satisfied when they must be
•till, but seek war without necessity and imperil
their country.

—

Pfaff'sohb Bibbl: Do ye not
know that heaven is ours, yet we be still I So
should those cry out to their hearers who are
charged with the cure of souls, and should en-
courage them to take the kingdom of heaven by
force (Matt xi. 12).—Ver. 6. WObt. Summ. : We
should undertake nothing without God's approval,
for how can a thing prosper in which God does not
help ? Hence we ought to seek counsel of God in

his word and in prayer, and, when the word of God
does not counsel us to proceed with the undertak-
ing we should give it up, satisfied that it would not
succeed. It is well to ask God's will, but do it al-

ways before, not after thou hast asked or promised.
—J. Laugh: It often happens thus, a man deter-

mines on something displeasing to God, following
his own notion, and then convinces himself that it

is according to God's wiJL Question the word of
God I the beat counsellor (a) for all who seek truth
and are tossed about by doubts, % Peter L 19 ; Ps.
xix. 8 tq.

;
(b) for all who seek consolation and

peace for the soul, Pi. exix, 82, 02, 105 ; Jer.
xv. 16.

Vers. $-12. The congregation of prophets, (a)

The question which Ahab submitted to them. (He
did not ask in the simple desire to learn the truth
and submit to it, but to obtain divine approval be*
fore the world for that which he had already de-
termined on. If any one prophesies to him in anj
ether manner he becomes angry with him. The
world demands prophets, but ealla only those
" good preachers " whose words please its ears, %
Tim. iv. 3, and whose words are not a hammer to
break the rock, but a cradle-song to lure to sleep
in the midst of vain folly.) (b) The answer which
the assembled prophets gave to Ahab. (The an-
swer did not proceed from the spirit of truth any
more than the question, for these prophets did not
stand on the ground of the divine word. He whe
has abandoned God's word may speak as finely as
he will ; he is a false prophet [This holds true as
well of the dogmatist as ofthe rationalist] Ahab's
prophets say to him : Go and prosper 1 He goes
and falls into hell. So also now the false prophets
promise salvation to all who walk in the broad way,
Ezek. xiii. 18. Therefore, 4< Believe not every
spirit, but try the spirits," Ac., 1 John iv. 1).—Vera,
7. and 8. In many a city and country where there

are preachers enough, one is still obliged to ask,

aa Jehoshaphat did :
" Is there not here a prophet

of the Lord Resides ? " Is there not one who pro-

claims the word of God simply and purely, without
fear or favor of men, and who can say what Paul
says: Gal L 10? There was indeed one other
prophet of the Lord in Samaria, but he was in

prison, anji the king was hostile to him. Stabks:
Pious people esteem a single genuine prophet or
preacher more than four hundred false ones.—Let
not the king say so. When a servant of God
touches thy conscience, say not : I will go to that

church no more ; I do not like that preacher.-
Starkb : A Christian should not keep silence when
the godless speak sinfully, but interrupt and re-

buke them. The Lord did so on the cross (Luke
xxiil 39).—Vers. 16-13. Pfaft. Bibbl : There is

nothing which is more sinful and worthy of pun-
ishment than to flatter the great, who need to hear
the truth. This is more sinful, however, in the
clergy than in others.

—

Bbblbb. Bibbl: Who is

not disgusted by those who fashion their words by
popular favor ? Yet he who would go on smoothly
and easily and prosperously must do this. Then
he will not meet with opposition, nor lose his place
at Jezebel's table (chap, xviii. 19), nor his other
emoluments. All the four hundred agreed unan-
imously, and yet their prophecy was false. In
matters of divine truth it matters not how many
agree. Here voices ought to be weighed, not
counted. The number of the unbelieving or the
superstitious was always greater than that of the
believers, for men agree in error or falsehood much
more easily than in truth. Be not deceived, though
thousands may think and say the same thing, and
though the greatest and most learned may be
amongst them, but ding thou to the word of Him
who has said ;

" Heaven and earth shall pass away,
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tat «y word shall sot paw sway."—£fask*:
liaaaiauty of opinion, even in the largest congre*

?itk>as of theologians, is not always a proof of

utb, for a great company may err.

Vers. 12-2)8. W0st. Sum*. : Here we tee the

narks of the true and false prophets, The false

teachers say what is popular, so as to enjoy re-

wards; they rely upon their number; they aaj

that they have God's word, though they have it

sot, and claim to be in all things equal to the

true teachers ; they dispute more with blows and
screams than with proofs from the word of God

;

they are held in high esteem- On the contrary,

true teachers do not speak to please anybody, but
they preach fearlessly the truth of God's ward,
Ittting it strike whom it will, refusing to be turned
aside, and submitting to persecution. Mioaiah, the

type of a true prophet (see ifisfor. § 4).—Vers. 13

and 14. Micaiah on his way to the king, (a) How
he was tempted. (The witnesses to the truth often

have to withstand the strongest temptations from
those who appear to be their sincere friends.

They are begged for their own sake*, and for the
sake of those who depend on them, not to oppose
the great and mighty, and not to declare other
teachers false prophets. They are told that their

declarations will do no good, but will only excite

enmity against them, and deprive them of bread
and of respect Qf. Mark viii. 32 sq.) (b) How
he repels the temptation. (Neither allurements nor
threats can turn aside a faithful servant of God
from the word of the Lord. That is the rock on
which he takes his stand, the sword and shield

with which he fights. What he has already suf-

fered has not made him submissive; what yet
awaits him cannot turn him aside. All other con-
siderations must yield to the duty of saying what
the Lord gives him to say. Acts iv. 20.)—-Ver. 13.

Hall : Those who offer earthly good as an induce-
ment think that every one worships their idol.

—

Ver. 14. Starkb: We ought to be firm against
allurements and not let ourselves be drawn from
the truth by favor or disfavor. What the
Lord saith unto me that will I speak ought
to be the vow of every preacher when he enters
on his office, (a) What pertains to the fulfilment

of this vow? (Knowledge of the truth, power
from above, prayer for the gifts of the spirit. 2
Tim. iv. 2 sq.) (b) What is promised to one who
makes such avow? (Jer. L8 sq.; Luke xil 12;
Matt x. 10 ; Dan. xiL 3 ; 2 Tim. iv. 8 ; 1 Peter v. 4.)

Vers. 15 and 16. Berleb. Bibel: This is a won-
derful thing. People demand certain ones to speak
the truth, to them, yet when the truth is spoken
they are displeased by it. How many demand
the truth, yet are angry when they hear it.

—

Cramer : The godless often ask about the truth,

not in order to make themselves better, but in

order to spend their malice on the pious (Matt ii.

3 sq. ; xx vi. 63).—Hypocritical questions deserve
no earnest answer, but only such a one as may
put the questioner to shame.

—

Starke : It is not
wrong to sometimes answer the fool according to
his folly, but with wit, in order to make him bet-

ter (Prov. xxvi. 6).—Vers. 17-2T. Micaiah's pre-

diction, (a) Its contents, in their reference to the
king (ver. 17), and to the four hundred prophets

Svers. 1&-23). (b) Its reception by the prophets
ver. 24) and by the king (ver. 26-28)—Ver. 17.

Kings should be the shepherds of the people.

Israel had in Ahab a master, but not a shepherd.

00 led the people not in the right path, but astray
(Jer. ii. 13). It is the. greatest misfortune for a
people when it has no leader who is a true shep-
herd.—Ver. 18. Cramer: The godless murmur
against preachers, saying that they can do noth-
ing but scold, but they do not murmur against
their own sins (Lament iii 30).—Vers. 19-23.
The truths which are presented to us by the pro-
phet's vision, (a) The Lord in heaven stands
above all earthly thrones. He appoints and de-
poses kings, and has power over all kingdoms (Dan.
ii. 21 ; iv. 14; 1 Sam. ii. 7). Therefore let all the
earth fear him, Ac. (Ps. xxxiii. 8). (b) The Lord
is pure to the pure, and perverse to the perverse.
He gives over the perverse and hard-hearted to
the judgment of obstinate error; he sends mighty
errors to ipthrall those who resist the truth (John
xii. 40; 2 Thesa. it 11 : Ex. xiv. 4, 8). There-
fore u harden not your hearts," Ac. (Hebr. iii. 8).

—Ver. 21. Pfaff: It is a great judgment of
God upon a country when he allows false pro-
phets to lead it astray, and to put on the mask of
true prophets. It is, however, a judgment which
the world does not recognize as such.—Ver. 22'-

Kyburz : He who seduces others is himself se-

duced as a just punishment. Ahab led the people
from God to Baal, therefore he is here led by a
false oracle to march out upon his own scaffold.

That, however, is the mightiest seduction which
is brought about through those who ordinarily,

stand highest in authority,—the prophets.—Vers.
24-28. Micaiah's suffering for the truth, (a) He is

publicly insulted by Zedekiah the chief of tl»e

prophets (Matt v. 11). (6) He is thrown into pri-

son by the godless king Ahab (1 Pet it 19). (c)

ye is left unprotected by the pious king Jehoshu-
phat (Matt xxvi. 56).—Ver. 24. Kyburz: When
the disputants cannot oppose anything to the truth,

they turn to blows instead of arguments, or the
controversy ends in scolding, and calumny, and
blasphemy. Those are the weapons which are
forged in hell against the truth. Let every one who
intends to speak and write the naked truth make up
his mind that he will be attacked by these if he
disregards the favor of men. This salt [the truth]
has lost nothing of its savor; it bites to-day as it

did 3,000 years ago.

—

Berleb. Bibel: A false

light makes men self-willed; they become like

those who stand in a mist Each one sees an
open light space about himself, but seems to see
that every other is enveloped in mist.

—

Hall :

None boast more of having the spirit of God than
those who have it not at alL Vessels which are
full give only a light sound or none at all. In
vituperation and abuse clerical disputants, to
whom it is least becoming, are unfortunately often
most vigorous. By their sensitive vanity, which
can endure no contradiction, their envy, thoir

arrogance, and their anger, they show plainly that
they have not the spirit of God, which does not
dwell in an arrogant and quarrelsome and self

willed heart, but in a humble one. and its fruits

are love, joy, peace, long-suffering, Ac (Gal.

v. 22). "The Lord resisteth the proud." Ver.-

25. Cramer: Those who are boldest in pros-

perity generally become the most timid when
their affairs begin to decline (Judges ix. 38).

—

Vers. 26-28. Ahab's conduct towards the wit-

ness of the Truth, (a) It was tyrannical. (There
is no greater tyranny than to suppress by force the

divine word and the truth.) (b) It was foolish. (We
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cannot accomplish anything against the truth, 2 Cor.

xiii. 8. We can put the advocates of it in prison, but
not the truth. It cannot be bound in chains, nor

starved. It escapes and spreads, and only gains

in glory by our attempts to oppress it.)—Ver. 28.

Starke: Threats of death or of imprisonment
may not frighten a true servant of God from con-

fessing the truth (Acts v% 26-29).—He who makes
a good confession can without fear call all the

world to witness it (Matt. x. 14). Such a confes-

sion always leaves a sting behind, which one can
never again get rid of (ver. 30).

Vers. 29-38. The war with the 8yrians. (a) A
war which was undertaken without nay, even
against,-God's will, and therefore with no good con-

science, (b) An unfortunate war, which resulted

in danger to Jehoshaphat, death to Ahab, and
rout to the army.—The two kings before, in,

and after the battle.—Ver. 29. 8a We should ex-

pect :
" So " the two kings abandoned the war.

However they went, one out of self-will, the

other out of weakness.

—

Calw. Bib.: Men do far

too readily what they want to do, although it is

contrary to God's will, putting aside God's word,

or the warnings of others, or the voice of con-

science. The event is never good. How often

men ask for advice, yet follow their own will only.

Kyburz: Jehoshaphat's example ought to make
us shy of the society of the wicked. The sun of

grace in his heart became gradually dimmed. At
first he had courage to remonstrate with Ahab,
but gradually he comes to silence and indifference,

even while Micaiah is abused and remanded to

prison. In the end this evil companionship
would have cost him his life, if God had not won-
derfully interposed.—Ver. 30. Unbelief, in Ahab,
joined hands with superstition. The king despises

and rejects the word of God which is announced
to him, and yet he is frightened, and seeks to escape
the threatened dangers by disguising himself.

This stratagem was intended to prove the prophet
false. Neither cunning nor might avails against
God's will. Thou mayest disguise thyself as thou
wilt, God will find thee when and where no man
recognizes thee (Ps. exxxix. 7-12). Muki ad
fatum venere suum, dum fata UmenL—Ver. 32.

Cramer: God sometimes lets his children come
into distress and danger when they have formed
companionship with the wicked, but he saves
them again through His goodness and might, that
they may be the more careful another time.

Into what distress and danger one is thrown by a
careless promise (ver. 4), an ill-timed concession,

and the false shame of taking back one's promise I

—Vers. 34 and 35. If not a sparrow falls, nor a
hair, without His will, how much less can an arrow
or a ball strike thee unless His hand guides it.—Birlkb. Bib. The less of the human there is in

those things which we commonly call accidents,

the more there is of the divine. The weal or wo©
of whole nations often depends on those things
which are called accidents.—Ver. 36. Whatever
any men, though they were kings, have brought
together and set up, without God's approval, that
is certain to fall to pieces and perish again.

—

Vers. 37 and 38. Ahab's end (see Hintor. § 6). (a) It

was sudden (I Sam. xx. 3 ; Luke xii. 20. From
sudden death, good Lord, deliver us), (b) It was un-

repentant (without conviction of sin, or repentance
for it, or longing for grace and pardon), (c) It was
shameful. (He was indeed buried with honor,
like the rich man, Luke xvi., but the dogs lick

his blood, and his memory does not remain in

honor, Ps. lxxiii. 19. Therefore, Ps. xc 12 ; xxxix.

5.)

—

Starke: As he lived, so he died; as he died,

so he was judged. The death of Ahab is a testi-

mony to Rom. xi. 33 ; Gal vi. 7 ; Isai. xl. 8.—Vera,

39 and 40. What is the profit of leaving behind a

great and grand house, if one has not set one's

house in order (Isai xxxviii. 1 ; 1 John ii. 17) T
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PART SECOND.

CUE SECOND BOOK OF THE KINGS, INCLUDING 1 KINGS XXII. U-5SJ

SECODSTID PERIOD, SECOND EPOCH.

THIRD SECTION.

KINGDOM HITHER JEHOSHAPHAT IN JUDAH, AND ATTAZTATT AND JOBAM IN I8HAKL.

(1 Kings XXJX 41—2 Kings JJL 37.)

A.

—

Reigns of Jehoshaphat and Ahanah.

1 Euros XXII. 41—2 Kings L 18.

1 Kings XXTL 41. And Jehoshaphat the son of Asa began to reign over Judah
42 in the fourth year of Ahab king of Israel. Jehoshaphat was thirty and five years

old when he began to reign ; an4he reigned twenty and ^ve years in Jerusalem.
43 And his mothers name was Azubah the daughter of Shilhi. And he walked in

all the way of Asa his father ; he turned not aside from it, doing that which
was right in the eyes of the Lord : nevertheless the high places were not taken

44 away
; for the people offered and burnt incense yet in the high places. And

45 Jehoshaphat made [was at] peace with the king of Israel. Now the rest of the
acts of Jehoshaphat, and his might that he shewed, and how he warred, are

46 they not written in the book of the Chronicles of the kings of Judah ? And the
remnant of the sodomites, which remained in the days of his father Asa, he

47 took out of the land. There was then no king in Edom : a deputy was king.
48 Jehoshaphat made ships of Tharshish^ to go to Ophir for gold : but they went
49 not : for the ships were broken [wrecked] at Ezion-geber. Then said Ahaziah

the son of Ahab unto Jehoshaphat, Let my servants go with thy servants in

the ehips. But Jehoshaphat would not.
50 And Jehoshaphat slept with his fathers, and was buried with his fathers in

the city of David his fatner: and Jehoram his son reigned in his stead.

51 Ahaziah the son ofAhab began to reign over Israel in Samaria the seven-

teenth year of Jehoshaphat king of Judah, and reigned two years over Israel.

52. And he did evil in the sight of the Lord, and walked in the way of his father,

and in the way of his mother, and in the way of Jeroboam the son of Nebat,
53 who made Israel to sin : For he served Baal; and worshipped him, and provoked

to anger the Lord God of Israel, according to all that his father had donev

1
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THE

SECOND BOOK OF THE KINGS,
OOMMOVLT OALLKD

THE FOURTH BOOK OF THE KINGS.

Chap. L 1-11.

1 Then Moab rebelled against Israel after the death of Ahab. And Ahaziah
2 fell down through a [window-] lattice in his upper chamber that was in Samaria,

and was sick : and he sent messengers, and said unto them, Go, inquire of Baal-
3 zebub the god of Ekron whether I shall recover of this disease. But the angel

of the Lord * said to Elijah the Tishbite, Arise, Go up to meet the messengers
of the king of Samaria, and say unto them, Is it not \omU not] because there is

not a God in Israel, that ye go to inquire of Baal-zebub the god of Ekron ?
4 Now therefore thus saith the Lord, Thou shalt not come down from that bed on
6 which thou art gone up, but shalt surely die. And Elijah departed. And
when the messengers turned back nnto him, he said unto them, Why are ye

6 now turned back F And they said unto him, There came a man up to meet us,

and said unto us, Go, turn again unto the king that sent you, and say unto him,
Thus saith the Lord, Is it not [<*»« not] because there is not a God in Israel, that
thou sendest to inquire of Baal-zebub the god of Ekron ? therefore thou shalt
not come down from that bed on which thou art gone up, but shalt surely die.

1 And he said unto them, What manner of roan was he which came up to meet
8 you, and told you these words ? And they answered him, Ue teas a hairy man,
and girt with a girdle of leather about his loins. And he said, It is Elijah the
Tishbite.

9 Then the king sent unto him a captain of fifty with hw fifty. And he
went up to him: and, behold, he sat on the top of a hill. And he spake

10 unto him, Thou man of God, the king hath said, Come down. And Elijah
answered and said to the captain of fifty, If I be a man of God, then let fire

come down from heaven, and consume thee and thy fifty. And there came
11 down fire from heaven, and consumed him and his fifty. Again also he sent unto

him another captain of fifty with his fifty. And he answered [lifted up his

voice]
1 and said unto him, O man of God, thus hath the king saia, Come down

12 quickly. And Elijah answered and said unto them, [him],' If [And if] I be a
man of God, let fire come down from heaven, and consume thee and thy fifty.

And the fire of God came down from heaven, and consumed him and his fifty.

13 And he sent again a [third]' captain of the third [emit the third] fifty with his

fifty. And the third captain of fifty went up, and came and fell on his knees
before Elijah, and besought him, and said unto him, O man of God, I pray thee,
let ray life, and the life of these fifty thy servants, be precious in thy sight.

14 Behold, there came fire down from heaven, and burnt up the two captains of the
former fifties with their fifties : therefore [but] let my life now be precious in

[The correct tranalntfon of rflTP, wndred in oar Tflon by Lonn, wtmld b» Th* Mkmak TMinuj bengnvMm
attending oocrotton.)
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1 KINGS XXH 41-58.

15 thy sight. And the angel of the Lord said unto Elijah, Go down with him :*

be not afraid of him. And he arose, and went down with him unto the king.

16 And he said unto him, Thus saith the Lord, Forasmuch as thou hast sent mes-

sengers to inquire of Baal-zebub the god of Ekron, is it not [omit not] because

there is no God in Israel to inquire of his word ? therefore thou shalt not come
11 down off that bed on which thou art gone up, but shalt surely die. So he

died according to the word of the Lord which Elijah had spoken. And Jehoram
reigned in his stead, in the second year of Jehoram the son of Jehoshaphat king

18 of Judah ; because he had no son. Now the rest of the acts of Ahaziah which

he did, are they not written in the book of the Chronicles of the kings of Israel?

TEXTUAL AXD G&AMMjLTIOAL.

i Ver. ll.-Tbe Sept [Cod. Alex.) habere ml 4W0,, c«i iXA\m>, to Out taey ret* 7J25 *» tl!3. TbeatMte*

Ktfl adopt thU reeding, oittaf Ten. 9 end 11

* Ver. li.—{Sept. for DH^K t *pin «*rrfr, * neeeeaary emendation.

* Ter. 18vJ*fcvfc* mart be reed for XNtfa& with Theniue end Keil.

* Ter. 1&—PniK hat the form of the eoeemttre sign with rafflx, Instead ofWH the preposition. The distinction

la not obeerrod in ttw later langoege. Eweld, Ltkrbueh d. hebr. Spr. $ 264, b. and Gee. $ 108, L B. 1.—The ©affix in

VJ&O refers to the kin*—W. 0. 8.]

XBGRTIOAL AND CRITICAL.

Yer. 41. And Jehoahaphat, thw son of An,
Ac. 2 Chron. xvil-xxi. gives a more detailed ac-

count of the reign of this king, which our author
here treats with remarkable brevity. On ver. 43,

cf. chap. xv. 9 sq. The statement in the last part

of ver. 43 is not contradictory to 2 Chron. xvil 6,

for the latter place refers to the idolatrous worship
of Baal and Astarte, on the high places and in the
groves, while here the author is speaking of the
worship of Jehovah upon the high places, as in 2

Chron. xx. 33. (Cf. notes on chap. ii. 3.) Jehosha-
phat had peac4 (ver. 44) as a result of his matri-

monial alliance with Ahab (2 Chron. xviii. 1), not
only with that king himself, but also with, his suc-

cessors, Ahaziah and Jehoram. On ver. 45, cf.

chap. xv. 23, and on ver. 46, cf. chap. xiv. 24, and
chap. xv. 12.

Yer. 47. There was then no king in Bdom.
This observation simply serves to introduce what
the author desired to add, in vers. 48 and 49, as
especially important, from the history of the reign
of Jehoshaphat As Edom at that time had no
king of its own, but merely a governor, Jehosha-
phat could build a merchant-fleet in the Edom itic

port, Ezion-gebtr, as Solomon had done before
(chap. ix. 26). The Edomites had been subjugated
by David (2 Sam. viiL 14), but attempted, in the
latter part of the reign of Solomon, to regain their

independence under the leadership of Hadad (chap.
xl 14 sq.) ; we have no information whether at all,

or to what extent, this attempt succeeded. Keil
and Ewald are of the opinion that the Edoraitos
joined themselves to the Ammonites and Moabites
m their war with Jehoshaphat (2 Chron. xx. 1 sq.\

but were conquered by him, and then placed under
% governor. There is not, however, the slightest

mention of the Edomites in 2 Chron. xx. There
is just as little foundation for the supposition of
Thenius, that Hadad's family had died out before
the time of Jehoshaphat, and that the latter prof-

ited cunningly by the quarrels which arose about
the succession to re-establish the sovereignty of
Judah over Edom. Only this much is certain, that

circumstances had arisen m Edom under Jehosha-
phat which brought about the appointment of a
governor, and rendered possiblo the re-establish-

ment of the trade with Ophir, which had existed

in the most flourishing period of the kingdom.—On
Ophir and the Ship* of Tarshisk, see notes on chap.

x. 22. The latter were wrecked, as it seems, be-

fore leaving the harbor of Ezion-geber, by a storm.

According to 2 Chron. xx. 35 sq., Jehoshaphat
caused these ships to be built in company with
Ahaziah, and the prophet Eliezer interpreted their

destruction to him as a divine punishment for hit .

connection with the apostate Ahaziah (ver. 52)

after he had received a warning on account of his

alliance with Ahab (2 Chron. xix. 2). Probably
he hoped and believed that Ahaziah had better

purposes than Ahab, and therefore he did not at
x

first reject his propositions. When, however, Aha-
ziah made a second proposal to him (ver. 49) he
declined to enter into it In this opinion Keil also

now agrees, although he formerly assumed that

the ships were twice destroyed—first, those which,

according to the passage before us, wore destined

for the voyage to Ophir, and then those which,

according to 2 Chron. xx. 36, were intended for

that to Tar8hi8h (in 8pain). The death of Jehosh-
aphat is somewhat anticipated in ver. 50, for 2

Chron. iii. 7 sq. relates how he made an expedition

against the Moabites with Jehoram, the successor

of Ahaziah.
Yer. 51. Ahaaiah, the son of Ahab, Ac. For

the chronological statement: "The seventeenth

year of Jehoshaphat," which does not coincide

with the duration of Ahab's reign (1 Kings xvi
29), and the commencement of Jehoshaphat's reign

(1 Kings xxit 41), see below, on 2 Kings viii. 16.—
On ver. 52, cf. chap, xvi 29-33.—On the ground'
lessness of the division, which commences the
14 Second book of the Kings " after ver. 63, see § 1
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THE SECOND BOOK OP THE KINGS.

•f the Introduction, Particularly the first verse

of the second book stands in close connection with
the three last verses of the first book, as is evident

from the words After the death of Ahab. The
death of this king and the accession of Ahaziah
were the immediate causes of the attempt of the
Moabites, who had been tributary ever since the

time of David (2 Sam. viiL 2), to separate them-
selves from Israel. We must therefore put this

attempt before the rest which is related in regard

to Ahaziah, especially before the construction of
the merchant-fleet, which he attempted in com-
pany with Jehoshaphat. "War with the revolted

Moabites did not break out under Ahaziah, who
did not reign for even two full years, but immedi-
ately after the accession of his successor, Jehoram
(chap. iil.). Keil thinks it clear that the revolt of
the Moabites followed upon their alliance with the

Ammonites, which is narrated in 2 Chron. xx.

This alliance, however, was directed against Je-

hoshaphat and Judah, and in the entire account
there is no trace whatever that Israel took part in

the expedition of Jehoshaphat, whereas chap. iii.

4 sq. treats of a war between Israel and the Moab-
ites. Piscator correctly states the connection be-

tween vers. 1 and 2 thus: JEgrotavit, ac perinde

nihil contra Moabitas tentare potuit

Chap. L ver. 2. And Ahaziah fell down
through a (window-) lattice, Ac. According to

Ewald, with whom Thenius agrees, the passage
(vers. 2-16) does not come from the same author
as the other passages which treat of Elijah, viz., 1

Kings xvii. xviii. and xix., and 2 Kings ii. 1-18, but
is of later origin thanthese, as " is clear from the dif-

ference of the language in regard to the descent of
fire from heaven in I Kings xviii. 38, and 2 Kings i.

10-14, not to speak of the difference in the nature
of the contents of the two passages." When the
narrative is correctly accepted, however, this latter

difference disappears. Still less can we conclude,

from the fact that ^DJ is used of the descent of

fire in the first passage and TP in the second,

.that they have different authors.—rD3fe> is lot-

tic&work, also snare (Job xviii. 8). It can hardly
be that we have here to think of the balustrade
of the flat roof, but rather of the window-opening,
which was provided with a lattice. For this

interpretation *JJJ3 through is also an argument

We may suppose that he leaned too far out through
the low window, although he does not seem to have
fallen very far, as it did not cost him his life

;
pos-

sibly only on to one of the galleries of the palace.
That this took place on the occasion of a drinking-
bout (Krummacher) is a groundless supposition.
The Sept. render Baal-zebub [mentioned only in

this passage in the Old Testament] by pdaX fivtav

fcbv 'A/oraptjv, and Pliny says (Hist. Nat 10, 28):
Oyrenaici Achorem Deum (invocant) muscarfim mid-
titudittc pestilentiam afferente qua protinus intereunt

postquam litatum est itti Deo He is therefore the
Baal who protects against the flies, which cause
sickness and other calamities ;

" Defender against
vermin," like the Ztvc and/jvioc, fivlaypoc of the
Eleans (Pausan. viii. 26, 4). Against this com-
monly received explanation (Gesenius, Movers,
Ewald, Winer, Reoi-Wbrterbuch, L s. 120), J. a.
Muller (Herzog, Encyc i. s. 768), with whom Keil
agrees, maintains that the " Fly-god " cannot have
his name as enemy of flies, but that he was M«ia

Be6c, i. e., the fly as god, and therefore an idol ia
the form of a fly, " who must have stood in a simi-
lar relation to flies, being a sun-god and summer-
god, as the oracle-god, Apollo, who sent and
warded off sickness." Stark (Gaza, $. 260) re-

marks further: "They (the flies) seem, in their
appearance and disappearance, which depend en-
tirely upon the weather, to be themselves endowed
with some prophetic power." This view, however,
cannot be made to agree with the words of Pliny,
and Ahaziah was certainly anxious not only for an
oracle, but also at the same time and especially for

recovery from his illness through' the help of the
Fly-god.

—

Ekron, probably the present Akir, was
the northernmost of the five principal cities of the
Philistines (Jos. xiii. 3), and so lay nearest to the
royal residence, Samaria. [ Cf. Robinson's Biblical

Researches, iii. 22-25.] Following Ephrem, Vata-
blus remarks that Ahaziah sent to the Idol at
Ekron by the advice of Jezebel

Ver. 3. Bat the Angel of the Lord, Ac.

"Not an angel but the angel of the Lord who
makes known all the revelations of the invisible

God to the covenant people. Cf. Hengstenberg,
Christologie, 1. 1, *. 219-232." (Keil.) We have not to

think of any external appearances. [n> "HK<D

is the varying form under which God reveals him-
self on the earth, on different occasions. Indeed, in

the older books there is often an ambiguity as to

which is meant, God himself or some apparition,

or the representations vary indifferently. Cf. Gen.
xvi 7, 10, 11 (yet ver. 14, "God of my sighi," i. c,
" whom I havo seen ") ; xxi. 9 sq. ; cf. Gen. xvii. 15

sq., and Gen. xviii. 9-16. In Gen. xxiL notice ver. 12,

at the end, " from me." See also chap. xxxi. 1 1 sq.,

and espec. ver. 13 ; also the story chap, xxxii. 24-32,

espec. ver. 30. Cf., further, Ex. iii. 2, 16, 18, and
iv. Qsq.; Ex. xiii. 21, and xiv. 19; Josh. vi. 2;
Judges vi 12 sq., espec. vers. 14, 16 and 23 ; xiii. 22

and 23. The latter passages seem to recognize

the distinction more clearly. Judges xiii. 16, the

angel distinguishes between himself and God. It

follows that " whenever God appears, he does so

in an angel, and whenever an angel appears, it is

God who appears in him ; so that appearances of
the angel and appearances of God are the same."
Afterwards this method of revelation gave way to

that of the prophets, with their u Thus saith the

Lord 1 " In the poetical books we find a personifica-

tion of wisdom, out of, and alongside of God, (cf.

Job xxviii.), and all culminates in the logos-doctrine

of St. John.—W. G. S.j—Where Elijah was then
living we do not know. Thenius thinks " assuredly

upon Mount Carmel ;
" but that is contradicted by

the "words, " Go up to meet the messengers !
" for

Ekron lay to the south and Carmel to the north of

Samaria, in entirely opposite directions. We
should have to suppose then that Elijah started

much sooner, and came to meet the messengers
immediately upon their coming out of Samaria.

—

And Elijah departed (ver. 4), i. c, he did as-the

angel of the Lord had commanded.

Ver. 5. And when the messengers turned
back unto him, Ac. They must have received a
powerful impression from the personal presence
of Elyah, whom they did not know, since they felt

themselves compelled at once to turn back and
bring information to their master. The latter

asks them in astonishment: Why are ye now
turned back? as it was impossible that they
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CHAPTER L 1-18.

could have been in Ekron. On the words that ye
go (ver. 3), for which they say in ver. 6 that thou
sendest, Menken remarks, " They lay the blame
entirely upon the king. The prophet, however,

had spoken in such a way that they might observe

that they also .had incurred guilt, and had made
themselves accomplices in another's crime."

—

DB5PD (ver. 7) is not exactly Jigura et habittm

(Vulgata), but the law or rule, as that which
defines the entire personality, "the life-rule of

the individual person " (Keil), his peculiarity, by
virtue of which he is distinguished, and by which

he may be recognized. That nytr ^y3 E^K does

not mean " long hair covered his head " (Ewald), is

clear from the description of the later Elijah (Matt.

iiL 4). The vir pilosus, hirsutwi is the man who is

clothed in a hairy (black) garment Such was the

peculiar dress of the prophets as preachers of re-

pentance, and it was called (cf. Zech. xiii. 4)

If!? JTHN • It appears that this costume com-

menced with Elijah, who was the type of all fol-

lowing teachers of repentance, and that he was
distinguished among the prophets of his time by
means of it. (The 400 prophets of Ahab, 1 Kings
xxil 6, certainly did not wear this dress.) The
girdle, generally the most expensive article of

dress and the emblem of office, was made of

leather only in the case of the poor and low
(Winer, #.- W.-B. I s. 448). In the case of the

prophet the leather girdle signified self-denial and
contempt for worldly ornament and grandeur, so

that it corresponded perfectly to the coarse gar-

ment of hair (cf. the contrast, Matt xi 8), Hebr.
xi.37.

Yer. 9. Then the king sent, Ac Elyah had
immediately withdrawn again, whether unto Car-

mel remains uncertain; but certainly Ahaziah
must have discovered his place of abode. The
hostile intention of the king shows itself in the
sending of soldiers ; certainly some act of violence

was proposed. Perhaps he feared lest the dis-

ciples of the prophets, or other adherents of
Elijah, might offer resistance. Ewald thinks he
was going " to have him brought down and then
(as, of course, is clear) executed." The army of

Israel was divided up into bodies of 1,000, 100, and
50 (Num. xxxi. 14,48; 1 Sam. viiL 12), each of
which had its own leader, "it? (Winer, L $. 683).

The address of the leader has a military sound

:

Thou man of God, the king hath said, Oome
down! That the designation, "Man of God,"
was, in his mouth, not conviction, but scorn, is

shown by the haughty and dictatorial " Come
down !

" (rrn). The " and " with which the answer

of Elijah begins (ver. 10) must not be omitted, as
it is in the Vulg. and Luther, " since Elijah is

thought of in this first answer (otherwise in

ver. 12) as joining his speech immediately to that

of the captain" (Thenius). The sense of the

answer is: Thou callest me contemptuously and
soomngly "man of God ;

" but the Lord will show
thee that I am such—thou shalt experience it

[Patrick quotes a gloss of Abarbinel to this effect

:

44
If I be a man of God, as thou sayest, but dost

not think, then I am not bound to obey the king
but God, nor am I subject to his power, but to

God's, who will make thee know that He judges in

the earth."]—[And there oame down fire from

heaven, Ac. These words do not convey an intelli-

gible description of any physical event of which we
can conceive. If we try to realize the incident in

imagination we find it impossible. It is not ths

ordinary difficulty which attaches to an ordinary

miracle. There we cannot tell how a thing came
to pass, though we can see what the record means
to assert. We can imagine that a man who never
had spoken should open his mouth and speak,

though we cannot conceive how he could be
enabled to do so. Here, however, the words do
not describe any external phenomenon which is

conceivable, not to say anything about the diffi-

culty which attaches to every miracle of seeing

how it was done. We cannot tell what the author
means to assert to have come to pass, for the

words by which he refers to it do not give us a
sufficient description of it. It is evident, therefore,

that they refer back vaguely to a terrible judg-

ment, the accurate literal details of which were
lost It was only thus remembered as something
strange, shocking, and supernatural. See Uistor.

§ 5, where Bahr seems inclined to take the statement

figuratively, as a designation of the vengeance of

God.—W. G. S.] The second captain who was
sent (ver. 11) surpasses the first, instead of taking

warning by his fate, in that he adds to the " Come
down I " rnfJDi "quickly," thereby insinuating a

threat How the king received information of the

destruction of his two expeditions we cannot de-

termine, as no hint is given of it. The Berleburger

Bibel says that the people of the neighborhood

acquainted him with it.—DHS^fc? "* ver. 13 cannot

mean " for the third time " (de Wette). If it cannot
be referred to the fifty, as Keil explained it in his

earlier edition, then we must read s\*b& as Thenius

does, t. «., "ajthird," according to the story which
immediately follows.—Afraid of him (ver. 15), t. c,

not, as Thenius would have it taken, "of the

captain," but " of the king " (Seb. Smith, Keil), for

it is clear that VJBO is opposed to JnlK • He goes

down with him to the king. One would be glad

to learn something more about the meeting of

Elijah and Ahaziah, but the account is here (vers.

16 and 17), as in fact throughout, very brief and
even disjointed. On that very account, however,
it is the more pregnant, and bears the more dis-

tinctly the character ofgenuineness and originality.

In later times events were not narrated in such
compressed form. Here, just as in other cases,

Elijah reappears suddenly, and disappears again,

and no one knows whence he. comes or

whither he goes. The manner in which
Krummacher delineates Elijah's meeting with
Ahaziah (Elias der Thisb., s. 347) is indeed capti-

vating, but, nevertheless, entirely arbitrary.—In
ver. 17, the Sept, the Syriac version, and the

Vulgata add after " Jehoram," " his brother."
( Of.

chap. iii. 1, where he is called the son of Ahab.)

On the date of his succession, In the second year
of Jehoram, the son of Jehoshaphat, which it is

extremely difficult to fix, see notes on 2 Kings,

viii. 16.

HISTORICAL AND STOICAL.

1. The reign of Jehoshaphat was a very success-

ful and prosperous one for Judah, both internally
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6 THE SECOND BOOK OF THE KINGS.

and externally, as is clear from the detailed ac-

count of the Chronicles. The author does not
enter more particularly into the details of its his-

tory, evidently because from the time of the divi-

sion of the kingdom on, his main object was rather

to give a representation of the monarchy in Israel

until its downfall. When, however, after a more
general description of the reign of Jehoshaphat, he
states that that king caused ships to be built which
were intended to bring gold from Ophir (vers.

46-60), that is not a disconnected statement

which was inserted accidentally or arbitrarily, but
it stands in immediate connection with the preced-

ing general characterization, and supplements it in

an essential point. One cannot fail to recognize

that there is therein a reference back to the time

©f Solomon, who first established a regular com-
merce with Ophir, and by that, as a principal

means, laid the foundation for the wealth and
?rosperity of his kingdom (chap. ix. 26-28; x.

1, 22 sq. ; 2 Chron. ix. 21 sq.). Jehoshaphat's aim,

after he had established legal order in his domin-
ions as far as possible, reduced the neighboring
peoples to subjection again, and concluded peace
with the brother kingdom, was to restore those

times of prosperity, and to bring his realm up to

the height of that of Solomon once more. The
glory of the kingdom, however, as it had existed

under Solomon, was, according to the purpose of

(Sod, forever gone by (seo 1 Kings xii. ; Hi&tor. § 2).

Its return was not a part of the divine plan of sal-

vation, and every human attempt to restore it must
necessarily fail. The fleet of Jehoshaphat went
down in the harbor of Kzion-geber, even before it

had sailed out, and that, too, not by human fault,

but by a storm, that is to say, by a dispensation

of God.
2. As regards his relation to Jehovah, which was

the main point for every Israelitish king, Ahaxiah
was one of the very worst of them. This is

marked, in the general description, by the fact

that it is said of him, not only that " he did evil in

the sight of the Lord," and " walked in the ways
of Jeroboam," but that it is also added, " in the way
of his father," nay even also (which is observed of
no other king), " in the way of his mother," the

fanatical, idolatrous, and bloodthirsty Jezebel, who
was still living, and perhaps controlled him even
more than she had controlled his father. All the acts

of God during the reign of his father, of which he
had been eye-witness and ear-witness, the proofs of
God's power, long-suffering, and justice, even the

tragical end of Ahab, had made no impression upon
him. All had passed by him, and left no effect

Behind. For this very reason, then, in the first

Clace, he is worse than Ahab. That he surpassed
im in his alienation from Jehovah became appa-

rent at the- approach of his early death. So far

from being brought to his senses by the unfortu-

nate accident which ultimately caused his death,

and seeking refuge in the God of his fathers, he
sent messengers to a foreign divinity to seek
counsel and help from him. He thereby trans-

gressed not only the general and chief com-
mandment (Ex. xx. 3), but also the special

commandment (Lev it. xix. 31 ; xx. 6, 27 ; Deut.

xviii. 10 and 11), which threatened with ex-

termination those who questioned soothsayers
and wizards. That was a public and practical

declaration that he esteemed the Fly-god of the
Philistines above the living God of Israel ; and it

was a formal degradation and contempt, even an
insult, of the latter. Such a crime had not pre*

viously been committed by a king, and, if ever,

then certainly now, the time was come for tha
zealous defender of the name of the God of Israel

to "break forth like a fire" (Sirach xlviiL 1) from
his concealment, and to announce to the bold
scoffer the divine retribution. Even this terrible

announcement, however, was not sufficient to hum*
ble the dying man or to bring him to repentance;
it rather embittered him and filled him with anger,
and even with plans of murder. He sends out a
band of myrmidons, in order to get possession of
the person of the prophet, and when these meet
with a frightful fate, he does not even yet recog-
nize in it the hand of the Almighty, tut, with a
display of impotent stubbornness, sends out a new
band of men. But neither does the destruction of
this company also bend his hard and stubborn dispo-
sition ; he sends out a third time a band of soldiers.

All this he does while on his death-bed, face to

face with death, so completely has all reverence
for what is sacred abandoned him, and been sup-
planted by a stubbornness and wilfulness which
extends even to madness. Ahab even had bowed
h :

itself and humbled hlrsself (1 Kings xxL 27)
when Elijah announced to him the judgment of
God ; Jeroboam even sent, when his ben was sick,

to the prophet Ahijah (1 Kings xiv. 2^; but
Ahaziah perseveres in his senseless perversity, and
so falls far below both of these. At last, however,
he is obliged to hear his condemnation from the
mouth of the prophet, when he is, as it were, bound
hand and foot, and only death overcomes his stub-

born heart.

3. The Prophet Elijah appears in general here,

just as he always has up to this point, as the avr}p

irpoffrryc. dvvarb^h ipyv wl h fayy (<*/. Luke xxiv.

19). He steps forth suddenly from obscurity, "aa
it were borne on by the storm, with his fiery

strength and his fiery tongue" (Ewald). His
weighty, irresistible personality, and his forcible,

energetic speech, make such an impression on the
messengers of the king, who. do not know him
(ver. 8), that they do not dare to carry out the
orders of their despotic master, but turn back
without further action. As always, so also here,
" when they sought to seize him and make him a
prisonor, he was not to be reached ;

" the emissaries
came to disgrace. Without fear, courageous and
unterrified, he appears before the king himself aa
he had once done before his father, and announce!
to the fixed and stubborn man his approaching
death. Moreover, in this case, where he has to

deal with apostasy in its extremest form, one side

of his peculiar calling and position in the historical

development of the plan of salvation.comes into es-

pecial relief, namely, the function of avengingjudge.
As the second Moses, and second founder of the
broken covenant, it was his task, before all else,

to bear witness, both by word and deed, to the
wrath and fiery jealousy of God against anything
idolatrous (see above, the Historicalnotes on 1 Kings
xvii. § 1). He is the representative and instrm-

ment of the jealousy of the divine Judge, tha
herald of the divine retributive justice, and on that
account the prototype of all the forerunners of the

great and terrible day of judgment (Mai. iv. 6)

,

so that Sirach (xlviii. 10), at the end of his eulogy
of him, says : 6 Karaypa+eic h ifey/iotc eie KOtpo&t.

tumdcai bpyr/v wpd Gvpuv. It is characteristic that
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Elijah finishes his public activity, which had been
directed against apostasy, by an act in the ca-

pacity of a judge, and thereby seals, as it were,

the position which he occupies in the history of
salvation.

4. The two leaders whoperish, together with their

soldiers, are not to be considered " simply as tools

of a will which opposed itself to Jehovah ;" so that
" the question whether their fate was a just punish-

ment or not is an idle one " (Thenius). On the

contrary, they participated in the feelings of their

master (ovfiftaivavreg r£ okqit<j> tov 7r«ro//0dVof, says

Theodoret justly), as is seen from the fact that

they, as faithful myrmidons of their abandoned
master, scoff at the greatest of all prophets, whom
they, too, know to be such. They despised in

him the holy and almighty God of Israel, whose
servant he was. The third captain was also a
" tool " of the king ; but he did not share in his

feelings, and was spared just on that account
Whereas in his case the address, " Man of God,"
was an expression of conviction and respect, it

had been conscious, intentional, and insolent con-

tempt in the mouth of both the others. They are

representatives of the apparent power of the
apostate, godless monarchy, which seeks to op-

pose the divine purpose by human power, and
which, when it has already experienced the use-

lessness of opposition, nevertheless still perseveres
in its criminal obstinacy, until it proves its own
impotence, and then finally perishes. That Was
destined to hold good here, which Moses once said

in a similar case :
" And in the greatness of thine

excellency thou hast overthrown those that rose

up against thee: thou sentest forth thy wrath,
which consumed them as stubble " (Exod. xv. 7)

;

and also what Isaiah prophesied of the astrologers,

Ac, of Babylon :
" Behold they shall be as stub-

ble ; the fire shall burn them ; they shall not de-

liver themselves from the power of the flame."

5. The conduct of Elijah towards the captains has
given offence on the supposition of their innocence,

and has been made a ground of blame against the

prophet Winer (R.- W.-R I s. 318) fails to find the

"moral" of it, and Ewald (Geschichte Israels, iii.

«. 546 ; 3d ed., s. 588) sees in this action a proof
that this narrative springs from a much later time
than the other ones about Elijah, i. «., from a time
when the history of the prophet had been ex-

panded beyond the limits which had been observed
earlier, and had been moulded in more and more
gigantic proportions, and in a much stiffer manner

;

so that " one might almost say that a Brahrainio-

Indian legend upon the acts of some Jogin had
been produced from it." Even in earlier times it

seems to have been believed that Christ, at least

indirectly, expressed disapproval of Elijah (Luke
ix. 55) when he rebuked (eirtTifirjoe) his disciples

who wished to dowf nal 'IlZiac tirolqoe, so that

these words are omitted in some otherwise impor-
tant manuscripts, and in the Vulgata, in order not
to endanger the reputation of the prophet This
view rests, howevor, upon an entire misconception
of the narrative before us, and of the relation

between the economy of the Old and the New
Testaments, For we have here not the act of

revenge of a prophet who was instigated by per-

sonal jealousy, but an act of divine judgment, and
a revelation of God's wrath against all godlessness
and wickedness of men, who " hold the truth in

unrighteousness " [restrain the truth in a spirit of

unrighteousness]. (Bom. i. 18; ii. 6). All judg-
ments of God are represented in the Old Testa-

ment as a consuming fire (Num. xi. 1 ; xvi 36

;

Deut xxxii. 22 ; Ps. xxi. 9 sq. ; Isai. xxvi. 11

;

Ezek. xv. 6 and 7 ; Job xx. 26, Ac). He himself
even, in His retributive justice, is called a consum-
ing fire (Deut iv. 24; ix. 3; cf. Heb. xii. 29; x. 2?),

It is, therefore, perfectly in accordance with the
concrete and literal character which the Old
Testament economy bears throughout, that this

actual fire should be the form of revelation of
the divine wrath, so that in many places we can
hardly distinguish whether it is intended to be
taken literally or figuratively. Just as once the
rebellious host of Koran was consumed by fire,

and so Moses' authority, as the servant of God,
was ratified (Num. xvi 35), so the scoffing

band of the idolatrous Ahaziah perished, and
thereby the second Moses was corroborated a*
the man of God. As an act of divine judgment
this catastrophe lacks " moral " so- little that it it

rather a revelation of the highest moral intensity

—a testimony to the unchangeable justice and
holiness of God. Whoever finds it shocking must
be still more shocked at the prophetic declaration—u God is jealous and the Lord revengeth; the

Lord revengeth and is furious ; the Lord will take
vengeance on His adversaries, and He reservetn

wrath for His enemies. Who can stand before

His indignation ? and who can abide in the fierce*

ness of His anger ? His fury is poured out like

fire, and the rocks are thrown down by Him"
(Nahum i. 2-6). Christ does not blame Elijah,

but His disciples, because in their dissatisfaction,

which was just enough in itself, they did not dis-

tinguish between the time of Elijah and the time
which had begun with Him, the promised Son of

Man and ourqp, and entirely mistook Him, that is

to say, His calling and station in the plan of re-

demption, as contrasted with that of Elijah. Men-
ken remarks on the passage before us :

" Any one
who is acquainted, even in a slight degree, with
the theocratical constitution of Israel ; any one who
sees how necessary such acts of God and of HU
prophets were, for the confusion and overthrow e£
idol-worship, and for the foundation and conser-

vation of the knowledge and adoration of the

one sole living God ; any one who has a genuine
love to God, and a zeal that the name of God shall

be kept holy upon earth : such an one will not be
repelled by this action of God and. His prophet.

Many, however, with whom this is not the case,

who, themselves indifferent towards God and His
kingdom, would gladly have all dispositions of
men towards God regarded as insignificant, have
been repelled by it; they have imputed to the

prophet therein a carnal and unholy violence, and
an angry-spirited and revengeful jealousy, and
have blamed him accordingly Elijah might
do much which was not becoming for Jesus the

suffering Lamb of God In his position and
in his time he had to be rather terrible and grand
than mild and lovely ; he had to punish, condemn,
and revenge, rather than to teach, forgive, ana
console His calling was to be, not a fire te

warm, but a consuming flame against unrighteous*

ness and godlessness."

6. To toy to explain and do away with what is

miraculous in this narrative is vain labor, as it is

in other and similar cases. The naturalistic expla-

nation, which points to lightning or the fiery wind-
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-8 THE SECOND BOOK OF THE KINGS.

simoom, or to a forcible scattering of the troops

by the numerous "sons [disciples] of the pro-

phets" (Exegei. Eandbuch on the passage), has
indeed been abandoned ; but, on the other hand,
the entire story has been explained as mythical or

legendary, and reference has been made to " pa-

rallel passages in the classics." "When the
Persians advance against the temple at Delphi,

lightnings descend from heaven upon them (Herod,
viii. 37) ; and when the Gauls under Brennus are

going to storm Delphi, there occurs an earthquake
with storm and hail, whereby great destruction is

caused among them (Justin, xxiv. 8)." The legend
" expresses only the general idea that the Divinity

protects His favorites at all times, even by unusual
means, and hears their prayers even when they ask
for what is extraordinary " (Knobel, Prophet, der

Htbraer, ii. 8. 82 ; Rodiger, Hall Encyc, i. 33, *. 322).

This view fails utterly to perceive, in the first place,

that the thing to be accomplished here is a judg-

ment upon the apostate and stubborn king and his

emissaries, and that the protection which is given

to Elijah is only a subordinate matter. "What
necessity was there then for just such a judgment,

if nothing more was to be expressed by it than this

general idea, which might have been affirmed in

a hundred other ways? What parallel there is,

finally, between the Persians and Gauls who ad-

vanced against Delphi, and perished by lightning

and earthquake, and the soldiers whom Ahaziah
sent out against Elijah, it is difficult to see,. for

one might as well find parallels to this narrative

in all the accidents wherein men have perished,

while on the way hither and thither, by lightning

or earthquake.

HOMILKTICAL AND PRACTICAL.

Vers. 41-60. Wurtb. Summ. : All Christian

rulers and governors ought to follow the example of

the pious king Jehoshaphat—to do what is pleasing

to God, to walk in His ways without departing from
them, to maintain and extend pure religion, to re-

move and destroy what is evil, and especially not to

permit whoredom, but with earnestness to do away
with it and punish it, and to guard themselves
from having too much intercourse with - godless

persons, or from entering into any covenant with
them, because this leads to no good, as indeed
Jehoshaphat got only danger and loss by it.

Bvery one should profit by the life-experience of

Jehoshaphat All that he undertook according to

God's word and will went on fortunately and
attained good success, and was attended with
blessing; but all that he undertook in con-

junction with Ahab and Ahaziah turned out un-
fortunately: there was no blessing upon that.

—

Vers. 44-47. See notes on chap. xv. 12, 14.

—

Ver. 49. The heart of man proposes its own way,
but the Lord alone allows it to proceed therein.

(Prov. xvu 9.) He often confounds our purposes
and destroys our plans, which reach so far and so

high, that we may not become puffed up, but learn

to yield to His holy will and to say :
" It is the

Lord; let Him do what seemeth Him good" (1

Sam. iii. 18).—Ver. 50. What God has clearly de-

stroyed, as a punishment, that let us not build up
again at the counsel or demand of any man ; for,

when He breaks in pieces, it cannot avail to build

•gain (Job xii. 14).—So Jehoshaphat would not

build again. The offers of a man who had de-
parted from God, even if he offer thee ever ao
much profit and pleasantness, do thou reject with
determined will ; for " what is a man profited," Ac
(Matt xvi. 26.)

Vers. 51-53. Starke : It is bad enough indeed
when one or the other of one's parents is godless,

but how much more when neither fears God ? How
can we hope for the good nurture of children in

that case ? The power of example is not greater
in any relation than in that of parents to children.

The way in which the father or mother walks has
more influence upon the children than all the doc-
trines and teachings which they give them.

—

Wurtb. Summ. : It is not praiseworthy, nor a thing
which one can satisfactorily answer for before God,
if the parents and ancestors have been godless or
the adherents of a false religion, that the children
should do the same and follow in their footsteps

;

. ... it will not suffice before God to say: "I
believe what my parents and ancestors believed.

They were of this religion, and I will not believe
that they have been damned."

Vers. 2-8. Wirth : King Ahaziah on his death-
bed, (a) The sending to Ekron

;
(b) the message

of the prophet.—Vers. 2-4. Krummacher: The
journey to Ekron. (a) The seeking for refuge in

Ekron
;

(b) the jealousy of God
;

(c) Jesus the only
refuge (in Him rests our confidence and strength).

Vers. 2 to 17. In Ahaziah we see the folly of goa-
lessness (Ps. xiv. 1 and 2). (a) In the dark val-

ley, in which he must journey, he seizes, not upon
the staff and support which could comfort him
(Ps. xxiii. 4), but upon a stalk of straw, ; he makes
a work of man's hands his consolation in life and
in death ; that is the height of folly. (6) He will

hear nothing of death, and hates and persecutes
him who reminds him ofdeath ; death comes, how-
ever ; it is inevitable. To avoid every thought of
death, and to escape from everything which may
remind us of it, is the greatest folly, for we must
all depart sometime (Ps. xxxix. 5), and appear be-

fore Him who will give to each according to his

deeds (Rom. ii. 6). (c) He sends soldiers against

the prophet who announces to him the judgment
of God, and thinks that he can thereby set aside

the judgment itself. But to attempt to do away
with the truth of God, and to accomplish some-
thing perforce against the decision of God by
means of human power and might, is the greatest

folly.—Vers. 1 and 2. God does not leave him-
self without a witness even in the case of those
who have long ago abandoned Him and turned
their backs upon Him. He seeks with all labor

and care to call them* home. Well is it for them,
then, if they understand the testimony, and do not,

like Ahaziah, become still more stubborn.—Yer. 2.

If a man has once tprn himself away from the liv-

ing God and His Word, he does not, as infidelity

pretends, become wiser and more enlightened, but
only too often he becomes the prey of the most
insipid and foolish superstition. How many do
not believe in an holy, omniscient, and just God,
to whom they must give an account .of all they do
and leave undone, but on the contrary in ghosts,

or in the word of a gypsy, and seize upon the

most senseless means in need and sickness. It is

possible to so lose God that one does not find Him
even when face to face with death.

—

Krummacher :

Instead of the oracle at Ekron we have to-day

clairvoyants and mesmerists ; and even if we do
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not have soothsayers and persons who foretell by
cards (the number of whom, however, among the

common people, is far greater than is commonly
believed), still there are " signs " and dreams upon
which people trust, and on which they rest the

peace of their hearts, as if it were upon oracles

from idols While people smile at the

magicians of earlier times, and their arts, with a
mien of superiority, they are not ashamed to take

refuge in all sorts of amulets, or to expect help

now from this and now from that sympathetic
cure. .... Is that not " going to Ekron ?

"

[Comprehensive Commentary: The inquiry of

Ahaziah u was very foolish. "We should be more
thoughtful of our duty than our fortune, what will

become of us after death, than how, or when, or

where, we shall die ; and more desirous to be told

how to conduct ourselves well in sickness, and get
good to our souls by it, than whether we shall re-

cover.
1
']—Ver. 3. Wurtb. Summ. : All those who

make use offormulas of blessing or other irregular

means, in sickness, seek help from Baal-zebub. God
has given an example in the case of Ahaziah, how
angry He is at this, and how severely He means to

punish such idolatry.—Is it then because, Ac.

Wibth: The men of our time run hither and
thither in their dissatisfaction and need of help.

Is there then no longer any God in our nineteenth
century, that men do not take refuge in Him,? Is

there then no Gospel, which is the power of God,
and a light upon our pathway? Is there then no
longer a Saviour Jesus Christ, who calls :

" behold,

I make all things new? "—The Word of God is the
sole, true, and correct oracle, which we are to

question, and to take counsel of, in every circum-
stance of life, and in all darkness and doubt. This
generation, however, seeks light, wisdom, and truth

among the Philistines, the wise and prudent of this

world, who give out that the Word of the Lord is

an old and unreliable book which no longer satis-

fies the existing grade of cultivation. [" They that

will not inquire of the Word of God for their com-
fort shall be made to hear it, whether they will or

bo, to their amazement."]—That ye go, Ac. Who-
soever lends himself to be the messenger and ser-

vant of superstition, and of contempt for God,
makes himself a participant in the guilt of them

;

we must obey God rather than man.—Vers. 4-8.

If the messengers had brought to the king a de-

claration of the Fly-god, he would have accepted
H with- faith, but he rejected the word of the
prophet because it did not conform to his wishes

;

nay, it even tilled him with anger and plans of

murder. Men value the falsehood which flatters

their inclinations and wishes, higher than the truth

which corrects them and demands sacrifices and
penitence of them.—Vera. 7 and 8. He who
preaches penitence, conversion, sacrifice, and self-

denial, to others, but still shows by all his con-

duct and external behavior, that he himself loves
the world, and what is in the world, and that he
is not above the world, such an one belongs to the
false prophets, with whom we must be upon our
guard.

Vers. 9-1 T. Krummachbr: The sermon in fire,

(a) Ahaziah's attack upon Ehjah; (b) the proph-

et's victory; (c) Ahaziah's end.

—

Wirth: Elijah

as messenger of the judgment of God. (a) The
annihilation of the two fifties

;
(b) the sparing of

the third fifty; (c) a visit to the sick-bed.—The
judgment of God upon Ahaziah and his troops an
image of the great and terrible day of the Lord (see

the Historical section) for thewarning of all scoflent

and stubborn contemners of God.—Elijah in trutha
Man of God. (a) How he sustains himself in that

position in his relations to God (viz., by faithful

obedience and faithful courage); (b) how God
sustains him in it in relation to his enemies (viz.,

by powerful protection, and by the annihilation of
his enemies, Ps. xci. 1 sq.).—Ver. 9. Every servant
of the Lord who is really earnest in his office must
make up his mind that rude, low, and godless men
will scorn him and name him "Man of God" in

mockery. Although no fire from heaven falls down
to destroy them, yet the word of the Lord stands
firm for all time :

" He that despiseth you," Ac.

(Luke x. 16), and the Lord will not leave those
unpunished who despise Him in His servants, and
exercise their wit upon the calling of reconciliation

(Isai. xli. 10 and 11).—Great rulers always find

people who will lend themselves as instruments
of their perverted will, who execute, with exact-

ness and without scruple, what "the king says,*

but do not trouble themselves at all about what
Godsays.—Ver. ll«g. Hall: It is the sure sign of
approaching ruin when men will not allow them-
selves to be warned. Those deserve only to be
made examples of punishment who will not take
warning from the example of others.—Ver. 13 sq.

God does not let anything be forced from Him by
pertinacity, but to the humble He grants grace.

That which can never be gained by perseverance
and resistance, is reached by earnest, humble, and
sincere prayer.

—

Osiaitder: If we perform our
duty, God has the hearts of men in His hand in
such a way that He leads them whither He will.

So it often happens that those who seek to kill us
in our absence, in our presence dare not open their

mouths (John vii. 44-46).—Vers. 15 and 16. A
minister of God must not fear to hold up their

sins before sinners and scoffers upon the death-
bed, and to draw their attention to the judgment
of God, in order that, if possible, even in the last

hour, they may come to a knowledgo of that which
belongs to their peace, for (Ezek. xxxiii. 8 and 9),

to offer eternal blessedness to the rich and great,

instead of calling them to repentance, is the worst
transgression of a prophet.—To conceal the ap-
proach of his end from one who is sick unto death,
and to hold all thoughts of it from him, or even to
console him with false hopes of recovery, is no gen-
uine love ; for no man can be properly prepared
for death who does not think of it often and much.
He who in days of health has often, in the pres-

ence of God, thought upon death, does not shrink
before the message: "Set thine house in order;
for thou shalt die, and not live." (Isai. xxxviii. 1.)

—

Ver. 9-16. Elijah and the Disciples of Jesus who-
wish to imitate Him (Luke ix. 51-57). .(a) The
reason why He blames and rebukes thnn; (b)

whereto He calls and encourages them see iB>
foricoJ,§6).
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10 THE SECOND BOOK OF THE KINGS.

6.

—

Elijah?$ departure and Elisha 1

$ first appearance at Prophet.

Chap. H 1-26.

1 And it came to pass, when the Lord would take up Elijah into heaven by a
2 whirlwind, that Elijah went with Elisha from Gilgal. And Elijah said unto

Elisha, Tarry here, I pray thee ; for the Lord hath sent me to Ifoth-vl. And
Elisha said unto him, As the Lord liveth, and as thy soul liveth, I will not leave

8 thee. So they went down to Beth-el. And the sons [pupils] of the prophets
that tcere at Beth-el came forth to Elisha, and said unto him, Knowest thou thai
the Lord will take away thy master from thy head to-day ? And he said, Yea,

4 I know it; hold ye your peace. And Elijah said unto tim, Elisha, tarry here,

I pray thee ; for the Lord hath sent me to Jericho. And he said, As the Lord
liveth, and as thy soul liveth, I will not leave thee. So they came to Jericho,

6 And the sons of the prophets that were at Jericho came to Elisha, and said unto
him, Knowest thou that the Lord will take away thy master from thy head

6 to-day? And he answered, Yea, I know it; hold ye your peace. And Elijah

said unto him, Tarry, I pray thee, here; for the Lord hath sent me to Jordan.
And he said, As the Lord liveth, and as thy soul liveth, I will not leave thee.

7 And they two went on. And fifty men of the sons of the prophets went, and
stood to view [over against them] afar off: and they two stood by Jordan.

8 And Elijah took his mantle, and wrapped it together, and smote the waters, and
they were divided hither and thither, so that they two went over on dry ground.

9 And it came to pass, when they were gone over, that Elijah said unto Elisha,

Ask what I shall do for thee, before I ue taken away from thee. And Elisha

10 said, I pray thee, let a double portion of thy spirit be upon me. And he said,

Thou hast asked a hard thing [to obtain, Mbr] : nevertheless, if thou see me
when I am taken from thee, it shall be so unto thee ; but if not, it shall not be

11 so. And it came to pass, as they still went on, and talked, that, behold, there

appeared a chariot ot fire, and horses of fire, and parted them both asunder

;

and Elijah went up by a whirlwind into [towards] heaven. And Elisha saw it,

12 and he cried, My father, my father, the [thou, omit the] chariot of Israel, and the
[omit the] horsemen thereof! And he saw him no more: and so he took hold
of his own clothes, and rent them in two pieces.

13 [Then] He took up also [omit also] the mantle of Elijah that fell from him,
14 and went back, and stood by the bank of Jordan ; And he took the mantle of

Elijah that fell from him, and smote the waters, and said, Where is the Lord
God of Elijah [even He]? And when he also [omit also] had smitten the waters.

15 they parted hither and thither: and Elisha went over. And wheu the sons of
the prophet8 which were to view [omit to view] at Jericho saw him [from the

opposite side],
1 they said, The spirit of Elijah doth rest on Elisha. And they

16 came to meet him, and bowed themselves to the ground before him. And they
said unto him, behold now, there be with thy servants fifty strong men ; let

them go, we pray thee, and seek thy master : lest peradVenture the Spirit of

the Lord hath taken him up, and cast him upon some mountain,' or into

11 some valley.* And he said, Ye shall not send. And when they urged him till

he was ashamed [to refuse them, B*br], he said, Send. They sent therefore fifty

18 men; and they sought three.days, but found him not. And when they came
again to him, (for he tarried at Jericho,) he said unto them, Did I not say unto
you, Go not ?

19 And the men of the city said unto Elisha, Behold, I pray thee, the situation

[inhabiting]* of this city is pleasant, as my lord seeth : but the water is naught
20 fbad], and the ground barren [the locality causes barrenness].* And he said,

21 bring me a new cruse, and put salt therein. And they brought it to him. And
he went forth unto the spring of the waters, and cast the salt in there, and said,
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CHAPTER H. 1-45. 11

Thus saith the Lord, I hare healed these waters ; there shall not be from thence

32 any more death or barren land [barrenness, «*u land].
4 So the waters were

healed unto this day, according to the saying of Elisha which he spake.

23 And he went up from thence unto Beth-el : and as he was going up by the

way, there came forth little children [young persons] out of the city, and mocked
24 him, and said unto him, Go up, thou bald head

;
go up, thou bald head. And

he turned back, and looked on them, and cursed them in the name of the Lord.

And there came forth two she bears out of the wood, and tare forty and two
25 children of them. And he went from thence to mount Carmel, and from thence

he returned to Samaria.

TEXTUAL AND GRAMMATICAL.

* Ver. 15.—nj|? from over agalnet Sept jf«*airta« : Valg. § eoniru : Bansen : *<n the other side.**

* Yer. 16.—[The Sept add iv r£ 'lop&avj). The chetib HiK^ would be the regular form for the plur. of tTO . The font

, however (la Ezekiel), i» H^fcO » which the keri propoaee to insert here.

» Yer. 19.-[M IVftO , literally, inhabiting the city good ; i. «., the city fa a good one to inhabit HbS^D , caoelaf

horrenneaa. Tin* district or locality, probably on account of ita bad water, produces barrenneaa and miscarriage in ail

animala.

* Yer. 41.—[n?3#Df a participial noan, deaeribing the action, miscarrying; H there shall be no more death or

miscarrying from it
n (as a cause). </. on rer. 19.—W. G. S.]

BXEGETICAL AND CRITICAL.

Yer. 1. And it came to pees, when, Ac. The
following event certainly belongs to the time after

the death of Ahaziah (chap. i. 17), and probably to

the beginning of the reign of Jehoram, for in the

19th rerse the public activity of Elisha begins, t. e.,

that is the time when he stepped into the place

of Elijah, and stood at the head of the prophets.

The war with the Moabites, in which Elisha as-

sumes so important a position (cf. chap, iii.), must
have begun soon after Jehoram 8 succession to the

throne (chap, i 1). The letter which came into the

hands of Jehoram from Elijah, according to 2

Chron. xxi. 12, proves nothing to the contrary

(see below, Historical, § 3, b).—On n1^PH3 Bee

notes on ver. 11. The first half of the verse forms

the title of the entire passage.—Gilgal cannot here
be a place between Jericho and the Jordan (Jos. iv.

19 ; v. 10), for Elijah and Elisha went down from
there to Bethel (VTVY), and came from Bethel to

Jericho. It is rather, as in Deut. xi. 30, the place

known now as Jiljilia, which was on an elevated

site, southwest of Seilun (Shiloh), near to the

road leading from the latter place to Jericho (cf.

Thenius and Keil on the passage ; Raumer, Palast.

8. 155). This Gilgai, which lay in Ephraim, and not
the one in Judah, is the one referred to also by the
prophets Amos (iv. 4) and Hosea (iv. 15) who men-
tion it, together with Bethel, as chief seat of the

(also worship of Jehovah. Probably it was pre-

cisely on this account that schools of the prophets
were founded there, which should counteract the

error.

Yer. 2. And Bliiah said, Ac. It was known
not only to Elijah himself (ver. 9), but also to

Elisha (ver. 3), and to the " sons of the prophets "

at Bethel and Jericho (vers. 3 and 5), that the time

of his departure was come. Evidently the object

of his visit to the three schools of the prophets,

one after another, was to see them once more
before his departure, and to warn and strengthen

them. Keil, following the older expositors, says;
" The Lord had revealed to both (Elijah and Elisha)

that the seal of the divine ratification should be
set to the work of Elijah by his miraculous trans*

lation to heaven, .... but to each of them
separately, so that Elijah did not surmise that

Elisha was aware that he was to be taken away.
For this reason he wished to separate himself from
his servant, not in order to test his love and at-

tachment (Vatablus), but from humility (Corn, a
Lapide, ana others). He did not wish to have any
witness of his glorification, without being fully

satisfied that such was the divine will

His ascension had been revealed to the disciples

of the prophets also. .... He took this

road (to Bethel and Jericho) by the direction of
the Divine Spirit, .... without supposing
that they (the disciples of the prophets in those
places) had been informed of his approaching de-

parture from this life by the Spirit of God. Go4
had revealed it to so many in order that they might
be established in their calling by the miraculous
glorification of their master, still more than by his

words and teachings and warnings." But the most
important considerations are opposed to this very
common conception of the passage. In the first

place, the assertion that a divine revelation had
given, not only to Elijah, but also to Elisha, and to

the disciples of the prophets at Bethel and Jericho,

information of the approaching ascension of the

first, is a pure hypothesis: the text knows nothing
of it, and even any remote hint of it is wanting.
To pass over that, however, in the second place, no
analogy can be found in the Scriptures for any
such thing as that different persons, nay, even
entire communities, in different places, at one and
the same time, received the same divine revelation

;

and no one of these persons surmised that the

same thing had happened to others. Thirdly, the
disciples of the prophets at Jericho would never

have urged so perseveringly upon Elisha, after his

return, to allow fifty men to seek for the departed
master on the mountains and in the valleys (vera.
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ia THE SECOND BOOK OP THE KINGS.

16-18), if they had been informed in regard to

Elijah's ascension into heaven by a divine revela-

tion. We are therefore compelled to conceive of

the event, we might almost say, more simply and
naturally. As concerns Elijah himself, he knew,
of course, that the time of his departure was come,
and that the Lord was going to take him away

;

the manner in which -he would be taken, however,
he did not know, nor did he say a syllable about
it; especially he did not know, as Krummacher
affirms, that " the horses of fire and the chariot of
flame were already standing behind the clouds
ready to come for him," and that he " should ride,

in a few days, past Orion and the Pleiades, on a
gleaming road, far above the sun and the moon,
and away through the veil into the divine sanctu-
ary." Still less did Elisha and the disciples of the
prophets know it. In the 3d and 5th verses the

latter only say that " now " (Dl>n does not mean

here " to-day," but as in 1 Sam. xii. 17 ; 2 Kings
iv. 8 ; Job i. 6, at this time) Elijah is going to be
taken away from them and from Elisha; even
this they could only know from Elijah himself.

For Elijah had no reason for wishing to conceal
his departure from Elisha; on the contrary, he
must have Celt himself driven to make it known to

him, since Elisha was now to step into his place
and Joe his successor. Neither did he conceal it

from the disciples of the prophets ; for his visit to

them had for its chief object to take leave of them.
He simply did not wish that his departure should
be much spoken of, and still less would he permit
that any one should be a witness of it ; therefore

he urged Elisha himself to remain behind. This
he did, however, not "from humility," in view of
his approaching glorification, but " because he was
uncertain whether it was agreeable to God that
Elisha should go with him; cf ver. 10" (Thenius).

Only when Elisha would not allow himself to be
held back, and had declared earnestly three times
over (cf. the similar triple repetition, John xxi. 15

$q.) that he would not leave him until the final

moment—only when he had thus stood the trial of
his unchangeable fidelity and perseverance, and
thus maintained himself as competent and fit to

carry on the office of prophet, did Elijah yield his

scruples, and allow Elisha to accompany him.
(Cf. in general on the verse the apt remarks of
Vilmar, PastoraltheoL Blatter, 1862, 8. 234.)

Ver. 3. And the ions of the Prophet* ....

came forth, 4c. [The DUOairHEl are the pupils

or disciples of the prophets} not necessarily their

sons in a literal sense, though they probably were
such in very many cases,—W. G. S.] This does not
mean: "In' Bethel, the disciples of the prophets
came to meet Elislia, with the information,
* Knowest thou?* Ac." (Keil), but that after Elijah

had come with Elisha to Bethel (ver. 2), in order
to take his leave there also, the disciples of the
prophets came forth with them, that is, accom-
panied them, and said to Elisha :

" Dost thou also

ponder," Ac. ? In like manner they were accom-
panied by those of Jericho (ver 7). [This expla-
nation does violence to the meaning of the preposi-

tion ?K , which never contains any idea of

accompaniment, above all with a verb of motion

;

moreover, ver. 7 is not the parallel, but ver. 5.

^K NWcan only mean "They came forth to"

(cf. Gen. xix. 6), and it is stated that they came
forth to " Elisha," which certainly seems to imply
that they already had heard of the expected event,

^tf ^2*? t
ver- &? te leBS certain. It might mean

that as they were all standing in a group, and
after Elijah had declared that he had come to them
for the last time, some of them approached Elisha,

The objection taken to the theory of independent
revelations is, however, a just one, and must be
maintained, even if we cannot fix definitely the

details of the occurrence which the words refer to.

Many hypotheses suggest themselves, as, for in-

stance, that Elijah went on to the schools of the

prophets in the first place alone, and that they

then " came forth to Elisha."—W. G. S.] i?gD nj^

*\&tfT\ i
according to Keil, " expresses graphically

the removal from his side by elevation into heaven.n

Thenius also says, following Bottcher: " Niki
aliud nisi viam modwnque tollendi pingit: away off

above thine head." [So also Bunsen.] It is very

improbable, however, in the first place, that the

disciples of the prophets, at Bethel as well as at

Jericho, should have expressed themselves "graph-
ically," independently of one another, and just

on this occasion. The words ^Jtptfl ^g£ are equiv-

alent to 1|t3pp and ^AWD, which are used by

Elijah, in vers. 9 and 10, for the same idea, t. e^

literally, " from with you," the sense being " out of

connection or companionship with you," except

that the first form hints at the nature of this con-

nection more distinctly than the others. Luther,

in a marginal gloss on the passage, says :
" To be

at the head is to be master and teacher ; to be at the

feet is to be pupil and subject. For when the teachef

teaches he sits in a more elevated position than

the pupils, so that he has them at his feet, and they

have him at their head. Therefore St. Paul says

(Acts xxii. 3), that he had learned the law at the

feet of Gamaliel." (Cf. Schottgen, Bor. Ilcbr. on

this passage.) Elisha is the disciple of Elyah ; the

latter is his " master," as he is called here. The
words, " The Lord will take away thy master from

thy head," do not therefore mean, He will cause

Elijah to arise away above thy head towards

heaven, but, He will take him away from thy

head, t. «., break up the relationship which has

existed hitherto between you, as pupil and master,

and as thy chief thou wilt Iobc him. ( ^JJD is used

as in Gen. xlviii. 17; Amos vii. 11.) When the

words are thus taken, each gets its full force, and

it is easy to see why both the disciples at Bethel

and those at Jericho put the question to Elisha,

"Knowest thou?" Ac The separation touched

Elisha nearest of all, and was more important for

him than for any of the rest. The question signi-

fies : Knowest and considerest thou also, that thou

wilt now lose the master whose servant and dis-

ciple thou art (1 Kings xix. 21)? What will

become of us when thy guide and ours is gone?
The answer of Elisha, which would otherwise be

obscure and difficult, is then appropriate to this

question : "Yea, I know it," t. «., Alas! I know it

and consider it well, even as ye do. When he

then adds, " Hold ye your peace," he does not

mean to say : Tell no one that he is now going te

ascend into heaven, in order that there may be no

concourse ofpeople (Clericus, J. Lange), nor: Speak
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no further of it, for Eujah, on account of his

modesty and humility, does not wish that much
should be said of his glorification (Sob. Smith,

Keil), but : Compose yourselves, yield to the will

of Jehovah ; do not sadden my heart now that I

am about to lose my beloved master and lord.

[Bunsen.]
Ver. 7. And fifty men of the sons, Ac. As

Ehjah and Elisha departed in the direction of the

Jordan, a band of prophets followed them at a
distance, and remained standing at a point (pro-

bably on an elevation) from which they could see

"whether and in what way the departing ones
would got over the Jordan at a place where there

was no arrangement for crossing " (Hess, Thenius)

;

that is to say, they followed, out of sympathy and
anxiety, and not " that they might be eyewitnesses
of the removal of their master " (Keil), for, accord-

ing to ver. 10, it was not certain that even Elisha,

who accompanied him, would see this. • They were
witnesses only of that which is narrated in ver. 8.

The manner of crossing the Jordan must have re-

minded them involuntarily of Ex. xiv. 16 (cf. Josh,

iv. 23). As once Moses struck the water and
divided it, in the presence of the whole people,

with his staff, which was the insigne of his office

as teacher,' and is called the " rod of God " (Ex.

xviL 9), whereby he was confirmed and accredited

as chief, so Elijah, the second Moses, here strikes

the water, and divides it in the presence of the
band of the prophets, with his mantle, the sign of

his prophetical calling (1 Kings xix. 19), an action

which confirms him, before the disciples of the

prophets, just as he is leaving them, in his position

as chief of the prophets. He folds or rolls the

mantle together, possibly in order to give it at the

same time the appearance of a staff, for in other

eases the water is always struck with a staff (Isai.

xi. 4; x. 24 ; Num. xx. 11). [The first two passages
cited refer to a beating with a rod as punishment
or correction, and the third to the smiting of the

rock to make water come out. There is no ground
for supposing that the words in the text have any
farther significance than such a folding as would
make the mantle convenient to handle in smiting

the water.—W. G. S.l However, the very fact

that he makes use of the prophet's mantle instead

of making use of the staff, makes the action a dis-

tinctly prophetical, i. e., symbolical one. The
miraculous power is no more attached, in any
magical way, to the mantle than to the staff; but
it is the prophetical calling which God has armed
with such power for the attainment of His ends,

as was shown immediately afterwards in the case
of the successor and representative of Elijah (cf

vers. 14, 19 eq.).

Yer. 9. And it came to pass when they were
gone over, Ac The command of Elijah :

" Ask,"
Ac, and the reply of Elisha, " Let a double por-

tion," 4c. t are to be explained by their relation to

one another, which was not so much that of a
mastei to his servant or of a teacher to his dis-

ciple, as rather that of a (spiritual) father to his

son (ver. 12). Elisha had maintained his attach-

ment, love, and fidelity to the very end, in that he
would not quit Elijah ; and now the latter treats

him as a dying father would (Gen. xxvii. 4), and
•ays :

" If thou hast yet any wish in thine heart,

tell it to me ;" he is ready to grant him the bless-

ing of a father and of a prophet. Elisha answers
as son to father : " I pray thee, let a double portion

of thy spirit be upon me !
" According to the law

(Deut xxL 17), the first-born son received, of what

the father left behind, D1^ ^B » *• &, two parts,

twice as much as the other sons received. Ac-
cording to this analogy, Elisha begs that Elijah

will regard him as his first-born, and will give to hira,

as compared with the other sons of the prophets,

a richer measure of his (prophetic) spirit, that is to

say, of that TVC\ , which is the condition of all pro*

phetical activity, whether in word or deed, and
which is not only a spirit of knowledge and wis*

dom, but also of strength and power (Isai. xi 2).

The translation of the words of Elisha, " That thy
spirit may be doubled in me " (Luther, following

the Sept. and Vulg.), is unquestionably false.

Still this interpretation is found again and again in

modern expositions. Krumraacher even asserts,

as a result of this interpretation, that the spirit of
Elisha, as an evangelical (?) spirit, was certainly

twice as great as the spirit of Elijah, which was
Mosaic and legal. If this had been the prayer of
Elisha, however, it would have been, not only in

the highest degree immodest, but also incompre-
hensible, since Elijah could not give more than he
himself had. Elisha did not wish to bo more or

greater than his master and lord. He only desired

so much as was necessary for him, in order that

he might be that to which Elijah had destined

him, namely, the one who should succeed to his

place as leader of the prophots. Menken's inter-

pretation of the words of Elijah is also a mistake,

t. <?., that Elisha should give him a commission for

the other world, and beg for himself some service

there, where the Lord would not refuse Elijah any
request he might make on behalf of his faithful

servant Not to fcotice otfier objections, Elijah

says :
" Ask what I can do for you before I be

taken away," and not when I am in heaven.
Neither can this place, therefore, by any means bo
cited as a support of the Roman Catholic dogma of

the effectual mediation of the saints in heaven, as
is often done.—Elijah means to say, by the words
in ver. 10: Thou hast prayed for something which
it is not in my power, nor in that of any man, to

give, but only in the power of God ; if it is granted
to thee alone, of all the sons of the prophets, to

remain with me until my removal, and to be a wit-

ness of it, then thou mayest know, by this fact,

that thou art to continue the prophetical work,
which I have begun, and which I must now aban-
don, and then shalt thou also receive that measure
of the prophetical spirit of which thou hast need
for this work.

Yer. 11. And it oame to pass, as they still

went on, <fcc. The verse is generally translated as

it is by Luther, " Behold 1 there came a chariot of
fire and horses of fire, .... and so Elijah

rode, in a whirlwind, towards heaven." This is

then understood to mean, that a fiery chariot with
fiery horses attached to it came, and that it re-

ceived Elijah and took him to heaven. Accord-
ing to that, Elijah really ." rode" into heaven, as

indeed we find it often represented, especially in

pictures. This conception of the event has struck

such deep root that people scarcely inquire whether
the text really justifies it or not It is especially

welcome to those who explain the story of Elijah

as myth and poetry, because, as they think, such
an ascension would remove all doubt as to the
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mythical character of the narrative. Here it is

necessary, before all else, to take the words of the

text accurately, and not to add or fill out anything
which is not absolutely demanded. In the first

place, the text knows nothing whatever of a fiery

chariot, with fiery horses attached, but only says

;

** Behold ! chariot of fire and horses of fire 1 " Then
it does not say that Elijah mounted into this literal

chariot, an it is supposed to be, and rode in it

towards heaven, but the j"Ay took place "in a

whirlwind " (mpp2l)» and not in the chariot Still

further CPCt^n does not mean : up into heaven,

but : towards or in the direction of heaven, heaven-

wards; especially when it Is used with rhv

(Judged xx. 40; Ps. evil 26; Jerem. li. 63).

Finally, mhv is not ride, but go up, in the sense of

disappear [like the German avfgehen, it is used in

the sense of come to an end, disappear, be con-

sumed.—W. G. S.], see Judges xx. 40: "The
entire city [E. V. has, incorrectly, " the Hum of

the city "J myDttfrl fl^y, arose towards, heaven, i. f.,

disappeared, was consumed by the fire. Also,

Ezek. xi. 24 :
" So the vision that I had seen fopi)

j went up from me," i. «., it disappeared (Vulg. : et sub-

lata est a me visio) ; it was taken away. In the

hifil (ver. 1) it means exactly tollere, an/erre, take

away, as, for instance, in Ps. cii. 25 :
" Take me

away in the midst of my days," cf. Job v. 26

;

xxxvi. 20 ; Amos iii. 6. Furthermore, the word

rhv i» the name of the burnt-offering, because it,

in distinction from the other sacrifices, disappears
entirely—is completely consumed by the fire.

The clearest proof that the word here has the
signification, take away, remove, is the fact that

the disciples of the prophets, as well as Elisha

himself, always make use of the word n£?t
an<*

not of rbVi when speaking of Elijah's removal (vers.

&, 6, 9 & 10), and say nothing of any taking up

into heaven. It is not possible, therefore, that rpV

should signify something altogether different from

ng? here. Precisely this latter word is used, Gen.

. 24, in reference to Enoch :
" And he was not

(WM , *• e-, he disappeared suddenly, and left no

trace behind, Job vii. 8; cf. Delitsch on Hebr.
xi. 5. Luther: 'He was seen no more'); for

God took him (npf>)." The removal is therefore

the main point ; and it is only stated here in ad-

dition—which is not done in the case of Enoch

—

in what way the removal took place, viz. : mtfp3

,

in the whirlwind ; and besides, tPOtfn , towards

heaven, myp signifies not only " the rapidity of

the elevation " (Thenius), but also a storm, com-
bined with thunder, dark clouds, wind, and fire

(Isai. xxix. 6; Ezek. i. 4; xiii 11, 13; Ps. cvii. 25).

Through such a storm, then, Elijah was separated

from Elisha, and removed heavenwards. Now
when Elisha sees, in this fiery storm-cloud,
u chariot and horses " of fire, that does not mean
to hi./- that he saw a literal chariot and literal

horses. On the contrary, he recognized, In the

fiery appearance, that which " chariot and horses *

signify. According to the usage of the Old Tes-

tament language, these things, as the principal

means of protection and defence of a people

against foreign aggression, are the representation*

of its might and strength, of its glory and fear*

fulness (cf. Isai. xxxi. 1 sq.; xxxvi. 9; Ex. xiv.

9, 17 ; Deut xx. 1 ; 1 Kings x. 29). They are also

ascribed to Jehovah, and then they are an indica-

tion of His great might, majesty, and glory, with

which He conquers and annihilates His opponents,

but protects and saves His own. Thus Habakkuk

:

"Was thy wrath against the sea, that thou didst

ride upon thine horses and thy chariots of salva-

tion?" Also Isaiah (lxvi. 15): "For behold the

Lord will come with fire, and with his chariots,

like a whirlwind, to render his anger with fury,

and his rebuke with flames of fire." Cf. also Ps.

civ. 3: "Who maketh the clouds his chariots."

That we have here also to think of the chariot and

horses of Jehovah, is shown by the &x which

occurs with both words, for fire is the well-known
form of theophany in the Old Testament (Ex. xxiv.

17 ; Deut. ix. 3 sq. ; Ps. 1. 3; Isai. xxix. 6; Ezek. L

4, 27). Just m the same manner, the. servant of

Elisha, after his eyes have been opened, in ac-

cordance with the prayer of the prophet (2 Kings
vt 14-17), sees, opposed to the " horses and
chariots " with which the Syrians had surrounded
the city in which Elisha was, the whole mountain
full of " horses and chariots of fire

;

" i. «., over-

against the earthly power, he sees the infinitely

greater protecting and saving might of Jehovah.
The following verso (12), where Elisha calls Elijah

" Chariot of Israel and Horsemen thereof," espe-

cially supports the figurative interpretation. Re-

cognizing the inadmissibility of the literal accepta-

tion, which presupposes the existence of literal

fiery chariots, with fiery horses attached to them,

passing down from heaven and up again into

heaven, in which one could ride without being

burned, some expositors have understood by
" chariot and horses," as Grotius does, AngeU ea

specie apparent**. "The vehicle," says, among
others, J. Lange, " or the outward sign with which
Elijah rose towards heaven, was doubtless a
cloud. Still, as Elijah was no doubt accompanied
by an entire band of angels, as Christ was after*

wards, these gave to the cloud the form of a fiery

chariot and fiery horses, by virtue of the divine

power and the divine will, so that the cloud took

the form of a heavenly triumphant chariot"

Similarly Menken says that Elijah " was taken up
by the service of angels ; but that the appearance
was that of a flaming chariot and flaming horses."

But the text, in this place, says not a word about

angels, although, according to this view, they

would be the chief agents ; and although the his-

tory of Elijah makes mention of the service of

angels in other places (1 Kings xix. 6, 7 ; 2 Kings i.

3, 15). Ps. lxviii. 17 cannot be cited to snpport this

interpretation, for there also 22T\ is not equal to

angel, but is a designation of the immeasurable and
mighty war-power of Jehovah. The interpretation

of KeU seems more probable: " The storm-gust is

the earthly substratum of the theophany ; the fiery

chariot with the fiery horses is the symbolic form
in which the translation of the master intoiieaveB

presents itself to Elisha, who remains behind.*
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The chariot and the horses would, however, in

that case, hare been just as much definite and
visible forms, even if symbolic ones, and we
should have to suppose that Elisha saw Elijah

actually in the chariot and riding in it towards
heaven, of which the text knows nothing. It is

not the form and outline which is symbolic, but the

expression " chariot and horses of fire." We have
not to think of a "symbolic form " in ver. 11 any
more than in ver. 12, when Elisha calls Elijah
" Chariot of Israel and Horsemen thereof." In
this way, under a more accurate observation of the

text, it is true that the supposition that Elijah rode

away into heaven in a fiery chariot, drawn by
'

fiery horses, which is still so generally adopted,

is overthrown; by no means, however, is the mi-

raculous removal or translation of Elijah over-

thrown : that is the main point of the narrative,

with which we must satisfy ourselves, just as we
must satisfy ourselves with what is said, Gen. v.

24 (cf. Hebr. xi. 5), in regard to the translation of

Enoch. So Von Gerlach remarks on the passage
in Genesis :

" All the questions in regard to the

departure of this patriarch and that of Elijah,

whither they were removed ? where they now are ?

what changes they underwent in the translation ?

are left unanswered by the Scriptures." Keil also

says :
" All further questions, e. g., in regard to the

nature of the chariot of fire and the place to which
Elijah was translated, .... are to be set

aside as useless subtleties concerning things which
surpass the limits of our understanding." We are

only justified in thus setting them aside, however,
if we have rejected the fiery horses and the fiery

chariot and the ride up into heaven, which Koil

does not do. It is wel( worth observing that the

primitive church, little inclined as it was to shrink

back from a miracle, still did not know anything
of any heavenward ride of Elijah. The Sept ren-

der D^D^Hi in ver. 1 and ver. 11, by «c «f T&v

orpavdv, and thereby show clearly that they con-

ceived of a raising up towards, but not into, heaven.

Ephraim Syrus says, " Suddenly there came a fiery

storm-gust from on high, .... and divided

the two from one another ; the one it left upon
earth, the other, Elijah, it bore away on high ; but

whither the Rnach bore him, or in what place it

let him down, the Scriptures do not tell us." (Cf.

Keil's remarks on the passages.) Theodoret says:
*0 fifyac

tH?uac avekffldri \ikv, dKK ovk tig rbv ovpavfo,

bXK wf rig rbv ovpav6v. In like manner Chrysostom,

Theophylact, and CEcumenius (see the citations in

Suicer, Thesaur. EccUsiasL i. 1317). That the Jews
also, before and at the time of Christ, knew noth-

ing of an ascension of Elijah into heaven, is clear

from the fact that in the great eulogy of Elijah

(Siraich xlviii. 1-12), where this wonderful removal

is mentioned, neither in ver. 9 nor in ver. 12 do we
find etc rbv ovpavfo: Josephus, also, who narrates

all the miracles in the history of Elijah, says,

at length (Antiq. ix. 2, 2): 'HXx'of cf avOptmuw

i,tavtG§ri
-—Kdl ovdelg iyvu fitxpt rife of}fitpew avrov rijv

rtMvripfi and then he adds that the Scriptures de-

clare of Enoch and Elijah : bri yey&vaciv afaveig •

Bavnrov 6h airruv ovdelg olSev. In the Scriptures

themselves there is no mention whatever of the

ascension of Elijah into heaven, not even in Hebr.

xi where we should most expect it Now if this

ascension wa«, as is asserted, "one of the most
glorious, significant, and joyful events which the

world, before the time of Christ, had seen" (Krum-
macher), how does it happen that, however often

mention may be made of Elijah, just this event,

which is asserted to be the most important in hif

career, remains utterly unmentioned ? Kurtz (in

Herzog's Encyclop. iii *. 758) asserts indeed that
" as regards the ascension of Elijah, all those who
are not ready to look upon the gospel history as a
collection of myths will be compelled to adopt the

opinion which regards this as an historical event,

for the Transfiguration of Christ, Matt, xvii., can
only be maintained as a fact if 2 Kings ii. is also

a fact ; the one narrative stands or falls with the
other." This conclusion, however, is incorrect;

for, if Elijah could only appear in and at the Trans-
figuration of Christ, because he had ascended into

heaven, then Moses also, who appears .with him,

must have ascended into heaven, of which there

is not the least mention, either in Deut xxxiv. 6

*q. or anywhere else. [A general protest should
also be raised against the last clause of this opin-

ion of Kurtz. The mode of defending a disputed
point by connecting it with some other very im-
portant and generally accepted one, and then as-

serting that they stand or fall together,, is very
often adopted, but it is on every account to be
condemned. It is not a sound method of procedure
either according to logic or history, and it is fatal

to all exegetical science.—W. G. S.J
Ver. 12. And Elisha saw it, Ac, I «., that Eli-

jah " was miraculously carried away " (Keil). By
the words: "My father, my father I" Elisha ex-

presses what the departing one was for himself
(see ver. 9), and by the words: "Thou chariot of
Israel and horsemen thereof I " what he was for

the whole nation. King Joash makes use of the
same figurative expression in ch. xiii. 14, in regard
to Elisha. It does not mean "that Elijah had been
the protection and help of Israel even in war n

(Caliver Bibel), but "Elijah is thereby desurnated
as the one in whom consisted that true defence of
Israel, which far surpassed its physical strength."

(Thenius.) See notes on ver. 11. Elijah was the
might for war and the strength for defence of Is-

rael, especially in so far as he defended it against
its greatest and most dangerous enemy, who threat*

ened it with ruin—against the intruding idolatry,

with which he struggled victoriously. The excla-

mation stands, as was noted above, in unmistaka-
ble connection with the words "chariot of fire

and horses of fire." If this is a designation of the
protecting, saving, and conquering might of Jeho*
vah, then it was very natural to call the great

prophet, who had maintained himself, in all his

career, as an instrument of this power in its deal-

ings with Israel, "the Chariot of Israel and the

Horsemen thereof." If, on the other hand, this

fiery phenomenon which separated the two proph-
ets from one another had had the form and figure

of a chariot drawn by horses, which was intended
to bring Elijah to heaven, it would be inexplicable

how a mere equipage, even if it were ever so
wonderful a one, could have led Elisha to call his

departing master a " Chariot." Elijah's whole na-

ture was fiery and energetic: "He burst forth

like a fire, and his word burned like a torch, •

. . . thrice brought he down fire" (Sirach

xlviii 1, 3). To this the mode of his removal hi

the fiery whirlwind corresponded, and it was, at
it were, the divine seal upon his entire career; so
that he stands, for all coming time (elg tuuptb^
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16 THE SECOND BOOK OF THE KINGS.

Sir. xlviii. 10), as the man of the fiery jealousy of
God.—And he saw him no more; that is, he did

not see how Elyah rode into heaven in a fiery

chariot, but from the moment when the fiery blast,

the storm-cloud, separated them from one another,

he saw him no more : kv ?xii'Aam ioKeiraotitj (Sir.

xlviii. 12^, he disappeared suddenly from his eyes,

became a<par^. Then Elisha rent his garments,
and that too "in two pieces," t. *., from top to bot-

tom, as a sign of the greatest grief and the deepest
sorrow. If he had been a witness of the " trium-

phal entry " of his master into heaven, as it has
been often supposed that he was, he would have
had more cause to rejoice than to rend his clothes

for grief; his feelings were by no means joyous,

they were rather in the highest degree sad.

Ver. 13. He took up also the mantle. Ac. The
mantle is' here, as in ver. 8, the insigne of the of-

fice of the prophetical leader. When Elijah chose
Elisha as his successor he threw this mantle upon
him (1 Kings xix. 19). Now, however, he leaves

it to nim as a bequest and sign that his prayer in

.ver. 10 is fulfilled, and that he must now undertake
the leadership of the prophets. He returns with
this symbol in his possession, and, when he arrives

at the Jordan, has to make the trial whether the

power itself has been granted him together with
the symbol As Elijah had done in passing over
the Jordan, he also strikes the water with the

mantle, and says: Where is the Lord God of
Elijah, even He ? Jer. ii. 6, 8, where the sever-

est charge against the people, and especially

against the priests and teachers, is, that they have

not asked the question rriiT iWi "Where is Je-

hovah?" but have turned away from Him, shows
that this was not a question of doubt or imperfect

faith. On the contrary, Elisha presents a prayer,

full of faith and confidence, to Jehovah, in the

more emphatic form of a question: "Thou God
of Elijah, if Thou art also mine, and if I am Thy ser-

vant according to Thy will and command as he was,
then let this become evident by granting that that

may take place at my word which Thou grantedst

should come to pass at his " (Menken). The mas-

soretic punctuation separates the words fcfllT&lK

from the question, and joins them with the following

sentence. Accordingly De Wette translates : "Also
he (as Elijah had done before) smote the water,"

[and Bunsen: " Also when fie smote tho water; "]

and Ewald: "Hardly had he Bmitten the water,

when it divided again." But the ) before r\y is a
bar to this interpretation, and *|fc< nowhere has the

meaning of "harclly." [Apparently feeling the

force of this latter objection, Ewald, ed. vii. *. 853,

note, changes tjfct to *JK . The reading of the E.

V. agrees with that of De Wette and Bunsen.

—

W. G. S.] . Bottcher and Thenius following Hou-
bigant wish to read NiBK :

" Where is now Jeho-

vah, the God of Elijah ? " This reading, however,
Is entirely without authority, and the position of

the word at the end of the question is also against

it The Sept. render it meaninglessly by the same
sounds in Greek letters: aftA. We take S)K here

as in Prov. xxii. 19, (where Gesenius translates:

4oceo te, te inquam,) that is to say, even He ; He, I

say. (So also Keil [and Scott].) The Vulg. has
in ver. 14 : et percumt aquas, et non sunt divisa.

Et dixit: vbi est Dew EHa etiam nunc? percussiU
que aquas et dtvisa sunt The Complutensian edi

tion of the Sept has the addition : km oi dtqpfyihj,

following which Theodoret and, later, Dathe ex-
plain the verse thus : that Elisha considered the
mantle of Elijah capable of working miracles, and,
in the first place, struck the water with it, without
saying anything; but that, as this was unsuccess-
ful, he called upon the God of his master com-
plainingly. It is evident, however, that the addi-

tion is only an explanatory gloss, occasioned by

the repetition of rEM* which does not, however,

indicate any repetition of the act of striking.

Ver. 15. And when the sons of the Prophets,
Ac. They saw Elisha come back alone, and, since

he had been able to do the same as Elijah, ihey
concluded that the m~) of Elijah rested upon him,

that is, that the same extraordinary power and
gifts had been given to him , by Jehovah, as pre-
paration for the same calling ; therefore they went
to meet him and showed their respect for him.
From their words in ver. 16, however, it is clear

that they were uncertain whether Elijah had been
" taken up " forever, or only for a time, perhapa
in the manner referred to by Obadiah, 1 Kings
xviii. 12. It would have been impossible for them
to speak in this way if they had had especial in-

formation, by a divine revelation, of a formal as-

cension of Elijah into heaven, as has been deduced
from vers. 3 and 5. It is a supposition which can-
not be maintained, that, although Elisha had nO
doubt narrated to them what had occurred, they
still believed that " the Lord had taken his (Eli-

jah's) soul up into heaven, but that his earthly
body had fallen down somewhere upon the earth,

and that they desired to find this in order that
they might show it the last honors " (Keil), for, in

this case, Elisha must have answered them : I saw
Elijah ride on a fiery equipage in glory into hea-
ven ; he is therefore no longer upon earth, but in

heaven, as was revealed to you beforehand:—or

else, what reason did he have for not saying this?

Moreover their words, ver. 16, do not indicate by
any means that thoy simply desired to find his

corpse, in order to bury it. It is evident that they
expected to find the living and not the dead. The
fact that they insisted upon their proposition in

spite of Elisha's attempts to dissuade them shows
plainly that he had not communicated anything in

regard to an ascension into heaven to them. He
was certain that Elijah had departed or been taken
away forever. Hence' he said :

" Ye shall not
send." When, at length, he permits them to send,

on account of their ceaseless persistency, he does
so in order that they may become satisfied, by
their own investigation, that he has now suc-

ceeded to the position of Elijah, and that they
have henceforward to attach themselves to him as

their leader. #2"iy (ver. 17) does not mean : very

long, justo diutius (DeWette and others), nor : more
than was becoming, nor : in a shameless manner
(Menken, Thenius), but : until he was himself dis-

appointed in the hope (of dissuading them from
their purpose). Bfa often has this meaning (c/.

Ps. xxii. 5; xxv. 2, 3, 20; lxix. 6), and it is also a
very appropriate signification for Judges iii. 25,

and 2 Kings viii. 11. The sons of the prophets,

wished to have " strong men " sent out, because

'

the search over mountains and in valleys was at-
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tended with difficulty and danger. It should also

be observed that Elisha on the return of the fifty

men, only reminds them of his advice which they
had neglected, but does not say a word of the as-

cension of Elijah, much as we might expect that

he would now do so.

Ver. 19. And the men of the city said, Ac.

Perhaps it was the authorities who, in the name
of the city, addressed themselves to Elisha, who
now stood at the head of the prophets, and whose
affable disposition had inspired them with confi-

dence, fifitn cannot here mean " ground " (Keil),

for it is not the ground, but, as ver. 21 says dis-

tinctly, "the water" which was drunk, which
caused miscarriage, and " in fact the direct use or

enjoyment of this or that water has either a bene-
ficial or a prejudicial effect on the functions of
conception and parturition" (Thenius). JHX

stands here, therefore, as it does Gen. ix. 19 ; xi.

1 ; xix. 31. It was " pleasant to dwell " in Jericho,

for it lay in a magnificent situation, " rising like an
oasis from a broad plain of sand " (Winer, li.- W.-B.

I #. 643). Ver. 20. Khsha calls for a "new"
Teasel, *. c, one which had not yet been used for

any purpose whatever, because it was intended

for a religious act, for, in general, all that was
employed in the service of Jehovah must be as yet

unused, t. e., uncontaramated (cf. Numb. xix. 2).

Keil takes the " new cruse " " as a symbol of the

renewing power of the Word of God," but it was
only the receptacle for the salt, by means of which
the water was to be made good and healthful, and
it had nothing to do with the " Word of God." The
prophet made use of salt because it is used as a
means of preserving that into which it is placed,

and keeping it from rottenness and decay (death),

in that it draws out the impure particles. In so

far, then, it has healing and vivifying power (cf.

Symbol dea Mosa. Kultus, iL «. 325 sq)\ it is a
symbol of the purifying, restoring power which
proceeds from Jehovah, for it was He, and not the

salt, aa such, who purified the spring and made
the waters uninjurions, as ver. 21 distinctly de-

clares. [The "salt" was neither more nor less

significant in this case than the " meal " in oh. iv.

41.—W. G. S.] The act of casting the salt into

the spring was a prophetical, symbolical action, in

which (see 1 Kings xvii. Hist, § 6) the prophet
represents that which the Lord is about to do, by
visible signs, and with the corresponding natural

means. When P. Cassel (Der Prophet Elisa, 8.

xxi) declares that there is a reference here to the

salt of the covenant in the sacrifices (Levit iL 13;

Numb, xviii. 19), and says: "The miracle of Eli-

sha signified, for the inhabitants of Jericho and for

Israel through all time, a covenant of salt with the
word and promise of God," it is an evident error,

for Jehovah does not say : I make with you a cov-

enant of salt ! but : I make this water healthful, I

heal it. It is true that salt serves as the symbol
of a covenant, to indicate its durability and sanc-

tity, but only on account of its power of preserv-

ing and protecting from corruption and decay,

which is the only thing that here comes into con-

sideration. In this connection there is no reference

whatever to a " covenant of salt"—The spring in

question exists " unto this day," ver. 22 ; and is

" doubtless the spring now known as Ain e» Sul-

tan, the only spring in the neighborhood of Jericho.

Its waters spread over the plain of Jericho* . .

2

. . A large spring of water, which is indeed not
cold, but at the same time not warm, and has a
sweet and pleasant taste " (Keil. ; cf. Robinson, BibL
Res. in Palest, i. 554-6, or, ii. 283-4, ed. of 1841).

Ver. 23. And he went up from thence unto
Bethel, Ac. As the successor of Elijah in the office

of leader of the prophets, Elisha wished to visit,

for the first time, the school of the prophets at

Bethel, the principal seat of the illegal worship
(ver. 3). The D^Dj? D^lltt can scarcely bo "little

boys " (Luther), «. «., irresponsible children, who do
not know what they say. In the first place their

mocking address is opposed to this view, and still

more the judgment which fell upon them. Solo-

mon was at least twenty years old when he com-

menced to reign, and yet he calls himself fan 1J?J
•

(1 Kings iii. 7). Jeremiah also calls himself a

1JO at the time of his calling to be a prophet, Jer,

i. 6, 7, likewise Joseph was so called at a time when
he was at least seventeen years old (Gen. xxxvit
2). It is also shown by 1 Kings xii. 8, 10, 14,

where the young counsellors of Rehoboam are

called D*1^i that this word (ver. 24) need not

necessarily be understood of little boys. There-
fore Krummacher and Cassel translate correctly by
" young people." [There is an element of modesty
in the use of the word by Jeremiah and Solomon,
at a comparatively advanced age. There were
quite a number of these persons, more than forty-

two, according to ver. 24. D*W « the word which

would be used of them if they were of various

ages, from children up to young men. It would
not exclude the possibility that there were two or

three older persons among them.—W. G. S.] Both
the older and more recent expositors, Krumma-
cher, J. Lange, and Kurtz, translate the mocking
address by " Ascend, bald-head I (L «., like Elijah),"

so that there would be in it, at the same time,

scorn for the ascension of Elijah [Patrick and
Comp. Comm.], and the sense would be :

" Let him
also- ascend and be off, that they might be rid of

him," or :
" Elisha, fool that thou art, show thy-

self a prophet. If thou -canst do anything, let us
see it

!
" (Krummacher.) This is certainly incor-

rect, for rhg evidently refers to the preceding

rbv i
ftn(* ft is impossible that it should mean some-

thing entirely different from this. Furthermore,

r6y never means ascend (see notes on ver. 11);
and how could these young people have heard and
known already about the " ascension " of Elijah,

which (ver. 16) was not known even to the disci-

ples of the prophets ? Doubtless the young people
had recognized him from a distance by his proph-
et's mantle (perhaps the one left behind by Elijah,,

ver. 13), as a prophet, and therefore, as a zealous

opponent of the calf and Baal worship, which had
its principal seat in Bethel (1 Kings xii. 29) ; as
they saw him now going up the hill to the cityr
they called to him in mockery : Go up intoour city,

thou bald-head, what dost thou want here among-
us? The expression "bald-head" is not to be
understood as it generally is, of actual baldness,

nor of " a smooth place on the back of the head *

(Keil), for how were the young people to notice thi*

in Elisha as he approached them from a distance T
Moreover, Elisha was still in his best years, and he*
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18 THE SECOND BOOK OF THE KHTOS.

lived for at least fifty years after this time, so that

he could not possibly have been bald-headed already

on account of age. Still less can there be any ref-

erence to an artificial bareness of the head, for the

Law forbade directly all persons who were conse-

crated to the service of Jehovah, as, for instance,

the priests and nazarites, to shave the hair of the

head (Levit. xxi. 5 ; Numb. vi. 5). In general, to

make bald the head was a sign of dishonor and
disgrace (Isai. iii. 17 ; xv. 2), and baldness was also

a mark of leprosy (Levit. xiii. 43). " Bald-head "

is, therefore, a disgraceful epithet, which refers,

not to a bodily imperfection, a "natural fault"

(Keil), but to the calling of Elisha as man of God
and prophet ; he is thereby designated as one who
is the opposite of that which he pretends to be

, and appears to be, as an impure and expelled per-

son. Cassel remarks: "The expression of the Jews
for Roman Catholic priests, during the Middle

Ages, and until recent times, was * bald-heads :

*

the tonsure passed among them as a mark of the

very opposite of consecration and holiness." [The
epithet either had its origin in fact and Elisha was
prematurely bald, or else it was a standing epithet

of insult used for old or reverend people, inde-

pendently of the fact whether the particular per-

son addressed was bald or not.—W . 6. S.] It is

evident, then, from this epithet, that the young
people had recognized, in Elisha, a prophet, and
that they meant to scoff at him precisely as such.

Therefore the prophet had to deal here with some-
thing very different from mere wantonness, such
as little boys sometimes practise with a failing old

man.
Vcr. 24. And he turned back, Ac. That which

Moses and Aaron say to the people about their

complaints: "Your murmurings are hot against

ns but aganist the Lord " (Ex. xvi. 8 ; cf. Acts v.

4), is also applicable here. The scorn of the chil-

dren attacked not so much the person of Elisha as

the calling which had been bestowed upon him by
Jehovah, and, in so far, it was a contemning of

Jehovah himself, which the prophet, on his first

appearance in that capacity, and here in Bethel, of

all places, could not allow to pass in silence and
unrebuked, without denying his holy calling. He
cursed them in the name of the Lord, that is,

he threatened them with a divine judgment, which
in the sequel did not fail to befall them. There
came forth two she-bean, whether at once, and
in the presence of Elisha, or not, is uncertain

(Koster: "How long afterwards, is not men-
tioned"). Bears, especially she-bears, are repre-

sented as very fierce and ravenous fProv. xvii. 12

;

xxviiL 15; Hos. xiii. 8; Dan. vit 5. Cf. Winer,

jfc- W.-B. L *. 130). That they ate up forty-two

of the children is not asserted in the text, for

fljyj93fi only means : they split, opened, i «., tore

to pieces (Hos. xiii 8). Perhaps it only means to

say m general that they perpetrated a great mas-
sacre among them; the word DTO shows that

there were'many more than forty-two of them in

all, and this has led to the conjecture that their

meeting, for the purpose of reviling the prophet,

was planned and prepared. It is possible that they

had heard of the coming of a new head of the

prophets, and had gone out to meet him in a body,

in order to revile him. Nevertheless, the number,
forty-two, which cannot be a round or symbolic
number, is a very large one to be destroyed by

two bears. In general, such is the brevity and
disconnectedness of the narrative, that all sorts
of questions arise, which remain unanswered,
although they do not justify us in declaring the
story a simple legend, or indeed a mere fiction.

Yer. 25. And he went from thenoe to Mount
Oarmel, Ac. It can hardly be that Elisha stayed
for any length of time at Bethel. Whether, as
Krummacher thinks, he hastened away because
" the vision of the monstrous act which he had
performed lay upon his heart with the weight of
mountains," and because the consciousness : such
a deed have I done ! drove him into retirement, in
order that "he might take breath again and re-

cover his composure in the arms of Jehovah," is

very doubtful. On the contrary he seems to have
sought solitude after the manner of the prophets
(see Exeg. on 1 Kings xvii. 3), as soon as he had
presented himself to the sons of the prophets as
the successor of Elijah, in order to prepare himself
for his further public life. He chose Carmel for this
purpose, because this mountain, with its numerous
grottos and caves, was especially fitted for a resi-
dence in concealment

;
perhaps, also, because Eli-

jah had there first broken the power of idolatry
(see notes on 1 Kings xviii). After the return
from Carmel he dwelt in Samaria (cf. ch. vi. 32),
from which fact we see that under Jehoram, al-

though Jezebel still lived, the persecution of the
prophets had diminished or indeed entirely ceased.

HISTORICAL AND ETHICAL.

1. The removal of Elijah, with which the visi-

ble existence of this great prophet ends, is the
main point of the narrative before us, and is, there-
fore, before all else, to be thoroughly compre-
hended. In the first place, the mode and form ia
which it took place, come into consideration. It
was not a mere disappearance, a becoming invisi-
ble, but it was brought about by a fiery storm-
blast. The peculiar mode of Elijah's removal
stands in an unmistakable relation to his vocation,
which consisted in this, that he was to be, by word
and deed, the herald and the instrument of the
divine judgment against apostasy and idolatry, and
was to renew the broken covenant (see 1 Kings xviL
Hist. § 1). His entire public life and work had,
therefore, the character of that of a judge—on the
one side destroying and consuming, and on the
other reforming and constructing. Just as every-
where in the Scriptures, and especially in the Old
Testament, fire is the form in which all the action
of God as judge presents itself (Deut iv. 24 ; ix. 3

;

xxxil 22 ; Numb. xi. 1, 2 ; xvi 35 ; lsai. ir. 4
xxvill; xxix. 6; Ps. xxi. 9; L 3; Zeph. i. 18;
Hebr. xit 29; 2 Peter iii. 7, 12, Ac.), so the words
of this instrument of the divine energy were words
of fire, and his deeds were deeds of fire. Thus he
appears, not only in the historical books, but also -

especially in the great panegyric of the holy fath-
ers, in the book of Sirach, which begins its de-
scription, when it comes to this prophet, with the
words :

"And Elijah arose, a prophet like fire, and
his words burned like a torch," and closes with
these: "And he was taken up in a whirlwind of
fire, in a chariot of fiery horses. And he is ap-
pointed for the discipline of future times, to soothe
away anger before judgment, and to convert the
heart of the father to the son, and to establish the
tribes of Jacob " (Sirach xlviii. 1, 9, 10). When
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now this fire-prophet is removed and carried away
by God in a fiery storm, it is clear that it is not a
divine judgment which was executed upon him,

but a divine confirmation of his work, in its pre-

dominant aspect, viz., the judicial ; so that it is, as
it were, the seal of God upon that which Elijah

was for his own and for all future times, viz., the

surety for and the herald of, every great judg-

merit-day of God, t. e., of the fire, which acts as well

to purify and build up as to destroy and devastate

(MaL Hi. 2 ; iv. 1-6. Cf. Hengstenberg, Gtoriitolo>

gte deft A. T. iii. s. 441 sq.). As such an actnal wit-

ness of the all-conquering judicial might of God,
he was not destined to come to his end in weak-
ness and decay, to experience the usual death, the
embodiment of all human powerlessness and tran-

sitoriness, but he was destined to be removed in

divine power and might His translation, far from
being indifferent, accidental, and insignificant, bore
the same stamp as his temporal and earthly ap-

pearance, and corresponded perfectly to his pecu
liarand unparalleled position in the divine economy
of salvation. Only in this way can his removal and
the mode of it be explained, whereas, according
to that conception of the event, which lays all the

stress upon a chariot, drawn by horses, instead of

upon the fire, any connection between it and the

life and peculiar work of the prophet is wanting,
and we can at best only suppose that this was an
extraordinary reward for his labors. The ques-

tion, What became of the body of Elijah upon his

translation ? is exactly like the other one, Into what
place did he come ? and it must remain, to say the

least, an open question, since the Scriptures are

entirely silent in regard to it. Those expositors,

both in earlier and later times, who maintain a
formal ascension of Elijah, adopt either the idea
of a transmutation of his body during the ascon-
sion (Krummacher: "While he is riding on, lot

his body, the dust, is gradually transmuted." [" His
body being transformed in his passage toward
heaven, he was carried up to live among the an-
gels." Patrick]), or that of a sudden transfor-

mation, citing 1 Cor. xv. 51 sq. : "But we shall all

be changed, in a moment, in the twinkling of an
eye, at the last trump." (Keil :

" Elijah did not
die, but was taken up by a transformation into

heaven," and he remarks on Gen. v. 24 :
" Who-

ever is raised above death by the grace of God,
cannot arise from the dead, but arrives at the
af&apaia, or the purified state of perfection, by a
transformation, or 4 being clothed upon,' 2 Cor. v.

4.") But, not to speak of other objections, " trans-

formation," or new-clothing of the believers in

Christ, presupposes the entire work of Christ, es-

pecially his elevation to the right hand of God and
his second advent; it is conditioned upon that
second coming, and it is something which is to

take place but once, in an extraordinary manner
(cf. 1 Thess. iv. 15, 16). So St Paul designates it

as a " mystery," which he could not have done if

it had already taken place in like manner under
the old covenant To carry back, therefore, [this

Christian conception of the resurrection of the

dead, in a spiritual and incorruptible body,] and
apply it to Enoch and Elijah, is an inadmissible

mixing up of the economies of salvation of the Old
and New Testaments.

2. The translation of EHjah has been compared
in many ways with the ascension of Christ, and
taken as a type of the same. So, for instance,

Richter says: "By this means it was intended
that the Ascension of Christ should be typified and
made more credible," and Keil: "Elijah . . .

as forerunner of Christ (Mai. iii. 3 ; Matt, xi 10
sq.) was received up into heaven without tasting

death, in order to foretell the ascension of our
Lord, and to typify it, after the manner of the Old
Testament" This opinion rests, however, directly

upon the premise that Elijah ascended into heaven
in the same manner as Christ Yet the Scriptures
speak with very different, and in fact very defi-

nite, expressions of the departure of Christ, not as
a removal or translation, but as an ascent into

heaven and a reception there, an entrance into the
glory, which he had before the foundations of the
earth were laid (Mark xvi. 19; Luke xxiv. 51;
Acts i. 9-11: ii. 33 sq.; vii. 55; John xvii. 5, 24).

Christ actually tasted death, but he arose from the
dead and was elevated, as victor over sin and
death, to the right hand of the Majesty in heaven
(Hebr. viii. 1). He himself says :

" No man hath
ascended up to heaven, but He that came down
from heaven, even the Son of Man, which is in

heaven" (John iii. 13); although these words may
refer, in the first instance, to the insight into, and
knowledge of, divine things, yet they also testify,

nevertheless, to something which the Son of Man
alone is capable of, as the Apostle also writes:
" He that descended is the same also that ascended
up far above all heavens, that He might fill all

things " (Eph. iv. 10). In the case of Christ, the
Ascension forms an integral and essential moment
in His work of salvation. There begins His kingly

function, and that redemptive work which lasts

into eternity (Hebr. iv. 14; v. 9, 10; ix. 12). In
the case of Elijah, on the contrary, his entire work
ceases upon his translation. It is not the entrance
into a broader, higher activity in heaven, but the

end, even though a glorious end, of his work, and
on thiB account it cannot pass for a type of the
Ascension of Christ To compare it with this,

therefore, or to put it on the same line with this,

is to take from Christ what belongs to Him alone,

and, according to the nature of the thing, can be-

long only to Him. If Elijah had ridden upon a
fiery chariot, drawn by fiery steeds, up into hea-
ven, his ascension would have been far more glo-

rious and brilliant than that yf the Lord of Glory,

when He was raised to the right hand of the Ma-
jesty on high ; how then can it be a type of this ?

If Keil, in spite of this, insists upon an "ascen-
sion" of Elijah, and observes: "He, to be sure,

who does not know how to estimate the spirit and
nature of the divine revelation of salvation, will

also be unable to comprehend this miracle," then
we may assert, at least with just as much right

:

He who does not know how to estimate Christ

and the significance of His Ascension into hea-

ven, will indeed also talk about an ascension of
Elijah into heaven. Even' Theodoret, in his day;

wrote on Ps. xxiv. 9 : Aiuviovc 6s irt>Xac avoryyvai

napaKe?^i>ovrai wf pujdhrore ry <pixm rav avdpimw
incavoryelaac. Obdeic y&p kiceivac t&v avOptinov'

6i€irlpaoe ir<£wrore, a%W 6 evav&pwrfoac Bedg A<$yof,

rijv fyfteripav avaXaP&v airapxftv, avfjyayk re etc

ovpavohc, koL iK&durtv iv 6tfi$ nyc ueyafajobvTX tv

roZf {njnfXoitj kn&vo irdarfc apX*h Ka^ e^mxriac k. t. X.

(Eph. i. 21). 6 6e fityac *H3ioc avetypfy ftkv, AAA1

ovk «f rbv ovpavdv, a^A* <&f etc t^w ovpavov.

The departure of Elijah points back to that of
Enoch and Moses, rather than forward to that of
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Christ It is not only said of Enoch, as it is of
Elijah, " God took him away " (Gen v. 24) ; but also

that he announced (npoeffpevoe) to the rebellious

and godless of his time the coming of the Lord
44 to execute judgment upon all, and to convince
(£feA£y£a<, cf. Sir. lxviii 10; ev kteypotc) all that

are ungodly among them of their ungodly deeds "

(Jude 14 sq.). He, therefore, had a calling like to

that of Elijah in its essential character ; and, as

"the seventh from Adam" (through Seth), he
marks an epoch in the divine plan of redemption
(see the Comment, on Gen. v. 24, and Jude 14).

Then, in regard to Moses, it is not indeed stated

that God " took him away," but, that he buried
him, and that no one learned anything of his

sepulchre, or, as some say, of his burial (Deut
xxxiv. 6). The Jewish tradition goes still further.

According to Origen (Uepi 'Ap^wv, iil 2), Jude took
what he states in ver. 9, about the struggle for

the body of Moses, from a well-known Jewish
document, which had for its title : 'Avtifiacis rov

Mtxriuf ; and, according to Josephus (Antiq. iv.

8, 48), after Moses had embraced Joshua and
Eleazar for the last time, while he was still talk-

ing with them, he was suddenly carried away
(a^avi(ercu) by a cloud into a valley, and disap-

peared from their eyes. However it may be with
regard to the authority of these traditions, so
much remains certain, that the departure of Moses
is "placed in the same category" with that of
Enoch and that of the second Moses, Elijah

(Kurtz, Gesch. dee AUm Bundes, ii *. 526). All

these mark definite epochs in the development ofthe
Old Testament plan of salvation—they are prophets

in the highest sense of the word. Enoch walked
44 with God," i. c, in the most intimate intercourse

with him ; Moses stood in such close relation to

God that he talked with him face to face, as a man
talks with his friend (Ex. xxxiii 11) ; Elijah's entire

life was consumed in fiery zeal for the cause of the
Lord, so that Sirach closes his panegyric with the

words : fiaK&ptoi ol iddvrec oe. No one of the three

witnesses and preachers of the divine judgments,

for his own and for all future times, was destined

to undergo the sentence of death and corruption.

The world was not to
4
* see them submit to death "

(Schultz). God took them away: and although
Moses died, on account of his transgression in the
desert of Zin (Deut xxxii 61), nevertheless he died

nliT *&"*?$ {" according to the word of the Lord "

(Deut xxxiv. 5). The author does not translate

these words, but seems to give them a peculiar

signification. It is true that *&*?}} often means
4
* according to the command of," *.«., something
was executed or performed, according as some one
had commanded, but it never means that some-
thing took place at or upon some one's command
or fiat. The author seems to give it some such
signification as this last, that is, that although
Moses died—passed through the individual experi-

ence and the physical change which we know as

death, yet he did so, not as a result of disease, or

after decline and weakness and age, but " at the

word of the Lord," which omnipotently removed
him, in a moment, from life to death. If such an
interpretation were justified by the usage of the

language, it would go far to establish the parallel

between Enoch and Elijah on the one hand, and
Moses on the other, and to put his end on the same

line with theirs. As it is, the interpretation is

rather born of the attempt to make out the parallel,

than founded on the usage of the language. The
end of Moses was mysterious, and its significance

is most justly stated in the remark quoted above
from Schultz. We are not justified in saying more
about it ; and the Hebrew words in the text mean
simply that he died, as God had said that he would,
without entering Canaan. It is right to deny the
parallelism between the end of Elijah and the
Ascension of Christ, and to bring the former into

relation with the end of Enoch certainly, and, per*
haps, with that of Moses also, to some extent ; but
the latter parallelism must not be urged too far.-*

W. G. 8.1 After he had ascended (r6y) Mount
Nebo, and enjoyed a view of the Land ofPromise, he
was withdrawn forever from the sight of the world.
This removal was the main point in the case of all

three, however different the mode of it was in the
separate instances. It has, however, as a * 4 taking
away," only an essentially negative character

(Ur*0 Gen. v. 24; cf. 2 Kings ii. 12 ; Deut xxxir.
T v ;

6), whereas the Ascension of Christ, as the eleva-
tion of the victor over sin and death, to be Lord
over all which can be mentioned, not only in this
world, but also in that which is to come (Eph,
L 21), is of a purely positive nature, and in fact,

as well as in significance, something totally dif-

ferent
3. The different views of the end of Elqah may

be divided into two classes.

(a) The old realistic view, which maintains an -

actual " ascent into heaven," has been presented, in
recent times, most definitely, and with the most
earnest hostility to any other view, by Krummacher
(Elias der Thisbiter, s. 414-425). By way of intro-

duction he says :
4> Wo are on the side of biblical

realism. Whosoever takes that from us, takes from
our heart everything : for facts—facts are what it

must have, this human heart ; the more palpable
and substantial they are the better. . . . My
taste is for the massive in the Bible." Having
adopted this stand-point, he refuses to be satisfied

with " fiery clouds, in the form of a chariot and
horses" (Calwer and Hirsehberger ifc&d), or with
a cloud of angels, by whose ministry Elijah was
received up to heaven, as Grotius, Menken and
others suppose, but he gives the following repre-

sentation of the event :
" The black clouds fringed

with glowing fire, burst A gigantic gate of fire

opens, .... and out of this blazing portal

there dashes forth into the air a flaming chariot
and gleaming horses of fire, who spring with it to
the earth as if harnessed to a. pole of adamant,
... . only a few steps from the man of God,
an invisible charioteer draws up the reins, and the
horses stop How wonderful, how
unheard-of is the event I Here stands a chariot of
fire 1 Here are real horses from on high 1 . . .

Raised upon invisible hands, the prophet mounts,
with joyful courage, into the blazing chariot . .

The horses of fire raise themselves, and swiftly as
an arrow from a bow, they spring away upon the
road of air, heavenwards, toward the open flame-
gate of the firmament Hal how it rolls away
from cloud to cloud I When the gleaming wheels
touch a cloud, the thunder rolls ; where the supple
steeds set down their feet, there the lightnings
flash forth under their hoofs. .... The
King of kings himself it is who guides the cqui»
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page by invisible reins. .... They have
soon flown through the atmosphere of the earth,

and now the road loses itself in those regions

where the mortal eye stands at the limit of its

sight Between the heavenly orbs they fly along,

these flaming steeds, and the thundering wheels
roll on, as it were through a fiery ocean, past

thousands of suns and stars. .... The fire-

steeds plunge forward, as with redoubled steps,

toward the open portal, and now through it into

paradise—into the ever-green meadows and the

palm-groves of heaven. The chariot stops," Ac., Ac.

This entire representation, in which the fiery steed

of the phantasy seems to have run away with his

rider, only shows what we may come to, if we
take the words of the text, " chariot of fire and
horses of fire," in a literal sense. The war against

every figurative interpretation of these words as a

"spiritual dish of froth, offered by an over-

estimated wisdom," appears all the more remark-
able, as the words which immediately follow:
" The chariot of Israel and the horsemen thereof,"

and which correspond to the previous words,

cannot possibly be understood literally, but only

figuratively, as they are understood also by Krum-
macher himself. Passing by all else, it only re-

mains now to call attention to one point, viz., how
mean, we might almost say, the Ascension of Him
who was more than all prophets, and who was
elevated to the right hand of the Majesty on high,

appears in contrast with this supposed magnificent

ascension. For the rest, Krummacher is good
enough to declare, for the comfort of those whose
taste is not for the "massive in the Bible," that
" in truth, it is not belief in these horses which
brings us salvation, just as doubt of their existence

would not damn anybody."
(h) The rationalistic view will not hear anything

of an ascension into heaven, nor of a miraculous
removal of Elijah. On the authority of the pas-

sage, 2 Ohron. xxi. 12, J. D. Michaelis asserts

(Aftmerkungen fur Ungelehrte XII. on 2 Kings ii. 1)

that Elijah was only carried away out of Palestine,

and that he lived at least twelve years longer, for

"no one receives letters from people in heaven."
For the same reason Winer (/?.- W.-B. i. 8. 318)
also believes that he " only withdrew into solitude,

leaving it to his pupil to carry on the prophetical

ministry." So also recent Jewish expositors, as, for

instance, Philippson. But in 2 Chron. xxi. there is

not a word about a letter (iBD), but only about
V V

writing (3TDDX which is said to have reached Je-

horam from the prophet Elijah. Such a writing,

however, Elijah might very well have written be-
fore his removal, and entrusted to Elisha, that he
might send it, at the appropriate time, to the king
(Keil); and it is not necessary to suppose, as some
do, a mistake between the names Elijah and Elisha.

Precisely this passage of the Chronicle can, least

of all, be bronght to bear against the story in

2 Kings iL Bertheau says in regard to it: " It is

not mentioned anywhere else that Elijah performed
any prophetical action by means of writing. At
the time when Jehoram ruled in the southern
kingdom, Elijah might still have been alive, ac-

cording to the chronological data of the Old Testa-

ment. It is probable, to begin with, that he did

speak in regard to Jehoram 's sin, and that he
threatened him with punishment ; but the * letter

'

k composed in general terms, and gives only a

prophetic explanation of the misfortunes by which
Jehoram was visited. From this we must con*
dude that it proceeds, in the form in which we
have it, from a later historian, who, drawing from
sources which we do not know, described the re-

lation between Jehoram and Elijah with a few
words, and according to its broad and general
features." Still less is it possible to uphold the
different attempts which have been made to ex-
plain the miraculous event in some natural manner,
as, for example, that Elijah was carried off by a
water-spout, with accompaniment of thunder and
lightning (Jahn, EmleiL in's A. T. ii. 1, s. 261), or
that he was hurled away by a storm-wind, or that
he lost his way in a cloud, or that the king caused
him to be seized and hurried off in a chariot, dur-
ing a storm (Exeget. Handbuch des A. 7!, on the
passage), or, finally, that a whirlwind drove dust
and sand into the air, as often takes place when
horses and chariots run over sandy ground, and
that Elisha imagined, when he heard the thunder-
like rolling of wheels, and saw the frequent
lightnings, that his master had ridden away
towards heaven in a fiery equipage (Hetzel, on the
passage). Even Knobel (Dear Prophet der Hebr. ii.

s. 85) declares that all these explanations are " very
forced." They are to be regarded as antiquated,

and they do not deserve refutation. It is not much
better, however, to put the removal of Elijah on
the same line with the apotheosis of Ganymede
(Horn. Iliad, xx. 233), or of Romulus (Liv. i. 16),

(Knobel, I c), for what does this genuine Old Testa-

ment narrative contain in the slightest degree simi-

lar to the genuine heathen and Roman legend of
Romulus, who did not live till a hundred and fifty

years after Elijah, or with the genuine heathen
and Greek legend of Ganymede, who was thought
worthy of the society of the immortal gods on ac-

count of his physical beauty ? Such comparisons
prove as great self-will as thoughtlessness.

(e) The pitrely idealistic view, which has been
maintained, especially by Ewald (Gesch. Israels, iii.

s. 643 [3d ed., 584]), followed by Eisenlohr and
Bunsen, starts from the premise (see Prelims Re7n.

after 1 Kings xvii.) that the history of Elijah, in

the form in which it lies before us, was remoulded
by an historian who lived two hundred years later

than Elijah, and who was gifted with a genuine
poetical soul, and that he presented the highest pro-

phetical truth in historical form. "A life on earth,

purer than that of any other man of that time,

consecrated to the service of Jehovah, 'and yet
spent in such all-controlling exertion for the ad-

vancement of the kingdom of God, could only have
a corresponding termination : ceasing to be in the

visible world, it will work all the more powerfully

and undisturbedly in the spiritual realm, that is,

will be received up into heaven. In that moment
heaven bends itself down here to earth, to raise

up from hence to itself that soul which already

belongs to it. Therefore, a fiery chariot with fiery

steeds moves down from heaven and takes up Elijah

in a whirlwind to heaven. It is only eternal truth

which seeks to explain itself in this bold expres-

sion." Especially, however, it is Baid the re-

mainder of the description represents, at the same
time, more precisely "how an Elijah quits his

frionds on earth and they him," and thus gives

expression to the following truth: "When the

moment approaches when a holy man like Elijah

is to be taken away from the earth, then a dia-
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crimination takes place among those who have
hitherto passed for his friends and followers. The
great mass of these draw back in fear and un-

belief—only a few remain faithful unto the end;
but only upon these (as in this case upon Elisha)

does the blessing and spirit of the saint who is to

Tt>e removed from the earth directly falL" According
to this mode of acceptation, the entire narrative of
the translation of Elijah would be an allegorical

fiction. But, elevated as the delineation certainly

is, it still bears by no means the features of poetic-

al composition, in which " every limitation of the

vulgar historical material has been disregarded."

On the contrary, as Menken has observed :

4t The
tone of the narrative is the same which predomi-
nates in the preceding, and which we also find in

the following, chapters. This incident is narrated,

just as simply, prosaically, and unpoetically as the

entire history of both prophets, or anything else

which is historical in both Books of the Kings."

(See also Ptelim. Bern, after 1 Kings xvii.) Not
to dwell upon that, however, where under the hea-

vens would a poet of the Old Testament suppose
the " purely spiritual realm " to be ? and, bold as

the figurative expressions of the Old Testament cer-

tainly are, where does anything occur which would
be in any degree similar to this: that "a fiery

chariot and fiery horses " should be the expression

for the purely spiritual realm which receives up
into itself the soul which already entirely belongs
to it ? There would be no need of such a detailed

historical dress as we here find for the utterly

simple and prosaic truth, that on the end of a
great man a discrimination between his followers

is wont to occur ; and besides that, in the case be-

fore us, no such discrimination or distinction took
place. There is no sign whatever of any " con-

trast between Elisha and the ordinary pupils of
the prophets ;

" on the contrary, they are so warmly
and faithfully attached to Elijah, that, in spite of

the dissuasion of Elisha, they will not be prevented
from sending out fifty men to seek for the trans-

lated master and lord. It is impossible, therefore,

that they should be a figure for the " great mass,"
whicn " draws back in fear and unbelief," when
the master is taken away from the earth. How-
ever fine and spiritual the idealistic acceptation

may appear, it shows itself, on a more close in-

vestigation, to be utterly unmaintainable both as

a whole and in the details. •

[A peculiar interest has always attached to the

prophet Elijah, differing in nature from that which
is felt for the other prophets, just as he differed

from them. The manner in which he appears in

the narrative, suddenly, without preparation or

introduction, and without reference to his antece-

dents ; the way in which he traverses the history,

from time to time, each appearance forming a cri-

sis; the enigmatical character of his existence;

the doubt as to where he had been in the mean-
time, how he went, how he returned, and how
he had lived during his absence ; finally, his mode
of working, which was despotic, all-controlling,

sure of itself, free from hesitation or doubt, and,

as it seemed, from any deliberation; self-assum-

ing to a degree which nothing could warrant
but the inner conviction of the very highest pro-

phetical calling, and which could only be main-
tained by the most direct and certain inspiration

;

—all these things conspired to make his name one
of terror and wonder, and to leave a deep impres-

sion on the popular mind, so tliat we find that his
name still lives in wild legends and fables among
the Mohammedans and ignorant Christians of the
East (see Mr. Grove's article in Smith s Diet of tM
Bib. and authorities there referred to). The que*
tion is sometimes asked, Why have we no Elijahs
any more ? Why are there no men so penetrated
and inspired by the Divine Spirit now-a-days?
Why have we no men whom the world, with its

temptations of all sorts, cannot touch, but itself lies

open to their insight and judgment, with all its

deceits and weaknesses, all its follies and vices, all

its corruptions and falsehoods ? Many men aspire
to purity, communion with God, elevation above
the world, and seek to obtain influence over it,

that they may improve it and lead it up to God,
but, although kings and rulers are depraved, and
are often seduced into vice and injustice and cor-
ruption, although laws and institutions are unjust,
and nations forget God and abandon Him for false

worship of all sorts, yet no Elijah appears to de-
stroy and dash in pieces what is base and wrong,
and to consume it with a fire of divine vengeance,
or to nourish and build up institutions which may
regenerate the world. The first reason is that we
do not believe that any such men will arise. We
have made up our minds that they cannot be and
so they never will be. Here again faith is the
grand postulate. Who knows what measure of
His Spirit God might give to-day to any one who
held himself ready to receive it? Elijah, if he
were here to-day, would hear and understand the
Spirit of God as much as he did centuries ago.
Few men, in the whole history of the world, are
ready to accept the necessary preconditions of
such a calling. The first of these is utter self-ab-

negation and self-surrender. He who thinks of
himself at all, or carries with him one care for self

and one consideration of his own pleasure, profit,

or renown, is no prophet A prophet must cast
himself utterly into the plan and providence of God,
and exist, thereafter, only for it. His calling is to
be above the world and to oversee, weigh, con-
demn, and correct, from the elevated stand-point
of God's eternal providence, all which men do and
plan and hope for, or despise and reject and battle

against, on earth. He must see, to some extent,

as God sees. He must judge, so far as a man can,

as God judges; that is, according to His eternal
providence and plan. He must be in and of his own
time, but so elevated above it as to grasp its signifi-

cance in the history ofredemption,as a product ofthe
past and a fountain of the future. From this stand-

point he must judge all separate incidents, all indi-

vidual characters, all proposals, and plans, all new
institutions, which it is proposed to found, all old

ones which it is proposed to abolish. To such a
calling no man is called for his worldly honor
that he may be the adored of millions. The world
has too strong a hold on all who are in it They
can never tear off its bands while they are touched
by its attractions. No man can raise himself above
his time while his interests are all in it. It is only
in the severance of all these ties that he can gain
freedom to mount up to God. If there were men,
however, who were capable of this absolute de-

nial of the world and absolute surrender to God,
let no one dare to say what they could not receive

from God. A false idea of Elijah and other Old
Testament prophets, as if they had possessed pow-
ers of divination and magic, which, as we well
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know, no man now possesses, has led us to despair

of such gifts as they had, and to regard them as

belonging entirely to a past age. The " arm of the

Lord is not shortened," however, and He can fill

His servants with as rich a measure of His Spirit

for their work to-day as He did His prophets of old,

if they will only expect it and wait for it. If such
men as Elijah were needed to-day for carrying on
the work of salvation, God could raise them up.

This brings us to another reason why none such
arise. Elijah was a phenomenon of a turbulent

period, in a disorganized state. He was a hero, in

a heroic age. For him it was possible to live in a
desert, to appear only at intervals, and then to

speak with majestic authority. The later proph-
ets, especially those of Judah, lived among their

countrymen and had homes and families. They
could not lay aside the cares of life. They lived

in an organized state and a well-ordered soci-

ety, whose obligations they could not throw off.

The heroic period had given way to that of law.

Their work was, therefore, no longer the same in

character as that of Elijah. They could not de-

molish opposition with such dictatorial absolute-

ness as he. They could not step forth so surely,

nor speak in such a commanding tone, nor have
recourse to such terrible instruments and means.
They had to maintain the truth of God, proclaiming

it at the right moment, and the right point, bear-

ing witness against all falsehood and wrong, and
then to wait for the truth to prevail. It was not
given them to command, they had to teach. They
could not presume to wield the instruments of

punishment as Elijah did, they must warn, and ad-

monish, and threaten. They therefore had recourse

\p writing. Their words were not commands which
required instant obedience, but testimonies, whose
truth time and experience must prove. Still more
is all this true of our times. We live in a society

with fixed institutions and traditions. Men move
now not in a mass, controlled by a few individu-

als, but in an organized body, moved by its own
intelligence and the general convictions. All which
presents itself from outside the social order, and
bases itself upon a violation of the same, is met
with suspicion and ridicule, and moreover (for this

would be a light thing in itself), must remain des-

titute of any deep influence. Society has come
into absolute dependence upon, and faith in, law.

No man and no doctrine can work efficiently in

this society if it tries' to work from without the

social order. The efficient means of operation

now-a-days are organized combinations of men of
similar opinions and aspirations. Individuals can-
not attain controlling positions. The power has
been broken up and diffused. Individuals are as-

signed to positions in the organization which moves
as a whole. The mass is stubborn, and can only be
acted on from within. It will not submit to dicta-

tion. The only means of influence is, to form a
smaller opinion, inside of the great one, and so
leaven the whole lump. The calling of the proph-
ets has been inherited by institutions, above all by
the Church, and these are the influences to which
we must look to regenerate modern society. The
ministers of the Church are the bearers and perpetu-
ators of this calling. Their duty it is to boar wit-

ness of God and of His judgment in the world.
Their duty it is to advise, exhort, warn, and con-
demn, with the fearlessness of Elijah, even if not
With his tone of authority and command.—W. G. S.]

4. The prophet-communities, or so-called schools
of the prophets, which Elijah visited again before
his departure, are a phenomenon which is in
many respects important and deserving of at-

tention (cf. in general, with regard to them,
Knobel, Prophet der Hebr. ii. *. 39-62; Winer,
A- W.-R ii. s. 281; Keil, on 1 Sam. xix. 24,

*. 146-151 ; Kranichfeld, De its qua in V. T. com*
memortmtoir, prophetarum societatibus. Berol 1861,
where the older literature is also mentioned).
They come into consideration here principally in
their relation to Elijah. Such communities are
mentioned as early as the time of Samuel (1 Sam.
x. 5, 10 ; xix. 20), but not sooner, so that he is com-
monly regarded as their founder, and indeed he is

mentioned in the last place quoted as their 3Jft,

governor or overseer. They appear, from their

names, 7511, »• &, band, company, or crowd, and

Plgn^ (for iTjnj))f *• €
-i
congregation, not to have

been organized and exclusive unions or " orders,"

but freely united companies. Under David we
find no sign of their existence whatever. Not
until the time of Elijah and Elisha do they appear
again, and here they always bear the name
D^in *}2 1 which refers to £ more definite rela-

tion, to firmer and closer connection, similar to

that between father and son, and especially to the
relation between teacher and pupil, for the Hebrew
always calls his teacher " father " (1 Sam. x. 12

;

2 Kings ii. 12 ; Matt, xxiii. 9), and his pupil, " aon n

(Prov. i. 8, 10, 15 ; ii. 1 ; iv. 1 ; Titus i. 4). We see,

from the passage before us, and 2 Rings iv. 38

;

vi 1, that they dwelt together in definite places,

and lived in common ; therefore, that they were
not unregulated companies, but exclusive unions
or communities. They stand in a subordinate re-

lation to their teachers and masters (at first Elijah,

and after him, Elisha, cf. 2 Kings ii. 15), and call

them " master " (2 Kings ii. 3 ; vi. 5) and them-
selves " servants " (2 Kings ii. 16 ; iv. 1 ; vi. 3).

According to all this, these schools of the prophets
can hardly be identified with the free unions of
the prophets under Samuel, or be considered as
the immediate continuation of those. In the latter

was concentrated the religious life, which at that
time lacked a fixed arrangement When this was es-

tablished by David, they ceased to exist, although
prophets continued to appear from time to time.

The real schools of the prophets, however, came
into existence for the first time, at the period of
apostasy and idolatry under Ahab, and their

founder was Elijah, who may, nevertheless, have
had those combinations under Samuel in mind,

though he gave them a different organization, and
made of them institutions for planting and pre-

serving the pure worship of Jehovah, in opposi-

tion to the intruding idolatry. Such certainly the

combinations of the prophets under Samuel never
were. Even if we wore willing to allow Elijah to

pass, not for the founder, but simply for the re-

storer of the schools of the prophets, yet these re-

main, nevertheless, an actual and important testi-

mony that this prophet not only stepped forth

publicly, in fiery zeal and heroic strength, to battle

against idolatry, but also, at the same time, worked
to build up and to lay foundations. Although
this quieter part of his influence did not attract so

much attention, yet it was not less successful. He
must have understood w*U how to draw hearts to
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himself and enchain them, as is evident from the

number of these pupils of the prophets (c/. 1 Kings
xviii. 4; 2 Kings ii. 16 ; iv. 43 ; vi. 1). The bloody
persecution of them under Ahab and Jezebel did

not avail to exterminate them, or even to diminish

their numbers. In the evening of the prophet's

life we even find schools of the prophets in pre-

cisely those places where the worship of the Calf

and of Baal had their principal seats, so that we see

that they had to be endured at last publicly—

a

proof that the general strength of the apostasy
had been broken by Elijah. How much the heart

of the faithful servant of God was set upon these

foundations, is evident from the fact that he visited

the three schools at Gilgal, Bethel, and Jericho

before his departure, and spoke to them encourage-
ment and consolation.

5. The prophet Elisha is the chief person after

Elijah in the passage before us, from which the re-

lation which we must think of as existing between
the two prophets may be directly deduced. This
relation is often conceived of as one of specific

difference or even contrast. So Krummacher says
(Elisa, 2d ed. Elberfeld, 1844, i s. 7) :

" Elisha

was appointed .to appear as an evangelist in

Israel, whereas Elijah, as the second Moses, was to

enforce due respect- for the Law, which had been
forgotten and trodden under foot. Elisha's duty
was, as herald of the divine tenderness, to restore

and lead back to the father's arms, with tempting
invitations, the hearts which his predecessor had
broken with the hammer of the law," and (Elias der

Thisb. 8. 409) :
u As an evangelist he needed, first of

all, that his own heart should acquire a thoroughly

evangelical disposition, and that he should, in his in-

ternal relation to the Lord, himself foretaste, so far

as was possible, the tendernature of the New Testa-

ment " (see also 1 Kings xix. Hist. § 8). This opinion

springs from the utterly false interpretation of the

spirit of ver. 9, which makes it mean that Elisha

prayed for a double measure of the spirit of Elijah.

Under this interpretation Elisha's manifold acts of

healing and assistance, have then been brought
into connection with this prayer. Accordingly,
this view falls to the ground with the correct ex-

position of ver. 9. As for the acts referred to,

they were not by any means like those of the

Saviour, altogether in the nature of assistance, but
many of them served as punishments (cf. ver. 24

;

v. 27 ; vii. 19, 20). On the other hand, the miracles

of Elijah were not entirely punishment-miracles

(1 Kings xvii. 6, 14, 23; xviii. 45). Moreover,
the time of Elisha was so far from being a time
of "divine tenderness," and "gentle murmuring
after the storm," that, on the contrary, it was
exactly in this time that the most violent convul-

sion inside the kingdom (2 Kings ix. and x.), and
the most violent struggles abroad (2 «Kings vL and
vii.), took place. Finally, according to the oracle,

1 Kings xix. 17, it was Elisha's destiny to " slay "

all who should escape from the sword of Jehu,
which certainly was no New Testament calling.

The spirit for which he prays (ver. 9), and which
then rests upon him (ver. 15), is the " spirit of
Elijah," not a different one, much less a contrasted

one. This spirit of Elijah is so far from being a
New Testament spirit, that the Saviour rebukes
His disciples who desire to act in accordance with it

(Luke ix. 55), and says: " Ye know not what man-
ner of spirit ye are of." [Bahr takes it as a ques-

tion, and emphasizes the latter " ye." So also many

good authorities, whom Meyer is inclined to join.

Lachmann and Teschendorf omit it from the text.

There is a heavy weight of authority against it, and
the only argument for retaining it is the one sug-
gested by Meyer, that it is difficult to account for

its interpolation ; while, on the other hand, it might
have been omitted out of a false consideration for

the reputation of Elijah.—W. G. S.] It was one
and the same spirit which inspired both prophets,
and worked in and through them. Elisha was
not indeed " a feeble copy " of Elijah ; but neither

was he, what, as an evangelist before the time of
the evangelists, he would have been, viz., greater
than Elijah. He only desired, as first-born son of
the prophet, a richer measure of the spirit than the
other sons of the prophets were to obtain, because
he was to be their leader and master. His rela-

tion to Elijah was like that of Joshua to Moses.
Elijah had broken the strength of the apostasy in

Israel—fought with fiery zeal against idolatry,

and laid anew the foundation of the law and
the covenant On this foundation Elisha waa
to continue to build. The same spirit which, in

Elijah, had to work chiefly to destroy and con-
demn, was to work in Elisha chiefly to cultivate

and preserve. " Elijah had done the work of lay-

ing the foundation. There had been introduced
among the people, in the schools of the prophets,
which had arisen again under the shield of Elijah's

mighty energy, a healing salt of life, which now
only needed to be kept from losing its savor
and to be preserved in its vigor, and blessing
would proceed from it in silence and without dis-

play. To guard these germs of the newly-
awakened life—to nourish them and bring them
to vigorous development—was . . . the task
of Elisha" (Sartorius, Vortrdge uber die Prophet
s. 38, 41). Like Elijah, Elisha was also the
"chariot of Israel and the horsemen thereof 9

(2 Kings ii. 12 ; xiii. 14).

6. The three acts of Elisha after the translation

of Elijah, of which we have an account, are not
by any means arbitrarily placed in succession, aa
it Were mere anecdotes* of the prophet, but they
belong together in time, as well as in significance,

and form, to some extent, a whole, by means of
which Elisha, on his first independent appearance
as successor of Elijah, is represented as heir of his

spirit and calling. The last act of the master
before the eyes of the pupils of the prophets
(ver. 8) was also the first performed before them
by the disciple, after he had succeeded to the posi-

tion of Elijah, and he performed it with the signi-

ficant mantle of his former master. This was a

sign for him that his prayer for the flT) of Elijah

had been fulfilled, and for the sons of the prophets
that the spirit of his master now rested upon him,
and that they must henceforth recognize him aa
leader and guide (ver. 15). In this capacity he re-

turns with them to Jericho, their dwelling-place.
Here, when the men of the city, full of confidence,

complain to him of their misfortune, he maintains
himself as the Man of God, who helps and protects,

and brings safety and blessing. At Bethel, on the
other hand, when they come to meet him with
derision and contempt, it becomes evident what
judgment falls upon those who impudently despise
the servant and messenger of Jehovah. Thua
Elisha, like Elijah, to whose place he had succeeded
(see 1 Kings xviL Hist, g 1), in his first appear*
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, is seen to bo a prophet of action—he inaugu-

rates himself, not by a detailed speech to the sons

of the prophets and the believing or unbelieving

people, but by actions. These actions, however,
are of a prophetical character, not insignificant

workings of superhuman power, but rather
14 signs," and therefore also testimonials (cf. John
x. 25). The passage through the Jordan bears

witness that the Lord opens paths for those

whom He has chosen and called to be His messen-
gers and servants. It is a surety for the words

:

"Fear not, for I have redeemed thee. I have
called thee by thy name : thou art mine. When
thou passest through the waters, I will be with
thee : and through the rivers, they shall not over-

flow thee " (Isai xliii. 1, 2 ; Ps. cxxiv. 4). The act

at Jericho proclaims aloud that it is the Lord who
gives health. It is surety for the words ; "lam
the Lord that healeth thee " (Exod. xv. 25 ; xxiii.

25, 26), " who healeth all thy diseases [infirmi-

ties] " (Ps. ciii. 3; cxlvii. 3; cf. Jer. viii. 22).

Finally, the event at Bethel is a sign for the re-

bellious and apostate that judgment waits for the

scoffers—a testimony to the truth of the words

:

" The Lord revengeth and is furious ; the Lord will

take vengeance on his adversaries " (Nahum L 2)

;

" who visits the sins of the fathers upon the (like-

minded) children " (Exod. xx. 5).

7. Many have taken offence, in various ways, at

the judgment which befell the derisive youths at

Bethel For instance, Koster (Die Propfiet s. 85)

says: "The story sounds very unworthy of. the

great prophet : it appears as if he ought not to have
noticed the derision of irresponsible children ;

"

and Thenius remarks on the passage, that "the
immorality of cursing (especially wanton children)

has been lost sight of in the desire to bring into

prominence the inviolability of the prophetical

dignity, which stands under the protection of God."
The incident appears, however, in a very different

light when the persons in question, as was shown
above, are not wanton little children, but youths
who knew what they were doing and saying.

Neither must we overlook 'the fact that these
youths belonged to the city which was the centre
and principal seat of the apostasy, and which, on
this account, is called by the prophets, "Beth-
Aven," i. c, House of the Idol, instead of Beth-El
[House of God], (Hos. iv. 15 ; x. 5 ; Amos v. 5).

They were, therefore, literally the offspring of
apostasy, and they represented in general the
offspring of apostates which was growing up.

The older expositors, t. g. }
Bochart, suppose, not

improbably, that the older people had incited the
younger ones, and that the object was to make
the new head of the class of the prophets ridicu-

lous and contemptible at the very commencement
of his career. When, therefore, Elisha threatened
with divine punishment the impudent youths
who despised in the prophet the holy office to

which Jehovah had called him, it was no im-
morality, nor was it unworthy of him; on the
contrary, he therein did what belonged to his

prophetical office. He did not, however, execute
the punishment himself; he left that to Him who
says: "To me belongeth vengeance and recom-
pense w (Deut. xxxii. 35). It was no more Elisha
who caused the bears to come (but Jehovah, ver.

21) than it was he who caused the waters at Jeri-

cho to become healthful. It was a judgment of
God which befell those depraved youths and, indi-

rectly, the whole city out of which they came, and
it referred back to that threat of the law:. 44 If

ye walk contrary unto me, and will not hearken
unto me, .... I will also send wild beasts
among you, which shall rob you of your children

and destroy your cattle ; and your highways shall

be desolate " (Levit xxvi. 21 sq.). Nevertheless,
the narrative bears a strongly Old Testament char-

acter; it is no portion of the gospel; we cannot
make out of Elisha an 4< Evangelist" and disciple

of the Saviour ; we must bear in mind that he was
the successor of an Elijah, and that the God of
Israel is a jealous God. Cassel's application of the
incident seems very far-fetched (Der Prophet Elisa,

ss. 7 and 9): "The wrath and judgment upon
the youths is an image of that wrath and judg-

ment which falls upon all Israel. .... Who
does not seek in it the faithful image of the for-

tunes of Israel itself! .... Like bears from
a wood Hazael and Jehu burst in upon the people
and the royal race. Without pity and without mercy
they strangled the youth of Israel. Even the num-
ber—forty-two—signifies such a judgment, for

forty-two was the number of the sons of Ahaziah
whom Jehu fell in with in his capacity of avenger."
That the author of these books did not think of
that, is at all events certain.

HOMILETICAL AND PRACTICAL.

Vers. 1-12. Bender: Elijah's Departure from
the Earth, (a) The solemn journey on the ove of
his departure, and (b) the glorious exit of the de-

parting prophet.—Vers. 1-6. Kbummachbr: The
VigiL (a) How Elijah seeks retirement

;
(b) how

he comes to the schools of the prophets
;

(c) what
reception he meets with there.—Elijah on the Ap-
proach of- his End. (a) He goes to meet it quietly

and submissively, for he had fought a good fight and
kept the faith (2 Tim. iv. 7 and 8). (b) He takes
leave of his friends and companions in faithful

love ; as he had " loved his own which were in the
world, he loved them unto the end " (John xiiL 1).—Ver. 1. Starkb : God does not leave His faith-

'

ful children and servants forever in unrest, but
delivers them finally from all evil and helps them
to come to his heavenly kingdom (Ps. Iv. 23 ; 2

Tim. iv. 18).—Vers. 2-4. Menken: That which
Elijah had done and labored at throughout his life,

that he also pushed forward and did in his last

hours: he was still active for the advancement of
the kingdom of God, still active in the labor of
assisting and serving love, which does not seek its

own. Even his last hours were consecrated to
others. He was in a state of the soul, in which
he was ready, at every step, in every occupation
and in every conversation which might occur, to
pass over into the invisible world, without need
of any further preparation. Oh ! let us employ all

diligence, that we, too, may arrive at such a pre-

cious and blessed soul-state .... that we,
too, in all our conversation and business, whether
it is spiritual or worldly, whether it is grand or
small, may not only think of eternity with pleas-

ure, but also be ready at any moment, if our Lord
should so please, to pass on into the invisible

world.—Vers. 2-6. The faithful Love of Elisha to
his Master and Lord, (a) The ground and source
of it. (It does not rest upon a natural, human
basis, but upon a divine and holy one. The band
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which bound him to Elijah was living faith in the

living God, and life and labor in and with him.

He honored and loved his father after the flesh [1

Kings xix. 20], but he left him ; with his spiritual

lather he wished to remain unto the end [ver. 12].

Cf. Matt. x. 37.) (b) Its test and successful en-

durance. (Thrice did Elijah beg him to remain
behind, but he would not be persuaded. Whith-
ersoever the path may lead, and whatsoever may
come to pass, I will not leave thee until God shall

take thee from me. His love was not a mere pass-

ing, bubbling enthusiasm, but it was strong as
death and Arm as hell That love alone is true

which endures trial and will not be turned aside

by any prayers, for which no hindrance is too

great, no journey too long and too hard Cf. John
xxi 17.) (c) Its victory and reward. (Elijah

opens for him the path through the Jordan, after

his fidelity has stood the tent. He is allowed to

see what no human beiug besides him might see.

He attains to that which he has prayed for ; with
Elijah's mantle he inherits also Elijah's spirit ; he
is a witness of his master's glory. Cf. Rev. ii. 10:
44 Be thou faithful," Ac. That fidelity conquers and
is crowned, which holds fast to God and Jesus
Christ.)—The words of Elisha : As the Lord liv-

eth, &c., as marriage-vow. The right foundation,

the trial, and the duration, of conjugal love (until

God shall separate).—Elijah and the Sons of the

Prophets, (a) Elijah had not only one disciple and
pupil, but a great company of them, which he
collected from among those who had not bowed the
knee to Baal, and to whom he stood in the relation

of a father to his children, whom he led and taught,

protected and nourished. This was the other side

of the activity of the great Man of God.

—

Menken:
In his public life he was, according to the needs
of his time, a fire to consume rather than to warm

;

in his more retirod life he was an enlightening and
warmiug light.—Labor in the kingdom of God
consists not only in tearing down and removing
superstition and unbelief, but at the same time in

building up faith, in planting and nourishing a di-

vine and holy life. Compare the great reformers.

(b) The children of the prophets were not child-

ren, but sons, young men, bound to a life in com*
mon, in the fear of God. Reading and hearing

the Word of God, prayer and praise of the Lord,

practice in obedience, mutual encouragement and
strengthening, these were the aim and end of their

union. They were, therefore, in a time of apos-

tasy, communities for the cultivation of the knowl-
edge of God and of the life which proceeds from
God. They were for Israel the salt which gave sa-

vor, and the light which gave light, to all in the

house (Matt v. 13-15), schools of true wisdom,
whose beginning is the fear of God, through which
alone, until this day, all knowledge and learning

receive their true value.—Yea, I know it} hold
ye your peace ! We should not make the heart

of a departing friend heavy in the moment of sep-

aration, but, with him, yield quietly and peacefully

to the holy will of God, who is calling him away.
—Neither Klijah nor Elisha wished to have that

which was about to befall the former according to

the decision of God, made a subject of conversa-

tion.

—

Vilmar: No over-hasty gossip or sensation

ought to be made about acts of God, especially

about those which are still future ; they may not

be treated as objects of curious or worldly ques-

tionings. The acts of God are meant to be awaited

in respectful silence Those who are
capable Of seeing the majesty of the living God
keep silent of themselves! upon others they have
to enjoin silence.

Vers. 7-10. The two Prophets before their Sep*
aration. (a) Elijah's last act; (b) Elisha's last

request.—Vers. 7, 8. Krtjmmacher : The Passage
through the Jordan, (a) The escort of the sons
of the prophets

;
(b) the position of the two mea

of God at the Jordan
;

(c) the marvellous passage
through it

—

Menken: Elijah was to finish his
course by an act of faith, he was to build for him-
self, in a certain sense, the path to his glorious

end, by an act of faith, and so impress indelibly

upon the hearts of his friends and 1oliowere, who
saw him, even in the hour of separation, the grand
truth that Jehovah is the solo living and all-con-

trolling God, and that faith pleases Him above all

else, and that .... no other way than faith

in God's promises leads to the higher and bettor
inheritance in light.

—

Wirtu: On the other side
of the Jordan is the place of the glorification of
the prophet. Between him and this spot there
flows yet a broad and deep stream. Through this
he must go, ... . there is no bridge, no
ferryman; but he does not despair. He. knows:
He who has called me to the other side will help
me to the other side Such incidents
occur to many on the pilgrimage of life. . . .

No stream is so deep, and no flood of calamity
so dangerous, that God could not lead through it

unharmed The prophet-mantle, which
to-day as ever, when it falls upon any Jordan, di-

vides its waves, is faith, strong, glad, living, rock-
firm faith "Faith leads through fire

and flood."—Vers. 9 and 10. The parting Conver-
sation of the two Prophets, (a) Elijah calls upon
Elisha to make a request

;
(b) the request of Eli-

sha; (c) the answer of Elijah.—Ver. 9. Klijah

speak 8 in the name of God: Ask what I shall
do, Ac. The Lord will not only listen to our pray-
ers, but He even demands of us that we shall

pray to Him, and pour out our hearts with all our
wishes before him (Pa. lxii. 8). Not only are wo
allowed to pray to Him, but it also is our duty to do
so (Matt vii. 7 sq.).—Wurtemb. Si mm.: If the
saints in heaven could hear our prayers and could
aid us, there would have been no necessity that

Elisha should beg anything of Elijah before he
went thither. The invocation of deceased saints

is therefore to be regarded as erroneous and false.—Menken: If we were called upou to make a re-

quest, as Elisha was, what would we choose?
Would we pray for things of this world, which
might delight us for the few days of this life here
below ; or would we pray as he did, and choose
spiritual and heavenly 'things, in the possession
and enjoyment of which we should have rich and
pure sources of joy in the other world throughout
eternity ? The sincere and conscientious response
to this question can give us an instructive indica-

tion of the nature and worth of our sentiments and
of our spiritual value.

—

Starke: The highest good
on earth is not gold nor money, but the Holy Spirit—Wurtb. Suhm. : We see and learn from Elijah

that we ought only to pray for necessary and useful

things, even where we. have the choice.—Ver. 10.

Calwer Bibel: The request was great, but even
great prayers are permitted when they serve the
ends of the kingdom of God.

—

Ktburz: Pray,
dear soul, pray freely for something groat ; it is
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equally hard for God to give thee something great

or something small. He doea not charge it upon
thee as ambition if thou prayest so soon for a large

faith, or a great measure of the spirit, or a high
grade of holiness. Thou must only possess all in

humility and use it for the honor of the giver.

—

Osakder : We may indeed pray for glorious gifts

of the Spirit from God, yet we must not make a dis-

play of them, but only serve the Church usefully.

Vers. 11 and 12. Elijah's Departure from this

World, (a) The mode in which he was taken away
by God

; (6) cause and aim of this removal (see

the Exegtt and ffistor. sections).—Ver. 11. They
till went on and talked, certainly not about a

temporal inheritance nor about anything temporal
at all, or any worldly affairs, but about God and
eternity, life and death, rest after labor, the eter-

nal Sabbath. How consoling it is, in the last days
and hours, to have a friend with whom one can
hold such a conversation, and how elevating for

him who must still remain in the world, to hear
words from the mouth of the departing one, which
sound already as if from the other world.—Starke :

"Blessed is that servant whom his Lord, when He
Cometh, shall find so doing "

(*. a., watching. Matt,
xxiv. 46).

—

Thesamb: Pious Christians ought to

remain faithful to one another in life and in death,

and not to separate until God separates them by
earthly death At our death we ought
to be glad to have faithful Christians about us, and
be glad to converse with them and to entrust our
souls with our Heavenly Father in the midst of
their song and prayer.—We shall not, indeed, pass
out of this world as Elijah did, without tasting the
death of the body, but we shall be received into

heaven, for we trust in Him who said :
" I go to

prepare a place for you ;
" and :

** I, if I be lifted

up from the earth, will draw all men unto me "

(John xiv. 2; xii. 21).—In storm and whirlwind
Elijah was taken away, just as his life, outwardly,
had been a storm-tossed one. This last storm,

however, brought him to eternal rest and eternal

peace. So still, in our day, human life is often

stormy, but when it is led in and with God and
directed by Him, eternal sunshine follows the
storm of time, there, where there is no suffering

or crying any more, and where God will wipe
away all tears from our eyes. There is rest pre-

pared there for all who have fought the good fight

of faith.

—

Menken : He who could not here gain
any taste for heavenly things, who his whole life

long only grubbed in the earth like an earthworm,
ean he hope to pass away toward heaven with joy?
Our life and death lie in the hands of the Al-
mighty, who takes one away in storm and whirl-

wind and another in the enjoyment of happiness
and pleasure. Thou knowest not when and where
and how thou shaft die, therefore pray : let me set

my house in order in time, that I may be ready at

all times, and say continually in all circumstances

:

Lord! dispose of me as Thou wilt.—Ver. 12.

Elisha's Exclamation, (a) My father, my father!
(An exclamation which does no less honor to Eli-

sha than to Elijah. If such an exclamation from
an equally full heart might only follow every
teacher from every one of his pupils, and every
shepherd of souls from every one of the souls en-

trusted to him
!)

(b) The chariot of Israel and
the horsemen thereof. (Elisha does not forget

what the entire people has lost in Elijah, in the
thought of what his master has been to himself.

One such man as Elijah is more than equivalent to
an entire army. Such was Luther for the German
people. Lord, send us one such man in this time
of apostasy and unbelief.)

—

Starke: If God takes
away faithful teachers out of the world, it ought
justly to touch our hearts and to fill us with pain,
but we ought also to hope that Ho will not leave
us desolate (John xiv. 18), and to pray diligently •

Lord, send faitliful laborers into Thy vineyard.
Vers. 13-25. The three significant Signs which

confirm Elisha as Prophet and Successor of Elijah.

The sign (o) of his path-making, (b) of his preserv-
ing and conserving, and (c) of his avenging work
(see Historical, § 6).—Vers. 13-15. -Krummacuer:
The Bequest (a) Elisha with Elijah's mantle, (b)

with Elijah's God, (c) with Elijah's spirit, (d) with
Elijah's office.—Vers. 13-18. Elisha's Return to the
Sons of the Prophets, (a) What he brings with
him (the mantle of Elijah as a precious souvenir
and significant sign—with the sign, however, the
thing itself. The spirit of Elyah rests upon him,
and by virtue of this spirit he makes a path for
himself through the stream of the Jordan. How
many a one is in possession of a prophet's mantle,
but lacks the prophetical spirit ! He who has not
this spirit is not tit and capable for the prophetical
office ; it is given, however, to him who earnestly
prays for it. Luke xi. 13). (b) The manner in
which they receive him. (They go to meet him
and evince their respect for him, because he had
shown by his first act, which was also the last one
of Elijah, and which they themselves had seen,
that he is appointed by God to be Elijah's suc-
cessor. At the same time, however, they did not
forget their former father and master, and would
not let themselves be dissuaded from seeking for

him. These sons of the prophets are, therefore, a
type of true and noble fidelity, and they teach us
by their deed tliat to which Hebr. xiii. 7 exhorts
us.—Vers. 16-18. How many, especially younff
and inexperienced persons, will not be dissuaded
from* their opinions, views, and doubts, and will

not heed the words of their teachers and parents,
who have the best intentions toward them, and far

more experience ; they must become wise by bit-

ter experience, and then hear to their shame : Did
I not say unto you?—Hall: Nothing makes a
man wise better than to tire himself out in prose-
cuting his own courses and yet to fail of Jus ob-
ject.—Vers. 13-15. It was not the mantle but the
spirit of Elijah, by virtue of which Elisha divided
the water and went through the Jordan. So also
now, the coat of Christ does not help us to go
through life unharmed and holy, but only His
spirit, which He has promised to those who be-
lieve on Him from the heart. He who has not the
spirit of Christ is not His (Rom. viil 9).

—

Starkb:
We may well preserve relics of holy people, but
we must not worship them.

Vers. 19-25. Elisha's Reception at Jericho and
Bethel. In the former place they come to meet
him with confidence an4 respect, in the latter with
derision and contempt. Thus he has to experi-

ence, at the very commencement of his course as a
prophet, what is the inevitable fate of all true

prophets and servants of God; they are sought
and honored and loved by some, rejected, de-

spised, and hated by others. So it was with the

Lord himself—His whole life long, until His end
upon the cross (Luke xxiiL 39 sq.); so also with
His apostles, as He foretold to them (Luke x. 6-
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28 THE SECOND BOOK OP THE KINGS.

12). He who enters upon an ecclesiastical office

may indeed hope for respect and love, but he must
also make up his mind to disrespect and hate.

—

Vers. 19-22. Eiisha's Assistance at Jericho, (a)

The need, out of which he helps; (b) the man-
ner in which he helps.—Ver. 19. .God is wont,

in most cases, to put some internal or exter-

nal need by the side of prosperity and good
fortune, in order that men may bear in mind their

weakness and need of help, and in order that they

may not be too well off upon earth. Where noth-

ing is wanting that the place may be pleasant to

dwell in, there that comes to pass which is writ-

ten, Hos. xiii. 6. In the districts and countries

where there is no want of anything, and noth-

ing to complain of, there is, as a general rule,

the least religious life and the least morality.

—When the men of Jericho perceived that a man
of God, upon whom the spirit of Elijah rested,

was within their walls, they sought him and pre-

sented their concern to him. How many trouble

themselves about everything that takes place

in their city, or about everything which is to

be seen or heard, but not about a faithful servant

of God, who proclaims the way of salvation.

—

Starke : It is not enough to have teachers and
preachers ; it is necessary also to make use of their

counsel, at the right time (Acts xvi. 30).—Vers.

20 and 21. Kyburz : Would that all rulers, preach-

ers, and others, to whom souls are entrusted, would
exert themselves to fill up every spring of evil in

the country, or, like Ehjah, to heal and improve it

and make it healthful For this, how-
ever, salt is necessary, the salt of heavenly wis-

dom. This does not come in an old vessel, but is

stored in a new heart.

—

Kruhxacher: In a place

where the spiritual fountains are poisoned, and the

people receive to drink, from all the pulpits and
sohool-teachers' desks, not the water which streams
forth unto eternal life, but the death-draught of
that modern babble of deceit and falsehood, .

• , . . there there is a more deadly curse upon the

land than that which once lay upon the district of

Jericho May the Lord of Elisha raise

up those who shall carry the healing salt also into

these fountains.—It was not the natural salt which
Elisha cast into the fountain which purified it, but
that of which the salt was a figure and sign, viz. : the

Word of the Lord, by means of which He created

heaven and earth and continually carries and pre-

serves all things (Ps. xxxiii. 6, 9 ; Hebr. i. 3), which
also creates anew the hearts of men, and brings

them out of death unto life, preserves them from
internal decay, and purifies them from all unclean-

ness. Therefore the Lord says: "Have salt in

yourselves" (Mark ix. 60; c/. Ps, xix. 8 sq.).—
v er. 21. I have healed these waters. The Lord
is the right Physician for both Soul and Body (Ex.

xv. 26). (a) He makes healthful those who are

diseased in body and saves them from death ; the

human physician is only an instrument in His
hand, as Elisha was here, for without Him, His
strength, His blessing, no physician can accom-
plish anything (Sir. xxxviii 1, 2). Therefore when
thou hast regained thy health, give to Him before

all others the honor, and say: "Praise the Lord,"

Ac. (Ps. ciii. 1-5). How many sick persons travel

about to every physician of whose skill they have
heard, without turning, with all their hearts, to Him
who says: "I give health" and "Call upon me,"
Ac. (Ps. L 15). (b) He healeth the broken in heart

and bindeth up their wounds (Ps. cxlvii. 3). We
are all sick and in need of the physician who came
into the world to seek and to save that which was
lost God directs us all to this physician, and He
alone can help us, of whom it is said :

" Neither is

there salvation in any other 1
' (Acts iv. 12). He

gives life and true health, and that man remains

diseased in time and eternity whom He, the Sa-

viour, does not heal and sanctify. Therefore, listen

to His voice when He calls: " Come unto me," Ac
(Matt xi. 28).—Ver. 22. Faithful and genuine ser-

vants of God, who cast the salt of the divine,

healing, purifying, and sanctifying Word into the

springs of life, are a blessing for every village and
every city, unto children and children's children,

for whom God can never be thanked enough.
Vers. 23-25. Kruxmaober: The Judgment at

Bethel, (a) The cause of the insult
; (6) the in-

sult itself j (e) the results of the same.—Elisha

on the Road to Bethel (a) The derision of the

youths. (Bethel had been for many years the seat

and home of apostasy. " The fathers have eaten

sour grapes," Ac., Ezek. xviii. 2. As the old ones

sing so the young ones twitter. Brought up with-

out discipline and exhortation to follow the Lord,

having grown up in rudeness, unbelief, and super-

stition, these youths had lost all reverence for

what is holy, so that they not only held the men
of God in light esteem, but even practised their

wit upon them. Are there in our time no longer

such youth 1) (o) The curse of the prophet (was

no vulgar, rude cursing from ill-temper and an-

ger, no misuse of the holy name of God, but the

correct use of this name, threatening with divine

punishment those who, in the prophet, treated

with contumely Him who had sent him. The pun-

ishment itself"he left to Him who ever judges

rightly, and whom no one may ask : Lord, what
doest thou ? As Elisha was not silent, so also now
a faithful servant of the Lord may not keep silent

if young people are brought up badly aud god-

lessly ; he ought not to let pass unnoticed their

wickedness and impudence, and their contempt for

that which is holy. It is his duty to warn them
and their parents of the divine punishment Woe
to the watchmen who are dunfb watch-dogs, who
cannot punish,* who are lazy, and who are glad to

lie and sleep!) (c) The avenging judgment of

God. (It is certain, and will not fail to come, for:

"Be not deceived, God is not mocked," Ac., GaL
vi 7. The judgment at Bethel is recorded as a
warning to us, 1 Cor. x. 11. If God punished the

mocking children so severely, what will He do to

the older mockers, who seduce youth and incite it

to mocking? Though He may send no bears from
the wood, yet He has countless other means in

time and in eternity, whether earlier or later, for

executing his just judgments. Those who mocked
the Lord upon the cross had afterwards to call

"to the mountains: Fall on us; and to the hills,"

Ac, Luke xxiii. 30 ; Rev. vi. 16. Nor will those

be better off who, now-a-days, exercise their wit

upon the story of the cross, however learned and
enlightened, spirited and witty, they may be.

" Blessed is the man that walketh not in the coun-

sel of the ungodly," Ps. L 1). [" In vain do we look

for good from those children whose education we
have neglected ; and in vain do we grieve for those

miscarriages which our care might have prevented."

Bp. Hall, quoted in the Comp. Comm.]—Krumma-
cher: A man in whom Christ has found a dwell*
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ing, cannot go unattacked through Dan or Bethel
—-Calwer Bibel : The prophets, even, in their day,

were despised on account of righteousness, and
the name of God. Be not astonished at the con-

temptuous epithets of to-day for pious people.

—

Cassel: Young people are always ready to make
wanton sport of any peculiar appearance which
they do not understand. The unripe behavior of

the young generation which is growing up, always
forms a shadowy reflection of the shallow opposi-

tion in moral and religious ideas which exists in

public opinion. The separate bearers and sup-

porters of the truth, which is deep, and hence
misunderstood by the masses, are, for the most
part, objects of blind scorn to wild youth. That
which found expression against Elijah has also

fallen upon many in later times. He who, in the
exercise of his calling, goes up to perverted Bethel,

must expect it [The Residence at CarraeL " He
can never be a profitable seer who is either always
or never alone." Bp. Hall, quoted in the Comp.
Comm.]

0. The Reign of Jehoram, and hie Expedition against (he Moabitee.

'
Chap. HI. 1-27.

1 Now Jehoram the son of Ahab began to reign over Israel in Samaria in the

2 eighteenth year of Jehoshaphat king of Judah, and reigned twelve years. And
he wrought evil in the sight of the Lord ; but not like his father, and like his

3 mother : for he put away the image of Baal that his father had made. Never-
theless he cleaved unto the sins of Jeroboam the son of Nebat, which made Israel

4 to sin ; he departed not therefrom. 1 And Mesha king ofMoab was a sbeepmaster,*
and rendered unto the king of Israel a hundred thousand lambs, and a hundred

5 thousand rams, with the wot>l [the wool of a hundred thousand rams].
1 But it

came to pass, when Ahab was dead, that the king ofMoab rebelled against the king
6 of Israel. And king Jehoram went out of Samaria the same time fat that time],

7 and numbered all Israel. And he went and sent to Jehoshaphat the King ofJudah,
saying, The king of Moab hath rebelled against me : wilt thou go with me against
Moab to battle ? And he said, I will go up : I am as thou art, my people as thy

8 people, and my horses as thy horses. And he said, Which way shall we go up ?

9 And he answered, The way through the wilderness ofEdom. So the king of Israel

went, and the king of Judah, and the king of Edom : and they fetched a com-
pass of seven days* journey : and there was no water for the host, and for the

10 cattle that followed them. And the king of Israel said, Alas ! that the Lord
hath called these three kings together, to deliver them into the hands of

11 Moab ! But Jehoshaphat said, Is there not here a prophet of the Lord, that we
may inquire of the Lord by him ? And one of the king of Israel's servants

answered and said, Here is Elisha the son of Shaphat, which poured water on
12 the hands of Elijah. And Jehoshaphat said, The word of the Lord is with him.

So the King of Israel and Jehoshaphat and the king ofEdom went down to him*

13 And Elisha said unto the king of Israel, What have I to do with thee? get thee

to the prophets of thy father, and to the prophets of thy mother. And the king
of Israel said unto him, Nay

:

4
for the Lord hath called these three kings together,

14 to deliver them into the hand of Moab. And Elisha said, As the Lord of hosts

liveth, before whom I stand, surely, were it not that I regard the presence of
Jehoshaphat the king of Judah, I would not look toward thee, nor see thee.

15 But now bring me a minstrel. And it came to pass, when the minstrel played,
16 that the hand of the Lord came upon him. And he said, Thus saith the Lord,
17 Make * this valley full of ditches. For thus saith the Lord, Ye shall not see

wind, neither shall ye see rain; yet that valley shall be filled with water, that
18 ye may drink, botlrve, and your cattle, and your beasts. And this is but a light

thing in the sight of the Lord : he will deliver the Moabites also into your hand.
19 And ye shall smite every fenced city, and every choice city, and shall fell every

good tree, and stop all wells of water, and mar every good piece of land with
20 stones. And it came to pass in the morning, when the meat-offering was

offered [at the time of offering sacrifice], that, behold, there came water
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21 by the way of Edom, and the country was filled with water. And when
all the Moabites [had] heard that the kings were come up to fight against

them, they [had] gathered all that were able to put on armour, and up
22 ward, and stood in the border [had stationed themselves on the boundary]. And

they rose up early in the morning, and the sun shone [rose] upon the water, and
the Moabites saw the water on the other side [opposite them] as red as blood

:

23 And they said, This is blood : the kings are surely slain [have fought, to their

own destruction],* and they have 8mitten one another : now therefore, Moab, to
24 the spoil. And when they came to the camp at Israel, the Israelites rose up and

smote the Mdabites, so that they fled before them : but they went forward smit-

25 ing T the Moabites, even in their country. And they beat down the cities, and
on every good piece of land cast every man his stone, and filled it ; and they
stopped all the wells of water, and felled all the good trees [until there were
left] • only in Kir-haraseth left they [omit left they] the stones thereof; howbeit

26 the slingers went about tY, and smote it. And when the king of Moab saw that
the battle was too sore for him, he took with him seven hundred men that drew

27 swords, to break through even unto the king of Edom: but they could not.

Then he took his eldest son that should have reigned in his stead, and offered

him for a burnt-offering upon the wall. And there was great indignation
against [in] Israel: and they departed from him [Mesha], and returned .to their

own land.

TEXTUAL AND GRAMMATICAL.

1 Ver. 8.—[HJteD, sing-fern, sufll referring to a plural noun, when separated from it by a considerable Interval, a* In

chap z. 26 ; xvlt. 22.

a Ver. 4.—Pl?P 1* well translated by sheep-master. The word was unintelligible to the Sept., who reproduce ft tm

Greek letters. They add hr rij J*«ya*T««tt, * after the insurrection," a detail which does not seem to be well founded.

» Ver. 4—pOV DV*5$. The words are best understood as suggested above. So the 8ept (i*l »•«•*, either, fts

fcwuim, or in tonmratit, Schl.), Theniua, Bunsen, Btthr, and £wald ( Widdtrt i. «^ FftesM, WoBc). Ketl undecided between
this and * wool of lambs or rams."

« Ver. 18.—[*3 ?K. The Sept and Vulg. take this as a question ; so also Ewald, J 824, b: the same as frij on—a ques-

tion implying fear, and expecting an answer confirmatory of the fear. Keil, Buneen, Bohr, Tbenius, all take it as in the

• Ver. 11—[Ew. $ 828, o, takes •"!&]? as standing for the first person, and compares 1 Kings xxH. 8ft.

• Ver. 28.—P^nj, ****? h*Te fon«nt' Tht hof/fnt aba. 3]}J|»J 1* Joined with it lu the adverbial usage, to be

destroyed,—W. G. S.]

» Ver. 24.—The kerf ^35. is no improvement. TVe can read tijlt as in 1 Kings xIL 12, where it stands for KiDJJ

(Bfthr). [The 8ept, read W3 ^^2Jli tt And they went in farther and father, and smote Moab more and more." Theniua

and Bunsen adopt this, and it makes the best sense. flfSn is the const, used for the abs.—W. Q. &.]

• Ver. 25.—p^KOT is infln. as I^P^H in 1 Kings xv. 29; c/. also 3 Kings x. 11 and 17. Sw. $ 288, d. (KeU).

Fflrst, in the concordance, takes it as pert TJ must then be taken for ^B^TJ?*—W. G. &]

EXEGKTIOAL AND CRITICAL.

Ver. 1. Jehoram the son of Allah, 4c. In re-

gard to the chronological statements see notes on
ehap. viii. 16.—In ver. 2 the Sept. and Vulg. read

rn¥0 for n^JttD i
which Theniua wrongly declares

to be better. According to chap. x. 26 sq., when
the temple of Baal, which had been built by Ahab
(1 Kings xvi. 321, was destroyed, in the first place

the (wooden) ni3SO were burned, and then the

(stone or metal) ^jon rDXD was broken in pieces.

It is clear that this last was the principal statue,

and we have to think here of the same or a similar

one, which stood before the royal palace, and not

in the temple. It is to be noticed that Jehoram
only removed and did not destroy it It is not en-
tirely certain whether he did it immediately after hia

accession, or after the expedition against Moab.
Ver. 4. Mesha king of Moab, &c. The fruit-

ful and well-watered land of Moab was espe-

cially fitted for the pasturage of flocks (Winei^

i?.- W.-B. L s. 99). The wealth of the king seems,

as he is himself called ipi [shepherd or sheej>

master], to have consisted in flocks, hence- he
paid the tribute in these. MichacUe, Mauren

and others, refer 1DV [wool]t at the end of ver. 4,

to both lambs and rams, so that Mesha would
have had to pay only the wool from both ; in ttat
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case, however, the rams must certainly have had
a different wool from the sheep, which cannot be

proved. Ewald and Thenius make it only refer

to the D'^'K , mentioned last before it, so that the

Bense is, since 13 is used especially for a fatted

lamb, that the lambs were given alive for food, bnt

that from the rams only the wool or the fleeces

were given up. The tribute was, in any case, a
very considerable one ; but this does not justify

the conclusion tliat it was paid only on every

ehange of government (Clericus). There is no
doubt that we have to regard it as a regular

annual tribute {cf. IsaL xvi. 1). At the division of

the kingdom, Judah took Edom and Israel Moab.
As early as the time of Ahaziah the Moabites had
declared their independence of Israel (chap. L 1)

;

as he, however, soon fell sick, and did not reign

for even two full years, it remained for Jehoram
to try to resubjugate the rebels, and to retain them
in tributary subjection. [In the year 1869 a

basalt column, three feet high by one and a half

feet wide, and one and a half feet thick, was
discovered near Dibon, in Moab, on which was
an inscription running in the name of Mesha
and detailing his acts, especially the conquests

made, and the temples built, by him. It was
broken, through the jealousy and suspicion of

the Arabs,' before it could be removed, or a
copy taken of it Nothing remains but fragments.

There are, therefore, several gaps in the inscrip-

tion as we now possess it. It refers to the op-

pression of Moab by Israel. Oruri is the king
mentioned as having afflicted Moab, "because
Chemosh was angry with the king [of Moab]." A
gap destroys the names of kings of Israel who
reigned " for forty years." The reference wliich is

thus lost would be of the highest valuo for deter-

mining the date of the inscription. It goes on to say
that Chemosh became gracious again in the days
of Mesha, so that the king gained victories over
Israel. Chemosh told him to take Nebo. lie took

it, and sacrificed seven thousand of its inhabit-

ants to Ashtor-Chemosh, and took the vessels of

Jehovah and offered them to Chemosh. The last

part of the inscription is so fragmentary as to be
hardly intelligible. As usual in such inscriptions,

only the king's victories, and not his defeats, are

mentioned. Cf. Art " Writing ;
" Smith's Diet Bib.,

Am. e<L—W. G. S.]

Ter. 6. And king Jehoram went out of
Samaria the tame time, Ac. That is, at the time
when he became king, and Mesha refused him the
tribute.—He numbered, or mustered, i. <?., he
brought together, a large army, by a levy of men
throughout all Israel who were capable of bearing
arms ; but he addressed himself to Jehoshaphat at

the same time, in order to be so much the more
certain of attaining his object, and the latter then
entered into an alliance with him. Cf. on ver. 7,

the remarks on 1 Kings xxii. 4. The combined
army could advance by the " way " (ver. 8) over
the Jordan, and then along the eastern side of the
Dead Sea, and so fall upon Moab from the north

;

or it could march down on this side of the Jordan
and the Dead Sea, as far as the southern extremity
of the latter, and then force its way into Moab
from the south through a portion of the land of

Edom. Jehoshaphat decided in favor of the latter

road, although it was longer and beset with more
difficulties than the other, chiefly, we may well

believe, because they could then call the king of
Edom with his army to their assistance, and make
sure that he did not profit by the opportunity and
make war upon them himself. Perhaps they also

thought that Moab could be more easily surprised

from the south. [The fortifications of the Moabites
were on their northern boundary. On the south
they relied upon the natural obstacles to the ad
vance of a hostile army. On the northern route

moreover, the armies of Israel would have beet
exposed to an attack from the Syrians, who were
in a disposition to seize eagerly upon any such
opportunity.—W. G. S.] Kdom had at this time
no king of its own, but a governor appointed by
Jehoshaphat (1 Kings xxii. 48). The seven days'
Journey (ver. 9) cannot be understood of the dis-

tance from Jerusalem, which is only about sixty

miles, for the king of Edom had already joined the
two other kings with his army [i. e., it is said

that the three kings wandered seven days' journey,

so that the tim<t must be reckoned after their

junction ; but the king of Edom would not go to

Jerusalem to meet them, and then march back
again. He joined them at the borders of Edom, a
very short distance from the scene of the distress

for want of water.—W. G. S.l. More probably
41 they suffered for seven days from want of water
in the desert-region to the south of the Dead Sea n

(Ewald). For a more particular description of this

region, see Keil on the passage. '3 in ver. 10 is

not equivalent to " for ;
" but it serves either to

intensify the assertion :
" Alas 1 for Jehovah," Aa

(Keil, De Wette), or its only use is to introduce the

assertion, and it is not to be translated (Luther,

Thenius), as in IsaL xv. 1.

Ver. 11. But Jehoshaphat said, Ac. Cf.

1 Kings xxii. 5-7. As in that case, Jehoshaphat
desires to hear a propJiet of Jehovah, i. «?., a true

prophet, not a pretended one, a prophet of Ahab.
That which Jehoram himself did not know was
known by one of his servants, i. <?., no doubt one
of his chief officers, who was, perhaps, like Oba-
diah (1 Kings xviii. 3^ secretly a friend of the

prophet.—Which poured water, Ac., t. e., who
14 was about Elijah daily as his servant, and who
is certainly the most reliable prophet sinco he is

gone " (Thenius).—It is clear from the definite

declaration of Jehoshaphat (ver. 12), that the repu-

tation of El Isha had extended already to Judah.
It is very significant that the three kings did not

summon him to them, but themselves went down
to him. Probably »« the tents of the kings were
'set upon an eminence so as to overlook the en-

campment" (Thenius). The inference which
Josephus affirms, that the prophet had his tent

outside the encampment, and at some distance

from it, is not justified by the words.

Ver. 13. And Blisha said unto the king of
Israel, Ac. The prophet addresses himself to

Jehoram because he is the principal person here,

through whom the others have been brought into

these straits. The question : What have I to do
with thee ? means : Why dost thou desire to eome
to me, the prophet of the Godwhom thou hast aban-
doned ? The prophets of his father were, no doubt,

those court-prophets, at whose head Zedekiah
once stood (1 Kings xxii. 6, 11); the prophets of
his mother Jezebel can have been only Baal-pro-

phets (1 Kings xviii. 19). We see from this that

Jehoram, although he had removed the statue of
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Baal, still allowed the priests of Baal to perform
their functions, as they had done before, without
molestation. This is also clear from 2 Kings x. 19.

Jehoram does not mean by the curt expression

?K : it cannot help me to go to the prophets of

Baal (Eabbis), but (cf, Ruth L 13) : Do not repel
me, I am not alone at stake; shall three kings
with their armies perish ?—On the words : Before
whom I stand, see notes on 1 Kings xvii. 1

;

xviii. 15.—Elisha demands (ver. 15) a " minstrel "

or harp-player, certainly not " that he might chant
the reply of God to the accompaniment of the
harp" (J. D. Michaelis), nor "in order to pro-
nounce his directions with a sufficiently solemn
tone" (Knobel). Bleek observes: "The recita-

tions of the prophets were, in early times, very
lively, in a lyrical form of composition, and, as is

generally the case with respect to the recitation

of lyrical poetry, accompanied by music;" the
accompaniment in this case, then, was most pro-
bably "the mode of prophetic recitation, which
was not unusual at the time." But there is no
mention in any other place of any such method,
and it is impossible to appeal to 1 Sam. x. 5, ac-

cording to which an entire band of the prophets
came out with drum and flute and harp. That
only proves that music was practised in the
prophet-communities. It is also certain that
Elisha's master, Elijah, did not cause his recita-

tions or speeches to be accompanied by music.
The extraordinary means, which does not occur
again in the story of Elisha, presupposes an extra-

ordinary occasion therefor. In ancient times
harp-music was often employed as a means of
withdrawing the soul from the outer world, and of
collecting, quieting, and elevating it. Among the
numerous places which Bochart (Hieroz. I 2. 44)
collected upon this point, it may suffice to quote
here only one. Cicero (Ttac. iv.) says that the
Pythagoreans were accustomed mentes suas a co-

giiaUonum intentions canto fidibusque ad tranquiUi-

tatem traducere. Cf. also 1 Sam. xvi 16, and
Clericus' remarks on the place. Elisha's dissatis-

faction, which he expresses in vers. 13 and 14,

although it was natural and just, was, neverthe-

less, not the disposition of soul which is demanded
if one is to hear the voice of God within. The situa-

tion, the encampment, and the entire surround-
ings were unadapted for composure and elevation

of soul, for we find that the prophets usually

received their revelations in retirement and quiet,

not in the noise and bustle of the world. In order
that he may be brought into the right disposi-'

tfon, may direct his inner self entirely towards
the Lord, and may be able to surrender himself

to the higher influence, Elisha makes use of the
usual means, probably the one which was regularly

employed for this purpose in the schools of the

prophets, and indeed not without success, for dur-

ing the playing upon the harp, " the hand of the

Lord came upon him." Cf. notes on 1 Kings xviii

46 (Jer. i. 9).

Ver. 17. For thus faith the Lord, Ac. Accord-
ing to Thenius we must identify the valley where
they were to dig ditches in order to collect the water,

which otherwise would have run quickly away,
with what is to-day called Wddy d Ahsy

}
which is

the natural boundary of Moab on the south (Isai.

xv. 7), and from which several ravines run up into

the mountain region of Moab [Robinson ii. 112,

157]. The prophecy itself, vers. 17-19, contains
a climax in its two members : The Lord will not
only save you out of the present need, but he will
also grant you glorious victory over Moab. The
words in the 19th verse are not a command, as ver.
16 is: they only declare what will occur. For
this reason, in the first place, it is impossible to
charge the prophet with commandingwhat Deut. xx.
19 sq. forbids ; but, besides that, the place in Deut.
refers to the conquest of Canaan, during which,
no fruit-tree was to be used for palisades or forti-
fications in sieges. To mar every good piece of
land with stones, means to throw so many stones
upon it that it would no longer be available for
cultivation (Sept.: axpettoere).—TIPUO (ver. 20)

has the same meaning as in 1 Kings xviii. 29, 36-
The interpretation which Von Gerlach and Keil
give to this statement, that on account of the
morning sacrifice offered in the temple at Jerusa-
lem, according to the Law, God turned His favor
once more upon the people, goes too far. The
statement can scarcely be more than a mere
designation of time, t. «., as it became light.
Before the exile time was not defined by hours.
Nevertheless, a reference may lie in it to the fact
that help came just at the moment of time sacred
to Jehovah. The express mention that there
came water by way of Edom, makes the suppo-
sition inadmissible that, in digging the ditches (ver.

16), " the fresh springs bubbled up under the feet
of the laborers " (Krummacher). or that we must
think of "subterranean cisterns" (Richter). A
much more probable explanation is that " a great
shower fell at some distance from the Israelitish
encampment " (Josephus even asserts : three days'
journey from it), " or a kind of a cloud-burst (water-
spout) took place, by which the wady was filled
all at once, although the Israelites did not notice
the wind, which always arises before a rain-storm,
in the Orient, nor see the rain itself" (Keil).

Yer. 21. And when all the Moabites heard,
Ac. In order to await the attack on their own
mountains—that is, in an excellent position—the
Moabites had stationed themselves, with all their
military force, on the frontier. The morning sun
arising with a red light, caused the water to ap-
pear red, besides which the water itself was
reddened by the red earth of Edom (Kwald).
That they took it for blood was not, as the older
interpreters supposed, a mistake which was brought
about by God in a miraculous manner, but a per-
fectly natural error, into which they would fall all

the more readily as they knew very well that there
was no water in that desert The supposition
also, which they express in the 23d verse, is not by
any means far-fetched, since similar events often
occurred (2 Chron. xx. 23 : Judges vii. 22) ; and
they well knew what jealousy existed between
Israel and Judah, and the inclination of Edom to
throw off the yoke of the latter (Gerlach). This
supposition rose to a certainty in their eagerness
for booty. The sentence in ver. 25 from ip to

nfcnn is "to be joined with the commencement of
v t -;

the verse :
' and they beat down the cities.* (What

comes between describes the devastation of the
land, which also had an influence on the cities.)

Accordingly iVQH can only be understood in its

real sense of actual wall-stones, and not of cliffs

or rock, and the suffix on this word refers to "TO
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flfenn and not to Moab " (Thenius). The city Kir

HareseQi is the same which is called Kir Moab,

3KtD Tp (l8ai xv. 1), and Kir Heres, fenn "Pp

(IaaL xvi. 1 ; c/. Jer. xlviii. 31, 36). It was the

capital city, "the most important, perhaps the

only fortification in the country, built upon a high,

steep, chalk-cliff" (Keil), now called Kerak, and
provided with a fort [see Robinson, it 66], (Winer,

R.-W.-R, L *. 658 sq.). The B^J^g are not those

who applied siege-engines (Grotius: tormentarii),

but slingers, in the common meaning of the word,
fimdttores, who shot at the garrison upon the walls.

—Unto the king of Edom, t. «., toward the side

where the king was with his subjects, either be-

cause this seemed to be the weakest part of the be-

sieging force (Thenius), or because they hoped that

they could most easily draw away the Edomite
contingent from the allied army (Ewald).

Ver. 27. Then he took his eldest son, Ac.

Many take these words with the Rabbis, thus

:

During the sortie against the king of Edom,
Mesha captured his son and offered him as a
sacrifice. This occasioned such bitterness among
the Edomites that they refused to continue the

fight, and thereby compelled Israel to give up the
war altogether and withdraw. This interpreta-

tion is decidedly false. The passage, Amos ii. 1,

to which reference is made to support it, refers to

an entirely different event, which is not known to

us more particularly. Amos,- who lived, moreover,
one hundred years later, there announces to the
Moabites the avenging judgment of God, because
they had ** burned the bones of the king of Edom
into lime.

w In this case, however, the question is

in regard to a son of the king, who was offered as
a living sacrifice. The bones of the dead were
never burned as a sacrifice, and captive kings or
their sons, although they were sometimes executed
out of revenge, were never sacrificed to the gods.
Even in the darkest heathenism, sacrifice was
always an offering of that which was nearest and
dearest, and it was considered efficient only in so
far as it was such. This is the case especially in re-

spect to the child-offerings of western Asia. It

was a custom among the ancients, says Philo, in

the Phoenician History (Euseb. Prep, Evang. iv. 16)
h rale peyaXouq avfidopdig ruv Ktvdbvuv avrl rijq

rdvruv $&opdc rb tf/amjiihw rwv rkKvuw rovf

Kparxmvrac % irdfcuc ff l&vov{ etc (fyayfyv kmdi66vai
i&rrpav rcic rifiopoic daifioai. So also, in this case,

Mesha sacrificed, in order to avert the threatening

destruction, his first-born son, who should have suc-

ceeded him upon the throne ; t. «., the dearest and
most precious thing which he had, not to the God of

Israel (Josephus and Grotius), but to the Moabitish
War-god, Chemosh (cf. on 1 Kings xi 7). ( Cf. on
human sacrifices, Symbol des Mos. Oultus, ii #. 241

;

Movers, Die Bdig. der Phoeniz. s. 299, sq.) That
the son also, " for his part, willingly yielded him-
self to death for his fatherland " (Ewald), is not in

the text, and is in itself very improbable. The
sacrifice was offered upon the wail, in order that

the besiegers might see it, and fear the divinity,

who might now be supposed to be appeased.

Yer. 27. And there was great indignation in

brael, Ac. This sentence, on account of its curt-

ness and brevity, is quite obscure and difficult

Its meaning has been taken in different ways.

Most of the expositors, citing the same phrase,

8

Numb. i. 53; xviii. 5 (comp. with Levit. xviL 11);
Josh. ix. 20; xxii. 20; 2 Chron. xix. 10; xxiv. 13,

think of divine wrath or a divine judgment, and
give as the meaning : As a result of this abomi-
nable action, which is so strictly forbidden in the
Law (Levit xviii. 21 ; xx. 3), and to which the
allied army had compelled the king of Moab, there
came a divine judgment upon Israel, so that they
withdrew without subjugating Moab (Keil). There
is no objection to this in the usage of the language;
but the context is decidedly opposed to it The
divine *)¥p [wrath] is, in all the places mentioned

above, the result of a definite guilt on the part of
Israel ; in this case, however, there is not a word to

the effect that Israel had incurred guilt That which
had been brought about by the allied army, had
taken place as the prophet had foretold (ver. 18 *g.),

and he had represented it as an especially groat
assistance of God. When, then, the king of Moab
did something of his own accord which the Law
strenuously forbade, that was his guilt and not
Israel's. On the hypothesis proposed, the with-
drawal of the army, which was a piece of good
fortune for him, would have been even a reward
for his abominable crime, instead of being the
punishment which he deserved, whereas the
punishment would have fallen upon guiltless

Israel Moreover, in what did the heavy judgment
of God against Israel consist ? The text contains
not a syllable in regard to any plague or calamity.

These expositors are therefore compelled to take
rjvp as meaning human anger (dissatisfaction, re-

sentment, bitterness), in which sense it occurs,

Eccles. v. 17 [Hbr. text, 16] ; Esther L 18, and as

t)Yp is so often found (Gen. xL 2 ; xli. 10 ; Ex. xvl

20; Levit x. 16; Numb. xxxi. 14). Many exposi-
tors, then, give to the words this sense, that on
account of this shocking crime, there sprang up,
in the kings of Judah and Edom, a great wrath or
resentment against Israel and its king, as original

cause of the war, and therefore of the crime, so
that they would not fight any longer with and for

Israel, but withdrew, and so compelled Israel to

to do the same (Dereser). It is not right, how-
ever, to fill out the text in this manner; and

nothing justifies us in understanding under btiTfy

here, simply the army of Jehoram. We therefore

follow the old translations, according to which

^tpfc^JJ is not, as it is generally understood, a

designation of the object, but of the subject of the
anger. The Sept have: Kai eyevero fierdfieh^

fttyag to 'lopafjX; the Vulgata has: et facta est

indignatio magna in Israel; so also the Syr. and
Arab., and Luther in like manner: "da ward
Israel sehr zornig" (Grotius, Clericus, Thenius).

7JJ stands in a similar use ver. 15 ; Jerem. viiL 18

;

Jon. ii. 7 [Hbr. text, 8], and often. According
to P8. cvi. 37-39, by the sacrifice of sons and
daughters the whole land was covered with blood-

guilt, and was rendered impure and accursed. In
the present instance this took place by the sacri-

fice of the first-born son of the king, which the
ruler of the land himself offered. They did not
wish to remain any longer in such a country, on
account of their horror at this deed ; they pre-

ferred to renounce further possession of it The
words: They departed from him and returned
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to their own land, certainly do not mean to say

:

" The end of the expedition was attained, and the

land was forced back under the sceptre of the

king of Israel again " (Krummacher) ; on the con-

trary, they gave up the attempt to subjugate Moab
by force.

HISTORICAL AHD STOICAL.

1. The brief and general description of (he reign

of Jehoram brings out into prominence, as charac-

teristic of it, two points. In the first place, that

this king removed the statue of Baal, which had
been erected by his father Ahab, then, however,
that he clung all the more decidedly to the Calf-

worship of Jeroboam. From the first statement it

does not by any moans follow, as has often been
assumed, that he " abolished the Baal-worship

"

altogether (Winer, R- W.-B. I e. 599), for, accord-

ing to chap x., this worship endured yet throughout
his entire reign, and Jehu was the first who put
an end to it. It appears, therefore, that he only
broke with the worship of Baal for himself, asking,
and meant to declare publicly, by the removal of

the statue, that the worship of Baal was not the

prevailing state-religion. This was, at all events,

a step towards improvement, yet without especial

value ; for, if the fear of the living God of'Israel,
and the conviction of the absolute repulsiveness

of idol-worship had led him to this course, then he
could not possibly have allowed idolatry to con-

tinue in its complete development That he per-

severed so firmly in maintaining the institutions

of Jeroboam, was brought about by the same cause
as in the case of all his predecessors : the exist-

ence of the kingdom, separate from Judah, was con-

ditioned upon these institutions (see 1 Kings xii.

Hist. § 1). It is therefore very probable that they
were rather political motives and considerations

than anything else which prompted him to the re-

moval of the statue. By means of Elijah and the

schools of the prophets, a large portion, and that,

too, the best portion, of the people had already

been won over to a disposition hostile to the wor-
ship of Baal, so that from that side danger might
arise for the house of Ahab, which had introduced

this worship of idols, as, in fact, at a later time,

this danger became a reality through Jehu
(chap. ix.). Jehoram, therefore, for his own part,

renounced the worship of Baal, and desisted from
all persecutions of the opponents of the same ; but
he still tolerated it for the sake of his mother, the
fanatically idolatrous Jezebel, if for no other

reason. His policy of government was therefore

a half-way one\ and for that reason an ineffective

one. Indecision, want of firmness, and a disposi-

tion to do everything only half-way, are the
characteristics which present themselves pro-

minently, in many ways, throughout his entire

behavior, as will be shown still further, below.
2. King Jehoshaphat appears here just as in

1 Kings xxii. He yielded to the request of Jeho-
ram, in spite of the unsuccessful results of his

undertakings with Ahab and Ahaziah, and in

spite of the warning of the prophet Jehu not to

help the apostates (2 Chron. xix. 2), probably in-

fluenced by the conviction that the war against
rebellious Moab was a necessary and just one, and
was also in the interest of Judah. The restless

Moabites had always had a disposition hostile to

all the people of Israel (Deut xxiii. 4-6). They

had already once entered into an alliance with
the Ammonites against Jehoshaphat (2 Chron
xx.), and were, therefore, dangerous neighbors fot

Judah: to permit them to become independent
would have been only to make this danger greater.

It was in the highest degree important for both
kingdoms, on general principles, to hold the differ-

ent kings who had been tributary since David's

time in subjection, since every defection or re-

bellion which succeeded would only have en-

couraged and stimulated to another. The restora-

tion of the ancient greatness and glory of the

united kingdom, which Jehoshaphat was striving

for (see above on 1 Kings xxii. 41 sg.), would
have become more and more improbable. His
behavior during the expedition stands in strong

contrast with that of Jehoram. The latter does

not know what to do in the time of need; he
mourns and complains despairingly, while Jehosh-
aphat, the god-fearing, does not lose dignity and
composure ; he desires that the Lord should be in-

quired of, and he relies upon His help and counsel
The old expositors thought that he ought to have
inquired of the Lord before the expedition, and
that it was because he did not do this that he too

came into so great distress. But Elisha is so far

from giving utterance to any blame against him,

that he declares, on the other hand, that it is only

on his account that he is willing to, and will, answer
and give counsel. The tendency of* the whole
story is to show how Jehovah, for the sake of the

one king who is faithful to Him, saves the two
others, in order that both they and the entire army
may see that this God alone is mighty, and that

victory comes from Him (Ps. bril 11 [Hbr. 11];

Prov. xxi. 31).

3. We see Elisha here, for the first time, step

out face to face with kings, and interfere in the

fortunes of the entire nation. Here too he maintains
himself as one on whom Elijah's spirit rests (chap,

it 15), and not alone as the one who had poured
water on his hands. Without the orders or the

knowledge of the king, he joins the toilsome ex-

pedition, and shares all the dangers of the army,
by no means from soldier-like passion for war, or

from compulsion, but from prophetical seal, in

order that he may bear witness, by word and
deed, to the God of Israel, His power and faith-

fulness, wherever and however circumstances

might demand Now, when need and distress

occur, and the three kin^s and their train, Jehoram
at the head, come to him, he knows nothing of
fear, he neither allows himself to be overawed or

terrified, nor does he feel himself honored and
flattered ; but he steps forth to meet the wavering
king firmly and independently, as Elijah had once
gone to meet Ahab (1 Kings xviii. 18), and re-

bukes his sins, so that the king stands before him,

as. it were, with fettered hands, feels himself

smitten, and begs that the prophet will not repel

him, at least for the sake of the two other kings.

Kdster (Die Prophetm dee AIL Test 8. 86) asserts

that " the prophet appears here, under the control

of unspiritual pride and anger, to profit by the

distress of the king, in order to hurt his feelings

deeply," and that his conduct " cannot be entirely

justified
;

n but he mistakes entirely the nature and
position of the prophetical calling in Israel, in re-

gard to which that holds true, which was said

to Jerem. (i. 9 a?.): "Behold, I have put my
words in thy mouth* See, I have this day set
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thee over the nations and over the kingdoms,

to root out and to pull down, and to destroy

and to throw down, to build and to plant,"

and to Ezekiel (chap. in. 17): " Son of man, I have
made thee a watchman unto the house of Israel

;

therefore hear the warning from my mouth and
give them warning from me." It is just on ac-

count of this directly divine calling that the proph-
ecy of the Israelites stands as unparalleled in the
world as the chosen people itself. Not of their

own will or power did the holy men speak, but
moved by the Holy Ghost (2 Peter L 21). In the

case of Elisha it would have been impossible ever
to say that the spirit of his master Elijah rested

upon him, if he had fulfilled the desire of that

king who clung firmly to the calf-worship, and at

the same time tolerated idolatry, without saying to

him a single word of rebuke. The reproof of Eli-

sha deserves besides to be considered in another
aspect Ewald (Geschichtc dee V. Jer. iii. a. 487, 3d
ed.* 525) asserts: "There is not a single sign

from which it appears that Elijah and his school

made war upon this image-worship (•'. «., that intro-

duced by Jeroboam) in any such powerful manner
as Hosea did at a later time. On the contrary, the

opposite of this appears true, in the case where
this school reaches its final aim, namely, at the re-

establishment of the constitution of the kingdom
by Jehu " (2 Kings x. 31). He also goes on to say
that, even if Elijah himself was not favorable to

the image-worship, yet in his time there was no
controversy about it in the kingdom of the ten
tribes, but that it was allowed to endure among
the people. Duncker (Gesch. dea Alterthuma, I a.

404) goes still further. He perceives in the wor-
ship of Jeroboam's calf-image '* a national reaction

against the foreign worships which Solomon had
introduced," nay, even " the establishment of the
Jehovah-worship," and then says: "That those
imagos did not shock the feelings of the people at
that time, and did not give offence to the then
existing measure of religious culture, is proved
by the circumstance that such honored prophets
as Elijah and Elisha had no objection to make to

tliem." These assertions find their direct contra-

diction in this reproof of Elisha to Jehoram. Je-
horam was no idolater, he had even removed the
statue of Baal which his father had set up. All
the more firmly, however, did he cling to the cul-

tus which had been introduced by Jeroboam (v*ers,

2, 3). In like manner the prophets of Ahab, whom
Elisha here definitely distinguishes from the proph-
ets of Jezebel, were no idol-worshippers, as 1

Kings xTii. shows, but they were false prophets of
Jehovah (belonging to Jeroboam's cultus). When
now Elisha, nevertheless, assails the king so se-

verely, when ha then declares solemnly, in answer
to the prayer of the king, that he will not repulse
him, that he will respond to this prayer, not for

the king of Israel's sake, but for the sake of Je-

hoshaphat, who was not addicted to the image-
worship, then nothing is clearer than that he
11 made war mightily " not only upon the Baal-wor-
ship, but also upon the worship of the calf-image.

How couM Elijah, the re-establisher of the organic
law of Israel, the second Moses, and his successor
Elisha, have been so zealous against the transgres-

sion of one Mosaic commandment: "Thou shalt

have no other gods before me," and then, on the
other hand, have overlooked and allowed to pass
without rebuke thai other commandment which

stands beside it and is, most closely connected with
it :

" Thou shalt not make unto thee any graven
image " (see 1 Kings xiL Hist § 1) ? [It is a very
remarkable fact that Elijah and Elisha say nothing
about the Jehovah-calf-worship. The nation may
have been so devoted to Baal-worship at this time
that the calf-worship did not deserve attention.

If there is any reference to that worship in this

rebuke of Jehoram, which is very doubtful indeed,

then, to say the least, it is a very indirect and in-

different reference, not by any means in the style

of Elijah or Elisha. When they had anything to

condemn we find that they did it without circum-
locution or innuendo. Even if we recognised in

this rebuke a reference to the calf-worship, the
difficulty would scarcely be lessened: Why did he
not explicitly condemn this worship ? Why do we
find no direct reference to it in his recorded words ?

—W. G. 8.]

4. The prophecy of Elisha forms the central

point of the whole story; by the fulfilment of it

he is confirmed, before the three kings of the en?
tire army, as man of God and prophet. Although
the fulfilment of this prophecy did not induce Je-
horam to desist from his course (ver. 3), yet it

seems to have accomplished this much in his case,

that he abstained from all persecution of the
prophet—did not dare to behave towards him as
Ahab had done towards Elijah, but took up a
friendly disposition towards him (c/. chap. iv. 13),

and from that time on allowed him to reside at Sa-
maria in peace (chap. v. 24). To reduce this proph-
ecy to a more foreboding or presentiment, would
be to make of the prophet a dreamer and a hero of
mere thoughtless daring, and to cut out the nerve
of the entire narrative, which even Thenius reck-

ons among the purely historical portions of these
books ; for it is evidently incorporated in the his-

torical record before us, for the sake of this proph-

ecy. Elislia needed for a mere supposition or
presentiment no harp-player, who should raise him
into a higher state of mind, and yet no one can
call this feature of the story legendary or unhis-

torical ; it is described rather as " in the highest

degree characteristic of the more ancient Israel-

itic prophecy " (Eisenlohr). He intended, then, to

prophesy and to have his promises regarded, not

as his own opinion but as divine revelation. This

circumstance by itself contradicts the rationalistic

explanation, which is again repeated by Knobel
{per Prophet der Hebra. il a. 95): " Elislia was a
distinguished master in the knowledge of nature,

for the times in which he lived. In this character

he appears when he commands the soldiers, who
are suffering for want of water, to dig ditches upon
ditches, and thus procures them a rich supply.

He seems to have recognised in the district the

signs that it contained water, while these signs

escaped the notice of those who were less in-

structed." In order to perceive that the locality

contained water, or, in general, in order to make
use of his remarkable knowledge of nature, he
did not need harp-music; he could do all that

without music. If he, however, demanded music
when he really relied upon his knowledge of na-

ture, he sinks to the level of a mere wizard. It

has been inferred, not without justice, from this

passage in connection with 1 Sam. x. 5, that, as

was remarked above, music was practised in the.

schools of the prophets. It must, therefore, have
been regarded as an essextv wans for withdraw*
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ing the soul from the external world, and for dis-

posing it to divine things, so that they ascribed to

it, as a gift of God, great value. This reminds us
involuntarily of Luther's declaration (Luth. Werke,

von Walch, xxii. *. 2062, 2248 sq.): "One of the

finest and noblest gifts of God is music This is

very hostile to Satan, and with it we may drive

off many temptations and evil thoughts. . . .

. After theology, I give the next place and high-

eat honor to music .... It has often

aroused and moved me, so that I have won a de-

sire to preach. .... I have always loved
music. He who is master of this art is always
well disposed and ready for anything which may
arise. Music must necessarily be retained in the

schools (N. B. in the higher, so-called Latin schools,

exist). A schoolmaster must be able to sing, or

not in the common schools, which did not then
else I do not esteem him. We ought not to ordain

young men to the office of preacher if they have
not trained themselves and practised [singing] in

the schools."

5. The salvation of the JsraeliUsh army from
the destruction which threatened it "did not con-

sist in a miracle which overruled the laws of
nature, but only in this, that God caused the

powers of nature, which He had prepared, to

work in the manner which He had foreordained.

As the abundance of water which suddenly pre-

sented itself was brought about in a natural way
by a sudden flood of rain at a distance, so the illu-

sion also, which was so ruinous to the Moabites,

is to be explained in the natural manner which is

stated in the text " (Keil). [The inference would
be more just to say that, as the Moabites* mistake
is explained in a natural way in the text, so we
are justified in adopting a natural explanation of
the supply of water.—W. G. S.] Nevertheless this

salvation of the army belongs to that series of ex-

traordinary events which have their foundation in

the selection of the Israelites to be .the chosen
people, and which bear witness to their especial,

divine direction and guidance. The Old Testament
knows nothing whatever of the difference between
absolute and relative, or direct and indirect mira-
cles. Every act of God in which' there is revealed
an especial, divine guidance and providence, espe-
cially a helping and saving might and grace of
God, is called a miracle (Ps. ix. 1 [Hbr. 2] ; lxxi.

£7; lxxii. 18; lxxviL 11 [Hbr. 12]; cxxxvi. 4).

In this sense the action before us is also a miracle,

which had for its object not only to confirm Elisha

as prophet, but also to serve the end that all Is-

rael, and especially its king, who was tolerating

idolatry, should perceive that Jehovah alone is

God, and should confess, with the psalmist :
" Thou

art the God that doest wonders; thou hast de-

clared thy strength among the people " (Ps. lxxvii.

14). This act of God is great enough in itself,

and does not need to be made greater, as it is by
Krummacher :* " "Without delay they follow the
counsel of the prophet and dig out the trenches.

Hardly, however, is the sand penetrated when, oh I

marvel to relate ! the fresh springs of water bub-
ble forth beneath the feet of theiaborers," or as it

was by the old expositors, who assumed that God
had miraculously influenced the eyes and imagina-

tions of the Moabites (Menochius, Tostatus, and
others).

6. The departure of the JsraeliUsh army in const*

auence of the human sacrifice of the king of Modb,

whether we understand by P)Vp , ver 27, human oi

divine anger and dissatisfaction, is a very remark*
able sign of the difference between the fundamen-
tal opinions of the Israelites and of the heathen.
Whereas, among almost all heathen peoples, sac-

rifice culminates in human sacrifice, and this is

considered the most holy and most effective, in the
Mosaic system, on the other hand, it is regarded
as the greatest and most detestable abomination
in the sight of God. It is forbidden, not merely
from considerations of humanity, but also because,
as the Law declares with especial emphasis, the
sanctuary of the Lord is thereby defiled, and His
holy name (see notes on 1 Kings vi.) is profaned
(Levit xx. 1-6 ; xviii. 21). Human sacrifice stands
in the most glaring contradiction to the revelation
of God as the Holy One, in which character he was
known in Israel alone ; hence it was to be pun-
ished, without respite, by death (cf Symb. d. Mos.
KxdL ii. *, 333). From the preceding narrative we
see how deep roots the detestation of human sac-

rifice had struck in the conscience of the people.
Neither the cultus founded by Jeroboam, nor that
of Baal, which Ahab had imported, with all its

barbarism, had been able even to weaken this de-
testation. It was still so strong that a victorious
army allowed itself to be led thereby to withdraw
again from a land it had already subdued. Yon
Gerlach remarks, with justice :

" This occurrence
serves at the same time as a strong proof that
Jephthah's sacrifice of his daughter (Judges xL)
cannot be understood literally." On the contrary,
Ewald infers (Gesch. iiL p. 518, 3d ed. 558) from
this very narrative that " Israel at that time yot,

for a great part, in its views of the subject of sac-
rifice, did not reach above or beyond the heathen
conceptions," for .the ancient Canaanitic sacrifice

still had the intended effect upon the people, " as
if Jehovah himself were angry with the Israelites

for having forced the king to this bold and horri-

ble deed," so that " the army, impelled by dumb
horror, abandoned the fortress and commenced a
retreat" But, apart from the fact that the text
does not in the least force us to take PjVg of the

wrath of God, this acceptation is opposed to the
promise of the prophet, vers. 18 and 19. For,
according to that, it was Jehovah himself who
helped Israel to take possession of the whole
country, and to pursue the king to his capital.

How then could they come to the opinion that the
same Jehovah was now full of hard bitterness

against Israel, which, after all, had only done
what He himself had caused His prophet to

promise them as Bis own actt It was not the
supposed exasperation of Jehovah at the great
victory of Israel which incited the army to re-

turn, but the conviction that the conquest and
possession of the city over which so heavy blood-
guilt and, at the same time, so severe a curse, was
hanging, could not be either good-fortune or bless-

ing for Israel. As for the act of Mesha itself, it

does not indeed belong to the " most memorable
signs of what a king can dare for his people, which
has only just won its freedom " (Ewald, U); it is

rather a sign of a barbarism which violated all

feeling of humanity, which was more than brutal,

and in the highest degree detestable, on the part

of a king who is so cowardly that, instead of
fighting to the last as a brave soldier, and risking

his own life for the sake of his first-born son, the
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future leader of l}ifi people, he puts him to death,

rather than continue to pay as a tribute sheep and
wool of rams (ver. 4) from his great wealth of

flocks. In his case, the thing at stake was not so

much the " freedom " of his people as his own free-

dom from a yearly tax, payable in kind. [Seje note

under HomiUL and PracL on vers. 21-25.]

HOMILBTICAL AND PRACTICAL.

Vers. 1-3. Berlrb. Bib.: He did that which
was evil in the eyes of the Lord, and many thou-

sands do that with him, who nevertheless sing:

'*God has pleasure in us. If we do not remain in

the footsteps of our fathers and ancestors, yet we
do not, at best, go far from Jiero. If we perceive

that a reformation or an jr.pri'vomeiit is necessary,

then we are glad to let :t rest at the first stage.

We satisfy ourselves oo easily, if we are only like

father or mother, or a wicked elder brother, and do
not disregard all scrup.es quite so much as others.

Whether God is satisfied with that, however, or not,

and whether He gives us the testimony of a good
conscience in regard to it, about that we do not

trouble ourselves. . . . If we do in truth tear

down a statue of Baal or two, and adhere neverthe-

less to the sins of Jeroboam and to his calf-images,

[i. e.] to those ordinances which, for political

reasons, have been introduced and established in

the Church, contrary to the will of the Lord, what
will it help us?—J. Langs: Those are also to be
accounted godless rulers, who do indeed ordain

something good here and there, or abolish some-
thing bad, and perceive still more which their duty

would require them to remove, but cannot bring

themselves to do it, from motives of policy which
are not pure, or pleasing to God. He who, for

himself, abstains from that which is opposed to

God's word and commandment, but continues to

tolerate it in those who are connected with him, or

subject to him, shows thereby that he is not in

earnest in his own obedience to God, and that his

principles are deduced only from external consid-

erations and relations.

Vers. 4-27. The War of Israel with the Moab-
ites. (a) The cause of it, and the preparation for

it; (b) tne danger of perishing; (c) the result

—

Ter. 4. Cbamer : When kings and lords fall away
from God, then their subjects must fall away from
them ; and when the fathers are disobedient to God,

the children and servants must also be disobedient

to them, for their punishment, for with the frowarVl,

God shows himself froward [perverse]. (Ps. xviii.

26 [Hbr. 27]).—Ver. 6. It was not on account

of poverty and need and oppressive subjection that

Mesha threw off his obligations (he was very rich)

and rebelled, but from avarice and arrogance.

Those are still the ordinary motives to insurrection

and rebellion in individual instances, or among en-

tire nations. The very ones who have much are often

most inclined to divest themselves of their obliga-

tions.—Vera. 6-8, cf. above, under Horn, and Pract.

ou I Kings xxii. 4. Osiander: When the unbe-

lieving and wicked need the help of the pious, they

tempt them with friendly words: secretly, however,

they behave in a hostile manner towards them.

—

Cramer: Covenants between believers and unbe-

lievers are dangerous.—Ver. 8. "A man's heart de-

viseth his way ; but the Lord directeth his steps
"

(Prov. xvi. 9). Therefore, " Trust in the Lord with

all thine heart; and lean not unto thine own un-

derstanding. In all thy ways acknowledge Him,
and He shall direct thy paths " (Prov. iii. 5 and 6

;

cf, James iv. 13-15).—By which way shall we go
up ? Only the narrow wav leads upward, only upon
this is the Lord with us (Matt vii. 13, 14).

Vers. 3-12. Krummacher: The Expedition
against Moab. (a) The distress of the kings;
(S) they seek refuge with the prophet—Ver. 9.

Cramer: If God did not let us sometimes fall into

necessity and want, we should not often think of
His word and His servants (Ps. lxvii. 2 and 3 [Hbr.
3 and 4]).—Vers. 10 and 11. In need and distress

the state of a mans heart is brought to light Je-

horam falls into despair, he does not know what
counsel to take, nor how to help himself; instead

of seeking the Lord and calling to Him for help, he
accuses Him, and casts the reproach upon Him
that He means to destroy tluree kings at once. In
prosperity and in days of good fortune, resisting,

and building upon human wisdom and power : in

time of need, forthwith despairing and helpless

—

that is the disposition of the heart of the natural

man who does not know the living God, or, at least,

knows Him only by name. Jehoshaphat, who had
always bent his heart to seek God (2 Chron. xix.

3), does not wring his hands in despair, but is quiet

and composed. He thinks within himself: The
Lord has neither now, nor ever, withdrawn him-
self from His people. Therefore he trusts, and
asks : Is there no prophet of the Lord here ? " He
that dwelleth in the secret place," Ac. (Ps. xci. 1

and 2).

—

Krummacher: Jehoshaphat falls into the

same calamity with Jehoram. He who goes hand
in hand with the godless, and makes common causo
with them, must be contented if he is cast to the
earth at the same time with them, when the light-

ning strikes their house.— -Servants often know
more and better where and with whom Gods
word, consolation, and counsel are to be found than
their masters, who, however, ought to inquire into

this before all others.—Ver. 12. " The word of the
Lord is with him." It is the right testimony and
the best one, when it can be said of a servant of
God : He does not preach himself, his own, or other

mens wisdom ; his words are not sounding brass

nor tinkling cymbal, but a hammer which breaks
rocks in pieces, and an ointment which heals

wounds.

—

WOrt. Summ.: So long as men are free

from distress and danger, they ask nothing about
the poor ministers of the Gospel, they take no no-

tice of them, they wish to have nothing to do with
them, they throw their faithful warning to the

winds ; but when an accident or a death occurs,

then they are glad to see the despised preacher,

and they desire to make use of his services and of

his prayers.—Three kings descend from their ele-

vation and come humbly and with petitions to the

man who onoe was a servant of Elijah, and poured
water over his hands, of whom they had not even
known so much as that he had joined the expedi-

tion. Him who is proud He can humble (Dan. iv.

34). He raiseth up the lowly from the dust, that

He may seat him by the side of princes (1 Sam. ii.

4, 7). So now emperors and kings bow the knee
before Him, who came to His own and His own
received Him not, who did not have a place to lay

His head, who was so despised that people cov-

ered their faces before Him, and they confess, to

the glory of God, that He is the Lord.

Vers. 13-19. Krummacher: The Miraculous
Assistance. (a) Elisha's addross to the three
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Kings
;

(b) the minstrel
;

(e) the prophet's coun-

sel.—Elisha before the three Kings as the one who
Stands in the Presence of the Lord, (a) His zeal

for the Lord; (b) his independence and fearless-

ness; (c) his prophecy. (See Historical, 8 3.)—
Ver. 13. Starkk: Upright servants of God have
an unterrifled independence, and speak the truth

distinctly to the face of the great as well as of the

humble (1 Bangs xviii. 18).—Elisha stood before

the Lord, the living God ; Jehoram before the calf-

god. That was not only a difference in religious

views and opinions, but also an entirely different

stand-point in life. Where there is a life in God,
there there can be no fellowship with those who
have denied and abandoned the living God; the

two ways diverge directly and decidedly (2 Cor.

vi 15). The relation in which a man stands to

God is decisive for his relation to other men ; it

divides him from some by a separation which is

just as wide as the communion into which it brings

him with others is close.—The children of this

world have their prophets, whom they gladly hear

because they speak just what the ears of their

hearers are itching to hear. These prophets are

to be found not only in the priestly class, but
also among civilians, among poets, and learned

men, in professorial chairs, and on the lectur-

er's platform. It is true of them to-day :
" Thy

friends have set thee on and have prevailed against

thee : thy feet are sunk in the mire, and they are

turned away back " (Jerem. xxxviii. 22 ; IsaL iii.

32). When thy conscience awakes and thy sin

torments thee, go to them and ask them, they have
no consolation but that of the high-priest, Matt,

xxvii. 4. When thy soul is saddened, even unto
death, go and ask them ; that which belongs to thy

peace in time and in eternity they cannot give thee,

for they themselves have not peace.—Ver. 14. He
who has renounced God and His word can make
no claim to esteem, even though he be a king;
fidelity to God and holding fast to His word are

what make a man truly estimable, even though he
were the poorest and lowliest.—God does not let

the righteous perish with the unrighteous and god-
less (Gen. xviii. 25) ; it rather comes to pass that,

for the sake of a single righteous man, many god-

less persons are saved and preserved (Gen. xxxix.

6), in order that they may give up their habits and
may turn to that God who is rich in compassion
and grace, and who wishes, by kindness, to lead

sinners to repentance.—Ver. 15. Since a prophet
like Elisha called for harp-music, and was thereby
brought into a state of mind which was fitted to

receive divine revelations, therefore we may and
ought to regard music as a gift of God, which is

given to us that we may thereby elevate our hearts

and bring them into a holy disposition. It is lack

of understanding and lack of gratitude to exclude
it from the Church. The Scriptures say : " Praise

the Lord with harp," Ac. (Ps. xxxiii. 2 and 3).

Whoever sings and makes melody unto the Lord
in his heart will do it also with his mouth and with
his hands.—Like every other gift of God which is

given us for our salvation and blessing, music also

can be abused: "It is a dangerous art, this mover

of souls, when it is employed in the service of the
world, of vanity, and of sin" (Krummacher).—The
world also often exclaims :

" Bring me a minstrel !
n

not, however, in order to lift up the heart (suraum
corda) and to soothe the soul, but rather to fan the
fire of the smouldering passions into a flame, and
to awaken the fleshly lusts that war against the
soul—Vers. 16-19. The great Promise of Elisha,

(a) Its contents; (6) its aim and object—The
Lord gives beyond what we pray for, beyond what
we understand ; He not onlv saves from need and
danger, but He also gives the victory besides, out
of pure, undeserved grace. That is the fundamen-
tal feature of all divine promises. The Lord not
only does not deal with us according to our sins,

but He gives us, besides that, the victory, through
Him in whom all promises are yea ! and amen ! (2
Cor. i. 20).—Vers. 21-25. The Fall of Moab a di-

vine Vengeance upon fleshly Secureness and Pride,

upon Avarice and Covetousness. This is written
for the warning of individuals as well as of peo-
ples. [This interpretation of the rebellion of Moab,
as the result of avarice, or perhaps, more strictly

speaking, of niggardliness, is not justified by the

text, and could not fairly be presented in a homi-
letical treatment of the passage. We have not far

to search for the cause of revolt A nation which
is tributary to another may well have other and
nobler reasons for rebellion than to save the amount
of the tribute. We have no reason for imputing
any baser motives to the Moabites. They may
have been influenced by baser ones, but, so long as
that is not even hinted at in the text, it is not a
legitimate subject for homiletical treatment The
inscription referred to in the Exeg. notes on ver. 4
is very valuable as giving a glimpse of the rela-

tions between Moab and Israel at this time "from
the other side."—W. G. S.]—Cramer: When God
is about to punish any one He first causes him to
become secure, proud, bold, and arrogant, then He
takes away from him cunning, sense, and under-
standing, and strikes him with blindness.—Vera.
26 and 27. The disgraceful act of the king of Moab
shows how low man can sink and fall when he
does not know tho living God. By the most abomi-
nable crime he thinks that he will do God a service
and save himself (Rom. i. 28). Even yet human
sacrifices occur among the heathen ; how much we
have to thank the Lord that He has saved us from
the power of darkness, and has caused His holy-

word to enlighten us. Where this light shines,
there the night of superstition flees, with all its
abominations.—Men often offer the hardest out-
ward sacrifice more willingly than tliey do the in-
ner sacrifice, which alone God demands, and which
pleases him (Ps. li. 17).—Ver. 27. Wort. Suvm.:
When we see an abominable crime going on, or hear
of it, we ought not to laugh at it, or to feel a pleasure
in it, but we ought to loathe it, and turn away from
it, that we may not be involved in the punishment,
which will certainly come.—We must renounce an
object or a possession which is stained by blood-
guilt and curses, although ever so great temporal
advantage may be connected with it We must
renounce it for the sake of God and conscience.
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FOURTH SECTION.

elisha'b prophetical aoib.

2 Knros IV.-VIIL 15.

A.

—

Elisha with the widow who was burdened with debt, with the Shunammite, and with the

pupils of the prophet* during the/amino.

Chap. IV. 1-44.

1 Now there cried a certain woman of the wives of the sons of the
prophets [prophet-disciples] unto Elisha, saying, Thy servant my husband is

dead ; and thou knowest that thy servant dia fear the Lord : and the creditor is

2 come to take unto him my two sons to be bondmen. And Elisha said unto her,

What shall I do for thee ? tell me, what hast thou in the house ? And she said,

Thine handmaid hath not any thing in the house, save a pot of [omu a pot of} oil

3 [for anointing].
1 Then he said, Go, borrow thee vessels abroad of all thy neigh-

4 bors, even empty vessels ; borrow not a few. And when thou ait come in, thou
shalt shut the door upon thee and upon thy sons, and shalt pour out into all those

5 vessels, and thou shalt set aside that which is full So she went from him, and
shut the door upon her and upon her sons, who brought the vessels to her, and she

6 poured out.* And it came to pass, when the vessels were full, that she said
unto her son, Bring me yet a vessel* And he said unto her, There is not a vessel

1 more. And the oil stayed. Then she came and told the man of God. And
he said, Go, sell the oil, and pay thy debt, and live thou* and thy children of
the rest.

8 And it fell on a day, that Elisha passe4 to Shunem, where teas a great
woman ; and she constrained him to eat bread. And so it was, that, as oft as he

9 passed by, he turned in thither to eat bread. And she said unto her husband,
Behold now, I perceive that this is a holy man of God, which passeth by us

10 continually. Let us make a little chamber, I pray thee, on the wall ; and let us
set for him there a bed, and a table, and a stool, and a candlestick; and it

11 shall be, when he cometh to us, that he shall turn in thither. And it fell on a
12 day, that he came thither, and he turned into the chamber and lay there. And

he said to Gehazi his servant, Call this Shunammite. And when he had called her,

13 she stood before him [o«hati]. And he said unto him, Say now unto her, Behold,
thou hast been careful for us with all this care ; what is to be done for thee ?

wouldest thou be spoken for to the king, or to the captain of the host? And
14 she answered, I dwell among mine own people. And he said, What then is to

be done for her f And Gehazi answered, Verily 6he hath no child [son], and her
15 husband is old. And he said. Call her. And when he had called her she stood
16 in the door. And he said, About this season, according to the time of life [of

the next year], thou shalt embrace a son. And she said, Nay, my lord, thou man
17 of God, do not lie unto [deceive] thine handmaid. And the woman conceived,

and bare a son at that season that Elisha had said unto her, according to the
time of life [in the following year].

18 And when the child was grown, it fell on a day, that he went out to his father

19 to the reapers. And he said unto his father, My head, my head 1 And he said

20 to a lad, Carry him to his mother. And when he had taken him, and brought him
21 to his mother, he sat on her knees till noon, and then died. And she went up,

and laid him on the bed of the man of God. and shut the door upon him, and went
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22 out. And she called unto her husband, and said, Send me, I pray thee, one of the
young men, and one of the asses, that I may run to the man of God, and come

23 again. And he said, Wherefore wilt thou go to him to-day? it is neither new
24 moon, nor sabbath. And she said, It shau be well. Then she saddled an ass,

and said to her servant, Drive, and go forward ; slack not thy riding for me,
25 except I bid thee. So she went and came unto the man of God to Mount

Carmel. And it came to pass, when the man of God saw her afar off [ooming],
26 that he said to Gehazi his servant, Behold, yonder is that Shunammite : Run

now, I pray thee, to meet her, and say unto her, Is it well with thee ? is it well
with thy husband ? is it well with the child ? And she answered, It is well.

27 And when she came to the man of God to the hill, she caught him by the feet

:

but Gehazi came near to thrust her away. And the man of God said, Let her
alone ; for her soul is vexed within her : and the Lord hath hid it from me, and

28 hath not told me. Then she said, Did I 'desire a son ofmy Lord ? did I not say,

29 Do not deceive me ? Then he said to Gehazi, Gird up thy loins, and take my
staff in thine hand, and go thy way : if thou meet any man salute him not; and
if any salute thee, answer him not again : and lay my staff upon the face of the

80 child. And the mother of the child said, As the Ix>rd liveth, and as thy soul

81 liveth, I will not leave thee. And he arose and followed her.. And Gehazi
passed on before them, and laid the staff upon the face of the child ; but there

moos neither voice, nor hearing. Wherefore he went again to meet him, and told

82 him, saying, The child is not awaked. And when Elisha was come into the
33 house, behold, the child was dead, and laid upon his bed. He went in there-

34 fore, and shut the door upon them twain, and prayed unto the Lord. And he
went up, and lay upon the child, and put his mouth upon his mouth, and his

eyes upon his eyes, and his hands upon his hands : and he stretched himself
86 upon tne child ; and the flesh of the child waxed warm. Then he returned, and

walked in the house to and fro ; and went up, and stretched himself upon him

:

86 and the child sneezed seven times, and the child opened his eyes. And he called

Gehazi, and said, Call this Shunammite. So he called her. And when she was
87 come in unto him, he said, Take up thy son. Then she went in, and fell at his

feet, and bowed herself to the ground, and took up her son and went out.

88 And Elisha came again to Gilgal : and there was a dearth in the land ; and
the sons of the prophets were sitting before him : and he said unto his servant,

89 Set on the great pot, and seethe pottage for the sons of the prophets. And one
went out into the field to gather herbs, and found a wild vine, and gathered
thereof wild gourds his lap mil, and came and shred them into the pot of pottage

;

40 for they4 knew them not. So they poured out for the men to eat. And it came
to pass, as they were eating of the pottage, that they cried out, and said, O thou

41 man of God, there is death in the pot. And they could not eat thereof But
he said, Then bring meal. And he cast it into the pot; and he said, Pour out
for the people, that they may eat. And there was no harm in the pot^

42 Ana there came a man from Baal-shalisha, and brought the man of God
bread of the first-fruits, twenty loaves of barley, and full ears of corn in the husk
thereof [garden-corn in a sack].* And he said, Give unto the people, that they

43 may eat. And his servitor said, What, should I set this before a hundred men ?

He said again, Give the people, that they may eat : for thus saith the Lord.
44 They shall eat, and shall leave thereof.

9 So he set it before them, and they did

eat, and left thereof, according to the word of the Lord.

TEXTUAL AND GRAMMATICAL.

1 Ver. S.—I. &, only so much as suffices for an anointing.—BAhr. [The chetib *D/J it a late Aramaic form for tfct

kerl 'H?, Ew. $ 247, e. The same is true of the other fern, forms, ending in * in this ohapter, all of which the keri

Change*.—W. O. 8.]

* Ver. R—The keri npVID cannot be preferred to the chetib fijEPD (piel).—Bihr.

* Yer. 7.—All the Torsions agree with the kerl "p2l ; If we desired to retain the chetib, it would be neoessarr ti
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i WW fnto HW : » And lire with tny eons on the remainder," in which eate, however, the oontraat, which if

«xpreaa«l 1a AK , would be lost—Bfthr. L^^U? to Blng. to agree with the prinolpal »nbject » IT the text to here oorreet,

It ihowt that eveh the ^ may be omitted In each eeeee." Ew. 1 88ft, a—W. Q, 8J
« Ver. 89.-^Neither he nor the other tone of the prophetty—Bfthr.

'
'

1 Ver. 4&—L/OT3 1
M Corn got from good, garden-like plantations,which to better than field-grain, and which to either

eatea routed, or pounded to groats " (F&rst). rpptf oeears only this once. The authorities agree that it means a "beg."

• Ver. 48.—[irnm TDK i Bw. 1 838, a. The lsikn. as the simplest, most direct, snd most comprehensive form.—
W. w. B.J

EXSOBTICAL AND CRITICAL.

Ter. 1. A oertaln woman of the, Ac. It is

clear from the passage, vera. 1-7, that the sons of
the prophets were not exclusively young men, but
were also often fathers of families, and so did not

lead a cloister life. Perhaps there was an arrange-

ment for a temporary life in common, or a person
might join himself more or less closely to one of
the principal communities ofthe prophets. Accord-
ing to Josephus and the rabbis, the woman was the

widow of Obadiah {1 Kings xviii. 3 sq.), who, they
think, had exhausted his fortune in the provision

for persecuted prophets, and so had fatten into debt.

This singular legend rests upon no foundation

other than the fact that the woman says that her
husband " feared the Lord," which is also stated in

respect to Obadiah. By these words she does not
mean to say that the fear of the Lord had in any
way been the cause of his falling into poverty, but
that he had not contracted debts through folly.

What the creditor demanded in this case, he was
justified in demanding according to the Law, cf.

Levit xxv. 39; Matt, xviii. 26 (Michaelis, Mos.

Recht, iii. 148). From the forms of the suffix

% *y vers. 2, 3, 1, and the form TIK for ]"IK vers.

16 and 23, which have been designated as
Syriacisms, we cannot infer that a later author
here interpolated a fragment of his own composi-
tion, as was shown by Keil in his edition of 1845.

The ordinary translation of JD# ?pD£ by "pot of

oil
n

is not established by the necessary proofs;

tpDtt means unctio, not ointment-jar (Gesenius), so

that the phrase means, word for word, " oil for

anointing;" Bottcher: qiumtumadunctionemsujficiL
Anointing with oil is an essential part of bathing
among Orientals, 2 Sam. xii. 20 (cf. Winer,
&- W.-B. t it s. 357 sq.). She was entirely destitute

of the oil which was essential for the preparation
of food—she had only oil for anointing. Vulg.
nisiparum olei quo ungar. The locking of the door
had no other object than to keep aloof every inter-

ruption from without. The action in question was
not an ordinary, simply external, operation, but an
act which was to be performed by the command of
the Man of God, and with the heart directed to-

wards God, that is, in faith, so that it was to be
completed, not in the noise and distraction of
©very-day life, but in quietness and splitude.

Ver. 6. And the oil stayed, i. &, it did not
*ease to flow until all the vessels which were on
hand were fulL

Ver. 7. Of the rest Josephus : neptoofocpov be

rfc Ttpifc t&v eXalov. The woman would not make
use of that which had come into her hands by the

interference of the prophet, without asking direc-

tions from him. She does not regard it as her own
unconditioned possession, but she leaves it to the

prophet to decide in regard to the use to be made
of it. He directs her, before all else, to discharge
her debt, and then to make use of whatever may
remain for their sustenance ; he desires no pay or
reward for himself.

Ver. 8. And It fell on a day. Ac. The word
Crf*n causes the presumption that the narrative in

its first division (vers. 8-17), follows the preced-
ing chronologically, and it is not placed after it

simply because it treats of a rich woman, in con-
trast with a poor one. From the 23d ver. com-
pared with the 9th, we see that Elisha often be-
took himself from Samaria (il 25), to Carmel. As'
Gilgal, Bethel, and Jericho, where the schools of
the prophets were (chap, il), were south of Samaria,
we may suppose that Carmel, which lay in the
middle of the northern 'part of the kingdom, was
the place where the faithful worshippers of
Jehovah, and the attached followers of Elijah and
Elisha, who lived in the north, came together from
time to time, and were strengthened in their faith,

and instructed by the prophet, as is presupposed
in ver. 23. The city of Shunem [see Robinson, il

325] was situated in the tribe of Issachar, on the
slope of the so-called Little Hermon, so that it was
not much farther from Samaria than Carmel, not,
however, upon the road from Gilgal thitherward
(Winer), for Shunem lay to the northeast of
Samaria, and Gilgal to the southwest Elisha had
to go across the plain of Jezreel in order to come to
Shunem, and then go on from there to CarmeL

Ter. 9. And she said onto her husband, Ac.
Many a one may have been called or called him-
self II Man of God," and " Prophet," at that time,

who was not such in reality By the epithet
"holy," the woman designates Elisha as a real and
not a merely so-called Man of God. We have to

understand by Tjrn^g "a chamber built upon

the flat roof of the house, with walls which would
be a protection against every attack of the weather
—not a lean-to or addition on tfie side of the house "

(Thenius). In such a room Elisha wou|d be pro-
tected from every interruption, such as it was
hardly possible to avoid entirely in the house, and
there he might pass his time in quietness (tf.

1 Kings xvii. 19).

Ver. 12. He said to Gehazi, Ac. With regard
to the origin and native place of Gehazi, who
is here mentioned for the first time, we have no
information whatever, neither do we know when
or why Elisha chose him for his servant—She
stood before him, t. «., before Gehazi, not before
Elisha, as Thenius, among others, thinks, and he
then assumes that, although she stood before him,
Elisha spoke the words, ver. 13, to her through
Gehazi, because he "would not communicate
directly with her, lest he should compromise his
dignity." However, he does this immediately after*
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42 THE SECOND BOOK OP THE KINGS.

wards (ver. 16). Moreover, there is no instance

at all of a prophet speaking to a person who stood

before him through a third person. Ver. 13 is to

be taken as a land of parenthesis, in which the

omission of that which Elisha said to Gehazi, when
he told him to call the Shunanunite, is filled up

:

"19*t*i at the beginning of the verse is pluperfect.

Elisha wished to make some return to his hostess,

who had received him with Gehazi and entertained

him so often, but he did not know what would be
acceptable to her, a wealthy woman. In order to

learn this, he does not address himself directly to

her, but directs his servant to ask the necessary
questions, that she may express herself with less

embarrassment and less reserve. The question:

Wouldst thou be spoken far to the king or to
the captain of the host? presupposes that Elisha
at that time stood in favor and respect at court,

yet we cannot conclude from this with certainty

that by " king " in this place is meant Jehu, whom
Elisha caused to be anointed (Ewald). The com-
mander of the army is named in connection with the
king as the most powerful and most influential man,
and not " because he might make demands in the

way of oppressive requisitions " (Thenius). In the
answer of the woman, the words : Among mine
OWn people, are put first for the sake of the con-
trast : At the court, among the high and great of
the land, I have nothing to ask for or to desire.

In : I dwell, there lies, at the same time, a notion
of a sure, undisturbed and contented life (1 Kings
iv. 25; Ps. xv. 1; IxL 4 [Hbr. 5]; Prov. ii. 21).

Perhaps she wished to show, at the same time,

that she had not entertained the prophet for the

sake of the return, but for his own sake, and for

the sake of God. When now Gehazi communi-
cates this answer to his master, the latter feels all

the more bound to do something for her, and he
says to Gehazi (ver. 14) : Hast thou then not ob-
served in the interview, what other thing would be
welcome to her ? Dost thou not thyself know of
anything? Gehazi answers: I could indeed con-
jecture something which would be her soul's de-

sire, but neither we nor any other mortals could
do that for her : She hath no child [son]. To be
barren was regarded as a disgrace (1 Sam. ill;
Luke I 25). Elisha now summons her to himself
(ver. 15) ; she comos, but does not go into the
room. Out of modesty and respect she only goes
to the door. To the announcement of the prophet
(ver. 16), which reminds one of Gen. xviii. 10, 14,

the woman replies,, surprised and humble, with
the words: Do not lie unto [deceive] thine
handmaid ! C e., do not excite deceitful and vain
hopes in me. [If it were not for the " Call her " in

the 15th verse, one would think of the course of
the details somewhat thus : She is called—Elisha

S'ves to Gehazi the directions in ver. 13, which
> carries out in an interview with her, upon which

she replies, ver. 13 at the end. While she is

standing by, perhaps before the door, the confer-

ence in ver. 14 takes place, when the prophet ad-

dresses her himself. The second direction to

summon her, however, breaks up the consistency

of this theory. The reason suggested above by
Bahr, why Elisha commissions Gehazi to speak to

her, is a good one ; and the hypothesis which is

simplest and most satisfactory is to suppose that

he carried out this commission, and that he re*

eeived the reply at the end of ver. 13. This he

reports to Elisha, and they hold the conference in

ver. 14. The only reason Elisha has for com-
municating with her through Gehazi is now re-

moved, and he summons her to himself and ad-
dresses her directly.—W. G. S.]

Ver. 18. And when the ohfld wee grows,
Ac. The illness of which the boy complained, ver.

19, Was probably a sun-stroke, which befell him
as he was in the open field, at the hottest sea-

son of the year, among the reapers (</. Judith
viii. 2, 3; Ps. exxi 6). The mother carried the
body into the upper cnamber and shut the door
upon it, hardly with the sole object that " nothing
should happen to the corpse in the meantime *

(Thenius), for she might have provided against

that in other ways ; on the contrary, she meant to
keep the death of the child secret for a while.

For this reason she did not make it known to her
husband or to Gehazi (vers. 23 and 26). Evidently
she had the secret hope that the man of God, who
had promised her a son in the name of Jehovah,
and had not deceived her, could help her to re-

cover him. In that she carries the child to (he

propliefs chamber and lays him upon his bed, she
already entrusts him in some degree to him, whom
she prepares to bring to the spot without delay.

This last she would not have done, however, if site

had been given ovor to " the belief, which was so
widespread in ancient times, that articles wliich

had been touched or used by thaumaturgi, pos-

sessed miraculous efficacy in themselves " (Wi-
'

ner). She will not undertake the journey with-

out the knowledge of her husband; the cause of
it, however, she does not state to him, but answers

to his questions only : D1^> She also limits her

reply to Gehazi to the same short word (ver. 26), al-

though in that case it is commonly interpreted some-
what differently. In the 23d verse it is said to mean

:

pax tibi esto, i. *., vale I or, do not be alarmed I or, let

me have my will ! In ver. 26, on the contrary, it is

declared to be a simple affirmative reply to the
question : Yes, it is well I It is impossible, how-
ever, that the same word, in the mouth of the
same person, in two instances which follow each
other directly, should have two different significa-

tions, and, what is more, it would contain an un-
truth in ver. 2 6, if it were thus understood. Clericus

remarks correctly that it stands like the Latin rede I

(cf. the German : gut !) when one does not wish to

give a definite reply to a question, and yet wishes
to pacify the inquirer (Keil). It*follows from the
remark of the man in ver. 23, that religious as-

semblies were held on the new moons and sab-

baths, although the Law only speaks of a sacrifice

on those days (Numb, xxviii. 9 and 11), and that,

for want of legal priests and levites, they collected

around men of God, t. &, prophets, to hear the
divine word.

Ver. 25. So she went and came onto, Ac On

*U3£ see chap, ii. 7, 15. Elisha showed, by send-

ing his servant to meet her and to salute her, how
highly he esteemed this woman. To the saluta-

tion of Gehazi she returns only the short, indefi-

nite answer :
" Well ! in order not to be detained

by further explanations " (Keil). 8he hastens to

the prophet himself, and when she comes near
to him, overcome by the grief which she had re-

pressed until then, she clasps his feet, certainly

not in silence, or without speaking a word, but beg-
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ging for his Assistance. In her conduct in clasping

his feet, Gehazi sees, not so much something an-

noying to his master fKdster), as rather an offence

against his dignity (John iv. 27); he, therefore,

seeks to prevent it, bnt Elisha rebukes him. The
words, ver. 27 : Let her alone, for . . . hath
not told me, do not mean, " We must first hear

what she has to lament oyer " (Koster) ; they rather

presuppose that she had declared the cause of her

grief and of her prayer for help when she first em-

braced his feet The words: TheLord hath hid it

from me, contain the explanation and excuse for

his not having come to Shunem to prevent the death

of the chad. [It is a better explanation, that the

mother, in excess of grief, says nothing at first,

and that Elisha commands Gehazi to allow her to

collect herself and tell the trouble, which he as

yet is ignorant of. The idea that the prophet

ordinarily would know of an impending calamity

and hasten to prevent it, is objectionable on many
accounts. We must rather compare places like

2 8am. vii. 8 #}., which show the fallibility of the

prophetic knowledge and judgment. See notes on

Ter. 29.—W. G. S.J The stricken mother then re-

peats to the prophet his own promise (ver. 16),

meaning to say thereby, at the same time : I did

not complain of my childlessness and did not de-

mand a son ; now, however, I am more unhappy
than before, for it is better never to have a child

than to have one and lose it.

Yer. 29. Then he said to Gehazi, Ac. The
grief and the lamentation of the woman moved the

compassionate heart of the prophet so much, that

he desired to bring her relief as soon as possible.

He therefore commanded his servant to make him-

self ready for a journey (Luke xiL 35 ; Acts xii.

8; Jerem. i. 17), and said: Take my staff in thine

hand, and go thy way: and lay my staff upon
the face of the child. The staff of the prophet is

not, of course, his travelling staff, but, like the

staff (sceptre) of a king, the badge of the prophet-

ical gift which he had received from God, t. «., of

might and strength. Moses, the prototype of all

prophets, was instituted into his office as leader of

the people of Jehovah with these words :
" And

thou shalt take this rod in thine hand, wherewith
thou shalt do signs " (Ex. iv. 17). Moses himself

therefore calls it :
" The rod of God in mine hand "

(Ex. xviL 5, 9), or: "The rod from before the

Lord" (Num. xx. 8, 9), cf. notes on chap. ii. 8.

Elisha, in that he gives his prophet's staff into the

hand of Gehazi, commissions him to execute a pro-

phetical act in his stead; by means of the divine

power, of which the staff was the symbol, he is to

awaken the child out of the death-sleep. He is to

lay it upon the face of the child, because death

had fallen upon him through the head (ver. 19),

and because life shows itself first of all in the face.

The question why Elisha gave such a commission

to his servant at all, is answered by the interven-

ing clause in ver. 29: If thou meet any man
salute him not. Ac. These words are often under-

stood to mean mat Gehazi is to guard himself from

all distraction, fix his thoughts only upon God and
the commission which had been entrusted to him,

and sink his soul in prayer. This sense, however,

cannot by any means be established; and why
should the prophet, if he wished to say this, not

have expressed it distinctly, and not in a round-

about way? To refrain from saluting is by no
means the same thing as to lose one's self in

prayer. It is well known that salutations are fa*

more ceremonious in the Orient than with us, and
that, & g., inferiors always remain standing unto

E
arsons of higher rank pass by (cf. Luke x. 4, and
ightfoot on the passage; Winer, R.-W.-B., i

8. 50IX whereby delay was often occasioned.

Elisha commands his servant, in the first place, tor

start without delay, and then not to tarry at all by
the way. This command to hasten can scarcely
have had any othor ground than that he hoped, in

spite of the declaration of the woman, that life had
not yet entirely left the child, and that utter de-
cease might yet be prevented by swift interference.

Because he did not believe that he himself with the
Shunammite could accomplish the whole journey
(six hours) so quickly as appeared necessary,
he despatched his servant, or at least sent
him on before, and gave him his prophet's staff,

not in the belief that the staff, as such, had any
magical miraculous power, but on the assumption
that, in such an urgent case, he might commit the
prophetical gift, of which the staff was the insigne
and symbol, to his servant, and so make him his

representative. Tn this, however, he was mistaken,
however good his intention was. Peter Martyr
remarks: Videtur Elistens non recte fecisse, qui

facuitatem edendi mvracvia aUeri delegare volutt, quod
ipsi non est datum. A similar case, where a pro-
phet falls into error, is found 2 Sam. vii. 3 sq. The
importunity of the woman, that Elisha himself
should come (ver. 30), proceeded from the convic-

tion that the boy was already completely dead, and
that now not Gehazi, but only the prophet himself,

who had promised her the son, could help. To
this deep confidence he responds. Every other ac-

ceptation of the passage is entangled in great diffi-

culties. Almost all the expositors proceed from
the assumption that Elisha knew very well that
Gehazi could not accomplish any miracle, although
he had his staff in his hand. They state variously
the reason why he, nevertheless, gave him this

commission. According to Roster, Elisha wished
to show himself as the only miracle-worker, and
magnify his own importance. According to KeiL
he did it in order "to show to the Shunammite and
her connections, and to Gehazi himself, that the
power to perform miracles did not appertain, in

any magical way, to himself or to his staff, but
rather that miracles, as works of divine omnipo-
tence, could only be executed by faith and prayer."

According to Krummacher, Elisha acted thus in '* a
pedagogical intention," in order to prepare shame
and confusion for the " vain and pert youth," who
would gladly have thrown about himself "the
grandeur and glory of his master." In every one
of these interpretations, however, the prophet ap-
pears in a very ambiguous light, for he would
have given, according to any one of them, a formal
commission, in regard to which he knew before-

hand that it could not be executed. The sending
of Gehazi, and the entrusting to him of the pro-

phet's staff, took place, in that case, only for ap-
pearances ; nay, he would have deceived not only
his servant, but also the mother who was so bur-
dened by sorrow, and who already felt herself de-

ceived (ver. 28) ; and this time he would have done
it knowingly and intentionally, an hypothesis which
is not consistent, under any circumstances, with a
sincere and ingenuous character, and especially is

unworthy of a " holy Man of God " (ver. 9\ Such
a deception would be the less to be forgiven, be*
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cause the command of the greatest possible

haste is added. In fact, this last command
is not consistent with any one of the proposed
interpretations; it would be, at Che very least,

utterly superfluous and objectless. As for Keil's

view in particular, we cannot see why the pro-

phet should have intended to give a general in-

struction in regard to the performance of miracles,

just on this special occasion, where haste was of
such great importance.

Ver. 31. And Oehazi passed on before them,
Jbe. In order to explain why Gehazi could not

awake the boy, the rabbis assert that he was dis-

obedient to the command not to salute any one by
the way, but to make all the haste possible. This
is. contradioted decidedly by tlie fact that, before

Elisha arrived with the mother ofthe boyat Shunem,
Oehazi had already discharged his commission, al-

though in vain, and was on the way back again when
he met the prophet He must, therefore, have made
great haste. Theodoret supposes another reason,

viz., that Elisha knew that Oehazi was <}>iX&rtfios

nal Ktv6doZof, so that he would boast of his com-
mission to those whom he met by the way : ij 61

Kevodofia rijv tiavfiarovpyiav nuXfoi. Tin's accepta-

tion has been the general one. Erummacher stated

it in the strongest terms. He knows exactly how
Gehazi conducted himself in his vanity :

" What a
ceremonious mien the silly youth puts on, with
what pompous gravity he strides into the house of

death,
1
' Ac. Others think that he could not ac-

complish the work because the mother of the child

had not given him her confidence (Seb. Smith), or

because the faith which is necessary to such a
work was wanting in him (Grotius). All these at-

tempts, however, which find the cause of Gehazi's

want of success in any blamable conduct of his,

are contradicted by the utter silence of the text
Even though Gehazi, at a later time, showed him-
self fond of money (chap. v. 20 *?.), yet it does not
follow that he was fond of honor. In the other

case he was severely punished; here, however,
where the life of an only son is at stake, the grave
transgression which is attributed to him is not re-

buked with a single word of reproof or warning,
wherefore we must conclude that he did not de-

serve any correction, but had executed everything
which was entrusted to him, as the text distinctly

narrates. That he was not able, in spite of this,

to awake the boy, was not his fault, inasmuch as

Elisha, although he had given him, it is true, the

external symbol ofhis prophetical might and power

(the nri, spirit of Jehovah), yet had not consid-

ered that this might and power was a special

gift of God, which he might not freely delegate
according to his own wul—which he therefore

could not communicate or transfer to his servant
without further consideration^ Starke justly re-

marks that Elisha " gave this command {ver. 29)
from some overhaste, without having a divine in-

centive to it"

Ver. 32. And when SHsha was come into
the house, &c. The want of success of Gehazi's

commission spurred on the prophet all the more to

do what he could in order to restore the boy to life.

In the main he proceeds, as his father and master
Elijah had once done (see 1 Kings xvii, Exeg. on
ver. 20 sq. and Hist. § 6). He calls upon Je-
hovah and stretches himself upon the body of
the boy. This latter gesture is described more in

detail here (ver. 34) than in the other passage : on
the contrary, the words of the prayer are given
there, which are wanting here. Whereas Elijah
there stretched himself three times upon the boy
(ver. 2IX Elisha does so only twice, bvt walks up
and down in the house in the meantime. The con-
clusion has often been drawn, as it has been last of
all by Keil, that the difference in the events con-
sisted in this, that in the case of Elijah, the child,

at his prayer, " straightway " came to life again,

while in the case of Elisha, on the other hand, ** the
resuscitation took place by degrees," from which
we may perceive " that Elisha did not pqssess a
double measure of the spirit of Elijah." This
notion does not, however, seem to us to be com-
pletely justified by the text Why should Elisha,

upon whom the spirit of Elyah rested (chap. ii. 16),

and of whom more miracles are narrated to usthan
of Elijah, have been able to perform only gradually
and by stages what Elyah accomplished at once f

That Elisha, after the first attempt at resuscita-

tion, walked up and down in the house (ver. 35), did
not take place certainly, quia ilia corporis incuba-

Hone nimium laboi-avit (Peter Martyr), or : ut am*
buiando txcitaret majorem calorem, quern puero earn*

municaret (CorneL a Lapide, Seb. Smith); it was
probably an involuntary result of the great emo-
tion with which he looked and waited for the ful-

filment of his prayer. After he had stretched him-
self once more, with prayer, upon the child, the
latter gave signs, by repeated sneezing, of a re-

stored respiration, and then opened his eyes.
" Headache was the beginning of his illness, and
this is wont to be relieved by sneezing, as Pliny
writes {Hist. Nat xxviil 6), SterntUamenta capitis

gravedinem emendant " (Dereser).

Yer. 38. And Bliana came again to Oflgal,

Ac. Not directly after the act at Shunem, but once,

at some other time. The two following narratives

are not chronologically connected with the preced-

ing.—In regard to Gilgal, see notes on chap. ii.

—

Vlth MB* does not mean they lived before him
tt ; • :

(Luther, Vulgata), but they sat before him, as pupils

before a teacher (cf. the passage from the Talmud in

Schottgen on Acts xxiL 3). Similarly chap, vi L
We have not, therefore, to understand a residence

together under Elisha's superintendence, but a
coming together and sitting down before him, in

order to hear his word (cf. Ezek. viii 1 ; xiv. 1

;

xxxiiL 31 ; Zach. Ul 8).—fni* , ver. 39, has the gene-

ral signification wfcich the Chaldee gives: \*}yfp!*

i, e., green herbs, which may be cooked and eaten

;

what we call "greens." The particular kind
which the seeker found follows with the expression

mfe> )&3 1
according to the Vulgata, quasi vitis syL

vestris, wild vines like grape-vines, not wild grape-

vines. The m&> JTJJpB are wild cucumbers or

gourds (cucumeres agrestes, or, asinini), also called

bursting-cucumbers. They have the form of an
egg, and a bitter taste. When they are ripe they
burst in pieces if pressed on the stem, whence
their name (ypQ fidit\ rupif). When' eaten they

cause colic and violent purging. The young man
took these wild gourds for ordinary ones, which
were very much prized as food (Num. xi 5).

The Sept and Vulg. translate by coiocynth. KeC
also prefers this, because this fruit does not burst
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when touched, and so could be easily carried home
in the garment and cut up ; but the root ypD is too

distinctly in favor of the bursting-gourd, which did

not burst in this instance simply because the speci-

mens collected were not entirely ripe (c/. Winer,
A-W.-J3L, L 8. 447 sq.). However, the cucumis
cohcynUtt Z,., or the poisonous colocynth, also has
a remarkably bitter taste—a vine which creeps

upon the earth, and has light green leaves (cf. L c,

•.427).
Ver. 40. There is death In the pot, £e., there

ie something in the pot which causes death. As
well on account of the bitter taste (the Persians

call wild gourds the gall of the earth) as on account
of the effect, which followed swiftly upon the eat-

ing, they considered the food poisonous and fatal.

Bitterness and death were cognate ideas among
the Hebrews (EccL vii 26 ; Sirach xli 1). In ver.

41 the } before VIp is not superfluous, but is in the

use which denotes the connection of thought
(Ewald, Lehrbuch, § 348, a). The meal which
Elisha cast into the pot, has just the same signifi-

cance as the salt which he threw into the un-

healthy fountain at Jericho (chap. ii 20V " The
meal, as the natural and healthy means or nourish-

ment, was the symbol of which he made use in

order to give to the sons of the prophets the as-

surance that the injurious property had been taken
from the food by him " (Keil, 1845).

42. And there came a man from Baal-
anarisha, i. e., some place in the district of Shalisha

(1 Sam. ix. 4), no doubt the same one which
Jerome and Eusebius call Beth-shalisha, fifteen

miles north of Diospolis (Lydda), quite near to'

Gflgal (chap. ii. 1), where we have to think of the

prophet as being at this time. According to the

Law, all first-fruits of grain were to be offered to

Jehovah, who relinquished them to his servants,

priests and levites (Num. xviii 13 ; Deut xviii. 4).

Since now there were no more legitimate priests

and levites in the kingdom of Israel (1 Kings xii

31
J,

this man, who was a faithful worshipper of
Jehovah, brought his first-fruits' to the " Man of

God," the head of the prophets. blTft (Levit xxiii.

14), or, in the ftiller form, ^3 pia (Levit ii 14),

is spica recens tenero, qua tosta super ignem ccmedi
solent (Munster), fresh wheat or barley grits (Keil).

According to Hess, a hundred sons of the prophets
visited Elisha in a company, and he had nothing
more to set before them than what the man had
brought him from Shalisha ; but this can hardly
be correct.

Yer. 43. Oive the people that they may eat.

As the servant, upon the first command (ver. 42),

expressed some misgivings, Elisha repeated the

order with a statement of the reason : For thus
saith the Lord, i. e^ He has revealed it to me, and
He will have it so, therefore, abandon thy mis-

givings and do as I bid thee. From the words

:

TOiey shall eat and shall leave thereof we must
not infer a miraculous increase of the food. That
the bread was not exhausted under Gehazi's hands
—that each one received as much as he desired,

and that, when no one desired any more, then
there lay still " abundance of bread upon the table,"

to the astonishment of Gehazi (Krummacher) ; of

all that, there is not a syllable in the text. The
miraculous part of it consists rather in the fact

that, by means of the divine blessing, the hundred

men were satisfied with the little which each re-

ceived at the distribution, and eveu had some tc
spare.

HISTORICAL AND ETHICAL.

1. That which is narrated of Elisha in the pre-
ceding and in the next following chapters, as far

as viii 16, is not a consecutive and connected de-
scription of his life, but a simple collection of the

principal ads, by which he vindicated his position as

Man of God and prophet, in different relations, as
well private as public, throughout his long career.

According to Keil, all these acts "belong to the
reign of Jehoram, King of Israel ;" but Jehoram
reigned only twelve years (chap. iU. 1), and Elisha
did not die until some time during the reign of
Joash (chap, xiii MX so that he lived after Jeho-
ram's death at least forty-five years, viz., twenty-
eight under Jehu (chap. x. 36), and seventeen
under Jehoahaz (chap, xiii 1). Moreover, the
name of Jehoram. does not occur in any of the
narratives, from chap. iv. to chap.' viii. 15. The
" King of Israel " is mentioned indefinitely, without
his name (chap. iv. 13 ; v. 6, 6, 7, 8; vi. 9, 11, 12,

21, 26 sq.; vii. 6, 9 sq. ; viii 3). Why Elisha
should have performed all his miraculous works
under Jehoram, and not have performed any others
during the succeeding forty-five years, we cannot
see; on the contrary, it is quite incredible. If all

the prophetical acts are collected on the same prin-

ciple mentioned above [namely, to collect loosely

those acts which served as the credentials of his

propketioal calling], the chronological order has,

of course, to be given up, and acts have to be in-

serted here which occurred at a much later time.

It is also acknowledged that the separate acts are
narrated in a connection, which, as Keil admits,

follows " the relation of their subject-matter to the
preceding or following, and not the sequence of
time at which they took place." It is a striking

fact that the acts which affect private persons,

especially the sons of the prophets, come first, and
then that those which affect the political fortunes

of the people follow. Whether all tiie incidents

which presuppose that Elisha stands in high favor

with the king, are to be assigned to the time of
Jehu, as Ewald thinks, is a question which cannot
be definitely answered in the affirmative ; certainly

what is narrated chap, iii 17-25, did not remain
without influence upon Jehoram, and upon Elisha's

relation to him ; and it is generally true that the re-

lation of the kings to the prophets was not so hostile

after the death of Ahab. Ewald further adopts
the opinion that the collection of incidents is

arrayed according to the round and significant

number twelve; he reaches this number, however,
only by adding to the acts recorded in chap. iv. and
following chapters, the two in chap. ii. 19-25,

although they are separated by the third chapter,

while, on the other hand, he leaves out the first of
all, chap. ii. 14, and the very important one, chap,

iii. 16 sq., which stands between those which are
counted, because these, he thinks, come from a dif-

ferent source. The theory that these narratives
" were recorded in a special work, before they were
incorporated into our present Book of Kings," is

more probable. The collection into an unbroken
line has, no doubt, contributed much to the asser-

tion which has been made by many parties that,

in the life of Elisha, "the sacred documents (2
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Kings ii.-xiiL) present us with a far greater

multiplication of miracles, than in the life

of his predecessor, Elijah" (Kurz in Herzog's
Real-Bncyc iii. e. 766; cf. Winer, R.-W.-& I
#.321). If we consider, however, that the col-

lected prophetical acts belong not to the brief reign

of Jehoram alone, but are spread over the entire

time of Elisha's public career under four kings,

that is to say, over a period of fifty-five or fifty-

seven years, then the appearance of " multiplica-

tion of miracles " falls away ; all the more as the

time of Elyah1

8 activity was much shorter. The
number of miracles recorded as having been per-

formed by Elijah, when accurately estimated, was
not much less, and relatively was cveu greater.

(On the " multiplication of the miraculous " see

1 Kings xviL Prelim. Rem. § a.) Finally, we must
remember that the acts of Ehsha, which are col-

lected in this passage, were accomplished through

the nn or Spirit of Jehovah, and are prophetical

;

that they are, therefore, not merely pieces. of dis-

play of a great thaumaturge, but " signs," which
servo to make known and to glorify the one living

God, the God of Israel, and on this account have
a nwre or less ideal significance. They are doc-

trines, presented in and by acts, i, e., symbolical

representations of religious truths. To show this

in detail is our task in what follows.

2. The first narrative in this chapter (vers. 1-7)

is meant to show how Elisha helps a widow and
her children out of debt and distress. Tho mirac-

ulous increase of the oil, in itself, is not the core
and object of the prophet's act (as tho common ac-

ceptation is), but only the means to an end ; relief

from distress is the main point, and thereby the

act becomes a prophetical one. This first narra-

tive, now, together with the one immediately fol-

lowing (vers. 8-37), is ordinarily designated partic-

ularly as having " an extraordinary resemblance "

to the one, I Kings xviL 7-16 (Winer, I c. ; Kno-
beL, Der Prophet ii. $. 96), and as one whose simi-

larity causes it to appear as a merely slightly

modified copy of the other (Kurz, I &). On a more
careful comparison, however, the resemblance is

seen to be limited to the one general point, that

here, as there, help is given to a widow and her
children by the prophet, in their need and distress;

all the rest is utterly different In the former case

it is a foreigner, a woman who lives in heathen
territory (Luke iv. 26), to whom the prophet is di-

rected, and who is to nourish him ; in the latter, it

is the wife of one of the sons of the prophets who
seeks the prophet, and calls upon him for aid.

There it was a question of subsistence in time of
scarcity, here, of the deliverance of two children

from the slavery which v threatened them. There
the two indispensable means of sustenance, meal
and oil, never fail, although they are consumed;
here, once for all, the oil " sufficient for anointing "

is increased and then solfl to pay the debt The
fact that Elijah and Elisha both help and relieve a
widow and her children has its ground in the char-

acter and calling of the two men as " Men of God,"
as they are designated both here and there JVer. 7,

and 1 Kings xvii. 18). It is a well-known feature

of the Old Testament Law, one which is distinctly

prominent, that it often and urgently commands to

succor the widows and the fatherless and to care for

them (Exod. xxiL 22-24 ; Deut xiv. 29 ; xxiv. 17, 19

;

xxvi 12 ; xxviL 19). They are mentioned as rep-

resentatives of the forsaken, the oppressed, and the
necessitous as a class (IsaL x. 2 ; Jer. viL 6 ; xxiL

3; Zach. vii. 10; MaL iii 6; Baruch vi. 37). It is

especially emphasized and praised in Jehovah that

he is the father and judge (i. e., protector of the
rights) of the widows and the fatherless (Deut x.

18; Fs. lxviiL 5; cxlvL 9; IsaL ix. 17; Sirach
xxxv. 17 sq.). Neglect and contempt of them are
counted among the heaviest offences (Ps. xciv. 6;
Job xxiL 9 ; Ezek. xxiL 7 ;) just as on the other
hand compassion and care for them is a sign of the
true fear of God and of true piety (Job xxix. 12:
xxxL 16 ; Tobit L 7 ; James u 27). So, then, if

anything is essential to the idea of a Man of God.
Utis is, that he shall be a counsellor and helper of

the widows and orphans, and shall show himself
such by his actions. Elijah and Elisha were, in the
fullest sense of the word, Men of God, whom Je-
hovah had armed with His Spirit for extraordinary
and marvellous works. It would be remarkable,
therefore, if, among the acts of the two genuine
prophets of action (cf. above, Prelim. Rem. after

1 Kings xvii. § a), there were none by which they
showed themselves to be counsellors and helpers of
widows and orphans, and none by which they testi-

fied that the living God, the God of Israel, before
whom they stood (1 Kings xviL 1 ; 2 Kings iiL 14),

was a father and judge of the widows and father-

less. Without this, an essential point in the pro-

phetical calling of each would be wanting. The
prophet, in the case of \>oth widows, takes up and
uses naturally and significantly the last and most
necessary thing which there was in the house, and
thereby directs attention all the more distinctly to

Him who out of little can make much, and out of

small can make great "The naturalistic inter-

preters of miracles suppose that an advantageous
retail transaction in oil took place here, or that

there was an increase of the oil by the intermixture

of other substances,' for instance, of potash I
n

(Winer, J?.- 1T.-B. L b. 322. Cf. Knobel, Der Prophet.
iL a. 96.) These insipid absurdities do not deserve
refutation.

3. The second narrative (vers. 8-37), which, at
has been said already, many modern expositors

have considered startlingly like to the one in 1
Kings xviL 17-24, likewise appears, upon closer

examination, to be utterly different from it The '

entire situation is different In the first place, we
must observe that the narrative is divided into two
parts, the first of which (vers. 8-17) forms a com-
plete whole in itself. It narrates the reception

which the prophet met with at the house of the Shu-
namraite woman on his journey to Carmel, what
he promised her, and how this promise was* ful-

filled. The narrative might cease there. The sec-

ond part narrates what occurred afterwards, after.

a number of years, namely, that the promised son*

fell victim to an illness and was restored to life by
the prophet The fact of the resuscitation, there-

fore, has the fact of the promise for its premise,

and rests upon it The Shunammite appeals (ver.

28) to the promise of the prophet, ver. 16, and
founds her prayer upon it He then also does all

in his power to preserve the son of promise to his

mother, in order that the promise may remain truth

and not become deceit The second fact, there-

fore, stands in an inseparable connection with the
first In the case of the son of the widow of Za-
rephath, this is all wanting. He was no son of
promise, and there is no question there of anything
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but a restoration to life. Then, as for the act it-

self, it takes place there directly through Elijah

himself, whereas Elisha here commits it in the first

place to his servant. For the entire interlude, vers.

29-31, which is narrated so circumstantially, and
is so worthy of attention, the parallel is entirely

wanting. The similarity, then, which is asserted

to exist, is limited to the method of resuscitation re-

ferred to in ver. 34 (cf. 1 Kings xviL 21), and even
this is not altogether the same. That Elisha fol-

lowed a similar method was a consequence, in the

first place, of the nature of the case—he breathed
life once more into him from whom life had departed
(see above, 1 Kings xvii. Hist § 6)—and further-

more, it was almost a matter of course for him that

he should imitate the example of his great master
in a similar case. It is impossible, therefore, to con-

clude from thia circumstance alone that the entire

narrative is simply imitated. Ewald, who adopts
the opinion that " the passages about Elijah, 1 Kings
xvii. 19; 2 Kings il 1-18 were written later than
those about Elisha" (in which case the contrary
would rather be true, that 1 Kings xvii. 17 sq.

was imitated from this narrative), asserts, oil the

other hand: "The description, 2 Kings iv. 14-17,

is clearly borrowed from Gen. xviii. 9-14;" but in

the latter place, also, the connection and the entire

situation are utterly different, and that which they
have in common amounts only to this, that there,

as here, the birth of a son is foretold. This takes

flace, however, also in Judges xiiL 3 ; 1 Sam. L 17;
saLvii. 14; Matt L 23; Luke i. 13 and 31. What
would become of history, especially of Biblical

history, if every incident which resembles another
more or less should be considered an imitation of
it, and therefore unhistorical ? If any story is free

from the appearance of being manufactured, and
has unmistakable signs of historical truth, then this

one is such, with its numerous details and peculiar

characteristic features.

4. The religious point of the narrative, and there

is scarcely a story in the Old Testament which has
a more beautiful one, is utterly lost when we seek
it in the resuscitation of the boy by the prophet
We have before us here the total of a continuous,

complete, and finished story, which is narrated
with unusual care and explicitness down to the de-

tails, and not simply the record of a single pro-

phetical act, as in the first and third narratives.

The course and conclusion of the whole are indeed
conditioned upon the miraculous act of the prophet,

yet in fact it is rather a history of the Shunammite
than an event in the life of Elisha. The object and
significance of the story are not, therefore, to be
sought in any single feature of the narrative, as if

all fiie rest were merely incidental ; it is rather the

whole which here comes into account Three prin-

• cipal points in it come out into especial prominence

:

A son is given to a pious, God-fearing woman,
who had received the prophet at her house, and
thereby a blessing and fortune falls to her lot,

which she had no longer dared to hope for; soon,

however, a great trial intervenes ; she is to lose

her only son, she holds firmly to the word of prom-
ise, however, and sustains the trial; the son is

given back to her again by the prophet, and now
for the first time she experiences aright that the

word of the Lord is true, and that He crowns at

last with grace and compassion those who hope
and hold fast their faith in Him. This develop-

ment of the history presents the course by which,

as a general rule, God is wont to lead his children.
Thus it was with Abraham, the father and proto-
type of all the faithiul in Israel (Gen. xvii. and
xxii.: Heb. xi 17 ag.), thus also with Job (Job I
2-42), and thus also with many other pious men of
the old covenant down to Him who was the begin-
ning and end of faith (Heb. v. 5-9 ; xii 2). This
story, therefore, is a practical enunciation of the
truth which extends throughout the entire Scrip-
tures, and is a fundamental law of the divine
economy of salvation: the Lord "hath set apart
him that is godly for himself " (Pa. iv. 3). It is He
who killeth and maketh alive, that bringeth down
to the grave and bringeth up (1 Sam. ii. 6). They
who please God are preserved through the fire of
adversity (Sir. il 6). "All the paths of the Lord
are mercy and truth unto such as keep His cove-
nant and: His testimonies 1

' (Pa. xxv. 10). The
glory of God is the end and aim of the entire story,

and the work of the prophet serves, here as ever,
only to reach this end.

5. The resuscitation of (he boy must remain un-
der all circumstances, however we may conceive
of it, extraordinary, marvellous, produced by the

Spirit (nri) of Jehovah. Starke, following Cleri-

cus, says: "The spirit of natural life was not
warmed into life by the warmth of the prophet,
but by an extraordinary power and energy of God;
and the touch of the prophet, in itself, was as little

able to bring back warmth and life as the touch of
the staff." No one will adopt now-a-days the mar-
vellous explanations which Knobel (Der Jftophet
ii. e. 96) proposes: "The prophet gave a powder to
the boy and thus removed the headache ; or, the
child had perhaps eaten of some poisonous plant,

and the prophet relieved him of the poison by an
emetic" The opinion also, which is advanced
here, on account of ver. 34, still more confidently,

even, than on 1 Kings xvii. 20, that the boy was
restored to life b> the application of animal mag-
netism, and that Gehazi was not able to accomplish
this on account of the antipathy between him and
the mother (Ennemoser and Passavant), must be
decidedly contradicted. The prophets of the Old
Testament were no mesmerizers, but servants of
Jehovan, who "stood before Him," and whose
business it was to bear witness of Him in word and
deed. All the great and marvellous works which
they performed were a result of earnest prayer,

and followed upon their most hearty petitions (see

above, 1 Kings xvii. Hist g 6). We are not willing,

therefore, to adopt, with von Gerlach, the opin.on

that "a genuine life-energy was imparted to the

boy from the body of Elisha, which was filled with
the Spirit of Goti," for the Spirit of God wrought
through the prophets: but that it filled their bodies
is an idea foreign to the Scriptures. The question

whether the boy was utterly dead, and every sign
of life had departed from him, is a very different one.

He is certainly referred to as dead, vers. 20 and 32.

We cannot, however, overlook the fact that, if he
had been dead, decomposition must have sot in

long before Elisha's arrival at Shunem. If he
died at noon (ver. 20), and his mother set out at

once, she must have spent six hours in the jour-

ney. If we suppose besides that Gehazi went all

the way from Carmel to Shunem on foot, and that

he returned from there again and met the prophet
and the mother on the way, so that these two did

not arrive until still later, then certainly more than
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twelve hours had passed since the decease of the

child In the Orient, however, decomposition com-
mences much sooner than among us, especially m
the warm harvest-season (ver. 18). With refer-

ence to the law, Numb. xix. 11, according to which
the touching a corpse makes unclean, the Talmud-
ists, as Philippson observes, raised the question:
11 Did the son of the Shunammite render unclean ?

andjhe answer is: *n WOOD WW KOBD TO (a

corpse makes unclean, but not a living body)." So
much at least is clear from this, that they did not

consider the boy a real corpse, although they did

not.deny the miracle. That the act of Elisha can-

not in any wise be compared with the restoration to

life of the son of the widow of Nam, or of Lazarus,

hardly needs to be mentioned.

6. GthazCs mission to &itmem, since it was un-

successful and had no effect whatever upon the

development of the story, might have been left

unmentioned. That it is narrated, however, in de-

tail, is all the more a proof of the historical truth

of the entire story, inasmuch as it cannot serve the

glory of the prophet on account of its entire want
of success. It is, in fact, not omitted, because it

teaches practically that the gift of the Spirit with

which God arms His servants, the prophets, for

extraordinary deeds, cannot be transferred by these

to others, and that it pertains still less to the ex-

ternal symbol of the prophetical calling, so that not

every one in whose hand the symbol may be is

thereby put in a position to execute such acts. It

was not so much the mother of the boy who was
to learn this, for she did not desire that Gehazi
should be sent, nor Gehazi, for he did not offer to

go, but was called upon by the prophet to do so,

as it was Elisha himself. The gift of the rvn

or Spirit is not an habitual, permanent one, but
one which is given specially for each occasion, and
which the prophet cannot dispose of according to

his own good-will and pleasure. As it had not

been made known to Elisha by Jehovah that the

boy was dead or would die, so the command had
not been given to him by God that he should give

Gehazi a commission for the deed, and intrust his

staff to him. Out of anxiety, lest the prophet's

credit might suffer if the cause pf the Mure of

this mission was sought in him, it was very early

thought necessary to have recourse to an allegori-

cal' interpretation. The dead boy was said to sig-

nify the human race, which had fallen under death
on account of sin ; the staff with which Gehazi
thought that he could awake the dead boy, repre-

sented the Law of Moses, which could not save
from sin and death ; Elisha, finally, who afterwards
brought the dead to life, was a type of the Son of
God, who, by his incarnation, put himself in connec-
tion with our flesh (ver. 34), and imparted new life

to humanity. This interpretation is found from the

tint©; ofLOrjgen on, in all centuries, and even in the

most modern times it has been adopted by Cassel

(Elisors* 42 sq.\ However imaginative and edifying
it may be, it has no foundation in the text

7. The third and fourth narratives (vers. 38-44)
belong together, because both concern the circle

of sons of the prophets. Whereas in the first two
narratives it is individual faithful servants of Je-
hovah, who experience, through the prophet, His
marvellous, protecting, helping, and saving might,
here it is the entire community of sons of the
prophets, that is to say, of those who, in the time

of apostasy, form the core of the covenant-people,
and represent the true Israel The two narratives
are not, therefore, inserted here accidentally and
without connection, but they join on very fitly to
the two preceding. They have not the object, how-
ever, any more than those have, to present Elisha
to us as a thaumaturge and to glorify him : on the
contrary they are intended to strengthen ' faith in
Him whose instrument and servant the prophet is.

They teach and attest practically the truth of the
Psalmist's words (Pa. xxxiii. 18, 19), which we
might even place over them as a title, " Behold the
eye of the Lord is upon them that fear Him ; upon
them that hope in His mercy ; to deliver their soul
from death (vers. 38-41), and to keep them alive in

famine " (vers. 42-44). At the same time both nar-
ratives afford us an insight into the schools of the
prophets. In the same place where the sons of
the prophets " sat before^ him," i. «., received in-

struction, there they also ate together, t. e., they
led a life of close fellowship and communion (cf.

Luke xv. 2; 1 Cor. v. 11 sq.). It follows that this

life in common was anything but luxurious, on the
contrary that it was a life of sacrifice. How
straitened the circumstances were in which they
lived we may see from the fact that Elisha had to

send one of their number into the field to collect

wild herbs before the mi "!-day meal could be pre-

pared, and also that, later, the little which one man
brought had to suffice for a hundred men. From
this it follows either that the pupils of the proph-
ets were poor by birth, or that they hai decided to

live a life of sacrifice and self-denial. NevertJie-

less, their number was large, and the'fact that even
bitter want could not separate them from one an-
other and break up the community, is a beautiful

sign of the purity of their motives and of their

faithful zeaL
8. Both prophetical acts of Elisha in the circle of

the pupils of the prophets have been referred to
quite ordinary incidents. In the first it has been
said that Elisha showed himself a "remarkable
student of nature for the time in which he lived n

(Knobel, I c, *. 95), just as in chop. ii. 20 sq. and
iii. 16 sq. If he liad been such, however, he would
certainly have known that no one can mako a pot
full of bitter and poisonous herbs uninjurious by
simply adding a handful of meal. Hence the Exe-
geL flandbuch des AIL Test believes that the prophet
may have added something else, does not tell, how-
ever, what this something else was, nor whence he
got it Theodoret observes that it was not tj tw
aXeipov tyboic, but 4 tov irpofqrtKov irvei'fiaroc

SbvafitCy which weakened or destroyed the action

of the poison. The meal was here only a natural

and appropriate sign of healthful nourishment
The truth underlying the second story is thought
to be " that the sons of the prophets were pro-

tected by Elisha'8 wise precaution during that time
of famine" (Knobel, s. 97). In that case Elisha
must have sent orders to the man of Beth-Shalisha
beforehand, and his precaution, since the man only
brought twenty barley-loaves, which were not
enough for so many, would have been insufficient

and not by any means wise. Neither does the
narrative contain " the moral, that the believer can
satisfy his earthly needs even with scanty means"
(Koster, Die Prophet s. 88), for the prophet does
not mean to give an example of the way in which
we ought to behave, but he states what Jehovah
will do. It is not he who brings about the satis-
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faction of their hunger, hut Jehovah; he only fore-

tells H and announces it Jehovah ordered it so

that a strange man, uncalled and unexpected,
' should bring to the prophet in a time of faroiue

the first-fruits, which belong to Jehovah according
to the Law (Numb. xv. 19, 20; Deut xxvi 2 aq.\

and He blessed this gift so that it sufficed to sat-

isfy the entire community of the prophets. Hence
it follows that this feeding cannot be regarded as a
type of the miraculous feedings in the New Testa-

ment, and that we cannot say: " Jesus taught on
a grand scale what Ehjah taught on a small scale "

fDereser) ; still less can the New Testament inci-

dents be regarded as imitations and mythical de-

velopments of this. The Lord Himself, at the

feeding of the five thousand, makes reference, not

to this narrative, but to the feeding of the people
with manna in the wilderness (Ex. xvi 15 sq.), and
He gives to His miracle an express object and sig-

nificance (John vi. 32 sq.)
}
such as we cannot at

all think of in this case. Besides that, however,
the historical connection, the occasion, the persons,

all are utterly different, and the asserted similarity

is reduced finally simply to this, that through the

divine influence a little suffices for many: an alto-

gether ordinary truth which pierces through many
other incidents in the history of redemption, which
are entirely different from this one.

HOMELETICAL AND PRACTICAL.

Vers. 1-7. Krummacheh: The Story of the
poor Widow, (a) Her distress; (b) she seeks re-

fuge in the prophet, and (c) finds it*—Help in

Need, (a) The woman who receives assistance.

(Widow of a God-fearing man, burdened by debt,

and witnout resources; mother of two children,

who are to be taken from her; her faith and trust;

her gratitude. Such are always helped.) (&) The
prophet who assists her. (As a genuine prophet
of God he does not stop his ears to the cry of the

poor, like the creditor, Prov. xxi. 13. He knows
that he who has compassion on the widows and
fatherless thereby serves God, James L 27. Gold
and silver he has not, but he employs the gift

which he has received, and does not stop with
words. Go and do likewise, 1 Peter iv. 10 ; James
fa\ 14-17.)—Wubt. Sum*. : Our Lord and God al-

lows it to come to pass that widows and orphans
are often distressed and harshly treated in order

to try their faith and patience ; if they show them-
selves upright, trust in God, have patience and
pray dfligently, then God helps them marvellously,

blesses a little to them, that they may have ail

necessary maintenance, and may find it sufficient,

and He saves them, at the proper time, from the

hands of their oppressors. With this reflection all

widows and orphans, when they are poor, aban-
doned, and oppressed, must console themselves, if

their nourishment is scanty, and they are besides

unkindly regarded by the world.—Ver. 1. Starke:
A good reputation after death. He feared God!
See to it that thou, also, after thy departure, mayest
with justice have this name, for all, all must de-

part, but he who doeth the will of God abideth

forever (1 John ii. 17).—He who fears God will

not make debts thoughtlessly; but for him who
falls into debt innocently God will find means of

payment in time.

—

Swnmum jus, awn/ma ifywria.

We may be entirely in the right and act perfectly

according to the law, in the eyes of men, while

we are in the wrong and are sinning against the
highest law before God. See James it 13.—Ver.
2. Starke: As God readily hears the cry of the
poor and suffering fPs. cxlv. 18, 19)r so do also His
servants and children.—Vers. 3-5. Cbamer: In
temporal affairs experience must precede and faith

follow ; in spiritual affairs faith must precede, and
then experience follows, for we do not find out the
truth unless belief in God's Word has preceded
(John vii. 17).—Ver. 5. Whatever a man does in

the obedience of faith, whether it appears foolish

or vain in the eyes of the world, is nevertheless
blessed by God, and redounds to his soul's health.

—Ver. 6. Hall: The goodness of God gives grace
according to the measure of those who receive it;

if He ceases to pour it in to our hearts, it is because
there is no more room thero to receive it. If wo
could receive more He would give more.—Ver. 7.

If means are given thee to satisfy thy creditor, let

it be thy first duty to pay him before thou carest
for thyself! He who can pay his debts, but will

not, takes what does not belong to him and sins

against the eighth commandment.

—

Von Geu-
lack: When the Lord gives there is always some
thing left over and above; He never merely takes
away distress, He gives a blessing besides. He
desires, however, that the obligation to our neigh-
bor should first be satisfied before we begin to

enjoy His blessing.

Vers. 8-37. God's Ways with ^s Children.
See Historical, § 3.

—

Bbndeb: Elisha in Shunem.
(a) The kind reception which he there met with

;

(6) the great deeds by which he there glorified the
name of his God.

—

Kbukhaohkb: The Story of
the Shunammite. (a) The shelter at Shunem

; (6)

the grateful guest; (c) the dying boy; (d) Gehazi
with Elisha's staff; (e) the resuscitation of the
dead.—The Shunammite, a woman after God's own
heart Wurt. Summ. : She loved God's word and
His servant, the prophet Elisha, and she did him
much good out of her fortune ; she led a quiet,

modest life, so that she had no affairs at the royal
court or at law ; she held her husband in honor,
and did not wish to undertake any journey with-
out his permission ; she was able to strike a mid-
dle course, and she knew how to conduct herself
so that she did not anger God, nor give offence to

her neighbors.

Vers 8-17. The house at Shunem, a tabernacle
of God amongst men, for there dwelt faith and love
(vers. 8-11), and therefore, also, peace and bless-

ing (vers. 12-17).—Ver. 8. There are always, among
those whose lot it is to have wealth, some who do
not attach their hearts to it (Ps. lxii. 10), and do
not trust in uncertain riches, but in the living God
(1 Tim. vi. 17, 18) ; who have not become satiated

and indifferent in their hearts, but hunger and
thirst after righteousness, and have an earnest de-
sire for the bread of life. The servants of the
Word ought not to withdraw themselves from
these, but advance to meet them in every way.

—

Bkrlkb. Bibel: God always gives to His children

pious hearts, so that they open their houses and
shelter strangers. Though the Gadarenes beg
Him to depart (Luke viii. 37), though there are
Samaritans who will not receive Christ (Luke ix.

52 sq.), yet there is always a good soul which is

glad to take the Lord Jesus and receive Him to it-

self.

—

Bender : He who, like the Shunammite, hon-
ors and loves the Lord, and is anxious to lead a life

in God, honors and loves also the servants of the
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Lord, and seeks their society. He does not seek

them, however, as pleasant companions, or merely
in order to claim their help in bodily need, but
he seeks them as shepherds, as soul-physicians,

as guardians of God's mysteries, and as messen-
gers in Christ's stead.—Vers. 8-11. The Shunam-
mite urges the holy man of God to stay at her

house and to be her guest; she prepares him a
dwelling in her house. He who is more than a
prophet desires to take up his residence with us.

He stands before the door and knocks, and if any
man, Ac, Rev. iiL 20. Let us prepare the dwell-

ing for Him, and pray every day : Come, Lord Je-

sus, be our guest t and : Remain with us, for the

evening is drawing on. 1 sdig ffaua xco man Dick
mtfgenommen, dec (hymn of Spitta), Matt. xxv. 35,

40.—Be hospitable 1 for the sake of the Lord, and
with joy, without murmuring (Rom. xii. 13 ; Heb.
xiii. 2; 1 Peter iv. 9).—Vers. 9-10. How beauti-

ful it is when one spouse incites the other to holy

works of love, and both are in accord therein

;

when husband and wife understand each other well,

and go on uninterruptedly in a bond of pure fidelity

(Gerhardt's hymn: Wie schon isfs doch, dec).—
Starke: Husbands should not restrain their wives
from kind actions toward the children and servants
of God.—Ver. 10. J. Ljutgi: God gives, in this

earthly life, not only what is absolutely necessary,

but also what belongs to easiness of circumstances:
a fact which we ought also to recognize with
thanksgiving.—Ver. 11. Hall: Solitude is most
advantageous for teachers and students (Matt xiv.

23).—Vers. 12-17. What the Lord says, Matt x.

40-42, is fulfilled already here, under the old cove-
nant ; how much more will, it be fulfilled under the
new covenant—The Conversation of Rlisha with
the Shunammite, (a) The question of Klisha. (A
question inspired by gratitude, although the wo-
man had far more reason to thank him than he
her, for cf. 1 Cor. ix. 11.

—

Starke: A noble heart
does not like to receive a favor and make no re-

turn, but recognizes its obligation to return it It

is, however, also a test-question, to see if the Shu-
nammite had received him in the name of a prophet
and not for the sake of a reward, or for any tem-
poral gain. The question as to thy wishes is a
question as to the disposition of thy heart) (ft)

The answer of the Shunammite. ("I dwell," Ac.

She asks no recompense for the good she has done,
she wishes to have nothing to do with the court of
the king, and the great ones of this world, she has
no desire " for high things, but," Ac Rom. xii.

16—a sign of great humility and modesty. Al-
though she lacked that which was essential to

the honor and happiness of an Israelitish wife,

viz., a son, yet she was contented, and no word of
complaint passed her lips—a sign of great con-
tentment He who is godly is also contented, 1

Tim. vi 6, and says : Howsoever he may conduct
my affairs, I am contented and silent)—He who is

at peace with God in his heart, lives in, and pur-
sues, peace with men (Rom. xii. 18 ; Heb. xii. 14).

—Vers. 14-17. The Lord, according to His grace
and truth, remembers even the wishes which we
cherish in silence and do not express before men,
and He often gives to those who yield to His holy
will without murmurs or complaints just that
which they no longer dared to hope for.—It makes
a great difference whether we dou^t of the divine
promises from unbelief; or from humility or want
of confidence in ourselves because we consider

the promises too great and glorious, and ourselves

unworthy of them (Gen. xviii. 13 aj.; John xL
23 gq.).

Vers. 18-21. Happiness andunhappiness, joyand
sorrow, stand, here upon earth, ever side by side.

There is no unalloyed happiness. We are not in the

world simply in order to have happy days; God
sets the day of adversity over-against the day of

prosperity (EccL vii. 14).—Man, in his life, is like

the grass (Ps. ciii. 15, 16). The death of loved

children comes often suddenly, like the UghHinf
from a clear sky, and destroys our joy and out

hopes. Therefore we should possess these gifts

also, as not possessing them, and learn to believe

that God's ways, Ac. (Isai. Iv. 8, 9). The Lord will

not abandon, in days of adversity, him who trusts

in Him in days of prosperity. He who in the lat-

ter has learned sobriety, and maintained his faith,

will not be without wisdom and consolation in the

former, but will be composed in all adversity.—

Ver. 22. Starke: A pious woman doee nothing

without her husband's knowledge, and does not

willingly call his attention to anything by which

he may be saddened.—Ver. 23. Husbands ought

not to put any hindrance in the way of their wives

when they wish to go there where they hope to

find food for their souls, and counsel and consola-

tion from God. 8undays and feast-days are not

instituted merely that we may rest from labor, but

that we may hear the Word of God, and be edified

thereby. This word is not, indeed, bound to any
definite time, it is a well of living water, from

which we may and ought to take at any time, and

satisfy our thirst for knowledge, consolation, and
peace. How many there are, however, of those

who do not do this even on Sundays and feast-

days I—Vers. 26-28. The arrival of the Shunam-
mite at OarmeL (a) She receives a kind welcome
(Osiander: Pious people have hearty love for each
other, and each shares in the other's joy and sorrow,

Rom. xiil 15), but she conceals from Oeliazi that

which troubles her heart (Do not make known at

once to every one you meet that which distresses

you, but keep it to yourself until you find one who
understands you, and whose heart you have tested,

Sirach xxi 28.) (ft) She is thrust away by Gehazi
(Beware lest thou treat harshly sad souls, who are

overcome by grief, and who seek help and consola-

tion, and lest thou thrust them away or judge them
hastily. Sir. iv. 3 : Do not cause still more grief to

a bruised heart

—

Bkrlbb. Bibel: There are many
servants who wish to hinder others from familiarity

because it appears to them too bold. . . Magda*
lens are thrust away from the feet of Jeans Christ,

and the Pharisees are scandalized at them, Luke
vii. 38. Elisha receives this woman in a friendly

manner and listens with sympathy. Sir. vii. 38
"Leave not those who mourn without consolation,

but sorrow with the sorrowing." Come, in thy sor-

row, to Him who calls the sorrowful and the heavy-
laden to himself, and who has said : " Him that

cometh unto me I will in no wise cast out," John
vi 37.)—Vers. 29-31. Gehazi's Mission to Shnnem.
(a) Elisha's intention in sending him

;
(ft) the fail-

ure of his mission (see above, the Exegel and Criti-

cal and the Historical notes). The especial gift

which God has given, out of free grace, to one
man, cannot be transferred by him to another. Let
every one serve the other with that gift which be
has received (1 Peter iv. 10), for we are not mas-
ters of the gifts of God, but only stewards. The
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staff of the prophet is of no use if the spirit and
power of the prophet are wanting. Do not mistake
the sign for the thing signified. It is God alone

who can help, and His help is not dependent on
external instruments and signs.— ! that we might
all say, as this woman did to Elisha, to Him who
is more than a prophet, with firm faith and confi-

dence, from the bottom of the heart: " I will not
leave thee I " (MHnen Jesum lass ich nicht, Ac.)

Then would He also go with us in all need and
trial.—Vers. 32-87. The Resuscitation of the Boy.
(a) The preparation therefor (ver. 33 ; cf. Acts ix.

40; Matt, vi. 6). Eliaha first humbles himself be-

fore the Lord, for he knows that it is He alone

who can kill and make alive. (6) The means of

which he makes use (vers. 34 and 35). He does
sot weary, but continues and struggles in prayer.

The Lord does not allow great deeds to be accom-
plished without battles and struggles, labor and
perseverance, (c) The successful accomplishment
(vers. 35 and 36). Elisha's prayer and conflict are

crowned with success. He may say: There, take
thy son I and the mother falls on her knees, and
may cry: *'Oh! death, where is thy sting? Oh I

grave, where is thy victory ? "—What Elisha did

after long struggle and prayer, He, who is him-
self the resurrection and the life, did with a single

word fLuke vii. 14; John xi 43), that we may be-

lieve tnat " The hour is coming," Ac. (John v. 25

;

xi 26).—Ver. 37. Genuine gratitude and thanks-
giving, when God has done great things for us,

consists in this, that we bow ourselves humbly,
and fall down upon our knees and say: "Lord, I

am not worthy,'* Ac (Gen. xxxil 10).

Vers. 30-44. The high Significance of both the

Acts which Elisha performed among the Pupils of

the Prophets, (a) He makes the poisonous food

healthful (vers. 38-41); (6) he feeds many with a

little (vera. 42-44); (see EittoricaX).—-The sons of

the prophets in time of scarcity. They had to strug-

gle with want and distress, but no want could hin-

der them from entering the community, or could
induce them to separate. Life in common, in faith,

in prayer, in the praise of God, was dearer to them
than pleasant days, and enjoying the pleasures of
sin in this world (Heb. xi. 25). Hence they ex-
perienced also the truth of the words: "I will
never leave thee nor forsake thee " (Heb. xiil 5

;

cf. Ps. xxxiii. 18 and 19).—Ver.' 38. Where unity
of spirit and true love call people together to a
common meal, there is no need of great prepara-
tions and expensive dishes ; they are readily satis-

fled with the simplest food (Prov. xv. 17 ; xvii. 1).—Ver. 39. Calwer Bibel: The poor are here, as
they so often are, in great distress ; the most ne-
cessary means of subsistence often fail them.

—

Ver. 40. Death in the pot I Pear of death ; means
of rescue from it—It is often with spiritual food
as it is with bodily food ; it looks as if it were
healthful and nourishing, i. «., the words are beau-
tiful and attractive, and yet there is soul-poison in

it, which is destructive, if we are not on our guard
against receiving it.—Vers. 42-44 KkuiimaoheHj
The man with the loaves, EliBha's command, Ge-
hazi's confusion.—Ver. 42. By accident a strange
man comes and brings what is needed. How many
time8 that has occurred 1 The Lord sent him and
opened his heart, for, when God has found us
faithful, and perceived no hypocrisy in us, He
comes before we know it, and causes great good
fortune to befall us.—Ver. 43. " Give the people,

that they may eat.*' The Lord gives in order that
we may give, and it is more blessed to give than
to receive (Heb. xiii. 16; Acts xx. 36).—Ver. 44.

What the Lord said: "They shall eat, and shall

leave thereof," holds true still, to day ; all depends
upon His blessing. Ps. cxxvii. 1.

—

Ktburz : God
can bless a little and increase it, so that we shall

find ourselves as well provided for, nay, even have
as much to spare, as many who have much and
yet are not satisfied, because there is no blessing

upon it (Matt iv. 4).

Brf—The heaUfy qftfaamany punishment qf Gshati, and tetotsty ofa UstOM*

Chap. V.-VI. 7.

1 Now Naaman, captain of the host of the king of Syria, was a great man with
his master, and honorable [honored], because by him the Lord bad given-

deliverance unto Syria : he was also a mighty man in valor, but he was a leper.

2 And the Syrians had gone out by* companies [in marauding bands], and had
brought away captive out of the land of Israel a little maid ; and- she waited on

8 Naaman's wife. And she said unto her mistress, Would God my lord were with
4 the prophet that is in Samaria ! for he would recover him of his leprosy. And

one [he, i. 4., Naaman] went in, and told his lord, saying, Thus and thus said

6 the maid that is of the land of Israel. And the king of Syria said, Go to, go,

and I will send a letter unto the king of Israel. And he departed, and took
with him ten talents of silver, and six thousand pieces of gold, and ten changes

6 of raiment. [,] And he brought the letter [omit the letter! to the king of
Israel [the letter], saying [which was to this effect] : Now when this letter is

come unto thee, behold, I have therewith sent Naaman my servant to thee, that

1 thou mavest recover him of his leprosy. And it came to pass, when the king

of Israel had read the letter, that he rent his clothes, and said,'Am I God, to
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kill and to make alive, that this man doth send unto me to recover a man of his

leprosy? Wherefore, [Nay ! only] consider, I pray you, and see how he seeketh

a quarrel against me.
8 And it was so, when Elisha the man of Ood had heard that the king of Israel

had rent his clothes, that he sent to the king, saying, Wherefore hast thou rent

thy clothes ? let him come now to me, aud he shall know [learn] that there is a
9 prophet in Israel So Naaman came with his horses and with his chariot, and

10 stood at the door of the house of Elis'ha. And Elisha sent a messenger unto him,

saying, Go and wash in Jordan seven times, and thy flesh shall come again to

11 thee, and thou shalt be clean. But Naaman was wroth, and went away, and
said, Behold, I thought, he will surely come out to me, and stand, and call on
the name of the Lord his God, and strike his hand over the place, and recover

12 the leper [heal the leprosy]. Are not Abana1 and Pharpar, rivers of Damascus,
better than all the waters of Israel ? mav I not wash in them, and be clean ? So

13 he turned and went away in a rage. And his servants came near, and spake
unto him, and said, My father, if the prophet had bid thee do some great thing,

wouldst thou not have done it f how much rather then, when he saith to thee,

14 Wash, and be clean ? Then he went down, and dipped himself seven times in

Jordan, according to the saying of the man of God : and his flesh came again
like unto the flesh of a little child, and he was clean.

15 And he returned to the man of God, he and all his company, and came, and
stood before him : and he said, Behold, now I know that there is no God in all

the earth, but in Israel : now therefore, I pray thee, take a blessing [token of
16 gratitude from

—

omit ofJ of thy servant. But he said, As the Lord liveth, before

whom I stand, I will receive none. And he urged him to take it / but he
17 refused. And Naaman said, Shall there not then {If not, then let there], I pray

thee, be given to thy servant two mules' burden of earth ? [,] for thy servant
will henceforth offer neither burnt-offering nor sacrifice unto other gods, but

18 unto the Lord.* In this thing the Lora pardon thy servant, [;] that [omit

that] when my master goeth into the house of Rimmon to worship there, and
he leaneth on my hand, and I bow myself in the house of Rimmon : [;] when
I bow down myself 1

in the house of Kimmon, the Lord pardon thy servant in

10 this thing. And he said unto him, Go in peace. So he departed from him a
little way [some distance].

20 But Gehazi, the servant of Elisha the man of God, said, Behold, my master
hath spared Naaman this Syrian, in not receiving at his hands that which he
brought : but, as the Lord liveth, I will run after him, and take somewhat of

21 him. So Gehazi followed after Naaman. And when Naaman saw him running
after him, he lighted down from the chariot to meet him, and said, Is all well ?

22 And he said, All is well. My master hath sent me, saying, Behold, even [just

J

now there be come to me from mount Ephraim two young men of the sons of the
prophets : give them, 1 pray thee, a talent of silver, and two changes of car-

23 ments. And Naaman said, Be content, [pleased to—omit
,] take two talents. And

he urged him, and bound two talents of silver in two bags, with two changes of
garments, and laid them upon two of his servants ; and they bare them before

24 him. And when he came to the tower [hill] he took them from their hand, and
25 bestowed them in the house : and he let the men go, and they departed. But

he went in and stood before his master. And Elisha said unto him, Whence
26 contest thou, Gehazi ? And he said, Thy servant went no whither. And he said

unto him, Went not mine heart with thee^ when the man turned*again from his
chariot to meet thee ? Is it a time to receive money, and to receive garments,
and oliveyards, and vineyards, and sheep, and oxen, and men-servants, and maid

27 servants ? The leprosy therefore of Naaman shall cleave unto thee, and unto
thy seed forever. And he went from his presence a leper as white as snow.
Chap. VI. 1. And the sons of the prophets said unto Elisha, Behold now,

2 the place where we dwell with thee is too strait for us. Let us go, we pray
thee, unto Jordan, and take thence every man a beam, and let us make us a

3 place therej where we may dwelL And he answered, Go ye. And one said,
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4 Be content [pleased], I pray thee
?
and [to] go with thy servants. And he

6 answered, I will go. So he went with them. And when they came to Jordan,
they cat down wood. Bat as one was felling a beam, the axe-head fell into the

6 water : and he cried, and said, Alas, master ! for it was borrowed. And the

man of God said, Where fell it ? And he cut down a stick, and cast it in

7 thither; and [made] the iron did [to—omu did] swim. Therefore said he, Take
it up to thee. And ne pat oat his hand, and took it.

TEXTUAL AHD GRAMMATICAL.

« V«r. ll-[K«rL Amina. SeeJfaiptl.
9 Ver. 1L—\Th» Sept Join the first two word* of the next Terse with thU one, ry frfo*r\ rotfry, because of this thing.

•W. O. B.J

* Yer. 18.—Thenlns proposes to change the last * in TlinTtiPTft to 1 , and It certainly does seem better to do so.

This Is the reedinf of the Sept. (Jv t* wf»*Kvr*iv avrtfr), and of the Vulg. (adoranU «*).—Bahr.

BXEGXTICAL AND CRITICAL.

Yer. L Now Naamsm captain of the host,

Ac The \ with which the narrative begins, is

used as in 1 Kings i 1, and does not mark the

incident as having occurred immediately after the

preceding. We cannot decide certainly whether
it belongs to the time of Jehoram or to that of the

house of Jehu. In any case it refers to a time

when the relations between Syria and Israel were
not hostile. That Naaman was the man who
fatally wounded Ahab is a mere guess of the

rabbis, and it is not strengthened at all by the

statement of Josephus: na2c 6k tiq fiaoifoKbc tov

'Adtfooif, 'Afiavoc bvo/ia. Naaman is called a great

man in so far as he occupied a high position in the

service of the king. The statement : by him the
Lord had given deliverance onto Syria, t. e.,

victory, does not compel us to translate ^n ital

as Thenius does, by "a man of great physical

strength ;" the expression marks his military ability.

Keil takes it as second predicate :
" The man was a

general though a leper," meaning that, although in

Israel lepers were excluded from all human society,

in Syria a leper could fill even a high civil office.

This is certainly unfounded, for lepers were every-

where physically incapable of performing import-

ant duties. pTOD k evidently used by contrast,

whether the omission of the 1 connective sharpens

the contrast (Thenius) or not He was a mighty
military chief, but, on account of his disease, he
could not fulfill his duties. " It is significant that

he who had helped to gain the victory over Israel,

is represented as a leper, who must seek help in

Israel, and who finds it there" (Thenius). [By
whom the Lord had given deliverance. In
consistency with the standing conception of the

Hebrews that Jehovah was the God of all the

earth, it is represented as a dispensation of His
providence that Naaman had won victories for

Syria, c/. chap. xix. 25 and 26.—W. G. 8.] \!jr)K

ver. 3, as in Ps. cxix. 5, utowm. The word rjpK

i &, collect, take up, receive, designates the recep-

tion into the society of men which followed upon
deliverance from leprosy (Numb, xii 14).

Yer. 5. And the kinp of Syria said, Ac. We
see, from the king's readiness, how anxious he was
for the restoration of Naaman. The treasures

which the latter took with him were very valuable

;

we cannot, however, estimate their value accu-
rately. According to Keil 10 talents of silver are
about 25,000 thalers ($18,000), and 6000 shekels of
gold ( = 2 talents) are about 60,000 thalers

($36,000) ; according to Thenius the value would
be 20,000 thalers and 60,000 thalers ($14,400
and $43,200). On the ten changes of raiment, cf.

elfiara ifyftoipd (Odyss. viii. 249). Winer: " An
Oriental is still fond of frequent changes of apparel
(Gen. x)L 14; 1 Sam. xxviii. 8; 2 Sam. xii. 20),

especially of grand dresses at marriages and other

celebrations (Niebuhr, /fewe, L 182)." The royal
letter is abbreviated in ver. 6, for it could not
begin with " Now when." Only the main passage
is given here. The letter was simply a note of
introduction, and we cannot infer from the words

:

That thou mayest recover him of his leprosy,
that the king of Israel was then in a relation ol

dependence to the Syrian king. The king " pro-

bably thought of the prophet, of whom he had
heard so great tilings, as the chief of a sort of
magi ... or as the Israelitish high-priest,

who could probably be induced to undertake, on
behalf of a foreigner, those ceremonies and func-

tions of his office from which so great results were
to be expected, only by the intercession of the

king " (Menken). The king of Israel, however, so

far misunderstood the intention of the letter as to

suppose that he himself was expected to perform
the cure ; he thought Uiat this demand was only a
pretext, in order to bring about a quarrel with him.

He was thereby so frightened and saddened that

he rent his clothes (chap. ii. 12; 1 Kings xxL 27).

The meaning of the words in ver. 7 is : he demauds
of me something which God alone can do, so that it

is clear that he is only seeking a quarrel. To kill

and to make alive is the province of that Divinity

alone who is elevated far above the world
(Deut xxxii. 39; 1 Sam. ii. 6); leprosy was re-

garded as the equivalent of death (Numb, xii. 12);

to deliver from it was to make alive. It is not

probable that the king spoke the words : Where-
fore, consider, in the solemn audience in which
the letter was delivered to him (Thenius): he
uttered this suspicion only in the circle of his most
intimate attendants.

Yer. 8. And it was so when ZUisha the man
of God, Ac. If the arrival of the celebrated

Syrian with his retinue caused a sensation, still

more did the fact that the king rent his clothes ; the

news of it came speedily to the prophet, who was
then in Samaria (ver. 3), and not in Jericho
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64 THE SECOND BOOK OP THE KINGS.

(Krummacher). The king, ia his fright, either

did not think of Elisha, or he did not believe at

all that there was any one who could help in

such a case. Elisha therefore sends to him to re-

mind him that there la a prophet in Israel, t. «.,

that the God who can kill and make alive, the God
Of Israel, in spite of the apostasy of king and
people, yet makes Himself known, in His saving
might, through His servants the prophets.—The
house of Elisha, before the door of which Naaman
stood (ver. 9), was certainly not a palace, but
rather a poor hovel, so tliat the " great man " did

not go in, but waited for the prophet to come out

to him, and receive him in a manner befitting

his rank. This, however, the prophet did not do,

but sent a message to him to instruct him what he
should do. The idea that he did this before
Naaman reached his house (Koster) contradicts the

words of the text. The reason why Klisha did not
oome out was not that he was wanting in polite-

ness, or that he was influenced by priestly pride,

or that he feared the leprosy, or avoided intercourse

with a leper in obedience to the Law (Knobel),
but :

" He wanted to show to Naaman once for all

that this princely magnificence, this splendor of
earthly honor and wealth, did not affect him at all,

and that there was not the least cause in all this

why Naaman should be helped. Furthermore, he
wished to prevent the foreiguer from thinking that

the help came from the prophet, and that he had
the healing power in himself, and also to prevent
him or any other from ascribing the cure to the
application of any external means : for the Syrians
knew as well as the Israelites that the Jordan
ooidd not heal leprosy. . . . Naaman was to

understand tliat he was healed by the grace and
power of Almighty God, at the prayer of the pro-

phet " (Menken).—Thy flesh shall oome again
to thee, &o. In leprosy raw flesh appears and
running sores are formed, so that tlie diseased per-

son dies at last of emaciation and dropsy (Winer,
R-W.-B. Is. 115); the cure, therefore, consists in

the restoration of flesh.

Ver. 11. But Naaman was wroth, Ac. " Not
because he did not meet with becoming honor and
attention, but because none of the religious cere-

monies which he had expected were performed "

(Menken). He himself tells what he had expected

:

Klisha's brief answer sounds to him like scorn.

The river Abana (ver. 12), or, as the keri has it,

Araana, is the Xpvoopf>6ac of the Greeks, now called

Barada or Barady. It rises in Antilebanon, and
flows through Damascus itself in seven arms
(Winer, R.-W.-B. ii. b. 194). Pfiarpar, *.e., the
swift, is hardly the little river Fidscheh, which
flows into the Barada, but the larger, independent
stream Avadsch, south of Damascus (see Thenius
and Keil on the passage). Both rivers, as mountain
streams, have clean fresh water, and Damascus is

celebrated to-day for its pare and healthy water
;

44 whereas the Jordan is
( a deep, sluggish, dis-

colored stream ' (Robinson, ii. 255, ed. of 1841), so
that we understand how Naaman could consider
the rivers of his native country better" (Keil).

The address: My father (ver. 13), is at once
familiar and respectful, as in chap, vi 21, and
1 Sam. xxiv. 1 1 ; the attendants addressed him
with mild words and sought to soothe him.

Thenius' conjecture that *2X ia corrupted from DK

,

if% is utterly unnecessary, -qi . . . -\y\ is a con-

ditional sentence without DK and the object pre-

cedes foremphasis (Keil).—*3 l)M as in 2 Sam, It. XL

—TM ver. 14, means he journeyed down, i a, from

Samaria to the valley of the Jordan.
Ver. 15. And he returned to, Ac. That which

Elisha had aimed at by his direction in ver. 10,

namely, not merely the cure of the leprosy, but
Naaman's conversion by means of it to the one true
God, the God of Israel, was gained, as Naaman
himself acknowledges: Behold, now I know, Ac.
At the same time he desires to show his gratitude
to the man of whom God had made use, and he
begs him earnestly to accept a gift (JTT^Zl as in

Gen. xxxiil 11 ; 1 Sam. xxv. 27 ; xxx. 26). Although
Elisha on other oooaskMis accepted gifts for himself,
or at least for the body of prophet-disciples (cf.

chap. iv. 42), yet in this case he steadily refused
(ver. 16), not certainly from haughty self-assertion

in his dealings with the mat Syrian, but to show
him that the prophet of the God of Israel observed
a different conduct from the heathen priests, who
allowed themselves to be richly rewarded for Uieir
deceitful services ; especially, however, in order to
establish in the mind of the healed man the con-
viction that the God of Israel alone, out of free
grace and pity, had helped him, and that he owed
to tliat God sincere and lasting gratitude. The re-

fusal of Elisha must have made a deep impression
not only upon Naaman, but also upon his eutir*
retinue. As Theodoret observes, there lay at the
bottom of this refusal the feeling that our Lord de-
manded of His disciples :

" Freely ye have received,
freely give."

Ver. 17. And Naaman said: If not, let there,

then, Ac ifa\ = sol t* /ufr, as the Sept. have, not

:

id vis (Vulg.), nor: "And ohl" (Ewald). It

not Naaman's object in his request that he might
take a load of earth with him, to "sacrifice to
Jehovah on this outspread earth, as it were in tlte>

Holy Land itself" (Thenius), but he wished to build
an altar of it Altars were often made of earth

;

the altar of burnt-offering even, according to the
Mosaic Law, was to be of earth (Ex. xx. 24 ; Symbol,
des JIos. Kult. I s. 491). It is almost universally
supposed that Naaman was subject to the " poly-
theistic superstition,n that each country had itn

own deity, who could be worshipped properly only
in it, or on an altar built of its soil (so the latest

commentators: Thenius, Keil, Yon Gerlach, Ac.)*

But if Naaman had cherished the delusion that
every land had its own God, that is to say, that
there were other gods by the side of and besides
the God of Israel, even though they were not so
mighty as He, he would have been in contradiction
with his own words in ver. 15 : 1 know that there
is no God in allthe earth hot in Israel, and he
would not yet have grasped the main point, nor
recognized that truth which forms the distinction

of the Israelitish religion from all others, via., that
Jehovah alone is God, and that there is no other
beside Him (Deut iv. 35; xxxli. 39, &c.). More-
over, the prophet could have passed over this de-
lusion least of all without combating it, not to say
anything of his replying to it :

" (Jo in peace." He
must, at the very least, have called the Syrian's at-

tention to this error. Peter Martyr explain* the
desire to take away a load of earth quite correctly

:

hoc signo suam contestatur fidem erga deum Israelis^
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§t ed terrd, tanquam symboh, voiuit ejus admoneru
Not because he ascribed to this earth an especial

magical power, but because Israel was the land
in which the only true God had revealed and vindi-

cated himself to His people, and now finally to him,

did he wish to erect an altar of this earth, which
should be, in the midst of a heathen country, a sign

and monument of the God of Israel, and a memo-
rial of the prophet of that God. This was why he
did not take the load of earth, as he might have
done, from any indifferent spot, but begged it of
the man through whom he had been brought to a
knowledge of the one true God. His request was,
therefore, the result of a strong and joyful faith

rather than of a heathen delusion. If, in a similar

manner, according to the narrative of Benjamin of
Tudela, cited by Thenius on this passage, the syna-
gogue at Naliardea in Persia was built only of
earth and stone which had been brought from Je-

rusalem, it was so built by the strict monotheistic
Jews, certainly not from "polytheistic supersti-

tion," but for die same reasons for which Naaman
wished to build his altar of sacrifice out of
Israelitish earth. [See bracketed note at the end
of ITwfor. § 1.] >

Yer. 18. In this thing the Lord pardon, Ac.

Rimmon is doubtless a designation of the highest
Syrian divinity, abbreviated from Hadad-Rimmon
(Movers). See above, Ekeg. on I Kings zv. 18. It is

of little importance for us whether the name is de-

rived from DD1 (DTl) I e., to be high, so that it is

equivalent to
ftty (Ps. ix. 2 ; xxi fy or from Jtot

pomegranate (the well-known symbol of the repro-

ductive power).—The expression : And he leaneth
on my hand, designates a service, which apper-

tained to a high official (adjutant) of the king, on oc-

casions whon the latter bowed down or arose, or

performed any similar ceremony. This service was
also executed at the court of the Israelitish kings
(chap. vii. 2, 17). The urgency of the request is

marked by the repetition of the words: when I
bowdown. The meaning of the request is : when I,

in the execution of any duty, accompany my king to

the temple of Rimmon, and bow down when he
bows down, then may that be pardoned me, and
may I not be regarded as worshipping that divinity.

I will not serve, from this time on, any God but Jeho-
vah. Theodoret : eiausv ty& rbv kXq&ttftv irpoeicwfao

Qe&v m ovyyvAusx rv^elv Utrehuv, bri <ty did ri^v

PaaiXix^v aviyKtjv etfeX&elv irpdc rdi> Tptvd&wfiov

#«ir avayKAZoftai. The word TMXPi$1\ , which is

need of prostration before men as well as before

God, and so in itself does not signify a purely re-

ligious act, cannot here be understood of an act of
worship, for, if it could, Naaman would say in ver.

18 the very opposite of what he had promised in

ver. 17, and Elisha could not have responded to

the request that he might worship Rimmon besides

Jehovah with the blessing: " Go in peace." Some
have very unjustly found, in the request that he
might take away a load of earth, and also in the

prayer that he might be forgiven for prostration in

the house of Rimmon, signs that his faith was still

wavering, undecided, and weak. It rather shows
that he had a tender conscience, which desired to

avoid an appearance of denying Jehovah, and
which was forced to speak out its scruples and
have them quieted. Such scruples would not have
occurred to one who was wavering between ser-

vice of God and service of the gods.—According to

KeiL, Elislia meant by the words : Go in peaoa^
ver. 19, to wish for the Syrian, on his departure,

the blessing of God, "without approving or dis-

approving the religious conviction which he had
expressed:" or, according to Von Gerlach, " with-

out entering into the special questions involved."

But the prophet could not return a reply to a request
which proceeded from conscientious scruples, such
as the new convert here presented, nor give a reply
which was at once yes and no, or neither the one nor
the other. Naaman was to proceed on his journey
'* in peace," not in doubt or restless uncertainty.

If his request had been incompatible with a knowl-
edge of the true God, the prophet would have been
forced to show him that it was so ; he could not
have dismissed him with an ordinary, indifferent
" formula of farewell." That he omitted the cor-

rection and dismissed him in peace, shows beyond
question that he acceded to the request

Yer. 19 sq. So he departed from him a little

way, Ac. Literally: a length of country, as in

Gen. xxxv. 16, without definite measure. It cannot
have been very far (a parssang, according to the
Syrian Version, or three and a half English miles,

according to Michaelis). If it had been so far

Gehazi could not have overtaken the horses

(ver. 9).—This Syrian, ver. 20, Vulg. : Syro isti,

i. «., this foreigner, from whom he would have had a
double right to take some reward. The oath : Aa
the Lord liveth, stands in contrast with that of
Elisha, ver. 16. Blinded by his avarice, Gehazi
considers it right before God to take pay, just as
Elisha, in his fidelity, considers it right before God
to accept nothing.—Descent from a vehicle (ver. 21)

is, in the East, a sign of respect from the inferior

to the superior (Winer. A- W.-B. i. *. 601) ; Naaman
honored the prophet in his servant "From
Gehazi's hasty pursuit he infers that something un-

fortunate for the prophot has occurred " (Thenius),

and asks, therefore, Rectene sunt omnia t (Vulg.)

In reply to Geliazi's assertion (ver. 22}, he urges
him to accept two talents, one for each prophet-
disciple, and he causes the money to be borne
before Gehazi in two sacks, as a mark of his eager

willingness. Whether D*tD*in means open-worked,

basket-like sacks, with handles (Thenius), or not,

can hardly be determined from the word.—pDyn

(ver. 24) is not a proper name (Luther), but the hiH

which stood before the house of Elisha, not before

the house of anybody else, an acquaintance, for in-

stance (Clericus).

Ver. 25 and 26. And Elisha said unto him,

&c, The words of Elisha: i£n ^~*6, stand in

evident contrast with the words of Gehazi:

^p?3Jf !^rr>6 1 *nd mean : Thou sayest that thou

didst not go anywhither ; neither did I go away any-

whither, t. c, I was not absent when Naaman de-

scended from the chariot to come to meet thee.

Instead of ** I," the prophet says ^ , my heart

(1 Sam. xvi. 7 ; 1 Kings viii. 39 ; Jerem. xvii. 10,

Ac.X because he was not present there, as Gehazi

was, bodily and visibly, but in spirit, invisibly

(1 Cor. v. 3). Vulgata: Nonne cor meum in pro
senti erat quando, Ac Thenius :

" Did I not go
hence in spirit, and was I not present there ? " It
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is not necessary to take it as a question, however,

as is usually done. The question begins with nyn

.

Ewald takes "my heart" to mean "my favorite,

so that Elisha here rathor refers with a severe

pleasantry to his most intimate follower, who
could so far transgress against his master, although
he was his favorite pupil." It is incredible that

the prophet could have introduced the hard punish-

ment of Gehazi (ver. 27) with a jesting, scornful

question. [This rendering of Ewald: "Had not

my dear pupil gone forth when some one (»". «., Naa-
man) turned back from his chariot to meet thee,"

makes better sense than any other. It is not so

much a jest as it is a sarcastic stripping bare of the

falsehood, and it is not at all inconsistent with the

revulsion of indignation and severity which prompts
the condemnation which follows. Against this ex-

planation, however, is the fact that this meaning for

*a!j cannot be proved. Ewald refers to the Song

of Solomon to justify the explanation, but without
citing particular passages, and the context is so
different in the two cases that the usage could not
be established by its occurrence in that book.

—

"W. G. S.J The explanation of Bottcher is equally
inadmissible: "I, according to my convictions,

could not have prevailed upon my heart . . .

to go." After ver. 16 Elisha no longer needed to

assert this. It was already clear. Maurer's ex-
planation : Non abierat, i. «., evarmerai (Ps. lxxviiL

39), animus meus, h. e., vis divinandi me nequaquam

defecerat, falls, because TJ^H would have to be

taken in a very different sense from what it has in

ver. 25, and because the clear reforence to Gehazi's

words would then be lost [The explanation of
Thenius, practically that of the E. V., is the

best The strain put upon the words to make
them mean, " I did not go away from the interview
between thee aud Naaman," i. e., " I was present at

it," is apparent.—W, G. S.]—la it a time, Ac, i. e.,

" In any other case better than in this, mightest
thou have yielded to thy desire for gold and goods "

rrhenius). Gehazi had not received olive-trees,

«a, but he meant to buy them with the money.
[The form in which the Vulgate translates the
verse is not literally faithful to the original, but it

brings out with great distinctness the antithesis be-

tween the objects Gehazi had in view, and which,
indeed, he had gained, and the other results which
must follow :

" Thou hast indeed received money
wherewith thou mayest buy garments, and olive-

yards, and vineyards, and shtop and oxen, and
men-servanta, and maid-servants; but, also, the
leprosy of Naaman shall cleave unto thee and unto
thy seed forever."] A leper as white as snow
(ver. 27), cf. the same expression, Ex. iv. 6;
Numb. xii. 10, where a similar sudden attack of
this disease takes place. According to Michaelis
this takes place often under great terror or great
affliction. The skin around the diseased spots is

chalk-white (Winer, R-W.-B., i. s. 114). Upon
the words : Unto thee and unto thy seed (pos-

terity) forever, Menken says: "It is the full,

strong expression of excited, deep, yet holy and
just feeling, which dare not and will not lay its

words upon delicate scales, and which, to ex-
press the fulness of its abhorrence or its admira-
tion, of its curse or its blessing, seizes upon a
formula of the vulgar dialects of the country, even

though it may not apply, in syllable and letter, to

the case in hand."
Chap, vi. 1. And the aona of the propheti

said, Ac. This story is to be connected with the
two in chap. iv. 38-44, and is a supplement to

them. Thenius supposes that it stands here " in

order to show that what is said here in ver. 1 did

not take place until long after." The connection
into which Cassel brings it with chap. v. is very
forced, viz. : that the needy community of the pro-

phets forms a contrast to the rich and mighty
military commander ; or, that, in spite of Gehazi's
fall, the number of prophet-disciples had in-

creased so much, that a new house was necessary
for them. Theodoret's connection is at least more
natural: He (Gehazi) sought riches and became a
leper; the company of prophet-disciples, on the
contrary, loved the greatest poverty. It is hardly
possible that the place which had become too small
was in Gilgal (chap. ii. 1 ; iv. 38), for this lay at a
considerable distance from the valley of the Jor-

dan ; the same is true of Bethel. It is more likely

to have been Jericho. The words: Where we
dwell w(th thee (see on chap. iv. 33), show that
the need was of a larger place of assembly, since

the number of prophet-disciples had increased, and
amounted at this time to certainly over a hundred
(chap. iv. 43). There is no reason to find a refer-

ence to dwellings which were to be built for all, as
has been done in the interest of monasteries. They
wished to go to the Jordan (ver. 2), because "its
bank is thickly grown with bushes and trees "

(willows, poplars, and tamarisks. Hitzig on
Jerem. xii. 5), so that the building material was
conveniently at hand. By the following words
they mean : if each one cuts a beam, the work will

soon be accomplished. They beg the prophet to
go with them, not that he may direct the work

—

he was no architect—but because they wish to

have him in their midst, and promise themselves,

from his presence, blessing and success for their

labor.

Ver. 5. But as one was felling a beam, Ac
It has been inferred from friNn , which also occurs

t v r

in the 3d verse, that it was the same one who is

there referred to, but without reason. According

to Hitzig and Thenius the ntf before ^T"13TT
... , . - -

introduces the new, definite subject According
to Keii, it serves to subordinate the noun to the

sentence: " As for the iron, it fell into the water."

In the lament lies also a request for help, which is

strengthened by ^KB* fcttm . The person in ques-

tion had " begged " for the axe, probably because
he was too poor to buy one ; hence the loss grieved
him more than it would have done if it had come
into his possession by gift. Luther's translation

[and that of the E. Vj, "borrowed," is correct

in sense, though not exactly the corresponding
word. The Vulgate has : et hoc ipsum mutuo ac-

ceperam*—The words iron *{P) are translated

by Luther, following the Sept. :
" The iron swam,"

and hence the story, vers. 1-6, is commonly en-

titled " The swimming iron." Thenius and Keil

translate: "And he caused the iron to swim."
But cp¥ does not mean " swim," like nnfe> (Isau xxr.

11), but: overflow (Lament, iii. 54) :
" Waters flowed

over mine head ;
" in the hifil : to cause to overflow

$
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Dent xi 4 : "He made the water of the Red Sea
to overflow them." The word does not occur out
of these two places, in which it is impossible to

translate it by swim and cause to swim. Cf. also

TO?, honeycomb (Ps. xix. 10), from the idea of over-

flowing. Just as Jehovah brought the water .over

the horses and chariots, so that they were under
it, Eliaha here brought the axe over the water, so
that it was no longer concealed by it The Sept
translate : nal &irnr6\aoe rb aifoipov, i. e., and the

iron arose—appeared upon the surface. Hesychius
explains brtiroX&aavrec by kirdvo rov v6aroc

irepuf>ep6jievou If kmiroM^eiv meant swim, it could

not, at the same time, have the meaning: to be
haughty, to exalt one's self impudently (Plut.

Symp. il 1, 12). Hence Theodoret, on the passage,
says correctly: 6 irpo^fyrr^ avfjyaye rb oifiijpiov.

f*&uov yap tpflahjv, napeoKtbaotv hriiroX&aai rb

mdfjpiov. [The translation "swim, 1
' meaning

imply "float," is perfectly allowable for either the

Hebrew word or the Greek one, by which the

Sept render it—W. G. S.l The miracle was not,

therefore, " that the wood which was thrown in

sank, while the iron swam upon the surface"
(Fhilippson), but, that the prophet, by throwing in

the wood, caused the iron to come to the surface,

where the young man could get it Following
many of the rabbis, Vatablus and others, includ-

ing Thenius, have adopted the opinion that Elisha

pierced the hole in the axe with the stick, and so

raised it out of the water. Of this the text says
nothing, it only states that he did bring up the

axe, not, however, how he-did it ; wherefore, it can
only be regarded as a guess when Yon Gerlach
says :

" He thrust the stick into the water, so that

it passed beneath the iron and raised it to the sur-

face."

HISTORICAL AND ETHICAL.

1. Thefirst of the two preceding narratives, which
fills the whole 5th chapter, is one of the most im-
portant in the life and prophetical labor of Elisha,

and this is marked, in fact, by the fulness of de-

tail with which it is narrated. Menken, in his ex-
cellent homilies upon this chapter (see his Schriften

v. $. 77-117), says of it with justice: "This is a
charming testimony to the living God !—a worthy
part of the history of those revelations and mani-
festations of the living God, which, in their con-
nection and continuation through many centuries,

and in their tendency toward one goal and object,

were designed to plant upon earth the knowledge
and the worship of the true God 1 But it offers

besides to our consideration a rich store of reflec-

tions, in which neither heart nor understanding
can refuse a willing participation." There is

hardly a single Old Testament story in which the
character of the Old Testament economy of salva-

tion is mirrored in any such way ; it is a truly pro-

phetical story, that is, an historical prophecy. On
the one side it shows the wonderful providence
and mode of salvation of God, His saving power
and grace, as well as His holy severity, and His
retributive justice; on the other, closely inter-

woven with this, it shows human thought and de-

sire, suffering and action, as well in good as in

evil: it is the scheme of salvation epitomized.
However, when Krummacher says: "We should
rather expect to find it upon a page of the Gospel
than seek it in an Old Testament book," and

affirms: "The baptism of the New Testament
meets us here already in a type which is full of
life," he confounds the economies of the two Tes-
taments. In spite of all its typical force* the story
is specifically an Old Testament one. The main
point, the proof of the whole, and therefore the
thing which is not to be lost sight of, is, that a
foreigner, a heathen, who, moreover, belongs to
the people by which Israel at that time was most
threatened ; a mighty commander, by whose instru-

mentality Jehovah had given victory to the
Syrians, finds help from the " prophet in Israel n

(ver. 8), and comes to a knowledge of the one
true God, the God of IsraeL This is the point, too,

which our Lord lays stress upon (Luke iv. 25-27)
when He, in order to shame and warn His country-
men who were scoffing at Him, refers to the
widow of Sarepta, the foreigner, towhom Elijah was
sent, and then to Naaman the Syrian, whom Elisha
healed. The conjunction of the two is by no means
accidental: both these great prophets of action
testified, during the time of apostasy in Israel, each
of them by an act of assistance towards a foreigner,

that Jehovah, with His might and grace, was not
confined to Israel : that He takes pity upon the
heathen also, and leads them to knowledge, that
His great name may be praised among all nations.

What the later prophets preached by word, Elijah

and Elisha prophesied by acts. As " widows and
orphans " were succored by both (see above on
chap. iv. 1 sq.\ so foreigners are helped by both.
The story of Naaman, therefore, occupies an essen-
tial place in the history of the prophetical work of
Elisha; without it one of the chief points of the

prophetical calling would be wanting in this work.
[We must endeavor to analyze this story more

closely, and to gain a more definite conception of
the course of the incidents. Naaman undoubtedly
had the religious ideas which were universal

throughout ancient heathendom. He regarded
the gods of Syria, which he had been educated to

worship, as real gods. None of them, or of their

priests or prophets, had or could cure him of
leprosy. He heard by chance the fame of Elisha.

as one who wrought wonders in the name of
the God of Israel. No heathen would maintain
that his national divinities were the only true gods.

Sennacherib declared that he was conquering
Judah by the command of Jehovah, whom he rec-

ognized as the god of that country. The heathen
colonists whom the king of Syria brought to popu-
late Samaria, attributed the ravages of the wild
beasts to the fact that the worship of the god of
the country was not provided for. It was the
notion of the heathen that each country had its

god, so that Syrians worshipped Syrian gods, and
Hebrews the Hebrew god. To the heathen this

seemed perfectly natural and correct. On the
other hand, the Hebrews declared that Jehovah
was the one only true God of all the earth, and
that the gods of the heathen were nullities (vanity,

E. V.) Naaman did not violate the principles ofhis
religious education when he went to Elisha ; Aha-
ziah, when he sent to Ekron (chap, i.), did. Naaman
came with a letter from the king of Syria to the Ipng •

of Israel, and he came with gifts, and in pomp—ail

according to heathen ideas of the means of inducing

the thaumaturge to exercise his power. He was to

be armed with the influence of authority and rank

;

he was to appear as a great man, for whom it was
well worth while for the wonder-worker to do what*
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ever he possibly could, and he brought the material

means which his experience among wizards, divin-

ers, soothsayers, and priests, had taught him to re-

gard as indispensable. The king of Israel was ter-

rified at the demand ; but the prophet intervened.

We are surprised at this feature. If Naaman's er-

rand was really to Elisha, the literal words of the

letter would not have been a demand that the king

should heal him (ver. 6), but that he should com-
mand his subject, the prophet, to exercise his powers
on the Syrian's behalf. Thus the king would have
simply referred Naaman to Elisha for the latter to

do what he could. The story is evidently so much
abbreviated at this point that its smoothness is im-

paired. Naaman comes in all his pomp to the door
of Elisha. He receives the prophet's command, and
his words in vers. 11 and 12 bear witness again to

wide and deep heathen conceptions. In ver. 11 he
describes graphically the mode of performance of

the heathen thaumaturge. "I thought, he will

stand " (take up a ceremonious and solemn attitude)
44 and call upon the name of his God " (repeat a for-

' mula of incantation), u and strike his hand upon the

place " (with a solemn gesture) " and remove the

leprosy." Had he come all that journey to be told

to bathe ? -Could water cure leprosy ? If it could,

was there not the pure water of Abana and Pliar-

par, better far than the sluggish and muddy water
of Jordan ? His pomp and state were thrown away

:

the man of God did not even come to look at them.

His high credentials were wasted ; the means of

cure prescribed for him might have been prescribed

for the poorest outcast in Israel. The deep and per-

manent truth of this feature, and also of the proph-

et's refusal to accept money, is apparent. The
difference between the Jehovah-religion and the

heathen religions is sharply portrayed by the con-

trast in each point, between Naaman's expectations

on the one hand, and the prophet's words and
actions on the other. The Syrian's servants sug-

gested to him the sensible reflection that he ought
not to despise the prophet's command. He went,

bathed, and was cleansed. He then returned to

reward the prophet, but found that the prophet
did not give his help as a thing to be paid for.

The Syrian was not to think that the prophet hud
used a power which was his own, and which might
be paid for, whereby the obligation would be dis-

charged. The service came from God; it was a
free act of grace ; a special blessing upon this one,

and he a foreigner, while many Israelitish lepers re-

mained uncleansed (Luke iv. 27). The prophet and
his God were not at the service of any one who
oame and could pay a certain prioe ; they wrought
only where and when there was good reason, and,

when they did so, the recipient of grace lay under
an obligation which he never could discharge. In
regard to Naaman's words :

" Now I know that

Ujere is no God in all the earth but in Israel," a
careful scrutiny shows that the proposition is not
Strictly accurate, for the God of Israel is and was
not only in Israel, but in all the earth. The true

proposition would be : The God of Israel is the ouly

true God, and He reigns over all the earth. In
the very form of his confession Naaman shows
that his mind was still under the bias of the hea-

then idea of local deities, so that he says that there

is no God anywhere else in the world but in Israel.

3To other had been able to heal him ; but Jehovah
had done so by apparently very insignificant means,
hence he esteemed Jehovah true, and esteemed the

others very lightly or not at all It should be no-
ticed also that the conception which he seems to

have reached was that which was held by very
many of the Jews, viz. : that Israel alone had any
God, and that the rest of the world was godless:

their own gods were -nullities, and Jehovah did
not care for them, so that they had no God at all

He determined to devote himself to the worship
of Jehovah for the rest of his days. He there-

fore very naturally, in accordance with the same
idea of local or territorial divinities, asked fo«

earth from Palestine to build an altar for the

worship of Jehovah. He also made one further

request. His duty at his master's court (al-

though it is difficult to understand how a leper

could have had that office) was to attend his

master, and support him when he went to worship
in the temple of the Syrian God, Rimmon. The
idea that Naaman was " converted " to the wor-
ship of Jehovah in such a sense that he went over
to the Hebrew idea of the other gods, is without
foundation. It is a modern idea, which has no
place in this connection. Naaman did not feel

bound at all to keep away from the temple of
Rimmon, as an early Christian would have kept
away from an idol-temple. His last request to the
prophet is, that, when he goes into this temple in

the course of his official duty, it shall not be re-

garded as a violation of his vow to pay all hi$

worship, for the future, to Jehovah, to the neglect
of all other gods. To this the prophet answers :

44 Go in peace," i. e^ your sincere performance of
your vow shall be recognized, and this conduct
shall not be interpreted as a violation of it.—

-

W. G. S.]

2. The healing of Naaman did not take place at
a mere word, but was like all miraculous deeds of
the prophet, attached to some corresponding ex-
ternal means, but to such an one that to it, in

itself, no healing power could be ascribed. This
power must first be conferred upon <t by the
prophet, so that the cure must necessarily be recog-
nized as an act of God, whose instrument and
minister the prophet was. The external means,
a sevenfold bath in Jordan, was a very significant

one. Evidently the prophet had in mind what the
Law prescribed for the purification of a leper.

Such an one was to " bathe himself in water"
(Levit. xiv. 8, 9), and throughout the entire cere-

mony of purification, 4< sevenfoldness " is the rula

(Levit. xiv. 7, J6, 27 ; cf. 51 ; Symbol des Mos. KuiL,
i. s. 196, and ii. 9. 508, 518). The conduct of
Elisha was, therefore, in general analogous to the
ordinance in the Law, and, in so far, it referred
back to the God of Israel, who had given the Law.
Naaman had to bathe in the Jordan because that
is the chief river of the promised land, which flows
through the long and narrow country, so that it is

called simply the land of the Jordan (Pa. xlii. 6).

As Canaan was the land of Israel, so the Jordan
was the river of Israel. Moreover, it had great
importance for the history of Israel From the u pas-
sage of the chosen people " through this water,
which is compared directly with the passage
through the Red Sea (Ps. cxiv. 3, 5), " dated the
existence of the theocracy in Palestine " (Winer,
R- W.-B. i. s. 620). The Jordan was witness, and,

in a certain degree, pledge and warrant of the

might and grace of God, which were revealed in

Israel. It was the water, in and at which Jehovah
had manifested himself as the almighty, helping^
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and saving God of Israel. The fact of being
healed and purified by bathing in this water, was
designed to draw the mind oT the heathen to the
truth, that it is the God of Israel who alone can
help and save, and that He it was who had helped
him ; that he therefore owed' gratitude to this God
alone, and not to the prophet who was only His
servant. We have, then, in this case another proof
that the miracles of the prophet were symbolic
acts, and it is remarkable that the immediate sig-

nificance of Klisha's transaction with Naaman,
although it lies upon its face and is so easily to be
recognized, has been hitherto almost entirely over-
looked. The naturalistic method of explanation is

at a loss to account for this miracle. According
to Knobel (Prophet ii. p. 92-97) :

" Elisha had the
reputation of a good physician among the Syrians
as well as among the Israelites. . . The bath, taken
in obedience to the command of a man of God, was
blessed with an extraordinary efficacy. That this,

however, was not the entire curative process em-
ployed by Elisha is certain (?), though it is not pos-
sible to find out what else he did to Naaman." To
relegate the entire story to the domain of myth or
legend, on account of the miracle, is the least ad-

missible course to pursue. This story bears in

jleelf the impress of historical genuineness, if ever

One did, by virtue of its simplicity, its moderate
Statements, its numerous characteristic details,

and its purely objective representation. To invent
inch a story is impossible ; and it can occur to no
one who understands the matter that Naaman is a
mythical person. The remark of Koster (Die

Prophet 8. 89) :
" The whole story is meant to show

that miracles were always intended to extend the
worship of Jehovah," is unsatisfactory, because
this was evidently not the case in many miracles,

and especially in all the rest which are recorded
of Elisha (cf. chap. iv.). [The most important and
most instructive feature of the story seems to be
overlooked by our author. It was not the water
either of Jordan or of Abana which could heal, it

was the obedience of this haughty general to a man-
date which seemed to him frivolous and absurd.
In the gospels faith is the first requisite in similar

cases of healing, and so it was here also—faith and
obedience. Naaman came with his mind all made
up as to ?tow he was to be healed, and he turned
away in anger and disgust from the course which
the prophet prescribed. Yet, when he turned
back, even with a lame and half-doubting faith,

and a half-unwilling obedience, he was healed.

This is the permanent truth which is involved in

the story. Naaman was a type of the rationalist

whose philosophy provides him with a priori

dogmas by which he measures everything which
is proposed to his faith. He turns away in con-
tempt where faith would heal him. That is the
truth which the story serves to enforce.—
W. G. 8.]

3. In the acknowledgment with which Naaman
returns to the prophet after being healed, the
story reaches its climax : all the ways in which
God led this man tended to this end. With the
words :

" Behold, now I know that there is no
God in all the earth, but in Israel," he renounces
the fundamental error of heathenism on the one
hand, viz.: that every nation had its own god,
and on the other hand he acknowledges that there
is only one God on earth, and that He reveals

himself in Israel. He does not, therefore, ex-

change one national god for another, but declares
that Jehovah is the first and the last, and that there
is no God beside Him (Isal xliv. 6), that the whole
earth belongs to Him (Ex. xix, 6), and that this

God haa chosen the people of Israel for the salva-

tion of all nations, and revealed himself to them.
This is the kernel of Naaman's confession, that he
does not merely turn from Polytheism to Mono*
theism, but recognizes the God who has revealed
himself to Israel as the one living God. There*
fore, also, this land, which God promised and gave
to his people, is for him a holy land (cf. Dan. xi.

16, 41 ; Ps. xxxvii. 9, 29 ; Prov. ii. 21 sq.). There-
fore he wishes to take earth from this country that
he may sacrifice thereon to its God. Such a confes*

sion from the mouth of a heathen would be incom*
prehensible, especially from one who had the dis-

position which Naaman showed before he was
healed (vers. 11 and 12), ifsomething extraordinary

and miraculous had not taken place. For unfaith-

ful, wavering Israel, which had had a far wider
experience of the might and glory of its God thai)

Naaman, this confession was a source of shame,
of warning, and of reproof.

4. Naaman's request (ver. 18) and Elisha'8 reply

(ver. 19) have been made the text of extended
theological treatises (cf. Buddeus' Hist Eccles. ii.

p. 360 sq.). For instance: it has been inferred

that, under certain circumstances, it is permitted
to participate in the ceremonies of a religion one
recognizes as erroneous. Among Roman Catholics

the passage has been used to justify the conduct
of missionaries who permitted the newly-converted
heathen to continue to observe pagan ceremonies;
amoug Protestants, as Starke says, " Some have
drawn the conclusion that an attendant of a
prince or king might accompany him to Mass, and
do him service there, if he was in the service of
the prince before the latter was converted to a
false worship of God. Such a case was that of

John of Saxony, whom the Emperor Charles V.
asked to carry the sword in procession as Grand
Marshal of the empire, when ihe emperor went in

solemn state to Mass." Tho passage does not
however, give a general rule for all times and all

places, because the case of Naaman belongs en-

tirely to the Old Testament, and could not now
occur. If Naaman ought not to have continued to

exercise his office about the person of his king

any longer, then he must have given up, not only
his influential position, but also his fatherland and
his nationality, and must have become an Israelite,

and that too at a time when there was so much
apostasy in Israel itself. The entire object of his

being healed, viz., that he, in the midst of a
heathen nation, which was hostile to Israel, might
be a witness and an actual confessor of the God
of Israel, and might carry His name into another

country, would have been frustrated. Elisha,

who had this object before all else in view, does
not, therefore, raise any objections to his request

;

he invokes upon him "peace" at his departure;

and, " since he perceives that Naaman's purposes

are pure, he leaves him to the direction of God, as
the one who will guide his conscience " (Jo. Lange).

Cassel (Elisha, s. 89) not improperly draws atten-

tion here to the difference between the conduct of

Naaman and that of Themistocles in a similar case.

The latter found it necessary to appear before the

Persian king, and there prostrate himself before

him, according to the Persian custom. As he,
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however, considered this unworthy of a Greek, he
had recourse to the stratagem of allowing his ring

to fall, and then, as he picked it up, he bowed
before the throne, and so thought that he had
given satisfaction both to his conscience and to

the king. "Naaman did not wish to act thus.

He was not willing to deceive or act the hypocrite,

for he knew that his God could see through the

stratagem, and would not permit Himself to be de-

ceived, although men might think that they had
concealed their hearts." [There is no reason
whatever to suppose that Naaman knew all that

;

and the heinousness of this stratagem of Themis-
tocles was very different from that of an hypocrit-

ical act of worship. Why should we imagine that

Naaman, after he was cleansed of leprosy, had the

clear conceptions, the pure piety, and the delicate

conscience of a modern Christian? Furthermore, it

seems that, if the words of the author above are
pressed, he will be made to say that any one may
engage in hypocritical acts of worship, if he can,

by so doing, remain in a position where lie can
make proselytes I The object of the miracle was
not to make a proselyte of Naaman (see above,
bracketed note at the end of § 1). The Israelites,

at this period, made no effort whatever to gain
proselytes. The opportunity offered to glorify the
God of Israel before a heathen of rank, and it was
done. He naturally turned, as a consequence, to

the worship of Jehovah, as superior to all other
gods. In the addition to § 1, it is stated what Naa-
man meant byNthis request, and what the signifi-

cance of the prophet's answer was.—W. G. Sj
6. Gehazi's transgression and its punishment are

to be estimated principally from the historical-

theocratical, and not alone from the moral stand-
point His act was not a product of mere vulgar
avarice, which shrinks back from no falsehood.

By it he made his master, all of whose intercourse
with him ought to have exercised a purifying in-

fluence upon him, a liar, and his oath j(ver. 16) an
empty phrase. He did not leave Naaman with
the undimmed conviction that all the grace he had
experienced had come to him gratis, and that
" there was a prophet in Israel." He did not fear

to stain the work which God had done upon a
heathen for the glory of His name, and thereby he
denied the Holy One, whose might he had just
seen manifested upon Naaman. The words which
Peter used of Ananias were true of him : " Thou
hast not lied unto men but unto God " (Acts v. 4).

His act was a betrayal of the prophet, of Naaman,
and of Jehovah. " A thousand deceits and dis-

honesties might have been committed, by all of
which not one of the dear and holy interests would
have been injured, which in this case were in

danger, and which, by this act, were criminally
and faithlessly betrayed " (Menken). Hence it in-

curred so severe a punishment, which was not
arbitrarily or indifferently chosen, but which pro-
ceeded out of the transgression, and corresponded
to it. The leprosy of Naaman (ver. 27) became the
leprosy of Gehazi ; as Naaman was a living monu-
ment of the saving might and grace of Jehovah,
bo Gehazi was a monument of the retributive jus-

tice of the Holy One in Israel ; a living warning
and threat for the entire people. By his conversion
Naaman was taken up into God's community of
redemption in Israel; by his unfaithfulness and
denial of this God, Gehazi brings down upon
himself the punishment which excludes him from

the society of the prophet-disciples, and of the
entire covenant people. Finally, as Naaman's
cure and conversion was a physical prophecy that

God will have pity upon the heathen also, and will

receive them into His covenant of grace, bo Ge-
hazi's leprosy prophesied the rejection of the
people of Israel who should abandon the cove-

nant of grace, and persevere in apostasy (Matt, viiii

11, 12,xxi. 43).

6. The second narrative (chap. vi. 1-7) relates

the last of the acts of Elisha which concern indi-

viduals. It is distinguished from the two men-
tioned above, which likewise took place in the

circle of the prophet-disciples (chap. iv. 38-44), by
the circumstance that here help is given in need
to one person, not, as there, to the entire society.

The number of the prophet-disciples had become
so great, that the construction of another building

had become necessary. Here now was to be
shown how each separate individual of the com-
pany might be consoled by the help of Jehovah
even in the slightest need. The loss of the axe,

even Chough it had been "begged for," was very
slight in itself; but for a poor man, who did not
even possess the necessary implements for cut-

ting wood, a greater one than it would be for

a rich man, if all his treasures should fall into

the water. As before God there is no respect of
persons, prince or beggar being all one, so there
is also before Him no independent value in things

;

what is small and insignificant for one person,

being great and important for another. The lilies

of the field, which bloom to-day and to-morrow
are cast into the oven, are as glorious before God
as Solomon in all his glory (Matt, vi 28-30). His
might and goodness are revealed in the smallest

detail as well as in the greatest combination. HA
helps in what are apparently the smallest interests

of the individual, as well as in the greatest affairs

of entire nations, and He rules with His grace
especially over those who keep His covenant, and
turn to him in all the necessities of life. That is

the great truth which this little story proclaims,

andjust for the sake of this truth, it was " thought
worthy to be inserted in the history of the theo-

cracy " (Hess). The restoration of the axe, where-
by aid was given to the prophet-disciple in his

need, strengthened all the others in the faith that
the God in whose honor they were erecting the
building was with them, and would accompany
their work with His blessing ; they worked now
only the more zealously and gladly.

7. The swimming iron, which is the title ordi-

narily given to this narrative, is an entirely incor-

rect designation of it It has the literal meaning
of the text against it, and it misleads to the opinion
that the only point of the story is, that Elisha
also made iron swim upon water like wood.
What significance, however, would such a miracle
have under these circumstances? It would not
have any proper force, either for the prophet-
disciple himself, or for the construction of the
building, and would be nothing more than a feat

of the divine omnipotence, without either moral
or religious foundation, and at most only a thing
to excite astonishment. This object has indeed
been suggested: "the prophet-disciples were to
learn here, that God had not only made the
forces which have sway in nature, but, also, that
He directs them continually ; that He makes that
oasy which is hard, when we only pray him to do
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to in a just cause " (Yon Schlusser). In that case,

however, every connection with the building of
the house would be wanting, and one does not see
why so general a truth should be made known to

the prophet-disciples precisely on the occasion of
the loss of an axe, which its owner liad begged
for or borrowed. The same objection applies with
still more force to the opinion that the miracle of
the floating iron proclaimed the following: "A
light thing raises a heavy thing from the deep . . .

The world's history shows that in the miraculous
providence of God, that which is heavy is raised

by that which is light . . . Iron is the symbol of
sin ; wood, however, serves for peace, reconcilia-

tion, sacrifice. ... He who died upon the wood
made all sin powerless; raised it up out of the
deep where it lay buried, in history and in the in-

dividual man" (Cassel, Elisa, s. 100-106). This
allegorical explanation, which is, to begin with,
arbitrary and unfounded, overlooks, from the out-

set, the fact that it is not a question here of a piece
of heavy metal, iron in general, but rather of a
definite implement, which was necessary for cutting
timber, of an axe which had been lost, and of the
poor man who had lost it, after begging for it, and
for whom it was to be recovered. In this misfor-

tune the prophet helped him, and this is the main
point ; not the fact that the iron floated. Accord-
ing to the naturalistic explanation Elisha " pierced
the hole in the axe with the pointed stick, and so
lifted it up " (Knobel, Der PropK il «. 98) ; and
Roster (Die iVqpA. *. 90) says: " It was very cor-

rectly asserted, even by the- Jewish expositors,

that this was no miracle. (Buddeus, p. 364, opposes,

and maintains the miracle, but cannot tell what
was the use of the sharpened stick.) The axe had
flown from the handle; Elisha pierced a stick into

the aperture of it, and brought it up. The edify-

ing application of it was, that presence of mind be-

comes a prophet, and is valuable even in the slight

affaire of every-day life." But the text says
nothing about what would here be the main point,

viz.: the sharpening of the stick. 3¥p (ver 6)

does not mean to point, to sharpen, but only to

chop off (Gesenius). Besides, it is clear that the
narrative is not intended to tell of some ordinary
incident, which any one could do in every-day life

without especial "presence of mind," but of an
act which only a prophet, by virtue of the spirit

of Jehovah, could do. That he made use for this

purpose of an external physical means is true not
only here, but also in the case of all his miraculous
deeds {cf. 1 Kings xvii., EisL % 5).

HOMILETICAL AND PRACTICAL.

Vera. 1-19. The Story of Naaman. (a) His
Illness (vers. 1-8); (ft) his cure (vers. 9-14); (c) his

conversion (vers. 16-19).—Vers. 1-8. Bender:
Naaman ; a consideration (a) of the discipline of
suffering under which he was

;
(b) of the star of

hope which arose for him in his misfortune
;
(e) of

the path in which he was led by this hope.—Ver. 1.

Mbjtten : Everywhere where there is, or seems to

be, something great and fortunate, there is also a
alight discordant "but," which, like a fafte note
in a melody, mars the perfectness of the good-
fortune. A worm gnaws at everything pertaining

to this world ; and everything here below carries

the germs of death in itself. . . . We ought to

consider all human suffering and misery worthy of
consideration, wherever we find it. It is found
everywhere; it dwells in the palace and in the
hovel ; it is interwoven with the life of prince and
beggar; and it is inseparable from all worldly
happiness. This is to the end that we mat
perceive and be. convinced that there is nothing
earthly with which a man should be contented,
and in which he can find true rest and the ever-

enduring peace of the soul, and therefore that
the poor and lowly have no reason to envy the
rich and great That which makes us happy in

truth and for eternity does not depend upon rank
or upon wealth.—Calwbr Bibel : God treated this

heathen in the way in which He is accustomed to
treat His children. Just as He is wont to give to

them, together with everything joyful which He
grants them, also something incidental to restrain

their pride, that they may remain humble, and
may learn to seek God, so that He may still further
glorify himself in them, so He visited this great
military chief, whom He had so magnified in other
respects, with a disease, which should make him
humble, and teach him to seek further grace. That
which seems to us and to all the world to be the
greatest misfortune, and which is mourned as
such, is often, according to God's wise counsel, the
way to our highest good-fortune and welfare.

The Lord says: "What I do thou knowest not
now " Ac. (John xiii 1 ; Heb. xii. 11).

Vers. 2 and 3. Krumcacher: The Foreign
Slave-Girl, (a) The momentous purchase

;
(b) the

development of the seed of true religion in a
heathen land

;
(c) the earnest ray of hope in the

dark night of sorrow. The Little Girl from the
Land of Israel, (a) Her heavy lot (such an one
as that of Joseph and DanieL

—

Menken: Torn
from her friends, led away from her people and
her fatherland, sold in a foreign country, slave of a
heathen, she was a stranger to the joys of youth
and the pleasure of life, and sadness and sorrow
overclouded her life. How often may she, seized by
yearning for the land of her childhood and youth,
by longing for father and mother, have cried out
to God. She could endure all this because she
had learned in early youth to know the God whose
eye overlooks all countries, and who holds His
hand over all who heartily depend on Him. . How
necessary it is that parents should early make
their children acquainted with the living God and
His holy Word, that they may learn to yield them-
selves to His ways, and may have a light and staff

in the dark valley)
; (6) her good advice. (It came

from a heart which was full of sympathy for the
trouble of her master, and which did not, like so

many, serve with mere eye-service to please men.
It was like a sun arising in a dark night, and it

was the first movement towards Naaman's salva-

tion in body and soul, and towards the glorifica-

tion of the living God among the heathen. How
great things the little maid brought about without
knowing it. God often makes use of the most in-

significant instruments (1 Cor. L 28) for building

up His kingdom and for spreading abroad His
name. The least important person in the house-

hold becomes a living proof of the all-controlling,

loving care and providence of God, and of the

declaration, Isai. lv. 9.)—Ver. 4. Cramer: One
ought not to despise the counsel of even insigni-

ficant persons, for God can accomplish great things

even by means of these.—Cassel: When the
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great and mighty are so bowed down that they
do not know where else to get help, they listen

even to a child. Nay: such are we alL When
the waves reach to our heads we begin to listen

to anything ; no advice is too contemptible for us

;

no person too insignificant for us to be willing to

listen.—Ver. 4-T. Naaman's Journey to Samaria,
(a) The equipment for it (The king gives him a
letter of introduction : he departs with great pomp,
with horses and chariots, and be takes with him
rich treasures for gifts. Provided with all this,

he has a firm hope of attaining his object. Rank,
might, and wealth, those are the things in which a
man hopes who has not yet learned to know the
living God; but the Scripture says: •• Put not your
trust," *c » Ps.cxlvi 3, 6; cxviiL 9; and: "A horse
is a vain thing," Ac, Ps. xxxiii 17; and: "We
brought nothing into," Ac, 1 Tim. vl 7.) (6) The
Reception in Samaria. (The king is terrified

because he has a bad conscience, Job xv. 21;
Wisdom xvii 1 1. 8uch a man always finds more
in a letter than it says. Those who do not trust

God do not trust one another. In his terror he is

at a loss what to do. The king of Israel does not
know what the little maid knew (ver. 3). In mat-
ters of the kingdom of God the humble and lowly
have often more experience than the great, Matt,

xi 25 ; 1 Oor. L 27, 28. Naaman was to be made
to feel this, Sirach 11 10 ; Ps. lxxxviii. 5, in order
that ho might come to Him from whom alone help
can come, Ps. iii. 8 ; lxviii. 20).—Ver. 6. Great men,
who ate accustomed to find every one ready to do
their will, often believe, in their blindness, that they
can command that to be done which only God can
do.—Ver. 7. What good does it do to believe in a
God who can kill and make alive, if one does not
fear Him and bow before Him ; does not seek Him,
and therefore does not find Him ? (James ii. 19).

Vers. 8-14. The Healing of Naaman. (a) The
conduct of the prophet (vers. 8, 10, 14) ;

(b) Naa-
man's behavior under it (vers. 9, 11-13).—Ver. 8.

Cramer: When faithful servants of God see that
the unbelief of the godless redounds to God's dis-

honor, ihey hasten to oppose H. God spoke and
made 'mown His mercy by the prophets iu Israel

many times and in many ways. Last of all. He
revr.tfed Himself by His Son, who is the " bright-

nero of His glory, and the express image of His
perron " (Heb. L 1-3). He speaks to all who have
to console the sorrowing or counsel the despair-

ing : Let them come to me that they may learn that

a Saviour has come into the world, who restores the
sorrowful and heavy-laden, and in whom they can
find rest for their bouIsA-Cassel: In Israel a
prophet is never wanting ; He lives who goes ever
with us ; He lives who has washed all wounds in

His blood; though all the world should fall in

ruins, my Saviour and my prophet lives.—Vers.

9, 10. Horses and chariots, external grandeur and
display, must often be employed to conceal inter-

nal misery from the eyes of the world, and to im-
pose upon it A genuine man of God does not,

however, allow himself to be deceived, or to be
bribed by pomp and display, but he speaks out
whatever God commands, whether it pleases the
world or not In human affairs the word of the
Apostle applies: "Be kindly affectioned one to

another," Ac., Rom. xil 10. In divine matters,

however, when the recognition of truth, and the
honor of God, and the glory of His name, are at
stake, a servants God ought not to be governed

by the rules of worldly politeness, but only to be
guided by that which will contribute to the salva*

tion of souls. It often requires far more self-denial

to resist the great than to yield to them ; not all

is priestly pride which seems to the world to be
such. That which Naaman believed to be con*
tempt and rudeness really proceeded, in the case
of Elisha, from genuine love to him, and humility
and obedience to God.—Ver. 11 sq. Menken:
This man, convinced of the inadequacy of all hu*
man and earthly means to relieve his misfortune,
seeks- divine help, and when he finds it, and it m
before him, so that he only needs to reach out his
hands and take it, he is dissatisfied, and complains
of the divine help, on account of its peculiar form
and character; he turns away from it with eager
as from something worthless. And why ? Simply
on account of his prejudice ; because he had made
up his mind that what was divine must take place
in another way, that its form of acting and help-
ing must be different He did not stop and ask
himself whether he had reason and right for hia
expectation, nor whether the peculiarity of speech,
action, and relief, which displeased him, was un-
becoming to what was divine. Trusting to his
prejudice without scrapie or investigation as to its

justice, as it were to an oracle, t. c, trusting to
himself as possessing an infailihle insight, he de-
parts. How faithful and true the old picture is I

How fresh and new it is, as if men of to-day had
sat for it I Ask thousands, who are devoted to

human pursuits with enthusiasm and seal, and
who leave what is holy and divine in contemptu-
ous neglect, why they do so, and they will be able
to give but this one answer: I thought that the
divine must speak, and act, and will, and work, in
a different way from this; I cannot reconcile it

with my opinion ; if I should accept this I should
have to throw away my opinion, and that of the
public and the time.—Observe this now well, and
do not think it of little importance. This **I

thought !
" is the most mighty of all mighty things

on earth, and even if it is not the most ruinous of
all ruinous things, it is yet certainly the most un-
fortunate of all unfortunate ones. This " I thought n

brought sin and misery and death into the world,
and it prevents redemption from sin and death in
the case of thousands. These thousands, if they
perish in their opinion, will begin the next life

with " I thought 1"

—

Calwer Bibel: How com-
mon it is for men to prescribe to God the ways of
His providence and the modes of His assistance I

Just in order to break this self-will, and to awaken
and test our faith and our patience, God must act
contrary to our prejudice.

—

Richter : How many
a one asks in unbelief: how can water do so great
things? Water does not indeed do it, but the
word of God, which is in and with the water.

—

The Means by which Naaman was made whole*
(a) Their apparent insignificance; (6) their real

significance (see Histor. §§ 1 and 2).

—

Menken:
Blessed is he who is not offended because of me,
said once He, in whom and through whom the di-

vine appeared to men in its purest and most glo-

rious form, and in its deepest and directest sense.

Thereby He showed conclusively that the divine

has a peculiarity on account of which it is and
must be opposed to the perverse sense of sinful

men. Therefore we call that man blessed who
can believe the divine, and to whom the bumble
form in which it appears' here below is no canst
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of mistake, and whom the simplicity in which it

is dressed for the sake of truth, and the humility

with which it is clad for the sake of love, offends

so little that he admires and honors and loves it

all the more exactly on this account.

—

Cf. 1 Cor. i.

20-29.—Naaman became angry on account of the

message which the prophet sent to him. 80 now
also the message of salvation is received with an-

ger because it opposes the opinion and the pride

of the natural man, who is not willing to admit
that he is a poor sinner, and diseased, and in need
of salvation (James i 21). That which is offered

as a means of life and peace, becomes thus all the

greater cause of destruction.

—

Luther : The world
wants to earn heaven from God, although He pro-

claims through the world : I will be your God ; I

will give it to you out of free grace, and I will

make you blessed without a price. [Naaman as a
Type of tlie Rationalist The a priori notions which
men form, which become prejudices in their minds,

and by which they measure things. They invent

a God in their own minds and go to the Bible to

see if they find the same God there; if not, they
reject Him. They form a priori notions of Christ,

of the Bible, of religion, and the way in which re-

ligion ought to be presented to them, of prayer, of
Providence, of the sacraments, Jtc If these are

not satisfied they turn away angry. If the diseases

of their souls cannot be healed as they have made
up their minds that they ought to be healed, then
they will not have them healed at all. See Histor. 1

and 3, with translator's additions.—W. G.S.]—Ver.

13. " The kingdom of God coraeth not with obser-

vation ;

n " it is not in word but in power " (Luke
xvii. 20; 1 Cor. iv. 20).

—

Menken: Thousands, who
are sad and heavy-laden under the consciousness
of the spiritual misery of sin and death . . .

would be glad if the Word would order them to

the utmost end of the earth, and would command
them to make the pilgrimage without shoes under
their feet, or covering upon their heads, and to

give all their goods to the poor, and to brand and
torture their bodies with chastisements, because
that would correspond to their sensual feeling, and
to their preconceived opinion; but they cannot re-

concile themselves to the gospel of the grace of

God, that He sent His Son into the world as a

propitiation for sin (1 John iv. 10).—Servants and
subordinates caunot better prove their love and
fidelity to their masters than by dissuading them
from angry and violent steps by friendly and hum-
ble words—not by falling in with and encouraging
their temper. (Prov. xv. 1).—Ver. 14* Kruuma-
Cher: It is a great thing, when a man is willing

from his heart to submit himself to the ordinances

which God has established for his salvation.

—

Ben-
der: The divine means of grace of the Church are

for us what the Jordan was for Naaman. We are

called to profit by them by the Holy Ghost, who
will therein enlighten us by His gifts, and sanctify

and strengthen us in the faith. As Naaman was
healed gratis of his leprosy, which threatened him
with death, so that his flesh became like that of a
little child, so are we, through tlie compassion of

God, which was revealed in Christ, purified from sin

and saved through the " washing of regeneration,

and renewing of the Holy Ghost," so that we may
be first-fruits of His creatures, and, as such, heirs

of eternal life (Titus iii. 5 sq.\ James i. 18).

Vers. 14-19. Bender: The Healing of Naaman.
(a) The act of God; (b) Naamans confession; (c)

his gratitude; (d) his especial request.—Ver. 15.

He who has come to faith in the living God, who
revealed himself to Israel by His prophets, and to

us by His Son, feels an impulsion to confess this

faith with joy before men. Without faith there is

no confession, and without confession there is no
faith (Ps. cxvi 10; Rom. x. 10).—J. Lanob: That
knowledge of God which is won by experience of
the purification of tlie heart, and which is enjoyed
in the sweet and quiet peace of the soul, is the on!/
real, genuine, and saving knowledge.

—

Starke:
Nothing is impossible for faith. It can make of ft

proud and boastful soldier a pious and humble ser-

vant of God (Mark ix. 23). Naaman gave with
joy, and God loveth a cheerful giver. He gar*
not only because he had been healed, but because
he had come to a knowledge of the true God. Af-
ter God we owe gratitude to none so much as to
those who have brought us to a knowledge of God
and a recognition of the truth.—Ver. 16. Menken:
Godly and holy men, who have devoted their lives

to the service and witness of the divine truth
among men, have always had two peculiarities,

which bad men have never been able to imitate

:

freedom from all lore of gain, and, in neglect of
the praise and honor of the world, a pure looking-
up to the Father, "who seeth in secret" (ActsviH.
18-20).

—

Starke: True Godliness knows when to
open the hand and when to close it (Sir. iv. 36).—
A servant of God must always firmly ward off

whatever might cast the least evil appearance upon
the purity and fidelity of his service to his master.
—Vers. 17-19. Nanmans Two Requests, as testi-

monies to his firm and decided faith (see Historical,

§§ 1, 4). (a) The altar built of the soil of Israel in
a foreign land was an indicator of the way to Israel

and to Israel's God ; a physical confession which
required strong courage, for it might call down per-

secution, disgrace, and death. So now it is an act
of faith when a messenger of the faith sets up the
cross in the midst of a mighty heathen people.

How deeply does Naaman shame the Christians

who, even among Christians and in Christian coun-
tries, do not dare to confess Christ by word and
deed, {b) The prayer for indulgence came from a
fine and tender conscience, which makes an earnest
thing of its faith ; to which all hypocrisy is loath-

some ; which is not willing to lean both ways, but
demands confidence and certainty as to whether
what it does and what it leaves undone are right

in the sight of God, and whether it is maintaining
the grace it has won. How rare are those in our
times who, in matters of religion, are equally scru-

pulous!—Ver. 17. Oas8EL: As Naaman was the
type of the converted heathen world, and he car-

ried the soil of Palestine to Aram, so did the hea-
then carry over into their own lands, together with
Christianity, the doctrine, life, disposition, and
spirit, which had flourished in the Holy Land, and
thereby they established for themselves a new
home. . . . When we hear here and there in
Christian lands tlie names Bethany, Bethlehem,
Zion, Ac, what are they but holy places trans-
ferred, in their spirit, from their original location
into our life and thought and feeling. In thy re-

ligious observances the main point is not the cor-

rectness and truth of thy knowledge, or of the
doctrine which thou professest, but the truth and
purity of thine own character. What one may do
under his circumstances without violating his con-
science, the conscience of another, under other dr-
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cumstances, will forbid him to do. We have no
right to judge him : to the Lord each ono stands or

falls (Rom. xiv. 1-1).

—

Menken: The higher a man
stands in the world, and the more important he
has made his position, the more is he bound.—Yer.

19. When a man has been heartily converted, and
earnestly strives to enter in at the straight gate,

we ought not to make harder for him what is al-

ready hard, and we ought not to make demands of

him whiclu according to the circumstances in which
God has placed him, he cannot fulfill, but look to the

main point and not the incidental or external tilings,

leaving him with prayer to the gracious guidance

of God, who will complote the work of grace which
He has begun in him. God makes the sincere to

succeed.

—

Menken : One does not know what to

admire most in Eliaha's mild and simple answer,

the clear and correct insight into a genuine heart

experience, which, whatever may surround and ob-

scure the main point, still seizes this quickly and
clearly ; or the holy moderation which, even in the

case where it is its prerogative to urge, limit, bind,

loose, or burden, still restrains itself; or the pure
humanity of disposition, which can so thoroughly
sympathize, so completely put itself in the position

and at the stand-point of the other. The . knowl-
edge of the living God, and the experience of His
saving grace, is the fountain of all peace, with
which alone a man can go gladly on his way.

Vers. 19-27 (cf. Histor.% 5). Bender: Gehazi,

the False Prophet-Disciple, (a) His disposition;

fb) his procedure
;

(c) his punishment.

—

Krumma-
6nsR: Gehazi. (a) Gchazi's heart; (6) Gehazfs
crime; (c) the judgment which fell upon him.—Ver.

20. Let not desire overcome thee. How mighty
are the evil inborn lusts of the human heart!

Even in the case of those who hare for years en-

joyed the society of the noblest and most pious

men, who have heard and read the word of God
daily, and who have had the example of holy con-

duct daily before their eyes, lusts arise, take pos-

session of them, and carry them captive (James i.

13-15; Matt xv. 19). Therefore, "Be sober, be
vigilant," Ac. (I Peter v. 8).—The avaricious and
covetous are always envious; they are discon-

tented when others neglect chances to become rich,

or renounce that which they would be glad to have.—Calwer Bibel : Gehazi speaks contemptuously
of Naaman because he is a Syrian and not an Is-

raelite, although he was far better than Gehazi
So also now-a-days, unwise Christians and Jews
contemn one another. . . . It is plain from his

unnecessary oath what kind of a man Gehazi was.

Those who swear unnecessarily judge themselves.

Covetousness is the root of all evil : where there

is covetousness and avarice there is also falsehood

and deceit, vulgarity and rudeness, and cunning
theft and bold theft.—Yer. 22. Bender : Gehazi
was Elisha's servant Ye servants, how do you
conduct yourselves toward your masters ? Are ye
open, sincere, honest, obedient, as the apostle says

Eph. vL 5, 6? Is the property and good name of
your masters as dear to you as your own property

and your own honor, or do ye take advantage of

them where ye can? " My master has sent me "

—so says many an unfaithful servant, who cares

for silver and gold, raiment, fields, vineyards, and
gardens, but not for the honor of his master—who
cares more for the wool than for the sheep. Hypo-
crites do more harm to the cause of God than the
godless (2 Tim. hi. 5).—Ver. 23. He who himself

thinketh no evil and is sincere, does not suspect
conning and deceit in others. Good-hearted, nobis
men, to whom it is more blessed to give than to

receive, are easily deceived, and they follow the
inclination of their hearts, instead of examining
carefully to whom they are giving their benefac-

tions.—Ver. 24. That which we must conceal

brings no blessing.—Ver. 25. "Whence coraest

thou, Gehazi ? " Happy are they of whom there

is no need to ask this question ; who can give an
account without falsehood of all the paths in which
they have walked, and of all the places in which
they have been.

—

Menken: This question should

have been to Gehazi like the wind-gusts before a
storm, which warn the traveler to seek a refuge

where the coming storms and floods cannot reach
him—This is the curse which rests upon a lie, that

the man seeks to escape from it by new lies, and
so involves himself more and more in the net of
him of whom the master says : " When he speak-

eth a lie he speaketh of his own " (John viii. 44).—
Ver. 26. If God himself arms His prophets with
the gift to bo witnesses of hidden sin, and to bring

it to the light, how much more will He, before

whose judgment-seat we sliall all have to appear,

bring that to light which now lies hidden in dark-

ness, and reveal the secret counsels of the heart ?

—Ver. 27. Menken : How did the raiment of Da-
mascus appear to the leper, or the pieces of silver

to the wretched outcast ? How ofteu must he have
desired to buy back again with all his treasures

one day of his healthful poverty? Then, too, the

lost peace of God. Alas 1 Most incomprehensible,

most depraved, most indestructible and terrible of
all deceits, deceit of riches, who fears thee, as we
all should fear thee ? God liave pity upon us all,

and help us all, that no one may set his hopes
upon uncertain riches, but upon the living God,
who gives us all richly to enjoy all His blessings.

And yet again: " They that will be rich fall into

temptation and a snare " (1 Tim. vi. 9-12).—The
story of Naaman and Gehazi is a prophecy of the
salvation of the heathen who seek help and grace,

and of the rejection of Israel, if it destroys and re-

jects salvation (Isai. v. 26 sq.). [The leprosy of
riches. Gold is tainted—strength required to use
it aright ; right pursuit of wealth ; absorbing pur-

suit of it; curse which cleaves to it when it is ill-

gotten or ill-used; this curse crops out most fre-

quently in the children. A father absorbed in

pursuit of wealth, and mother absorbed in fashion,

will bring up corrupt and neglected children. Pa-
rents love gold, and fashion, and display, children

will hold these the chief things in life. Thou hast

gotten thee gold, but leprosy shall cleave to thee

and to thy seed forever.—W. G. 8.1

Chap. vi. 1-7 (cf. Hiator. §6 and 7). (a) Sketch
of the Community-life of the Prophet-disciples, (a)

Their number does not diminish in spite of all con-
tempt and persecution, but increases (ver. 1); (6)

they undertake nothing without their master (vers.

2 and 3) ;
(c) they help and encourage one another

in their work (ver. 4) ; (d) they experience the di-

vine help and blessing (vers. 5-7).—Ver. 1. It is a
good state of things when a community can say:
"Behold I the place," &c. How many Churches
have room and to spare, and might accommodate
twice as many hearers, while the room in the
buildings devoted to the lusts of the eye and the
flesh, and to the pride of life, is too small.—Ver.
2. Ptaff. Bibbl: Each one should contribute his
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share to multiply churches and schools as the pop-
ulation increases.—Ver. 6. Starke : Pious people

are more careful of what is borrowed than of their

own property.—Vers. 5-7. Wubt. Summ. : We
have here an instance where Ood is touched by
even the least misfortune which visits his children.

He will not let himself be hindered by natural

laws from helping his servants in their need, . .

that they may not despair in advorsity, but tmst in

God, and be only tho more diligent in prayer.

—

Krummacher : It often happens that the Lord takes
from us some possession, or appears to do so, only
with the purpose of returning it after a longer or
shorter time in some unexpected way, that it may
thus come to us as a gift of divine love, and a
pledge of His grace.

0.

—

EluhaU conduct during the Syrian invasion and the siege of Samaria,

Chap. VX 8-VIL 20.

8 Then the king of Syria warred against [was at war with 1

] Israel, and took
counsel with his servants, saying, In such and such a place shall be my camp.

9 And the man of God sent unto the king of Israel, saying, Beware that thou
10 pass not such a place ; for thither the Syrians are come down.* And the king

of Israel sent to the place which the man of God [had] told him and warned
him of, and saved [protected •] himself there, not once nor twice [<. *, » great many

11 times]. Therefore the heart of the king of Syria was sore troubled for this thing

;

and he called his servants, and said unto them, Will ye not show me which of
12 us 4

is for the king of Israel? And one of his servants said, None, my lord, O
king ; but Elisha, the prophet that is in Israel, telleth the king of Israel the
words that thou speakest in thy bedchamber.

13 And he said, Go and spy where he is, that I may send and fetch him. And
14 it was told him, saying, Behold, he is in Dothan. Therefore 'sent he thither

horses, and chariots, and a great host : and they came by night, and compassed
15 the city about. And when the servant of the man of God was risen early, and

gone forth, behold, a host compassed the city both with horses and chariots.

18 And his servant said unto him, Alas, my master, how shall we do? And he
answered, Fear not : for they that be with us are more than they that be with

17 them. And Elisha prayed, and said, Lord, I pray thee, open his eyes, that he
may see. And the Lord opened the eyes of the young man ; and he saw : and
behold, the mountain teas full of horses and chariots of fire round about Elisha.

18 And when they came down to him, [t «., the Syrian, for, the Syrian army—Bihr] Elisha

prayed unto the Lord, and said, Smite this people, I pray thee, with blindness.

And he smote them with blindness according to the word of Elisha.

19 And Elisha said unto them, This is not the way, neither is this the city

:

follow me, and I will bring you to the man whom ye seek. But [And] he led

20 them to Samaria. And it came to pass, when they were come into Samaria,
that Elisha said, Lord, open the eyes of these men, that they may see. And the

Lord opened their eyes, and they saw ; and behold, they were in the midst of
21 Samaria. And the king of Israel said unto Elisha, when he saw them, My
22 father, shall I smite them? shall I smite them? And he answered, Thou shalt

not smite them: wouldst thou smite [if thou shouldst do that, wouldst thou be
smiting] those whom thou hast taken captive with thy sword and with thy bow ?

set bread and water before them, that they may eat and drink, and go to their

23 master. And he prepared great provision for them : and when they had eaten

and drunk, he sent them away, ana they went to their master. So the [maraud-
ing] bands of Syria came no more into the land of Israel

24 And it came, to pass after this, that Ben-hadad king of Syria gathered all

25 his host, and went up, and besieged Samaria. And there was a great famine
in Samaria : and, behold, they besieged it, until an ass's head was sold for

g [worth] fourscore pieces of silver, and the fourth part of a cab of dove's dung
gd [was worth

—

omtt for] for five pieces of silver. And as the king of Israel was
passing by upon the wall, there cried a woman unto him, saying, Help, my lord,

27 king. And he said, If the Lord do not help thee, whence shall I nelp thee ?

28 oat of the barnfloor, or out of the winepress ? And the king said untQ her,

5
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What aileth thee ? And she answered, This woman said unto me, Give thy son,

29 that we may eat him to-day, and we will eat my son to-morrow. So we boiled

my son and did eat him : and I said unto her on the next day, Give thy son,

that we may eat him : and she hath hid her son.

80 And it came to pass, when the king heard the words of the woman, that he

rent his clothes; and he passed by upon the wall, and the people looked, and,

31 behold, he had sackcloth within upon his flesh. Then he said, God do so and

more also to me, if the head of Elisha the son of Shaphat shall stand on him
*32 this day. (But Elisha sat [was sitting] in his house, and the elders sat [were

sitting] with him; [.]) And the king sent a man from before him : but ere the

messenger came to him, he [Eiuha] said to the elders, See ye how this son of a

murderer hath sent to take away mine head ? look, when the messenger cometh,

shut the door, and hold him fast at [hold him back by means of] the door: is

83 not the sound of his master's feet behind him ? And while he vet talked with

them, behold, the messenger came down unto him : and he said, Behold, this evil

is of the Lord ; what should I wait for the Lord any longer [what hope shall I

still place in the Lord] ?

Chap. VII. 1. Then Elisha said, Hear ye the word of the Lord ; Thus saith

the Lord,To-morrow about this time shall a measure of fine flour be sold for [be

worth] a shekel, and two measures of barley for [be worth] a shekel, in the

ft gate of Samaria. Then a lord [an oinoer, or amount] on whose hand the king leaned

answered the man of God, and said, Behold, if the Lord would make windows
in heaven might this thing be ? [Verily ! Jehovah is going to make windows
in heaven ! even then could this come to pass ?] And he said, Behold, thou shalt

see it with thine eyes, but shalt not eat thereof!

8 And there were four leprous men at the entering in of the gate : and they

4 said one to another, Why sit we here until we die ? If we say, We will enter

into the city, then the famine is in the city, and we shall die there : and if we
sit still here we die also. Now therefore come, and let us fall [away] unto the

hostof the Syrians: if they save us alive, we shall live; and if they kill us, we
5 shall but die. And they rose up in the twilight, to go unto the camp of the

Syrians : and when they were come to the uttermost part [outskirts, ***, th<*e

6 n«u*st the city] of the camp of Syria, behold, there was no man there. For the Lord
had made the host of the Syrians to hear a noise of chariots, and a noise of horses,

even the noise of a great host : and they said one to another, Lo, the king of Israel

7 hath hired against us the kings of the Hittites, and the kings of the Egyptians,

to come upon us. Wherefore they arose and fled in the twilight, and left their

tents, and their horses, and their asses, even the camp as it was, and fled for their

8 life. And when these lepers came to the uttermost part of the camp, they went
into one tent, and did eat and drink, and carried thence silver, and gofd, and
raiment, and went and hid it ; and came again, and entered into another tent,

9 and carried thence also, and went and hid it. Then they said one to another,

We do not well : this day t* a day of good tidings, and we hold our peace : if

we tarry till the morning light, some mischief [penalty] will cdme [fall] upon
10 us : now therefore come, that we may go and tell the king's household. So they

came and called unto the porter [guard] of the city : and they told them, say-

ing, We came to the camp of the Syrians, and, behold, there was no man there,

neither voice [sound] of man (a human being], but horses tied, and asses tied,

11 and the tents as they were. Ana he [one] called the porters [guards] ; and they
told it to the king's house within [reported it inside of the king's house].

12 And the king arose in the night, and said unto his servants, I will now shew
you what the Syrians have done to us. They know that we be hungry; there-

fore are they gone out of the camp to hide themselves in the field,* saying, When
18 they come out of the city, we shall catch them alive, and get into the city. And

one of his servants answered and said, Let some take, I pray thee, five of the

horses that remain, which are left in the city, (behold, they are as all the multi-

tude of Israel that are left in it : behold, I say, they art even as all the multi-

tude of the Israelites that are consumed [dead *] ;) and let us send and see.
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14 They took therefore two chariot horses [two chariot-equipages] ; and the king
sent after the hoBt of the Syrians [towards the Syrian campj, saying, Go and see.

15 And they went after them unto Jordan : and, lo, all the way was full of gar-
ments and vessels [utensils], which the Syrians had cast away in their haste

16 [hasty flight
T
]. And the messengers returned, and told the king. And the

people went out, and spoiled the tents of the Syrians. So a measure of fine

flour was sold for [became worth] a shekel, and two measures of barley for [omit

for] a shekel, according to the word of the Lord.

17 And the king appointed the lord on whose hand he leaned to have the charge
of the gate : and the people trode upon him in the gate, and he died, as the man

18 of God had said, who spake [as he said] when the king came down to him. And
it came to pass as the man of God had spoken to the king, saying, Two meas-
ures of barley for a shekel, and a measure of fine flour for a shekel, shall be

19 to-morrow about this time in the gate of Samaria : And that lord answered the
man of God, and said, Now, behold, if the Lord should make windows in

heaven, might such a thing be ? And he said, Behold, thou shalt see it with
20 thine eyes, Dut shalt not eat thereof And so it fell out unto him : for the people

trode upon him in the gate, and he died.

TEXTUAL AND GRAMMATICAL.

1 Ver. &—[The flrtt clause expresses a cirormstance of the main action, best rendered by the absolute participial con-
struction. The king of Syria, being at war with Israel, held a council of his officers, and decided, in each and such, Ao.

—Ew. Lekrb. % 161, a, explains m^lTO as a noun In the form of the inflnltlre, da$ Sich lagtrn. Hence the form of the
snff.

* Ver. 9.—[On D'RFti Oes. ThM. $. «. says: u Whoever gare this word Its punctuation seems to hare derived it from

the root Ann (c/. Job xxl 18X but the force of descent, going d<ncn, Is necessary and indubitable." Sept xfc/mrrai;

Tolg. in inrtdtds tunt. The II.- W.-& makes it an a4j. from HfU , but Ew. casts doubt upon the for/n, and says it could

as well be a part nlphal from DTj, $ 1ST, 6.

» Ver. 10.— [** He protected himself," i. «., he occupied the threatened point and so frustrated the attack. Every time

that the Syrians came they found that the Israelites had anticipated them at the point where they proposed to attack.

« Ver 11.—[Ewald, Lthrb. % 181, b, and note 9, rejects the form *ty&0 as an Incorrect reading. He takes *J?3D

(as in chap. Ix. 5) to be the true reading. It is clear, however, that in lx. 5 Jehu includes himself among those, ono of

whom the answer Is to designate, while the king of Syria asks, » Who of those who be'ong to us»" naturally enough
excluding himself from the number of those who fall under suspicion of treachery. The meaning of the two forms Is

suite distinct and each belongs to the place in which it is used. EwaM's theory of the use of the abbreviated form of

"tiTX must bend to this instance; the instance cannot be thus done away with, In the interest of the theory.

•Chap. vii. ver. 12.—(The H in the chetlb is that of the article, which, in the later books, is sometimes found evea
after a preposition. Ew.|244,a. . , ., .

• Ver. la—[That is to say: They go to the fate which has already befallen all the people who are gone, and which

sooner or later, awaits all who remain.—W. G. 8.] We agree with Thenius that the kerl pDH is to be preferred, because

the word occurs Immediately afterward without the article.—Bahr. [Ew. explains the article in the chetib as retained

in the later or less accurate usage, especially where the article has emphatic force. $ 290, d.—W. G. 8.]

» Ver. 1&—Keil: The chetib DTDn«T3 \» the only possible correct form, for TDn has the meaning, to JUs with Aasts,

only in the niphaL <y. 1 Sam. xxIiJm; Pa. xlviii. &.—Bahr.

BXEOETlCAL AMD CRITICAL.

Ter. 8. Then the king of Syria, Ac. Accord-
ing to Ewald, the story (vers. 8-23) belongs to the

time of Jehoahaz (chap xiii. 1-9). However, the

passage immediately following begins, ver. 24, with
the words, " And it came to pass after this," so

that it also would fall in a later time ; but, by the

words in ver. 26, " king of Israel," and by Elisha's

epithet " son of a murderer," ver. 32, as Ewald
himself admits, we must understand Jehoram, and
not either Jehoahaz or any other king of the house

of Jehu.

—

hit is nsed as in 2 Chron. xx. 21 : He

brought to them the deliberation [i. «., made them

parties to it]. v&B as in Ruth iv. 1 ; 1 Sam. xxl

8. "My encamping," 1 e., the encampment of my
army. The word nfann , occurs only hero. It is

-I ~

a derivative from JWI, to sit down, to encamp

(Gen. xxvi IT ; Ex. xiii. 20; xvii. 1). Ewald pro-

poses to read VirpR » &&<* to translate :
" shall ye

form an ambuscade," because ver. 9 says :
" for

there the Syrians are D^nrU; but nnj nowhere

has the meaning "to lay an ambuscade," or " to

lie in wait," but : "to go down" or "sink down"
(see Gfesen. *. v.), so that it coincides very well

with the meaning of rtfn • T*16 conjecta™ is there-

fore unnecessary. The proposal of Thenius to

change *nfann into ^OTXT\ , and to translate :
"Ye

shall conceal yourselves at such and such a place,"

is still less admissible. The Vulgate has in ver. 8

t

ponamus insidias, and in ver. 9, quia ibi Syri in in-

sidiis sunt The Sept have in ver. 8: irapefifialo;

ver. 9 : Sr< hutl Ivpla hetipebovoi. This is correct,

however, rather according to the sense than the

words, inasmuch as the army, which had encamped

behind the mountains, might certainly be said to
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bo lying in ambush. In ver. 9, ClericuB, DeWette,
and Keil translate the words of Elisha :

" Beware
lest thou neglect this place," i. «., leave it unoccu-

pied, ** for there it is the wish of the Syrians to

make an incursion
;
" but -Dtt , which means- to pass

ever, never has the meaning to neglect; certainly not

that of: to leave unoccupied. Moreover, this signifi-

cation does not fit well with fViTTn ver. 10, to

which Keil incorrectly denies the meaning: to

warn (cf. Ezek. zxziii. 3; iv. 5; Ecclesiastes iv.

13). At a time when the Syrians were intending

to encamp at a particular spot, and to attack the

Israelites when they should pass by, the prophet

gave warning to the king : the latter anticipated

them, stationed troops in the tl^reatened position,

and so frustrated their plan.

Ver. 11. Therefore the heart of the king of
Syria was sore troubled, <fcc. *^B means more

than : to lose courage (Luther). It is used of the
tossing, stormy sea ( Jonah L 11). Clericus wants

to read OB^D {Of. Prov. zxz. 10) instead of

W#D» because the Vulg. translates: quia prodi-

tor met sit opud regem Israel, and the Sept:
wpodiduol pe. It may be, however, that both
only translated according to the sense. At any
rate it is not necessary to alter the text. From
ver. 12 we see that Elisha's reputation at that time
extended even to Syria. The old expositors thought
indeed that the servant who answered the king was
Naaman, or one of his companions. The king
learned the dwelling of Elisha by spies. Dothan
(Gen. xxxvil 17) lay five or six hours' journey
north of Samaria, upon a hill (ver. 17), at a narrow
pass in the mountains (Judges iv. 6 ; vil 3 ; viii.

3), in the district of the present Jinin (Van de
Velde, Reise, I s. 273).—The king of Syria wished
to get Elisha into his power, not " that he might
hold him," and find out through him u what the
king of Israel and other princes were plotting

against him in their secret councils " (Cassel), but
in order that, for the future, his military plans
against Israel might not become known to the king

of Israel through Elisha. The phrase 133 ^n,

ver. 14, cannot here be translated :
" a great army M

(De Wette, and others), as is clear from vers. 22
and 23, but it is used exactly as in 1 Kings x. 2.

The horses and chariots were accompanied by a
large body of infantry.

Ver. 15. Tlie servant of the man of God, &c
JJot Gehazi,who would be mentioned by name, as
in all other places (chap. iv. 12. 25; v. 20; viiL 4);
moreover, the expression nicb is never used of

him. Perhaps it was one of the prophet-disciples

who had accompanied Elisha to Dothan* That
which Elisha says in ver. 16 is essentially the
same as is read Numb. xiv. 9 ; 2 Chron. xxxii. 7

;

Ps. iii. 6 ; xxvii. 3. He saw already the divine,

protecting power, and begged God to allow his

attendant also to see it, that he might undertake
the journey back to Snmnria with him, through the
hostile army, fearless and consoled. " The opening
of the eyes signifies elevation into an ecstatic state

in which the soul sees thingR which the bodily eye
never can see M

(Keil, ed. of 1845), Numb. xxii. 31.

The horses and chariots which Elisha and the ser-

vant soe (ver. 17), stand over-against the horses

and chariots of the Syrians (ver. 15), and they an
designated by fc*X , the form of appearance of Je-

hovah (see above, p. 14), as from God, so that

they are symbols of the might of Jehovah, which
surpasses all human, earthly might, and is uncon-
querable. We have not to think of literal chariots

and horses of fire here, any more than in chap. iL

11. Usually, Gen. xxxii. 2 is compared, but
there express mention is made of angels, who are
not to be identified directly with the horses and
chariots of a vision.—The Syrians are usually un-

derstood as subject of y^K XTM in ver. 18, but in

that case we must suppose that they were on a
hill from which they descended when they saw
Elisha and his companion go out from the city.

Keil adopts this supposition, for he says: "Do-
than stands upon a hill, which stands by itself on
the plain, but it is surrounded or Bhut in on the
east side by a ridge which runs out into the plain

(cf. Van de .Velde, I c, *. 273). The Syrians who
had been sent out against Elisha had taken up a
position on this ridge, and from there they marched
down against the city of Dothan, which lay upon the
hill, while Elisha, by going out of the city, escaped
from them." This idea is contradicted, however,
by the assertion, in ver. 14, that the Syrians " sur-

rounded the city " in the night They enclosed it,

therefore, and did not simply take up a position on
the east side upon a hill, which was, besides, sep-
arated from it by the plain. Furthermore, accord-
ing to ver. 17, it was not the ridge upon which the
Syrians are said to have stood, but the hill upon
which Dothan was, which was full of horses and
chariots of fire, round about Elisha, under whose
mighty protection he and his servant went out of
the city and down the hilL The Syrian army sur-
rounded the hill at its base, so that escape seemed
impossible; the heavenly army, however, sur-
rounded the city at the top of the hill, and so
stood opposed to the Syrian. This is clearly the
meaning of the passage. In the immediately fol-

lowing words (ver. 18) :
" and they went down,"

the reference can only be to Elisha and his com-
panion, who are the subjects of the words imme-
diately preceding. If the words are not taken as
referring to them, then there is no statement that
they left the city, and there is a gap in the narra-

tive. Accordingly yb& must be taken as referring

to the Syrian army. The Syriac version and Jb-
sephus take it so (T&urowoc .'

. . irapeXtiiJv

tic pkoovc rove ix&pobc). There is no need of as-

suming that DiTvK stood in the text originally in

the place of V^K, as Thenius does, for ffJK is of-

ten used in the singular for the Syrian army (ver.

9 ; 1 Kings xxii. 35), and is construed with the
verb in the singular (1 Sam. x. 14, 15 ; Isai. viL 2).

—And he smote them with blindness, t. c, they
were put into a state in which, although they had
their sight, yet they did not see him (Elisha), •*. c,
did not recognize him. Jarchi : They saw, but did
not know (]TTV) what they saw. Cf. Gen. xix. 11
(Luke xxiv. 16; Isai. vL 10).—On ver. 19 Keil
says :

" Elisha's untrue declaration : * This is not
the way,' must be judged like every other military

stratagem, by means of which the enemy are de-
ceived ;

" but, as Thenius well replies :
•' There ia
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bo untruth in the words of EUsha ; for his home
was not in Dothan, where he was only residing

temporarily, but in Samaria ; and the words ' to

the man ' may well mean : to his house." Jose-

phus understood the passage correctly ; he Bays

:

"Elisha asked them whom they had come to seek.

When thev answered: "The prophet EUsha," ira-

pa66cretv ttfr&rjero, el irpbc rift irdAtv, kv 9 rvyx&vei

to (i e^ where he is to be found), OKoXw&faetav
avT$. He certainly used a form of speech which
the Syrians might understand otherwise than as
he meant it, but he did not pretend in the least to

be anything else than what he was. That they
did not know him was a divine dispensation, not
the result of an untruth uttered by him. How
could the " man of God," after repeated prayers to

Jehovah, straightway permit himself a falsehood,

and try, by this means, to save himself from dan-
ger ? If he saw, as his companion did, horses and
chariots of fire round about him, and if he was
thus assured of the divine protection, then he
needed for his deliverance neither a falsehood nor
a stratagem. The Syrians wanted to take him
captive ; instead of that he, by the help of God,
captured them all ; not, however, as is usually the

case in such a ruse, to their harm or ruin, but, af-

ter he has shown them that they could not capture

him, "the prophet in Israel "(ver. 12), he takes

them under his protection, repays evil with good
(ver. 22), and shows them by this very means the

man whom they are seeking.

Ver. 21. And the king of Israel ....
when he saw them, Ac. The address: "My
father," does not presuppose any filial relationship,

but is rather a mere title (Cloricus : sic hoiwrii cattsa

Oritur). Even Benhadad is called " thy (Elisha's)

son," by Hazael (chap. viii. 9). The prophet-dis-

ciples called their master " father," and this be-

cause it was the ordinary title of the chief of the

prophets, somewhat as the same word is occasion-

ally used now-a-days. The repetition of H3K ex-

presses the eager desire to smite them. Elisha's

words (ver. 22) : n#KH Ac, are taken by many ex-

positors as a question [as in the E. V.], the idea

being: if thou dost not even put to death those

whom thou hast captured with bow and spear,

how canst thou slay these ? (Thenius, Keil). Such
a question, however, would be very extraordinary

;

for if Jehoram was not accustomed to put to death

even those who had been made captive in battle,

why should he ask whether he should kill these,

who had fallen into his hands without a combat?
It seems more probable, on the contrary, that he
was accustomed to put captives to death, in ac-

cordance with the prevalent war-usage of the time

(Deut xx. 13), and he raises the question, in the

present extraordinary case, only out of considera-

tion for the prophet, anjl because he does not trust

his own judgment in the unprecedented circum-

stances. The Vulgate gives the sense correctly

:

wmpercuties ; neque enim cepisti eos gladio et arcu too,

at percutias. The objection that n , the article, could

not have patach before fet cannot be held to be
decisive against this interpretation; the Massoretes

themselves took n as the article (Gesen. Lex. s. v.

ft ; De Wette). [I take n to be the interrogative

(Ewald, § 104, bu but agree with the above inter-

pretation. "If thou shouldst put these to death,

would it be a case of slaying prisoners of war ?
"

i. e., couldst thou justify it by Deut. xx. 13 ?—W.

G. 8.] No one doubts that m3 m3 , in ver. 23,

signifies the preparation of a meal. The only dis-

agreement is as to the connection of this significa-

tion with the fundamental meaning of the root.

According to Thenius the root is "N3 , which, with
its derivatives, always refers to something round

;

hence, m| the circle of guests. According to

Keil, m3 , to dig, gradually acquired the mean-

ing : to prepare, make ready, so that it ought here
to be rendered : paravit apparatum magnum. Ac-
cording to Dietrich (in Gesen. Lex. s. v.), the cog-
nate dialects lead to the idea of bringing together
or uniting, which, he thinks, is the fundamental
idea in a banquet. Cf. cama from koivt}.—The re-

sult of Elisha's act was that, from this time on, the
raids of the Syrians ceased, not indeed because the
magnanimity of the Israelites shamed them, but
because they had found out that they could not
accomplish anything by these expeditions, but
rather brought themselves into circumstances of
great peril.

Ver. 24. And it came to pass after this, &c
Josephus correctly states the connection between
the passage which begins with ver. 24, and what
precedes, as follows: uphpa ph> ovk£ti diiyvu tu
t&v 'loparjldTuv lirixeipeiv fiaaCktl, rbv 'EA«raZov

itdouUtq • javep&c Si irote/uiv iicptve, t£ irTJ/dzi rfjc

OTparta£ koX ry Swdfiei vofil^uv nepdotcrdai row
iroXefiiuv. Nevertheless, an interval of some years
must be supposed to have elapsed between the two
incidents. Ben-Hadad is not an appellative, like

Pharaoh; it is the same king who is mentioned
in 1 Kings xx. 1. In order to show the depth
of the distress from the famine, the writer states

the price of things which are not ordinarily arti-

cles of food. The worst part of an animal, which,
at best, was unclean, the head of an ass, sold for

80 shekels, according to Bertheau and Keil, 35
thalers ($25.20), according to Thenius 53 thalers,

20 sgr. ($38.64). In like manner, in a famine
among the Cadusians, Plutarch (Artaxerxes, xxiv.)

tells that the head of an ass was scarcely to be
bought for 60 drachmas, whereas, ordinarily, the
entire animal only cost 25 or 30 drachmae. The
price of a mouse rose to 200 denarii in Casalinum,
when it was besieged by Hannibal (Pliny, Hist,

Nat. viii. 57; Valer. Max., vii. 6).—There is do
doubt that DWnn, *• «•, D^ ^n, means "dove's

dung," and not " dove's food " (Berleb. and Calw.

Bibd) ; the only question is, whether this is to be
taken literally, or whether it is a designation of a
very insignificant species of pease. Bochart main-
tains the latter (ffieroz, ii. 44), and he appeals to

the fact that 3p is really a measure of grain : so

also Clericus, Dathe, Michaelis, and others. The
Arabs.call the herba alcali " sparrow's dung." Cel-

sius (Hierobot ii. p. 30), on the contrary, main-
tains the literal meaning, which is supported by
the keri D^JHt fluxus, proftuvium cohtmbarum

(3*1 from tho Chald. 3VI 1 to flow), a euphemism

for the chetib. So also Ewald and Thenius ; the

latter says :
" If snipe's dung is eaten as a luxury,

necessity may well make dove's dung (2 Kings
xviii. 27 ; Joseph. Bella. Jud. v. 13, 7) acceptable."

Goseniu8 and Keil do not decide. We incline to

the interpretation which makes it a kind of vege-

table. Supposing even that dung was collected
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for food, as was the case, according to Josophus,

at the destruction of Jerusalem, why should dove's

dung be especially used ? There is, moreover, no
instance of dove's dung having been used as food,

and sold at so high a price. The meanest form of

vegetable seems to be here put in contrast with

the meanest form of flesh. The vegetable proba-

bly took its name from the similarity of color

(white) and form, as in the case of the German
leujthydrtck (assafaUida). Cab is the smallest He-
brew dry-measure; according to Bertheau, it is

equivalent to 27.58 cubic inches (Paris), and, ac-

cording to Bunsen, to 56.355. Five shekels are

equal to 2 thlr. 2 sgr. ($1.49, Keil), or 3 thlr. 10

agr. ($2.40, Thenius).

Ver. 26. And Israel was
jpessing by, Ac. The wall of the city was very

thick; the garrison of the city stood upon it; the

king went thither in order to visit the posts, or to

observe the movements of the enemy.

—

If the

Lord do not help thee, whence, Ac. ^K is taken

here, by many, in its ordinary signification, ne :

May the Lord not help thee I i. «., perdat te Jehovah

(Clericus). If this is correct, the king invokes a

curse upon her (Josephus: bpyta&eic kirrjpdaaro

ai'Ty rbv &f6v). The following words, however,
"Whence," &c, do not coincide with this interpre-

tation. The same is the case if we translate,

with Maurer, vcreor, ut Dens te aervct. KeiTs trans-

lation : No ! let Jehovah help thee 1 (i. «., do not

ask me, let, Ac.) is still more inadmissible, for ?K

must not be separated from ygjtft > with which it

is connected by a makkeph. It evidently stands

here for tff? DN (Ew. § 355, b), and the meaning

te :
" On the general supposition that there is no

help for her :
* If God does not help thee, how

can I ?
'
" (Thenius), Cassel's interpretation of

the words as a •' rebellious invocation of God," is

entirely mistaken :
" Let God help thee : why does

not the Eternal, whom ye have in Israel, and who
lias a 1way8 revealed himself here, help thee?
Where is He, then, that he may help us ? " They
are rather words of despair.—Out of the barn-
floor or out of the wine-press ? as much as to

say : with corn er with wine ? (Gen. xxvii. 28, 37)

;

not, corn and oil, for W is wine-pross (Prov. iii.

10). [The distress has reached a point where
God's interposition alone can provide food. If

He does not interpose, how can I satisfy thy hun-
ger ? from the threshing-floor or the wine-press

—

the only human resources in case of hunger? Thou
knowest that these are exhausted, and that the

limits of my power of relief have been passed.

Address thyself, therefore, to God. If He does
not help thee, much less can L The difficulty of

the passage is one that is common enough. There
is an unexpressed premise, viz., the circumstances

of the case, which are vividly present to the mind
of both hearer and speaker, and an unexpressed
conclusion, viz., the proper inference to be drawn,
or the proper conduct to be pursued, in the prem-
ises. The first speaker has drawn a false infer-

ence from the facts, and the question aims to lead

him to a correct judgment Hence^ Is used, very

nearly in the sense of & DK .—W. G. S.] When

the woman had, probably, replied to the king that

she did not demand food of him, but appealed to

him as judge, he asked her : What aileth thee?
Thereupon she relates the horrible incident, ia

which the existing misery had attained its height
The other woman had hidden her child, not in

order to consume it alone, but in order to save it

Her act reminds us of 1 Kings iii. 26.

Ver. 30. He rent his clothes, &c, as a sign of

horror and of grief. As he stood upon the wall,

and therefore could be seen by all, the people ob-

served that he had sackcloth next his body, like

Ahab, 1 Kings xxu 27, under the royal garment,

which he tore open. Sackcloth was usually worn
next the skin (Isai. xx. 2, 3), only the prophets and
preachers of repentance appear to have worn it

over the under-garment, because in their case it

was an official dress, and so needed to be seen

(Winer, R.-W.-B. il «. 352). The sentence: He
peaaed by upon the wall, is not, according to

Thenius, to be connected with what follows, but,

as the athnach shows, with what goes before. Je-

horam did not wear sackcloth in order to make a
show before the people, for they could not see it

before he tore the cloak which was above it ; nei-

ther did he wear it out of genuino penitent feeling,

for, in that case, he could not have sworn, with sack-

cloth upon liis body, to put to death the prophet,

whom he had called " Father," and to whom he was
under such deep obligations. He wished, by means
of this external action, to turn aside the wrath of

God ;
" He thought that he had done enough, by

this external self-chastisement, to satisfy God, and
he wished now, in a genuine heathen disposition,

to be revenged upon Elisha, since he learned from
this story that the famine had not ceased " (Yon
Gerlacb). It is not necessary to understand that

Elisha had distinctly demanded that he should put

on the garment of penitence (Ewald); perhaps the

prophet had only exhorted generally to penitence,

and the king, in order to put an end to the dis-

tress, had put on sackcloth. He became enraged
at the prophet, partly because he believed himself

deceived by him, if he, as we may suppose, had
given the advice not to surrender the city ["If

it had not been for him (Elisha), he (the king)

would long before have surrendered the city on
conditions," Ewald], but to rely upon the help of

Jehovah, and partly because he thought that the

prophet might have put an end to the distress if

he nad Chosen, and thereby might have prevented
the horrible crime of the women. The oath re-

minds one of that of Jezebel against Elijah (1

Kings xix. 2).

Ver. 32. But Elisha eat in his house, Ac. The
narrative in vers. 30-33 seems to be somewhat
condensed, and to require to be supplemented.
This, however, can be done with tolerable cer-

tainty from the context ' The sentence : Elisha
sat in his house, and the elders sat with him,
is a parenthesis ; the following, and he, namely,

the king (not Elisha, as Koster and Cassel sup-

pose), sent, Ac, joins directly on to ver. 31.

D'3£?n can only refer to the magistrates of the

city, not to the prophets or prophet-disciples (Jo-

sephus). They had not been sent in order to re-

port to Elisha how far matters had come in the

city (Cassel), but had betaken themselves to the

prophet since no one any longer could give coun-

sel, in the great distress, in order to take his ad-
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ice, and to beg for his assistance. While they

were thus assembled the king sent a man, VxhfQ ,

lot, before him (Luther and others), but, from his

presence, i c, one of those men who stood before

Aim, and, as servants, waited for his commands
(1 Kings x. 8; Ban. i 4, 6), just as we see in Gen.
xli 46. This man was to behead Elisha, in fulfil*

ment of the oath which the king had sworn in his

excitement Perceiving in spirit what was being
done (as in chap. v. 26), the prophet says to the

alders: See ye, «. «., do ye knew, Ac. He ap-

plies to Jehoram the significant epithet : son of
a murderer; as by descent, so also in disposition,

is he a son of Ahab, the murderer of the proph-
ets, and of the innocent Naboth, (1 Kings xxi 19);

fittus patrizat. With the words : xs not the sound,
Ac., Elisha straightway announces that the king
will follow upon the heels of the messenger (cf. 1

Kings xiv. 6), and he calls upon the elders not to

let in the messenger until the king himself comes.
Yer. 33. And while he yet talked with

them, Ac The first question is, what is the sub-

ject of -ttDftft_? If we take *Jt6©n to be the sub-

ject, then we must suppose, as Thenius, Cassel,

and others do, that the messenger speaks the
words: "This evil is of the Lord," Ac, as the
mouthpiece of the king, since they certainly are

the words of the latter. This, however, is, in the

first place, very forced, because he must have ex-

pressed it by saying: The.king commands me to

say to you, Ac, but it is imperatively excluded by
the consideration that the king, according to chap,

vii 17, was present, and so the messenger could

not speak in his name, in his presence. Ewald,

taking account of vii 17, wishes to read vfcon

for "SJK^BH , but then the affirmation that the mes-

senger, whom the elders were to restrain until

the arrival of the king, really came, would be
wanting from the text The simplest course

seems to be to supply *|$J©n as the subject of

IDtft (there is an athnach after 1"6fc< ) and to sup-

plement the text here by what is stated in vii It.

The sense would then be : And the king, who had
followed close upon his messenger, said, Ac. Why
did the king follow his servant ? Certainly not
'• in order to see what was the result of his com-
mand " (Ewald) ; nor, u in order to be assured that

his commands had been executed" (Eisenlohr);

but, on the contrary, " in order to restrain the exe-

cution of a command which he had given in an
excess of rage" (Keil). Even Josephus says:

"Jehoram repented of the wrath against the

prophet, which had overcome him, and, as he
feared lest the messenger might have already exe-

cuted his commands, he hastened to prevent it, if

possible."

—

Behold, this evil is of the Lord, Ac,
£ e., Jehovah has brought it to this pass that

mothers slay and eat their own children ; what
further shall I then hope for or expect from Him?
By these, words, "he means to show the prophet
that he no longer refuses to recognize the chastis-

ing hand of God in the prevailing distress, and
then he desires to learn from him whether the di-

vine wrath will not be turned aside, and whether
the distressed city may nor hope for aid " (Krum-
macher). To these verba l*ominis pern despermtis

(Vatablus), Elisha replies in chap, vii 1, with a
promise of immediate and extraordinary deliver-

ance. The interpretation : The distress is so great
that no help can any longer be hoped for, so that
nothing remains but to surrender the city ; thou*
however, who hast prophesied falsely, and bast
vainly promised help, and therefore art to blame
for the calamity, thou shouldst justly suffer death
(Seb. Smith, and similarly Thenius), is entirely

mistaken. If this were the sense, Elisha's solemn
promise would seem to have been forced from him
bv the threat of death, whereas it rather serves tc

shame the king, who had doubted of Jehovah,
and is, therefore, an answer fully worthy of the
prophet Jehoram had already given up his plan
of murder when he followed his messenger. [His
despair is, to a certain extent, intended as an ex-
cuse for his murderous project It is as if he had
said: God sends me only calamity upon calamity.

Is it strange that my faith deserts me, and that I

can no longer hope or believe that God will ulti-

mately help ? This despair produced the blind and
senseless rage against thee. I have recovered
from that madness, but how can I hope longer?
This hope seems only to delay the catastrophe,

and to make it worse the longer it is deferred.

The prophet answers the despair by a new, defi-

nite, and confident prediction.—W. G. S.]

Chap. vii. ver. 1. Hear ye the word of the
Lord, Ac. The solemnity and distinctness with
which the prophet addresses the king, the elders,

and the others who are present, must not be over-

looked.—On nKD see note on 1 Kings xviii 32.—

In the gate of Samaria, i. e., the placo where the
market was usually held (Winer, ti.-W.-B. ii s.

616). On ti*tygn and the following form of speech

see note on 1 Kings ix. 22, and 2 Kings v. 18. In*

stead of *£©£ , all the versions read !|jj©n » which,

according to ver. 17 and 2 Kings v. 18, is the cor-

rect reading; the dative gives no sense.—The
words of the "lord" in ver. 2 are the scoff and
jest of unbelief; Jehovah will indeed open win-
dows in heaven, and cause it to rain barley and
meal! will that come to pass? Thenius connects
the two sentences thus :

" Supposing even that the
Lord should make windows in heaven, will this

(viz., the promised cheapness and plenty) even
then come to pass? " This interpretation finds in

the words only doubt, and not bitter scorn, but,

from the threat with which Elisha answers, it

seems that the latter must be included. " Win-
dows in heaven " may be an allusion to Gen. vii

11.

Yer. 3. Four leprous men, cf. Levit xiii 46
;

Numb. v. 2 sq. No one any longer brought them
food from the city, and they were not permitted to

enter it. In order to escape death from hunger,
they proposed to go over to the camp of the enemy
at dusk, when they would not be seen from the
city. That t)t?12 (ver. 6) does not mean " early

in themorning " (Luther), is clear from vers. 9 and

12.—$»ip, in Ver. 6, can only be understood of a

continuous and increasing rushing and roaring in

the air, by which the Syrians were deceived.

There are instances, even now-a-days, that people
in certain mountainous regions regard a rushing

and roaring sound, such as is sometimes heard
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72 THE SECOND BOOK OF THE KINGS.

there, as a sign of a coming war.—On the kings
of the Hittites, see note on 1 Kings x. 29. The
alight remains of the nations of the Hittites hav-
ing been subjugated by Solomon (1 Kings ix. 20),

we have to understand that reference is made here
not, as Thenius thinks, to " an independent rem-
nant of this people, living near their ancient home
(Gen. xv. 20 ; Numb, xiii. 29), towards the river of

Egypt," but, to an independent Canaanitish tribe,

which had withdrawn into the northern part of
Palestine. " ' The kings of the Egyptians ' must
not be understood too literally; they are only in-

voluntarily mentioned for the sake of the balance
of the phrases " (Thenius). Both expressions are

only meant to convey, in general terms, the idea
' that people from the north and from the south are

on the march to the assistance of the Israelites, so

that dangor threatens the Syrians upon all sides.

[It is worth while to notice also the graphic force

which is given to the story by quoting what pur-

port to be the exact speeches of all the parties.

We are told just what Elisha said, and what the

officer said, and what the lepers said, and finally

what the Syrians said, as if the speeches had been
recorded at the time they were uttered. But how
could any one tell what the Syrians said in their

encampment at night? Evidently the writer puts
himself in the place of the Syrians, and imagines
what their interpretation of any sudden alarm
would be. Instead of stating this in the flat and
colorless form in which a modern historian would
state it : The Syrians thought that some one was
coming to help the Israelites—he gives the speech
in what purport to be the exact words. The men-
tion of the king of the Hittites is very strange.

No such nation as the Hittites any longer existed,

and the kings of Egypt did not interfere in Asiatic

affairs throughout this entire period. Yet we
should expect that the Hebrew writer would as-

cribe to the Syrians such fears as they would be
likely to have under the circumstances.—W. G. 8.]

On DCtar^K see note on 1 Kings xix. 3.
t ; - v

Ver. 9. Then they said one to another, Ac.

Alter they had satisfied their hunger and loaded
themselves with booty, it occurred to them that

offidum civium est, ea indicate, quae ad salutem pub-
Ucam pertinent (Grotius). They were justly anx-
ious lest they might be punished if they should

longer conceal the joyful intelligence from the king
and the city.—Iu ver. 10, Thenius wishes to read,

with all the oriental versions, *")Vt? , watchmen,

instead of lj?i? , because Orb follows. Maurer

and Keil take the singular collectively for the body
of persons who were charged with the guard of

the city.—The subject of top*! t
ver. 11, is not the

Bpeaker among the lepers, but the soldier on guard.

He could not leave his post, so he called to the

other soldiers who were within the gate, and they
then gave news of the occurrence to the guards in

the palace. The attendants of the mistrustful king
(ver. 12) give him very sensible advice, the sum
of which is, " However it may turn* out, nothing
worse can happen to the troops we send out than
has already happened to many others, or than will

yet happen to the rest " (Berleb. Bibel). " Five " is

here as it is in Isai. xxx. 17 ; 1 Cor. xiv. 19; Levit.

xxvL 8, a general designation of a small number.

The origin of this use of language is probably thai
five, as the half of ten, is opposed to this number,
which expresses perfection and completeness, to
denote the imperfect and incomplete: so that it

means a few horses. According to ver. 14 (two
chariots) there were not five, but four. Two cha-
riots, or equipages, were sent, in order, we may
suppose, that if one were captured, the other might
quickly bring the news.

Ver. 16 sq. And the people went out, Ac.

We may well imagine with what eagerness. The
king had given to his adjutant (ver. 2) command to
maintain order, but the people trod him down in
the gate. He was not " crushed in the crowd,** aa
Ewald states, bnt trodden under foot (DO") Isai.

xll 25). This can hardly have taken place unin-
tentionally, for why should it have happened just
to him? Probably the eager and famished people
would not listen to his commands, and bore down
his attempts to control them. The repetition of
the prophet's prediction (vers. 1 and 2) in vers. 18
and 19, shows what weight the narrative lays upon
its fulfilment It is meant to be, as it were, " a
finger of warning to unbelief" (Calwer Bibety, and
designates this fulfilment as the object and the
main point of the entbe narrative.

HISTORICAL AND ETHICAL.

1. With the story of these two incidents now,
we pass, in this resume of the prophetical acts of
Elisha (see above, Historical on chap, iv), to those
which bear upon the political circumstances and for-
tunes of the nation and of its king. First come those
which are connected with its foreign affairs. The
especial danger from without was from the Syrians.

Benhadad was the chief and bitterest enemy, who
was evidently determined to subjugate Israeli He
did not succeed in this ; he only served as a rod of
chastisement to bring back the king and the peo-
ple from their apostasy to their God. Jehovah res-

cued them again and again from his hand ; not by
the hand of the king, nor by mighty armies, nor
by great generals, but by the u man of God," the
prophet, in order that all might perceive that sal-

vation from the might of the sworn foe was not a
work of human strength or wisdom, but was due
to Him alone, the God of Israel, to testify of whom
was Eliflha's calling. The two incidents belong
together, for one of them shows how his secret

plans and cunning plots, and the other, how his

open assaults, with the employment of the entire

force at his disposal, were brought to naught by
the intervention of the prophet If anything could
have done it, these extraordinary proofs of the
might, the faithfulness, and the long-suffering of
Jehovah, ought to have brought Jehoram to a re-

cognition of nis fault, and to reformation (chap. Hi.

3). This is the point of view from which both nar-

ratives must be considered.

2. In the first incident, Elisha appears in (he

distinct character of a «er, hkS , which was the

older name for a fcP3J (1 Sam. ix. 9). He " sees "

the place where the Syrians have determined to
encamp, not once, only, but as often as they formed
a plan, and, when they came to take him captive,

he saw the heavenly protecting powers, and, at his

prayer, the eyes of his attendant were opened, so
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that he, too, saw them, whereas the enemy were
struck with blindness. This gift of secret sight,

while one is in clear possession of all the faculties

of consciousness, is similar to that of prophecy.
Both are effects of the spirit of Jehovah, which
wm temper tangit corda prophetarum, nee de omnibus
(Syra), nee datur Wis per modum habitus, sic ut est in

art\fic* (Sanctius). The prophet only sees what
others do not see when Jehovah grants it to him,

and his sight does not apply to all things whatso-
ever, nor to all events, as its legitimate objects,

bat only to those things which pertain directly or

indirectly to the relation to Jehovah and to the
guidance of the people of Israel as a nation, or as
individuals. {Moreover, it is not in the power of
the prophet, by any physical and ever-available

means, to bring about this state of the soul at will].

This sight is therefore something entirely different

from so-called clairvoyance, which has nothing in

common' with divine revelation. It may be asked
why Elisha, who saw the places where the Syrians
would encamp, and would attack Israel, did not
also foresee their coming to Dothan, and the dan-
ger which threatened him of being captured by
them. Cassel (Etiea, s. 116) is of the opinion that
" he must have known it

; yet he remained at Do-
than and awaited the hostile emissaries : he knew
that there were more with him than all the ene-
mies together could muster." This opinion, how-
ever, has no foundation in the text On the con-
trary, it is clearly declared that the arrival of the

Syrians was not observed until the morning, and
that it was totally unexpected. If Elisha had
known beforehand, by a divine revelation, that

they were coming, he would have regarded it as a
direction to escape from the threatening danger,
and not to remain any longer in Dothan, as Elijah

once fled from Jezreel (1 Kings xix. 3), and Joseph
from Bethlehem (Matt iL 14). The great danger
which suddenly came upon him, without his knowl-
edge or fault, was a trial of faith for him and for his

attendant. While the latter fell into anxiety and
terror on account of it, Elisha showed himself a
true " man of God " in that he trusted firmly in his

Lord and God, and spoke courageously to his com-
panion : " Fear not" In this firm faith he expe-
rienced the truth of what is written in Ps. xxxiv.

7, and xci. 11.

3. The conduct of Elisha towards the band of
Syrians, which had been sent 'out against him, is

not, as might at first appear, a mere pendant to the
similar incident in Elijah's history (chap. L 9-16).

It cannot even be compared with it, for the per-

sons and the circumstances are of an entirely dif-

ferent character. The emissaries, who were sent

to take Elijah captive, were sent out by a king of
Israel, who despised the God of Israel, and sought
succor from the Fly-god of the Philistines. They
were also themselves Israelites who, being of alike
disposition with their king, mocked the prophet of

Jehovah. Under these circumstances an act of
kindness and forgiveness on the part of the
prophet, whose high calling it was to pronounce,
by word and deed, the judgment of God upon all

apostasy, would have been a renunciation of his

calling (see above, p. 6). Benhadad, on the other

hand, was a heathen, Who did not know the liv-

ng God of Israel His troops were blind in-

struments of his will, who did not know what they
were doing, and did not scoff at the God of Israel,

or at his prophet Besides, Elisha's act was not

merely a piece of good-nature and magnanimity,
it was rather a prophetical act, in the strict sense
of the words, which had no other aim than to glo-

rify the God of Israel. Not for his own sake did
Elisha pray Jehovah to smite the Syrians with
blindness, but in order that he might lead them to
Samaria. The thanks for their surrender into the
hands of the king were due, not to him, but to
Jehovah. Jehpram was to learn once more to
recognize the faithfulness and might of Jehovah,
and to be convinced that there was a prophet in
Israel (chap. v. 8), from the fact that these dan-
gerous enemies were delivered into his hands with-
out a blow. On the other hand, Benhadad and
the Syrians were to learn that they could not ac-

complish anything, with all their cunning plots,

against the " prophet that is in Israel " (ver. 12),

and much less, against Him whose servant and
witness this prophet was. From this time on,
therefore, they ceased their raids, as is expressly
stated in ver. 23. The release, entertainment, and
dismissal of the troops was a deep mortification to

them. The slaughter of the captives, on the con-
trary, would have frustrated the purpose of the
prophet's act

4 The miraculous features of this story some
have attempted to explain, that is, to do away with,
in various ways. Knobel (Der Proph. der Hebr., ii.

8s. 93, 98 sq.) remarks upon the incident as fol-

lows :
" Inasmuch as Elisha had extended his jour-

neys as far as Syria (chap. viii. 7), he had gained
information of the plans of the Syrians against
Israel This information, as a good patriot, he did
not fail to make known to his king. He led the
Syrians, who do not appear to have known either

him or the locality, to Samaria. The inability to
recognize the person as Elisha, or the place as Do*
than, was, inasmuch as the safety of a man of God
was at stake, caused by God ; all the more, seeing
that it appeared to be extraordinary and miracu-
lous that they should not see that which was di-

rectly before their eyes. The cessation of this

inability was then an opening of their eyes by
God. Sudden insight into things which have long
been before the eyes and yet have not been per-

ceived, the Hebrews regarded as being directly

given by God. . . . The horses and chariots

of fire in the narrative are a purely mythical fea-
*

ture." This explanation is almost more difficult to

explain than the narrative itself. Nothing is said

anywhere about frequent journeys of Elisha to
Syria. Only one such journey is mentioned, and that
later (chap, viii 7). He oould only have gained
knowledge of Benhadad's plans from his imme-
diate and most familiar circle of attendants. These
attendants, however, reject any hypothesis of
treachery, and cannot explain Elisha's knowledge
in any way except on the ground that he is a
** prophet," i. e., himself sees the things which are
plotted in the king's bed-chamber. So far from
conspiring with Elisha, these servants of Benha-
dad find out his place of abode, and so bring about
the attempt to capture him. Then, when a com-
pany is sent to Dothan, and really arrives there,

they must have known where the place was, and
that they were there and not elsewhere. Further-

more, how could, not a single individual, but a
whole company, allow themselves to be deceived
by a man who was unknown to them, and to be
led a aray five hours' journey without getting " in-

sight into that which was directly before their
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eyes ? " The fiery horses and chariots, finally, are

a symbolic but not a mythical feature (see above,

p. 14). Ewald's explanation is much more prob-

able than this rationalistic interpretation. Accord-

ing to him, Elisha proved himself " the most faith-

ful counsellor, and the most reliable defence of

the king and people, by pursuing the plans of

the Arameans with the sharpest eye, and by frus-

trating them often single-handed, by means of his

sure foresight and tireless watchfulness. The mem-
ory of this activity is preserved in chap, vi 8 *g.,

where we have a vigorous sketch of it, as it had
taken form in the popular imagination." If, how-
ever,the prophet's second-sight, which is the central

point of the entire story, is a product only of the

popular imagination which, at a later time, wrought
upon the story, then we no longer hive history

before us, and the "man of God," who is espe-

cially presented to us as seer and prophet, sinks

down into a wise and prudent statesman. It would
then be an enigma how he could have " sure fore-

bodings " of the presence of the enemy at this or

that place, and could give them out as certain

facts. According to Koster, the gift of sight,

which was imparted to the companion of Elisha,

at the prayer of the latter, is only a "beautiful

representation of the idea that the eye of faith

sees the sure protection of God where, to the vul-

gar eye, all is dark." In like manner Thenius says

:

" It is a glorious thought, that the veil of earthly

nature is here lifted for a moment, for a child of

earth, that he may cast a look upon the workings
of the divine Providence." But here we have not
an idea, be it ever so beautiful, clothed in history,

but an historical fact. The prayer of Elisha does
Hot mean : Give him faith in the sovereignty of
divine Providence; or: Strengthen this faith in

him ; but : Give him power to see that which, in

the ordinary course of things, it is not permitted to

a man to see. His companion then sees, not the
thought-image of his own brain, but that which
Jehovah allows him to see in symbolic form. In
like manner it was a dispensation of Providence
that the Syrians did not see, in spite of their open
eyes. [The author vindicates the literal historic-

al accuracy of the record, but his opponents bring
out its practical importance. Let us suppose that,

as a matter of historical fact, on a certain day, a
eertain man, under certain circumstances, looked
up and saw in the air "chariots and horses of
flre," or something else, for which 4

* chariots and
horses of fire " is a symbolic expression. The
practical religious importance of the incident lies

in the fact that he was thereby convinced that

God protects His own. The prophet's object in his

prayer could be none other than that he might be
thus confirmed in the faith, and the edification of
the story depends upon these two deductions:
God protects His servants; and, to the eye of
faith, this protection is evident, when earthly eyes
see it not—W. G. S.]

6. The narrative of the second incident gives us
information of the great famine in Samaria during
the siege by the Syrians. It is impossible not to
perceive the intention of showing, in the descrip-

tion of this siege, how the threats in Levit. xxvi.

86-29, and Deut. xxviii. 51-53, against transgres-

sions of the covenant, were here fulfilled ; for the
separate incidents, which are here referred to,

correspond literally to those threats. The famine,
such as had hardly ever before been experienced,

and especially the abominable crimes which it oc-

casioned, referred back to those threats, so that

they forced the people to observe the violation of
the covenant, and the great guilt of king and peo-

ple, and, in so far, were the strongest possible

warning to return to the God whom they had
abandoned. As for the abomination wrought by
the two women, nothing like it occurs anywhere
but in the history of Israel ; at least, no one has
yet been able to cite any incident of the kind from
profane history. According to Lament ii. 20 ; iv.

10 (cf Jerem. xix. 9; Ezech. v. 10), something
similar seems to have occurred during the siege

of Jerusalem by Nebuchadnezzar (2 Kings xxv.

;

Jerem. xxxix.); and JosephHS (Beil Jua\, vi 34)

relates that, at the destruction of Jerusalem by
Titus, a noble lady slew her child and ate a part of

it, an action which filled even the Romans with hor-

ror, and caused Titus to declare that he would not

permit " that the sun should shine upon a city on
earth in which mothers nourished themselves with
such food.j' That such abominations were perpe-

trated precisely among that people which had been
thought worthy to be the bearer of the revelation

and knowledge of the one living God, only proves

that if Buch a people once falls away fVom its God,
it sinks deeper than another which does not know
Him, but adores dumb idols.

6. The deliverance of Samaria, like that of the
three kings in the war with the Moabites, did not
take place by a miracle, in the accurate sense of
the word, but it belongs, nevertheless, as that does,

in the rank of the events which bear witness to

the special divine governance of Israel (see

above, p. 36). Josephus' opinion that God raised

a great tumult in the ears of the Syrians (^p^ero

6 $ebc kHicov dpfidruv xal bir?ujv rale ornate ah-

tuv kvttxeiv) does not agree with the text, which
distinctly mentions a real and strong roaring. Still

less is ^ip to be rendered by "rumor" (Enobel:

" The Syrians raised the siege suddenly, because
they heard a rumor that the Egyptians and HH-
tites were on the march against them"). The
threefold repetition of the word, which, moreover,
never means rumor, is against this interpretation.

As for the prediction of deliverance, by Elisha,

that can never be explained on naturalistic grounds.

Knobel leaves it undecided " whether Elisha, who
probably had intrigues with the Syrians, suc-

ceeded in starting such a report among them, or
whether, in reality, an hostile army was advancing
upon the Syrians, of which fact Elisha had infor-

mation." The first hypothesis falls to the ground
when we consider that it was no " rumor " at

all, but a rushing and roaring noise, which the Syr*

ians heard. The alternative is just as unfounded,

for all the external communications of the city

were cut off, and the approaching army, of which,

however, history makes no mention, must have
been so near already that the noise of its march
would be heard, not only in the Syrian camp, but
also in Samaria ; or, can we conceive that Elisha

might have ordered up an Egyptian and Hittite

army, over night, and that this might have marched
at once ? Ewald's notion that the prophet's prom-
ise of deliverance only shows the " lofty confi-

dence " with which he met " the despairing com-
plaints " of the king, is equally unsatisfactory. It

would have been more than foolhardy in the

prophet to proclaim, as the word of Jehovah, be*
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fore the king, his attendants, and the elders, some-
thing which he, after all, only guessed, and which
was contrary to all probability. If his guess had
not been realized, what would have become of him,
and how would he have been disgraced in his

character of prophet ? What is more, he not only
promised deliverance, but also foretold to him who
scoffed at his promise :

" Thou shalt see it with
thine eyes, but shalt not eat thereof," and the
threat was fulfilled. The promise and the threat

of the prophet form together the central point of
the story ; they are not mere incidental details, as

is clear from the express repetition at the close.

The truth of the occurrence, which no one doubts,
stands or falls with both together. The object of
the story is, to show that there is a prophet in Is-

rael (chap. v. 8), so that it appearB, to say the
least, very insipid to hold, with Koster, that " the
moral of the story is : God can save by the most
unexpected means, but the unbeliever has no
share in such salvation." [Chap. v. 8 cannot, with
any justice, be cited as bearing upon, the signifi-

cance of this story. Its lesson is one much more
nearly touching the "historical development of
the plan of redemption " than chap. v. It was im-

portant that all should know that there were proph-
ets of God in Israel, only to the end that they
might believe what follows from this fact, viz.,

that God has a plan for the redemption of the
world in which the Israelitish nation plays a prom-
inent part : that He, therefore, is especially present
among them by His prophets, and that their his-

tory and fortunes, their calamities and chastise-

ments, their mercies and deliverances, are inter-

positions of God for the furtherance of His plan.

The point of the incident before us is, that God
would interpose to arrest a national calamity at the

very crisis of its fulfilment, for the instruction,

warning, and conversion of His people.—W. G. S.j

7. King Jehoram presents himself, in both nar-

ratives, just as he was described above (p. 34).

He does not persecute the prophet ; he rather lis-

tens to his counsel, and addresses him as " father "

(chap, vi 9, 21); but he never places himself de-

cidedly on his side. "He stands an example of
those who often permit themselves to be led, in

their worldly affaire, by holy men, who admire
them from a distance, who suspect the presence
of a higher strength in them, but still hold them
aloof and persist in their own ways " (Von Ger-

lach). When the prophet leads the enemy into

his hands without a blow, he becomes violent, and
is eager to slaughter them all ; then, however, he
allows himself to be soothed, gives them enter-

tainment, and permits them to depart in safety.

At the siege of Samaria, the great distress of the

city touches his heart. He puts on garments which
are significant of grief and repentance, but then
allows himself to be so overpowered by anger that,

instead of seeking the cause of the prevailing

misery in his own apostasy and that of the nation,

he swears to put to death, without delay, the man
[who had endeavored to fix his attention upon the

true cause of the calamity, and] whom he had
once addressed as " father." Yet this anger is also

of short duration. He repents of his oath, and
hastens to prevent the murder, and asks Klisha,

trembling and despairing, if there is no further

hope. He does not hear the promise of deliver-

ance with scorn, as his officer does, but with hope
and confidence. Then again, when the promised

deliverance is announced as actually present, h«
once more becomes doubtful and mistrustful, and
his servants have to encourage him, and push him
on to a decision. Thus, at one moment elated, at
another depressed, now good-natured and now
hard and cruel, now angry and again despairing,

now trustful and again distrustful, he never rises

above a character of indecision, changeableness,
and contrasted dispositions. He was indeed bet-

ter than his father Ahab, but he was still a true

son of this father (see 1 Kings xviii., Hist § 6). In
one thing only he was firm : "He cleaved unto the
sins of Jeroboam, the son of Nebat, which made
Israel to sin ; he departed not therefrom " (chap. iii.

3). Since, not to mention so many other proofs of
the divine power, patience, and faithfulness, even
the deliverance of Samaria from the greatest peril

did not avail to bring him into other courses, judg-
ment now came upon him and his dynasty, and the
threat of the Law was fulfilled: "I, the Lord thy
God, am a jealous God, visiting the iniquity of
the fathers upon the children unto the third and
fourth generation " (Ex. xx. 6). He was the fourth

member of the dynasty of Omri, or, as it is com-
monly called, from the principal sovereign of
the family, the house of Ahab. With him, that

dynasty ended (chap. ix. 10).

HOMILBTICAL AND PRACTICAL.

Vers. 8-23. The Lord is Hiding-place and Shield

(Ps. cxix. 114). (a) He brings to nought the plots

of the crafty, so that they cannot accomplish them
(Job v. 12), vers. 8-14. (b) "The angel of the
Lord encampeth round about them that fear Him,
and delivereth them " (Ps. xxxiv. 1), vers. 15-19.

(c) " The heathen are sunk down in the pit that

they made : in the net which they hid is their own
foot taken" (Ps. ix. 15; xxxv. 7), vers. 20-23.

—

Vers. 8-17. Krummachbr: Hints of the Course of
Things in Zion. (a) The revealed plot; (b) the
military expedition against one man

;
(c) the peace-

ful abode
;

(d) the cry of alarm
;

(t) the unveiled

protection from above.—Ver. 8. Cramer: The
heart of man plots its courses, but the Lord alone

permits them to prosper. "A man's heart devis-

eth his way; but the Lord directeth his steps"

(Prov. xvi. 9). "There is no wisdom, nor under-

standing, nor counsel against the Lord " (Prov. xxi
30).—Let them undertake the enterprise as cun-

ningly as they can, God leads to another end than
that they seek (Isai viiL 10).

—" In such and such
a place shall be my camp " (Prov. xxvii. 1 ; James
iv. 13-16).—Ver. 9. Osiandrr : It is no treason to

bring crafty and malicious plots to the light. It

is a sacred duty (Acts xxiii. 16). Beware of going

into places where thou wilt be in jeopardy of soul

and body. Be on thy guard when the enemy ad-

vances, and " put on the whole armor of God

"

(Ephes. vi. 13 aq.).—Ver. 10. No one has ever re-

gretted that he followed the advice of a man of

God ; on the contrary, many have thus been saved

from ruin.—Ver. 11. Starki: When God brings

to naught the plots of the crafty, they become en-

raged, and, instead of recognizing the hand of

God and humbling themselves, they lay the blame
upon other men, and become more malicious and
obstinate.—He who does not understand the ways
of God, thinks that he sees human treason in what
is really God's dispensation. Woe to the ruler
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. who cannot trust his nearest attendants (Ps. ci. 6,

7).—Ver. 12. A heathen, in a foreign land, con-

fesses, in regard to Elisha, something which no
one in Israel had yet admitted to be true. The
same thing also happened when the greatest of

all prophets appeared (Matt viii. 10; xiii. 67).

—

Krummaciier: Tremble with fear, ye obstinate

sinners, because all is bare and discovered before

His eyes, and shudder at the thought that the

veil, behind which ye carry on your works, does

not exist for Him! All which ye plot' in your
secret corners to-day, ye will find to-morrow
inscribed upon His book, and however secretly

and cunningly ye spin your web, not a single

thread of it shall escape His eye!—Ver. 13. How
mad it is to tight against, or to attempt to crush, a
cause in which the agency of a higher power is visi-

ble (Isai. xiv. 27 ; Acts v. 38, 39).—Ver. 14. Ben-
hadad sends out an entire army against one, but
finds out the truth of the words in Ps. xxxiii. 18 aq.

Vers. 14-23. Elisha during Distress and Dan-
ger, (a) (Although enclosed by an entire army, he
does not fear or tremble, like his companion, but
speaks to him words of encouragement and confi-

dence. This is the effect of a firm faith, which is the

substance, Ac., Heb. xi. 1. Faith takes away all

fear, and gives true and joyful courage, Ps. xxiii.

4; Ps. xci. 1-4; 2 Cor. iv. 8. David speaks with
this faith, Ps. iii 5 and 6 ; xxvii. 1-3 ; and Heze-
kiah, 2 Chron. xxxii 7; and Luther: Und wenn
die Welt voll Teufel war, und wollt, Ac.) (b) His
prayer, vers. 17 and 18. ("Lord, I pray thee,

open his eyes !
" So should every true servant of

God pray for every soul that is entrusted to him.

We all need to use this prayer daily : Lord, open
my eyes ! for it is the greatest misfortune if one
cannot see the light, even by day (Eph. i. 18).

Elisha, however, also prays: "Lord, smite this

peopje, I pray thee, with blindness," for his own
protection, and for their salvation , for they were
to learn that He is a God who can save marvel-

lously from the greatest distress, and that no craft

or skill avails against Him. It is not permitted us
to pray for harm to our enemies; but we may pray
that God will make them powerless, and show
them His might.) (c) His victory, vers. 19-23.

(Those who wish to capture him, he captures ; but
his victory is no victory of reverige. He causes
the captives to be entertained kindly, and allowed
to depart in safety, that they may learn that the
God, whose prophet Elisha is, is not only a mighty,
but also a merciful and gracious God. God is not
so much glorified by anything else as by returning

good for evil " For so is the will of God," Ac,
Peter it 15; cf. Romans xii. 20. He won the

highest victory who said upon the cross : " Father,

forgive them, for they know not what they do.")

—Ver. 15. Our fortune also may chang* over
night; then, how shall we bear it?

—

Starkb: Our
feeble flesh cannot do otherwise than despair,

when distress comes suddenly upon us, especially

If we are young and inexperienced ; for experience

brings hope (Rom. v. 4).

Vers. 16 and 17. Cramer: If we had spiritual

eyes, so that we could see the protecting forces of

loving, holy angels, it would be impossible for us

to fear devils or wicked men (Ps. civ. 4 ; Heb. L

14).—Vers. 17 and 18. Berleb. Bebel: In the

kingdom of Jesus Christ, which is hidden from the

world, blind men every day receive their sight,

and men who see are smitten with blindness.

—

Ver. 18. The Lord smites with blindness those
who fight against Him, not in order that they may
remain blind, but in order that they may truly see,

after they shall have observed how far they have
strayed, and shall have recognized the error of
their way (Acts ix. 8 sq. ; John ix. 39).—Ver. 19.

It is not a sin to withhold the truth from any one
until the proper time for making it known, but, in
many cases, it is even the duty of wisdom and
love (John xiii. 7 ; Matt x. 16). " Follow me I"

is the call of the only one who can lead us where
we shall find that which we are, consciously or
unconsciously, seeking, for He is the light

of the world, Ac. (John viii. 12).—Yer. 20. A
time will come for all who are spiritually blind,

when their eyes will be opened, and they will

learn that they have been walking in the paths of
error.

—

Krummaoher : Ye dream ofsome unknown
kind of an Elysium, and ye shall awake at last

among those of whom it shall be said: u Bind
them hand and foot, and cast them into outer
darkness."—Vers. 21-23. " The wrath of man
worketh not the righteousness of God " (James L
20). God does not give our enemies into our hands
in order that we may revenge ourselves upon them,
but in order that we may show ourselves to be chil-

dren of Him who dealeth not with us according to
our eina, neither rewardeth us according to our in*

iquities. He who receives forgiveness from God,
must also show forgiveness to others ; that is the
gratitude which God requires of us, and which we
owe to Him.—Ver. 23. Starke : True love to one's

enemies is never fruitless (1 Sam. xxiv. 7, 17, 18).

Vers. 24-31. Samaria during the Siege, (a)

The great scarcity
;

(b) the two women
;

(c) the
king.—Ver. 24. Evil men wax worse and worse
(2 Tim. lit 13). As Benhadad accomplished
nothing by his raids, he made an attack with his

entire force. A perverse and stubborn mail can*

not endure to be frustrated, and when he is. in-

stead of leading him to submissiveuess as it ought,
it only hurts his pride, and makes him more irrita-

ted.—Ter. 25. General public calamities are not
mere natural events, but visitations of God ou
account of publio guilt. Cf. Jerem. ii. 19, and
iii. 12 and 13.

—

Krummachek : Of all the judgments
of God in this world, none is more terrible than
famine. It is a scourge which draws blood. . . .

It often happens that God takes this scourge in hand
when, in spite of manifold warnings, His name is

forgotten in the land, and apostasy, rebellion, and
unbelief are prevalent.—Vers. 26 to 29. Necessity
loads to prayer, wherever there is a spark of the
fear of God remaining;' but where that fear is

wanting, " necessity knows no law " becomes the

watchword. The crime of the two women is a
proof that, where men fall away from God, they
may sink down among the ravenous beasts.

Separate sores, which form upon the body, are

signs that the body is diseased, and the blood
poisoned. Shocking crimes of individuals are
proofs that the community is morally rotteu.—Ver.
26. Starkb : Earthly might can help and protect

us against the injustice of men, but not against the
judgments of God.—Ver. 27. How many a one
speaks thus who might help if he only earnestly

tried. When the prayer: Help me! is addressed
to thee, do not refer the suppliant to God for con-

solation while any means of help, which are in

thine own hands, remain untried (1 John iii. 17;
James ii. 15, 16).—Vers. 30 and 31. Calw. Birils
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See here a faithful picture of the wrongheadedness
of man in misfortune. Id the first place, we half-

way make up our minds to repent, in the hope of

deliverance ; but if this is not obtained at once,

and in the wished-for way, we burst out in rage

either against our fellow men, or against God him-

sel£ Observe, moreover, the great ingratitude of

men. Jehoram had already, several times, expe-

rienced the marvellous interference of God ; once
it fails, however, and ho is enraged. The gar-

ment of penitence upon the body is of no avail, if

an impenitent heart beats beneath it. Anger and
rage and plots of murder cannot spring from the

heart which is truly penitent. It is the most
dangerous superstition to imagine that we can
make satisfaction for our sins, can become re-

conciled, to God, and turn aside His wrath, by ex-

ternal performances, the wearing of sackcloth,

fasting, self-chastisement, the repetition of prayers,

Ac (Ps. li. 16, 17). The world is horrified, indeed,

at the results of sin ; but not at sin itself. In-

stead of confessing :
" We have sinned " (Dan. ix.

6), Jehoram swears that the man of God shall die

(2 Cor. vii. 10).

—

Starkb: Whenever God's judg-

ments fall upon a people, the teachers and preach-

ers must bear the blame (I Kings xviii. 17 ; Amos
vii. 10).

Ver. 32-Chap. vii. 2. Elisha's Declarations in

his own House, (a) To the assembled elders
;

(b)

to the despairing king; (c) to the scoffing officer.

—Yer. 32. The Lord preserves the souls of His
saints; he will save them from the hands of the
godless (Ps. xcvii. 10). He sends friends at the

right moment, who serve us as a defence against

wickedness and unrighteous persecution.

—

Krum-
machrr: It is pleasant to be with brethren in a
time of calamity. One feels in union a power
against all calamities which threaten him
Moreover, especial promises attach to such a union.

Where two or three are gathered together in the
name of the Lord, there is He in the midst of
them.

—

Cramer: Although the saints of God are

tmterrified at the possibility of martyrdom, yet they
are not permitted to cast themselves into the
flames, but may properly make use of all ordinary

and just means to preserve themselves for the

good of the church of God (Phil. i. 22).—Yer. 33,

ef. Prov. xxi. 1. The wrath of the king changes
to timidity and hesitation. The heart of the natu-

ral man is a rebellious, but, at the same time,

wavering thing. Blessed is the man who trusts

in the Lord (Jer. xvii. 7, 9 ; Ps. xxxvii. 17).—Chap,
vii. 1. We must still answer " Hear the word of

the Lord " to those who, in littleness of faith and
in despair, cry out, what more shall I wait for

from the Lord ? A bruised reed - shall he not
break, Ac. (Matt. xii. 20). "To-morrow, at this

time." When the need is greatest, God is nearest.

If God often unexpectedly helps even apostates

out of great need, how*much more will He do this

for His own, who call to Him day and night He
has roads for every journey ; He does not lack for

means.—Ver. 2. The Sin ofUnbeliefand its Punish-
ment The children of this world consider their

unbelief to be wisdom and enlightenment, and
they seek to put that which is a consolation and
an object of reverence to others, in a ridiculous

light The Lord will not leave such wickedness
unpunished. It is only too often the case that

high-born, and apparently well-bred men, at court,

take pleasure in mockeries of the word of God and

of its declarations, without reflecting that they
thereby bear testimony to their own inner rude -

ness, vulgarity, and want of breeding. It is a bad
sign of the character of a prince, where sooner!

form the most intimate circle of his retinue (Ps. i.

1-4). Unbelief is folly, because it robs itself of
the blessing which is the portion of faith.

Ver. 3-16. The Miraculous Deliverance of
Samaria. It declares loudly (a) what is written in

Daniel ii. 20 : " Wisdom and might are His." (He
knows how, without chariots or horses, without
arms or army, merely by His terror, to put an
enemy to flight, Ex. xxiii. 27 ; to feed the hungry,
and set the captives at liberty, Ps. cxlvii. 7, in

order that all may confess: "Who is so great a
God," Ac, Ps. lxxvil 13 and 14; and: "Let not
the wise man glory," Ac, Jerem. ix. 23, 24) ;

(b) ef.

Ps. ciii. 8 : If ever a deliverance was undeserved,
then this was, that all might admit: "It is of the
Lord's mercies," Ac (Lament iii. 22 ; Rom. ii. 4
and 5).—Vers. 3-10. The Lepers outside the City,

(a) Their conversation (ver. 3 and 4); (6) their visit

to the Syrian camp (vers. 6, 8) ;
(c) their message

to the king (vera. 9, 10).—Vers. 3 and 4. Krum*
machrr : How often the same disposition meets
us in the dwellings of the poor; instead of a joy-

ful and believing looking up to heaven, a faithless

looking for help from human hands; instead of

submission to God, a dull discontent—a despair

which quarrels with the eternal. . . . Thence
comes the frequent neglect of the household, and
decay of the family. And then what language is

this :
" If they kill us, we shall only die," as if

the grave was the end of men, and the great Be-
yond were only a dream ; or as if it were a matter
of course that the pain of death atones for the sins

of a wasted life, and must rightfully purchase
their pardon, and a reception into heavenly blessed-

ness. Our life lies in the hand of God, who sets

its limit, which we may not anticipate. Circum-

stances may, indeed, arise in which a man wishes
for death ; it makes a great difference, however,
whether this wish comes from weariness of life,

or whether we say, with St Paul :
" I long to depart

and be with Christ" Only when Christ has be-

come our life, is death a gain.—Vers. 5-7. Starkb:
The Almighty laughs at the planning of the proud,

and brings their schemes to a disgraceful end (Ps.

ii 1 sq. ; Dan. iv. 33 and 34).

—

Wurtemb. Suiuc. :

It is only necessary that in the darkness a wind
should blow, or that water should splash in free

course, or that an echo should resound from the

mountains, or that the wind should rustle the dry
leaves, to terrify the godless, so that they flee as
if pursued by a sword, and fall, though no one
pursues them (Levit xxvi. 36). Therefore, we
should cling fast to God in the persecution of our
enemies, should trust Him, and earnestly cry to

Him for help ; He has a thousand ways to help us.

—Yer. 6. Krummacher : It happens to the uncon-

verted man, as it did here to the Syrians. God
causes him to hear the rumbling of His anger, the

roaring of the death-floods, the thunder of His
law, and the trumpet-sounds of the judgment-
day. Then he flees from the doomed camp, in

which he has dwelt hitherto, and hurls away the

dead-weight of his own wisdom, justice, and
strength,—Vers. 8 and 9. Wurt. Summ. : Many a

one gets chances to acquire property dishonestly,

to enjoy luxury and debauchery, to gratify fleshly

lusts, and to commit other sins, and, if he is secure
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from human eye, be does not trouble himself about
the all-seeing eye of God ; but hi* crime is dis-

covered at last in his own conscience, and, by
God's judgment, it is revealed and punished. Con-
science can, indeed, be benumbed for a time ; but
it will not rest forever; it awakes at last, and
stings all the more the longer H has been stilL

He who conceals what b<* has found, is not betteT

than a thief.

—

Pfaffsohe Bduel: It is a good
action to warn others of wickedness, and to hold
them back from sin, still more to encourage them
to virtue (Heb. x. 24).—Ver. 10. Lepers, i. e., out-

oast and despised men, were destined, according
to God's Providence, to announce to the threat-

ened city, in the crisis of its danger, the great and
wonderful act of God. God is wont to use slight

and contemptible instruments for his great works,
that.He may, by the foolish things of the world,
confound the wise (1 Cor. i 27). Fishermen and
publicans brought to a lost world the best Good
News, the gospel, which is a power to make all

blessed who believe in it—Vers. 12-15. Doubt and
distrust of God's promises are deeply inrooted in

the human heart Where it is most necessary to

be prudent, there the heart of man is sure and
free from care (Ps. liii. 5), and where there is no-
thing to fear, there it is anxious. Instead of con-

fessing with joy : Lord, I am unworthy of the least

of all thy mercies, when the promised help is of-

fered, it does not trust even yet, until it can see with
the eyes and grasp with the hands.—Ver. 16. Calw.
Bibel : Learn from this that He can lead us, as in

a dream, through the gates of death, and, in an
instant, set us free.

—

Wurt. Summ. : It is easy for

our Lord and God to bring days of plenty close

upon days of famine and want Therefore, we
should not despair, but trust in God, and await
His blessing in hope and patience, until He " open
the windows of heaven " (Mai. iiL 10).

—

Stahkb:
God's word fails not ; not a word of His ever fell

upon the earth in vain ; every one is fulfilled to

the uttermost, both promise and threat—Vers. 17-

20. The judgment upon the king's officer proclaims

aloud: "Be not deceived: God is not mocked"
(GaL vi 7; Prov. xiii 13).

—

Rrummacher: Hit
corpse became a bloody seal upon the words of

Jehovah, and of His prophet

—

Bebleb. Bibbl: In
the last days also, when the abundance of the

divine grace shall be poured out, like a stream, in

the midst of the greatest misery, many despisers

of the glorious promises of God will see the begin-

ning thereof, but will not attain to the enjoyment
of it ; they will be thrust aside by marvellous judg-

ments.

D.

—

The Influence of EUtiha with the King, and hit Residence at Samaria.

Chap. VUL 1-15.

1 Then spake [Now] Elisha [had spoken] unto the woman, whose son lie had
restored to life, saying, Arise, and go thou and thine household, and sojourn
wheresoever thou canst sojourn : for the Lord hath called for [up] a famine

;

2 and it shall also come upon the land seven years. And the woman arose, and
did after the saying of the man of God : and she went with her household, and

8 sojourned in the land of the Philistines seven years. And it came to pass at
the seven years' end, that the woman returned out of the land of the Philistines:

4 and she went forth to cry unto the king for her house and for her land. And
the king talked [wasjust then talking] with Gehazi the servant of the man of
God, saying, Tell me, I pray thee, all the great things that Elisha hath done.

5 And it came to pass, as he was telling the king how he had restored a dead
body to life, that, behold, the woman, whose son he had restored to life, cried
to the king for her house and for her land. And Gehazi said, My lord, O king,

6 this is the woman, and this is her son whom Elisha restored to life. And when
the king asked the woman, she told him. So the king appointed unto her a
certain officer, saying, Restore all that was hers, and all the fruits of the field

since the day that she left
l the land, even until now.

1 And Elisha came to Damascus : and Benhadad the king of Syria was sick

;

8 and it was told him, saying, The man of God is come hither. And the king said
unto Hazael, Take a present in thine hand, and go, meet the man of God, and

9 inquire of the Lord by him, saying, Shall I recover of this disease ? So Hazael
went to meet him, and took a present with him, even of [and

—

omu even of] every
good thing of Damascus, forty camels 9 burden, and came and stood before him,

11 shewed me that fie shall surely die. And he [Elisha] settled his countenance
[, and gazed] steadfastly [at him], until he was ashamed [became confused] :
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12 and the man of God wept. And Hazael Baid, Why weepeth my lord ? And he
answered, Because I know the evil that thou wilt do unto the children of Israel

:

their strong holds wilt thou set on fire, and their young men wilt thou slay with
the sword, and wilt dash their children [in pieces], and rip up their women with

13 child. And Hazael said, But what, is thy servant a dog, [What is then 1 thy
servant, the dog,] that he should do this great thing? And Elisha answered,
The Lord hath showed me that thou shalt be [let me see thee] king over Syria.

14 So he departed from Elisha, and came to his master ; who said to him, What
said Elisha to thee ? And he answered, He told me [:] that [<mtt that] Thou

15 shouldest [shalt] surely recover [live]. And it came to pass on the morrow, that

he [Hazael] took a thick cloth [the blanket!, and dipped it in [the] water,

and spread it on his face, so that ne died : and Hazael reigned in his stead.

TEXTUAL AM) GRAMMATICAL.

> Ver. 6.—(The Masoretes write H In fntJJ it suffix without mapplk, of which other examples occur (c/. 1 Kings

xlr. 12 ; Isal. xxiil. 17). It might be pnnctaated as a perfect HD^ . Ew. S47, d. and nt 8.—Bottcher ($ 418, c) accounts

for the omission of mapplk by the accumulation of guttural and biasing letters: M, ? , p,
* Ver. 10.—[/. «., give him that delusive hope, since he longs for it, and you, aa a oonrtier, desire to gratify him.

Tliit la adapting the kerl V See Eteeget

» Ver. 18.—[^3 has the force ofthen. What then Is thy servant, the dog, that, fro. The English translators rendered
the sentence as if It were the same use of language as In 1 Snm. xvll. 48; 2 Sam. 111. 8, but It Is quite the contrary. Ha-
tacl calls himself a dog and asks how he can do great deeds. Goliath and Abner resent being treated as if they were

contemptible, which they do not admit HO » even when It refers to persona, asks, not who t but tokat / a. «n what kind

efone? (Bottcher, | 8W, £)—W. G. 8.]

BXEGETIOAL AND CRITICAL,

Yer. 1. Then spoke Xffisha, &cM or, as it should
read, Elisha had spoken ; for what is told in yer. 2

took place long before the incident which is nar-

rated in the 3d and following verses, and forms
only the necessary introduction. The famine of
four years' duration is doubtless the same which
is mentioned chap. iv. 38. The years in which it

falls among the twelve of Jehoram, it is impossi-

ble to fix. The advice which the prophet gave the

woman to go into a foreign land, must have been
founded upon peculiar grounds, since she did not
belong to the poorer classes (ver. 6 and chap. iv. 8

tq.). Perhaps she had become a widow, as some
suppose, and had lost, in her husband, her chief

reliance in a time of distress. She chose the land
of the Philistines as her residence, probably be-

cause it was near, and because the plains on the sea-

coast did not suffer so much from scarcity as the

mountainous country of Israel (Thenius). On her
return, the woman found her property in the hands
of strangers. We may suppose that it had been
taken possession of, either by the royal treasury,

as property which the owner had abandoned (Gro-

tius, Clericus, and others), or by individuals, who
bad illegally established themselves in the posses-

sion of it, and who were not willing now to sur-

render it. She appeals, therefore, to the chief

Judge, the king.

Yer. 4. And the king talked with Oehazi,
Ac. Piscator, Sebast. Smith, Keil, and others,

have felt compelled to assign this incident to a
time previous to the healing of Naaman, because
it is said (v. .27) that Gehazi and all his posterity

were, from that time on, to be lepers, but here we
find the king conversing with him. In general,

there is no objection to this, for it is very doubt-

ful if the narrative of the acts of Elisha presents

them tc us in their chronological order (see above.

p. 451 The principal ground for this opinion,

viz., uehazi's leprosy, has not compulsory force,

for, although lepers were obliged to remain outside

the city (chap. vii. 3, and the places there cited),

yet it was not forbidden to talk with them (Matt,

viii. 2; Luke xvii. 12). Naaman, the leper, was
admitted to the palace of the king (chap. viii. 6),

and, at a later time, such persons were not ex-
cluded even from attendance in the synagogues
(Winer, R.-W.-B. i. s. 117). Gerlach thinks that

the king could the more probably meet with Ge-
hazi, for the very reason that the latter had not been
for a long time in Elisha's service. Jarchi and some
of the other rabbis declare that the four lepers

(chap. vii. 3) were Gehazi and his sons, but this is

a purely arbitrary and unfounded notion. They
were led to it probably by the desire of bringing
the present incident into some connection with the
preceding. Menzel also brings the story, vers. 1-6,

into connection with that in chap. vii. by saying:
" Great fear of the prophet took possession of the
king from that time on " (i. «., from the death of
the scoffer—vii. 20—which Elisha had predicted).

However, if this had been the ground of his inter-

view with Gehazi, the story would certainly have
had a different introduction from that in vers. 1-3.

It is no cause for wonder that the king did not ask
Elisha himself in regard to his acts, but obtained
a recital of them from Gehazi. As he had been
himself a witness of so many of the prophet's
acts, he was now curious to hear, from a reliable

source, about those acts which Elisha had done
quietly, in the narrow circle of his intimate asso-

ciates, and in regard to which so many unreliable

reports circulated among the people. To whom
could he apply with more propriety for this informa-
tion than to one whohad formerly been the prophet's
familiar servant ? Among these acts the restora-

tion of the Shunammite's son to life was the most
important By D^ID , ver. 6, we must understand
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a high officer of the court, not necessarily a eunuch

(</. 1 Kingj ixil 9). nW3fi can hardly mean the

rent; it is rather the produce in kind, which must
have been restored to her out of the royal stores.

Ver. 7. ^And Elisha came to Damascus, Ac.

:

not into the city of Damascus, as is often assumed,
for Hazael came out with camels to meet him (ver.

9), so that the most it can mean is that he came
into the neighborhood of the city. Perhaps the

name Damascus stands for the whole province, as

Samaria did. Keil, who follows the old exposi-

tors, thinks that Elisha clearly went thither " with

the intention of executing the commission which
had been laid upon Elisha at Horeb (1 Kings xix.

15) to appoint Hazael to be king of Syria," but so im-

portant an object to the journey must have been
specified in some way. To pass over the objection

that that commission was given to Elijah and not

to Elisha, and that there is nowhere any mention

of its having been transferred to the latter, we ob-

serve that the prophet does not say here (ver. 12)

:

Jehovah has commanded me to anoint, or appoint,

thee, Hazael, king of Syria, but: He has made me
see that thou wilt be king of Syria, and that thou

wilt do much evil to Israel. According to Ewald,
Elisha went into voluntary exile for a time, on ac-

count of a disagreement between himself and Je-
(

horam, who still tolerated idolatry, but the text

does not say anything of this, and we are not com-
pelled to assume anything of the kind. The prophet

was already known and highly esteemed in Syria,

as we see from the entire narrative, especially from
vers. 7 and 8. He might very well, therefore, even
without any especial ground, extend the journeys,

which he made in the pursuit of his prophetical

calling (chap. iv. 9), as far as Damascus. We may,
nevertheless, suppose that it was done " by the in-

stigation of the Spirit " (Thenius). The revelation,

of which he speaks in vers. 10 and 13, he certainly

did not receive until after his arrival in Syria. It

was not the occasion of his journey thither.

Ver. 8. And the king said unto Hazael, Ac.

Josephus calls Hazael 6 mtrrdraToc r£n> oIketuv:

perhaps he was also commander-in-chief of the

army (ver. 12). There is a tacit request in the

question of Benhadad that the prophet would ob-

tain his restoration to health, from Jehovah, by
prayer. He who wished to consult a man of Go<*
did not come with empty hands (1 Sam. ix. 7 ; 1

Kings xiv. 3). The ) before ^3, ver. 9, is hardly

explanatory: "and in truth" (Keil); it is rather

the simple conjunctive (Thenius). The messenger
had a " gift in his hand," and besides there were
all kinds of other valuable articles and products
from Damascus, which were carried by forty cam-
els. A camel-load is reckoned at from 500 to 800
pounds, but it would be wrong to reckon the weight
ofthese gifts accordingly at 20,000 to 32,000 pounds
(Dereser). " The incident is rather to be estimated

by the oriental custom of giving the separate parts

of a gift to as many servants, or loading them upon
as many animals as possible, so as to make the

grandest possible display of it Harmar, Bcobb*, ii.

5. 29. Rosenmuller, Morgenland, iil 8. 17." (Keil).
41
"Fifty persons often carry what a single one could

very, well carry " (Chardin, Voyage, iil p. 217).

Nevertheless, the gifts were very important, and
we see from their value in how great esteem Elisha

stood among the Syrians. If he refused to accept

any gift whatsoever at the healing of Naaman (2

Kings v. 16), far less is it likely that he accepted-,

these grand gifts in this case, where he had to be-

wail the misfortunes of his country (vers. 1 1 and 12).

Yer. 10. And Elisha said unto him, Ac The

keri gives fa instead of $ after TOM, and the

Massoretes reckon this among the fifteen places in

the Old Testament where to is a pronoun, and not

the negative particle. All the old translations, and
some manuscripts also, present the keri No one

of the modern expositors but Keil has adopted fco

,

non; he accepts that reading as " the more diffi-

cult" He rejects the makkeph between TOM and

fe<f>, joins fe<f> with the following word rpn, and

translates : " Thou shalt not live, and (for) Jehovah
hath shownme that he will die." But 1 never means

for, as it would here, if this interpretation were
correct It rather means here but, as it so often

does, so that the sentence which begins with it

forms a contrast to the one which precedes. This

tells strongly against the chetib fc^>. A further
consideration is that the infinitive before the verb

(njnn rpn) always serves to strengthen the verbal

idea (Gesen., Gramm., § 131, 2, a), and that, in this

construction, the negative stands before the finite

verb and not before the infinitive, cf. Judges xv. 13

(Ew., Lehrb., § 312, b). t6 cannot, therefore, be

connected with rpn* Still less can it be taken as
T

a negative with "iftfct, for Hazael says, ver. 14:
" He (the prophet) told me : • Thou shalt surely re-

cover.
'
" This, therefore, was the answer of Elisha,

which Hazael {suppressing the other words of the
prophet) brought to the king ; an answer such as
the latter was eager to receive. If there is any
case where the keri is to be preferred to the che-

tib, this is one. Nearly all the expositors, accord-

ingly! agre© in reading p, but their interpretations

differ. Some translate, apparently with literalness

:

"Tell him:—Thou shalt recover;—but God hath
shown me that he shall die," and they suppose,
accordingly, that Elisha consciously commissioned
Hazael with a falsehood, either because he did not
wish to terrify or sadden the king, that is, out of
compassion (Theodoret, Josephus), or, because it

was generally held to be allowable to deceive for-

eign enemies and idolaters (Grotius). Neither the
one nor the other, however, is consistent with the
dignity and character of the prophet, who here
speaks in the name of Jehovah. It is impossible
that the narrator, who only aims to advance the
glory of the prophet, in all his stories about him,
should have connected with his words a sense
which would have made Elisha a liar. Other ex-
positors, therefore, explain it thus :

" Of thy illness

thou shalt not die, it is not unto death ;
" but that

he then added, for Hazael: "the king will lose his
life in another way" (». e., violently). Clericus
(following Kirachi), J. D. Michaelis, Hess, Maurer,
Yon Gerlach, and others, agree in this interpreta-

tion. The form rrnn tfn in the first member of
v :

• t

the sentence, to which TWO* rfo hi the second

member corresponds, is a bar to this interpretation.

The infinitive strengthens the verbal idea in both
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cases. It cannot serve with rpnn to tone down
v :

*

the verb (" as far as this illness is concerned, thou
mayest preserve thy life"), and with n*D* to

strengthen it ¥e must, therefore, translate:

"Thou shalt surely live," and : "He shall surely

die." Then the words can have no other sense
than that which Vitringa has established in his

thorough discussion of the verse (ObservatL Sac., I
3t 16, pages 716-728): Vade, et die modo (/car* bri-

rpo>KJv) ipsi: Vivcndo vives; Dens tamen miki os~

tendU, tZfam certe moriktrum east. So, likewise,

Thenius: "Just tell him (as thou, in thy capacity

of courtier, and according to thy character, wilt

surely do) : * Thou shalt surely recover ;
' yet Jeho-

vah hath revealed to me that he shall Burely die
"

(cf. Boos, Fuszstapfen des Olaubens Abrahams, s.

831). [This exposition of the grammatical sense
of the words is undoubtedly correct, but there is

room for some scruple about the interpretation,

Elisha seems to encourage the courtier to flatter

the king with a delusive hope. This could at best
be only a sneer, or irony. A clue to a better in-

terpretation is given above. Note that the ques-
tion is: "Shall I recover of this disease? " Hie
answer seems to be measured accurately, and
strictly to fit this question :

" Go, say to him : Thou
shalt surely live." That is the answer to the ques-
tion asked, and the infinitive has its full force.

Thus the prophet promises a recovery from the
Alness. At the same time he Bees farther, and
sees that though the illness is not fatal, other dan-
gers threaten Benhadad. He need not declare
this, and in his categorical answer to the king he
does not, but in an aside he does :

" Nevertheless,
Jehovah hath shown me that he shall surely die,"

i. ey, not of the disease, but by violence.—W. G. 8.]
Elisha, by his prophetical insight, had seen through
the treacherous Hazael, just as he once saw through
the plans of Benhadad (chap. vL 12), and he now
showed him that he knew the secret purpose which
he cherished in his heart He gave him to under-
stand this, not only by his words, but also by the
circumstance which is added in ver. 11 : "And he
fixed his countenance steadfastly until he (Elisha)

shamed him (Hazael)," i. «., he fixed his eyes stead-

ily and sharply upon him, so that the piercing look
produced embarrassment and made Hazael's coun-
tenance fall. This detail is consistent with the above
interpretation of ver. 10 and with no other. [" Je-

hovah hath shown me that he shall surely die,"

says the prophet, and fixes his eyes upon the am-
bitious and treacherous courtier, who has already
conceived the idea of murdering his master, until

the guilty conscience of the latter makes him shrink
from the scrutiny.—W. G. S.] The Sept give a
purely arbitrary rendering of ver. 11, thus: *ai

hrrrj 'A^ttTjX Kara np6$wKov atrrov, koX irapk&tpuv

b&rriov avrov ra 6€>pa hue ^tr^vero. The only
possible subject of TEJW is Elisha, and the text

says nothing about the presentation of the gifts.

raiy does not mean either :
" remarkably long "

(Ewald), nor: "In a (taking the words strictly)

shameless manner " (Thenius), cf. on chap. ii. 17.

The man of God did not weep for Benhadad, nor
for Hazael, but for his own countrymen, on account
of the judgments which should be inflicted upon
them by the hand of Hazael, as he himself declares

in ver. 12.

Ver. 12. And Hazael said, Why weepeth
e

my lord ? The particular statements in Elisha's
reply must not be taken too strictly in their lit-

eral meaning. He only means to say : Thou wilt
commit in Israel all the cruelties which are wont to
be practised in the bitterest wars (see Hos. x. 14

;

xiil 16; Isai. xiil 15 sq. ; Nahum hi. 10 sq. ; Ps.
cxxxvii. 9 ; Amos L 13 sq.). How this was fulfilled

we see in chap x. 32 sq. ; xiil 3, 4, 7, 22. In the
13th verse, where the proud Hazael, high in office,

and already plotting to reach the throne, calls him-
self " thy servant, the dog," he commits an ex-
travagance which, in itself, shows us that he was
not in earnest, and that his humility was hypocriti-

cal and false. " Dog " is the most contemptuous
epithet of abuse, 1 Sam. xxiv. 14; 2 Sam. xvi 9
(Winer, J?.- W.-B., i. si 617). Elisha now declares
openly to the hypocrite that which, in vers. 10 and
11, by word and look, he had only hinted at : "Je-
hovah hath shown thee to me as king of Syria,"
i. «., I know what thou aimest at, and also what
thou wilt become. The words by no means in-

volve a solemn prophetical institution or consecra-
tion (anointing) to be king, such as, for instance,

occurs in chap. ix. 3, 6, but they are a simple pre-

diction (which, at the same time, probes Hazael's
conscience) of that which should come to pass.

He means to say : As God has revealed to me Ben-
hadad's death, so has he also revealed to me thy
elevation to the throne. Hazael, therefore, startled

by the revelation of his secret plans, makes no re-

ply to the earnest words of the prophet, but turns
away.

Ver. 14. So he departed from Elisha, Ac.

Hazael makes the very reply to his master which
the prophet had predicted that he would (ver. 10),

and we see from the words \X\ *b "IDN still more

clearly, that we must read fa for $> in ver. 10.

In the 15th verse n|5fl cannot have any other sub-

ject than the three verbs which precede, "j^ , to*!

,

and "OH. It is not, therefore, Benhadad (Lu-

ther, Schulz, and others), but HazaeL Moreover, it

is inconsistent with the entire context that Benha-
dad himself, in order to refresh himself, should have
laid a cloth, dipped in water, upon his face, and then
should have died from the effects of the repressed
perspiration. 133D means, primarily, something

woven, a woven fabric, but it is not a fly-guard (Mi-

chaelia, Hess, and others), nor a bath-blanket or

quilt (Ewald) ; but a woven, and hence thick and
heavy, coverlet (Sept arp€>fia); the bed-coverlet

This, when dipped in water, became so heavy that,

when spread over his face, it prevented his breath-

ing, and so either produced suffocation, as most un-
derstand it, or brought on apoplexy, as Thenius
suggests. Clericus correctly states the reason why
Hazael chose just this form of murder: uthomi-
nem facilius suffocaret, ne vi inieremtus vidcret He
would have the less opposition to fear, in mounting
the throne, as he intended, if Benhadad appeared
to have died a natural death. We have not, there-

fore, to think of strangulation, which Josephus
states was here employed (rdv fib> orpayy&Xy Sify-

deipe). Philippson remarks that, in cases of vio-

lent fever, it is the custom in the Orient, according

to Bruce, to pour cold water over the bed, and that

this bold treatment was perhaps tried in the case of
Benhadad, but with unfortunate results. This,

however, is not at all probable. We may feel confi-

dent that no one will ever succeed in clearing Ha-
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zael from the crime of regicide, however much some
have tried it Ewald (

Geschichte des Volkes Israel, iii.

6. 522 [3e Ausg. s. 561]), narrates the occurrence

thus :
" As the king was about to take his bath (?),

his servant (?), we cannot now tell more precisely

from what particular motive, dipped the bathing-

blanket (?) in the warm (?) water, and drew it, before

the king could call for help, so tightly together (?)

over his head, that he was smothered." Every one
sees that the text says nothing of all that. [It is

unnatural, of course, to introduce a new subject for

np*1 . Also, it is not likely that the king commit-
ted suicide the day after he had shown so much
anxiety about his life. Hazael alone remains, and
so we translate. But Ewald refers the case to the

usage in which an indefinite subject, one (Germ.
man), must be supplied, § 294, b. He furthermore
points to the article in -QDDn» which refers to

some well-known, object, he thinks to a bath-

blanket This, then, would identify the subject as

the servant who was assisting him in the bath.

Again, Ewald observes that if Hazael were the

subject he would not be mentioned again immedi-
ately afterwards (Geschichte, ed. iii. vol IH. s. 562

u. 2). These considerations are not, perhaps, strong

enough to support the inferences which he draws
from them, but they certainly are not contemptible.

—W. G. S.]

HISTORICAL AND ETHICAL.

1. This passage is not by any means arbitrarily

inserted here in the course of the history of the

kings. It stands in close and intelligent connection
with what precedes and what follows. The first

incident (vers. 1-6) is not intended simply to prove
" how God, by overruling slight circumstances, of-

ten brings about great blessings " (Koster); neither

can it properly be entitled :
4k The Seven-year Fam-

ine," or "The Restoration of the Shunaramite's
Property." It is rather intended to show the high
estimation in which the king held the prophet The
king had been a witness of very many acts of Eli-

ana, which forced from him a recognition of the
prophet's worth. In order to arrive at a still more
complete estimate of him, he desires to learn from
a reliable source all the great and extraordinary
works which Elisha had accomplished, and ofwhich
he had already perhaps heard something by public
rumor. He therefore applies to Gehazi for this in-

formation. JVhile Gehazi was telling the story of
the Shunammite, she herself came in and was able
to ratify what he narrated. The king was so much
carried away by the story, and by this marvellous
meeting with the woman herself, that he, for the
sake of the prophet, restored to her the property
she had lost, and even added more than she ever
could have expected. This story, therefore, shows
us the effect which the acts of Elisha had had upon
the king, and is perfectly in place here. Moreover,
it forms the connection with what follows. In
spite of all his recognition of Elisha as a prophet,
still Jehoram " cleaved unto the sins of Jeroboam
and departed not therefrom " (iii. 3). He still tol-

erated the disgraceful idolatrous worship in Israel,

so that, before his end, Jehu could retort upon him

:

14 What peace, so long as the whoredoms of thy
mother Jezebel and her witchcrafts are so many ?

"

(chap. ix. 22). Therefore itwas that the storm-clouds
of divine judgment, which were to bring ruin to

him, and to the entire house of Ahab, were already

collecting. This judgment came from two direc-

tions, as the oracle 1 Kings xix. ' 15 sq. (see Exeg.

notes thereon) had already predicted that it would
come, both from without and from within; foreign

invasion from Syria by Hazael, and domestic rebel-

lion by Jehu. The second narrative above concerns

Hazael; chap. ix. treats of Jehu. The main point

in the second narrative (vers. 7-1 5) is the announce-

ment of the divine judgment which is to fall upon
Israel by the hand of Hazael (vers. 11-13). All

the rest, both what precedes and what follows, is

only introduction to this, or development of it As
God's prophet in Israel (v. 8), Elisha had the pain-

ful task, which he performed with tears, of desig-

nating in advance the usurper Hazael as the one

through whom the divine judgment should be in-

flicted, "in order that Israel might thereafterknow
all the more surely that Jehovah had prepared this

chastisement, and that it was His hand which laid

this scourge upon apostates " (Krummacher). [At

the whole series of incidents, of which this is one,

is told in order to show the greatness of the

prophet, so it seems more consistent to see the

aim of this one in the intention to show that Elisha

foreknew and foretold HazaeTs crime and usurpa-

tion, and the misery which he inflicted upon Israel

—W. G. S.]

2. The first narrative (vers. 1-6) contains, be-

sides the chief point, whicn has already been sped-

fled, a series of incidents which form a marvellous

web of divine dispensations. The restoration of

the Shunammite's property, with which it ends, is

connected by a chain of intervening incidents with

the famine predicted by the prophet, with which it

begins. The restoration of the property presup-

poses its loss; this the temporary absence from

the country ; that took place by the advice of the

prophet, and this advice was founded upon the

scarcity which God had inflicted as a punishment,

and which He had revealed beforehand to the

prophet It was especially the marvellous, divinely

ordered, meeting of the Shunammite and Gehazi in

the presence of the king, which influenced the lat-

ter to his unexpected decision. This meeting was,

for the king, a seal to the story of Gehazi, and for

the Shunammite a seal upon her faith and trust in

the prophet Once she declined any intercession

of the prophet with the king on her behalf (chap,

iv. 13); now she found that she received help,

for the prophet's sake, even without his imme-

diate interference. Krummacher :
" God does not

always help by startling miracles, although His

hands are not tied from even these. More fre-

quently His deliverances are disguised in the more

or less transparent veil of ordinary occurrences,

nay, even of accidents. This and that takes place,

which at the time we hardly consider worthy of no-

tice ; but let us wait until these slight providential

incidents are all collected together, and the last

thread is woven into the artistic web."
3. What is here told us about king Jehoram

presents him to us from his better side. His de-

sire to learn all of Eliaha's acts, still more the way
in which he was ready at onee to help the dis-

tressed Shunammite to the recovery of her property,

testify to a receptivity for elevated impressions, and

to a disposition to yield to them. By the fact that

he recognized all that was extraordinary in the

person of the prophet, and yet that he did not desist

from his false line of conduct, he showed that, in
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the main point, the relation of himself and of his

people to Jehovah, nothing good could any longer

be expected of him. His better feelings were
transitory and, on a broad and general surrey, in-

effectual He continued to be a reed, swayed
hither and thither by the wind, easily moved, but
undecided and unreliable, so that finally, when all

the warnings and exhortations of the prophet had
produced no effect, he fell under the just and
inevitable judgment of God.

4. Ttie second narrative (vers. 7-15) relates, it is

true, the fulfilment of the oracle in 1 Kings xix.

15, but it shows, at the same time, that that oracle

cannot be understood in its literal sense (see the
Exeg. notes on that passage), for it is historically

established here that Hazael, who now appears for

the first time in the history, was not anointed king
of Syria by either Elijah or Elisha, though he does
appear as the divinely-appointed executor of the

judgments which God had decreed against Israel.

Jehovah " shows " him as such to the prophet, and
the latter, far from seeking him in Damascus and
anointing him, or even saluting him, as king, gives

the usurper, who comes to meet him with presents

and hypocritical humility, to understand, both by
his manner and his words, that he sees his treach-

erous plans, and he tells him, with tears, what God
had revealed, that he should be the great enemy
and oppressor of Israel. Thereupon Hazael de-

parts, startled and embarrassed, without a word.
This is the clear story of the incident as this nar-

ration presents it to us. There is no room, there-

fore, for any supposition that Hazael was anointed

by the prophet. On the other hand, it is an entire

mistake, on the part of some of the modern histo-

rians, to see in the conduct of Elisha only the
u enmity of the prophets of Jehovah " towards Je-

horam and his dynasty, and to make Elisha a liar

and a traitor, as Duncker (Geschichte des Alterthums,

Is. 413) does, when he says: "At a later time
[after the siege of Samaria by Benhadad, chap, vi]

Elisha spent some time among the enemies of his

country, in Damascus. Here Benhadad was slain

by one of his servants, Hazael, at the instigation

of Elisha. Hazael then mounted the throne of
Damascus and renewed the war against Israel, not
without encouragement from Elisha." In like man-
ner Weber (Gtech, des Volkes IwatVs, 236) remarks:
"This opportunity [the illness of Benhadad] ap-

pears to have been taken advantage of by the

prophet to bring about a palace revolution, as a
result of which the king of Damascus was mur-
dered on his sick-bed, by means of a fly-net (?)."

8uch misrepresentation of history can only be ex-

plained by the neglect or ignorance of the Hebrew
text When will people cease to make modern
revolutionary agitators of the ancient prophets ?

According to Koster (Die Proph,, s. 94) the sense

of the entire story is this: "A prophet may not

allow himself to be restrained from proclaiming the

word of Jehovah, by the possibility of evil or crime

which may result from it" This thought, which
is, at best, a very common-place one, and which
might have been presented more strikingly and
precisely in a hundred other ways, is entirely for-

eign to the story before us.

5. The prophet Elisha appear*, in this second nar-

rative, ina very brilliant light As he had forced re-

cognition of his own worth from the king of Israel,

so he had attained to high esteem with the king of

Syria. The rude, proud, and unsubmissive Ben-
hadad, the arch-enemy of Israel, whose under-
takings Elisha had often frustrated, who had once
sent an armed detachment to capture him, shows
him, as soon as he hears of his presence in his

country, the highest honors. He sends out his

highest officer with grand gifts to meet him, calls

himself humbly his son, and sends a request to

him that he will pray to God on his behalf. This in
itself overthrows the notion that "Elisha's cele»

brated skill in medicine " (Weber) led the king to
this step. We are not told what produced this

entire change in Benhadad's disposition ; but it is,

at any rate, a strong proof of the mighty influence*

which Elisha must have exerted, both by word
and deed, that he was held in so high esteem even
in Syria, and that Benhadad himself bent before
him. This reception, which he met with in a
foreign land, was also a warning sign for Israel. Ho
stands before us, high in worth and dignity in this

occurrence also, both as man of God and prophet
He does not feel himself flattered by the high honors
which are conferred upon him. They influence him
as little as the rich gifts, which he does not even
accept At the sight of the man who, according

to the purpose of God, was to be the scourge of
his people, he is carried away by such grief thai

he, as our Lord once did, at the sight of Jerusalem
moving on to its destruction, burst into tears for

the people who did not consider those things
" which belonged to their peace." How any one
can form the suspicion, under such circumstances,

that Elisha stood in secret collusion with Hazael,

to whose conscience he addresses such sharp re-;

proofs, or can say :
" Hazael at once commenced a*

war upon Israel, instigated by Elisha " (Weber), it

is hard to understand.

6. This narrative leaves no room for doubt as

to HazaeVs character, and especially is that labor

thrown away which is spent upon the attempt to

acquit him of the murder of Benhadad, or to repre-

sent his guilt at least as uncertain, for nfa*1 » which

follows the words: He (Hazael) "spread it on his

face," means, so that he died, as in 1 Sam. ixv.

38; 1 Kings ii. 46; 2 Kings xii. 21. At heart

proud, haughty, and imperious, he affects humility

and submissiveness ; towards his master, who had
entrusted him with the most important commission,

he is false and treacherous. He shrinks from no
means to attain his object He lies and deceives,,

but, at the same time, he is cunning and crafty,,

and knows how to conceal his traitorous purposes.

When, alarmed and exposed by the words of the

prophet, he can no longer keep them secret, he
marches on to the crime, although he seeks to exe-

cute it in such a way that he may not appear to be.

guilty. With all this he combines energy, courage,

cruelty, and a blind hatred against Israel, as the.

sequel shows. On account of these qualities, he
was well fitted to be, in the hand of God, a rod

of anger and a staff of indignation (Isai. x. 6).

"The Lord makes the vessels of wrath servicer

able for the purpose of His government " (Krum-
macher), and here we have again, as often in

the history of redemption, an example of wicked-,

ness punished by wickedness, and of godless men
made, without their will or knowledge, instru-

ments of holiness and justice (see above, 1 Kings
xxii. Hist § 6).
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HOMILETICAL AITD PRACTICAL.

Vers. 1-6. King Jehoram and the Shunammite.
(a) The marvellous meeting of the two (the inscru-

table and yet wise and gracious orderings of God,
Isai. xxviii. 29 ; lv. 8, 9) ; (6) the restoration of the

property believed to be lost (a proof of the truth

of Prov. xxi. 1 ; and Pa. cxlvi. 7,9; therefore, Ps.

xxxvii.5).—Vers. 1-3. Krummaohee: Famine, pest,

war, and all other forms of calamity, form an army
which is subject to the command of God, which
comes and goes at His command, which is ready to

attack or ready to retire as He may order, and
which can assail no one without command. Thoy
are sometimes commissioned to punish, and to be
the agents of the divine justice, sometimes to arouse
and to bring back the intoxicated to sobriety,

sometimes to embitter the world to sinners, and
push them to the throne of grace, and sometimes to

try the saints, and light the purifying fires about
them. . . . So no man has to do simply with
the sufferings which fall upon him, but, before all,

with Him who inflicted them.

—

Seilbb: It is not a
rare thing for God to lead even a large number of
persons at the same time away from a certain

place, where some calamity would have befallen

them with others. Do not abandon thy father-

land without being certain of the call of God:
" Arise ! Go," Ac., as Abraham was (Gen. xii. 1).

Faith clings to the words in Ps. xxxvii. 18, 19. It

is the holy duty and the noblest task of human
government to help the oppressed, to secure justice
for orphans, and to help the cause of the widow
(IsaL l 17; Ps. lxxxii. 3).—Vers. 4-6. The King's
Consultation with Gohazi. (a) The motive of it

;

(b) the effect of it.—Vor. 4. Osiaxdeb: That is the
way with many groat men ; they like to hear of
the deeds and discourses of pious teachers, and
even admire them, but will not be improved
by them (Mark vi. 20 ; Acts xxiv. 24 $q. ; xxv. 22

;

xxvi 28).

—

Krummaohek : People are not wanting
evon no\v-a-day8 who, although they are strangers
to the life which has its source in God, neverthe-
less have a feeling of interest and enthusiasm for

the miraculous contents of the text They read
such portions of Scripture with delight . . . Even
a certain warmth of feeling is not wanting. What,
however, is totally wanting, is the broken and con-
trite spirit, the character of a poor and helpless sin-

ner.—Ver. 5. That the word which has been heard
may not fall by the wayside, but take root in the
heart, God, in His mercy, often causes special occur-
rences to take place immediately afterwards which
bear testimony to the truth of the word.—Ver. 6. For
the sake of the prophet the Shunammite was helped
out of her misfortune, and reinstated in the posses-
sion of her property. The Lord never forgets the
kindnesses which are shown to a prophet in the
name of a prophet (Matt x. 41); He repays them
not once but many times (chap. iv. 8-10). The word
of God often extorts from an unconverted man a
gt>od and noble action, which, however, if it only
proceeds from a sudden emotion, and stands alone,

resembles a flower, which blooms in the morning,
and in the evening fades and dies. True servants
of God, like Elisha, are often fountains of great
blessing, without their own immediate participa-
tion or knowledge.

Vers: 7-15. Klisha in Syria, (a) Benhadad's
mission to him; (6) the meeting with Hazael; (c)

the announcement of the judgments upon Israel.—
Vers. 7 and 8. Benhadad upon the Sick-bed. (a)

The rebellious, haughty, and mighty king, the

arch-enemy of Israel, who had never troubled

himself about the living God, lies in wretched*
ness; he has lost courage, and now he seeks

the prophet whom he once wished to capture,

just as a servant seeks his master. The Lord can,

with his hammer, which breaketh in pieces even
the flinty rock, also make tender the hearts of men
(Isal xxvi 16). Those who are the most self-

willed in prosperity are often the most despairing

in misfortune. Not until the end approaches do
they seek God ; but He cannot help in death those

who in life have never thought of Him. (b) He does

not send to ask the prophet: What shall I, poor

sinner, do that I may find grace and be saved? but
only whether he shall recover his health. (Staeke :

The children of this world are only anxious for

bodily welfare ; about eternal welfare they are in-

different) It should be our first care in severe ill-

ness to set our house in order, and to surrender

ourselves to the will of God, so tliat we may truth-

fully say with the apostle :
" For whether we live,**

Ac. (Bom. xiv. 8). The time and the hour of death

are concealed from men, and it is vain to inquire

about them—Ver. 7. The man of God is cornel

That was the cry in the heathen city of Damascus,
and the news penetrated even to the king, who re-

joiced to hear it This did not occur to Elisha in

any city of Israel, Luke iv. 24 sq. (John ill; Acts
xviil 6). Blessed is the city and the country where
there is rejoicing that a man of God is come !

—

Vers. 9-11. So much the times may change 1 He
who once was despised, hated, and persecuted, is

now met with royal honors and rich presents ; but

the one makes him uncertain and wavering just as

little as the other. The testimonials of honor, and
the praise of the great and mighty, the rich and

those of high station, are often a much more severe

temptation to waver for the messengers of the

word of God, than persecution and shame. To be

a true man of God is not consistent with vanity

and self-satisfaction. The faithful messenger de-

livers his message without respect of persons, in

season and out of season (2 Tim. iv. 2). He who
seeks for the honor which cometh only from God
(John v. 44), will not let himself be blinded by
honor before men (Acts xiv. 14; Sirach xx. 31).—
Ver. 10. However well a man may know how to

conceal his secret thoughts and wicked plans, there

is One who sees them, even long before they are

put in operation ; from whom the darkness hideth

not, and for whom the night shineth as the day
(Ps. cxxxix. 2-12). He will sooner or later bring

to light what is hidden in darkness, and reveal

the secret counsel of the heart (1 Oor. iv. 5).—
Ver. 11. He wno has a good conscience is never

disturbed or embarrassed if any one looks him
directly in the eye ; but a bad conscience cannot

endure an open, firm look, and trembles with terror

at every rustling leaf.—V«rs. 11, 12. Elisha weeps.

These were not tears of sentiment, but of the

deepest pain, worthy of a man of God, who knows
of no greater evil than the apostasy of his people

from the living God, the determined contempt for

the divine word, and the rejection of the divine

grace. Where are the men who now-a-days weep
such tears ? They were also tears of the most faith-

ful love, which is not easily provoked, thinketh no
evil, vaunteth not itself and is not puffed up. So
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our Lord wept once over Jerusalem (Luke xir. 41),

and St Paul over Israel (Bom. ix. 1-3).—Ver. 13.

Subserviency before men is always joined with
falseness and hypocrisy. Therefore trust no one
who is more than humble and modest Hazael
called himself a dog, while he plotted in his heart

to become king of a great people.

—

Crajcer : It is

the way with all hypocrites that they bend and
cringe, and humble themselves, and conceal their

tricks, until they perceive their opportunity, and
have found the key of the situation (2 Sam. xv. 6).—Kbummaoher : There is scarcely anything more
discordant and disgusting than the dialect of self-

abasement, when it bears upon its face the stamp
of affectation and falsehood.—Vers. 14, 15. It is

the curse which rests upon him who has sold him-
self to sin, that all which ought to awaken his

conscience, and terrify and shock him out of his

security, only makes him more obstinate, and
pushes him on to carry out his evil designs (c/.

John xiii. 21-30).—Ver. 15. The Lord abhorreth
the bloody and deceitful mac (Ps v. 7). He who,
by treason and murder, ascends a throne, is no
king by the grace of God, but only a rod of wrath
in the hands of God, which is broken in pieces

when it has served its purpose.

FIFTH SECTION.

THE MONARCHY TJNDBB JEHOBAM AND AHAZIAH IX JUDAH, AND THE ELEVATION OF
JEHU TO THE THBONB IN I8BAEL.

Chap. Vm. 16-EL 37.

A.

—

The reigni of Jehoram and Ahasfah %n Judah.

Chap. Vm. 16-29 (2 Cheon. TYT. 2-20).

16 And in the fifth year of Joram the son of Ahab king of Israel [(] 'Jehosba-
5hat being then [had been] king of Judah [)], [orexpwwtthttmtmciinpartnttetiA

ehoram the son of Jehoshaphat king of Judah began to reign. Thirty and
two years old was he when he began to reign ; and lie reigned eight years a

in

18 Jerusalem. And he walked in the way of the kings of Israel, as did the house
of Ahab ; for the daughter of Ahab f was his wife : and he did evil in the sight

19 of the Lord. Yet the Lord would not destroy Judah 4
for David his servant's

sake, as he [had] promised him to give him always [<mu always] a light [forever],

aiid to [referring to] his children.

20 In his days Edom revolted from under the hand of Judah, and made a king
21 over themselves. So Joram went over to Zair, and all the chariots with him :

and he rose by night, and smote the Edomites which compassed him about/ and
[smote] * the captains of the chariots U. *, of the Edomitet] : and the people [of

22 iB»ei] fled into'their tents. Yet [So] Edom revolted from under the hand of
23 Judah unto this day. Then Libnah revolted at the same time. And the rest

of the acts of Joram, and all that he did, are they not written in the book of
24 the Chronicles of the kings of Judah ? And Joram slept with his fathers, and

was buried with his fathers in the city of David : and Ahaziah his son reigned
in his stead.

25 In the twelfth year of Joram the son of Ahab king of Israel did Ahaziah the
26 son of Jehoram king of Judah begin to reign. Two and twenty years old was

Ahaziah when he began to reign : and he reigned one year in Jerusalem. And
11 his mother's name was Athaliab, the daughter of Omri king of Israel. And he

walked in the way of the house of Ahab, and did evil in the sight of the Lord,
as did the house of Ahab : for he was the son-in-law of [connected by marriage
with] T the house of Ahab.

$8 And he went with Joram the son of Ahab [And Joram himself • went] to

the war against Hazael king of Syria in Ramothgilead ; and the Syrians
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29 wounded Joram. And king Joram went back to be healed in Jezreel of the

wounds which the Syrians had given him " at Ramah, when he fought against

Hazael king of Syria. And Ahaziah the son of Jehoram king of Judah went
down to see Joram the son of Ahab in Jezreel, because he was sick.

TEXTUAL AVD GRAMMATICAL.

> Ver. 16.—[Kell and Blbr and the English translators take ITTliT *pQ DBChrH as a parenthesis. In this view It

most be understood that Jehoram of Jndah assumed the government daring the lifetime of his father. (See the Excursus
en the Chronology.) In the Sept. (Alex.) Syr., Arab., and many M3S., the words are wanting. They arise from an error

of the copyist, who repeated them from the end of the Terse (Thenius, Bunsen). Ewald supplies TOO before -\& ; but,

as Thenius well objects, there is no instance of any such statement Inserted In the midst of this current formula.

» Ver. IT.—[The keri proposes the pi. D^C> according to the rule for numbers between two and ten.

• Ver. 18.—f" Daughter of Ahab," vii^ Athallah, ver. ftf. According to S Ghroo. rxt 4, he put to death all his brothers,

perhaps, as Kell feugjretU, in order to get the treasures which Jehoshaphat had given to them (9 Chron. xxi. 8).

« Ver. 10.—[" The Lord would not destroy Judah," Ac, 2 Chron. xxl T. "The Lord would not destroy the house of

David, because of the covenant that He had made with David," c/. 9 Sam. vii. 18. On *M , see on 1 Kings xl. 86. VJ3?

,

i. «., "referring to, or, according to the sense, through, or ov means qf, his children" (Thenius, Bihr, Kell, Bunsen,
and othei-6). A man's posterity is spoken of as his lijjht It burns until his descendants die our, Qod promised that

David's light should last forever, u referring to* his posterity, through whom, or by preserving whom, God would keep
the promise. </. 1 Kings xv. 4, for another example of the usage. The u and " in the* E.V. is imported from t Chron. xxL
7, where It Is adopted, as In the Vulg.and Sept, as an M easier reading n (Thenius).

• Ver. 81.—[T2DJ1 *• ftn anomalous form. It is punctuated with tsere, which is thus written full, although It is

long only by accent Ewald only says of it that it
u
is very remarkable " (a. M, note 1). There are a few forms Uke *ppt*

which hsve sometimes been explained as part kal, and some desire to punctuate this 3'3D i ittU regarding it as part

kal, but explaining it by the last-mentioned analogy. Bottcher, however ($ 994, 3), disposes otherwise of every one of'

those forms, and thus destroys that analogy. He punctuates this 3^3011 • The sense would not be different, but a concise

and literal translation is difficult "He attacked Edom, the Investment against him," i. e., he attacked the line which
enclosed him.

• Ver. 21.—{** Smote n must be repeated in the English In order to show that u captain " Is in the same construction
with " Edoniltea."

1 Ver. 27.—}nn is used here generally for a relative by marriage. See the Ohron. (IL, xxli. 8 and 4) for a develop-

ment of this statement

• Ver. 2a—[TW Is not the prep., but the case-sign. Bottcher hss vindicated for this the signification u self,** % 51ft, 0!

2 Kings vi. o.
M The iron itself; " the part which was iron ; not the handle.

• Ver. 28.—[For the omission of the nrticle in D*01K, cf. 1 Sam. xrli. 02 and 68, and Ew. | 2TT, e. The article la

necessary according to the general usage, but exceptions occur.
>• ver. 29.—[" Which the Syrians had given." The Iraperf. here, and In ix. 15 in the Hebrew text is very remarkable.

Elsewhere we find the perf. In relative or other subordinate clauses, which interrupt the flow of discourse rn order to
Specify attendant circumstances or details. It is like the aorist used for the pluperf. In 2 Chron. xxil. 6we find the pert—
In 2 Chron. xxi. 17 it Is stated that the Philistines and Arabians carried away all the sons of Jehoram but Jeboahaz,
the youngest In xxli. 1 it Is stated that the Inhabitants of Jerusalem made Ahatfah, the youngest and only remaining son
of Jehoram, kins. The two names are equivalent in meaning, the syllable from the name of Jehovah being in the one
ease prefixed, and In the other, affixed. Probably the latter form was the one adopted when he ascended the throne. In
xxli. 6 we have the form Asariah, which is probably, as Ewald suggests, a slip of the pea.—W. 0. 8.]

TBM OHROKOLOeY OF TBI PMRIOD FBOM AHAB TO
JSHTJ.

Pohis says of the chronological statement with
which this passage commences : Occurrit hie nodus
impeditus, because it does not accord with pre-
vious data, especially with chap. L 17, and has,

therefore, caused the expositors great trouble.

The question whether any reconciliation at all is

possible, and, if so, how it is to be brought about,
can only be answered after comparing all the data
with reference to the reigns of the several kings
of both realms between Ahab and Jehu. For, not
only does a new period in the history of the mon-
archy begin with Jehu's reign, but also it gives a
fixed point from which to calculate the chronology
of the preceding period, seeing that Jehoram of
Israel and Ahaziah of Judah were both slain by
him, perhaps upon the same day (chap. ix. 21-271
and so there was a change of occupant on both
thrones at the same time. This year, which almost all

modern expositors agree in fixing, with a unanimity
which is not usual with them, is the year 884 B.C.

[This unanimity is not apparent Roach (Art.
" ZeitrcchnuTig" in Herz. Eacyc) gives a table of
twelve authorities. They fix this date as follows

Petavius, 884; TTssher, 884: Des Vignoles, 876
Bengel, 886; Thiele, 888; Winer, 884; Ewald!, 883
Thenius, 884 ; KeO, 883 ; Seyffarth, 865 ; Bunsen,
873. We may add, Rawlinson, 884; Lenormant,
886 ; Lepsius (on the ground of the Egyptian chro-

nology) 861. No one ofthem makes this the start-

ing point for introducing the dates of the Christian

era into the Jewish chronology, and it is clear that

there is no more certain means of establishing the

date of Jehu's accession in terms of the Christian

era, than that of any other event This date being
thus arbitrarily fixed by the consensus of chronok>
gers who have reached it by starting from some
other date which they were able to fix by some in-

dependent means, all the other dates in Bahr's chro-

nology must suffer from the uncertainty which
attaches to this. It is not an independent and sci-

entific method of procedure. For the true point of

connection between the Jewish chronology and the

Christian era, see the appendix to this volume. The
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dates adopted by Bahr are also there collected into a
table for convenience of reference.—W. G. S.] From
this date backwards, the dates of the other reigns

must therefore be fixed according to the data given
in the text As there are two kings who have the

name, D1V or D"liiT (in 2 Kings L 17 and

2 Chron. xxii. 6, both are called DliiT ; in 2 Kings

ix. 16, 17, 21, Div is the name of the king of Israel

;

in 2 Kings viiL 16 and 29, the king of Israel is called

D"tf* , and the king of Judah DliT f
while in chap.

viii. 21, 23, 24, the king of Judah" is called D1V),

we will call the king of Israel, in what follows,

Joram, and the king of Judah, Jehoram, simply in

order to avoid ambiguity.

We have to bear in mind, first of all, in counting
the years of the reigns, the peculiar method of
reckoning of the Hebrews. According to a rule

which is given several times in the Talmud, and
which was adopted also by Josephus in his

writings, a year in the reign of a king is reckoned
from Nisan to Nisan, in such a way that a single

day before or after [the first of] this month is

counted as a year (see Keil on 1 Kings xii. s. 139
»q., where the passages from the Talmud are
quoted). [The note is as follows: "'The only
method of reckoning the year of the kings is from
Nisan.' Further on, after quoting certain passages
in proof, it is added :

' Rabbi Chasda said :
" They

give this rule only in regard to the kings of Israel."

'

Nisan was the beginning of the year for the kings,

and a single day in the year (t. e., after the first

day of Nisan) is counted as a year. ' One day on
the end of the year is counted as a year.' " The ci-

tations are from the tract on the " Beginning of the

Tear" (rO£?n BW) in the Guemara of Babylon,
c. l foL Hi., p. 1, ed. Amstel.] It cannot be doubted
that this method of reckoning is the one employed
in the books before us, for we saw above (1 Kings
xv. 9 and 25) that the reign could not have com-
prised full years to the number stated. The same
is also clear from a comparison of 1 Kings xxii. 51,

and 2 Kings iii. 1, and other examples will follow.

Such a method of reckoning, which counted portions

ofa year as whole years in estimating the duration

ofa reign, necessarily produced inaccuracies and un-
certainties, so that the difference of a year in differ-

ent chronological data cannot present any difficulty,

much less throw doubt upon the entire chronology
of the period or overthrow it If now we reckon
back from the established date, 884 B.O., the reigns

of the separate kings, the following results are ob-

tained:

(a) For the kings of Judah:—Ahaziah, who
died in 884, reigned only one year (2 Kings viii.

26), and, in fact, as is generally admitted, not a full

twelvemonth. He therefore came to the throne in

884 or 885. His predecessor, Jehoram, reigned

eight years (chap. viii. 1 7), down to 885, so that

his accession fell in 891 or 892. Jehoshaphat, his

father, reigned twenty-five years (1 Kings xxii.

42), that is, from 916 or 917 on. As he came to

the throne in the fourth year of Ahab, the acces-

sion of the latter falls in 919 or 920.

(&) For the kings of Israel :—Joram, who died

in 884, had reigned for twelve years (chap. iii. 1). He
eame to the throne, therefore, in 895 or 896. His
predecessor, Ahaziah, reigned for two years (1

Kings xxii. 51 and 2 Kings iii. 1), but, as is admit-
ted, not two full years. Hence ne became king in
897 or 898. Ahab, his father, reigned for twenty
two years (1 Kings xvi. 29) ; came to the throne,
therefore, between 919 and 920, which agrees with
the reckoning above.

Again, if we reckon the corresponding years
of the reigns in the two kingdoms, we arrive at
the following calculation : (a) Ahaziah of Judah
became king in the twelfth year of Joram of Israel

(chap. viii. 26), and, as the latter was slain in

the same year as the former (884), the one year
of the former (viii.* 26), cannot have been a full

year, (b) Jehoram of Judah became king in the
fifth year of Joram of Israel (viii. 16), and, as the
latter's accession falls in 895 or 896 (see above),
his fifth year coincides with 891 or 892, the date
above established for the accession of Jehoram.
(c) Ahaziah of Israel became king in the seven-
teenth (1 Kings xxii 51), and his successor,

Joram, in the eighteenth (2 Kings iii. 1 ) year of
Jehoshaphat, whence it is clear that Ahaziah, «s
was above remarked, did not reign for two whole
years (1 Kings xxii. 51). The seventeenth of Je-
hoshaphat falls, reckoning from his accession in

916, in 899, and his eighteenth in 898, whereas,
according to the above calculation, Ahazi'ih came
to the throno between 897 and 898, and Joram be-

tween 897 and 896. This insignificant discrepancy
is evidently due to the Hebrew method of reckon-

.

ing, for under that system it might will be that

the two years of Ahaziah, although not complete,

might embrace parts of 898, 897, and 896, and
still Ahaziah might follow in the seventeenth and
Joram in the eighteenth year of Jehoshaphat. At
any rate, the historical details, which are of far

greater importance, are not touched by these slight

chronological differences, far less are they in contra-

diction with them. Finally, ifwe add the reigns of
the three kings ofJudah, viz., Jehoshaphat twenty-
five, Jehoram eight, and Ahaziah one, the sum is

thirty-four years. As these years, however, were
not all full, there cannot be more than thirty-two in

all. The reigns of the three kings of Israel, Ahab
twenty-two, Ahaziah two, Joram twelve, amount
to thirty-six years, which were not all complete, so

that they cannot give in all over thirty-five years.

The entire period from Ahab to Jehu contains

between thirty-five and thirty-six years, and, as

Jehoshaphat came to the throne in the fourth year
of Ahab, the sums agree.

While the eleven data given m six passage*

thus agree essentially, one statement, 2 Kings i.

17, according to which Joram of Israel became
king in the second year of Jehoram of Judah, dif-

fers decidedly. If it is authentic, Jehoshaphat
cannot have reigned twenty-five years, but only

seventeen, and there was no eighteenth year of

his, in which the accession of Joram of Israel is

declared to have fallen (iii. 1). Moreover, Jehosha-

phat's successor, Jehoram of Judah, did not then

reign eight (chap, viii 17), but fourteen years, and
he came to tho throne, not in the fifth (viii. 16)

year of Joram of Israel, but a year before him.

This brings great disturbance, not only into the

chronology, but also into the history of the entire

period. In order to do away with this glaring dis-

crepancy, the founder of biblical chronology,

Ussher, following the rabbinical book called Seder

Olam, adopted the explanation, in his Annal Vet

et Nov. Tcstam., 1650, that Jehoram reigned for six
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or seven years with his father Jehoshaphat. This

theory of a joint reign is the most generally ac-

cepted explanation. Keil defends it very vigorously,

and asserts that " Jehoshaphat, when he marched
out with Ahab to war against Syria in Ramoth
Gilead (1 Kings xxii. 3 sq.), appointed his son

regent, and committed to him the government of

the kingdom. The statement in 2 Kings i. 17, that

Joram of Israel became king in the second year

of Jehoram of Judah, dates from this joint govern-

ment. . . . But, in the fifth year of this joint

administration, Jehoshaphat gave up the govern-

ment entirely to him (Jehoram). From this time,

i. c, from the twenty-third year of Jehoshaphat,

we have to reckon the eight years of the reign of
Jehoram of Judah, so that he reigned alone, after

his father's death, only six years." This reconcili-

ation is artificial and forced ; but the following con-

siderations tell especially against it

:

(a) The biblical text says nothing anywhere
about the assumed fact that Jehoshaphat raised

his son to share his throne six or seven years be-

fore he died, and that he then, in the fifth year of

this divided government, retired entirely, although,

if any king had done such a thing, it must have had
deep influence on the history of the monarchy. Keil

himself is forced to admit that " we do not know
the reasons which impelled Jehoshaphat to abdi-

cate in favor of his son two years before his death."

It never can be proper to supplement the history on
the basis of an isolated chronological statement In
2 Chron. xxi. 5 and 20, the reign of Jehoram dates

from the death of his predecessor, just as in the case

of all the other kings, and its duration is stated as

eight years, no account being taken of any two
years during which he is thought to have reigned

while his father was yet alive, or of five years that

he reigned jointly with him. It is said there, in ver.

3, that Jehoshaphat " gave " to his sous gold and
fortified cities, but to his eldest son, Jehoram, the

kingdom
;
yet that clearly refers to the disposition

he made for the time after his death, and not to

any distribution which he accomplished two, or, in

fact, seven, years before his death.

(b) Appeal is made, in support of this assumed
joint government, to the obscure words in 2 Kings

viii. 16: fTRiT 1|StD ^petiTI, which Clericus sup-

plements by *n "Tty» adhuc erat in vivis, aut simile

quidpiam. Keil, with many of the old commenta-
tors, translates: "While Jehoshaphat was (still)

king of Judah," i. «., during the lifetime of Jehosh-
aphat But those words are wanting in the Syrian
and Arabic versions, in some MSS., and in the

Complutensian Septuagint Luther and'De Wette
leave them untranslated. Houbigant, Kennicott,

Dathe, Schulz, Maurer, and Thenius want to re-

move them from the text Thenius says that they
are " evidently due to an error of the copyist, who
has repeated them here from the end of the verse,"

and that " they were then provided with the con-

junction, in order to give them a connection." We
cannot, therefore, call their omission from the text
41 a piece of critical violence," as Keil does. If,

however, it is desired to retain them, because they
are in the massoretic text, the Chaldee version, the
Vulgate, and the Vatican Sept, still they cannot be
translated in the manner proposed. The word
M

still," which is here so important, is wanting in

the text, and cannot be inserted without further

deliberation, Kimchi and Ewald, with the rabbini-

cal Sedar Olam, supply HD after iTOiT , i. e.. " and

Jehoshaphat, king of Judah, was dead." This,

however, would be constructing a sentence which
states what is true to be sure, but " the super-

fluousness of which, and the unprecedentednesa
also, in the midst of the current formula in which
it occurs, it is not necessary to point out " (Thenius)

If the words are to stand, the only possible re

course is to supply JTH t
which so often is want-

ing, in the sense of the pluperfect The sentence

would then have to be understood as a parenthesis,

intended to refer back again to the last king of

Judah, because, in this verse, the history of the

kingdom, which has been interrupted by the nar-

rative of other incidents from 1 Kings xxiL 50 up
to this point, is now to be resumed. " Jehoshaphat
had been king of Judah." But in what manner
soever the words may be translated, they can in no
case obscure the clear and definite declaration that

Jehoram became king in the fifth year of Joram of

Israel, and that he reigned eight years. What is

obscure can never explain what is clear, but only,

vice versa, that which is clear can explain what is

obscure.

(c) When Joram of Israel undertook the wax
against Moab (2 Kings iii. 4 «?.), (at the earliest in

the first year of his roign), he called upon " Jehosh-
aphat king of Judah " to go with him, and when the

three kings of Judah, Israel, and Edom, turned, in

their distress, to Elisha, he would have nothinr
to do with Joram, but referred him to the proph
eta of Ahab and Jezebel, and finally gave ear to

him only for the sake of "Jehoshaphat king of

Judah," who was faithful to Jehovah (ver. 14).

But if Jehoram had then been king of Judah ac-

cording to chap. L 17, or even joint ruler, Jehosha-
phat could not have been spoken of simply as rul-

ing king of Judah.
(d) Jehoshaphat held firmly to the worship of

Jehovah, and was a decided opponent of all wor-
ship of Baal or Astarte. He was, in fact, one of the
most pious of the kings of Judah (1 Kings xxiL 43

;

2 Chron. xvii. 3-6 ; xix. 3 ; xx. 32) ; his son Jeho-
ram, on the contrary, did what was evil in the sight

of God, and was devoted to the worship of Baal,

which Ahab'8 family had introduced (2 Kings viii

18; 2 Chron. xxi 6 and 11 sq.). It is impossible,

therefore, that they should have ruled together. If

Jehoshaphat had allowed his fellow-ruler to intro-

duce and foster the worship of Baal, he would have
made himself a participant in the same guilt, and
would not have received the praise of changeless

fidelity to Jehovah.
(e) Joint governments are foreign to Oriental,

and, above all, to Israelitish antiquity. It is true

that it is stated in the history of king Azariah (Oz-

ziah) that he was a leper, and, therefore, lived in a
separate house, and that his son Jotham " was over
the house, judging the people of the land " (2 Kings
xv. 6). The " house " here meant is the royal

palace (cf. 1 Kings iv. 6 ; xviii 3), and it is not in-

tended to assert that he became king during the

lifetime of the rightful king, as is assumed with re-

gard to Jehoram. Jotham did not become king
until Uzziah's death, and then he ruled for six-

teen years (2 Kings xv. 7, 33). The years in which
he acted as regent for his sick father are not
reckoned in these, as they should be, if it is to be a
precedent for including in the eight years of Je-

horam certain years during which he was joint
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raler with his father. There is do statement any-

where with regard to Jehoshaphat that he was
sick or otherwise incapacitated for governing.
This energetic ruler was far from needing an
assistant, certainly not such a weak one as Je-

horam. The latter was sick for two years before

his death ; but even he had no joint regent His
son Ahaziah did not come to the throne until after

his death.
From all this we see plainly that all attempts

to bring 2 Kings L 17 into agreement with the

other chronological data, which are essentially in

accord among themselves, are vain. We are there-

fore forced to the conclusion that the text of this

verse, as it lies before us, is not in its original form.

Thenius considers it corrupt, and desires to read
for: " In the second year of Jehoram, the son of

Jehoshaphat," " in the twenty-second year of Je-

hoshaphat" But this does not agree with 2 Kings
iiL 1, where it is said that Joram of Israel came to

the throne in the eighteenth, not twenty-second,

of Jehoshaphat, nor with 1 Kings xxii. 51, where
" in the seventeenth year " must be changed, as

Thenius proposes, to " in the twenty-first year,"

a change which is inadmissible. On the other

hand, it must be admitted that the form of state-

ment varies considerably from the standing for-

mula. In each case where the death of a king is

recorded, there follows immediately the formula

:

such a one became king in his stead, without any
further details in regard to the successor than
simply his name. Then when the history of the

following reign commences, often after the in-

sertion of other incidents and reflections of greater

or leas length, it is stated in what year of the

reign of the king of the other nation he began
to reign, of what age he was, and how many
years he ruled (cf. 1 Kings xiv. 20-31 ; xv. 8-24;
xvL 28; xxii. 40-61; 2 Kings viil 24; x. 35; xii.

22; xiiL 9; xiv. 16-29; xv. 7, 22, 25, 30, 38; xvi.

20 ; xx. 21 ; xxi. 18, 26 ; xxiii. 30 ; xxiv. 6). Now, in

2 Kings L 17, after the words "and he died accord-

ing to the word of the prophet Ehjah," follows the

ordinary formula, "and Joram became king in

his stead ;
" but then there is added, what is not

added in a single other passage : "In the second
year of Jehoram, son of Jehoshaphat king of
Judah," but without the further details, which are

usually given in that connection, in regard to the

length of the reign, Ac. These details are not
added until we come to the commencement of the

history of his reign, chap. iii. 1 ; there, however,
{hey vary very much from this short statement, as

does also viil 16. Now since, of course, the two
complete and precise statements are to be pre-

ferred to the incomplete one, the unusual chrono-

logical datum in L 17 must be regarded as a later

and incorrect addition, all the more as it stands in

contradiction with all the other chronological data

of the period in question. It appears distinctly as

an addition in the Sept., where it stands at the

end of the verse, and is not incorporated into it

It is remarkable that scholars have preferred to

change the other complete and consistent data, in

order to force them into agreement with this,

rather than to give up this one statement which is

totally unsupported, and which introduces con-

fusion not only into the chronology, but also into

the history.

Finally, we have to notice another calcula-

of the chronology of this period which

Wolff has attempted (Stodien und Kritiken, 1858, 4 :
•

s. 625-688). He rejects in general very decidedly
any assumption of joint sovereignty, and especially

the joint rule of Jehoram and Jehoshaphat ; but he
inconsistently sets up such an assumption when he
says (s. 643): "As his (Ahaziah of Israel's) health
was so far lost that he could no longer administer
the government, he took his brother Joram on the
throne with himself, as co-regent, at about the
end of the eighteenth year of Jehoshaphat He
remained king until the twenty-second year of
Jehoshaphat, and then gave up the government
entirely in favor of his brother, but did not die
until the second year of Jehoram." Ignoring the
above-mentioned Jewish mode of reckoning, and
starting from the purely arbitrary and unfounded
assumption that only the dates given for the reigns
of the kings of Judah are correct and reliable,

Wolff changes the twenty-two years of Ahab to
twenty, the two years of Ahaziah of Israel to four
and a half, makes Joram succeed to the throne in

the twenty-second instead of the eighteenth year
of Jehoshaphat, Jehoram in the third and not in

the fifth year of Joram, and, finally, Ahaziah of
Judah in the eleventh and not in the twelfth year
of Joram. No one else has hitherto conceived the
idea of undertaking so many changes in the text

;

they are all as violent as they are unnecessary,
and, therefore, need no refutation, although their

necessity is confidently asserted. The joint rule of
Ahaziah and Joram is, if possible, still more con*
trary to the text than that of Jehoshaphat and
Jehoram.

EXEOBTICAL Aim CRITICAL.

Ver. 19. Yet the Lord would not destroy
Judah, Ac. The connection between vers. 19 and
20 is this : Although for David's sake Judah did
not, as a consequence of its apostasy, lose its

dynasty and its existence as a nation, yet it had
to pay dearlv for its sin ; for the Edomites, who
had been subject to Judah for one hundred and
fifty years, endeavored, during Jehoram's reign,

to regain their independence. Josephus says that
they had killed the governor, whom Jehoshaphat
had appointed (1 Kings xxii. 47), and had chosen
a king for themselves. In order to re-subjugate

them Jehoram marched out with an army Dry? 1

unquestionably the name of a place, but not equiv-

alent to Zoar (Hitzig and Ewald), for this lay in

Moab (Jerem. xlviii. 34), not in Edom. The place
cannot be more definitely located. The chronicler

has instead Vlk^Dy, i c, "with his captains,'*

and does not mention any place, probably because
he did not know any place by the name here given.

Thenius proposes to read iTVyt?, which is favored

by the Vulg., Seira, so that we should have to un-
derstand it as referring to the well-known moun-
tainous region of Edom.

Ver. 21. And he rose by night, Ac " It is

clear that we have in this verse the record of an
unsuccessful attempt of Jehoram to re-subjugate

Edom. We must, therefore, form our conceptions

of the details according to this character of the
whole " (Thenius). It is an utter mistake to un-
derstand the occurrence as the Calwer Bibd, on
2 Chron. xxi. 7 sq., explains it: "The cowardly,
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faithless king plotted and executed a massacre by
night of the Edomites who surrounded him, in

which his own captains also fell ; and since, accord-

ing to 2 Kings viii. 21, his own people upon this

deserted him, he could not accomplish anything

further against the Edomites, and they remained

independent" The passage rather states simply

that the army of Judah, as it approached Edom,
was surrounded by the Edomites, but broke

through them by night, and fled homewards

(1 Kings viii. 66), so that it barely escaped an

utter defeat From this time on the dominion of

Judah over Edom was at an end (Ps. cxxxvii.'ty

Ver. 22. Unto this day, i. e., until the time of

composition of the original document from which
this is taken (see above, on 1 Kings viii 8). The
Edomites were, indeed, re-subjugated for a short

time (xiv. 7, 22), but never again permanently.

—

Then Libnah revolted at the same time. This

city lay in the plain of Judah, not far from the fron-

tier of Philistia. It was at one time an ancient

royal residence of the Canaanites, and afterwards

one of the priests' cities [cities of refuge] of the

Israelites (Josh. xv. 42 ; xh. 15 ; xxi. 13), though it

Can hardly have retained the latter character until

the time of Jehoram. We may suppose that it was
instigated to revolt by the Philistines, and that it

was assisted by them. Among the further details

mentioned by the chronicler, it is stated that the

Philistines attacked Jehoram, and inflicted upon
him a severe defeat (2 Chron. xxi. 16 sq.). [It is

also stated there that the allied Philistines and
Arabians took Jerusalem and plundered the tem-

ple, an event to which Hitzig refers the passage

Joel iv. 4-6. Thenius approves this, but thinks

that 2 Chron. xxL 17 is inconsistent with 2 Kings
x. 3, which assigns a different fate to Ahaziah's

kindred.—W. G. S.]

Ver. 25. Did Ahaziah begin to reign. The
chronicler states Ahaziah's age at his accession as

forty-two (II., xxii. 2). This is the result of a mis-

take of O for 3, in th* numerals (Kett, "Winer,

Thenius), as we must conclude from the age
assigned to Jehoram in ver. 17. Jehoram was
thirty-two when he ascended the throne; he reigned

eight years; died, therefore, at forty. Ahaziah
was twenty-two at his accession; he was, there-

fore, born when his father was eighteen. There
is nothing astonishing in this, for, according to

the Talmud, young men might marry after their

thirteenth year, and eighteen was the usual age
of marriage (Winer, R- W.-B., I a. 297). [It should

be noticed that this bears upon 2 Chron. xxi. 17,

where it is said that Ahaziah was the youngest

of the sons of Jehoram.—W. G. S.1—Athaliah is

here (ver. 26) called the daughter of Omri, although
she was in fact his granddaughter, because he was
the founder and father of the royal house to which
she belonged, and which brought so much mis-
fortune upon Israel and Judah. The chronicler

adds (II., xxil 3), that she was " his [Ahaziah's]
counsellor to do wickedly."

Ver. 28. And he went with Joram, Ac. [Jo-

ram himself went ; see the amended translation

and Textual and Grammatical, note 7. If DX is

taken as the prep., then we have to assume that,

after Joram was wounded, Ahaziah also left the
seat of war and went to Jerusalem, and then that
he went down from there again to Jezreel to visit

Joram ; for that is the simple and natural meaning

of the last clause of ver. 29. The awkwardness
of this acceptation is evident It is better to take

HX as the so-called " accusative sign," as explained

in the note referred to.—W. G. S.] On Ramoth-
Gilead, see note on 1 Kings iv. 13. This strongly

fortified city was, in the time of Ahab, in the

hands of the Syrians, and he did not succeed in

taking it away from them. He was wounded in

the attempt so that he died (I Kings xxii.). From
chap. ix. 2 ; xiv. 15, we see that, at the time when
Joram was at war with Hazael, it was again in

the possession of the Israelites. It is not state*

when or how, since the death of Ahab, it came
into their hands. According to ix. 14, Joram

was nb"!3 lOb? , i. «., he was defending the city
T 1

against the attacks of Hazael, who was thirsting for

conquest, and who undoubtedly commenced the war.

It was, therefore, in defending, and not in attacking

the city, that Jehoram was smitten, that is, se-

verely wounded. [See note on ix. 1.] He ordered
that he should be taken to Jezreel (see note on 1

Kings xviil 45), and not to Samaria, although the

latter was much nearer, probably because the court
was at Jezreel. [Thenius' suggestion that he could
make this journey over a smooth road, while the

way to Samaria lay over mountains, is also good.
—W. G. 8.] But the army remained under com-
mand of the generals in and before Ramoth. The
king's wound does not seem to have healed for

some time. Ewald maintains that Ahaziah did

not go to the war with Joram, but went to visit

him from Jerusalem at a later time, when he was
being healed of his wound. He Bays, therefore,

that the particle HX in ver. 28 is to be struck out

There is, however, no ground for this (see Thenius
on the verse), for TV , in ver. 29, does not prove

that he went from Jerusalem to Jezreel, since the

latter lay to the north of Ramoth as well as of
Jerusalem. It may well be that he visited Joram
from Ramoth, whither he had gone with him to

the war, especially as it was not so far from there

as from Jerusalem. [fiN is not the prep, but the

case-sign with the nominative ; D°W is therefore

the subject of
*fr\ , and not Ahaziah, as it is com-

monly understood (see ThxL and Gramm.). Aha*,

ziah did not go to Ramotli, but went down from
Jerusalem to JezreeL—W. G. S.]

HISTORICAL ABTD ETHICAL.

1. The history of the reign of the two kings of Ju»
dah, which forms a consistent whole, does not in-

terrupt the flow of the narrative, as might at first

appear, but is inserted here for good and imperative
reasons. The kingdom of Judah had kept itself

free from the worship of the calf and of Baal,
which prevailed in the kingdom of Israel, until

the death of Jehoshaphat. That worship was,
however, transplanted to Judah by the marriage
of Jehoram, the son and successor of Jehosha-
phat, with Athaliah, the daughter of Ahab and
Jezebel, for Athaliah controlled her husband Jeho-
ram, and his son, Ahaziah, as we see from vers. 18
and 27, and from 2 Chron. xxi. 6 and xxii. 3, just
as Jezebel, the fanatical idolatress, controlled

Ahab. Though the guilt of the house of Ahab,
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which persisted in its evil courses in spite of all

the testimonies of the divine grace, and in spite of

all the exhortations and threats of the prophets
Elijah and Eli&ha, was already great enough, it be-

came still greater and heavier by the extension of
the apostasy to Judah. Thus the measure became
full, and the judgment which the prophet Elijah

had predicted, the utter destruction of the dynasty,

was brought about. It was inaugurated by Hazael,

and consummated by Jehu. Joram of Israel was
defending Ramoth against the former when he was
wounded ; he was brought to Jezreel where Jeze-

bel was. Ahaziah of Judah came thither to visit

him (by an especial dispensation of Providence, as

2 Chron. xxiL 7 expressly states), and so it came
to pass that the three chief representatives of the

house of Ahab were present at one and the same
place. At this time now, Jehu was elevated to

the throne ; he hastened to Jezreel and killed all

three of them, Joram, Ahaziah, and JezebeL It

was necessary, therefore, that the history of Jeho-
ram and Ahaziah of Judah should precede chap,

ix., which tells about the elevation of Jehu. This
also explains the brevity of this record compared
with the more detailed one in Chronicles. The
author restricts himself to those details which
give the causes and the explanation of the judg-

ment which fell upon Joram and Ahaziah by the

hand of Jehu.*
2. Jehoram and Ahaziah were the first kings

of Judah under whom idolatry was not only tol-

erated, but formally introduced (2 Chron. xxi. 11).

The book of Chronicles contains no further infor-

mation than is here given in regard to Ahaziah,

who did not reign for even one full year. What is

there stated in regard to Jehoram shows him to us

as one of the wickedest and most depraved kings

that ever reigned in Judah, under whom the na-

tion not only sank religiously, but also politically

came near to ruin. He drove it by force to idola-

try (fTW) ; he murdered his six brothers, and other

princes besides; the Edomites established their

independence of his authority; the Philistines and
Arabians defeated him, and carried off all his

treasures, his wives, and his children; finally, a
horrible disease attacked him, which lasted two
years, when he at length died. Schlier (Die

Konige in Israel, s. 121 sq.) asserts in regard to

him : " It was oppressive to him to be only a joint

ruler; he determined to cast off the restraints of a
correcting and warning father. So he sought to

accomplish this by his marriage. He murdered
his six brothers, who were better than himself,

and also several chiefs who stood by them, and he
held his royal father in captivity. It is true that

be scrupled to stain his hand with the blood of his

father, and that he left him still the title of king;

but he held the government, from this time on,

* [The dynasty of Omrl and Its connection!

:

Israel Jndah

Omri Ethbaal of Tyre Jehoehaphat

:Jesebel*

I

ijJLulah • Joram* Athliah = Jehoram

•Killed by Jehu.

Ahartah*

Joaah

entirely in his own hands." Of all these facts, with
the exception of the murder of his brothers and the
other prominent men, there is not a word in the
biblical text. They are all pure fictions, to the in-

vention of which the author is led by assuming as
an historical certainty that Jehoshaphat and Jeho-
ram ruled together for seven years. After making
this assumption he feels justified in going on to ex-
plain the circumstances which produced this state

of things, and especially why, after five years of
this arrangement, Jehoshaphat should have retired

entirely from the government for the last two years
of his life. [It is a very good instance of the
method of commenting on the Scriptures which
consists in inventing possible combinations in or-

der to reconcile apparently inconsistent statements,

and it shows what comes of it It is often under-
taken in a false idea of reverence for the Scrip-

tures, and in a mistaken desire to save their au-
thority. It is clear that a high and pure conception
of, and loyalty to, historical truth, must be aban-
doned before any one can adopt this method of
interpretation. The statements of the text are one
thing, and the inventions of the commentator are

another. Any one who undertakes this work must
determine beforehand to keep the distinction be-

tween the two clearly and firmly before himself

in his work, and the only sound method of inter-

pretation is to cling to the text and leave inven-

tions aside. The notion of a joint government is a
pure fiction, and there is no reason why any one
who adopts it should not go farther/and invent fic-

titious causes, occasions, and other details to ac-

count for it.—W. G. S.l The assorted facts fall to

the ground with the false assumption on which
they are built The facts which are given in the

documents are more than sufficient in themselves
to establish the depravity of Jehoram. His wick-

edness is explained, since his father was one of

the best and most pious kings of Israel, by the in-

fluence of hia wife, and by his connection with the

house of Ahab. In his history and that of Aha-
ziah we have a terrible example of the way in

which one bad woman (Jezebel) can radically cor-

rupt entire dynasties and entii e states, and of the

curse which rests upon matrimonial connections

which are only formed in order to attain political

objects (see above, 1 Kings xxii. Hist § 1).

HOMILETIOAL AND PRACTICAL.

Vers. 16-29. Jehoram and his son Ahaziah:

(a) The way in which both walked (18-27|; (M
how they came to choose this way (18-27); (c)

whither they were brought by it (vers. 20-22, 28,

29 ; see also Histor. % 2).—The Spirit of the House
of Ahab : (a) Perversion of all divine and human
ordinances. "Wicked and corrupt women set the

tone, and ruled over their weak husbands
; (&) im-

morality, licentiousness, murder, and tyranny (2

Chron. xxi. 4, 6, 11); (c) contempt, on the one

hand, for the richness of God's long-suffering and
goodness, and, on the other, for the warnings of

God's judgments and chastisements. What a dif-

ferent spirit animated the household of a Corne-

lius (Acts x. 2), of a Crispus (Acts xviii. 8), of the

jailer at Philippi (Actsxvi 34)1 Cf. Prov. xiv.

11 ; xii. 7; Ps. xxv. 2 aud 3.—The Importance of

Family Relationships: (a) The great influence

which they exert (They necessarily bring about
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THE SECOND BOOK OF THE KINGS.

relationship in spirit and feeling ; they work gradu-

ally, but mightily ; one member of the connection

draws another with him, either to good or to evil

In spite of their pious father and grandfather, Je-

horam and Ahaziah were tainted by the apostasy

of the house of Ahab (vers. 18, 27). How many
are not able to resist the evil influences of these

connections, and therefore make shipwreck of

their faith, and are either drawn into open sin and
godlessness, or are transformed into a superficial,

thoughtless, and worldly character, (b) The duty
which therefore devolves upon us. (The calami-

ties which even the pious Jehoshapnat brought
upon his house, nay, even upon his country, arose

from the fact that he gave the daughter of Ahab
and Jezebel to his son, as a wife, and did not bear

in mind that relationships which do not rest upon
the word and commandment of God bring discon-

tent and ruin. Therefore beware of entering into

relationships which lack the bond of faith and
unity of spirit, however grand or advantageous
externally they may seem to be. Do not, by such
connections, transplant the Ahab and Jezebel spirit

into your house, for it eats like a cancer, and cor-

rupts and destroys to the very heart.)—-Ver. 19.

Behold the faithfulness of God, who, for the sake

of the fidelity of the father, chastises indeed the

son, but yet will not utterly destroy him.

—

Cra-
mer: God will sustain his Church (kingdom) until

the end of the world, in order that a holy leaven

may remain, no matter how many may be found
who scoff at His promise to sustain His Church.

—

Ver. 20. God punishes infidelity to himself by

means of the infidelity of men to one another.—

Cramer: If we do not keep faith with God, then

people must not keep faith with us. By means of

insurrection God punishes the sins of sovereigns,

and dissolves the authority of kings (cf. Job xii.

18).—Ver. 26. Calw. Bib. : It is a horrible thing

when not merely relatives, but even a mother in-

stigates to evil.—Ver. 28. Cramer : Have no deal-

ings with a fool-hardy man, for he undertakes what
his own mind dictates, and you will have to suffer

the consequences with him (Sirach viii. 18).—Ver.

29. Calw. Bib. : As he so gladly joined himself to

Ahab's family, and was so fond of spending his

time with them, there it was, by the ordering of

Providence, that he met his end. Those who, by
their hostility to the Lord, belong together, must

come together, according to God's just decree, that

they may perish together. Jehoram was so anx-

ious to be healed of the bodily wound which the

Syrians had given him, that he left the army and
returned to Jezreel ; but the wounds of his soul,

which he had inflicted upon himself, caused him

no trouble, and did not lead him back, as they

should have done, to Him who promised :
" I will

restore health unto thee, and I will heal thee of

thy wounds " (Jerem. xxx. 17). The children of

this world visit one another when they are ill;

they do it, however, not in order to console the

sick one with the Word of life, and to advance

God's purpose in afflicting him, but from natural

love, from relationship, or other external reasons.

Their visits cannot, therefore, be regarded as Chris-

tian work.

K—JeM* Elevation to the Throne of Ierael

Chap. IX 1-37. [2 Chbov. XXEL 7-9.]

go to Kamoth-gu<
out there Jehu the son of Jehoshaphat the son of Nimshi, and go in, and make
him arise up from among his brethren, and carry [lead] him to an inner cham-

8 ber ; Then take the box [vial] of oil, and pour it on his head, and say, Thus saith

the Lord, I have anointed [I anoint] thee king over Israel Then open the door,

and flee, and tarry not.
*4 So the young man, even the young man [the servant of] * the prophet, went
6 to Ramoth-gilead. And when he came, behold, the captains of the host were

sitting ; and he said, I have an errand to thee, O captain. And Jehu said, Unto
6 which of all us ? And he said, To thee, O captain. And he arose, and went into

the house ; and he poured the oil on his head, and said unto him, Thus saith the

Lord God of Israel, I have anointed [I anoint] thee king over the people of the

1 Lord, even over Israel And thou shalt smite the house of Ahab thy master,

that I may avenge the blood of my servants the prophets, and the blood of all

8 the servants of the Lord, at the hand of Jezebel For [<mu for] The whole
house of Ahab shall perish ; and I will cut off from Ahab him that pisseth

against the wall, and him that is shut up and left [both him that is of age and
9 him that is not of age] in Israel : and I will make the house of Ahab like the

house of Jeroboam the son of Nebat, and like the house of Baasha the son of
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10 Abijah : and the dogs shall eat Jezebel in the portion [purlieus] ' of Jezreel,

and there shall be none to bury her. And he opened the door, and fled.

11 Then Jehu came forth to the servants of his lord : and one said unto him, Is
all well ? wherefore came this mad fellow to thee ? And he said unto them, Ye

12 know the man, arid his communication [secret]. And they said, It is false ; tell

us now. And he said, Thus and thus spake he to me, saying, Thus saith the
13 Lord, I have anointed [I anoint] thee king over Israel. Then they hasted, and

took every man his garment, and put & under him [jskul on the top of the stairs

14 [bare steps],
4 and blew with trumpets, saying, Jehu is ting. So Jehu the son

of Jehoshaphat the son of Nimshi conspired against Joram. (Now Joram had
kept [defended] Ramoth-gilead, he and all Israel, because of [against] Hazael

15 king of Syria : but king Joram was returned to be healed in Jezreel of the
wounds which the Syrians had given him, when he fought with Hazael king of
Syria.) And Jehu said, If it be your minds, then let none [no fugitive] go forth

16 nor escape [omu nor escape] out of the city to go to tell it in Jezreel. So Jehu
Tode in a chariot, and went to Jezreel; for Joram.lay there. And Ahaziah king

17 of Judah was come down to see Joram. And there stood a watchman on the
tower in Jezreel, and he spied the company of Jehu as he came, and said, I see

a company/ And Joram said, Take a horseman, and send, to meet them, and
18 let him say, Is it peace [Is all well] ? So there went one on horseback to meet

him, and said, Thus saith the king, Is it peace [Is all well] ? And Jehu said,

What hast thou to do with peace [well or iU] ? turn thee behind me. And the
watchman told, saying, The messenger came to them, but he cometh not again.

19 Then he sent out a second on horseback, which came to them, and said, Thus
saith the king, Is it peace [Is all well] ? And Jehu answered, What hast thou

20 to do with peace [well or iU]? turn thee behind me. And the watchman told,

saying, He came even unto them, and cometh not again : and the driving is like

21 the driving of Jehu the son of Nimshi ; for he driveth furiously. And Joram
said, Make ready. And his chariot was made ready. And Joram king of Israel

and Ahaziah king of Judah went out
?
each in his chariot, and they went out

against [to meet] Jehu, and met him in the portion of Naboth the Jezreelite.

22 And it came to pass, when Joram saw Jehu, that he said, Is it peace [Is all

well], Jehu ? And he answered, What peace [is well], so long as the whore-
23 doms of thy mother Jezebel and her witchcrafts [sorceries] are so many ? And

Joram turned his hands, and fled, and said to. Ahaziah, There is treachery,
24 [Treachery !] O Ahaziah. And Jehu drew [took] * a bow with his full strength

in his hand] and smote Jehoram between his arms, and the arrow went out at

25 his heart, and he sunk down in his chariot. Then said Jehu to Bidkar his cap-

tain [lieutenant], Take up, and cast him in the portion of the field of Naboth
the Jezreelite : for remember how that, when I and thou T rode together [two
by twoj after Ahab his father, the Lord laid this burden [passed this sentence]

26 upon him ; Surely I have seen yesterday the blood of Naboth, and the blood
of his sons, saith the tord ; and I will requite thee in this plat, saith the Lord.

Now therefore take and cast him into the plat ofground, according to the word
of the Lord.

27 But when Ahaziah the king of Judah saw this, he fled by the way of the

garden house. And Jehu followed after him, and said, Smite him also [Him
also ! Smite him] * in the chariot. And they did so at the going up to Gur, which

28 is by Ibleam. And he fled to Megiddo, and died there. And his servants car-

ried him in a chariot to Jerusalem, and buried him in his sepulchre with his

29 fathers in the city of David. And in the eleventh year of Joram the son of

Ahab began Ahaziah to reign over Judah.
80 And when Jehu was come to Jezreel, Jezebel heard of it ; and she painted

81 her face [eyelids], and tired her head, and looked out at a window. And as

Jehu entered in at the gate, she said, Had Zimri peace, who slew his master
82 [Hail ! thou Zimri, murderer of his master !] ? And he lifted up his face to the

window, and said, Who is on my side ? who ? And there looked out to him two
88 or three eunuchs. And he said, Throw her down. So they threw her down

;
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94 THE SECOND BOOK OF THE KINGS.

and some of her blood was sprinkled on the wall, and on the horses : and he

34 trode her under foot. And when he was come in, he did eat and drink, and
said, Go, see now [to] this cursed woman, and bury her : for she is a king's

35 daughter. And they went to bury her : but they found no more of her than

36 the skull, and the feet, and the palms of her hands. Wherefore they came again,

and told him. And he said, This is the word of the Lord, which he spake by his

servant Elijah the Tishbite, saying, In the portion [purlieus] of Jezreel shall

37 dogs eat the flesh of Jezebel And the carcass of Jezebel shall be as dung upon
the face of the field in the portion [purlieus] of Jezreel

;
[so] [so] that they shall

not say, This is JezebeL

TEXTUAL AMD 8BAMMATWAL.

* Ver. 1.—[p#H 7JB i 1 Sam. x. 1, hare, tad In ver. 8.

• Ver. 4.—[The article la used with the second IJtt In the atat eonat to give it definite reference beak to the flxat one.

2*. $ 290, d. 8. Qf. chap. vii. 18.

* Ver. 10.—[On ppH aee 1 King* xxi. 28, where ?n occurs nearly In the same meaning. 7)1 la the moat or ditch Jast

outside the wall, with the adjacent strip of country. p^Pl naa a wider application to the district on which the city ft built,

Including the strip of country lust outside the wall In a walled city this latter place 1s always a place of deposit for

rubbish and offal. Hence the degradation involved in the late prophesied for her.

4 Ver. 18.—[The words DvjJOH D12I are Tory obscure. No better meaning is suggested than this, that they spread

their overgarments directly upon the stairs, and an formed something resembling the covered scaffolding on which the

king presented himself to the people, »nd received their homage.
• Ver. 17.-[The second njJDB> la in the case absolute. Ew. § 178 d. Qf. JWJ Pa. lxxlv. 1».

* Ver. 24.—[T\Wp2 IT K7D » word for word, u filled his hand with a bow," i. *^ made ready an arrow.

» Ver. 25.—["OK and iTTlK are accuaativea after ^3T •
u Eemember me and thee riding.* The E. V. is a smooth and

correct rendering of it D^TQYj ** together * would be a correct rendering of it, but the word suggests that they wars

together, one pair in a retinue which waa formed two by two.
• Ver. 27.—[Thia is a translation of the Hebrew as it stands. It seems neoeasary, however, to correct the text (a)

We may insert VXSft after }i"l3n = " Smite him also! and they smote htm in the chariot" This Is Bihr'e emendstion,

following Ewald and others (sea B&Q- on the verse). (6) We may read V©3 forVISR and translate: " Him also! So

they smote him In the chariot." This gives the same sense, but " Him also ! " stands as a short exclamatory command,

(o) Thentus takes these words in this way, but then (following the Sept) he conjectures V135 fo*V13n = "And ha

smote him." It is very tame to make Jehu utter this exclamation merely aa sach, not as a command, and then shoot tie

king himself! The second emendation is the beat—W. Q. 8.]

EXEGETIOAL AND CRITICAL.

Ver. 1. And Elisha called one of the proph-
et-disciples, Ac. Eliaha was undoubtedly at this

time in Samaria, where his residence was. The
prophet-disciple, to whom he gave this commission,

may have stood to him in the same relation in which
he once stood to Elijah. It is an unfounded sup-

position of several of the rabbis that it was the

prophet Jonah, the son of Amittai [chap. xiv. 25].—To Ramoth : see chap. viiL 28.—It is not stated

anywhere to what tribe Jehu belonged. It is very
probable that he, as the most able of the generals,

had received the supreme command on the depart-

ure of Joram, as Josephus states.—Ver. 2. And
go in : t. «., into the house in which he dwells, as

is clear from ver. 6 (j"|)V2in)» and from the words

:

to an inner chamber (see note on 1 Kings xz. 30).

Jehu with his army was not, therefore, in camp
before Ramoth besieging it, but in the city itself

defending it (see note on viiL 28). [No mention is

made anywhere of any hostilities between Israel

and Syria, from the death of Ahab until this time,

in which the city of Ramoth could have changed
hands. It is clear that the representation through-

out this chapter is, that the Israelites were in pos-

session of the city. It may, therefore, be inferred

with considerable certainty that they had suc-

ceeded in taking it in this war, either in the assault

in which Joram was wounded, or in some previous

one. If Joram had gained this important victory

for them, it is not probable that the army would

have been in a disposition to see him deposed by
any one else. The inference is that, in the battle, be

had not conducted himself well, and that Jehu's

talents had shone by comparison. 'It would be

quite consistent with the character of each as it

appears to us elsewhere. Moreover, we see from

ver. 21 that Joram was already so far recovered as

to be able to go out in his chariot to meet Jehu.

Yet he had not rejoined his army. This would

seem to indicate that he had made much of a slight

wound, and that he was shirking the hardships of

the war. Putting all this together,' we can under-

stand that the feeling of the army towards the king

was that of contempt, and towards Jehu that of

admiration and respect, and the sudden and com-

plete success of the revolution is not then difficult

to understand.—W. G. S.] The prophet-disciple

entered the house, in the court of which the gen*

erals were sitting together, perhaps holding a coun-

cil of war. Jehu was to be anointed privately, and

the fact was for a time to be kept secret.—Ver. 3.

And tarry not : that no questions might be asked

and " that he might not be involved in affairs with

which he was not competent to deal " (Yon Ger-

lach) ; Josephus : faug M&y irdvrof kiccivcv oxUm.

It was not, therefore, in order tfiat he might es-

cape the danger of being captured by the friends
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of Joram (Theodoret, Clericus).—Ver. 6. I have
anointed thee; see above, Exeg. on 1 Kings xix.

16.—On vers. 7-10 see notes on 1 Kings xiv. 10;

xvi. 3, 4 ; xviii. 4; xix. 10 ; xxi. 21 sq. On pfjn see

note on 1 Kings xxi. 23 [and note on this verse
under TtxtuaL and Grammatical].

Ver. 11. Then Jehu came forth, Jtc. The

question D^tJ*n occurs, in this chapter, six times,

and it is impossible that it should have a different

sense in each case. As it evidently stands in op-
position to "strife" or " hostility" in vers. 17, 18,

22, and 3 1, it must also be translated in its origi-

nal meaning in ver. 11, " Is it peace?" and not:
rectene sunt omnia t (Vulg.); or Stehet et wohl (is

all well)? (Luther). Cf. 1 Kings ii. 13. [Nearly
all the commentators agree with the opinion here

advocated, and translate "Is jt peace?" tsf?&
unquestionably meant, originally and etymologi-
cally, welfare, solus. It is often used generally,

not in any special formula, for "peace." As a
formula of salutation, however, its etymological
signification was entirely lost, as much as in our
own "good-bye," the etymological meaning of
which we very seldom have in mind when we use it

As a question it is destitute of intrinsic meaning.
It merely asks, " What is the news you bring ?

"

In form only it asks, "Is it good news?" "Is all

well?" Every language presents similar exam-
ples of current formulae and words which have
lost their etymological significance. Our own word
"well" is a good instance, particularly in collo-

quial usage, where it often is almost meaningless,
and where it often implies anything but approval
of what has preceded. The inflection of the voice

here carries all the significance. A similar instance
occurs in this chapter. In ver. 26 Jehu quotes the
sentence of God upon Ahab, beginning with the

words bO DK • This is the formula for an oath, and

an ellipsis is necessary to explain the form. This
consists of an imprecation upon the speaker by him-
self. " If I did not see—then may—Ac." As The-
nius well remarks, we cannot believe that the ori-

gin of this formula could have been present to the
mind of Jehu, or that he could have thought of the
alternate, omitted, phrase, when he represented
God as having spoken in these words. The alter-

native was utterly lost sight of, and $f? DM meant

simply " verily," as a strong affirmation.—DvtPTI

therefore is simply a salutation which calls upon
the person addressed to tell the news, or his mes-
sage. So in ver. 11 it might be translated :

" Well ?

Wherefore came," Ac. In vers. 17 and 18 ijt has
the same meaning, but Jehu plays upon it by using
it in its strict meaning in his reply (see the amended
translation). In ver. 22 this is still more evident.

In ver. 31 Jezebel uses it as the regular conven-
tional salutation, with which to address her insult-

ing and defiant words to Jehu. To make it mean
in vers. 17, 18, 22, " Is there peace ? " i. «., do you
come with hostile or peaceful intent towards me ?

is to ascribe to the king a suspicion, first of the

unknown party which' is approaching, and after-

wards of Jehu. If he had been suspicious that it

was an enemy, he would not have sent out one
man ; if he had been suspicious of Jehu, he would
not have gone down himself, and, as it seems,

without guards, to meet him. Finally, ver. 23 showi
that he did not suspect anything until he heard
Jehu's answer, which was a bold condemnation
of Jezebel. Then he recognized treachery, and,
as soon as he did, he endeavored to escape. To
send out a man to meet the coming troop and " say

DvC*T! ," was, therefore, simply to send him out to
salute them and inquire what was the intelligence

they brought When Jehu was recognized, the
same message was sent to him (cf. chap. x. 13).

Finally, the kingwent to ask for himself. The only
news which he expected was news about the war. When
the commander-hvchief came riding in hot haste
towards the capital, news, either of a great victory
or an overwhelming defeat, was to bo expected.
As for hostility from the approaching party before
it was recognized, or from Jehu after he was recog-
nized, there was no thought of it, until Jehu's an-
swer, in ver. 23, revealed it all at once as openly
declared.—W. G. S.] The generals put this in-

quiry, not because " they feared the madman might
have done him some harm " (Ewald), but because
they inferred, from the haste with which the
prophet-disciple departed, that he had brought im-
portant intelligence, perhaps bad news, about the
war with Syria (Thenius). Their further question

:

Wherefore came this m&®n to thee? is gen-

erally understood as the mocking and contemptu-
ous speech of rude soldiers about a prophet The
Hebrew word is then understood to mean a mad-
man or rhapsodist It is certain, however, that
these soldiers, who were expecting important and
perhaps discouraging intelligence in regard to the
war, were not in a disposition to scoff at prophets.
If they had taken the prophet for a madman, they
would not, when Jehu made known to them (ver.

12) the object for which he came, have taken the
extraordinary step they did, without consideration

or delay, and made Jehu king, on the word of a
fanatic. In ver. 20 it is said of Jehu himself:
" He driveth )1jflie*3

," whereby it is not meant to

be said that he was a crazy man, a lunatic, or a fa-

natic, but that he was a man of fierce and violent

temper (Vatablus, following the Syriac, translates

pracipitanter). In Arabic yjgj means to be bold,

rash, wild (see Ges. Diet, s. v.). The generals

meant to say, therefore, that the wild behavior of
the man, who had come and gone without saying
a word to any one, had struck them. They
thought that his conduct indicated some extraor-

dinary intelligence, and they wanted to know
what it was. Jehu at first gives them an eva-

sive answer: Te know the man and his

nt>, This word does not mean " hiB speech or

words " (Ges., De Wette, and Luther, who follows

the Vulg. : et quid locutus sit) ; nor, " his babble "

(Junius, Koster, and Philippson, who follows the

Sept adoXeoxty, for the word does not occur any-

where in this sense. Neither does Jehu connect
with his words the meaning: "Ye yourselves

have sent this prophet to me, in order to give me
courage to carry out the plan which ye have
formed (Dereser following Seb. Smith, J. D. Mi-

chaelis), nor this meaning :
" Ye know the man and

what he said to me
;
ye yourselves are at the bot-

tom of this jest, for ye it was who planned the

farce " (Krummacher). Jehu could not have
meant this, for he knew that the plan or jest had
not originated with the generals, and his answer
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would not then have been an evasive one. No
less incorrect is the explanation of Cornelius a
Lapide, whom Keii follows : Nostis, eum insanum
esse ac proinde insana loquitur, ideoque rum credenda,

nee a me narranda, for fVK> is no synonym of yjfcj.

Finally, we cannot translate it with Bunsen and
Thenius, " his disposition :

" " Ye should be ac-

customed to his disposition, since ye have often

seen him before." 'The word is rather to be taken
here in the same sense as in 1 Kings xviiL 27, t, c,

medtiatio, absorption in thought ; so that, in other

places, it stands for every deep agitation of the

soid : rancor, sorrow, or dissatisfaction (Ps. liv. 2

;

oil. 1 ; cxlii. 2 ; Job vii. 13), and in 1 Sam. i 16 it

stands as synonym to DJp, Jehu means to say

:

The conduct of this man ought not to astonish

you ; he was lost in thought, as prophets are wont
to be ; therefore he did not enter into conversation

with any one, and departed as hastily as he came.
[It must be apparent that the epithet y3B*D t

a8 it

is correctly explained above, is not a proper epi-

thet for a man who is lost in meditation. Wild-
ness of behavior is in general inconsistent with
meditation. Moreover, as above stated (note on

ver. 11), it is an error to take D*6bTI to mean " Is

there peace ? " and then to suppose that these sol-

diers asked the question with reference to the war
with Syria. How should they ask whether there

was peace with Syria, when they were there on
purpose to make war with that country ? or how
should they expect that this prophet could bring

intelligence which was to decide that point ? The
prophet came from home, from Israel, and al-

though his message might ultimately bear upon
the continuance of the war with Syria, the natural

expectation would be that he brought news from
Israel, whence he came. They asked in general

what the news was which he brought The epi-

thet which they applied need not be pressed so

far as to make them guilty of any intentional dis-

respect to a prophet. He was wild in his beha-
vior, and they called him carelessly a *' mad fel-

low." The tone and meaning could hardly be
better given in English. Jehu's reply is best un-
derstood as an attempt to sound them. He ap-

pears in chap. x. distinctly in the character of a
crafty man. So here ; he is in doubt whether the

prophet has been instigated by his fellow-com-

manders to do this thing, because they hesitated

to make an outspoken proposition of 'rebellion to

him. He charges them with having plotted this,

as a means of inducing him to rebel Ye know

the man, and the errand he had. fTb> occurs very

frequently in the sense of " complaint," a deep-
seated subject of anxiety. It is used here of the
business or communication which the prophet
brought deeply hidden in his heart—the deep plot

which had been the result of long meditation. To
this interpretation of ver. 11, 1g#, "it is a lie,"

In ver. 12, answers well. They deny the charge.

—W. G. S.] The generals notice that Jehu is

trying to evade them, and, as he is not able to

conceal his agitation entirely, they are only the

more urgent. They reply : "lp#, *• «•» not :
'* That

is not true!" (Luther, Keil), or: "A lie!" (De
Wette), but, " Deceit !" (1 Sam. xxv. 21; Jerem.
iii. 23), Thenius: "Nonsense! thou desirest to es-

cape us." Thereupon Jehu cannot help himself

any longer; he tells them plainly what has hap*

pened. Niemeyer's interpretation : "It is true

that he (this man) does not always tell the truth,

yet tell us what he said," is certainly false.

Vers. 13. Then they hasted and took every
man his garment The immediate and joyful

homage to the general shows, on the one hand,

that they were far from scoffing at the prophet,

or regarding him as a crazy man or a mere fanatic,

on the other hand, that a deep dissatisfaction with

Joram and the house of Ahab prevailed in the

army, while Jehu stood in high esteem. The

words nfejtDTI D^a"^K have been understood in

many different ways. Generally D13 is taken in

the sense of its synonym D¥p f
"self," and the

clause is translated : " upon the stairs them-

selves," i. e., upon the bare steps (Kimchi, whom
Keil follows) ; but the word scarcely has this sig-

nification except in connection with personal pro-

nouns. Still less can we approve the translation

of Grotius, Clericus, and others: in Jastigio grar

duum, for D"13 never means the top or summit

Thenius believes that D13 i8 written for D7V» as

the Yulg. shows : in rimilitudinem tribunalis. He
translates : "Asa representation of (or make-shift

for) the (necessary) scaffolding [by mounting upon

which to show himself to the people and receive

their homage, a king was inaugurated], Jehu

stepped up upon the piled-up garments." But, to

say nothing of other objections, there could be no

mention of " steps " in connection with a pile of

heaped-up garments. Evidently, we have rather

to think of a spreading-out of the garments such

as is recorded in Matt xxi. 8, and, as ^K , which

we must not interchange with *?% , designates mo-

tion to or towards, we translate literally: "to-

wards," or, " in the direction of, the stairs." In

the building, in which the generals were assem-

bled, there was, therefore, a staircase, an arrange-

ment like that in the court of the temple for the

king (2 Chron. vi. 13), which had perhaps been

prepared for the king, who formerly lived in Ra-

moth. The generals spread their garments over

the ground from the place where Jehu stood to

this place, which was ordinarily reserved for the

king, and thus formed a path for him to this place,

on which they saluted him with royal honors.

[See note under Grammatical on this verse.]

—

On the blowing of the trumpet, see note on 1

Kings i 34; cf. 2 Kings xi 14.—Ver. 14 does

not state the cause of the act in ver. 13, but the

consequence of it, so that we must not under-

stand that there was a " conspiracy " in the ordi-

nary sense of the word, t. e., a secret bond, pre-

vious to the wounding of Joram (Kdster). After

they had chosen Jehu king by acclamation, he

bound himself and them firmly and solemnly to

hostility to Joram ("l^p means to bind, to fetter).

The word does not imply, in itself, that he made
them take an oath of allegiance to himself.

Yer. 14. Joram had defended Ramoth, Ac.

TXCTSTL "IDE* shows again, what we saw in ver 6;

that the city was not at that time besieged by
Joram (Koster), but that he was in it and was de-
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fending it against the Syrians. In vers. 15 and 16

we have a repetition of viii. 28, 29, but it is not *' a
mere superfluous " repetition, which " proves that

those verses and the chapter before us were not
written by the same person " (Thenius). In the

former place the statement is purely historical,

but here it is intended to explain the event nar-

rated in vers. 1-14. Ver. 21 shows that Joram
was healed at the time that Jehu was anointed.

Instead of returning, however, to share the labors

and the dangers of the war, he remained in his

summer palace in Jezreel, and appears to have
been taking his pleasure with his guest, king
Ahaziah of Judah. This must have had a bad
effect on the army, which could see in it only in-

difference or cowardice, and it explains the enthu-
siasm with which they yielded allegiance to Jehu,
as well as the haste with which the latter started

for Jezreel, inasmuch as it was important for him
to lay hands at once upon the trio, Joram, Aha-
Bah, and Jezebel. He therefore proposes to the
generals that they shall keep the army at Ramoth,
and not allow any one to leave the city, and he

hastens with a small company (rWSttf* ver. 17) to

take possession of JezreeL Peter Martyr : SUenU-
tan et cderiiatem adhibet, ne Joramo spatium dttwr

vd ad deliberandum vel adse muniendum. Ewald's
assertion :

" He mounted his chariot ala& with his

old companion in arms Bidkar, and drove," ke.,

contradicts the text.

Ver. 17. And there stood a watohman, &c.

Ver. 17 stands in close connection with the end of

ver. 16. While the two kings were enjoying
themselves in the summer palace, and thought of
no danger, the watchman appeared before Joram,
and reported :

" I see a company." That which is

narrated in vers. 17-20 is as characteristic of Jo-
ram as of Jehu, and that is why it is narrated with
so much detail. It shows, on the one hand, how
careless Joram was, since it was not till after he
had in vain sent out two horsemen, that he took a
more earnest view of the matter, and, on the

other hand, how decided and energetic Jehu was,
since he did not allow himself to be detained, and
kept the two horsemen in his own train, lest they
should hurry on before him with intelligence of
his coming. His question in ver. 18 has the mean-
ing, What is it of thy business, whether I come
in friendship or in hostility ; thou hast nothing to

do with that, it does not concern thee. [See note
on ver. 11.] It is probable that the watchman
had seen, while they were at a distance, that they
were not Syrians. As they came nearer, he recog-

nized more and more distinctly that they were
Israelites, and he inferred, from their violent

speed, that Jehu, the commander of the army,
whose wild and fierce disposition was well known
to him, was at their head. On ritftfi£n see note on
ver. 11. '

T
' :

Ver. 21. And Joram said : Make ready, Ac.

Now, at length, when he heard Jehu's name, he
became anxious, and set out to meet him—a thing
which he could not have done, be it noticed, if he
had been confined by his wound. [It must be
clear that this anxiety could only have been as to

what events of the war east of the Jordan could
have been the cause that the chief commander
came hurrying home in such haste. If he had sus-

pected treachery, it is not conceivable that he
would have gone to meet Jehu, See notes on vers.

7

11, 22, and 30.—W. G. S.] The portion of Na-
both, where the two kings met Jehu, " is the D"}3

»

vineyard, of Nabdth, which now formed a part of
the park of the royal palace " (Keil). Joram's
question, ver. 22, " Is it peace ? " shows that he
did not even yet suspect rebellion, but rather ex-
pected news of a victory from Ramoth, otherwise
he certainly would not have gone out alone to meet
him. [That is to say ; the question had reference
to the hostility between Syria and Israel, not to

any suspected hostility of Jehu towards his king.

This is just the distinction which must be kept in

mind, and this question must be interpreted as
asking news of the war. No other interpretation

is possible. The rest of the chapter must there-

fore be interpreted consistently with this. The
king did not here ask : Is there peace between me
and thee t No more did he send a messenger to

ask : Dost thou come for peace or war between me
and tiiee? in vers. 17 and 18. If he knew that
they were Israelites, he certainly did not ask the
question in this sense ; if he thought that they
were Syrians, he would not send out one man to

ask them the idle question whether they came
for peace or war. See note below, on ver.

30.—W. G. S.]—In Jehu's answer, ng has the

same force as in Judges iii. 26 [so long as, or.

while]. He gives as the reason for his hostile

coming, the whoredoms and sorceries of Jezebel.

[He gives the king to understand that he has not
come to bring news from the war, but to over-
throw him, by a reply in which he condemns the
vices of the queen-mother, in terms which no man
could use who was willing any longer to be a sub-
ject—W. G. S.] DW? is not to be taken literally,

but is used, as it so often is, in referring to idola-

try (Jerem. iii. 2, 9; Ezek. xxiii. 27, Ac), with
which, however, licentiousness was almost always
connected. By D*D8*3 we have not to understand

" mysteries " (Thenius), but that general practice

of sorcery, and use of incantations for producing
various supernatural effects (Winer, /?.- W.-B., II. *.

718), which was closely connected with idolatry.

All these practices were forbidden, as wel\ as idol-

atry, on pain of death, in the Mosaic law (Ex. xxii.

18; Deut xviii. 10). Jehu's words show that Jez-

ebel was generally regarded as the foundress and
patroness of idolatry. They also contain a rebuke
for Joram, because he had submitted to be led by
her, had helped her instead of opposing her, and
had thereby made himself accessory to her crime.

—TjfarWi ver. 23, see 1 Kings xxii. 34. The ex-

clamation, TOIO, deceit, means, "We are deceived,

i. «., really, betrayed 11
(Keil).

Ver. 24. Between his arms, 4. «., from behind,

since Joram, in his flight, had turned his back to

Jehu. It means, therefore, really, between the

shoulders (Vulg. inter scapulas), so that the arrow
went obliquely through his heart.

Yer. 25. Then said Jehu to Bidkar, his lien-

tenant, lit is rendered by all the old versions,

which are misled by \DN , which follows, in the

first person: "For I remember how," Ac. But it

is evidently incorrect. Whether D^3D"1 here sig-

nifies riding on horseback, or in a chariot, is of
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very little importance. The point* is, that Jehu
was in Ahab's retinue, was an ear-witness when
the prophet pronounced upon the king the sen-

tence of God, after the death of Naboth (I Kings
xxL 19 sq.). This had made an ineffaceable im-

pression upon Jehu.—fctt^D means really :
" bur-

den," t. «., something which must be borne. If

God lays a " burden " upon any one, he passes a
sentence of punishment upon him, which must be
endured. Hence the word is often used by the

prophets in the sense of a condemnation o£, or judi-

cial sentence upon, a man or a nation (Isai. xiii. 1

;

xiv. 28; xv. 1).—&6 DM, in an oath or affirma-

tion :
" Verily " (Numb. xiv. 28). Jehu quotes the

sentence which was pronounced 1 Kings xxL 19-
24 according to its substance, as it remained in his

memory after sixteen years, and with such inaccura-

cies in the wording as were occasioned by his ex-

citement in a moment of the most violent activity.

The repetition of " saith the Lord " places emphasis
on the oracle of God, as such. I have seen, saith

the Lord: I will repay, saith the Lord. Jehu,
however, mentions something which was not men-
tioned at all in'the former place; viz., "The blood
of his sons," and that he should be requited in the

field of Naboth. Thenius considers this an "essen-
tial variation," and says that " all attempts at re-

conciliation are vain." But the author must have
been the most thoughtless man in the world, if

he had not perceived that what he here recorded
was contradictory to what he had written a few
pages before. It may, therefore, nevertheless be
permitted us to attempt a " reconciliation " which
will make him talk sense. Although the blood of
the sons of Naboth is not mentioned in 1 Kings
xxi., it may nevertheless be that they were also

killed. It is impossible that Jehu should have talked
to an eye and ear witness, as Bidkar was, about
the blood of the sons of Naboth, if their blood
had never actually been spilled. Thenius very
justly remarks on ver. 7 ("And the blood of all

the servants of the Lord"), that "Jezebel must
have vented her rage upon a still wider circle than
that which is expressly mentioned." Perhaps Na-
both's sons were murdered because it was feared
that they might lay claim to the property of which
their father had been robbed, and might avenge
his murder. Jehu mentions their blood also, as
well as that of. their father, because the divine
punishment would thereby appear all the more
just, and his own command, to throw Joram's
corpse upon the field of Naboth, would be more
completely justified. As the murder fell upon
Naboth and his sons, so the penalty fell upon
Ahab and his sons. The word " yesterday " must
not be insisted upon too strongly in its strict sig-

nification. It implies simply, "a while ago," as in

Isai. xxx. 33. The sentence of condemnation in

1 Kings xxi. was certainly not pronounced on the
day after Naboth's murder. Secondly, as to the
addition, " In this plat," the emphasis is not upon
this phrase, but upon the word requite : that is the
main idea, about which all the rest is grouped, not
the " plat." The slaying of Joram, the " son of a
murderer " (vi. 32) is marked as a penalty for the
murder of Nabotn and his sons by this very cir-

cumstance, that his body is cast upon the field

which that murder had been committed to win.
Jehu very justly saw, in the fact that Joram must
die just here, a dispensation of Providence, the

ground for which he discovers in the oracle I Kings
xxi. [Jehu commands the corpse to be cast upon
the field of Naboth, and proceeds to quote the

oracle as a motive for the command, after which,

he repeats his order. (Throw him there, for God
said that he would requite him there ; therefore

throw him there.) It is, therefore, evident that

the emphasis is on the words, " In this plat" For
the rest, 1 Kings xxi. 19 is strictly and literally

fulfilled by this command of Jehu, although it ia

not literally quoted.—W. G. 8.]

Ver. 27. But when Ahaziah the king of Ju-
dah saw this, Ac. The garden-house, towards
which Ahaziah fled, was certainly not the summer
palace in Jezreel (Calmet), but, since he sought the

open country, either a house which " stood at one
of the exits from the park " (Thenius), or which did

not belong at all to the royal domain, but " stood

at some distance from Jezreel " (Keil).—And John
followed after him, and said, Ac. From his

words it is clear that he did not himself pursue

Jehu, but gave the command to do so, just as bo

often that which one commands to be done is as-

cribed to himself. His object was to reach Jez-

reel, where Isabel, the originator of all the mis-

chief, was, and, as he was now close to the city,

ho hastened thither (ver. 30), leaving the pursuit

of Ahaziah to some of his followers. After the

words: "Smite him in the chariot," something
must be supplied, viz., the fulfilment of the com*

mand, as also after the command in ver. 26 : "Cast
him into the plat of ground," <ko. The Sept have:

Ka/ye avrdv. Kal Iirdra^ev airrbv knl r£ apfum
bvra kv ry avafidati Tobp. Thenius, as usual, fol-

lows them, and desires to make the utterly unne-

cessary change from vejh to VTO^. He then

translates: "Him also! (I must have him also!)

And he smote (wounded) nim on the chariot on the

height of Gur." The rendering of the Vulg. is

better : Edam hunc percutite in curro suo ! J5J per-

cusserunt turn in aseeneu Gaver, except that in aarru

suo belongs with percusserunt. Ewald, Maurer,

and Keil are satisfied with inserting *n2PI. after

tnStl f
and this is certainly the simplest course to

pursue.—The height or hill Gur is not mentioned
anywhere else. [Thenius takes "HI to mean a cara-

vanserai (cf. ^JD TO,, 2 Chron. xxvi *l, hospitmm

BadUt. Qes.), and thinks that the hill had its name
from an inn which stood alone upon it. Ges., Th+
saurus, gives the name under "n3, catulus, a cub or

whelp. So that it would mean aacensus catxUL The
place was not important, and the name was a popu-
lar and ephemeral one.—W. G. S.] Jibleam is

mentioned Josh. xvii. 11 and Judges L 27 in con-

nection with Megiddo. On the latter place, see

note on 1 Kings iv. 12. The location of Jibleam
cannot be more definitely fixed either from the two

places cited, or from 1 Chron. vi 55, where QJT?|

stands for it. As Megiddo lay, according to all the

latest maps, directly west of Jezreel, and as Aha-
ziah died at Megiddo, Jibleam, whither he fled and
where he was wounded, must have been likewise

to the west of Jezreel, and between that place and
Megiddo (Thenius). It is true that Keil objects

that u between Jezreel and Megiddo there is only

the plain of. Jezreel or Esdraelom, in which we
cannot suppose that there was any height Gur."
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Bat Megiddo, and therefore Jibleam, which was
near it, did not lie in the midst of the plain, but on
the elope of Ml Oarmel, where there may well
hare been a height, such as is referred to. Least
of all can we adopt Keil's supposition that Jibleam
was " south of Jenin," for this place was in a di-

rect line as far south of Jezreel as Megiddo was
west It is not dear how Ahaziah, when severely

wounded, should have gone from there in a north-
westerly direction, to Megiddo. He cannot have
fled at the same time in a direct westerly and a di-

rect southerly direction.—The chronicler elves an-
other story of Ahaziah's death (IL, xxiE 8 aq.)\

"And it came to pass that when Jehu was exe-
cuting judgment upon the house of Ahab . . .

he sought Ahaziah, and they caught him, for he
was hid in Samaria, and brought him to Jehu ; and
when they had slain him they buried him." Keil
thinks, in order to combine the two stories, that it

is very possible "that Ahaziah really escaped to
Samaria, and that he was there captured by Jehu's
followers and brought back. Then that he was
wounded at the hill Gur, near Jibleam, and, hav-
ing fled again from there, that he breathed his last

at Megiddo." This explanation is, in the first

place, very forced and unnatural, but it falls to the
ground when we know that Jibleam was on the
road westward towards Megiddo, and not on the
road from Jezreel to Samaria. A variation in the
history is here clearly apparent, and cannot be de-
nied. The main point, i, c, the slaying of Ahaziah
by Jehu or his followers, is firmly established by
both. A different tradition m regard to the where ?

and how ? may have prevailed in the time of the
Chronicler. The one which is followed by the re-

cord before us, which is certainly older, appears,
especially on account of its geographical details,

to be the more correct and reliable.—The differ-

ence between ver. 29 and chap. viiL 25, which
amounts, after all, to only one year, is explained
"most simply on the supposition of a difference in

reckoning the first year of the reign of Joram "

(Keil). See above, note on chap. viii. 16.

Ver. 30. Jezebel heard of it Women make
use of paint for the eyes, in the Orie*nt, until the
present day. It consists of a mixture of antimony
(stibium) and zinc, which is moistened with oil, and
applied with a brush to the eye-brows and eye-
lids. The eye itself is thrown into relief by the
dark border, and appears larger (Pliny says of sH-

Mm in his JRst. Nat. 33 : in caMiblepharis mulierum
dpakU oculos). Large eyes were considered beau-
tiful Homer applies to Juno the epithet poCrrri^

(tf. Rosenmuller, Alt und Neu. Morgenland, iv.

268, and Keil on this passage). [Boxes have been
found in the tombs of Egypt containing portions
of this mixture ; also the small, smooth sticks of
wood, or bone, or ivory, by means of which it was
applied. There are specimens in the " Abbot Col-
lection

n
in the rooms of the N. Y. Hist. Soc—

W. & 8.] And tired her head hardly means
fljat she put on a " coiffure of false hair " (The-
nius). n refers rather to the ordinary decora-
tions of the head, head-band, crown, Ac. The old
opinion, which is still held by EwaJd and Eisen-
tohr, that she summoned up all her seductive fas-

einations, in order to tempt and conquer Jehu, is

certainly incorrect, for Jezebel had, at this time,
a grandson who was 23 years old (viiL 26), so that
she mast have been advanced in yeare. Since,
Moreover, women fade earlier in the Orient, she can-

not have intended to excite any carnal desire in
Jehu. The haughty, imperious woman intended,
rather, to go to meet the rebel in all the majesty
of her position as queen-dowager, and to so far
overawe him that he should desist from any fur-

ther steps. She therefore takes her place at the
lofty.window of the palace, and shouts to him, as
he enters the gate, the bold and haughty words in
ver. 31 :

" Ib it peace, Zimri, murderer of his mas-
ter ?" Luther translates pike the E. V.] : " Had
Zimri peace, who slew his master? " Maurer sup
ports this rendering by suggesting that she could
not have asked him if he came in peace, at the
same time that she called him a murderer of the

king. But DlftS^n cannot have any different mean*
ing heTe from that in ver. 22 [where, as Bahr ex-
plains it, it means, ** Is there peace in the Syrian
war ? " or, " Dost thou bring news of a victory ? "].

Jezebel connects with the question this meaning *

" Wilt thou submit to me, the queen, and desist

from the rebellion, or wilt thou persist in it ?

"

[The reader will see that this interpretation, which

makes tf6cftl mean, " Is there hostility between
me and thee ? " is not consistent with the author's
own exposition of ver. 22. Jezebel must have felt

that the hostility of Jehu reached to herself, even
if she had not heard that his declaration of war
was aimed, in its terms, exclusively at her. She
had heard of the fate of the king, as the last pari
of her speech shows. She could not, therefore,

have intended to ask Jehu if he came, in general,

on a peaceful errand. This is perhaps the clearest

instance of all, to prove that this formula had lost

its etymological significance, and it must be appa-
rent that the attempt to give it this meaning here
produces inconsistency and confusion. It was a
standing formula, empty of all independent mean-
ing, used as an interjection in beginning an ad-
dress : Ho I or Hail I—Just what she hoped *to

accomplish by her decorations, and by her ad-
dress, it is difficult to see. Perhaps the safest con-
clusion is one founded upon her domineering and
wilful character. These traits were developed in

her to a tragical degree. She has scarcely a par-

allel either in history or poetry save Medea. Her
last toilet was probably the consequence of a de-
termination to die in full state, self-willed, arro-

gant, defiant to the last—W. G. S.] There is a
threat also in her words. Zimri, who murdered
king Elan (1 Kings xvi. 10-18), reigned only seven
days, and met with a frightful end. She means to

terrify the violent rebel. " Thou shalt fall as did
Zimri. Thy rule shall not endure !

" Perhaps she
had also taken measures of resistance, had col-

lected about her those on whom she thought that
she could rely, and was, therefore, all the more
self-willed. Jehu's reply, ver. 32, Who is on my
side ? Who ? seems to sustain this opinion. He
gives her no answer whatever, still less does he
submit to the influence of her manner; he knew
well that no one would heartily support the hated
and tyrannical woman. The two eunuchs, who
were her immediate attendants, gave Jehu a sign,

probably from another window, that they would
join him and serve his purposes. They obeyed
his command. [The " or " between " two " and
" three " in ver. 32 is not in the text It means
either that two looked out first, and were imme-
diately joined by another, or that two appeared at

one window, and three at another (the latter is
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adopted by Stanley).—W. G. S.]—niDQrWt ™*.

33, literally : And he trode her under foot, not,

however, " with his own feet " (Ewald). He caused

her to be trodden under foot, i. «., the horses of

his chariot trode upon her. Hence the Sept. and

Vulg. have the plural owtTzhrqaav airHjv, conculca-

lerunt earn (cf. Horn., IL, x. 432 ; xi. 534).

Yer. 34. And when he was oome in, Ac.

After Jezebel was slain, Jehu went into the palace,

took possession of it, and refreshed himself, after

the day of bloody labor, with food and drink.

Then, not, according to Roster's fiction, at the

banquet, but afterwards, he gave orders to see to

the corpse of Jezebel and bury it He calls her:

this curved woman, not "abusing her in his

wrath" (Thenius), but as the originator of all the

corruption which had now met with its fitting re-

ward. Nevertheless, he does not wish to have her

refused burial, for, he says, she is a king4! daugh-

ter. Not, therefore, because she was the wife of

Ahab, the mother of Joram, and the grandmother

of Ahaziah, but because she was the daughter of

the king of Tyre and Sidon, she was to be spared

the last ignominy of lying unburied (see note on 1

Kings xiv. 1 1). Polus : Forte sic fecit, ne invidiam et

odium regum Zidoniorum in se inflammaret When
he was told that sepulture was no longer possible,

he remembered also the remainder of the oracle

which he had quoted in ver. 26 (1 Kings xxl. 23).

This shows that that was no prediction post even-

turn. He quotes the oracle freely, according to its

sense, calling to mind particularly that portion of

it which seemed to him the most important. This

explains the use of p^n instead of ^n (see above,

on ver. 10 [and the Grammatical note on that

verse]). Jehu did not intentionally bring it about

that Jezebel had no sepulchre, i. <?., that there was
no spot which perpetuated her memory. This was
ordained by God. The memory of her was to be
rooted out (Ps. xxxiv. 16).

HISTORICAL AND ETHICAL.

1. The fall of the house of Ahab is one of the

most important events in the history of the Israel-

itish monarchy, and is marked as such by the de-

tailed and vivid description which we have of it.

In order to understand it correctly and estimate it

justly we must look at it from the stand-point of

the Old Testament theocracy. The house of Ahab
was not only devoted to the cultus of the calf-

images of Jeroboam, but it had also (a thing which
no other dynasty had ever done) formally intro-

duced idolatry, murdered the prophets, and perse-

cuted the worshippers of Jehovah All attempts
to draw itj away from those evil courses had proved
vain. We see from chap. x. 18-28 how far the

worship of Baal had taken possession of the king-

dom of the ten tribes. As a result of intermar-

riage with the house of Ahab, the evil had spread
to Judah also, and had been already fostered by
two kings, Jehoram and Ahaziah. " According to

all appearances, therefore, the corruption, which
had already eaten so deeply into Israel, and which,
in spite of all the opposition which the prophets
had exerted, threatened to gradually destroy all

the good influences which remained, was about to
strike root also in Judah, the last stronghold of

the religion of Jehovah, and thereby to destroy

the very foundation of the Mosaic theocracy"

(Bisenlohr, Las Volk brael, iL «. 192). The rule of

the house of Ahab was, in very truth, the opposite

of what the monarchy of Israel ought to have

been. Instead of holding and maintaining (Deut

xviL 19, 20) the laws and commandments of Jeho-

vah, and, above all, the Mosaic law, the covenant

upon which the existence of Israel, as the chosen

people, rested, it destroyed, consciously and inten-

tionally, the foundations of the Israelitish nation-

ality, and was, therefore, a continual rebellion

against Jehovah, the true and only king of Israel

The prolonged rule of this house would have drawn

Israel down into heathenism, and would thereby

have frustrated its destined influence on the his-

tory of the world. It would have been the end of

Israel as the chosen people of God. The over-

throw of this house had become a matter of life

and death for the Old Testament theocracy as an

institution, and a necessity, if God's redemptive

plan with Israel was ever to reach its consumma-

tion. It had been threatened many times with

destruction, and, after it had shown itself during

forty years incapable of reformation, the time was

come at last when it was to meet the fate with

which it had been threatened. It was so decreed

in the counsels of Him who raises up and puts

down kings, who has power over the kingdoms of

men, and gives them to whomsoever He will (Dan.

ii 21; iv. 14, 31). Here, therefore, the question

of the justiflableness of rebellion against a legiti-

mate dynasty, or of revolution in the ordinary

sense of the word, cannot arise. The course of

the house of Ahab was a rebellion against all law,

divine and human, in Israel. It was, therefore, a

revolution which was being brought about by those

in authority. Therefore it resulted in a catastro-

She which was not the overthrow of divine and

uman order, but rather its restoration. All the

details of the occurrence must be weighed from

this stand-point
2. The long-threatened downfall of the house

of Ahab is the work of the prophet Elisha, in so

far that he gave the order to anoint Jehu king.

His name therefore stands at the head of the nar-

rative, and whereas, in other places, his name
stands either alone or with the epithet, " man of

God," here we find him expressly called "the

prophet," in order to show that he did what is here

recorded of him as a prophet^ i. e., by virtue of his

prophetical calling ; as one, therefore, who, as he

himself solemnly declares (1 Kings xvii. 1), stands,

like Elijah, " before Jehovah," and, as an immedi-

ate servant of God, acts in His name and by His

authority. Thereby we are pointed, from the out-

set, to the grand difference between the fall of the

house of Ahab and that of the other earlier or

later dynasties. While the latter were all over-

thrown by military chiefs, whose only concern was
to arrive at power, the fall of the house of Ahab
was brought about by the prophet, and did not

aim at the gratification of ambition, but at the

uprooting of the idolatry which had been intro-

duced and fostered by this family. The first and

chief duty of the prophets, before all, of the great

prophets Elijah and Elisha, consisted in bearing

witness by word and deed against the radical evil,

idolatry, in combating it by every means, and in

plucking it up by the roots. Jehovah had ap-

pointed them " watchmen over His people," and
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armed them by His Spirit for this work, in order
that the great object of the choice of this one peo-
ple out of all the nations of the earth (Ex. xix. 3-

6X i. e~, its destined influence in the history of the
world, might not be frustrated (Habak. ii. 1 ; Ezek.
iti. 17; xxxiii. 7; Jerem. vi. 17, 27). The words
which Jeremiah heard, when he was called to be
a prophet :

" See, I have this day set thee over the
nations and over the kingdoms, to root out, and to

pull down, and to destroy, and to throw down, to
build, and to plant " (Jerem. L 10 ; c/. xviii. 7 ; Esek.
xliii. 3 ; xxxiL 18), hold true of all true prophets.
They appear, therefore, as Knobel (der Proph. der
Eebr.

y L *. 196 sq.) justly observes, not only as
heralds of the acts of God, but alno as executors
of them, and things are often ascribed to them
which in truth were done, and could be done, by
God alone (see Exeg. on 1 Kings xix. 16-18, and,
besides the places already quoted, Jerem. v. 14;
xxv. 15 ; Hos. vi. 6). It was therefore the right

and duty of the prophet Elisha, when idolatry had
been pushed to the utmost, and every attempt to
bring the house of Ahab into other courses had
foiled, by virtue of his prophetical office and call-

ing, to' labor to bring about the fall of that dy-
nasty and the foundation of another. Far from
being a sinful and rebellious undertaking, what he
did was, for all Israel, as Eisenlohr himself ad-

mits, " an act of salvation."

3. The anointing of Jehu is generally regarded,

as it is by Keil, as the fulfilment of " the last of
the commissions which Elijah received at Horeb "

(1 Kings xix. 16). But the correct interpretation

of that passage (see notes thereon) makes this ex-

planation unnecessary ; and it is moreover to be
noticed, that such an explanation presupposes that

Elijah commissioned his successor to do something
which he was commanded to do, and which he
might have done, since Jehu was already, in the

lifetime of Elisha, in the train of Ahab (ver. 25),

but which he nevertheless did not do. There is

no hint in the text that this act of Elisha was a
fulfilment of that command to Elijah, and it is not
consistent with the universal and unconditional

obedience of Elijah. [The discrepancy between
this chapter and 1 Kings xix. 16 in this particular

must be frankly admitted. Even a superficial ex-

amination will show that, between the two, this

passage contains the historical account of the
share of the prophets in Jehu's revolt.—W. G.

8.] It is still more improbable that Elisha should
not have executed a commission which had been
given him, as is suggested, by Elijah, but should
have commissioned another, a prophet-disciple, to

do it Von Gerlach thinks that the " already aged
Elisha " did this, because " he was bent with age ;

"

but Elisha did not die until Joash was on the

throne (2 Kings xiii. 14), so that he lived for at

least forty-three years after Jehu was anointed.

Accordingly, at the time of that event, he was not
fifty years old. Neither can the reason which
Krummacher assigns be maintained: "Nothing
could have been more distasteful to the loving and
evangelical disposition of Elisha than the com-
mand, in his own person, to put the avenging
sword into the hands of Jehu. So God, who,
father-like, weighs with the most tender anxiety
what He may demand of each one of His children,

and what not, exonerated him from this duty,* and
allowed him to send one of the prophet-disciples

in his place." The narrative itself shows us the

reason clearly. The prophet-disciple was com-
manded to lead Jehu into an inner chamber, ani^

after anointing him, to depart immediately, with-

out speaking a word to any one. The important
transaction was, therefore, to be carried out in pri-

vate, and to be kept as secret aa possible. This

was the reason why Elisha did not take it in hand
himself, for if he, the well-known head of the

prophet-guild, had gone to Ramoth and had had
dealings with Jehu, it would have occasioned great

observation, and the cause of his coming could

not have been kept secret The affair was to be
kept quiet for a time, and only to be proclaimed
when the right time should come according to the
leadings of Providence, just as, at a former time,,

the communication of the prophet Ahijah to Jero-

boam (1 Kings xi. 29 sq.) was not to be made pub-
lic, and Jeroboam had to wait until the right mo*
ment for his elevation came (see Hist. § 3 on I

Kings xi 14-43). Therefore also Jehu did not at

once make known to his fellow-commanders what
had been done, but gave them an evasive answer.
When they pressed him, he broke silence and
thought that the right time had come. Elisha

limited his own action strictly to the announce-
ment of the destiny which awaited Jehu. All the

rest he left to the control of Providence, so we
hear no more of him until his death (chap, xiii.;.—

As for the act of anointing, it was not performed
with " the sacred oil of anointing " (Menzel), as in

the case of the kings of Judah (1 Kings L 39 ; cf.

2 Kings xi. 12 ; xxiii. 30), for, in the kingdom of

the ten tribes, where there was no sanctuary of
Jehovah, and where the levitical priesthood did

not exist, it appears that the kings were not
anointed at all. It was not, therefore, a priestly

act which Elisha in this case executed, but a pro-

phetical one, t. c, a symbolical act, a physical sign

and testimony of that which Jehovah has deter-

mined upon and will do. Hence it is accom-
panied by the words :

" Thus saith the Lord : I

anoint thee," Ac. (vers. 3-6), just as in chap, it 21,

where the prophet throws the salt into the foun-

tain with the words: "Thus saith the Lord: I

have healed these waters " (see pp. 17, 25). For
the significance of the act of anointing, when it is

ascribed to Jehovah himself, see above, note on 1

Kings xix. 15-18.

4. What Schlier (Die Konige in Israel, s. 207)
says of Vie newly-anointed king Jehu, holds true.
" There are few persons in the sacred history who
have been so variously judged as he. ' To some he
is a stirrer up of rebellion and a bloody despot

;

others see in him a pure and unimpeachable ser-

vant of the Lord. Both equally err, for both de-

part alike from what the sacred record declares,

and all depends, especially in the case of Jehu, on
allowing ourselves to be led simply by the record."

If we restrict ourselves to what is said in chap,

ix., this much is certain, that he did not make him-
self king. There is not a word to justify the sus-

picion that he plotted and conspired before he was
anointed king ; on the contrary, the story shows
clearly that the prophetical calling to be king sur-

prised and astonished him, and also that his fellow-

commanders knew nothing of it He ought not,

therefore, to be put in the same category with
Baasha, Zimri, Shallum, Menahem, Pekah, and
Hoshea (1 Kings xv. 27; xvi. 9, 16; 2 Kings xv.

10-30), who, instigated by ambition, without au-

thority and in self-will, took the royal power into
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their hands. He was called to be king by the
prophet, in the name of Jehovah. The explana-
tion of the selection of just this man, as the in-

strument for the destruction of the house of Ahab,
and for the uprooting of idolatry, is found in the
fact that at that time there was scarcely a man
who united, as he did, all the necessary qualifica-

tions ; so that Ewald also is forced to admit that
u Klisha certainly could not have fixed his eye upon
a military chief who was better fitted for the pur-
pose he had in view." In the first place, Jehu
was a decided opponent of idolatry and of the
abuses which were connected with it (ver. 22).

The opposition of the prophet Elijah to Ahab and
Jezebel, after the murder of Naboth, had made an
indelible impression upon him, so that he had not
forgotten the words of the prophet sixteen years
afterwards (vers. 25 and 36). This was the first

characteristic which was required. Jehu pos-
sessed the second also. He was a man of the
greatest energy. Pushing onward with boldness
and enterprise, decided and pitiless, he shrank
back before no difficulty (vers. 20, 24, 32 sq).

Moreover, he did not lack prudence or wisdom
(vers. 11, 15, 18). Finally, he stood high in the
popular esteem as a military leader. After Joram
left Ramoth he seems to have had supreme com-
mand of the army. We see from the joy with
which his fellow-commanders caught up his nomi-
nation and anointment, and from the readiness
with which they obeyed his commands, that he
enjoyed their fullest confidence (vers. 14-16). It

is true that his subsequent conduct is fierce and sol-

dier-like ; that was the natural product of his char-
acter, calling, and education. " To drive like Jehu "

has become a proverb. We ought not to overlook
the fact, however, that nothing was to be accom-
plished here by mild and kind means. If the
deep-rooted evil of idolatry, which threatened Is-

rael with total ruin, was to be rooted out, it could
not be done without violence. Moreover, we have
to notice that Jehu, when Joram came to meet
him, did not shoot him down at once, but, in an-
swer to his question :

" Is it peace ? " declared that,

so long as his mother, Jezebel, nourished shameful
idolatry in Israel there was no chance for peace
and prosperity in the kingdom. Upon this abso-
lutely true declaration of Jehu, Joram turned and
cried " Treason," and took to flight, so that he took
sides with his idolatrous mother. Not until this

point did Jehu send the death-arrow after the fly-

ing king (who sought to reach Jezreel, and to join

her), and give orders to pursue Ahaziah, who came
with Joram, and who likewise took Jezebel's part.

As Joram fell upon the very spot of ground wliich

had been taken from the murdered Naboth, Jehu,
Who saw in this incident a dispensation of God,
felt encouraged to proceed with his fierce task. So
too, he did not slay Jezebel without further delay,

but only when she put herself in opposition to him,
and shouted down to him her impudent defiance,

and insulted him as another Zimri, t. c, as a mur-
derer and traitor, did he call out to " throw her
down."

[Jehu came to Jezreel on purpose to put to

death the king and the queen-dowager. Of the
particular circumstances in which he should meet
them, or of the accident which was going to throw
in his way the king of Judah, another member of
the house of Ahab, he could know nothing before-
hand. Ewald thinks that he had had half-formed

plans in his mind ever since the time when ha
heard the prophet's denunciation of Ahab, but
Bahr is more correct, according to the text before
us, when he supposes that the visit of the prophet
and his business took Jehu by surprise. Whether
this incident only came to ratify and bring to a defi-

nite determination half-formed plans which Jehm
had long cherished, is a secret of his inner life

which probably few or none, even of his content*
poraries, ever learned. Whether it came at the
very crisis of time when the commanders of the
army were disgusted with the king, and excited
with admiration of Jehu, to suggest to them an act
which perhaps no one had yet proposed in words,
is also uncertain, but it is a theory which is thor-

oughly consistent with the text When Jehu had
told them what the prophet had done, it was only
a suggestion, something which might be neglected
and allowed to fall and be forgotten. But the
other generals caught at the idea enthusiastically,

and proceeded to act upon it by proclaiming Jehu
king with all the solemnity which the means at
hand would allow. The affair had now entered a
new phase. One of the prophets of Jehovah, who
were, as a matter of course, hostile to the reigning
house, might nominate a new king and anoint him,
and the event might be passed by sb only another
declaration of hostility from a well-known and
uncompromising enemy ; but to proclaim the new
king was an overt act of treason, and all who par-

ticipated in it must know that there was no reced-
ing from it, and that the reigning monarch could
never overlook or pardon it Jehu's conning and

'

caution had been shown in the reply to the gen-
erals in ver. 11, in which he tried, in the first place,

to see if they were really the instigators of this

proposition. Now that he was committed to an
overt act, his promptness, decision, and energy
showed themselves. " If it be your minds, if you
are determined to take this step, then we must go
forward at once. Let no one go out of the city to

take news to Joram of what we have done." He
then set out himself for JezreeL Between him*
self and the house of Ahab there was no possible
compromise. He must gain the advantages of
time and energy. He made no delay (this may be
reckoned as a virtue on his part) in carrying out
his purpose. He took circumstances as he found
them, and carried out his intention as he best
cduld. He unquestionably intended to destroy the
whole house or Ahab when he returned to Jezreel.

He could not tell what opportunities would offer,

but it is clear that he meant to make opportunities
if they did not come of themselves. He meant to

get all the royal family into his hands and kill

them. B&hr's idea that he waited until Joram had
taken sides with Jezebel, and waited until Jezebel
had insulted him, is Suggested by a laudable desire
to excuse him, but it is an invention. We can
hardly repress some feeling of pity, even for Jeze-
bel, in reading the bloody and tragical details, but
pitUessness is a virtue in a man situated as Jehu
was. He had a task to accomplish which led
through blood, and he had to follow it To waver
from pity or from fear would have been equal trea-
son to his calling. The sentimentality which for*
gets the crime in pity for the criminal is a modern
and a " civilized " weakness. It is not a feeling-

which a man called to conduct great national or re-

ligious revolutions can allow to dim the clearness
of his judgment, or to unnerve his determination.—
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Jehu was, therefore, a cautious, crafty man, who
was slow to oommit himself to any irrevocable

course of action, but energetic and unrelenting in

prosecuting it when he had resolved upon it. He
was a man of action, who did not hesitate or wa-
ver, and did not lose time in long plans, but struck

quickly and surely where he had determined to

strike. He did not shrink from difficulties, did not
hesitate at harsh means of accomplishing his pur-

poses, did not feel pity in striking down those who
stood in his way, did not leave behind him any-
thing which might, at a later time, rise up to mar
or overthrow his work. This is not a lovely char-

acter. It does not present the amiable virtues,

patience, pity, mercy, kindness. It is not a char-

acter to be imitated in modern, civilized, thor-

oughly regulated life, but neither, ought it to be
measured and judged by the standards of a society

trained to peace and order, fearful of revolution,

and encased in law. Its virtues must be sought
in the use to which it put its strength, its energy,

and its decision. It is a character, however, such
as is needed to lead great movements, to give form,

and purpose, and consistency of action, snd perse-

verance, to a national effort, in times of discontent

with existing institutions and tendencies, when all

are convinced that the nation is going down, un-
der depraved leadership, to ruin, but when no one
seems able to step to the front and lead on the re-

formation. In the providence of God, such men
are often raised up for great crises in Church and
State. The man is swallowed up in the movement
It is impossible to tell whether the work has made
him or been made by him. His personal virtues

and faults are lost sight of in the stormy, tumultu-

ous crisis in which he lived. We cannot, in jus-

tice, sit down in peace, when the storm is over,

and lay the line of every-day standards to such a
rugged character, and, from the stand-point of a
time of order, peace, and quiet, condemn it in so

far as it passed beyond the bounds of peaceful, do-

mestic, citizen-like virtue. He was needed and
Was called; he responded, and accomplished his

calling welL That is his place in the history, and
that is the judgment on his career.—W. G-. S.j

5. The fail of the three heads of the house of Ahab
on one day is narrated with so much minuteness be-

cause it not only has simple historical significance,

but also proves the inevitableness of the threats

of God, and the certainty of His requital (" ven-

geance ") (vers. 7-10, 26, 36). The sentence against

the house of Ahab, which accompanied the anoint-

ment of Jehu, is almost literally the same as that

which Ahija pronounced against the house of Jer-

oboam (1 Kings ziv. 10), Jehu against the house
of Baesha (1 Kings xvi. 3), and Elijah against the

house of Ahab (1 Kings zzi 21). Its repetition

shows that it was the established formula of con-

demnation against every royal house which sought

to undermine the foundations of the Israelitish na-

tionality, the covenant with Jehovah. Those whom
God had set to be watchmen over His people, were
to pronounce the same sentence for the same trans-

gression, wherever it occurred. (On the peculiarly

Old Testament form of the condemnation, see 1

Sings xiv. 1-20, Hist § 1.) The day on which
the three heads of the house of Ahab fell is, there-

fore, represented as a day of divine judgment It

has all the marks which belong to days of judg-

ment in general, and to that one great general

judgment at the last It is a terrible day (Joel ii.

29) ; it comes unawares, like a thief in the night*
and overtakes those who are its just victims when
they are careless and contented (Zeph. i. 14 ; Luke
xvii. 28 sq. ; 1 These, v. 2 eg.) ; they cannot escape
it either by flight or by resistance, they are brought
to nought and come to a terrible end (Zeph. L 18;
Lament, ii. 22; Ps. lxxiii. 19; lxxxiii. 17; Jerem.
ii. 26; Heb. x. 27, 31 Ac.). It is to this day that
the word of the apostle applies :

"Now all these
things happened unto them for ensamples: and
they are written for our admonition, upon whom
the ends of the world are come " (1 Cor. x. 11).

6. The story of the end of Jezebel is given with
particular detail, because therein the prophet's
threat was fulfilled with especial frightfulness. As
the sin of the house of Ahab was represented te

the fullest extent in Jezebel, the originator and
patroness of idolatry, so her terrible end forms the
crisis of the divine punishment Ahaziah is fatally-

wounded, and dies in a strange place. Although
he was, as Josephus says : irovqpbc xal xtl9^v **&
narpbq abrov, yet he was buried by hiB subjects,

because he was " the son (grandson) of Jehosha*
phat " (2 Chron. xxiL 9). Joram falls dead, pierced

through the heart, but is thrown upon the field of
Naboth and not buried. Jezebel is thrown down
from the window by her own attendants ; as she
lies weltering in her own blood she is trodden un-
der foot by horses, and her corpse lies unburied
" like dung upon the fields " (see note on 1 Kings
xi. 14). She appears here in her last moments
such as she had ever been, proud and impudent,
arrogant and domineering, [defiant and insolent].

She places herself at the window, painted and
grandly dressed, and presumes upon her assumed
majesty. Instead of recognizing in the judgment,
which is falling upon her house, the just recom-
pense for her misdeeds, instead of sueing for grace,

she, who had shed so much innocent blood, and
had exalted herself against the God of Israel, in-

sults the instrument of the divine vengeance as a
murderer and a traitor, demands that he shall sub-
mit to her, and threatens him, relying upon her im-

agined power, with destruction, if he persists.

Just here judgment overtakes her. Her nearest
attendants forsake the hated queen and hurl her
down from her position. She does not reach the
rest of the grave, and remains, even in death,

marked with infamy for all time, a proof of the
truth of the words :

" It is a fearful thing to fall

into the hands of the living God " (Heb. x. 31).

7. Modern historians represent the elevation of
Jehu to the throne of Israel in a very different light

from that in which it appears in the Scriptures.

According to Winer (7?.- W.-A, i *. 37, 600) :
" Kll-

sha secretly anointed Jehu king of Israel (the

prophets could not even yet forget the injuries

they had received from Jezebel, the mother of this

family 1);
" in consequence of the unfortunate cam-

paign of Joram against Hazael of Damascus " a
rebellion broke out in the Israelitish camp; Jehu
killed his king, and, soon afterwards, Ahaziah
also." According to Menzel (Stoats und ReHg.

Gesch. von Isr., s. 205 sq.) :
" The relation in whioh

Elisha stood to Hazael was not without influence "

on the overthrow of the house of Ahab ; he (Eli*

sha) was in communication with Hazael ; Joram
gave the command of the army to Jehu when he
returned wounded to Jezreel, " without surmising
that Jehu had already conspired with several or

the other generals for his overthrow. The time
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for the accomplishment of the change of dynasty
planned by Elisha has come ; Ellsha sends one of

his servants to the camp with the holy oil of
anointment, commands that it shall be poured
upon Jehu's head and that he shall be called upon
to make himself king, and to root out the house
of Ahab." According to Koster (Die Proph., s. 94)

:

" Hazael'8 accession to power is parallel with that

of Jehu which immediately followed." Jehu had
" conspired even before Joram was wounded, and,

when he killed him," he gave to Elisha's prophecy
against Ahab (1 Kings xxL) an extension which
made it subserve his plans. Finally, according to

Duncker (Gesch. des Alterthums, L s. 413), it was
the " hostility of the prophets of Jehovah " which
brought such a sad fate upon Joram and his house.
[There can be no question that it was. Duncker,
however, seems to criticize the history of the pe-

riod from the stand-point of Ahab in 1 Kings xviiL

17 and xxi. 20 ("Art thou he that troubleth Is-

rael ;
" " Hast thou found me, mine enemy I ").

It may be that he is led to it by a revulsion from
the naive method of reading the Scriptures which
insists on making some characters saints and oth-

ers demons, but it is simple perversity, and uncrit-

ical self-will to take the contrary side. Some of
the old expositors seem to have felt that in review-

ing the acts of one who is called " good " in the
record, they must .excuse and explain away and
account, on all kinds of imaginary hypotheses, for

any acts of his which were not good according to

our standards. Also that, when a character is

marked as " bad " in the record, they must inter-

pret any good acts of his in an unfavorable manner.
The modern critics, many of them, revolt with dis-

gust from a notion, which is so manifestly unjust
and unsound, into the other extreme. Many of
them proceed as if they had adopted some such
canon as this: Every person, who is made a
hero or a saint in the record, was in reality a
coward and criminal, and, vice versa, all who are
represented as wicked and base, were, in fact,

noble and good ; the writers, from some prejudice,

or for some partisan reason, represented them as
we find in the record, therefore, to get at the truth,

we must take them all by contraries.—W. G. S.]

Elisha [Duncker goes on to say], " was the favor-

ite attendant of Elijah, and stood at the head of
the prophets of Israel" After the siege of Sa-
maria (vi. 24 sq.) " he resided for a time among
the enemies of his country in Damascus. Here, at

his instigation, Benhadad, the king, was mur-
dered by Hazael, one of his servants, who now
ascended the throne, and recommenced the war
against Israel, not without encouragement from
Elisha. Joram was wounded at a battle in Gilead,

and left the army in order to be healed at his

palace in Jezreel. This moment seemed to Elisha
to be favorable for the overthrow of the king of
Israel also. Samuel had once favored David's re-

bellion against Saul, so also Elisha now succeeded
in prevailing upon Jehu, one of the generals of the
army, to rebel against Joram." It is not neces-
sary, after the detailed explanations which have
been given above, to refute at length this con-
struction of the narrative. The biblical passage
before us, which is the only authority we have for

this history, contains no ground whatever for the
suspicion that there was a connection between the
murder of Benhadad by Hazael and the over-
throw of the house of Ahab by Jehu. It is an as-

sertion which is as false historically as it is re»

volting, that Elisha instigated Hazael to murder
his master, then encouraged the attack of the

national enemy upon his own country, and finally

provoked Jehu to rebellion. What just reason is

there for making such a vulgar intriguer, political

agitator, instigator of rebellion and traitor, out of
the "man of God?" The assertion that Jehu
had formed a conspiracy with the other generals

before Joram was wounded, and he was anointed,

and that he brought about a rebellion in the army,
is equally groundless and false. The text contra-

dicts it distinctly. But the whole tenor of this

conception of the history is to set aside the true

reason for the overthrow of the house of Ahab,
viz., the corrupting idolatry which had been intro-

duced by this house, and which was destroying

the character of the nation. Although this reason
is perfectly clear, yet it is ignored, and instead of
it, the true reason is said to lie in personal hos-

tility, ambition, and other passions, so that finally

the whole story appears only as a drama in which
human interests are at stake and depraved forces

are in play.—Ewald's conception of the history is

far better and more probable. He explains ( Gesdu,

iil a. 526 ; cf. also s. 382) [3d ed. 566 and 409 sq.]

"The Great Revolution" by the conflict which
had been maintained ever since the time of Solo-

mon, "between the two great independent powers,"
the monarchy and the prophetical office as a
national institution in Israel [prophethood, if one
may coin a word, after the analogy of priesthood,

for the prophetical office as an institution

—

Pro*
pfietenthum.] " Heathenism, fostered by the mon-
archy, threatened to displace the old religion, in

both kingdoms at the same time. But just at this

point the old religion stood desperately on its de-

fence once more against the new one ; in the first

place, it is true, only spasmodically (1 ?), and
through thai instrument only which had hitherto

been its living fountain, and its most powerful
force, viz., the prophethood." This explanation is

based upon that idea on which Ewald's method of
presenting 'the history rests, and which has been
referred to several times above (see 1 Kings xi 14-
43, Hist. § 3), viz., that " violence " was a radical

trait both of the monarchy and of the prophethood
(Gesch., iii. 13), and that, therefore, they stood in

opposition to each other as " independent powers,"
and struggled for the supreme control—a theory
which we cannot by any means regard as correct.

The prophethood does not anywhere appear as an
" independent power," parallel with the monarchy.
The prophets never combated the monarchy as
such, and never strove with it for the supremacy,
as, for instance, the popes with the emperors.
No prophet ever strove for royal authority, or en-
deavored to raise himself to the throne. The two
great prophets, Elijah and Elisha, who had, most
of all, to resist the kings who were their contem-
poraries, were farthest from all hierarchical ten-

dencies and from all lust for power They re-

mained poor and humble, and had, from all their

strifes, neither advantage nor enjoyment The
office and calling of the prophets consisted in
taking care that the covenant of Jehovah, the
fundamental constitution of Israel should be
maintained in its integrity. They were not to
rule by the side of the kings, much less over
them, but to be the standing corrective to the
royal power, when this departed from the Mosaic
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constitut.on, according to which it was bound to
role (Dent, xvil 19, 20). The prophets were not,

therefore, in hostility to all the kings, but only to

those who, in contradiction with their calling to
be servants of Jehovah, despised, more or less,

the covenant of the God of Israel They must re-

sist most earnestly of all those kings, who, like

those of the house of Ahab, not only broke that
covenant, but also introduced and fostered idola-

try, or, at least, tolerated it. Nothing could be
more perverse then, as*Knobel himself has shown
(Der Proph. derHcbr., L a. 11 sq.\ than to make an
"hierarchical party or caste " out of the prophets,
or ** to regard them as restless, innovating dema-
gogues, who were continually plotting, striving

to introduce arbitrary changes, and stirring up
the people to rebellion against the government."
[This, then, was the true hostility between the
prophethood and the monarchy. A single reflec-

tion, however, will show how deep it was. The
history of the foundation of the monarchy in 1

Bam. throws doubt upon the degree to which it

was founded or approved by the prophetical au-
thorities of the time. Under a king like David
the prophethood, an institution which took its

specific authority from direct and continual in-

spiration, and the monarchy, an institution found-
ed it is true by God in the first instance, but de-
riving its continued authority from descent and
tradition (in which sense they certainly were in-

dependent authorities, each claiming the right to
direct and control), worked in sufficient harmony.
In the case of another king, who departed from
the standards ofjudgment which were maintained
by the prophets, there would be opposition and
hostility. The warnings of the prophets were re-

sented, in such cases, as unwarrantable inter-

ference, by the kings. The actions of the kings
were condemned and protested against by the
prophets. Under a theocratic constitution, such
as that of Israel always was in theory, where
there was no possibility of a division of depart-
ments of activity into civil and religious, political

and ecclesiastical, church and state, these colli-

sions were inevitable, if the king departed from
the prophetical standards. Thus these two au-
thorities came into collision. They both sought
to control the nation. It is very true that neither

one ever sought to usurp the peculiar functions of the

other, but that is little to the point. One sought
to contcol by means of external authority (t. e.

y
in

the last resort, by force); the other sought to

control by moral influence. As long as the proph-
ets approved what the monarch did there was no
jarring : as soon as they did not thus approve,
antagonism arose. They rebuked the king, which
seemed like insubordination, and they denounced
him to the people, which seemed like inciting re-

bellion. There is certainly no case of factious or

ambitious or hierarchical opposition to the mon-
archy on the part of any of the prophets, but, as

a matter of history, there were so few of the kings

who came up to the standards which the spiritual

authority maintained, that there was hostility be-

tween the two great authorities of the state during
almost the entire duration of the monarchy. As
for Ewald's opinion, he certainly does not mean to

say that there was any such conflict for worldly

and physical supremacy as has marked modern
history (popes and emperors).—W. G. 8.] The
prophethood in Israel is a peculiar phenomenon,

as the people of Israel is a peculiar phenomenon
in the history of the world (Knobel, «. I *gn Ds
Wette, Sittenlehre, i 1, 32). It cannot, therefore,

be judged from a general historical, that is, from
a natural and human, stand-point. This is es-

pecially true in the case before us of the over-
throw of the house of Ahab and the elevation of
Jehu to the throne. If we abandon here the theo-

cratic stand-point of the author of these books,
which is above distinctly maintained, the prophet-
hood becomes a mere caricature of what it really

was. and of what it was intended by God that it

should be.

[8. If we refuse to Sonsider the bearing of this

story upon the justifiableifss of revolution, we turn
away from one of its most prominent practical les-

sons. We have here two cases of regicide in

close juxtaposition—Benhadad by Hazael, and
Joram by Jehu. Evidently we cannot measure
them by two different standards of right We
have seen above that, so far as the history in-

forms us, the former of these was one of those
cases of palace-revolution which are almost the
only articulating points in oriental history. Ha-
sael slew his master in order to usurp his authority.

Morally weighed, it was just as bad as the act of a
highwayman who slays a man in order to take his

purse. Of the state of the kingdom under Ben-
hadad and of the comparative benefits or injuries

which it received from Hazael, we know very
little. As a military leader Hazael was the abler

of the two. Beyond that we know nothing.

Jehu's case was in many respects different. A
family was on the throne which had introduced a
licentious worship, had fostered it, and had perse-

cuted the older and purer religion, which, if it

had not succeeded in taking so firm hold of the
people as to hold them to purity and virtue, at

least had not been itself a deep corrupting influ-

ence. The mischief had spread so far that it was
time to try the last and severest measures or to

give up the contest entirely. The indictment was
made out against the ruling house, ofcorrupting the
national honor and undermining the national exist-

ence, of depriving the nation of a religion whose
spirit was pure and elevating, and giving it one
whose spirit was corrupting and licentious. It was
time for every man to make the choice which Elijah

put before the people in 1 Kings xviii 21, and for

those who were on the side of Jehovah to strike

without pity, for their cause. Jehu was the chosen
leader and representative of this party, and it was
in its interest that he became a regicide. There
is no ethical principle, therefore, which the chap-

ter teaches more plainly than this, that a nation

is not to let itself be robbed of its highest and
best goods, its purest traditions, and its holiest in-

spirations, by any dynasty, however unimpeach-
able its legitimacy, for fear of " revolution." How
terrible these national convulsions are, modern
history shows clearly enough, and we shall see it

also in the development of this history. They are

terrible remedies for terrible diseases, and the
chapter before us gives a test of when and how •

they are justifiable. They are justifiable as the
last resort in the utmost danger, when religion,

and liberty, and morality, and national honor can
be saved by no other means.—Jehu was anointed

by authority of a prophet of Jehovah, but we have
to bear in mind that this authority was given also,

if it was not executed, in the case of Hazael (1
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Kings xix. 16). The one wii just as much an in-

strument in the hands of God for carrying out his

plans in history, according to the biblical repre-

sentation, as the other. We may leave this im-
portant chapter with the following paragraph from
Ewald (Geach.i iii. 573), in which he reviews this

revolution and points forward to its consequences

:

" The spirit of the ancient religion had, therefore,

once more arisen in its might, in the kingdom of
the ten tribes, against the intrusion of the foreign

and heathen religion, and that was now accom-

C"
hed which Elijah, in his labor and suffering,

never been able to accomplish. The nation
was once more delivered, by means of a terrible

and powerful revolution, from the mistakes and
errors into which it had allowed itself to be
plunged. It was once more forced back upon its

own peculiar origin and foundation, so far, at least,

as it is ever possible for an earthly kingdom to re-

turn to its own origin. He, whose warrior-hand
was alone fit to be the instrument of such a revo-
lution, Jehu, had shown himself to be, yet again,

one of those unexpected and irresistible cham-
pions of the cause of Jehovah, such as the judges
had once been, with this difference only, that he
did not have to fight, as they did, against external,

but against far more dangerouB internal, foes of
this cause. The horrors by which this revolution

was marked were in truth scarcely to be avoided,

partly on account of the character of the ancient

national religion, partly on account of the deep
roots which, at that time, heathenism and the au-

thority of the house of Omri had struck in both
kingdoms, but especially in Israel. Nothing can
be more incorrect, therefore, than to say that, when
Elisha caused Jehu to be anointed, he neither fore-

saw nor approved of these acts of violence and
bloodshed. He could not have had such a dim
vision of the future as not to foresee them, al-

though he certainly did not designate the separate
victims beforehand, alter the fashion of a Bo-
man proscriptor. Moreover, there is nothing which
would render it probable that Elisha disapproved
of those acts after they were committed. But the
deeper and less apparent evils which lay in the
horrible incidents of this, as they lie in the hor-

rors of every, revolution, made themselves contin-

ually more and more apparent, and were contin-

ually more and more sharply felt, in the course of
the history, as we shall see below."—W. G. S.]

HOMILETICAL AND PRACTICAL.

Vers. 1-3*7. God's Judgment upon the House
of Ahab : (a) The herald of the judgment, vera.

1-10; (b) the executor of it, vers. 11-20; (c) the
victims of it, vers. 21-37.—Vers. 1-8. Krcmica-
OHBR: Jehu. The approaching vengeance; the

oommission of God to Elisha ; the sending of the

prophet-disciple ; Jehu's anointment and the object

of it.—Vers. 1-3. Wurt. Summ. : The Lord God
deposes kings and raises them up, Dan. ii. 21;
Prov. viii 15 sq. There is no established authority

which is not from God. A calling to govern is the

work of God, whether it comes through interme-

diate persons or not. Therefore, since rulers and
governors are ordained and established of God,
they ought to govern themselves according to God's
will, and every one ought to respect and honor
them for God's sake, and show them all due obe-

dience, Bom. xiii. 1 sq. When kings and govern-
ors sin and do evil, and nobody dare lisp a word,
or still less punish them, then God comes and
raises up other rulers, and uses them as his execu-
tioners to punish such wicked rulers. Even though
a long time passes, wickedness is not forgotten by
God. He rises up at last and sends against wicked
men those who will fulfil his sentence without
pity. Therefore let all rulers guard themselves
from all wrong, and especially from all persecution
of the servants of God and just men. Also let

not any one, without God's command, lay hand
upon those in authority, lest he call down God's
judgment upon himself.—What Elisha did, he did
in the name and at the command of God, and he
would have forsaken his duty if he had not done
it. The prophets were not there to sleep and to

lay their hands in their laps, when the ordinances
of God were being trodden under foot, but God
set them as watchmen over His people, that they
might root up the weeds, and plant and cultivate

what was good.

—

Krummachbr : None of the mod*
era revolutions can appeal to any such revelations

of the divine will ; nay, the standard-bearers would
smile if any one should demand of them to show
any authority of this kind for raising a revolt. The
modern revolutions have all sprung from another
soil, either more or less apparently, and are con-
demned by God's words : Whosoever resisteth au-
thority, resisteth God's ordinance. [This leaves
the mutual relations and obligations of governors
and governed very unclear. Governors must be
good, governed must be obedient. For homiletical
purposes a clearer definition of the limits and mu-
tual interlacing of these duties is of prime im-
portance. I have attempted a sharper analysis
below, at the end of the " Homiletical " section.

—

W. G. S.]—Vers. 4r-10. The Prophet-disciple : (a)

His mission. (Krummaohsr: He is one of the
humblest in Samaria, a poor, insignificant boy,
and he carries a kingdom to Ramothl How
great the Lord appears in this incident, but also
with what cutting irony He meets all the arrogance
of the self-made gods of earth 1) Here also 1 Cor.

L 28 applies. (6) His obedience. (He raises no objec-
tions, although the task is hard for him. He might
have said: "lama child," Ac., Jerem. i. 6. He is

to go into a besieged city, to go before the gener-
als of the army, to put his life and liberty at stake,

yet he goes with no sword at his side ; without a
companion he ventures to go into the army of the
king, to anoint another to be king. All human
scruples and fears disappear before the duty of
obedience. In obedience he does not fear, and
lets no danger terrify him, for he knows and be-
lieves- what is written in Ps. xcL 11-13 and Pa.
xxvii. 1). (c) His fidelity. (He does no more and
no less than he is commanded. He has a great
commission entrusted to him, but he does not
boast He keeps the secret and departs as he
came. He does not care what may be thought of
him, or what people may say, whether they think
him a " mad fellow " or not. So the Apostles also
carried the secrets of God out into the wide world,
and had no other interest than that they might be
found true.)—Vers. 7-10. The world of to-day
will not hear that :

u The Lord will take vengeance
on his adversaries," etc. (Nahum L 2; e/. Deut.
xxxii. 43), and declares that this is only an Old
Testament notion, and that the Gospel knows only
one God who is a God of love. It is true that
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God does not seek revenge, but he is an holy, and
therefore also s just, God, who requites men as
they have deserved, and repays each according to

his conduct (Job xxxiv. 11 ; Bom. ii. 6). A God
without vengeance, i. «., who cannot and will not
punish, is no God, but a divinity fashioned from
one's thoughts. The same gospel, which teaches
that God is love, says also :

" It is a fearful thing

to (all into the hands of the living God," and

:

u Our God is a consuming fire" (Heb. x. 31; xii

29). The same law which says that God is an
avenging God towards his enemies, says also that

he is
u merciful and gracious, long-suffering, and

abundant in goodness and truth " (Ex. xxxiv. 6).—Krummacher: u The blood of my servants:"
Listen I He has indeed permitted them to lay vio-

lent hands upon His servants, but He has not
overlooked or forgotten it Nothing cleaves more
irresistibly up through the clouds than the voice

of the blood of persecuted saints. Nothing is bet-

ter adapted to pour oil upon the flames of the
divine wrath against the godless than the sighs

which their cruelty forces from a child of God.
The blood of the saints has often cried from earth

to heaven, and what judgments it has called

down! Let the persecutors of all centuries ap-

pear and bear witness. (Nebuchadnezzar, Belshaz-

sar, Herod, Agrippa, Nero, Inquisitors of Spain,

the Louises of France, Charles IX.): bear witness
ail, what a dangerous thing it is to lay hands upon
the saints of the Most High I—This is not the only
instance where God has raised the destroying axe
over a dynasty which was morally rotten. He
often makes use of royal families, which have
fallen into moral decay, for the discipline of na-

tions, but the time never fails to come when he
posses sentence of destruction upon them, and
brings speedy ruin upon the condemned. A
family-tree does not stand firm in gilded parch-

ments and registers ; only when it is planted by
the waters which flow from the sanctuary of God,
will it continue to flourish vigorously.

Vers. 11-16. Jehu, the new King of Israel. He
makes known to the generals his nomination to

the crown ; he is gladly hailed king by them ; he
enters vigorously and without delay upon his

calling.—Ver. 11. Keep secret for a time that

which occurs in thy chamber between thee and
thy God. Do not proclaim it upon the housetops,

but wait until Providence shows thee an occasion

to make it known (Ps. xxxvii. 34). " Fools have
their hearts in their mouths" (Sir. xxi. 28).

—

Bsrlbb. Bibkl : It was, then, a common thing at

that time to regard the prophets and servants of

God as fools, enthusiasts, and fanatics, and to look

upon them with contempt (Aets xxvi. 24 ; I Cor.

iv. 10 ; Acts xvil 18).—Do not judge according to

the external appearance, and the first superficial

impression, in regard to persons and things which
thou dost not know or understand. That which
thou callest folly and nonsense is often the deep-

eat wisdom (1 Cor. i. 23-25).—-Ver. 12. If the

generals, when they heard that God had anointed

Jehu to be king, hastened, spread out their gar-

ments, and shouted: "Jehu is king," how much
more should all shout Hosanna to him whom God
has anointed with the Holy Ghost (Acts x. 38),

and has seated at His right hand in heaven, who
will rule until He has subdued all His enemies un-

der His feet.

Ters. 15-37. The Day ofJudgment See above,

the Hittor. § 5.—Vera. 17-20. The Watchman on
the Tower. He sees the approaching danger and
reports it, but the secure and blinded kings will not
be disturbed until it is too late. It is the duty of
those whom God has made watchmen over souls,

to make them aware of all dangers which threaten
them, and to repeat continually the exhortation to

watch (1 Cor. xvi. 13 ; Mark xiii. 37).—Ver. 20.

Osiander: Dilatory and careless people do not ac-

complish anything. Only diligent and energetic

persons succeed.—Test thyself to see what spirit

moves thee. The right motive-power is the Holy
Spirit, which never guides to folly. One may con*
duct spiritual affairs and manage the concerns of
the kingdom of God with folly, want of judgment,
and heat (Rom. x. 2). Those only are children
of God who are moved by the Spirit of God (Rom.
viii. 14); the fruits, however, which this Spirit

causes to ripen in them, are love, joy, peace, <fec

(Gal. v. 22).—Ver. 21. Observe the wonderful dis-

pensation of the divine justice. Joram himself
gave the order to "make ready," in order, without
knowing or wishing it, to ride out to the place
where Naboth's blood was crying for vengeance,
and where ruin was prepared for him.—Ver. 22
(18, 19). "Is it peace? " Berlkb. Bibel: So it is

to-day also. A false peace is demanded of those
who are sent to make known the stern truth, in

order that hoary evils may not be exposed. Those
who have not true peace, generally want an ex-

ternal, shameful peace at any price (Ezek.xiiL 16).

Ask thyself first of all: "Is there peace in thy
heart?" and seek peace from Him who is. our
peace (Eph. ii. 14)'.—There can be no lasting peace
where there is apostasy from the living God and
His word; licentiousness, injustice, and tyranny;
there strife and war, with all their attendant mis-

eries and horrors, must come. "Though His
sword rests for a time, yet it does not rest in its

scabbard" (Krummacher).—Vers. 23-29. The
Death of the Kings of Israel and Judah. It was
sudden, unforeseen, and fell upon them in their

security and blindness. Tho proverb applies to

Ahaziah: " Miigegangen, mitgef'ingen

;

" hunt with
the fox, and you will be hung with him. (Wurt.
Summ. : Refrain from bad companions, i£, thou
wouidst not be punished with them.) The one is

thrown upon Naboth's field, and left without a
grave ; the other is brought indeed to the sepul-

chre of his fathers, but what is the use of a royal
sepulchre to him who has lost his soul? (Luke
xvi 22).—Ver. 25 sq. Wurt. Summ. : All parents

should take warning by this and not collect un-
righteous wealth either for themselves or their

children, for " treasures of wickedness profit noth-

ing " (Prov. x. 2\ and there is no blessing with
them. They rather bring corruption to both parents
and children (Jer. xvh. 11).

Vers. 30-37. What does the frightful end of
Jezebel teach us ? (a) The transitoriness and noth-
ingness of human might and glory. (Jezebel re-

lies upon her might ; before her the' people trem-
ble. She controlled and directed three kings ; she
raged against all who did not submit uncondition-

ally to her will ; now she lies, thrown down from
her height, like dung upon the field, so that no one
could say :

" That is the great and mighty queen
Jezebel" Dan. iv. 34; Luke i. 51 ; 1 Peter i. 24.)

(b) The certainty of divine retribution. (Gal vi. 7

sq. "Jezebel was an enemy of the living God and of

His word; she seduced old and young to apos-
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tasy; she persecuted all who still held firmly to

Jehovah. Her terrible end proves that such a
temper is certainly punished. Her end has no
parallel in Israelitish history. It calls aloud to all

unto this day: "Woe unto him that buildeth his

house by unrighteousness " (Jer. xxii 13), and it

is a pledge of the truth of this assertion :
" Only

with thine eyes shalt thou behold and see the re-

ward of the wicked " (Ps. xci 8).—Vers. 30, 31.

How Jezebel meets her end. (a) Her last action

(ver. 30); (b) her last word (ver. 31). She died

as she had lived.—Ver. 30. How accurately this

description fits many of her sex ! The highest oc-

cupation they can conceive of is to adorn them-
selves, to show themselves, to conquer, and pro-

duce effects. Thou" fooil If God demands thy
soul of thee to-day, what shall all paint and pow-
der upon the face avail before Him who tries the

heart and the reins ? Can velvet and silk cover
thine inner stains? (Isa. iii. 16 sq.) There could

be no sterner reproof of vanity, pride, and co-

quetry, and no more severe warning to take to

heart the Apostle's words 1 Peter iii. 3 sq. than
the fate of Jezebel—Ver. 31. What can be more
perverse and pitiful than a man who boasts and
puts on airs in the very face of death, and passes

out of the world with abuse and insults against

God, instead of begging for pity and crying :
•* God

be merciful to me a sinner !
"—Jezebel, who mur-

dered the prophets and Naboth, who revolted

against the Lord of Heaven and Earth, calls Jehu
a murderer and a rebeL The blind and stubborn
human heart always finds in others just those sins

of which it is itself guilty in a far higher degree.

—Vers. 32, 33. As the master is, so is the ser-

vant Base men always cling to those who have
power, and change their colors as the weather-

cock of fortune turns. He who is himself un-

faithful cannot depend upon the fidelity of others.

Ps. ci. 6 sq.—Ver. 37. Cf. Prov. x, 7 ; Job xviii.

17 ; xx. -t-7.

[The homiletical material of the chapter may be
divided into two heads: the political; and the
ethical or religious. The former here obtains es-

pecial significance, inasmuch as the record is pri-

marily pure history, and not ethical or philosophical

discussion. It has, therefore, the same utility

which all history, sacred or profane, has for the

instruction of succeeding generations. It shows
certain institutions and certain human' passions in

play, and shows the consequences they produce.

It is presented to us from a religious and moral
stand-point, and its instruction is, therefore, great

for the criticism of political institutions from the

point of view of religion and morals. "If we see

here and in the succeeding chapters the horrors of

revolution on the one hand, none the less do we
see when and how revolution becomes a terrible

necessity. All authority is a means, not an end.

It is established, recognized, and obeyed, because
it serves those ends. Its rights and privileges are

correlative with duties, obligations, and responsi-

bilities, viz., to accomplish the objects for which it

was created. Its claims to obedience stand and
fall with its fidelity in fulfilling its trust. If it

fails in this, if it goes farther, and, in the pursuit

of its selfish aims, and the gratification of its own
self-will, threatens to crush and ruin the very in-

terests it was created to serve, the time opmes

when obedience ceases to be a virtue and become*
complicity in a crime. In the absence of pro-

phetical authority to fix the time and designate the

leaders for renouncing allegiance, it is difficult to

see who is to judge of these save the nation whose
interests are at stake. This bears as complete ap-

plication to republican institutions as to any other.

God's judgment upon the political sins, the reck-

lessness, the self-will, and the selfishness of con-

stitutional authorities is as sure as his punishment
of royal transgressors. It is as possible for a rep-

resentative assembly to sacrifice the highest inter-

ests of a nation as it is for a despot Though, in

the progress of civilization, constitutional restraints

are so much developed that rulers aro under t

strict and unremitting responsibility, and other

correctives are at hand than violence and blood-

shed, yet the principles and their application re-

main. The highest national interests must be

watched over, guarded, and maintained by vigi-

lance, and by wise resistance to anything which

would impair them.—The ethical and moral lessons

of the chapter lie in the character and the fate of

the chief actors in the tragedy. Of Jehu we have

spoken above. When his strength, his virtue, his

calling, and his work are defined, their limitations

are also pointed out—Ahaziah seems to have been

one of those weak men who float on in the direc-

tion which their education and family traditions

have given them. He followed the family tradi-

tions down to the family ruin. Joram's wound
seems to bear witness to some military effort, but

in general he appears in the light of an oriental

monarch, indolent, careless, luxurious, fond of

ease. The sudden and hasty approach of the gen-

eral of the army alarmed him in regard to the for-

tunes of the war in Syria, and he went out, with-

out personal anxiety, to meet his fate. His death

fulfilled a malediction upon his father. The two

kings, therefore, appear to be, to a great extent,

the victims of the sins of their ancestors, and as

Jezebel had controlled Ahab, we are led back to

her as the origin of all this individual, family, and

national calamity. She was one of those strong,

bold, wicked women, who have played such im-

portant rdles in history. She was of the Phoeni-

cian blood, reared in the luxury and licentiousness

of oriental custom, and of a bloody and sensuous

idolatry. The Mosaic ritual and the Israelitish

constitution had been framed to form a barrier to

preserve the people of Israel from the infection of

those vices which characterized the heathen na-

tions. By Ahab's marriage with this woman the

barrier was broken through, and the licentiousness

of the worship of Baal and Astarte, the freedom

of manners of the Phoenician court, the luxury and

sensuality of the heathen nations was imported

into Israel. To a woman thus educated the reli-

gion, the traditions and customs, which prevailed

even in the northern kingdom, must have ap-

peared cold, austere, bigoted, narrow, and hateful

It became her aim, therefore, to override, and

break down, and destroy all that was peculiar and

national in Israel, but in so doing she was contra-

vening all that belonged to and sustained God's

plan for Israel in human history. She braved the

conflict and reasserted it in her last hour, and she

and her descendants went down in the catastro-

phe.—W. G. S.]
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THIRID EPOCH.

FROM THE ELEVATION OF JEHU TO THE THRONE UNTIL THE
DESTRUCTION OF THE EINGDOM OF ISRAEL.

2 Kings X.—XVH.

FIRST SECTIOK.

YIH MONABCHT TODKB JKHU Hf ISRAEL AND UNDEB ATHALIA AlfD JOAflH Hf JTJDAH.

2 Knros X.—XIL

A.—The Bdgn of Jehu*

Chap. X. 1-36.

1 And Ahab had seventy sons in Samaria. And Jehu wrote letters, and sent
to Samaria, nnto the rulers of Jezreel [the city],

1
to the elders, and to them that

2 brought up [the guardians of] Allah's children, saying, " Now as soon as this

letter cometh to you, seeing your master's sons are with you, and there are with
S you chariots and horses, a fenced city, also, and armor [weapons] : look even

5 we stand ? And he that was over the house [palace], and he that was over the
city, the eiders also, and the bringers up of the children, sent to Jehu, saying^

We are thy servants, and wilt do all that thou shalt bid us ; we will not make
6 any [one] king : do thou that which is good in thine eyes. Then he wrote a

[second] letter the second time ]omu the second time] to them, saying, If ye be

mine [on my side], and if ye will hearken unto my voice, take ye the heads of
the men your master's sons, and come to me to Jezreel by to morrow this time.

[QNow the king's sons, being seventy persons, were with the great men of the

1 city, which brought them up[)l. And it came to pass, when tne letter came to

them, that they took the king's sons, and slew seventy persons, and put their

8 beads in baskets, and sent him them to Jezreel. And there came a messenger,
and told him, saying, They have brought the heads of the king's sons. And he
said, Lay ye them in two heaps at the entering in [entrance] of the gate until

9 the morning. And it came to pass in the morning, that he went out, and stood,

and said to all the people, Ye he righteous [just] : behold, I conspired against

10 my master, and slew him : but who slew all these ? Know now [therefore] that

there shall fall unto the earth nothing of the word of the Lord, which the Lord
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110 THE SECOND BOOK OF THE KINGS.

spake concerning the house of Ahab : for the Lord hath done that which he
11 spake by his servant Elijah. So [And J Jehu slew all that remained of the house

of Ahab in Jezreel, and all his great men, and his kinsfolks [intimate friends],

and his priests [chief officers], until he left* him none remaining [no survivor].

12 And he arose and departed, and came to Samaria. And [On the way,] as he

13 was at the shearing house in the way [Shepherd's House of Meeting], Jehu met
with the brethren of Ahaziah king of Judah, and said, Who are ye ? And they
answered, We are the brethren of Ahaziah ; and we go down to salute the chil-

14 dren of the king and the children of the queen[-mother]. And he said, Take
them alive. And they took them alive, and slew them at the pit of the shearing

house [House of Meeting], even two and forty men ; neither left he any of'them.
15 And when he was departed thence, he lighted on Jehonadab the son of Re-

chab coming to meet him : and he saluted him, and said to him, Is thine heart

right [verily sincere], as my heart is with thy heart ? And Jehonadab answered,
It is [Verily, verily, it is]. If it be [said Jehu], give me thine hand. And he

16 gave Aim his hand ; and ne took him up to him into the chariot. And he said,

Come with me, and see my seal for the Lord, So they [he] * made him ride in

17 his chariot. And when he came to Samaria, he slew all that remained unto
Ahab in Samaria, till he had destroyed him, according to the saying of the Lord,
which he spake to Elijah.

IS And Jehu gathered all the people together, and said unto them, Ahab served
19 Baal a little; btU Jehu shall serve him much. Now therefore call unto me all

the prophets of Baal, all his servants, and all his priests; let none be wanting:
for 1 have a great sacrifice to do to Baal ; whosoever shall be wanting, he shall

not live. But Jehu did it in subtilty, to the intent that he might destroy the
20 worshippers of Baal. And Jehu said, Proclaim a solemn assembly for Baal.
21 And they proclaimed it. And Jehu sent through all Israel : and all the wor-

shippers of Baal came, so that there was not a man left that came not. And
they came into the house of Baal; and the house of Baal was full from one end

22 to another [wall to wall]. And he said unto him that was over the vestry, Bring
forth vestments for all the worshippers of Baal. And he brought them forth

23 vestments. And Jehu went, and Jehonadab the son of Rechab, into the house
of Baal, and [he, (Jehu)] said unto the worshippers of Baal, Search, and look that
there be here with you none of the servants of the Lord, but the worshippers

24 of Baal only. And when they went in to offer sacrifices and burnt offerings,

Jehu appointed [stationed] fourscore men without, and said, If [Whoso letteth

if] \ any of the men whom I have brought into your hands escape, he that
letteth him go, his life shall be for the life of him [he shall pay for it, life for

26 life]. And it came to pass, as soon as he [they] had made an end of Incompleted the
preparations for] offering the burnt offering, that Jehu said to the guard and to
the captains [royal foot-guards and horse-guards], Go in, and slay them ; let

none [not one] come forth. And they smote them with the edge of the sword

;

. and the guard and the captains [foot-guards and horse-guards] cast them out,
26 and went [pressed through] to th9 city [strong-hold] of the house of Baal. And
27 they brought forth the image* out of the house of Baal, and burned them. And

they brake down the image of Baal, and brake down the house of Baal, and
made it a draught house [privy] unto this day.

28, 29 Thus Jehu destroyed Baal out of Israel. Howbeit, from the sins of Jero-
boam the son of Nebat, who made Israel to sin, Jehu departed not from after

80 them, to wit, the golden calves that were in Beth-el, and that were in Dan. And
the Lord said unto Jehu, Because thou hast done well [been zealous] in execut-
ing that which is right in mine eyes, and hast done unto the house of Ahab
according to all that was in mine heart, thy children of the fourth generation

81 shall sit on the throne of Israel. But Jehu took no heed to walk in the law of
the Lord God of Israel with all his heart : for he departed not from the sins
of Jeroboam, which made Israel to sin.

82 In those days the Lord began to cut [off parts from] Israel short Urn* short] •

and Uazael smote them in all the coasts [along the entire frontier] of Israel;
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83 from Jordan eastward, all the land of Gilead, the Gadites, and the Renbenites.
and the Manassites, from Aroer, which is by the river Arnon, even Gilead ana

34 Bashan. Now the rest of the acts of Jehu, and all that he did, and all his might,
85 are they not written in the book of the Chronicles of the kings of Israel ? And

Jehn slept with his fathers : and they buried him in Samaria. And Jehoahaz
36 his son reigned in his stead. And the time that Jehu reigned over Israel in

Samaria was twenty and eight yean.

nXTUAL AJTD GRAMMATICAL.

» Var. lv-TTor^WW read ^K VJFJ . Sae JRMf.-tTJDK 3Kn« , * Ahab'i tutors.* Mnee, however, they were

sot tutor* of Ahab, but those whom he bad appointed to Instruct bit tout, D'JDK steads la a loose construction In tbs
ease absolute.

* Ver. 2.—[After the formal greeting end address of the letter, which are not given here, Its substance began with

iTRgV <y. chap. y. «.

•Ver.S.—ft?, /or. Ewald, $ *1T, !. 0.

« Ver. 11.—[TKCfa Is an Inflnltire. See TeaeL and Qramm. on chap. HI. «.

* Ver. !«.—[All the yersions bnt the Ohaklee haye the singular.

* Ver. tt.—[For u^O] read off? with Keil, Thenlus, Bansen, and others.—W. 0. S.]

EXEGETICAL AMD CRITICAL.

Ver. 1. Seventy ions in Samaria, Ac. Ver.

8 shows ("Your master's ions") that'the grand-

sons of Ahab are included, for the " master " can-

not mean Ahab, who had been dead for twelve

years, but Joram. We must understand the words
as referring, to all the male descendants of Ahab.

—

To Samaria, to tha rulers of Jezreel. Ver. 5

shows who are meant, viz., he who was over the

house (palace), and he who was over the city ; and
we may understand it to refer to Samaria, which
was the capital and the residence of the king, and
not to Jezreel, which only served as summer resi-

dence of the court. The governors, who were the

highest officers in Samaria, cannot possibly have
been the " rulers of Jezreel," for these could have

had no authority in Samaria. The word 7Ktf"}P is

entirely wanting in the 8ept. and Vulg. The
former have 7r/iof rovs apx0VTaS *%£ it6?mjc kol

wpdc tovc 7rpe<T^vripovc; the latter has: ad opti-

mates civitatis ci ad majores natu. Keil, therefore,

conjectures that t*ttT[P is a& error for ^tf "pjtfl •

This is favored by D^gJH , before which, since it

cannot be taken as an apposition to *}*?, ^K must

certainly be supplied. This seems better than, with

Clericus, Michaelis, and Ewald, to change ^Kg"lP

into £>X"lfe^ » or, with Thenius, to adopt the con-

jecture that there stood in the original text :
" He

sent from Jezreel to the rulers of Samaria." The

D*3Dk are the tutors appointed by Ahab for his

sons.—Ver. 2. Only the main point of Jehu's letter

is given (chap. v. 6). It is not necessary to under-

stand that this letter was a "trick," or "irony," or

"scorn," as is generally done; it rather expresses

contrariness or perversity. Its meaning may be
expressed thus : "lam king; but if you, who have
chariots and horses and weapons in your power,

want to put a prince of Ahab's house on tha throne,

commence a war with me." [The letter is very
characteristic in its form. It is composed in that

comprehensive satire which says much in a few
words. It implies self-confidence so great that the
writer can afford to tantalize the reader with an
apparent command of the situation, and an appa-
rent freedom of choice, which in reality he has not
got. It implies also a threat of consequences if the

readers are sanguine enough to choose the policy of
resistance. If on the other hand they choose the
policy of submission, they will find out what they
have to do to please the new ruler. It is a satiri-

-

cal and scornful challenge.—W. G. S.]
t
As Jehu

was well known to them by reputation 'as one of
the boldest and bravest generals, and no one of
them felt competent to meet him, they became
frightened, and surrendered at once ; all the mora
readily when they heard what he had already done.

It was very cautious of him not to go himself

immediately, with his small force (chap. ix. 17),

against the strongly fortified city of Samaria, but
to first write them threatening letters, so as to find

out what disposition he must expect to find in tha

capital.

Ver. 6. Than he wrote a second letter, Ac
The reason why Jehu not only commands to put to

death the sons of Ahab, but also to bring their

heads, at the same hour the next day, to Jezreel,

which was nine hours* journey from Samaria, is

plain from vers. 9 and 10. It was important for him
to be acknowledged by the people as king as soon
as possible. The people were to be convinced by the

sight of the heads that all who might eventually

become pretenders to the crown were dead, and
also that the rulers and the great men of the king-

dom, who had sent these heads, had thereby broken
utterly with the dynasty of Ahab.—The parenthe-

sis in ver. 6 is not to be translated according to tha

massoretic punctuation: " The king's sons were sev-

enty persons," for this would be an entirely super-

fluous repetition of ver. 1. It means rather that

the sons, mentioned, in ver. 1, resided with these

important persons (hx is not a sign of the nomi-

native, but a preposition: "with"), and that this
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112 THE SECOND BOOK OP THE KINGS.

is the reason why the command was addressed to

them.—Ver. 8. Jehu ordered the heads to be

brought to the entrance of the gate, because the

people were accustomed to assemble there. It is

an old oriental custom to cut off the heads of slain

enemies, and then to show these publicly, 2 Mace
xv. 30 ; 1 Sam. xvii. 54 (c/. Winer, R.- W.-B., L a.

C81). Even now, in the Orient, the heads of those

who are beheaded are placed upon the gate, in or-

der that they may be seen by alL

Yer. 9 sq. And said to all the people, Ac.

The sight of the seventy heads very naturally pro-

duced consternation among the people, probably

also dissatisfaction and complaints against Jehu,

the supposed cause of their death. Thereupon he
appeared before the people in order to soothe them.

He does not attack them rudely, but appeals to

their just judgment Ye are Just) i. «., not, "Ye
insist upon it that ye are right " (Luther) ; nor

:

14 Ye are righteous," t. «., "I declare you guiltless"

(Richter); nor: "Now is the sin of the people

atoned for, now are ye once more righteous before

God ; the punishment began through me, here ye
see how it has gone on " (Gerlach). The sense is

rather :
" Ye are just, so judge yourselves ; I have,

it is true, made a conspiracy against Joram and
killed him ; but I did not kill these seventy. The
rulers in Samaria, the friends of the house of Ahab,
the tutors of the royal princes, killed these. If ye
will lament and complain, ye have far greater rea-

son to do so against them than against me, but

consider that both I and they acted according to

divine ordinance and in consequence of the sen-

tence which Elijah, the great prophet, pronounced."

In all this, Jehu carefully conceals the main point,

viz., that the murders were committed by his com-
mand. Perhaps he saw a providential dispensa-

tion in the very fact that the rulers at Samaria
yielded to him at once, and executed his further

commands from fear. His speech had the desired

effect The people ceased their complaints and
resigned themselves contentedly. He was thereby
encouraged to go farther, and to put to death all

the higher officers and friends of the house of Ahab,
as is recorded in ver. 11. The V1TTO are not Ahab's

relatives (Luther, E. Y.), but his friends and inti

mate companions. In like manner VJrp are not

his " priests " (Keil), but, as in 2 Sam. viii. 18 and
1 Kings iv. 6, his highest officers and servants.

The turn of the idolatrous priests came later (ver.

1 8 sq.). Not until after this had all taken place,

did Jehu go to Samaria, where he no longer needed
to fear any opposition (ver. 12).

Yer. 12. At the Shepherd's Bouse of Meet-
ing. " The Chaldee version has NJjn T\&tt JV3,

the meeting-house of the shepherds, so that it was
probably a house which stood alone, and wliich

served the shepherds of the region round about as

a place of assembling. The commonest interpreta-

tion is, binding-house (where the shepherds tied up
their sheep for the shearing), but opposed to this is

the fact that the shearing and not the binding is

the main point in that connection, and moreover,

that the shearing took place, according to Gen.
xxxviii. 12; 1 Sam. xxv. 2; 2 Sam. xiii. 23, in the

separate localities, and not at one place for an en-

tire district " (Thenius).—Ver. 13. Instead of Breth-
ren of Ahaziah, 2 Chron. xxii. 8 has: "Sons of

the brethren of Ahaziah." Considering the com-

prehensiveness of the signification of rw , this isno

contradiction. We must understand in general

cousins and relatives of Ahaziah, They undertook
the journey to Jezreei, as they themselves say in

ver. 13, Di^> <*& sdUUandtm, in order to make a

friendly visit at the court there. The fact that they
came in such a large number shows clearly that

Joram, at this time, no longer lay ill from his

wound, but was already recovered, as we saw also

from chap. ix. 21. They expected to enjoy a pleas-

ant visit, and knew nothing of what had occurred
since they last heard from the court of Joram.
When Jehu heard who they were and whither they
were going, he called to his retinue : Take them
alive; i. e., take them captives. Perhaps they
would not submit to be captured, and undertook,

as many suppose, to defend themselves, where-
upon he caused them to be slaughtered. There is

no ground whatever for the notion which Duncker
adopts, that he did this in "the hope of getting

possession of the kingdom of Judah also." There
is no sign anywhere of any such intention on the

part of Jehu. Evidently his purpose was, by slay-

ing these relatives of Ahab, who, as their journey
showed, were friends and retainers of the house of
Ahab, to make every attempt at blood*-vengeance,
or at the overthrow of his royal authority, impos-
sible.

Yer. 15j Be lighted on Jehonadab, the son
of Rechab, Ac. No one doubts that this is the

same Jehonadab who, according to Jerem. xxxv.
1-19, gave to the so-called Rechabites their stern.

nomadic rules of life, and whom they there call

their "father." Josephus says of him : av$paya&dc
koX ducaioc, 'luv&dapoc bvofia ^oc awv [*I^w]
irdXai yzyw&q. It is uncertain whether his meet-
ing with Jehu was accidental, or whether Jehona-
dab came on purpose to meet him. According to

the Hebrew text Jehu saluted him and said: Is
thine heart right, Ac. According to Josephus,
Jehonadab saluted Jehu, and commenced to praise

him, because he had done everything according to

the will of God for the rooting out of the house of
Ahab. Jehu called upon him to mount into the
chariot, and to ride with him to Samaria, saying
that he would show him how he would spare none
of the wicked, but would punish the false prophets
and priests and all who had misled the people to

the abandonment of Jehovah, and to the worship
of false gods. He said that it was the most beau-
tiful, and, for an honorable and just man, the pleas-

antest sight to see the punishment of the wicked.
Jehonadab, prevailed upon by this, mounted the
chariot and came to Samaria.—Doubtless some
such conversation preceded the words: "Is thine

heart right," Ac. At any rate, Jehonadab was a
zealous servant of Jehovah, and, therefore, also an
opponent of the house of Ahab. As he also stood
at the head of a religious community, it was of
great importance for Jehu to have him on his side,

and to be accompanied to Samaria by him. It was
a mark of high esteem to invite him to mount into

the chariot—fiK before ^£&> [is used to form an

accusative of specification, equivalent to a nomina-
tive absolute. " Is it right, as to thy heart," or
"Thy heart, is it right "=" Is thy heart right*
The form gives peculiar emphasis], see Ewald,

Lekrb.
% § 217 <L "IE* here involves the idea of a
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sincere agreement in feeling " (Thenius). Almost
all the versions render ^a^*^ ver. 16, as if they

had read TSlPi, i- «., " He made him ride." Ac-

cording to ver. 17, the flrsc thing which Jehu did

in Samaria was just what he had done in Jezreel

(ver. 11). After the entire house of Ahab had
been destroyed, he went on to overthrow the wor*
sliip of Baal

Ver. 18. And Jehu gathered all the people
together, Ac. The fact that Jehu was believed,

when he said that he would serve Baal far more
than Ahab had done, is explained by the consider-

ation that his entire enterprise was regarded as a
military revolution, like that of Baasha and Zimri,

in which the thing at stake was the supreme pow-
er and the throne, not a religious, reform and the
restoration of the service of Jehovah. No one any
.'onger thought of that as a possibility.—On the
iropheta of Baal, ver. 19 sq.

}
see note above on 1

Kings xviil 19.—rTO£, ver. 20, is not " feast-day "

(Vulg. diem solemnem) but a solemn festal assem-
bly, as in Isai. L 13; Joel i. 14; Amos v. 21.

—

The " House of Baal" is the one built by Ahab
(1 Kings xvi 32), which seems to have been a
large and rambling structure, in which were 450

priests ofBaal and 400 of Astarte.—HgS HB , ver. 21,

strictly, mouth to mouth, or opening to opening,
i. c, as far as it was open, as much as it could
hold. It refers to the outer court in which the
altar of sacrifice stood, for the house, strictly

speaking, that is, the sanctuary or shrine in which
the statue of Baal was, was, as in all temple struc-

tures, very small.—nnn^D , ver. 22, occurs only

here, but means, unquestionably, vestiariwn (Ges.,

Tkcs-, p. 764). Thenius thinks, because the king
here gave especial commands, that " we must un-
derstand it to refer to the stores of festal garments
I? the palace, not to the wardrobe of the temple of
Baal, or to especial aacrlcial dresses of all who
took part in the ceremony." However, the king
ordains everything here ; it was he who planned
the feast Neither *

-'ore this nor afterwards is

there any re crence t*. anything but the house of
Baal, and certainly there were priestly garments
in that) just as the dresses of the priests of Jeho-
vah were preserved in the temple at Jerusalem
(Bnaxn,*De Vest Sacerdot^ ii 26, p. 675). Clericus

says that, in Ethiopic, ftjlbx i
with which niTT^D

is connected, means vcstis byssina. Garments of
byssus were the peculiar dress of priests in all an-

cient countries (Symb. des Mosaischen KuU.
}
it s.

87 8q.\. According to Josephus, it was especially

important for Jehu that all the priests of Baal
should be there. They all received priestly gar-

ments, and became thereby all the more easily

recognizable for the eighty men who were com-
manded to slay them before all others.

Ver. 23. And John went, and Jehonadab,
&c. When they came into the outer court of the

temple, Jehu gave orders to examine carefully

and see whether there were any of the servants
of Jehovah there. He thereby gave himself the
appearance of a strict adherent of Baal ; but his

object was to take care that no servant of Jeho-
vah should be killed. There is no foundation for

Bwald's representation of the incident: • " Jehu
gave orders that the feast should be celebrated

8

with all pomp, just as a powerful man may show
himself open-handed towards mysteries into which
he desires to be admitted. He commanded that
garments should be given to all who had not any
such as were proper for the feast When the
time for the solemnity approached, he commanded
with severity that any servants of Jehovah should
be cast out (It is well known what an import-
ance the heathen attached to the proeul profanil
in their mysteries.) Finally he sacrificed with his

own hand as if he were a most zealous worshipper
of Baal." Eisenlohr, who always follows Ewald,
thinks that ver. 22 refers to " the unchaste gar-

ments woven by the Kedeshoth" [women who
prostituted themselves in the service of Astarte].

But we know nothing at all of any mysteries of
Baal. There is no syllable of reference to any
such thing here, much less of reference to any in-

tention, which was even pretended, of initiating

the king. Nor does the text say that Jehu him-
self sacrificed, and then gave the signal for the
slaughter of all who were present. — Ver. 25,

ir&33» cannot here be translated: "When he,

Jehu, had finished," nor, with some of the Rabbis
and Keil :

" When he (the sacrificing priest), had
finished the burnt-offering." The suffix \ is to be
taken as equivalent to an indefinite subject, " one "

(German, man) [commonly rendered in English by
an indefinite plural, "they," or by a passive con-

struction] :
" When they had completed the prepa-

rations for the sacrifice," or, "When the prepara-

tions for the sacrifice were completed." The Sept
give this same sense : of owertXsoav wotovvrec t%w

dfoKahrootv; and the Vulg. also, cum complekm
easel kohcauatum. It is not therefore necessary to

read DH^?3 as Thenius does (cfi Ew. § 294, 6).

As soon as they had completed the prepa-
rations for offering. Not, when the sacrifice it-

self was over, for then the feast of Baal would
have been at an end, but, at the moment when the

sacrifice was just fully prepared, and was on the

point of being offered, Jehu gave command to the
" runners and riders," i. «., to the royal body-guard
and its officers (see note on 1 Kings i. 38 ; ix. 22

;

xiv. 28) to force their way in. Ewald translates

*ob&\- " And threw the corpses aside unburied,"

but of course it is plain that they could not under-

take to bury them at once. It did not need an-

other sentence to tell us that they did not bury
them as fast as they killed them. The interpreta-

tion :
" They threw the corpses out of the temple,"

is somewhat better, but the athnach with yjn and
> V T

the express repetition of the subject (" the runners
and riders ") seem to indicate that a new sentence

begins with l^fch. This sentence does not,

therefore, join immediately on to the preceding,

but to what follows, and it is to be connected with

*£&). In this connection De Dieu translates : pro*

ripuerunt ae cum impetu et fesUnoUone, and Thenius

:

" And the guards pressed forward." *£$ stands

in this sense in 1 Kings xiv. 9. They threw the

corpses behind them as they pressed forward, and
forced their way through to the Ty of the house.

Under this we have not to understand a neighbor-
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ing city (De Dieu and others), nor a particular dis-

trict of the city of Samaria (De Wette, Maurer, and
others), for this would not fit into the context

The fundamental signitication of TJJ is sepimentum,

munimentum, locus circumseptw (Furst, Concord., p.

805). It is then used for city, because every city,

as such, was surrounded by a wall, and so formed
a stronghold. In this place, however, it refers to

that part of the entire sacred enclosure, which, in

contrast with the outer courts, was firmly sur-

rounded by a wall, the temple strictly speaking, in

which was the chief image of BaaL This may
have stood upon a base, and risen like a fortress

from fy as the temple of Solomon did. On niDJfO

see note on I Kings xiv. 23. We cannot deter-

mine whether they were small images of Baal him-
self, or images of other and inferior divinities.

Movers {Rtl der Phonizier, 8. 674) thinks they were
the irapedpoi or oifijiufioi of BaaL Thenius pro-

poses to read fDVO hi v©r. 26, and nl33Pp in toi\

27, as the Sept. do, on account of the sing. suff. in

ITCHS^. It is to be noticed, however, that the

images were burned (ver. 26), so that they must
have been of wood, while the chief image was
" broken in pieces" (}T0), as the stone temple-

building was. This image was therefore probably
of stone, as indeed we might presume that the
large image would be of stone and the smaller

ones of wood rather than vice versa. The old ex-
positors translate the suffix by unamquamqu* ea-

rum (Rscator). According to Keil the singular

suffix refers to nfatfO , the plural being taken as

an abstract, as in chap. iii. 3. [The latter is the
correct explanation of the construction. Cf. Ew.
§ 317, a.] The destruction of this idol was per-

fectly in accordance with the law, Deut. vii. 5, 25

;

xii. 2, 3.—Tn order to make the destroyed temple
a place forever unclean and abominable, they made*
it a sink or privy. (The Massoretes propose the
word niKtftoi exits, as a euphemism.) Cf. Ezra

vi. 11; Dan. ii. 5 (Rosenmoller, Morgenland, iii 8.

279).

Ver. 28. Thus Jehu destroyed Baal, Ac.

This is here once more emphasized as the chief

act of Jehu, but it is added that he persisted in

the sins of Jeroboam, viz., the worship of the
golden calves in Bethel and Dan.—Ver. 30. And
the Lord said unto Jehu, i. c, by a prophet, but
whether by Elisha (Thenius), is very uncertain.

nh^pn is correctly rendered by the Vulg. studiose

egisti; Piscator: quia strenuum te prcebuisti ad fa-
ciendum, etc. He had an earnest will to execute
the purposes of God (2 Sam. xhl 28; Ruth iii. 7,

10). The rooting-out of the house of Ahab and
the attendant overthrow of idolatry, the latter of
which not even Elijah had succeeded in accom-
plishing, were accomplished by Jehu. It was in

truth an act of kindness toward Israel, which
otherwise would, at this time, have gone to ruin.

In so far Jehu had accomplished a great deed
which is here recognized and acknowledged. The
manner in which he carried it out, in all its de-
tails, is not, however, approved ; especially is it re-

corded as unsatisfactory that he persisted in the
worship of Jeroboam's calves. Therefore it was
announced to him that his dynasty should not

reign beyond the fourth generation (Ex. xx. 5;
xxxiv. 7), cf. chap. xv. 12.—Ver. 31 is not to be
connected with ver. 30 by "but," but rather with
ver: -32. It states the occasion for what is nar-

rated in 32 and 33. The threatened calamities

from foreign foes came upon them through Hazael
(chap. viii. 12), because Jehu did not walk in the
ways of the Lord with all his heart [If we hold
to the massoretic verse-division,—and there is no
reason to abandon it,—ver. 30 is a promise of the
throne during four generations as a reward for the
vigor with which Jehu had carried out the task
which was laid upon him, and not a warning that
he should not keep it longer than that because he
had kept up the worship of the calves. The
" but " at the commencement of ver. 31 is there-

fore quite correct. Although God commended
Jehu and promised to reward him, yet Jehu did not
walk perfectly with God. The origin of the calf-

worship was political, and Jehu unquestionably
kept it up for political reasons. While we cer-

tainly could not deny that the military misfortunes
east of the Jordan were divine punishments, if the
record said that they were such, yet in the ab-
sence of any such definite combination of the two
things as cause and effect, we may leave that hy-
pothesis aside, as something which we are not
competent to decide. Such a revolution as this

was certainly never accomplished without great
internal commotion. Jehu found it necessary to

consolidate his authority at home and could not
give his attention to the foreign war. Hazael in

the meantime was a very warlike and energetic
king, and he pushed his conquests with vigor
while his enemy was weak. We shall see below
that this district was recovered when Israel once
more was united and contented under a vigorous
ruler (Jeroboam II.).—W. G. S.]

Yer. 32. In those days the Lord began to

out off parts from Israel Instead of TftXyh » £ «.

to cut off parts of, the Chald. and Arab, read

*)i¥Jy £ c. to become enraged (Luther: uberdrussig

zu werden ; Vulg. taedere super Israel). There is

no ground, however, for changing the text, which
is sustained by the Sept. (ovyndTrretv).—Along the
entire frontier, not " in all the coasts " (Luther,
De Wette, E. V.). The frontier country is, in gen-
eral, the land beyond the Jordan, which was di-

vided among the tribes of Reuben, Gad, and Ua-
nasseh. Their territory formed the district which
was also called Gilead. Aroer on the Arnon was
the southern limit of the Israelitish territory east
of the Jordan. These conquests of Hazael, there-
fore, extended to the frontier of the Moabitea.
The closing words : Even Gilead and T**«K«n
[cf. Amos i. 3j are meant to show " that the land
east of the Jordan, in all its extent, even to its

farthest eastern limit, came into the hands of the
enemy (Thenius). These conquests were made
gradually, and they reached this extent at about
the end of the twenty-eight years' reign of Jehu.

—On rmaa , ver. 34, see 1 Kings xv. 23.

HISTORICAL AND ETHICAL.

1. In regard to (he reign ofJehu during the long-

period of twenty-eight years, the author gives onljr
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the summary at the end of the passage before us,

viz^ that he retained the calf-worship which Jero-

boam had introduced, and that he lost a large por-

tion of his territory, piece by piece, to Hazael of
Syria. For all else he refers to the book of the

Chronicles of the kings of Israel. The destruction

of the house of Ahab, and the abolition of idolatry,

with which Jehu commenced his reign, are nar-

rated with full details. It was these two things

that made his reign remarkable, and that consti-

tuted it an epoch in the history of the Israelitish

monarchy, and of the Old Testament theocracy.

All other incidents or actions of his reign seem to

this theocratical historian to be inferior in signifi-

cance and importance to these. Duncker's asser-

tion is astonishing and it is false (Oesch. des Jtt., i.

t. 416) :
" The house of Omri, under which Israel had

flourished and prospered, was overthrown and an-
nihilated by a wild murderer whom the prophet of
Jehovah had instigated. . . . Jehu was a
good assassin, but a bad ruler and a bad general.

. . . Although the prophets ofJehovah did not
oppose him as they had opposed Ahab and Joram,
but, on the contrary, Elisha's authority and influ-

ence were lent to his support, yet Israel, under
his reign, became weaker and weaker. 1* Under
the house of Ahab, of which the shameless and
fanatical Jezebel was the soul, the kingdom of
Israel, so far from being elevated and prospered,

had been shattered to its very foundations. Under
this house Moab revolted, and Ahab and his suc-

cessors never succeeded, even with the assistance

of Judah, in completely conquering the Syrian
arch-enemy, who continually threatened Israel

and even brought it near to ruin (chap, vil 24).

No fact can be cited from the record to prove that
Jehu reigned for twenty-eight years wickedly, still

less that he was a bad general ; if he had been
this latter, his fellow-commanders would never
have proclaimed him king. Moreover, the record

mentions his JTI03 with especial emphasis (ver.

34), even adding ^3 , which is not found elsewhere
except in I Kings xv. 23, and 2 Kings xx. 20, and
which Ewald correctly takes as referring to " his

great and inexhaustible manly courage." It is

true that he saw himself compelled to give up to

Hazael land after land on the east of the Jordan,

but this may have been due partly to the superior

strength of the Syrians, partly to the lack of as-

sistance from Judah, such as Ahab and Joram had
enjoyed, partly to the state in which the kingdom
had been left by the house of Ahab. [It is a sim-

ple truism to say that he was defeated partly be-

cause his enemy was stronger than he, and partly

because he did not have more help. It is not at

all certain that Joram left the kingdom weak in

material respect*. If it was shattered morally, as
it undoubtedly was, it would not long prosper ma-
terially, but, for a time, moral decay and material

prosperity might co-exist The fact that Joram's last

act was to collect an army and go into Gilead to try

to recover Ramoth, even by a conflict with a gen-
eral like Hazael, is certainly strong evidence that

Israel was not weak in material and military force

under his rule. A far more natural ground for

Jehu's inactivity (for all we know to the contrary)

while Hazael was making these conquests, is the

one suggested above in the note on ver. 30 under
ExegeticaL That is, that the revolution was not

accomplished so quickly as one might suppose on

reading the only details of it which aro here given,

and that it was not accomplished by those few
great and terrible blows which are alone mentioned
here. To kill the royal family and mount the
throne, to kill the priests of a certain religion, and
put an end to the public performance of its rites,

were comparatively easy things. We may be sure,

however, that the house of Ahab had friends and
supporters, and that Baal had worshippers who
saw with sorrow his joyous worship give place to
the austere religion of Jehovah. These elements
of discontent had to be watched and time had to

be spent in healing the wounds which the revolu*
tion had inflicted, before the state could be made
docile, contented, and loyal at home, and reliable

for campaigns abroad. It was during tins interval

that Hazael probably made his conquests.—W. G.J

S.] The author sees in the misfortunes east of the
Jordan a divine judgment, because Jehu had per-

sisted in the sins ofJeroboam, and had not fulfilled-

his appointed task. [See Exeg. notes on ver. 3 1. Bahr
connects vers. 31 and 32, but it is more correct to*

begin a new paragraph with ver. 32 as the English
translators do.] We do not learn in what relation

the prophet Elisha stood to Jehu during his reign.

Elisha's name does not occur, as has been said

above, from chap. ix. 1 to chap. xiii. 14, whore his

death, in the reign of Joash, is mentioned.
2. TJie rooting-up of die house of Ahab, and the

destruction of the worship of Baal, ought not to be
measured by the New Testament standards, and?

ought not to be judged from a modern, humanita-
rian stand-point. As for the slaughter of Ahab's
family, it was customary in the Orient from the
earliest times for the founder of a new dynasty to-

put to death, not only the deposed monarch, but
also his descendants and relatives, especially all

the males. We have several examples of this in

these very books (1 Kings xv. 29; xvi 11; 2
Kings xxv. 7). Similar instances occur in the
East even in our own day. This cruel conduct
was connected, not only with their ideas of the
solidarity of all blood-relations in one family, but
also with the universal custom of blood-vengeance,
according to which it appeared to the relatives of
a murdered man to be their right and their duty*

to pursue and slay the murderer. Not seldom their*

vengeance extended to the whole family of the
murderer (Gen. xxxiv. 30 ; 2 Sam. xiv. 7 ; 2 Kings
xiv. 6). How wide-spread and deep-rooted the

custom of blood-vengeance was, may be seen
from the fact that the Mosaic law could not abol-

ish it, but only limit it and restrain it, as was the

case also in regard to polygamy (Winer, ft.- W.-R,
i. 5. 189). When, therefore, Jehu put to death all

the adherents of the deposed dynasty, he did not

commit an unheard-of crime, but only u followed

the example of other founders of new dynasties "

(Ewald). What is more, Ahab's house had intro-

duced and fostered idolatry, and it was not to be
hoped that it could be absolutely rooted out, as

long as there were still members of this family'

alive. The case is similar as regards his conduct to-

ward the worship of Baal. The Israelitish constitu-

tion knew nothing of freedom of religion or of wor-

ship, but assigned the death-penalty for all idolatry

(see 1 Kings xviii., ffist. § 5). Jehu acted as little

contrary to the law when he caused the servants

of Baal to be put to death, as Elijah did in 1 Kings
xviii. 40. Nevertheless his mode of action is to

be condemned, even from the Old Testament stand-
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point He allowed himself to be carried away by
his fierce, violent, soldierly, despotic disposition.

He proceeded to extremes, and observed no limits.

When he had once spilled blood, he thirsted for

more, and thought that this thirst for blood was
zeal for Jehovah. Especially did he fail in the

matter of the cunning and deceit and falsehood

which he employed. In Jezreel he pretended to

the people that he was innocent of the murder of

the seventy descendants of Ahab, although he had
himself ordered it In Samaria he declared that he
was a zealous servant of Baal, in order that he
might get all the servants of Baal into his power,

and slaughter them all at once. Therefore also

the prophet Hosea speaks of the " blood of Jez-

reel " which Jehovah will avenge upon the bouse
of Jehu (Hosea L 4). Krummacher asserts, in op-

position to this prophetical declaration, as well as

to the fact before us (Elisa, Hi. a. 152) :
" Neverthe-

less he (Jehu) comes out from this horrible mas-
sacre pure, because he did not draw the sword in

obedience to his own thirst for blood, but in the

name of Him who 'maketh his angels spirits; his

ministers a flaming fire ' [Ps. civ. 4, where the

translation is incorrect It should read, " maketh
winds his messengers, and flames his ministers."

—

W. G. S.], and who had chosen Jehu as His execu-

tioner." Lilienthal observes correctly (Die guts

Sache der gottl. Offenbarung, iv. 8. 410): "An exe-

cutioner does what is right when he takes the life

of an evil-doer, at the command of the civil au-

thority, and receives for this service his proper
wages. But when he purposely torments and tor-

tures the culprit, he deserves to be especially pun-
ished for it. Therefore blood-guilt is ascribed to

Jehu, because it was a gratification to his fierce

disposition to spill the blood of those who had in-

deed merited death, but who ought not to have
been slain at the instigation of private hate."

Every attempt to wash Jehu clean from blood-

guilt becomes, in ^pite of itself, a defence of false-

hood and deceit in mqjorem Dei gloriam. Jehu
was indeed a " Scourge of God," but he certainly

was not a " man of God," as appears in the fact

that, with all his pretended zeal for Jehovah, he
nevertheless did not desist from the " sins of Jero-
boam " as long as he ruled. The instruments of
the divine punishments are not made " pure " by the

fact that they are God's instruments, but they are,

in their turn, punished for their own sins; cf. IsaL

•x. 6-7, 12.

[Would it not be a hard fate to be chosen to

be an instrument of God's vengeance, and then
to be held to a strict account, if one's human
infirmities of judgment led one to overdo or to

fall short in some points of the just execution of
the task ? The trouble is that Jehu in the first

place gets credit for far more pure and hearty zeal

for the restoration of the Jehovah-religion than
he deserves, and then has to be correspondingly
under-estimated. If we attempt, with all the light

given us by the text, to estimate Jehu's personal
feeling in regard to this revolution, we shall reach
the following conclusion : Jehu was a military

man to whom the crown presented itself as an ob-

ject of earthly ambition worth some effort Sup-
posing him to have been, by conviction, an ad-

herent of the religion of Jehovah, the call to him
to put himself at the head of a reaction in favor of
the Jehovah-religion, and the anointment to the
royal office by a prophet of Jehovah, might move

him to make the attempt The adherence of the

army determined him. When he had won his vie*

tory, he carried out faithfully the policy to which
he was bound as leader of the Jehovah-party. He
put an end to the worship of Baal. The crown,
however, was his reward. It was a political re-

ward, and he took political means to secure it

He slew all the possible pretenders to the crown
from the house of Ahab, according to the oriental

custom in such cases, as a means of securing him-
self on the throne. He stopped short with his re-

ligious reforms and did not destroy the golden
calves ; he left them for the same political reasons
for which Jeroboam erected them, i. «., that the
northern kingdom might have its own reKgioos
centres outside ofJerusalem. He saw in the revo-

lution principally a gratification of his own ambi-
tion. He was willing to be the instrument of the
overthrow of a wicked dynasty and a corrupt re-

ligion, and he stopped just where his personal in-

terests were in danger of being impaired. It in

not strange that' his contemporaries rejoiced so

much at the rescue of their ancestral religion that

they were indifferent to the excesses by which
Jehu tried to establish his royal power, nor that

later and calmer judges, on the contrary, raised

his bloodshed into prominence in judging of bin
career (Hos. i. 4).-—See further, below, § &.—
W. G. S.]

3. In connection with the violent and bloody
conduct of Jehu, the religious and moral conditio*

into which the kingdom had been brought, under the

dominion of the house of Ahab, is thrown into dis-

tinct relief. " What a shocking picture of de-

moralization, vulgarity, and slavery" (Eisanlohr)

presents itself to us in the rulers, the elders, and
the tutors of the royal princes, that is to say,

among the highest officials and the most familiar fre-

quenters of the court I Although the fortified city,

with all the necessary means of defence, chariots,

horses, and weapons, were still in their possession,

yet not one energetic man could be found who
would put himself at the head. Upon Jehu's first

letter, which did not even contain a command, but
only a question, or, in a certain sense, only a chal-

lenge to resist, they all yielded timidly, like cow-
ards. No one of them thinks of even moving a>

finger in behalf of the royal house, whose confi-

dants, favorites, and servants they have been.
They change their disposition with the change of
events, and place themselves as instruments with-
out will at the disposal of the new ruler, who had
killed their king and master. Jehu would hardly
have addressed this challenge to them if he had
not been sure of their utter want of principle, and
had not known that he had not the least independ-
ent opposition to fear from them. Then when he
demands of them the very highest crime, the mur-
der of the scions of the royal house, who havo
been entrusted to their care aad their protection,

they do not hesitate a moment; they slaughter the
whole seventy in one night, and send their heads
the next morning to Jezreel, in order to win the
favor of the new ruler. If the conduct of the
elders at Jezreel, when they slew Naboth at the
command of Jezebel, testified to the deep corrup-
tion of the time (see 1 Kings xxi., Hist § 3)T how-
much more does this behavior of those of the high-
est rank and office bear witness to the same. The
religious decay was as deep as the moral decay
In the capitalpf the kingdom there was no sanctu-
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vy of Jehovah, but a fortress-like temple of Baal
which Ahab had built (1 Kings xvi. 32), furnished
with idols of wood and stone, and surrounded by
large courts. In spite of the great day on Mount
Oannel, where the people had solemnly declared
for Jehovah, and had slain 460 priests of Baal (1

Kings xviii 21 *q.\ this temple remained stand-
ing, and the worship of idols continued to be, as
it had been before, the prevailing religion of the
kingdom. It appears, it is true, that Joram, at his

accession, removed the statue of Baal (chap. iiL 2),

but he did not put a stop to the worship of Baal;
and the feast of Baal which Jehu ordained, at

which so many worshippers of the god were
present from all parts of the kingdom that the ex-
tended courts of the temple were packed full,

•hows how numerous the worshippers of the god
had already become again. To this point had Is-

rael come, under the rule of the house of Ahab

;

since there had been any people of Israel, such a
state of things had not existed.

4. The only facts in regard to Jehonadab, the

wn of Rechab, which can be deduced from this pas-
sage, are, that, at the time of the great apostasy
under the house of Ahab, he was one of the most
earnest opponents of that dynasty, and of the
idolatry which it introduced; that he was a firm
adherent of Jehovah, and moreover a man who
was held in honor by the people, and highly es-

teemed by Jehu, Prom the xxxvth chapter of
Jeremiah, we learn further that he stood at the
head of a community, the so-called Rechabites, to
which he had given peculiar rules of life, accord-
ing to which they were not to live in houses, not
to possess farms or vineyards, and not to drink
wine. They held so firmly to these rules that
Jeremiah, 300 years later, could present them to
tl»e people, who were disobedient to the com-
mands of Jehovah, as models of obedience. This
is sofficient to prove that Jehonadab, although he
was a contemporary of Elisha, and probably also
of Elijah, yet stood in no direct connection with
the prophet -communities which they managed
(chap. ii. 3 sq ), sine* ,hese did not probably have
any special rules of life, and certainly did not have
fiose of the Rechabites. Neither is there any
indication anywhere that he acted in concert with
Elijah, who had caused Jehu to be anointed. This
fact is what makes him important for the history

of redemption. Ewald (Gtsch., iii. 604*$. [3d ed.

643j) explains this phenomenon by the theory
that after Elijah's death, " new institutions of in-

fluence for the old religion " had been formed, viz.

on the one hand, the so-called schools of the
prophets, which prosecuted the objects which had
been set before them by Elijah, and, on the other
hand, •* a society of those who despaired of being
able to observe true religion undisturbedly, in the

midst of the nation, with the stringency with
which they understood it, and who, therefore, with-

drew into the desert, and preferred, as all Israel

had once done under Moses, the hardships of life

in tents to all the fascinations of city-life. They
borrowed from the Nazarites the principle of ab-
stention from wine and all food connected with
wine, and the ancient Kenites were their models
for their tent-life." He goeb on to say that they
were called Rechabites from the father of their

jounder, Jehonadab ; that their oath was extended
and made more stringent at a later time ; that they
only returned into ordinary social life at long in-

tervals and under compulsion, etc This theory,

to which Eisenlohr and Thenius give their adhe-
sion, is contradicted, first of all, by the fact that

Jeremiah calls them D*}3 1 * &t strangers and sot

journers in the land in which they dwelt " They
were not of the race of Israel, but were an off-

shoot of the family of the Kenites (I Chron. ii. 55),

which is traced back to Moses' father-in-law

(Numb. x. 29; Judges iv. 11), and which migrated
to Oanaan (Judges i. 16). in friendship and alli-

ance with Israel (1 Sam. xv. 6). In this passage
in 1 Sam, they appear as still unsettled. Accord-
ing to Judges iv. 11, 17 sq. they continued to be
nomadic, as Rechab was also, even before Jehona-
dab^ regulation. . . . It is an established his-

torical fact, which is farther confirmed by the part
DHJ , that they were already nomadic.
Jehonadab only fixed by law what he already
found as a generally observed usage, and thereby
cut off beforehand all possible temptations to

adopt a settled life " (Hitzig). The Rechabites call

Jehonadab 1 their " father" (Jerem. xxxv. 6, 8), but
they do not thereby designate him as their ances-

tor (Winer and others). They only mean that he
was their teacher and lawgiver, just as the
prophet-disciples called Elijah their "father" (2

Kings ii. 12). If they had originated with Jeho-
nadab, they would have named themselves after

him and not after his father. Moreover, it is cer-

tain that Rechab was not, strictly speaking, the
father of Jehonadab, but the ancestor of the
family to which he and the other Rechabites be-
longed. We must understand by this name, there-

fore, a national and nomadic community, and not
simply a religious organization. It was much
older than Elijah, and not directly or indirectly an
outgrowth of his activity. There is no hint in the
history that other communities than the schools of
the prophets were formed, after Elijah's death, for

the conservation of "true religion." The most
extraordinary feature is this, that a family, which
did not belong to the race of Israel, maintained it-

self in separation and independence in the midst
of this people from the entrance into Palestine un-
til the fall of the kingdom, and was more com-
pletely devoted to the service of Jehovah than
Israel itself. Jehonadab may have been led to

give them fixed regulations of life by the growth of
the idolatry which Ahab had introduced, and
against which he desired to fortify them by a
strict exclusion. The result was that he accom-
plished his object He saw in Jehu a deliverer from
the tyrannical and idolatrous dynasty, and he
willingly accepted his invitation to accompany
him to- Samaria. He must have known of Jehu's
dissimulation in proclaiming the feast of Baal, and
must have approved of it, for he was present with
Jehu at it (ver. 23). Clericus justly observes:
conscius rei erat, nee laudandus est hoc in negotio.

Hess thinks that he belonged to the number of
those who "hardly regarded it as an error in

Jehu, that, in his zeal, he went too far, on ac-

count of their joy at the overthrow of the idola-

trous dynasty." It is worth noticing that Elisha,

who had been the prime mover in raising Jehu
to the throne, took no part in this proceeding. It

seem8 that Jehu purposely did not call for his as-

sistance, because he could not expect from him
any approval of his falsehood and dissimulation.

Jehonadab certainly does not appear here in the fa*
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vorable light in which Kruramacher represents

him :
" In fact, we hardly know what to praise

most in this person, whether the soul, elevated

and carried heavenward by divine inspiration, or

the rare wisdom, which, in its rich measure, is so

peculiar to him, or the clear, unwavering insight

with which he commands everything, and which
enables him to pass spiritual judgment upon all,

or the foresight and care, as enlightened as tender,

which we see him employ in behalf of his family

and its interests for centuries to come." Neither

the passage before us nor Jerem. xxxv. mentions
with a syllable these grand characteristics. The
further delineation is still more arbitrary and un-

founded: "So they (Jehu and Jehonadab) sit to-

gether—a dark thunder-cloud softly enfolded in a
rainbow of promise, as if Law and Gospel had
been personified in living allegories: Jehu, the

woe of God's condemnation upon all godlessness;

Jehonadab, the divine director to point upward to

the. throne of grace. . . . Jehonadab, the

Church, which lives in heaven ; Jehu, the State,

which protects," Ac.

5. The continuance of the worship of the calves

under Jehu shows that he was not fully in earnest

in the zeal for Jehovah, of which he boasted to

Jehonadab, otherwise he must have destroyed the

golden calves in Bethel and in Dan, as well as the

idols in the temple of Baal at Samaria. He did

not let them stand because he considered that

what ho had done was enough " to satisfy the
obligation (?) which he had undertaken towards
the prophet of Jehovah " fMenzel). The reason
was rather the same one which had led the foun-

der of the kingdom of Israel, Jeroboam, to intro-

duce the worship of these images (1 Kings xii. 26
sq.

t
and Hist. § 1). By abolishing the worship of the

calves, Jehu would havo torn down the partition

between the two kingdoms and would have en-
dangered his throne. His zeal for Jehovah did
not go so far as this. His royal authority was
more important to him than the law of Jehovah.
Political and dynastic interests restrained him
after he had extinguished the house of Ahab and
abolished the worship of Baal The manner in

which he conducted himself in this matter showed
that " he did not walk in the law of the Lord with
all his heart " (ver. 31), and this became still clear-

er when he was firmly established on the throne.
He is, therefore, it is true, praised for his zeal in
rooting out and destroying the worship of Baal,
but is, at the same time, declared guilty of the
" sins ofJeroboam," and this is given as the reason
why Jehovah began, in his reign, to cut off prov-
inces from Israel, and why his dynasty should
have no firm duration. Tliis criticism of his reign
by the author of the history (who was probably
one of the prophets) shows that the prophets of
the time opposed the worship of the calves [al-

though it was intended, in a certain way, as a
worship of Jehovah], and did not simply, as
Ewald asserts (see above, Pt II. p. 35), combat the
worship of false gods. [The view of these things
entertained by the prophet-author of the Book of
Kings, who lived at a much later period and under
very different circumstances, cannot be regarded
as any indication of the views of "the prophets of
the time," in regard to them.—W. G. S.] The
great and bloody revolution of Jehu had, therefore,
a merely negative result, namely, the abolition of
the worship of false gods ; the positive results, the

restoration of the constitution, i. e., of the cove-

nant of Jehovah, was prevented by political con-

siderations, t. «., by personal ambition and love of

power. It is another proof that a religious refor-

mation can only fail of its objects and come to

naught, so soon as political and dynastic interests

get control of it, or, indeed, are involved in it.

HOMILETICAL AND PRACTICAL

Vers. 1-27.—The two Chief Acts of King Jehu:
(a) The destruction of the entire family of Ahab,
vera. 1-17; (b) the abolition of the worship of
Baal, vera. 18-27 (see the Hist notes).—Ver. 1.

Wurt. Summ. : Though a large family of children

is a blessing of God (Ps. exxvii. 3), yet we must
not rely upon them, or be self-willed on that ac-

count, as if the family could not die out, but we
must fear God, must not stain ourselves with sin

against our consciences, and must bring up chil-

dren in the fear of God,, else He will take them
away and destroy the entire family. Ps. cxii. 1, 2.

—Vers. 1-7. The Governors and Chief Men at

Samaria: (a) Their cowardice, (b) their blind slav-

ishness, (c) their unfaithfulness.—Moral decline

among the highest ranks of a nation generally

proceeds from a corrupt court which sets the

fashion (Ahab and Jezebel). As is the master, so

is the servant—He who has the power in his

hands always finds instruments among the great

and those of high rank, who shrink back from no
demand which is made upon them, however much
it may conflict with honor and duty.—Those who
no longer fear God, must fear men. Fear of men
may become the cause of the greatest crimes.

Therefore the Lord says : (Matt x. 28).—Vers. 6,

7. Wurt. Summ. : Here we have an example of

unfaithful tutors and governors and friends, who
look, in their actions, not to the interests of the

orphans, but to their own advantage, and let the

orphans and their cause be ruined. As Jehu nev-

ertheless destroyed thom all (ver. 17), so will the

just God also bring upon the heads of false friends

and trustees, all the unfaithfulness which they in-

flict upon orphans : therefore, let such be warned
against all violation of their trust

—

Ktburz : The
children of this world become traitors to one an-

other, as we see in the case of those guardians of

the royal children. How they probably promised
with all zeal to guard the life, the honor, and the
rights of these princes I Now, they themselves
become their murderers. Let no man trust the
golden words of him who fears man more than he
fears God.—Unfaithfulness ruins those who prac-

tise it Jehu must infer from the treason of these

guardians towards their wards that they would
still less be faithful to him. He, therefore, treated

them as they treated those who had been en-

trusted to them.—Though the crime which these

men perpetrated against their wards could hardly
occur in our day, yet instructors and guardians
are not wanting who become murderers of the
souls of their pupils, in that they mislead them by
example and precept into apostasy from the living

God and disbelief in His holy word, instead of
educating them in " the fear and admonition of
the Lord." (Cf. Matt xviii. 6.)

—

Krummachbr:
What is the worth of all the friendship and favor

and trust of this world I It is like a tree in soft,

loose ground, which, so long as thou holdest it
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upright, covers thee pleasantly with its shadow,
but which, when the storm roars through Its top,

and it is overthrown, no longer takes account of
thee, but crushes thee in its fall—Vers. 8-11.

Jehu's "Words to the People: (a) He says to the
people just what they like to hear :

" Ye are just ;"

(6) he throws the guilt off from himself on to

others :
" But who slew all these ? " (c) he repre-

sents something which he had done himself as a
divine dispensation: "The Lord hath done that

which he spake," &c.—He who has a good con-
science may alone appeal to God's word. Guard
thyself from the great mistake of glossing over
and justifying thy sins and errors by citations

from the word of God.—Human sins are not jus-

tified by the fact that they are made means in the
hand of God for accomplishing his judgments.

—

Vers. 12-16. Jehu's Journey to Samaria: (a) His
meeting with the brethren of Ahaziah, vers. 12-

14; (b) his meeting with Jehonadab, vers. 15, 16.

—Vers. 12, 13. The quiet and peaceful house of
the shepherd becomes a house of terror and of
death. Destruction overtakes the self-assured on
their way to pleasure and joy 1

—

Wurt. Summ. :

When we go out of the house, let us commit our-

selves into the hands of God, for much may hap-
pen on our journey to prevent us from coming in

life or happiness homeward (James iv. 13-15).

—

Ver 15. Jehonadab, son of Rechab, chief of the
Rechabites (Jer xxxv.), is a type of faithful ad-

herence to the faith and the customs of the fathers

in the midst of an apostate, wavering people.

—

Decided and firm faith, combined with a strict

and earnest life, compels respect even from those
who themselves follow another course.—Where

. there is agreement in the highest and most im-
portant interests, there one may find a speedy and
easy basis of intercourse, whatever may be the
difference of rank or nationality.

—

Kybubz : Jesus
says to me and thee what Jehu said to Jehona-
dab : If thine heart is right with mine, as mine
with thine, then come up to me upon my throne
(Rev. iiL 21).—Ver. 16. Zeal for the Lord is a great

and rare thing, when it is pure. It forfeits its re-

ward, however, when it aims to be seen (Matt. vi.

1-6). How many a one deceives himself with his

zeal for the Lord, and for His kingdom, when, at

the bottom, he is zealous only for himself, for his

own honor and fame, his own interest and advan-
tage.

Vers. 18-28. The great Feast of Baal at Sa-
maria : (a) The preparation of it

;
(b) its finale.

—

A work which is in itself pure and holy loses its

value when it is accomplished by falsehood and
dissimulation. One cannot battle for the truth

with the weapons of falsehood (Rom. iiL 8).

—

Beeleb. Bibel: What things one may do by out-

ward acts, and yet be internally a hypocrite!

Jehu dissimulated in order to circumvent the hy-

pocrites and idolaters, and never recognized the

hypocrite and idolater in himself.—Jehu destroyed

the worship of false gods by the sword, and by
external violence. He had full justification for this

in the Law, for, under the old covenant, idolatry

was the worm at the root of the Israelitish national-

ity ; it was high treason to the Israelitish state.

Under the new covenant, it is not permitted to

make use of fire and sword against heresy and su-

perstition. No other weapon may here be used
than that of the spirit, that is, the word of God.
Christianity is not bound to any people ; as it was
not brought into the world by violence, so it can-
not be extended and nourished by the sword.

—

Even now every civil power has the right and the
duty to proceed to extreme measures against a
cultus like that of Baal, which is interwoven with
licentiousness and abominations.—Ver. 21. The
house of Baal was full from wall to wall. The
houses in which worship and sacrifice are ren-

dered to the deities of this world, to the lusts of
the flesh, and the lust of the eyes, and the pride

of life, are full, also now-a-days, from wall to wall,

while the churches, in which the word resounds

:

" Repent and be converted that your sins may be
forgiven," are empty.—Ver. 26 sq. J. Lanqe:
The destruction and desecration of the temple of
Baal was a genuine physical preaching of repent-

ance through the entire country, by which many
a one may have been awakened from the sleep of
sin, and many a faithful soul may have been
strengthened in goodness. As the German hymn
says :

" Bring all false gods to shame ! The Lord
is God ! Give to our God the praise !

"

Vers. 28-33. Jehu is a type of those who show
great zeal tn tearing down and destroying super-

stition and false worship, but do nothing to build

up the faith, because they themselves have no liv-

ing faith, and do not walk before God with all

their hearts.—Jehu did indeed destroy idolatry,

but he did not touch the chief sin of Israel, be-

cause he considered it the chief support of his own
authority. So many a one renounces gross, ex-
ternal sins, but will not think of denying himself,

of sacrificing his own interests, and of turning his

heart to the living God.—He who remains stand-

ing half-way, goes backward in spite of himself.

Jehu would not desist from the sins of Jeroboam,
because he thought that it would cost him his

crown, but on that very account he lost one prov-
ince after another.
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B.—Athaliah's JSngn and FaXL

Chap. XL 1-20. (2 Chrqv. YXTT. 10—XXHL %L)

1 And [But] when [omit when] Athaliah the mother of Ahaziah [—when she] 1

saw that her son was dead, [tnenj she arose and destroyed all the seed royal
2 But Jehosheba, the daughter of king Joram, sister of Ahaziah, took Joash the

son of Ahaziah, and stole him from among the king's sons which were [who were
to be] • slain

; [,] and they hid him, even [omu/r** and to even: road and put]
him and his nurse, [omit ,] in the bed-chamber [store-room, and hid him] from

8 Athaliah, so that he was not slain. And he was with her hid in the house of the
Lord six years. And Athaliah did reign over the land.

4 And the seventh year Jehoiada seut and fetched the rulers over hundreds,
with the captains and the guard [centurions of the life-guards and of the run-

ners] 4 and brought them to him into the house of the Lord, and made a covenant
with them, and took an oath of them in the house of the Lord, and shewed them

5 the king's son. And he commanded them, saying, This is the thing that ye
shall do ; A third part of [those of] you that enter in on the sabbath shall even

6 be keepers of the watch of the king's house ; And a third part shall be at the
gate of [omit of] Sur ; and a third part at the gate behind the guard [runners] *

;

so shall ye keep the watch of the house, that it be not broken down [to prevent
1 entranced. And two parts of [omit two parts of] all [those of] vou that go forth

on the sabbath [—of both sorts of soloiers—1 , even they shall keep the watch
8 of the house of the Lord about the king. Ana ye shall compass the king round

about, every man with his weapons in his hand : and he that cometh within

[breaketh through] the ranges [ranks] T
, let him be slain : and be ve with the

9 king as he goeth out and as ne cometh in. And the captains over the hundreds
did according to all things that Jehoiada the priest commanded : and they took
every man his men that were to come in on the sabbath, with them that should

10 go out on the sabbath, and came to Jehoiada the priest. And to the captains
over hundreds did the priest give king David's spears ' and shields, that were in

11 the temple of the Lord. Ana the guard stood, every man with his weapons in

his hand, round about the king, from the right corner [hand wall] of the temple
[house] to the left c&rner [hand wall] of the temple [house] along by [towards]

13 the altar and the temple. And he brought forth the king's son, and put the
crowu upon him, and gave him the testimony ; and they made him king, and
anointed him ; and they clapped their hands, and said, 6od save the king [ut
Live the king].

13 And when Athaliah heard the noise of the guard 9 and of the people, she
14 came to the people into the temple of the Lord. And when she looked, behold,

the king stood by a pillar [was standing on a platform] as the manner was
y
and

the princes and the trumpeters by the King, and all the people of the land re-

ioiced [were rejoicingland blew [blowing] with trumpets : and Athaliah rent

15 her clothes, and cried, Treason, treason. But Jehoiada the priest commanded
the captains of the hundreds, the officers of the host, and saia unto them, Have
her forth without the ranges [through the ranks] ; and him that followeth her
kill " with the sword. For the priest had said, Let her not be slain in the house

16 of the Lord. And they laid hands on her [made room for her on either hand]

;

and she went by the way by the which the horses came into the king's house

:

and there was she slain.

17 And Jehoiada made a [the] covenant between the Lord and the king and the
people, that they should be the Lord's people ; between the king also and the

1

8

people. And all the people of the land went into the house of Baal, and brake
it down ; his altars and his images brake they in pieces thoroughly, and slew
Mattan the priest of Baal before the altars. And the priest appointed officers
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19 over the house of the Lord. And he took the rulers over hundreds, and the

captains, and the guard, and all the people of the land; and they brought down
the king from the house of the Lord, and came by the way of the gate of the

guard [runners] to the king's house. And he sat on the throne of the kings.

20 And all the people of the land rejoiced, and the city was in c^uiet : and [but]

they slew [had slain] Athaliah with the sword beside [at] the king's house.

amUL UD GRAMMATICAL.

• Ver. L—[The chetlb, nn&HI , Is to be retained. Athaltab ft pat In independent construction at the head of the sen-
tence, as general subject, aod then what she did Is stated In detacned sentences. The construction is made smooths**

if ere take away the 1 , bnt the style then loses some of Its llTelinees. So Thenlns and Kell.

• Ver. *.—The keri DTIDTOn Is confirmed by S Chron. xxti. U. The oheUb DTTUjOn [should be punctuated

JTHtoDH—W. G. S.] morUty cannot without Tlolenoe be translated as Kell proposes: u Those who were doomed to

death,**—Bihr. [Ewald raises the question whether the chetlb cannot be punctuated D'J)TOQ and explained as a parti-

ciple hofiftl, in which the chief vocal force has been concentrated in the second syllable. He cites several cognate instances

of considerable force, 1 181, rt, note.—On the use of the participle for a preterit future, sse Ewald, f 886, b, and </. Gen. xlx.

14; Ex. xl. 5; Judges sill. 8.

« Ver. 8.-[After DWDDn supply JFIW) from S Chron. audi. 11 ; e/. Ba^gtHcai.

« Ver. 4.—[The chetlb, nl'KD Is only a longer and more original form for the keri, fllttD,
u sines HKD is con-

tmeteel from TVXQ •" Ewald, f 867, d.—^ here forms a periphrasis for the genitive.

• Ver. A—[I. ^ before which the runners generally kept guard. ,

• Ver. T.—[friT does not mean * parts" in the same sense ss JD TNpflfft means a fraction, qf. Its first meaning

Is hand*, and so parts liks hand*, that is, two branches of one subject, ss the two hands are parts of one person. It refers

to the two military divisions, life-guards and runners, of which the squad which retired on the Sabbath was composed.

The preposition 2. after it marks these ss component or essential parte. See further the JtoeffiUeal notes on the verse.

• Ver. 8.—[/.«,, any one who strives to break through the cordon of guards thus posted so as to penetrate either into

the palace or the temple.

• Ver. 10.—[We must read the plural D'lpJnHf ss tn Chron. "The sing, in a collective sense is not a probable

construction in prose " (Thenlus).

• Ver. 18.—[TheAramaic form of the plural in |*7 (HO) 1» very rare In Hebrew prose It occurs In 1 Kings xl. 88;

t Sam. xzL 80 (chetlb). In poetry It is more frequent Ewald, 1 177, a.

»• Ver. 15^-[nDn , lnt aba. for imper.-W. 0. 8.J

EXEGETICAL AND CRITICAL.

Introductory Remarks.— The parallel ac-

count in the Chronicles is, in some places, word
for word the same as the one before us. It can-

not, however, have been copied from this record,

for it not only varies in particular details, but

also contains additions, and those such as the

Chronicler cannot possibly have invented him-

self^ e\ gn the names of the five centurions and
their fathers (2 Chron. xiiiL 1). It is, there-

fore, very generally admitted that the two ac-

counts are derived from one and the same origi-

nal record, from which the author of the books of

Kings and the Chronicler each took different ex-

tracts according to the stand-point of each. The
record before us is not only older, but it is also

clear and definite, so that when it is regarded by
itself simply it presents no difficulties. These do
not present themselves until we turn to the story

in Chronicles, which is, it is true, In some cases

more full and detailed, but which is, on the whole,

far less clear. In any attempt at reconciliation,

therefore, we must not, as Keil does, make the
Chronicles the standard, but must start from the

record which here lies before us. Noteworthy as

the additions and variations in the Chronicles may
appear, they can only be accepted in so far as
shey are not contradictory to this account

Ver. 1. Bnt Athaliah, Ac. We may suppose
that she had carried on the government as queen-

regent (rrvna & l Kings xv. 13 and xl 19),

[In the latter place it is applied to a queen-con-

sort, as in. Jerem. xiii. 18 ; xxix. 2. In 1 Kings
'xv. 13 and here it is applied to the queen-mother. •

It is a title which implies more actual political

power and influence than nS^O. The queen*

mother has always been, and is, a personage of

influence in oriental countries. For the import-

ance of this r61e in the Israelitish monarchy, and
for the, influence exerted on the history by some
of the individuals who filled it (Bathsheba, Maa-
cah, Athaliah, Jezebel), see Stanley's Lectures, 2d
ser. p. 432], during the absence of her son at Ra-
moth and at Jezreel (chap. viii. 28 and 29), and now
she took the royal authority directly into her own
hands. In order to establish herself on the throne,

she proceeded in the usual manner of oriental

usurpers (see above, on chap. x.). She slew all

the " seed royal," i. a, all the male members of
the royal house who might eventually become pre-

tenders to the throne. The forty-two " brethren

of Ahaziah," who were slain by Jehu (chap. x. 13

dq.\ were not, therefore, all the princes there

were, but a certain portion of them, especially

those who were grown up.—Ver. 2. Johosheba
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was the sister of Ahaziah, but not the daughter
of Athaliah. She was the daughter of another

wife of king Jehoram. According to 2 Chron.

xx. 11, she was the wife of Jehoiada, the priest

—

a statement the truth of which Thenius unjustly

questions. It explains Jehoiada's conduct most
satisfactorily. The Chronicler has JJVfl, after

DTID*&n , and this word must her* be supplied.

nitSQH "Hn ia not the " bed-chamber " (Luther,

E. V.) either of the royal princes (Clericus), or of
the priests and levites (Yatablus), but the room
of the palace in which the beds, mattresses, and
coverlets were stored, and where no one lived.

The child, who was an infant at the breast, was
temporarily hidden here, and then he was brought,
for greater security, into the house of Jehovah,
i. e., into a room adjoining the temple, or into one
of the temple chambers, so that he was under the

care of the high-priest With her, i. «., with the
wet-nurse, whose care he yet needed ; not, " with
Jehosheba" (Thenius), for she could not remain
concealed for so long a time. The nurse remained
with him, after he was weaned, as his attendant
until his sixth year. Instead of 7]F\H the Chron-

icler has, less precisely, DflX , with them, i. «., in

their family. The priest and Jehosheba kept him
in concealment. The Sept translate DftK> in

Chronicles, by fier' avnfr, which they also give for

flFlK in Kings. We cannot infer, with Keil, that

he was concealed " in the house of the high-priest,

in one of the courts of the temple," for there is no
hint anywhere that the high-priest and his family

lived in any part of the temple-building (cf. Ne-
hem. iii. 26 sq., from which the contrary seems
more probable).

Ver. 4. And the seventh year Jehoiada

sent, Ac For r6t? the Chronicler has ptnfin, £ «.,

44 he took courage." It seemed to Jehoiada doubt-
ful whether he ought to keep the prince any
longer in concealment Perhaps also the govern-
ment of Athaliah had become more and more un-
endurable. In vers. 15 and 18 he is called simply

JHSJI, whereby he is designated as high-priest

Cf. xii. 11. The centurions were the commanders
each of a hundred men of the life-guards arid the
runners (see notes on 1 Kings i. 38 and xiv. 27).

The Chronicler gives the names of these centu-

rions and of their fathers, which he can only have
obtained from the original document which served
as authority both for him and for the writer of
this history. As there are five names given we
may infer that the entire life-guard consisted of
600 men. It is to be noticed that their agree-

ment is not called a ")[?£% as in the case ofBaasha,

Zimri, Ac., but a JV"13. Only Athaliah calls it

")P£>, ver. 14. The oath which Jehoiada took of

thorn in the holy place can only have been to this

effect, that they would bring about the elevation

of the prince to the throne, but, for the present,

would keep the intention to do so secret He
then showed the prince to them. In the account
in Chronicles the words :

" And took an oath of
them in the house of Jehovah, and showed them
the king's son," are wanting. Instead, we read

there: " And they went about in Judah, and gath-

ered the levites out of all the cities of Judah, and
the chief of the fathers of Israel, and they came to

Jerusalem. And all the congregation (i. e., the

collected representatives of the people) made a

covenant with the king in the house of God. And
he (Jehoiada) said unto them, Behold, the king's

son shall reign as the Lord hath said of the sons

of David." There is no contradiction here, for we
may well suDpose that Jehoiada at first only ad-

mitted the five chiefs into the secret, and won
their adhesion, but that they, before they pro-

ceeded to carry out the plan proposed (ver. 5 ag.),

sought to assure themselves of the support of the

levites and of the representative family chiefs,

and invited them to one of the three great yearly

festivals, at which they were accustomed to visit

Jerusalem according to the law, so that their

presence there would not attract attention. [See

appendix to this section for a detailed comparison

of the two accounts.]

Ver. 5. And he commanded them, Ac. Je-

hoiada's plan was to take military possession of the

two places, which here were of prime importance,

the palace and the temple. In the latter was the

young prince, who was then to be crowned and

anointed ; in the former was the throne, of which

he was afterwards to take possession. Vers. 5

and 6 treat of the taking possession of the palace;

vers. 7 and 8 of that of the temple. It should be

particularly observed that Jehoiada's words are

addressed to the centurions of the life-guard and

of the runners (ver. 4). Therefore when he says

(ver. 6): A third part D3D; and (ver. 7): both

sorts DD3 » he means of course no other than the
V T

soldiers under the command of these captains,

who are distinctly mentioned, in ver. 9, as their

" men," so that it is simply impossible to under-

stand by it, " levites." The entire body of men
at their disposal consisted, therefore, of those who
had to undertake guard-duty on the sabbath, and

of those who were released from service on that

day. Those who entered upon service at that

time were to hold control of the palace at three

points ; one third at the !f^G>n JV? , by which we

have to understand here the royal residence prop-

er, in distinction from the less important acces-

sory buildings connected with it (ver. 5, in which,

it may be remarked in passing, VIDB^ must be

read instead of *JDPV. The Sept add after ^ttta-

k%v oIkov tov PaoiXios, the words : kv r£ nvXuvu)

The second third-part was to hold the gate *n0>

No gate by this name is mentioned elsewhere.

According to the signification of the stem "ND » to

depart from the way, it can refer only to the exit

or side-door of the palace. The third third-part

received the chargeDTO "intf "1?#3> or, as it is

caHed in Ver. 19 simply, D*yn "l$rt£ [The "run-

ners " were probably couriers whose line of duty

was to act as the king's messengers. This gate

was probably bo called, because it was the one

before which they were usually stationed, either

on guard-duty, or awaiting commands which were

directed to their department of the service, or

both.—W. G. S.] Since the new king held his

solemn entry into the palace through this gate

(ver. 19), it must have been the chief gate, through
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which there was the most direct approach to the
royal residence. It was " behind " the runners,
since their usual station was before it. The word
TOO is not a proper name (Luther : Massa ; Vulg.

:

Messa), but means repulse, defence, that which wards
of, from nDJ , *» vmd off, and it is in apposition

to mOCto. It may be referred to all three of the

third-parts, since all three were intended to ward
off and expel every one who might desire to gain
admission to the palace. This was the duty as-

signed to those who commenced duty on the sab-

bath. Those who were released on that day were
to guard the temple (ver. 7). They were not to be
divided up into subdivisions to do duty at sepa-

rate posts, but their two T\1V were to form nVVlfe>

and to take the young king in their midst (ver. 8).

By rilT are meant, in distinction from JVB^
(vers. 5 and 6) the two different sorts of soldiers,

according to their weapons and duties, i. e,, the

life-guards and the runners. JUTltP are the ranks,

in which they were to arrange themselves, be-

tween which the king went out of the temple into

the palace. Any one who broke through them
and ventured inside was to be slain (ver. 8). " Let
it be observed with what accuracy D33 i8 used in

ver. 7, where the reference is to a distinction of
functions, and D3D in ver. 5, where the reference

v •

is to merely numerical subdivisions of the force
"

(Thenius). The final words of ver. 8 : And be ye
with the king as he goeth out and as he com-
eth in, belong to the directions which Jehoiada
gave for the division of the numbers and of the

functions of the soldiers for this especial case.

They cannot, therefore, be taken as of general sig-

nification, referring to all the life of the king, un-
der all circumstances :

" In all his business, or, in

all his movements " (Keil), as in Deut xxviii. 6

;

xxxi. 2. but they refer to the execution of this

plan, and are to be understood of the movement
of the king from the temple to the palace (The-
nius). In ver. 9 sq. follows the actual execution
of the commands of Jehoiada which have been im-
parted in the preceding verses.

Yer. 10. And to the captains over hundreds
did the priest give, Ac. Instead of the sing.

IVjnn, the Chronicler has the plural DW^QH,
and all the ancient versions present the plural in

the verse before us. It seems that it stood origi-

nally riVJnn (Isai. it 4; Micah iv. 3), and the

last n was lost by an error in copying (KeB). We
must understand that these were not David's own
weapons, but some which he had captured, and
placed in the temple as an offering. According to

Kwald, whose opinion Thenius approves, Jehoiada
gave these weapons to the captains, " in order to

begin and consecrate the enterprise on which they
were about to enter, of restoring the family of
David to the throne, by using the weapons of the

great ancestor of that family." But perhaps his

only reason for distributing these arms among
them was, that those who had retired from ser-

vice at the palace had left their weapons there.

The centurions divided these weapons among
their soldiers, as ver. 11 expressly mentions,

among the "runners," not, therefore, among le-

vites. When the men were thus armed, they were
stationed: "From the right-hand side of the
house to the left-hand side of the house, along to-

wards the altar and the temple," bo that they sur-

rounded and covered the person of the king. The
meaning is that they shut off the space from the
temple-building proper to the altar, and that the
king stood in the midst of this space. Whether
one row stood across the front from side to side,

and two others parallel, along the side (Bertheau),
or whether one row stood from the right-hand
corner of the temple to the altar, and the other
from the altar to the left-hand corner (Thenius),

must be left undecided. Not until after the troops
had been thus arranged, did Jehoiada lead out the
young prince into the midst of the open space (ver.

12). JWiyn does not mean the insignia regia

(Clericus), or the phylacteries (DeUt vi 8, Gro-
tius), but, the Law, and, if not the whole Penta-
teuch, at least the Decalogue, which is so often
called the "Testimony" (Ex. xxv. 21; xvi. 34,

Ac). This was probably given into his hands as a
symbol of what is declared to be the law for the
king in Deut. xvii. 19, whereas the diadem was
placed upon his head (2 Sam. i. 10). He was then
anointed (1 Kings L 39). To clap the hands was
a sign of delight and approval (Isai. Iv. 12). Be-
sides the armed force, the priests, and the levites,

a multitude of people was also present (ver. 14),

which denotes that the coronation took place on a
feast-day, when the people collected in Jerusalem
from all parts of the country. The acclamations of
the people are in the same words as in 1 Kings i. 25.

Ver. 13. And when Athaliah heard the
noise, Ac. As worshipper of Baal, who, at that

time, had his own temple in Jerusalem (ver.- 18),

Athaliah took no part in the feasts of the worship-
pers of Jehovah, in the Jehovah-temple, and, on
this day, she paid the less heed to what was go-
ing on in the temple, inasmuch as the change of
the guards in the palace had taken place as usual,

and nothing indicated any unusual disturbance.

The great outcry, which she cither heard herself,

as she well might in view of the short distance

from the palace to the temple, or which was re-

ported to her by her attendants, aroused her sus-

picions, so that she betook herself thither. Jo-

sephus states that she went out of the palace with
her own troops {pera rijc Idiac crpariac), and that,

when she came to the temple, the priests allowed
her to enter, but the guards prevented her guards
from following ; that Athaliah, when she saw the

crowned boy, cried out, and Commanded that he
who had dared to try to usurp her authority

should be put to death, and that thereupon Jehoia-

da gave orders that she should be led out and
executed outside of the temple. [That the

queen should have gone down in person into the

temple, without guards or attendants, to quell

what must have appeared. to be a mere vul-

gar riot, is certainly an astonishing incident

—

W. G. S.] The words D^H pYjn can-

not be translated :
" Of the people who flocked to

the spot " (Luther, after the Vulg.). " The text

must nave read originally Dtfrn Hnn » an<* *ne *

must have fallen out by a copyist's error " (Theni-

us, Keil). The Chronicler transposes the words

:

DTin Dyn, and adds: !^D.TnK D^nOTO* *-«i
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the people who were flocking together and hailing

the long. The D^tfl are, howerer, in this context,

always the " runners " who formed a part of the

royal guards (vers. 4, 6, 11, 19), so that the word
can mean nothing else in ver. 13, and the text of

the Chronicles cannot, with any good reason at all,

be preferred.—Ver. 14. Theking stood 1tt5yna,>y ,

£ «., not "at the column" (Luther) [or,
(( by a

pillar " (E. V.)], but at the appointed, traditional

place, which was reserved for the king, by estab-

lished usage (DBtfDS), as in chap, xxiii. 3; 2

Chron. xxxiv. 31. Thenius understands by it " the

top step of the stairs which led up to the temple,"

but this would not be any especial position, be-

cause the priests passed and stood there every
day. Evidently a particular place is meant, an
elevated dais* or platform (Vulg. : tribunal), which
was reserved for the king alone, for, when Atha-
liah saw the prince standing there, she knew at

once what the transaction was which was being
accomplished. The people, who stood in the fore-

court, could not have seen the king, if he had
stood on the top of the temple-steps, on account
of the altar ten cubits high which stood in the
court of tho priests. The platform in question
must have stood before the altar, at the entrance

to the inner fore-court (xia©? 2 Chron. xxiiL 13),

so that the king, when he stood upon it, was the
first object to strike the eye of Athaliah as she en-

tered. Solomon had caused just such arrangements
to be made (2 Chron. vi. 13 ; see Exeg. on 1 Kings
viii. 22).—The Vulg. incorrectly renders D^fe^TI by

cantores, the Sept by ol $VW, and Luther by
u singers," as if the word were D^lfiftl. They are

the centurions, as in vers. 4 and 9. The word is

correctly translated in the Sept and Vulg. ver-

sions of Chronicles by ol tyxovrec, and princtpts.—
nVTCVnn, trumpets, for trumpeters. Since the

word occurs in chap. xiL 14, in the enumeration
of the utenBils of the temple, and is also used in

Numb. x. 2 to designate the trumpets or horns of
the priests, and since, moreover, 1 Chron. xv. 24

(xiii 8), the priests appear as nTOVTO DnsVTO,

we can think here only of levites or priests as the
persons who were blowing the trumpets.—And
all the people of the land, £ «., " the multitude
which was present " (Bertheau), as in ver. 13, not,
" the entire force of militia, which was present in Je-

rusalem " (Thenius).—Athaliah rent her clothes,

not so much in grief as from terror, like Joram,
chap. vi. 30.

Ver. 1 5. But Jehoiada the priest command-
ed, Ac. The centurions of the life-guard are here
designated as commanders of the army in general.
11 The readers.are to be reminded by this addition

that the military forces were willing to obey Je-

hoiada" (Bertheau).—Hawe her forth through

(or between) the ranks, DTjfe6, £ «., within the

ranks, " so that she was led through the ranks,

and was hindered from taking any measures in ac-

cord with her adherents " (Bertheau). Any one
who might desire to take her part, or to assist her,

was to be slain.—D?T ffy Wfr (vet 16), £ *, not,

as Luther [and the E. V.] translate, following the
Sept (cirtpaXov avry ;r«w), and the Vulg. (impo*
suerunt « manws), " They laid hands on her, but,
as the Chaldee version renders it, and as almost
all the expositors understand it: " They made for
her two sides," >. «., they made room for her,
opening the ranks on both sides, " formed in rank

and escorted her out" (Keil). By DTODH KUD,
the entrance-way for horses into the royal stablee in

to be understood, so that it is not the "horse-
gate " (Nehem. iii. 28), as Josephus understand*,
for this was a gate of the inner city, and led into
(he city, not into the palace. She was not to be
conducted by the way into the palace, because the
new king was to make his solemn entry into the
palace by this. It does not follow, however, that
Athaliah was " to die shamefully and disgracefully
by the stables" (Thenius), for the royal stablee
were not, as such, a shameful or unclean place.

Ver. 17. And Jehoiada made the covenant,
Ac. Not a covenant (Luther), but the covenant,
£ «., the covenant of Jehovah with Israel, which
had been broken by the false worship of Jeho-
ram, Ahaziah, and Athaliah. This covenant wan
solemnly renewed. It attached primarily to the
relation between the king and people on the one
hand, and Jehovah on the other (they were to be
Jehovah's people and belong to Him, Deut iv. 28),
then, also, to the relation between the king and
the people. The people was to be, from that time
on, once more the people of God; it was to wor-
ship and serve Him alone. The king was to rule
according to the " testimony," £ e., the Law of
Jehovah, which had been solemnly put into his
hands, and the people were to be loyal to the le-

gitimate king of the family of David. The imme-
diate and necessary consequence of this renewal
of the coifehant was the destruction of the temple
of Baal, with its altars and idols (ver. 18). When
and.by whom tins temple was built is nowhere
stated. It is most probable that it was erected by
Jehoram, under the influence of Athaliah (chap,
viii. 1 8), as the one in Samaria was built by A hah,
under the influence of Jezebel (1 Kings xvi 32)1

Thenius is wrong in inferring from 2 Chron. xxir.

7, that this temple was erected " in the enclosure
of the temple of Jehovah," for that passage says
only that Athaliah and her sons had plundered
the Jehovah-temple of all which they could use
in the worship of Baal There can be no doubt
that we must understand it to refer to a building
on another elevation. It is certain also that Mat-
tan, the priest of Baal who was slain, did not
perform his functions in the same place with Je-
hoiada. [The grounds which lead Bahr to be-
lieve that the temple of Baal was not on Mount
Moriah are not satisfactory. Every indication

which we have in regard to it goes to show that
it was there. Mount Moriah is just the spot
which would have been chosen for the site of a
temple by any nation of ancient times which might
have lived at Jerusalem. There was no other ele-

vation near or convenient The u old city " was
perhaps in some places a little higher than Mount
Moriah, but it presented no sharp and clear eleva-

tion, such as those which ancient nations always
chose as sites of temples, if there was one in the
neighborhood. The other hills were too far away.
It would be little in accord with the character of
Athaliah to suppose that she gave up the beet sue*
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which was, at the same time, one of the grandest
in the world, according to the taste in those mat-

ters, to the Jehovah-religion, and sought another
for her own favorite deities. The Jehovah-reli-

gion may have been strong enough in Judaa to

force a compromise, and mairitain a joint posses-

sion of the mountain. 2 Chron. xziv. 7 says that

Athaliah and her sons had " broken down" or

"torn down ftyja) the house of God." Just how

much that means we eannot perhaps determine,

bat the temple was standing and available for wor-
ship, Ao, at this time, as we see, and it may well

be meant that they broke down such portions of

the walls of the /courts, Ao, as was necessary to

get room for the temple of Baal See also chap.

xiL 5 (Exeg.) and 2 Chron. zxiv. 7. Still farther, if

ver. 1 8 is in its proper chronological position before

ver. 19, and is not, as Thenius thinks, to be taken as

belonging after it in order of time, then it gives a
strong ground for believing that the temple of

Baal was on Mount Moriah. They stayed to tear

it down before they formed the procession, and
left the temple-mountain to "go down " and es-

cort the king into the palace. It cannot be re-

garded, therefore, as "beyond doubt" that Mat-
tan and Jehoiada did not perform their functions

in the same place. That the latter did not like

the juxtaposition, we may well believe, but if

the question was whether to share Mount Moriah
with the worshippers of Baal, or to remove the

Jehovah-worship from it, or to give up the Je-
hovah-worship altogether, we may easily imagine
what course he would have chosen.—W. G. S.]

—

Dnncker, whom Weber again follows, deduces from

the sentence : The priests appointed rilpB over

the house of the Lord, the arbitrary conclusion
that, in spite of the victory of the priestly party,
u Nevertheless the number of the servants of Baal
was so great, and their courage was so little bro-

ken, that it was necessary to protect the temple of
Jehovah against their attacks by especial guards."
Thenius also thinks that there is reference here to

a kind of temple-officers which had not existed be-

fore, *' by whom a new desecration of the temple
by the worship of false gods was to be prevented."
We must understand by it, as is expressly stated

2 Chron. xxiii. 18, the overseers who were ap-
pointed by David (1 Chron. xxv.), and who, during
the time that idolatry prevailed, had not been regu-

larly kept up, or perhaps had not been appointed
at all. That the article is wanting cannot be de-

cisive to the contrary. [So KeiL Ewald, Thenius,
and Bunsen, on the contrary, think that they were
intended to protect the temple against the attacks

of the heathen. The Chronicler develops this

short note into an elaborate statement, as he does
all the notices of the origin of any ritual formali-

ties or hierarchical organizations. It is not clear,

however, that it should have been thought neces-

sary, just at the time when the Jehovah-religion

could once more counton the support of the throne,

to appoint new and permanent officers to protect

the temple from heathen attacks and desecrations.

Moreover, this clause, thus understood, makes the
position of ver. 18 before ver. 19 probably incor-

rect as regards the order of time. Shall we un-
derstand that they stayed to appoint temple-offi-

cers before completing the inauguration of the
aringf It would be most reasonable to under-

stand it to state simply that they appointed a
guard to stay and protect the temple from any
sudden attack of the enraged worshippers of Baal,

while all the rest went to escort the king into the
palace, and see him mount the throne.—W. G. S.]

According to ver. 19, the centurions mentioned in

ver. 4, with their troops, the life-guards and the

runners, escorted the king down (xvyty from the

House ofJehovah in a solemn procession arranged

(nj^V) by the priest Jehoiada. Escorted him down,

it is said, because there was a ravine between
Mount Moriah and Mount Zion, over which at that
time there probably was no bridge. They came
through the " Gate of the Runners " (the Chron-

icler gives ijina instead of Tpi , by way ef ex-

planation) into the palace, where the throne stood,

upon which the king seated himself. The Gate of
the Runners belonged therefore to the palace.

The Sept take 7^©n 1TO a* a direct genitive,

oIkov tov fiaotlkos. It was unquestionably the
chief gate, for the solemn entry would not take
place through any other (Thenius). Ewald, The-
nius, and Bertheau connect nop$ T^ffi with the

following, in opposition to the massoretic punctua-
tion: "And the city remained quiet when they
slew Athaliah with the sword : " that is to say,

her adherents remained peaceful and did not ven-
ture to make any movement to save her. But, in

that case, the words " with the sword " would be
unnecessary. The correct interpretation of the

words is rather that the concluding sentence is in-

tended to append to ver. 16 an emphatic statement
of the manner in which she was put to death, and,

at the same time, to call attention to the fact that,

by her death, the last member of the house of
Ahab was removed, and the legitimate authority

of the house of David was restored. In this in-,

torpretation this sentence brings the account to a
well-rounded close.

Appendix.—In the exegetical explanations

which precede, only the less important variations

of the Chronicles have been noticed, and no ac-

count has been taken of the grand divergence of

the two narratives in their general conception of

the occurrence, in order that the continuous eluci-

dation of the text before us might not be too much
interrupted, and in order that no confusion might
arise. The chief variation now, one which runs

through the entire account, is, that, according to

the Chronicler, it was not the centurions of the

royal guards, but the priests, the levites, and the

family-chiefs, by whose aid Jehoiada accomplished
his reformation (2 Chron. xxiii. 2); furthermore,

that the first third of the priests and levites who
entered upon service on the sabbath were ap-

pointed D'BDH *y$vh » *• a, to be gate-keepers of

the threshold, the second to guard the king's house,

and the third to keep the gate TlD^H (vers. 4, 5);

finally, that the two classes of priests and levites,

those who entered upon, and those who were re-

leased from, service, remain together (ver. 8), so
that, in general, it is only the temple, and not the

royal palace at various points, which is guarded.

Modern criticism explains these variations as " ar»
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bitrary alterations " of the Chronicler, which he
adopted " out of preference for the tribe of Levi,

in order to ascribe to the priest-caste an honor
which belonged to the praetorians " (Thenius, De
Wette). This assertion is, to say the very least,

exaggerated No suspicion of falsehood can at-

tach to the idea that the priests and levites par-

ticipated in the coronation and inauguration of the

new king, especially seeing that the main object to

be gained by this was the abolition of idolatry

(ver. 17 sq.). The plan of the enterprise, accord-

ing to the account before us, did not proceed from
the centurions of the praetorian guard, but from,

the head of the priest-class, and it would be
astonishing and unnatural if the high-priest had
excluded all his comrades in rank, office, and
family, from participation in a transaction which
was not only political, but also religious, and which
took place in the temple. This participation was
a matter of course, all the more seeing that the

act, according to all the indications (see notes on
vera. 4, 13), took place on a feast, at which priests

and levites were bound to be present The au-

thor does not, therefore, exclude them, he rather
takes their participation for granted, as we see

distinctly from ver. 14. Still less does the Chroni-
cler exclude the praetorian guard from participa-

tion; he even gives what this author does not
give in regard to them, viz., the names of the cen-

turions and of their fathers, and thereby he shows
how important their part in the work appeared to

him, and also shows that ho had not forgotten

them, but desired that they should be kept in hon-
orable remembrance. He could not, therefore,

have had any intention of robbing them of any
honor which belonged to them, and conferring it

upon the levites. But while this author permits
the participation of the levites to remain uncm-
phasized, as something which was a simple matter
of course, the Chronicler, who certainly looks at

the history more from the priestly, levitical stand-

point, feels bound to give it greater prominence.
There is no contradiction between the two ac-

counts in this respect. The case is somewhat dif-

ferent, however, in regard to the other detailed

variations. The three localities which were to be
held, each, according to the Chronicler, by one
third of the priests and levites, cannot possibly

have been all in the temple, for the TJ^On TV3

1

the guard of which is entrusted (ver. 5) to the

second third, can only be the king's house or pal-

ace, not " the place in the temple where the

young king was (in concealment)" (Keil). The

"Gate nio^" which was entrusted to the third

third, was, as no one doubts, the same which is

called in Kings (ver. 6) the " Gate -flD •" It ap-

pears there distinctly as a gate of the palace.

Probably y\0) is only another reading for -flD.

A temple-gate with this name is not mentioned

anywhere else. The D'BD » which the first third

are to guard (ver. 4), might,' according to 1 Chron.

ix. 1 9, be a locality in the temple, but it is utterly

impossible that they should be identical, as Keil

assumes, with the " Gate of the Runners " in the

account here befcre us (ver. 6), for this gate is dis-

tinctly mentioned in ver. 19 as the one through
which the king, after the procession* had left the

House of Jehovah, was conducted into the palace.

According to this account, that gate was guarded

by the third third of that portion of the troops un-

der the command of the centurions which entered

upon duty on that day, and not by priests and le-

vites, who, of course, never mounted guard at the

palace. These variations of the two accounts can*

not be reconciled, and we are absolutely forced to

admit that the Chronicler, although he made some

more detailed extracts from the original document

than the author of the Book of Kings, neverthe-

less did not accurately discriminate between the

priests and levites and the military life-guard, and

did not keep separate the shares of the two in the

transaction. KeQ asserts, in order, in spite of

this, to bring the two accounts into accord : Je»

hoiada " determined to carry out the project chiefly

by the aid of the priests and levites, who relieved

each other, in the service of the temple, on the

sabbath, and he entrusted the chief command of

these forces to the captains of the royal life-guard,

that they, with the force of priests and levites

under their command, might take possession of

the approaches to the temple, in order to repel

any attempt of the military to force an entrance,

and might protect the young king. These cap-

tains came into the temple without weapons in order

not to attract attention, therefore Jehoiada gave

them the weapons of king David, which were laid

up in the temple." But the account of the Chron-

icler says nothing of any commission of the com-

mand over the priests and levites to the centu-

rions, and this account directly contradict* any

such notion (see above, on ver. 5), [not to say any-

thing of the very great intrinsic improbability that

any such arrangement—putting military leaders

in command of priestly forces—would ever have

been adopted, or that, if it had, it would have

worked well.—W. G. S.] According to the ac-

count before us it is impossible to exclude the

troops ordinarily under the command of the cen-

turions from a share in the transaction. It was

almost more necessary to get possession of the

palace than of the temple, because the king was

to make his solemn entry into it, and mount the

throne after his coronation. It is not an argu-

ment against the notion that a guard was set over

the palace, that Athaliah came down out of it to

the people in the temple. There was no object in

preventing her from coming out; the guard was

set to prevent any one from getting in (riDD ».

6). There is no force in the citation of Josephus

{Antiq., 7. 14, 1): "Each of the twenty-four

classes of priests took charge of the worship for

eight days from sabbath to sabbath," or in the

observation that " it is not known that any such

arrangement was observed with respect to the

life-guards or any other portion of the army," for

of course all regular guards had to relieve each

other at definite times, and the record *ays dis-

tinctly that this was the custom of the troops who

were under command of the centurions.

HISTORICAL AND ETHICAL.

1. The elevation of Joash to (he throne of Jvdah

has great importance in the history of redemption,

inasmuch as God's guidance and protection of the

house of David appears in it, and as it is a con*
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firmation of the promise given to this house that

it should never be extinguished, and that its light

should never fail (2 Sam. vii. 13 sq. ; 1 Kings xi.

36; xv. 4; 2 Kings viii. 19; cf. Ps. cxxxii. 17). In

the kingdom of Israel the dynasties changed; one
overthrew the other and destroyed it; with Jehu
the fourth had already begun. In the kingdom of

Judah, on the contrary, the house of David had
maintained itself until this time. But now, when
Jehu had killed Ahaziah and forty-two of his rela-

tives, and all the remaining royal seed had been
destroyed by Athaliah, it appeared that the line

of David also was at an end. But God wonder-
fully ordered it so that an infant of this house es-

caped the massacre and was saved. He remained
concealed for years, and it must have been believed

that David's lamp had gone out .forever, when sud-

denly the sole remaining offshoot of the house of

David ascended the throne, and, with the murder-
ess Athaliah, the last survivor of the house of Ahab
perished. As the fulfilment of the promise to pro-

tect the house of David must have been recognized

in tliis event, there was in it at the same time, for

every faithful servant of Jehovah, a pledge that

the God of Israel would protect this house also for

the future in any calamities ; and so He did, until

finally, according to the promise, the great " son

of David " came, who was not only the " lamp

"

of David, but the light of the world, whose king-

dom shall have no end (Luke i. 32, 33, 69).

2. All the mischief which the relationship con-

tracted by Jehoshaphat with the house of Ahab
(1 Kings xxii., Hist § 1) had brought upon Ju-

dah, culminated in the reign of Atiialiah, which
brought Judah and its royal house to the verge

of ruin. Athaliah was a faithful copy of her
mother Jezebel, fanatical, idolatrous, imperious,

and cruel. As her mother had controlled Ahab,
so she controlled Jehoram and her son Ahaziah.
It was she who transplanted idolatry into Judah,
which had, until then, been faithful to Jehovah.
Under her influence a temple of Baal was built

in Jerusalem itself. She plundered the temple of

Jehovah and took all the sacred implements for

use in the service of Baal (2 Chron. xxiv. 7). Af-

ter the death of her son she usurped the royal

authority, so that a woman came to sit upon the

tlirone, a thing which had never taken place be-

fore and never took place afterwards, and which
not only was in direct contradiction with one of

the essential duties which devolved upon a king
of Israel, who, as such, was to be a " servant of

God," but also was contrary to the express pro-

vision of the law. Maimonides, in the tract Me-
lactam, draws this inference, thus: "They place

no woman on the throne, for it is said (Deut xvii.

15); 'Thou shalt in any wise set him king, 1 not
queen. So also, in all positions of dignity and au-

thority, they place only men." Athaliah's usur-

pation of the throne was the dissolution of the

Israelttish monarchy. In order to maintain her-

self in her usurped authority, she put to death,

not, like other usurpers, her opponents, but those

who were connected with her own family, her own
nephews and grandchildren. The ground for this
" senseless crime " (Ewald) cannot be sought in

the fact that Bhe desired to annex Judah to Israel,

lor Jehu was reigning there, but only in the blind

and passionate love of power of this " wicked

"

woman (2 Chron. xxiv. 7), and in her raging hate

against the house of David, to which all true ser-

vants of Jehovah adhered. For six years she pur-

sued her own courses undisturbed, and believed

herself secure, when finally the legitimate heir to

the throne, who had escaped the massacre by God's

evident protection, appeared and was anointed

king. As her mother Jezebel had stood upon her

majesty in her dealings with Jehu, and had be-

lieved that she could command, so she came, proud
and insolent, into the house of Jehovah, and, for-

getting the illegitimacy of her own authority,

founded, as it was, solely upon violence, she cried

out :
" Treason, treason I

" But again, as her mother
had heard her doom pronounced: "Throw her

downl" so she hears the command: "Have her

forth! and him that followeth her kill with the

sword." As there was no one who took the part

of the hated woman, she died, abandoned by all

her servants, a just and disgraceful death. Thereby
Judah and its royal house were saved. Racine
concludes his tragedy Athalie, with these words

:

Par eeUeJtn UrribU, et due & **$ forfait*.
Apprmm^ rot dee Jutfs, et iCoublie*jamais,
Que lee roie dan* le del ant unjuge arffMra,

LHnnocence un vengeur, et ForpheMn unpere.

3. The high-priest Jehoiada is, for his time, a
very remarkable character. Although, through
his wife Jehosheba, he was connected with the

idolatrous court, and although he was entrusted

with an office which, under the circumstances, was
doubly difficult, yet he held firm and true to the

God of Israel, and to the legitimate dynasty. The
Lord had given the last heir of this line into his

hands, and, at the peril of his life, he protects him
for years in concealment, guarding him as his own
child, and waiting in faith and patience until Je-

hovah shall give means and ways to restore the
apparently exterminated royal house. As the yoke
of the tyrannical woman became more and more
unendurable, he " strengthened himself " [i. e., took
courage, made up his mind](2 Chron. xxhi. 1), and
put his hand to the work. He did not wish to open
the way to the throne for the young heir by deceit

or craft, by cruelty and bloodshed. In the first

place he admits the captains of the military guard
into the secret, and makes sure of their assistance

;

then he causes the priests and levites, and the

heads of all the families, «. «., the representatives

of the people, to be summoned to Jerusalem for a

public festival. He does not wish to do anything
by himself alone, but with the consent of the dif-

ferent classes among the entire people. His plan
bears witness, not only to his wisdom and pru-

dence, but also to his patriotism. He takes all his

measures in such a way that the end is accom-
plished without tumult or violence, but yet without
chance of failure. It is not selfishness and love

of power, but pure and disinterested love to Jeho-
vah and to His people which is his motive. Only
when Athaliah stigmatizes the restoration of the

legitimate order of things as treason and insurrec-

tion, puts herself on the defensite, and calls for

armed opposition to the movement, does he give

orders to lead the crowned monster, as Dereser
justly calls her, out of the sanctuary, and deliver

her over to her well-deserved fate. His next care

then is to renew the covenant between the king
and people, exhorting the former to fidelity to the

law, and the latter to fidelity to the king. Then
finally he leads the king to the throne, and the
people put an end to the idol-worship. If ever a
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man stood pure and blameless in the midst of such
a bold, difficult, and far-reaching enterprise, then
Jehoiada, the ideal Israelitish priest, did so here.

4. Our modern historians see, in the elevation of
(he descendant of David to Vie throne 0/ his fathers,

a priest-revolution, just as they see, in the eleva-

tion of Jehu, a prophet-revolution. So Duncker
(Gesch, el AU^ s. 417), whom Weber (Qesch., s. 241)
follows, states it thus: "The priests of the tem-
ple at Jerusalem had yielded to the foreign wor-
ship much more easily than the prophets in Israel.

The example and the success of the latter grad-
ually exercised an influence upon Judah. After
the prophets of Israel had brought about the ruin

of the house of Omri, the priests tried to over-

throw the last remnant of this family in Judah
also. . . . The fall of Joram of Israel, and
perhaps also the hope of finding in Joash, the son
of Ahaziah, whom the priests held in concealment
from Athaliah in the temple, an easy tool for

priestly influence, induced the high-priest Jehoiada
to undertake the overthrow of the queen." Winer
(7?.- W.-2?., i. s. Ill) also presents the incident in a
similar manner: "The priests saved her (Atha-
liah's) grandbod, Joash, with the help of a princess,

in the temple. When he had grown up he was
secretly anointed king, and Athaliah was put to

death in a popular insurrection excited by the
priests," Here wo have another specimen of that

history-making which ignores what the text says,

and states, as assured historical fact, that which
it does not say. That the priests in Judah gave
wsy more easily to the Baal-worship than the
prophets of Israel ; that they, encouraged by the
example snd success of the latter, dethroned and
murdered Athaliah, and regarded Joash as one
who would probably prove an easy tool in their

hands ; that the priests saved Joash and hid him
in the temple ; that he was secretly anointed king,

and that then a popular rising was instigated by
the priests ; of all that, there is nothing in either

record. On the contrary, both agree in stating that

the sister of king Ahaziah, without any assistance

from the priests, took away the infant, and hid him
in the palace itself, in the bed store-room, and that

she then hid him, for greater security, in the tem-
ple, which was under the charge of her husband,
the high-priest. These two near relatives of the
prince were, for six years, the only ones who knew
of his existence. Not until the seventh year did

Jehoiada admit any one to the secret, and then not

the priests, but the captains of the military guard,

and he took of them an oath of secrecy. They it

was who summoned the chiefs of the people, and
the priests, and the levites, to the festival at Jeru-

salem, and who took the lead in carrying out the

plan. Theyoung prince was notanointed " secretly,"

but as openly as possible. Not only the priests,

but also the captains of the royal guard, the rep-

resentatives of the people, and the people them-
selves, shouted their acclamations to the new king.

The coronation took place without violence, with-

out any scene of public disturbance. The city is

quiet, and the people joyful (ver. 20). How can
any one then speak of a " popular rising instigated

ry the priests?" Criticism here comes into con-

tradiction with itself. It declares the record in

Chronicles unreliable and unhistorical, because it

gives such prominence to the participation of the

priests and levites, whereas the record in Kings
only mentions the captains of the guard, and yet

it says that the entire enterprise was condncted
by the priests. But it is radically perverse and
false to regard the incident as a revolution or a re-

volt. That Athaliah, as even De Wette expresses

it, " usurped the throne of David," that she took

the royal authority into her own hands, that she

destroyed all the remaining seed-royal, that was a
revolution. What Jehoiada undertook, not by

himself, but in harmony with all ranks, and with

the representatives of the people, was a repeal

of the revolution, and a restoration of the con-

stitutional, divine as well as human, order. It

would have been contrary to conscience and to

duty, if Jehoiada had gone down to the grave

with the secret that there was yet living a legiti-

mate heir of the throne of David. It was most

natural that he should take the initiative in the

restoration of the legitimate monarchy, because

he had the prince under his care, and no one knew
anything about him but Jehoiada and his wife.

Moreover, it was doubly his duty, as chief of those

whose calling it was to guard and teach the law,

i. e., the covenant of God with Israel (Mat ii. 7;

Deut xxxiil 10 ; Levit. x. 11), to labor to the end

that the organic law of the kingdom, which was

a theocracy, should be maintained ; and, when this

law was trodden nnder foot by the usurping sov-

ereign, no one was so much bound as he to re-

store it, that is, to renew the covenant In the

kingdom of Israel, where, since Jeroboam, there

was no longer any lawful priesthood (2 Chron. xi.

13 sq.\ it was the prophets who had to watch

over the covenant of Jehovah and to fight for it

In Judah, on the contrary, " the diminished and

weakened priesthood, together with the true Je-

hovah-prophets, had to form the opposition to the

patronage of paganism " (Ewald). Jehoiada'a en-

terprise did not aim to bring about the dominion

of the priesthood, but that of the legitimate the-

ocratic dynasty. He, therefore, turned first to the

servants of the crown for assistance—aimed Jo have

the new king inaugurated by their power. After

this was accomplished, he restored the priestly

offices. He aimed at nothing more and nothing

less than the restoration of the original theocratic

constitution.

HOMILETIOAL AND PRACTICAL.

Yers. 1-3. Queen Athaliah. (a) Her wicked

plans, ver. 1. (Idolatrous and fond of power, liko

her mother Jezebel, she takes the royal authority

into her own hands, in self-will and contrary to

right, and murders all the male seed, in order to

put an end forever to the house of David. Wcbt.

Summ. : We see here whither ambition and love of

rule may lead men. Athaliah does not spare her

own innocent grandchildren, but causes them to

be put to deatn, only in order that she may be

called queen, and may remain such. Sir. iii. 29

sq.). (b) The frustration of her plans, vers. 2 and

3. (Job v. 12; Ps. ii. 4; xxxiii. 10. West
Sumi: No one can tread down him whom God

sustains. Thus, Pharaoh would have been glad

to destroy Israel ; Saul would have slain David;

Herod, the child Jesus; they could not accomplish

it, however; they only injured themselves and

perished, just as Athaliah did also.}—Ver. 1. Je-

hoshaphat's marriage of his son with a daughter of

the house of Ahab, although he brought it about
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in a good intention, produced the result that Atha-

uah ruled over Judah, and brought the dynasty of

David to the brink of ruin. Nbuk Wort. Sumk. :

So, many a quiet, humble, God-fearing family has

been brought into calamities, affecting both body
and soul, by a thoughtless marriage. The hope
that those who are brought up by godless pareuts

will themselves reform and turn to the fear of

God has very slight foundation.— Vers. 1-4.

Kjujmhachbr: King Joash. (a) The great dan-

ger which threatened him
; (6) but how gloriously

he was protected, and (c) how high he was ele-

vated-^Ver. 1. When she taw, Ac. That which
should have made her hesitate and bow in hu-

mility to God's judgment, only made her insolent

and blood-thirsty. That is the judgment which
obstinacy and wilfulness bnng upon themselves.

—Ver. 2. Calw. Bib.: We have an instance in

Jehosheba how, even in the midst of godlessness

in a family, any one who will can make an excep-

tion.—Jehosheba stole him. That was not " steal-

ing" the child, but saving him. What can a
woman do better and nobler than to save an in-

fant child from danger of soul and body, and take

mm under her protection for the sake of God and
His promises ?—Ver. 3. " He that keepeth Israel

shall neither slumber nor sleep." He watches
over helpless infants, and holds His protecting

hand over them (Matt xviii. 10; Ps. xci. 11-13).

—

Krdmhacher: Joash is a voiceless, yet a mighty,

preacher of the security of «the elect of God.

—

when the godless appear to have succeeded in

the attainment of their objects, and believe that

they have conquered, the very moment of their

victory is the unperceived commencement of their

ruin. The cross of Christ was the victory of His
enemies, but this very victory was what brought
about their total defeat

Vers. 4-12. Joash's Elevation to the Throne,
(a) How it was determined upon and prepared,

vers. 4-8. (Jehoiada took the initiative in it, for

it was his right and duty. It was no rebellion and
conspiracy against a just authority, but a fact by
itself. Rebels violate law and right in order
that they may rule; Jehoiada restored law and
right, and did not wish to rule; he remained
what he was. He conducted himself with cour-

age, but also with wisdom and prudence. See
Historical, § 3). (b) How it was carried out and
accomplished, vers. 9-12. (With the participation

and approval of the different classes of the entire

people, without conspiracy, bloodshed, or vio-

lence; in the house of God, whose servant the
king was; the crown and the law were given
into his hands; he was anointed; significant sym-
bols of his calling as king of the people of God.)
—Ver. 4. Jehoiada, a faithful priest, such as is

pleasing to God (1 Sam. it 35). It is not hard to

proclaim the word of God, wnen the mighty and
great of this world hold to it, but the faithfulness

which is needed in the stewards of God's mys-
teries is that which will not be stayed or im-
paired, when the great of this world despise and
persecute the word ; which will sail against the
wind of courtly or popular favor, and will perse-

vere in patience (1 Cor. iv. 1, 2).—Wubt. Sttmm. :

The servants of the Church in the New Testament
have not the same calling as the high-priests in

the Old, so that they have not to meddle with
worldly affairs.—Where spiritual and worldly au-
thority go hand in hand, where both unite for the

9

sake of God and for His cause, there the Lord
gives blessing and prosperity.—Ver. 5 sq. Kt*
Bimz: Jehoiada teaches us by his example that

we ought not to shun either danger or labor in a
just cause, but also that we should go prudently
to work.—Ver. 9 sq. To take weapons in hand
and risk one's life for one's country, redounds to
the glory and honor of any nation.—Ver. 12. The
word of God says: " By me princes rule, aud no-
bles, even all the judges of the earth " (Prov. viii.

16). Therefore kings should be crowned in the
house of God. Starke: The crown and the law
of the Lord belong together. God give to Chris-

tendom princes who love His Word 1

Vers. 13-16. Athaliah's Fall (a) Her last

appearance, vers. 13, 14. (She comes boldly and
impudently into the midst of the people, blinded to

their disposition towards her. Insolently relying

upon her imagined majesty, she commands resist-

ance to the movement which is in progress—

a

faithful type of many tyrants. Pride goes be-
fore a fall.) (b) Her terrible end, vers. 15, 16.

(Abandoned, despised, and hated by all the peo-
ple, who rejoice over her fall, she goes to meet
her doom, aud receives the fate which her deeds
deserve. " All they that take the sword," Ac.

Matt. xxvi. 52. She is punished by that by which
she had sinned.)—And all the people rejoiced.

That was no forced joy, produced at command,
but a natural and sincere joy. It is great good
fortune for a people when its dynasty is pre-

served. It may and ought to rejoice in the house
of God, when God has released it from tyranny
and usurpation.

—

Kyburz: Sedition! treason! is

the cry of Joram, Jezebel, and Athaliah, and of
all those who are themselves most to blame for it

(Acts xxiv. 5).

Vers. 17-20. The Results of Athaliah's Fall,

(a) The renewal of the covenant, ver. 17; (b)

the destruction of the Baal-worship, vers. 18, 19;
(c) the rest and peace of the land.—Ver. 17. The
abolition and extermination of all which is bad
and perverse is necessary, but it is beneficial only
when the construction of what is true and good is

added to it (Jer. L 10). The reformers of the six-

teenth century not only denied and protested, but
at the same time they also laid the foundation,

other than which none can be laid, and on this they
built the Church.—The covenant which Jehoiada
renewed, (a) The covenant of the king and the
people with God. (The basis and fountain of all

national prosperity. An irreligious state is a folly

and an impossibility ; it is no-thing.) (b) The
covenant between king and people. (It is built

upon the former. There is prosperity in a coun-
try only when the prince rules before and with
God, and the people is obedient through obedience
to God. Without this fundamental condition all

constitutions, laws, and institutions, however good
they may appear, are useless.) Lange : No rela-

tion of subjects and rulers is sound if it has not
the covenant with God as - its basis on either side.

—Ver. 18. "The zeal of thine house" (John ii.

17). That applies here to an entire people. (Calw.
Bibel : It is a grand national event when a people
destroys its idols.) He who stands by God and
His word tolerates neither gross nor refined idola-

try. Where there is decided faith in the living

God, the altars of the false gods fall of them-
selves.—The offices in the House of God. God is

a God of order, therefore these offices are neces-
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sary (Eph. iv. 11, 12).—Vera. 19, 20. WdRT.
Stnof. : Where there are pious and faithful rulers,

the people should rejoice, should thank God for

them, and pray fervently to him for their pro-

longed life, so that they may lead a peaceful and
godly life under their government— Ver. 20.

Starkb.: Governments which are founded in

blood always end disastrously.

0.

—

The reign ofJouuih (or Jehoaih).

Chap. XL 21-XII. 21 (2 Ohbon. XXIV.).

21 Seven years old was Jehoash when he began to reign.

XII. 1 In the seventh year of Jehu, Jehoash began to reign ; and forty yean
2 reigned he in Jerusalem. And his mother's name was Zibiah of Beer-sheba. And

Jehoash did that which was right in the sight of the Lord all his days wherein [be-

3 cause] Jehoiada the priest instructed him. But the high places were not taken away

:

4 the people still sacrificed and burnt incense in the high places. And Jehoash said

to the priests, All the [consecrated] money [omit of the dedicated things] that is

[wont to be] brought into the house ofthe Lord, even the money ofevery one that
passeth the account [current money, both], the money that every man is set at, and
all the money that cometh into any man's heart to bripg into the house of the

5 Lord, let the priests take it to them, every man of his acquaintance : and let them
repair the breaches of the house, wheresoever any breach [every defect which] *

6 shall be found. But it was so
y
that in the three and twentieth year of king Je-

7 hoash the priests had not repaired the breaches of the house. Then king Jehoash
called for Jehoiada the priest, and the other priests, and said unto them, Why
repair ye not the breaches of the house ? now therefore receive no more money
of your acquaintance, but [save that ye] deliver it for the breaches of the house.

8 And the priests consented to receive no more money of the people, neither to

9 repair the breaches of the house. But Jehoiada the priest took a chest,1 and
bored a hole in the lid of it, and set it beside the altar, on the right side as one
cometh into the house of the Lord : ancl the priests that kept the door put

10 therein all the money that was brought into the house of the Lord. And it was «o,

when they saw that there was much money in the chest, that the king's scribe and
the high priest came up, and they put [it] up in bags, and told the money that

1

1

was found in the house of the Lord. Ana they gave the money, being told,

into the hands of them that did the work, that had the oversight of the house
of the Lord : and they laid it out to the carpenters and builders, that wrought

12 upon the house of the Lord, and to masons, and hewers of stone, and to buy tim-

ber and hewed stone to repair the breaches of the house of the Lord, and for all

13 that was laid out for the house to repair* it. Howbeit there were not made for

the house of the Lord bowls of silver, snuffers, basins [for sprinkling], trumpets,
any vessels ofgold, or vessels of silver, of the money that was brought into the

14 house of the Lord: but they gave that to the workmen [commissioners], and
15 repaired therewith the house of the Lord. Moreover they reckoned not with

the men, into whose hand they delivered the money to be bestowed on work-
18 men : for they dealt faithfully. The trespass-money and sin-money was not

brought into the house of the Lord : it was the priests'.

17 Tlien Hazael king of Syria went up, and fought against Gath, and took it:

1

8

and Hazael set his face to go up to Jerusalem. And Jehoash king of Judah
took all the hallowed things that Jehoshaphat, and Jehorara, and Ahaziah, his

fathers, kings of Judah, had dedicated, and his own hallowed things, and all the
gold that was found in the treasures of the house of the Lord, and in the king's

house, and sent it to Hazael king of Syria : and he went away from Jerusalem.
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19 And the rest of the acts of Joash, and all that he did, are they not written
20 in the book of the Chronicles of.the kings of Judah ? And his servants arose,

and made a conspiracy, and slew Joash in the house of MUlo, which goeth down
21 to Silla. For Jozachar the son of Shimeath, and Jehozabad the son of Shoraer,

bis servants, smote him, and he died ; and they bnried him with his fathers in
the city of David : and Amaziah his son reigned in bis stead.

TEXTUAL AND GRAMMATICAL.

i T«r. 5 (6 of the Hebrew text).—[fHS at the end ii a predicate defining 1#K , aU uMeh $hall be found . .

ettfutfce, 4. «n all the defeetlTe plaoee which shall be found. Qf. chap. Till. 11
• Ver. 8 (•).—[nnp for ring, the fem. inf. ahortened before makkeph. QT. Ewald, $ 818, a.

« Ver. 9 (10).—[inij JV1K— inK i§ commoaly a^jectlTe, bat la aometlmee used at a dependent tabitantlre, as here.

Ew.fsaa.d.
4 Ver. IS (18).—[npTH , fern, abstract subst In Terbs which denote a state we find that the Infln. Is often supplanted

to the snbst. which expresses the abstract of the verbal idea. "For repairs " = to rspair, with which, howerer. the
object must be supplied (fiottcher, f 277, 8).—W. O. S.]

EXKOETICAL AND CRITICAL.

Ver. 21. Jehoash was seven years old, Ac.

The parallel record in 2 Chron. xxiv. is indeed
more detailed than the one before us, and supple-
ments it in some essential particulars, bnt it is not
by any means an " actual transmutation " of it

(Bertheau). Both accounts may well have been
drawn from the same original document, .since they
are word for word the same in some parts.—The
name of the mother of Jehoash is given, as is usual
in regard to the kings of Judah throughout the
history. On Beersheba see note on 1 Kings xix.

3.—The words in ver. 2: All his days that Je-
hoiada the priest instructed him, cannot have
the sens* that Jehoash did, his whole life long,
that which was right in the sight of God (Thenius,
Ewald), for this was not true in vietf of what is

related in 2 Chron. xxiv. 17-26, which is confirmed
by Matt xxiii. 35, and which Thenius himself ad-
mits must have " historical foundation.'' The Chron-
icler writes : " All the days of Jehoiada the priest,"

£ «., so long as Jehoiada lived. The sense is, there-

fore, that Jehoash did what was right because, and
so long as, Jehoiada was his instructor. Hence
the Sept translate; n&oac rdc tplpoc, &C 1+6-
ri^ev avrbv 'lutadk 6 leprfjc; and the Vulgate: eunc-
Us difbw, quibus docuit eum Jojada sacerdos; so
also De Wette and Luther [and the E. V.]. Keil

:

"All his days that, t. «., all that part of his life in

which Jehoiada instructed or guided him." For
the use of *\&x he refers to Bw. § 331, c, 3. [The
suffix is repeated after "lfcfc except in general ex-
pressions of time, place, and manner.] For the
suffix in VD> he refers to chap, xiii 14. The ath-

nach cannot be held to be decisive in this case.

For the rest, it does not follow, when we trans-

late: "All his days, because Jehoiada instructed
him," that he continued to do well even after

Jehoiada's death. Grotius remarks on the state-

ment: "Sic bonus Nero, quamdiu Seneca usus est

magistro. [If the suffix in VD* is retained, then
the massoretio punctuation is correct : the athnach
has its ordinary force ; "ifcfc must be translated
" because ;

" and the sense is that he was a good
king all his life long, because of the good instruc-

tion which he received in his youth from Jehoiada.

That is the simple grammatical statement ofthebook
of Kings. If the \ at the end of V& can be sac-
rificed, then the athnach must be removed and Je-
hoiada is a genitive depending on *D' . Let it be
observed that this suffix is neglected in the ver-
sions of the Chron., Sept, and Vulg., quoted above.
The sense then is that he was good as long as Je-
hoiada lived. This last has in its favor that it is

consistent with the account in Chron. Bahr trans-
lates by "because," preserving the suffix in V0%
and tries to interpret the other meaning into this

translation. The words: "He did well all his

days, because Jehoiada was his instructor," would
never suggest that he ceased to do well after his

teacher died. This attempt is fruitless, and we
must make choice between the alternatives pre-
sented above—either to sacrifice the suffix in VD*

,

and bring the account here into consistency with
that in Chron., or to hold to the text and admit the
discrepancy. It is a proceeding which a sound
criticism cannot approve, to alter the text in the
interest of supposed reconciliations. The render-

ing of the E. V. saves the suffix, and still produces

the other sense by translating 1#K, " wherein,'*

but this is entirely contrary to the usage of the

language. It would require a prep, and suffix af-

ter ie>Kt referring back to V©*.—W. G. S.] On
sacrifices on the high places, see note on 1 Kings
iil 2.

Ver. 4. And Jehoash said to the priests, Ac.

The temple had fallen out of repair, not so much
on account of its age (it had only been standing
for 130 years) as because it had not been properly

preserved under the previous reigns, nay, even had
been injured by Athaliah and her sons, and the

money intended to keep it in repair had been mis-

appropriated to the worship of Baal (2 Chron. xxiv.

7). The king therefore called upon the priests,

whose calling it was, to take measures for the res-

toration and repair of the building, and, to this end,

to collect the same tax which Moses had once laid

for the purpose of building the tabernacle (2 Chron.

xxiv. 6). tfl lyfchpn P|D3 f>3, * «., all the silver

which was wont to be brought into the sanctuary,

and to be given for its purposes. This is now de-
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fined more particularly by the following words,

lay *|D3, i «.f not "floating money," irregular

income, money from mere accidental gifts (Ewald),

but current money (Luther : das gang und gebe ist

Cf. Gen. xxiii. 16, where the expression cannot be
taken in any other way). It does not mean coined

money, for the Hebrews had no coined money be-
fore the exile, so far as we know, but pieces of
silver which had a fixed weight, and which were
weighed out from man to man in the transaction of
business. The reason why this kind of money was
called for was, that " it was to be paid out at once to

median ics for their labor " (Thenius). Keil, follow-

ing the rabbis, insists upon the translation: " money
of the numbered," referring back to Sx. xxx. 13 «$.

(DnpBrri>JJ "\3yrr^3) ; but against this translation

there is the decisive consideration that it does not
say :

" money of him who passeth among the num-
bered," but simply :

" money which passes over,"

that is, which passes from hand to hand in the
transaction of affairs. The special cases are then
mentioned in which this kind of money usually
came into the treasury. The first is the one men-
tioned and ordained Lev. xxvii. 2 sq. (cf. Numb,
xviii. 15), when any one fulfilled a vow. In this

case, the priest had to fix the sum to be paid ac-

cording to the sex, age, &c. of the one who had
made the vow. This ransom was appropriated in

the time of Moses to the support of the sanctuary.
The second case was where any one brought money
as a gift to the sanctuary of his own free will.

—

According to the account in 2 Chron., the king
ordered the priests to go out through the cities of
Judah, and to collect the tax year by year. This
does not contradict the statement before us, but
rather serves to explain the words in ver. 5 : " every
man of his acquaintance." The dependence was
upon free-will offerings, as was the case in refer-

ence to the tabernacle (Ex. xxxv. 21); the priests

and levites were to exert themselves to collect

tbese, each one in his own city and in his own cir-

cle. It is to be observed that the king did not de-

mand of the priests that they should give up, for

the repairs of the temple, any income which prop-
etly came to themselves, but that he only laid

claim, for this purpose, to the funds which Hoses
had ordained should be used in this way.

Ver. 6. But it was so, that in the three and
twentieth year, Ac According to 2 Chron. xxiv.

5, the king had commanded the priests to hasten,
" but they did not hasten." Even in the 23d year of
the reign of Jehoash, i. c, in the year in which
there was a change of occupant of the throne of
Israel (chap. xiii. 1), the priests had not yet at-

tended to the repairs of the temple, or, at best,

had only attended to them very imperfectly. We
cannot tell how long before his 23d year he had
commanded them to see to it, but it was certainly
not in his first year, when he was only seven years
old. He now proposes that he will take the mat-
ter into his own hands, and adopt other measures
for accomplishing it, to which they agree. This
interpretation is enforced by VWS ver. 8: "they

consented " (Sept., oweftivrjoavy cf. Gen. xxxiv. 15
t

22, 23), which cannot possibly mean: "They were
obliged to yield to ^he determination of the king "

(Thenius). )n$F\ and the following words, ver. 7,

" It was placed npgfa of the House of the Lord,

do not contain a strict command, but rather a pro-

posal : noliie ergo amplius accipere (Vulg.), other-

wise the corresponding statement would be that

they " obeyed," not that they " consented." Only
after the king had taken the matter into his own
hands did he give orders (2 Chron. xxiv. 8) to make
a chest, Ac. [The commentators differ widely in

their judgment of the conduct of the priests in

this matter, some seizing eagerly upon an incident

which reflects discreditably upon them, others in-

sisting upon a construction which shall exonerate

them entirely. Bahr does not take up the point

distinctly in this place. Yet ver. 8 is very obscure,

and it is important for its elucidation to understand
the attitude of the priests. The disposition of the

priests is the key to the situation, and the correct

conception of that point is the key to the correct

exegesis of the verse. The impression is ana-

voidable that the first effort failed because it was in

the hands of the priests. The payments in liqui-

dation of vows were appropriated to the support

of the worship. According to the Chronicler an

especial demand was made for free-will offerings

for the repairs, and " that which it came into the

heart of any man to give " must be understood of

offerings for this special end. Otherwise we might

think that it referred simply to pious gifts, which
the priests were wont to retain for themselves,

and which the giver expected that they would re-

tain. If we adopt the statement of the Chronicler,

then, it is clear that the priests could not have

used the money for themselves without embezzle-

ment. In any case the re-appropriation to the re-

pairs of the temple of sums which they had proba-

bly been using for some time (especially during the

prevalence of idolatry) for their own support, must
have curtailed their resources. That they gave

them up willingly, is not to be supposed. Sums
thus appropriated, but left in the administration

of persons all whose interests were opposed to this

use, would not probably be found to suffice for an

energetic prosecution of the work. This would
also check the seal, and stop the offerings, of the

people. The systematic revenue of the priests

under the Mosaic constitution had been broken up

during the time of apostasy ; they had been obliged

to make use of all the revenues of whatever kind

for their own support; and the incident does not

seem, when viewed fairly, to prove any extraor-

dinary selfishness on their part The king now,

seeing that the measures he had taken to accom-

plish his object had-only served to frustrate it, or-

dered them not to receive any more money for them-

selves, but to devote all they received to this object.

Between vers. 7 and 8 a discussion must be under-

stood in which the priests explained the defects in

the practical workings of this scheme, and the re-

sult was an agreement that they should neither

serve as collectors of the money nor be responsi-

ble for the repairs. They put the whole matter oat

of their hands. (See BKstor. § 3.)—W. G. S.]

Ver. 9. But Jehdada the priest took a chest,

Ac, The king did not even now exclude the priests

from all share in the work, but took his measures in

conjunction with the chief-priest, and also appointed

"the priests that kept the door" to receive the

money. The chest had a hole in its lid, into which

the money was dropped. It was locked, and was
only opened when it was full. Its position was by

the side of the altar, on the right as one entered

the temple. Instead of this we read in Chronicles;
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ffiWIi * «•» "outside." It did not, therefore, stand

in the middle of the priests
1 court (Thenius), but

outside of it, at the entrance-gate which was on its

right According to 2 Chron. xxiv. 9 and 10, the

king caused this arrangement to be proclaimed

throughout the whole country; it was joyfully

heard, and the people now gave abundantly. [The
most reasonable explanation of this is, that, under
the new arrangement, a man saw his gift placed in

the chest He knew that this was inaccessible to

all except the appointed officers, and that his gift

was, therefore, sure to be applied to the object for

which he gave it The share of the priests was
reduced to the mechanical duty of receiving the

money and placing it in the chest—W. G. 8.]

When the chest was full, the priest sent his scribe,

i il, a civil secretary, and, in his presence, the

chest was opened. This " was done, not out of

distrust of the priests, but because the repairs were
a matter of state interest, and not merely an affair

of the priests. The temple was the chief sanctuary

of the nation, of the theocracy, and it was under
the supervision of the king " (Lisco). The money
was bound up in bags and counted (ef, 2 Kings v.

23). (The Chronicler has VttH for VW i
*• «•, they

emptied out So the Vulg. also on the verse before

us : etfvndcbantque el numerabant pecuniam.) " The
binding up in bags is mentioned before the count-

ing because the pieces were not counted separately.

They werebound up in bags and these were weighed
in order thus to estimate the sum which hadbeen re-

ceived " (Keil).—Them . . . thathad the oversight
of the House of the Lord, to whom the money
was given (ver. 11), are those who had to oversee

the building. According to 2 Chron. xxxiv. 12,

they were levites. The keri DHpDDfl is supported

by 2 Kings xxii. v. The sense remains the same.
These overseers then paid the wages to the arti-

sans of different kinds, and purchased the neces-

sary building materials.—The statement in vers.

13 and 14 does not contradict 2 Chron. xxiv. 14.

It is there stated that, when the building was fin-

ished, and still some money remained, this was
placed at the disposition of the king and the high-

priest, who used it to procure gold and silver uten-

sils. On these utensils, see 1 Kings vii. 50.—No
accounts were demanded of the overseers of the

building, we^are told in ver. 1 5, because they were
Implicitly trusted. 2 Kings xxii. 7 shows that there

is no reference here to a presumed infidelity of the

priests, for the same words are used there, where
the priests had not had anything at all to do with
the work. It is only intended to call attention to

the conscientiousness with which this work was
taken in hand, inasmuch as the most trustworthy
men were charged with it. The remark in ver. 16

has a similar object, viz., to Bhow that the priests

did not suffer on account of the new arrangement,
but that the revenues which properly belonged to

them, those from the trespass-offerings and the sin-

offerings, were still given to them. On the trespass-

offerings, see Numb. v. 8 sq., and Levit. v. 16. Ac-
cording to the law, the priest received no money
from the sin-offering. We must, therefore, sup-

pose that it had become customary to give them a
voluntary gift of money besides the flesh of the

sacrifice (Levit vi. 24).

Ver. 17. Then Hazael, king of Syria, went
up, be This expedition belongs to the time when

Jehoiada was already dead, and Jehoash had
fallen into sin, as is clear from 2 Chron. xxiv. 15-

22. As Grath, one of the five cities of the Philis-

tines (Josh, xiii. 3), lay much farther south than
Samaria, and was almost due west of Jerusalem
towards the sea-coast, this expedition against it

forces us to assume that Israel had been already

conquered by Hazael (chap. xiii. 3). We must
leave undecided whether Gath at that time be-

longed to Judah, or had fallen again into the pos-

session of the Philistines, As Jerusalem was not
far off, the conqueror was led to attack it next,

but he was induced, by the surrender of the

treasures, to withdraw. It is certain that 2 Chron.

xxiv. 23 sq. does not refer to another, earlier ex-

pedition, as Thenius asserts. That account does
not contradict the one before us ; on the contrary

it supplements it "most fittingly, for it is very im-

probable d priori that Jehoash purchased peace
by this heavy sacrifice, until after he had suffered

the shameful defeat of which the Chronicler gives

an account. Moreover, the fact that the Syrians

withdrew without prosecuting their victory far-

ther is explained by this peace thus purchased

"

(Bertheau).

Ver. 18. And Jehoash took all the
hallowed things, Ac. Clericus answers the ques-
tion why, if there was such a store of these valua-

ble articles, they were not used for the repairs, in-

stead of collecting taxes and offerings, as follows

:

Credibile est, res consecrates, quarum hie Jit mentic,

vasa fuisse sacra, quae vendere aut in monefam con-

stare et cudere nolebant, ut servarentur in extremm
necessitatis casus, qualis hie erat, ubi Jerosolytruz et

totius regni agebatur. In regard to the implied

statement that offerings had been dedicated by
Jehoram and Ahaziah, who walked in the way of
the house of Ahab (chap. viii. 18, 27), let it be ob-

served that these kings did not formally abolish

the worship of Jehovah, but only introduced the

worship of Baal by the side of it, and, in order not
to come into an open conflict with the people and
the influential priesthood, they even made offer-

ings to the temple of Jehovah. The utensils

which, according to 2 Chron. xxiv. 7, Athaliah
and her sons had taken from the temple, and mis-

appropriated to the service of Baal, " had no doubt
been restored to their original purpose before the
occasion mentioned in chap. xi. 18 * (Thenius).

Ver. 20. And his servants arose, Ac. The
Chronicler here gives a very essential addition to

the narrative. He states in detail the reasons for

the conspiracy, and the occasion of it The con-

spirators murdered the king in his bed, where he
was confined by wounds, probably by those re-

ceived in the war with the Syrians.—fcftjp JV3

Thenius translates :
" In the castle-palace." Millo

was a castle or tower, it is true (see above, note

on 1 Kings ix. 15 ; cf. 2 Sam. v. 9), but JV3 can

hardly refer to a particular building inside this

castle. If it did, we should need to have fc^QH
,'

with the article, as in the other places. As a
complete fortress in itself, Millo might be called

n*2 . The more definite description «^p TW i»

itself obscure. No one of the explanations pro-

posed deserves decided preference to the others.

All the old versions take |Ap as a proper name,
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and this certainly seems more correct than to con-

sider it identical with n^DD , a street, as Grotius

and Thenius do, or with D^D , slope or ascent, as

Ewald does.—In ver. 21, instead of : "Jozachar,
the son of Shimeath, and Jehozabad, the son of
Shomer," the Chronicler has: "Zabad, the son of
Shimeath, an Ammonitess, and Jehozabad, the
son of Shimrith, a Moabitess." We must give the
preference to this latter statement as the more
complete, for the designation of the two mothers
instead of the two fathers, as an Ammonitess and
a Moabitess, cannot be an invention of the Chron-
icler, but is taken from ihe original document
Perhaps it is stated to show that the murderers
were not ofJewish descent, but came from foreign

mothers. " *]2t is a mistake for 13T i and this is a
TT TT

#

shorter form for nafr " (Keil), and npfe* may have
arisen from the defective form rHDt? by dropping
the n • [" Although the names (as given in Kings)
are certainly historical, yet it is very remarkable
that the etymology of them, Jehovah-remembers,
son of Hearing, and Jehovah-awards, son of Watch-
er, suggests the last words of Zechariah: Jeho-
vah sees it and will requite it' " (Thenius).] The
further statement of the Chronicler: u and they
buried him in the city of David, but they buried
him not in the sepulchres of the kings," does not
contradict this record* "He was buried in the
city of David, where his fathers were buried, but
not in the sepulchres of the kings" (Bertheau),
probably on account of the action mentioned in

2 Chron. xxiv. 17 sq.

HISTORICAL AND ETHICAL.

1. The author chooses out of the history of the

forty years' reign of Jehoash the restoration of the
temple, of which he speaks particularly, and
passes over the other incidents which the Chron-
icler narrates. He would hardly have done this

if he had seen in this restoration nothing more
tlian a matter of ordinary business routine, a ne-

cessity which had arisen in the course of time.

The temple, as the dwelling of Jehovah in the
midst of His people, is the visible sign and pledge
of the covenant (see note on the Temple after the
Exeg. section on 1 Kings vl). The covenant of
Jehovah was solemnly restored and renewed at

the elevation of the rescued scion of the house
of David to the throne, and the temple, the sign
aud pledge of this covenant, which had become
dilapidated, and had been plundered, under Jeho-
ram, Ahaziah, and Athaliah, could not be left in

that condition. On the contrary, it must be the
chief task of the new king of the dynasty of Da-
vid, who had sworn to the covenant on his acces-

sion, to restore the temple during his reign. As
David was the founder, and Solomon the builder,

of the House of Jehovah, so Jehoash, with whom
the House of David recommenced, as it were, was
the restorer of the sanctuary. We have here,

therefore, a theocratic action, a physical confes-

sion of faith, and a seal upon the renewal and res-

toration of the covenant. This is why it is so es-

pecially mentioned as the most important incident

in the reign of Jehoash. The reason why Jeho-
ash, when he undertook the restoration of the
temple, unquestionably at the instigation of Je-

hoiada, did not carry out the work at the expense
of the royal treasury, but called upon the whole
people to contribute, as Moses had once done for

the tabernacle (Exod. xxv. 2-9), was not that
" the crown was not then by any means able, at

it had been in Solomon's time, to carry out such
works by itself" (Ewald), but rather, in order that

the entire people might give a physical proof that

it had renewed the covenant with Jehovah (chap,

xi 17).

2. King Jehoash was not by any means a ruler

who was distinguished for intellect and strength.

Lack of independence, and moral weakness, were
the most noticeable features of his character. He
had in Jehoiada the support which he needed.

After the death of this counsellor and guide, he
became, although he was already advanced in life,

vacillating, and fell into evil courses. It was a
great weakness on the part of one who had re-

newed the covenant with Jehovah, and rebuilt the

temple, to yield to the entreaties of the chiefs of

Judah, who flattered him by their cringing sub-

missiveness, and to allow them (2 Chron. xxiv.

17 sq.) the forbidden, lascivious worship of As-

tarte (see Exeg. on 1 Kings xL 5). It was some-

thing more than weakness that he caused Zecha-

riah, the son of his former counsellor, to be

stoned, when he condemued this mistaken course,

and predicted calamity (2 Chron. xxiv. 20 sq.).

No less weak was his conduct in his dealings

with HazaeL Instead of making a vigorous op-

position to him, trusting in God, as Hezekiah did

(chap, xix.), he surrendered to him, although he

had only a small force, all the consecrated offer-

ings which his ancestors had made to the temple,

and all those which he himself had dedicated up
to this point in his reign, in order to induce him
to withdraw (ver. 18 sq. ; 2 Chron. xxiv. 24). [Ob-

serve, however, the Exegetical note on ver. 17,

quotation from Bertheau, at the end.—W. G. S.J

It is very possible that he had embittered the

people against him by all this, and thus given

occasion for the conspiracy, as a result of which
he felL " He was the first king of Judah who
came to a violent end at the hands of his own sub-

jects, and the discontent was so great that he was
not even buried in the royal sepulchres. Such
was the disgraceful end of one whose childhood

was marked by such wonderful providences"
(Schlier). He shows us, by his example, whither

weakness in a prince may lead. It is not only a

something wanting, but it is the weightiest sin.

Ewald contradicts himself when ho says, basing

the statement upon VD*"^3 , ver. 2 :
" He adopted

the principles of his teacher with such docility

that he remained true to them even after he came
of age," and then says again, a few pages further

on :
" Heathenism may indeed have gained a foot-

ing again under his weak rule." This view also

contradicts the statement in 2 Chron. xxiv. 22,

whose historical truth is admitted. Thenius also

forces the words VD*"fe in such a way that he
TT T

calls Jehoash a " praiseworthy king," and speaks

of his "good reign," and of his "continuous good

conduct." In regard to the narrative of the

Chronicler, which is inconsistent with this view,

he remarks, giving it a strained and unnatural con-

struction :
" Probably this command (to stone Zech-

ariah) was given by Jehoash in a moment of rage,
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and was forced from him, as it were, by Zecha-
riah'8 enemies." But, even if we let this pass, the

"purchase of a peace from Hazael by a shameful
surrender" was not the act of a "praiseworthy
king; " and the murder of Jehoash was not a " mere
act of revenge." The pains which are taken to

present this king in any other light than that in

which he appears in these two biblical records, are

all spent in vain. The opinion that " Psalm li. con-

tains a prayer of Jehoash in deep penitence for his

error " (Thenius), must be regarded as very mis-

taken. Neither can it be inferred from these histori-

cal records, as it is by Vaihinger (in Herzog, EtaX-

encyc, vi s. 717), that the prophet Joel belongs
to the time of this king, and that his prophecies
apply to the events of this reign.

3. In regard to the conduct of the priests in refer-

ence to the restoration of the temple which the
king had commanded, the opinions are very diver-

gent. The assertion of J. D. Michaelis and De
Wette, that the priests had embezzled the funds
collected for this object, is to be summarily dis-

missed. Thenius goes still further, and says:
" They (the priests) did nothing towards carrying
out the project, because the royal command appro-
priated a part, probably no insignificant part, of
the revenues of the priests, in the intention of
diminishing their arrogance. . . . The priest-

hood may have fallen greatly in a moral point of
view since Athaliah's influence had brought the
Jehovah-religion into neglect, and their attention

may have been exclusively directed to their own
selfish interest. . . . Probably the priests had
kept the free-will offerings, which were intended
for the repairs of the temple, entirely for their

own use, contrary to law." But the text does not
say that the king intended to restrict the revenues
of the priests; on the contrary, it is expressly
stated (ver. 16) that this was not done. Neither
is there any hint of any moral decay in the priest-

hood. [The idea that the priests were guilty of
any arrogance which needed curbing is certainly

imported into the case. ' It is d priori very un-
likely that they would be guilty of this fault on
emerging from the circumstances in which they
had been during the previous years. Arrogance
is the sin of long and great prosperity. The d
priori probability that the priesthood had suffered

in morale during the prevalence of idolatry is great,

also that their revenues had been greatly im-

paired.—W. G. S.] The king would never have
commissioned them to undertake the management
ofthis work, if they had had the reputation of be-
ing dishonest in money matters. Still less, if un-
faithfulness and cheating on their part had been
the cause that the contributions did not flow in in

sufficient abundance, would he have " asked these
priests for their consent (ver. 8) to the change of
his first arrangements, and to the . new measures
which he proposed. Moreover, he would not have
charged the priests who guarded the door to re-

ceive the money and put it in the chest, which ar-

rangement still left them an opportunity for dis-

honesty " (Keil). [The circumstantial description
of the box, its arrangement and position, show
that it was intended to free the priests from any
suspicion, just or not, which attached to them. If
the suspicion was unjust, they were most inter-

ested in a public arrangement for the reception of
these contributions which should free them from
it It is enough to suppose that, when all the

money, that intended for themselves a*jd that ia-

tended for the repairs, came into theii hands, the
distribution of it according to the intentions of the
givers may have been uncertain and imperfect.

At any rate, the givers could not be certain that
their money would reach its destined object Any
such popular distrust would, according to all ex-
perience, speedily reduce the contributions to a
very languid flow. The chest-arrangement now
accomplished two objects. It permitted the giver
to divide his offering for the temple from the offer-

ing for the priests, and to see for himself that it

was at once put where it could hot be applied
otherwise than as he intended. Thr. true force of
ver. 1 6 is that, at this time, the revenues of the
temple were divided and definitely appropriated,

and that the sorts of revenue tL'jre mentioned
were specifically set apart for the jupport of the
priests. When the priests' share in. the transac-

tion was limited to the reception of the money and
its immediate deposition in a receptacle, which is

expressly declared to have been in the most pub-
lic place in the temple enclosure, it was impossible

to suspect them any longer of dishonesty, unless

they were most accomplished rogues. There is

no express mention of any dishonesty in the

record, but this arrangement with the chest has
unquestionably suggested a suspicion which has
always been felt by readers of the passage. See
also bracketed note under ExegetkaX on ver. 8.

—

W. G. S.] On the other hand, the reason for the

new scheme was not "simply this, that the first

plan had proved inadequate for the purpose," be-

cause the king "had not appropriated any definite

sum for the repairs of the temple, but had left it

to the priests to pay for the repairs out of the

gross sum received " (Keil). The text itself gives

the true reason in clear and definite words (2

Chron. xxiv. 5) :
" The levites hastened it not," as

the king had commanded them. [If this were the

only reason, the pertinency of the arrangement
with the chest would not be apparent.—W. G. 8.1

The reason was not, therefore, dishonesty and
embezzlement on the part of the priests and le-

vites, but their lack of zeal, their indifference and
neglect in an affair in which they, as servants of

the sanctuary, ought to have been most interested.

It is as impossible to acquit them of all blame as

it is to convict them of dishonesty. When a cheat

was placed in the temple for the sole purpose of

receiving the offerings for this purpose, and when
particular officers were designated to take charge

of the fund, there was an end of the languid ac-

tivity of the priests and levites in the collection of

the contributions. Each one who came to the

temple brought his gift cheerfully, as is distinctly

stated in 2 Chron. xxiv. 10. De Wette's assertion

that the Chronicler " smoothed over " the matter,

out of his well-known affection for the priesthood,

is entirely arbitrary, for the record does not con-

tain a syllable about unfaithfulness ; it states, on
the contrary, that it was the priests who received

the money and placed it in the chest, under the

second plan.

[From the note on ver. 8 and the inserted re-

marks in the above section, it will be seen that

this delineation of the u conduct of the priests " in

this matter is not satisfactory. If we look at the

record without unfair partisan feeling either

against or in behalf of the priests, we cannot

avoid the conviction that their fault was not liiu-
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13G THE SECOND BOOK OP THE KINGS.

feed to a want of seal in the collection of funds,

but that it was connected with their administra-

tion of the money. In ver. 4 the king charged
them to take certain moneys and use them for the
repairs of the temple. He addressed them be-

cause they were the proper parties to be commis-
sioned to do this work. It was not until they
proved incompetent, in some way or other, that it

was taken out of their hands, or that they gave it

.up. The revenues wbich are specified in ver. 4
are, I, that at which " every man is set," which la to

us very obscure, but is probably correctly ex-

plained in the Exegeticul note on the verse; and 2,

free-will offerings which the priests were to solicit

of their acquaintances. In the king's twenty-
third year the work had not been done. There
was fault somewhere. In ver. 7 the king's ad-
dress distinctly implies that the work had not
been done because the money which had been re-

ceived from the " acquaintances " of the priests

had not been appropriated to this purpose. Va-
rious reasons for this are suggested in the trans-

lator's note on ver. 7, which are sufficient without
assuming that the priests had dishonestly taken
for themselves what had been intended for an-
other use. It is very probable that the revenues
had never been distinguished in a manner suffi-

ciently definite, Or that, if they had formerly been
definitely distinguished and appropriated, they
had been used indiscriminately for the support of
the priests, during the troubles of the last two
reigns, and had not all together more than sufficed

for this purpose. Ver. 16 implies that the vari-

ous revenues were now definitely appropriated,
and one of the advantages of the chest-plan was
that it served to distinguish them. The reply of the
priests to this reproach and command (ver. 7) is not
given, but they consented to yield up the entire

work and the entire responsibility. This gap be-
tween vers. 7 and 8 is the place at which the va-
rious inventions, more or less derogatory to the
priests, find entrance. It is as fair as any suppo-
sition which can be made, and accords as well
with ver. 8, to suppose that they denied the impu-
tation, pointed out the difficulty in distinguishing
the revenues intended for the temple from those
intended for the priests, and surrendered the re-

sponsibility both for the money and for the work.
The plan then adopted, which put this money by
itself, and out of the control of the priests, proves
conclusively that the work had not been accom-
plished because the money intended for it passed
through their hands. Their administration of it

had been defective, to say the least; it is not neces-
sary to conclude that it had been intentionally dis-

honest—W. G. S.J

HOMILETICAL AND PRACTICAL

(2 Ohron. xxiv. is to be compared throughout
as a supplementary record.) Vers. 1-21. The
Reign of King Jehoash. (a) During Jehoiada's
life-time, vers. 1-16

;
(b) after his death, vers. 17-

21.—Vers. 1-4. Kybcm: Woe to thee, land,

when thy king is a child 1 (Eccl. x. 16) but blessed
is the nation, the youth of whose prince is in just
and holy guidance. Such good fortune had Judah
under the guardian care of the wise and experi-
enced Jehoiada.—That which appears to be the
greatest misfortune for a child, to be left father-

less and motherless at an early age, often becomes
a great blessing in the gracious Providence of
God. What would have become of Jehoash if he
had been brought up at the court -of his idola-

trous father and his depraved mother? God
gave him in Jehoiada far more than he had
lost in his father and his mother.— There is

no greater blessing possible for a young prince,

who comes to the throne in his youth, than to
have a wise counsellor. Would that God might
give to every prince a Jehoiada I The first duty
of a prince is to pray God for such an one, and to
listen to his counsel.—None need instruction more
than those who are called to govern ; there is no
more responsible calling than that •f instructing

those who will have to rule. Unfortunately this

task is rarely entrusted to those who, like Jehoi-

ada, are fitted for it by age, learning, experience,

and piety. Wubt. Summ. : We ought to pray to

God for wise counsellors, to thank Him for them,
to pray for long life for them, and to regard it as
a heavy divine punishment when He takes them
away (Jer. iii. 4).—Ver. 3. The same : Rulers ought
not to allow themselves to be restrained from carry-

ing out what is good and right from any fear of
persons, lest they may possibly incur the disfavor

of the people. There never was a prince who was
not himself guilty of faults and errors, as we see
here from the example of Jehoash, who did not
abolish the sacrifices on the high places.

Vera. 4-16. The Restoration of the Sanctuary,
(a) The king's command to undertake it

; (6) the
conduct of the priests in the matter (see Historical,

§3). It is true that God does not dwell in tem-
ples made with hands (1 Kings viii. 27 ; Acts vii

48) ; we can worship Him as well in a ruin as in

the most magnificent church. But when the build-

ing, in which a congregation assembles to worship
God, to hear His word, and to receive the means
of grace, is left ruinous, God does not receive the
honor which belongs to Him. Where the churches
fall to ruins, there religion and piety also fall into

decay ; but where there is love of God and joy in

His word, there no ruinous churches are seen. A
time in which magnificent palaces, theatres, and
ball-rooms are repaired or built at great expense,
but in which the houses of God are left small,

wretched, dirty, and ruinous, is a time of religious

decay, and resembles the time of Athaliah in Ju-
dah.—The apostle says of the Christian church:
" For ye are the temple of the living God " (2 Oor.

vi 16). This temple also may in time become ruin-

ous through unbelief, worldly life and behavior,
and immorality. Where are the congregations in

which there is nothing ruinous or decayed, in which
nothing could be improved ? How many are in

ruins and are ready to fall 1 He who destroys the
temple of God, or allows it to be destroyed, him
will God destroy (1 Cor. iii. 17). We cannot indeed
repair these breaches by money. They can only
be repaired by coming to the living stone, which
is rejected of men, but which is chosen of God (I

Peter ii. 4-6).—Vera. 4 and 5. The congregation
ought to be called upon to contribute to religious

objects, which can only be accomplished by ex-

pending money. How long a time often elapses

before means enough are collected even for the
most necessary objects, not to mention that many
give unwillingly (2 Cor. ix. 7).—Vers. 6-8. Works
which are pleasing to God cannot be accomplished

by careless hands. They are only accomplished
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where zeal is united with perseverance, patience,

and fidelity.—There have always been such care-

less, indifferent priests and pastors, and there are

such yet They execute their traditional, official

duties, but only by routine, and from a sense of

duty, not with zeal and enthusiasm. No zeal for

the kingdom of God (John ii. 17) and for the sal-

vation of souls can be noticed in them. How many
a congregation has fallen into decay and remained
bo, because those who were appointed to be the

builders of it, who ought to have repaired and
built it, have not raised their negligent hands
(Hebr. xiL 12). " Cursed be he that doeth the

work of the Lord deceitfully " (Jerem. xlviii. 10).

Although no earthly king may ever call them to

account, yet the heavenly king, before whose judg-

ment-seat they must appear to give an account of

their office, will ask: "Why repair ye not the

breaches ofthe house ? "—Ver. 1 sq. Wurt Summ. :

In former times, under the papacy, the church au-

thorities excluded all secular persons from the af-

ftrirs which belonged to the clergy: under the gos-

pel, in some places, secular persons aim to exclude
the clergy from all participation in church affairs,

and claim to rule alone ; so the matter is always
wrongly treated, and men go from one mistake to

another; this should not be so.—Public account
should be rendered of all moneys and gifts which
are collected for religious or benevolent purposes,
in order that it may be known that they are ap-

plied as was designed, and that the giver may be
encouraged to further liberality.—Vers. 11 and
12. The laborer is worthy of his hire. Wages
ought to be given punctually to diligent and faith-

mi workmen (Jer. xxii 13; Levit xix. 13).—Vers.

13 and 14. What is necessary and useful is always
to be preferred to what is beautiful ; only when the

former is provided may the latter be thought of.

How often the contrary course is pursued.—Ver.
15. What a proud thing it is for builders and work-
men when they can be trusted, and it is not neces-

sary to oversee them. When work is carried on
lionestiy and faithfully, then God's blessing fol-

lows.—Ver. 16. Starke: To every one his own,

to God what is God's, to the priests what is theirs

(Sir. vii. 32; 1 Cor. ix. 11).—Let not anything
which justly belongs to any one be taken from him.

Vers. 17-21. The Fall of King Jehoash and its

Consequeuoes. (a) As long as Jehoiada lived, Je-
hoash did what was right: when he had lost this

support he fell (2 Chron. xxiv. 15-22). " Let him
that thinketh he standeth take heed lest he fall''

(1 Cor. x. 12). " It is a good thing that the heart
be established with grace " (Hebr. xiii. 9). How
many have begun in the spirit and ended in the
flesh (Gal. iil 3). The best instruction cannot pre-

serve against a fall, if the heart is not firm and
strong. Only he who endures unto the end shall

be saved, therefore: "Be thou faithful," Ac. (Rev.
it 10). The noblest commencement is vain, if the
end is perverse and wicked ; on the contrary : " All
is well that ends well" (b) At the time when Je-
hoash had sinned so grievously, one calamity after

another came upon him; first, the great defeat
(vers. 17 and 18), by which he lost all his treas-

ures, then, the conspiracy which cost him his life

(vers. 20 and 21). So the words of the (tying

prophet (2 Chron. xxiv. 22) were fulfilled :
** The

Lord look upon it and require it 1
" (2 Chron. xxiv.

22). So Jehoash was taught what calamities it

brings to abandon the Lord God (Jer. ii. 19). Hie
Lord rewards every one according to his works,
whether in this or the next world. What a man
soweth, that shall he also reap. Jehoash was mar-
vellously preserved as an infaut (chap. xi. 2, 3), he
ends his life wretchedly.

—

Starke : This is an ex-
ample how near the ruin of a man is when he aban-
dons the good to which he was educated from his

youth up, nay, even is glad to be rid of those who
annoy him by their warnings.—Ver. 18. A man
may buy with money his acquittal from a human
tribunal, but not from the just judgment of God;
nothing helps here but repentance and a new life

(Bzek. xviil 26-28).—Vers. 20 and 21. All the
people shouted to the child-king: "Long live the
king !

" and rejoiced and blew the trumpets. Con-
spiracy and murder were the end of his forty-years'

reign. Sic transit gloria mundi.
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138 THE SECOND BOOK OF THE KINGS.

8E00ND SECTION.

TUB MONABCHT UNDBB JEHOAHAZ Aim JOASH AHD JEBOBOAM XL DT TBRAKL, AUD UJTDH

AMAZIAH IN JUDAH.

2 Kings HE-XIV.

A.—Tfc Beign* of Jehoahae and Joaih.

Chap. XHL 1-25.

1 In the three and twentieth year of Joash the son of Ahaziah king of Jadah,
Jehoahaz the son of Jehu began to reign over [became king of] Israel in Sama-

2 ria, and reigned seventeen years. And he did that which was evil in the sight

of the Lord, and followed the sins of Jeroboam the son of Nebat, which made
3 Israel to sin ; he departed not therefrom. And the anger of the Lord was kin-

dled against Israel, and he delivered them into the hand of Hazael king of Syria,

and into the hand of Ben-hadad the son of Hazael, all their [the] days [of Jehoahw],

4 And Jehoahaz besought ' the Lord, [.] [(] And the Lord hearkened unto him:

for he saw the oppression of Israel, oecause [that] the king of Syria oppressed

5 them. ([«»<*(] And the Lord gave Israel a saviour, so that they went out

from under the hand of the Syrians : and the children of Israel dwelt in their

6 tents, as beforetime.* Nevertheless they departed not from the sins of the house

of Jeroboam, who made Israel sin,* but walked therein : and there remained

1 [stood] the grove [statue of Astarte] also in Samaria.) Neither did [ForJ he

leave [had left] of the people to Jehoahaz but fifty horsemen, and ten chariots,

and ten thousand footmen ; for the king of Syria had destroyed them, and had

8 made them like the dust by threshing [beneath one's feet].
4 Now the rest of

the acts of Jehoahaz, and all that he did, and his might, are they not written in

9 the book of the Chronicles of the kings of Israel ? And Jehoahaz slept with

his fathers ; and they* buried him in Samaria ; and Joash his son reigned in his

stead.

10 In the thirty and seventh year of Joash king of Judah began Jehoash
the son of Jehoahaz to reign over Israel in Samaria, and reigned sixteen years.

11 And he did that which was evil in the sight of the Lord ; he departed not from
all the sins of Jeroboam the son of Nebat, who made Israel sin : but he walked

12 therein. And the rest of the acts of Joash, and all that he did, and his might [J
wherewith [how] he fought against Amaziah king of Judah, are they not wnt-

13 ten in the book of the Chronicles of the kings of Israel ? And Joash slept with

his fathers ; and Jeroboam sat upon his throne : and Joash was buried in Sa-

maria with the kings of Israel

14 Now Elisha was fallen sick of his sickness whereof he died [was to die]/

And Joash the king of Israel came down unto him, and wept over his face, and
said, O my father, my father! the Chariot of Israel, and the Horsemen thereof!

15 And Elisha said unto him, Take bow and arrows. And he took unto him bow
16 and arrows. And he said to the king of Israel, Put thine hand upon the bow.

And he put his hand upon it : and EHsha put his hands upon the king's hands.

17 And he said, Open the window eastward. And he opened it. Then Elisha

said, Shoot. And he shot And he said, The [an] arrow of the Lord's [omu the

Lord's] deliverance [for Jehovah], and the [an] arrow of deliverance from
r—

*"st] Syria: for thou shalt smite the Syrians in Aphek, till thou have con-

Iftem.'
s
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18 And he said, Take the arrows. And he took them. And he said unto the
19 king of Israel, Smite upon the ground. And he smote thrice, and stayed. And

the man of God was wroth with him, and said, Thou shouldest have smitten*
five or six times ; then hadst thou smitten Syria till thou hadst consumed it

:

20 whereas now thou shalt smite Syria but thrice. And Elisha died, and they
buried him. And the [marauding] bands of the Moabites invaded the land at

21 the coming in [commencement] of the year. And it came to pass, as they were
burying a man, that, behold, they spied a band of men [marauders] ; and they
cast the man into the sepulchre of Elisha : ana when the man was let down
[came], and touched the bones of Elisha, he revived, and stood up on his feet.

22 But [Now] Hazael king of Syria [had] oppressed Israel all the days of Je-
23 hoahaz. [,] And [but] the Lord was gracious unto them, and had compassion

on them, and had respect unto [turned towards] them, because of his covenant
with Abraham, Isaac, and Jacob, and would not destroy them, neither cast he

24 them from his presence as yet. So Hazael king of Syria died ; and Ben-hadad
25 his son reigned in his stead. And Jehoash the son of Jehoahaz took again out

of the hand of Ben-hadad the son of Hazael the cities, which he had taken out
of the hand of Jehoahaz his father by [in the] war. Three times did Joash beat
him, and recovered the cities of Israel.

TEXTUAL AMD GRAMMATICAL.

i Ver. 4.—pJS-nK T)\n. See 1 Kings zUl. «.

* Ver. 5.—[D1b6b> 9iOT}3 , "as yesterday and day before," 4. «., as before. Qf. Gen. xxxi. 8, 5 ; Ex. t. T, 14

1 Bam. xxi. 6.

* Ver. 6.—[The K Is omitted In the chettb on aooount of the K which immediately follows. Of. 8 Sam. v. S
1 Kings xxi. 2L BdUcher, \% 414, and 1080, 1.

* Ver. 1.—\&rh ^Dy3 i
literally " like dost to tread upon.*

* Ver. ••—[VHSj^i—the plural, as In English, for the passive, equivalentto the active singular with indefinite sub-

ject (Germ, man, Fr.' on), ty chap. vli. 18; 1 Kings 1. 1 ; Ix. 9 ; xvill. 10.

* Ver. 14.—[The Imperfect tense in JV1D1 has its proper force of the future, and Is equivalent to the perfect of the

Latin periphrastic conj. in rut. Ewald, { 186, <L

f Ver. IT.—[nj3TJ » lit.
M until consuming," gerund form, = until thou consume, finish destroying, them.

* Ver. 19.—[rrian^J the infinitive is used like the Latin participle in dm : " It was to be smitten," i. *, thou

shouldest have smitten. Ewald, 1 287. c In the conclusion we have a perfect in the sense of the pluperfect conjunctive.

QT. Geo. xviii. 12; 1 Sam. xiii. 18. Bdttcher, f 947, d.—W. G. 8.]

EXEGETICAL AND CRITICAL.

Ver. 1. In the three and twentieth year of
Joash. This chronological statement is not con-

sistent with the one in ver 10 : "In the thirty-

seventh year of Joash." For, if Jehoahaz began
to reign in the twenty-third year of Joash, and
reigned for seventeen years, his son Jehoash can-

not havo followed in the thirty-seventh, but in the

thirty-ninth, year of Joash of Judah. Again, if

Jehoash of Israel became king in the thirty-sev-

enth year of. Joash of Judah, then his father Je-

hoahaz must have come to the throne in the twenty-

first, and not in the twenty-third year of Joash of

Judah. The old expositors sought to do away
with this difficulty by assuming that Jehoash of

Israel shared the throne for two years with his

father Jehoahaz. This assumption, however, is

untenable, both for the general reasons assigned

above (Pt. II., p. 88, e) and because it is clearly

shown in vers. 9 and 10 that Jehoash did not as-

cend the throne until after the death of Jehoahaz,

and that he had not shared his authority before that
Only one of the two numbers, 23 and 37, can be cor-

rect, as is now generally admitted ; but the ques-
tion, which is correct ? receives various answers.

We start again, as we did above (Pt. II, p. 86), from
the established chronological starting-point,* 884
B. c, when Jehubecame king of Israel, and Athaliah
became queen of Judah. Jehu reigned 28 years
(chap. x. 36), that is, from 884 to 856 ; his son Je-

hoahaz 17 years (chap. xiii. 1), from 856-839; Je-

hoash, 16 years (chap. xiii. 10), 839-823. Athaliah
ruled 6 years, and Joash became king in the " sev-

enth year " (chap. xi. 3, 4), that is, 884-877 ; Joash,

40 years (chap, xil 2), 877-837 ; Amaziah, 29 years,

837-808. It follows that the twenty-third year of
Joash of Judah, in which Jehoahaz became king
of Israel, according to ver. 1, was the year 854, but
this cannot be correct because his father Jehu ruled

• See the Appendix on <Ae Chronology. For the purpose
of the calculation here made, it is immaterial whether tbit

date is correct or not, but it is certainly wrong to call it **a»

established chronological starting-point"—W. G. 8,
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28 years, and so died in 856. This would bring:

Jehoahaz' accession into the twenty-first, not the

twenty-third, of Joash. This is the statement of

Josephus: eikoot^ Si koI np&Ttp hret r?fc 'lu&oov

Paoiteiac. The thirty-seventh year of Joash of

Judah, in which, according to ver. 10, Jehoash of

Israel became king, is the year 840; in the second
year of Jehoash of Israel, that is, in the year 838,

Amaziah became king of Judah (chap. xiv. 1).

According to this reckoning, the death of Joash,

the father of Amaziah, does indeed fall in 837, but,

in view of the Jewish mode of reckoning which is

explained Pt. IL, p. 86 eq~, a discrepancy of a single

year has no significance. Josephus says, in agree-

ment with ver. 10: efldojiov ydq teal rpuucwrrbv

troq j3aoi\euov7os 'Ilj&oov rife 'loi'da Qvkifc. If, on
the other hand, we hold fast the " twenty-third

year " in ver. 1, and, in ver. 10, read thirty-ninth

for thirty-seventh, as Ewald, Theniua, and others

desire, this thirty-ninth year will be 838, Jehu will

only have 26 years, not 28 (chap. x. 36), and his

Bon Jehoahaz* reign, extending from 854 to 838,

will amount to 16, not 17 years (ver. 1); moreover,

if Jehoash of Israel did not ascend the throne un-

til 838, and Amaziah became king in Judah in his

second year (chap. xiv. 1), then the latter did not

become king until 836, though his father did not
live, at the utmost, beyond 837. If thirty-seventh

is changed into thirty-ninth, then all the other

numbers must be changed, and this is inadmis-

sible. If then we let these numbers stand, we
must suppose that the words: "in the twenty-
third year," in ver. 1, are either a copyist's error

(£3 for fcOX or, that it is a mistake growing out of
the confusion to which the Jewish mode of reck-

oning gave occasion (see above, Pt II., p. 86 sq.).

All the versions *nd all the editions have " thirty-

seventh" except the Editio Aldina of the Sept.

(1518), which has "thirty-ninth." Keil justly ob-

serves that this variant is " nothing but an unfor-

tunate emendation, adopted in order to bring about
a reconciliation, but without any critical value."

Yer. 3. And the anger of the Lord was kin-
dled. The sense and the connection of vers. 3-7,

ere as follows : In the time of Jehu, who, contrary

to all just expectations, clung to the calf-worship
which Jeroboam had introduced, Jehovah had al-

ready commenced to " cut off" from Israel, and had
given the land east of the Jordan into the hands
of the Syrians (chap. x. 32 5*7.). Since, however,
Jehoahaz, Jehu's successor, did not take warning,
hut, on the contrary, during his reign the worship
of the image of Astarte was once more introduced

(1 Kings xiv. 15), so that the abolition of idola-

try which had been accomplished was rendered
ineffectual, God's anger ({. «., His justice, and
His avenging, punishing, rigor) was kindled, so
that one defeat followed upon another, until the
might of Israel was reduced to a minimum. In
his great distress, when he was on the brink of

ruin, Jehoahaz at length turned to Jehovah, and
besought Him, and the Lord, seeing the distress

of His people, answered his prayer and sent a de-

liverer.—[That is the sense of the passage, but it

does not account for the grammatical form and
succession of the sentences. The best modern ex-

positors agree with the English translators in mak-
ing a parenthesis of vers. 5 and 6. The only ques-
tion is as to where it is to begin, and it seems best,

with Thenius and Bunsen, to enclose all after the
first clause of ver. 4» The explanation then is as

follows : Israel was defeated by the Syrians again
and again during the reign of Jehoahaz. He turned
in his distress to the Lord and sought him. There
was no apparent response to this prayer during
his lifetime, but the writer inserts a parenthesis to

the effect that the prayer was nevertheless heard
and answered, that God saw the distress of Israel

and sent a champion for them, and yet that they
persisted in their sins. The '3 at the commence-

ment of ver. 7 then presents no further difficulty.

It refers back to the first clause of ver. 4. Jehoa-
haz besought the Lord, because He had left but,
Ac.—W. G. S.l—Ver. 3. All the days, i. «., of Je-
hoahaz, not of Hazael and Benhadad, as is clear
from ver. 22 [also ver. 24 shows that, as, a matter
of fact, the success of the Syrians did not continue
through "the days" of Benhadad.—W. G. S.].—
Ver. 5. A savior, cf. Judges iii. 9, 15; Nehem. ix.

27. This was Jeroboam II., the grandson of Je-
hoahaz, as we see clearly from tfypgrft , chap. xiv.

27, which has an evident reference to jP#tD hi

this verse. He completed what had already been
begun by Jehoash, the son of Jehoahaz (ver. 25).

Reference is here made to him in order to show
that he was sent in answer to Jehoahaz1 prayer,
although he came so long afterwards. The words:
they dwelt in their tents, describe the peaceful
state of things which was brought about by the
deliverer ; in war they did not dwell in tents, but
in strongholds and fortified places.—Ver. 6 con-
tains a restriction of what has just been said in

ver. 5. The peaceful state of things, which was
brought about, was not a perfectly happy and sat-

isfactory one, for the worship of Jeroboam's calves
still continued, and even the worship of Asherah
(the statue of Astarte) did not cease entirely. The-
nius understands mot* to mean that the worship

of Asherah "very soon obtained a firm foothold*1

(t. e., under Jeroboam II.). Ewald also thinks that
it was reintroduced at about his time. But the his-

tory of Jeroboam ILf chap. xiv. 23-27, contains no
mention of it, and also the >3 in ver. 7 fixes the

attention upon the time of Jehoahaz, when the in-

cidents took place which are referred to in ver. t.

[This *| does not refer to ver. 6 at alL No con-

nection can be established which will make good
sense. It refers back to the first clause of ver. 4,

as shown above. Bahr's interpretation, however, is

correct, although it is difficult to understand, as The-
nius says, how the Astarte-image survived Jehu's
reformation. JTTDP ** better translated " stood,"

than "gained firm foot-hold.*
1 mc*Kn has the

article, and the form of statement of the first part
of the verse is that the old apostasy of Jeroboam
was still continued. If it had been intended to say
that this old sin was continued, and that even the
one which had been rooted up was reintroduced, it

seems that some other word must have been used
for 7VV3V which would have expressed this latter

idea distinctly.—W. G. S.l Ver. 7 is a continua-
tion of [the first clause of] ver. 4. It shows how
far the "oppression" of the Syrians had gone.
Dathe and Houbigant are in favor of placing it be-
tween vers. 4 and 5, but the close connection be-
tween these verses forbids this. [For he had
left The English translation :

" Neither did he
leave," cannot be defended. It is necessitated by
the supposed connection between this clause and
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.the last clause of ver. 4. It also seems to under-
stand «* the king of Syria " as the subject of TKgTI

,

which does not make good sense. The subject of
that verb is Jehovah, and the last half of ver. 7

repeats the same statement substituting "the king
of Syria " (who was the instrument by which it

was accomplished), in. the place of the ultimate

agent The passage may now be made clear, if

we get rid of the parenthesis by putting ver. 7

between the first and second clauses of ver. 4, as
follows : Jehoahaz besought the Lord, for He (the

Lord) had left but, ... for the king of Syria
had destroyed them . . . and the Lord heark-
ened unto him, seeing the distress, and gave a de-

liverer, who delivered them, yet they persisted in

their sins.—W. G. S.] The expression eh£ "1BJD

does not mean chaff, as Luther understands it, for

ityf is not dust which floats in the air, but dust

which lies upon the ground and is trodden under
foot The fundamental meaning of &R is, to tread

under foot (Hab. iii. 12; Micah iv. 13). There is

no reference to the barbarous usage of war re-

ferred to in Amos L 3 ; 2 Sam. xii. 31. [Literally

the English for the words would be; dust for

treading, »*. e., dust which lies beneath one's feet

(see Grammatical note on the verse). It is an ex-

pression for utter defeat and destruction. They
were reduced to utter helplessness and powerless-
ness. Thenius thinks that it refers to a definite

defeat, and Hitzig, on Amos iv. 10, suggests that

the reference there may be to the same decisive

defeat here alluded to.—W. G. S.]—On ver. 10 see

Botes on ver. 1. Jehoash'a war with Amaziah,
mentioned in ver. 12, is narrated at length in chap.

xiv. 8 sq. The concluding formula, vers. 12 and
13j belongs properly after ver. 25. It is given in

this place only because it followed, in one of the
authorities used by the author, directly upon vers.

10 and 1 1, and he did not consider it necessary to

dissever it from this connection.

Yer. 14. Now Elisha was fallen tick, Ac.

The narrative in vers. 14 to 21 is, without doubt,

taken from a different original document from that
to which the verses belong which immediately
precede and follow. It is not inserted here merely
because it belongs to the time of king Jehoash.
Tlie end of the great prophet of Israel, who had
wrought so influentially upon its history, and
whose acts had been so circumstantially narrated,

could not be passed over in silence, especially

since the accompanying incidents stood in such
close connection with what had gone before, and
with wliat was to follow. Jehoahaz had, accord-

ing to vers. 3-7, left the kingdom very much
weakened. When Jehoash heard of Elisha's ill-

ness, he went to him, and, weeping, called to him,

as Elisha had once called to Elijah as he passed
away (see Pt. II., p. 15, and cf. p. 69): O my
father,my father ! the Chariot of Israel and the
Horsemen thereof! as much as to say : If now
thou also, who bast so often shown thyself the
strength and the protector of Israel, and hast
helped by counsel and by act, if now thou also, in

this time of distress, art about to depart, whence
shall come help, and counsel, and deliverance

from the hand of the powerful enemy? This
humble and chastened spirit on his part leads the
prophet to give him the declaration that the prayer
of Ids father (ver. 4) liad been heard, and that the

deliverance should commence in his time. The
fulfilment of this promise ia then narrated in the
following verses, 22-25.

Ver. 15. And BUeha said unto him, Ac,
Elisha does not simply make known this promise
to the king by words, but also, as a prophet, in
that form which belongs to the essential character
of the prophetical office, and is peculiar to pro-
phetical announcements, that is, by means of a
symbolic action (see mote on chap. 11, 30 sq.).

The declaration thereby receives the impress of a
solemn and purely prophetical announcement.
Here, as in all Similar cases, the symbolic action
precedes the words which explain it ; thereby it

represents the future event as a fact, as something
which will come without faiL Inasmuch as it was
the king himself who performed this symbolic ac-
tion, and not the prophet, it became all the more
a pledge to him of the fulfilment of the prophet's
words. The whole transaction consists of two
acts ; vers. 15-17 give the first one ; vers. 18 and
19 the second, which is a continuation of the first.

Each is followed by words of the prophet, inter-

preting it Yer. 15. Take bow and arrows.
The prophet made use of these for his symbolic
action, because the matter in hand was a warlike
contest with enemies, and the king, or at least his
attendants, were provided with these arms. The
command: "Take bow and arrows," signifies:

Arm thyself fbr war against the Syrians I There
is not the least reference to a method of sooth-
saying by means of arrows (Belomancy, cf. Ezek.
xzL 21), which was practised by many ancient
heathen nations.—Yer. 16. Put thine hand upon
the bow j literally : Let thine hand ride upon the
bow. In drawing the bow, it is held in a hori-

zontal position in such a way that the left hand
rests upon it The prophet placed his hands upon
those of the king "in token that the impulse
which was to be given came, through the proph-
et's hands, from the Lord " (Keil). The king's act
thereby becomes to a certain extent the act of the
prophet, and so an act which is performed in the
name and by the authority of Jehovah. Only in
so far can the laying on of hands here be regarded
as at once a consecration and a blessing, for that
is not its primary significance here, as it is in

other places where the hand is laid upon the head.
—Yer. 17. Open the window, that is, order the
grating, which is in front of the window-opening,
to be removed. The king could not open it him-
self, for he had both hands upon the bow. East*
ward, i «., toward the country east of the Jor-

dan, which the Syrians had taken (chap. x. 36),

and from whence they continually threatened the
country this side the Jordan. The older exposi-
tors refer, by way of explanation of the words:
And he shot, to the custom in ancient times of
declaring war by shooting an arrow into the ene-
my's territory (Yirgil, jEneid, ix. 57), but that waa
not the significance of the arrow shot by the king
in this case. The words which explain the sym-
bolic act follow the discharge of the arrow : An
arrow of deliverance for Jehovah, rtfiT^, £ e.

t

auetore Jehova. [The expression seems intended
to interpret the arrow, thus discharged, on two
sides, towards Jehovah, and towards the Syrians.

It was an arrow of deliverance for, or in its rela-

tion to Jehovah, inasmuch as it represented the
deliverance which He was determined to give ; it
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was an arrow of deliverance against or upon the

Syrians, as it signified the coming overthrow of

their oppression.—W. G. S.] Let this arrow be
a pledge to thee that Jehovah will help thee, and
that thou wilt overcome the Syrians—at Aphek.

Locus erat boni ominis (Menochius), for Jehovah
had already once given Israel a great victory

there (1 Kings xx. 2&-29). The words n;>3—1£ re-

fer, in this verse, only to the Syrian army at

Aphek ; in ver. 19, on the contrary, they refer to

the entire Syrian military power.
Ver. 18. Take the arrows. The second part

of the symbolical action which here begins not

only continues the preceding, but consists of an
enhancement of it The article in DTfnn , which

is wanting in ver. 15, designates particular ar-

rows, namely all, besides the one which had al-

ready been shot away, which remained m the
quiver. n¥"]K 7JH does not mean : Smite the

earth (Luther); nor: Smite upon the earth (De
Wette); still less: Strike with the bundle of ar-

rows in the direction of the earth [i. «., as if smit-

ing an enemy to earth with it] (Thenius). The
last interpretation has no support in the text ; and
arrows are not used for smiting enemies to the
earth, or for striking upon the ground, fQj stands

in contrast with ,TV (ver. 17): it does not mean

jacere (sagittas\ to shoot arrows, but, ferire, to hit

(1 Kin^rs xxii, 34 ; 2 Kings ix. 24 ; 1 Sam. xvii.

49). The arrow in ver. 17 was only to be shot
away through the window towards the east; the
arrows in ver. 1 8 were to hit down to the earth,

t. e., in such a way that what was hit by thera

should be stretched upon the ground. As the
king only shot to the earth thus three times and
then stopped, did not, therefore, use up all the
arrows which remained, the prophet was dis-

pleased (Sept. t'kvKif&rj) and said (ver. 19) : Thou
shouldest have smitten, Ac. He meant : Thou
hadst more than three arrows, and mightest have
continued to hit; the fact, however, that thou
hast ceased so soon, shows that thou lackest the
zeal which is tireless, and which perseveres, trust-

ing in the Lord; thou shalt indeed defeat the
Syrians, but the complete destruction of their

power will not come about through thee. The
reason why the king shot three times and then
stopped was that, according to the prevalent no-
tion, that what was done thrice was done per-

fectly (Numb. xxii. 28, 32, 33; xxiv. 10; Ex.xxiii.

17), he supposed that this sufficed. It was not
because he was afraid that, if he shot any more,
the prophecies of Elisha would not come to pass
(Starke), or because he did not dare to shoot more,
"lest too extravagant demands might deprive him
of all " (Von Gerlach). In the first part of the
transaction (vers. 16 and 17), it is promised him
that Jehovah will give him victory over the Syri-

ans; in the second (vers. 18 and 19), he is ex-

horted to go on, trusting in Jehovah's assistance,

without hesitation, and putting forth all his ener-

gies, and so to make war upon the Syrians until

he utterly destroys them.
Yen 20. And BUsha died, Ac., T\W evidently

refers back to J\\& in ver. 14. Vulg.: Mortuus

tst ergo Elisaeus et sepelierunt earn. This sentence
closes the narrative which began with ver. 14. It

ought not, therefore, to be treated as a subordinate

cIausc to what follows, as Luther understood Tt:
" When Elisha was dead and they had buried him,
the Moabites made an incursion." Elisha must
have reached a great age, for Jehoash did not come
to the throne till 840-39, and Ahab, in whose
reign Elisha was already a grown man (1 Kings
xix. 19), reigned from 919-897 (see above, Pt. II.,

p. 45). According to Jerome's statement (Epi-

taph. Paulae), Elisha's grave was in the neighbor-
hood of Samaria, where he had a residence (chap,

v. 9; vi. 32). Krummacher locates it, without
any definite reason, in the neighborhood of Jeri-

cho, and certainly raiding bands of the Moabites
might much more naturally appear in the neigh-

borhood of Jericho than near Samaria. H3!? K3
means literally : a year came. According to the
Targum and the Rabbis this means: at the be-
ginning of the year. They came at this season
because then the country furnished pasture. It

can hardly mean that they came every year
(Ewald). Still less correct is the rendering of the
Vulg. which Luther follows : in ipso anno, in the

same year.—*3*pEH , ver. 21, is not to be under-

stood of a rude and violent " throwing in," but it -

is meant to describe the haste with which they
opened the grave and deposited the corpse in it.

It is not necessary to change !|p*i, as Hitzig and

Thenius do, into y*b*\ , i. «., they went away, for

!pn "is used not only of the motion of lifeless

objects, but also of the gradual progress of an
action" (Keil). [It has great dramatic force,

describing the gradual approach of the corpse to

that contact which involved such momentous con-
sequences.—W. G. S.] The Hebrews brought
their dead to the grave, not in closed coffins, but on
an open bier (Winer, /?.- W.-B., ii. s. 16), "so that
the corpse which was being brought to the sepul-

chre, on being hastily deposited there, might easily

come in contact with the remains of Elisha " (Keil).

Yer. 22. But Hazael, king of Syria, 4c, The
narrative here returns to vers. 3-Y. Seb. Schmidt

:

reassumitur hoc de Chasade ad exponendum comple-

menium propheiiae Elisae. In sense, J»r6 is to be

taken as a pluperfect Ver. 23 contains a remark
of the author: Israel had been brought by Hazael
to the brink of ruin, but, for the sake of His cov-
enant, Jehovah took pity upon His people once
more : Ho did not as yet permit it to be destroyed,

as He did later (chap. xvii. 6). Hazael died (ver.

24), and Jehoash defeated his son and successor
three times, as the prophet had foretold. TTie
cities of Israel (ver. 25) which Jehoash took
away from Benhadad must have been "those
which lay upon this side the Jordan, for Hazael
had conquered the territory beyond Jordan during
the reign of Jehu (chap. x. 32 sq.), and it is ex-
pressly stated that the cities which he now recov-
ered were those which had been taken from his
father Jehoahaz" (Thenius). Jeroboam II. was
the first who restored the ancient boundaries
(chap. xiv. 25).

HISTORICAL AND ETHICAL.

1. In regard to the reign of King Jehoahaz^ we
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have but scanty records ; the Chronicle does not

mention him at all The kingdom had declined

very much during the last years of Jehu (chap. x.

31-33), but, under this king, it sank still lower in

every respect The worship of the calves, which
his father had retained, still continued ; also the

licentious worship of Astarte was once more
practised. The entire revolution mentioned in

chaps, ix. and x.
f
the overthrow of the House of

Ahab, the foundation of a new dynasty, the aboli-

tion of idolatry, thus proved fruitless and vain.

The divine judgments and chastisements which
had begun under Jehu therefore increased, so that

the kingdom came nigh to ruin. Jehoahaz, there-

fore, turned and prayed to God in anxiety and
despair, and He once more had pity on His people.

Schlier justly says of Jehoahaz :
" His prayer was

the best thing that he bequeathed to his suc-

cessor." The state of things during his reign is a
proof that worship of images always leads to wor-
ship of false gods, and that there is only one step
from the one to the other (see 1 Kings xii. 25-33,
Hist 8 2). It shows how, universally, the weeds
of religious error, when they have taken root

amongst a people, although they may be pulled up
again and again, nevertheless strike root again
and spread, and endure more storm and hard
usage than good and useful plants. Is it not true
that even Christian nations cling more stubbornly
to the errors which have fastened upon Christian
doctrine, than to Christian truth itself? On the
•other hand, God, who guides the destinies of
Israel, appears here as one whose wrath is indeed
kindled at the sin and apostasy of His people, but
who does not remain angry forever. He never
ceases to be pitiful and gracious, kind and faithful

(Ex. xxxiv. 6; Ps. ciii. 8-9). When His people
call upon Him, He hears the cry, and in due time
sends a deliverer.

2. There is no mention made of the prophet
Eluha from the anointing of Jehu in 884 to the
reign of Jehoash (839), that is, for a period of at
least forty-five years, whereas we should have ex-
pected that his influence would be especially wide
and great under a dynasty which he put upon the
throne. The fact that Jehoash called him " Father "

and the "Chariot of Israel and the Horsemen
thereof 11 shows that he enjoyed high honor and
esteem, and it would be very astonishing, if Elisha
had not even given a sign of his existence for

forty-five years. We are therefore compelled to
infer either that the original documents used by
our author were silent in regard to his activity, or
that some of the incidents mentioned in chap. iv.

$q. belong to this period (see Pt. II., p. 45). It

cannot be proved, as Ewald asserts, that " all the
incidents, in which he appears as standing in high
estimation with the king of the northern kingdom,
bolong to the times of the house of Jehu," that is

to say, especially chaps, v. and vi. It is far more
probable that it was he who warned and threat-
ened king Jehu (chap. x. 30), and also induced
king Jehoahaz to humble himself and turn to God
In prayer (ver. 4). He shows himself once more
on his death-bed in his full and distinctive pro-
phetical character. He appears here in his last

hours in the character which was peculiar to him
as compared with Elijah, i. e., as the one who built

up, rescued from distress, and preserved (see
Pt n

, p. 24). He departs from the world with a
great promise of deliverance to his people, with

the announcement of coming release from the
oppression ofthe arch-enemy. " Salvation and Vic-
tory from Jehovah I

" is his last prophetic oracle.
While the young and vigorous king, despairing
of deliverance, stands crushed and tearful before
him, the prophet, oppressed by disease, and age,
and approaching death, raises himself up from his
death-bed, spiritually full of life and strength, and
gives orders to the king to do this and that, in the
tone of one who has set up and deposed kings,
and whose calling it has been to break in pieces
and to destroy, to build and to plant (Jer. i. 10).

He commands the king to execute the significant

operation, not because he himself was too weak to
talk much (Thenius), but because the king was to
be the actor, was to be filled with courageous
faith, and was to be assured of the victory he
should win. It must have made a deep and solemn
impression upon him and upon all who stood
about, that he himself executed this symbolic ac-

tion with the hands of the prophet laid upon him.
When the prophet's wrath was kindled against
the king for desisting from shooting, it was not a
sinful ebullition, but a wrath which sprang from
love, because the king did not secure still more of
the promise for himself and* his people.

3. The story of the restoration to life of a man
who was laid in Elisha 1

8 grave stands in close con-
nection with what precedes, not only historically,

but also as respects its significance, and its moral.
This is sufficient to show that it cannot have, as
Ephraim Syrus and some other church fathers
suppose, the general moral, that ** Elisha, even in
the grave, surpassed Elijah in miraculous power,"
nor, as Theodoret says : wc diairlaoiav rov SiSaoKa*
hxv rift xtpw idtZaro [that he had a double por-
tion of his master's spirit]. This notion rests
upon the erroneous interpretation of chap. ii. 9
(see notes thereon). Elisha is nowhere placed
superior to Elijah. According to the opinion which
is now generally received, and which was proposed
by Seb. Smithy the object of this miracle of resus-

citation was to " impress the seal of the Divine
confirmation upon the prediction of the dying
prophet in regard to Jehoash's victory over the
Syrians" (Keil), or, "to give a pledge of the ful-

filment of the promise which had been given"
(Thenius). But the resuscitation of a dead man
has no essential connection with the contents of
this prediction, and the miracle would then be a
mere display of supernatural power, having no
special significance,, and presenting no reason why
this rather than any other form of supernatural
work should have been chosen. The incident is

connected, not with the victory over the Syrians,

but with tne death and burial of the prophet, which
are mentioned just before. Its significance is this:

Elisha died and was buried as all men are, but
even in the grave testimony was borne to his char-

acter as a prophet and servant of God. The spirit

(ITO) of Jehovah, which made him, as well as his

master, prophets (chap. ii. 9, 15), and which is the
principle of all prophetical life and work, made it-

self manifest in him even in the grave. It mani-
fested itself, moreover, in a manner which corre-

sponds exactly to the form of activity of this

prophet, who was a preserver, savior, and life-giver

(see Pt II., p. 24). Salvation and life proceed from
him, by the spirit of God, which makes alive, and
is the fountain of life (Ezek. xxxvii. 1-14; Hoa.
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yi. 2 ; Deut xtxu. 39), even after he is in the grave.

This interpretation is confirmed bj the passage

Sirach xlviii. 1-15. The praises of the great

prophets Elijah and Elisha are there pronounced,

and especial reference is made to the end of each.

The translation of Elijah is mentioned in ver. 9,

and then, in ver. 13, with which the panegyric of

Alisha begins, the author refers back to it again:
u Elijah was enveloped in a storm-cloud, and Eli-

sha was filled with his spirit. During his life he
feared before no ruler, and no one ever imposed
restraint upon him.* He yielded to no compulsion,

mi ev KMfArjoei hnpofp^rtwre rd cafia avrov. Dur-
ing his life he performed wonders, naX h TeXevrj

favjidota rd ipya airrov." Whereas, in vers. 1-8,

Elijah's separate deeds are particularly described,

Blisha's activity is only delineated in general out-

line ; on the contrary his end, like that of Elijah,

is noticed especially. This shows that, in the time

of Sirach, this incident was considered important

and significant Taken in connection with the con-

text the sense is : as the greatest of all prophets,

Elijah, the second Moses, was marvelously glori-

fied at the close of his career; so was his successor,

Elisha, also. Though his end was not like that of

his master, yet it was not without divine testimony

to his prophetical calling, for the spirit of Jehovah
made itself manifest in him even in the grave. It

was not the dead bones which brought the dead to

life, but the living God. The resuscitation of the

dead man was only u brought about by contact with
the bones of the dead prophet, because God de-

sired thereby to show to His people that the divine

energy, which had been active in Elisha, had not,

by his death, disappeared from Israel " (Keil Com-
mentary Ed. of 1845). This shows that it is as

great an error to charge the writer with ascribing

to the bones of Elislia a magical, miraculous pow-
er, as to refer to this narrative as a proof of the

miraculous efficacy of relics. "This instance,"

says Starke, " proves nothing in behalf of the rel-

ics of saints and their misuse in the Romish Church,
for it was not the bones of Elisha, but the power
of God, which made this dead man live. The Church
did not then, and has never since, dug up the bones
of Elisha, much less encased them in gold and sil-

ver, and given them to the people to kiss and rev-

erence, as is done under the papacy, in order to

gain favor with God, for which there is neither
precept nor example in the Scriptures." Neither
is it necessary to have recourse to the typical and
allegorical method of interpretation. J. Lange
says :

" The chief object (of this miracle) was to

affirm the doctrine of the future, universal resur-

rection of the dead. Elisha was, therefore, in this

point, a type of Christ." In like manner, Krum-
macher says, basing his view on Sir. xlviii. 13, that
the corpse of Elisha prophesied of the " flowing,

new-creating, life-giving, miraculous power, which
was to be poured out in the world through the death
of his great anti-type, Jesus Christ." This latter

notion is inapt, because life and resurrection pro-
ceed, not from the crucified and dead, but from .the

risen, Christ Cassel (Der PropJiet Elisa, 8. 162 sq.)

even finds the prophetical spirit represented in the
(dead) Elisha, and the people of Israel in the dead
man restored to life. He says: " When the spirit

of the prophets breathed over Israel like an even-
ing wind, then the nation rose again, became living,

and made all live whom its word touched. All the
dead who fall upon prophecy rise again to life.

Elisha is the prophetic law, whosoever in Israel
believes on it experiences the resurrection of the
dead in Jesus Christ The miracle at Klisha'a
grave is a type—but since all, Jews and heathen,
alike become living at the grave of Christ through
repentance and faith, no dead man's bone any longer
restores to life." It is not necessary to show that
such interpretations have no foundation in the text.
[Scarcely a better means of exposing their frivolity
could be found than to translate them. They are
inflated, rhetorical inventions. When they are
translated literally, they appear to be scarcely
more than ridiculous and incoherent jargon. The
principal utility of quoting them is to keep before
us a warning of the pitfalls which environ the sci-
ence of interpretation.—W. G. S.] Finally, the
naturalistic interpretation of this incident, accord-
ing to which " an apparently dead man, when ha
was thrown into the grave of Elisha, was restored
to life by the violent shock of the fall" (ExegeL
Handbuch on the passage ; Baur, Hebr. Mytholngie,
ii. 8. 197; Jahn, Einleitung in's A. T. ii. 1. *. 261)
may be regarded as antiquated and abandoned.
Thenius says: "The incident may have occurred
very naturally," but does not tell how. Knobel's
remark : There is something analogous in the le-

gend that the ground, where Amphiaraus lay
buried, prophesied (Cicero, De Divin. i. 40)," rests
upon an entire misconception of the aim and sig-
nificance of the miracle.

[This might be regarded as a test case among the
Old Testament miracles. It is very doubtful if many
readers will find themselves satisfied with the above
discussion of it The notion that Elisha was a " con-
structive " prophet, in contrast with Elijah, who wag
41 destructive," is a mere whim. The fondness for
historical parallels and contrasts seduces many
into finding coincidences, correspondences, and
contrasts where none exist out of the imagination
of the writer. Elijah and Elisha differed some-
what in character, it is true, but they must be
taken together as two men who worked with the
same general method, under very similar circum-
stances, and towards the same ends. There is no
ground for any such contrast as is here affirmed.
Yet this contrast is made to be, in Bahr's explana-
tion of the miracle, after all verbiage is stripped
from it, the motive of this wonderful event God
bore testimony to Elisha's calling even after his
death, and this testimony took the form of the res-

toration of a dead man to life by physical contact
with the bones of the dead prophet, because Elisha
had been a constructing, lif>g:vi^ ™ph:t. Of
course, an affirmed miracle would not be disproved,
if we did not see the necessity for it, but no miracle
recorded in Scripture would seem more superflu-
ous than one which was intended to ratify the
calling of Elisha as a prophet of Jehovah, after his
death. As for the authority of Sirach, it is not
worth while to go into it His panegyric is poeti-

cal and rhetorical in form, and when he says, for
instance, that " the body (of Elisha) prophesied in
the tomb," although there is a reference to this
passage, and although it is a perfectly justifiable

thing for him to refer to it in this poetical strain in
the course of such a composition as that he was
making, yet it is difficult to see how these words
could be reduced to any statement which would
bo available for critical and exegetical purposes.
The attempts to lend significance to this incident,

on one side and on the other, are all failures. The
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simple statement of the text is that an incursion

of Moabites interrupted a funeral. The corpse
was hastily thrown into the sepulchre of Elisha,

aao
1

when it touched the bows of the prophet, the

man returned to life. The remarkable dramatic
mmateaess of the description m ver. 21 : " when
the dead man came sntd touched the bones of the
prophet* he revived," showi that the resuscitation

waft dependent on, and, we may say, caused by
the physical 'contact, according to the convic-
tion of the writer of the narrative. Different
persons will receive this story in different ways,
according to their theological and philosophical
prepossessions. Some wUi see in it • popular
legend or myth which insisted on glorifying
the prophet by ascribing miraculous efficacy to
las bones after his death, a mere legend which
grew up in the course of time, but had no histori-

cal foundation. Others will simply take the story
as it is given as an indisputable fact, and will go
no farther than the record goes. It is not stated
that the bones of the prophet were ever tested again
to see if they would repeat the miracle, or that any
other persons than this one were ever restored,

and it is not stated why the miracle was performed
at all. Those who adopt this second course meet
decline to speculate on these questions. They
moot assume that, for some reasons unknown,
God, en a*single occasion, attached to the bones
of the prophet this efficacy. They mast decline to
deduce general inference! from this incident Oth-
ers again will go still farther, and infer that the
sanctity of the man was due to the indwelling of
the Holy Spirit, that this became physicaflv inhe-
rent in the remains of his body, that his bones,
therefore, had miraculous efficacy, and that the
bones of other individuals of equal sanctity will

have equal efficacy. It is a development and ex-
tension of the second view, and it elevates the iso-

lated instance into a law. In this way the story
is made to lend support to the use of relies. It is

remarked above, in reference to this, that It was
not the prophet's bone, but the power of God,
which wrought the miracle. No one would assert
anything else of the use of any relic It is clearly
stated that the resuscitation depended upon the
physical contact with the physical object, and the
latter had mysterious and supernatural efficacy in-

herent in it, which it could only have acquired as
part of the body of a man who had been marked
by extraordinary spiritual superiorly. That, how-
ever, is the principle which Res at the root of the
dee and veneration of relics.—W. Gk 8.]

4. King Jehoash did not indeed renounce the
worship of Jeroboam's calves, but he was one of
the best among the kings of the northern king-
dom. This much is clear from the stery of hie
interview with Elisha, if from nothing more. We
do not hear that any other one of the four kings,
under whom the prophet lived* steed in similar re-

lations to him. Even though the tears which he
shed at the prophet's death-bed were not tears of
penitence, and of a " lively regret for his past be-
havior towards the prophet " (Krummacher), yet
they certainly show how deeply he was touched
by the distress of Israel, and how helpless he felt

at the departure of the prophet. By hie eiclatna-
tion: "My Father I

" Ac., he proclaimed to all who
stood by that the prophet was more to him than
all the military force which still remained. He
than goes on to do what tfce ptnpbe* oonunenda

10

him, as a servant obeys his master. He desisted

after shooting three times, not, as Krummachet
thinks, from fear of condescending below his royai

dignity, but from shame and fear of demanding tee

much [or rather, because what was done three
times was thought to be completely done. Sew
Ex/eg. note on ver. 19,1 He took courage, and soon
showed himself a bold and victorious soldier, both
in his war with Syria, and in that with Amaziah
(lee chap. xiv.).

HOMILETICAL AKt> PKAOTICAf*

Tors. 1-13. See Histor. tmd Eth. The history

of the kingdom of Israel under Jehoahaz shows u»
(a) God's severity, and (b) God's goodness. Rom.
xi. 22; ef. 8irach v. 6 ay.; xvi. 12.

—

Starke: Men
who have a personal interest in deeply rooted cus-

toms or traditions, are very loath to see them over-

thrown and abandoned, although they often thereby
draw down God's judgments by their own hands.—'
Vers. 3 and 4. How hard it often is to bring a man,
who has turned away from the living God and from
His word, to seek the Lord's face. Jehoahaz had
to be pushed to the last extremity by the enemy,
and to be most deeply humiliated, before he called

upon the Lord and saw where help is to be found
in all distress (Isai. xxvi 16).—Vers. 4 and 5. Bsr-
lbb. Bibbl: The Lord heard him and thereby showed
distinctly how easily He may be moved to show
mercy, if we will only bring ourselves to ask Him
in humility and sincere penitence.

—

Starkb : Faith-

ful Christian ! If God heard Jehoahaz, how much
more will He hear thee, if thou callest upon Him.
—The Lord gave Israel a deliverer, but Jehoahaz
did not live to see him. God hears the cries of
those who earnestly call npon Him, and helps them,
but the time and place and manner of His aid are

retained in His own discretion. Do not despair if

thy prayer does not seem to be heard, and the Lord
delays His assistance. He knows the fitting sea-

sons and knows what is useful for us.—Vers. 5 and
6. The Lord gave Israel a temporal saviour in its

hour of physical need ; to us He has given a spir-

itual Saviour, who can and will save us out of the

hands of the greatest of all enemies: sin, death,

Satan, and Hell (Luke i, 69-71). What can we ex-

pect, if it must be said of us also : Yet they did

not renounce their sms.

—

Richter: Many a one
prays, like Jehoahaz, in his time of distress, and
when the trouble is past, the good impulses quickly

disappear again. Ver. 7. "Wurt. Srjmr. : No nation

is so great and mighty that God cannot take away
its might and make it so small and slight that it is

only like dust which the wind scatters (Ps. xviii.

42). Therefore ye godless ! plume yourselves not

so much upon your strength (Ps. lxxv. 5). Look
at the chaff, how quickly it is scattered ; so shall it

be with your strength. Vers. 14-21. EliBha's End.
(a) His death-bed, vers. 14-19. (b) His grave,

vers. 20-2L Vers. 14-17. Krummacher: The
sick-bed. (a) Elisha in illness; (6) bewailed by
the king

;
(e) but a prophet until his latest breath.

—Vers. 14-19. King Jehoash at the death-bed of

Elisha. (a) He weeps and laments
;

(b) He is con-

soled and strengthened.—How did Elisha pass

away from earth ? Sick and weakened by age

—

(his lot was the ordinary one of mortals ; he also

had to pass away into darkness and death, however
much he had wrought and fought and labored, Ps,
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zc. 10 and 12. God has ordained sickness before

death, that we may set our house in order, may
seek refuge in the mercy of God, and may ponder
what is our sole consolation, in life and in death)

—yet, as a man of God. (In spite of weakness
and physical decay, he is strong and firm; he asks

no help from men, but he, the dying one, consoles

and strengthens the living. His last word is a

promise of victory. The words of Isaiah [xl. 29-

31] are verified in him.)—Ver. 14. It is rarely

recognized how great and irreparable is the loss of

a true man of God, a great benefactor, and a faith-

ful servant, until he ie gone.—King Jehoash was
not ashamed to come to the dying prophet, and to

confess with tears his own helplessness; but how
many shun such holy men, and are glad if they
never need have anything to do with them.—Ver.

16 sq. Prom the example of Elisha, we see how
one who can say :

" The Lord is my strength and
song, and is become my salvation " (Ps. cxviii. 14).

stands before the gates of eternity
;
proclaiming sal-

vation, extending blessings, sure of victory. There
is no greater thing than a man who, in the face of

death, can cry: "0 death! where is thy sting,"

Ac. (1 Cor. xv. 55. 57).

—

Krummacher: Here we
see Elisha's patriotism. If we would know what
true love of one's fatherland is, let us ask the

prophet. In his oase it received a divine conse-
cration. It is truly touching to see with what ten-

derness the prophets enfold in their hearts their

country and people, even when they see in them
little but spiritual death, decay, and corruption,

and experience from their fellow-countrymen little

but bitterness, hate, and persecution.—Vers. 18-19.

Berleb. Bibel: Cease not to shoot arrows of love

into the heart of God, so shall one arrow of deliver-

ance after another come back to thee from the
Lord, and be given to thee in the word of truth.

So shalt thou smite thy spiritual foes and tread

them under foot even more completely than Jeho-
ash did the Syrians.—Roos: The cowardly unbe-
lief of men causes that God cannot reveal His glory
in some places as he gladly would (Mark vi. 5), and
that their way is not made so easy for them as God
would be willing to make it (Prov. iv. 12). The
measure of the victory depends upon the measure
of the faith. The Lord said to the centurion of
Capernaum :

'** As thou hast believed, so be it done
unto thee " (Matt. viii. 13). He who is called to

execute a work for God may not stop and desist

according to his own good judgment, but must go
on in it tirelessly and faithfully, till the Lord com-
mands him to cease.

—

Calw. Bibel : Many enemies
are to be conquered, many tests to be endured.

Faith must hold firm until the end. When ont
battle is won. the conflict is not over. How much
is it to be regretted when one only half believes,

half obeys, or when one, after a good beginning,
desists.

Vers. 20 and 21. The Miracle at the Grave of
Elisha ; its Object and its Significance, (a) for the
prophet himself; (b) for us all (see Hist § Z).

Von Girlacs: The Lord showed thereby that He
was not a God of the dead, but of the living; that
the dead in Him live for Him (Matt, xxil 32) ; that
the spirit of life which proceeds from Him spreads
life and blessing everywhere where it comes, and
that it is superior to death and decay.—The dead
cannot make the dead to live ; the spirit of the Lord
alone penetrates even into the place of corruption,

and changes it into a place of life (Ezek. xxxvii 1

sq.). "We, therefore, rest our confidence and hope,
not upon dead men's bones, but upon the God who
makes all things to live, and who raised up from
the dead the great Shepherd of the sheep. If we
are buried with Him, we have this consolation:

the God who raised Him will also raise us to life

through His might (1 Cor. vi. 14; 2 Cor. iv. 14;
Col. ii. 12; Rom. vi. 4).

—

Berleb. Bibel: The pre-

cept and example of men of God can have power,
even after their death, to the resuscitation of those
who are spiritually dead, if the latter will only
study and follow them (Hebr. xiii. 7). This is the

way in which the bones of the dead are truly effi-

cacious. If thou art dead in sin, cast thyself into

the tomb of the Saviour in humility and self-renun-

ciation, so shalt thou revive and rise to life again
as He did, for he who truly grasps the virtue of
the death of Christ (comes roto contact with that
Dead One) is thus revived to the true life of his sooL

Ver. 23 sq. Calw. Bibel: When God turns -

Himself from us, then we are given over to wretch-
edness ; when He turns back to us again, then we
find salvation. Abraham, Isaac, and Jacob had been
dead for a thousand years, and yet their blessing
was efficacious.

—

Wurt. Summ. : God does not take
pleasure in our ruin, but remembers, even in the
midst of His anger, His promised grace and the
covenant which Ho has made with us (Luke i. 72
sq.).—Cramer: Tyrants are rods by means of which
God chastises His people ; but finally the tyrants
themselves are chastised by God and cast into the
fire.—Yer. 25. Starke : It was unjustly obtained
and quickly lost Unrighteous wealth rarely comes
to the third generation (Jes. xxxiii. 1).

—

Richteb:
Israel is to-day, as it was then (ver. 23), a covenant
people of God, and is not rejected entirely and
forever (Bom. xl).

B.— The Reign of Amaeiah in Judah
y
and that ofJeroboam II in Israel

Chap: XTV. 1-29. (2 Chron. XXV.)

1 In the second year of Joash son of Jehoahaz king of Israel reigned [«

2 reigned] Amaziab the son of Joash king of Jndah [became king]. He was
twenty and five years old when he began to reign, and [he] reigned twenty and
nine years in Jerusalem. And his mother's name was Jehoaddan of Jerusalem,

3 And he did that which was right in the sight of the Lord, yet not like David his
father : he did according to [in] all things as Joash his father did [had doaej.
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4 Howbeit the high places were not taken away J as yet [omit as yet] the people

did sacrifice [were yet sacrificing *] and burnt [burning] incense oh the high
places.

5 And it came to pass, as 60on as the kingdom was confirmed in his hand, that

6 he slew his servants which had slain the king his father. But the children ot

the murderers he slew not : according unto that which is written in the book
of the law of Moses, wherein [which] the Lord commanded, saying, The father*

shall not be put to death for the children, nor the children be put to death for

1 the fathers: but every man shall be put to death [die*] for his own sin. He
slew of Edom in the valley of salt ten thousand, [:] and Umu and—He also] took
Selah by war, and called the name of it Joktheel unto this day.

8 Then Amaziah sent messengers to Jehoasii, the son q( Jehoahaz son of Jehu,
9 kin<* of Israel, saving, Come, let us look one another in the face.* And Jehoash
the King of Israel sent to Amaziah king of Judah, saying, The thistle [brier]

that was in Lebanon sent to the cedar that was in Lebanon, saying, Give thy
daughter to my son to wife : and there passed by a wild beast that was in Leba*

10 non, and trode down the thistle [brier]. Thou hast indeed smitten Edom, and
thine heart hath lifted thee up : glory of this [exult !], and tarry at home : for

why shouldest [wilt] thou meddle to thy hurt [provoke a calamity], that thou
11 shouldest fall, even thou, and Judah with thee ? But Amaziah would not hear.

Therefore Jehoash king of Israel went up ; and he and Amaziah king of Judah
looked one another in the face at Beth-shemesh, which belongeth [belongeth] to

12 Judah. And Judah was put to the worse before Israel : and they ned every man
13 to their [his] tents [tent]. And Jehoash king of Israel took Amaziah king of Ju-

dah, the son of Jehoash the son of Ahaziah, at Beth-shemesh, and came 4
to Jeru-

salem, and brake down the wall of Jerusalem from the gate of Ephraim unto
14 the corner gate, four hundred cubits. And he took all the gold and silver, and

all the vessels, that were found in the house of the Lord, and in the treasures

of the king's house, and hostages,* and returned to Samaria.

15 Now the rest of the acts ot Jehoash which he did, and his might, and how
he fought with Amaziah king of Judah, are they not written in the book of the

16 Chronicles of the kings of Israel? And Jehoash slept with his fathers, and was
buried in Samaria with the kings of Israel ; and Jeroboam his son reigned in

his stead.

Yl And Amaziah the son of Joash king of Judah lived after the death of Jeho-
18 ash son of Jehoahaz king of Israel fifteen years. And the rest of the acts of

Amaziah, are they not written in the book of the Chronicles of the kings of
19' Judah ? Now they made a conspiracy against him in Jerusalem : and he fled

20 to Lachish ; but they sent after him to Lachish, and slew him there. And they
brought him on horses: and he was buried at Jerusalem with his fathers in the

city of David.
21 And all the people of Judah took Azariah, which [who] was sixteen years

22 old, and made him King instead of his father Amaziah. He built Elath, and
restored it to Judah, after that the king slept with his fathers.

23 In the fifteenth year of Amaziah the son of Joash king of Judah, Jeroboam
the son of Joash king of Israel began to reign in Samaria, and reigned forty and

24 one years. And he did that which was evil in the sight of the Lord : he de-

parted not from all the sins of Jeroboam the son of Nebat, who made Israel to

25 sin. He restored the coast of Israel from the entering of {near*] Hamath unto
the sea of the plain, according to the word of the Lord God of Israel, which he
spake by the hand of his servant Jonah, the son *of Amittai, the prophet, which.

26 was of Gath-hepher. For the Lord saw the affliction of Israel, that it was very
. bitter

:

f for there was not any shut up, nor any left [neither any of age, nor any
27 under age], nor any helper for Israel. And the Lord said not that he would

blot out the name of Israel from under heaven : but he saved them by the hand
28 of Jeroboam the son of Joash. Now the rest of the acts of Jeroboam, and all

that he did. and his might, how he warred, and how he recovered Damascus,
and Hamath, which belonged to Judah, for Israel, are they not written in the
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29 book of the Chronicles of the kings of Israel ? And Jeroboam slept with his

fathers, even with the kings of Israel j and Zachariah hia son reigned in his

stead.

nXTVAIi ABB GRAMMATICAL.

» Ver. 4.—{The participle here marks an ©rent which wis going on at too aama time with another. Example* of this
am numerous. Cf. 1 Itno i. 0; ill. M; t. S4; 9 King* Tilt. 6.

• Ver. 6.—The keri is the stsalt of a desire to reprodias* UUrajly the text ef Dantafonosny^bnl it ia> mnnfmary.
Bead the ehetib, rttD*.

»Ver.&-[D'JS flKW, D^fUaecof thepartaJfeoUC • Let as look ason as*, another^ as te the, in " a
M let ns look upon one another's free," i. A, "let as sieasvo atreagth with one another." «wa)4 4£ea*toeft» *»!,<$
explains it :

u Let ns look upon one another as to the person,*" i. si, in person.

« Ver. 18.—(The keri is unnecessary. Pnnetaate the chetib 1K3*1 •

• Ver. 14.—[Literally : "Sons of pledgee."

• Ver. 26.—[Ni3pO would be literally from atfar at ; i. *, it expresses that he penetrated up as tkr as Hamate,

oasne near to that place, and then made It a point of departure on the north, from which he extended his conquests south-
ward to the Dead fees.

' Ver. 8&—[rhD from JTTD . Qeseo. (flUa a -r) undsntaads it to mean cfrsy roer»^ </ Jane «Aa»4tt«0,b«* an*

IsAest and best expaeMurssffree to take TO In the sense ef TTO, to ft* atifasv-W. G. ft.)

BXEGBTICAL AHD CRITICAL.

Ver. 1. In the second yeer ol Joash . • •

Amariah • . . became king. On the chro-

nological datum see chap. xiii. 1. Ver. 3. Instead

of the words : not like David, his father, the

parallel account in Chronicles (xxv. 2) reads : "Not
with all his heart" The additional statement: He
did in all things as Joash his father had done,
shows that Amaziah, in the first part of his reign,

was devoted to the worship of Jehovah as Joash
was (chap. xii. 3), but that afterwards, especially

alter his victory over Edom, he introduced, er at
least tolerated, the worship of the false gods of*

Edom, as his father had permitted the worship of

Asherah (2 Chron. xxiv. 2, 18). [It is putting too

great a strain on these words to make them cover
any such accurate parallelism between the lives

oi the two kings, especially when this parslelism-

ia constructed by borrowing from the Chronicles.

It is simply meant that his general policy, and the

extent to which he conformed to the demands of
the Jehovah-religion, were modelled upon his fa-

ther's conduct.—W. Q. 8.] The passage 2 Chron.

xxv. 14 does not, therefore, contradict this verse,

as Thenius and Bertheau assert; on the contrary,

ver. 2 of the Chronicle contains the same assertion

ajs ver. 3 here. [An attentive comparison of the

record* of Kings and Chronicles at this point reveals

some most interesting characteristics of each, and
nothing could be more mischievous than a false

efbrt to "harmonize" and "reconcile," which
should obliterate these distinguishing characteris-

tics. A comparison of chap. xii. 2 with 2 Chron.
xxiv. 2 shows a difference of judgment as to Jo-

ash's career. (See translator's note on xii. 2.) In.

perfect consistency, each with its own general

judgment, Kings says nothing of any idolatry of

Joash, while Chronicles records such an error (2

Chron. xxiv. 18). Again, Kings approves in gen-

ets! of Amaziah's career, although it was not up
to the standard of David (chap. xiv. 3; cf. also xv.

3j). Ver. 4 tells wherein he failed according to

this author. 2 Chron. xxv. 2 might be considered

equivalent to this, bat ver. 14 states the fault which
the chronicler had to fled with bias, while Kings
i**Uen& in,ftegat& to any suoh sin* The two, ac-

counts are each consistent with itself, but they dif-

fer in regard te their general estimate of the ca-
reers of these two kings, Thenius and Bertheau
think that the chronicler inferred from the misfor-
tunes of these kings that they must have been un-
faithful to Jehovah, but it is unnecessary to adopt
so violent an. explanation of the divergence. The
chroniclereither had moreinformation, ora stricter

standard.—W. Or. S.] On ver. 4 see note on 1
Kings iii. 2. On ver. 5 cf. chap. xii. 21 sq. As it

was the custom in the Orient to put to death not
only conspirators themselves, but also their chil-

dren (Curtaus VL 11, 2v; Rceenmuller, AHcs tuts?

Neuaa Morgembmd) TL «. 69), ver. 6 expressly em-
phasizes the fact that Amaraah» in obedience t*>

beut. xxiv. 1 6, did not do this, and thereby proved
himself to be a faithful king according to the Is-

raelitish standards. The words : As it is written,
Ac, are not, as Thenius asserts, an explanatory
addition by the "redactor;" they do not merely
give his opinion; they rather state the true his-

torical reason why Amaziah acted as he did. It is

clear, therefore, from this passage, that the author
ef these books assume* the existence of the book
of Deuteronomy at that time* and did not at all

suppose that it was first composed under Manas-
seh, 150 years later, as modern criticism (Kiehmjt

maintains. We do not know whether Amaziah
acted acoordSog to this precept on his own motive,

or not Perhaps hewaseahorted to it by a>prophet

or spriest.

ver. 7. Be slew of Bdonv The Edomjtes
revolted from Judah, according to chap. vh\ 20,

during the reign ef Joram Amadah undertook
to resuhjugate tbemy and prepared great military

resources to this end* as is narrated in 2 Chron.
xxv. 5 a?. The valley of salt (2 Sam. viiL 13; 1

Chron. xviii. 12) is a plain about two miles broad,
south of the Dead Sea, which does not show a sign
of vegetation. It in now eaUed ELGhor (Robinson,
Palatine, IL 488 and 46G> The chronicler does
not mention the capture of Sola, but states that,

besides the 10,000 who fell, 10,000 others were
taken prisoners and thrown from a rock. Sato lay

south of the valley of salt in a valley which was*
shut in by rocks, bat which was well watered and
fruitful; itUtfaewesl^EiiQwn Jfcfr^aiai it was as
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important in a military at in a mercantile point of

view. Cf. Winer, if.-W.-A 1L s. 446 a?. The
new name given to this town by the victor if sig-

nificant ^KTIjF means a Deo subadum, in servi-

tuiem redaetum (Gesenius, s. v.). We see from the

anrase: unto this day, that the original document,
from which our author took the history of Ama-
siah's reign, belonged to the time of that king, or

at feast to a time not long after his death, As
toon as the city came into other hands again, which
it did under Ahaz (chap, xvi 6), it certainly lost

that humiliating name. It is possible indeed that

it continued to be called by this name by the Jews,
to that the argument is not conclusive, but, if we
do not adopt this hypothesis, we must infer that

the original document, in which stood the words
M unto this day,* which the redactor has preserved,

was written at least before the time of Ahaz. Of
course this place has nothing to do with the Jok>
taeel mentioned in Joshua zv. S8.

Ver. 8. Then Amasdah sent messengers.
*This took place after the brilliant victory over the
Edomites. The detailed statement '* son of Jeho-
aaaz, son of Jehu," &&, gives ground for the sup-
position that the original authority for ver. 8 sq. is

different from that of vers. 1-1. [Let. us look one
another in the face. See Grammatical on the
eras. This is a literal translation. Though the
formula is variously explained, yet its significance

it clear. It is a challenge to combat*—W. G. 3.]

Josephu8 says that Amaziah sent a letter to king
Joash, in which he demanded of him to submit
himself and people, as they had once been subject

to David and Solomon, adding that, if he would
not do this, a pitched battle should decide between
them which had the tuperior authority (Antiq. ix.

9, 2\ It is also possible that, as the rabbis say,

the acts mentioned in 2 Chron xxv. 13 occasioned
this demand.—The parable in ver. 9 is not to be
pressed too much in its details. The main point is

the contrast of the largest, strongest, and most
majestic tree, the cedar, and the contemptible, weak,
and useless, although prickly, briar (not, as The-
nius maintains, thistle. Qf. Prov. xxvi 9 ; 1 Sam.
xiii. 6; Job xxxl 40. [The comparison between
a tree and a briar bush is more correct and appro-
priate than between a tree and a thistle]). These
two stand side by side upon Lebanon. No wild
fctast can break down and crush the cedar, but it

is very possible that this may occur with the briar.

It is more a proverb than a parable, like the story
in Judges ix. 8-15. The words: Qiwrn thy daugh-
ter to my ton to wife, are not to be interpreted
as implying that Amaziah had demanded a daugh-
tar of Joash as a wife for one of his sons (Dere-
ter); neither it the explanation that the kingdom
of Israel is the daughter, and the kingdom of Ju-
dah the son (Thenius), a fit interpretation of the
haughty parable of the king of Israel. Only he
who it equal to the father mav demand of the lat-

ter his daughter as a wife for his son, not one who
stands as for below the father as the briar below
the cedar. If such an one as this latter does make
such a proposal, he is guilty of arrogance and pre-

sumption, and he must expect to be set in his

proper place.—Thenius' translation of ver. 10:
u8how thy might at home," is not correct, as we
tee from 2 Chron. xxv. 19, where we read: " Thine
heart lifteth thee up to boatt (T3DH7); abide now

at home." *133, in the hifil, means to win honor
or fame (Gesen.). The Vulg. is right according to

the sense: eontentut eato gloria H sede tua in dorm
kuh—Calamity is here spoken of as a hostile power
against which one fights in vain for rather, in

stricter accordance with the literal meaning of

3 iT&nn > upon which one makes a rash and cause-

lees attack, and to provokes it, brings itdown upon
one's self.]

Ver. 11. But Amarith would not hear.
Beth-Shemesh (c/. note on 1 Kings iv. 9), where
the two armies met, was in Judah, on the southern
border of Dan, and therefore much nearer to Jeru-
salem than to Samaria. It follows that Joash did

not wait for the attack of Amaziah, but anticipated

his movements and so carried the war into the en-
emy's country. Josephus says that Joash threat*

ened the captive Amaziah with death, iPhe did not
compel the inhabitants of Jerusalem to open the

gates, and grant him free admission with his armv
into the city; and that Amaziah, in fear for hie

life, brought about the admission of the enemy.
This statement, although it stands by itself, and
has no support from any other authority, does not
at any rate, contradict the biblical text Instead,

of the chetib IfcQ^ , in ver. 13, the keri offers &Q^.
In 2 Chron. xxv. 23 there stands instead of either:

Vl^M 1 1- c.» "he brought him." The Sept. have

this reading in the verse before' us also (Jjyayev ofr-

rov), and the Vulg. follows: adduxit euiru Thenius,
therefore, adopts this ss the original reading, but
unnecessarily, for if Joash took Amaziah prisoner

and did not put him to death, it is a matter of

course that he took him with him when he went
farther. The chronicler simply expresses himself
a little more definitely. Although Jehoash did not
need to besiege Jerusalem, yet he caused a large

piece of its wall of fortification to be torn down,
from the gate of Ephraim to the corner gate. The
former stood on the north side of the city, towards
Ephraim, and was also called the gate of Benja*
min, because the road to Ephraim ran through the
territory of Benjamin. It is now called the gate

of Damascus. The latter was to the west of this,

at the point where the wall turned southward: i. «.,

at the northwest corner of the city. According to

Thenius iy does not here denote the terminus ad

quern, but only the direction in which, because the

distance between them was more than 400 cubits,

viz., 2,000 English feet. The question arises, how-
ever, whether Thenius has correctly fixed the situ-

ation of the corner-gate on his plan of the city, and
whether the distance was as great as he supposes,

as the city Was laid out before the exile. In de-

scriptions of localities, 1g always serves to define

the limit up to which, and not merely the direction:

Josephus' assertion that Jehoash caused a breach

(duuumfy 30 cubits wide to be made in the wall, and
that he drove through this in a chariot with the

captive king by his side, has no foundation in the

biblical text. Jehoash's purpose in ordering the

wall to be torn down was not to get a grand gate-

way for a triumphal entry (Thenius), but to mark
the city as captured, and as lying open on the side

of Ephraim.—The " hostages " (ver. 14) were de-

manded by Jehoash especially because he, as Jo-

sephus expressly states, gave the king his freedom,

but desired still to hold him in check. They were
taken, no doubt, from the most important families,
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but they were hardly sons of the king himself, for,

if they had been, it would probably have been so
stated. The treasures, which the victor carried

off, were not probably very great (see chap. xiiL

.18), and the word D'fcOflDBn seems to hint at this.

Yer. 15. Now the rest of the acta, Ac. The
repetition of the standing formula, in regard to Je-

hoash, after it had once been used in chap. xiii.

12, 13, has its explanation probably in this, that

the author fonnd it in the document from which he
took vers. 8-1 7, as well as in that from which he
took chap. xiiL An especial reason for adopting
this explanation is that the formula is not precisely

the same here as in the former place. " The name
of the king of Israel is there written three times

E^i1
, whereas we have here twice fcteirp • The

latter form is preserved throughout the section

vers. 8- 17, whereas in ver. 1 the shorter form oc-

curs. Here, the natural succession of the-details is

observed (death, burial, successor) ; there, there is

a transposition (death, successor, burial) " (The-

lites). Nevertheless, the author may have been
led to repeat the formula because ver. 17 " con-

tains an important statement which is connected
with Joash's death," namely, that Amaziah lived

and reigned for fifteen years after Joash died. The
author felt obliged to repeat the notice of Joash's
death, as an introduction to this statement (Super-

Jiua non nocent).

Ver. 1 7. And Amairfah, Ac. This chronologi-

cal datum stands in perfect accord with the ones
before given in vers. 1 and 2 and in chap. xiii.

10. Amaziah reigned in all 29 years ; 16 after Jo-

ash's death; therefore, 14 with him. As Joash
reigned 16 years, Amaziah's succession falls in his

second year, as is Btated in ver. 1. [See the trans-

lator's note on ver. 22.]—If we bear in mind that

Amaziah's war with Edom took place before that

with Joash, we are led to infer that the latter took
place shortly before Joash's death. The old ex-
positors adopted the supposition that Amaziah
spent the 15 years after Joash's death in retire-

ment and contempt, as a deposed king, and that

the conspiracy was a consequence of his disgrace-

ful defeat (ver. 19). There is no ground for such
an hypothesis, however, for if the conspiracy had
been formed after that defeat, it would not have
been 15 years before it was consummated. The
chronicler says (chap. xxv. 27)

:
' " Now, after the

time that Amaziah did turn away from following

the Lord (t. «., from the time when he, after the
victory over the Edomites, brought their gods back
to Jerusalem with him, 2 Chron. xxv. 14), they
made a conspiracy against him in Jerusalem." This
time was before the war with Joash and the great
defeat; it is only intended to assert that the un-
fortunate end of Amaziah was a punishment for

his apostasy. The conspiracy must have had some
other especial cause which is not stated. Accord-
ing to Thenius, who explains all the people of Ju-
dah (ver. 21) to mean the whole military force, it

was a conspiracy of the army. It may be, however,
t&at a general dissatisfaction arose among the peo-
ple from other causes, and that this finally led to

the conspiracy.

—

Lachish was originally a royal

city of the Canaanites in the lowlands of southern
Palestine. Joshua conquered it, and afterwards
gave it to the tribe of Judah (Jos. x. 31; xv. 39).

Eehoboam fortified it against the Philistines (2
Chron. xi. 9). Amaziah tied to this place> proba-

bly because he could easily flee across the frontier

from there if the necessity should arise. The con-
spirators seem to have followed upon his heels.

According to ver. 20 it is probable that they brought
the slain king back to Jerusalem in his own royal
chariot.

Yer. 21. And all the people of Judah took,
Ac. It is remarkable that, in this case also, the
conspirators did not take one of their own number
and make him king, but, as in chap. xiL 22, they
adhered to the succession of the house of David.
It is doubtful whether Azariah was the oldest son
of Amaziah, for it is most probable that the latter,

at the age of 54, when he died, left sons older
than this boy of 16 years. The expression vt(P

appears to imply that they chose this boy on ac-

count of some peculiar characteristics.—The new
king is called here and in chap. xv. 1, 6, 7, 8, 17,

23, 27, iT^Jgj on the contrary, in chap. xv. 13, 31,

32, 34, as in the Chronicle (except 1 Chron, HL 12),
[and in IsaL i. 1 ; vi 1 ; Hos. i. 1 ; Amos i. 1

;

Zach. xiv. 5], he is called. i"W • Against the ex-
T \

planation that mtJJ is an error of the copyist,

arising from the similarity of the i and the * , is

the consideration that the error, if it be an error,

is repeated so often. " We must rather suppose
that the king really had both these names, which
are very closely connected " (Keil). fin the ed. of
1865, he says that they are used "promiscu-
ously."] Yatablus : duo nomina habuit ajfinia: fbr-
titudo Domini et AuxMum Domini. [The two
names are at least very nearly equivalent in ety-

mological meaning: JVtttt (he whose) Help (is)

Jehovah ; ,TW (he whose) Strength (is) Jehovah.
Bertheau calls attention to a similar case. In
1 Chron. xxv. 4, among the sons of Heman, is one
who is called UzzieL A comparison of the names
in the subsequent repetition shows that he is the
person called Azareel in ver. 18.—W. G. 8.] Thia
is quite possible in view of the frequency with
which names are changed in the Orient. The
name Uzziah seems to have been generally used
after his accession to the throne (see the places
where it occurs in the later prophets, which are
quoted above).—Ver. 22. On Elath, see note on
1 Kings ix. 2.6. Either Amaziah did not push for-

ward as far as this important port of commerce, in

his expedition against the Edomites, or else he
was unable to retain possession of it after his de-

feat by Joash, at Beth Shemesh ; but Edom was not
a valuable possession for Judah except as it in-

volved the possession of Elath. That the new
king took this city and " built " it, that is, either

extended it or strengthened it, was a most im-

portant event for the kingdom, and especially for

his own authority. That is why it is here men-
tioned by anticipation at the beginning of his

reign, whereas his further history is not given
until later, in chap. xv. 1-7. We cannot infer

from the clause : after that the king slept with
his fathers, that Azariah undertook this expedi-

tion "at once" (Thenius), and advanced victo-

riously to Elath, for he was, at the time of his

accession, a boy of 16 years. However, it may
well have been in the early part of his reign.

[This clause is very enigmatical No satisfactory

explanation of it has ever been offered. It is said

that a certain king died, another succeeded, and
when the author goes on to mention the acta of
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the latter's reign, he says that he did a certain

thing after the (former) king was dead. It js either

a most idle and meaningless statement, or else it

has a significance which has not yet been per-

ceived. It is difficult to avoid the suspicion that

it alludes to the fact that Azariah was made king
after his father was captured by Jehoash, and be-

fore he was released, and that he did this after his

father's release and death. This would account
for Azariah 's youth at the time he was made king.

Ver. 22 would then follow ver. 14 in the connec-
tion of the narrative. In view of the form and
substance of the intervening verses this is not at

all impossible. After ver. 14 the author goes on
to tell (a) what became of Jehoash, (b) what be-

came of Amaziah, (c) wliat the people of Judah did
after their king was captured (ver. 22). The im-

mediate release of Amaziah by Jehoash rests only
upon the authority of Josephus. In connection
with this the' other remarkable datum in ver. 17
may be noticed: Amaziah lived 15 years after

Joash. (It is worth noticing that it does not say
that he reigned.) Ewald understands this to mean
that he lived as a captive, and was finally released
by Jeroboam ; but he does not suppose that Aza-
riah was made king until after his father's assassi-

nation. This would leave Judah kingless for 15
years, and force us to assume that its king was
assassinated as soon as he was released. If, how-
ever, we suppose that, after Amaziah was taken
away captive, his son was made king ; that when
Amaziah was released and returned to Judah, he
was not welcome there ; and that the conspiracy
was formed to remove him, we have a consistent
theory throughout With regard, then, to the
chronology: Chap. xv. 1 says that Azariah be-
came king in the 27th of Jerob. IL This is incon-

sistent with every other chronological datum, and
is universally sacrificed (see the Comic on the
verse). Zachariah's accession in the 38th of Aza-
riah would fix Azariah's accession in the 3d or
4th of Jeroboam, if we hold fast 41 years as the
duration of Jeroboam's reign. If, as seems very
probable, Joash died soon after he defeated and
captured Amaziah, then the people of Judah
waited 3 or 4 years for the release of their king,

and when this did not take place, they made Aza-
riah king. Amaziah lived 11 years longer, was
released, returned, and was assassinated, and Aza-
riah was 27 years old when he took Blath. This
construction is consistent with all the texts. The
" 29 years " in xiv. 2, cover the period from Ama-
siah's accession to his death, and the " 15 years "

in ver. 17 hold good. Azariah reigned for 52

years from the date of his coronation, or 41 years
from the date of hi* father's death. In the text his

coronation is recognized as the true beginning of

his reign, and the dates for the accession of Zacha-
riah, Shallum. Menahem, Pekahiah, Pekah, and
Jotham, are all consistent therewith. Against
this construction is the strong consideration that

the circumstances are not more distinctly nar-

rated. We have no mention of Amaziah's release

at alL There are also difficulties connected with
the chronology, but these confront us in any case.

They can only be removed by arbitrary changes,

and these changes can only be based upon conjec-

ture. Every time that I have re-examined the

chronology of this period the suspicion has been
revived in my mind that the error, which undoubt-
edly inheres in it at this point, is to be sought in

the duration ascribed to the reign of Amaziah, al-

though the chronologies almost all alter the data
in regard to Jeroboam or Azariah. It may bu
that the clue to the solution of the difficulty lies in

the captivity of Amaziah.—W. G. S.]

Ver. 23. In the fifteenth year of Amaziah.
Ac. This statement agrees with that in ver. 1 ana
in ver 17. Amaziah ruled 29 years ; 14 with Joash
of Israel, and 15 with his son Jeroboam II. The
further statement, however, that Jeroboam reigned
for 41 years, is contradicted by chap. xv. 8, which
says that the son and successor of Jeroboam,
Zachariah, came to the throne in tire 38th year of
Azariah (Uzziah). Now if Jeroboam reigned with
Amaziah for 15 years, and then 38 years more
with Azariah, his entire reign was not 41 but 53
years, or if, as is probable, the 15 years and the 38
years were not all complete (see Pt. II., p. 86), then
5 1 years. As all the chronologers agree that Za-
chariah's accession cannot be placed earlier than the
38th of Azariah, it is generally assumed, in order
to account for the difference between 41 and 51
years, that an interregnum or anarchy of 10 years
took place after the death of Jeroboam (Keil and
others). But, according to chap. xiv. 29, Zacha-
riah followed his father Jeroboam, not after an in-

terval of 10 or 11 years, but immediately after hia

death. Moreover there is not the slightest sign, in

the history, of any period of anarchy, though such
a period must certainly have been marked by some
important incidents, and we may not make history
in order to account for a single inconsistent chro-

nological statement. According to Hos. i. 1, that

prophet labored under Jeroboam II., and also under
Hezekiah, who did not come to the throne until

727 B. c. Now, if Jeroboam only reigned 41 years,

from 823 to 782, Hosea must have labored as a
prophet publicly before 782 and after 727, that is,

for over 60 years ; but this hardly seems possible.

But if Jeroboam reigned 51 years, 823-772, then
still Hosea's public work covers the great but not
impossible time of 50 years. For ail these reasons

we are compelled to conclude, with Thenius, that

there is an error here in copying the letters which
designate the numbers (fctD— 41 for ^j— 6 1), and
that the latter would be the correct number.
Wolff (see Pt. II., p. 89), with whose other com-
binations we do not agree, considers the number
41 incorrect, and reckons the years of the reign of
Jeroboam II. at 52. [See bracketed note on ver.

22.]

Ver. 25. He restored the coast of Israel,

Ac. As in 1 Kings viii. 65 ; Amos vi. 2. 14, Ha-
math, by which we must understand not a city

merely, but also a district of Syria (2 Kings xxiii.

33 ; xxv. 21), is here used to designate the north-

ern boundary of Palestine. The sea of the plain

is the Dead Sea (Deut. Hi. 17 ; Jos. iii. 16), the

ordinary designation of the southern boundary of
Palestine, east of the Jordan, which is more defi-

nitely marked on the frontier of Moab by the brook
Arnon which flows into the Dead Sea(Isai. xvi. 2).

[Gf. also Amos vi. 14.] Jonah is the well-known
prophet (Jon. i. 1) -from the city of G-ath-Hepher,

which lay in the territory of Zebulon (Jos. xir.

13). This oracle does not lose any of its historical

value from the fact that it is not to be found in

the " Book of Jonah " which we possess. It is

incomprehensible how Menzel could suppose that

the book of Jonah "contains this prophecy in a
metaphorical form, although not directly." Others,
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as Hitzig and Knobel, think that Isaiah rr. and
xvi contains the oracle of Jonah here referred to,

an hypothesis which rests upon a very weak
basis.—In vers. 26 and 27 it is explained how it

came about that the frontiers were restored by a
king who etill maintained the worship of Jero-
boam's calves. The ground for this lay in Jeho-
vah's pity for II is chosen people. He had not yet
declared that He would blot it out for its apos-
tasy. He helped it out of the deep distress into

which it had been brought by the Syrians (chap.

xiiL 3. 7), and prospered it to an extent which was
no longer to be expected or hoped for ; for, though
Jehoaph had recovered all the lost cities on this

side of the Jordan, yet all the territory beyond the
river was still in the hands of the Syrians. Jero-

boam was the one who recovered it On "ttVV

and 2tfy see note on 1 Kings xiv. 10; cf. Deut

xxxii. 36.—In ver. 28, mft) cannot be translated

otherwise than as in ver. 25: lie brought back.

Swald desires to strike out, mVT^ and then to

Tead ^&n*^> instead of htn&Z :
" He recovered

-r . • •• t T •T
Damascus and Hamath for Israel" These changes

are as violent as they are unnecessary. iTfiifv i8

a periphrasis for the gonitive, because the proper
names do not admit of any form for the etaL eenst.

iXeil, Thenius), and 3 before ^fcTltj^ means to or

for. As, however, neither the cities nor the dis-

tricts of Hamath and Damascus ever belonged to

Judah or Israel, it is impossible to say, in the
strict sense of the words, that he brought them
back. David had, indeed, once conquered a part

of Syria (Damascus, 2 Sam. viii. 6 and 6X and
Solomon had conquered a part of Hamath (2

Chron. viii. 3, 4). It was these districts, which
had long before made themselves independent of
any authority of Israel, which Jeroboam recov-

ered. The sense is then : Jeroboam re-established

the frontiers of the kingdom as they had once
been under David and Solomon, i. *., at the most
flourishing period of the kingdom.

HISTORICAL AMD 1THICAL.

1. The reign of Amaziah had, in general, the

same course as that of his father Joash (chap. 12).
11 We see the same good beginning, the same bad
progress, and the same sad and terrible ending in

the case of Amaziah as in that of Joash " (Schlier).

The text itself affirms this by the words: " He did

in all things like as Joash his father had done "

(ver. 3.). The reasons why he clung, at the com-
mencement of his reign, to the lawful worship of
Jehovah, were rather external and traditional than
the result of an internal conviction. He may have
seen that this was necessary for the maintenance
of his authority, just as the kings of Israel consid-

ered it necessary for political reasons to maintain

the worship of Jeroboam's calf-images. It certainly

was not an affair of the heart with him (2 Chron.

xxv. 2). " He was a soldier with all his heart, and
he was nothing more" (Calw. Bibct). He wanted
military glory, and therefore, immediately after his

accession to the throne, he collected a large army,
and also hired mercenaries from Israel (2 Chron.

xxv. I and 6). The Edomites had not provoked is
any way the attack upon themselves ; it was purely
an expedition for conquest The brilliant victory
which he won made him arrogant, and intensified
his thirst for war, so that he, in haughty self-con-

fidence and without external occasion, challenged
Israel to war, and insisted even when the latter put
aside the challenge and warned him to give up his
plan. His arrogance was severely punished; he
was subjected to a humiliation such as no king of
Judah had experienced, not even his father Joash.
The Chronicler represents this as a divine judgment
upon him because he introduced the worship of the
gods of Edom into Judah upon his return from the
expedition, and repelled haughtily the warning of
a prophet against this course (2 Chron. xxv. 14-16).
There is no occasion at all to doubt this story, as
Thenius does, because it "is intended to put in

pragmatio form the theocratic explanation of the
unfortunate result of the war with Israel 1* Neither
is it contradictory to ver. 3. The idea that divine
judgments follow upon idolatry and the worship of
false gods is one which runs through the entire
Old Testament economy ; it is not peculiar to the
Chronicler, but was held also by the author of the
Books of Kings, and, indeed, by all the Old Testa-
ment writers. Amaziahs unfortunate and shame-
ful end showed that it was not enough for a king
of Judah to observe the law for mere external and
political reasons, but that he fulfilled his calling

only when he, like David, clung to Jehovah " with
all his heart."

2. It has been regarded as a proof of extraordi-
nary humanity on the part of Amaziah that, al-

though he put to death, upon his accession, the mrnr*

derere of his father, nevertheless he spared their sons
and relatives, contrary to the course which was
commonly pursued in such cases (Curtius 6, 11

:

Lege cautum erat, ut propinqui eorum, qui regi km-
diati eum ipsis necarentur. Cf. Cic. ad Brut. 15).
" We see," says Eiseniohr (Das VoJk Israel, IX s.

203), "that there was a remarkable development
and growth of moral feeling in the nation, and that
a humane and generous culture gradually sup-
planted the former harshness. We are forced to

recognize this movement in spite of exceptional in-

stances to the contrary, and we see that it went
liand in hand with the decay of the more rigid and
formal conception of moral relations, and with the
growthof a,more expanded moral vision.** But there

are no signs of any progress in humanity at this

period. On the contrary, we are rather forced to

infer from the oracles of the prophets Amoe and
Hoses, that it was a time of rudeness and violence.

As for Amaziah, it is impossible to speak of any
humane disposition in a man who, after killing

10,000 Edomites in battle, proceeded to throw from
a rock 10,000 more who had been captured alive

(2 Chron. xxv. 11, 12). The author only means
to say that Amaziah, in the beginning of his reign,

was guided by the precepts of the Law, and that

he obeyed them also in regard to the punishment
of those concerned in the murder of his father, and
their children. This law came from Moses, and
was not the product of a later and (as is asserted)

more humane time. This is not disproved by the
fact that the precept in question is contained in the

Book of Deuteronomy, for that book did not repeal

or abolish former statutes, it only renewed and ex*

tended them. Hitzig is decidedly in error when he
saya,c«Je«nLXXxi29(c/.Kzek.xvui.2aj.): "The
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punishment of the sins of the fathers upon the chil-

dren, a legal institution of the old covenant, is, ac-

cording to ver. 29, repealed. This repeal is accom-
plished (ver. 31) by abolishing the entire former
covenant." In the places cited, the prophets Jere-

miah and Ezekiel are attacking the popular error

that God had left the guilty parents unpunished,
and was now punishing the children for their sins

(cf. Havemick on Ezekiel iviii.\ The author of this

passage in Kings is not speaking of God's punish-
ment of men, but of the punishment of the sons of

the murderers by the king, <€, by the civil power.
The civil punishment of the sons of wrong-doers
for the crimes of their fathers was abolished, not
in the time of Ezekiel or Jeremiah, but by the

law of Moses. Amaziah's conduct was not dic-

tated by thirst for vengeance against the fathers,

nor by humane pity for the sons. It was rather a
simple act of justice, in which he behaved, both
towards the fathers (Ex. xxi. 12 ; Levit xziv. 17),

and towards the sons (Deut. xziv. 16), according to

the Iaw.
[The question of the degree of humanity to be

ascribed to Amaziah is of little importance. It is

certain that his conduct was very different from
that which was observed on all the changes of
dynasties in Israel, and by Athaliah in Judah.
These events were marked by the wholesale blood-

shed which was common in similar cases elsewhere
in the Orient. The author of the book of Kings
ascribes this action of the king to his loyalty to

the law of Moses, i. c, Deuteronomy. The bearing
of the text on the question of the time of composi-
tion of the book of Deuteronomy is plain. If the

author is correct in his explanation of Amaziah's
conduct, then the Book of Deuteronomy was jn ex-

istence at this time. This is not the place to dis-

cuss the general evidence for the time of composi-
tion of that book, but the evidence of this verse

can only be avoided by supposing that the author
carried back to Amaziah the ideas of a book which
was written 150 years after his death, but before

the time when the Book of Kings was written,

or else that tliis verse was put in by the com-
piler. Those who maintain the late origin of
Deuteronomy are divided between these explana-

tions.—The idea that God punishes the sins of the

fathers upon the children is certainly found in the

Mosaic Law (Kiod. xx. 5 ; Deut. v. 9), and it is a
simple fact or observation and experience, both in

history and in private life. This is at once a proof
and a consequence of the solidarity of the human
race. No man can commit an action which will

not have greater or less effect upon his contempo-
raries and upon succeeding generations. Those
on wliom the punishment falls complain of injus-

tice in this order of things, as the Jews did who
had to bear the captivity, while their fathers, who
had incurred the penalty, had lived in luxury and
sin and died in peace, at home. Against them the
prophets maintained the justice of God in his deal-

ings with individuals, and the responsibility of

each for his own sins only. This was, undeniably,

a modification or explanation of Deut. v. 9. Jere-

miah (xxxL 29 aq.) represents it as a new covenant
which is to take the place of the old. Deut xxiv. 16
is entirely different It forbids, plainly and most
justly, that men shall imitate the course of nature,

which entails upon the children the consequences
of the father's sins, by inflicting upon children phy-
sical punishment for their fathers

1

crimes. The

latter alone comes into the discussion of Amaziah's
conduct—W. G. S.]

3. The representation of Jang Joash which is

here given us supplements essentially the portrait

of him which we had in the last chapter. The man-
ner in which he here repels Amaziah's challenge
is not by any means a well-meant warning ; it is

rather calculated to exasperate him, and to stimu-
late his thirst for war still further. It bears wit-

ness, not to faith and trust in God, but to great
self-eonfldenoe and arrogance. The old spirit of
Ephraim appears here again, and, pluming itself

upon superior numbers, and external greatness and
power, looks down contemptuously upon Judah.
The parable of the cedar of Lebanon and the briar-

bush at its feet is a piece of genuine oriental bom-
bast, for which Joash had the less ground inas-

much as all that part of Israel beyond Jordan was
still in the hands of the Syrians, and Israel was
altogether in a distressed condition from which
Jeroboam IL was the first to relieve it (ver. 26).

Moreover, Joash did not bear in mind that fire can
go forth, even out of a briar, and consume the ce-
dars of Lebanon (Judges ix. 15). For the rest* Jo-
ash sustained himself here as a valiant soldier; he
did not wait for Amaziah to attack him, but took
the initiative himself, pushed on to the neighbor-
hood of Amaziah's capital, inflicted upon him a
signal defeat, and took him captive. We are not
told why he did not put him to death, and, after

taking Jerusalem, put an end to the kingdom of
Judah, as Nebuchadnezzar afterwards did (chap,

xxv.). It can hardly have been from magnanimity
that he took the captive king with him to Jerusa-
lem, left him upon the throne, and contented him-
self with hostages. It is more natural to suppose
that he did this from arrogance. The "cedar"
treated the "briar" with contempt, and let him go
as beneath fear. Nevertheless he took hostages
as security. We have to recognize here a dispen-
sation of Him who meant indeed to humble Ama-
ziah (2 Ohron. xxv. 20), but who would not permit
that Israel should become master of Judah.

4. Jeroboam IL reigned, even if we take the
number 41 to be correct, longer than any other
king of Israel The history of his reign is given
here very concisely, and, with the exception of the
incidental mention, Amos vii. 10, we have no fur-

ther information. Besides the fact that he, like all

his predecessors, maintained the worship of the
calf-images, we are only told in regard to him that
God, according to the prophecy of Jonah, through
him rescued Israel from its bitter distress, and
that he restored the frontiers of the country as
they had existed under David and Solomon. The
complete defeat of the Syrians, and the expulsion

of these arch-enemies, who had brought the king-
dom to the verge of ruin, had the most important
consequences. These events took place early in the
reign ofJeroboam, andtheyshow us Jeroboam asthe
most able and energetic of the kings of Israel. The
latter part of his reign seems to have passed away
without any decisive events. It was a time of
peace and quiet, in .which, as <*hap. xiii. 5 says,
" The children of Israel dwelt v. their tents as be-

fore," and the people enjoyed the fruit of the vic-

tory over the Syrians. It follows that Jeroboam
was not only a valiant soldier, but also a prudent
ruler, who understood how to use the time of peace
so as to raise the material condition of his people.

From the prophecies of the contemporary prophet*
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Anios and Hosea, it is evident that the kingdom
had then attained a state of prosperity such as it

had never before enjoyed {cf. Amos vi 4-6 ; iil 1 5

;

Hos. xii. 8). The deep aepravity of the people,

however, appeared just at this time, for, instead of

being led, by God's bountiful goodness, to repent-

ance, they were stimulated to pride, so that Hosea
said :

41 According to their pasture, so were they

filled," Ac. (Hos. xiii. 6). Not only did the worship
of the calf-images continue, but also the worship
of false gods increased (Hos. iv. 12, 17 ; viii. 4; xi.

2 ; xiii. 2). A shocking corruption of morals found
entrance at the same time : luxury, debauchery,

shameless licentiousness, injustice, violence, false-

hood, and deceit of all kinds (Amos ii. 6 sq. ; iii 9

;

v. 12; vi 4-7 ; Hos. iv. 1, 2, 18), so that the king-

dom went on from the height of its prosperity, only

the more surely, towards its final downfall. (See

the next chapter.) In so far, the time of Jeroboam
was a turning point in the history of IsraeL It

gave the proof that this nation could better endure
misfortune and oppression of every kind than
earthly glory and prosperity ; therefore the Lord
allowed it, for its own salvation, to fall from its

position as an independent nation (chap. xvii. 6 sq.).

6. The prophet Jonah, who foretold the victory

of Jeroboam over the Syrians, and the restoration

of the ancient boundaries by him, must have ap-

peared in the early part of his reign. He is the

first of the line of prophets who not only spoke
(preached), but also wrote down their prophecies.

A new phase of prophecy begins with him, so that

in this respect also the reign of Jeroboam was most
important for the history of redemption. Up to

this point the activity of the class of prophets of

whom Elijah and Elisha were the chief, was espe-

cially [and almost exclusively] directed to the pres-

ent, and aimed to bring about a return from the

worship of the calves, and from idolatry, to the

fundamental law of IsraeL They seized upon
events and circumstances, not so much by their

teaching and preaching, as -by their acts, and their

acts were signs, that is, they were acts which
transmitted a divine revelation. "Since now," as

Hasse (Geschichte des Alten Bundes.s. 110 sq.) re-

marks, " the house of Jehu, which owed every-

thing to the prophets, also failed to return to the
original purity of the Israelitish constitution, and
since it persevered in its idolatry even under Jero-

boam II., who no longer had any foreign enemy to

fear, every hope of a reformation in the northern
kingdom had to be given up, and the prophets
could no longer hope to accomplish anything there
by actual interference [«. e.

y
by such acts as the de-

posing of one dynasty and the institution of an-

other. Even that extreme measure had failed in

the case of the* house of Jehu] ; they could only
allow the evil to go on to its consummation. They,
therefore, gradually withdrew from the direction

of affairs, and regarded it as their only remaining
task to make known to this stubborn and hard-
hearted generation the judgment which it was
bringing down upon itself. Just at the time, there-

fore, when the northern kingdom was at the very
height of its glory, Amos and Hosea proclaimed to

it its approaching ruin, and, because Judah had
also been tainted by the contagion of apostasy,

Joel also appeared there at the same time, as her-

ald of the coming judgment This judgment could
not, of course, arrest the higher destiny of Israel.

Therefore the prophets saw beyond it a new and

purified Israel arise, and form a united kingdom
under a sceptre of the house of David, which
should embrace the heathen also. The Messianic
kingdom, therefore, rose up more and more dis-

tinctly as the end and aim of the entire develop
ment, as the true kingdom of God, and promises
of this kingdom were joined with threats of judg-

ment. Now for the first time did prophecy become
truly prophecy—that is, a vision ofcoming salvation

which stretched forward into and anticipated the

future ; and where the prophets had hitherto made
use of word of mouth only, in order to influence

the present, and their immediate surroundings,

they now made use of writing, because coming
generations also were to learn what they had re-

ceived into their souls." Instead of recognizing a
turning-point in the history of the prophetic insti-

tution at the time of Jeroboam, Ewald asserts

(Gesch. iii. s. 566 sq. 3d ed. 607 sq.) that there was
a " complete dissolution of the ancient prophetic in-

stitution " at that time. " The entire school (of

Elijah and Elisha) degenerated, and moved, not

forwards, but backwards." The cause of this was
that " the violent and imperious character which

clung to all the old kind of prophecy, but especially

to its developments in the northern kingdom, could

no longer be maintained over against the crown.

The bow was stretched too hard—it had to break,

. . . A new form of the prophetical institution

now arose. . . . This did not aim to be an in-

dependent power in the kingdom, to exercise a

control which admitted of no contradiction, to set

up and to depose kings," Ac, Ac. This theory

rests upon the erroneous premise mentioned above

(Hist., § 7, on Chap, ix.% that the ancient propheti-

cal institution stood opposed to the crown as one

independent power to another, and that they strove

for the mastery, whereas the former was only a

divinely appointed corrective for the latter. If we
were to charge any of the prophets with violent

and imperious behavior, this charge would fall first

of all upon the new order of them, Hosea and

Amos for instance, in comparison with whose
words those of Elijah and Elisha sound mild and

gentle. Jeremiah, who came still later, was called

to the prophetic office with the words: "See, I

have this day set thee over the nations and over

the kingdoms, to root out and to pull down," Ac
(Jerem. i. 10; cf. xviii. 7). The development of the

prophetical institution stands in exact relation to

the history of Israel, and is conditioned upon it

It does not break off with Elisha, who died under

Jeroboam's predecessor. The word-prophets stand

upon the shoulders of the deed-prophets, and carry

on the work which they had founded and begun.

HOMILETIOAL AOT) PRACTICAL.

Vers. 1-20. The Reign of Amaziah. (a) The

good beginning, vers. 1-7; (b) the deterioration

as it advanced, vers. 8-14; (c) the sad ending,

vers. 17-20.—Ver. 3. In oases like that of Amaziah,

where faith is not completely and sincerely an

affair of the heart (2 Ohron. xxv. 2), it has no firm

foundation and is quickly overwhelmed, either by

unbelief or by superstition. A half-and-half dis-

position in what is good is a bridge which leads to

what is evil.—In sacred and spiritual affairs we
have not to ask, how did our fathers do ? but, how
would God have us do? Because Amaziah onlj
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did as his father had done, he finally fared as his

father had fared.—Vers. 5 and 6. The civil author-

ity does not carry the sword in vain, but it is an
avenger to inflict punishment upon him who does
wickedly (Rom. xiii. 4). It is as much a sin to

leave the guilty unpunished as to punish the inno-

cent. Eight and justice are distorted by both
courses. Where regicides are allowed to go un-

punished, out of pity or weakness, there all justice

ceases. The throne [and the civil authority] are not

established by weak concessions, but by righteous-

ness (Prov. xvi. 12).—Although the faults of the

fathers are not nowadays visited upon the chil-

dren, yet it is not rare that the son suffers from
enmity which his father incurred.

Vers. 7-14. Pride goes before a Fall, (a) Ama-
ziah's arrogance; (b) his fail—Ver. 7. Victory

cometh from the Lord (Prov. xxi. 31). If Amaziah
had seen and believed this, he would have given

to God the honor, and would have humbled him-

self; but he ascribed the victory to himself and to

his own power, and so became haughty and arro-

gant (Jerem. xvii. 5, 7).—Extraordinary success in

our undertakings is a great temptation to arro-

gance (Wurt. Summ.: Those must be strong legs

which can support great good fortune and pros-

perity). God blesses our undertakings in order

that we may become, not haughty, but humble
(Gen. xxxii. 10 and 11). Every undue self-exalta-

tion robs us of the blessing again. Paul labored

with greater success than any other of the apos-

tles, but he was so far from proudly exalting his

heart on this account that he called himself the

least of the apostles, and said: "By the grace of

God I am what I am" (1 Cor. xv. 9, 10).—Ver. 8.

To commence a war from mere lust for war and
victory is an abomination in the sight of God.
Quarrelsomeness among common people is the

same as love of war among kings. The word of

God says :
" Follow peace with all men " (Heb. xii.

14), and :
" If it be possible, as much as lieth in

you, live peaceably with all men" (Rom. xii 18).

—

Vers. 9 and 1 0. As you shout, so will the echo be.

He who over-estimates his own strength, and
pushes himself forward into the charge of things

which he is not capable of managing, must not be
surprised if he is contemptuously corrected. The
warning to " Enjoy your victory (which you have
already won) and stay at home !

" belongs justly to

vanity and self-exaltation.—He who desires to cor-

rect another for his arrogance must take good care

not to fall into the same fault himself. Blame and
complaint for the pride and arrogance of others

often cerae from hearts which exalt themselves too

much.—Do not parade your wisdom and strength,

if you really possess them. The Lord breaks down
even the cedars of Lebanon (Ps. xxix. 5 ; cf. Isai.

ii. 12, 13). Little David, when he comes in the

might of the Lord, is a match for the giant Goliath.

—Ver. 11. When the humiliating truth is spoken

out with scorn and derision, although it is in itself

beneficial, yet it only exasperates and embitters,

instead of leading to self-knowledge. As a bee

sucks honey even out of a poisonous flower, so
also a sincere and truth-loving soul will win even
from the scorn and mockery of its enemies some-
thing good and beneficial for itself.—Arrogance
and love of honor make men deaf to every warn*
ing and incapable of considering what is really
best for them. But he who will not hoar must
feel.—Vers. 11-14. The defeat and fall of Amaziah
proclaim loudly: (a) " Pride goeth before destruc-
tion, and a haughty spirit before a fall" (Prov. xvi.

18).
u The stone falls back upon the head of him

who casts it into the air" (Sir. xxvii. 28). (6) He
who desires too much, loses even that which he
already has ; therefore, " Godliness with content-
ment is great gain'* (1 Tim. vi. 6).—Vers. 13-16.
"What is a man profited," Ac. (Matt. xvi. 26).

Joash won a great battle, took the king prisoner,
conquered Jerusalem, and came back to Samaria
crowned with glory and laden with gold and silver

;

but the best thing, the God who was yet wor-
shipped and honored in Judah, he -did not bring.

He remained in the sins of Jeroboam until his
end.—Vers. 17-20. It is the great grace of God
when a long time is given to a man who haa
sinned grievously in order that he may make good
again the harm which his sins have done, but then
the responsibility is all the heavier when the limit-

ed time expires. There stands written on the tomb-
stone of Amaziah by the finger of God this great
and eternal truth : " God will resist the proud I

"

Vers. 23-29. See Histor. and Eth.—Vers. 25-27.
Israel's deep misery (Jer. ii 19), and God's great
pity (Ps. ciii. 10; Hos. xl 8).—Wurt. Summ.:
Our faithful God helps us out of trouble according
to His great compassion, even when we have not
deserved it of Him, but often not until our distress

has reached the highest pitch and no help is to be
expected from any other quarter.—When God not
only helps us out of trouble which we have not
deserved, but also gives us besides what we never
could have hoped for or expected, He thereby says
to us: "I have no pleasure in the death of the
wicked," Ac. (Ezek. xxxiii. 1

1 ; Rom. ii. 4).—Ver.
25. In times of need and calamity God provides
faithful servants who bear witness to his pity and
call men's attention to the one thing needful Well
is it for those who listen to these voices and do
not harden their hearts.—Vers. 28 and 29. Jero-
boam had striven for the external prosperity of
his people, and, when he died, he left the kingdom
in a more flourishing condition than any previous
king of IsraeL For its spiritual welfare, however,
he had done nothing. Calf-worship and the ser-

vice of false gods had continued, and a moral rot-

tenness had found entrance, which brought the
kingdom near to ruin. So has many a one, at his

death, left to his children treasures which he had
won by long labor and care, but those children

have not been bred in the fear and love of God,
and 'have not been taught that "The world
passeth away and the lust thereof; but he that

doeth the will of God abideth forever " (1 John it

17; 1 Peter i 24 jj.).
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THIED SECTION.

ID MONABCHT UVDOt AISARTiW (uXXIAfl) AHD JOTSAM HT JlrtUM, AJTB UKUHt T.LiMkRlAM AMI*

0THIR8 UVTIL HOSHXA, Iff IBRJLXk

(2 Kings xr.-xvii)

A.—Tfo r<rynt gf Aeariah and Jotham in Judah, and of Zachariah, BhaUum, Menakem,

BOahiak, and Fakah in JkraeL

Chap. zt. 1-38. (2 ChroiL xxvt and xxviL).

1 In the twenty and seventh year of Jeroboam king of Israel [,] began £««
2 began] Azariah son of Amaziah king of Jndah to reign [became king], six-

teen years old was he when he began to reign [became king], and he reigned
two and fifty years in Jerusalem. And his mother's name was Jecholiah of

3 Jerusalem. And he did that which was right in the.sight of the Lord, aeoord-
4 ing [like] to all that his father Amaziah had done ; save that the high placet
were not removed ; the people sacrificed and burnt incense still on the high

5 places. And the Lord smote [touched] the king, so that he was a leper unto
the day of his death, and dwelt in a several house [house of sickness] . And

6 Jotham the king's son was over the house, judging the people of the land. And
the rest of the acts of Azariah, and all that he did, are they not written in the

*i book of the Chronicles of the kin^s of Judah ? So Azariah slept with his

fathers ; and they buried him with his fathers in the city of David : and Jotham
his son reigned in his stead.

8 In the thirty and eighth year of Azariah king of Judah did Zachariah the son
9 of Jeroboam reign over Israel in Samaria six months. And he did that which
was evil in the sight of the Lord, as his fathers had done : he departed not from

10 the sins of Jeroboam the son of Nebat, who made Israel to sin. And Shallum
the son of Jabesh conspired against him. and smote him before the people', and

11 slew him, and reigned in his stead. And the rest of the acts of Zachariah,
behold, they are written in the book of the Chronicles of the kings of Israel.

12 This was the word of the Lord which he spake unto Jehu, saying, Thy sons
shall sit on the throne of Israel unto the fourth generation. And so.it came to

pass.

1 % Shallum the son ofJabesh began to reign [became king] in the nine and thirtieth

14 yearofUzziah king of Judah; and he reigned a full month in Samaria. For
[And] Menahem the son of Gadi went up from Tirzah, and came to Samaria, and
smote Shallum the son of Jabesh in Samaria, and slew him, and reigned in his

15 stead. And the rest of the acts of Shallum, and his conspiracy which he made,
behold, they are written in the book of the Chronicles of the kings of Israel.

16 Then Menahem [starting from Tirzah] smote1 Tiphsah, and all that were there-

in, and the coasts [environs] thereof from Tirzah [omit from Tirzah] : because
they opened not to him\ therefore he smote it; and all the women* therein that

were with child he ripped np.

17 In the nine and thirtieth year of Azariah king of Judah began [omu began}
Menahem the son of Gadi to reign [became king] over Israel, and reigned ten

18 years in Samaria. And he did that which was evil in the sight of the Lord:
he departed not all his days [omit all his days] from the sins of Jeroboam the son

19 of Nebat, who made Israel to sin. And [In his days—omit And] Pui the king

of Assyria came against the land : and Menahem gave Pul a thousand talents of

silver, that his hand might be with him to confirm the kingdom in his hand.
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20 And Menahem exacted [imposed] the money of [upon] Israel, even of [upon—

•

omit even of] all the mighty men of wealth, of [upon] each man fifty shekels of

silver, to give to the king of Assyria. So the king of Assyria turned, back, and
2} stayed not there in the land. And the rest of the acts of Menahem, and all that

he did, are they not written in the book of the Chronicles of the kings of Israel f

22 And Menahem slept with his fathers ; and Pekahiah his son reigned in his stead.

23 In the fiftieth year of Azariah king of Judah, Pekahiah the son of Menahem
began to reigu [became king] over Israel in Samaria, and reigned two years;

24 And he did that which was evil in the sight of the Lord : he departed not from
25 the sins of Jeroboam the son of Nebat, who made Israel to sin. But Pekah the

son of Remaliah, a captain of his, conspired against him, and smote him in

Samaria, in the palace [citadel] of the king's house, [together] with Argob and
Arieh, and with him [i. a. Pekah there were] fifty men of the Gileadites : and he

26 killed him, and reigned in his room. And the rest of the acts of Pekahiah, and
all that he did, behold, they are written in the book of the Chronicles of the
kings of Israel

27 In the two and fiftieth year of Azariah king of Judah, Pekah the son of
Remaliah- began to reign [became "king] over Israel in Samaria, and reigned

28 twenty years. And he dia that which was evil in the sight of the Lord : he
departed not from the sins of Jeroboam the son of Nebat, who made Israel to

29 sin. In the days of Pekah king of Israel came Tiglath-pileser king of Assyria,
and took Ijon, and Abel-beth-maachah, and Janoab, and Kedesh, and Hazor,
and Gilead, and Galilee,* all the land of Naphtali, and carried them captive to

80 Assyria. And Hoshea the son of Elah made a conspiracy against'Pekah the son
of Kemaliah, and smote him, and slew him, and reigned [became king] in his

31 stead, in the twentieth year of Jotham the son of UzziaL And the rest of the
acts of Pekah, and ail that he did, behold, they are written in the book of the
Chronicles of the kings of Israel.

32 In the second year of Pekah the son of Remaliah king of Israel began
[omit began] Jotham the son of Uzziah king of Judah to reign [became king]*

33 Five and twenty years old was he when he hegan to reign [became king], and
he reigned sixteen years in Jerusalem. And his mother's name was Jerueha,

34 the daughter of Zadok. And he did that which was right in the sight of the
35 Lord : he did according [like] to all that his father Uzziah had done. Howbeit

the high places were not removed : the people sacrificed and burned incense still

in the high places. He built the higher [upper] gate of the house of the Lord.
36 Now the res* of the acts of Jotham, and all that he did, are they not written in

37 the book of the Chronicles of the kings of Judah? In those days the Lord
began to send against Judah Rezin the king of Syria, and Pekah the son of

38 Remaliah. And Jotham slept with his fathers, and was buried with his fathers

in the eity of David his father : and Ahaz his son reigned in his stead.

TMTUAL ASD GRAMMATICAL.

1 Yer. 0.—[rPCten, for which 9 Chron. xxrt. ft hat nVtfeU , is an abstract noun*" sickness." <J5 Sw. { 166, a and

& JVB*Qnn TV2 tiMmtmeMMiitAaiMf qfeieknee* hoepttal Bo fleeen.,Thenraa, Bnneea, and etaesm, Hengatenbeif

sad Kail understand ft to mean. " Rous* offreedom*
1
4. &, In which those dwell who are freed or released from human

•caption. It la ctear how artfActa! and forced each an explanation is. Bihr (see -Steep, on the Terse) takes it aa. ths

primary meaning is so be looeened. la*, and to freefrom bond*. Hence, by a connection of thought which la often
wand. It means, when applied to the body, honing the natural conserving force* weakened and relaxed* i. e* to be
toea*, diseased, eiek. There Is here a certain sense of M

free,** but not the one which la akin to separate. It is of
tba atmoet Importance* In following eat the developments of the radical signification of a Hebrew root, not to depart
from, the true Une of Us developments The ramifications of different roots approach one another very often, at many
point*. It Is all the mora necessary not to passover from one to the other. JTOfcnft JV2 means u house of eicknem?
s honse belonging to the king, standing by itself, no doubt, as a matter of fact, and set apart as his residence under the
slrenmstances oTais disease.—W. O. 8.1

' Ver. 10.—Before witnesses, or, In pnblio. ?3p pengfhened from
?3jJ , (which form Gee. gives In the A- TT.-JK,

sad pronounces QuBMtty la to he prononnced Qnobol (Bottcher, Bwaldfc and] fa equlTsJent to the Chaldea DTTf) t

»an.fl.ai:iH.8,—fifhr.
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• Ver. 16.—[NoU the imperfect H2P After ?K . Like the hlttorkal pretest it is need for graphic fcree, to follow

dramatically the saccetston of event! m they arose or earoa to pees. Sw. $ 184, k
* Yen. 16—[nnD Is impersonal, ** beoanse it was not opened,** or. " because no opening was made,** 1 e. beoanss

the people did not open the grates for him.
* Ver. 16.—[The art. with the son*, is rerj rare. See, howerer, Lerit xrvtt, »; Josh. Til. SI ; rill. 88,—Kw. 1 290. d.e.

• Yers. W.—Tny^n—Elsewhere in the O. T. it is slwsys culled 7v5H . It ts not regarded as a frm. and hence
T ,T- -T-

the ultima is not accented, though the plural has the form DPyd ,—Ew. $ 178, h, S and 8, note 1. Bdttcher sees in

it a peculiarity of the a Ephralmitic ** dialect ($ 84V In form Pl7vJH is a perfect feminine, but, as the other
form was Judaic, that la, classical, the punctuators did not sccent this ss a feminine. Lthrb. $ 616, 8.—W. 6. 8.]

EXKGETTCAL AND CRITICAL

Ver. 1. In the twenty and leventh year of
Jeroboam. This chronological statement, although

it appears in all the versions and in the massoretic

text, is inconsistent with chap. xiv. 2, 17, 23. Ara-

aziah the father of Uzziah ruled in all 29 years

(xiv. 2), 14 years contemporaneously with Joash of

Israel, and 15 years contemporaneously with his

successor, Jeroboam IL (xiv. 17, 23). Amaziah
therefore died, and his son Uzziah succeeded him,

in the 1 5th year of the reign of Jeroboam II., not

in the 27 th. In order to retain the number 27, it

has been assumed that there was an interregnum

of 1 1 or 12 years, although there is no mention of

any such thing in the history. According to chap,

xiv. 20, 21, Uzziah succeeded immediately upon
the death of his father, and moreover, if this sup-

position were to be adopted, we should have to al-

ter all the other chronological statements in chaps,

xiv. and xv. Cf. the Excursus on the Chronology,

below, after chap. xvii. Evidently there has been
an interchange of the numerical signs here, |D, 27,

has been put for 10, 15, as Oapellus and Grotius

supposed, and as all the expositors, even including

Keil and Von Gerlach, now assume. [Thenius,

adopting this solution of the difficulty, calls atten-

tion to the testimony which it bears to the anti-

quity of the use of ID, instead of rp, to represent

15. The latter being the abbreviation for nirp , was
avoided, as is well known,' when it should have oc-

curred in the list ofnumerals to represent fifteen. If

10 ever stood there, of course the inference isgood,

that, even at a very early time, the superstitious

reverence for the name niiT bad gone so far as to

produce this change in the mode of writing the

number. In fact, however, the change here from
27 to 15 is purely arbitrary. It must be defended

by considerations drawn from the context. Any
argument in its favor which is deduced from the

greater or less resemblance of |3 to ID is of little

value. Other letters would have as great or greater

resemblance. We ought to understand that, when
we abandon the text as it stands, we make arbi-

trary changes, and we must justify them by criti-

cal grounds. We only deceive ourselves when we
imagine that there is a resemblance between the

numerals in the text and those we want to put
there, and so persuade ourselves that we have
found further support for our conjecture. That
number must be put in the place of 27, which the

best critical combinations require. The expositors

almost all agree in reading 51 (53) for 41 as the

duration of Jeroboam's reign, and then in reading

15 for 27 here, because Zachariah succeeded in

Uzziah's 38th. See, however, the bracketed note

on chap. xiv. 22, and the Appendix on the Chronology.

—W. G. S.] Azariah, or Uzziah, was devoted to

the worship of Jehovah, as Amaziah was at* the
commencement of his reign ; like him, however, he

still permitted the worship upon the bigh places.

See notes on chap. xiv. 3 and 4. The chronicler

says that he sought Jehovah so long as the prophet
Zachariah lived (2 Chron. xxvi. 5). [The chroni-

cler does not charge him with idolatry at alL He
accounts for his leprosy by telling how he tres-

passed upon the function of the priests. This he
did from pride; nevertheless, it was rather too

great zeal in the service of Jehovah than too little.

—W. G. S.]

Ver. 5. And the Lord touched the king, Ac
Tliis did not take place until after Uzziah had ac-

complished what is narrated in 2 Chron. xxvi. 6-

15. The ground which is there given (ver. 16) for

the punishment with leprosy is. that he, being

puffed up in consequence of his victories and of

his powerful position, usurped priestly functions

contrary to the law (Numb. xviiL 3, 7), and thereby

violated the sanctuary. It is hardly possible that

he can have become a leper earlier than the last

years of his long reign. His son Jotham, who
ruled in his stead during his sickness, was only 25

years old when he became king in his own right

by his father's death (ver. 33).—JVEfenn ]V3 does

not mean: sick-house, or pest-house, as it is now
generally translated, for E'Qn means to be loose,

free, that is, separated (Levit xix. 20). Neither does

it mean house of freedom, or manumission (Heng-
stenberg, Keil), but house of separation, i. e., a house

which stands in the open country, by itself, sepa-

rate from others. Vulg : in domo libera seorsum.

[See Grammatical note on the verse.] According

to the Law (Levit. xiiL 46), the lepers had to dwell

apart (TO)t outside of the city or the camp (2

Kings vii. 3). Probably the house in which the

leprous king lived was especially built for him.

—

And Jotham the king's son was over the house,
t. e., he filled one of the highest offices of the court

(cf. 1 Kings iv. 6; xviii. 3; 2 Kings xviii. 18)^-

judging the people of the land (cf. I Sam. viii.

6, 20 ; 1 Kings iii. 9), £ «., Vicarius erat regis, qui a

populo segregatus fungi regiam potestatem non poterat

(Grotius). As was said above (Pt II., pp. 88 and 89),

this passage bears strongly against the supposition

that there occurred, in the Hebrew history, joint-

regencies which are not specifically mentioned.

Uzziah remained king until his death ; up to that

event, Jotham was not co-regent, but only the rep-

resentative of his father.

—

In the city of David,

ver. 7. Instead of this the chronicler says (IL, xxvi

23) :
u In the field of the burial which belonjred to

the kings ; for they said, He is a leper." Bertheau

remarks on this :
" He was buried, according to

this, near to the royal tombs (with his fathers), be-

cause they did not dare to put a king who had died

of leprosy in the royal sepulchres, lest they should

make them unclean."

Ver. 8. Iji the thirty and eighth year, Ac. In

regard to the correctness of this statement, set
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note on chap. xiv. 23. The assassinations of kings
which had been perpetrated before this, had taken
place in secret, but this one was carried out in pub-
lic, that is to say, boldly and without fear. The
people saw it perpetrated without opposing it. The
Sept. translate quite incorrectly: Kal eir&ragev

avrbv iv KepXaa/i. Ewald considers DJT^3p &

proper name, because QW has not the article [and

because *?2p does not " occur elsewhere in prose,"

and because the Sept. take it as a proper name].
He believes it to be the name of the " third king
during that month " [see Zach. xi. 81. He trans-

lates :
" And Kobolam slew him." Not to speak

of any other objection to this, we should then ex-

pect to be told whose son he was, as in the similar

cases, vers. 14, 25, and 30. [Stanley is the only
scholar who has followed Ewald in this invention.

The facts referred to in support of it are not by
any means without weight, but the invention of
another king is too ponderous a solution for them.

Tet it is remarkable to notice that a form from the

root ^3p forms a part of certain Assyrian proper
names. (See the list of Assyrian kings at tlie end
of vol. I. of Lenormant's Manual of the History of
the East, with foot-note thereon.) However, to take

DJT^>3? as a proper name in the place before us

renders the passage awkward and unnatural.—W.
G-. S»] Thenius arbitrarily pronounces ver. 12 to

be an addition by the " redactor." It refers back
very siguiflcantly to chap. x. 30. Zachariah was
the fourth and last descendant of Jehu upon the

throne of Israel.

Ver. 13. Shallum the son of Jabesh, &c. As
the one month, during which Shallura reigned,

falls in the thirty-ninth year of the reign of Uzziah,

the six months, during which Zachariah was king
(ver. 8), must be placed in the last part of the 38th

year of Uzziah's reign
;
probably some of them fall

even in the beginning of the 39th. According to

Josephus, Sliallum was a friend (<f>t%os) of Zacha-
riah, and put him to death by taking advantage of

this relation. When Menahem, 6 ornaTijydc (t. «.,

the commander-in-chief), who was then in Tirzah,

heard this, he started up with his entire force,and
marched to Samaria, Kal ovuftahov etc ^XHV avai-

pel rdv 2i?Jjtvuov; after he had made himself

king, iKzl&tv el? Qatfxiv irapayiverai n67av. Tir-

wah lay in the neighborhood of Samaria. See
above, note on I Kings xiv. 17.—Then Menahem,
ver. 16, %, e., after he had made himself roaster

of the throne. The verse contains a further

continuation of ver. 14, and tells more definitely

what Menahem did, after he had killed Shallum,

in order to become ruler of the country. This

event does not belong to the reign of Menahem,
for the story of that does not begin until the 17th

verse, but it belongs to the incidents connected
with his taking possession of the throne. It fol-

lows that Tiphsah is not the celebrated Thapsacus
on the Euphrates (as it is in 1 Kings v. 4 ; see note

thereon), as has often been supposed, and as Keil

[and Rawlinson] yet maintain. Menahem could

not, at any time, have undertaken an expedition

against this far distant city, which formed the ut-

most limit of the kingdom of Solomon ; least of all

oould he have undertaken this just after ascending

the throne. He had enough to do to establish his

usurped authority on a firm basis. Most commen-
tators, therefore, correctly judge that Tiphsah waa
a city near Tirzah, of which, as of so many others

which are mentioned but once, nothing further is

known. The name nDDF]» trajectus, ford, "may,

in view of its appellative force, have been applied

to many towns which lay near to fords " (Winer).

There is not sufficient reason for believing that
" riDfiH is an error for rRBft »" a town on the bor-

der between Ephraim and Manasseh, Jos. xvii. 7,

8 (Thenius).—TlViriO cannot be translated other-

wise than as in ver. 14. It does not therefore

mean: "from Tirzah on," C e., to Tiphsah. but:
" starting out from Tirzah," and it is to be joined

with JT3V not with rP^SB. The meaning of the
V- T V J

"

passage is, therefore, this : When Menahem heard
of the events which had happened in Samaria, he
marched from Tirzah with his army, or a part of
it, to Samaria, and there slew Shallum. Then he
went back to Tirzah and marched out with his en-
tire force to reduce the country to obedience to

himself. In Tiphsah he met with obstinate resist-

ance, but took the city by storm (Josephus : koto*

Kpdrog), and chastised it and the surrounding ter-

ritory in a horrible manner fJosephus: up&nrrot
imepPdXfyv oh KardXiiruv ovoe. aypidnfrog). He
thereby frightened any others who might have
been intending to resist, and so established him-
self on the throne. We have mention of a similar

cruelty towards pregnant women in chap. viii. 12

;

Hos. xiv. 1 [E. V. xiii.
16J;

Amos L 13. If news-
paper reports may be believed, a guerilla captain in

Michoacan, Mexico, did the same thing in the year
1861.

Ver. 17. In the nine and thirtieth year, Ac.

On the duration of Menahem's reign, see note on

ver. 23. The closing words of ver. 18 : VD*"^3

are nowhere else added'to the stereotyped formula
which recurs in that verse, although they would
hold just as true of any of the other kings of Is-

rael as of Menahem. The Sept. join the words to
the following verse, and translate : kv rale fjfdpaiq

avrov avtfiT} QovX. They therefore read Yjy2,
and Thenius and Keil, referring also to ver. 29,

agree in regarding this as the original reading of
the text. By this change K3 , at the commence-

ment of ver. 19, comes into a good connection of
sense, and is not left abrupt ; also there is no need
for Hitzig*s emendation K31 .—Pul (ver. 19) is the

first Assyrian king who is mentioned in the Old
Testament In fact this is the first reference to
the Assyrians in the history of the Israelites.

Since they had to come through Syria in order to

reach Palestine, it follows that they must have re-

duced that country to subjection, and extended
their power on this side of the Euphrates ; i. «.,

Assyria must have commenced to take the position
of a great world-monarchy. [Assyria had begun
to take the position of a world-monarchy, but it

must be understood that these expeditions were
raids rather than complete conquests. Tribute was
imposed and then the defeated nation was left in-

tact. It refused the tribute as soon as it dared and
then a new expedition was made against it. It was
only after a long period of this vassal relationship

that a conquered country was incorporated as a
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province of the empire. Accordingly very few
were ever thus treated at all. The expression for

incorporation used in the inscriptions is to " treat

them like the Assyrians."—W. G. 3.} Hosea (viii.

10) calls the king of Assyria " The king of princes."

[" King of kings " is a standing epithet of the As-
syrian monarchs upon their monuments.] It has
often been inferred from Hos. v. 13; vii. II ; viii.

that Menahem invited the Assyrians to support
him against other aspirants to the crown (Thenius),

and that Pul cam* " to help the king to restore

order'1 (Bwald). This notion is controverted by

the expression pld"^y K3 1 whieh is need of a

hostile coming and attack, Gen. xxxiv. 25 ; judges
xviii. 2T ; Isat x. 28 ; Job ii. 11. In I Chron. v.

26, Pul's coming is distinctly referred to as a hos-

tile attack. Menahem induced the mighty enemy
to withdraw from the country by a large sum of
money, and then secured his alliance against inter-

nal and external foes. This last is what Hosea
calls Israel's going to Assyria. A thousand talents

of silver are about two or two and a half million

thalers [$1,440,000 or $1,800,000. The value of
the talent is not surely and definitely known.]

Menahem imposed this sum as a tax (fettP, he

made the money go out) upon the * able ones n in

Israel, ^m ^TCD are not here the mighty men

of the army, but those who were strong in wealth
(Job xx. 15 ; Ruth ii. 1). Either there were no
treasuries then in Israel, or, if there were any,

they were empty. Menahem did not include the
poor in this tax, in order that he might not excite

discontent, and might not have to use force to col-

lect it Each man fifty shekels of silver. As a
talent contained 3,000 shekels, there must have
been 60,000 " mighty men of wealth." The inter-

pretation, that Menahem paid to Pul 50 shekels
for every soldier in his army (Richter), is incorrect.

It is often inferred, though incorrectly, from 1

Chron. v. 26, that Pul, on his departure, took away
Reuben and Gad and the half of Manasseh. This
deed is ascribed there, as here, to Tiglath Pileser

(see Bertheau on that passage). The assertion of
the Calw. Bibd that " this entire occurrence was
prophesied in Amos vii, 1-3," has little or no
foundation.

Ver. 23. In the fiftieth year of Asarfah, Ac.

As Menahem became king, according to ver. 17, in

the 39th of Uzsiah, and ruled 10 years, we expect
here the 49th year. Keil assumes that "some
months passed between the death of Menahem and
the accession of Pekahiah

;
probably because of the

disorder which prevailed at the time, and which
made this accession difficult" We prefer to sup-
pose that Menahem became king in the last months
of the 39th year of Uzziah, and reigned for a
month or two into his 50th, i &, a few months
over ten years. [This changes the form of the
difficulty, but does not do away with it at alL If
the facts had been as is here supposed, the Jewish
mode of reckoning would have made Menahem's
reign 11 or 12 years in duration. There is a dis-

crepancy which we cannot explain. "We must
either change the text, or pass ft over, taking 10
years as the length of the reign and neglecting the
other statement The attempted explanations are

futile.—W. G, 8.] On fchjjtf, ver. 25, see Emq.

note on 1 Kings ix. 22. It is not apposition %m
Remakah (as Luther took it), but to Pekah. The
citadel of the king's house is not the harem
(Ewald). It is the fortified part of the palace hit*

which Pekahiah fled when the conspirators ap-
proached (cf. 1 Kings xvi 18). [8o far as we know
there was no part of the Oriental palaces which
was, in any proper sense, fortified. The Assyrian
palaces which have been exhumed consist of three
mdependent yet connected buildings, a hall of au-

dience or business, a servants' house, and the.

harenk The last was the most strictly enclosed
an£ carefully guarded, and was the strongest for

defence. It was connected by an enclosed cloister

with the first mentioned building. Ifwe may judge
from this of the arrangement of a Samaritan palace,

the |OTM was the harem or included it-—W. G. S.J

Josephus gives as the reason for his short reign of
two years : r$ tov irarpdc KaTOKolovfrffoaq iyi&nrri.

Argob and Arieh were no doubt high officials, and
influential friends of the king, whose opposition
was to be feared, and whom Pekah, therefore, put
to death together with (DK) the king. The fol-

lowing fep shows that they were not fellow-con-

spiraiers of Pekah (as many have supposed) who,
with him, murdered the king. The fifty Gileadites

probably belonged to the body-guard which was
under the command of Pekah. The Gileadites,

who were stout soldiers (1 Chron. xii. 8 ; xxvi 31

;

Josh, xvii 1), were employed in this department
of the service.

Yer. 27. In the two and fiftieth yesnr, Ac
On the chronological data in vers. 27 and 30, see

below, after chap. xvii. The following may suffice

here : Pekah is said (ver. 27) to have reigned only
20 years. But, according to ver.^32, he reigned two
years before Jotham. The latter reigned 1 6 years.

According to chap, xvii 1, Pekah's successor,

Hoshea, came to the throne in the 12th. year of
Jotham's successor Ahas. But 2+16+12 = 301

We are therefore compelled to conclude that the
time from the accession of Pekah to that of
Hoshea was thirty years. All the commenta-
tors agree in this. Then, either Pekah ruled

30 instead of 20 years, or he reigned 20 years
and there was an interval of 10 years before
the accession of his successor, Hoshea, during
which there was no king in Israel, and, as those
who adopt this view agree, there was anarchy.
Ver. 30, however, contradicts this latter hypothe-
sis, for it is there said that Hoshea slew Pekah
and reigned in his stead, not after an interval of
10 years, but as soon as he had killed him. The
history does not hint at any period of strife or.

anarchy, although such a period must have pre-

sented incidents worth recording We do not hesi-

tate, therefore, to assume here, as in ver. 1, thai
an error in copying has been made. The error

here, in writing 3, 20, for {>, 30, is one which
could take place more easily than the one we dis-

covered there (Thenius). All the other chrono-
logical data are consistent with 30 in this place, a*
we shall see belew, on chap, xvii [See the trans-

lator's addition below at the end of this Eoceg. sec-

tion.]

v er. 29. In the days of Pekah • • mm
Tiglath Pileser. This Assyrian king was the
successor of PuL To which of the Assyrian dy-
nasties he belonged, and whether he was the last
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•f the dynasty of the Dercetad®, are questions

which do not interest us here [?] (Keil on the pas-

sage). The signification of the name Tiglath-

pileser (or, as the chronicler writes it, Tilgath-

pilneser) is uncertain. According to Gesenius,

Tiglath is equivalent to Diglath, the Tigris river,

and pileser means lord :
" Lord of the Tigris river.".

According to Furst, Tiglath means acer, fortis.—
[This is the etymological meaning of Diglath, ap-

plied to' the Tigris from its swiftness. See the

dictionaries on ^in.]—v>3, arcere, and IDfcd

prince ; together :
" The chief, as mighty defender."

According to others, Diglath is the name for the

goddess Derceto, or Atargatis. [The name is tran-

scribed from the cuneiform by Lenormant : Tuklat-

pal-aahir; by Smith: Tukulti-pal-sara ; by Raw-
linson: Tiglat-pal-zira. Rawlinson (five Great

Monarchies, XL 539) gives the etymology thus

TlgkU is worship, or adoration (Chald.
# ?3n , to trust

is); pal is son (of this there is no doubt ; it occurs
in scores of names) ; zira is obscure ; Sir. H. Raw-
linson think8 that it means lord, " as Zirat cer-

tainly means lady." However this last may be,

PaMra, as a compound, was an epithet of the
god Nm (— Hercules), and the king's name would
mean: "Worship to Hercules." This is the only
explanation yet offered which is anything more
than a guess.—W. G. 8.] On Ijon and AbeLbeth-

maachah, see notes on 1 Kings xv. 20. Janoah
cannot be the town on the border between Ephraim
and Manasseh, which is mentioned Josh, xvi 6

a?., for all the cities here mentioned were in the

northern part of Palestine ; it probably lay near
those which have been mentioned. Kedesh was a
free, levitical city in the tribe of Naphtali (Josh,

xix. 37 ; xx. 7 ; xxi. 32) ; on the western bank of
the sea of Merom (Robinson, Palest III. 355). On
Hcaor see note on 1 Kings ix. 15. Oilead with
the article is not a city but the territory east ofthe

Jordan which Jeroboam II. had recovered to Is-

rael (chap. xiv. 25). On Galilee, or Galilah, see

note on 1 Kings ix. 11. All the land of Naphtali
is an explanatory apposition to Galilah. The
places are mentioned in the order in which they

were conquered. The incident which is here nar-

rated coincides with that in chap. xvi. 9 (see Mau-
rer on that verse) and belongs to the last years

of Pekah's reign. Perhaps it gave occasion to

Hosea's conspiracy against him. The chronologi-

cal statement in ver. 30 : in th.e twentieth year
of Jotham, cannot be correct, for Jotham only

reigned 16 years. See further, notes on chap.

xviL
Ver. 32. In the second year of Pakah, Ac

On the section vers. 32-38 see the parallel narrative

in 2 Chron. xxvil 1-9, which contributes further

. information in regard to Jotham. To the words:
Ho did Hke to all that his father Undah had
done, the Chronicler adds: "howbeit he entered

not iato the temple of the Lord," i. «., into the in-

ner sanctuary, by which it is meant to say that he
did not usurp priestly functions as Uzziah had
done (2 Chron. xxvl 16). He did not abolish the

worship on the heights (ver. 4 and chap. xiv. 4).

Be batit the upper gate, i. «., he restored it, he
rebuilt it more splendidly, for it could not well be
meant to assert that he built it at this time, and

that there had been none before. JvWn is not the

U

highest gate, nor the chief gate, but " the upper
one," perhaps because it was toward the north,' to-

wards that part of the temple rock, which, as com*
pared with the south side, was higher. (Bertheau,
on 2 Chron. xvii. 3). [" King Solomon's palace was
evidently at a lower level than the temple, and
therefore (2 Chron. xxvii. 3) king Jotham may still

have built much upon the wall" (Jerusalem Re-
stored, p. 222).] According to Ezek., xL 38 *?.,

the sacrifices were* slain at this gate. (Cf. Ezek. ix.

2 ; viil 5.) This is probably the reason why Jotham
made it especially beautiful. In Jerera. xx 2 it is

called the gate of Benjamin. It must not be confused
with the gate "NDi chap* *L 6, for this was adjoining
the palace (see Exeg. note on that ver.).—In those
days (ver. 37), i. &, towards the end of Jotham'a
reign, Jehovah began to send against Judah the
confederated Israelites and Syrians, £ &, he brought
this chastisement upon Judah (Levit xxvl 22 ; Amoa
viil 11). Resin ; "the name of the founder of the
dynasty (1 Kings xi. 23) [rather of the founder of
the monarchy. There had been more than one
dynasty.] appears again, slightly altered, in him
who was to close it " (Thenius). The attacks were
begun under Jotham; under his successor Ahaz
(chap, xvi) they first became threatening to the
kingdom. As the Assyrians had already once
penetrated into Palestine (ver. 19), and as Ahaz
once more called on thorn for aid against Rezin.
and Pekah (chap, xvi 7), we must suppose that the
Syrians had, in the mean time, freed themselves
once more from the Assyrian yoke (see notes on
ver. 19). This had probably become possible for

them because the Assyrians, on account of the
revolt of the Medes and Babylonians, were pre-

vented for a time from maintaining their authority.

Tiglath Pileser reconquered Damascus (chap, xvi.9).

[Supplementary Noth on (he references to

Assyrian history contained in chap. xv.—The ref-

erences to contemporaneous history which occur
in the text are of the highest value for the solu-

tion of the chronological difficulties, and for the
elucidation of the history. Every such reference,

therefore, requires our most careful attention. In
the three years since the German edition of this

volume was published most important contribu-

tions have been made to our knowledge, espe-
cially of Assyrian history. It is difficult to under-
stand how the German author could lay aside all

notice of the results which had been attained, even
at that time, and refuse to take notice of them.

The time has now certainly come when biblical

scholars must give them attention, and a summary
of the information we possess is given in a series

of notes at the end of the Exegetical sections on the

next few chapters.*

* Of works which are available to the English student
for acquiring a more detailed acquaintance with history

eontemporaneons to that of the Israelitish monarchy, we
may mention the following : a) Prof. Geo. Rawltnson's Five
Great Monarchic of the Ancient World. (4 Vols. Murray;
London, 1864. 2de<L 1871.) This work is based on the in ves-
tigftttons and opinions of Sir H. Rawlinson. The first edition

has been already to some extent superseded by later discov-
eries, b) Manual of Ancient History, by the same (Har-
pers' reprint. 1871). This Is a small and convenient work, A.

large part of it Is taken up with the history of Greece and
Rome, and the history of the Oriental nations Is so muoh
epitomised that It Is hardly available for any who are not
already familiar with the history from other sources. It

Is not consistent in Its chronology. It adopts the u short

period" for Assyrian history, but has not ventured to

depart from the received chronology for the Israelltiafc
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Pal (ver. 19) is the first king of Assyria who
it mentioned in the Book of Kings, though we
know from* the monuments and inscriptions that

Ahab and Jehu both came in contact with the

Assyrian world-monarchy. (See notes 5 and 12 on

the Chronological Table, and p.- 114 of Part IL) No
anch king is mentioned in any inscription which
has yet been found, and no such one is named in

the Canon (See Appendix on the CJironology, § 4).

Rawlinson {Five Great Monarchies, IL, p. 385 sq.)

thinks that the identification with certain known
kings of Assyria, which has been attempted, is

unsatisfactory, but does not dispose definitely of

the question. In the Manual, Pul is not mentioned
among the kings of Assyria though he is mentioned
in the section on " JucUea." Oppert offers a solu-

tion of the difficulty. He gives credit to the story
• of the " first destruction of Nineveh " by the Chal-

deans and Modes. According to his Identification

of the eclipse mentioned in the Canon (App. on the

Ohron., § 4.), the date of this would be 789. The
accession of Tiglath PUeser II. in 747-6 is beyond
dispute. The gap between 789 and 747 is filled by
inserting Pul, a Chaldean (the name is not Assy-
rian in form), who is supposed to have remained
in Assyria after the destruction of Nineveh as ruler

of the country. This, such as it is, is the best con-

jecture to account for the king mentioned in ver.

19.

Ttylath PUeser II. (ver. 29) was, according to

Bawlinson, a usurper, according to Lenormant, a
descendant of the ancient Assyrian dynasty. His
reign dates from 745-4, but he may have been
engaged for two or three years before that time in

securing the throne. He reigned until 727. He
is said in the text to have come into Syria and Sa-

maria in the reign of Pekah. This is the first in-

stance we find of that policy of deportation which
the Assyrians and Babylonians afterwards prac-

tised so much. It was not generally, or certainly

had not been up to this time, the policy of the

Assyrians to destroy the nationality of the nations

which they subdued. (See bracketed note on ver.

19.) They made expeditions against certain nations

which they plundered and made tributary, but
which they then left undisturbed so long as the

tribute was paid. It was only after long vassalage,

and repeated revolts and reconquests, that nations

were incorporated as provinces in the Assyrian
empire.

We are now promised from the Assyrian inscrip-

tions a solution of one of the most perplexing dis-

crepancies in the chronological statements of the

monarchy In order to bring them Into accord- (flee notes 5
and 15 on the Chronological TabU at the end of this

volume, and the Appendix on the Chronology. Both
these works are marked by a certain timidity and want
of independence, c) Lenormant's Manual qf the Ancient
ffiMory ofth«E<xtt; English edition edited by CheralMer
Asher : London, 2 vote. : Vol. L, I860: Vol. [I., 1870. This
the edition to which the references in this volume apply,
orint by Lipplncott). The French edition (Levy : Paris,

•R) Is accompanied by an excellent historical atlas.

..Is work is based chiefly upon the researches of Oppert,
bat contains also orlfrtnal investigations and independent
Judgment. It present* a very satisfactory statement of the

. present state of our knowledge, and is in style and method
cry available as a student's manual. The caution needs
to be borne in mind, however, In using it. that assured
frets and hypothetical conjecture are sometimes combined
to produce a smooth narrative, and that the reader has
little warning as to which Is which. It is very conserva-
tive In Its religious and theological attitude, and the Eng-
lish edition follows the E. V. sometimes even where it Is

certainly incorrect.

text, and one which, if correct, at the same tin*
supplies an omission in the historical narrative.

It is said that Pekah reigned for 20 years (ver. 27),

but it is stated also that he came to the throne in

the 52d of Azariah, who reigned Tor 52 years. la
chap. 17, 1, it is said that Hoshea (Pekah's succes-

sor) came to the throne in the 12th of Ahaz. In
the mean time Jotham reigned for 16 years. But
1 + 16+12=29 or 28 years interval for Pekah's

reign. This difflcidty has never been solved; it

has only been put aside by the assumption of aa
interregnum after the death of Pekah.

Oppert claims to have discovered the explanation

in certain statements of the inscriptions. Lenor-

mant adopts his results, but Rawlinson does not
" It is found that the reign of Pekah was inter-

rupted for more than 7 years ; that about 742 he

was deposed by a second Menahem, probably a
son of Pekahiah, whowas placed on the throne by

Tiglath PUeser IL, king of Assyria, to whom be

paid tribute as vassal. In 733 a new revolution

dethroned him and restored Pekah. The latter,

openly hostile to the Assyrians, whose vassal he

had dethroned, made an alliance with Resin, king

of Damascus. These two princes, even in the tine

of Pekah's first reign, had formed the design of

overturning the throne of the House of David, and

installing as king in Jerusalem a certain son of

Tabeel (his own name is given in the inscription—

.Ashariah), a creature of their own (see ver. 37,

where they seem to have formed the plan before

Jotham's death, and Isai. vii. 1-6), in order, prob-

ably, to oppose a more compact force to the As-

syrians." (Lenormant, L 172; cf. also 389.) See

note 15 on the Chron. Table. In the last column of

the table the chronology of the events of this

period is given according to this scheme. In the

second alliance and revolt of Rezin and Pekah, in

733, they resumed the plan of attacking Judah.

Anas called for Tiglath Pileser's aid (see note after

Eaceg. on chap, xvi.), and that monarch marched

into Damascus. He put Rezin to death, made

Damascus a province, forced many of the chief

inhabitants of Syria, northern, and trans-Jordanic

Israel to emigrate into Armenia, and, though he left

Pekah on the throne, reduced the kingdom of Is-

rael to the district of Samaria. Pekah was present

as a vassal at Tiglath Pileser's court in Damascus

in 730. .

» "Towards the end of 730, Muthon, king of

Tyre, made an alliance with Pekah, king of Israel,

and they both refused their tribute to the As-

syrians. Tiglath PUeser did not consider tab

revolt of sufficient importance to require his own

presence. He contented himself with sending

an army into Palestine. On the approach of this

force a conspiracy was formed in Samaria, headed

by Hoshea, who, after killing Pekah, possessed

himself of the crown. The Assyrian king con-

firmed him in this position, and Muthon, finding

himself without an ally, attempted no resistance,

and quickly submitted to pay his tribute." (Leaor-

mant, I. 391.)—For continuation see Svpp. tie*

after the JEwy. section on chap, xvi.—W. 6. S.]

HKTORIOAL AND ETHICAL

1. This chapter contains rather a succinct re-

view of several reigns than a detailed account of

them. Although we have very little specific in-

formation in regard to the character ana oondset
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of the kings mentioned, yet we have a statement

about each one in respect to his attitude towards
the fundamental law, or constitution, of Israel,

that is, towards the covenant of Jehovah. This is

always stated in a stereotyped formula. Hence
we see that this point was the most important one,

in the eyes of the author, in regard to any king,

and that, in reviewing or estimating his reign, he
laid most stress on this inquiry : How did he stand

towards the covenant with Jehovah—the consti-

tution of Israel ? After the death of Jeroboam II.

the decline of the Kingdom of the Ten Tribes went
on without interruption. From the reign of Zach-
ariah on, the kingdom was in the progress of dis-

solution. The author therefore hastens more rap-

idly over the period of these kings, of whom three,

indeed, only reigned for a very short time, and
gives only those facts in regard to them which
bear either upon the chief question mentioned
above, or upon the approaching catastrophe. For
everything beyond this he refers to the original

authorities. It is true that he follows the same
course in regard to Uzziah and Jotham, who be-

longed, according to the Chronicler, to the number
of energetic and efficient rulers, but this is to be
explained, first, by the fact that he treats the his-

tory of Judah with less detail from the time of the

division of the kingdom on, and, secondly, by the

character of the activity of these two kings, which
waa directed almost exclusively to the external

and political prosperity of the nation, not to the

restoration and complete realization of the theoc-

racy, which was, for this author, the matter of

chief interest. From what the Chronicler gives in

addition, we cannot see that the religious and
moral life took any new Man under their rule, or

reached any more vigorous development Both
were, it is true, favorable to the worship of Jeho-

vah, but they lacked decided zeal for it, for " the

people still sacrificed and offered incense upon the

heights ;
n

t. c, they did nothing to abolish a form

of worship which could so easily lead to error. The
external prosperity which they produced and fos-

tered caused carelessness, luxury, forgetfulness of

God, and immorality of every kind, just as the same
causes had produced these vices in Israel under
Jeroboam II. This we see from 'the descriptions

of the prophets (see Isai. ii-v.). A slow corruption

and demoralization was making its way in Judafr.

It became evident, and bore fruit under the next

king, Ahaz. His successor, Hezekiah, was the first

to bring the Mosaic constitution into full and effi-

cient working, hence the author narrates in detail

the reign of this genuine theocratic king (cf. chaps.

xriiL, xix., and xx.).

[Ewald (Gtsch. IIL a. 634) thus describes the

state of Judah under Uzziah: At this time the

people turned their attention to money-getting
" not so much, as had formerly been the case, in

particular provinces and districts, but throughout

the country, even in Judah, and not so much be-

cause a single king like Solomon favored commer-
cial undertakings, as because the love of trade and
gain, and the desire for the easy enjoyment of the

greatest possible amount of wealth, had taken pos-

session of all classes. All the scorn poured out by
the prophets upon this haste to be rich, and all

their rebukes of the tendency to cheat, which was
one of the fruits of it, no longer availed to restore

the ancient simplicity and contentment (Hos. xil

8 ; Isai. ii ty The long and fortunate reign of

Uzziah in Judah was very favorable to the growth
of this love of gain and enjoyment The quick in-

terchange of money in the lower classes, and the
fierce struggle for gain which gradually absorbed
the entire people, stimulated the upper classes to
similar attempts. Many were the complaints in

Judah of the injustice of the judges, and of the
oppression of the helpless {Amos iii. 1 ; vi. 1 ; Hos.
v. 10; cf also Ps. xil). There was a perverse and
mocking disposition prevalent which led men to
throw doubt upon everything and to raise objec-

tions to everything (Amos vi. 3; ix. 10; Hos. iv.

4). It made them treat with harsh contempt the*

rebukes and exhortations of the best prophets, as
we feel distinctly from the whole tone of the writ-

ings of Amos, Hosea, and Isaiah. , It led them to
desire to know heathen religions, and to introduce
foreign divinities, even when the king himself held
aloof from any such movement (Amos ii. 4; Hos.
iv. 15 ; vi. 1 1 ; xii. 1 ; Isai. ii 8). It became more
and more difficult to restrain these tendencies."]

2. The only incident which is mentioned during
the long reign of Uzziah is that God touched hira

(Vti), and that he was a leper until his death. It

follows that this fact must have seemed to the an*
thor to be important before all others. Leprosy is

not, for him, an accidental disease, but a divine

judgment for guilt, as it is often described (Numb.
xii. 10; Deut. xxiv. 8, 9; 2 Sam. iii. 29; 2 Kings
v. 27). He does not tell more particularly what
the sin of the king was, perhaps because it was
baleful to the king alone and personally, and not
to the whole people, like the sin of Jeroboam. He
rests with a simple reference to the original docu-
ments. [The author of the Book of Kings regards
Uzziah'8 sickness as a visitation of Providence,
just as he regards any other affliction, or any piece

of good fortune, as something sent by God. He
does not know of any guilt on the part of Uzziah
for which this was a judgment. He simply men-
tions it as a matter of interest in itself, and in its

connection with the fact, otherwise unparalleled in

the history of the monarchy (unless Uzziah was
made king while his father was a captive), that

the king's son exercised royal functions durinar his

father's life-time. He does not hint at any belief

on his part that this was a proof that the king had
been guilty of some sin, and it does not behoove
us to draw any such inference.—W. G. S.] On
the contrary, the Chronicler (2 Chron. xxvi. 16 sq.)

gives a detailed explanation of the cause of this

visitation. According to him the king, who had
become arrogant and puffed up by his prosperity

and by the power he had attained, was no longer

contented with the royal authority, but sought, as
an absolute ruler, to combine with it the highest

priestly authority and functions, as the heathen
kings did. The institution of the levitical priest-

hood, however, formed an essential part of the

theocratic constitution, and the monarchy, which
was, moreover, not established until much later,

was not justified in attempting to absorb the
priestly office and to 6verthrow its independence.

Uzziah's guilt, therefore, did not consist in a sin-

gle illegal action, but in an assault upon the con-

stitution. A principle was at stake, whose viola-

tion would have opened a cleft in the theocratic

constitution. According to Josephus, Uzziah went
into the sanctuary (holy-place).' on a great feast-

day, before the entire people, htivc leftariK^v oro-

Mfi>i and offered incense there upon the golden al-
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tar. [Thenius calls attention to the remarkable
detail in the account of this incident in Josephus.
Josephus says that the earthquake which is men-
tioned inAmes i. 1, and Zach. ziv. 5, as having occur-

red during Uzziah's reign, took place at the moment
of his quarrel with the priests ; that it broke the

roof of the temple, and that a ray of sun-light pen-
etrated this, fell upon the head of the king, and
produced the leprosy.] No former king had ven-
tured to make such an assault upon the independ-
ent authority of the priesthood. Thenius says

:

" It is most probable that the powerful king de-

sired to reassume the high-priest's functions which
had been executed by David and Solomon," but
this is decidedly false, for there is no hint any-
where that David and Solomon executed priestly

functions in the holy place, or in the holy of ho-

lies ; in fact, there is nothing in the whole Old
Testament about any " chief-priestly authority of
the kings." (See notes on the passage 1 Kings ix.

25.) It was not, therefore, " any improper self-

assertion on the part of the priests against the
king " (Ewald). They did right to resist him. On
the other hand, it was a usurpation on the part of
the king to attempt any such violence upon the

rights and functions of the priesthood which God
had appointed. It was as much the right as it

was the duty of the priests not to allow any such
invasion of their prerogatives, and if they resisted

the powerful and revered monarch, their courage
deserves to be honored. Moreover, it was not
they, but Jehovah, who smote the king with lep-

rosy, and he was now compelled to abandon not
only the priestly, but also the royal functions.

3. Witsius (DecaphyL p. 320) says of the five

hinge who followed Zachariah: non tarn regee Jvere

quam fures, latronee ae tyrarmi, augusto regum
nomine indigni; qui tyrannidem male partam neque
melius habitam /cede amiserunt They all per-

severed in the sin of Jeroboam, which was, from
the vory commencement of the kingdom, the germ
of its ruin. It is to them that the prophet's words
apply :

" They have set up kings, but not by me

;

they have made princes and I knew it not " (Hos.
viii. 4). Only one of them died a natural death
and left the succession to his son, who, in his turn,

could only retain the sceptre for a short time. Of
the others, each one killed his predecessor in order
to gain the crown, the authority of which was, in

the mean time, shattered by these commotions.
One of the most important factors in the history of
thfs period is the conflict.with the rising Assyrian
monarchy, which came to assist the internal dissen-

sion in hurrying the nation to its downfall. As-
syria was destined, in the purpose of God, to be
the instrument for inflicting the long-threatened

judgment. InVited, probably, by the internal

weakness and distraction which commenced under
Zachariah, Pul made -the first invasion during the

reign of Menahera; he could only be bribed to

withdraw by a heavy tribute. The second Assy-
rian, Tiglath Pileser, came during Pekah's reign

;

he could not be satisfied with money, but carried

off a large portion of the inhabitants into captivity.

The third, Shalmaneser, came during Hoshea's reign,

captured Samaria, and put an end to the kingdom
forever (chap. xvii. 6). [See the bracketed addition

at the end of the ExeQetical section, above.]

4. Not a single event of the reign of Zachariah,

which, in fact, only lasted fdr six months, is men-
tioned. It is, however, stated expressly that with

him the house of Jehu expired, according to the

words of the prophet, chap. x. 30, and not by dy-

ing out, but in a violent and bloody way (Hot. i
4; Amos vii. 9). This was also an actual confir-

mation of the declaration in the fundamental law
of Israel, that God visits the sins of the fathers

upon the children unto the third and fourth genera-

tion (Ex. xx. 5 ; xxxiv. 7 ; Deut. v. 9) ; that is, the

sin against the first and chief commandment:
" Thou shalt have none other Gods before me, and

shalt not make to thyself any graven image " [the

first commandment, according to the Lutheran

division]. This commandment was the foundation

of the covenant with Israel and the centre of the

Israelitish nationality. The meaning is, therefore,

that the " sin of Jeroboam " will not be permitted

by God to run on beyond the third or fourth gene-

ration (cf. Menken, Schriften, V. s. 35). No dynas-

ty in Israel which followed the sin of Jeroboam

lasted for more than three or four generations.

The house of Jeroboam, like that of Baesha and

Menahem, perished with its first member; the

house of Omri with its third, and the house of

Jehu with its fourth. Zimri, Shallum, Pekah, and

Hoshea died without successors, while the house

of David remained without [long] interruption

upon the throne. Although single kings in the

line were guilty of apostasy, yet the sin was never

continued until the second generation. [On the

physical calamities which marked the last years

of Jehu's dynasty, and on the death of Zachariah,

see Stanley, II. 400-403.]
5. STudlum, the king of a month, had no histori-

cal importance further than this, that he murdered

and was murdered. Both these facts go to show,

what the author desires to show, the state in which

the kingdom then was. The history makes special

mention of only two events in the history of Hena-

hem, although he reigned for ten years, but these

two events are characteristic of him and of the

state of the kingdom. The first is his campaign

against Tiphsah, the city which would not admit

him, that is, would not recognize him as king. We
see from this that he was not at all beloved, and

that the land was already distracted by parties.

The fact that he there perpetrated a great mas-

sacre, and did not even spare the infant in its

mother's womb, and so raged against his own

countrymen after the manner of the most savage

foreign foes, shows that he was a bloody tyrant,

who desired from the outset to fill all his opponents

with terror. Machiavelli's words (De principe, 8)

apply to him : " He who violently and without just

right usurps a crown, must use cruelty, if cruelty

becomes necessary, once for all, in order that he

may not find it necessary to recommence the use

of it daily." The second fact mentioned in regard

to this reign, one which had decisive influence

upon the fate of the whole nation, is the contact

with Assyria. Menahem pressed from his subjects

a large sum of money, in order not only to bribe

the Assyrian king to leave his territory, but also

to purchase his support and assistance against his

subjects themselves. He was the first king of

Israel who, in order to hold his people in subject

tion and establish his own authority, purchased the

assistance of a foreign power. " In order to estab-

lish his authority, at the price of the independence

of his people, he founded his power upon the As-

syrian support" (Duncker). It was against this

course that the prophet Hosea pronounced his in-
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tense denunciations (v. 13 ; vii 11 ; x. 6). Instead
of establishing the kingdom securely by these
means, the king only hastened its ruin, for " it has
always been thus in the history of the world ; the
protection of mighty nations has only been the

first step towards oppression by them. 8uch pro-

tection has often been, as it was here for Israel, a
punishment for those who sought it " (Calw. Bibel).

Starke's observation: "Menahem acts prudently
here, not only in purchasing the departure of the
invader with money, but also in laying the tribute

as a tax upon his wealthy subjects," entirely misses
the historical connection. Ewald says: "Mena-
hem seemed at first to be inspired with better

principles, and it seemed as if the nation would
take new life, under his rule, after three incapable
rulers had been killed in a single month." The
fact of the three kings is asserted on the strength
ofZach. xi. 4-8, where u three shepherds " are men-
tioned, but it falls at once as destitute of founda-
tion. "Kobolam" is a pure fiction (see Extgct
on ver. 10). There is no hint in the text of any
better principles at the beginning of Menahem's
reign ; his conduct at Tiphsah rather bears testi-

mony to the contrary. Also all the rest which
Ewald brings together in regard to Menahem's
reign (Gesch. III. *. 599 sq. [3d Ed. $. 644]) rests

upon passages in the prophets Zachariah, Isaiah,

and Hosea, which do not contain any history.

Winer justly characterizes it as: **a very ill-

founded combination."
6. The author does not mention a single event

in the reign of Pekahiah. He only speaks of the
end of it, which was significant in two respects.

Monahem had bought at a heavy price the assist-

ance of Assyria to confirm his royal authority, and
to found a dynasty. As long as he lived he main-
tained himself on the throne. Hardly had his son
succeeded him, however, before the vanity of the
Assyrian support became apparent. In the second
year it was all over with the new dynasty; it was
not destined to last. Pekahiah was murdered,
not by foreign foes, but by one of his familiar

attendants with the help of a portion of the body-
guard which should have protected him. Such
crimes can be perpetrated only where all the
bonds of discipline and order, of fidelity and obe-
dience, are loosed; hence the contemporary pro-

phet Hosea says: "The Lord hath a controversy
with the inhabitants of the land," Ac. (Hos. iv.

1,2).

7. In regard to Pckah again, we are not informed
of a single act of his. The author tells us, how-
ever, that, during his reign, Tiglath-pileser con-
quered a large portion of the country and carried

off the inhabitants. This was the upshot of Pe-
kah's long reign. This was the great event of the
time, in comparison with which all else that oc-

curred was insignificant The reference to this

event is meant to show us that with Pekah's reign

comes the beginning of the end. The war which
Pekah carried on against Judah in alliance with
Rezin, contributed to the same general result, as is

shown in chap. xvL It is at any rate a proof of
unusual and irrepressible energy that Pekah, in

spite of the internal decay and decline of the king-
dom, was able to maintain himself so long upon
the throne. He had energy and a soldier's courage.
The manner in wnich he attained to the throne
shows that he was a violent, ambitious, and per-

fidious man, who cared not for God or divine

things. Isaiah never calls him by his name, but
only refers to him contemptuously as the " son of
Remaliah " (Isal vii 4, 5, 9), probably because he
was a man of vulgar origin. We can only guess
what passages in the prophets apply especially to
Pekah, since we have no historical data in the book
before us upon which to attach them. The inter-

pretation of Zach. xi. 16 sq.; xiiL 7; cf. x. 3, as
applying to Pekah, which Ewald proposes so con-
fidently (Propheten des A. B. 1. 8. 319 sq. Gesckichte

III. 8. 602 [3d ed. 5. 648]), is arbitrary and forced.

Schmieder's opinion (in Von Gerlach's Bibdwerk)
that Hosea vii. 4-7 refers to Pekah's conspiracy
against Pekahiah, although it is much more proba-
ble than Ewald's notion mentioned above, is not
by any means above serious doubts.

8. In the history of king Jotham of Judah no
details are given aside from the regular data, ex-
cept that he built the upper gate of the temple
(on the north side of the outer court), and that,

about the end of his reign, the attacks of Rezin
and Pekah upon Judah began. The first of these
has direct reference to the statement that the peo-
ple still sacrificed on the high places, or, as the
Chronicler expresses it, that •* the people did yet
corruptly " (2 Chron. xxvii. 2). In order to put a
stop to this " corruption," to which the people was
so much accustomed, Jotham "built" the gate*
through which the sacrifices were brought in,

anew ; he desired thereby to induce the people to
bring their sacrifices hither and not to the forbid-

den " high places." This was at least an act in-

spired by loyalty to the theocracy. This king
thereby confessed himself a servant of Jehovah,
and the act is therefore especially mentioned. The
second fact recorded had, as appears in chap, xvi.,

more important consequences for Judah than any-
thing else which happened during Jotham's reign.

Hence it deserved to be especially mcntioued. It

was not so much a chastisement for Jotham him-
self as for the people, who, under the prosperous
reigns of Uzziah and Jotham, still continued to act
" corruptly," and inclined strongly to idolatry.

HOMILETICAL AND PRACTICAL.

Vers. 1-7. (Compare 2 Chron. xxvi.) King
Uzziah. (a) His prosperous reign of 50 years.

(b) His unfortunate end.—It is the greatest bless-

ing for a nation, when a God-fearing king lives

lon£ to rule over it Hence we pray for those in

aumority.—Ver. 4. How hard it is to abolish and
do away with bad customs which have been handed
down from generation to generation!— Ver. 5.

Uzziah's guilt and punishment. Starke : We
should not be over-bold to undertake duties which
do not devolve upon us. He who covets more
than he has any right to have loses even what he
has.—Let each one remain in his own calling to

which he is called, and not invade the functions of
another calling, even if he has strength and oppor-
tunity to do so. We cannot break over the bounds
which God has set without incurring punishment.
—Calw. Bibel : This is a warning example for

tnose who behave as if they are capable of being
all in all, whereas each one has his own gifts and
his own calling. The might of kings does not
reach into the sanctuary.—Think no man blessed
until thou hast seen his end. The most fortunate,

rich, and mighty king learned that "all flesh is
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grass," and that " the world passcth away," &c,

I John ii. XI.

—

Pfaff. Bibel: God chastises often

jdie great in tliis world with heavy misfortunes,

in order to remind them of their own nothingness,

and to humble them.—Separation from the world

and from the current of affairs, and residence

in solitude, may become a great blessing to him
who recognizes in them a divine dispensation.

—

Cbamkr: Children must take care of their sick

and weak and aged parents; must take their

places as far as they can, and honor them in word
and deed (Sirach iii. 9, 14). [The history of king

XJzziah presents warning and instructive lessons

especially for a time of prosperity, when greed of

gain, love of luxury and ease, respect for wealth,

with all the attendaut vices of prosperity, are the

characteristics of society. See the bracketed ad-

dition to Hist. § 1.—W. G. 8.]

Vers. 8-31. See Historical and Ethical The
last kings of the northern kingdom, or the mon-
archy in its decay, (a) The monarchy as the

highest civil authority is ordained by God (Prov.

viii. 16); it is God's ordinance. If it does not

consider itself as such it cannot endure. The last

kings of Israel were not chosen and instituted by
God, nor even by the people ; they raised them-

selves by force through robbery and murder (Hos.

viii. 4). They ruled, not by the grace of God, but

'by His wrath (Hos. xiii. 11). The monarchy in Is-

rael had lost its foothold on the divine ordinance.

All its kings persevered in the sin of Jeroboam,
therefore it had no endurance. No dynasty en-

dured beyond the third or fourth generation, some
only to the second, the last ones not even to the

first ; while the house of David, in Judah, did not

perish in spite of storms. Where one dynasty
overthrows another, there the true, divinely insti-

tuted monarchy comes to an end, and people and
kingdom perish with it. (6) The monarchy is the
11 minister of God to them for good " (Rom. xiii. 4)

;

jt is its calling to work out the welfare of the peo-

ple. The last kings of Israel did not care for this,

they only cared for power and dominion. Hence
the people and the kingdom sank continually lower

and lower. When kings only rule for their own
sakes and not for the sake of their people, then

they cease to be shepherds of their people (Jerem.

xxiiL 1-4), and the monarchy decays fProv. xx, 28

;

xxv. 6). Rulers who seized power oy force and
violence, have never been the deliverers and pro-

tectors of their people, but rather tyrants, who
have led it down to its ruin. " In one demagogue,"
gays Luther, " there are hidden ten tyrants."—As
is the master, so is the servant ; as is the head, so

are the members. A succession of rulers, who at-

tained to the throne by conspiracy, revolt, perjury,

and murder, is the surest sign, not only that there

is something rotten in the State, but also that there

is nothing sound in the nation, from the sole of the

foot to the crown of the head fTsai. I 6 ; Hos. iv.

I sq.). The corruption in Israel extended, in the

first place, from the head downwards. Jeroboam
made Israel to sin. ' Then, however, it came from
below upwards. The rebels and murderers who

came to the throne came from the people. These
kings were so hostile that the one killed the other

but they were of one accord in abandoning Jeho-
vah, and persevering in the sin ofJeroboam. This
was the cause of their ruin. When there is no fear

of God in the heart, then the door is open to every
sin and vice.

Vers. 8-12. The end of the house of Jehu is a
clear testimony to the fulfilment of the threats of
the divine law (Exod. xx. 5).

—

Before the people. It

is a sign of general demoralization and corruption

when sins and crimes can be perpetrated in public

without causing horror and incurring condemna-
tion.—Vers. 13-15. As a rule, one successful re-

volt is only the prelude to another. A throne

which is founded on sin, cannot sustain the attacks

of storms.

—

Wubt. Summ. : We see in the case of

Shallum, the murderer, who reigned but a month,
how God, the just judge, exercises His retribution

upon tyrants.—Vers. 14r-22. In the eyes of a
domineering man there is no greater crime than

that any one should refuse obedience to his will.

Love or command is* the vice which makes a man
inhuman, and more cruel than a wild animaL—It

is the way of all tyrants, great and small, that they

are cruel and fierce to those over whom they have
authority, but tremble and cringe before any who
are greater than themselves.—Menahem, instead

of turning to God as his protector and helper (Pa.

cxl 1 and 2), seeks help from the* enemies of Is-

rael. He buy8 this help with money forced from

his subjects, but thereby prepares the ruin of his

kingdom and people. Cf. Jerem. xvii. 5 and Hoa
xiii. 8 seg. A friendship which is bought with

money will not last.—Vers. 23-26. A prince who
is not faithful to his God cannot expect his ser-

vants to be faithful to him, but a king who, like

David, is a man after God's own heart, can say

:

u Mine eyes shall be' upon the faithful of the

land," 4c (Ps. ci. 6, 7).

—

Osiandeb: Princes ought

not to trust too implicitly to their servants—those

whose duty it is to protect them may be the first

to strike them.—Vera. 27-31. To the "sonofBe-
maliah " the words apply :

" He that exalteth him-

self shall be abased " (Matt. xxiiL 12).—Osiandee:
Tyrants generally rise very high that they may fall

only so much the farther (IsaL xxvl 4-6).

Vers. 32-38 (cf. 2 Chron. xxvii.).—Pfaff. Bibel:

How beautiful it is to see children walk in the foot-

steps of their fathers when these were righteous.

It is a glorious thing for a prince, instead of beau- •

tifying his palaces, and building ivory houses

(Amos iii. 16), to restore the temple gates, and so

Bays to his people: "Enter into his gates with

thanksgiving and into his courts with praise " (Pa

c, 4).—Vers. 37 and 38, Calw. Bibel : We have

here a distinct proof that neither the good conduct

of a prince by itself, nor the good conduct of the

people by itself, can make a nation happy. Prince

and people must together serve the Lord, if the

land is to prosper.—Osiauder : When God wishes

to punish the sins of a nation, he is wont to re-

move pious princes by death before the judgment

begins.
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&—The Reign of Aha* in Judah.

Chap, xvi 1-20. (2 Chron. xxviii.)

1 In the seventeenth year of Pekah the son of Remaliah, Ahaz the son ot
2 Jotham king of Jndah began to reign [became king]. Twenty years old was
Ahaz when he began to reign, and reigned sixteen years in Jerusalem, and did
not that which was right in the sight of the Lord his God, like David his father.

3 Bat he walked in the way of the kings of Israel, yea, and made his son to pass
through the fire, according to the abominations * of the heathen, whom the Lord

4 cast out from before the children of Israel And he sacrificed and burnt incense
in the high places, and on the hills, and under every green tree.

5 Then Rezin king of Syria, and Pekah son of Remaliah king of Israel, came
up to Jerusalem to war : and they besieged Ahaz, but could not overcome him

6 [prevail].* At that time Rerin king of Syria recovered [won] Elath to [fori

Syria, and drave the Jews from Elath: and the Syrians* came to Elath, and
1 dwelt [dwell] there unto this day. So Ahaz sent messengers to Tiglath-pUeser
king of Assyria, saying, I am thy servant and thy son: come up, and save me
out of the hand of the king of Syria, and out of the hand of theking of Israel,

8 which rise up against me. And Ahaz took the silver and gold that was found
in the house ofthe Lord, and in the treasures of the king's house, and sent it for
a present to the king of Assyria. And the king of Assyria hearkened unto him

:

for [and] the king of Assyria went up against Damascus, and took it, and carried

the people of it captive to Kir, and slew Rezin.

10 And king Ahaz went to Damascus to meet Tiglath-pileser king of Assyria,
and saw an altar that was at Damascus : and king Ahaz sent to Urijah the priest

the fashion [pattern] of the altar, and the pattern [plan] of it, according to all

11 the workmanship thereof.
4 And Uryah the priest built an altar according to all

that king Ahaz had sent from Damascus : so Urijah the priest made it against

12 king Ahaz came from Damascus. And when the king was come from Damas-
cus, the king saw the altar : and the king approached to the altar, and offered

13 thereon [went up upon it]. And he burnt his burnt offering and his meat
offering, and poured his diink offering, and sprinkled the blood of his peaoe

14 offerings, upon the altar. And he brought also the brazen altar, which was
before the Lord, from the forefront of the honse, from between the \nevo\ altar and

15 the house of the Lord, and put it on the north side of the altar. And king Aha*
commanded Urijah the priest, saying, Upon the great altar burn the morning
burnt offering, and the evening meat offering, and the king's burnt sacrifice,

and his meat offering, with the burnt offering of all the people of the land, and
their meat offering, and their drink offerings ; and sprinkle upon it all the blood
of the burnt offering, and all the blood of the sacrifice : and [as for] the brazen '

16 altar shall be for me to inquire by [I will consider further].* Thus did Urijah
the priest, according to all that king Ahaz commanded. .

17 And king Ahaz cut off the borders of the bases, and removed the laver from
off them ; and took down the sea from off the brazen oxen that loere under it,

18 and put it upon a pavement [structure] of stones. And [he altered] the covert
[covered way] * for the sabbath that they had built in the house, and the king's

entry without, turned he from [omu turned he from.

—

int** in] the house of the

Lord [,] for [fear of] the king of Assyria.

19 Now the rest of the acts of Ahaz which he did, are they not written in the

20 book of the Chronicles of the kings of Judah ? And Ahaz slept with hia

fathers, and was buried with his fathers in the city of David : and Hezekiah hii

son reigned in his stead.
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,

fBXTU.lL AND QRAJIMATIOAL.

1 Ver. &—(Abominable rites or usagss.

* Vera. 6.—[Qf. Isai. tIL 1, where we find iTtJJ after DH^t6 i
" Wm not able to make war against it,** 1 e. sae-

eessftilly.

» Ver. «.—(The chetib It to be retained. QT. Ax?, fiwald, Taeniae, Botteber (ZeArft. % tf6X and others, who

follow the kerf, also change DlfcO » above, to Dtl^ • The entire eooeeption of the Incident Sa then changed.

Bexin doea not oonqner Elath for hlmeelf, bnt rettorea It to Edom, in order to atrengthen the hereditary enemy of

Jndah and gain his alliance. Kell very Justly objeeta that DV1K ia written defectively DHK only once in the

O. T. (Ezek. xxr. 14). His explanation of the form D*DT)K ia also simpler than the aboTe change. He ooaaidcra

it a Syrlac (Aramaic) form (a for a), and poiata to other aimllar forms in the same chapter, D^jVI for D*DjJfl

(er. 7); T\&X for H^K (ver. «); pfenSTT for' P&&1 (T«r. 10). Bottcher gives the enphonio and other

grounds for these exceptional forms in ff 118S, 9, 1 ; 851, a.
« Ver. 1<X— [/. 6. with full details how it was made.
* Ver. 16.— [- 1 will consider farther what shall be dons with that* Thenlns defends the rendering given in

the E. T. He denies that 'p-iTiT can hare the sense which we give it, bat he finds it necessary to change

npi> into tity^b-

* Ver. 18.—[The keri to anpported by the Yulg. : JfeeoeA. However, we find other instances of * — instead of

% m the first syllable of a word before fc> or D . Bee Dfe**4 for DfeVJ , Gen. xxiv. 88 ; *JD" for !JDV» , Ex.

xxx. 89. See also Eiek. xlL & (Bottcher, % 460, b).—The massorah -requires that RJWrffl shall be accented milel,

because it will not recognise a feminine In this adjective which agrees with fctt3£ • (f. flTvJil t chap. xv. «,

Gramwu not©.—W. G. 8.]

KXEGETICAL AND CRITICAL.

Ver. 1. Anas became king, Ac. On the year
of Ahaz's accession see the chronological discus-

sion after chap, xvil—Ver. 2. If Ahaz was 20
years old at his accession and reigned 16 years, so
that he was 36 years old when he died, then he
must have begotten his son Hezekiah in the tenth
year of his age, for Hezekiah, according to xviii.

% ascended the throne in his 25th year. This
would not be an impossibility, for even yet mar-
riages occur in the East between boys of 10 and
girls of 8 years (see the instances quoted by Keil
in his Comment, on the verse). It is, however,
ery improbable, and there is no similar instance

in Scripture. It is very likely, therefore, that the
reading " twenty-five " instead of twenty, which is

presented by some MSS., by the Vatican MS. of
the Sept., as well as by the Syriac and Arabic
translations on 2 Chron. xxviii. 1, is the original

and correct one (Ewald, Thenius, and Keil).

Ver. 3. But he walked in the way of the
kings of Israel This cannot mean that he trans-

planted the Israelitish worship of the calves into

Judah, for the relation between Judah and Israel

had become hostile even in the last year* of his

father Jotham (chap. xv. 37). Moreover, there is

not a hint of that form of worship in the history

of Judah. The words only mean, generally, that
Ahaz forsook the covenant of Israel as the Israel-

itiah kings had done. The parallel passage 2

Chron. xxviii. 2 and 3 adds directly the words

:

41 And made also molten images for Baalim. More-
over he burnt incense in the valley of the son of
Hinnom." This sentence " is evidently taken from
the original authority " (Thenius). Probably it was
emitted by the author of the Book of Kings be-
cause it seemed to him to be implied in the state-

ment already made that he " walked in the way
of the kings of Israel," for these had had images
of Baal (1 Kings xvi 32 ; 2 Kings iil 2 ; x. 26 *f.).

I He desired to go on at once to the things which
this king had done other than what had been done
by the kings of Israel. We have not, therefore,

to understand, by the images of Baalim, calf-ima-

ges like those of Jeroboam (Keil), but idol-images.

On the valley of Hinnom see notes on chap, xxiii.

10.

—

Tea, and made his son to pass through the

fire, viz., Ipb? • This must be supplied, as we see,

from chap, xxiii 10; Levit xviii. 21 ; Jerem. xix.

5. The meaning of the phrase £*K3 TajflT i» dis-

tinctly stated in Numb. xxxi. 23. It has accord-

ingly been supposed by some that, where (3 or

D'J3 is the object, and not gold or silver, it re-

fers to a literal passage through fire, and that it

was an act of lustration or purification (Theodo-

ret, Grotius, Spencer, and others). It is clear,

however, from 2 Chron. xxviii. 3, where "lJEW

stands for it, that it is not a simple passage

through, but a burning up. The same is clear from

chap. xvii. SI ; Deut xii 31 ; Jerem. xix. 6 ; Ezek,

xvi 20 sq. ; xxiii. 37. Josephus declares plainly

of Ahaz: koX ISiov uXoieairrvoe nalda (cf. Gesen.

Thesaurus, II., p. 985). Another question arises,

however, viz., whether we must understand that

the children were burned alive, or that they were

killed and then burned. The rabbis assert the

former (see the passages quoted from Jarchi in

Winer's R- W.-B. EL, $. 101), but their authority is

overturned by other and better testimony. In Ezek.

xvi. 20 it is said : " Thou tookest thy sons and thy

daughters, which thou hadst borne to me, and slow-

est them (D'r&Tftl) [aa a sacrifice] to them [i &, to

the false gods] fet6 [t &, to consume them].

Was thy whoredom too slight a tiling that thou

slowest ('DnVFQ) my sons, and gavest them away
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DTriK T3gn3 "—[*• «., in that thou caused8t them

t ) go through, or, to bo burned up in, the fire] ?

Ps. cvi. 37 sq. speaks only of the slaughter of

children io sacrifice to idols, not of burning them

:

11 And they slew their sons and daughters in sac-

rifice ftrDPI) to false gods, and shed innocent blood

—blood of their sons and daughters whom they

sacrificed (VT3T) to the idols of Canaan, and the

land was desecrated by the shedding of blood

(D*OT3)." Diodorus Siculus (xx. It) describes the

brazen statue of Kronos (Moloch) with its out-

stretched arms, glowing hot from an internal fire,

but he does not say that the children were laid liv-

ing upon them. Eusebius (Prctp. Evang. iv. 16)

states in regard to the human sacrifices which were
offered at Salamis that they were first killed by the

priest with a spear and then burned upon the pile.

Slaying, and cutting in pieces, and shedding blood,

are essentials in sacrifice, so that rOTi i. e., to

slaughter, means, to sacrifice. We have certainly

to understand, therefore, in the case of the child-

sacrifices, that they were killed before they were
burned (Havernick, Comm. uber Ezech. s. 237 sq.).

Such seems to have been the case also in the inci-

dent mentioned in chap. iii. 27. The only remain-
ing question is this : if the procedure was the same
in the case of the child-sacrifices as in the ordinary
burnt offerings, why do we find the expression

PK3 T3tfn used only of the former ? The proba-
ble explanation is that the expression only referred

originally to a passage through the fire without
consumption, a sort of fire-baptism, as purifications

by fire were practised by various peoples, and that

it was not connected with human sacrifice. Not
until a later time did this become corrupted into

a real sacrifice and burning, but the original ex-
pression was retained and became general (see

Keil on Levit. xviii. 21). It may be, too, as Wit-
sins (MiscelL p. 616) suggests, that the practice was
not always and everywhere the same, but both liv-

ing and dead children were burued, and this ex-
pression was used in both cases.

[This is the point in the history of the Israel-

ites at which they became acquainted with the
As8yrio-Chaldean idolatry. The gods Baal and
Ashtaroth became known to them from the Phoe-
nicians by the marriage of Jezebel with Ahab.
That that was the point of contact between the Je-
hovah-worship and the Baal-worship is proved by
the fact that this pair (Baal and Ashtaroth) are the
ones whom the Israelites worshipped, and that

that was the couplet which was worshipped at Si-

don (see note on chap. xvii. 17). Now, however,
Pekah and Ahaz came into close intimacy with the
Assyrians, and learned from them the astral con-
ception of the same heathen religion. Ashtaroth
always had sidereal character, but her worship, so
far as it was introduced into Israel, seems to have
been confined rather to its voluptuous rites.- Ahaz
introduced the astral worship into Judah. In or-

der to understand the influence of these heathen
religious conceptions on Judah, and the origin of
the rite of passing through the fire, it is neces-
sary to take a somewhat comprehensive view of
these heathen religious conceptions. Here follows
a description of the cultue. Ou the astral ideas see
note on xvii. 17. The religious conceptions of the
nations of Western Asia were all closely related

to each other. The deity was conceived of as one,

simple, formless, and universal, but in a pantheistic

sense. It has often been observed that behind the
polytheism of these nations (and of Egypt also)

there was an idea ofone sole and original deity, and
it has been inferred that there was a pure and true
monotheistic ideaatthe root, and that the polytheism
was only popular. In fact, however, the corruption
of these heathen religions was rooted in the pan-
theistic conception of this original divine essence.
Then his attributes were deified (hence the plural
Baalim), and not only his good attributes but also'

his destructive and profane and base attributes.

Hence, by a legitimate deduction, all the cruel and
licentious rites of pretended religion. In different

countries the chief and original God took different

names according to the especial point of view from
which he was regarded. The Assyrians called

'

him Asshur, or, in a still more pantheistic concep-
tion, Ilu ; and among the Canaanites he was called
El as the " Mighty One," the first and simplest
conception of God as strength. He was also very
widely named Baal (Babylonian Bel [Merodach]),
as the "Lord;" also Yaoh (Hebr. Yahvah [Jeho-
vah]), as the " Eternal," the pure conception of be-
ing or existence. The Aramaeans named him J9b-

dqd or Radar, " The Only One; " the Ammonites,
Moloch, the " King ;

" the Moabites, Chemosh, the
" Governor." Then he received different names ac-

cording to his attributes, and was worshipped by
each nation under the name of the attribute which
they kept most in mind. As the deity which pre-
sided over generation he was Thammuz or Adon
(Hebr. Adonay ; Greek, Adonis) ; as protector and
preserver he was Chon ; as destroyer he was Mo-
loch; as "presiding over the decomposition of
those destroyed beings whence new life was again
to spring," he was Zebub (Beelzebub). Hence,
probably, Baal-zebub was the god of restoration to

health from dangerous sickness. See 2 Kings i 2.

In this last sense probably the main idea was that

of resurrection or life from death. The flies on
carrion seemed to spring to life out of it. The
Egyptian beetle probably embodies the same idea.

Moloch was therefore the supreme deity in his at-

tribute of destroyer. Fire, lightning, war, pesti-

lence, and so on, represented him. He was wor-
shipped under this form when his appetite for

devouring and destroying • was being satiated.

Hence his rites consisted in sacrifices of things

cast into the fire. Those who robbed themselves

of something which they cast into the fire appeased

the god and averted the assaults which were to bo
apprehended from him if his appetite for destruc-

tion was not satisfied. The parents who thus

sacrificed their children might hope that this fright-

ful sacrifice would save them from further or other

losses. When the king of Moab found the fight

going against him he offered his son to Chemosh,

that the god, appeased by this, might not push on
the destruction of war. No doubt he considered

that this sacrifice was successful when the horrified

Israelites desisted from the war (2 Kings iii.). So
far as we can judge, the children were cast alive

into the flames.— The religion of Israel differed

from these heathen religions in that its supreme
deity was personal, spiritual, and holy, and thai

the Israelites refrained from deifying his attribute!

as emanations or hypostases of himself.—W. G. S.]

Instead of fca in ver. 3 and chap. xxi. 6, the

Chronicler (IL xxviii. 8 and xxxiii. 6) has the plural

V33 * Thenius regards this as a contradiction, or.
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at least, as an exaggeration of the passage before

us, but the plural stands here, as it often does

(Matt. ix. 8; il 20; Gesen. Lekrgeb. a. 664 sq.),

rhetorically, in order to say, in general, that Ahaz
and Manasseh had incurred the guilt of child-

sacrifice. " The pure, abstract idea of child-sacri-

fice, apart from any idea of number, is expressed

by the plural " (Bertheau, Keil). In like manner,

Cicero (De Prov. Cons. xiv. 35): jnatndismmi Uberi,

although Caesar had only a single daughter (cf also

Pro Lege Monti 12). On ver. 4 cf. 1 Kings xiv. 23.

The sense is : The centralization of the worship of

God, such as the law prescribed, came to an end

;

the very contrary came to pass. Thenius seises

upon the fact that we have a before fltoa, in-

stead of $>y, which we find before ntyaaHi as a

support for his interpretation of the former word
as " grove " or •' sacred enclosure w (see Exeg. on 1

Kings it 2 and 3). It stands here, as it often does,

for roan fro , Ahas offered incense in the sacred
T T - ••

places on the tops of the mountains and on the

hills, t. c, on heights where there was no JV3 but

only an altar.

Yer. 5. Than Resin, king of 8yiia- See on

this and the following verse : Caspari, Ueber den

Syruch-ephraimitischen Kiieg unter Jotham vnd
Ahaz. Christiania, 1849. After the author has
described the reign of Ahaz in its broad and gen-

eral features (vers. 1-4), the detailed account of the

particular incidents begins in ver. 5. TK only

means, therefore, after Ahaz had succeeded to the

throne. The attacks began under Jotham (chap.

xv. 37), but there had not yet been any formal and
united expedition. [The first attempt was frus-

trated by the attack of Tiglath Pileser on Damas-
cus and Samaria. See JSupp. Note, p. 161.] No
real attack was made until Ahaz was on the

throne. The object was, according to Isai. vil 6,

to conquer Judah and to set upon the throne a

person called "the son of Tabeel," of whom we,

know nothing further. [Mention of this confede-

ration occurs in the Assyrian inscriptions. We
learn there that the name of* this " son of Tabeel

"

was Ashariah.] Whether " they hoped thereby to

be able to oppose larger means and stronger force

to the aggressions of the Assyrian empire " (The-

nius), is a matter for mere supposition. [This sup-

position is now very strongly confirmed.] They
came as far as Jerusalem, which they besieged

(TOPI means besiege, as it does in 2 Sam. xx. 15

;

Jerem..xxi. 4; xxxix. 1; Ezek. iv. 3, and not

merely : " they pressed forward towards it ")» but
were not able to take it, for the city had been
strongly fortified on all sides by Uzziah and
Jotham (2 Chron. xxvi. 9; xxvil 3), and, in the

providence of God, it was otherwise decreed (Isai.

rii. 7).

Yer. 6. At that time Ravin won BUth for

Syria, Ac, ipnn HJ3 does not mean "there-

upon" or "afterwards," but designates in gen-

eral the time of the Syriac-ephraimitic war against

Judah. Ver. 6 is a sort of parenthesis, so that

ver. 7 is the real continuation of ver. 5. The
author desires to record the danger which threat-

ened Jerusalem, for this was the chief event in

this war, and, besides this, to record the fact that

Judah, during this reign, lost the city which was
its most important seat of commerce, and one of

the chief sources of the prosperity of the country
(cf. on Elath, notes on 1 Kings ix. 26 and 2 Kings
xiv. 22). Ver. 7 then joins on to ver. 5r for Ahas
sent to Tiglath Pileser, not on account of the loss

of Elath, but on account of his endangered capital,1

with which the whole kingdom must stand or fall!

Many expositors, both ancient and recent, have de^

sired to change D1*6 to DV1fc6, because Elath

never belonged to Syria, and therefore could not
be " restored " to it. But this conjecture is not
supported by a single manuscript or ancient ver-
sion, and, as Winer and Keil observe, 3'g*n does

not necessarily imply the idea of "back again."
It means, in general, to turn away from something
to something else (Isai. i. 25, and Knobel's note
thereon; Ps. lxxxi. 14; Amos L 8; Ban. xi. 18).

It means, therefore, that Rezin took away Elath
from Judah, to which it had previously belonged,
and joined it to Syria. The case is similar with

the word DWW, for which the keri offers

DWIK1, the Sept, 'ISov/uuot, and the Yulg.,
Idumoti, but evidently incorrectly. The Edomitea
did not need to come to Elath and to settle there

;

they had always lived in this city, which lay in
their own country, and had remained there even
when it was in the hands of the Jews. What in

asserted, however, is. that Rezin expelled the Jews
and brought thither Syrians, who settled there for
purposes of trade, and remained there " until this
day," *. «., at the time that these books were written
the Syrian commercial colony was yet in Elath.
Yet one question further suggests itself here, viz,,

whether Rezin took Elath before or after the at-
tack which he and Pekah made upon Jerusalem.
The answer to this question depends upon another
one : What is the relation between the record be-
fore us and that in the parallel passage in Chroni-
cles ? In the latter there is no mention of the
expedition against Elath, nor of the siege of Jeru-
salem. On the other hand, it is recorded that Je-
hovah gave Ahaz into the hand of the king of
Syria, who defeated him, and took away many cap*
tives to Damascus; likewise into the hand of the
king of Israel, who, in a great battle, won a great
victory over him (vers. 5 and 6). This narrative
the rationalistic school formerly regarded as an in-
vention and unworthy of belief (Gesenius, De
Wette, Gramberg), but that view has been aban-
doned even by this school. Thenius, amongst
others, regards the narrative as unquestionably
historical, and as a supplement to* the record before
us. Nevertheless there is some disagreement ss to
whether the campaign described in Chronicles is the
same one which is described here. Caspari has)

examined this question very carefully in the work
mentioned above ; we, therefore, refer in general
to that work and here add only what follows.

Those, like Vitringa, Movers, Havernick, and
others; who adopt the hypothesis of two sucea-
sive expeditions, appeal for their proof especially*

to Isai. vii. 1-9. At the commencement of the
war against Judah, when it is made known to the
house of David that the Syrians are already in
Ephraim, the prophet announces to Ahaz the com-
plete failure of the enterprise of the two kings.
As, however, according to the account in Chroni-
cles, Ahaz was defeated by each of these kings, it

is inferred that that must have taken place in a
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different expedition from the one here referred to,

and that it took place before the latter ; further-

more, that the capture of £lath took place during

the second expedition and after the siege of Jeru-

salem, since it is narrated in the history after that

•vent (ver. 6). It is certain that the two battles

mentioned in 2 Chron. xxviii. 5 and 6, must have
taken place before the siege of Jerusalem, but it

does not follow that they occurred in an earlier

expedition. As it was the intention of Bezin and
Pekah to put an end to the kingdom of Judah and
to put " the son of Tabeel " (probably a Syrian
general) upon the throne, it is not by any means
to be supposed that they would have abandoned
the attempt after gaining two victories over Ahaz,
and then would have undertaken a new expedition

in order to besiege Jerusalem. On the contrary,

it is plain that they would try, after winning two
victories, to complete their enterprise by taking
Jerusalem. The words in Isai. viL 2, DIM HPO

D^SlT^p do not mean, as they are often trans-

lated :
" The Aramaeans are encamped in Ephraim "

(Bunsen), nor: ''The Syrians stand [are under
arms] in Kphraim " (De Wette), so that it would
follow, that Rezin first advanced into Ephraim at

the outbreak of the war, in order to advance, in

conjunction with Pekah, against Jerusalem. The
phrase must be explained as it is in the Chaldee
paraphrase :

" The king of Syria has joined himself

(laiDM i
societatem iniit) with ( Qy ) the king of

Israel" So the Sept. translate: owt+hvnozv *Apap

?rpdf rov 'Efpaifi. " The verb rTO with *>y is never
used of an army encamping, and it does not seem
fitting to take OnDK as referring to the country,
and D1K aa referring to the people " (Hengsten-
berg). TX\) means, to lie down to rest, and it ex-

presses, when it is used as it is here of a person

who rests upon or over (f>y) another, a being with
or by, a being in connection with him (cf. Numb. xi.

25, 26 ; Isai. xi. 2 ; Ps. cxxv. 3). [An examination
of these passages will show that they do not

justify any such rendering of ^y pnj as, to be in

alliance w*th. They contain " the spirit rests upon n

or some similar sense of ?y rflj , which is a differ-

ent sense of " rest " and a different sense of " upon "

from the one here to be proved. Hengstenberg's
objection, that Aram is used of the people and
Ephraim of the territory, has force, but the most
fair rendering of the words is :

" Aram is encamped
in Ephraim" (Bunsen, Ewald). rflJ is not indeed
the technical word for the encamping of an army,
but it is used for special force. They have settled

down, are stationed, are resting and recruiting, but
when an army does this it encamps.—W. G. S.]

What made Ahaz and his people tremble, as the
trees of the forest tremble before the wind, was,
not the fact that Syria was in camp in Ephraim,
but the fact that the kings of Syria and Israel had
joined forces against Judah. The prophet prom-
ised that this enterprise should not succeed, and
his promise was fulfilled. The supposition that
Rezin began the war by taking up a position in the
land of Ephraim is, therefore, totally unfounded.
Moreover, it was not necessary for him, in order
to make war upon Jerusalem, to go through
Ephraim. He could just as well advance on the
other side of the Jordan, and this he no doubt
did. As for the capture of Elath, ver. 6 of the

chapter before us does not force us to the assump-
tion that it took place before the siege of Jerusa-
lem, for, as we have said above, ver. 6 is a paren*
thesis and ver. 7 follows ver. 5. It is also difficult

to believe that Rezin gave up the siege, because
Jerusalem could not be taken (ver. 5), and then,

because he "was unwilling that the expedition
should have been made entirely in vain" (The*
nius), that he made a long march around the south*
ern end of the Dead Sea in order to return home.
After Ahaz had called upon Tiglath Pileser for aid,

and the latter was actually advancing against
Syria, it is impossible that Rezin can have under-
taken this long march; he must have hastened
home by the most direct route. In view of all this

we come to the following conception of the course
of the events, Rezin made an alliance with Pe*
kah and advanced on the east side of the Jordan
and won a great victory over Ahaz (2 Chron. xxviii.

5). At the same time, on this side the Jordan,
Peksh invaded Judah, and also inflicted a severe
defeat on Ahaz (2 Chron. xxviii. 6). As a conse-
quence of his victory Rezin marched on southward
to Edom, where he put an end to the hated supre-

macy of Judah over Edom, and captured Elath,

an important source of commercial prosperity to

Judah (2 Kings xvl 6). From thence he moved
northwards on this side of the Dead Sea and made
a junction with Pekah, who had in the mean time
been devastating the country, in order, with him,
to make a united attack upon Jerusalem, and so to

come to the end of his entire undertaking, namely,
to the overthrow of the kingdom of Judah and of
the dynasty of David. [It may hardly be worth
while to balanoe conjectures where the basis of
testimony on which to build them is so slight. The
above construction is open to considerable objec-

tion. If a king set out, in alliance with another,

against Judah, would it not be strange that he
should march through Edom to Elath and then up
to Jerusalem before joining lus ally? What is

-more, it is very remarkable that Isaiah, when he
prophesies deliverance to Almz, makes no refer-

ence to two defeats which tho king is supposed to

have suffered already. We expect a sentence in

this form : although thou hast been defeated, yet,

Ac. The king looks for aid to Assyria. The pro-

phet rebukes this. He evidently expects that the

physical form of the deliverance will be something
else than Tiglath Pileser's advance. It is more
consistent to suppose that the city was found too

strong, that the two kings commenced to devastate

the country, that Ahaz was twice defeated when
he sallied out to try to restrain them, or before he
was shut up in the city, and that Rezin pushed
forward as far as Elath. Probably it was not
until they had made some progress in plundering

the oountry that they heard that Tiglath Piloser

was advancing. The information derived from the

Assyrian inscriptions strongly sustains this view.

Rezin and Pekah revolted in 734-3. Haste was
necessary above all things. It was deemed neces-

sary to conquer Judah and force it into the confedV

erated revolt Hence the news comes suddenly to

Ahaz in this startling form : The Syrians are in

Ephraim. Before the end of 731 the war was all

over and Tiglath Pileser held his court in Damas-
cus. (See Supp. Note at the end of this section.)

The whole campaign in Judah was therefore very
brief. There was no time for a siege. The two
14 battles" were fought in the open country, and
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the "captives" were taken thence, and the long
expedition to Elath was undertaken in order to

bring the' strongest possible pressure to bear on
Ahaz to force him to join the revolt, next to the
capture of his capital—W. G. 8.] As the Edom-
ites and Philistines had. also invaded Judah (2

Chron. xxviii. 17 sq.), Ahaz, pressed on every side,

turned to Assyria for help in spite of the warn-
ings and promises of Isaiah (vii. 1 sq.). This in-

duced Rezin to desist from his advance and to

hurry home. There he was defeated and slain by
Tiglath Pileser.—It is scarcely possible to combine
the two narratives in any ether than this simple
and direct way. Keii also places the capture of
Elath before the siege of Jerusalem, but leaves it

undecided whether Rezin advanced northwards
from Elath, against Jerusalem, or whether, after

his victory over Atyiz (2 Chron. xxviii. 6), "he
sent a portion of his army into Idumea to detach
that country from Judah, while he, in conjunction
with Pekah, led the rest of the army against Jeru-
salem." Against this view arises the objection

that ver. 6 makes no mention of a detachment
sent into Idumea, but says that Rezin himself
inarched thither and drove the Jews out of Elath,

Ver. 7. Ahaz sent messengers to Tiglath
Pileser. He did not take this step as soon as
hostilities commenced, but, as has already been
said, when he saw himself hard pressed. He did
not heed the prophet's warning and counsel (Isai
vii. 4) ; on the contrary, by the words : thy ser-
vant and thy son, he placed himself in servitude
to the king of Assyria as well as under his protec-
tion. He sent the presents of gold and silver (ver.

8) after the allied armies had withdrawn from
Jerusalem, and Damascus had been taken (ver. 9).

Tiglath Pileser took the captured inhabitants of
Damascus to Kir. By this we have not to under-
stand, as the ancient Expositors did, the Median
city Kovpfrxi or Kapivy, but the country around the
river Kur (Ktyx)f, Kf/>£oc), which flows through the
northern part of Iberia, the modern Georgia; into

the Caspian sea (Isai. xxii. 6 [cf. also Amos i.

3-61). " Tiglath Pileser transferred the inhabitants
of Damascus to the most remote portion—in the
extreme north—of his dominions, and yet to the
place from which their ancestors had originally

migrated (Amos ix. 7)." (Thenius). After the sub-
jugation of Syria, Tiglath Pileser advanced against
Israel, and accomplished what is recorded in chap,
xv. 29. It may be that Pekah submitted at once to

the approaching enemy and thereby averted from
himselfthe fate of Rezin. "[See Supp. Note, p. 161.]
—The statement 2 Chron. xxviii 20 *g., according
to which Tiglath Pileser marched against Ahaz, and
besieged him but did not overcome him, is discussed
in detail by Caspari (work above cited, w. 56-60).

He strives to reconcile it to the statements of the
passage before us, but does not in all respects suc-
ceed. So much is certain ; Ahaz, in spite of all his

gifts to Tiglath Pileser, did not find in him a true

helper and friend ; on the contrary, he was harsh-
ly treated by him :

4
J It did him no good." [The

meaning of 2 Chron. xxviii 20 seems to be more
correctly given in the English translation :

" He
came unto him (not against him), and distressed

him (not necessarily besieged him), and strength-
ened him not"]

Ver. 10. And king Anas went to Damascus
to meet Tiglath Pileser, t. «., in order to testify

to his gratitude towards him for his deliverance,

and at the same time to secure the continued favor
of the king of Assyria. The latter must, there-

fore, have remained at Damascus for some time.

Perhaps Ahaz himself brought the presents which
are mentioned in ver. 8. While he was at Damas-
cus he saw an altar which pleased him so much
that he sent orders to Urijah the priest to make
one like it This Urijah can hardly be the same
one who is mentioned in Isai. viii 2. [We should
unhesitatingly infer that these two were the same
individual, if it were not for the improbability that
a man, who would build and introduce into the
temple a new altar built on a heathen 'model,
should be called by a prophet a " faithful " wit-

ness. The solution may be that the prophet took
the priest as a faithful witness on account of

his official position solely. The priest,seemed the

most fit and proper witness, however much the

prophet may have had to find fault with (as to

which he tells us nothing one way or the other)

in his administration of his office.—W. 6. S.] It

was undoubtedly an altar consecrated to an Assy-

rian deity which Ahaz saw, but he desired to have
one like it for the service of Jehovah (ver.

1^)* TW\ has a general signification: shop*,

image ; n02P) designated more particularly die ,

model; and Hfe^D the sort of workmanship, de-

coration, Ac.—In ver. 12, yku tpyv\ is not to bt

translated: "and he sacrificed upon it "(Luther, De
Wette, and others), but :

" and he ascended upos

it" See 1 Kings xii 32, 33. It does not follow

from this, however, that " Ahaz was not willing

to give up the royal prerogative of exercising the

high-priestly office upon occasion " (Thenius). The
words mean simply that this was his sacrifice,

namely, the one which he offered for his fortunate

return from Damascus. He led the way by his

own example. We have not to understand that

he usurped any priestly functions. It is no more

intended to assert in ver. 13 that he himself sprin-

kled the sacrificial blood, than it is in ver. 14, that

he, with his own hand, removed the altar. [The

translation :
" He went up upon it," is justly pre*

ferred by Bahr, but it does not remove the difficulty

about the king's share in the sacrifice. Why did

he go up upon the altar, if not to perform the rites

himself? There is no other evidence at all that

any one but the person officiating at the sacrifice

went up upon the altar. Furthermore, ver. 13 it

not a case of the ultimate agent being said to do

what others do by his command. The fact that the

king could sacrifice unrebuked by the priest is oot

any more astonishing than that the priest should

make an altar on a heathen pattern, and put it in
,

the place of the one built by Solomon. Both inci-

dents belong to the picture of this reign.—W. Gr. S.]

The thank-offering was the chief thing (ver. 13),

but it was preceded by a burnt-offering as usual

(Symbol d. Mos. KuiL II. s. 362, 423, 435). 2 Chron.

xxviii- 23 does not contradict the passage before

us. It does not refer to the new altar and the

sacrifice which was offered upon it, but to the

sacrifices which Ahaz offered elsewhere (cf. ver. 4).

Vers. 14 and 15. And he brought also the

brasen altar, Ac 31p*l cannot mean: "he re-

moved," " Er that weg " (Luther), nor : he moved

away ; " Er ruckte himoeg," but : he brought nearer,

he moved closer up to. [The sense of "away
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from" is, of course, in DKD* The first meaning

ofyij^is certainly: "he brought nearer," but

as it is not clear what it was brought nearer to, the

word seems to have lost this force and to mean
limply, he moved. Bahr translates :

" But the bra-

zen altar (i. «., the altar of burnt-offering), which
was before Jehovah (t. «., which was immediately

before the house of Jehovah), he moved nearer,

away from (the place) before the house (*. «., away
from the point) between the (new) altar and the

house of Jehovah, and he put it by the side of the

new altar towards the north." It is not clear what
it was nearer to.—W. G. S.] The altar of burnt-

offering was called the "brazen" altar, in contra-

distinction from the golden altar of incense in the

interior of the temple. It stood in the middle of

the court of the priests in front of the temple-

building. Urijah had placed the new altar in front

of this, but Ahaz ordered the brazen altar to be
moyed away from its former position to the north

side of the new one. This he did evidently be-

cause the position which was nearer to the dwell-

ing-place of the divinity seemed to be more holy,

and he did not wish that the old altar should be
regarded as superior in honor or sacredness to the

new one. As they were now upon the same line,

they were, in so far, equal; while the new one,

being in the middle, was, if anything, superior.

In ver. 15 the new altar is called ^ft&n ; hardly

because " it was somewhat larger than Solomon's
altar" (Keil), for the latter was very large, twenty
cubits long and wide and ten cubits high (2 Chron.

i?. 1). It seems better, with Thenius, " to under-

stand it as in h)1lT\ ]7X3 and to translate : * the

chief altar.' " According to Ahaz's orders, all the

offerings were now to be made upon the new altar

;

the regular morning and evening sacrifices, and
the special ones of particular individuals, whether
the king or others. • He did not, therefore, forbid

the worship of Jehovah—he did not dare to do that

—but nevertheless this worship was to be celebrat-

ed only upon an altar imitated from one which be-

longed to the heathen.—The morning burnt*

offering and the evening meatoffering. "It
might seem from this that there was no meat-

offering in the morning and no burnt-offering in

the evening1

, which would be contradictory to Ex.

xm. 38-42 and Num. xxviii. 3-8. But, as no
burnt-offering was brought without a meat-offering

(Numb. vii. 87 ; xv. 2-12), the latter is assumed as

a matter of course in the morning offering; and,

as the burnt-offering was to burn throughout the

whole night (Levit, vi 9), the meat-offering was
the only part of the evening sacrifice at which the

people could assist" (Thenius). The final words:

And as for the brazen altar ig3*> ^e^T. »
ftre

translated by the Vulg. : erU paratum ad volunta-

tmrneam; similarly Philippson: "But to inquire

at the brazen altar is my prerogative." This ren-

dering is evidently incorrect, for lj33 means to

investigate but not to seek out or inquire, much less

to be at one's disposition (Levit. xxvii. 33). It has
here the same meaning as in Prov. xx. 25, to con-

sider, so that the phrase is to be translated: "I
will consider [farther] " (FGret). Thenius, very un-

necessarily, desires to read &$jh for lj3o{> , be-

cause h iTH, as he maintains, always means to

serve a certain purpose. The meaning would then

be "shall be mine for prayer; " *. e.
}
that the old

altar should be retained as a " prayer-altar."

S JVn is *used here, however, as it is in Gen. xv.
. TT

12 ; 1 8am. iv. 9 ; Josh. ii. 5. No distinction be-

tween prayer-altars and altars of sacrifice was
recognized in ancient times. Ahaz did not desire

that the altar of Solomon, which had hitherto been

held very sacred, should be removed at once, but

he desired to wait and see how the people would

regard the innovation. He therefore reserved his

further commands for a time.

Yer. 17. And king Ahaz oat off; Ac. Thenius

maintains that this and the following verse are a

continuation of the first half of verse 10, and that

a more precise statement is here added to the re-

report of Ahaz* journey to Damascus which is

there spoken of, viz., that it was impossible for

him, after he had obtained the needed assistance,

to appear before Tiglath Pileser with empty hands

;

that the treasury was empty (ver. 8) ; that he was,

therefore, compelled to take for this gift any-

thing which could be made available ; and that this

is what is meant by the closing words of ver. 18

:

"for the king of Assyria." But vers. 17 and 18

clearly carry on the narrative of what occurred

after the return of the king from Damascus (ver.

1 2). They are therefore a direct continuation of

vers. 10-16. " Besides the removal of the brazen

altar, Ahaz undertook still further changes in the

sanctuary, namely those which are mentioned in

vers. 17-18. As the brazen oxen are among the

things which he removed, and as they were not

carried away from Jerusalem until the Babylon-

ians carried them off (Jerem. lii. 20), it is not to be

understood that they were carried as a gift to Da-

mascus byAhaz. As it was with the oxen, so it must

have been also with the other decorations men-

tioned in ver. 17. Finally the words: " for (VIBD)

the king of Assyria," cannot be understood in the

sense of : " In the service of the king of Assyria "

(Luther), or, " In order to obtain (by abstracting

the decorations mentioned) the necessary gifts for

the king " (Thenius) ; for \)BO means for in the

sense offrom fear of anybody (c/. Judges ix. 21;

Gen. vii. 7 ; Isai. xx. 6 ; 2 Kings xxii. 19 ; Hos. xi

2, Ac), but never for the sake o/any one, or out of

love to him. Ahaz removed all these valuable

objects " before the king of Assyria " not in order

to make him a present of them, but either because

he thought that they would give him offence or

because he feared that he might want them and

demand them of him. [This last is the true expla-

nation. He wanted to escape the cupidity of the

Assyrians by hiding evidences of wealth.—W. G.

8.]—On the nitJJO of the bases and on n>3 and the

brazen sea, see notes on 1 Kings vii. 27 sq. Ahaa
did not set the last " upon the stone pavement

"

(Luther), but upon a foundation built of stone.—

The "HD^D was " unquestionably a covered place,

a platform or hall, in the forecourt of the temple,

set apart for the king when he visited the temple

with his retinue on the Sabbaths or feast-days
"

(Keil). This addition was built later than the

rest of the temple. Its form cannot be definitely

discovered, for it is only mentioned here. Th«
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Sept. have for it : rbv QefikXtov rfr na&kSpac rav
cappdTwv, which does not throw any light upon it,

M they evidently read nWD i
foundation, for TjD^O.

The king's entry without is perhaps the
44 ascent " mentioned in 1 Kings z. 5. According to

Theiiius it was " the entrance at the eastern gate

of the inner court, which lay towards the outer

fore-court through which the king alone entered
(Ezek. xlvi. 1, 2), and it is mentioned in contrast to

the platform of the king in the inner forecourt,

which has just been mentioned." Keil translates

3Dn » which applies to both the localities, *• he

transferred into the house of Jehovah," but the
platform (?p*D), which was in the inner court,

cannot possibly have been transferred into the
temple itself, still less the outer entrance. More-
over, why should this transfer have taken place
"before" or "for fear of" the king of Assyria?

2DH means strictly: to make something turn

about, to change a thing so that it is not what it

was. Hence it often means to change one's name
(2 Kings xxiii. 34 ; xxiv. 17), and it can only be
understood here in the same sense. Thenius
"He 'changed' in the same way as he had
changed or altered the bases, Ac." This no
doubt took place in this way, that he took off

from them what was valuable. rtf,T JV2 is the

ordinary accusative of place, "in the sanctuary."

—

We see from 2 Kings xxiii. 12 that Ahaz was not
contented with the arrangements for worship here
made, but also erected altars on the roof of his

"upper chamber."—In regard to the sepulture of
king Ahaz (ver. 20), 2 Chron. xxviii. 27, says:
14 They buried him in the city, in Jerusalem, but
they brought him not into the sepulchres of the
kings of Israel." It is not evident why this is an
44 error," as Thenius asserts. It does not contra-
dict the record before us, and the same thing
occurred in regard to Uzziah, although not for the
erne reason (cf. chap. xv. 7 and 2 Chron. xxri. 3).

[Supplementary Note on the references to con-

temporaneous history in chap, xvi., incorporating the
results of Assyrian investigations.—As we saw

, above (p. 161), chap. xv. gives an account of the
intervention of Assyria in the history of Israel

Chap. xvi. gives the history of the intervention of
Assyria in Judah. The first revolt of Pekah and
Bezin against Assyria, and their conspiracy to at-

tack Judah and force it to join in the attempt, in

the last year of Jotham (742), was crushed before

it gained any strength. In 734 they once more,
united in revolt, and renewed their policy of at-

tacking Judah. Ahaz, hard pressed by them (see

Exeg. on ver. 7), called to Tiglath Pileser for aid,

and paid him tribute. The aid was promptly
given, as Tiglath Pileser regarded Rezin and
Pekah as rebels. Ahaz was thus relieved from
this danger (732). Tiglath Pileser, after dealing

with the rebels as described on p. 162, marched
into Philistia and took Gaza and Ashdod, and
also Dumah in Arabia, and came back to Damas-

• cus. It was probably on this march that he
44 came to " Ahaz, and distressed him ; and it was
probably at this time that Ahaz removed the fur-

niture of the temple and took away its decorations,

lest they might present an appearance of wealth
to Tiglath Pileser, and excite his cupidity (see

Exeg. on ver. 18), In 781, before leaving Damas-
cus to return to Assyria, Tiglath Pileser "held
a court " of his vassals at that city. Twenty-three
such vassals came. Among them are mentioned
Pekah of Israel and Ahaz of Judah (Lenormant
I. 389 and 390). Continued in the Supp. Note after

the Exeg. section on chap. xvii.

—

W. G. S.J

HISTORICAL AND ETHICAL.

1. The reign ofking Ahat was the most disastrous
through which Judah had yet passed. The king-
dom sank so low, both internally and externally,

religiously and politically, that it was on the verge
of ruin. Such an incapable ruler had never before
ascended the throne. The predominant feature in

his character was weakness, weakness of spirit

and weakness of intellect. History records no-
thing about him which is worthy of respect. Al-
though Judah and Israel had had many perverse,

wicked, and godless rulers, yet these had been at

least brave and energetic soldiers; but of Ahaz
even this much cannot be said. When the enemy
approached 44 his heart was moved as the trees of
the wood are moved with the wind " (Isai. vii. 2).

No word of prophetic promise or encouragement
could deliver him from his despair. He was de-*

feated 1

; he did not win a Single victory; all the
conquests of his two predecessors were lost : the
land was devastated and robbed of all its sources
of revenue. Finally he turns in his distress, in

spite of every warning, to the threatening Assyrian
power and purchases its help, not only by the
treasures of tfte temple and the palace, but also

with the independence and honor of his kingdom.
As is usually the case with weak rulers, he cringes
before the mighty, but is.arrogant and domineering
towards his subjects (cf. vers. 7-16). As for the
main point, the attitude towards Jehovah, his

apostasy was deeper than that of any other king
of Judah or even of Israel. He not only tolerated

idolatry, but practised it zealously himself, and
even went so far in his error as the abomination
of sacrificing his own son. The historical books,
which only state the facts, do not tell how it came
about that a king of Judah, a descendant and suc-

cessor of David, fell so low, but the prophetical

books give us an insight into the religious and
moral status of the kingdom. The kingdom of

Judah had attained to power and glory under Uz-
ziah and Jotham, as Israel did under Jeroboam II.

Flourishing trade and lively intercourse with for-

eign countries produced wealth, and with it also

foreign manners and customs. Finally foreign

divinities were introduced. The result was great

luxury, effeminacy, debauchery, and excess which
soon, especially in the upper classes, led to immo-
rality and vice of every kind. The foreign forms
of worship, which were, for the most part, bril-

liant and attractive, and connected with vice,

pleased this degenerate generation better than the

simple, severe, and earnest Jehovah worship,

which Indeed continued, but had degenerated into

a mere external ceremonial. Uzziah and Jotham
had indeed, as we have said above, done their ut-

most for the external prosperity of the kingdom.
They also remained true to the worship of Jeho-
vah, but they were not filled with warm zeal for

it, and they did not oppose effective resistance to

the invading corruption. Isaiah, who commenced
his prophetical labor in the year in which Uzziah
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died (Isai. vt 1), says, in the passage in which,

according to the generally received opinion, he ia

speaking of the time of Jotham :
" Therefore thou

hast forsaken thy people, the house of Jacob, be-

cause they be replenished from the East [filled

with Eastern rites and acts] and are soothsayers

like the Philistines, and they please themselves in

the children of strangers. Their land also is full of

silver and gold, neither is -there any end of their

treasures ; their land is also full of horses, neither

is there any end of their chariots ; their land is also

full of idols, they worship the work of their own
hands, that which their own fingers have made M

(Isai. ii. 6-8). In another passage, which, though
it does not belong to the time of Jotham, yet falls

in the beginning of the reign of Ahaz, the prophet

describes the degeneracy of morals, the debauch-
ery, licentiousness, pride, deceit, alienation from
God, injustice, oppression, &c, of the time (Isal v.

8-25). In such circumstances the youthful Ahaz
had grown up. 8uch was the atmosphere which
he had breathed from his childhood up. He was
emphatically a child of his time, a faithful repre-

sentative of the majority of the nation, corrupted

by foreign modes of thought and morals. By
nature he was weak and vacillating. He allowed

himself to be swept away by the stream, and sank
deeper into a depraved character and career, so

that even the heavy judgments which befell him
did not avail to bring him into other courses.

2. The idolatry which was practised in Judah,

in the time of Ahaz, by the side of the worship of

Jehovah, was not of the form peculiar to any par-

ticular people, but was like that which Solomon
allowed his wives to practise (see Exeg. on 1 Kings
xi. 5 and Hist. %% 3 and 4 on 1 Kings xi. 1-13), a

mixture of the different kinds of worship which
predominated in western Asia. Since, as we saw
from Isai. ii. 6-8, such a cultus had been estab-

lished in Judah even in the time of Jotham, and
Aliaz found it in existence when he ascended the

throne, it follows that it cannot have been Assyrian

in origin, for, in Jothara's time, Judah had not come
in contact with Assyria at all. In the book of

Chronicles, as well as in the book of Kings, the

sacrifice of children is presented as the extreme of

apostasy. In its nature this form of sacrifice is

the most utter contrast to the worship of Jehovah
(see Pt. II., p. 36). As it is not mentioned as

having been committed at all before the time of
Ahaz, but, on the contrary, he was the first who
went so far astray, it has been supposed that he
was led to it by becoming acquainted with the As-
syrian fire-gods, Adrammelech and Anammelech
(2 Kings xvii. 31) (cf. Movers, Phoniz. I. *. 65;
Winer, R.-W.-B. II. 8. 101). The record, however,
distinctly contradicts this notion by the words:
" According to the abominations of the heathen
whom the Lord cast out from before the children

of Israel." The Assyrians did not belong to this

eategory and the words apply here, as they do
wherever they occur (chap. xvii. 8, 11; cf. Numb,
xxxiii. 61-55 ; Deut. iv. 38), to. the Oanaanitish

nations, that is, the nations of western, not of
upper, Asia. It is an unquestioned fact that

among the former, especially among the Phoeni-

cians, child-sacrifices were common, and that

Moloch, to whom they were offered, was worship-

ped in western Asia (cf. Levit. xviii. 21, 27 eq. ;

xx. 1-5). Moreover, it cannot be proved that Ahaz
aid not perform such sacrifices until after he be*

came acquainted with the Assyrian cultus. It if

mentioned in the most general terms as a sign of
his apostasy. His sacrificing and offering incense
" under every green tree " does not point to As-
syrian star-worship, but to the Astarte and
Aschere-worship of western Asia. Duncker's
notion that Ahaz first offered child-sacrifice when
Rezin and Pekah were before Jerusalem, and he
was most hardly pressed on all sides (" In vain
the king offered sacrifices to the gods of Damascus
in order to turn the fortunes of war: in vain he
sacrificed his own son as a burnt-offering"), if

nothing but a pure construction on the basis of 2
Kings iii. 27. The biblical text does not offer the
slightest hint of it. It is in fact very questionable
whether child-sacrifices were common among the
nations of Upper Asia, and especially among the
Assyrians. It cannot, at any rate, be proved from
2 Kings xvii. 31. It cannot, indeed, be denied that
Ahaz, after he had met Tiglath Pileser in Damas-
cus, became acquainted with the Assyrian cultus
and transplanted at least some parts of it to Jeru-
salem. This is proved, not so much by the fact

that he caused an altar to be built after the pat-
tern of the one which he had seen in Damascus,
as rather from 2 Kings xxiii. 12, where " altars

upon the upper-chamber of Ahaz " are mentioned,
evidently referring to Assyrio-Chaldean star-wor-
ship (see note below on the place mentioned).
The chariots and horses of the sun which are
there mentioned most probably belonged to the
time of Manaeseh. For the rest, Ahaz tolerated
the Jehovah-worship after his return from Damas-
cus ; for the sacrifices which he commanded the
high-priest Urijah to make (ver. 15) upon the new
altar were not offerings to idols but to Jehovah.
The weak man had not the courage formally to
abolish the Jehovah-worship, for a party which
could not be despised still clung to it. lie wor-
shipped all possible gods according to his own
tastes and notions. • In his time there was in

Judah complete religious anarchy and license. [See
the bracketed note on ver. 3 under RrtgeticaL

That note presents the facts in regard-to the point
discussed in this section according to the latest

and best knowledge. It will be seen that it modifies
and corrects some of the above statements.]

3. The war which the confederated kings of Israel

and Syria undertook against Judah is " one of the
most notable and most important events in the
Israel itish history n

(Caspari). It was the first

time that one of the two sister-kingdoms formed
an alliance, with the hereditary enemy against the
other, in order to destroy it. This was a most
unnatural alliance and was a sign of the process
of dissolution which was commencing ; for it show-
ed that the consciousness of forming with Judah a
common nationality based upon common blood
and faith had been lost by Israel. The importance
and the external prosperity, which had been won
by Judah under Uzziah and Jotham (see above,

§ 1), had perhaps reawakened Ephraim's ancient,

deep-rooted hate and envy of Judah (see 1 Kings
xii. ; Hist § 1), and incited the faithless and
ambitious Pekah to the alliance with Rezin. In
addition to this was the fact that Israel had, under
Menahem, fallen into a certain position of depend-
ence upon, and subjection to, the growing and
threatening Assyrian power, and that Syria had
also, in this power, a dangerous neighbor. In
order to recuperate Israel atone expense of Judah,
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and to find a protection on the side of Assyria in

the intervening nation of Syria, Pekah formed an
alliance with Rezin, who was also eager for con-

quest, and these two *' fire-brands " (Isai. vii. 4)
formed the plan of putting an end to the nation of

Judah and the house of David. They made their

first efforts in this direction in the last years of
Jotham, but without success (chap. xv. 37). When,
however, the weak and incapable Ahaz came to

the throne, the right time for carrying out their

plan seemed to them to have come. But the Lord
said: "Take counsel together and it shall come
to naught; speak the word and it shall not stand "

(Isai. viii. 10). At the moment when they were
close to their object they were obliged to give up
their plan, and they ran to their own destruction.

Rezin lost his kingdom and his life ; Pekah was
made subject to Tiglath Pileser, and a part of 'his

people were led away into exile (chap. xv. 29).

Ahaz also lost his kingdom and his people, and
had to bow beneath the supremacy of Assyria.

The whole war was a heavy judgment upon the
tliree kingdoms. The kingdom of Syria-Damas-
cus, which had, up to this time, been the instru-

ment of the divine judgments against Israel, dis-

appeared forever from the scene. Israel went on
with hasty steps to its destruction, for Pekah was
murdered by Hoshea in consequence of his sub-
jection to the Assyrians, and Hoshea, as he re-

fused to pay the tribute to Assyria, was taken
captive by Shalmaneser. Thus the kingdom of
Israel came to an end (chap. xvii. 3 sq.). [See
Supp. Note, p. 161.] u As the hostility to Judah
had given it its origin; so the same hostility

brought about its destruction : born from this, it

also perished by it" (Caspar!). Judah itself,

finally, as a punishment for its apostasy from
Jehovah, came into that contact with Assyria, from
this time on, which had such a deep influence

upon its history. From this time the conflicts

with the small nationalities ceased and those with
the great world-monarchies began. In so far this

war was, for Judah also, the beginning of the end.

It was a turning-point for both nations which had
not heeded the chastisements nor the proofs of
the goodness and long-suffering of God, but had
hardened themselves more and more in their apos-

tasy. "It was in the highest degree providential

that the great world-monarchies began to interfere

in Israel just at the time when this hardening took
place " (Caspari). But this " war between Judah
and the allied kingdoms of Ephraim and Syria is

still further especially remarkable for this fact,

that the grandest prophecies were spoken in it,

and that it forms the historical basis of a product
of the Old-Testament prophecy which is of the
very highest, or, in fact, of unique significance.

This fact stands in connection with the position

of this war at the turning-point of the Old-Testa-

ment history ; in the middle of the Israelitish his-

tory, at the end of the first and beginning of the
second period, in which latter the fortunes of the
people of God under the world-monarchy, its

period of suffering, falls. It stood, therefore, at
the point where a prospect offered itself to the
eye of the prophet which reached out over the
whole future development of the kingdom of God "

(Caspari).

4. After his visit to Damascus, Ahaz caused
certain changes to be made in the arrangements of
the temple at Jerusalem which were of greater or

less significance. The record mentions some of
these very briefly, but speaks more at length of

those which affected the altar o( burnt-offering,

because these were by far the most important)

Since the entire cultus was concentrated in the sac-

rifice, and all sacrifices, those of the individual as

well as those of the entire people, .were to be

offered on this one altar (Levit xvii. 8, 9; Dent
xii. 13, 14), it formed the centre of the sanctuary,

which, without it, would have lost its significance.

Its form and shape, its position in the sacred edi-

fice, its entire construction, were, therefore, by no
means indifferent matters, but they were strictly

prescribed in accordance with its character and
purpose, so that any alteration of it seemed to be

a ' sort of denial or contradiction of the religions

idea which, it was constructed to serve. Merely

to take away the four horns from its four corners

was to desecrate and destroy it (Amos iii. 14 ; Ju-

dith ix. 8. Symbol d. Mosaiach. Cult I. s. 473). Now
when Ahaz caused this altar to be removed and

another made on a pattern obtained from Damas-

cus, this was nothing less than an indirect setting

aside of*he lawful Jehovah-worship, and it bore

witness not only to an entire want of comprehen-

sion of that worship, but also to an unheard-of

self-will. He ordained, indeed, that the priest

should offer all the sacrifices which had hitherto

been offered—that is to say, all the sacrifices to Je-

hovah—upon the new altar. He did not diminish

the amount of worship to be paid to Jehovah ; the

crime and folly were that an idol-altar was used

for the worship of Jehovah. It appears that Ahaz

intended to gradually transform the Jehovah-wor-

ship in this way. Certainly the ground for it was

not merely that the form of the altar which he

saw " in a city where, according to all the indica-

tions which we possess, the fine arts were highly

developed, pleased him better than that of the

large brazen altar in the forecourt of the temple

at Jerusalem " (Ewald), so that " he had rather an

aesthetic than a religious reason for the change
n

(Thenius). For, aside from the fact that there is

not an indication of any especial fondness for art

in Ahaz, as, for instance, there was in Solomon,

and that he was a weak and incapable man, we
must notice that he removed even the works of

art which were in the temple ; he took away the

brazen oxen and he destroyed the artistic " bases
,:

upon which the laver rested. He desired that the

new altar should be made exactly like the one he

had seen at Damascus, and to this end he sent a

model of it to Jerusalem. This shows that his

object was not so much to have a beautiful work

of art as it was to have an altar made on a pattern

borrowed from Damascus ; his interest in it was

not artistic but political. "When he perceived

the zeal of the Assyrian rulers for the propagation

of their national cultus, he commanded his priests

to change the arrangements of the temple so as to

conform to this desire " (Duncker). His ordinance

in this respect was simply a contemptible coptatie

benevolentia for the Assyrian king. The removal

of the twelve oxen of the brazen sea, which he

then placed upon a mere foundation of stone, was,

if we consider the significance of this piece of the

temple furniture as it is stated above (1 Kings viL,

HisL § 6), a degradation of the Israelitish priest-

hood and a contradiction of the destiny of Israel

as the chosen priest-people, as well as an assault

upon the character of the Israelitish religion. The
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) is true in regard to the removal of the Mia-

geroth from the bases, for upon them were the

characteristic emblems of the inner sanctuary,

cherubim and palms (see above, 1 Kings vii., W$U
% 7). Movers' opinion (Rtlig. der Phon.), that Ahaz
removed the oxen, Ac, because the symbolism
of animals was especially abominable to the Assy-
rians, who were addicted te star-worship, seems
to us to be entirely erroneous. The changes,

finally, which Ahaz made in the gallery and stand-

ing-place of the king are not more definitely spe-

cified. Possibly there were emblems upon them
also which were peculiar to the Jehovah-worship.
We hear nothing of any changes in the interior

of the sanctuary. Those which were made affect-

ed only the objects which stood in the fore-court,

eo that they were prominently before the eye and
might offend the Assyrians. The additional state-

ment in Chronicles (2 Chron. xxviii 24), that Ahaz
closed the doors of the temple, is often brought in

question, and asserted to be an exaggeration
(Thenius, Bertheau, and others). As it does not
stand alone, however, but is supported by the as-

sertion in chap. xxix. 3, that Hezekiah opened the
dV "i again, which again is assumed in vers. 7 and
17, we have as little reason to reject this as any
of the other additions to these books which are

supplied by the Chronicles. The " upper cham-
bers" with their altars, which, according to 2
Kings xxiii. 12, Ahaz caused to be made, are not
mentioned in this place, although they were in

existence. We must not forget that Ahaz did not
do all at once, but went on from step to step in

his apostasy. As it is certain that he did not be-
gin with the sacrifice of his son in the valley of
Hinnom, so it is certain also that he did not com-
mence by closing the doors of the temple ; on the
contrary, these were the extremes to which he
allowed himself to be driven under the influence
of the heathen party. Fortunately, his reign was
not a long one.

5. The conduct of (he highrpriest, UH/jah^ under
the commands of the king, stands in glaring con-
trast with that of the high-priest Azariah and the
eighty other priests when Uzziah attempted to

usurp priestly functions (2 Chron. xxvi 17 aq.).

Instead of resisting the commands of the weak
and capricious Ahaz, he keeps silence, bows in

acquiescence under his will, "and does all that
king Ahaz commanded him " (ver. 16). Neither
did the other priests stir ; they allowed everything
to go on without opposition. We cannot believe
that this was the same Urijah whom Isaiah desig-

nates as a faithful witness of Jehovah (Isal. viii.

2, 16). [Cf. ExtgeL note on ver. 10.] We should
have to suppose that he fell so low after a long
interval Nothing similar had ever been done be-
fore by any priest in Judah. It seems that he,
like his companions in office, was only anxious for

his revenues. At any rate, his conduct is a sign
of the character and standing of the priests of that
time. They were dumb dogs who could not bark

;

they all followed their own ways, every one his
own gain (Isal lvi. 10 sq.). Amos, Hosea, Isaiah,

and Micah 'stand over against them, grand and
noble, speaking without fear, rebuking the sins

both of high and low, and announcing the threat-
ening judgments of God.

II

HOM1LETICAL AND PRACTICAL.

Vers. 1-9. King Ahaz. a) The way In which
he walked, vers. 1-4. (An apostate from the God
of Israel even to the point of offering sacrifices to
Moloch.) b) The distress into which he came,
vers. 5 and 6. (2 Chron. xxviii 5. The land was
devastated; Elath, the fountain of the national
prosperity, was cut off; the throne was in danger.
He trembled like the trees of the forest in the
wind. Isal vii. 2.) c) The help which he sought,
vers. 7-9. (Instead of seeking help from the living

God, to whom the prophet pointed him, he seeks it

from the king of Assyria. Ps. exxiv. 8 ; Jerem.
xvil 5, 7. Instead of seeking it witli prayer and
supplication, he seeks it with silver and gold. Ps.
I 15.)—Vers. 1-3. Wurt. Summ. : Not all pious
parents are blessed with pious children. It is, in-

deed, a great trial for parents when«children do not
turn out well, but when the parents have not
failed in their discipline, then they can leave the
rest to God, and have a good conscience that they
have done their best—Vers. 3 and 4. Starke : Men
are so blind that they think they serve God most tru-

ly by those very actions by which they sin most
grossly against him.—The Moloch-sacrifice, or child-

sacrifice, is a proofof the extravagance of error into

which men can fall when they have not the know-
ledge of the living God and His revealed word, or
when they have rejected the same (Rom. I 21,

22). This abomination, which still continues among
heathen nations, is the strongest and most direct

call to all, who know the living God and who pos-

sess his word, to take part in the work of missions,

and to help to bring it about that light may come
to those who sit in darkness and the shadow of
death, and that they may come to a knowledge of
salvation (Luke l 79 ; il 32).—God commands us
to give our dearest and best to Him, but not to

Moloch. There are no longer any sacrifices to Mo-
loch in Christeudom, but it happens often enough,
even now, that parents sacrifice their children to

the idols of the world, which consume them so

that they are lost eternally.

—

Ppapp. Bib. : He
who trains up his children to evil, sacrifices them
to the Moloch of hell, that is, to the devil.

—

Starke: As a corrupt atmosphere can taint a
healthy body far more easily than a pure atmo-
sphere can purify a tainted one, so also bad com-
panions can lead good people astray more easily

than good men can convert bad ones. Evil is

more easily propagated than good.-r-For two hun-
dred years the people in Judah had kept them-
selves free from idolatry and heathen abominations,

and yet Ahaz succeeded in a short time in filling

the land with these (Isal I 5, 6). The higher a
people stands, the lower it may fall. Judah sank
even lower than Israel There have been, and
there are even yet, Christian nations which have
sunk lower than the heathen. The fall of one who
has been most highly blessed is often the heaviest

and deepest Therefore, Be sober 1 Ac, 1 Peter v.

8.—Yer. 4. Happy is he who, under every green

tree and on every height, has learned, not to serve

the world and its gods, but to praise the one holy,

living, and gracious God.—Wherever God has a
Church, the devil builds a temple by the side of

it.—Yers. 5 and 6. The War of Rezin and Pekali

against Judah (see Bister, and Ethical, § 3}.

The object, the result, and the significance of it

(Isal viil 10; vii 6, 7).—The unnatural alliance
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of the two enemies against Judah. Compare the

alliance of Herod and Pilate. Ps. xzziii. 10 ap-

plies.—The allies could not succeed in their enter-

prise, not on account of a vigorous resistance, but

because it was otherwise ordained in the counsels

of God. He who says to the turbulent sea:
" Hitherto shalt thou come and no further ; and
here shall thy proud waves be stayed" (Job

xzxviii. 11)—He fixes limits and restraints for all

human powers, however great and mighty, however
victorious and proud they may be.—Ver. 7. Cba-
HBR: He who will not be God's servant must be
the servant of men, and must lose all his indepen-

dence, his honor, and his dignity.—"I am thy
servant and thy son, come and help me I

"—Ad-
dress this promise and this prayer in all your need
and distress, not, as Ahaz did, to an earthly,

human king, however great and mighty he may
be, but to the King of all kings, in whom alone is

©ur help (Hos. xiii. 9), for " It is better," Ac. (Ps.

cxviii. 9; cxlvi. 3, 5).—The friendship and help
which is bought with silver and gold has no dura-

tion and no value. Bo it is said of Ahaz here

:

M He helped him not " (2 Chron. xxviii. 21). The
great and mighty, when they listen to the prayer
of the humble and the weak for aid, generally

have no other object in view than their own ad-

vantage, and the increase of their own power.
Vers. 10-18. The Sacrilege upon the House of

God. a) The king's self-willed assault upon the
established institutions; b) the high-priest's con-

cession. Berlbb. Bib. : See in this a clear picture

of the lack of Christian spirit in the two highest

ranks. The State desires to see everything ar-

ranged according to its whims : the Church yields

for the 8ako of the temporal advantage.—It is the
fashion of depraved rulers that they think they
can command in religious as well as in secular

matters, and can control everything according to

their own good pleasure.—Those who tremble
themselves and cringe before the great are almost

always imperious and haughty to those who art

below them.—Ahaz* sinful and insane arrange*

ment of sacrificing and offering incense to the

Lord upon an idol-altar, is one which may still be

observed where the heart is addicted to sin and

to love of the world, and is alienated from the

living and true God, while yet homage is paid to

him.—" Know ye not that ye are the temple of

God, and that the spirit of God dwelleth in you?"

(1 Cor. iii. 16 sq. ; vL 19 sq.) Whosoever destroyetfc

the \emple of God, him will God destroy. In this

temple also there may be only one altar; he

who sets up another by the side of it destroys it

—Ver. 16. Nbub Wubt. Summ. : There would not

be so much barm done by wicked rulers if they

did not find so many people who allow themselves

to be used as instruments of their evil designs,

and who approve of their undertakings in order to

win their favor. Obiakdkr: Ecclesiastics have

always been found who esteemed the favor of

great men more than the honor of Almighty God.

Would that such men were no longer to be found

in the Christendom of to-day!

—

WC-rt. Summ.:

We have in this high-priest a specimen of those

hypocrites and belly-servants who say: " Whose
bread I eat, his song I sing; " who veer about

with the wind and seek to be pleasant to all men;
11 dumb dogs who cannot bark ; " who wish to

hurt no one's feelings, but teach and say just

what any one wants to hear. But God's word

alone, and not the favor of men, nor the goods

and honors of the world, ought to be the rule and

norm, from which we ought not to turn aside oat

of favor to any man, although it may involve risk

of life or limb to speak the truth. For ifany talk and

teach according to the desires of their hearers, for

the sake of their own comfort, their honor will

come to shame and their end is condemnation

(Phil iii 19; Acts iv. 19).—Ver. 18. M For fear of

the king of Assyria." It is shameful to introduce

changes in religious matters for political reasons.

C.—The FaU of the Kingdom aflsrtel, wider Hoshea.

Ohap. xvii. 1-41.

1 In the twelfth year of Ahaz king of Judah began [omit began] Hoshea

the son of Elah [became king] to reign [omu to reignj in Samaria over Israel

2 nine year*.' And he did that which was evil in the sight of the Lord, bat not

8 as the kings of Israel that were before him. Against him came up Shalmaneser

king of Assyria; and Hoshea became his servant, and gave him presents

4 [tribute]. And the king of Assyria found conspiracy in Hoshea : for he had

sent messengers to So king of Egypt, and brought no present to the king of

Assyria, as he had done year by year : therefore the king of Assyria shut him

6 up, and bound him in prison. Then the kingj of Assyria came up throughout

6 all the land, and went up to Samaria, and besieged it three years. In the ninth

year 1 of Hoshea the king of Assyria took Samaria, and carried Israel away Into

Assyria, and placed them in Halah and in [on the] Habor [,] by the river of

[om# of] Gozan, and in the cities of the Medes [Media].

7 For so it was, that [so it came to pass that when] the children of Israel had

sinned against the Lora their God, which had brought them up out of the land

of Egypt, from under the hand of Pharaoh king of Egypt, and nad feared other
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8 gods, And walked in the statutes of the heathen, whom the Lord east out from
before the children of Israel, and [in those] of the kings of Israel, which [statutes]
they [t «., the kings] had made. [:—] And the children of Israel did secretly
those things that were not right against the Lord their God, and they built them
high places in all their cities, from the tower of the watchmen to the fenced

10 city. And they set them up images and groves [statues] in [on] every high
11 hill, and under every green tree: And there they Durnt incense in [on] all the

high places, as did the heathen whom the Lord carried away [removed] before
12 them; and wrought wicked things to provoke the Lord to anger: For they

served idols, whereof the Lord had said unto them, Ye shall not do this thing.
15 Yet the Lord testified* against Israel, and against Judah, by all the prophets,*

and by [and by] all the seers, saying, Turn ye from your evU ways, and keep
my commandments and my statutes, according to all the law which I com-
manded your fathers, and which I sent to you by my servauts the prophets*

14 Notwithstanding, they would not hear [And they heard not], but hardened
their necks, like to the neck of their fathers, that did not believe in the Lord

16 their God. And they rejected his statutes, and his covenant that he made with
their fathers, and his testimonies which he testified against them ; and they fol*

lowed vanity, and became vain, and went after the heathen that were round
about them, concerning whom the Lord had charged them, that they should not

16 do like them. And they left all the commandments of the Lord their God, and
made them molten images, even two calves, and made a grove [an Astarte-

17 statue] and worshipped all the host of heaven, and served Baal. And they
caused their sons ana their daughters to pass through the fire, and used divina-
tions and enchantments, and sold themselves to do evil in the sight of the Lord,

18 to provoke him to anger. [:—] Therefore [It came to pass, Isay (ver. 7), that
then] the Lord was very angry with Israel, and removed them out of his sight:

19 there was none left but the tribe of Judah only. [(] Also Judah kept not the
commandments of the Lord their God, but walkca in the statutes of Israel

20 which they made. [)] ^
And [then] the Lord rejected all the seed of Israel, and

afflicted them, and delivered them into the hand of spoilers, until he had cast
21 them out of his sight. For he rent Israel from the house of David ; and they

made Jeroboam the son of Nebat king : and Jeroboam drave [seduced] * Israel

22 from following the Lord, and made them sin a great sin. For the children of
Israel walked in all the sins of Jeroboam which lie did ; they departed not from

23 them :* Until the Lord removed Israel out of his sight, as he haa said by all his

servants the prophets. So was Israel carried away out of their own land to
Assyria unto this day.

24 And the king of Assyria brought men from Babylon, and from Cuthah, and
from Ava, and from Hamath, and from Sepharvaim, and placed them in the
cities of Samaria instead of the children of Israel : and they possessed Samaria,

25 and dwelt in the cities thereof. And so it was [it came to pass] at the begin-
ning of their dwelling there, that they feared not the Lord : therefore the Lord
sent lions among them, which slew some of [slaughtered amongst] them*

26 Wherefore they spake to the king of Assyria, saying, The nations which thou
hast removed, ana placed in the cities of Samaria, know not the manner of the
God of the land : therefore he hath sent lions among them, and, behold, they

27 slay them, because they know not the manner of the God of the land. Then
the king of Assyria commanded, saving, Carry thither one of the priests whom
ye brought from thence ; and let them go and dwell there, and let him teach

28 them the manner of the God of the land. Then one of the priests whom they
had carried away from Samaria came and dwelt in Beth-el, and taught them

29 how they should fear* the Lord. Howbeit every nation made gods of their own,
and pnt them in the houses of the high places which the Samaritans had made,

30 every nation in their cities wherein they dwelt And the men of Babylon made
Succoth-benoth, and the men of Cuth made Nergal, and the men of Hamath made

81 Ashima, And the Avites made Nibhaz and Tartak, and the Sepharvites burnt
their children in fire to Adrammelech and Anammelech, the gods of Sepharvaim.
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32

38

34

So they feared the Lord, and made unto themselves of the lowest of them [from,

the common people] priests of the high places, which sacrificed for them in the

houses of the high places. They [<. *, tbete immigrants] feared the Lord, and
served their own gods, after the manner of the nations whom [whence] they

[were] carried away from thence [omu from thence].

Unto this day they [<• *, the remnant or tb« iarMUtet] do after the former man-
ners: they fear not the Lord, neither do they after their statutes, or after

their ordinances, or after the law and commandment which the Lord commanded
36 the children of Jacob, whom he named Israel ; With whom the Lord had made a

covenant, and charged them, saying, Ye shall not fear other gods, nor bow,

36 yourselves to them, nor serve them, nor sacrifice to them : But [only] the Lord,

who brought you up out of the land of Egypt with great power and a stretched

out arm, him shall ye fear, and him shall ye worship, and to him shall ye do

37 sacrifice. And the statutes, and the ordinances, and the law, and the command-
ment, which he wrote for von, ye shall observe to do for evermore ; and ye shall

38 not fear other gods. And the covenant that I have made with you ye shall not

30 forget ; neither shall ye fear other gods. [;] But [only] the Lord your God ye

40 shall fear ; and he shall deliver you out of the hand of all your enemies. Howbeil
[and] they did not hearken, but they did after their former manners.

41 So these nations [<. *, nil tu mixed inbaMunu of tn« northern kingdom] feared the Lord,

and served their graven images, both their children, and their children's chil-

dren : as did their fathers, so do they unto this day.

textual in grammatical.

» Yor.l [JVJPtfTin Wfcb ThooteloMMHiOMdhiMieh cum, whore only too neeond word ban the irtiek, fc

order to form a closer connection between the word*. Ew. $ 287a. t
» Ver. 18.—[On the hlfll form IJTI & IDJli G«n. tIU. 18; Geten. $ 71 T.—W. 0. 8.]

• Ver. 18.—The ktrl W3J for the chetib W3J is In to mr correct that the 1 belongs to the following word, ?3

1

as a copula, snd there Is no sufficient reason why JP3J should bare the poesesslTe pronoun and ntfl not Taekerl

Is followed by the Vol*, and the Syr. and Arab. Terslons, and la presented by tcTeral codices. Maorer and Keil prefcr

the chetib. but do not offer satisfactory reasons for it—B4hr. [Ew. % 158 4. note % says that, If the chetib is to be kept,

then nfn is a nonnssoraols.

' « Ver. tt—[The chetib, KTO , is hlfll from mJ » or, by an Interchange of consonants which to frequent In books

later than the Pentateuch, JTU • The form does not occur elsewhere from either of those stems. The kerl proposal

mn , hit of ITU • The signification Is the seme, repel, remove, or eed*ce (Dent xiii. 14 ; Ptot. tIL 21>

• Ver. 81 -[The fern. sufT. In PI30D refere to the plural frtHtDnI . Abstracts are ozpreased by the plur. or by tts

fern., and sometimes, where the words are far separated, such an Interchange of the one tor the other, in relatiTe words,

takes place. QT. Job xwrtx. 16 ; xir. 19 ; S Kings lit 8 ; z. 98. Ew. 1 817 a.

• Ver. 28.—[Imperil in an indirect question referring to something which st a past time was regarded aa not to eons

to pass.—W. G. 8.]

THE CHRONOLOGY OP THE FERIQp FROM THE
REIGN OP JEHTT UNTIL THE FALL OF THE
KINGDOM OF I8RAEL.

[Compare the Appendix on the Chronology.]

This period, as well as that from Ahab to Jehu,

presents chronological difficulties. Their solution

can be successfully accomplished only by starting

from the surest possible data, and bringing to-

gether and comparing all the separate chronologi-

cal statements. For the starting-point we have the

year 884 in which Jehu, in Israel, and Athaliah,

in Judah, came to the throne; the date of the

close of the period is also firmly established. The
kingdom of Israel came to an end, according to

the great majority of the chronologers, in the year
721 b.o. However much they may differ about
the limits of the several reigns, they generally

agree in this. So Petavius, Usher, Scaliger, Seyf-

farth, Winer, Tiele, Keil. See Herzog's Fncye.

XV1H. s. 459, where RSsch has collected into a

table the results of the investigations of twelve

chronologers. [Bawlinson may be added to the

number of those who advocate the date 721. On

the other hand are Des Vignoles, 718; Bengel,

722; Ewald, 719; Thenius, 722; Bunsen, 709;

Niebuhr, 719; and Lepsius still later, 693. It

cannot be regarded as a satisfactory scientific pro-

cedure to thus borrow the results of a certain

number of scholars. There is no such consensus

of opinion as would enable us to simply proceed

from these dates as results of science which are no

longer questioned. In the absence of such a con-

sensus it is mere building upon the sand to make

them the foundation of a calculation which makes

claim to reliability. It is to gain the appearance

of certainty where there is no certainty. In the

Appendix on (he Chronology will be found a brief

criticism of these chronological data and an esti-

mate of their value.—W. G. S.l Bengel and

Thenius adopt the date 722, but the difference is
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not important They agree with the others in

placing Hezekiah's accession in the year 727, and
Samaria fell (chap, xviii. 10) during his sixth year,

that is, in the year 721. Ewald adopts the year
719 instead of 721. The cause of this difference is

that he reckons the years of some of the reigns as

complete years, which, as we shall see, is inad-

missible. Bunsen differs very widely from the
rest He fixes this date as 709, but his entire cal-

culation is founded upon data of the Assyrian
chronology which are, as yet, in the highest degree
uncertain, and which have not been yet regarded
by anybody as correct [See the Appendix on the

Chronology, §§ 3 and 6. j They cannot, therefore,

avail to shake our confidence in the two dates 884
and 721. This period accordingly covens 163
years, and, as the numbers given for the various
reigns do not always apply to complete years,

but sometimes to fragments of years (see Pt II.,

p. 86), inasmuch as the year in which one died and
another succeeded may be counted twice over,

these 163 years give us the only reliable basis for

estimating the length of the separate reigns. If
then we calculate, commencing from the year 884,
we reach the following results:

—

a) For the kings of Judah. Athaliah reigned
from 884 on for six years. In the seventh, that is

in 877, Joash became king (chap. xi. 3; xiL 2).

Since, however, he became king in the seventn
year of Jehu, the forty years of his reign were not
complete years, so that the accession of his suc-
cessor falls in 838.—Amaziah reigned 29 years
(chap. xiv. 2), that is tp 809, or, if the years were
not all complete, until 810, or possibly 811.

—

Uzziah (Azariah) reigned 62 years (chap. xv. 2),

that is, until 759 or 768, for all the years of his
reign can hardly have been complete twelve-
months.—Jothara reigned 16 years (chap. xv. 33),
that is, until 743.—Ahaz reigned 16 years (chap,
xvi 2), that is, until 727, in which year Hezekiah
came to the throne. In the latter's sixth year
(cliap. xviii. 10) Samaria fell; that is, in 721. If
we add together the numbers representing the
durations of these reigns we get 165 years, where-
as the time from 884 to 721 is only 163 years.
This difference is only apparent. It proceeds from
the fact that fragments of years at the beginning
or end of reigns are counted as years.

. b) For the kings of Israel Jehu reigned from
884 on for 28 years (chap. x. 36), that is, until

856.—Jehoahaz reigned 17 years (chap. xiiL 1),

that is, till 840 or 839.—Jehoash ruled 16 years
(chap. xiii. 10), that is, until 823.—Jeroboam II.

reigned, according to chap. xiv. 23 only 41 years.
But, as he is said in the same verse to have be-
come king in the fifteenth year of Amaziah of
Judah, and as this statement is consistent with
chap. xiv. 1 and 17, he must have been king, as is

shown above (chap, xiv., Exeg. on ver. 23), for

51 or 52 years, unless we are willing to assume
that there was an interval of anarchy for 10 or 11
years. At any rate, his son Zachariah did not
come to the throne before the year 773. He only
ruled six months and his successor Shallum, in the
following year, 772, only one month (chap. xv. 8,

13). Menahem reigned from 772 on for 10 years
(chap. xv. 17), that is until 762.—Pekahiah reigned
two years (chap. xv. 23), that is, until 760.—Pekah
ruled only 20 years according to chap. xv. 27 ; but
according to ver. 32 he ascended the throne two
years before Jotham of Judah, survived him (he I

lived 16 years, ver. 33), and waged war with Ahaa,
his successor. It was not until the twelfth year
of the last-named king that Hoshea became king.

Now 2+16+12=30; therefore, either Pekah
reigned 30 years and not 20, or there was no king
in Israel for a space of 10 years (see notes on
chap. xv. 27). [See the Supp. Note after the Exeg.

section on the fifteenth chapter.] This much is

certain, that Hoshea became king 30 years after

760, when Pekah ascended the throne, that is, in

730. He reigned 9 years, that is, until 721.—The
sum of all the reigns mentioned is 164 instead of
163 years, and this slight difference is accounted
for as before in the case of the kings of Judah.

c) The synchronistic data between the reigns in

the two kingdoms. Athaliah in Judah and Jehu in

Israel began to reign in the same year 884. Joash,
Athaliah's successor, became king in the sevonth
year of Jehu (chap. xii. 2), or, since the latter

became king in 884, in 877.—Amaziah became
king in the second year of Jehoash (chap. xiv. 1),

or, since Jehoash ascended the throne in 840 or

839, in the year 838.—Uzziah became king, ac-

cording to chap. xv. 1, in the twenty-soventh
year of Jeroboam II., but this statement rests, as
was shown in the comment on that passage, and
as is generally admitted, upon an error of the
copyist We must read, according to chap. xiv.

17, in the fifteenth year, but this was not a full

year, so that Josephus says :
" In the fourteenth

year of Jeroboam." Since now the latter became
king in 823, Uzziah ascended the throne in 809.—
Jotham became king in the second year of Pekah,
chap. xv. 32, or, as the latter became king in 760,

in 759.—Ahaz became king in the seventeenth
year of Pekah (chap. xvi. 1), or, as the lattor

began to reign in 760, in 743.—Hezekiah finally

became king in the third year of Hoshea (chap,

xviii. 1), or, as he ascended the throne in 730, in
727.—In Israel, the successor of Jehu, Jehoahaz,
began to reign, according to the correct reading in

chap. xiii. 1 (see Exeg. note thereon), in the twen-
ty-first year of Joash, king of Judah, or, as he
became king in 877, in 856.—Joash became king
in the thirty-seventh year of Jehoash of Judah
(chap. xiii. 10), or, as the latter ruled from 877. in

840 or 839.—Jeroboam II. became king in the
fifteenth year of Amaziah (chap. xiv. 23), or, as the
latter began to reign in 838, in 823.—The acces-

sion of the five following kings : Zachariah, Shal-

lum, Menahem, Pekahiah, and Pekah is defined
(chap. xv. 8, 13, 17, 23, 27) in terms of the years
of Uzziah's reign. Since, however, the year of
the accession of this king is less certain than that
of almost any other (Bengel and Thenius put it in

811, Usher and Keil in 810, Petavius and Winer in

809, Ewald and Niebuhr in 808), it is uncertain

what year was his thirty-eighth, thirty-ninth, fif-

tieth and fifty-second. But this does not render
the chronology radically uncertain. The year of
accession of these kings can be very satisfactorily

ascertained from other data (see above, under by
Moreover, the statements in terms of the years of
Uzziah's reign are not perfectly accurate, as we
see from chap. xv. 13 and 23. For, if Menahem
became king in the thirty-ninth of Uzziah and
reigned 10 years, Pekahiah must have followed in

the forty-ninth, and not, as ver. 23 states, in the

fiftieth of Uzziah. On the other hand, it is certain

that Menahem and Pekahiah together reigned for

12 years, viz., from 722 to 760. The year in which
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Zachariah began to reign (according to ver. 8 the
thirty-eighth of Uzziah) may, therefore, have been
the year 773 ; but it is also possible, inaamuch aa
he and Shallum did not both together reign for a
year, that all these kings, Zachariah, Shallum,
and Menahem, came to the throne in the same
year, 772, and therefore, since the synchronistic

data and the chronological data do not coincide,

that the thirty-eighth and thirty-ninth of Uzziah
both fell in the year 772.-—Hoshea, finally, became
king in the twelfth year ofAhaz (chap. xviL 1), or,

since he became king in 743, and this was the
very beginning of his twelfth year, in 730.

d) From this review it follows that the chrono-
logical data in no less than fifteen places, however
much they may traverse and interlace one an-
other, nevertheless agree, for the difference of a
single year which appears here and there is fully

accounted for by the peculiarity of the Jewish
mode of reckoning, and it cannot be regarded
here, any more than in the former period, as a con-
tradiction. [In making this comment on the chro-

nology, Bahr must take it for granted that the
reader has fresh in his mind those changes in the
text which have been found necessary, and those
assumptions which have been made in order to

complete the construction of the chronology.
With tliia modification the above may be allowed
to pass as a just comment on what has gone be-
fore. Otherwise it would convey a very incorrect

impression of the reliability of this chronology.—
W. G. 8.]

Now, on the other hand, there remains one
datum which is utterly irreconcilable with these
which have been considered. According to chap,
xv. 30 Hoshea became king in the twentieth year
of Jotham, son of Uzziah. This stands in con-
tradiction to three other statements which are
consistent with each other. According to chap,
xv. 33 Jotham did not reign for 20 but only for 16
years, as is also stated in 2 Chron. xxvii. 1. Ac-
cording to chap. xvii. 1, Hoshea did not become
king uutil the twelfth year of Ahaz the successor
of Jotham. According to chap, xvi 1, Ahaz com-
menced to reign in the seventeenth year of Pekah,
and as Ahaz waged war with Pekah (chap, xvi
6), it is impossible that Pekah's successor, Hoshea,
should have begun to reign during the reign of
the predecessor of Ahaz, Jotham. All sorts of
attempts have been made to solve this flat con-
tradiction (see Winer, R-W.-R 1, #. $U). We
take notice here only of the two most common
ones. The first is to this effect: Jotham was co-

regent with his father Uzziah for four years,

during his sickness (chap. xv. 5). If these four
years are added to the sixteen of his reign, he
was king for 20 years, and Hoshea became king in

his twentieth. This attempt at a solution is dis-

posed of, not to speak of other objections, by the
statement in xvii. 1, that Hoshea did not become
king until the twelfth year of Jotham's successor,

Ahaz. The second attempt at a solution, the one
which was adopted by Usher, and which has
been lately designated by Keil as the only suc-

cessful one, assumes that, in chap. xv. 30, 4 years
of the reign of Ahaz are reckoned in the reign of
Jotham, "because the history of Jotham's reign is

not narrated until we come to ver. 32 sq" But
the years of the reign of a king cannot possibly be
reckoned on after his death, least of all when, as

here, his successor followed immediately ; more-

over, as above stated, Hoshea did not become
king in the fourth of Ahaz (or, if so reckoned, the

twentieth of Jotham) but in the twelfth of Abas,
Ail attempts at a reconciliation are here vain.

Hitzig and Thenius have attempted to escape the

difficulty by text-conjectures, but these are so

complicated that they do not fall, in point of im-

probability, at all behind the artificial attempts at

reconciliation. When we examine the final words
of chap. xv. 30: "In the twentieth year of

Jotham the son of Uzziah," they strike us ss

strange and unusual. In other oases we do not

find the date of a king's accession given in terms

of the corresponding reign in the sister-kingdom

until we come to the place where the history of

the new reign begins (see the proof-passages

quoted above, Pt II, p. 89), Such is the cast

here also with reference to Hoshea, chap. xvii. L
The author, who, in the usual place, viz, where
the history of Jotham's reign begins, chap. xv. 33,

states the duration of that reign at 16 years, is

agreement with 2 Chron. xxvii. 1, cannot possibly

have spoken, a few lines before, in ver. 30, of the

twentieth year of Jotham. If he had, he must

have been more forgetful than the most thought*

less copyist In fact these words are, in this

place, not only superfluous, because the statement

of the year in which Hoshea became king is given

farther on in its proper place (chap, xvii 1), but

they are even a cause of confusion. If they

should be adopted aa correct, it would be ne-

cessary to change a whole series of data to corre-

spond with them. All this renders it very prob-

able that the words are a false and late addition,

in regard to which the case stands as it does with

2 Kings L 17 (see Pt IL, pp. 87-8). •Another cir-

cumstance which goes to prove this is that Jo-

tham's lather is called, in vers. 1, 6, 7, 8, 13, 17,

23, 27, Azariah; here all at once he is called

Uzziah. Keil unjustly characterizes the erasure

of this clause aa " violent," for we are compelled

to it, since fifteen other passages, all of which are

consistent with one another, are in irreconcilable

conflict with this one, so that it introduces contra-

diction and confusion into the entire chronology

of the period. The question is simply whether

we will correct all the other data to bring them

into consistency with this one, or whether we will

sacrifice it If it is not "violent" to change the

number " 27," in chap. xv. 1, into 15, as Keil

does, then it is not violent to regard the number

20, in chap. xv. 30, aa incorrect

e) In this period, aa well as in the former one,

some have thought it necessary to assume joint-

reigns and interregna, that is, tunes of anarchy in

which there was no king. So it is supposed that

the two Israelitish kings Jehoahaz and Jehoaah

reigned together for 2 or 3 years, and the Jewish

kings Jotham and Ahaz for 4 yearq. We have

spoken above (Pt II., p. 88) about the theory of

joint-reigns in general, but besides this, the first

of these cases is disposed of when we have dis-

covered the correct reading in chap, xiil 1 and 10

(see Exeg. notes thereon) ; and the second, when
we have removed the false addition chap. xv. SO,

upon which alone it rests. The assumed inter-

regna have much more probability in their faTor

Formerly it was often assumed that there was an

interregnum of 11 years between Amaziah and

Uzzjah in Judah, but this is now almost entirely

abandoned, and rightly. On the other hand, two
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others are still assumed In the history of Israel

by almost all scholars, the first of 11 years, be-

tween Jeroboam II. and Zachariah ; the Becond of
9 or 10 years, between Pekah and Hoshea, to

which reference was made above under b). But
the biblical text does not hint at any such inter-

regna, though they must hare been of great im-

portance for the history of the kingdom. On the
contrary, it always assumes that each king was
followed immediately upon his death by his suc-

cessor. The author makes especial mention of the

fact about Edom that " there was no king in

Edom " (1 Kings xxii. 48), and he mentions a
king who reigned but 7 days (1 Kings xvi 15),

and another who reigned but a month (2 Kings
xv. 13). Certainly he would not have passed in

silence over the fact that Israel, at two different

times, for periods of 9 or 1 1 years, was without a
king. It is true, as Keil says, that " A period of
anarchy in a time of the utmost confusion and
distraction would not be anything astonishing,"

but it certainly would be astonishing that the

text should be silent about such an important
historical event There are no historical state-

ments whatsoever in the text which have led to

the hypothesis of interregna. This hypothesis is

the result solely of the desire to reconcile certain

chronological data. We cannot, however, be in-

duced to manufacture history to account for cer-

tain discrepancies in figures, discrepancies which
can arise so easily from simple errors either of a
copyist or of others. Josephus is as silent about
any periods in which there were no kings as the

Bible is. Ewald calls the hypothesis that there

were such periods "erroneous in every respect.

It contradicts the tenor of the text directly, and
produces an utterly incorrect conception of the

history." Bunsen also rejects the hypothesis de-

cidedly. Wolff, in the work' quoted above (Pt IL,

p. 89) says :
" We must, therefore, have done en-

tirely with this notion of interregna as an escape

from difficulties. It invents arbitrarily blank and
empty periods and inserts them in the history."

When, however, Wolff changes most of the chro-

nological data of the text,—when he gives Jeho-

ahaz 14 instead of 17 years, and Jehoash 19 in-

stead of 16, when he makes Amaziah succeed in

the fourth instead of the second year of Jehoash,
Zachariah in the twenty-eixth instead of in the

thirty-eighth year of Uzziali, Pekahiah in the

thirty-eighth instead of in the fiftieth year of

tTzziah, Pekah in the forty-first instead of in the

fifty-second of Uzziali, and asserts that the two
Israelitish kings Jehoash and Jeroboam IL ruled

ever Judah, the former for 4 years and the latter

for 27 years, thai is all as void of foundation and
as arbitrary as is the u interregnum-hypothesis "

which he rejects.

BXJKHTIOAL AMD OBITICUI*

Yer. 2. And he did that whioh was evil***
baft not as the kings of Israel, i. a, not to the

same degree as his predecessors. As the formula:
" He did that which was evil, Ac.," always refers

to the attitude towards Jehovah and the Jehovah-

eultus, so the restriction :
" But not," Ac., must be

understood as applying to the same, just as in

chap. iii. 2. We are not told wherein Hoshea
differed from his predecessors in this respect. It

is not at all probable that he desisted from the
calf-worship (Theniue). If he had done so he
would have broken down the wall of separation
between the two kingdoms, and the text would
certainly have contained some mention of it The
old commentators for the most part follow the
statement of the rabbis in the book, Seder Ofam,
chap, xxii., according to which Hoshea did not re-

place the golden calf-image at Bethel (Hos. x. 6),

which had been carried away by the Assyrians;
and made no opposition to his subjects' accepting
Hezekiah's invitation to the passover-festival at

Jerusalem (2 Ohron. xxx. 6-11). But, according to

the account in Chronicles, tins invitation was
laughed at and scorned ; only •* a few " accepted K,

which shows that Jeroboam's eultus was still

maintained under Hoshea. Moreover, Hesekiah'B
passover certainly did not take place before the
three-year siege of Samaria, but rather after H.
Perhaps Hoshea'a better behavior was limited to
this, that he was an opponent of the idolatry

which had found entrance under his immediate
predecessors.

Ver. 3. Against him came up Shalmanesen
king of Assyria. This king must have ruled
between Tiglath Pileser (xv. 29) and Sennacherib
(xviii. 13) in Assyria. It has hitherto been be-

lieved that Sargon, who is mentioned in Isai. xx.

1, ruled for a short time between these two, but,

"through the deciphering of the cuneiform in-

scriptions it is placed beyond a doubt that the
king of Assyria who is called in the biblical annals
Shalmaneser or Shalman [Hos. x. 14], really bore
the name of Sargana, so that he is identical with
Sargon, who was the father and immediate prede-
cessor of Sennacherib M (Wolff, in the above
quoted work, a. 672. Cf. Brandts, Ueber dm h<9-

torischen Gtwinn out der Entoifferung der assyrischm

Jnschriflen, #& 48 and 53). [Later discoveries show
that this statement is incorrect. Sargon and Shal-

maneser are different persons, and not even of the
same dynasty. See the Supp. Note at the end of
this section, in which this whole subject is treated.]

Among tho countries mentioned in the inscriptions

as having been conquered by Sargana is " Samlri-

na " (Samaria). (See notes on chap, xviii. 13 be-

low.) Hoshea does not seem to have provoked
Shalmaneser'8 first expedition against him (ver. 3).

It appears to have been an expedition of conquest

on the part of the growing and spreading Assyrian

power, yet it is also possible that Tiglath Pileser

had imposed a tribute upon Pekah which Hoshea
refused to continue to pay, and that the expedition

was intended to compel him to do so. When he,

however, at a later time, again refused the tribute

(ver. 4), and had recourse to Egypt for help to re-

sist, the king of Assyria came a socond time and
took away from him his country and his people.

As Shalmaneser waged war with Tyre, but island

Tyre resisted him for five years (Josephus ; Antiq.

9, 14, 2), Ewald supposes, and very many of the

latest authorities follow him, that the people of
Samaria joyfully recognized in this a proofthat the

Assyrians were not invincible, and considered this

a favorable opportunity to make an offensive and
defensive alliance with Egypt ; furthermore, that

when Shalmaneser hoard of this, he suddenly

marched against Hoshea. It is impossible, how-
ever, to determine certainly whether the war
against Island-Tyre took place before or after the

fall of Sam*ria. Knobel, in fact, in his comment
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on IsaL xi. I, assumes that it took place after that
event Thenius unnecessarily desires to change

*\&P , conspiracy, to ngP , falsehood, deceit We
have to understand by " conspiracy n nothing more
than a secret agreement The name of the Egyp-
tian king KID is to be punctuated {flD , Seven. In

Manetho he is called Zevexbc. He is doubtless
41 one of the two kings named Shebek of the
twenty-fifth dynasty, belonging to the Ethiopic
race " (Keil). Hoshea turned to him because Egypt
was at that time the only great power which
seemed at all able to cope with Assyria. It seems,
however, that Seveh did not enter into the alliance,

or, if he did, that he did not carry it out when the
Assyrian attack was made. On the words:
The king of Assyria shot him up, Ac, Vatablus
remarks: Hoc dicitw per anticipations; postea
narrator, quomodo factum. The final consequences
which Hoshea's attempted revolt had for his own
person are stated forthwith, and then in vers. 5
and 6 the particular description of the course of
events in regard to the country and the people is

given (Thenius). It is not, therefore, correct
that " Shalmaneser ordered him to appear and
give an account of his conduct " before the siege
of Samaria, " and then,when he came in obedience
to this command, made him prisoner" (Ewald,
Schlier). The text does not say this ; on the con-
trary, the words in ver. 6 and in chap, xviii 10

:

"In the ninth year of Hoshea," assume that
Hoshea was king when the city was taken.
Moreover, it is very improbable that Hoshea, who
had sought for, and was expecting, aid from
Egypt, would have forthwith obeyed the summons
of the king of Assyria, from which he could not
anticipate any pleasant consequences, and that,

after the king of Samaria had been made captive,

that city should have resisted for three years. On
the contrary, the captive king was taken in chains
to Assyria after the city had been taken, and
there lie was put in prison, while his people were
led into exile in distant regions. "Plate 100 in

Botta's Monum. de Ninev. represents a king stand-
ing upon a war chariot, before whom a chained
captive with apparently Hebrew features is being
led. Plate 106 represents two figures with the
same cast of countenance and appropriate costume,
one of whom is presenting the model of a fortified

city " (Thenius). *)W is used here as in Jer. xxxiii.

1 ; xxxvi 5.—The three years of the siege were
not thirty-six months, for, according to chap, xviii
9 sq. it began in the seventh of Hoshea, and the
city was taken in his ninth. Accordingly it can
hardly have lasted for two years and a half.

[The later discoveries have so changed the face
of our knowledge of all this contemporaneous his-
tory that the above must all be modified by what

t
fe stated in the Supp. Note below.]

Ver. 6. And carried Israel away into As-
syria, i. e., into the kingdom of Assyria, which
then included Mesopotamia, Media, Elam, and
Babylon (Winer, R- W.-B. L *. 102). It is, there-
fore, a general designation of place which is fol-

lowed by the names of the particular localities in

this kingdom. The two first names, in Halah and
on the Habor, belong together, as well as the two

.

latter, On the river Gfosan and in the oitiec of
Media, as is evident from 1 Chron. v. 26: "And
brought them unto Halah, and [to the] Habor,
and [to] Hara [i. c, Media] and to the river

Gozan." This verse also shows that ttfe "WJ is

not, as has often been supposed, in apposition to

"liana: "To the Habor, the river of Gozan,w so

that Habor would be the name of this river. There
is nothing else with which the name Halah can be
identified but the district in the north of Assyria
bordering upon Armenia, which Strabo (xl 8,4
and xvi 1, 1) calls KaXaxavjf, and Ptolemy (vL 1)

KaAatuvf}. [Lenormant takes it to mean Calah, the

capital of Assyria at this time.] Habor is not

133 (Ezek. L 1 and 3) in upper Mesopotamia, the

large river which flows into the Euphrates, but,

because the name Halah precedes, it must be "the

smaller river of this name which flows westward
and empties into the Tigris to the north of Nine-

veh " (Ewald). Here, in northern Assyria, there

is a river, " which is called Khabur Chasania to

distinguish it from the river Chaboras or Chcbar

in Mesopotamia. It still bears its ancient name "

(Keil). The Jewish tradition also favors this.

This designates northern Assyria, and, in fact, the

mountainous region, the district on the border be-

tween Assyria and Media, on the side towards

Armenia, as the place of exile of the ten tribes (cf.

Wickelhaus; Dae Exil der ichn Stumme Israeli,

in the Deutsch-morgerUand. Zeiischrift ; V. s. 474).

The river Gozan is " the Kisel-osen, which rises in

the northern part of the Zagros range and flows

into the Caspian Sea " (Furst, Dictionary s. v.). It

refers, therefore, not to the district of Mesopotamia
which Ptolemy calls (v. 18) TavZavlTic, but to the

city of Media which he mentions (vi. 2) as Tav^avia.

This we see also from the passage in Chronicles

quoted above, where " the river Gozan " is men-

tioned after Harah, Media. " If thiB river, which

bounds Media, is the one meant, we can under-

stand why the * and ' is, in this connection,

omitted before it The two first names and the

two latter names then belong more closely in

pairs" (Ewald). Thenius desires to change "iro

into nn.3 » *&& *$ hito *"jn i because the Sept

here read : kv 'EAa£ koX kv 'Apup irora/toit Tu^av

ml kv 6pioLQ MfySuv, so that Halah also would have

to be taken as the name of a river, that is, of the

one anciently called Mygdonius and afterwards

Saokaras. But the Sept have, in the similar

verse, chap, xviii. 11, the singular irorafi<t>. The

plural irorafioic. is, therefore, evidently a mistake.

This disposes of the rash supposition that Halah is

the Saokaras. The proposed reading nn is, to

say the least, unnecessary.
Ver. 7. And it oamo to pass when the chil-

dren of Israel, Ac. The frequently recurring

>3 Vn means always: "And it came to pass

when (Gen. vi 1 ; xxvi 8 ; xxviL 1 ; Exod. L 21

;

Judges vi 7, Ac.). It Is not correct, therefore, to

translate as Bunsen, De Wette, end others do:

" And it came to pass, because." Ver. 7 does not

carry on the narrative as it is taken from the ori-

ginal authorities, but the writer himself here be*

gins a review of the history and fate of Israel,

which ends with ver. 23 and forms an independent

section by itself. The conclusion to the opening

sentence : " And it came to pass, when," Ac,

follows in ver. 18 : " That then the Lord was very

angry." Vers. £-16 contain merely a develop-

ment of what is said in ver. 7, inasmuch as they

go on to specify how, and by what means, the
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children of Israel " ginned," viz., partly by apos-

tatizing from Jehovah and falling into idolatry

(Ex. xx. 2, 3), and partly by making for themselves
molten calf-images to represent Jehovah (Ex. xx.

4). It is shown in the verses from 18 to 23 that

these transgressions brought down judgments upon
them, and what was the character of these judg-

ments.— The words in ver. 7 : Which had
brought them tip out of the land of Egypt * * *

king of Egypt must not be taken as a paren-
thesis, as Luther takes them. They do not con-

tain a mere incidental remark ; rather the entire

emphasis rests upon them, as is evident from Hos.
xii. 10 and xiii. 4-6. The deliverance from Egypt
was really the selection of Israel to be God's pecu-

liar and covenant people (Ex. xix. 4-6). It was
not only the beginning, but also the symbol, of all

divine grace towards Israel, the pledge of its

divine guidance. It therefore stands at the head
of the covenant, or organic law (Ex. xx. 2 ; Deut
v. 6), and it is always cited as the chief and funda-

mental act of the divine favor (Levit. xL 45;
Joshua xxiv. 17; 1 Kings viii. 51; Ps. lxxxL 10;

Jer. iL 6, &c.). Therefore this author also makes
that the standpoint for his review and criticism of
the history. He means to say, thereby : although
no people on earth had experienced such favor

from Almighty God as Israel had, nevertheless it

abandoned this God and adored other gods. Vers.
8-12 state the manner in which this latter fault

was committed. The worship of idols was the

worship practised by the very people whom God
expelled before the Israelites, and whose utter de-

struction he commanded, that is to say, of the

nations of Western Asia (ver. 8, cf. Deut. xi. 23 ; 1

Kings xiv. 24 ; xxi. 26 ; 2 Kings xvi. 3 ; xxi. 2). But
the Israelites erected places of worship all over the
country, after the fashion of the heathen, instead

of worshipping.the one true God in the one central

sanctuary (vers. 9-1 1). They also followed the ex-

ample of the heathen in setting up idol images
which they worshipped (ver. 12).—Tripn , ver. 8,

means religious ordinances (see notes on 1 Kings ii.

3 ; UL 3). Instead of holding faithfully to the ordi-

nances which Jehovah had given, the kings of
Israel gave to the people ordinances made by
themselves, which were obeyed and observed by
them. The result is given in ver. 9. The words

tn3*1 *KBrW w© translated by Keil, who fol-

lows Hengstenberg: " They covered Jehovah,
their God, over with words which were not right,

v e. they sought, by arbitrary distortions of God's
word, to conceal the true character of Jehovah."

It is clear however, from D^JH hi ver. 11, and,

till more oertainly, from l^in , ver. 12, where

it cannot possibly be understood otherwise than

as thing ; that that is its sense here, and not word.

The fundamental signification of NDTI or nan is

to cover, cloak over, envelop (2 Sam. xv. 30 ; Esth.

vi 12 ; 2 Chron. iii. 5, 7, 9). The literal rendering

of these words would therefore be :
** They cov-

ered Jehovah with things which were not right

"

(2 Kings viL 9), i e. They- concealed him by them, so

that he could no longer be seen and recognized,

which is as much as to say that they practically

denied and ignored him. Compare the formula

Yby 103* t<> reconcile any one with Jehovah;

primarily, to cover up his sins before Jehovah.

The things by means of which, or with which,
they denied Jehovah are mentioned forthwith, so
that Luther correctly represents the sense when
he puts ndmlich before the following words. The
translation of the Sept. is entirely incorrect : ical

rjfHpuoavro X&yovc adUovi koto, tcvplov deov avruv.

Thenius follows this, and explains thus :
" They

dressed up, decorated, and adorned things which
were not right, against Jehovah ; i. e. they made
a parade of things which were not right against
Him," and he calls attention, in this connection, to
" the parade and pomp of the external forms of
idolatry." It is equally incorrect to render the
words as the Vulg. does : tt offenderunt verbis non
recite dominum euum ; or, as Gesenius does : per-

fide egerunt re$ in Jehovam ; or, as De Wette does

:

"They wrought secretly things which were not
right, against Jehovah." With words of covering

?y is never against, but always over, or upon

(Ex. xxxvii. 9; xL 3; Ezek. xxiv. 7).—[The
uncertainty attaching to the interpretation of
these words is apparent from these* diverse ren-
derings of the various expositors. Bahr's in-

terpretation, which is closely akin to that of Keil

and Hengstenberg, is fanciful and far-fetched.

The idea of men covering God, that is, obscuring
the sense of His presence, and of their responsi-

bility to Him, by their sins, and thus practically

denying Him, is, in a religious sense, most true

and just ; but it is very foreign to the simplicity

of the conceptions which we find in the Old Tes-
tament, especially in the historical books. The

meaning of ^y XDn is, &> cover a material over
an object, or, in the English idiom, to cover an
object with a material If the notion be not pushed
farther than this, that they had put their evil lusts

and deeds between themselves and God, and pre-
ferred these to Him, it offers a meaning which is

satisfactory, and which agrees well with the latter

half of the verse. I have, however, allowed the
E. V., which agrees substantially with the render-
ing of Gesenius and De Wette, to remain unaltered.

—W. G. 8.1

Yer. 9. From the tower of the watchmen,
Ac., i. «., from the lonely buildings erected as a
protection for the flocks (2 Chron. xxvi 10) to the
largest and most strongly fortified cities.—-On ver.

10 see chap, xvi 4. On DfrKD see notes on chap.

iii 2. On Tfn&X see note on 1 Kings xiv. 15. On

the meaning of DJD Bee I Kings xiv. 1-20 ; Hist. §
3.—In ver 12, the emphasis is on D^fcn, which

contains a subordinate contemptuous and abusive
signification (see note on 1 Kings xv. 12). Israel

sank so low that it worshipped lifeless idols, which
it ought to have treated with contempt, and whose
worship it ought to have disdained.

Yer. 13. The author now goes on in his re-

view to the consideration of that which Jehovah
had done in his faithfulness and truth, in contrast
to the apostasy of the people, which has just been
described. These dealings of God with His people
had remained fruitless, or had produced exactly
contrary results from those which were desired
(vers. 13-17). Not only in Israel, of which (ring-

dom he has hitherto been speaking especially, hut
also in Judah, which, according to ver. 19, I.ad'

behaved in a similar manner, had Jehovah bo n*
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witness to himself, not only by the law and testi-

mony which had been given, but also by his pro-

phets and seers. Quacunque ruHone vdforma iiiis

etrnendam proporubat vohmtakm suam (Piscator).

The form of speech in ver. 14, k> harden one's necfc,

£ c. to be stiff-necked or obstinate, is borrowed from
Deut. x. 16. Cf. Exod. xxxii. 0. To disobedience

and obstinacy (ver. 14) they added formal rejec-

tion and contempt of the commands and of the tes-

timonies of Jehovah (ver. 15), and then followed

complete decline into heathenism. This last is

described by the words : They followed vanity
and became vain. The same form of speech is

meed in Jerem. ii. 5, and St Paul makes use, in

reference to the heathen, in Bom. L 2L, of the

same expression which the Sept here use to ren-

der this: ijiaTai&fhioav. Heathenism deals with
nothingness, vanity, that is, with what has no ex-

istence, so that it is folly and falsehood (Deut.

xxxii. 21). As a proof that they have fallen into

heathenism, that is, have become vain, a series of
facts is detailed in vers. 16 and 17, from which this

appears clearly. In the first place they made calf-

images, then Aschero, then they adored the host

of heaven (the stars or constellations), and finally

they caused their children even to go through the

fire (see note on chap. xvi. 3), and devoted them-
selves to soothsayiug and augury. Besides all

this, they sold themselves, that is, " they sur-

rendered themselves into complete slavery to idol-

atrous practices" (Thenius). All the host of
heaven is here mentioned between the worship
of the Aschero and that of Moloch ; that is, by
the side of the Moon-goddesB and the Sun-god, cf.

Deut xvii. 3 ; iv. 19. PerhapB the planets are to

be especially understood by it As the author has
here only that period in view which fell before the

Assyrian influence commenced, we cannot under-

stand him to refer to the Assyrio-Chaldean worship
of the constellations, which is not met with among
the Hebrews before the time of Manasseh (chap.

xxL 3 ; xxiii. 5, 1 1), but only to that which was
common in Western Asia, such as we find espe-

cially among the Arabs (Winer, J?.- W.-A, II. s. 528).

Soothsaying and augury are mentioned with the

.same expressions in Numb, xxiii. 23 and in Deut
xviii. 10, by the side of the worship of Moloch.
$hey seem to have been especially connected with
this worship (Winer, I. c, 8. 672).

[As has been abundantly shown in the trans-

lator's notes on the two last chapters (see espe-

cially note on xvi 3), the Assyrian religion became
known to the Israelites in the time of Ahaz and
Pekah. The subdivisions of the deity (if they may
be so called), which these heathen believed in,

have been described in that note. But, by the side

of each such subordinate or local god, we find a
goddess, as the passive principle by the side of the

• active. These couplets had different names in

different places (Bel and Belit at Babylon ; Shed
and Shedaih among the Hittites (*ng> t

Gen. xvii.

1 ; Job v. 17 ; Ruth L 20, to.) ; Hadad and Atargaih

at Damascus). The couplet which the Israelites

adopted, Baal and Ashtaroih, is that of Sidon,

showing whence this religious idea came to them.
On the Baal-worship and the rites of Moloch see

note on xvi. 3. The astral idea in this heathen
religion does not seem to have attracted the atten-

tion of the Israelites before the time of Pekah and
has, although Ashtaroth always had.a distinctly

sidereal character among the Phoenicians. The
whole religious conception which has been above
described, and which prevailed in Western Asia,

was carried out by the Chaldeans and Assyrians
into an astral system of deities. When the hierar-

chy of divinities, or deified emanations and attri-

butes, with their corresponding masculine and fern-

'

inine forms, had been elaborated, they were iden-

tified with the luminaries visible in the heavens.
The sun, moon, planets, constellations, and stars

formed a corresponding hierarchy whose members
were identified. Eight cabirini or planets were
reckoned ; one was supposed to be invisible be-

cause it was nearer to the ultimate and original

source, the ALL. It is not difficult to perceive
the step by which they passed from this to astro-

logy, divination, and sorcery. If the heavenly
bodies are gods, or represent gods, and if they are

seen to be in motion, then it is natural to suppose
that those motions correspond with and cause the

mutations of earthly events and fortune. Since
the time of Ahaz and Pekah these religious notions
had been introduced into Israel and Judali and ac-

cepted there. It is to them that the text refers.

—

W.G.S.]
Ver. 18. That then the Lord was very

angry. Ac. Here begins the real conclusion to

ver. 7 [see the amended translation]. As we had,
in vers. 8-17, the more complete development of
ver. 7, so we have here, in vers. 19-23, that of ver.

18. Oat of his sight, t. e. out of the Holy Land
where Jehovah has His dwelling; out of the laud
of the covenant and the land of revelation. Cf.

Ezek. xL 15 sq. On the tribe of Judah only,
see 1 Kings xL 13, 31, 36 (Exeg. notes).—In ver. 19
the old expositors thought they saw the state-

ment of a still farther reason for the rejection of

Israel by God, which consisted in this, that it had,

by its apostasy, tainted Judah also (Hos. iv. 15),

but the context shows that this notion is false.

The verse is rather a parenthesis, as the Berlcberg.

Btbd observes. It contains an incidental remark
which is brought out by the "only" in ver. 18.

It means to say that " in truth Judah was also

ripe for punishment " (Thenius). Ver. 20 follows

directly upon ver. 18 in the connection of thought.

We must understand by all tha seed of Israel,

not the entire people. Israel and Judah (Keil), but
oulv the ten tribeB : for the rejection of Judah
had not yet occurred. The inhabitants of certain

districts had been taken into exile, during the

reign of Pekah (chap. xv. 29). The inhabitants

of the entire country were now, under Hoshea,
taken away. Before that Jehovah had given them,
for their chastisement and warning, into the hands
of plunderers or " spoilers; w

first into the hands of
the Syrians (chap. x. 32 ; xiiL 3), and then into

those of the Assyrians (chap. xv. 19, 29).

—

vjj, in

ver. 21, connects back, not only with ver. 18, bat
also with whathas been said in vers. 1 8-20. Qrotius
says justly in regard to ver. 21 : hrivo6oc ad esfea-

dendam malorum originem. Jeroboam's calf-wor-

ship, which led to pure idolatry, was a conse-
quence of the revolt from the house of David and
the separation from Judah, so that these were the

cause of all the misfortune. The Vulg. therefore

renders, according to the sense : Ex tojam temper*

quo 8cis8us est Israel a domo David. It cannot be
correct to take Jehovah as the subject of jnp, *s
the old expositors did, and as Keil still does.
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This is a deduction from 1 Kings zi. 11 and 31, but
the final cause of the apostasy and rejection of
Israel is here given, and that cannot lie in Jeho-
vah himselt The separation from the House of
David took place indeed according to God's de-

cree ; but it was only intended to serve as a hu-
miliation to the House of David, and was not to

last " forever " (1 Kings xi 39). It took for granted,

moreover, that Jeroboam would remain faithful to

the covenant and to the Law of Jehovah (1 Kings
zi. 38). But Jeroboam broke with these in order to

make the separation permanent The separation

thereby became the germ of all calamity for IsraeL

The natural subject of yip is ^jpfe*. (see 1

Kings ziL 16), and it is not necessary to read,

as Thenius does, jnpj , i. «.
u Israel had torn

itself away ;
" nor to supply, as De Wette does,

fwOEn-nx :
" Israel had torn away the royal au-

thority from the House of David," for it is not the
monarchy as such which is here in question, but the
separation between Israel and Judah, that is, the
disruption of the theocratic relation. The words
mean simply : secessionem fecerant (Clericus).—Ver.
22 is not a mere repetition of ver. 21, but it means

:

Israel not only fell into this sin of Jeroboam, but
it persevered in it in spite of all the divine warn-
ings and chastisements.—Ver. 23. As he had said
by all His servants the prophets. C/.

t
for in-

stance, Hos. i. 6; iz. 16; Amos iii. 11, 12: v. 27:
IsaL xxviii. 3. Unto this day, i. e. until the time
at which the author was writing, which does not
mean to affirm that the exile did not last any
longer.

Ver. 24. And the king of Assyria brought.
This king the old expositors supposed to be Esar-
haddon (cliap. xix. 37), because (Ezra iv. 2) the
Samaritans who desired to take part in the erec-

tion of the second temple, say to Zerubbabel :
" We

do sacrifice unto him [your God] since the days
of Ksarhaddon, king of Assur, which brought us
up hither." Keil still maintains this, because he
thinks that ver. 25 shows "that considerable time
must have elapsed between the leading of the
Israelites into exile and the introduction of new
colonists into the depopulated country." But this

does not by any means follow from the words:
It came to pass at the beginning of their
dwelling there. The context forbids us to think
of any other king than the one above mentioned,
Shalmaneser. Ksarhaddon was not even his
immediate successor, for [Sargon and] Sennache-
rib intervened. He did not come to the throne until

695 [681] B.O., tliat is, twenty-six years after the
Israelites were led into exile by Shalmaneser in

721. Nothing is more improbable than that the
latter should have left the country destitute of
population, and that this state of things should
have lasted for twenty-six years. The colo-

nists who speak in Ezra iv. 2 are [descendants
of] later ones, whom Ksarhaddon may have sent,

for some reason unknown to us, to join those
already there. Why does not the author mention
by name the king who is spoken of in chap. xix.

37, if that is the one he here meant? [This

point also is treated in the Note below, at the
end of Exeg. section.] Babtl is here not the city,

but the province, as in Ps. exxxvii. 1. The posi-

tion of Cuthah is entirely uncertain. Josephus

says: rb Xovdaluv i#t»r, oi vpSrepov hdoripo rfc
Rtpoifog *al Tifc Mjfdici^ $orw. According to Gese-
nius and Besenmuller, Babylonian Irak must be
thought of as lying somewhere in the region of
Nahar Malka. Clerious considers the Cuthseans
as identical with the Xossceans, in Susiana, in the
northeast of what is now Khurdistan, and tliia

opinion is the best foiuided (cf. Winer, R.- W.-R L
8. 2371 As the Samaritans are called by the rab-

bis simply D*ni3i ft seems probable that the
Cutlueans composed the main body of the colonists.

[Cuthah was close to Babylon,—a suburb of it

See the Supp. Note Mow.] The location of the
city or district Ava ie also uncertain. It has been
sought in Persia, in Syria, and in Mesopotamia.
Perhaps it is to be identified with the Irah which
is mentioned in chap, xviii 34; xix. 13; IsaL
xxxvii. 13. Qvah, however, is unknown. In ver.

31 it is said that "the Avites made Kibhaz,"
a Chaldean god. Hence this place was unques-
tionably in Chaldea, near the others except Ha-
math. Whoever caused this migration liad just

conquered Chaldea Bee the Supplementary Note
below.] Ifamath (I Kings viii. 65 ; 2 Kiugs xiv.

25), in the north of Palestine, on the Orontes, liad

then already fallen under Assyrian dominion.
Sepharvaim is generally believed to be the Inrfapa
mentioned by Ptolemy (v. 18, 7X the southernmost
city of Mesopotamia, on the eastern bank of the
Euphrates. However, as it is mentioned in IsaL
xxxvi 19, together with Uamath and Arpad,
Syrian localities, we might be rather led, with
vitringa and Ewald, to the supposition that it was
a Syrian city. [It is undoubtedly Sippara, called by
the Greeks Hehopolis. (Its divinity was S/uimash,

the sun, #D#). The Chaldean legend of the flood
V V

says that Xisuthrus, warned by the gods of the
approach of the flood, buried at Sippara tables on
which were written an account of the origin of the
world and of the ordinances of religion. His
children dug them up after the flood, and they be-

came authorities for the Chaldean religion (Lenor-

mant). The primitive Chaldeans were Turanians;
but if the word has a Semitic etymology it would
seem to mean the Scripture-city (IDD)-—W. G. S.]

!0n these different names, see Winer, R.- W.-R & v.,

and the Dictionaries of the Bible]. This is the

first time that jhp^ is used of the entire king-

dom It is incorrect to infer, as Hengstenberg
does, from the words: I»*tea4 of the children of
Israel, that all the inhabitants, to the last man,
were taken into exile, for, see 2 Chron. xxxiv. 9.

[Samaria was now reduced from the tributary to

the provincial position, as Damascus had been
twelve years before.]

Ver. 25. And It came to pass at the begin-
ning of their dwelling there, &c. The land be-

came desolate in consequence of the exile of its

inhabitants, especially as some time, no doubt,

elapsed before the new colonists arrived and
brought the land once more under cultivation. It

is also probable that their number was not nearly

as great as that of the exiles. So it came to pass

that the lions, which had been in the country in

small numbers before the exile, multiplied to such
a degree as to be dangerous to the new inhabi-

tants. Under the circumstances this was not

purely a natural incident, but a divine dispensa-

tion. The author so considers it, having in mind
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Levit. xxvi. 22 flSxod. xxiit 29; Deut xxxii. 24;

cf. Ezek. xiv. 15). The colonists saw in this an
interposition of the god of the country, because
they had not worshipped him. In order to escape
from the plague they sent a request (ver. 26) to

the king who had located them in this country,

that he would send some one to them who could

teach them how to worship the local deity, so that

he might release them from the calamity. [See,

on the heathen conception of local deities, Pt. II.

p. 67.] With a genuine heathen judgment they
considered the external worship a means of ap-

peasing the god of whom they knew nothing.

The priest who was sent to them was, as ver. 27

expressly states, one of the exiles—that is to say,

one of the priests of Jeroboam's calf-worship.

He took up his residence at Bethel, the chief seat

of the calf-worship (1 Kings xii. 29), although the

Assyrians had carried away the golden calf (Hos.

x. 5). Perhaps they erected there new images,

not molten images, but less artistic and less ex-

pensive ones. The sending of this priest seems
to be so particularly narrated, because it shows
how it came tliat the country did not become en-
tirely heathen.

Ver. 29. Every nation made gods of their
own. The new inhabitants, who had been brought
from very different countries, set up, in the houses
on the high places, which the Samaritans had pre-

pared as places of worship (see Exeg. on 1 Kings
iii., 2 and 3), the images of their gods. Selden

(De Diia Syr. il 7) understands ntf3 n*13D in the

literal meaning of the words :
" Daughter-huts,"

and most of the expositors since his time have fol-

lowed him in this interpretation. It is then under-
stood to refer to the huts or tents in which the
young women prostituted themselves in honor of
Mylitta, i. e. Venus, a custom which Herodotus
speaks of. 1. 199. However, this is clearly against
the context, for, whereas ver. 29 treats of the
places of worship, ver. 30 gives the names of the
gods whose images were set up in them. Succoih-

Benoth is the first-mentioned amongst these. It is

not, therefore, an appellative any more than the
following names: Nergal, Asima, Nibhaz, andTar-
tak. The old versions all five it as a proper name.
The Sept. have rift Iwkxuv Bav6& or Beviti. They
therefore understood by it a female divinity.

"m3D (Amos v. 26) was the name of a female di-

vinity, and ni}3 or fiVQ appears only to contain a

modification of it Neither word is to be referred

to a Hebrew etymology " (Furst). We must not,

therefore, understand it as referring to " little tem-
ples or shrines which were worshipped, together
with the image which they contained " (Gesenius),
but to the image of a particular divinity of which
we know nothing further. The rabbis assert that
it was a hen with her chickens, representing the
constellation of the "Clucking Hen" [the Plei-

ades]. This is possible, but no further proofs of
it can be produced. Movers' interpretation of it,

as female genitals, is entirely without foundation.
The passage 2 Kings xxiii. 7, which is often refer-

red to for the above-mentioned ordinary interpre-
tation, has no pertinency here.

[For an exhaustive summary of the different

interpretations of these words heretofore offered,

see Herzog's Encyc. XV. #. 253. The Babylonian
goddess BUit or Mylitta (see note on ver. 17) took

two forms, just as Venus did in the classical my*
thology. The one, Taauth, was austere, the other,
Nana or Zarpanit, was voluptuous. 'She had a
temple at Babylon, where every woman was forced,
once in her life-time, to surrender to a stranger as
an act of worship to the goddess. At Ctitha she
was worshipped as Succoih benoth, a name refer-

ring to these prostitutions. In the astral system
she is hhtar. In her " austere " form she is san-
guinary and is the " Goddess of Battles—the Queen
of Victories ;

" in her voluptuous form she pre-
sides over reproduction. Moreover two hktcura

are distinguished, each of which presides over
two weeks of the month (hence called the " God-
dess fifteen

M
). This accounts for the Phoenician

plural form Ashtaroth. (Lenormant)]
The names Nergal, Asima, Nibhaz, and Tartak

have hitherto been explained very diversely upon
etymological grounds, some of which are fictitious,

and all of which are very uncertain. (See Gese-
nius' Thesaurus; Winer's A- W.-B. s. v.) We there-
fore pass over these attempts at explanation. The
rabbis ascribe to Nergal (probably Mars) the form
of a cock, which certainly does occur frequently
on the old Assyrian monuments; to Asima, the
form of a goat; to Nibhaz, that of a dog; to 7hr-
tak, that of an ass. But these statements also
rest upon very uncertain etymologies. The case
is not much better with the names Adrammdcth
and Anammdech. We can only infer from the
child-sacrifices which were offered to these idols

so much as this, "that they were akin to Moloch w

(Keil). The interpretations of Movers and Hitzig
are very uncertain and doubtful.

[In an inscription of Nebuchadnezzar, now in

the British Museum, is read : " I consecrated the
portico of the god Nergal and of the god Nibhaz,
the gods of the temple Valpitlam at Cutha." (See
note on ver. 24.) "The special god of this town
was Nergal, and we learn from some mythological
details given in the tablets of the library of As-
shurbanipal, that he was worshipped there under
the form of a lion." (Lenormant L, 485.) His
image is rare. He stands on the legs of a cock
and has a sword in his hand. His epithets are

:

" the Great Hero, the King of Fight, the Master of
Battles, Champion of the Gods." Hence he is

identified with Mars.

—

Adrammdech=Adar-Malik,
i. e. " Adar the king." Adar (fire) was also called
Samdan (the powerful). He was the Assyrian
Hercules. Anammdech=Anu-MaUk, i. e. " Anu,"
or " Oannes, the king." " Oannes, the * Lord of
the Lower World, the Lord of Darkness,' was re-

presented on the monuments under the strange
figure of a man with an eagle's tail, and for his
head-dress an enormous fish, whose open mouth
rises above his head, while the body covers his
shoulders." (Lenormant.)]
According to ver. 32, tne worship of heathen

gods and the worship of Jehovah, under the form
of the calf, existed side by side. In regard to the
priests " from the mass of the people " see note
on 1 Kings xii. 31.—Ver. 33 repeats and brings
together the contents of vers. 28-32.

Ver. 34. Unto this day they do after the
former manners. Even at the time at which
the author was writing they still followed the way
of the first colonists, that is, those which are
described in vers. 28-33. Some did not worship
Jehovah, but served idols (vers. 25 and 29) ; these
were the heathen who had immigrated, who had
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brought their national divinities with them and
still worshipped them ; the others worshipped Je-

hovah indeed (vers. 28-32], but not according to

the ordinances which had been given them by
Him ; these were those of the Israelites who re-

mained, and those who adopted the worship taught
by the priests of Jeroboam's calf-worship, who
were sent back for the purpose (ver. 27). The
words in ver. 34 : Altar their statutes or after

their ordinances, do not, therefore, stand "in
contrast" with those which immediately follow,

as Keil thinks, that is, with the words : After the
law and commandment which the Lord com-
manded the children of Jacob, so that the

meaning would be :
" Until this day the Samari-

tans have retained their peculiar worship, which
consists of idolatry and the worship of Jehovah
through the calf-image, and do not worship accord-

ing to the manner of the ten tribes, nor according

to the Mosaic law." The 1 before iTTIFD cannot
T -

have any other meaning than that which it has
before the preceding and the following words. It

does not, therefore, mean "still," but "and" in

the sense of " namely," in which sense it so often

occurs. The words " "VH iTIIDDI form an epexe-
gesis to "w DTlpn3," as Thenius justly remarks
cf. 1 Kings ii. 3).—The sentence: whom he
named Israel has the same sense here as in 1

Kings xviii. 31.—In reference to those who At the
time of the author still persisted in illegal worship,
or even in idolatry, he points expressly, in order
to show the heinousness of their offence, in vers.

35-39, to what Jehovah had done amongst His
people and for them, and how earnestly he had
warned them against any breach of the covenant
—On ver. 36 see note above on ver. 7. The breach
of the covenant was the more base inasmuch as
the Lord had miraculously removed all the hin-

drances, even the greatest ones, and had held faith-

ful to His people. In ver. 37 particular stress is

laid upon the fact that the Law was written, and
not merely spoken. The existence of the written
law is, therefore, assumed as undoubted.—And
they did n6t hearken (ver. 40); i. e. "Those de-

scendants of the ones to whom this warning and
exhortation had been addressed who had remained
in the land" (Thenius). Their former manner,
C e, the worship introduced by Jeroboam. Ver.
41 brings the author's review of the history to a
close with a reference to the posterity of the apos-
tates who had not desisted from the sins of their

fathers. [There is great obscurity in the verses

33-41, probably because the writer has in mind
different classes of the Samaritan population whom
ho does not distinguish or define. Thus the sub-

ject changes in vers. 33 and 34 without being
specified in such a manner as the laws of gram-
mar require. If we paragraph as is done in the
amended translation, and identify the subjects as

is there suggested, we reach a clear meaning.—The
new population of the northern kingdom might be
classified thus : (a) Sincere worshippers of Jeho-
vah in the old theocratic sense. These were very
few, if indeed there were any. (5) Worshippers
of Jehovah under the form of the calf, i. «., ad-

herents of the old worship of the northern tribes.

(c) Israelites who adhered to the calf-worship, but
had adopted also the idolatry of the heathen colo-

nists, (d) Heathen colonists who had adopted the
calf-worship.—Thus there were very few, possibly

none, whom this theocratic author could approve.

The third and fourth were the largest classes, and
are the ones referred to in the text. Those under
(c) "feared not the Lord," i. e. in the religious

sense. They knew him and should have been his

servants, but were not, while they apostatized to

idolatry. Those under (d) " feared the Lord," no*

in the religious sense,—they never had been taught
to fear God in that sense,—but they were afraid

of Him, and paid Him deference, but served, t. &,
gave their faith and worship to their heathen di-

vinities.—W. Gh 8.]

[Supplementary Note on the references to con-

temporaneous history in chap. xvii. (See similar

notes after chaps, xv. and xvL) The great king
Tiglath Pileser died in 727. In the same year
Ahaz died and was succeeded by Hezekiah on the
throne of Judah. Shalmaneser (IV. Rawlinson;
VI. Lenormant), the next king or Assyria, seems
to have been a less able ruler. We have no records

of him save some bronze weights in the British

Museum. The dates, however, are furnished by
the canon. Hoshea's revolt against Pekah, as
we saw at the end of the note on chap, xv., was a
success for the policy of submission to Assyria.

However, this entire history is nothing but a series

of revolts against Assyria, and Hoshea, in his

turn, soon renewed the attempt In 725 the Ethi-

opians, who had for some time held dominion over
Upper Egypt, invaded Lower Egypt under a king
named Shekek (Sabacon, Shabaka). This name is

really Shaba or Shava, with the Cushite article ka
appended. It is therefore written in Hebrew (OD*
The Massoretes punctuated this ttfo • (Seo note

on ver. 4 above.) This king succeeded in overrun-
ning all of Egypt, and conquering it, although the

native dynasty preserved its succession, being con-

fined to the western half of the delta " in the
marshes" (Herod. II. 137). The appearance of
this great conqueror on the scene infused hope into

the small nations of Western Asia that they might
be able at least to change masters ; that this new
Egyptian power might form a counterpoise to the

Assyrian ; and that his rule might be found milder.

Hoshea was seduced by this hope. He plotted a
revolt, but Shalmaneser hastened to crush the at-

tempt before union with Shebek might make it

formidable. He captured fioahea, conquered the

province of Samaria, and in December, 724, laid

siege to the capital by investment In 7 2 2 he died*

He left a son who was a minor. The Tartan or

general-in-chief, Sargon, a member of the royal

family, seized the throne in spite of some opposi-

tion. An eclipse of March 19, 721, was influen-

tial in some way at this crisis. For three years
he was nominally regent for the young prince

(Samdan-Malik= Samdan [Hercules] is King).

From 718 on he reigned alone. He was a great

conqueror, one of the most famous of the kings of
Assyria He regained all the territory which had
been lost and extended the empire beyond any
limits which it had ever attained. " The long in-

scriptions found by M. Botta in the palace of Khor-
sabad make us even better acquainted with the
details of his reign than with those of more than
one of the Roman emperors." A long inscription,

called commonly the " Acts of Sargon," details the
events of fifteen campaigns. The following are
the contents, so far as they are interesting to us in

the present connection

:
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" I besieged, took, and occupied the city of Sa-

maria, and caried into captivity 27,280 of its inhab-

itants. I changed the former government of the

country, and placed over it lieutenants of my own."
Thus he counts the capture of Samaria among his

own achievements. In place of the inhabitants

whom he forced to emigrate, he introduced colo-

nies from Klam which he had just conquered.
"

. . . . and Sebeh, Sultan [so Lenormant
translates a rare title which is said to mean suzerain,

referring probably to Shebek's position as a recent

conqueror and not regular king] of Egypt, came to

Rapliia to fight against me ; they met me and I

routed them. Sebeh fled."

Pursuing the record in order to find traces of
the recolonization of Samaria, we notice the fol-

lowing:
Prom 720 to 715 the Assyrians were occupied in

an unsuccessful siege of Tvre. ** Yaubid of Ha-
math .... persuaded . . . Damascus and
Samaria to revolt against me, and prepared for bat-

tie I killed the chiefs of the rebels in

each city and destroyed the cities.
n [This revolt

of Samaria, after its reduction to a province, is not

mentioned in the Bible. It may have been after

this conquest of Hamath that some of the inhabi-

tants of that country were colonized in Samaria]
The inhabitants of Paphain Pisidia were trans-

ported to Damascus.
In 710 he marched against Ashdod, which had

revolted (Isal xx. 1).

In 709, according to the canon of Ptolemy, 8ar-

gon defeated Merodach Baladan at the battle of
Dur Yakin. By this victory he resubjugated
Chaldea, which had been independent since 747.

The prisoners taken in Chaldea were colonized in

Samaria. In August, 704, Sargon was assassinated.

He was succeeded by Sennacherib, whose glory

rivalled that of his predecessor. In regard to him
see the Note after the Exeg. section on the next
chapter. In 681 he was assassinated by his two
sons.

Another son, Esarhaddon, succeeded him, and
reigned from 681 to 667. On him also see below.

"We are only concerned here with one statement in

his annals.—At the close of his first campaign,
which was in Phoenicia, he says :

" I settled the

inhabitants of Syria and the sea shore in strange

lands. I built in Syria a fortress, called Dur-
asshur-akhiddin, and there established men whom
my bow had subdued in the mountains, and to-

wards the sea of the rising sun (Caspian)."

S

Whether Syria here includes Samaria is indeed

loubtful, but it is probable that, as the policy of

transportation was practised more and more, it

became more thorough and comprehensive. Proba-

bly this was a large migration, since the name of

a country is given for the new seat of the colonists

instead of the names of cities. Hence the memory
of this migration was perpetuated while the lesser

migrations under Sargon were forgotten. It is not

at all likely that the different migrations remained
distinct from one another, and remembered each
the time and occasion of its own migration. The
second temple was finished in 616 (Ewald), so that

from the time of Esarhaddon to the time of the

speakers in Ezra iv. 2 there must have been 160
years. This is sufficient to account for the fact

that they ascribe their origin to Esarhaddon.] In
this account we have followed Lenormant's Manual
very closely.—W. G. S.]

HISTORICAL AND ETHICAL.

1. Only so much is narrated in regard to Ou
nine years' reign of Eothea as pertains to this fact,

that he was the last king of the kingdom of the
ten tribes. " Hoshea's chief aim was to become
independent of Assyria. He saw what 'a mistake
Menahem had made when he called Pul into the
country, and what had been the sad consequences
to Pekah, who had subjected himself to Tiglath

Pileser" (Schlier). [See the last paragraph of
the Supplementary Note on chap, xv.] He there-
fore refused the tribute which had been imposed,
turned to Egypt for help, and defended himself
for three years bravely and peraeveringly against
the Assyrian power. From this it is evident that
he was not a weak ruler, but that he had a strong
will and was an able general. But the despairing
resistance was useless,' the measure was full, the
days of the northern kingdom were numbered,
and the long threatened ruin drew on unchecked.
The criticism upon Hoshea's reign, and his conduct
in general, which is given in ver. 2, is often under-
stood as if it asserted that he was the best of all

the kings of the northern kingdom. Ewald says

:

" It seems like a harsh jest of fate that this Hoshea,
who was to be the last king, was better than all

his predecessors. The words of the noble prophets
who,.during the last fifty years, had spoken so
many and such grand oracles in regard to this

kingdom, had perhaps had more influence upon
him. But as these prophets had always foretold

the destruction of the kingdom as certain, so the
irresistible power which works in history was now
to show that an individual, though a king, better
than all his predecessors, is too weak to arrest the
ruin of the commonwealth when the time for. refor-

mation is past'
1 The Cahoer Btbel also says of

Hoshea :
" When he was at length seated upon the

throne he showed himself personally better than
all his predecessors, and nevertheless it was in his
reign that the destruction was consummated.1*

Schlier also supposes that Hoshea, in the conflict,

through which it is assumed that he won the
throne, " turned to the Lord more sincerely than
his predecessors." There is not a word of all that,

however, in the text. The words in ver. 2 do not
say that he was better than all his predecessors,

but only that he was not as bad as the kings bo-

fore him (V3E& )• ™8 ctLn °°^7 be understood,

however, as applying to his immediate predeces-

sors (Menahem, Pekahiah, and Pekah), for the
word " all " is not in the text [It is arbitrary and
untenable to restrict the application of the words
to these kings. The M

all " is not in the text, bat
it is a fact that the author introduces a modifica-

tion here into the standing formula which goes
farther towards lessening the sweeping condemna-
tion than any which is introduced at the mention
of any other king of the northern kingdom. Je-
horam is said to have been bad, but not as bad as
Ahab and Jezebel (2 Kings hi. 2). In the other
cases the condemnation is utter and complete. The
modification introduced in reference to Hoshea,
slight as it is, is, therefore, by comparison, very
weighty.

—
"W. G. S.] The statement does not ap-

ply to his personal and moral character, but to his
attitude as king towards the national religion. He
made his way to the throne by conspiracy and
murder (chap. xv. 30), as several of his predeoes-
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tors had done. He did not, therefore, have any
•* better principles," and was not a " better man "

than they. If he had listened to the warnings of

the true prophets, he would not have turned to

Egypt for help, for they warned him against this

as much as against Assyria. The least probable
supposition of all is thai Hoshea gave up the cnl-

toa which Jeroboam had introduced, for, if he had
done so, then Trie fate would have been undeserved.

{This argument is presumptuous and imfounded.
All such inferences from the dispensations of

Providence to the desert of those who suffer

calamity are precarious and unbecoming. The
special fact here at stake is insignificant but the

general principle involved in this method of argu-

ment is of the first importance.
—

"W. G. S.] The
review of the history which the author appends to

the story of this reijrn assumes that the king ad-

hered to Jeroboam's cultus. His case is similar to

that of Jehoram, of whom it is said (chap. in*. 2)

:

14 He wrought evil in the sight of the Lord, but
not like his father and like his mother, for he put
away the image of Baal that his father had made.
Nevertheless he cleaved unto the sins of Jero-

boam." Hoshea may have differed from his imme-
diate predecessors in the same way. Probably he
was led more by political than by religious conside-

rations, at least we And no sign at all of the latter.

We have no reason at all to imagine that he was
genuinely converted For the rest, it has several

times occurred in the history of the world, as Keil

remarks, that the last rulers of a falling kingdom
have been better than their predecessors.

2. The somewhat lengthy review which the au-

thor appends to the story of the downfall of the
northern kingdom is, as Hess observes : " Almost
the only instance in the Old Testament where the

author departs from his usual habit of simply nar-

rating, without inserting any comments of his

own." We see from this that he was interested

not only in the narrative, but also In something
further. Here, where the kingdom of the ten
tribes comes to an end, and disappears forever

from history, was the place, if there was any, for

casting a glance back upon its development and
history, and for bringing together the characteris-

tics of the story in a summary. This he does from
the Old Testament stand-point, according to which
God chose the people of Israel to be Hisown pecu-
liar people, made a covenant with it, and took it

under His especial guidance and direction for the
welfare and salvation of all nations. The breach
of the covenant by the northern kingdom is,

therefore, in his view, the first, the peculiar,

and the only cause of its final fall, and this fall

is the judgment of the holy and just God. By
showing this in careful detail he makes it dear
to us that this is the only light in which the his-

tory can be or onght to be criticised. His mode
of criticism, therefore, stands in marked contrast

with that ofmodern critical science, which considers

H its. task to set aside this point of view,—to meas-

ure tlie history of the people of God by the same
standards as that of any other ancient people.

There is no other passage in the Bible where what
we have called in the Introduction, § 3, the the-

ocratic-pragmatic form of representation, is so

clearly and distinctly evident as in this review.

This is a proof that the author of these books was
a prophet, or belonged to the prophet-class, and so

that it is properly reckoned among the DW3J*
|

This review, however, is noticeable also in another
respect, viz., that the existence of the rn1fl» "with

all its nto , rtfpn , nnj?, and D^DB^D , long be-

fore the time of'the monarchy, and that too in a
written form (ver. 37), is assumed in it as unques-
tioned. If the author had not known that this

Law, in the form in which he was familiar with it,

had existed long before the division of the kingdom,
he could not have declared so distinctly and de-

cidedly that the fall of the kingdom of the ten
tribes was a divine judgment upon it for its apos-
tasy from that Law.

3. The forced emigration of the ten tribes to

Assyria was a result of the despotic principle

which was accepted throughout the entire Orient,

that it was right to make any revolt of subjugated
nations impossible (see Exeg. on 1 Kings viii. 50).

In this case it was not merely a transportation into

another country, but also the commencement of the
dissolution of the ten tribes as a nationality. No one
particular province in Assyria was assigned to them
as their dwelling-place, but several, which were
far separated from one another, so that, although
this or that tribe may have been kept more or less

together, as seems probable from Too. i., yet the
different tribes were scattered up and down in a
foreign nation, without the least organic connection
with one another. They never again came to-

gether ; on the contrary they were gradually lost

among the surrounding nations, so that no one
knows, unto this day, what became of them, and
every attempt to discover the remains of them
has been vain. (See, on the attempts which have
been made, Keil, Comm. zu den Buchern d. K. ».

311, $g.) In this particular the exile of the ten
tribes differs from that of Judah and Benjamin.
The exile in Babylon was temporary. It lasted for

a definite period which had been foretold by the

frophets (2 Cliron. xxxvi. 21; Jerem. xxix. 10).

t was not like the Assyrian exile, a period of na-

tional dissolution. Judah did not perish in exile

;

it rather gained strength, and finally came back
into the land of promise, whereas, of the ten
tribes only a few who had joined themselves to

Judah, and become a part of it, ever found their

way back. The ten tribes had, by their violent

separation from the rest of the nation, broken the
unity of the chosen people, and, in order to main
tain this separation, they had revolted from the
national covenant with Jehovah. The breach of
the covenant was the corner-stone of their exist-

ence as a separate nationality. Thereby also they
had given up the destiny of the people of God in

the world's history. They were the larger frag-

ment of the entire nation, but they were only a
separate member which was torn away from ths

common stock, a branch separated from the trunk,

which could only wither away. After 250 years
of separate existence, when all the proofs of the
divine grace and faithfulness had proved vain, it

was the natural fate of the ten tribes to perish and
to cease to be an independent nation. " The Lord
removed them out of his sight ; there was none
left but the tribe of Judah alone" (ver. 18). The
case was different with Judah. Although it had
sinned often and deeply against its God, yet it never
revolted formally and in principle from the cove-

nant, much less was its existence built upon a
breach of the covenant It remained the sup-
porter and the preserver of the Law, and therefore
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also of the promise. Its deportation was indeed a
heavy punishment and a well-deserved chastise-

ment, but it did not perish thereby, nor disappear
as a nation from history, but it was preserved un-
til He came of whom it was said :

4i The Lord God
shall give unto Him the throne of His father David,
and He shall reign over the house of Jacob for-

ever ; and of his kingdom there shall be no end "

(Luke i. 32, 8q.).

4. The population of (he country of (he ten tribes

after their migration consisted, in the first place, of
the few of the ancient inhabitants who had re-

mained. That such a remnant did remain is cer-

tain, whether we assume that there were two im-

migrations, one under Shalmaneser and the other
under Esarhaddon, or pnly one under the latter

(see note on ver. 24 under Exegetical [See, also,

the bracketed note under Exegct. and Ch&, on ver.

41, for the classes among the population, and the

Supplementary Note above, at the end of the Exeg.
section, for the details of the re-population of the

country by Sargon and Esarhaddon.]). This is

proved beyond question by 2 Chron. xxx. 6, 10;
xxxiv. 9 ; Jerem. xli. 6. Furthermore this is sup-

ported by ** the analogy of all similar deportations,

in which only the mass of the population was car-

ried off, especially the classes from whom revolts

might be expected, and by the fact that, in a
mountainous country, it would be impossible to

seize every man of the population " (Keil). [For
the number of persons carried away see the In-

scription quoted in the- Supp. Note above.] The
new inhabitants, however, formed the chief por-

tion of the population. The king of Assyria had
brought them from different parts of his kingdom,
which was already far extended. They did not,

therefore, belong to one, but to many diverse na-

tionalities and races. They worshipped various na-

tional divinities, and each nation amongst them had
its own cultus which it retained (vers. 29-31).

Their common life in the same country produced
unavoidably a mixture of the various nationalities

With each other as well as with the remnant of the

Israelites. A nation was thus formed which lack-

ed all unity of worship, and which, socially and
religiously, formed a complete chaos. As the ex-

iles, scattered in different localities, lost their na-

tional unity and character, so did also the few
Isralites who remained in the country and formed
connections with the immigrants. In place of
unity there arose a complete dissolution and disin-

tegration of the nationality of the ten tribes.

They never regained their unity. The author
means to say in the passage from ver. 24 on that

this waB the judgment of God upon the covenant-

breaking and apostate people which had resisted

every chastisement and every warning to reform.

6. The cultus which prevailed in the northern king-

dom after the exile of the ten tribes, is commonly de-

signated as an " amalgam of Jehovah calf-worship,

and heathen idolatry " (Keil and others). But the

text speaks, not of an amalgamated cultus, but of

an amalgamated population (see notes on ver. 34).

Jeroboam's Jehovah-worship, although it was ille-

gal, was nevertheless monotheism. As such it

simply and utterly excluded polytheism. So, for

instance, Jehu, who maintained Jeroboam's cultus,

rooted out idolatry with violence (chap. x. 28 aq.).

Now a cultus which had for its object the one
true God, and at the same time many gods, a cul-

tus in which monotheism and polytheism were

combined, is inconceivable, because it involves a
fundamental contradiction. [This is unquestion-
ably true in logic, but such inconsistencies are
very common in history. The population of Sa-
maria (see bracketed note on ver. 41 under Exeg.)
had no 6uch clear and well-defined devotion to the
Jehovah-worship, even under its degraded form,
and no such pure consciousness of the bearings of
the various parts of their cultus upon one another,
as to feel this contradiction and try to escape it.

A truer conception of the state of tilings would be
that the Jehovah calf-worship, when reestablished,
took its place among the other acknowledged
forms of worship. The remains of the ancient
Israelitish population cultivated this worship es-
pecially, the other nationalties cultivated each its

own cultus especially, and thus the various forma
existed side by side, doubtless not without mutual
influence on one another. This is substantially
the view advocated by Bahr below, and it is far
more consistent with all we know of the state of
things than the amalgamation theory. The latter

cannot be disposed of, however, by showing its

logical inconsistency.—-W. G. S.] It seems that
the exiles maintained in their banishment the wor-
ship of Jehovah through Jeroboam's calf images
(Tob. L 6). It is still more probable that those
who remained in Samaria did the same. The priest
who was sent back to Samaria (ver. 27) was to
" teach them the manner of the God of the land."
He therefore took up his residence at the chief
seat of Jeroboam's worship, at Bethel, which thua
became once more the centre of this worship. It
was not, however, the source of a new worship
which combined the ancient form with idolatry.

That the Jehovah-worship was maintained in the
country without mixture with heathenism is shown
by the statement of those who, 200 years after-
wards, came to Zernbbabel and said: "Let us
build with you ; for we Beek your God as ye do

;

and we do sacrifice unto him since the days of
Esarhaddon, king of Assur, who brought us up
hither " (Ezra iv. 2). In later times this Samari-
tan people "was more strict in its adherence to
the Mosaic law than even the Jews" (Von Ger-
lach). How could this have been the case if their
cultus had been mixed with idolatry from the time
of the Assyrian exile onwards? The form of
Jehovah-worship which Jeroboam had introduced,
and heathen idolatry, existed, as a consequence of
the mixed population, alongside of one another,
but not in one another. Although individuals
may have tried to practise both worships at once,
or may have turned now to one and now to the
other, the mass of the Israelites who remained
held firmly to the illegitimate Jehovah*worship, so
that this gradually gained the upper hand of
heathenism. At the time of Christ we hear no
more of the latter in Samaria. As the Samaritans
recognized the authority of the whole Pentateuch,
the Jews could not regard them as idolaters.

They were not willing, however, to have any in-

tercourse with them, because, in blood, they were
no longer pure Israelites, and so were not a por-
tion of the people which was sharply separated, in
blood, from all heathen nations. * They were con-
sidered aXkoyevelCy and as such they wore held in
about the same estimation as the heathen (Luke
xvii. 16, 18 ; Matt x. 6 ; John iv. 9 ; viii. 48). The
bitter hostility between the Samaritans and the
Jews is to be ascribed, in great part, to the an-
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cient, deep-rooted, never extinguished hatred of

the tribes of Judah and Ephraim for one another

(see I Kings xiL. Bvtt. § 1.). On the Samaritans
see Winer, /?.- W.-B. II. 8. 369; Herzog, Real-Encyc.

XITL jl 3G3.

6. Finally, we may here briefly take notice of

the manner in which modern historians represent and
judge She fall of the Kingdom of the Ten Tribes. " Sa-

maria," says Duncker (Gesch. d. Alt. s. 443, sq.\
44 defended itself with the energy of despair in the

determination either to preserve its independent
national existence or to perish. It was only after

a siege of three years' duration, and the most
obstinate resistance, that the capital fell, and
with it the kingdom. Without proper preparation

or energetic leadership, unsupported by the na-

tural allies in Judah or by Egypt, Israel fell after

brave resistance, and so not without honor."

Weber speaks in like manner of the *• glorious"
fall of Israel. Menzel (Stoats- und Religionsgesch.

$. 229) passes his judgment as follows : "The en-

ergetic prophet class, which had had so much to

do with the foundation of the kingdom of Israel,

had found its grave with Elisha. The prophets
Amos and Hosea, who appeared during the reigns

of the last kings of the house of Israel, saw their

activity limited to rebukes and reproofs. The for-

mer was banished from Bethel as an inciter of sedi-

tion. The ancient prophets do not seem to have
recorded anything which would cast upon the

kings or the people of Israel the reproach of an
idolatry which was stained by human blood, as the
historical and prophetical books do for several of
the kings of Judah, although they are severe

enough in their denunciations of the vices, and of
the illegitimate forms of worship, of the northern
kingdom. It is true that the institution of the

prophets had shown itself incapable of arresting

the decline of the northern kingdom, or of setting

up a strong dynasty in the place of the regular

succession which had been broken by the over-

throw of the house of Orari, and that, in Judah, the
duration of the kingdom of the house of David had
been preserved, by the help of the priesthood, yet
even there the final ruin had only been postponed
for a century." As for this last conception of the

history, which in fact makes the prophets respon-

sible for the fall of Israel, in the first place it runs
directly counter to the entire history of the re-

demptive scheme, and in so far needs no refuta-

tion. It only shows how far astray we may go, if

we give up and abandon the stand-point from
which alone this history claims to be considered,

and from which alone ft can be understood. But
the first representation quoted above is, to say the
least, destitute of foundation, for the text, which
says no more than that Shalmaneser, after 2\
years' siege, took the city, does not by any means
intend by this to chant a song of praise and glory
over the fallen city. There is no syllable to imply
that this siege was lengthened out by the brave
and ** heroic resistance " of the inhabitants. The
great allied army of the Syrians and the Israelites

besieged Jerusalem for a long time, and neverthe-
less could not take it (chap. xvi. 5), though the
cowardly Ahaz did not offer heroic resistance.

8halmaneser was at the same time carrying on
war with the surrounding people, by which the
strength of his army was divided. Moreover, Sa-
maria had a verv strong site on a hflL Still other cir-

cumstances which are not mentioned may have con-

spired to lengthen out the siege. Although the city

may have been bravely defended, which certainly

is very possible, yet it does not follow that the

northern kingdom " fell with honor." It is impos-
sible to speak of the " glorious end " of a kingdom
which was in a state of anarchy, and which was
politically, morally, and religiously rotten and shat-

tered, as the contemporary prophets testify in the
plainest and strongest terms. The praise which is

awarded, however, is most plainly shown to be
undeserved by the review which the ancient his-

torian himself gives of the decline and fall of
Israel.

HOMmnCAL AWD practical.

Vers. 1-6. The last King of Israel, a) " He did,

Ac, yet not, Ac," ver. 2. (Though he did not go
so far in wickedness as the 18 who preceded him,

nevertheless he did not walk in the way of salva-

tion. Half-way conversion is no conversion. In
order to bring back the nation from its wicked
ways, he should have been himself devoted to tho

Lord with all his heart When people are not
fully in earnest in their conversion, then there is

no cessation of corruption, whether it be the case

of an individual or of a State.) 6) He makes a cov-

enant with the king of Egypt, ver. 4. (By this lie,

showed that his heart was not perfect with God.
Egypt, the very power out of whose hand God had
wonderfully rescued His people, was to help him
against Assyria Bnt: " Cursed be the man," Ac,
Jerem. xvii. 6, 7; Hos. viL 11-13. "Woe to

them," Ac, Isai. xxxi. 1. " It is better," Ac, Ps.

cxviii. 8, 9 ; xci. 1. sq.). e) He loses his land and
his people and is cast into prison, vers. 4-6. (By
conspiracy and murder he had attained to the

throne and to the highest pitch of human great-

ness, but his end was disgrace, misery, and life-

long imprisonment, Ps. L 1-6. Thus ended the

kingdom of Israel, Isai. xxviii. 1-4.)

—

Cramer:
Godless men think that they will escape punish-

ment though they do not repent They therefore

fall into discontent; as a result of such discontent

they have recourse to forbidden means, such as per-

jury, treachery, and secret plots. Thoy hew them
out cisterns that can hold no water, Jerem. ii. 1 3,

for it is vain to make covenants with the godless,

and to neglect the true God (Hos. vii. 11).

—

Starke:
Upon him who will not be humbled by small evils

God sends great and heavy ones (1 Peter v. 6).

Vers. 7-23. The fall of the kingdom of the ten

tribes, a) It was the result of the sin and guilt of

the people. (Separation from the other tribes and
dissolution of the national unity—revolt from the

national covenant and overthrow of the Law—do-

generation into heathenism—persistence in sin

—

moral and religious corruption, Matt xii. 26 ; Hos.

xiii. 9.) It was a judgment of the just and holy

God. ("I, the Lord, . . . give to every man
according to his ways;" Jerem. xvii. 10 ; Rom. ii.

5, 6 : " The Lord God, merciful and gracious," etc.,

Ex. xxxiv. 6: "God is not mocked," GaL vi. 7.

He guarded the kingdom of Israel for 250 years in

patience and long-suffering. He warned, aud
threatened, and taught, and chastised, and sent

messengers to summon them to return. When
all proved vain He sent the Assyrians, the rod of

His wrath and the staff of His indignation, Isai. x.

6, 6. He removed them from before His face.
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The judgment never fails to come. It does not
come at once, it is often delayed for centuries,

but it cornea at last, upon States as well as upon
individuals, 1 Cor. x. 11, 12.)—Berleb. Bibel:
Woidd that men, when they read such passages,

would stop and think, and would enter upon a
comparison between the people of God of that

time and of tins, and would thus make application

of the lesson of history. The people of Israel were
hardly as wicked as the Christians of to-day. The
responsibility to-day is far greater, for they were
called to righteousness under the old Law, we un-
der the Gospel of free grace. The people of the
ten tribes did not reject belief in the God who had
brought them out of Kgypt, when they founded the
kingdom of Israel (1 Kings xii. 28), but they made
to themselves, contrary to the law of this God, an
image of Him. This was the beginning of their

downfall, the germ of their ruin, which produced
all the evil fruits which followed. This led from
error to error. They commenced .with an image of
Jehovah ; they finished with the frightful sacrifices

of Moloch. He who lias once abandoned the cen-
tre of revealed truth, sinks inevitably deeper and
deeper, either into unbelief or into superstition, so
that he finally comes to consider darkness light,

and folly wisdom. So it was in Israel, so it is now
in Christendom. He who abandons the central

truth of Christianity, Christ, the Son of God, is

in the way of losing God, for " Whosoever denieth
the Son, the same hath not the Father" (1 John ii.

23).—A nation which no longer respects the word
of God, but makes a religion for itself according to
its own good pleasure, will sooner or later come to
ruin.—Vers. 9-12. External rites of worship were
not wanting in the land of Israel. In all the cities,

on all the mountains and hills, under all the green
trees, there were places for prayer, altars, and
images, but nevertheless the true God was not
known (Acts xvii. 22, 23), and no worship of the
true God in spirit and in truth existed. Their
heart was darkened in spite of all their worship
(Rom. i. 21, 23), because they did not revere the
word of God, and placed their light under a bushel.
So it was at the time when Luther appeared, and
so it is yet everywhere where the light of the
Gospel is not set upon a candlestick that it may
give light to the whole house. What is the use
of crucifixes if the Crucified One dwell not in the
heart, and if the flesh with its lusts be not cruci-

fied?—Vers. 13, 14. Starke: Before God sends
forth His judgments and chastisements, He sends
out true and upright teachers who call the people
to repentance (2 Chron. xxxvi. 15, 16).—The Lord
still provides a testimony of Himself, and sends to
the unbelieving and perverse world this message
by His faithful servants : Turn ye from your evil

ways! But, as it was with Israel, so it is still;

those who preach repentance are laughed to scorn.
He, however, who does not listen to the exhorta-
tion to repentance, does not remain as he was, he
becomes continually worse and worse. If such a
heavy punishment fell upon those who would not
hear the prophets, what must those expect who do
not listen to the words of the Son of God, but per-

severe in their unbelief and in their sins ? Heb.
iv. 7 ; x. 29. V^rs. 16-17. Contempt for the cove-
nant and for the testimonies of God makes men
•' vain," that is, insignificant and empty, like the
heathen whose gods are nothingness. [A heathen
god is nothing, a nullity, it is emptiness, a name

for something which does not exist, vanity. Peo-
ple who worship them make themselves empty,
insignificant, and vain.] The further a man re-

moves himself from God, the more vain and insig-

nificant he becomes, however learned and culti-

vated he may be, and however highly esteemed he
may appear.—If an entire people falls into slavery

and misery, or even loses its national existence,

the reason for it must not be sought merely in ex-

ternal, political circumstances, but, first of all, in

its apostasy from the living God and His word.—Bbrl. Bibel: They rejected His ordinances, not

indeed by a declaration in words, but by their life

and conduct What can be regarded among us as

more expUcit rejection and contempt of God, than

to assert and to try to convince one's self that

it is impossible to keep God's ordinances? Only
look at Christ's ordinances in Matt, v., vl, and vii,

and compare them with the maxims which we pro-

fess, and then say whether more of us accept than
reject the former. How do we keep the covenant
which we have made in baptism, to conduct our-

selves as those who belong to God (Gal. v. 24)?
But that covenant is the covenant of a good con-

science towards God {1 Peter iii. 21). If we take

up the point of "vanity," we may use the words
of EccL i. 2. Our speeches, our works, our dress,

our buildings, our food, and all our habits of mind
bear testimony of its truth. They served Baal ; we
serve the belly, mammon, the world, nay, even the

devil himself, Rom. vL 16. They caused their

children to pass through the fire; through how
many dangerous fires of worldly lust we cause our

children to pass ? Most of them are so corrupted

by false education, and so much trained to evil by
false example, that finally parents and children fall

together into the eternal fire.—Ver. 18. Kyburz:
The kingdom of Israel had nineteen kings, and
not one of them was truly pious. Wonder not at

the wrath but at the patience of God, in that He
endured their evil ways for many hundred years,

and at their ingratitude, that they did not allow

themselves, by His loug-suffering, to be led to re-

pentance. Is it any better nowadays?—Ver. 19.

Ricbter: Judah was corrupted by Israel as Ger-

many was by France. Observe : Israel was never
improved by the good which still remained in

Judah, but Judah was only too often corrupted by
the evil in Israel Evil conquers and spreads faster

than good.—Vers. 20-23. Pfafp. Bibel: When
the measure of sin is full, then at last the judg-

ments of God begin to fall (Ps. vii. 11-12).—WttRT.
Summ. : We should see ourselves in this mirror

and not bring on and hasten the ruin of our father-

land by our sins, for what here befell the kingdom
of Israel, or even more, may befall us (Bom. xi.

21).

Vers. 24-41. The Land of the Ten Tribes after

their Exile, a) The substitution of foreign and
heathen nations for the Israelitish population, vers.

24-33. b) The religious state of things in the

country, which was produced by this. Cramer :

It is indeed a great calamity when the inhabitants

of a country are expelled, with their wives and
children, by the invasion of foreign nations ; but it

is a still greater misfortune when the devil's tem-
ple is set up in places where the worship of the
true God has been celebrated (Ps. lxxiv. 3).—Wubt.
Summ. : The land in which Christ and His Apostles

preached has fared as did the land of Israel ; the

Koran now prevails there. So also have many
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other cities and States fared, which now hear the

doctrines of Antichrist, instead of the doctrines of

Christ Therefore we ought to guard ourselves

against contempt of the word of God, that God
may not be led to chastise our land and church
also (Rev. ii. 5).—Vers, 25-28. The heathen immi-
grants imagined that, in order to get rid of the

plague of the lions, it was necessary to observe
particular religious ceremonies. This fancy pre-

vails yet to a considerable extent even in Christen-

dom. People think that they can be delivered from
all sorts of evil by practising certain rites, whereas
no religious acts are pleasing to Almighty God, or
have value, unless they are an involuntary, direct

expression of living faith, and of surrender of the
heart to God.—Ver. 27. The king of Assyria, a
heathen, took care that the religious necessities of
his subjects should be provided for. He even sent
a priest of Jehovah to teach them. Would that all

Christian rulers were like him in this 1 Vers. 29-
33. A country cannot fall lower than it does when
each man makes unto himself his own god. We
are indeed beyond the danger of making to our-

selves idols of wood and stone, silver and gold, but
we are none the less disposed to form idols for our-

selves out of our own imaginations, and not to fear

and worship the one true God as He has revealed
Himself to us. That is the cultivated heathenism
of the present day. Some make to themselves a
god who dwells above the stars and does not care
much for the omissions or commissions of men
upon earth; others, one who can do everything
but chastise and punish, or one in whose sight

men forgive themselves their own sins ; who does
not recompense each according to his works, but
forgives all without discrimination, and who opens
heaven to all alike, no matter how they have lived |

upon earth (Jerem. x. 14, 15).—Ver. 29. Crxher:
Sketch of the papacy, under which each country,
city, and house has its own divinity, its saint and
patron. ("0 Israeli . . in me is thine help :

"

Hos. xiil 9 ; see also ver. 39 of this chapter).—Ver.
33. Berl. Bib. They feared the Lord and worship-
ped their own idols ! Is not that exactly the state

of things amongst us ? We want to serve more
than one Lord. We have invented a kind of feat

of God with which the worship of gold, fame, and
worldly enjoyment, and, above all, of selfishness,

is not inconsistent, nay, it is rather a component
part of it—Ver. 34, sq. Decay in religious matters,
lack of unity of conviction in the highest and
noblest affairs, prevents a nation from ever becom-
ing great and strong. It is a sign of the most rad-
ical corruption. Similarity of faith and community
of worship form a strong uniting force, and are the
condition of true national unity. The existence of
different creeds and confessions by the Bide of one
another is a source of national weakness. It is an
error to try to produce this unity by force; it is a
blessing only when it proceeds from a free convic-
tion (Eph. iv. 3-6).—J. Langs : The correct appli-

cation of the lesson of this passage is to abstain
from communion with whatever is inconsistent

with the Christian religion, for, outside of Chris-

tianity there are, besides the errors which under-
mine the foundation of faith, also those ordinances
of men, and service of the world and sin, which,
alas! the majority, even in evangelical churches,
while they have knowledge of the pure truth of
the gospel, yet endeavor to unite with pure religion.

Verily, to serve God and sin at the same time is

as radical an apostasy from true religion as ever
the errors of the Samaritans were.
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THIRD PERIOD.
,

(727-588 B.O)

THE MONARCHY IN JUDAH AFTER THE PALL OF THE KINGDOM
OF ISRAEL,

(2 KINGS XVIIL-XXV.)

FIEST 8EGTIQN.

MONABOET l)JU>U H1HUBU¥,

(CHAPS. XVIII.—K)

2

A.

—

The Reign of Eeeehiah; the Invasion by 3mm<uherib> and DdUmmmflromU*

Chaps. XV11L and XIX. (Isal xxxvi. ahd XXXVIL)

Now it came to pass in the third year of Hoshea son of Elah king of Isiael,

that Hezekiah the son of Ahaz king of Judah began to reign [became king].

Twenty and five years old was he when he began to reign [became king] ; and

he reigned twenty and nine years in Jerusalem. His mother's name also was

3 Abi, the daughter of Zachariah. And he did thai which was right in the sight

4 of the Lord, according [like] to all that David his father did. He removed the high

places, and brake the images, and cut down the groves [Astarte-statues], and

brake in pieces the brazen serpent that Moses had made : for unto those days

the children of Israel did burn incense to it : and he [they] * called it Nehush-
5 tan.

9 He trusted in the Lord God of Israel ; so that after him was none like

6 him among all the kings of Judah, nor any that were before him. For he clave

to the Lord, and departed not [did not swerve] from following him, but kept

7 his commandments, which the Lord commanded Moses. And the Lord was with

him ; and he prospered whithersoever be went forth [in all his goings-forth ;—
i «n in ererything which ho went oat to do] : and [omtt and—/»*«»*—] he rebelled against the

8 king of Assyria, and served him not. [;] [and] He smote the Philistines, even

unto Gaza, and the borders thereof, from the tower of the watchmen to the

fenced city.

9 And it came to pass in the fourth year of king Hezekiah, which was the

seventh year of Hoshea son of Elah king of Israel, that Shalmaneser king ef

10 Assyria came up against Samaria, and besieged it. And at the end of three

years they took it : even in the sixth year of Hezekiah, that is the ninth year of

11 Hoshea king of Israel, Samaria was taken. And the king of Assyria did carry

away Israel unto Assyria, and put them in Halah and in [on theJ H- bor [J by
12 the river of \m*u of] Gozan, and in the cities of the Medes [Media

t
: Because
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they obeyed not the voice of the Lord their God, but transgressed his covenant,
and all that Moses the servant of the Lord commanded, and would not near
them, nor do them.

18 Now in the fourteenth year of king Hezekiah did Sennacherib king of As
14 syria come up against all the fenced cities of Judah, and took them.1 And

Hezekiah king of Judah sent to the king of Assyria to Lachish, saying, I have
offended [erred] ; return from me : that which thou puttest on me will I bear.

And the feme of Assyria appointed unto [put upon] Hesekiah king of Judah
15 three hundred talents of silver and thirty talents of gold. And Hezekiah gave

him all the silver that was found in the house of the Lord, and in the treasures

16 of the king's house. At that time did Hezekiah cut off [strip] the gold from
[omu the gold flym\the doors of the temple of the Lord, and from [omit from]
the pillars* which Hezekiah king of Judah had overlaid, and gave it [them] to

the King of Assyria.

17 And the king of Assyria sent Tartan and Rabsaria and Rab-shakeh from
Lachish to king Hezekiah with a great host against Jerusalem : and they went
up and came to Jerusalem. And when they were come up, they came and stood
by the conduit of the upner pool, which is in the highway of the fuller's field.

18 And when they had called to the king, there came out to them Eliakim the son
of Hilkiah, which was over the household, and Shebna the scribe, and Joah the

19 son of Asaph the recorder. And Rab-shakeh said unto them, Speak ye now to
Hezekiah, Thus saith the great king, the king of Assyria, What confidence is

20 this wherein thou trustest f Thou sayest, (but they are but [omu they are but]
vain words, [it is a saying of the lips onlyl) [:] I have [There is] counsel ana
strength for the war. Now on whom dost tnou trust, that thou rebellest against

21 me ? Now, behold, thou trustest upon the staff of this bruised reed, even upon
Egypt, on which if a man lean, it will go into hit hand, and pierce it : bom

22 Pharaoh king of Egypt unto all that trust on him. But if ye say unto me, We
trust in the £ord our God : is not that be, whose high places and whose altars

Hezekiah hath taken away, and hath said to Judah and Jerusalem, Ye shall

23 worship before this altar in Jerusalem ? Now therefore, I pray thee, give
pledges to [make a bargain with] my lord the king of Assyria, and I will deliver

thee two thousand horses, if thou be able on thy part to set riders upon them.

24 How then wilt thou turn away the nice of [t*, repaid, put to night] one captain of
[amongst] the least of my master's servants, and put thy trust on Egypt for

25 chariots and for horsemen ? Am I now come up without the Lord [uninsti-

gated by Jehovah] against this place to destroy it r The Lord said to me, Go up
26 against this land, and destroy it. Then said Eliakim the son of Hilkiah, and

Shebna, and Joah, unto Rab-shakeh, Speak, I pray thee, to thy servants in the

Syrian language; for we understand it: and talk not with us in the Jews' lan-

27 guage in the ears of the people that are on the walL BuA Rab-shakeh said

unto them, Hath my master sent me to thy master, and to thee, to speak these

words? hath he not sent me to the men which sit on the wall, that they may
28 eat their own dung, and drink their own piss with you ? Then Rab-shakeh

stood and cried with a loud voioe in the Jews* language, and spake, saying, Hear
t9 the word of the great king, the king of Assyria : Thus saith the kins, Let not

Hezekiah deceive yon: for he shall not be able to deliver you out of nis [my] *

80 hand : Neither let Hezekiah make you trust in the Lord, saying, The Lord will

eurely deliver us, and this city* shall not be delivered into the hand of the king

81 of Assyria. Hearken not to Hezekiah : for thus saith the king of Assyria,

Make an agreement [terms,] with me by a present J©m«* by a present], and come
out to me, andMm eat ye every man of his own vine, and every one of his fig-

82 tree, and drink ye every one the waters of his cistern : Until I come and take

you away to a land like your own land, a land of corn and wine, a land of bread

and vineyards, a land of oil olive and of honey, that ye may live, and not die :

and hearken not unto Hezekiah, when he persuadeth you, saying, The Lord will

38 deliver us. Hath [Have] any of [«»« any of] the goas of the nations delivered

at all [omu at all] [each] his land out of the hand of the king of Assyria f
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34 Where are the gods of Hamath, and of Arpad? where are the gods of Sephar*

vaim, Hena, and Ivah ? have they delivered Samaria out of mine hand [that

35 any delivered Samaria out of mine hand ] ? Who are they [there] among all

the gods of the countries, that have delivered their country out of mine hand,

36 that the Lord should deliver Jerusalem out of mine hand ? But the people

held their peace, and answered him not a word : for the king's commandment
37 was, saying, Answer him not. Then came Eliakim the son of Hilkiah, which

was over the household, and Shebna the scribe, and Joah the son of Asaph the

recorder, to Hezekiah with their clothes rent, and told him the words of Rab-
Chap. xix. 1 shaken. And it came Xo pass, when king Hezekiah heard it, that

he rent his clothes, and covered himself with sackcloth, and went into the house

2 of the Lord. And he sent Eliakim, which was over the household, and Shebna
the scribe, an

#
d the elders of the priests, covered with sackcloth, to Isaiah the

3 prophet the son of Amoz. And they said unto him, Thus saith Hezekiah, This

day is a day of trouble [distress], and of rebuke [chastisement], and .blasphemy

[rejection] ; for the children are come to the birth [opening of the womb],' and

4 there is not strength to bring forth. It may be the Lord thy God will hear all the

words of Rab-shakeh, whom the king ofAssyria his master hath sent to reproach

[blaspheme] the living God ; and will reprove the words which the Lord thy

5 God hath heard : wherefore lift up thy prayer for the remnant that are left. So

6 the servants of king Hezekiah came to Isaiah. And Isaiah said unto them,

Thus shall ye say to your master, Thus saith the Lord, Be- not afraid of the

words which thou hast heard, with which the servants [minions] of the king

7 of Assyria have blasphemed me. Behold I will send a blast upon him [I will

inspire him with such a spirit that], and [when

—

omit and] he shall hear a

rumour, and [he—<**** and] shall return to his own land ; and I will cause him

to fall by the sword in his own land.

8 So Kab-shakeh returned, and found the king of Assyria warring against Lib-

9 nah : for he had heard that he was departed from Lachish. And when he heard

say of Tirhakah king of Ethiopia, Behold, he is come out to fight against thee;

10 he sent messengers again unto Hezekiah, saving, Thus shall ye speak to Heze-

kiah king of Judah, saying, Let not thy Godm whom thou trustest deceive thee,

saying, Jerusalem shall not be delivered into the hand of the king of Assyria.

1

1

Behold, thou hast heard what the kings of Assyria have done to all lands, hy

12 [in] destroying them • utterly: and shalt thou be delivered? Have the gods

of the nations delivered them which my fathers have destroyed ; as Gozan, and

13 Haran, and Rezeph, and the children of Eden which were in Thelasar? Where

is the king of Hamath, and the king of Arpad, and the king of the city of

Sepharvaim, of Hena, and Ivah ?

14 And Hezekiah received the letter of the hand of the messengers, and read it

:

and Hezekiah went up into the house of the Lord, and spread it before the Lord.

15 And Hezekiah prayed before the Lord, and said, O Lord God of Israel, which

dwellest between the cherubim, thou art the God, even thou alone, of all the

16 kingdoms of the earth; thou hast made heaven and earth. Lord, bow down

thine ear, and hear: open, Lord, thine eyes, and see: and hear the. words of

Sennacherib, which [hej hath sent him [*>** him] to reproach the living God.

17 Of a truth, Lord, the kings of Assyria have destroyed the nations and their

18 lands, And have cast their gods into the fire : for they were no gods, but the

work of men's hands, wood and stone : therefore they have destroyed them.

19 Now therefore, O Lord our God, I beseech thee, save thou us out of his hand,

that all the kingdoms of the earth may know that thou art the Lord God, even

thou only.

20 Then Isaiah the son of Amoz sent to Hezekiah, saying, Thus saith the

Lord God of Israel, That which thou hast prayed to me against Sennache-

21 rib king of Assyria I have heard. This is the word that the Lord hath spoken

concerning him

:
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[OBACLB OF GOD IN REGARD TO THE IMPENDING DANGER.]

[L Scornful Rebuke of Sennacherib's Boast.]

She despises thee, she scorns thee,—the virgin daughter, Zion I

She wags her head at thee, the daughter, Jerusalem

!

22 Whom hast thou insulted and blasphemed ? against whom hast thou lifted voice t
Thou hast even lifted thine eyes on high against the Holy One of Israel I

23 Through thy messengers thou hast insulted the Lord, and hast said

:

** I come up with my chariots on chariots " to the top of the mountains, to Leb-
anon's summit

;

And I hew down its loftiest cedars and its choicest cypresses

;

And I come to its summit as a resting-place,

To its forest-grove.

24 I dig, and I drink the waters of foreign nations

;

Yea ! I parch up with the sole of my foot all the rivers of Egypt 1

"

[IL Refutation of hie Self-assumption.]

25 Hast thou not heard ?—Of old time I made it

—

From ancient days I ordained its course;

Now I have brought it to pass,

—

And thou art [my instrument] to reduce " fortified cities to heaps of ruins,

26 Therefore their inhabitants were short-handed;
They despaired and were terror-stricken

;

They were grass of the field and green herb

;

Grass of the house-top, and corn blasted in the germ.
27 So, thy resting in peace, and thy going out, and thy coming in, I know; '•

Also thy violent rage against me

;

28 For thy violent rage and thine arrogance are come up into mine ears,

And I will put my hook in thy nose, and my bridle in thy lips,

And I will lead thee back by the way by which thou earnest.

[HL Encouragement to Judah and Hezekiah.]

29 And this be the sign to thee :

—

Eating one year what springs of itself* from the leavings of the previous crop,

And the second year the wild growth,
And the third year sow, and reap, and plant vineyards, and eat their fruit

80 And the surviving remnant of tne house of Judah.shall take root again down*
wards,

And shall bear fruit again upwards
;

81 For from Jerusalem shall go forth a remnant, and from Mount Zion a rescued
band :

—

The zeal of Jehovah (of Hosts) " shall do this

!

[IV. God's Decree in regard to the Crisis.']

82 Therefore, thus saith the Eternal in regard to the king of Assyria :

—

He shall not come against this city,

Nor shoot an arrow there,

Nor assault it with a shield,

Nor throw up a siege wall against it.

83 By the way by which he came he shall return,

And he shall not come against this city ;—is the decree of the Eternal

;

84 But I will protect this city to save it,

For mine own sake and for the sake of David, my servant.
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35

37

And it came to pass that night, that the angel of the Lord vent out, and
smote in the camp of the Assyrians a hundred fourscore and five thousand : and

36 when they arose early in the morning, behold, they were all dead [,] corpses. So
Sennacherib king of Assyria departed, and went and returned, and dwelt at Nine-
veh. And it came to pass, as he was worshipping in the house of Nisroch his
god, that Adrammelecn and Sharezer his sons " smote him with the sword : and
they escaped into the land of Armenia [AraratJ. And Esarhaddon his ton
reigned in his stead.

TEXTUAL AMD GRAMMATICAL.

• Ver. A—
[ Klp*1 Is singular, bat with the Indefinite subject, equivalent to an English Indefinite phmL

• Ver.A-tmfcTO, ** tkU* <tf Warn.

> Ver. 18.—[pOTrn ;—The masculine suffix U need (thoafh the lunlalne would be o*Reet)as the mora general,
and universal. This Is not rare. Of. Oen. xxxl. 9 ; Amoe 111. 9 ; Jerem. tx. 19 ; 2 Bern. xx. 8; Ew. ft ISA c—In the Hat-
eical passages (" Prose of the priests") such Irregularities do not occur, bnt In the prose of less eultfrated writer* (laymen),
in popular poetry, and in the later language, they are frequent, flee ver. 14, and •hap. xlx. 11 (Bfltteher, § 677, 8).

« Ver. 16.—[nODKH :—Klsowhere we find
fljfljp for donr-noett. Bihr says that the words are synonymo**, bat

Thenius* explanation is better. He thinks that mJDKn refers, not only to the doorposts, bnt also the doorframe, sill,

and lintel; i. «., all which gives stability, strength, and shape,
( p^ ) to the door-opening.—On the suffix in QJJW

see Oramm. note 8, above,—The pataeh in yvp Is due to the guttata! which follows. QT. chap. xxi. 8: ,-ppfn T3K
(BOtteher, 1 87a 1.>-W. Q. 8.]

• Ver®. -Instead of fa*£, which is wanting In the text of Isaiah, wannest reed, wim aU the old versions, v-pn ,__
T • . T .

BUir.
• Ver. 80.—[The j-jg before -py^ Is wanting in Isai. xxxvi. lfi. It Uimportant at bearing on the question whether

j-|^ ever stands with a proper nominative. Ewald admita that, If the f^< In this place were properly In the text, we

should have one instance. He adopts the reading in Isaiah, erases the n^ and says that this parttde u never becomes

unfaithful to Its primary force so far as to designate a simple nominative" (Lekrb. $277, d, note 8). Bdttoher ($511 fi)
affirms that f)^ occurs with the nominative. Qf. Oen. vil. 88; Dent xx. 8; 8 Sam. xxi 82; Jerem. xxxvi. XX, These

V
are coses where it occurs with the passive. It Is used with the active, also, in the sense of "self," or "even,* or "very"
(this very one). Of. chap. vi. 6, and vlii. 28, Oramm, notes. The instances are certainly sufficiently strong to support
the reading with r^g which our text offers us :—u This very dty,n or, "This city here.**

V
i Chap. xjx. ver. 8.—[13^D : *&*** uterL

s Ver. 11.—[On the suffix in DQfnnr6 , ••• Oramm. note on chap. xvliL 18 (note 8, above).

• Ver. 15.—[In Isaiah we And pr^ instead of ft&$. °The suffix rates to ry^ as a singular object,— the

mumffe" (Taeniae), so also Ewald and KelL
10 Ver. 88.—[I prefer the cheUb. Bihr adopts the keri (see Esug. on the verse). However, ss he says, the sense is

the same. The idiom In the chetib Is similar to the one by which it Is rendered in the translation.—W. O. S.]

11 Ver. 86.—ffyfcf} Is shortened from the keri nifcttfi"6 , *hlch is found In Isai. xxxvil. 24—Bihr.

™ Ver. 87.—[It is Impossible to reproduce In English the pregnant brevity of this line. Whether thou ebtdeet at
home (abstoinest from any interference with other natlonsX or goest forth (with plans of attack and conquest), or re-
turnest (victorious), all takes place under my cognizance (by my ordinance, and under my permission). It U folly,
therefore, for thee to boast of thp deeds, ss against me ; It Is false for thee to cite my approval ; and I will puniah thine
arrogance which rages sgsinet my controlling hand, and only claims mj approval to serve its own purpose.—W. Q. 8.1

" Ver. 81.—The words "of Hosts" are furnished by the keri, which inserts here the word: j-tffcOY M to "*•

xxxvil 88, and ix. 6.—Bihr.

Pebukinart Rbmabkb.—We have, besides the
narrative before us in chaps, xviii., xix., and xx.,

two other accounts of Hezekiah's reign, one in

Isai. xxxvL-xxxix., and the other in 2 Chron. xxix.-
xxxiL To these authorities may be added some of
the prophecies, especially of Isaiah, who had great
influence at this time. The first question which
arises, therefore, is this: what relation do these
various accounts bear to one another ?

a) The narrative in Isaiah, xxxvi-xxxix., agrees
with the one before us from chap, xviii. 13 on, with
the exception of a few subordinate details, so lite-

rally, that the two cannot possibly have been pro-

duced by different authors independently of one
another. The question is : whether the one served
as the original of the other? or, whether both were
derived independently from the same source?
Different opinions are maintained in answer to
these questions, but it is not necessary here to en-

ter into a careful examination of them in detail

We limit ourselves to general and necessary con-

siderations. Ge8emus(Commm.9umJe9aiALs,Z9%
$q.\ following Eichhom, sought to show in detail

that the account before us is the original, and that

the one in Isaiah is borrowed from it De Wette,

Maurer, Kdstor, Winer, and others take the same
view. Hie chief ground for this opinion is that

the text in Isaiah is comparatively more condensed,

that it presents common and simple words in the

place of those in the text which are rare and ob-

scure, and that forma which belong to the later

usage of the language appear in it On the con-

trary, Qrotius, Yitringa, Paulus, Hendewerk, and,

most recently, Drechsler, have asserted the origi-

nality and priority of the account in Isaiah, ha

proof of this they bring forward the following con-

siderations : The account in Isaiah cannot be bor-

rowed from that in Kings because it contains Heze-
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kiah's long and highly important hymn of grati-

tude (chap, xxxviii. 9-20), which is entirely want-
ing in the latter : The language in Kings is the
44 more careless dialect of common life," the style

is " inferior," while the version in Isaiah is more
rich, u more correct, and more elegant" When
the opinions in regard to the style and language
of the two versions *are so diverse, it is impossible

to deduce any arguments from this consideration

for the priority of either. The truth is, as will

appear from the detailed exegesis, that, as far as
expression and language are concerned, sometimes
oue and sometimes the other version is to be pre-

ferred. The omissions are more important The
account in Isaiah cannot be borrowed from that in

Kings on account of the hymn of Hezekiah ; but
it is just as certain that the account in Kings is not
based upon that in Isaiah, for it contains additions

which cannot be regarded as simple assump-
tions of the redactor; such, for instance, as the
passages chap, xviii. 14, 16, and especially chap,

xx. 7-11, compared with Isai. xxxviii. 7, 8, 21, 22.

Iu view of the omissions which occur sometimes
iu one account and sometimes in the other, the
majority of the modern expositors, Rosenmuller,
Uitzig, Umbrait, Knobel, Kwald, Thenius, Von
Gerlach, Keil, suppose that both narratives are
borrowed from a common source which we no
longer possess. This seems to us also to be the
correct view, though we cannot agree in the opin-

ion that the " Annals of the Kingdom " were the
common source, for both accounts bear the charac-
ter of prophetical, and not of mere civil, historical

records. The source was more probably that collec-

tion of histories of the separate reigns, composed
by different prophets, of which we spoke in the
Introduction § 3. According to 2 Chron. xxxiL 33,

Isaiah was the author of the history of Hezekiah,
which had a place in this collection. Neither this

narrative, therefore, nor the one in Isai. xxxvi.-
xxxix., is Isaiah's original composition, but both are
borrowed from this, which, unfortunately, we no
longer possess. Both come from Isaiah originally,

but neither reproduces accurately and fully the
original account. Sometimes one and sometimes
the other approaches nearer to the original. This
view is, on the whole, the one which the editors
of Drechslera Comtneniar zu Jesaia (II. s. 151 sq.),

Delitsch and Hahn, and the former also in his own
Com in. zu Jes. (s. 24, 351 sq.\ maintain. But they
evidently contradict themselves when they admit,
on the one hand, " that the text in the book of
Kings is, in many cases, and, perhaps, in the most,
to be preferred to that in Isaiah," and yet, on the
other liand, assert that " the author of the book
of Kings cannot have obtained the parallel account
xviii. 13-20, xix. from any other source than the
book of Isaiah." It is true that Delitsch appeals
again and again to the relation between Jer. chap.
hX and 2 Kings xxiv. 18, sq. and chap. xxv. as " an
analogous proof that the text of a passage may be
more faithfully preserved in the secondary recen-

sion than in the original one, from which it was bor-

rowed ; " but, although it is possible to render a pure
fountain impure, it is impossible that a pure stream
should flow from a more or less impure fountain.

How, then, can a secondary text be better and purer
than the primary one ? [The author agrees with the
authorities mentioned above that both the accounts
are borrowed from a third document as their source.

Neither one of the accounts, therefore, as we have

them, can be said to have superior claims to the
other, as the primary recension. No one will deny
that the ultimate human source of the words of
the oracle was the brain and lips of Isaiah. Whether
he himself collected and arranged his prophecies
in the form in which we have them, is a question

to be treated in its proper place. If we assume
that he did, then it is indeed fair to suppose,

wherever any doubt arises, that he cited his own
words more accurately than another could do it

But now we have to take account of the history

of the two texts since they left the hands of those
who put the book of Kings and the book of Isaiah
in the form in which they have come down to us

—

whoever they may have been. In the course of
time the primary recension may have been copied
more frequently, and by other means also have in-

curred more corruptions than a recension which,
in the first place, was a secondary one. This is

what Drecnsler means when he says that a second-
ary recension may have retained the text until our
tome in a purer form than the primary recension.

An element is here introduced which interferes

materially with any apriori claim to superior

weight which either the one or the other of the

texts be/ore us may make, as having come more
directly from the hand of the original author.

We are thrown back upon the critical examination
of each individual variant in each account to de-

termine which reading is more probably the " orig- ,

inal " and correct one. The question which text

presents, in the most cases, the preferable reading,

is one which can only be decided by reviewing the

results of these separate critical investigations.—

W. G. 8.] Nevertheless, we believe that the version

in Isaiah was written earlier than the one in Kings,
for, whatever opinion one may hold in regard to

the time of composition of the second part of
Isaiah (chaps. xL-lxvL), no one can assert that the

first part (chaps. L-xxxix.) was not composed be-

fore the end of the Babylonian Exile, which is the
time of composition of the book of Kings (fntrod,

§ 1). It does not by any means follow that this

account was borrowed from Isaiah. The two ac-

counts are independent recensions from the same
original The reason why the same passage oc-

curs in two different books of the Bible is simply
this, that in the one it is given for the sake of the

prophet, and in the other for the sake of the king.

The whole forms an important incident in Isaiah a

work, and an important incident in Hezekiah's

reign, which was an important part of the history

of the kings of Judah, on account of the deliver*

ance from Assyria.

b) The account in Chronicles condenses into very

concise form the contents of the other accounts,

but it contains also additions peculiar to itself. It

gives (chap. xxix. 3-xxxL 21) detailed descrip-

tions of the rites and ceremonies which Hezekiah
prescribed; especially of the Passover which ha
celebrated. All that has been brought forward
against the credibility of this narrative has been
refuted by Keil (Apolog. Versuch uber die bibl Chron,

s. 399 sq.). Although it is still asserted that the

Chronicler allows himself u to treat the historical

facts with more freedom," vet it is admitted that

his account " has the foundation of an exact his-

torical tradition " (Bertheau, Comm, zur Chron, s,

396), and Winer says :
" There is, generally speak-

ing, nothing in it which represonts the facts and
incidents in a manner false to history." The ao»
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count before us especially emphasizes the fact, In

regard to Hezekiah's reform in worship, that he
abolished idolatry, and even the Jehovah-worship

upon the high places. It is a matter of course,

however, that the zealously pious king did not

stop with the destruction and abolition of the false

worship, but also positively put in its place the one
which was proscribed in the Law. This the Chron-

icler states distinctly, and he describes this re-

formed cultus in detail, in complete consistency

with the tendency and stand-point of his work.

For him, neither the prophetical institution nor the

monarchy stands in the foreground, but the leviti-

cal priesthood. While the author of Kings fixes

his attention upon the political and theocratic side

of the history of Hezekiah's reign, and writes

from the stand-point of the theocracy, the Chron-
icler fixes his attention upon those incidents of it

which were important for the levitical priesthood,

and writes from the stand-point of a levite. His
statements are, in this case, therefore, an essential

addition to the story in Kings and in Isaiah, as in-

deed his peculiar contributions generally supple-

ment the narratives elsewhere found. The source

from which he obtained this information was, as

he himself tells us (2 Chron. xxxii. 32), "the Jiffi

of the prophet Isaiah, the son of Amoz, in the

book of the kings of Judah and Israel," that is to

•ay, the same work to which the author of Kings
refers (chap. xx. 20) for the history of Hezekiah.

c) TIic prophetical oracles in Isaiah and Micha
contain, it is true, most important descriptions of
the moral and religious state of things at the time

when these prophets lived, but no history, in the

proper sense of the word. Definite facts, which
might supplement the historical narrative, cannot

be derived from them, and it is especially vain to

attempt this, since, up to the present day, there is

no consensus of opinion in regard to whether par-

ticular oracles are to be assigned to the time of
Hezekiah, or to that of some other king, during
whose reign Isaiah also exerted influence. For in-

stance, the first chapter of Isaiah refers, according

to some modern critics, to the time of Hezekiah

;

according to others, to that of Uzziah ; according to

still others, to that of Jotham ; and yet again, ac-

cording to others, to that of Ahaz. We therefore

adhere, in this place, since we have to deal with
the firm substance of history, as closely as pos-

sible to the historical narratives, and leave it to

the exposition of the prophetical books to show
to what events, recorded in the historical books,
the separate oracles refer.

[The author would probably be greatly misun-
derstood, if any one should infer from this that

he estimated as unimportant Xhe light which the
prophetic oracles of the Old Testament throw upon
the Jewish history. It is one of the unique and
most remarkable features of the Old Testament
that it presents to us side by side a section of hu-
man history, and a criticism of the same from the
stand-point of the highest, purest, and most in-

tense religious conviction. The historical narra-

tives of the Old Testament are simple, brief, and
dry annals of events and facts. The seventeenth
chap, of 2d Kings presents a solitary example in

which the author comes forward to discuss causes,

to weigh principles, and to review the moral forces

at work under the events he records. All that we
oall nowadays the "philosophy of history" is

I

wanting in tbe strictly historical books. It is sup*
plied by the books of the prophets. They give us
an insight into the social and political status, into

the vices, the moral forces, the ambitions, and the
passions which were at work under the events
and produced them. To modern minds the liistory

is not by any means complete until these are elu-

cidated. " History " is not bare events or facts.

If it were, we might save ourselves the trouble of
ever studying it It would be a pure matter of
curiosity. But history is the fruit of certain

moral forces. We study the forces in their fruits.

We deduce lessons of warning and encouragement
from the study. The forces are the same now as
ever since mankind lived upon the earth, and they
act, under changed outward circumstances, in the
same way. They will produce the same results,

and the whole practical value of history is that we
may profit by the accumulated experience of man-
kind, as the individual profits by the mistakes and
sufferings of the years through which he has lived.

To this end, however, insight into the moral causes
of events is the valuable thing, and it is that which
we must aim at in studying history. What is pecu-

liar to the prophets of the Old Testament, as such,

is that their criticisms of Jewish history were not
bare literary or scholarly productions, but appeals,

rebukes, and warnings, of the most personal and
practical description. That is a characteristic of
them which has ethical and perhaps homiletical

interest, but does not contribute to our historical

knowledge, while their analysis of the social con-

dition under which these events took place, and
their statement of the moral causes which pro-

duced them, are of the highest importance for the

history. These fill up the back-ground, and give

the light and shade, and the perspective, to a pic-

ture of which the historical books have only

sketched the outline. We have a sort of parallel

in the works of the ancient orators, which have
contributed essentially and undeniably to our

knowledge of ancient history. Such being the

case, it is evident that any one who undertakes to

expound the historical books must give good heed
to the light which the prophetical books throw
upon them. It is indeed true that it is often very

difficult to assign particular oracles to their time

and circumstances, but we have only to observe

the wonderful light which the oracle before us

(Chap. xix. 22-34), and its historical setting, throw
upon one another, now that we have them in un-

doubted juxtaposition, to see what we may hope

for, if we can succeed in fixing the connection and

relations of other and similar oracles. The light

to be derivod from the prophecies for the history

is not by any means to be lightly set aside, but it

is to be regarded as one of the fruits of critical

science most highly to be valued, and most earn-

estly to be labored for.—W. G. S.J

EXEGBTIOAL AND CRITICAL.

Veb. 1. Now it oama to paam, Ac. It must be

carefully observed that vers. 1-8 contain a sum-

mary account of the entire reign of Hezekiah, Kke

the one given of Ahaz1 reign in cliap. xvi 1-4. In

the first place there is given, as usual, his age, the

time of his accession, and the duration of his reign

(vers. 1 and 2) ; then, what he did in regard to the

Jehovah-worship (vers. 3 and 4); then, what spirit

animated his life and conduct in general (vers, ft
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and 6) ; finally, what successes were won, during his

reign, against foreign nations (vers. 7 and 8). After

this general summary follows, from ver. 9 on, the

narrative of the chief events during his reign, in

chronological order, viz., the overthrow of the King-
dom ofthe Ten Tribes, in his fourth year (vers. 9-12),

and the oppression of the Assyrians, which began
in his fourteenth (ver. 13 sq.).—Jn the third year
of Hoahea. Since the fourth and sixth years of

Hezekiah correspond to the seventh and ninth of
Hoahea, according to vers. 9 and 10, it has often

been thought that the " third year " in this state-

ment must be incorrect (see Maurer on the pas-

sage), and it has been believed that it ought to read
'* in the fourth year." Josephus, in fact, has trei

6i rerdpr^ But the explanation is that the years

of the two kings do not run exactly parallel. The
difficulty is removed, and the text is assured " as

soon as we assume that Hoahea came to the

throne in the second half of 730, and Hezekiah in

the first half of 727, before Hoshea's third year
had expired " (Thenius) ; or, " If we assume that

Hezekiah's accession took place near the end of

Hoshea's third year, then his fourth and sixth

years correspond, for the most part, with the sixth

and ninth of Hoahea" (Keil).—n>ptn is the

shortened form for Wj3fn* , which is found

in Chronicles, and in 2 Kings xx. 10 ; Isai. i. 1 ; Hos.

i. 1. In Isai. xxxvi-xxxix. the name always has
the form W|?Tn • This form is also found several

times in Kings. In Micah L 1. we findrpptn'*

Gesenius gives, as the signification of the name,
"Jehovah's strength." Furst's explanation is bet-

ter: "Jan is Might" In like manner *2& is

shortened from JT3X which is found in Chron-

icles. Which ZachaNah was her father, we cannot
determine.

Ver. 4. He removed the high-places. On

frioa ss© notes on 1 Kings iii. 2. Here, as in 1

Kings iii. 2, and xv. 12, 14, we have not to under-

stand by the word, places of idolatry, but eleva-

tions on which Jehovah was worshipped, in con-

trast with the temple as the central place of wor-
ship. This is clear from ver. 22. On the images
(probably of stone), and the wooden Astarte-ool-

rnnns, see note on 1 Kings xiv. 23. Instead of the

singular m&ta, all the old versions have the

plural, which is also found in 2 Chron. xxxi 1.

Therefore Thenius reads D'IKfK » hut this change

is unnecessary. According to Keil the singular is

here " used collectively."—And brake m pieces
the brazen serpent, Ao. (c/. Numb, xxi 6 sq.). It

is commonly assumed that this refers to the ser-

pent-image which was made by Moses in the wil-

derness. Von Gerlach says: "It was perhaps
preserved in a side-chamber of the temple as a
highly revered treasure and memorial. ... In

the times of manifold idolatry it had been brought

out, and an idolatrous worship had been practised

with it" It is not impossible, in itself, that the

image was still in existence after 800 years, and
was preserved in the temple as a relic. We have
no hint, however, that such was the case, and it is

hardly supposable that Moses, who so carefully

avoided everything which could nourish the incli-

nation of the people towards idolatry, should have

taken' this image with him during his entire jour*

ney through the wilderness. Moreover, the taber-

nacle had no side-chamber in which it could have
been kept Even if we suppose that it was still in

existence when the temple was built (480 years
after the exodus), yet there is no mention of it at

all amongst the objects in the tabernacle which
Solomon caused to be brought down into the tem-
ple (see 1 Kings viii. 4) ; neither is there any men-
tion of the fact that any later king caused it to be
brought out and set up where it would be possible

for the people to offer incense to it It is reckoned
as- a merit in Hezekiah that he caused it to be
broken in pieces, but it is hardly probable that he
would have been the one to destroy a symbol which
had been set up and preserved by the great Law-
giver himself, and which had survived so long, as
a sacred memorial and treasure, all the storms of

time. Winer (/?.- W.-B. IL 8. 415) therefore infers

"The brazen serpent mentioned in 2 Kings canno
be the very one which was set up by Moses." If

the sensuous people wished to see their God and
to have an image of Him, scarcely any image
would suggest itself more immediately than the

one which Moses had himself once made and com-
manded them to look upon, and of which the peo-

ple were so directly reminded by their history.

In the time of idolatry, therefore, they made an
image like the one which Moses had eet up, and
offered incense to it. The text, seems to us not

only to admit this supposition, but also, when taken
with the context, even to require it The clause

:

that Moses had made, distinguishes this image
expressly from the statues and images mentioned
just before. They had been borrowed from the

heathen, but that, though it had been made by
Moses in the first place, had been abused for

idolatry. Moreover, Moses had not made it with
his own hands, but had caused it to be made.
This also does away with the oft-repeated asser-

tion that the serpent-worship in Israel had its

origin in Egypt, where this cult us was very wide-

spread. The serpent was there the symbol of

healing power (Winer, I c.\ whereas in the book
of Numbers it is represented as bringing death and
destruction, wherefore Moses, who certainly was
far enough from intending to thereby set up an
image of idolatry, hung up a serpent-image as a
sign that it could not bring death to those who,
with faith in Jehovah's death-conquering power,
should look up to it—Unto those days, i. e., not

from Moses* time on uninterruptedly until the time

of Hezekiah, but " from time to time, and the idol-

atrous worship which was practised with this im-

age continued until Hezekiah's time " (Keil). The
subject of mp^ ia not Hezekiah, as the Vulg.

and Clericus understand, but Israel Sept kicaXe-

oav. [It is better to take it as a singular with in-

definite subject (one called) = they called, or it

was called. See note 1 under Grammatical.'] The
name png?ru, £ a, "a brazen thing," shows that

the "brass" was not an accidental circumstance

in the construction of tins image, but was essen-

tial, perhaps on account of its glowing-red color,

in which it resembled the " fiery " serpents (Numb.
xxi. 6; Deut viiL 15; cf. Rev. i. 15), whose bite

burned and consumed. jn&TO , therefore, meant,

The Glowing-red One, The Consuming One, The
Burning One. There is no contemptuous sense

in it, such as: "A little bit of brass," as those
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think who assume that Hezekiah is the subject

(Dereser). Still less is it correct that the image
had that name only in contrast with the other

idols which were of wood or stone. Neither is the

designation :
" The so-called Brass-God " (Kwald),

-an apt rendering of the word.—The sentence in

ver. 6 : After him was bom like him, Ac, has
been incorrectly understood as a proverbial form of
expression for something which is very rare, the

parallel of which is not on record. It " is not in

contradiction with chap. xxiiL 26, for its application

must be restricted to the single characteristic of
trust in God. In this particular Hezekiah showed
himself the strongest, whereas, in xxiii. 25, strict

fidelity to the (Mosaic) Law is applauded in Josiah "

(Thenius).—He clave to the JLoxd (ver. 6). This
appeared from the fact that he never gave himself

up to idolatry, but kept the commandments of

God.
Ver. 7. And the Lot* was with him, Ac.

^3fer» has exactly the same sense as in 1 Kings

ti. 3. The words tf| f>D3 are not to be trans-

lated as by Luther and De Wette [and the E. V.]

:

"Whithersoever he went forth," but, as by the
Tulg. : in cwictis, ad qua procidebaL His pros-

perity appeared in two points ; in his escape from
the Assyrian supremacy, under which Judah had
disgracefully fallen during Ahaz' reign (chap, xvi
7) ; and in his war against the Philistines, who
had, during Ahaz' reign, made conquests in Judah
(2 Chron. xxviii. 18). Luther's translation, Daxu
[d. i. ausserdem] ward er " [Moreover he rebelled],

destroys the connection of thought The 1 before

TU? is the simple copula, and is equivalent to

the German namlich [that u to day, or, for instance].

As those two facts only are mentioned here as in-

stances of liis prosperity, we must not infer from
their position in the story that they took place at

the outset of his reign. It is to be observed that
his revolt from Assyria is not mentioned here as
something blameworthy, but as something which
redounded to his praise. The apostate Ahaz sub-

jected the kingdom to Assyria; Hezekiah, who
was faithful to Jehovah, made himself independent
of the Assyrian yoke. As to the time at which
he resolved to do this, see note on ver. 13.

Ver. 9. And it oame to pass in the fourth
year of King Hezekiah, Ac. Vers. 9-12 repeat
what has been already narrated in chap. xviL 3-6.

This is due, according to Thenius, to the facjt that

the author found these words not only in the
annals of Israel, but also in those of Judah, and
that he reproduces his authorities with " complete
fidelity." But the repetition cannot be due to any
such merely mechanical procedure ; it has a further

and deeper cause. In the first place, the over-

throw of Samaria'was an event of tike highest im-
portance for Judah also, and it deserved especial

mention here on account of the contrast with vers.

1-8. Hezekiah carried out a reformation in his
kingdom. He remained faithful to the Lord, and
he succeeded in what he undertook. Israel, on
the contrary, had come into conflict with the As-
syrian power. The king of Assyria, encouraged
and stimulated by his success in this conflict, now
turned his arms against Judah. But this kingdom,
although it was weaker and smaller, did not fall,

because Hezekiah trusted in the Lord. This is

what the historian desired to show by the repett*

tion, so that it is exactly in its right place between
vers. 8 and 13.—For the detailed exposition of vera
9-12, see notes on chap. xviL 3 sq.

Ver. 13. Now in the fourteenth year . . .

did Sennacherib . . come up, Ac. Herodo-
tus calls this king Zavax6plfi°c; Josephus, Zevo-

xnfu^oq. Nothing but guesses, which we do not
need to notice, have yet been brought forward m
regard to the signification of this name. [The
true form of the name is 8in*akhe-rib, and it means:
14 Sin (the Moon-god) has multiplied brothers."—
Lenormant] 8ennacherib was the immediate suc-
cessor of Shalmaneser, for Sargon (Isai. xx. 1) is,

as was remarked above on chap. xviL 3, one and
the same person with Shalmaneser. [For a cor-

rection of this error see the Supplementary A/bat

after the Excg. section on chap xviL, and also the
similar note at the end of this present section*]

Delitsch (on Isai xx. I) has lately once more de-
nied this on the authority of the Assyrian inscrip-

tion published by Oppert and Bawlinson, and baa
ventured this assertion: "He [Sargon], and not
Shalmaneser, took Samaria after a three years*

siege. . . . Shalmaneser died before Samaria,
and 8argon not only assumed command of the
army, but also seized the reins of power, and,
after a conflict of several years' duration with the

legitimate heirs and their party, he succeeded in

establishing himself upon the throne. He was,
therefore, a usurper." The biblical text is wholly
silent in regard to all this; nay, it even contradicts

it For the "king of Assyria" mentioned in

chap. xviL 4, 6, and 6, is necessarily the same one
who is mentioned in ver. 3 just before, viz., Shal-

maneser. It is impossible to insert another king,

and he a usurper, between these four successive

verses. If Sargon was a different person from
Shalmaneser, the statements of the biblical text

in chap. xviL 3-6 are incorrect ; if these are correct,

then either the Assyrian inscriptions are incorrect,

or they are incorrectly read and interpreted.

Sennacherib would hardly have called his predeces-

sors his " fathers," if the supposititious Sargon had
been a usurper who had come to the throne by the

overthrow of the reigning dynasty.

[The readingand interpretation of the cuneiform

inscriptions cannot yet, it is true, be regarded as

beyond all question, yet there are certain results

which are now placed beyond doubt. They con-

stitute the highest authority for Assyrian history,

and by them nothing is more satisfactorily estab-

lished than the fact that Sargon succeeded Shal-

maneser and was a usurper, and Sennacherib was
his son. The above quotation from Delitsch cor-

rectly states the facts of the case. If the inscrip-

tions are not correctly interpreted it remains for

those who are competent to do so to make tl»

necessary corrections; but those who have not

mastered the subject (and it is a very difficult one)

are not justified in treating the authority of Assyr-

ian scholars with neglect and contempt, even upon

the supposed authority of the biblical text. The
author of the book of Kings was an inhabitant of

Judah. Before the time of Sennacherib this king-

dom had had very little to do with Assyria. Kven
Israel knew "the king of Assyria" only as an
enemy, the head and representative of the great

and threatening world-monarchy. Tliey did not

fear Shalmaneser or Sargon as individuals • they

feared the head of the hostile nation, "the king
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of Assyria." Shalmaneser was celebrated for his

campaign against Tyre as an individual who bore
(his dreaded title. If, as is supposed, he began
the siege of Samaria, but died during it, and if

Sargou finished it, but then returned to Assyria to

secure- his usurped power—(Rawlinson seems to

think that he was not at Samaria, but took advan-
tage of the discontent of the people of Nineveh at

Shalmaneser's long absence to raise a rebellion

against him, and then counted among the great

deeds of his first year the conquest of Samaria,
which Shalmaneser, or his generals, had nearly
accomplished)—then it is not strange that his

name is not mentioned here among those individ-

uals who were known to the author of these books
to have worn the crown of Assyria. Sennacherib
was his son, and again so far from his mention of
11 his fathers " being an argument that he was not
the son of a usurper, it is rather in character for

such a person to boast of his ancestors, to try to

obliterate the recollection of his origin and title to

the throne, and to endeavor to avail himself of the
prestige of the old dynasty. The Bible is silent in

regard to all this, it is true, but it is generally
silent in regard to contemporaneous Assyrian,
Babylonian, Egyptian, and Greek history. Of
China, India, and Arabia it tells us nothing. For
our knowledge of these things we are thrown upon
the proper authorities. The silence of the Bible

is no disparagement of the Bible, and no argument
against the conclusions to which we may be led by
such separate national authorities as we possess.

For the facts in regard to the question here before
os, as they appear from the Assyrian inscriptions,

see the Supplementary Note at the end of this Exeg.

section, and for a list of the Assyrian kings, with
the dates of their reigns, see the right-liand col-

umn of the Gltronological Table at the end of the
volume.—W. G. 8]

The fourteenth year of Hezekiah, who became
king in 727, is the year 713. The fall of Samaria
took place in 721 (see the Chron. Table). How
long after that Shalmaneser reigned cannot be de-
termined [by biblical data]. The ordinary opinion
that he lived until 718, and that Sargon reigned
from 718 to 715 or 714, falls to the ground when
the identity of the two is established. Sennacherib
seems to have reigned a year or two before he un-
dertook the great expedition. Probably the change
of occupant of the throne of Assyria had encour-
aged Hezekiah to make himself independent of
the oppressor (ver. 7). It is not likely, as Niebuhr
supposes, that he attempted this soon after his ac-

cession, for then Shalmaneser would not have
retired from Samaria in 721 without chastising

him for this revolt. It is not especially stated

what caused the expedition of Sennacherib, but it

certainly was not the revolt of Hezekiah alone.

It was an expedition of conquest, directed espe-

cially against Egypt, which was then the great
rival of Assyria, under whose protection the small
kingdoms of Western Asia ranged themselves
against Assyria. We do not know certainly

whether Hezekiah entered into an alliance with
Egypt after he revolted from Assyria. It is clear

from Isai. iii 1 ; xxxi. 1, compared with vers. 21
and 24 of this chapter, that the authorities at Jeru-
salem were much inclined to this course, and that

they had taken preliminary steps towards it We
shall recur to the subject of Sennacherib's expe-
dition against Egypt below, at the end of the &-

egetkal notes. [See the Supplem, Note after this

Exeg. section. The facts, as established by the
inscriptions, are there orient stated. All that is

said above about the relations of Jewish and As*
Syrian history must be corrected by what is stated

in the Note below.]--Agsinat all the fenced oittes

of Judah, Ao. The statement in Chronicles is

more accurate: "He encamped against the fenced
cities and thought to win them for himself" (2

Chron. xxxii. 1). It is clear from xix. 8 that he did
not take them alL When he approached with his

great army, Hezekiah armed himself to resist, and,
as he could not risk a battle in the open field, he
set Jerusalem in the best possible condition for de-

fence (2 Chron. xxxii. 2 $q. ; Isai xxii 9, 10).

Ver. 14 AndH—fcMah . . . sent to th*
king of Assyria, Ac. Yen. 14 to 16 are entirely

wanting in Isaiah, and are an important addition
to the narrative there given. They are evidently

taken from the common source. They are not,

therefore, " a mere annalistic insertion " (Delitsch).

The text of Isaiah is here condensed as it is in the
following verse (IT), where he only mentions Rab-
shakeh, and says nothing about Rabsaris and Tar-

tan.

—

Lachish, whither Hezekiah sent his messen-
gers, was fifteen or eighteen hours' journey south-

west of Jerusalem on the road to Egypt (see note
on chap. xiv. 19). Sennacherib had, therefore,

already passed Jerusalem on his way to Egypt-
"The possession of this city was, on account of
its position, a matter of great importance to an
army which was invading Egypt" (Thenius).

Hezekiah, therefore, had grounds for extreme anxi-

ety, more especially as there was no sign of move-
ment on the part of any Egyptian force to meet
Sennacherib, and Judah seemed to have been aban-
doned by Egypt He determined to try to make
terms with the powerful enemy, and rather to sub-
mit to a heavy tribute in money than to risk the
possession of his capital and the independence of

his kingdom. V}Ktjn does not mean: I have

sinned against God by my revolt from thee (that

would require that flinv should be added, as we

find it Gen. xiil. 13; xxxix. 9; 1 Sam. vii. 6; 2

Sam. xil. 13 and elsewhere); nor, as the ancient ex-

positors supposed: I have, in thy opinion, sinned;
nor, imprudenter egi. We have simply to adhere
to its original signification, tofail, to err (Job v. 24

;

Prov. xix. 2). "It is an acknowledgment wrung
from him by his distressed circumstances " (The-

nius). Hezekiah admits, in view of the great dan-
ger to which he has exposed himself and his king-

dom, that he has committed an error.—The sum
which Sennacherib demanded was certainly a very
large one. Thenius estimates it at one and a half
million thalers ($1,080,000), and Eeil at two and a-

half million thalers ($1,800,000). The reduction
to terms of our modern money is very uncertain.

The fact that Hezekiah stripped off the metal
which he had himself put upon the door-casings

shows how difficult it was for him to raise this

sum.
Ver. 17. And th* king of Assyria sent Tar-

tan, Ac Josephus thus states the connection be-

tween vers. 16 and 17. Sennacnerib had promised
the ambassadors of Hezekiah that he would ab-
stain from all hostilities against Jerusalem, if he
received the sum which he had demanded. Heze-
kiah, trusting in this, had paid it, and now believed
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himself to be free from all danger. Sennacherib,

however, " did not trouble himself about bis prom-
ise. He marched in person against the Egyptians

and Ethiopians, but he left the general (orparr}-) 6v)

Rab-ehakeh, with two other high officers (<jvv Svatv

d/Uotf rln> kv rt?.ei) and a large force to destroy

Jerusalem." This undoubtedly fills up correctly

the omission of the biblical text The two last of

these names are clearly official titles, but the first

is not a proper name. See Jerem. xzxix. 3, 13,

where these titles stand by the side of the proper

names, jrnn is the title of the general or mili-

tary commander, as we see from Isai. xx. 1. Proba-
bly it is equivalent to D^natp'TI (chap. xxv. 8

;

Jerem. xxxix. 9 ; Gen. xxxvii 36), captain of the

life-guard. We pass, without discussion, Hitzig's

suggestion that the title is of Persian origin and
means, " Skull of the body," that is, " Person of

high rank." D^D"3T is the chief of the eunuchs,

who, however, was 'not himself a eunuch (chap,

xxv. 19 ; cf Gen. xxxviL 36 ; xxxix. 1, 7 ; Dan. i.

3, 7). This officer is now one of the highest at the

Turkish court (Winer, R.-W.*R IL s. 654). All

the officers and servants of the court were under
his command. flpCOl is the chief cup-bearer,

who is more distinctly designated in Gen. xL 2, 21

as D^p^tsnifc?- This was also a post of high honor

at Oriental courts. Nehemiah once filled it (Ne-

hem. Ill; ii. 1). These court dignitaries were at

the same time the highest civil and military offi-

cers (cf. Brissonius de regno Pers. i p. 66, 138.

Gesenius on Isai. xxxvi 2). Sennacherib sent

three such officers in order to give importance to

the matter.—The upper pool is the one called

Gihon (2 Chron. xxxii 30; 1 Kings L 33) outside

of the city, on the west side. A canal ran from
this to the field of the fullers or washers, which,
partly on account of the impurity of the water
collected in the pool, and partly on account of the

uncleanlincss of that occupation, was outside of

the city. The same designation of this locality is

found in Jsai. vil 3, from which it is clear that this

canal existed in the time of Ahaz and earlier, and
is not the oue mentioned in 2 Chron. xxxii. 30.

—

And when they had called to the king, Ac.,

i. «., "They made known to those upon the wall

their desire to speak with the king. He, however,
did not yield to their demand to speak with him
in person, not, as Josephus thinks, wrd detXiac, but

because it was beneath his dignity. The chief offi-

cers of the king appeared " (Thenius). On the

offices which they filled, see notes on 1 Kings iv.

3 sq. From Isai. xxii. 15-22 it is commonly infer-

red that Shebna, who there appears as the officer

H'SffOg , but is threatened with deposition from

that office, had been degraded to a 1DD * in which

rank he appears here, and that EUakim had been
put in his place. Other expositors, Vitringa for

instance, will not admit that he is the same person.

It is at beet very uncertain. Nothing can be in-

ferred from this in regard to the comparative rank
of these officers, fqr in 1 Kings iv. 3 sq. the Sopher
and the Master stand before the Master of the Pal-

ace.

Ver. 19. And Rab-ehakeh said unto them,
Ac Probably he was more familiar with the He-
brew language (ver. 26) than either of the others,

and otherwise better fitted to be spokesman. The
rabbis falsely consider him an apostate Israelii

and even a son of Isaiah.—Rab-shakeh calls his

king " the great king," because he had kings for

his vassals, Isai. x. 8 ; Hos. viii. 10. Cf. Ezek. xxvi
7 ; Dan. ii. 37, where Nebuchadnezzar is called a
" king of kings." In Ezra vii. 12, the name is ap-

plied to the Persian king.—]intS3 does not mean

defiance (Bunsen :
" What is this defiant confidence

with which thou deflest"?), but confidence, reli-

ance: cf. ntD3 in ver 5. The question does not
contain a rebuke (Gesen. : qualis est fiducia ista:

i. e., quam insanis ea est) ; but rather astonishment.

"What reliance hast thou that thou darest to re-

volt from me ? I look about in vain for any satis-

factory answer to this question" (Drechsler).—

-

JTVDK in ver. 20 is to be preferred to VTlDK in

Isaiah. A saying of the lips only is not object:
11 Thou speake8t but a word of the lips [when thou
sayest]: counsel and strength, Ac." (Knobel).

Still less is the sense :
" Thou thickest that my

words are only empty talk." The sense is rather:

"Thou sayest" (it is, however, no well-considered

expression of a conviction, but a mere pronuncia-

tion of the lips) "counsel and strength," &ct cf.

Proverbs xiv. 23 -

f Job xL 2. The Vulg. translate*

very arbitrarily : Forsitan inisti consilium, tU prat-

pares te ad praMum. Yer. 21 is not a question

(Vulg. Luther). Rab-shakeh himself gives the an-

swer to his own question in ver. 20, and " affirms

roundly that Judah is in alliance with Assyria's

arch-enemy, Egypt " (Knobel). The image of the

staff" (Tljypp, <£ I«ai- hi 1) of a reed is a very

striking one. As it is used also in Ezek. xxix. 6 in

reference to Egypt, it evidently is suggested by
the fact that the Nile, the representative river of

Egypt, produced quantities of reeds (Isai. xix.

6). The reed, which at best has a feeble stem,

bent hither and thither by the wind, is moreover
" bruised," so that, although it appears to be whole,

yet it breaks all the more easily when one leans

upon it, and moreover, its fragments penetrate the

hand and wound it (cf. Isai xliL 3, where JV1 and
"ftgtare accurately distinguished from one another).

[For ysn» Germ, knicken, we have no precise

equivalent. It is a kind of breaking which ap-

plies peculiarly to green reeds. The stem may be
broken in such a way as to destroy its rigidity, its

power to sustain any weight upright, and yet the

tenacity of the fibre is such that the parts hold to-

gether, and the external form is maintained. A
reed is not available as a staff under any circum-

stances. One which has been thus impaired will

give way at once under any weight—W. G. S.l

Thenius : " Sennacherib compared Egypt to a reea

thus snapped or bent, not because he had broken
the Egyptian power, but because, in his.arrogance,

he regarded it already as good as broken." De-
litsch thinks that he calls it so "in consequence
of the loss of the dominion over Ethiopia, which
had been lost by the native dynasty of Egypt
(Isai. xviii)." What is here said about Pharaoh
agrees exactly with Isai xxx. 1-7.

Yer. 22. But ifye any onto me, Ac. In Isai

xxxvi 7 we find instead of JffDfctel, IDfcCn. <*«»

sayest Keil considers this the original reading, be-

cause in ver. 23 sq. Hezekiah is once more directly

addressed in his ambassadors. The majority, how-
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ever, from Vitringa on, are in favor of pIDfito , be-

cause Hezekiah is immediately afterwards referred

to in the third person. In this case the words are not
addressed simply to the ambassadors but to the
entire people. Thenius takes the question, la not
thai he, Ac., as a continuation of the speech of
those who trust in Jehovah, and who thus refer to

Hezekiah'8 zeal for the centralization of the na-
tional cultus as a ground for hoping for God's
help. But 2 Chron. xxxii. 12 is opposed to this

notion. According to that passage the words are

an objection raised by Rab-shakeh in order to

overthrow the confidence of the people, and thus
they are understood by nearly all the commenta-
tors, ancient and modern. The conclusion of the
speech, ver. 25, requires the same interpretation.

The argument is: God is not with the one who
has removed His altars and restricted His worship
to one single place, but with the one who, at His
command, has taken possession of the country,
and has already won such great success. Rab-
shakeh desires to inspire them with suspicion of
Hezekiah, who, according to ver. 30 and 2 Chron.
xxxii. 7, had encouraged them to trust in Jehovah.
He knew how much the people were accustomed
to the worship on the high-places, and how much
more convenient it was for them.

Ver. 23. Now, therefore, make a bargain

with, Ac., nnJl i. «m Take account, moreover, of the

lack of a proper military force, of which cavalry

forms an important part 3"Wnn d°©s not mean

:

" Promise to my Lord w
(Luther), nor, " lay a wager

with my Lord " (Bunsen, Von Meyer). 2"iy means
to cftange, exchange, barter (Kzek. xxvii. 9, 27). In
the hithpael it means to enter into intercourse with
(Ps. cvi. 35; Prov. xxiv. 21). The reference here
is to a mutual giving and taking, not to entering
into a contest (Knobel). The sense is: Even if

any one should give thee ever so many horses,

thou hast not men who are fit to ride upon and
use them. [It is a strong expression of contempt
for the military power of the Jews. .You talk

about opposing me by force, but even if I, your
enemy, should furnish you with horses, you could
not lindunen to form cavalry. If you should make
term 8 with me so that I gave you these odds, it

would not do you any good.—W. G. S.]. y&F\

means literally : to cause to face about, i. &, to put to

flight The fiiriB ,the governors of provinces, were

likewise commanders in the army in time of
war, 1 Kings xx. 24 (cf. xxii. 31); "the least" is

the one who, commands the smallest number of
soldiers. Drechsler's interpretation seems to
us to be entirely mistaken. According to him
there is no reference here to war, and y&7\ , Ac.

has the signification : to reject a suppliant, so that
the sense is, " He rHezekiah] will have to concede
every demand and yield to every wish which is

brought before him by such a person [as one of
these governors]."—On the chariots see 1 Kings
x. 28 sq.—In ver. 25 Rab-shakeh presents the
matter in a light exactly contrary to that in which
the Jews look at it : So far from thy being justi-

fied in relying upon Jehovah, He is, on the con-
trary, on our side, and it is by His command that
we are come hither to destroy Jerusalem. This
was, as Olerious says, purum putem- mendacium.

As an Assyrian he did not believe at all in the
God of Israel, but only made use of this form of
statement, cf. vers. 34 and 35. It can hardly be that
he meant to refer to the successes which the Assy-
rians had had up to this time as proofs that they
were under the guidance and approval of Jehovah
(Calmet, Thenius). Still less can we suppose that
he " had heard of the declarations of the prophets,
who had predicted this distress as a punishment
sent by Jehovah " (Knobel, Von Gerlach, Keil,
Vitringa and others.) [At the same time, if we
impute to Rab-shakeh such a disbelief in the exist-
ence of Jehovah as makes his reference to His pro-
vidence here a pure fiction, merely assumed for
the purpose of producing an effect upon the listen*

ers who did believe in Jehovah, we shall introduce
a modern or monotheistic idea into the speech of
an ancient heathen and polytheist, to whom it was
foreign. The characteristic of the Jewish mono-
theistic religion was exclusiveness, intolerance.
The polytheistic heathen religions did not deny
the existence of the national divinities of each
separate nation. The fact that Rab-shakeh be-
lieved in the Assyrian divinities does not, there-
fore, exclude all belief on his part in Jehovah. In
ver. 12 he assumes the existence of gods of the
countries mentioned. In xvil 26 we have another
instance of the usual heathen conception. That was,
that every nation had its own divinities. These
were conceived of as existing and being true gods,
one as much as the other, in all the sense in which
heathen ever conceived of gods as truly existing.
Each nation held its own god or gods to be greater
and mightier than those of other nations, but
thought it necessary, especially when in a foreign
couutry, to pay proper respect to the local divinity.
Rab-shakeh no doubt went thus far, at least, in
his " belief in " Jehovah, and his claim to enjoy
the favor of Jehovah was either a pure assumption,
good at least until the event contradicted it, or it

was founded upon the successes hitherto won, or
it took advantage of such prophecies of the Jew-
ish prophets as he may have heard of. Cf. the
bracketed note on p. 57 of Pt.-IL in regard to
Naaman's idea of Jehovah.—W. G. S.l

Ver. 26. Then said Eliakim, Ac As the
haughty words of Rab-shakeh, especially what he
had last said (ver. 25), might have a depressing
effect upon the soldiers posted on the wall, the
king's ambassadors interrupted him and begged
him, in a friendly manner, to speak Syriac To
this he gives a rude answer. JWlg i. «., Syriac,

—

[more strictly and correctly, Aramaic. The name
Syriac is commonly restricted to a later dialect of
the Aramaic.—W. G. S.J—" was spoken in ancient
times in Syria, Babylonia, and Mesopotamia " (Ge-
senius). It was " the connecting link between the
languages of Eastern [middle] Asia and the Sem-
itic languages of Western Asia " (Drechsler). On
account of the intercourse between the Hebrews
and these nations, the high court-officials especi-
ally were acquainted with Hebrew. The Hebrew
and the Aramaic were closely related languages
(Ez. iv. 7). Rab-shakeh spoke Hebrew in this
case, not out of politeness, but in order that he
might be understood by the listening people, who
were not acquainted with any other language. His

object was to influence the common people, fjj

and 5?K in ver. 27 have no distinction of meaning.
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In IsaL xxxvl 12 we find fo for fy . Rab-shakeh

pretends to be a friend of " the people.** So he says,

IB substance : Te are abusing your common peo-

ple. In exposing them to a wasting siege ye are

bringing them, with yourselves, into the direst ex-

tremity, so that they will at last be compelled to

consume their own excrement (Compare similar

abominations, chap. vi. 28, sq.) " Instead of the

Vulgar word DiTftfin , exorementa sua, and DiTO'tA

urtnas suas, the keri substitutes the euphemisms

BflRlV tJieir out-going, and Dm^tf} MD'Dt Ou toater

of their feet The text is punctuated for these
readings " (Knobel). *TlDg5_ stands here as in 1

Kings viii. 32. Ewald :
" He now, for the first time,

took up a position directly in front of the wall."

It can hardly mean what Keil upderstands :
" He

took up a position calculated for effect. He does
exactly the contrary of what they begged him to
do. He approaches nearer in order to be still more
distinctly heard by the people," and " follows still

more directly his object of influencing the minds
of the common soldiers " (Drechsler).

Ver. 31. Make terms with me, Ac. Vulg.:

Facite mecum quod vobis est utile. Luther: Accept

my favor. But rD"13 means blessing, and implies

the same as Di^> peace, prosperity (Josh. ix. 15),

for peace was concluded with mutual blessings,

and expressed wishes for prosperity on either

hand (1 Chron. xviii. 10). Gome out to me, the

usual expression for besieged who " go out " and
surrender to the besiegers (1 Sam. xi. 3; Jerem.
xxi. 9 ; xxxviii. 17). The threats are now follow-

ed by wheedling and promises. Then eat ye, &a

;

i. e., ye shall lead a life which is in every way
raceful and happy. See 1 Kings iv. 25. Until
come, ver. 32. Not, " until I come back from

Kgypt " (Knobel), but, in general ; I will come and
take you away. It appears, therefore, that, " Even
in case of a capitulation, the Assyrians proposed
to transport the Jewish population, according to

their usual custom. For the proofs that they were
accustomed to adopt this measure with all subju-

gated nations see Hengstenberg, Be rebus Tyriis,

p. 51. sq" (Keil). [On these deportations see the
Supplementary Note after the Exeg. section on chap,

xvii. The first one on record is there noticed, as

well as a large number both out of, and into, Syria
and Samaria.] We need not attempt to define the

land referred to. The whole promise was a mere
pretext iny JVT is the olive-tree which bears oil-

producing fruit, in distinction from the wild olive-

tree.

Ver. 33. Have the gods of the nations de-
livered each his land, Ac. Finally the speaker
puts the Assyrian power (the " king of Assyria " is

nere used generally for the Assyrian imperial power,
not for Sennacherib in particular) above the might
of all the national divinities, and therefore above the
supposititious god Jehovah, and proves the justice

of the assumption by those successes of the Assy-
rian power which no one could deny. It is very
skillful of him to close his speech with this argu-

ment which he considers the strongest and nrost

effective. He means to say: If all the gode of
these numerous and mighty nations could no' re-

sist the might of Assyria, "much less will J *ho-

vah, the insignificant god of an insignificant nation,
be able to do so " (Knobel). It is true that he
thereby falls into a contradiction of what he had
himself said in ver. 25, and this shows that his

words there were empty pretence.—In ver. 34,

Drechsler translates *n^g both times by the singu-

lar, following the Vulgate. But as it must be
taken as a plural in ver. 33, so also here, especi-

ally as it is a fact that those nations had more
than one god each. On Uamath, Sepharvaim, and
Joah see uotes on chap. xvii. 24, 30 sq. Many hy-
potheses have been suggested in regard to Arpad.
As it is mentioned her eand IsaL x. 9, xxxvii. 13,

and Jerem. xlix. 23, in connection with Hamath, it

must have belonged to Syria. We have " no trace
of it either in writings or elsewhere " (Winer). It
cannot be certainly affirmed that the district Arfad
in northern Syria, seven hours* journey north of
Haleb (Keil), is the same place. Hena is also men-
tioned with Joah in chap. xix. 13, and in IsaL
xxxviL 13, but its location is as little ascertainable

as that of the latter place. It is more probable
that we must look for it in Mesopotamia (Winer)
than on the Phoenician frontier (Ewald). [In 742,
when Tiglath Pileser conquered Syria (see Sttpp.

Note on chap. xv. p. 161), the city of Arpad alone
resisted him with any success. It held out for

three years. The same city joined Samaria and
Damascus in the revolt mentioned in the Snpp.
Note on chap. xviL p. 189. Sargon reconquered it.

It is, therefore, certain that it was in Syria, though
the identification with Arfad is doubtful It was
a large and important city, for it is mentioned in

the acts of Sargon, together with Hamath, Damas-
cus, Syria, and Samaria, as among the chief cities

of that part of the world.—Some good maps offer

Hena in the Euphrates valley and identify it with
Anah, or Anatho. Sepharvaim was certainly in

the Euphrates valley (see Exeg. note on xvii. 24) and
it is very probable that Hena and Ivah were also

there.—W. G. S.] The Vulg. which Luther, Cleri-

cus, and Thenius follow, takes ^i^^yTPSJ as a ques-

tion. Thenius even considers >pn the original read-

ing. But it cannot well be taken differently from

hV*3 *n tho following verse, where there certainly

is not a question, but an inference, as in ver. 20. The
sentence is abbreviated. In full it would read:

Where are the gods of Samaria that they should

have saved it ? Jehovah will be just as unable to

save Jerusalem. The gods of Samaria are includ-

ed in those " of the nations."—But the people
held their peace, ver. 36. In Isaiah the word

DOTl i» wanting, so that ^B^in/fi on^y refers to the

three officers. Of course Hezekiah had forbidden

them to reply, or to enter into any negotiations,

partly because he reserved this responsibility to

himself, and partly in order not to provoke the

enemy still more. Because they kept silence, the

people, to whom Rab-shakeh had addressed his last

words, also kept silence. Hezekiah could not have
commanded the people to keep silence, because he
did not know beforehand that Rab-shakeh would
address himself to them instead of to the ambassa-
dors. The latter returned with rent garments, in

grief and sorrow, not only for the hard message
which they had to bring, but also on account of

the insults to the king, and still more on account
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of the blasphemies against Jehovah, which they

bad been obliged to hear. See chap. vi. 30.

Chap. xix. ver. 1. And it oame to pass whoa
king Hesokiah heard it, Ac. The sackcloth

which Hezekiah put on was not only a garment of
sorrow, but also a garment of penitence, as in 1

Kings ii. 32 ; 2 Kings vi 30. The king saw in

this event a divine chastisement (ver. 3). The
rabbis use the passage to prove that when blas-

phemies are uttered, not only those who hear them,

but also those to whom they are reported, ought
to rend their garments (See Schottgen, Her. Hebr.

on Matt xxvi. 65). Hezekiah goes into the tem-

ple, "in order to humble himself before God and
to pray for help " (Thenius). - At the same time

he sends a solemn embassy of the highest officers

and the most important men to the prophet Isaiah.

The elders of the priests are the most notable

amongst them. " Embassies are often sent to the

prophets by the kings in times of extraordinary

distress " (Yon Gerlach), cf. Numb, xxil 5 ; Jerem.

xxL 1). It is very significant of the comparative

position of prophets and priests that the latter

were chosen as ambassadors to the former. The
priests were officers only by virtue of their birth.

The prophets were chosen men of God, filled with

His Spirit "Isaiah was the only one to whom
the nation could turn under the circumstances, the

one to whom it must turn. From the point of

time referred to in Isai vii. 3 sq. he presided over

this work of divine discipline " (Drechsler). The-

nius' remark : " This official embassy was intended

to encourage the people/1
is an error. It was not

sent with any politic intention at all, but.sprang

from the need of reliable counsel in a desperate

situation. Hezekiah desired first of all to know
004*8 will. He therefore sent to the approved and
highly honored prophet—A day of distress, Ac,

ver. 3. Luther incorrectly, following the Vulg.

(et inerepationis et blaephemict) : and des ScheUens

und L&stems [B. Y. of rebuke and blasphemy].

nrotR means chastisement, punishment (Hos. v. 9

;

Ps. cxlix. 7). ri¥tO means disdain, abhorrence

especially of the people by God (Deut xxxiL 19

;

Lament ii. 6). [The meaning here is that it is a

day on which God has disdainfully rejected his

people, and left them to their enemies.—W. G. S.]

—For the children are come to the opening
of the womb, &c. The proverb is tajcen from

the crisis in child-bearing, where the child is in the

midst of the birth, but the strength of the mother
fails on account of the continuous pains, so that

she and the child are both in danger. Clericus,

therefore, interprets it of the situation of those in

great peril, who know what they must do in order

to escape, but who feel that it is beyond their

power to take the necessary measures, and who
fear that, if they should make the attempt, ail

would be lost—^|M , ver. 4, non ett dubitanOs

particula, sed bene sperantis (Clericus). He hopes
that God will not allow the words which have
been spoken to go unnoticed. The Lord thy
God, inasmuch as the prophet is in an especial

sense His servant. The remnant are those who,
like Jerusalem, were not yet in the power of the

Assyrians, who had already overrun the country

and captured the strongholds.

Yer. & And Isaiah said unto them, fto. The

prophet does not call the officers of the king D*"pJJ

»

but D'HW . He does not thereby simply desig-

nate them as "servants," or, in fact, "body-ser-
vants," as Thenius insists. There is rather a con-
temptuous cignificance in the word, which is never
used of old men, such as these officers were.
Knobel: " The youths, the youngsters.' 1 Ewald
and Umbreit even render it: "The boys" ; Drechs-
ler: "The guards, the rank and file, who have no
discretionary judgment" [Herein lies the con-
tumely of the epithet These high officers are
called by a name applicable only to those who
have nothing to do but mechanically obey orders.

It is like calling cabinet ministers, who are, in a
good sense, " servants " of the State, public lack-

eys.—W. G. 8.]—I will inspire him with suoh
a spirit, Ac, ver. 7. Malvenda'a rendering : Veniet

per aerem nuneius sen rvnnor
y
is entirely erroneous.

"Others understand by * spirit' here, a wind, es-

pecially a noxious wind, the Simoom, or something
of that kind, which can sweep away a whole army,
and which the angel (ver. 36) may nave used as an
instrumentality " (Richter). Thai, however, is not
the meaning, nvi is often used for disposition,

state of mind. (Knobel: I will awaken in him
such s state of mind. Thenius: a despondent
disposition or mood. Similarly Theodoret: irvevfia,

rijv deOuav olpcu dyfoirv). Here it evidently means
more than that, and refers to the " extraordinary
impulsion of a divine inspiration which is to hurry
liim blindly on " (Drechsler). This spirit is to
leave him. no rest, so that, as soon as a certain

rumor reaches his ears, he shall hurry away. The
sense is, therefore: I will bring it about that he
shall feel himself powerfully impelled to retreat

The " rumor " which he is to hear is not the news
of the defeat of his army (Lightfoot, Thenius), for

he was with his army in person, but the news
of Tirhakah's approach (ver. 9). This news was
the first and immediate occasion of his retreat

The destruction of his army was then added, and
this hastened his steps. The prophet does not,

therefore, refer expressly to the latter. Drechsler

finds in this a kind of "pedagogic wisdom, for

thus he forced Hezekiah and the people to put im-
plicit faith in the word of God upon which they
had to rely."—And I will cause him to fall by
the sword in his own land. The assertion that

this declaration is put in the mouth of Isaiah by
the historian, post eventum, is both arbitrary and
violent It appears also in the other narrative,

Isaiah xxxvil 7, in the same words. It therefore

belongs to the common source of both, which
Isaiah himself wrote.

Yer. 8. So Bab-shakeh returned. He did

not, therefore, forthwith commence the siege, al-

though he had come to Jerusalem with a large

force (chap, xviii. 17), but first reported to his

master that he had accomplished nothing by his

speeches, and had found Jerusalem strongly forti-

fied. He found Sennacherib making war before

Libnah. In regard to this city, see note on chap,

viii. 22. It lay some distance north [north-west]

of Lachish, about as far from it as from Jerusalem,

which lay to the northeast of both. [The position

is uncertain.' On the authority of Eusebius, Go-
senius, Thenius, and Keil place it in the neighbor-

hood of Eleutheropolia or Beit Jibrin. Lenormant
puts Libnah on his map S. E. of Lachish.] It fol-
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lows that Sennacherib had not, in the mean time,

advanced southwards, towards Egypt, but north-

wards, that is, he had retreated. Uhis he had
done, no doubt, on account of Tirhakah's advance.

It can hardly be, as Keil and Thenius suppose,

that he liad taken Lachish, for, if he had done so,

he would probably have remained in that place,

and not have retreated. Lachish appears to have
been so strong by nature that he could not take it

at once, and therefore desired to get possession of

Libnah at least. He heard the news of Tirhakah's

advance, not at Libnah, but while he was besieg-

ing Lachish. In the first place he passed by Jeru-

salem, but it was now of the utmost importance

to him to get possession of this strong position,

so as not to have it in his rear. [On this point

also see the Supplementary Note.]—Tirhakah, who is

called by Manetho, TapcwaJf, by Strabo, Tiapnuv 6

Aldiu\l>, on Egyptian monuments Tahrka or Tahra-

ka, "is represented on the Pylon of the great

temple of Medinet-Abu in the guise of a king,

who is slaughtering, before the god Ammon, ene-

mies from the conquered countries, Egypt, Syria,

and Tepopa (a country which cannot be identi-

fied) " (Keil). When, and how long, he ruled over

Egypt, are questions which do not here concern us

further. (See Niebuhr, GescK Assyr., s. 72 and
458). Me is described, like Sesostris, as one of

the great conquerors of the ancient world (Strabo

L 45). This was the ground for the effect which
his approach produced.

Ver. 9. He sent messengers again unto
Hezekiah. Instead of 2W*\ we find in Isal

xxxvii. 9 yot^l • Drechsler thinks that this word

is much more forcible, and that it is repeated from
the beginning of the verse, in order to show that

Sennacherib sent the messengers as soon as he
heard the news. The text before us, however,
seems to be the better one, as Delitsch also admits
in this case. The point to be emphasized is,

not that Sennacherib sent at once upon hearing

this news, but that he sent again, made another
attempt to get possession of Jerusalem by capitu-

lation, without drawing the sword, for Jerusalem
was far stronger than Samaria, and the latter cost

Shalmaneser a three years' siege.—On ver. 10 see

chap, xviii. 30, and on ver. 11 cf. the similar piece

of boasting, Isai. x. 8-11. This time Sennacherib
addresses himself directly to Hezekiah by a letter,

and hopes for better success than was won by his

servants. The letter contains the same arguments
as Rab-shakeh's speech, with this difference, that

still more countries which had been conquered by
the Assyrian arms are here enumerated, in order

to heighten the effect DD^nn^ (w. 11), not: tn

order to destroy them, but; so that they destroyed, or:

by this, fltat tliey destroyed them ; strictly : by devot-

ing them to destruction. Cf. Deut. ii. 34; in. 6;
Josh. viii. 26; 1 Sam. xv. 3, 8; Numb. xxi. 3.

—

In ver. 1 2 the countries which Rab-shakeh had not
mentioned are mentioned first, and then, in ver. 13,

those which he had mentioned. On Gozan see
note on chap. xvii. 6. The mention of this place
in connection with Haran in Mesopotamia (Gen.
xi 31) does not force us to conclude that it refers

to Gauzanitis in that country. " The enumeration
is founded on historical, not on geographical facts

"

(Keil). Rezeph was a place in the district of Pal-
myra, in eastern Syria, which Ptolemy calls (5,15)

'Vyo6<f>a. It was a day's journey west of the Eu-
phrates (Winer, J?.- W.-B.). Jalkuti mentions nine

cities of this name in his geographical dictionary.

The one here referred to was probably the most
important amongst them. Eden is certainly not

the Syrian Eden (Amos i. 6), for the reference hers

is to Assyrian conquests ; but is the Eden men-
tioned in connection with Oanneh and Haran, in

Ezek. xxvii. 23. It must, therefore, be sought in

Mesopotamia. It is quite uncertain where Thetasor

was, and whether it was a city or a district. Per-

haps it was in Mesopotamia, like the other places

here mentioned, or perhaps it was in Babylon, for

^F\ (hill) occurs at the first part of many Baby-

lonian geographical names. Ewald considers it

identical with Theleda, near Palmyra. According

to Delitsch, it is " Thelser of the Tab. Peutmgn
on the east side of the Tigris." The children of

Eden " may have been a tribe which had just

then acquired importance, had established itself in

Thelasar, a place which did not originally belong

to it, and had founded a kingdom there, as -the

Chaldeans did in Babylon " (Drechsler).-—On ver.

13 see notes on chap. xvii. 24 and xviii. 34.

Ver. 14. And Hezekiah received the letter.

The plural, D^IDD , has here a singular significa-

tion ; Uteres, epistola, as the suffix in VlfepBJ

shows. Hezekiah went into the temple to pray,

after the receipt of Sennacherib's letter, as he had

done after Rab-shakeh's speech (ver. 1). Ho
spread it before the Lord, as it were before

the throne of Jehovah. It is incomprehensible

that Gesenius should have asserted that Hezekiah

did this with the same motive with which the Thi-

betans set up their prayer-machines before their

gods, in order that the gods may read the prayers

lor themselves. The substance of the prayer itself

(ver. 15-19) contradicts any such notion most dis-

tinctly, for the conception of the one sole God of

heaven and earth, as opposed to all heathen con-

ceptions of divinity, which here appears, excludes

totally any such coarse anthropomorphic fantasy.

It is impossible to impute any such gross supersti-

tion to that king of Israel, who displayed zeal

against idolatry such as no king since David had

shown, and who stood in such relation as we have

seen to Isaiah, the most gifted of the prophets.

Nor can we explain to ourselves Hezekiah's action

in spreading the letter before God, with Keil

and Von Gerlach, as " child-like faith and confi-

dence," for it would have been more than " child-

ish " if Hezekiah had believed that this letter must

be presented to God for Him to see and read it

Himself. Still less can we suppose that his object

was ut populwn earum Uterarum conspedu ad devm

orandum excUaret (Clericus). It was rather a signifi-

cant, or symbolic, act Hezekiah solemnly hands

over the letter, the documentary blasphemy, to Je-

hovah. He spreads it before Jehovah and leaves to

Him the work of punishing it Lisco : " The act of

spreading out the letter before Jehovah is a sym-

bolic presentation of the great distress into which

he has been brought by Sennacherib, and to which

his prayer refers.
1' Delitsch: "It is a prsyer

without words, a prayer in action, which then

S
asses into a spoken prayer.h He calls upon Je-

ovah as the God of Israel i. «., as the one who
has chosen Israel out of all the nations of the

earth to be His own people, and has made a cove-
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nant with this nation, and who, therefore, sits be-

tween the cherubim f and dwells amongst His cho-

sen people (see the dissertation on the Significance

of the Temple under 1 Kings vi., § 6, c and d)y is not,

however, a mere national divinity like the gods of

the nations which the Assyrians had conquered, as

Sennacherib supposed, but is the One, Almighty
Creator of heaven and earth. In Isai. xxxvil 16

we find with rrlrp the word HifcGV i
iravroKp6-

Tup (2 Sam. v. 10 ; vil 8). This would hardly have
been left out if the author had found it in the origi-

nal document which served as his authority. " (tin

in fettrrnntt w an emphatic repetition, and so a

reinforcement, of the subject, as in Isai. xliii. 25

;

1L 12, Ac. ; to Hie (not, to es Hie), that is, to, ntdlus

alius" (Delitsch).

Ver. 1 6. Lord,bow down thine ear. Drechs-

ler :
u This express mention of the two chiefsenses,

the development of each of the two chief ideas, ac-

cording to their details, into a twofold prayer, the

complete symmetry of the two clauses of the sen

tence, the repetition of rri.T in the second clause

—all these conspire to give to the prayer the

greatest urgency and emphasis." The singular,

"thine ear," with the plural, "thine eyes," is a

standing formula (Ps. xvil 6 ; xxxl 2, Ac.). " When
we wish to hear, we bend down one ear to the

speaker; when we wish to see, we open both
eyes " (Gesenius). That " open thine eyes " does
not mean :

" Read the letter " (Enobel) is evident
from Isai. 115, where the reference is not to a let-

ter at all, but only to a prayer. The second " hear "

is equivalent to " notice," " pay heed to." [The
anthropomorphism is plain. The explicit mention
of the senses in addressing God is intended to ex-

press the most urgent prayer for attention.—-W.

G. S.]—In ver. 17 Hezekiah admits the truth of
what Sennacherib had boasted of, namely, the sub-

jugation of all those peoples and countries. By the

following words he means to say : This was possi-

ble for him because they had no protection and no
help in their gods of wood and stone ; but thou,

Jehovah I our God, art the only God, the Almighty
One, Who canst help. Help then thy people for

thine own glory, that all nations may know Thee
as the One True God (ver. 19). annn does not

mean : to put to death by the sword (Luther), but: to

devastate, to destroy. Ezck. xix. 7 ; Judges xvi. 24.

Instead of the nations and their lands, Isaiah

xxxvil 18 reads: "all the lands and their (own)
land." [E. V. (as an escape from the difficulty)
11

all the nations and their lands."] The reading

of Isaiah is not to be preferred " on account of its

greater difficulty " (Keil, Drechsler). On the con-

trary, the text of Kings seems to be more correct,

as the majority of the commentators admit The-
nius goes so far as to say that the text of Isaiah

must be " totally rejected." The explanation that

the Assyrians had, in consequence of their numer-
less wars, devastated their own country, is alto-

gether too forced. It does not fit the context, for,

if it were adopted, then " their gods " in ver. 18
might refer to the gods of the Assyrians. Neither

does jirwi » in Isaiah, deserve to be preferred, as the

more difficult reading, to the OH^ of the text be-

fore us. Knobel gives an incorrect interpretation

of the words: And have oast their gods into

the fire. Hezekiah does not mean " to put their

godliness in its proper light," and to say: "They
acted wickedly even from their own stand-point,

since they held these idols to be gods, and never-
theless destroyed them." Drechsler's remark is

more correct :
" Standing themselves in the midst

of the heathen modes of thought, and moving with
the mythologic tendency which was in the process
of development, they recognized the deep connec-
tion between the religion of a people, its national

cultus, and its identity as a particular individual in

the family of nations. It was a result of this fun-

damental conception that the idols of conquered
peoples were often carried into captivity." [That
is, the whole nationality was taken captive, reduced
to submission, and carried away by the victor,

root and branch.—Hezekiah's mention of the de-
struction of the heathen gods (idols), in his prayer,

therefore, belongs to his description of the com-
pleteness of the Assyrian victory, and the utter ex-
tirpation of the nationalities which they had con-
quered.—W. G. S.] Thenius refers, in his com-
ment on this passage, to Botta, Monum. pi 140,
" where an idol is being hewn in pieces while the
booty from a conquered city is being carried out
and weighed."—Therefore they have destroyed
them. They were easily able to do so, he means
to say, because these were gods made by men's
hands out of wood and stone. " It will, however,
and it must, be entirely different, if he now pro-

ceeds to assail Jehovah " (Drechsler). [The con-
nection of thought may be thus developed: His
boast is true. He has indeed uprooted the nations,

devastated their countries, and destroyed their idols,

in whom they trusted for protection. The inference

he desires us to draw is, that Jehovah, our God, in

whom we trust, will not be able to save us, any
more than these gods to save their worshippers.

But what is the assumption on which this inference

entirely depends ? It is that Jehovah is only an-

other god like those. But they are only pieces of
wood and stone, while Jehovah is the sole and al-

mighty God of hosts. Hence the assumption is

false, the inference falls to the ground with it, and
the boast, although it is true, is idle.—W. G. S.J

Yer. 20. Then Isaiah . . . sent to Hezekiah,
Ac. He did not probably send the following an-

swer by a "younger prophet," or "prophet-dis-
ciple " (chap. ix. 1) (Knobel), but by the same em-
bassy which Hezekiah, who in the mean time had
gone into the temple, had sent to him. The reply

was not written (Starke), it was delivered orally,

but it is certain that it was recorded by Isaiah.

—

She despises thee, Ac., ver. 21. The entire pas-

sage vers. 21-34 may be divided into three parts.

In the first, vers. 21-28, the haughty Assyrian
himself is addressed. It consists of words especi-

ally adapted to scorn his pretensions. In the sec-

ond, vers. 29-31, the prophet addresses himself

directly to Hezekiah. In the third, vers. 32-34,

the catastrophe of the Assyrian enterprise is sol-

emnly foretold. The commencement of the oracle

constitutes, in form and contents, the strongest

and most confident contrast to the Assyrian haugh-
tiness. [This division is correct for the sense of

the passage. According to its poetic construction,

however, it is rather composed of four strophes,

two of four and two of three verses. The oracle

is highly finished both in its poetic construction,

and in the flow of thought. It commences with
an indignant and scornful outburst of utter con-
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tempt for the Assyrian pretensions (first sir.) ; it

then proceeds to refute them by calmer reasoning

(sea Btr.) ; then it turns to Hezekiah and Judah,

the other parties to the dispute, with encourage-

ment (third str.) ; and finally it gives, with quiet

confidence, a declaration as to the solution of the

crisis (fourth str.).—W. G. S.]—The virgin daugh-

ter, Zlon : not of Zion. Even the stat. const, ffana ,

only expresses the relation of apposition. " Daugh-
ter " is the ordinary figure under which lands and
cities are designated (Isai. xxiiL 12 ; xlvii. 1 ; Jerem.

xlvi. 11 ; Lament i 15). " Virgin " is used of a
city which is as yet unoonquered (see Gesenius on
Isai. xxiiL 12). Here it is prefixed by way of em-
ptosis, and expresses "in contradiction to the

confidence of the Assyrian, the consciousness of
impregnability " (Drechsler). At thee, lit after the*

or behind thee. " This is a picturesque feature in the

description, and is, therefore, mentioned first (He-

brew text). Behind the*, as thou departest in shame
and disgrace " (Drechsler). She wags her head,
not moving it from side to side as a sign of refusal or

disapproval, but up and down, as a sign of ridicule,

Pa. xxii. 7 ; dx. 25; Job xvi 4; Jerem. xviil 16.

She shows "by this gesture that it must have
turned out so and not otherwise " (Delitsch). This
acorn and ridicule is well deserved, because Sen-

nacherib had blasphemed the Most High, therefore,

ver. 22: Whoa hast thou insulted and blas-

phemed ? He that sitteth upon the heavens shall

laugh.—Lifted voice, not in the sense of shouting

aloud (Drechsler, Keil) (for Rab-shakeh was the

only one who had lifted up his voice in this sense,

not Sennacherib), but in the more general sense of

uttering words against anybody [a poetic expres-

sion for speaking]. DVio is not the "height of

thine eyes " (Umbreit), but on high, upwards to-

wards heaven; cf. Isal IviL 15, "I dwell in the

high and holy place." It does not, therefore,

simply mean, as in Isal xL 26, to look up towards
heaven, but, as is seen by the following words:
" Against the Holy One of Israel," & h** *n acces-

sory reference to that pride and arrogance, which
places itself on a level with Him who dwells in

heaven. The Holy One of Israel is, it is true,

the name which is peculiar to Isaiah, but here it is

used because "Jehovah is especially designated

by the title which distinctly implies that His
majesty cannot be outraged by anybody with im-

punity, Isal v. 16" (Drechsler). The Sept and
Vulg. [and E. V.] translate, in violation of the

masoretio accents: "Against whom hast thou
lifted up thy voice, and lifted up thine eyes on
high ? Against the Holy One of Israel I

"

Ver. 23. By thy messengers thorn hast
insulted the Lord. The "messengers" are

those mentioned in ver. 9. In Isai. xxxvii. 24
we find instead: "thy servants," evidently re-

ferring to those mentioned in chap, xviii. 17. The
speech which the prophet here puts in the mouth
of Sennacherib, and in which he gives the key to

all Ihe feelings and disposition of the latter, is di-

vided into two partB by the emphasized >2K in

vers. 23 and 24. Then each principal clause

is subdivided. The Sept, Vulg, Luther, and
others take all the verbs in both verses as perfect

tenses, but it is incorrect because the perfect w!jtt

,

ver. 23, is followed by the two futures JTTDK and

nj$ttl$i and likewise the perfect Vng, ver. 24,

by yniTH. It is still less admissible to refer ver.

23 to past time and ver. 24 to future time, and to

translate the perfect Tl^J as a perfect, but the

perfect vnD *s en imperfect, as is often dons,

The rule which here applies is the one given by

Gesenius (Eebr. Gramm. § 126, 4): "The perfect

may even refer to the future, especially in strong

affirmations and assurances, in which the speaker

regards the matter, in his own will, as already

done, or as good as accomplished- In German
[and English] the present is used in such cases in*

stead of the future "
(cf. Ewald, Lehrb. % 135, c.).

This use is common in prophecies, Isai. ix. 1 ; v.

13. Of. Ps. xxxi 6; Gen. xv. 18; xvii. 20. We
therefore translate, with De Wette, Hhrig, Knoba),

Umbreit, Ewald, and others, both perfects by the

present, especially as it could not, in any sense, be

said of Sennacherib that he had already dried up

all the rivers of Egypt Sennacherib boasts not

so much of what he has done as of what he eaa

do ; he represents himself as almighty. Yet it if

true that "in each of the two verses, the second

clause gives the consequence of the first, that is

to say, the second clause tells, in each case, what

the Assyrian proposes to do after he has accom-

plished what is mentioned in the first clause"

(Keil). Dreohsler's objection that this makes the

Assyrian appear as an " empty boaster," who, " in

ridiculous hyperboles piles up a catalogue of things

which he boastfully intends to do," has no weight,

for it is not the prophet's intention to mention all

the great things which the Assyrian has already

done, but to show what he imagines that he ean

do. He does not mean to make him enumerate the

great deeds which he has accomplished, but be

means to describe his disposition, the thoughts of

his heart—This saswero the question whether the

words which are here put into the mouth of Sen-

nacherib are to be taken literally (historically) or

figuratively. Many of the old commentators

thought that they wese literal and historical

Drechsler adopts this view. He says: "The

greater the deeds were which he boasted of, the

more necessary it was, if he did not wish to pro-

duce an entirely contrary effect from the one which

the words seem to indicate, that there should be

earnest facts behind his words, and that they should

rest upon incidents which could not be denied, but

were notorious." Keil justly objects that there is

not the slightest reason to believe that Sennache-

rib, or any of his predecessors, ever crossed Mt
Lebanon, with all his chariots and military force,

and conquered Egypt, or dried up its rivers. Um-

breit also says :
" We do not see what the cutting

down of the cedars and cypresses signifies, under

this interpretation." "Nevertheless, the speech,

although it is here given in a rhetorical and poet-

ical form, is not mere poetry. The figures used

rest upon actual circumstances, and the speech is

not exhausted if we simply interpret it to mean

:

There exists no effectual hindrance to my P *?^
neither heights nor depths, neither mountains with

impenetrable forests, nor plains which are barren

and waterless, or cut up by rivers. On the con-

trary, ver. 23 refers direeUy to Palestine, and vet
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14 to Egypt. Lebanon is the mountain which
forms the northern boundary of Palestine. It

shuts it in and forms the gateway to it (cf. Zaoh.
xi 1, Cocceius : Libanon imtmmentum terrm Canaan
versus septentrionem esty When an enemy has
passed over it and occupied it* the whole land lies

open before him ; it is in his power. Just as the
word "gate" is made to cover that to which the
gate leads, so Lebanon here stands for the whole
country to which it is the key (Isai xxxiii. 9 ; hit.
2). [There is no instance of this use of language.
Lebanon is often spoken of as one of the gloria
of the country ; never as standing for, covering, or
representing the country. The two instances quoted
belong to the former usage. In Isai. xxxiii. 9, Leb-
anon is mentioned with Sharon and Bashan, the
other especial sources of pride to the country, as
lying waste. In xxxv. 2, among the details of the
future glory which was to be enjoyed, Lebanon
is mentioned to say that it shall recover its former
grandeur. In neither case does it, in any sense,

stand for the land of Canaan.—W. G. 8.] As in

the north Canaan was shut in by Lebanon, so it

was enclosed and protected on the south by the
waterless desert of Beersheba (Gen. xxi 14), which
.is contiguous to the desert El Tin (Herodotus iii.

6, Robinson, Palestine L, 300). Beyond are the
rivers, the arms of the Nile which protect Egypt
These two great hindrances, the mountain on the
north, and the desert and then the rivers on the
south, the haughty king declares to be insignificant

He can pass over Lebanon even with his chariots,

and can dry up the rivers of Egypt with the soles

of his feet. But all this even does not exhaust
the meaning of this speech. If, namely, ver. 23
only meant to say : The highest mountain in the
country is no hindrance for me, then we could not
Bee what was the significance of the following

words: And I will haw down its loftiest

oedars and its ohoiceat cypresses. It cannot
refer to any actual cutting down of these trees,

since Sennacherib had no reason for devastating
Lebanon, or for wanting cedar or cypress wood.
Mdreover the cedars and cypresses were no partic-

ular hindrance to him. We have here another in-

stance of the figure which occurs in Jerem. xxil

6, ,7, 23; Esek. xvii. 8, only somewhat farther

elaborated. Lebanon is the kingdom of Judah, its

summit is Jerusalem, the city of David and Mount
Zkm. Its cedars and cypresses are its princes and
mighty men, whom Sennacherib thinks that he can
••hew down." Its "resting-place" and "forest-

grove " are the king's palace on Mount Zion ; there

he intends to. make his encampment (Isai x. 29.

See Delitsch on Isai. xxxvil 24). fejrig 1]P is not

a designation for the " places on Mount Lebanon
which were thickly grown with herbs " (Furst),

but for the forest on its summit, which consisted of
beautiful trees forming an orchard-like grove, see

Isai xxix. 17. " The predicate ' garden ' is applied

to this forest because it consists of choice trees "

(Drechsler). [It rather resembles a carefully kept
grove or orchard than an untrained forest—W. G.
8.] Both expressions are decisive in favor of the
figurative acceptation of the passage, for we can-

not suppose that there was a real " inn/' or " rest-

ing-place/1 on the summit of Lebanon (Clericns,

Vitringa, BoeenmuUer) ; in the first place, because
there is no mention of any such thing, and again,

because, if there had been, it would not have been

of any importance to Sennacherib. Moreover,
"Resting-place" [literally "inn'] and "forest-

grove " are in apposition, but a forest is not an inn,

and can only be called a " resting-place " in so far as
it is a shady place fit to rest in, that is, in a figura-

tive sense. There is, however, in both expressions

a reference to the " House of the Forest of Leba-
non" (1 Kings vii. 2; Isai. xxii. 8), which repre-

sented the defensive military force (see 1 Kiugs
vii, Exeg. on ver. 2, and Hist § 2), and which re-

sembled a forest on account of its cedar columns.
The full sense of ver. 23, therefore, which, because
it affected Hezekiah, is more detailed than ver. 24*

which refers to Egypt, is this : I am putting an
end to the kingdom of Judah with its capital, its

citadel, its kings, and its princes, and all its glory.

[The figurative interpretation is adopted by all the
commentators of note, but the above special apphV
cation of the details of the verse to "Mount Zion,"

the "King's palace," the "House of the Forest of
Lebanon," the " Princes and Chief men," Ac., Ac.,

suffers from the weakness which is inherent in

every symbolical interpretation which is not directly

suggested in the context It is evident that the sym-
bolical explanations are forced and far-fetched, and*

in the mouth of an Assyrian, inexplicable. More-
over, a careful examination of the other cases where
Lebanon is used in a metaphor (Isai. xxxiii 9 ; xxxv.

2; xxii 6, 7, 23; Ezek. xvii. 3; Hab. il 17) shows
that they differ essentially from this one. The
simile is always formally introduced as such, and
there is no evidence of sny usage of language by
which Lebanon was made to stand for the whole
country as, for instance, " Jerusalem " or " Mount
Zion " were used for the whole nation. The de-

tails given in verse 23 form an exact description of

the march of an army over Lebanon. Let us sup-
pose for a moment that Sennacherib had actually

entered Palestine from the north by passing over
the mountain. He then boasts that by or with the

whole host of his chariots, usually supposed to be
fit only for travelling over a plain, he has even
gone up to the top of the mountain ; that he there

cut down the largest and strongest trees (cypresses

and cedars being the principal trees on Lebanon), in

order to make a way for his army—these mighty
trees, the pride of the mountain, making it difficult

for an army to march through and preserve its

order, had not availed to hinder him. He had
hewn them down and cast them away. He had
found a resting-place and encamped his army on
the very summit of the mountain, in its choicest

and most beautiful forest, which had proved for

him a shelter and resting-place, not a hindrance.

If we thus suppose that, as a fact, he had accom-
plished this difficult military feat, it is seen that

the details of this boast, which is put into his

mouth, fit well into the actual details of such an
undertaking. We will not infer that he had accom-
plished this feat, since no hint of it occurs any-

where, but the accuracy of the details is very re-

markable. Ver. 24, on the other hand, is brief,

and purely poetical. What are we to understand
by parching up rivers with the soles of one's feet ?

This rather corresponds to the nature of a bold en-

terprise, as yet unaccomplished, than to the actual

details of a feat already performed. The attempt
to specify in detail the things referred to by the

separate objects in a bold poetic image or reference

of this kind is always a failure. It only sketches

in bold outline the thoughts, ambitions, and intern
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lions of Sennacherib, being based possibly on actu-

al deeds which he had accomplished, and in this

form it must be left. It is not a partible, but a
poetic and boastful statement, in huge outline, of
what was in his miud. Whether, as an actual fact,

he had led his army over Lebanon or not, he makes
use of such a feat as a general specimen of the
kind of things he was capable of accomplishing. If

he had not done something of that kind, Drechsler's

objection would have great force, that his boast
would be ridiculous. That " Lebanon " figures in

this speech may be merely owing to the fact that

a Jewish prophet puts it into the mouth of the
Assyrian, and Sennacherib .may somewhere else

have passed with his army over a mountain which
was supposed to be impassable. In short, then, it

is a boast, founded probably on some feat which
the Assyrians had accomplished, calling up in vivid

figures their power to overcome hindrances sup-
posed to be insurmountable, and setting forth the
arrogance which these successes had inspired in

them, which led them to think that no obstacles

could stay them. Having passed mountains, they
were ready to believe that they could parch up
rivers. Then follows the rebuke that they had had
all these successes only because they were fore-

ordained instruments of God's Providence, but
that, when they had reached the limit of what he
intended them to do, they could go no farther, and
moreover that their arrogance in ascribing their

success to their own power would call for punish-
ment from* Him.—W. G. S.l

In regard to the detailed exegesis we have yet
to notice *22T\ 2212 , literally: "With chariot

of my chariots," i. c, with my numberless chariots

(cf. Nahum ill. 17, >2M 313). According to Keil

this is " more original
;
" according to Knobel

it is "more choice, more difficult, and therefore

preferable" to ^2T) 313, "with the multitude

of my chariots,n which we ffnd in Isai. xxxvii. 24,

and which the keri, many codices, and all the an-

cient versions have in this place. We agree with
Thenius in preferring the latter reading as the more
natural one. The sense is the same in either case.

Kwald translates: "By the simple march of my
chariots," but the point of importance here is not
the uninterrupted onward march, but that chariots,

which generally are only fit for level ground, are
8aid to have passed over the highest mountains.
Its summit, Cp3")i cf- Jer, vL 22, where the

Sept. has aV fcrjdrov), literally, its outmost limit

or boundary, Yulg. summiias. p^p is decidedly

to be preferred to D1")D i
height (Isai xxxvii. 24), for

it is far more significant, and the idea of "height"
is already expressed in V1D")* •—I dig and drink,
ver. 24. Ver. 23 refers to the subjugation of Pal-

estine; ver. 24 to that of Egypt The digging
does not refer to " the redigging of the wells and
cisterns which had been filled up by the fleeing

enemy " (Thenius), but to the work which is neces-
sary to find water for a great army in a district where
it is wanting. "Strange water" is "water which
is not sprung from the soil of this nation " (Drechs-
ler), not, water which belongs to others (Clericus

:

in alieno solo, quasi in meo, fodiamputeos). "H i» used

ss in Isai. xvii. 10. The word is wanting in the

text of the parallel passage of Isaiah, but it is

very forcible. [This interpretation is not clear.

It must mean either that Sennacherib's army car-

ried with it water from Assyria, which is not con-

ceivable unless possibly for the king alone, or else,

taking the verb as a distinct preterite, that he had
drunk the waters of other nations than Judah, viz^

of Assyria, and hence his strength. This latter hy-
pothesis would not chime well with the next clause
and is not acceptable. Clericus* interpretation is

better. The Assyrian boasts that he comes into

foreign nations and digs for and drinks the water
of their soil—makes use of their resources.—W.
G. S.l On the other hand, where there is a super-

abundance of water, as in Egypt, where the rivers

assure the inhabitants an abundant supply, and, at

the same time, form barriers to an invader (Nile

and 'its arms, see Winer, R-W.-R, L s. 25), there

he parches it up. With the sole of my foot,

a strong hyperbole. It does not mean " under the

footsteps of my countless army" (Knobel). [It

seems to be a purely imaginative and poetic idea,

with which no literal, corresponding, fact can be
associated. It could only be applied to a deity,

and then only by a poetic image, if the river should
disappear by some extraordinary "interposition.

The king, in his self-assumption, asserts that he
will, by some similar god-like power, which is not

probably defined as to its mode of operation, even
in his own mind, dispose of this hindrance when

he meets it.—W. G. S.] 1TO9 k the poetic name

for Egypt [ -NVO ,
" the • land of distress ' (Angst-

land), is a poetic metamorphosis of the Hebrew
name of Egypt," D^>T?t *'</. chap. xix. 6; Mi-

cah vii. 12 " (Ewald).] D*W *re the arms and

canals of the Nile ; Isai. xix. 6 compared with vii.

18; Ezek. xxix. 3; xxx. 12; Micah vii. 12. In

like manner Claudian (De Belle Goth., V. 526)

represents Alarich as boasting: Cum cesserii om-
nis Obsequiis natura meist subsidere nostris. Sub
pedibus monies, arescere vidimus amnes. Drechs-

ler thinks that " the historical acceptation of ver.

24 cannot be refuted," but the notion of drying up
the Nile with the soles of the feet is certainly fig-

urative. [Ver. 24 certainly cannot be understood

literally or historically, see above.] The Nile and
its branches are to Egypt what the Lebanon and
its cedars were to Palestine, viz*, the fortification

and protection of the country. Sennacherib exalts

himself above both as if he were almighty : Where
there is no water, there I know how to bring it

out of the earth, and where a mass of water lies

in my way, I can dry it up.

Ver. 25. Hast thou not heard? Jehovah
now answers Sennacherib's insolent and arrogant

boast (ver. 23 and 24) by a question, the form of

which assumes that he must give an affirmative

reply, as the most lively and sharpest form of re-

buke (see the questions in Job xxxviii.): Thou
speakest as if the greatness of thy might were thy

work, and all which thou hast done an achieve-

ment of thy power. Know that / planned and

ordained it thus of old, and that thou hast only

executed my decrees, and been an instrument in

my hand, cf. Isai vii. 20 ; x. 5 ; vi 12 sq. The old

commentators took "hear" in a literal sense as

referring to the wonderful deeds of God in uelivttr-

ing His people out of Egypt and bringing them to
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Canaan, which, they think, were well known to these words now, the prophet turns to Hezekiah.

Sennacherib ; but the following ftTIK t
ft", shows

that that only is meant which had been accom-
plished by the Assyrians. Hence others have
imagined that there was a reference to prophetic

oracles like IsaL vii. 20 sq. which had come to the

ears of Sennacherib (c/. Jerem. xl. 1-15), but we
may be sure that the prophet did not, in his oracle

against the enemy, refer back to that declaration,

which was pronounced against Israel Still less

can we agree with Thenius that it refers to an
inner hearing of the soul or conscience, or indeed

to " Assyrian oracles which were consulted before

undertaking the expedition." The question has
rather this simple sense : If thou hast never heard
it, then hear it now, and know that I planned and
determined (literally, fashioned) it so (IsaL xxiL

11). Vitringa : Eventum hunc in omni sua nepior6-

oti pnxftrrmaue in consHio mete providentice. pimt)

is used here of time, as in IsaL xxii. 11 ; Dip *0*D

as in IsaL xziil 7 ; Micah vii. 20, " from ancient

days." MfH is generally translated :
" That thou

mayest be for the destruction." Keil and Drechs-

ler: "That there may be fortified cities for de-

struction," as in the formula ljfti> rPD (IsaL v. 5

;

L 13 ; xliv. 16X f. «., that strong cities may be to

be destroyed. [Bahr, in his translation of the

text, follows the latter. The former is strictly

grammatical and less constrained : Thou art to de-

stroy, i. e., this is thy destiny, thou art an instru-

ment for this work.—W. G. S.]—Ver. 26 is close-

ly connected with ver. 25. That the inhabitants

fell down so powerless (literally: were short of

hand, t. «., powerless, Numb. xi. 23 ; IsaL 1. 2), and
made no resistance, was not the work of the As-
syrians, but was foreordained by God. The same
images are used for sudden decay of power in Ps.

xxxvii. 2 ; Isai. xL 6. This series of metaphors
forms a climax. The grass upon the roof is that

which fades more quickly than that of the field,

because it lacks soil (Ps. cxxix. 6). The corn
blasted in the germ is the corn which is blight-

ed and withers away before the blade springs, so

that at the very outset it has the germ of decay in

itself, n!HP is much to be preferred to the less

definite and more general JTDWt ground (IsaL

xxxviL 27).—Besting in peace, going out, and
ooming in (ver. 27) cover all the activity of a
man (Ps. cxxu 8 ; Deut xxviiL 6 ; Ps. cxxxix. 2).

[See note 12 under Grammatical]—Violent hate,
Vitringa : Commotio furibunda, qum ex ira nascitur

tuperbto mixta (IsaL xxviiL 21). Arrogance,
which comes from the feeling of security, Amos vi.

1 ; Pb. cxxiiL 4. The first figure in ver. 28 is taken
from the taming of wild animals, the second from
the controlling of restive horses ffizek. xix. 4

;

xxix. 4 ; IsaL xxx. 28 ; Ps. xxxiL 9). There are

two sculptures at Khorsabad which represent " a
victorious king leading captives, who stand before

him, by a rope and a ring fastened in their lips
"

(Thenius). Dignum superbo supplickm, ut qui se

supra hominem esse putat, ad morem bruti abjidatur

(Sanctius). By the way by whioh thou earnest,

t. 0., with this purpose unaccomplished, without
having readied thine object

Ver. 29. And this be the sign to thee. With

Tibi autem, Ezechia, hoc erit signum (Vulg.). niVt
means in general, as Delitsch accurately observes
(note on Isai. viL 1 1),

" a thing, an event, or an
action, which is intended to serve as a pledge or
proof of the devine certainty of another. Some-
times it is a miracle, openly performed, striking the

senses (Gen. iv. 8 sq.\ sometimes it is a permanent
symbol of what is to come (IsaL viii. 18; xx. 3),

sometimes it consists in a prophecy of future

events, which, whether they aro natural or miracu-
lous, are not to be foreseen by human wisdom, and
therefore, when they occur, either reflect back-

wards in proof of their own divine origin (Exod. iiL

12), or furnish evidence of the divine certainty of

others yet to come (Isai. xxxvii. 30 ; Jerem. xliv.

29 *$.)." In the case before us the sign is no mira-

cle (riDio» 1 Kings xiii. 3), but a natural event

which serves to give assurance of the truth of a
prophecy (Keil). This sign is taken from agricul-

ture, " since this was, at that time, the roost im-
portant interest of the people, and their attention

might be expeoted for a sign which took this form "

(Knobel). In the following declaration ^DN stands

first with emphasis, an infinitive absolute, which
"can stand concisely and empliatically for any
tense or person of the verb which the context de-

mands" (Gesenius, Oramm, § 131, 4 b.). It is

often understood here as an imperfect.: One shall

eat, i. e., people shall eat, or, ye shall eat (Drechs-

ler, Keil, and others) ; or, as a present ; One eats,

u e. Ye are eating (Umbreit, Delitsch, and others),

and nj$n is then translated, " this current year."

But we have here three years mentioned, of which
the third is the first, which Shall be a complete
harvest-year, viz^ on account of the withdrawal of

the Assyrians, who shall leave the land which they

have occupied once more free. Ver. 35 shows
distinctly that the Assyrian army perished before

the third year after the prophet's declaration, and
Sennacherib's retreat therefore followed before the

third year. Observe especially, in ver. 35, the

words :
" that night

11 (See notes below on these

words.) Sennacherib, when he heard of Tirhaka's

advance, had withdrawn from Lachish to Libnah.

From there he once more threateningly demanded
the surrender of Jerusalem (vers. 8-10). How can

we now understand that, from this point on, he re-

mained in Palestine yet three years, without really

laying siege to the city which he had so earnestly

threatened ? We are, therefore, compelled to take

this inf. abs. in the sense of a perfect : edistis

(Maurer, Gesenius, Thenius. Of Ewald, Lehrb. %
240, a. ; 302, c). [Sixth Ed. In the seventh Ed. the

subject is otherwise treated, and the inf. abs. is

not represented as standingfor any finite form, but

as a pure and indefinite expression of the verbal

notion, without giving it limitations of time or per-

son. This is unquestionably correct. See § 328,

b.—W. G. S.] nj^l, in contrast with " the second *

and " the third " year, cannot, of course, refer to

anything else than the year which precedes them,

that is, the first one. In this first year the Assy-

rians had invaded the country, and had prevented

the people from raising crops. In the second year

they were still there, and the crops failed because

they had devastated the country. In the third
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year they retired, and therefore the land could
be cultivated. In the first year they lived upon
JTDD i

*• «-i upon that which grew up from the leav-

ings of the former crop, Levit xxv. 6, 1 1 . Vitringa

:

Ex etymo valet cuxesaorium, quod spontc ruucitur poet
sementem ; a sort of after-growth from fruit of the
previous crop which was accidentally dropped in

gathering in the harvest In the second year they

lived upon e*no i * *i " offshoots of the roots,

which spring up in the second year alter the plant-

ing" (Furst); airro+vfj (Aquila, Theodoret). "In
the fertile parts of Palestine, especially in the plain

of Jezreel, on the highlands of Galilee, and else-

where, the grains and cereals propagate themselves

in abundance by the ripe ears whose super-abun-

dance no one uses (cf. Schubert, ReUe, III. $. 1 15,

166. Ritter, Erdkunde XVI. s. 283, 482, 693).

Strabo (11. p. 502) makes a similar statement in re-

gard to Albania, that the field which has been

once sown bears, in many places, a double harvest,

sometimes even three, the first one fiftyfold"

(Keil on Levit xxv. 6). And the third year sow,
and reap, and plant vineyards, and eat their
fruits. " The long series of imperatives makes a
strong impression, especially in contrast with the

indifference of the infin. absol. in the first hemi-
stich" (Drechsler). This interpretation of the
oracle is the only one which gives just force to

fttK . The sign is not something which does not
yet exist but is to come ; it is something visible,

physical, and present, which announces and gives

a pledge of something invisible and future. The
sense, therefore, is not: Te shall from this time
on, in the present year, eat the chance product of
the uncultivated fields, and in the next, the fruit of
the offshoots from the roots of the plants, and then,

in the third, sow and reap—for that would not be
a " sign "

;—but the sense is : So certainly as ye
have lived one year on the chance produce, and one
year on after-growth, just so certainly shall ye sow
and reap in the third year ; that is to say : the land
will be delivered from the Assyrians, and free for

you to cultivate (cf. Hos. vi.2). [Clearly this,

when it should come to pass, would not bo any
M sign " that something, viz., the retreat of the As-
syrians, should yet come to pass. In the nature of
things the Assyrians must depart be/ore the Jews
would venture into the fields. We might as well
say : The clouds shall be dispelled, and the sign

of it shall be that the sun shall shine. The inter-

pretation of the passage given above is correct, but
the " sign " cannot be understood to mean that,

when this thing should come to pass according to

the prophecy, it should be a pledge that another
thing, which the prophet had also foretold, should
yet come to pass. It can only mean that when
die Jews should once more find themselves at

work in the fields, where thej» had not been for

two years, this should be a sign, proof, and re-

minder to them that they had been delivered, by
divine interposition, from a great national calamity.

It is a sign which is of the nature of a symptom, or
index.—W. G. S.] The interpretation which is

given by many of the old expositors admits, on ac-

count of ver. 35, that the retreat of Sennacherib
took place in. the year in which the prophet de-

livered this oracle, but it takes the infinitive {fl3N

as an imperative on account of the following im-

peratives, and then assumes that the " first
n
year,

the one in which Sennacherib retreated, was a Sab-

bath-year, in which, under any circumstances, ac-

cording to the Mosaic law, the people neither sowed
nor reaped, but lived on the second, spontaneous

gro-vth (Levit xxv. 5), and that a Jubilee-year fol-

lowed next after this, in which likewise there was
no sowing or reaping (Levit xxv. 11), so that two
harvests in succession were passed over. But the

simple fact that fetf is an infinitive forbids us to

take It as an imperative, and, even if we assume
that the Sabbath-years and Jubilee-years were, at

that time, regularly observed, yet there is no hint

in Levit xxv. that the Jubilee-year followed imme-
diately after a Sabbath-year. But still farther,

who can prove, since every hint of it is wanting in

the text, that just at that time a Sabbath-year and
a Jubilee-year followed successively ? Others have,

therefore, given up the Jubilee-year and have sap
posed that only the spontaneous product of the

fields was eaten in the first year, because the

country had been devastated by the Assyrians, but

that the second year was a Sabbath-year. Yet
even this cannot be accepted, for the intent of the
" sign M

is not that they, * trusting in Jehovah,

should for still another year have food to eat, al-

though they did not sow or reap, but that Sennach-

erib should retreat, the land should be delivered

from him, and that too at once, not after three

years. We cannot, therefore, agree with Ewald
(Proph. des AIL Bundes, I. $. 299 sq.% whom Um-
breit follows, when he says :

u As, after the year

in which, according to the Law, the ground lay fol-

low, yet another year was to be spent without

raising crops, in order to restore the land to its

original condition, a figure which evidently (7)

floated before the mind of the prophet here, so he

apprehended (?) that, in this far more important

case, still a second year must pass without field-

labor, in which they must eat the spontaneous

product of the ground, until, after the extirpation

of all that was unsound and corrupt in the State, a

small company of purified men should commence,
in the third year, a new and prosperous existence,

and the messianic time should begin, taking its

rise in Zion." There is no reference to the Sab-

bath, or Jubilee, year in the entire passage, and no

such reference can ever be established from the

mere fact that ITDD occurs also in Levit xxv. 5

and 11. Neither can we agree that Drechsler's

explanation (s. 184) is "very simple." According

to him there was left in Judah at that time only a

greatly diminished population, which could not at

once undertake the cultivation of the fields, so

that it was not until after three years that the reg-

ular cultivation of the soil was reestablished. If

there was only " a small remnant " of the popu-

lation remaining, then they did not require much.

They could oultivate enough soil to produce what

they needed, and did not need to live on TODi

much less on B^riD • These interpretations are

all more or less forced, and they all fall to the

ground as soon as we no longer insist upon taking

the infin. absoL ^btf as an imperfect or an impera-

tive.

Ver. 30. And the remnant of the house of

Judah that la left. Starting now fcem the refer*
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ence to the growth of the crops, the prophet goes
on to matters of higher importance, and takes up
that which is the chief theme of his prophecies in

all their diverse phases (Schmieder), viz., that God,
although he inflicts fierce judgments upon His peo-

ple for their apostasy, nevertheless will not allow

them to perish utterly, but will preserve a remnant
which has escaped or been delivered," a holy seed,"

and that from the midst of this the Messiah shall at

last arise (Isai vii 3; z. 20; iv. 2; vi 13; cf. 1

Kings xix. 18). The repeated expressions HO^B t

TlKt£) i
and J\n$!$ , in vers. 30 and 31,- refer to this

idea. The Assyrian invasion, like that of Ephraim
and Syria (Isai. vii ; 2 Kings ivi 6), was a divine

judgment upon Judah, but the prophet says that

the nation shall not perish under it. A remnant

(rHKB*, vw. 31, refers back to n*1«#n in Heze-

kiah's prayer, ver. 4) shall still remain, and it shall

add roots ( nDQ'X that is, it shall go on to develop

new roots, and shall win firmer hold (Thenius); cf.

Isai. it 11 ; xxvii 6.—For, from Jerusalem, Ac,
ver. 31, t*. e.

y
it is the determination of God, adopted

of old, that from Jerusalem, which now is so much
distressed and apparently lost, salvation and re-

demption shall go forth (Isai ii. 3). Jerusalem and
Mt Zion form the centre of the theocracy, or king-

dom of God. " The Assyrian chastisement will,

therefore, be a purification of the nation. It will

not result in its destruction. That judgment was,
therefore, a prototype of all the others which be-

fell the kingdom of God in later times, out of

which the election of grace is developed (Rom. zi.

5) in more and more glorious form (Von Gerlach).

The only ground for what is said in vers. 29 to 31

is the zeal of Jehovah, i. «., His zealous and
faithful love to His people (Zach. i 14). The same
concluding words follow the oracle, Isai ix. 1-6,

and they show that the passage before us is also,

at least indirectly, messianic.—Therefore, thus

aaith the Eternal feb gathers up the substance

of all which precedes. The first of the four mem-
bers of the verse, He shall not oome, contains

the principal idea. The three others " are nothing
but a development of this one, intended to surround
it here, at the close, with all possible emphasis

"

(Drechsler). At the same time they form a climax

:

So far from coming into the city, he shall not even
discharge his missiles against it, or form an assault

Against it, or even build up a wall to besiege it.

oSp in the piel means to advance. " The reference

Is to an assault with shields held out in front"
(Thenius). Cf. Ps. xviii 5, 18 ; lix. 10. Instead

Of rQ fcty . in ver. 33, we find in Isai xxxvii 34

:

T T

rO K2 , which is unquestionably the correct read-

ing. All the old translations here present the per-

fect. The other reading seems to have arisen from

the second to< . That which has been already said
T

in vers. 28 and 32 is here repeated in order to em-
phasize the promise.—For mine own sake, " as

Hezekiah had prayed, ver. 20, and for the sake of
David, my servant, i. e., for the sake of the prom-
ise given to David, 2 Sam. vii'

1 (Drechsler), of. 1

Kings xi 13 ; xv. 4.

Ver. 35. And it came to pass that sight

According to Thenius, vers. 36-37 are " evidently

borrowed from a different source from that of xviii.

13-xix. 34, and xx. 1-19." In the original docu-
ment of vers. 36-37 he thinks that the words :

" It

came to pass in that night,'* referred to something
which had been narrated immediately before and
which is not mentioned here. Delitsch also be-

lieves that there is a gap between vers. 34 and 35,

for, according to ver. 29, there was to be yet a full

year of distress between the prophecy and the ful-

filment, during which agriculture would be neg-
lected." This consideration loses its force under
our interpretation of ver. 29. The narrator un-
doubtedly means to say in vers. 36-37 that the
prophecy which reaohes its climax in vers. 32-34,

was fulfilled at once, and not after the lapse of
years. This point was of especial importance to
him, and we have no reason to interpret ver. 35-
37 according to ver. 29 ; rather, on the contrary,

ver. 29 according to vers. 35-37. Further, when
we consider that both narratives [the one here and
that in Isaiah] were constructed independently of
one another from the same source (see the Pre-
Hm. Remarks), and that in both, vers. 35-37 fol-

low immediately upon ver. 34, we must nffer

that the same was the case also in their common
source. There is, therefore, no room to assume
the existence of another source in which that was
supplied which is here supposed to be left out.-*

The words: Ktfin JT^? VH are generally under-

stood in the sense of ea ipsa node, £ «., in the night
following the day on which Isaiah foretold the re-

treat of the Assyrians. On the contrary Delitsch

thinks that " it can only mean (if, indeed, it is not
a mere careless interpolation), ilia node, referring

to ver. 32 a?., (i «., the night in which the As-
syrians sat down to besiege Jerusalem)." The Rab-
bis (Guemara Sanhedr. iii. 26), and Josephus (icard

t1)v irp6nfv r#f iroXtopitlac vbxra) thus understood

it. But the text does not anywhere say or imply
that Sennacherib had advanced with his whole
army from Libnah to Jerusalem, and that he stood

before it ready to besiege it. [This is true, but
does not meet Delitsch's hypothesis, which is that

a year is to elapse before the Assyrian would com-
mence the formal siege of Jerusalem, and that
44 that night" refers to the first night of this siege*

Such an hypothesis removes the difficulty, but doe*

not seem to be a natural interpretation of the

words.—W. G. 8.] The Yulg. translates: Factum
est igitur, in node iUa venit angehs. Menoohius
takes this to be emphatic for : in celebri iUa node,

viz., in the one ifi which the destruction of the As-
syrian army took place. It is very noticeable that

the words in question tre wanting in the narrative

in Isaiah, although that account is in other respects

here identical with the one in Kings, and that ver.

36 there begins with KV»i_. Also the Sept. ver-

sion of the verse before us omits twin and reads

simply: ital tyhtro wkt6$. Now, although the

statement is no thoughtless interpolation, and stQl

less, as Knobel thinks, " manufactured " out of
Isai xvii 14, yet it would never have been passed
over in Isaiah's narrative, if it had been essential,

or if the chief emphasis lay upon it The inter-

pretation ea ipsa nods does not, therefore, seem to

be absolutely necessary. The main point is, what
is common to both narratives, that there was no
delay in the fulfilment of the prophecy. It was
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not years—for instance, three years—before it was
fulfilled.—The angel of the Lord "is the same

one who, as JVnttTSn, smote the first-born in

Egypt (Ex. xii. 29 compared with vers. 12 and 13),

and who inflicted the pestilence after the census
under David (2 Sam. xxiv. 15 eg.). The latter pas-

sage suggests that the slaughter of the Assyrians
was accomplished by a pestilence " (Keil). Jose-
phus (Aniiq. x. 1, 5,) declares outright: rov deov
Xoifiuajv evoKJppavroe avrov t$ orpar^ vdaov. The
interpretations which assume that there was a battle
with Tirhaka, or an earthquake with lightning, or
a poisonous simoom, are all untenable. The greatly

abbreviated account in Chronicles states, instead
of giving the definite number of the slain (185,000),
that the angel " cut off all the mighty men of valor
and the leaders and captains in the camp of the
king of Assyria" (2 Chron. xxxii. 21). This does
not mean that " only " those persons were killed

(Thenius), but that even these, the real supporters
and the flower of the Assyrian power, fell. In the
camp. We are not told where this was at that

time. It is most natural to suppose that it was
where Rab-shakeh found it on his return, viz., be-
fore Libnali (ver. 8), whither Sennacherib had re-

treated from Lachish. It was not, therefore, as
has been said, 'before Jerusalem ; neither was it in
14 the pestilential country of Egypt" (Thenius), for

Sennacherib sent the letter to Hezekiah, not from
there, but from Libnah (vers. 8-10).—And when
they arose early in the morning, Ac. The word

"IP2B t
which occurs also in Isal xxxvii. 36, pre-

supposes the previous reference to "that night,"

which is not there mentioned. Those who were
spared, whose number cannot have been large,

arose as usual early in the morning and found

corpses everywhere. " If D^HD is regarded as an

attribute it is very flat and superfluous, but as an
apposition it gives emphasis " (Drechsler). It was
a cause of great trouble to the old expositors that
Sennacherib was not among the slain. It is not
necessary to suppose that he chanced just then to

be outside the camp. Death of a still harder kind
was destined to befall him (see verse 7), but the
arrogant man was first to suffer the humiliation

that his entire force in which he trusted was to be
destroyed, and he was to march home in shame and
disgrace (ver. 21).

44 The heaping up of the verbs

:

he departed, and went, and returned, expresses
the hastiness of his retreat " (Keil). This retreat

cannot, therefore, have been delayed until the third

year after Isaiah's prophecy, any more than the
pestilence which occasioned it. Sennacherib dwelt
In Nineveh. " The object of these words is to

emphasize the fact that he did not, from this time
forward, undertake any assault upon Judah"

§
Drechsler). On Nineveh, the capital and resi-

ence of the kings of Assyria, Bee Winer, R.- W.-B.
IL 8, 158 sq. Nisroch is probably the name of the
chief Assyrian divinity, which is represented on
the Assyrian monuments in human form with
double wings and an eagle's head. See Keil on
the place and Muller in Herzog's Realcncyc. X. a.

383. [The rank of Nisroch in the pantheon is not
yet determined. He was also called Shalman. He
was " king of fluids." lie " presided over the course
of human destiny." Hence marriages were placed
under his care (Lenormant).] Adrammekch is the

name of a divinity. [See the bracketed note on
chap. xviL 31.] It was a very wide-spread custom
that princes bore the names of divinities (Gesenlua
on Isal vil 6). Sharezer is probably also the name
of a divinity. It is said to mean " Prince of Fire."
[His full name was Asshur-sarossor = " Asshur
protects the king."] The murder of Sennacherib
by his sons is mentioned in Tobias L 21, and also
by Berosus, who, however, only mentions one eon
(Euseb. Chron. Armen. i. p. 43). The land of Ara-
rat is, according to Jerome on Isal xxxvii. : Regie
in Armenia campeftris per guam Araxes fluit It

forms, according to Moses of Chorene, the middle
portion of the Armenian high land. Esar-haddon,
Ezra iv. 2, called by Jbsephus

i

Aaa€tpax6d6ac
1
is

mentioned by Berosus also as the successor of
Sennacherib. The questions whether. he ruled
during his father's life-time as viceroy of Babylon,
and whether Nergilus reigned before him, do not
here demand our attention. See Niebuhr, Geechichle
Assyr. s. 361. It is not by any means free from
doubt that Sennacherib lived nine years after his
retreat before his assassination, as the Assyrian
inscriptions are asserted to show. " Accordingly,
when Hitzig declares that the mention of Senna-
cherib's assassination bears witness against Isaiah's
authorship of this historical passage, he has at least

no ground in the chronology for this assertion, for

it is more than possible, it is very probable, that
Isaiah lived into the reign of Manasseh " (De-
litsch). [See the Supplem. Note at the end of this

section.]

Appendix.—It remains still to consider the oft-

debated question, whether and when the expedition of
Sennacherib against Egypt took place. It is certain
according to ver. 24 that Sennacherib had the in-

tention of marching against Egypt It is not,

however, asserted, in the biblical documents at

least, that he ever carried out this intention. On
the contrary, Herodotus gives (IL 141) the account
which he received from die Egyptian priests, that
Sennacherib advanced against Egypt as far as Pe-
lu8ium, in the days of the Tanitic king Sethon, a

priest of Vulcan. (Pelusium is the pp of Ezek.

xxx. 15. " It lay at the mouth of the eastern branch
of the Nile, twenty stadia from the Mediterranean,
in the midst of marshes and morasses. Partly on
account of this position and partly on account of
its strong walls, it was the key to Egypt, of which
every invading army which came from the East
must seek to get possession. All the conquerors
who invaded Egypt from this side stopped at Pe-
lusium and besieged it." Winer, R- W.-B. II. s. 469.)

They added that, at the prayer of this priest to the
God for deliverance out of danger, field-mice {jtvc

apovpaiovc) came by night and gnawed the quivers,

the bows, and the straps of the shields, so that

the army whose weapons had thus been made use-

less, was obliged to flee, and many fell ; and that,

on this account, there was, in the temple of Vul-
can, a stone image of this priest-king, having in

the hand a mouse, and bearing the inscription : ic

kfik rtg dpe&v evcepifc ioro. Josephus (Antiq. x. 1,

1-6), referring expressly to Herodotus, narrates

that Sennacherib undertook an expedition against

Egypt and Ethiopia, but that dtafmpritv rt/f hcl rot?

Atyvmiovc hri^ooT^c^ he returned leaving his ob-

ject unaccomplished, because the siege of Pelusi-

um had cost him a great deal of time, and because

he had heard that the king of Ethiopia was ad*
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ranting with a very strong army to the relief of

the Egyptians. Furthermore, Josephua adds that

the Chaldean historian Berosus also states that

Seunacherib irdoy iireorpaTeboaro n? *Aoip aal ry
iLtyirKT^. It can hardly be doubted, therefore, that

though the Assyrian army did not dry up the rivers

of Egypt (ver. 24), yet it advanced to the frontier.

But now we come to the far more difficult question,

at what point of time did this take place ? The
least probable reply is that it fell between vers. 34
and 35 (Sanctius, Knobel), and that the historian

gives no account of it after ver. 34, because it did

not affect Judah, but simply mentions the destruc-

tion of the army in vers. 35 and 36 without men-
tioning whether it took place in Judah or in Egypt.
But it is incredible tliat Sennacherib, for whom it

was of the utmost importance (chap, xviii. 17 sq.;

six. 9, sq.) to get possession of Jerusalem, should
have given up the effort to capture it without put-

ting any of his threats into execution, and should
have marched on against Egypt, leaving in his rear

this city which was favorably disposed towards
his enemies (chap, xviii. 21). His backward move-
ment from Lachish to Libnah (ver. 8) shows that

he was no . longer pursuing his advance against

Egypt Ewald (Gesch. Isr. III. s. 630 $q.) proposes
another hypothesis. He sets the expedition against

Egypt before all which is narrated from xviii. 13

on. He suggests that Sennacherib marched into

Egypt, by the ordinary way, by Pelusium ; that he
was there arrested and turned back by some ex-

traordinary calamity to which Herodotus' story

refers ; that he then fell upon Judah with a greatly

superior power, and that at this point in the course
of events xviii. 13-xix." 37 comes in. But this

hypothesis also is untenable, for, according to it,

TOV in chap, xviii. 13 must refer to a march of

Sennacherib " from South to North," from Egypt
towards Judah ; but it cannot have any different

meaning in ver. 13 from what it has in ver. 9, and
there it is used of a march from Assyria to Judah,
that is, from North to South. It is used in the

same way in chap. xvi. 7 in regard to Tiglath Pile-

ser's expedition, and in chap. xvii. 3 and 5 in re-

gard to Shalmaneser's. Moreover, it would be very
astonishing, if the biblical narrative did not men-
tion the march against Egypt with a single word,
but only mentioned the retreat from there; for

Sennacherib must have gone through Judah in

order to reach Egypt, and Judah was hostile to

him and friendly to Egypt. If, however, ver. 13

is to be understood as referring to the advance of
the army, then vers. 14-16 must refer to the same
and not to the retreat Finally, Josephua pro-

poses a third hypothesis. According to him, Sen-

nacherib devastated Judah, but on the receipt of
gifts from Hezekiah, withdrew, and advanced with

'

his whole army against Egypt Contrary to his

agreement, under which the tribute was paid, he
left Rab-shakeh and Tartan behind (itarifape) that

they might destroy Jerusalem. When, however,
he found, after a long siege, that he could not take
Pelusium, and when he heard of Tirhakah's ad-

vance, he suddenly decided to return to Assyria

;

irroorptyac <T 6 Xevax^piP<K &*& T°v r&v Alywrriuv

iroXtfiov elg ra *Iepoo6Xvua Karifapev iiul t%v imb
ry arpaTrryy 'Varjt&Ky oirvafuv tov Qeov Xoifwujv

evoicfirpavToc airrov r$J arpar^ vdoov, irard rtjv irp&njv

T^f vroXtopidac v6*rc, Sutf&etpovrcu fivpiddeg focro-

Kaidexa kqX nevTOKiox&UH .... Sehac nepl rp

arpar<J navrl Qeiryet peril nfr fomifc dwdfieug elf

rijv avrov paatXeiav etc n^v Nhxw. There is but
slight objection to this hypothesis. On the whole
it is the most probable of all. Hezekiah became
king in the year 727 B.O. In his fourteenth year
(chap, xviii. 13) Sennacherib made this expedition,

and sought to get possession of all the fortified

towns in Judah. This was in the year 714. In
713 he marched against Egypt, leaving Rab-shakeh
in Judah. In 7 12 he was once more before Lachish
and Libnah, and, after his overthrow by the pesti-

lence, he retreated to Assyria! This accords with
chap. xix. 29, according to our interpretation of it

On the contrary, according to chap. xix. 7-9, Sen-
nacherib appears to have heard of Tirhakah's ad-
vance, not when he was before Pelusium, but
when he was once more before Libnah. That he
boasted as he does in vers. 23 and 24, even after

his retreat from Egypt, is not astonishing in the
case of such a haughty king. Possibly he had
drained off or dried up a few swamps in the neigh-

borhood of Pelusium. There can be no more
truth in Herodotus' story which he obtained from
the priests than possibly this, that Sennacherib
besieged Pelusium, but returned without having
taken it. The rest, of course, is purely mythical
A mouse was the hieroglyph for devastation and
destruction (Horapoll. HierogL I 50) ; the inhabi-

tants of Troas worshipped mice, bri rag vevpac rCtv

notefiiw dUrpayov t6£uv ; alsoj the symbol of Mara
was a mouse (Balir, Herodot. Mus. I p. 641). It

may well be that Sennacherib was impelled by
some natural occurrence to desist from the siege

of Pelusium and to turn back, and this may have
occasioned the story about the mice. If there had
not been some event of the kind, he certainly

would have advanced further than the frontier.

The army cannot, however, have been rendered
destitute of weapons (yvjttvol bnTujv) at Pelusium, or
it could not have carried on war in Judah on its

return. According to all this it can hardly be
doubted that it is one and the same expedition of

Sennacherib which is mentioned by Herodotus and
by the Scriptures, nevertheless the further suppo-
sition which is commonly adopted, that the event
mentioned in ver. 35 is the same one which Hero-
dotus narrates, though under a mythical form
(Bahr, I. c. p. 881), does not seem to us to be cor-

rect That event took place in Judah, this one be-

fore Pelusium, and it is very improbable that the
Egyptian priests should have made a myth out of

an event which took place in another country, and
did not immediately affect them, and should have
commemorated it by a statue. We cannot deter-

mine definitely what the event was which occurred
before Pelusium, but we must assume that it was
a very striking and important one which influenced

the haughty king to give up his plan and return

to Assyria. In like manner, when he stood in Ju-

dah once more with his army of 185,000 men, and
there assumed such a haughty bearing, some
weighty incident must have occurred which deter-

mined him to hasten his flight

[There is no reasonable ground for finding two
distinct events in these two accounts, and without
reasonable ground we cannot assume that two dis-

tinct calamities befell Sennacherib which were of

such a character that they were regarded as divine

interpositions. Pelusium was on the frontier, and
it is not at all remarkable that an event which hap-

pened there, or even at Libnah, immediately aftet
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Sennacherib had retreated from Pelusium, should
figure in the history of both Judah and Egypt
Neither is it astonishing that the traditional ac-

count of the event should wear a mythical color

;

on the contrary, such events always take on myth-
ical features. The biblical account is more origi-

nal and direct, and is older than that of Herodotus,
but it certainly refers to the same event—W. G. S.J

However the fact may be in regard to this

point, the story of Herodotus, which, as Delitsch

ays, M depends upon a hearsay tradition of lower
Egypt," and which therefore appears as "a suspi-

cious imitation of the biblical story," cannot be
put on the same footing with the scriptural ac-

count, much less be used to correct it

[Supplementary Note on (he references to

contemporaneous history in chaps, xviii. and six.

(See similar notes on the preceding chapters.) In
the note on chap. zvii. we gave a summary of the
Assyrian history, so far as it bears upon the his-

tory of the Northern Kingdom, especially upon the

recolonization of Samaria by Sargon, Sennacherib,

and Esarhaddon. This led us to notice some of

the conquests of those kings, and so to observe the
nationalities of the new population. We have now
to go over the same reigns so far as they bear upon
the history of Judah. Here also the Assyrian in-

scriptions offer us invaluable information for en-

larging and correcting our knowledge of the bibli-

cal history. '

It might at first seem strange that the histori-

cal books of the Bible contain no mention of Sar-

gon. We find that he was really king of Assyria
when Samaria fell; that he subdued a revolt in

8amaria a few years later ; that he was the king
who introduced a large part of the new population

into 8amaria ; that he conducted two very impor-
tant campaigns in Philistia, in both of which he
came into conflict with Egypt, and in one of which
he won the battle of Raphia, one of the great bat-

tles of Assyrian history. It is impossible that this

all should have come to pass without exciting the
attention and interest of the inhabitants of Judah.
The author of the Book of Kings seems, however,
to have so construed his task, that he did not con-

sider himself called upon to notice campaigns of
the Assyrians which never actually touched, or

directly threatened, Judah. Isaiah {chap, xx.)

mentions Sargon and his attack upon Ashdod rather

in the way of a chronological date ; but his refer-

ence shows that this expedition of the Assyrian
king (or of his Tartan, commander-in-chief) formed
an important event, and fixed a date for the Jews.
8argon was assassinated (it is not known by whom),
in August, 704.

Sennacherib, son of Sargon, succeeded. We
now possess very full accounts of his reign. These
Assyrian statements and the biblical narrative of
the conflict of Hezekiah and Sennacherib are in

full accord so far as they go ; but in the attempt
to harmonize the details we meet with some diffi-

culty, not from their inconsistency, but from their

defectiveness. Lenormant and Rawlinson do not
agree in their accounts of this section of the his-

tory. Rawlinson thinks that Sargon made or sent
two separate expeditions into Judah ; Lenormant
thinks that the whole story belongs to one cam*
paign. The chief argument against the theory oftwo
separate campaigns is that only one is mentioned in

the inscription, although, according to the usage of

the inscriptions, the campaigns are always cata-
logued in their consecutive order, so that, if there
was one against Judah, then one against Babylon,
and then another against Judah, we should expect
them to be so catalogued. Rawlinson's account
makes a very clear and satisfactory narrative (see
"Ftoe Qreat Monarchies* TL 431-443 2d Ed.
161-168), but the usage of the inscriptions is so
constant that we seem compelled to follow the
theory of one campaign.

On the death of Sargon 004), Hezekiah re-
volted (xviii 7) together with the kings of Phoeni-
cia, Philistia, Amnion, Moab, and Edom. They
had also sympathy and encouragement from She*
batok (Sabacon II., the 8ethos of Herodotus, son
of Sabacon I., the 8o of the Bible), king of Egypt.
It was not until Sennacherib's third year that he
turned his attention to this revolt An inscription

on a cylinder in the British Museum reads thus

:

"In my third campaign I marched towards
Syria." He swept down through Phoenicia and
Philistia, crushing all opposition. "The rulers . .

of Ekron " (Lenormant reads Migron, cf. Isaia. x.

28) "had betrayed the king, Padi, who was in-

spired by friendship and zeal for Assyria, and had
given him up bound in chains of iron to Hezekiah
of Judah." The Egyptians came against Senna-
cherib and a battle ensued near Eltekon (Jos. xv.

59), in which the Assyrians won a great victory
which ranked with that of Raphia in their annals,

Sennacherib then took Kkron. He executed ven-
geance on the anti-Assyrian party. **I brought
Padi, their king, out of Jerusalem, and restored
him to the throne of his royalty." (This is the
point at which the biblical narrative begins. The
statement " in the fourteenth year of Hezekiah rt

(xviii. 13) has thus far proved irreconcilable with
the inscriptions. It was the year 700. Rawlinson
proposes to read "twenty-seventh" for "four-
teenth.") " But Hezekiah, king of Judah, did not
submit There were forty-four walled towns and
an infinite number of villages that I fought against,

humbling their pride and braving their anger. By-
means of battles, fire, massacre, and siege opera-
tions, I took them. I occupied them. I brought
out 200,160 persons, great and small, men and
women, horses, asses, mules, camels, oxen, and
sheep without number, and carried them off as
booty. As for himself I shut him up in Jerusa-
lem, the city of his power, like a bird in its cage.
I invested and blockaded the fortresses round
about it Those who came out of the great gate
of the city were seized and made prisoners. I
separated the cities I had plundered from his conn-
try, and gave them to Mitenti, king of Ashdod, to
Padi, king of Ekron, to Ishmabaal, king of Gaza,

"Then the fear of my majesty terrified this

Hezekiah king of Judah. He sent away the
watchmen and guards whom he had assembled for

the defence of Jerusalem. He sent messengers
to me at Nineveh, the seat of my sovereignty,

with 30 talents of gold and 400 (300?) talents of
silver, metals, rubies, pearls, great carbuncles,

seats covered with skins, thrones ornamented with
leather, amber, seal skins, sandal wood, and ebony,

the contents of his treasury, as well as his daugh-
ters, the women of his palace, his male and female

slaves. He sent an ambassador to present this

.

tribute and to make his submission*1 (Lenormant). -•

Thus the inscription omits all mention of the

disaster which befell the Assyrians in this
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paign, and which the Jewish and Egyptian tradi-

tions concur in affirming. There is no mention of

the siege of Lachish, although that siege is repre-

sented on a bas-relief in the British Museum*(Le-
normant). This want of candor is not very aston-

ishing, but it serves to show us that the account

in the inscription lays stress upon the flattering

circumstances and slurs over the disasters of the

campaign.
Now let us interweave this with the biblical

story. Chap, xviii. 13 is a parallel description of

Sennacherib's devastations in the open country.

The idea of the character of the campaign which
we get from this verse is exactly that which the

inscription offers in detail Hezekiah was shut up
in Jerusalem, and the enemy ravaged the country

and destroyed the small towns at wilL Hezekiah
sent to sue for peace. He met with certain de-

mands and he sent certain offerings. Yet in ver.

17 we find, when we expect to hear of peace, that

an army was sent against him. The only explana-

tion which suggests itself is that the offerings

which he sent did not satisfy the Assyrian de-

mand. Probably Sennacherib did not desire to

make peace with Judah, but to get possession of

Jerusalem, which he dared not leave behind him
when he advanced into Egypt. Hezekiah desired

to create the impression, by tearing off the decora-

tions of the temple, that his resources were ex-

hausted, though we find that he was able to make
a boastful display of his treasures to the Babylo-

nians, a year afterwards. Perhaps he did not
send the full amount demanded by the Assyrian,

pleading inability, and sending these decorations

stripped from the temple as a proof that he had no
further treasures. This gave Sennacherib an ex-

cuse for persisting in hostility. Bawlinson is led

by this difficulty to suppose that Hezekiah paid

the full amount demanded, and secured a respite.

Three years later (698) Sennacherib came again,

Jbesieged Lachish, and sent the three great officers.

Then there would be a gap of three years between
vers. 16 and 17. With our present information it

Is impossible to decide definitely between these

theories. During the siege of Lachish, whether it

was in the campaign referred to in vers. 13-16 or

in a later one, Sennacherib sent a detachment of

his army to besiege Jerusalem, or rather, if possible,

to secure its surrender, for it was of the highest

importance for him to finish the reduction of the

few strongholds which still held out in Judah and
Philistia, so that he might push on against Egypt,
before that nation recovered from the blow which
he had already inflicted. Hence the parley of the

three chief-men on each side. Encouraged by
Isaiah,«Hezekiah sent a refusal. On the return of

the three Assyrians they found that Sennacherib
was besieging Libnah, having taken Lachish.

(Bahr, in the text of the Comm. above, assumes
that Sennacherib had suffered a check at Lachish.

The only ground for this is the belief that Libnah
was north of Lachish, so that going from the lat-

ter to the former was a " retreat" The situation

of Libnah, however, is so very uncertain, that this

assumption rests on a slender support There is

no hint of any disaster to Sennacherib in this cam-
paign until the great one recorded in vers. 35 sq.

This seems to have interrupted him in the full tide

of success.) The suecess which he had won, and
the news that Tirhakah was coming with a new
force of Egyptians, made Sennacherib more impa-

tient than ever to finish the conquest of Jerusalem
and Libnah. Tirhakah is called king of Ethiopia.

The dynasty to which he belonged (the XXVth)
was a dynasty of Ethiopians. He was the son of

Sabacon IL mentioned above, and grandson of 8a-

bacon L, called in the Bible, So. He seems t*

have been, at this time, crown-prince (Lenormant).
He raised a new army to try to retrieve the disas-

ter of Eltekon. Under these ciroumBtances Sen-
nacherib sent messengers once more to Hezekiah
to demand a surrender, warning him to make
terms while he could, and not to incur the total de-

struction which had befallen those who stubbornly
resisted the Assyrian power. This was again re-

fused, and soon after the great calamity fell upon
the Assyrians which forced them to retreat with-

out coming to blows with Tirhakah. Hence the
story of this disaster was preserved both in Jewish
and Egyptian annals, each nation ascribing it, as
a great national deliverance, to its own God.

It will be seen that this gives a simple and
clear explanation of many points which, in the
above section of the Commmiary, remain obscure.

The question in regard to Sennacherib's invasion

of Egypt is entirely solved, and it is not necessary
to show in detail how much of the author's dis-

cussion of this question in the above Appendix,
which was founded upon less perfect information

than we now possess, is wide of the mark.
Sennacherib was assassinated in 680 by his

sons Adrammelech and Asshursarossor. Another
son, Esarhaddon (Asshurakhidin [Asshur has given

brothers]), had for a few years been viceroy hi

Babylon. He returned with hostile intentions

against the assassins, who fled into Armenia. Bs*
arhaddon was recognized throughout the Empire,
—w.a.a] .

HISTOBIOAL AJTD ETHICAL.

1. King Hezekiah stands in the front rank of
Israelitish kings. The general characterization

which precedes the history of his reign gives him
a testimonial such as no other king had received

up to that time, especially in reference to that

which was the main point for the history of re-

demption, namely, his bearing towards Jehovah
and His Law. In the panegyric of the holy fathers,

Sir. 44-49, he is placed in the same rank with
David and Josiah (Sir. xlix. 5 :

" All the kings ex-

cept David, Hezekiah, and Josiah, were guilty ").

Not one down to this time had reproduced the
model theocratic king, David, as he did. He was,
as Ewald justly says (Otsch. Itr. IIL «. 621), " one
of the noblest princes who ever adorned David's

throne. His reign of 29 years offers an almost un-
manned picture of persevering warfare against the
most intricate and most difficult circumstances,

and of glorious victory. He was very noble, not
unwarlike or wanting in courage (2 Kings xx. 201
yet by choice more devoted to the arts of peace "

(2 Chron. xxxii. 27-29 ; Prov. xxr. 1). Yon Ger-
lach, on the contrary, characterizes him often and
in general as a " weak and dependent man," but
this is in contradiction with his very significant

name (see notes on xviii. \\ and still more with
the testimony in xviii. 3-8, and cannot, moreover,

as will be seen, be brought into accord with the
story of the separate acts of his life. " How won-
derful it was that the most godless king of Judah
had the most excellent son. An Hezekiah follow
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ed aii Ahaz" (Schlior). The Scriptures give no
explanation of this. It is a mere guess when it is

hinted that Hezekiah's mother may have influenced

him, for we learn nothing more of her than just

her name and that of her father. It is also a mere
guess that she was " the granddaughter of Zacha-

riah, who, under Uzziah, had such a good influ-

ence " (2 Chron. xxvi. 6) (Schlier). It is equally

unsatisfactory when Koster says (die Propheten des

A. T. s. 106): " Hezekiah was the opposite of his

unbelieving father Ahaz ; the difference is explica-

ble from the fact that they had lived through the

destruction of Ephraim, and that that event had
had a mighty influence on both the king and the

people of Judah." It is certain that Hezekiah did

not wait until after the destruction of the kingdom
of Israel before he began his reformation of the

worship, but that he commenced it immediately

after his accession to the throne. The notion of

the rabbis, that he had Isaiah for his tutor and
guide, as the high-priest Jehoiada was the tutor of

Joash, seems more probable, but, not to mention

the complete silence of the text in regard to this,

it does not follow from Sir. xlviii. 25, and it is very

improbable in itself, that Ahaz, who never himself

listened to Isaiah, should nevertheless have entrust-

ed him with the education of his eon and succes-

sor. All these and similar grounds do not suffice to

account for such a sudden and complete change of

policy on the throne ; rather we must recognize here,

if anywhere, a dispensation of Divine Providence.

Just now, when Ahaz had brought the kingdom to

the verge of ruin, when the kingdom of Israel was
near its fall, and little Judah alone still represent-

ed the Hebrew nationality, this Judah was, accord-

ing to the decree of God, to take a new start, and
to receive a king on the model of David, who
should be a true and genuine theocratic king, and
bring the true character and destiny of the nation

home to the consciences of the people. Hezekiah
was for Judah a gift of the Lord. In a true sense

he was king by the grace of God of whom the say-

ing held good :
" The king's heart is in the hand of

the Lord, as the rivers of water ; he turneth it

whithorsoever he will " (Prov. xxi. 1). Therefore

his whole life is somewhat typical. It shows
more than that of almost any other king that

God's ways are pure goodness and truth to those

who keep his covenant and his testimony (Ps.

xxv. 10).

2. The first thing that Hezekiah did after his

accession to the throne was to abolish the idolatry

which Ahaz had introduced, and to restore the legal

worship of Jehovah. The history expressly states

how far he went in this effort. He not only de-

stroyed the heathen idols, but also put an end to

the Jehovah-worship on the high places, which
even Solomon, Asa, Jehoshaphat, Joash, Ama-
ziah, and Uzziah had permitted to continue,

and had not ventured to assail (1 Kings iii.

2; xv. 12, 14; xxii. 44; 2 Kings xii. 4; xiv. 4;
xv. 4, 35). He returned to the original ordinances

of the Mosaic Law, which prescribed not only one
central sanctuary, but also one central worship
(Levit xvii. 8, 9; Deut xii. 13 sq.). Hezekiah
was, therefore, the restorer of that central wor-
ship which was so important and indispensable

for the unity of the people and kingdom (see 1

Kings xii. 1-24, Hist. § 1). His reign, for this

reason, forms an epoch in the history of Israel. It

is moreover specifically stated that he destroyed

even the brazen serpent, which was of pui t\j Is-

raelitish origin, and to which there clung such im-

portant memories and associations for the people.

This he did not do from puritanical zeal such as

the later Judaism displayed (see 1 Kings vii. IKsL

§ 3), but because this ovfiftoAnv ourrrjpiae, as it is

called, Wisd. xvL 6, had been perverted by the

people into an tliufoov, whereas once every one

who turned to it, op dia rb tieupov/jrvov tou^ert^

b%Xa 6ta ah rbv navruv ounjpa. To offer incense to

this image was not only contrary to the Law (Ex.

xxv. 5 ; Deut, v. 8, 9), but also it was senseless,

because thereby the very thing through which
Jehovah, by His own might and power, intended

to grant salv/ition, was regarded as holy, and

adored as divine. If there was anything which
was contrary and hostile to the worship of the

Holy One in Israel, then it was the worship of this

image; therefore Hezekiah destroyed it as ruth-

lessly as he did all the other images. If we add

to this all that is said in Chronicles about the re-

storation of the levitical worship by Hezekiah,

then it is clear that no king of Israel since David

had been filled, as he was, with zeal for the divine*

ly-given fundamental Law. If we consider fur-

ther that he ascended the throne in a time of deep

decay, at a time when the temple of Jehovah was
closed (2 Chron. xxix. 3, 7), and Judah was filled

with all the abominations of heathenism, when
disgraceful apostasy was widely spread among the

great and mighty of the kingdom, then this king

cannot certainly be called "a weak and dependent

man." To carry out such a reformation under the

most unfavorable circumstances, is not the work
of a weak man ; on the contrary, it presupposes

courageous faith, and extraordinary energy.

3. The oppression of Judah by the Assyrians, and

Us deliverance from the same, is one of the greatest

and most important events of the Old Testament
history of redemption, as we may infer from the

fact that it is narrated with such careful detail,

and that we have no less than three accounts of ft.

How deep an impression the event made upon

the mind of the people, and what great significance

was ascribed to it, is shown by its express mention

in the late apocryphal books, in Jesus Sirach xlviii

18-21, in the books of Maccabees I. vii. 41; IL

viii. 19; III. vi. 5, and in the book of Tobias L 21

(of the Latin ; i. 18, of the Greek, text). It is also

generally admitted that the noble Psalm xlvi. re-

fers to this event, if not also Ps. lxxv. and lxxvl

(Sept $6i) irobc rbv 'Aoalptov). Assyria stood at

the summitof its power under Sennacherib; it had

become a world-monarchy. Besides the nations

of Eastern [Central] Asia, it had subjugated Phoe-

nicia and Syria, and overthrown the kingdom of

the Ten Tribes. It was just ready to extend still

farther and to subjugate Egypt Having invaded

Judah, which was already tributary, the conqueror

had already devastated the country and captured

the strongholds. Only Jerusalem yet remained.

Now he threatened this last stronghold of the

once prosperous kingdom. With arrogant and

threatening words, scoffing at the God of Israel,

he demanded a surrender of the city which was
already hard pressed on every side, and spoke of

carrying off its inhabitants into captivity. The

greatest power on earth stood in hostility to the

little kingdom of Judah, which was reduced to two

small tribes, and rendered powerless by misgor-

ernment Its destruction seemed to be inevitable,
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But just at this point the power which had hither-

to been resistless was broken, and it remained
broken. This world-monarchy now commenced
to decline. [This is a mistake. The next half

century (700-650) includes the "height of the As-
syrian power.—W. G. S.] A change took place in

the affairs of Judah which secured it yet a cen-

tury and a half of existence. This change in its

affairs it owed, not to its own strength or courage,

not to a great array which came to its help, not to

any human power, but only to its Lord and God,
who Baid to the roaring sea: "So far and no far-

ther, and here shall thy proud waves be stayed 1
v

The great and invincible army perished without a
battle or a stroke of the sword, as the Lord had
foretold by His prophet (Isai. xxxi. 8). In a sin-

gle night Judah was delivered out of the hand of

its mighty enemy. With the downfall of the king-

dom of tho Ten Tribes a new epoch had begun for

Judah. It was, from this time on, to represent

alone the ancient covenant people. The great act

of divine deliverance which is here recorded

stands at the commencement of this new era, as a
new covenant-sign, and pledge of the election of
Israel, but at tho same time also as a loud call to

faithfulness. This was the significance of an
event which had had no parallel since the deliver-

ance from Egypt It is, therefore, put parallel

with that great event which was the type of all

national deliverances (see notes on xvii. 7, and
Exea. on 1 Kings xii. 28). In subsequent times of
peril it was .mentioned together with the deliver-

ance from Egypt, as a ground of prayer for divine

aid (see the places quoted from the books of Macca-
bees). As there was there, so there is here, an
arrogant enemy, who obstinately resists the God
of Israel, who oppresses Jehovah's people so that

they cry to him. u As Moses there promised pro-

tection and deliverance, and said: * These Egyp-
tians whom ye see to-day shall ye see no more
forever,' so Isaiah here promises help: 'Fear not 1

for the Lord will guard this city. He shall not
come into it, but shall return by the way by which
he came ;

* as there, * Moses stretched out his

hand over the sea and tho sea returned at the
dawning of the morning' (Ex. xiv. 27), so here,

*When they arose early in the morning, behold
they were all dead, corpses ' : Isai. xxxvii. 36 "

(Von Gerlach on Ps. xlvi. 6) ; as there the angel
of the Lor4 smote at midnight all the first-born in

Egypt, and rose up against the oppressor, so that
he sank in the sea with his chariots, his horses,

and his horsemen (Ex. xii. 29 ; xiv. 19, 28), so he
here smote the Assyrian army by night so that
Sennacherib " arose, departed, and went " (txccssit,

evaait, erupiL Cic. 2 Cat at the beginning). Ewald
justly says :

u One of those rare days had come
again when the truth which no hands could grasp,

forced itself home to the conscience and convic-

tion of the people. . . . Nay, indeed, in the pre-

ceding long and weary distress and trial, as well
as in .the sudden deliverance, and in tho conver-
gence of all these things to enforce faith in the
only true help, this time has a certain resemblance
to the time of the foundation of the nation, just

»8, throughout all these centuries, few souls at-

tained so nearly to the height of Moses as did
Isaiah." What a deep impression the event made
upon the neighboring peoples is shown by the
words of Chronicles, where the history of it closes

with the words: " And many brought gifts unto

the Lord to Jerusalem, and presents to Hezekiah
king of Judah, so that he was magnified in the
sight of all nations from thenceforth " (2 Chron.
xxxii. 23). So that came to pass which Hezekiah
had prayed for in his prayer for God's help, chap,
xix. 19.

4. The prophet Isaiah stands first and foremost
among those who appear either speaking or acting
in the foregoing history. He is the central figure

of the story, so that it appears also in the book of
his prophecies. All that constitutes the peculiar-

ity of the Jewish institution of prophets, and its

high significance in the history of redemption, by
virtue of which it stands independent of, and even
above, the priestly office and the throne, presents
itself to us here in one person as it does not in any
other case either earlier or later. Not only as a
"human counsellor in difficult political transac-

tions " (Roster, Die Propheten, 8. 106), as the king's

privy-councillor, but as the servant and minister of
Jehovah, the God of Israel, Who, through him,

makes' known His will and His decrees, and guides
the fortunes of His people, and as the messenger
and intermediary of the divine dispensations, Isaiah

stands before us. He fulfils his mission most
completely. Jerusalem and the kingdom of Judah
were in peril such as had never before befallen

them since they had existed. No one was pre-

pared with advice or counsel. Anxiety, terror,

and despair controlled alL In the midst of all this

Isaiah stood firm and unshaken as a rock in the
sea. With calmness and even joy, such as only a
servant of Jehovah, who- is conscious that he
stands before his Lord, can feel (1 Kings xvii. 1

;

xviii. 1 5), he proclaims, in the name of his Master,

deliverance to the covenant people, and destruc-

tion to the blasphemous foe, and as he says so it

comes to pass. Where in the history of the anci-

ent world is there anything at all resembling this?

The oracle, vers. 21-34, belongs to the grandest
which have been preserved, and is in the front

rank even of those of Isaiah. All the things

which we find to admire in the discourses of this

prophet are here united. The language is clear

and unambiguous, it is concise and rich, powerful
and stirring, sharp in censure as well as consoling

and encouraging. At the same time it is, in form
and expression, poetical and rhetorical. The re-

ligious feeling on which it rests is the distinctively

Israelitish, in all its depth and purity. The God,
in whose name the prophet speaks, is the Holy
One of Israel (see Isai. vi. 3), a character in which
He has revealed Himself to this people alone, and
in which no other people knows Him. At the
same time He is a Being who is elevated abso
lutely above all creature limitations, and He gov-
erns all the nations of the earth according to His
wilL He has chosen Israel to be His own pecu-
liar people, while it keeps His covenant He is

merciful and gracious, but He will not be scorned
or blasphemed. The godless aro an instrument in

His hand, which He breaks and throws away
when it has served His purpose. This discourse

was indeed occasioned by the peculiar circumstan-

ces of the time, and it refers in the first place to

them, nevertheless it does not lack that which is

the deepest and inmost soul of all prophecy, the

forecast of the distant future, the Messianic "IXC*

2W* [the idea that out of all calamities a purified

remnant shall still survive to carry on the office of
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the chosen people] (vers. SO, 31 ; cf. IsaL vii. 3

;

tL 13; x. 21). This deliverance is the type and
pledge of the one which shall go forth from Zion
(IsaL ii. 2, 3).

6. The prophets prediction of the destruction of
Sennacherib is a prophecy in the common use of the
word [something foretold], and every attempt to

rob it of this character is shown to be rain, first

by the great definiteness of the prediction, and
Secondly, by its undeniable fulfilment Modern
criticism, starting from the assumption that a
specific prophecy is impossible, has declared ver.

7, as well as the concluding verses of the oracle,

vers. 32-34, on account of their " suspicious de-

finiteness," to be additions by the late redactor.

This is indeed the easiest way to set aside any
apparent prophecy. It is to be noticed, however,
that the whole passage, from ver. 21 on, comes
naturally and necessarily to this termination, and
the tone and language are exactly the same as in

the previous verses. [The artificial construction

of the strophe and antistrophe make it impossible

to regard vers. 32-34 as anything but an integral

part of the original composition. See the arrange-

ment in the translation.—W. G. 8.) To take these

verses away from the oracle is to rob it of all its

point It is both arbitrary and violent

The so-called naturalistic explanation, which
Knobel maintains, is not much better. According
to this, the pestilence had then already commenced,
and it threatened to weaken the Assyrian army
very materially. News had also come that Tirhe-

kah was advancing (ver. 9). These two things

caused the prophet to "hope" that Sennacherib
would not persevere, and, inspired by this hope, he
"sustains his courage and exhorts the king and
nation to confidence." But the assumption that

the pestilence had at this time already broken out
in the Assyrian camp is unfounded, it is entirely

arbitrary, and it even contradicts the statements
of the text in vers. 35 and 36. With this assump-
tion the factitious "hope" of the prophet falls to

the ground. Moreover it is perfectly dear that

the prophet is not giving expression to a mere
hope. As Knobel himself admits, "the tone is

that of the utmost confidence," and " the passage
(vers. 32-34) is perfectly definite."

Bwald's conception of it is much finer and
more delicatf. (Qesch. Jar. III. a. 634 [Ed. third «.

682]). He thus states his conception of the cir-

cumstances : In the first place, when Bab-shakeh
uttered his threats, the prophet exhorted the king
in general to courage and fearlessness (ver. 6).

Afterwards, when Sennacherib's letter arrived and
Hezekiah was in great anxiety, " Isaiah forth-

with announced to him, if possible (I) ?** more
distinctly than before, the heaven-sent consolation.

The bolder and more insolent the language of Sen-
Baoherib was, the more firm was the divine confi-

dence against all his human vanity which Isaiah

expressed in his mighty oracles. Thereby he
powerfully influenced both the king and the peo-

•ple. He was the most unwavering support in this

calamity, and the unswerving strength of his soul

grew with the raging of the storm." However
much this conception may contain which is grand,

and true, yet it does not rise above the idea that

tiie prophet had a merely natural and human hope
and foreboding. The prophet himself, however,
means to have his words taken as something more
than this. He could not possibly, with good con-

science, say of something which he merely hoped
for and foreboded : " Thus saith the Lord 1

"

[The question in dispute is : What did the pro-

phets mean when they said : Thus saith the Lord!
No one will assert that they meant that they
had heard words with physical ears, or read words
with physical eyes, which came to them from God.
Their apprehension of the things which they thus

announced must have been subjective, in so far

that it was spiritual and conscientious. Then we
come to a psychological analysis of the degrees of

hope, expectation, faith, and foresight If the pro-

cess by which prophets apprehended divine oracles
is utterly beyond the analogy of our experience,

then, of course, it defies our analysis. But in that

case, it is a pure dogma which we cannot explain

or state in words, and therefore cannot teach or

transmit We can repeat a formula, but we can-

not form an idea. If, however, we have an an-

alogy in our experience of faith and trust in God,

—in our knowledge and conception of His laws—
and in our belief in His Providence, for the hmd of

activity which produced the prophecies, then ws
may indeed believe that the prophets acted npon a
much greater measure of the same convictions.

Certainly the prophets did not utter guesses, and

pronounce them with a "Thus saith the Lord!
Any attentive reader ofthe prophecies will perceive

that this formula has, in the mouths of the prophets,

a truly awful meaning. They had intense convic-

tions as to God's will and Providence, and a pro-

found faith in His truth and justice. When they

spoke it was without faltering, and with complete

faith that they were pronouncing the oracles of

God. The " definiteness " of this prophecy, which

is made a ground for believing it post eventum^

may be questioned. It is grand, broad, and poetic.

It is not specific in announcing the form of the de-

liverance, but has the features of 0. T. predictions.

The more detailed treatment of prophecy belongs

to the exposition of the prophetical books.—W. G.

S.]

There was nothing in the circumstances to

justify the expectation that the hitherto invincible

conqueror, who was already in the neighborhood

of Jerusalem with 165,000 men, would withdraw

immediately. On the contrary nothing seemed

more certain than that he would carry out his

threats. Nevertheless Isaiah declared to the

king and the people in regard to him, "in the tone

of an ambassador of God" (Koster), with the

greatest definiteness and confidence: "He shall

not come into this city, Ac." If this was mere

surmise and supposition, then it was, under these

circumstances, pure insanity to exhort Jerusalem

to scorn and defy the conqueror at the very mo-

ment when it was in the greatest jeopardy; nay,

even the comparison of Sennacherib with a wild

beast with a ring through its nose and a bridle in

its mouth, would be a piece of bombast no wav in-

ferior to that of Bab-shakeh. What would hare

become of Isaiah? What would have become of

the prophetic institution, if he had then been

mistaken in his mere individual and subjective

supposition and hope ? It is useless to turn and

twist the matter. We must either strike out the

entire oracle, or we must recognize in it a genuine

prediction and admit that " the prophecy came net

in old times by the will of man, but holy men of

God spake as they were inspired by the Holy

Ghost " (2 Peter L 21). The fact that this eve**
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which was beyond the range of all human fore-

sight and calculation, was definitely foretold by
tho prophet, gives it the character of an event de-

termined beforehand of God for the deliverance

of His people, that is, of an incident in the history

of redemption, and takes away from it all appear-
ance of an accidental, natural, occurrence.

[The question is : Were the prophets infallible ?

The author's argument seems to assume that they
were. The assumption ought to be fairly stated

and understood, and the issue involved ought to

be fairly met If the prophets, who were " men,"
"subject to like passions as we are " (Jas. v. 17),

were infallible, why may not the Pope be so ? If

a distinction can be made, and if it be said that

the prophets were infallible in their oracles, why
may not the Pope be infallible when he speaks ex

cathedra, though not otherwise ? A fair criticism

of this oracle will show it to be a prediction. The
event which followed was a dispensation of Provi-

dence and an incident in the history of redemption
(see bracketed addition to § 9, below). It rested

on very much more than a hope or suspicion. It

was a confident expectation which was based on
trust in God and faith in His Providence. This
amounted to a certain conviction in the prophet's

mind, so that he did not hesitate to pronounce it in

solemn form as God's will that Sennacherib's plan
against Judah should be frustrated. He was
obliged to stake his prophetical authority on this

prediction. His religious faith rose above all the

appearances of improbability (humanly speaking),

that Sennacherib's course could be arrested. He
did not fear, relying on his faith in God, to threaten

Sennacherib with the most shameful overthrow.

Sennacherib lived and prospered for twenty
years afterwards (see SuppUm. Note after the

Exeg. section). If we insist on the literal accuracy,

or even specific reference, of ver. 28 we shall make
a grievous error, but, as a poetic expression for a
prediction of -shame and disaster to Sennacherib,

it was completely fulfilled. Thus the event justi-

fied Isaiah's faith, and ratified his authority as a
man of God ; i. e , a man endowed with power to

dee and understand the ways of God. The notion

that the prophets had communications from heaven,

which gave them infallible information as to what
was to be, is a superstition. The idea that they

were men whose faith and love towards God gave

them communion with Him, knowledge of His
ways, insight into His Providence, and, therefore,

foresight of His dealings with men, is a sublime

religious truth,—one which deserves the study, as

it will cultivate the religious powers, of every

Christian man.—W. G. S.]

6. Hezekiah's behavior during (he peril from the

Assyrians appears to be inconsistent with the gen-

eral characterization which stands at the head of

the narrative (xviiL 6-7), inasmuch as he, who had
the courage to declare his independence of the As-
syrian supremacy, and who, according to 2 Ohron.

xxxiL 5-8, at Sennacherib's approach, not only

took all possible measures for a determined resist-

ance, but also encouraged the people to trust in

Jehovah, its God, and -not to fear, nevertheless in-

structed his ambassadors to ask for mercy, and de-

claredhimself ready to submit to any sacrifice which
might be demanded of him (ver. 14). This one
fact, however, does not justify us in regarding him
as a " weak and dependent man " (see above § 1).

We do not even know whether he took the step

on his own motion, or, as is very possible, was
forced to it by those who were about him. It was
not until the Assyrian army had advanced even
beyond Jerusalem, had taken one city after an-
other and devastated the country, so that it seemed
to him that Jerusalem could not much longer be
defended, that he determined to make this humili-
ating offer. He had a good intention, which was
to save Jerusalem and the kingdom of Judah from
a fate like that of Samaria. Yet he did not send
to the Assyrian Buch a message as his wretched
father, Ahaz, had once sent: "I am thy 'servant
and thy son " (chap. xvi. 7), but only went so far

as necessity compelled him. Certainly he was not
a hero in faith like Isaiah. " When he had taken
the first step (the revolt), trusting in his God, then
he ought to have taken the second, also trusting
in Him " (Schlier), but that he did not do so does
not prove that he had no faith. There are times
in the life of every truly pious and believing man
when the ground trembles under his feet, and he
is wanting in firm and invincible faith. It was
in such a moment that John the Baptist sent to

ask the Saviour: "Art thou He that should
come ? " and yet the Saviour said of him that he
was no reed shaken by the wind. Peter denied
his master, and yet the master called him the rock
on which the Church should be built. The time
of peril from the Assyrians was, for Hezekiah, a
time of trial and discipline. Soon after he had
acted in faint-heartedness and despair he learned
that help is not to be bought in distress by gold
or silver. The treacherous foe only pressed him
the harder, and then at last Hezekiah showed him-
self a true theocratic king. Recognizing a divine

chastisement and discipline in tins danger, he turns
first to the prophet as the servant of Jehovah and
the organ of the divine spirit, and sends an embas-
sy of the chief royal officers and of the chief priests

to him to beg his intercession. The solemn em-
bassy was a physical recognition by the king of
the prerogative of the prophet It shows that

where both were such as they ought to be there

could be no question of "independent powers"
over against each other (see 1 Kings xxi Hist.

% 4, and Pt. II. p. 104), but that both worked to-

gether, and had co-ordinate and complementary
functions in carrying on the plan of redemption.
The position which Hezekiah took up in his deal-

ings with the prophetical institution, even when it

was exercising its functions of warning and re-

buke, may be seen from the incidental allusion in

Jerem. xxvi. 18 sq. (See Caspari uber Micha, den
Morasthiten, s. 56.) In the case before us he did

not rest content with the solemn embassy to the
prophet, but went before the Lord, and poured out
his heart to Him in prayer. Von Gerlach justly

says: "It is most clearly apparent that, in this

prayer, the inmost faith of a genuine Israelite is

expressed." In true humility and fervor he calls

upon the only living God, who has made heaven
and earth, and who is the king of all kings of

earth ; who had chosen Israel to be His people,

and dwells and reigns amongst them as a sign and
pledge of His covenant. To Him, the Almighty
One, who alone can help and save, he cries for help

and salvation. He is not so much alarmed for his

throne and his own glory as he is that the name
of this God shall not be blasphemed, but rather be
revered by all the world. We have no such prayer

from any other king since Solomon. Because the
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Lord is near to all who call upon Him, and does
what tiie god-fearing ask of Him, and hears their

cry (Ps. cxlv. 18 sq.), therefore this prayer was
heard. The Lord helped wondrously and beyond
mil Hezekiah's prayer or hope. .

7. Tite Assyrian king, Sennacherib, and his chief

cup-beartr form the sharpest contrast to Hezekiah
mnd the prophet. *The pride and arrogance which,

as a rule, animate all great conquerors, is expressed
by them. Such men, insolently relying on their

own human power and might, recognise nothing
BupcrioT to themselves, shrink from no means of

gratifying their ambition for territorial aggrandize-

ment, and insult and scoff at Almighty God, until

He finally sends His judgments upon them and
brings them to shame. The language which this

ancient conqueror used is that of a heathen, but
the spirit which animated it has not perished from
the earth ; it appeared again in the words of the

•greatest conqueror of modern times. When Na-
poleon, during his expedition to Kgypt, said to a
Mufti: "I can cause a fiery chariot to descend
from heaven and to turn its course to earth ;

"

—

when, in his proclamation to the inhabitants of

Cairo, he declared, denying the true God and put-

ting fate in His place :
" Can there be any one who

fs blind enough not to see that fate itself guides

all my undertakings? . . . Inform the people that

it is written from the foundation of the world that,

after the destruction of all the enemies of Islam

and the overthrow of the cross, I should come
from the far west to fulfil the task which is set

for me. . . . Those wlio raise prayers against us
to heaven pray for their own damnation. I could

demand from each one of you an account of the
secret thoughts of his heart, for I know all, even
that which ye have told to no one. A day will

come when all will see that I have been guided by
commands from above, and that all the efforts of
men can accomplish nothing against me" (Leo,

Univertalgesch. V. s. 317. Baur, Qeschichls- una Le~

bensbilder, I. s. 385, sq.)—is that not the same thing

as Sennacherib boasts chap, xviii. 25, 35 and xix.

1 sq. in regard to himself, though with different

words? It is an entire misconception, on the part

of EwaM, when he thus states Sennacherib's poli-

cy and intentions (I. c s. 596) :
" The wars between

the numerous small kingdoms this side the Eu-
phrates had, during the last centuries, assumed
continually more and more the character of mere
plundering expeditions. It was enough to merely
rob and plunder a weaker neighbor. . . . There
was no conception of a fatherland, a great kingdom
which was a power to restrain wrong by justice

and unity. But the ' warlike ' [Ewald's interpre-

tation of 2~H king, as the Assyrian king was now

called before all others (Hoe. v. 13 ; x. 6) desired

a great, united, and powerful kingdom, in which
petty national jealousies should disappear." The
Scriptures do not contain any hint of any such
noble and beneficent intentions on the part of the
Assyrian king. On the contrary, Sennacherib
himself boasts that he has devoted all the con-
quered lands to destruction, and has caused the na-
tions to perish (chap. xix. 11, 12). The Scriptures

call Sonuacherib especially a destroyer, plunderer,

or robber (Isai. xxxiii. 1), whose heart is set to de-

stroy and uproot nations, and who does not know
that he is only a hired razor, the rod of God's wrath,
and the staff of His anger (Isai x. 5-7). That

this man, the greatest and mightiest of the kings
of Assyria, before whom all nations trembled,
should come to shame in his contest with the small
and weak kingdom of Judah, this proclaimed to

all the world the great and eternal truth: He can
humiliate even the proud I

8. The speech of the ambassador, Rabshakeh,
is a remarkable specimen of ancient oriental rheto-

ric. It has, in form and expression, none of the
smoothness and fineness of modern diplomacy, but
it is, in the method which it pursues, by no means
out of date, but as fresh as if it had been spoke*
but yesterday. In the first part, which is ad-

dressed to king Hezekiah and his high officers, the
speaker utters undeniable truths. It was true
that Egypt was like a broken reed on which a
man could not rest or rely. It was true that Heze-
kiah had abolished the worship on the high places
and centralized the cultus in Jerusalem. It was
true that if he had ever so many horses he lacked
riders for them, while the Assyrian army was
richly provided with both. It was true, finally,

that this army had not advanced to Jerusalem and
beyond without the permission of God; but all

these truths stand here in the service of arrogance,
hypocrisy, and falsehood. Tbe ancient diplomat
understood the falsely celebrated art of convin-
cing by sophistical arguments, and yet of cheating
and deceiving. When tbe royal councillors did not

at once yield to him, he became rude and insolent

towards them, and began to harangue the common
people. In the first place, he puts before them the

distress and misery which await them if the city

is not given up at once ; then he makes promises,

tempts them and sets prosperity, and good fortune,

and wealth before them ; then he makes them sus-

picious of their king, and calls them to disobedi-

ence to him ; finally, he undermines their religions

faith, represents to them their trust in God as

foolish and vain, and appeals to the fall of Samaria
which (lie declares) this God was as little able to

prevent as the gods of the other nations were to

prevent their overthrow. Here again we must
exclaim with Menken, as above in the case of

Naaman : "How tame and faithful is the ancient

picture I How fresh and new it is, as if men of

to-day had sat for it I
"

9. The destruction of the Assyrian army, which
impelled Sennacherib to retreat, is unquestioned
as an historical fact; it has not been assailed even
by modern. critical science. Its character as an
incident in the history of the redemptive plan (see

§ 3) has, however, been taken from it by the

assertion that it was due to one of the pestilences

which were common in the Orient, and especially

in Egypt; that the number of those who died is

" exaggerated," and that the destruction in a sin-

gle night is a mythical detail. Appeal is made in

proof to the " frightful devastation which the pes-

tilence accomplishes in a short time." Instances

are cited such as that " at Constantinople, in 1714,

nearly 300,000 human beings perished, and at the

game place, in 1778, 2,000 died daily " (Winer, &-
W.-B., H. «.232), and that " the pestilence in Milan,

in 1629, according to Tadino, carried off 160,000 per-

sons; atVienna, in 1679, 122,849; and in Moscow, at

the end of the last century, according to Martens,

670,000" (Delitsch on Isai xxxvii. 36). As for

the number 186,000, the fact that it is not "an
exactly round number bears witness to its histori-

cal accuracy " (Thenius). Both accounts have it
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Moreover it occurs 1 Mace. vii. 41, and 2 Maoc zv.

32, and Jos. Antiq. x. 1, 6. It is arbitrary to throw
aside a number which is supported by such testi-

mony and has nothing against it. It would not

be allowed in the case of a number supported by
so many profane authors. As for the assumed
mythical detail that they all perished in one night,

that is not the statement of the text; but that

"the augel went out on that night and he smote,"

Jfcc., that is, on that night the pestilence broke out

in the Assyrian camp, so that in the morning very

many already lay dead, and it raged until the

*whole army, 185,000 strong, was carried off. With
that night the destruction of the entire army be-

gan. [That is hardly a fair reading of ver.

35. The angel went out that night and smote
185,000 men, and in the morning they were corpses.

The naivete* of the remark, that they rose up and
lo ! they were all dead, belongs to the simplicity

of the style of composition. Its meaning is clear

that the 1 85,000 men did not comprise the whole
Assyrian army. The intention of the history to de-

clare that 185,000 men were smitten and perished

in one night is undeniable.—W. G. 8.] " In view
of the conciseness of the record we may assume,
with Hensler and others, that the pestilence raged
in the Assyrian camp for some time, and that it

carried off thousands by night (Ps. xcL 6) up to

the number of 185,000 " (Delitsch). If the words

fettnn r6^3 were what made of the incident a

miraculous interposition of God, they could not be
wanting from the narrative in Isaiah; also the

Chronicler, who does not in other cases show any
distrust of what is miraculous, and the three places

in the book of Maccabees, and that in Sirach, all

of which mention the event, would not be silent as

to that which would form the distinctive feature of
it When Knobel remarks that " the historian as-

cribes the event which brought about the deliver-

ance of Judah to the God of Judah," we must
ask, to whom else should he asoribe it? to Nature

?

to the climate ? to accident ? The God of Judah
is the living God, who, as Hezekiah says (xix. 15,

19), made heaven and earth. He alone is God.
If not a sparrow falls to the ground without Him
(Matt x. 29), then 185,000 men were not carried

off without His will As in the case of Isaiah's

prophecy (§ 5), so here, all turning and twisting

is useless. The incident was "a dispensation of

God which evades until this day all attempts to

solve its causes." We may admit that it was pro-

duced by the pestilence; "but, in the way of an
attempt at a natural explanation, this amounts to

nothing. No disease has ever, in its natural

course, accomplished anything of the kind. All

the extraordinary cases which are cited from his-

tory are only calculated to render the more promi-

nent the fact that the incident here recorded is

totally dissimilar from them all " fDrechsler).

[The miraculousness of the incident consists nei-

ther in the number ofthe slain, nor in the shortspace

of time in which they perished. It consists in the

fact that this extraordinary calamity befell the As-
syrian army, by a dispensation of Providence, at

a great crisis in the history of Judah, The rava-

ges of pestilence in various historical instances

are, therefore, no parallels. They are entirely

aside from the point The destruction of the

Spanish armada bv a storm is a far closer parallel

than any- one of these. We may hesitate to inter-

pret these dispensations of Providence in modern
times. The prophetic author of the Jewish his-

tory had no such scruples. He saw and plainly

declared the hand of God in this event. "It is

not without reason that in the churches of Moscow
the exultation over the fall of Sennacherib is still

read on the anniversary of the retreat of the
French from Russia ; or that Arnold, in his Lec-
tures on Modern History, in the impressive passage

(p. 177) in which he dwells on that great catastro-

phe, declared that for 'the memorable night qf
frost in which 20,000 horses perished, and the
strength of the French army was utterly broken,'
he * knew of no language so well fitted to describe
it as the words in which Isaiah described the ad-
vance and destruction of the hosts of Sennache-
rib.'" (Stanley, II. 534.) Our best means of
arriving at a strictly historical conception of such
providential interpositions as the one here recorded,

is that of comparing them with other similar events
nearer and more familiar to ourselves.—W. G. S.J

HOWLHTXOAL AND PRACTICAL.

Vera. 1-8. The noble Testimony which the
Holy Scriptures bear to King Hezekiah. (a) He
abolished the false worship in his kingdom and
reestablished that which was in accordance with
the word of God (vers. 3 and 4). (b) He trusted
the Lord, clung to him, and departed not from Him
(vers. 5 and 6). (e) What he did prospered, for the
Lord was with him (vers. 7 and 8).—Vers. 3-6.

Langs : It is sad when godly parents have godless
children and must see that all their pains are spent
upon them in vain. On the contrary, where godless
parents, especially a godless father, have pious chil-

dren, we must look upon it as a direct fruit of the
grace of God. The testimony to Hezekiah is, there-

fore, the more excellent the more depraved his

father was. Cramer: Virtue and godliness are not
inherited from one's parents.—Ver. 4. Hezekiah
succeeded in uprooting ancient abuses, because he
was moved not merely by political or other human
considerations, but only by love to the Lord, and
zeal for His honor. He was anxious not only to

root up, destroy, and deny, but also to set up in

the place of what was evil that which was right

and good.—The brazen serpent The purpose for

which Moses made it (John iii. 14 sq.) ; why Hez-
ekiah destroyed it (worship of images and destruc-

tion of images. Use and abuse of images).—-Cra-
mer: If the cross on which Christ hung were pre-

served by the papists it would certainly be a relic

of remarkable antiquarian interest, but to keep a
feast in its honor, make pilgrimages to it, and grant
indulgences by virtue of it, would be pure idolatry.

—Vers. 5 and 6. True piety consists of (a) a faith

which is at once trust and confidence, Heb. xi. 1 ;
(b)

clinging to the Lord in adversity and in prosperity,

without departing from Him, Ps. lxxiii. 25 sq. ; (c)

keeping the commandments of God, James ii. 17

;

1 John v. 3.—Vers. 7 and 8. Osiander : God re-

wards godliness even in this life, Matt vi. 33 ; ^
Tim. iv. 8.

—

Starkb: Only the faithfid and pious

can console themselves with God's favor, and boast

that God is with them, Ps. cxviii. 6, 7 ; Ps. i. 3.

—

To throw off a disgraceful foreign yoke, and to

take back what one has been robbed of, is not a
breach of fidelity, but it is the right and duty of

every ruler who wears a crown lawfully.—Vera.

9-12. See notes on chap. xvii. Hoshea and Heze*
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kiah. The former came to the throne by conspir-

acy and murder, and he did not do what was pleas-

ing to the Lord, therefore he perished with his

people. The latter trusted in the Lord and clung
to Him, and therefore he came out with his people

victoriously from the peril.

Vers. 13-16. Hezekiah enjoyed peace and rest

for fourteen years. His reign was a prosperous
one ; then, however, came the time of trial and
danger, which does not fail to come even to those

who have faith and trust.

—

Berleb. Bibel: No
one oan belong to God unless he passes through
trial and discipline. The harder the trial is, the

more must we increase our faith and dependence,
for God chastises us only that He may make more
clear His mercy and care for those who trust in

Him.—The gold of faith can only be made to ap-

pear through the fires of adversity, Sir. ii. 6. If

thy faith is not a mere notion, or opinion, or feel-

ing, or sensation, then it will not diminish in the

time of trial, but grow and become stronger and
purer. "Whence should we have had David's

psalms, if he had not been tried ? " Therefore
St Paul says, Rom. v. 3 sq.—Ver. 14.. There is no-

thing harder for any one who holds a high posi-

tion than to humble himself, yet there is nothing
more beneficial The king finds himself compelled,
in order to save his kingdom, to beg forgiveness

of the monarch from whom he had revolted. That
was the first consequence of his chastisement.

—

Cramer : An oppressive peace is better than the
most just war, and it is better to purchase peace
than to risk kingdom and people, life and liberty.

—When we see that we have done wroqg we
ought to confess it not only before God but also

before men.—Do thou say to God what Hezekiah
sent his ambassadors to say to Sennacherib. Thou
wilt find Him not faithless, but always good and
faithful, and He will lay upon thee no burden
which thou canst not carry.—Ver. 17. We can
never rely upon the fidelity of a man who is sim-

ply bought with money.—Want of courage in

one's self invites an enemy to arrogance. The
more humbly one approaches an enemy the more
insolent he becomes.'—Peace and quiet which are
bought with money have no duration. [This
ought to be taken to modify the doctrine quoted
above (on ver. 14) from Cramer, that it is better

to buy peace than to risk war.]

Vers. 17-35. Rab-shakeh's speech (a) to Hez-
ekiah's messengers, vers. 19-27

; (6) to the people,

vers. 28-35. See Histor. § 8. That is always the
way of the devil ; he mixes up truth and falsehood,

that he may inoculate us with the falsehood.—Rab-
shakeh, the wolf in sheep's clothing, (a) He appears
to warn against Egypt as a power which neither can
nor will help, just as Jsaiah himself does, while he
himself comes to destroy and devour (Matt. vii. 15

;

1 John iv. 1 ). (6) He represents what had been or-

dained by Hezekiah according to the Law of the
Lord and for His honor as a sin and a breach of

religion, while he himself cared nothing whatever
for the Law of the Lord or the true and right wor-
ship. Beware of those who represent as weak-
ness and folly that which is divine wisdom and
strength (1 Cor. i. 18 sq.), (e) He claims that the
Lord is with him and lias commanded him to do
what he is doing (ver. 25), whereas, in fact* he is

only the rod of God's wrath, the staff of His anger,
a •' hired razor," and ambition, lust for gold and
land, desire for glory and plunder are his only

motives (Matt vii. 22 #?.). Be not deceived by the

prosperity and the victory of the godless. They
are like chaff which the wind scatters and their

way disappears (Ps. L 3, 6).—Ver. 20. In what
dost thou trust? Ask thyself this every day.

Dost thou trust in other men who have rank,

wealth, and influence (Ps. lx. 12; cxlvi. 3, 4;
Jerem. xvii. 6) ; upon thyself, thine own power, wis-

dom, and judgment (Prov. iii. 5, 7 ; 1 Cor. L 19,

20) ; or on the Lord alone (Ps. cxviii. 8, 9 ; cxlvi

5 ; Jerem. xvii. 7, 8) ?—Ver. 21. J. Lakge : How
often it happens that when a man abandons God
and seeks another reliance, he finds but a broken
reed !

—

Umbreit : So weak and faithless men often

prepare for those who are not satisfied with God's
grace, but seek help from them, the deepest mis-

fortunes. He who trusts only in God stands high
and free even above the ruins of his earthly hap-
piness ; he who takes refuge in men becomes the

slave of men.—Ver. 22. Kyburz : It is the most
deadly temptation of the adversary that he throws
suspicion upon all which one has done for God, or

upon all the spiritual good which one has wrought
This is the way of the devil and of the blinded
world. They praise that for which one deserves
punishment and make a threat of that by virtue

of which one might hope for the favor of God.
He who does not mean to fall under this trial must
strive for the testing spirit that it may teach him
to distinguish false and true, light and darkness,
according to the divine standards (John xii. 4 sq.).—Starke : When the world wishes to give pain

to the pious it calls their trust in God obstinacy,
and their constancy, arrogance.

—

Wurt. Suiol:
Perverse and depraved men often consider true

religion the origin of all misfortune.—Vers. 23 and
24. The boastful cannot' stand before the eyes of

the Lord (Ps. v. 6, 7). He says to them : " Speak
not with a stiff neck," Ac. (Ps. lxxv. 5-8. cf. Jerem.
ix. 23, 24). " There is no king saved by the multi-

tude of an host," Ac (Pa. xxxiiL 16, 17).—Ver. 25.

Starke : The godless do not want to have the ap-

pearance of making their undertakings under and
with God ; they boast that they do not do so, yet

wrongly.

—

Menken: God uses the bad for pur-

poses for which he cannot use the good. The
prosperity of the wicked destroys them (Prov. L

32).—How often a man puts his own wishes or

thoughts in the place of the will of God and says

or thinks : The Lord commanded me ! It is crime,

however, for a roan to ascribe to the will of God
that which sprang from his own evil lusts (James
i. 13 aq.).

Vers. 26 to 28. The just Request of the King's

Councillors to Rab-shakeh and his insolent Reply.—Cramer: A Christian ought to be careful in all

things and to try to avert harm wherever he can

(Eph. v. 15).—Simple and uneducated people lend

an ear far too easily to boasters, to those who dis-

tort truth, and allow themselves to be cajoled, be-

cause they lack insight to distinguish between ap-

pearance and reality, error and truth. Therefore

not all subjects should be discussed before the

multitude, in whose minds one distorted expression

will often do more harm than the most reasonable

discourse can cure. A faithful government ought
to protect its subjects from hypocritical and lying

teachers as much as from thieves and robbers.

Yer. 27. He who cannot endure any contradiction,

however moderate and just it may be, without be-

coming violent and angry, shows thereby that be
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is not aiming at truth and right, but that he has a
selfish and insincere purpose.—Rab-shakeh was an
official of the court and a man in high station, who
did not lack wisdom and information ; neverthe-

less his words show rudeness and vulgarity. High
rank and position, even when united with wisdom
and information, do not insure against rudeness

and vulgarity. These only disappear where the

life has its springs in God, and there is a purified

heart and a sanctified disposition (Luke vi. 46).

—

Yer. 28-35. The ways and means of demagogues
and those who stir up sedition, (a) Vers. 29 and
30. They cast suspicion upon the lawful authority,

however righteous its intentions may be. They
scatter abroad distrust of its power and of its

good disposition, and strive to make the people

discontented with all its ordinances, (b) Vers. 31

and 32. They promise to the people peace and
prosperity and good fortune, deliverance from tyr-

anny and slavery, in order that they may then lay

upon it their yoke, which is far heavier and more
disgraceful (Ps. cxl. 6). (c) Ver. 33 aq. They un-

dermine the faith of tno people under the pretence

of enlightening it, while they themselves walk in

darkness and are enemies of the cross of Christ.

Therefore: "Watch ye, stand fast in the faith,

quit you like men, be strong " (1 Cor. xvL 13).

—

Ver. 28. Starke: When Satan wants attentive

listeners he talks God's language ; therefore be-

lieve not every spirit (1 John iv. 1).—Ver. 30. The
liOrd will save usl (a) A noble saying in the

mouth of a king speaking to his people. He
thereby admits that his own power is insufficient

and vain. He leads his people in that faith which
is a confidence in what is hoped for, and which
admits no doubt of what is not seen. How well

it would be for all princes and peoples if they had
such faith. (6) In this saying all the hope of the

Christian life is expressed: With God we over-

come the world, for the Lord will at length

save and deliver us from all evil, and bring us to.

his heavenly kingdom. The blasphemer and
boaster wanted to remove these words of the king
from the heart of the people, because he knew
that he should then have won. Nowadays also

these words are laughed at and scorned. Let
them not be torn from your heart I Happy is he
whose trust is in the Lord his God (Ps. cxlvi. 6).—Ver. 31 8q. Cramer: When Satan cannot ac-

complish anything by resistance and force, he
strikes the softer strings and promises luxury,

riches, splendor (Matt iv. 9).—Ver. 33 sq. Pride

and arrogance go so far that man, who is but dust
and ashes, exalts himself in his folly above Al-

mighty God.

—

Pfaff. Bebel: The Lord punishes
with especial severity the crime of scoffing at the
Living God and doubting of his might and majes-

ty (2 Mace. ix. 28; Isai. xiv. 13-15).

Ver. 36 sq. The Impression which Rab-shakeh's
Speech made, (a) The people kept silence and did

not answer. (Silence is an answer—often a more
emphatic one than speech. Happy is the people

which is deaf to the words of seducers and those

who stir up insurrection.) (b) The ambassadors
of the king tear their clothes as a sign of grief and
of horror at the blasphemous words which they
had been forced to hear. Rab-shakeh was obliged

to depart with his mission unaccomplished (1 Peter

v. 8, 9).—Ver. 36. We ought not to enter into any
dispute with those who do not care to arrive at

the truth, but only to accomplish their own selfish

ends, and who are versed in the art of mixing
truth and falsehood, but we should punish them
by silence.—Ver. 37. Starke: We ought not to

laugh at blasphemous speeches, but to be heartily

saddened by them.

—

WUrt. Summ. : We ought not
to get angry at a blasphemer, lest we also do
some wrong, but we ought to wait patiently for the
Lord (Isai xxx. 15).

—

Cramer: Cast not your
pearls before swine, nor give what is holy unto the
dogs (Matt. vii. 6). . It is not always wise to an-

swer a fooL There is a time for silence (EccL iii.

Chap. xix. vers. 1-?. Hezekiah in great Dis-

tress, (a) He rends his clothes (as a sign of horror
at Rab-shakeh's blasphemous speech). He puts on
sack-cloth (as a sign of repentance), and goes to

the house of the Lord (to humble himself before

God, for he recognizes in his need and distress a
consequence of sin and apostasy, and a call to re-

pentance), (b) He sends the chiefs and representa-

tives of the people to the prophet, from whom he
hopes to hear the best counsel. lie orders them
to make known his request, and he is encouraged
by him to stand fast in faith.—Ver. 1. The words
in Ps. i. 1 apply to Hezekiah. A man who truly

fears God cannot endure.that unbelief should open
its insolent mouth ; his heart is torn when he hears
the living God scoffed at. Woe to the people and
country in which the speeches of the godless are
listened to in silence and with indifference, with-
out pain or grief, and where jests at God and
divine things are regarded as enlightenment and
wisdom (Luke xix. 40).—Vers. 2 and 3. In anxi-

ety and perplexity our only consolation is to call

upon God (Ps. xxxiv. 19; xlvi 1).

—

Hall: The
more we hear the name of God desoised and
abused the more we ought to love and nonor it.

—

Starke : It is of great importance that, in time of
need, one should have a faithful friend, to whom
one can confide all, and find counsel and help.

—

Ver. 4. Cramer : We should not doubt in prayer,

nor prescribe methods of -action to God, but wait
in patience and humility for the help of the Lord
(James v. 10).—We should apply to others in our
need that they may intercede lor us. When a man
like the Apostle Paul exhorts the believers to pray
for him (Rom. xv. 30; Eph. vi. 18, 19), how much
more does it become us to beg this service of love

ofothers, and to console ourselves with the strength

of the intercession of those who have intercourse

of prayer with the Lord. He, however, who de-

sires that others should pray for him ought not to

have given up the habit of prayer himself. Heze-
kiah went first himself into the house of the Lord
to pray, and then he sent to the prophet.—Ver. 5.

What happiness and what a blessing it is in times

of distress and perplexity to have a faithful ser-

vant of God at hand, who stands firm in the storm.

—Vers. 6, 7. Isaiah's Answer (a) as a word of

encouragement (ver. 6), (b) as a word of promising
and threatening (ver. 7). The prophet calls the

emissaries of the Assyrian king: " servants " [see

Exeg. on the verse], a contemptuous name, because
they had blasphemed the God of Israel. It is not

manly to assume airs of superiority and to pretend

to scorn the word of God. but it is boyish. How-
ever high in rank a man may be, if he speaks and
acts as these men did he is a low fellow (Ps.

xxxvil 12, 13).—Ver. 7. God punishes those who
have no fear of Him by making them" fear men,
and flee at the mere rumor of a danger which is
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not yet at hand Pray God, therefore, that He
may give thee the right spirit, not a spirit of fear,

but of power and love and self-control (2 Tim. i. 7).—We think that danger threatens the Kingdom of

God and Christianity when people write and de-

claim against it, but fear not : all these adversaries

have perished like Herod who sought the young
child's life (Matt ii. 20), and only forfeited their

own salvation, for " Whosoever shall fall on this

Stone shall be broken " (Matt xxi. 44).

—

Osiander:
God has many means whereby he can bring the

rage of His adversaries to naught

—

Hall: Proud
and self-confident men of the world think little of
the future consequences, and even while they are
spinning their plots they come to shame.

Vers. 8-19. The two Contrasted Kings, Sen-
nacherib and Hezekiah—the Godless and the Just
(a) Sennacherib, who sees himself in peril and
obliged to retreat by the approach of Tirhakah,

does not on that account become more modest or

more humble, but only more obstinate and arro-

gant That is the way with godless and depraved
men. In distress and peril, instead of bending their

will and yielding to the will of God, they only
become more stubborn, insolent, and assuming.
(Osiander : The less ground the impious have to

hope for victory over the righteous, the more cruel

do they attempt to be.) Hezekiah, on the contrary,

who was in unprecedented trouble and peril, was
theroby drawn into more earnest prayer. He
humbled himself under the hand of God, and
sought refuge in the Lord alone. He went into the

house of God and poured out his soul in prayer,

Ps. v. 6-7. (Calw. Bibbl: Learn from this to pray
earnestly and faithfidly, when thou art in distress;

also learn from this what is the best weapon in

wur, and when the fatherland is in the dangers of
battle.) (b) Senuacherib rejects faith in the God of

Israel as folly, and boasts that all the gods of the

heathen were powerless before him. He lives

without God in the world and knows no God but
himself. But it is the fool who hath said in his

heart :
" There is no God " (Ps. xiv. 1). He asks

:

14 Where is? " Ac., but where is now Sennacherib
who talked so proudly? (Berl Bib.) He is gone
like chaff before the wind, for the way of the godless
shall perish (Ps. i. 4, 6 ; xxxv. 5 ; Zeph. it 2). But
Hezekiah will not let himself be drawn away from
his God. His faith becomes only so much warmer
and deeper. He prays and seeks not his own
honor, but that of the Lord in whom he puts his

confidence (Ps. L 3). The greater the cross the
greater the faith. The palm grows under weight.

Sweetness flows from the grape when it is well

trodden (Ps. i. 1, 2).—Vers. 14-19. Hezekiah's
Prayer, (a) The appeal for hearing (vers. 15, 16)

;

(b) the Confession (vers. 17, 18); (c) the request
(ver. 19) (see Bistor. § 6).—Distress and misfor-

tune are tfie school in which a man learns to pray
Aright How many a one repeats prayers every
day and yet never prays aright. Every one knows
from his own experience that he has never talked

so directly with God as in the time of need.

—

Starke : Earthly kings ought not to be ashamed
to pray, but rather go before others with a good
example.

—

Abndt: Who is a true man ? He who
can pray, and who trusts in God.—Ver. 15. Under
the old covenant God dwelt above the cherubim
of the ark; under the new one, He dwells in

Christ amongst us, therefore He demands to be
addressed by us as the Father of our Lord Jesus

Christ.—-Ver. 16. "He that planted the ear," Ac
(Ps. xciv. 9). Though men do not hear or see, He
hears and sees all, even that which is said and
done in secret (Ps. exxxix. 1 sq.). It often seem*
as if He did not see or hear, but ho will some time

bring to light what was done in darkness, and
will make known the secret counsel of the heart
We must give an account of every vain word
which we have spoken.—Vers. 17, 18. Gods
which are the work of man's hands, or the inven-

tion of man's brain, can be thrown into the fire and
destroyed. They are good for nothing more, but

the Holy, Living God cannot be thus done away
with or destroyed. He is himself a consuming
fire which shall consume all the adversaries (Heb.

x. 27 ; xii 29).—Ver. 19. When we pray to God
for relief from distress, or for anything else which

we earnestly desire, we must not have our own
honor, or fortune, or prosperity altogether or

principally at heart, but we must try to bring it

about that, by the fulfilment of our prayer, God's

name may be glorified and hallowed, therefore

this petition stands first in the Lord's Prayer.

Vers. 21-34. Isaiah's Prophecy (a) against Sen-

nacherib, vers. 21-28 ; /&) on behalf of Jerusalem,

vers. 29-34.—Ver. 21. There is no more fitting

punishment for a proud and arrogant man, than to

be laughed at and derided without being able to

take revenge. The derision of the daughter, Zkm,

at the blasphemous boaster, Sennacherib, is not

due to sinful malice ; it is rather a joyful recogni-

tion and a praise of the power and faithfulness of

God, who reigns in heaven and laughs at those

who scoff at him (Ps. it 4; xxxviL 12, 13).—Ver.

22. When sinful man, who is dust and ashes,

ascribes to himself that which he can oulj do by

God's help, or which God alon© can do, that is a

denial and an insult of God.—Ver. 23. Here we

see the mode of thought and of speech of all thd

proud. All this have I done by my wisdom and*

courage and skill. The Apostle, who had labored

more than any other, responds to them all :
" What

hast thou that thou didst not receive ? Now if

thou didst receive it, why dost thou glory, as if

thou hadst not received it? " (1 Cor. iv. 7, cf. xv.

10).

—

Craheb: When we remember that the affair

is not ours but God's, then we see that the ene-

mies are not ours but God's. When we see the

pride and arrogance of our enemies, tlten we may

look for their fall very soon (Prov. xvi. 18).—Ter.

25. If no hair of our heads can fall without the

will of God, how much less can a land or a city

perish unless He has so ordained it? Therefore,

humble yourselves under the mighty hand of God

that He may exalt yon in His good time (1 Peter

v. 6).—Ver. 26. " Let all the earth fear the Lord;

let all the inhabitants of the world stand in awe of

Him " (Ps. xxxiii. 8), for they are like the grass of

tiie field before Him ; He causes the wind to blow

upon them and they are gone.—Vera. 27, 28. Be not

deceived by the victory and good fortune of the

enemies of the kingdom of God, to think that God

is with them. He knows their going out and their

coming in, their rage and their arrogance. They

are in His hand and He uses them without tliei*

knowledge for His own purposes. They cannot

take a step beyond the limits which He has set

for them. When they have done what He intend-

ed them to do, He puts His bridle in their mouths

and leads them back by the way by which they

came. (As Sennacherib came to Jerusalem, ft
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came Napoleon to Moscow. Then the Lord called

to him :
" So far and no farther 1 " and led him

back by the way by which he came.) IsaL xiv.

5, 6; x. 12-15.—Ver. 29. All sowing and reaping

should be to us a sign of what God does for us

and what we ought to do for Him (Gal. tL 7-9 ; 2

Cor. ix. 6 ; Jer. iv. 3; Hos. viiL 7 ; James iii. 18

;

Sir. via. 3 ; Bccles. xL 4, 6). God does not always
give full harvests in order that we may learn to

be satisfied with little, and may not forget that

His blessing is not tied to our labor, but that He
gives it where and when He wilL—Vers. 30 and
31. Starke: In the midst of all calamities God
preserves a faithful remnant for Himself which
shall praise and spread abroad His name (Ps. xlvi.

3 to 5; xxil 30).—Ths Same: The Church of

Christ is invincible. However much it may be
oppressed at times, yet God preserves a secret

seed for Himself (Matt xvi 18 ; 1 Kings xix. 18).—The deliverance goes forth from Zion (IsaL ii. 2,

3) : salvation comes from the Jews (John iv. 22).—The saved form the holy seed (IsaL vL 13),

which takes root below and beard fruit above.

The ground in which they take root and stand

firm is Christ (Eph. iiL 17 ; CoL iL 7). The fruit

which they *bear is love, joy, peace, Ac. (GaL v. 22).

Thej never perish. They continue from genera-

tion to generation. However small their number,
and however fiercely the world may rage against

them, they nevertheless endure, for the Lord is

their confidence, His truth is their shield (Fs. xcL

4). Therefore, "Fear not, little flock," Ac. (Luke

xiL 32).—Vera. 32-34. Jerusalem, the earthly City
of God, a Type of the Eternal City, the Church of
Christ. If God protected the former so tliat no
arrow could come into it, how much more will He
protect the latter, break in pieces the bows of its

enemies, and burn their chariots in fire. Of. Ps.

xlvL, and Luther's hymn :
" EM feste Burg" Ac.

Vers. 35 to 37. Sennacherib's Fall, (a) A mira-
cle of the saving power and faithfulness of God

;

(6) a terrible judgment of the Holy and Just God
(see Histor. % d).— Cf. Pss. xlvi., lxxv., and lxxvL
Voh Gerlach: When such times recur, similar

psalms and hymns are given to the Church, as in

1530 the hymn: " Eiri fate Burg ist unser GoU?
which is founded on Ps. xlvi., was composed.
(Compare the noble hymn of Joh. Heermann:
u Hmr, vmser Oott^ last nicht tv Schanden werden.")

—God's judgments are often delayed for a long time,
but then they come all the more suddenly and
mightily (Ps. lxxiiL 19). A single night may
change the whole face of the matter. Whero is

now the boaster ? Where is the multitude of his
chariots? Luke xiL 20.—Sennacherib's calamity
and his retreat proclaim to all the world that God
resisteth the proud, and they are a testimony to
the truth of 1 Bam. ii. 6-10.—He who had smitten
whole kingdoms and peoples fell under the blows of
his own sons. " With what measure ye u.ete it

shall be measured to you again " (Luke vL 38).

—

Osianber: When God has sufficiently chfastised

His Church, He throws the rod of His wrath into

the fire, IsaL xxxiiL 1.

' B.

—

H<ntlciaV$ lUneu and Ruowry ; his Reception of ths Babylonian Biriba$tyy and his End.

Chap. XX. 1-21. (Isai. XXXVIII.)

1 Ik those days was Hezekiab sick unto death. And the prophet Isaiah the
son of Amoz came to him, and said unto him, Thus saith the Lord, Set thine

2 house in order ; for thou shalt die, and not live. Then he turned his face to

3 the wall, and prayed unto the Lord, saying, I beseech thee, O Lord, remember
now how I have walked before thee in truth [fidelity] and with a perfect heart,

and have done that which is good in thy sight. And Hezekiah wept sore.

4 And it came to pass, afore Isaiah was gone out into the middle court, * that the
5 word of the Lord came to him, saying, Turn again, and tell Hezekiah the

captain [prince] of my people, Thus saith the Lord, the God of David thy
father, I have heard thy prayer, I have seen thy tears : behold, I will heal thee

:

6 on the third day thou shalt go. unto the house of the Lord. And I will add
unto thy days fifteen years ; and I will deliver thee and this city out of the hand
of the ting of Assyria ; and I will defend [protect] this city for my own sake,

7 and for my servant David's sake. And Isaiah said, Take [Bring] a lump of figs.

8 And they took [brought] and laid it on the boil
?
and he recovered. And Heze-

kiah said unto Isaiah, What shall be [is] the sign that the Lord will heal me,
' 9 and that I shall go up into the house of the Lord the third day ? And Isaiah

said, This sign shalt thou have of the Lord, that the Lord will do the thing that

he hath spoken : shall the shadow go forward ten degrees, or go back ten de-

grees ? [the shadow is gone forward ten degrees,—if it go back ten degrees ?]

10 And Hezekiah answered, It is a light thing for the shadow to go down ten de-

1

1

grees : nay, but let the shadow return backward ten degrees. And Isaiah the

prophet cried unto the Lord : and he brought the shadow ten degrees back-

ward, by which it had gone down in [on] the dial [stairsj of Ahaz.

12 At that time Berodach-baladan, th» son of Baladan, king of Babylon, sent
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letters and a present unto Hezekiah : for he had heard that Hezekiah had been
13 [was] sick. And Hezekiah hearkened unto them [rejoiced because of them], *

and shewed them all the house of his precious things [treasury], the silver, and
the gold, and the bpices, and the precious ointment, and all the house of his

armour [armory], and all that was found in his treasures : there was nothing in
his house, nor in all his dominion, that Hezekiah shewed them not.

14 Then came Isaiah the prophet unto king Hezekiah, and said unto him, What
said these men ? and from wlience came they unto thee ? And Hezekiah said,

16 They are come from a far country, even from Babylon. And he said, What
have they seen in thine house ? And Hezekiah answered, All the things that
are in mine house have they seen : there is nothing among my treasures that I

16 have not shewed them. And Isaiah said unto Hezekiah, Hear the word of the
17 Lord. Behold, the days come, that all that is in thine house, and that which

thy fathers have laid up in store unto this day, shall be carried unto Babylon

:

18 nothing shall be left, saith the Lord. And [some] of thy sons that shall issue

from thee, which thou shalt beget, shall they take away ; and they shall be
19 eunuchs in the palace of the king of Babylon. Then said Hezekiah unto

Isaiah, Good is the word of the Lord which thou hast spoken. And he said, Is
it not good

y
if peace and truth be in my days ? [And he said : Verily ; may

there only be peace and security in my days.]

20 And the rest of the acts of Hezekiah, and all his might, and how he made a
pool, and a conduit, and brought water into the city, are they not written in

2

1

the book of the Chronicles of the kings of Judah ? And Hezekiah slept with
his fathers : and Manasseh his son reigned in his stead*

TEXTUAL AND GRAMMATICAL.

> Ver. A- [On the kert m« Exeg. The K. V. follows It as do Thenlns and Ewald. The chetib reads " the middle
tity." It Is adopted by Keil, Bunsen, and Ba\hr.—W. O. 8.]

* Ver. 18. That yD&»l ia not the original reading, bat PIDt^, which we find In Ieti. xxzix. % ia evident 1

DiTvy which follows. The latter reading ia also supported by aU the ancient version*.—B&hr.

EXEGETIOAL AND CRITICAL.

Ver. 1. In those days. By these words He-
sekiah's illness is referred to the time of the last-

mentioned events, but only as a general designa-

tion of the time of its occurrence (Keil). It fell,

like those events, in the middle of his reign. The
expositors are not agreed, however, whether it

took place before or after Sennacherib's retreat

The majority of the modern scholars adopt the

opinion that it was before that event, founding
their opinion on ver. 6. There he is promised fif-

teen years more of life, and Sennacherib's retreat

is spoken of as something which has not yet come
to pass. Now, as Hezekiah, according to chap,

xviii. 2, reigned twenty-nine years, and Senna-
cherib invaded Judah in his fourteenth year (xviii.

13), this illness must have befallen him, it is

argued, in his fourteenth year, either " at the be-

ginning of Sennacherib's invasion" (Keil), or
•* while the Assyrians were still besieging Jeru-

salem" (Thenius). It is further alleged in sup-

port of this view that Hezekiah showed to the

feabyIonian embassy, which came to congratulate

him, treasures of gold and silver (xx. 13), but that

he had given up everything of this kind which he
had (xviii. 15) to Sennacherib, so that his illness

and recovery must have taken place btfort the re-

treat of the Assyrians (Delitsch and Hahn). These
may appear to be very forcible arguments, but
there are opposing considerations of the highest

importance. In the first place, both narratives

put the story of Hozekiah's illness after the

account of the Assyrian invasion, and as Oalmet
observes : Neque ego Ubenter deaero seriem et ordi-

nem rerum in libris sacris deductam, nisi valida id
argumenia suadeanL It has indeed been urged
that the historian placed the story of Sennacherib's
retreat (xix. 35 sq.) first, because *' he desired to

finish up the story of the Assyrian invasion, so as
not to be obliged to return to it " (Knobel). But
the Chronicler makes this hypothesis, which is in

itself improbable, entirely inadmissible, for he says
that Hezekiah was highly honored by all nations

on account of this deliverance, and that many sent

presents to him, and then he proceeds to give the
story of his illness (2 Chron. xxxii. 22-31). Jose-
phus also asserts very positively that Hezekiah
and all the people offered thank-offerings to God,
and showed great religious zeal, but that then
fur? ov noXii) he was afflicted by a severe illness.

Secondly, the Babylonian embassy cannot be as-

signed to the period before the retreat of Senna-
cherib, nor to any time during the Assyrian in-

vasion, for the king of Babylon, who was a vassal

of the king of Assyria, would not have dared to

congratulate Hezekiah at that time when he was
in revolt against the suzerain of both, and he would
have had no grounds for seeking an alliance with
Hezekiah when he was in distress and peril

Thirdly, Hezekiah's hymn of thanksgiving (IsaL

zxxviil 10) begins with the words :
" I said (that

is, I thought) in the cutting off (interruption, period

of tranquillity) of my days," Ac. ; t. <?.,
*' when a

period of rest had come in my life, a pause in the

midst of the ceaseless toil and care and danger of
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life
n (Drechslor) ; when I believed that I was re-

lieved from aU danger by Sennacherib's retreat, and
that I could live on in peace and security, then
came a new trouble and danger, and it seemed
that I must go down to the grave. Against all

these important considerations, which are taken
from history, it cannot be argued that " the former
story [of the peril of Jerusalem] is placed first be-

cause it is most important " (Von Gerlach), for what
would become of the art of writing history, if histo-

rians should narrate later events before they did ear-

lier ones, because the former were more important ?

As for ver. 6, the number "fifteen" cannot be
arithmetically accurate, for if it were so, then not
only Sennacherib's invasion and Hezekiah's illness,

but also the journey of the army of at least

185,000 men through the desert el Tih to Egypt,
the siege of Pelusium, the return to Judah, the

siege and conquest of the " fenced cities," the de-

vastation of the country, and finally, the destruc-

tion of Sennacherib's army and his retreat, and
even the embassy from Babylon, must all have
taken place in one year,->—Hezekiah's fourteenth,

and this appears impossible, considering that they
had no railways. Isaiah's words in vers. 5 and 6
are not an historical allusion, but a prophetic

oracle. In the prophetic style numbers have not
always their strict, arithmetical value, but are

clothed with a significance of another character.

The number 15, in this case, is not, indeed, as

Knobel thinks, " contributed by the redactor, ex

evtntu, and put in the mouth of the prophet, who
could not know how many years longer Hezekiah
was to live," but still we ask why should he have
just fifteen years longer, and not one more or one
less? Fifteen is not what is commonly called a
round number. It will not do to answer this by
the anticipatory statement (xviii. 2) that Hezekiah
reigned twenty-nine years. Not because he was
to reign twenty-nine years in all were fifteen years

more assigned to him, but because he was spared
for fifteen years more his whole reign amounted to

twenty-nine years. When he was taken ill he
had finished his fourteenth year and begun his

fifteenth. He was then thirty-nine years old, in

the prune of life. Suddenly he stood on the brink

of the grave, and it was all the more painful to

him to quit life at this moment, because he had
just been delivered from his most powerful enemy,
and had hopes of being able to reign now in peace
and quiet It was regarded as a very great mis-

fortune to be called away in the prime of life,

hence his earnest prayer (ver. 3), which had no
other sense than this :

" my God I take me not

away in the midst of my days " (Ps. cii. 24, cf. lv.

23). The prophet promises him the fulfilment of

this prayer, and that he shall reign as much longer

as he had already reigned. The words which fol-

low : I will deliver thee oat of the hand of the
king of Assyria, then refer to the remainder of

his reign. In the new lease of life which was to

be given him, he should fear nothing from the

great and mighty enemy ; he should reign in peace.

This promise was of the greatest importance, for,

although Sennacherib had fled in disgrace, yet he
was still very powerful and very dangerous, and
his wrath against Judah was fiercer than ever

(Tobias i. 18). He might collect his forces and
make another expedition against Judah. In fact,

ne did immediately collect an army and march
against Babylon which had revolted. Thus the

words are understood by Vitringa, Clericus, Gese-

nius, Rosenmuller, and Drechsler, and the latter

adds the pertinent remark that, if ver. 6 had been
spoken before the events narrated in chaps, xviii

and xix. took place, then xix. 34 would be only a
repetition of the promise in that verse.

Yer. 1. Thus saith the Lord: Set thine
house in order) literally: Give commands in, re-

gard to thine house, i. c, take the necessary meas-
ures for the management of thine affairs (c/. 2 Sam.

xvii. 23, where $>K stands for ^ ). It does not

mean "make known thy (last) will" (Knobel,

Gesenius), nor, "give commands in regard to the suc-

cession to the throne " (Hess).

—

To the wall (ver.

2), not in dissatisfaction as Ahab did, 1 Kings xxi
4 (Hitzig), but away from those who were present,

in order that he might pray more freely and col-

lectedly.—O Lord! remember now (ver. 3). To
fall a victim of disease in the midst of his days
seemed to the king, in view of proverbs like Prov.
x. 27 : " The fear of the Lord prolongeth days, but
the years of the wicked shall be shortened," to be
a proof of having displeased God, that is, to be a
punishment. He therefore prays God to remem-
ber also the good which he has striven to do, and
"takes refuge in the promises which God had
given in the Old Testament that good works
should be rewarded by length of days " (Starke).

For the rest, his words are not to be taken as re-

ferring in a general way to moral purity, but, as
the expressions " with a perfect heart," and " good
in thy sight " show, as referring especially to his

zeal for the pure worship of Jehovah, and his

earnestness against every form of idolatry. (On

D^K* see notes on 1 Kings xi 4 and 6.)

—

And
Hezekiah wept sore. Josephus declares that, in

addition to the disease, there was now great
advpia, because he was to die childless and leave

the kingdom without an heir, and that, in this

difficulty, he prayed to God with tears, that He
would allow him to live a little longer until he had
become a father. The Church fathers and many
other ancient expositors adopt this conception of
the circumstances, and point, in its support, to the

fact that the son and successor of Hezekiah, Ma-
nasseh, was only twelve years old when his father

died (chap. xxi. 1), that is, he was born three years
after this illness. Ewald calls this a " fiction " and
appeals to Isai. xxxviii. 19 and xxxix. 7. It cer-

tainly is hardly credible that Hezekiah was child-

less at the age of thirty-nine ; it is not necessary
to assume that Manasseh was the oldest son (see

note on 1 Kings i. 5) ; and it is possible that the

older sons had died before Hezekiah did. The
only reason for his tears is the one which he gives

in his hymn of thanksgiving, Isai. xxxviii. 10 sq.

Yer. 4. Afore Isaiah had gone out into the
middle city. The middle city is " the central part

of the city, i «., of Mt Zion where the royal castle

was situated." The keri nvn ("the middle

court " [B. V.], not of the temple but of the castle),

ed by i"is presented by all the ancient versions, but it is

only an interpretation of VJJ as referring to the

castle after the analogy of x. 25 (Keil). ruib'fl

does not mean the " inner " city, in contrast with

the houses which lay outside ofthe wall of Mt. Zion

(Knobel), hut only, the middle one.—The words in
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ver. 5 from " behold " to " houae of the Lord " are

wanting in Isaiah xxxviii. 5, but are brought in in

xxxviii. 22. At this point it is quite evident that

the account in Isaiah is very much abbreviated.

The words on the third day (ver. 5) need not be

taken literally, but they certainly do not mean
"within a few weeks" fHitzig). The phrase,

prince ofmy people, which is added, indicates the

ground for assisting him.—On ver. 6 see notes on
ver. 1. The closing words : For mineown sake,

Ac., are wanting in Isaiah because they already

occur in xix. 34 (Isai. xxxvii. 35). They have here

the same force as there. They are not, therefore,

to be understood as containing any special refer-

ence to the circumstance that Hezekiah had no son,

but that, nevertheless, the house of David should

not become extinct, as the old expositors under-

stood.—D^Km r6yi » w. 7, means properly a

pressed mass of figs. T\?T\ without D'JW) meansK v v : • ••
:

a cake of figs (1 Sam. xxv. 18; xxx. 12). This

Was laid upon pn#n, strictly, the inflammation,

hence, Vie faster, or bod (Job ii. 7 ; Ex. ix. 9). It is

ordinarily understood to refer to a plague-sore, and
It is inferred that Hezekiah was afflicted with " the

plague which had carried off the Assyrian army "

(Knobel), " the contagion of which had been trans-

mitted to the king " (Winer and others) ; but this

is utterly false. For, in the first place, pnt? never

occurs in reference to a plague, and then again,

only one sore is here spoken of, whereas the plague

Sroduced several on different parts of the body.

Eoreover a plague or pestilence never occurs in

isolated cases, but as an epidemic. There is not

the slightest hint that any such disease raged in

Jerusalem either before, or during, or alter the

Assyrian invasion. Still further, Igs are not ap-

plied as a specific remedy for plague-sorea. In

pestilence " no medicines are administered except

at the commencement of the disease, something to

produce perspiration " (Winer, J*.- W.-A IL 8. 233).

Figs were the usual remedy for boils. Diosoorides

says of them : 6ia<j>opci OKhjpiac ; Plmy : Ulcera

aperit; and Jerome remarks on Isai. xxxviii.

:

Juxta artem medicorum omnis Monies sieoioribus flcis

atque contwtis in cutis super/idem provoeatur (cf. Cel-

sius, Hierobot. II. p. 373). We cannot define more
nearly what sort of a boil it was. Ewald thinks

it was " a fever-boil
;
" according to Thenius " a sin-

gle carbuncle formed under the back of the head,"

but this is a pure guess. [The ground for Thenius'

idea, which goes as far as is possible towards de-

fining more nearly the character of the disease, is,

that there was a single sore, and that it was about
to prove fatal. A carbuncle, particularly in such
a place, would answer this description.—W. G. S.]

Ver. 8. And Hesekiah said onto Isaiah,

What is the sign, Ac. ? In his deep anxiety the

sick man desires an external sign to strengthen

his faith in the prophet's words. Such signs usu-

ally attended a prophet's promises (Isai vii, 11,

14 ; chap. xix. 29). Tills demand of the king is

not at all astonishing in view of the words ad-

dressed to Ahaz in Isai. vil. 1 1 :
" Ask a sign," Ac.

There also the prophet allowed the king to choose

what the sign should be. Vers. 9, 10, and 11 are

condensed in Isaiah into one verse. In ver. 9

Drechsler rejects the ordinary translation [that of

the E. V.] which makes of the last part an alter-

native question. He asserts that that translation

is "simply impossible." He translates: "The
shadow shall advance ten degrees, or shall it recede

ten degrees ? " taking -j^n as a command. "The
prophet determines, in the first place, that it shall

advance, then he interrupts himself, corrects him-
self, and leaves the king to determine which it shall

do." But it is only in disjunctive questions that

DK means or, and the prophet does not " correct

himself" in such a solemn expression. Keil also,

in bis new commentary, translates :
" The shadow

has advanced ten degrees-^-if it should recede ten

degrees ? " He takes the second clause hypothet-
ically: "Whether it may indeed," Ac., which is

not only forced but also unclear. Hezekiah's an-

swer presupposes a disjunctive question. As in

Isai. vii. 1 1, the prophet asks the king whether he
will ask a sign in the depth or in the height, so

here he asks Hezekiah whether the sign of the

shadow shall be that it shall go forward or back-

ward. It cannot be objected that n is wanting

with TJ^n , for this is often the case, and the ques-

tion is designated only by the tone of the voice

(Gen. xxvii. 24 ; 2 Sam. xviii. 29. Gesen. GramnL
k 153. 1). [The argument for reading ver. 9 as a
disjunctive question resolves itself into an inference

from Hezekiah's answer. Regarding simply the

grammar of ver. 9 there are two obstacles to this

rendering ; first, the omission of fl , which is never

omitted In a disjunctive question, and secondly, the

perfect tense Tf^H . Keil's translation is therefore

better. " The shadow has advanced ten degrees—
if it should recede ten degrees ? " would that be a

satisfactory sign? It is true that the answer of

Hezekiah does not seem to fit well to this question.

The only other and more satisfactory solution of

the difficulty is that which involves an alteration

of the text Knobel and Hitadg read *p<jn . It

seems necessary to supply also n as having fallen

out before Tj^n. The reading would then be:

What sign shall there be ? The shadow's advanc-

ing ? or shall the shadow recede ? Keil's objection

( Coram, s. 344 note 2), that the inf. abs. would, in that

case, be used for the future, would not apply. The
inf. abs. must be understood in its most ordinary use

to express directly and simply the verbal idea.

—

See Oramm. and also Exeg. notes on fetf , chap.

xix. 29.—W. G. S.].—The words *tf and nl5?5 re"

fer to the instrument which we call a sundial,

and which the ancients called a shadow-measurer
(Plin. xxxvi. 15), because the hour of the day was
estimated by the length of the shadow. It is evi-

dent from this that these instruments were not ar»

ranged by them as they are by us (see Martini,

Von den Sormznuhren der Alien, Leipzig, 1777, a 35).

The nl^VO served to indicate the time. It is

generally supposed that they were the degrees or

lines (Vulg. tinea) of the scale on the indicator of

the sun-dial But n^JD means a going up, an as-

cent, or thai which ascends, hence a step (1 Kings x,

19 ; 2 Kings ix. 13), never a grade, a degree, or a

line (see Knobel onlsai xxxviii. 8). The Septal-
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ways render it by avafkfinoL The shadow-mea-
snrer must, therefore, have had steps like a pair

of stairs. As it is called in ver. 10* " the steps of
Ahaz ;" it has often been supposed that it consisted

of the stairs to the royal palace. Stairs, however,

as distinguished from steps, were called nriy

(Ezek. xl. 26), and why should the stairs of the

royal palace, which had long been in their place,

be called the stairs ofAnas ? It is evident that the

shadow-measurer was an instrument by itself and
mot a part of the royal palace. It was " an arrange-

ment contrived especially to measure the length of
the shadow as a means of learning the hour " (The-

nius). It is not possible now to say how it was con-

trived. Among the numerous guesses which liave

been made as to the mode of its construction

(Winer, R.- W.-B. I. «. 498 sq.) the simplest and
most natural seems to us to be that it was a col-

tunn with circular steps surrounding it " This
column cast the shadow of its top at noon upon
its uppermost, and morning and evening upon the

lowest step, and thus designated the hour of the

day " (Knobel). The prophet's question gives rise

to the supposition that there were twenty of these
stops, so that the shadow could go forward or
backward ten degrees. "If the sign was given
an hour before sunset then the shadow, returning
ten degrees ofa half-hour each, came back to the
point at which it stood at noon " (Delitsch). It is

impossible to draw any inference from this as to

the division of hours among the Jews, for it is

probable that they did not have any such division

before the captivity (Winer, /. c. II. 8. 560). The
fact that the sun-dial was named after Ahaz is

doubtless due to its having been first set up by
him in the court of tlie palace. According to He-
rodotus (ii. 109) it was a Babylonian invention,

and as the Babylonians were then in continual in-

tercourse with the Assyrians, Ahaz may have be-

come acquainted with it through the latter, just as
he borrowed from them the plan of the new altar

(xvi. 10). ["To them (the Assyrians) also is to be
attributed the institution of the week of seven
days, dedicated to the seven planetary bodies wor-
shipped by them as divine beings, and the order
assigned by them to the days has not been
changed from time immemorial. Having invented
the gnomon, they were the first to divide the day
into twenty-four hours, the hours into sixty mi-
nutes, and the minutes into sixty seconds " (Lenor-
mant I. 449). They had a sexagesimal system of
notation (Chevallier, ibid.).]

Ver. 10. And Hozokiah answered: It is a
light thing. Clericus thinks that Hezekiah an-
swered tlie prophet's question nan satis prudenter,

for that it would be as difficult for the shadow to

advance as to recede. But Starke observes cor-

rectly :
" As the shadow, in the ordinary course

of things, always advances and never recedes, the
king chooses that which appears to be the more
difficult in order that the proof may be the clearer."

Full of his ardent wish that the shadow of death
(Matt iv. 16) may not extend any further, but may
become shorter, he naturally chooses the latter

movement for the shadow on the dial. And
Isaiah the prophet cried unto the Lord, Ac, ver.

1 1. Thenius arbitrarily asserts that " these words
do not belong to history, but express the mode of
conception prevalent at the time the history was
written" [in other words, that Isaiah did not, as

an actual matter of history, at this point in hia
conversation with the king, "cry to the Lord," but
that the historian's idea of what a prophet would
do under such circumstances was, that he would
at this point cry to God, and that he accordingly
inserted here a mention of Isaiah's having done so].

The prophets were accustomed, before giving a
sign to confirm their utterances, to call upon God,
because they knew, and every one else was to be
taught, that the sign did not come from them but
from God (1 Kings xvii. 20 j xviii 36 ; 2 Kings iv.

33 ; vL 17 ; cf. John xi. 41). As in ver. 9 so also

here in ver. 11, a movement forwards and back-
wards is ascribed, not to the sun but to the shadow.
In this sign, all turned upon the shadow, not upon.

the sun. Thenius thinks that BJpafn must be sup-
vv -

plied as a subject to my* , because it is a femi-

nine form, while *tf is masculine, but, in view of

the variableness of the Hebrew genders, we cannot
draw an inference from this feminine form which
shall contradict the clear sense of the words (sea
Drechsler on IsaL xxxviil 8). The account in

Isaiah has instead of this verse :
" Behold, I will

bring again the shadow of the degrees, which is

gone down in the sun-dial of Ahaz, ten degrees
backward. So the sun returned ten degrees, by
which degrees it was gone down ;" but here also

^y must be understood as the subject of the first

JTJV , and, in the case of the second my , we

must understand that the reference is not to any
movement of the sun, but to a movement of the
shadow caused by the sun. Drechsler correctly
observes on the words: "And the sun turned
backward:" "that is to say, of course, that the
sunshine moved backwards on tlie indicator [bet-

ter, tlie steps] on which it fell" (Cf also De-
litsch on IsaL xxxviii. 8.) The account in Kings is

more detailed and more accurate than that in

Isaiah, for the latter omits vers. 10 and 11, and
mentions briefly, in vers. 21 and 22, after the
thanksgiving of Hezekiah (xxxviil 9-20), that
which is here given in vers. 7 and 8, as if the
figs had not been applied until after the 2FOID

of Hezekiah,
[The story of the incident is complete without

vers. 7-11. Hezekiah's recovery is mentioned in

ver. 7, and it is a surprise to read in ver. 8 a re-

quest from him to be assured* by a sign that he
shall be healed. This lack of unity in the story

seems to point to the fact that two independent
traditions in regard to Hezekiah's illness are here
combined. Unfortunately the account in Isaiah is

also somewhat disjointed. Isai. xxxviil 21 and 22
brings in the account of the king's recovery as a
sort of supplement, or after thought. He there
asks for a sign that he shall go to the temple on the

third day, not, that he shall recover.—See further

the bracketed addition to Histor. § 4.—W. G. S.]

Yer. 12. At that time Berodach-baladan, <fca

This took place "certainly not very soon after

what is narrated above, for, at that time, news
travelled slowly, and journeys took time " (The-

nius), but it certainly was not as late as 703 [See
Supplem. Note alter the Exeg. section on chaps,

xviii. and xix., and the similar Note after the pre-

sent Exeg. section], as Knobel thinks, that is ten

years after, for the ostensible object of the em-
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bassy was to congratulate the king on his recovery.

Tflfcha stands for *]"lfc("lD IsaL xxxix. 1. It is

not an error, but simply an interchange of the la-

bials, as in K*13 and K^ID . Merodach is really

the name of the Babylonian Mars (Jerem. 1. 2).

[See Exeg. notes on xvi 3; xviL 16; 30 and 31.

—

Merodach belonged to the third rank of gods in the

Babylonian Pantheon. This rank consisted of five

gods representing the five planets. Merodach was
equivalent to Jupiter, and was identified with the

planet which we call by that name. He was one
of the chief gods at Babylon and had two shrines

(one mystic) in the great pyramid there, Neba-
ehadnezzar speaks of having adorned this pyramid
and these shrines. Merodach was a secondary
form or emanation of Bel (Baal). " He was called
1 the ancient one of the gods, the supreme judge,
the master of the horoscope ;

' he was represented
as a man erect and walking, and with a naked
sword in his hand." (Lenormant, I. 454 sq.)] It

was the custom of the Babylonians and Assyrians
to give their kings the names of divinities. Bala-

dan is, according to the Aramaic, equivalent to

fhH ?J3 « On the question whether this king

was the MapdoKi/nradoc in the Canon Ptol, who
reigned twelve years, or the Merodach-baladan in

the Chron. Armen. of Eusebius (Berosus), who only
reigned six months, see Niebuhr, Gesch. Assyr. s. 40
and 75 sq., and Delitsch on Isai. xxxviii. 1. [See
Supplem. Note at the end of this sectioL.]—Accord-
ing to 2 Chron. xxxii. 31, the object of the embassy
was, not only to congratulate Hezekiah on his re-

covery, but also to get information about the mir-

acle, that is about the "sign" of the prophet
Evidently this was only the ostensible object ; con-
sequently Josephus does not mention it at all

(Ant. x. 2, 2), but only gives the true one ; abfifta-

X6v re avrbv e\vai irapeicdfai koX tyiXm>. The kings of
Babylon, who at that time were under the Assyrian
supremacy, sought to free themselves from it.* The
present time, when Sennacherib had suffered a se-

vere calamity, seemed to them to be the best op-
portunity. "The object of the embassy was to

form an alliance with a king who had successfully

resisted the Assyrian power" (Von Gerlach).

Hence it follows that Hezekiah's illness fell in the
time after and not before the Assyrian invasion. His
recovery gave the king of Babylon the pretext he
desired for sending an embassy. He did not care

much to offer an empty congratulation. His ob-

ject was, to " find out the strength of the kingdom
of Judah " (Ewald). The ambassadors succeeded
in inducing Hezekiah himself to give them full in-

formation in regard to this.—Ver. 13. And Hez-
ekiah rejoiced on acoount of them, certainly not
merely on account of their civility in coming to see
him, and congratulate him, but also on account of
the real object of their visit, which he easily per-

ceived, even if they did not expressly make it

known to him. An alliance with the Babylonians,
whose power was then on the increase, seemed to

him to be very advantageous to his kingdom, and
to assure him against further danger from the As-
syrians. He therefore showed them his treasury,

his armory, &c, in order to show them that his

means were not so entirely exhausted as might be
expected after the Assyrian invasion. Drechsler
justly remarks upon the enumeration of the differ-

ent objects which follows, that "it lay in the in-

terest of the narrator to enumerate as many as
possible of these objects, in order to show that
Hezekiah exerted himself to bring out and show
everything which could set off his military

strength and resources." First the treasury is

mentioned, in which silver and gold were stored.

TO) is not to be connected with ntfDp (Gen.

xxxviL 25; xliii. 11) £ c, spice, especially the gum
of the tragacanth which grows in Syria (why
should the "spice-house" be mentioned first of
all, before the silver and gold?). The word cornea
rather from the unused root JTO , equivalent to

DVD: conceal, cover, preserve (see Fiirst, s. v.), so
that it means " treasure-house," or " store-house.19

The assumption that it was first used for storing
spices, but then for storing gold and silver (Geae-
nius), is at least unnecessary. [The etymology
suggested by Fiirst and adopted oy Bahr is very
uncertain and improbable. It does not appear
that D*3 has the sense attributed to it. Geeenius1

explanation is the best, and is the one almost

universally adopted. HD3 — ntOJ spice. The

spice-house is the one used for storing spices

—

which were always reckoned as precious articles.

The name then passed over to a store-house, or trea-

sury, for precious articles of all sorts.—W. G. SJ.
D'D2>Zl , perfume, the general expression for all ob-

jects which have a pleasant smell, which were
used either for incense or for ointment, and which
were highly esteemed. "At courts it was consid-
ered highly important to have a good stock of
these " (Winer II. s. 495 sq.). The rabbis, whom
Movers and Keil follow, say that aten fe& is not

fine olive-oil, but balsam-oil manufactured from
the products of the royal gardens. The armory
which here stands in contrast with the treasury is

without doubt the house of the forest of Lebanon
(see notes on 1 Kings vii. 2). In all his domin-
ion, i. e,, " throughout the extent of his authority;
not only in the royal castle, but throughout his

kingdom " (Drechsler). It has been asked whence
all these treasures came, since Hezekiah had to

give up all his gold and silver to Sennacherib, and
even to take off the gold coverings to the door-
posts of the temple, which he had himself given
in order to satisfy Sennacherib (chap, xviii. 14-16).
The answer is not difficult. Sennacherib had only
demanded gold and silver, not perfume, nor oil,

nor even arms, and with these last Hezekiah had
abundantly supplied himself at the approach of the
Assyrians (2 Chron. xxxii. 6). The armory was
therefore full, and the spices all remained. As for

the silver and gold, it is evident from ver. 17 (" and
that which thy fathers have laid up in store ") that

Hezekiah had not given up all, but still retained
some of the ancient articles which had been handed
down. He preferred to take the temple adorn-
ments which he himself had given, rather than to

give up these articles which perhaps were hidden
away in subterranean places of security. "The
Chronicler also relates (H. xxxii. 23), in a credible

manner, that, after the retreat of the Assyrians,
many kings sent presents to Hezekiah" (Thenius).

Finally, a great deal of booty may have been ob-

tained from the camp of the Assyrians after their

sudden flight, as Yitringa, Ewald, and Drechsler

suggest [See Supplem. Note after Exeg. on chaps,

xviii and xix. The tribute given by Hezelaah
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is there mentioned in detail, from the inscrip-

tions.]

Ver. 14. Then came Isaiah the prophet onto
king Hezekiah. Isaiah perceived the real object

of tne Babylonian embassy. He saw that the ob-

ject was not merely to congratulate the king on
his recovery and to satisfy their curiosity, but that

they also desired to draw Hezekiah into an alliance,

and he saw that the king was disposed to enter

into one. He therefore felt himself impelled to go
to the king and to call him to account This he
does by a question which, however, involves a

strong affirmation : I know what has been done,

but why hast thou done it ? He desired a confes-

sion from the mouth of the king himself. As he
had zealously protested before against any alliance

with Egypt and Assyria, so he now warned the

king against Babylon, and showed him what was
to be apprehended from that quarter. Hezekiah's

unembarrassed reply (ver. 16) shows that he suppos-

ed that he was doing right. " Hear," the prophet

rejoins, "Jehovah's word" (ver. 16); thou hopest

for help and deliverance from Babylon, but this

very Babylon shall bring to thy kingdom and
people ruin and destruction. These, to whom thou
hast shown all that thou hast, will take away all

this and more besides ; they will take away even
thy children and make them servants at their court
Ver. 18. That shall issue out of thee, that
thou shalt beget—not his own sons, strictly

speaking, but his descendants, a sense in which |3

is so often used. Although D^D^ID really means

eunuchs, and although " the proper sting of the as-

sertion in this verse is not to be unnecessarily blunt-

ed" (Drechsler), nevertheless we must not insist

upon the literal force of the word, as Gesenius
does, but understand by it footmen, or court attend-

ants (1 Sam. viil 15), as we see from the example of

Daniel (Dan. L 8), who was not a eunuch. There
was humiliation enough in tfiis prospect

Ver. 19. Then said Hezekiah onto Isaiah.

—

He subjects himself in humility, and in submission
to the will of God, and to the prophet's words, as

Eli did, 1 Sam. iii. 13, cf. the same expression 1

Kings ii. 38, 42. 2io cannot here mean kind (Urn-

broit), for the words in vers. 17 and 18 were not
" kind ;

" nevertheless they were good in the fullest

sense of the word, inasmuch as they were the

words of God.—" They were such that there was
no fault to be found with them " (Lange). Clericus

remarks on the word ; Bonum vocatur id, in quo ac-

quiescereparest, quippeaoeoprofecturn, qui nihil facit,

quod non tantum justissvmum, sed quod summa boni*

tate non ait temperotum, etiam cum posnas sumit

The second lotto shows that after the first part

of the answer there was a pause, and that the fol-

lowing words were not addressed directly to Isaiah,

although they were spoken before he went away

;

not, as Knobel thinks, after he was gone, ton is

strictly nonne t " The interrogative force is often

lost, and it does not differ from }n or nan . See

1 8am. xx. 37; 2 Sam. xr. 35; Job xxii. 12"

(Gesenius). DM is a particle of wishing (Ps. lxxxi.

8; exxxix. 18). Calmet renders the sense thus:

Junta sunt omnia, quoxunque Deus sancMt, sed

utinam coerceat ulUonis sua cursum, quamdiu vivo.

This seems simpler and more natural than Keil's

translation: " Is it not so, ie., is it not pure good-

ness if peace and security are to last through my

days (as long as I live)?'
r Instead of. DN vhil

we find in IsaL xxxix. 8, *3 , which is by no means

to be preferred, for the translation: "For there

will be peace " does not join on well to what pre-

cedes. According to Knobel '3 simply introduces

the direct discourse. It is an error to translate,

as is often done: "Very well! so long as there

may only be peace and security in my time," and
to take the words as an expression of " naive

"

(Gesenius), or "easy" (Knobel), or "genuine ori-

ental" (Hitzig) egotism, as if; as some of the

rabbis indeed understand it (see Jerome on IsaL

xxxix.), he did not trouble himself about his peo-

ple. On the contrary, it is out of love for them
that he does not wish to survive or see their de-

struction. His words are an expression of pain

(Josephus : Xvm?&eic), and not of easy selfishness.

Drechsler and Keil understand DDK to refer to
V V

the " faithfulness of God, who keeps the covenant
of grace which He has made with the humble," and
Hitzig understands it of the faithfulness of men,
" who keep the peace and observe treaties." But,

as there is no reference here to peace with God
(see vers. 17 and 18), so it cannot refer to His
faithfulness, much less to that of the Babylonians,

who, as yet, had made no treaty. notf is rather

a synonym of Dl^i and signifies permanence,

security. It cannot be understood otherwise in

Jer. xxxiii. 6, where it stands in the same connec-

tion (cf. Jerem. xiv. 13). Vitringa: status rerum
stabUia.

Ver. 20. And the rest of the acts, Ac. In
the notice of the close of Hezekiah's reign, vers.

20 and 21, we find inserted in the ordinary formula
especial mention of his »Tfl22 (see Ezeg. on 1

Kings xv. 23), and also of the aqueduct which he
built, and which was of permanent utility to the

city. The panegyric of Hezekiah in Sir. xlviii. 17,

makes especial mention of the same. The refer-

ence is, of course, to the aqueduct which Hezekiah
caused to be built at the approach of the As-
syrians, and not to the one winch is mentioned
chap, xviii. 17 and Isai. vii. 3. According to 2

Chron. xxxii. 3 sq. all the fountains outside of the

city walls, also Gihon and its pools, were covered
over, in order, in case of siege, to deprive the be-

siegers of the use of the water. Then the water
was all collected and led under-ground into the

city, where it flowed into the pool called after

Hezekiah, now more generally known as the Bir-

ket el Hdmmon. (See Thenius, in the appendix to

his Commentary s. 18. Winer, R.-W.-B. II. *. 56*.

Keil on 2 Kings xviil 17.)—According to 2 Chron.

xxxii. 33, Hezekiah was buried " on the hill-slopo

[B. V. is incorrect] of the graves of the sons [de-

scendants] of David," £ «., he was not buried in

the royal sepulchres. The additional remark:
" And all Judah and the inhabitants of Jerusalem
did him honor at his death," shows that he was
not buried elsewhere than in the royal sepulchres

through lack of respect, but probably through
lack of room, or because he himself had chosen

this place.

[Supflbmkntaby Non incorporating (ho* re-
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suit* of Assyrian and Babylonian investigations which

bear on the elucidation of chap. xx. Ab we saw in

the Note at the end of the Exeg. section on chaps,

xviii. and xhr., Hawlinson thinks that Sennache-
rib made two expeditions into Judah (or, at least,

sent a second), in the year 700 or 69S. Lenormant
supposes that all the events mentioned occurred

in one campaign, in 701-699. Hezokiah's sickness

was of such a character (ver. 7) as to suggest a

plague, the result of the Assyrian occupation. It

occurred in 699 or 698. He, however, recovered.

There can be no question that Hezekiah was in

imminent danger of this kind at one time in his

life, soon after the Assyrian invasion. As we shall

see, below, the statement that his life was pro-

longed for fifteen years thereafter presents great

difficulty. Rawlinson, although he puts Sennache-
rib's invasion in 700-698, puts Hezekiah's illness,

and the visit of the Babylonians, in 713, on account

of the biblical data. We must, however, accept

the results of the investigations, and put the visit

of the Babylonian ambassadors in 698-7. The
sickness of the king was not an event of such a
character as to be recorded in the history, if it

were not for Isaiah's connection with it On this

account it was included at a later time, and, if it

contains chronological statements which conflict

with those which we find elsewhere, it is rather

they than the others which must be disregarded.

It is noticeable that the sickness is said to have
occurred just in the middle of the king's reign, and,

if the date were not well-known, and an arbitrary

date had to be fixed upon by tradition, this is the

one of all others which would be most likely to be
chosen. Let us therefore disregard this statement

rather than others, and put the king's illness in

698-7.

The world is always ready to worship success,

without stopping to analyze it, and see on what it

rests. Little Judah alone of the nations of West-
ern Asia had escaped the Assyrians. It had not

done so by virtue of its own strength, but by vir-

tue of what must have appeared to the neighbor-

ing nations to be an accident Nevertheless we
find that an embassy came immediately afterwards,

from Babylon, to form an alliance.

There was a king on the throne of Chaldea in

709 who is called Merodach Baladan, (Marduk-balid-

din) in the inscription called the " Acts of Sargon."
Lenormant identifies him with the Einzirus of

Ptolemy's canon ; but that king reigned earlier,

and the identification with Mardocempalus (721-

709), which Rawlinson adopts, seems better. In
709 Sargon totally defeated this king at Dur-Yakin,
a town on the Euphrates below Babylon. Baby-
lon became subject to Assyria. (It had been free

since 760. Svpp. Note, on chap. xv). The defeated

king either escaped in disguise or was taken pris-

oner; the inscription says one thing in one place

and another in another. When we next meet with
the same name, it is, therefore, doubtful whether
it is the same person or his son. Merodach Bala-

dan at any rate proved himself a patriotic Babylo-

nian, and a determined foe of the Assyrians. Im-
mediately after Sargon's assassination, in 704, Bab-
ylon revolted under Agises, but Merodach Baladan
killed him. and himself took command (Lenormant).

Sennacherib mentions, in his inscription, that his

first campaign was against Merodach Baladan, and
the armies of Elara, which were allied with him.

He defeated and plundered them, spoiled Chaldea,

and put a vassal king over it (703). While Senna-
cherib was engaged in Syria, Philistia, and Judah
(see Supp. Notes on chaps. xvL, xviL, xviiL and
xix.) Merodach Baladan escaped from prison, raised
another revolt, and expelled the vassal king. Sen-
nacherib, after his disaster in Judah, turned once
more against Chaldea. It was now that Merodach
Baladan sent to Hezekiah to try to form an alli-

ance. Hezekiah was flattered by this and made a
show of his treasures. He probably did not want
the Babylonians to think that, after all, he was
not an ally worth having. The result proved the
justice of the prophet's warniug. Merodach Bala-
dan was again defeated. He died in exile soon
after, and Chaldea was once more subjugated.
Sennacherib set his son Asahur-nadin on the
throne.

Some years of peace followed, during which
Sennacherib was rebuilding Nineveh, which he did
with great magnificence. But in 693, on the death
of Asshur-nadin, Babylon once more revolted.

For the next tee years Sennacherib was occupied
in suppressing a series of fierce but unsuccessful
revolts in Babylon, and in prosecuting wars in

Elam and Susiana to punish the allies of the rebels.

In 682 he made his son Ksarhaddon viceroy of
Babylon, having chastised the city with such
severity as to leave it half-ruined. He was assas-
sinated in 680 (Lenormant).

To return to Hezekiah. If he lived fifteen

years after his illness, he died in 685, and reigned
forty-two (not twenty-nine) years. Lenormant
adopts this opinion, and adjusts other data to H
thus : Manasseh was born in 797. He was recog-

nized as king from his birth. The twenty-nine
years of Hezekiah are reckoned to this time, and
the fifty-five of Manasseh from it Hezekiah died
in 685, when Manasseh was twelve years old.

Aside from the violence of this theory, it encoun-
ters numerous specific objections, and cannot be
adopted. It is more reasonable to hold fast the
twenty-nine years for Hezekiah's reign, and sacri-

fice the fifteen years stated as his new lease of

life. See the first paragraph above. Hezekiah
died in 698-7, and Manasseh was twelve years old

at that time,—See Note 30 on the Chronolog. TaUt
at the end of the volume.—W. G. S.J

HISTORICAL AND ETHICAL.

1. Thestoryof (he Ulness ofHezekiah
11 withdraws

our attention from the external history of the king-

dom, which is narrated in the foregoing chapters,

and reveals to us the soul of the king. It leads us

out of the city into the royal palace " (Umbreit).

The announcement of his approaching death
shocked him deeply ; he turned away from those

who surrounded him, and " wept sore," as if death
were the end of alh What has become of his firm

faith? Where is the fearless confidence with
which a pious man faces death ? Does this not
seem like unmsnly weakness, and like anything
but submission to the will of God ? But there are

two things to be considered in explanation. Hez-

ekiah had passed his whole life up to this point in

anxiety and trouble ; he had only just escaped s
danger which threatened his kingdom and his life

;

he was now, for the first time, in a position to look

forward with courage and hope to a period of peace,

rest, and prosperity, and to the opportunity of

doing more for his country than he had hitherto
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been t b!e to do. At this time, now, in the very
prime of life, he was suddenly called to die and to

give up all. He had succeeded to the throne in a
time of deep decay, and had sought in every way
to restore prosperity and strength, and now, when
he was in a position to labor for this end with some
success, he must leave all. Nothing could be more
natural than that he, a man of warm and earnest

feelings, from whom no stoical apathy was to be
expected, should be terrified and shocked when he
heard the prophet's words : Thou shalt die I He
does not murmur or complain, still less does he,

like Ahaziah (2 Kings i. 4-9), burst out in anger
against the messenger of death Neither does he
simply resign himself; he bowB humbly and pours
ont his grief in prayer to Him in whom he believed.

Therefore his prayer finds an answer, which it

never would have done if it had been made in wo-
manish weakness or in that love of life, which is

displeasing to God. The fulfilment of his prayer
is a proof that it was offered in a right spirit The
prayer came from a faithful, noble, and pious heart,

as we see from his hymn of thanksgiving, Isai.

xxxviiL 9-20. He had in mind the words, Ps.

cxlv. 18 and 19. In the second place it is to be
remembered that Hezekiah belonged to the pious

men of the Old Testament who had not that hope
and confidence which belongs to those who know
Him who has conquered death; that he had never
heard the words :

" Thanks be to God who giveth

lis the victory through our Lord Jesus Christ " (1

Cor. xv. 57). The promises in the Old Testament
economy all refer to this life and to the bliss of
communion with the living God. Death had not
yet lost its sting. Hence the terror with which
even the pious men of the Old Testament looked
forward to it while the pious.men of the New
Covenant look np in full confidence to Him who
lias robbed death of its power, and in Whom all

promises are yea and amen.
2. HezekiaKa prayer has been interpreted as

"self praise," on account of the appeal which it

contains to his righteous life (Thenius), and the
ridiculous assertion has been made that "the
Church, at least the Protestant Church, must, ac-

cording to its standards, class him among the self-

righteous " (Menzel). It is entirely left out of view,

in this judgment, that Hezekiah stood in the econ-

omy of the Old Testament, that is, in the economy
of legal righteousness ; that the entire revelation of
the Old Testament is concentrated .in the Law of
Moses, as that of the New Testament is concen-
trated in the Gospel; and that to walk according to

this Law is not to be virtuous, morally pure, and
free from sin, but to serve Jehovah as the only
God, to fear Him, to trust Him, and to love Him
with all the heart (Deut vi 1-5). Hezekiah did

not know any more about the modern doctrine that

a man should practise virtue simply for the sake
of virtue, than he did about the evangelical doctrine

that faith alone, without works, ensures salvation.

He considered that death, which was announced
to him, was a penalty inflicted by God, and he did

not know how he had incurred it, since he had al-

ways endeavored to serve God to the best of his

knowledge and conscience, and never had departed
from Him. He comes before the judge of life and
death and begs Him not to remember his sins alone,

but also to remember that he has feared and wor-
shipped Him. He could say all this without Phar-
isaical " self-praise " (Luke xviiL 9-12), just as well

as St Paul could say, without self-righteousness:
" I have fought a good fight, I have finished my
course, I have kept the faith " (2 Tim. iv. 7). The
whole thanksgiving hymn, Isai. xxxviii., breathes
humility before the Almighty and Holy One ; there
is not a hint of self-praise or of holiness by works
in it. " Thou hast in love to my soul delivered it

from the pit of corruption ; for thou hast cast all

my sins behind thy back " (Isai. xxxviiL 17). His
greatest cause for grief was that he must go thither

where he could no longer praise the Lord. Would
that all who consider themselves virtuous and holy
would show themselves as humble and penitent hat

the face of death as Hezekiah did.

[It cannot be denied that there is a great deal

of special pleading in this criticism of Hezekiah's
words. We have to be on our guard against set-

ting out with a determination to see nothing but
good in certain of these characters, and nothing but
evil in certain others, and against warping facte to

suit this foregone judgment, most of all, if " good"
or " evil " are to be measured by modern standards.

When Hezekiah says that he has walked before

God with a perfect heart, and in fid*-lity, he refers

to the requirements of the Mosaic Law, but when
he says :

" I have done good in thy sight," he
means moral good—righteousness. He claims, in

perfect honesty and simplicity, that he has done
what is right The answer to those who accuse
him of self-praise is not to be found in twisting the
words. Two things may be urged in answer, both
of which are true as general principles, and are not
suggested by the desire of establishing the saint-

liness of Hezekiah's character. The first is that,

if he had really done what was right as far as he
knew, and if his theology taught him that this ca-

lamity was a punishment which indicated that he
had been doing wrong, then he had a full right to

appeal to his conduct against this theological in-

ference (cf. the argument of Kliphaz, Job iv. 5, par-

ticularly chap. iv. 7, and Job's answer, in which
he justifies himself. See chap. xiii. 15, 23). Se-

condly : the naive expression of Hezekiah, who
thinks that he has done right and says so, is not to be
judged by the modem mock-humility which often

thinks that it 7mmdone right, and says that it has not;

which assents to the doctrine that all have sinned,

as a general theological proposition, while the in-

dividual who repeats it does not see, in his heart,

that he has sinned after all. The Jewish theology

taught that temporal calamities were judgments of
God inflicted in punishment for sin. Hence it was
inferred that a man who suffered misfortune must
have sinned (Isai. liii. 4). Hezekiah had attempted

to do right to the best of his ability. His con-

science told him that he had been faithful to this

effort, and in all truth and simplicity he expressed

this conviction. It is evident that it is impertinent

to judge any such naive and truthful expression

by our conventional modern standards of how
much a man may be allowed to express of the sin-

cere convictions of his heart, when they bear upon
his own merits or abilities.—W. G. S.]

3. The prophet Isaiah here " meets us once

more in all the glory of the prophetical dignity "

(Umbreit). His conduct is based upon the premise

of his prophetical character, without which it

would be obscure and enigmatical. What he does

and says, he does and says not in his own power,

but as one who " stands before Jehovah " (1 Kings

xvii. 1), and who is set " over nations and kinjp-
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dome to root out and to pull down and to destroy,

to throw down, to build and to plant " (Jerem. i.

10). Mighty in word and deed, without fear of

men or anxiety to please them, he threatens, and
warns, and exhorts, and helps. He undertakes
without hesitation the duty, heavy for him no
doubt, of going into the palace to announce to his

sovereign the terrible command: "Set thine

house in order." Then he retires, leaving the king
to the effects of this command, but soon returns

and declares to the crushed monarch, who is ab-

sorbed in anxious prayer, the fulfilment of that

prayer, the promise of complete and speedy reco-

very, nay even of a reign prolonged for as many
years more as it had already lasted, and the pro-

tection of God throughout this time. What would
become of the prophet if he did all this in obedi-

ence to his mere human judgment? According
to the ordinary custom of the prophets (see 1

Kings xvii. Hist. § 6 ; Pt. IL pp. 17, 47, 58) he
combines with the promise of recovery the use of
an external means of healing. The cluster of figs

here had just the same function as the means used
bj our Lord (John ix. 6, 14). It was not the clus-

ter of figs which helped the man at the point of
death, but the Almighty Lord of life and death.

The ordinary means of healing was here a sign

and pledpe of the promised cure. As the Berle-

burger Bibel says: •* Since this means could not
have the power of curing in itself, it was used as
a sign of the divine superhuman power." Isaiah
did not employ the ordinary, natural means until

he was sure of the divine help. It was just be-

cause this means of cure was the ordinary natural
one, that Hezekiah wanted a "sign" that Je-

hovah would heal him (ver. 8), and did not have
complete confidence in this remedy. It is, there-

fore, utterly erroneous to ascribe Hezekiah's cure
to the cluster of figs, to talk about Isaiah's knowl-
edge of medicine, and to draw the inference that

the prophets were accustomed to act as " physi-
cians " (Knobel, Der Prophet der Hebr. I. s. 55.

Winer, A.- W.-B II. a. 280). If the prophet had,
as a physician, been sure of the efficacy of this

remedy, he would have behaved in the most re-

prehensible manner in not applying it at once, and
in beginning by announcing certain death.

4. The sign, which was granted to Hezekiah at

his request, has intimate analogy with the pro-

phetic declaration which it was intended to con-
firm. There coidd hardly be a more significant

sign than one presented on the shadow-measurer,
that is, the time-measurer, which was " arranged
in the court of the palace before the king's win-
dows " (Thenius). Every human life is like a day
—it has its morning, its noon, and its evening,
(EocL xi 6; xii. 1, 2 ; Job xi. 17 ; Matt 20. 3, sq\
The advance of the shadow shows the approach
of evening (Jer. vi 4 ; Job vii. 1, 2), which will

be followed by darkness and night Hezekiah's
life-day was on the decline ; the night of death
was approaching ; then it was .promised him this

day should stand once more at its noon, that the
shadow of death should recede, and that the even-
ing should once more become mid-day. The sign

is not therefore " a mere pledge of the fulfilment

of the promise in vers. 5 and 6," in which "there
is no analogy to be traced with the fact of the pro-
longation of his life " (Thenius). On the contrary,

its significance is so apparent that it is difficult

not to see it at once. This is not a mere trick of

art or power, in place of which any other one
might just as well have been chosen, any more
than any of the other prophetic signs.—As for
the physical features of the sign, many, starting
from the supposition that a " violation of the or-

der of the solar system n (Menzel), a miracle which
involved the revolution of the earth on its axis in

a direction contrary to its regular one, is here re-

corded, have been shocked and repelled, and have
either sought to explain it naturally, or have cha-
racterized it as a myth. The old naturalistic ex-

planations by a second-sun, a vapor cloud, or an
earthquake (see Winer, i?.- W.-B. I. s. 499), may
all be passed over as antiquated. We need only
take notice here of the two most recent attempts.
According to Gumpach (Alttestam. Studies L s. 195

«?.), Isaiah turned about the foot of the index,

which before was towards the East, so that the

shadow, instead of running down, as before, would
descend [ascend?]. In that case, however, the

sign would be nothing but " a very simple trick *

(Oehler), and the greatest prophet of the Old Testa-

ment would be nothing but a common juggler.

This trivial hypothesis falls to the ground with the

erroneous, at least unproven assumption, that the

shadow-measurer had a gnomon witli a foot-piece.

According to Thenius, we have to understand that

there was " a partial eclipse of the sun, unnoticed
by most men." Such an one occurred, according
to Prof. Seyffarth's communication to Thenius, on
the 26th of Sept, 713, B.C., "which date is in

perfect consistency with all the other chronologi-

cal statements of the Book of Kings." He adds
that during such an eclipse " a slight advance and
recession of the shadow takes place." " Isaiah

made use of his astronomical knowledge to give

the king, in his despair, a sign which should re-

arouse his courage." This explanation, which no
one else has yet adopted,—[Stanley (II. 537) says

it is the only thing which could '* illustrate " the

cause of the phenomenon. He adds that he is

informed that the variation would be almost im-

perceptible except to a scientific observer.]—rests

upon the very doubtful assumption [?] that there

was a partial eclipse of the sun in the year 713,

and upon the still more doubtful assumption that

Isaiah had great astronomical knowledge, and
knew how to make shrewd use of it upon occa-

sion. It is, therefore, a most unfortunate attempt
Let us have done with attempts to explain facts

and events, which the historian distinctly declares

to be miracles, by naturalistic hypotheses. Mod-
ern criticism does not indeed any longer deny that

a miracle is here recorded, but disposes of it as a

myth, and asserts either that a natural event was
at a later time exaggerated and embellished with
miraculous details, or that this story grew up
through tradition out of the simple promise of the

prophet, that, as the sun, after going down, returns

and repeats its course, so Hezekiah's life should,

though it had reached its limit, take a new start!

and go on for a time longer (Knobel, . Hitzig).

Ewald's notion amounts to the same thing. He
says :

" It must not be overlooked that this story

was not written down, in its present form, until

twenty years or more after the event, and after

the death of Hezekiah and of Isaiah. Isaiah's

good influence in this incident, even on the domes-

tic life of the good prince, stands firm as an his-

torical fact, and his words of trust and consola-

tion no doubt miraculously (I) encouraged the
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king." In this way, it is true, we glide most easily

over all difficulties. But it is a purely self-willed

assumption, wliieh has no foundation save dislike

for everything miraculous, that this story was not
recorded in its present form until twenty years
after the event, and that it is a product of tradi-

tion. The two records of it are, in the main points,

identical. Both are taken, as was shown above,
from an older authority, with which we are not ac-

quainted, and of which we cannot assert that it

was first written years after the death of Hezekiah
and Isaiah, at a time when tradition had already

converted the history of this incident into a myth.
The Chronicler also, although his record is very
brief, speaks of a riDiO (2 Chron. xxxii. 24). Criti-

cal science first exaggerates the miracle, and makes

of it an event which would produce a cataclysm
on eartli, in order to have so much more ground
for declaring it a myth. But there is no hint of

any such event in the text. The miracle " was
not visible everywhere, but only in Jerusalem,"

and " since it is a case of a sign which was to

serve as a pledge, and did not need to be super-

natural, it was accomplished by a phenomenon of

refraction in the rays of light " (Keil), " for it is

sufficient that the shadow, which in the afternoon

was below, by a sudden refraction should be bent
upwards" (Delitsch). There are "certain weak
analogies in' the natural course of nature, as, for

instance, the phenomenon cited by many exposi-

tors, which occurred in the year 1703, at Metz, in

Lothringia, and which was observed by the prior

of the Monastery there, P. Rorauald, and many
others, that the shadow on a sun-dial receded an
hour and a half" (Keil).

[Bosanquet, in an Essay pubftshed in the Jour,

of the Royal Asiatic Soc.
%
Vol. XV., offers a solution

of this phenomenon from the features of an eclipse.

This eclipse took place in the year 689, on tho 11th

of January. He founds upon this an argument
that that must have been the year of Hezekiah's

sickness, but this argument has not been consid-

ered conclusive as against other data. We men-
tion it here only as a proffered explanation of the

manner in which such a phenomenon might have
been perceived, without involving a reversed mo-
tion of the earth. For a few days before and
after the winter solstice, the sun's altitude at noon
at Jerusalem is about 34°. Ifthe " steps of Ahaz "

were a flight of steps in the palace court mounting
from nortn to south, at an angle of about 34°, then
the sun would throw a shadow down them at noon
which would just tip the top step. The upper
limb of the sun would alone rise above the object

(a roof, for instance) which threw the shadow.
If the upper limb were eclipsed, the moon, in pass-

ing over the sun's disk, would cut off the sun-

light, and the shadow would once more descend
the stairs. As the moon passed away the sun-

light would once more pass below it and above
the roof, and once more light the whole stair.

The same explanation would apply to the dial if it

were a small stair-like instrument, used for mea-
suring time. An eclipse, to accomplish what is

here supposed, must be nearly total, must be on
the upper limb of the sun, must occur within

twenty days of the winter solstice, and at noon of

the day. Any contribution, in the way of expla-

nation, ought to be carefully considered, but there

are grave objections to this one. (a) The date of

16

the eclipse, which is found to satisfy the condi-

tions tolerably well, is irreconcilable with other
data. (6) The phenomenon would be very slight,

and only noticeable to careful observation, or un-
der the most marvellous concatenation of circum-
stances, (c) It can hardly be believed, after read-

ing the text, that the king had seen the shadow
abnormally recede, and that the " miracle " con-
sisted in its returning to its regular and proper
place and motion.—W. G. S.]

5. The narrative of the embassy of the King ofBab-
ylon to HezekiaJi hinges upon the prophecy of Isaiali,

in which, for the first time, the downfall of the king-
dom of Jiidah and the Babylonian captivity are fore-

told. This incident, like the two previous ones, is

recorded in the book of Isaiah on account of his

prophecies, which form the kernel of each. Hoze-
kiah's behavior, it is true, occasioned the prophecy,
but the prophecy is the main thing, and it throws
the proper light upon his conduct. Drechsler:
" Evidently the arrival of these ambassadors flat*

tered Hezekiah's vanity so much that he forgot
the rules of ordinary prudence." Umbreit:
" Hardly has the king escaped death and won a
new lease of life, and found tho treasure in heaven,
before his heart is once more set upon the treasure

of earth, where moth and rust doth corrupt In-

stead of making known to the ambassadors the
glory of God, he shows them, boastfully, the per-

ishable riches of his palace." Hezekiah, accord-
ing to the prevailing opinion of the commentators,
shows his treasures out of boastfulness and lore
of display, and hence the " bold moral preacher "

(Koster), the prophet, pronounced to him the fitting

rebuke, and announced the coming punishment.
But this conception is certainly erroneous. There
is no sign of love of display or of vanity in any-
thing which is recorded of Hezekiah. Drechsler
himself exclaims :

" What a contrast to the tono
of Isai. xxxviii. 1 " This very contrast is an argu-
ment against the above conception of the disposi-

tion in which Hezekiah acted. A proud and vain
man would have answered the prophet, when ho
called him to account, in a very different manner,
and would not have expressed himself so openly
and unembarrassedly as Hezekiah does in ver.

15. His further reply in ver. 18 bears witness to

anything but a haughty and vain character. But
even supposing that he had been influenced by
vanity on this occasion, this momentaneons weak-
ness would be terribly punished by the throat of
the loss of his kingdom. This threatened punish-
ment would be out of alt proportion to the fault,

and would be tyrannical and oppressive. Thenius
justly says :

" Hezekiah's conduct towards the am-
bassadors did not proceed from vanity or love of
display (Knobel). ... He accepted with joy the
offered alliance of the Babylonians in the hope of

avenging (?) himself, Tand he showed them the ox-

tent of his resources in order to convince them
that he would be no contemptible ally (Clericus)."

In this, however, he had, on the one hand, departed
from complete trust in God alone; and, on the
other hand, he had lost sight of the ordinary di«>

tates of prudence to an extent which must ulti-

mately be ruinous to Judah and Jerusalom. The
prophet's rebuke was meant to make him see this,

and that must also be the sense- of the Chronicler's

brief notice (IL, xxxii. 25), that Hezekiah " trusted

too much to his own power." The occasion of the

prophet's rebuke, and the thing which, called for
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punishment, was not the personal vanity of Heze-
kiah, but the fact that he, who had experienced
such signal instances of Jehovah's power and wil-

lingness to save, and who had been so often warned
against all complications with heathen nations,

should enter with joy Into an alliance with Baby-
lon. This was a sin which was not to be expected
in him, a sin against the theocratic and soteriolo-

gical destiny of Israel.

6. The propJiet Isaiah appears here also m aU hie

prophetical majesty, although seen from a different

side from before. There he appeared as a consoler,

here as a messenger of the divine judgment The
latter, as well as the former, character belongs to

the prophetical calling. The message announces
tlie destruction, in the first place, of Hezekiah and
his family, but then, by implication, that of the
entire nation. "Not that the exile was inflicted

as a punishment for this fault of Hezekiah " (De-

litsch), but because the whole nation had incurred,

though in a far higher degree, the same guilt as
Hezekiah against the theocratic relationship to God,
and was about to incur it still further, so that tlie

measure would become full, and then the punish-
ment threatened in the Law (Levit xxvi. 33; Dent
iv. 27 ; xxviiL 36, 64) must fall. " The Babylonian
Captivity," observes Starke on Isai. xxxix. 6,

"would have taken place, even if Uezekiah had
never committed this Bin, but it would not have
been foretold at this time, if this incident of the
ambassadors had not occurred. It was meant, at

the same time, to bo a humiliation of Hezekiah on
account of his fault" He received the prophet's
announcement as such a humiliation, and hence
he was spared the trial of himself experiencing
the exile.

On account of the deflniteness of the prediction,

modern critical scholars have asserted that it is

an oraadum post eventum, which originated with
the historian (Knobel), or, at least, that the actual

fulfilment determined " the light in which the pre-

diction is set before us" (Ewald). [What he
means is, that this historian, who had 'lived

through, and been an eye-witness of, the capture

of Jerusalem by the Babylonians, lends sharpness

of outline and accuracy of detail to the picture,

when he tells us how Isaiah had once foretold all

this.] This, however, takes away the point from
the whole story. It is true that " political sagaci-

ty might foresee the unfortunate consequences of

Hezekiah'8 thoughtless conduct, but without pro-

phetical inspiration it was impossible to foresee

that Babylon, which was just struggling for inde-

pendence, would supplant Assyria as the great

world-monarchy, and that Babylon, and not As-
syria, which was then threatening rebellions Ju-

dah, would really inflict the extremest woes upon
her " (Delitsch). The definite reference to Babel,

which is the thing that offends critical science,

forms the point of prophecy. It was occasioned

by tfre embassy from Babylon, and it is intended
to signify to Hezekiah : This very Babylon, from
which thou hopest to obtain help and support, will

ruin thy nation and people. Isaiah does not ap-

pear here as a sagacious statesman any more than
he appeared in the former incident as a skilful phy-
sician, or a learned astronomer. His words have
not the form of wise advice, but of a divine set*

tence of condemnation. Their form, therefore,

would be inexcusable, if the prophet was only ex-
pressing his personal misgivings and hk human

anticipations. Why shall he be made out to be
everything possible, physician, astronomer, states-

man, only not that which he claimed to be, and
which he was, v&, a prophet who spake as he
was " inspired by the Holy Ghost" (2 Peter L

21)?

HOMILETICAL AHD PRACTICAL.

Vers. 1-11. Hezekiah's Illness "unto Psath"
and his Recovery from the same.

—

Wcbt. Scira.

:

God sends illness upon the good, not in punish-
ment for sins past, but as a trial of their faith and
patience (Rom. v. 3) ... or for His own glory

(John ix. 3 ; xL 4). By observing this we may the

better possess our souls in patience (Luke xxt 19).—Cramer : Bodily illnesses are the forerunners of

death, and God's means for fostering the health
of the soul.

—

Starks : God lays upon his children

first one evil and then another. Hezekiah is first

delivered from Sennacherib and the hands of man,
and then he falls into the hands of God, who had
before delivered him.—Ver. 1. Hall: Teachers
and preacliers must not conceal disagreeable truths

from men, but make them known, whether they
will be pleasant or not

—

Starke : We see, from
the example of Isaiah, what is the duty of phy-
sicians and preachers towards the sick, viz., not

to encourage them by false hopes of recovery, but

at the right time to point out to them the duty of

setting their house in order, and preparing them-
selves for death.

—

The Same: The rich and great

should also be warned to prepare for death.—It is

a great mercy of God to allow us to foresee our

approaching end (Dent xxxii. 48 eq.),—Kvery 01-

ness, even though it does not seem likely to be
fatal, is a warning to prepare for death, a memento
mart, which can harm no one, whereas it is very

harmful if all thoughts of death and eternity are

held far away. He who, in his days of health,

thinks upon death, and faithfully believes In Dim
who has overcome death, is not terrified wlien he
is commanded to set his house in order.

—

Kyburz:
Set thy house in order, man 1 If thou hast no
house, thou hast at least a soul. Prepare it ai

best thou mayst for death, for thou knowest not
whether to-day or to-morrow thou wilt be called

upon to quit this tabernacle. It is vain, however,
to attempt to fit a soul for death by a sacrament,
if it has not during its time of health and labor

sanctified itself by holy deeds and by communion
with God. How peacefully one may die, in spite

of shrinking nature, if one can only say to God,
as Hezekiah did : Thou knowest that I have walk-
ed faithfully before Thee.—Aa jt is wise, hi time

of health and strength, to set one's house in order

in a worldly sense, that is, to make one's will and
arrange one's affairs, so is it still more wise to set

one's house in order in a spiritual sense, and not

to put off making one's peace with God until one
stands on the brink of the grave.—Vers. 2 and 5.

Hezekiah's Behavior at the Announcement of his

Approaching Death, (a) He turned his face to the

wall, that is, he turned away from all things

earthly and temporal, to collect his thoughts, (b)

He prayed to the Lord, that is, he sought refuge

in Him alone. That is what we also should do m
every illness.

—

Starke: It promotes devotion te

make one's prayers in secret and alone.

—

The
Same: Children of God should not murmur when
they are scourged of God, but kiss the rod (Mical
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vii. 9; 1 Sam. in. 18).—Fear of Death, its Cause,

and how it may be overcome.—The wish of a
dying man to live longer is not wicked, if it comes
from the sentiment : si diutius vivam, Dto vivam,

and has not its origin in the desire to enjoy the

world and life a little longer. Paul desired to de-

part and be with Christ, but he admits that longer

life enables one to bear more fruit (Phil. 121 and
22). "Let me live that I may serve thee; let

me die that I may possess thee." Hezekiah's
prayer in view of death did not come from a
proud and self-righteous heart, but from a humble
and penitent one. He based his prayer upon the
promise which God had given to tie faithful under
the old covenant: Do this and thou shalt live

(Luke x. 28; Levit xviii. 5; Prov. x. 27). There-
fore he was heard by God, Who resisteth the
proud, but giveth grace unto the humble. So
should we also, in the face of death, not console
ourselves with our own righteousness and virtue,

but build our hopes upon the promises which He
has given as in the New Testament, and upon
Him through whom our sins are forgiven. He
that believeth in Him, though he were dead yet
shall he live (Rom. x. 4 ; John xi. 26 tq.).—Vers.
4-6. The prayer of the righteous is very effectual

when it is earnest (James v. 1$ ; Pa. cxrv. 18 ; Sir.

xxxv. 21; lsai. lxv. 24; xxx. 19).—The word of
consolation to all who cry to the Lord with tears

in sorrow and distress: "I have heard thy prayer,

I have seen thy tears."—How consoling to think
that the length or the shortness of our days is in

God's hand (Sir. xi. 14). " From sudden death,

good Lord, deliver us.
M—Crame*: The Lord al-

ways gives more than we pray for ; the king prays
for life, and He gives him long life (Ps. xxi. 5).

Moreover, He promises him protection against As-
syria, for He can do far more (Eph. HL 20).

—

" Thou shalt go up into the house of the Lord."

This was not a command, but a fulfilment of a
wish and prayer, and it shows that Hezekiah
loved the place where God's honor dwelt (Ps.

xxvi 8 ; xxvii. 4),—The first steps after recovery

should be to the house of God, to thank Him for

restored health (Ps. lxvi. 12-14).—Ver. t. The
fact tliat God connected the healing of the king
with the use of a certain remedy shows that we
should not despise the means of healing, which
are His gift, but should join the use of them with
our'prayers to Him (Sir. xxxviiL 1-4).—The Lord
is the true physician, for it is He who either gives

or denies efficacy to human remedies. One is re-

lieved by the slightest remedy; for another the

best and strongest is of no avail.—Ver. 8. Cra-
jtbr: God treats us like a good physician, not
only as regards our bodies, but also as regards

our souls. As the physician puts a staff in the

hands of a yet feeble convalescent, so God grants

to Hezekiah a " sign" as a staff for his faith (lsai

xlil 3). So nowadays Ood grants the sacraments
as means of strengthening our faith.—In the Old
Covenant God gave many signs, in the New Cove-

nant only one—Christ, the Sign of all signs.

Therefore we should ask no other. When the

Pharisees demanded a sign, Our Lord said: "O
wicked and adulterous generation," Ac. (Matt xii.

38 sq.y The sign for all time is that He was
dead and liveth again to all eternity, and holds the

keys of death and helL All signs, as well as all

promises, are in Him yea and amen.—Vers. 9-11.

God alone controls the index on the dial of life ; to

turn it forwards or backwards is the prerogative

of His might and grace. Therefore, submit to His
will, and say : " It is the Lord, let Him do what
seemeth Him good " (1 Sam. iii. 18).

Vers. 12-19. The Embassy of the King of Ba-
bylon to Isaiah, (a) Hezekiah's conduct towards
it

; (6) what Isaiah declared to him on account of
his reception of it (see HUtor. % 6).

—

Starke: The
most grievous calamities are not as ruinous as the
flatteries of the children of the world.—Ktburz : La
the storm Hezekiah was preserved ; in the sunshine
he was lost.—J. Lange : It may well come to pass

1 that a man who has bravely withstood a great
trial falls under a slight one. Let him that

staadeth take heed lest he falL The world nowa-
days often behaves as the king of Babylon did, for

he did not care so much to make known by his

embassy and gifts his sincere respect for Hezekiah,
as he did to secure his alliance for his own advant-
age, and so socure bis own ends (cf. Sir. vi. 6-9).

—Ver. 13. Ppafp. Bibel: "We should not be too
friendly with the enemies of the Lord, especially

when they may misuse our friendship to eur dis-

advantage. Friendship with the world is enmity
to God ; he who wishes to be a friend to the world
becomes an enemy to God (James iv. 4).—The de-

sire of making a display, and of infusing a high
opinion of one's self into others, is often founa
even in those who are true Christians, and who
have borne hard tests with success. Thus vanity
clings to us and is the first thing and the last

which we have to conquer in following Our Lord.
Therefore watch and pray. The spirit indeM is

willing but the flesh is weak. The Saviour said

:

"He that will follow me," Ac. (Luke xiv. 33).—
Ktburz : We still show our spiritual treasures to

the friends from Babylon, especially when we
admire our own gifts, and like to have others ad-

mire them. As soon as strangers arrive we hasten
to show our gifts, and powers, and accomplish-

ments, in order to win respect This is just the
way to lose all those things. If one collects

treasures let him store them up in heaven, where
no spies will come to see them.—Ver. 14. It is a
proof that He who watches over our souls is a
good shepherd that he sees when we are about to

depart from Him, or to transgress* and sends one
of His faithful servants, or some faithful friend, to

warn us, and to say :
" Hear the word ofthe Lord !

"

Is such a friend always welcome to thee ?—Ver.
16. He who denies his fault will never succeed in

concealing it ; he who confesses it will find pity

(Prov. xxviii. 13; </. 1 Chron* xxx. 11).—Vers. 17-
19. Boos: "Worldly people, with whom a child of
God thoughtlessly mingles, do him great harm.
Happy is he who is set right again after every
transgression by a word from God, as Hezekiah
was ! It is the just sentence of God that the staff

in whichwe trusted becomes a rod for our punish-

ment.—Ver. 19. From the example of Hezekiah
we learn, when the word of God rebukes our van-

ity and love of display, our vacillation and our

want of faith, to bow in submission and to say:
" Good is the word of the Lord which thou hast

spoken;" when we have shown true penitence,

then we may also pray: Da pacm, Doming in

dtibw ncetri$ I
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SECOND SECTION.

THB MONARCHY TODKB MANASSEH, AMOK, AND JOfllAH.

(Chaps. XXL-XXHL 80.)

A.

—

The Reigns of Manasseh and Amaru

Chap. XXL 1-26. (2 Chbo*. ax aim.)

1 Manasseh was twelve years old when be began to reign, and reigned fifty

2 and five years in Jerusalem. And his mother's name wets Hephzi-bab. And he

did that which was evil in the sight of the Lord, after the abominations of the

3 heathen, whom the Lord cast out before the children of Israel For he built up

again the high places which Hezekiah his father had destroyed ; and he reared

up altars for Baal, and made a grove [an Astarte-image], as did Ahab king of

4 Israel; and worshipped all the nost of heaven, and served them. And he built

altars in the house of the Lord, of which * the Lord said, In Jerusalem will I

5 put my name. And he built altars for all the host of heaven in the two courts

6 of the house of the Lord. And [omu And] he [He also] made his son pass

through the fire, and observed times [practised sooth-saying], and used enchant-

ments, and dealt with familiar spirits and wizards [patronized necromancers
and wizards] *

: he wrought much wickedness in the sight of the Lord, to pro-

1 voke him to anger.* And he set a graven image [copy] of the grove [Astarte-

irnage] that he had made in the house, of which the Lord said to David, and to

Solomon his son, In this house, and in Jerusalem, which I have chosen out of

8 all the tribes of Israel, will I put my name forever : Neither will I make the

feet of Israel move [wander] any more out of the land which I gave their fa-

thers; f,]
only [omit only] if they will [only]

4 observe [take care] to do accord-

ing to all that I have commanded them, and according to all the law that my
servant Moses commanded them/ But they hearkened not: and Manasseh
seduced them to do more evil than did the nations whom the Lord destroyed
before the children of Israel.

| J
And the Lord spake by his servants the prophets, saying, Because Manas-

seh king of Judah hath done these abominations, ana hath done wickedly
above all that the Amorites did, which were before him, and hath made Judah

12 also to sin with his idols : Therefore thus saith the Lord God of Israel, Behold,

I am bringing such evil upon Jerusalem and Judah, that whosoever heareth ot

13 it,* both his ears shall tingle. And I will stretch over Jerusalem the line of

Samaria, and the plummet of the house of Ahab ; and I will wipe [out] Jeru-

salem as a man wipeth a dish, wiping it, and turning it upside down [-—he

14 wipeth it and turneth it upside down], T And I will forsake [throw away] the

remnant of mine inheritance, and deliver them into the hand of their enemies

;

15 and they shall become a prey and a spoil to all their enemies ; Because they

have done that which was evil in my sight, and have provoked me to anger,

since the day their fathers came forth out of Egypt, even unto this day.

16 Moreover Manasseh shed innocent blood very much, till he had filled

Jerusalem from one end to another ; besides his sin wherewith he made Judah
to sin, in doing that which was evil in the sight of the Lord.

17 Now the rest of the acts of Manasseh, and all that he did, and his sin

that he sinned, are they not written in the book of the Chronicles of the kings
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18 of Judah ? And Manasseh slept with his fathers, and was buried in the garden
of his own house, in the garden of Uzza : and Amon his son reigned in his

stead.

19 Amon was twenty and two years old when he began to reign, and he reigned
two years in Jerusalem. And his mother's name was Meshullemeth, the daugh-

20 ter of Haruz of Jotbah. And he did that which was evil in the sight of the

21 Lord, as his father Manasseh did. And he walked in all the way that his father

walked in, and served the idols that his father served, and worshipped them

:

22 And he forsook the Lord God of h,is fathers, and walked not in the way of the
23 Lord. And the servants of Amon conspired against him, and slew the king in

24 his own house. And the people of the land slew all them that had conspired
against king Amon ; and the people of the land made Josiah his son king in

25 his stead. Now the rest of the acts of Amon which he did, are they not writ-

26 ten in the book of the Chronicles of the kings of Judah? And he was buried

[they buried him] in his sepulchre in the garden of Uzza: and Josiah his son
reigned in his stead.

TEXTUAL AND GRAMMATICAL.

> Ver. 4. [iB^K Mem. after;* verb of speaking, denoting that In retpeet to which. Qf. ver. 7 and Qen. xxlL 14 (Ew.
$ 282, a. *).

* Ver. 6. PTbat It, he trained men by speelal ednoatlon for this work and then gare them offlcUl poeltlon.
* Ver. A. [The flow of the narrative ia arretted in this verse In order to enumerate Manasseh's faults. Hence the

use of the pert eonsec. Ew.- f 848, 0, 1.

«Ver.&[Ql« ir3,(f0*Jy,</.DeatxT.5; 1 Kings vllL 25.

* Ter. 8. [1J1 737* .—" That which I commanded " and u the law which Moses commanded * are not two different

things. 737^ serves to gather np and recapitulate, so that it Is equivalent to * namelyw or "I mean," qf. Gon.lx. 10;

xxiii 10 ; 1 Chron. xiU. 1 ; xxvlli 1 : 3 Chron. viL 21 6 is wanting In 1 Kings lx. 8) ; Bare i 6 ; Jerem. xlx. 18 (Ew. 810, a).

* Ver. 12. [Th« chetlb presents an irregularity of gender, the masc suff. referring to njTV The kerl

corrects this.

» Ver. 18. [
u The pert fflJD Is very noticeable, especlslly In view of the accents. Ws should expect flTO and

that It would be connected with what follows " (Ew. «. 888, nt 2).—W. O. 8.] •

BXEGETICAL AND CRITICAL.

Ter. 1. Manasseh was twelve years old.

It is uncertain whether he was the eldest son of

llezekiah, and whether he had brothers; perhaps

his elder brothers had died. " PerUaps a Oebirah
(queen-mother) (1 Kings xv. 13) assumed author-

ity until he attained to years of discretion " (The-

nius). At any rate there is no hint of a regency.

The name PQ^Van , My-delight-is-in-her, Is ap-

plied symbolically to* Mount Zion in Isai. lxil 4.

—

Prom ver. 2 we see that the idol-worship which
Manasseh introduced was, in the first place, that

of Canaan (1 Kings xiv. 24 ; 2 Kings xvii 8 ; xvi

3).—Luther translates \ye\ 2&*\ , in ver. 3, after

the Vulg. (converauaqtte est et ctdiftawit), and the

Sept (koX hriarpvpe not ffko66fujae): " und verkehrte

rich und bauete
%
' [went astray and built]. The

two words, however, form one notion by an idio-

matic use : he built again the high places which
Hezekiah had removed. For the rest, see 1 Kings
xvi 32 sq. Ahab was the one whu first introduced

the worship of Baal and Astarte into Israel [see

bracketed notes under Exeg. on xvi 3 and xvii 16.]

ms^C here refers no doubt to the Astarte-statue

mentioned in ver. 7. In Chronicles we find the

plural D^lft and nil^X • Th© cause of this may

be that each divinity, the male and the female,

incorporated several attributes, each of which was
separately worshipped. Manasseh introduced

also, besides these two chief divinities, tho Assyrio-
Chaldean star-worship, the adoration of All the
host of heaven (see chap, xxiii 5, 11). [Sco
Exeg. on xvii 16. Also chap, xxiii 12 shows that
the astral worship, although extended and culti-

vated by Manasseh, was first introduced by Ahaz.]
"This does not imply that the divinities of the
Canaanites had no relation to the heavenly bodies,
but this relation was subordinate in them " (Mo-
vers). From the star-worship arose sooth-saying
and magic Men saw in the stars the originators
of all growth and all decay, and adored in thorn
the controllers and directors of all sublunary af-

fairs.—Vers. 4-7 contain a climax. The idola-

trous (vers. 2 and 3) Manasseh built idol-altars

even in the house of the Lord (ver. 4), and altars
also for all the host of heaven, as well in the inner
as in the outer court (ver. 5, n*i resumes fl^a in

'V • - T T

ver. 4), nay, he even went so far that he set up the
image of Astarte (ver. 7) inside of the temple,
perhaps in the holy place. On the formula: 44

I

will put my name " (ver. 7) see Exeg. on 1 Kings xiv.

21. On Bffcja V3gn see notes on chap. xvi. 3.

Sooth-saying and magic are here united with this

idolatrous ceremony as they are in chap, xvii 17
(c/. Levit xix. 26). So also in Deut xviii. 10,

11, where the necromancers and augurs are also
mentioned. Manasseh gave to these persons offi-

cial position (nty is «8ed as in 1 Kings xii 31).

On DJ73 see 1 Kings xiv. 1-20, Hist. § 3. On ver.

7 see 1 Kings viii 16 ; ix. 3. The house of Jeho
van could not be so utterly desecrated in any other
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way as bj letting up an idol in the rery sanctuary,

the " dwelling," ^|CHp ^n (Ps. . 8 J
Ixxix. 1).

The seloctiou of Israel to be God's peculiar people
wtv9 thereby rejected.—The words in ver. 8 are ex-

plained by 2 Sam. vil 10, and are added in order

to make more apparent the greatness of the sin.

Jehovah had, at first, only a dwelling in a tent in

the midst of His people ; afterwards He caused a
house to be built for His dwelling, as a physical

sign of His covenant with Israel (see the Jnttvd. §
3, and 1 Kings 6, Hist § 3, b.) ; and now in tltis

house Manasseh set up an idoL—More evil than
did the nations, Ac fver. ix.). Not because the

Canaanitish nations did not keep the law of Hoses,
but because they only worshipped their own na-

tional deities, while the Israelites adopted, not
•nly the gods of the Canaanites, but also those
of the Assyrians and Babylonians, and forsook
their own God.

Ver. 10. And the Lard spake by His ser-
vants, Ac It is impossible to tell which prophets
are meant, for no one of those whose writings we
possess can be assigned with certaiuty to -the reign

of Manasseh, It is not certain that even Isaiah

lived dtiring any part of Manasseh's reign; still

less is it certain that Habakkuk did so (though
Keil supposes that Habak. i. 5 refers to this

reign), for it is probable that he first appeared nnder
Josiah (Winer, Delitsch), or under Jehoiakim
(Knobel). The Amorites (ver. 11) stand for Oa-
naanites in general ; see notes on 1 Kings xxi 26;
cf. Ezck. xvL 3; Amos ii. 9. The expression:
both his ears shall tingle, ver. 12, also occurs in

1 Sam. iii. 11 and Jerem. xix. 8. As a sharp, dis-

cordant note pains one's ears, so the news of this

harsh punislimeut shall give pain to all who hear
of it—Ver. 13. And I will stretch ore* Jeru-
salem the line of Samaria. According to Gro-
tius this means: eadem mensura earn mtUar, qua
Samariam mensus sum. So also Thenius: "Mea-
suring line and plummet are here only symbols for

testing by a standard," for, he says, a building is

built with measuring line and plummet, but not torn
down with them. However in Isai. xxxiv. 11 we
read : He shall stretch out upon it the line of con-
fusion (devastation) and the stones of emptiness

f
" plummet of desolation," Bahr], cf. also Lament

ii. 8. Now in the text before us, also, the refer-

ence is to devastation. The two implements of
construction are employed where there is an empty
space of ground, whether it be that no building
has ever stood upon it, or that one which stood
there has been torn down. We have to understand
Itere a state of things symbolized by the latter of
these cases. The metaphor therefore means: I

will make Jerusalem even with the ground, like

Samaria, so that a measuring line can be drawn
over it, and its houses (families) shall perish Kke
the family of Ahsb. [Why is a measuring line or
a plummet applied to a bare spaoe of ground?
Only as a preliminary to building, or rebuilding,
upon it There is no great applicability, therefore,

in the metaphor as Bahr interprets it—It means
that God will come and apply severe standards of
judgment to Jerusalem as He had to Samaria;
that He will insist that it shall satisfy these stand-
ards ; and that He will punish inexorably all short-
comings. Samaria had been thus tested, found
wanting, and swept from the face of the earth,

—

so also should it be with Jerusalem.—W. G. a]

The following figure ef the dish is parallel and

similar, but stronger if anything, rink* means

really something hoUowed out, hence, a diah (2 Chron.

xxxv. 13 ; Prov. xix. 24), not a wax4aUet (Calmet).

Thenius thinks that "the lower city, byiu'configu-

raiion, might well suggest the figure of a diah."

However the fact may be in regard to that, we have

not to understand that it was what suggested this

figure. Neither is the metaphor that of M a hungry

man who empties a dish and turns it wrong side

up " (EwaldX but that of a person who, when he

no longer wants to use a dish, wipes it out, and

turn8 it over, that not a drop may remain in it

Kimchi expressly states that this was the usage

of the Jews with dishes. The figure therefore
41 implies the complete overthrow and destruction

of Jerusalem with all its inhabitants " (Keil). The

comparison with a dish also involves some con-

tempt rpjft is the " upper side, as it were the

face, hi distinction from the back " (Thenius).—

Ver. 14. The remnant of my possession is the

two tribes whichcomposed the kingdom of Judah,

ten having been led into captivity, pej , i. *, to

abandon, but with the accessory notion of (hnwm§

away {\ Kings viii. SI ; Judges vi 13 ; Kzek. xxix.

5). Tlte nation, when abandoned by Jehovah, ne-

cessarily becomes a spoil for its enemies (Isai.

xlii. 22).

Ver. 16. MoreoverManasseh shed mnooeat
blood. Tliis verse is not a " continuation of the

extract from the annals which was broken off at

ver. 9 " (Thenius). It is closely connected with

what is read in vers. 10-15, and forms in a certain

sense the crisis of what is narrated of Manasseh.

This king not only introduced all sorts Of idolatrous

worship (vers. 1-9), but also, when Jehovah re-

buked and warned him by His prophots (10-15),

he not only did not profit by it, but filled the city

with their blood and that of all the innoccut per-

sons who sided with them, and opposed his god-

lessness. nth P1B as in chap. x. 21 "from one

edge to the other." Josephus (Antiq. x. 3, 1) af-

firms : ir&vrac i»fu»C rov^ ducaiovc rot? h toiq 'Eppai-

otg aff&crttvev, a)JC Me ruv irpotyrvv lax? *«<*«'

sal Tobru* di rtvac **& jpipav airfoeafcv. The

latter statement does not, of course, apply to the

whole duration of his reign; but there may have

been a time during which innocent blood was daily

shed. According to the Jewish tradition {Gus

mora Jebatn. iv. 13; cf. Sanhedr. /. 103), which

was taken up by the church fathers (TertuL Ds

PaHentia 14. August De Oivit Dei xviii. U\
Isaiah was put to death under Manasseh. It is

said that he was sawed in two while fastened in a

cedar tree m which he had taken refuge, cf. Heer.

ri 37. [For the details of the legend see Stanley,

IL p. 644] But it is doubtful whether he lived

under Manasseh. Isai L 1 does not say that he

lived so long. He must, at any rate, have been

very old. It is possible that he may have suffered

a martyr's death, though not in the form asserted

{cf. Winer, IL-W.-B. I. a 664. Umbreit in Her-

zog's Jfttcya IV. a 608 sq.)>

Ver. 17. «f. Mow the rest of th* acts of Ma-
nasseh, Ac. 8ome further and very important

facts in regard to Manasseh are recorded in 2

Chron. xxxiii 11-30. The historical truth and
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credibility of what is there recorded hat indeed
Veen denied (Granberg, Winer, Hitrig, and others).

On the other hand, Ewald, Thenius, Havernick,
Keil, and Berthean, have, with justice, maintained
the historical truth of those statements. The
Chronicler appeals to the " annals of the kings of

Israel," and to the >nn nyj as his authorities,

and the entire Jewish tradition is buQt upon the
mcts which lie records. M It is not .astonishing that

we do not And any reference to those facts in the
book of Kings, when we consider the brevity of
the narrative there given, a brevity which is to be
explained by the fact that the author passes as
curtly ss possible by aH periods of misfortune"
(Bertheau). The apparent contradiction between
2 Chron. xxxiii. 15 and 2 Kings xxiil 12 disappears,

if we suppose (what is very possible) that Amon
set up sgain the idols which Manasseh had re-

moved, and that Josiah was the first who entirely

did away with them (cf. E. Qerlach in the Studien

und Kritiken, 1861, III.).—Ver. 18. In the garden

of his own house). "W3 cannot be the royal

palace built by 8olomon, because the garden be-
' longing to it is called that of Uzzah, evidently re-

ferring to its former owner, fov? must, there-

fore, refer to a pleasure-house belonging to Ma-'

nasseh " (Keil). Theniua thinks that the " garden
of TJszah •' (the name occurs several tiroes : 2 Sam.
vi 8 ; 1 Chron. viii. 7 ; Ezra ii. 49 ; Nehera. vii. 61)

was situated u in the Tyropoeon, at the foot of the

spur of Opliel." Robinson finds it on Mt Zion.

See further the notes on chap. xx. 21.

Ver. 19. Amon was twenty and two years
old when he began to reign. The assertion that

this king reigned twelve instead of two years
(Ebrnrd in Stud und Kritik. 1847, III. s. 644 sq.)

rests upon very weak evidence, as Thenius has
shown.—The city of Jotbah, from which his mo-
ther, Meshullemeth (that is, Friend, so. of God, =
Pia) came, was situated, according to Jerome, in

Judalt—Ver. 23. The servants of Amon were
"unquestionably his court attendants. We have to

understand, therefore, that it was a conspiracy
In the palace. We cannot determine what
causes led to this conspiracy.—By the people
of the land (ver. 24) Thenius understands, here
as in chap. xi. 14, the military forces of the
nation, and he infers that Amon had made
himself popular with the troops, and that Josiah
had inspired some such hopes as Uzziah once
did (chap. xiv. 21). There is no more reason
to think of the armv here than in chap. xi. 14.

The murder of the king, who had only ruled for

such a short time, by the attendants in the palace,

may have embittered the people of Jerusalem so
that they took revenge upon the murderers. Re-
ligious differences can scarcely have had anything
to do with the matter, for the immediate attend-

ants of the idolatrous king certainly did not be-

long to the persecuted Jehovah-party, and, if the
king's idolatry had been displeasing to the people,

they would not have put his murderers to death.

[8urPLrorR!s*TART Note on contemporaneous his-

tory, with further information as to Manasseh from
Assyrian sources. As we approach the catastrophe

of the history of Judah it is necessary to pay at-

tentijin to those movements among neighboring

nations which (humanly speaking) caused it, and
determined its form.

We saw in the Supp. Note on chap. xx. that
Sennacherib, having finally reduced Babylon to
submission m 682, put his son Esarhaddon on the
throne of that city as viceroy ; also that Sennach-
erib was assassinated by two other of his sons in
681. The assassins were obliged to fly ; Esarhad-
don hastened to Nineveh and ascended the throne.
He reigned from 681 to 667. Extensive records
of his reign exist in the British Museum, only part
of which have, as yet, been published or read
(Lenormant). His first campaigu was in Syria
and Phoenicia (see Supp. Note* on chap. xvii.). He
conquered and plundered Phoenicia, and deported
the inhabitants of Syria. He repopulated the
country with Chaldeans and Elamites.

During this campaign he attacked Judah ; took
Manasseh captive, confined him in Babylon for a
time, but then set him at liberty and restored him
to the throne as a vassal (2 Chron. xxxiii. 11).

Manasseh is mentioned on one of his inscriptions

as tributary. Esarhaddon became attached to
Babylon from his early residence there, and made
it his home. That is probably the reason why. he
took Manasseh there, and not to Nineveh.

Esarhaddon's reign was spent in extensive and
successful wars in Asia Minor, Arabia, Egypt
(which he conquered), in suppressing stubborn re-

volts in Chaldea, and in punishing the Elamites
and Susianians who assisted in them. We are
not here interested in these wars further than
this, that the Assyrian power was, during his

reign, at its height, but that Babylon kept up a
continual resistance.

Very much the same state of things continued
under his successor. Esarhaddon abdicated in

668 in favor of his son, Asshurbanipal, who reign-

ed until 647. He was warlike and able. Babylon
was ruled by his brother, Shamulshamugin, as
viceroy, but he revolted and headed an insurrec-

tion which included nearly all the tributary prov-
inces. Egypt was permanently lost Psammeti-
clius becoming king. The remainder of the revolt,

however, was speedily suppressed, tliough it took
years to follow up and punish all the parties to it.

His successor was his son, AsshuredUUani,
who reigned from 647 to 625. Under him tlie As-
syrian power declined (Lenormant). See Supp.
Note on p. 285.

Tho explanation of the incessant revolts of
Babylon is, that that city had a sacred character
as the ** home of the gods." It was so regarded
by the Assyrians themselves, who knew liow an-
cient it was, and revered it as their own place of
origin. This veneration for Babylon served to
keep the Babylonians continually restive under
the supremacy of Assyria, and also to stay the

hands of the conquerors whenever they were
ready to destroy the city as a punishment for re-

bellion.

At tl» point which we have now reached (640%
the time of Anion's death and Josiairs accession,

the Assyrian power had barely begun to decline.

The Median empire had been founded by Phraortes

in 657. It had secured independence, and had
made important conquests in Central Asia. Just
about this time Phraortes thought himself strong

enough to attack Assyria, but lie was totally de-

feated in 635 (Lenormant). In Earypt, Psammoti-
chus became independent of Assyria, and put an
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eud to the " Dodekarchy," about 650. Babylon
was, for the time being, crushed, but it was only
recovering strength for another revolt—W. G. S.]

HISTORICAL AND ETHICAL.

1. King Manasseh's reign lasted longer than
that of any other king in either kingdom, but we
have relatively the very briefest account of it.

The author restricts himself to a statement of Ma-
nasseh's disposition towards Jehovah and the
Jehovah-worship. The explanation of this may
be that, in general, "the Old Testament his-

torians pass more hastily over periods which
it is bod for them to recall " (Kwald). This shows,
however, at the same time, that the disposition

towards Jehovah is the main point of interest

to the author in the history of each reign, and
that everything else is subordinate to this, in-

asmuch as nothing else touches the soteriological

development in the history. Manasseh's reign

forms an epoch in that development, for, under
him, the apostasy reached its height. If David
was the model king, then Manasseh was his in-

verted image. It is true that many of his ances-

tors had tolerated idolatry, and practised it them-
selves. His grandfather, Ahaz, had even removed
the ancient altar of burnt-offering and set up in its

place another one which he had himself caused to

be made on a heathen pattern, and had also sacri-

ficed his son to Moloch (chap. xvi. ) ; but Manasseh
went so far as even to establish a special place of
sacrifice for this god in the valley of Hinnora (chap,

xxiii. 10; Jerem. vii. 31; xix. 6). Moreover he
set up an idol in the temple itself, and that, too, an
image of that goddess whose worship was connected
with licentious rites and practices. In fact he
made Jerusalem, the city which Jehovah had
chosen for His own abode, the place for collecting

and practising all forms of idolatry. He was a

violent enemy of the Jehovah-worship, which he
sought to abolish. He formally introduced all

sorts of idolatrous abominations, and he compelled
his people to practise them. This had never been
done even in the kingdom of the ten tribes, a but
now, there arose in Judah, the only remaining
support of the true religion, the most open and
violent hostility to its most sacred principles, on
the part of the king himself I . . . The heart of
the ancient religion had never before been so
sharply and violently smitten " (Kwald). The
'* sin of Manasseh," in which apostasy reached its

culmination, became typical (ver. 16; chap, xxiii.

26; xxiv. 3; 2 Chron. xxxiiL 9; Jerem. xv. 4), just

like the " sin of Jeroboam," who made Israel to

sin by introducing the worship of the calves (1

Kings xii. 28 sq.\ xiv. 16; xv. 26, 30, Ac), and
the " way- of Ahab," who first introduced the wor-
ship of Baal (1 Kings xvi. 30 sq. ; xxiL 63 ; 2 Kings
viii. 27). " With his reign, therefore, began a new
epoch in the history of the kingdom of Judah,
during which it moved on steadily towards its

fall " (Von Gerlach). Under his rule the kingdom
became the very contrary of that which, according

to its original plan, it was intended to be (Deut
xvii. 20).

2. A great change seems to have taken place

under Manasseh in the circumstances of the people,

when we compare the status under him with that

under Hezekialu No king since David had labor-

ed, as Hezekiah did during his reign of twenty-nine

years, for the pure and legitimate Jehovah-wor-
ship. The people liad approved of and participated
in his efforts, and had come together from all

sides to the passover festival which he instituted

(2 Chron. xxx. 12, 13). The reformation seemed
to be thorough and complete ; idolatry was forever

uprooted. Immediately after his death there was
a complete change. The new king made idolatry,

with all its abominations, the established religion

of the kingdom, and was violent against the na-

tional worship and law, and against all who sup-

ported them. The people made no opposition to

this, but joined in it for a half century. It had in-

deed come to pass before tins time, that the people

had fallen into idolatry which was favored by the

rulers, as, for instance, under Athaliah and Ahaz,
but such a general and complete change, especially

after the saving power of Jehovah had just been
so clearly and startlingly manifested, has no par-

allel in history. Yet this remarkable fact is ex-

plained, although no explanation of it is offer-

ed in the historical books, when we take into con-

sideration the descriptions of the state of things at

that time which are offered by the prophets. There
had been for a long time, at least since the reign

of Ahaz, a party in Judah which sought support
for the little kingdom from one of the two great

world-monarchies of the time—either from Kgypt
X>r Assyria. The persons of rank, and office, and
wealth, and influence especially belonged to this

party. They had adopted heathen notions, and
had fallen into immoral and licentious modes of

life. Isaiah says of the people, even before Manas-
sens accession :

" The whole head is sick and the

whole heart faint," &c. (Isai. i. 4-6). King Heze-
kiah had held this party in restraint, and had
therefore been supported by the prophet Isaiah.

After the death of the pious king and the great

prophet, the opposition made a strenuous effort to

control the policy of the nation. It was not diffi-

cult to insnare and seduce the king, a boy of

twelve years, especially- as he appears to have
been inclined by nature to sensual enjoyments.
When he was once caught he became the seducer
of his people, while he himself sank lower and
lower. It appears, therefore, that Hezekiah's re-

formation was one accomplished by external pres-

sure. It did not spring naturally from a religions

need which was deeply felt in the popular heart
It had, therefore, no firm ground, and the cultus

continued to be only an external ceremony. On
the other hand, the luxurious and sensuous idol-

worelup was far better adapted to please the peo-

ple than the austere Jehovah-worship. We have
still further to take into consideration the inconsis-

tent character of the people (Deut ix. 12, 13 ; xxxi.

20 ; xxxii. 6 ; Isai. L 2, 3, Ac), at one moment ob-

stinate, at the next fickle and capricious. If we
take all this into consideration, the sudden change
under Manasseh is not so astonishing, but is satis-

factorily explained by the circumstances. Dunck-
er's conception of the course of the development
of the national religion (Oesch, des AUerthums, L s,

502) is entirely false. He asserts that for the first

two centuries after the settlement of the Hebrews
in Palestine the worship of Jehovah and that of

Syrian divinities existed side by side ; that the first

Hebrew prophets opposed with the. most violent

zeal and fanaticism the introduction of the Baal-

worship ; that then the later prophets opposed the

deepened and sharpened conception of the national
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God to the renewed attempt of idolatry to find a

foothold and succeeded in keeping it out ; and that

bow, under Manasseh, these two hostile tendencies

once more appeared in open conflict This con-

ception, which overturns the entire soteriological

development, rests upon the assumption that, in

Israel, monotheism and polytheism stood originally

side by side in equal honor. It cannot be estab-

lished unless we strike Moses out of history, throw
aside the Israelitish law—the constitution of the

nation, deny the calling of the nation in human
history, and make of the prophets fanatical dis-

turbers of the public peace. Ewald has explained

the changed circumstances under Manasseh some-
what differently (Gesch. III. 666 [third Ed. fl6
sq.]). He says: "He [Manasseh] sought to be-

come acquainted with all foreign heathen religi-

ons, and to introduce them into Judah. He there-

fore sent to the most distant lands wherever a cel-

ebrated worship was practised, and spared no
pains to acquire it. Every new religion brought
not only a new form of oracle, or of sensuous in-

dulgence and lust, but also its own form of wis--

dom, and the desire for ' wisdom • had grown so

much since the time of Solomon, that it is not
strange if the desire awoke to learn the secrets of
all religions, and so to acquire a wealth of wisdom
which the simple Jehovah religion did not seem to

offer. Then, too, Manasseh sought to make all

these religions 'accessible and agreeable to the
people." It would appear then, on this showing,
that the abominable and nnheard-of apostasy of

Manasseh and his people, the cultus of licentious-

ness and child-sacrifice, the cultivation of augury
and sooth-saying, the patronage of necromancers
and augurs, and all the rest of his senseless super-

stition, arose from a desire for wisdom, and a wish
to penetrate into all secrets, and become acquaint-

ed with all knowledge. No proof is needed to

show that this conception contradicts the Scrip-

tures flatly. There is no hint in them that Manas-
seh sent into foreign lands to import heathen re-

ligions. "Isai. lvii. 6-10; Jer. ii. 10-13," from
which this is said to be evident, does not contain

a word about it. Manasseh did not, for instance,

borrow anything from Egypt. He introduced
especially the cultus of the " nations whom the
Lord destroyed before the children of Israel " (ver.

9), that is of the Canaanites. Neither is there any
proof that he tried to make the heathen religions

acceptable to the people ; on the contrary, he used
violence and shed innocent blood, so that Jerusa-

lem was filled with it from one end to the other
(ver. 16).

[The Scriptures contain no explanation of the
facility with which the people followed and acqui-

esced in the different attitudes of different kings
toward the Jehovah religion, whether they were
epthusiastically faithful or fanatically hostile. It

does not seem worth while, therefore, to wage
a polemic against an hypothesis like this of
Ewald, which certainly has as much, if not more,
in its favor than the one offered by the author.

Ewald's theory does not M
flatly contradict " Scrip-

ture, because Scripture makes no statement in

regard to the matter. The passages quoted from
It-aiah and Jeremiah bear very strong testimony
to such a disposition on the part of the people
to follow strange gods, to go to a distance to

seek strange forms of worship, and to take up
with any foreign novelty or device rather than to

adhere to their own religion. The " wisdom " of
the ancients was almost always bound up in reli-

gion. It was the •• mystery " at the heart of a cul-

tus. It was esoteric and select, only imparted to

the chosen few. It had the fascination, therefore,

of an acquisition in knowledge and of the discov-

ery of a secret closely kept by an elect few. It

was at once a sign of the truth of the Jehovah-re-
ligion and a reason why the Hebrews were so
easily led to despise it in comparison with the re-

ligions of the heathen, that it was simple and
open. No doubt also it seemed to them hard and
cold and austere. The heathen religions were
warm, voluptuous, and aesthetic. The latter, there-

fore, had all the weaknesses of human nature on
their side of the balance. Still further, it is very
probable that Manasseh did introduce Egyptian nov-
elties. The name of his son Amon is the strong-

est testimony to a familiarity with and taste for

Egyptian religion. Ver. 9 does not say that he
introduced Canaanitish gods, but that he made the
Jews sin worse than the Canaanites, probably by
practising still more foreign and abominable rites.

See Exegctical notes on that verse. Moreover the
idols which are enumerated in xxiii. 13 as having
been destroyed by Josiah bear witness to the fact

that Manasseh had sought out and introduced
numerous foreign divinities of various kinds. Fi-

nally, the shedding of innocent blood does not
prove that he did not try to make heathenism ac-

ceptable to his people. Persecution always has
the aim to recommend the rival of the persecuted
religion, strange and unwise as the attempt may
be. There are, therefore, suggestions in this theory

of Ewald which are well worth attention from any
one who desires to understand the phenomenon in

question, and the counter-considerations above ad-

duced have little if any force.—W. G. S.]

3. The reign of Manasseh was, to say the least,

the saddest period in Jewish history since the

time of David. We hear of no important events,

of no victory over enemies, of no extension of the
frontier, of no new beneficent institutions, during
his time. The only event recorded is that an As-
syrian army took Manasseh prisoner and carried

him away in chains to Babylon (2 Chron. xxxiii.

11). The nation had never before sunk so low, re*

ligiously and morally, as at this time. " In the na-

tional life the most terrible decay extended con-
tinually farther and farther." A *' deep and dead-

ly corruption " had affected the nation (Eisenlohr,

Das VoUc Isr. IL s. 310). The wildest superstition

and the coarsest unbelief went hand in hand. The
corruption had pervaded all ranks. " Woe to her
that is filthy and polluted, to the oppressing city I

"

cries the prophet Zephaniah. " She obeyed not
the voice ; she received not correction ; she trusted

not in the Lord ; she drew not near to her God.
Her princes within her are roaring lions; her
judges are evening wolves; they gnaw not the
bones until the morrow [they spare not for the

morrow]. Her prophets are light and treacherous

persons; her priests have polluted the sanctuary,

they have done violence to the law " (Zeph. iii. 1-

4; cf. Mic. iii. 11). The origin of many important
parts of the Old Testament canon has recently

been ascribed to this time of corruption, decay,
moral disease, and death. First of all, the book of
Deuteronomy is said to have been written at this

time (Ewald, Riehm, Bleek), also the book of Job,
an entire series of the most nob?e Psalms, part of
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the Proverbs, and detached fragments of the book
of Isaiah, especially HI 13 to liii. 12 (Kwald and
Eisenlohr). It is said :

** The deeper the corrup-

tion became and the farther it spread the more
decidedly did the genuine spirit of prophecy rise

up, with all the divine force with which it was
endowed, in opposition to it." This is not the place
to enter into a critical investigation of the time
when these books were written. We have to do
here only with the time of Manesseh, but inregard
to it the test applies :

" Do men gather grapes of
thorns or figs of thistles? * It is true that faith-

ful servants and prophets of Jehovah were not
wanting at this time (ver. 10), but not a single

great prophet, not one of those whose writings we
still possess, was active during Manasseh's reign.

Isaiah's life closed soon after his accession, if not
indeed still earlier. Zeplianiah's first appearance
was in Josiah's reign, and Jeremiah's still later.

How could a time of "deep corruption/ which ran
through all ranks of society, be a time of great
literary activity and produce works of the intel-

lect which are only possible in the midst of the
richest and most active intellectual life? It has
been justly said tliat this was a time in which
"bloody persecution raged." Blood flowed in

streams. Of course this persecution fell first of
all upon the prophets, and especially upon the
most prominent amongst them. The number of
the faithful must, therefore, have been small, and
we know of not a single prominent person amongst
them. It may be that in this small circle hymns
of affliction and persecution arose, but it is incon-

ceivable tliat such persons should have produced
the book of Job, that '• model of religious reflec-

tion, and of the literary art which proceeds in its

creations according to the most definite plan," and
which marks the " Chokmah-literatnre " of the

Hebrews (Delitsch). Still less can the book of
Deuteronomy have been written at this time of op-

pression and misery, a book which is described as
marked by "a tranquil fulness of detail," " an ex-

traordinarily light and flowing style," as well as by
"breadth and fluency" (Vaihinger). In its long
repetition and development of the Mosaic Law
there is not a sign of lamentation, nor a sound of
affliction. It might be asserted with far more
justice tliat there was no period in Hebrew history

less capable of producing the book of Deuteronomy
than tlie degenerate times of Manasseh.

4. Tlie brief reign of king Amon was in every
respect a continuation of the wicked and untheo-

cratic reign of his father, Manasseh. It was dis-

tinguished by no fact or event From the words,

2 Chron. xxxiii. 23 [see Sttpp. Not* after the Exeg.

section above] :
" And humbled not himself before

the Lord, as Manasseh his father had humbled
himself, but Amon trespassed more and more," we
infer that he was even worse than Manasseh. The
description of the moral and religious status which
is given by the prophet Zephaniah, who made his

appearance under the next following king, Josiah

(Zeph. i. 1, 4 sq.; 12 ; iii. 1 to v. 11), shows that no
improvement had taken place. This also appears

from tl» description in chap, xxiii. 4 ay. of all the

steps which Josiah had to take in order to restore

the state of things prescribed by the Law. The
statement of the Chronicler (L c) in regard to Ma-
nasseh's reformation must, therefore, be under-

stood as referring to his own person, for it had no
eflect upon the mass of the people, else it would

have been impossible to say that Amon had snr-

passed his father's guilt [The meaning of that
passage is that Manasseh, in spite of all his wicked-
ness, humbled himself and repented, but Amon
never did so. He persisted in his wickedness. He
went on from trespass to trespass without inter-

ruption. Hence he was worse than his father.]

HOMTLBTIOAL AND PRACTICAL.

Vers. 1-16. The Kingdom of Judah under Ma-
nasseh. (a) King and People (return to heathen-
ism and the cause thereof, vers. 1-9). (b) The
Prophets (their courageous opposition and their

testimony against the general corruption in spite

of persecution, vers. 10-16). Vers. 1-9. Manasseh
the seduced and the seducer.—Even God-fearing
parents often have perverse children without any
fault of their own. So much the greater ia the
guilt of those who lead infant children astray, af-

ter the death of their parents, instead of giving

them care and good training. It is especially im-

portant that princes should be guided in their

youth by good counsellors and governors. God is

not confined with His word to any land or people.

If His word is not received with love and grati-

tude, and if it is not feared, then He will come
soon and remove the candlestick from its place

(Rev. il 5X so that men may go astray and be-

come a prey to terrible errors. Ad Judah, which
the Lord had chosen to be His people and to

bear His name before the heathen, and before

kings, and before the children of Israel, committed
more terrible abominations than any of the heathen
whom the Lord had cast out, so now also, a peo-

ple, although it has tlie word of God and the

means of grace, may fall lower than another
which has never heard of His word (<. g~, the hor-

rors of the French revolution).—To fall is easier

than to rise. If the infection comes from above it

spreads with greater celerity. Where God pun-

ishes a people he gives them bad rulers (Isai. Si.

4; Keel. x. 16).—When the evil spirit is cast out

and then returns, he brings with him seven others

worse than himself. It is so with individuals, and
it is so with families; they become worse and
worse from generation to generation (Ahax, Heze-
kiah, Manasseh), Matt xil 43 a?.—WCrt. Summ. :

There are nowadays Evangelical Christians who
are in many respects worse than Papists, or even
than Jews and Turks, for they curse and blas-

pheme, they drink and commit adultery, and do
other things which Turks and Jews avoid. How
will such Christians stand before God's judgment-
seat wlien Jews and Turks are placed by their

side?

—

Cramer: Those who are ungrateful to-

wards God, and blind to the clear light of truth,

are given over to the dominion of error, so that

they give their faith to falsehoods (2 These. iL 11).

—Ver. 6L The Scriptures place sooth-saying and
augury by the side of sacrifices to Moloch. They
belong properly to the darkest times of heathen-

ism. Nevertheless they are found in the midst of

modern Christendom. Those who believe in them
and practise them have become heathen.—Yer. 7.

Calw. BinsL: Alias had once closed the temple

and built altars in the city. Manasseh set up idols

in the temple itself. Thus Antichrist shall advance

(2 These. iL 3, 4).—Manasseh set up an image of

the goddess of licentiousness in the temple of the

living God. " If any man defile the temple of
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God, htm shall God destroy" (1 Cor. ill 17).

Those housee of God are desecrated in which, in-

stead of the living God who revealed Himself to

us in Christ, a God of man's invention is preached.

—Ver. 8. Starkb: Men are such that they hold
fast the covenant of God's rich promisee, but will

not remember the other covenant of the obedience
which He requires.—Ver. 10. Even in the worst
times God takes care (since He does not desire

that any one should perish, but rather that he
shonld turn from his wickedness and live, Esek.
xviii 23) that faithful persons shall not be want-
ins; to warn the wicked, to exhort them to repent-

ance, and to make known to them the coming
judgment of God.—Vers. 12 and 13. WOet. Summ.:
The just God threatens the idolatrous city, Jerusa-

lem, with the line and plummet of Samaria ;—like

sins deserve like punishment (Luke xxiii. 41).

—

The Lord is " good " and " ready to forgive " (Pa
IxxxvL 5), but He does not cease to be a just God,
who causes every individual as well as whole cities

and peoples to reap tiwt which they have sown,
for "righteousness and judgment are the habita-

tion [foundation] of his throne" (Pa. xcviL 2).

This generation wants to hear only of a God who
is nothing but love, but it will not hear, in spite of

its apostasy, of a God who is also a consuming
fire (Hob. xiL 29). Whose ears tingle nowadays
when he hears of the judgments of God ? (Heb. x.

2G and 27).

—

Bkrleb. Bibel: A dish is turned over
when there is nothing more in it. That is the

hardest punishment which God can inflict on a

soul which turns away from Him. There is then

no longer a drop to be found in it of tliat which
was in it before.—Ver. 16. Stabkb: Idolatry and
tyranny are closely allied.— Osiander: Those
whom Satan has in his toils he leads from one sin

to another. Enmity to the word of God is not

merely a different opinion or contradiction in re •

gard to religious matters, but a devilish power
which impels even to the shedding of innocent
blood. It is possible to kill the preachers of truth,

but not the truth itself. He who was the truth was
nailed to the cross, but His words remain, though
heaven and earth pass away. The blood of the
martyrs only fertilized the soil of the Churcli, so
that it has borne richer and more abundant fruit.—
All innocent blood cries to heaven as that of Abel
did. He who dwells in heaven answers :

" Ven-
geance is mine; I will repay."

Vera. 19-26. How wretchedly a king appears
ofwhom history has nothing more to record than
his godlessness.

—

WObt. Summ. : When men will

not heed either good words or bad, and will not be
induced to repent by warning or example, then
God comes with His punishment and recompenses
wickedness as it deserves. Let men take heed
and repent, let them become wise by the sight of
others' calamities, that they be not overtaken in

their sins by death before they have repented. As
is the king so are his officers ; as is tlie governor
so are the citizens; a depraved king ruins his

country (Sir. x. 2, 3).—WOrt. Summ. : Unfaithful-

ness is punished by unfaithfulness. Amon was
not faithful to God ; unfaithfulness was his punish-
ment He was murdered by his own servants,

and these in their turn were punished by their

own sin—they also were murdered. (See Matt
xxvi. 52; Luke vi. 28.) Therefore be faithful

both to God and man and do good, then thou
shalt be rewarded with good both in time and
eternity. Tumult and murder, perpetrated now
by the authorities, now by the people, those are
the natural fruits which are produced in a land
which has abandoned God, and in which His word
is no longer respected.

B.

—

The Reign of Josiah ; (he Discovery of the Book of the Law, and Restoration of the Mosaic
Ritual

Ohap. XilL-XXHL 30 (2 Cbbov. XXXIV., XXXV.>

1 Jostah was eight years old when he began to reign [bAme king], and he
reigned thirty and one years in Jerusalem. And his mother's name was Jedi-

2 dan, the daughter of Adaiah of Boscath. And he did that which was right in

the sight of the Lord, and walked in all the way of David his father, and turned
not aside to the right hand or to the left.

S And it eame to pass in the eighteenth year of king Josiah, thai the king sent

Shaphan the son of Azaliah, the son of Meshullam, the scribe, to the house of the
4 Lord, saying, Go up to Hilkiah the high priest, that he may sum the silver

which is"[has been] brought into the house of the Lord, which the keepers of
5 the door have gathered of the people : And let them deliver it [and may deli-

ver itj * into the hand of the doers of the work [commissioners], that have the
oversight of the house ' of the Lord : and let them give it to the doers of the
work, which %$ [who are] in the house of the Lord, to repair the breaches of the

6 house, Unto carpenters, and builders, and masons, and to buy timber and hewn
1 stone to repair the house. Howbeit, there was [But let] no reckoning [be] made

with them of the money that was [is] delivered into their hand, because [for]

they dealt [deal] faithfully.

8 And Hilkiah the high priest said unto Shaphan the scribe, I have found the
book of the law in the house of the Lord. And Hilkiah gave the book to Sha*
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9 plian, and he read it. And Shaphan the scribe came to the king, and brought
the king word again, and said, Thy servants have gathered [emptied out] the

money that was found [stored] * in the house, and have delivered it into the

hand of them that do the work [the commissioners], that have the oversight of

10 the house of the Lord. And Shaphan the scribe shewed the king, saying, Hil-

kiah the priest hath delivered me a book. And Shaphan read it before the king.

11 And it came to pass, when the king had heard the words of the book of the law,

12 that he rent his clothes. And the king commanded Hilkiah the priest, and
Ahikam the son of Shaphan, and Achbor the son of Michaiah, and Shaphan the

13 scribe, and Asahiah a servant of the king's, saying, Go ye, inquire of the Lord
for me [on my behalf] and for [on behalf of] the people, and for [on behalf of]

all Judah, concerning [on account of] the words of this book that is found : for

great is the wrath ot the Lord that is kindled against us, because our fathers

have not hearkened unto the words of this book, to do according unto all that

which is written concerning us [prescribed for us].*

14 So Hilkiah the priest, and Anikam, and Achbor, and Shaphan, and Asahiah,

went unto Huldah the prophetess, the wife of Shallum the son of Tikvah, the son

of Harhas, keeper of the wardrobe
;
(now she dwelt in Jerusalem in the college

15 [lower city] ;) and they communed with her. And she said unto them, Thus
10 saith the Lord God of Israel, Tell the man that sent you to me, Thus saith the

Lord, Behold, I will [am about to] bring evil upon this place, and upon the

inhabitants thereof, even all the words of the book which the king of Judah hath

17 read : Because they have forsaken me, and have burned incense unto other

gods, that they might provoke me to anger with all the works of their hands;
therefore my wrath shall be [is] kindled against this place, and shall not be

18 quenched. But to the king of Judah which sent you to inquire of the Lord,

thus shall ye say to him, Thus saith the Lord God of Israel, As touching the

19 words which thou hast heard ; Because thine heart was tender, and thou hast

humbled [humbledst] thyself before the Lord, when thou heardest what I spake

[had spoken] against this place, and against the inhabitants thereof, that they

should become a desolation and a curse, and hast rent thy clothes, and wept
20 before me ; I also have heard thee [omit thee] saith the Lord. Behold therefore,

I will gather thee unto thy fathers, and thou shalt be gathered into thy grave

in peace ; and thine eyes shall not see all the evil which I will bring upon this

place. And they brought the king word again.

Chap, xxiii. 1 And the Iring sent, and they gathered unto him all the elders of

2 Judah and of Jerusalem. And the king went up into the house of the Lord, and

all the men of Judah and all the inhabitants of Jerusalem with him, and the

priests, and the prophets, and all the people, both small and great : and he read

in their ears a^he words of the book of the covenant which was [had been]

8 found in the house of the Lord. . And the king stood by a pillar [or on a plat-

form], and made a covenant before the Lord, to walk after the Lord, and to keep

his commandments and his testimonies [ordinances] and his statutes with all

their heart and all their soul, to perform [maintain] the words [terms] of this

covenant that were written in this book. And all the people stood to [joined

in] * the covenant.

4 And the king commanded Hilkiah the high priest, and the priests of the

second order, ana the keepers of the door, to bring forth out of the temple of the

. Lord all the vessels that were made for Baal, and for the grove [Astarte], and

for all the hpst of heaven : and he burned them without Jerusalem in the fields

5 of Kidron, and carried* the ashes of them unto Beth-el. And he put down
[caused to desist] the idolatrous priests, whom the kings of Judah had ordained

to bum incense * in the high places in [of] the cities of Judah, and in the places

[omit in the places] round about Jerusalem ; them also that burned incense unto

Baal, to the sun, and to the moon, and to the planets [constellations of the

6 Zodiac], and to all the host of heaven. And he brought out the grove [Astarte-

image] from the house of the Lord, without Jerusalem, unto the brook Kidron,

and burned it at the brook Kidron, and stamped it small to powder, and cast
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the powder thereof upon the graves of the children of the people [common
7 people]. And he brake down the houses of the sodomites [male-prostitutes],

that were by the house of the Lord, where the women wove hangings for the
8 grove [tent-like shrines for Astarte]. And he brought all the priests out of the

cities of Judah, and defiled the high places where the priests had burned incense,

from Geba to Beersheba, and brake down the high places of the gates [both]
that were [which was] in the entering in of the gate of Joshua the governor of
the city, [and that] which were [was] on a man's left hand at the gate of the

9 city. Nevertheless the priests of the high places came not up to [were not
allowed to sacrifice upon

J

f the altar of the Lord in Jerusalem, but they did eat

10 of the [own of the] unleavened bread among their brethren. And he defiled

Topheth, which is the valley of the children of Hinnom, that no man might make
1

1

his son or his daughter to pass through the fire to Molech. And he took away

!

the horses that the kings of Judah had given to the sun, at the entering in of
the house of the Lord, by the chamber of Nathan-melech the chamberlain, which
was in the suburbs [colonnade of the temple], and burned the chariots of the sun

12 with fire. And the altars that were on the top of the upper chamber of Ahaz,
which the kings of Judah had made, and the altars which Manasseh had made
in the two courts of the house of the Lord, did the king beat down [demolish],

and brake [tear] them [<mtt them] down from thence, and [he] cast the dust of
13 them into the brook Kidron. And the high places that were before Jerusalem,

which were on the right hand of the mount of corruption, which Solomon the
king of Israel had builded for Ashtoreth [or Astarte] the abomination of the
Zidonians, and for Chemosh the abomination of the Moabites, and for Milcora

1

4

the abomination of the children of Ammon, did the king defile. And he brake
in pieces the images, and cut down the groves [Astarte-statues], and filled their

places with the bones of men.
15 Moreover the altar that was at Beth-el, and [omtt and] the high place which

Jeroboam the son of Nebat, who made Israel to sin, had made, both that altar

and the high place he brake down, and burned the high place, and stamped it

10 small to powder, and burned the grove [statue of Astarte], And as Josiah
turned himself, he spied the sepulchres that were there in the mount, and sent,

and took the bones out of the sepulchres, and burned them upon the altar, and
polluted it, according to the word of the Lord which the man of God proclaimed,

1

7

who proclaimed these words. Then he said, What title [grave-stone] is that

that I see ? And the men of the city told him, It is the sepulchre of the man
of God, which came from Judah, and proclaimed [foretold} these things that

18 thou hast done against the altar of Beth-el. And he said, Let him alone; let

"no man move his bones. So they let his bones alone, with the bones of the

19 prophet that came out of Samaria. And all the houses also of the high places

that were in the cities of Samaria, which the kings of Israel had made to pro-

voke the Lord to anger, Josiah took away, and did to them according to all the

20 acts that he had done in Beth-el. And he slew all the priests of the high places

that were there [,] upon the altars, and burned men's bones upon them, and
returned to Jerusalem.

21 And the king commanded all the people, saving, Keep the passover unto
the Lord your God, as it is written in the [thisJ book of this [the] covenant.

22 Surely there was not holden such a passover from the days of the judges that

judged Israel, nor in all the days of the kings of Israel, nor of the kings of
23 Judah ; But in the eighteenth year of king Josiah, wherein [omtt, and wherein]

this passover was holden to the Lord in Jerusalem.

24 Moreover the workers with familiar spirits [necromancers^, and the wizards,

and the [household] images, and the idols, and all the abominations that were
spied in the land of Judah and in Jerusalem, did Josiah put away, that he might
perform [establish]

l0 the words of the law, which were written in the book that

25 Hilkiah the priest found in the house of the Lord. And like unto him was there

no king before him, that turned to the Lord with all his heart, and with all his

soul, and with all his might, according to all the law of Moses ; neither after

him arose there any like him.
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26 Notwithstanding, the Lord turned not from the fierceness of his great wrath,

wherewith his anger was kindled against Judah, because of all the provocations

27 that Manasseh had provoked him withal. And the Lord said, I will remove
Judah also out of my sight, as I have removed Israel, and will cast off this city

Jerusalem which I have chosen, and the house of which I said, My name shall

28 be there. Now the rest of the acts of Josiah, and all that he did, are they not

written in the book of the Chronicles of the kings of Judah ?

29 In his days Pharaoh-neohoh king of Egypt went up against the king of

Assyria to the river Euphrates : and king Josiah went against him ; and he

30 slew him at Megiddo, when he had seen him. And his servants carried him in

a chariot dead from Megiddo, and brought him to Jerusalem, and buried him in

his own sepulchre. And the people of the land took Jehoahas the son of Josiah,

and anointed him, and made him king in hit father's stead.

SXTUAL AW) eEAMlfATMULt

> Ver. fc—The ehetib, fUTP , «• altogether to to preferred to the kerft, tflOn'-Biar. (The E. V. follow*t*

kert BOttchert explanation It to be preferred. He retains the efaetft and poeetaates rttJV , exptafalnf tee snfflx ss

an Irregularity In gender. (jr. Ormmm^ note on 9 Kings xvt 17, end BBtteker | §77, e»—W. 6. 8.)

• Ver. 5.-[Here also tee oeeUe, JVIQ , to to be preferred to.the kerl TV?. 01 Jerem. si. 5; zlL 18. JV3,1b ver. t,

©snoot prore the contrarr.—B4hr.
» Ver. 9.— [They had emptied ont the money from receptacles Into which It had been pnt by the priests ss It vai

offered from time to time by the people, and In whleh H was stored, so teat tt wee u ft>and" there, so the text nys,

literal I r.

* Ver. 18.— [Literally, "written upon," or "against ns*
• Chan, xxlll 8.-[Uterally : mood in. Pn L ZT, ~ "

J

s certain place. Hence H means "Joined ln.
r

• Chap, xxlll 8.— [Literally : Mood in. Probably they rignlled their aeqnfescenee and partJcipetfon by atandlnela

H means "Joined ln.
w So Kcll, Theniua, Luther, DeWette, lUhr, Bnnsen. Manivr and Oe-

senlus take It to mean persist or tweeeera, whleh would be the modern ootloqnlal signHIoanes of the M stood to* of ths

K. V., but Is not the proper sesse here.

* Ver. 4.— [K'i'il ; the strict rule of the language wonld here require the Imperf. conseo. Other Instances of laxity hi

the nse of this form occur In late books, Jerem. xxxril. 15; Kxek. Ix. 7 ; xxxvii. 7, 10; Don. xH 6, and In the hookuf
Eccle> tastes. (Bttttcber f 982, IL)

' Ver. 6—HLDp^l; that on* might a/or: the subject Is the Indef. sing. French, on, Germ. man. The sinriltr,

however, Is very remarkable, and the text may be incorrect. The versions all translate as If it were Tt2J?? , " f«»r which

"HSpl Is probably an error of the pen** (Keil). Btttteher takes the Imperf. sense*, as s pluperfeet, because it fellows

another plnp., and compares Gen. xxxi. 84, end 1 Sam. xix. IS.—** Whom the kings of Judah bad appointed and [who,

i. e. any one amonpst them] had offered tncense." This makes good sense, but the change from passive to active, sad

from pi fir. to sing. Is awkward, and the grammatical principles are not clear.
* Ver. 9.—[Such Is the force of the Import » They might not," i, *, they were not allowed to.

* Wr. 11.— [Literally : h* caused to eea§6 ; 4\ «., these horses of the sun had been kept as an act of worship to tbs

sun. He took them away and put an end to the arrangement.
10 Ver. 24.—[Q^pn * est upright, i, «^ that he might Introduce the institutions end customs prescribed in the lav

and establish them In successful operation.—W. 6. 8.]

PRELIMINARY BBHABXS.

The parallel account in the book of Chronicles

coincides perfectly with the above in all its details.

In some passages, indeed^ it is identically the same
fchap. xxii. 8-20 and xxiii. 1-3 compared with 2

Chron. xxxiv. 19-32); but the Chronicler cannot
have made use of the book of Kings as his author-

ity, for he gives a number of chronological data,

and also certain proper names (xxxiv. 3, 8, 12;
xxxv. 8, 9), which are wanting in the book of
Kings, and which cannot possibly have been in-

vented at a later time. The case is the same with
this passage as with chap. xi. 1-20. Both ac-

counts are taken from one and the same original

source, viz., the work which both refer to at the

close of the passage (chap, xxiii. 28; 2 Chron.
xxxv. 27). Their principal points of difference are

two : viz., that each one describes in great detail

certain ones of the facts noticed, which in their

turn are passed over more summarily by the other,

and that the facts are not narrated by both in the
same chronological order.

In the book of Kings the extirpation of idolatry

and of illegitimate Jehovah-worship is described

with care and detail, so that the passage here

which deals with this point (xxiii. 4-20) is, as re-

gards its external form, longer than the correspond-

ing one in Chronicles; moreover, as regards its

contents, it is by far the most important passage

in the entire narrative, all that goes before it (xxii.

3-20 and xxiii. 1-3) serving only as an historical

introduction, and all which follows (xxiii 21-24)

only as the conclusion and sequel to it In

Chronicles, on the other hand, the description of

the passover festival is the object of greatest in-

terest, "as is evident, in the first place, from the

fulness with which it is given (2 Chron. xxxv.

1-19), while the extirpation of the false worship

is very briefly recorded. [This is in accord with

what we observe in general in regard to the char-

acteristics of the two books. The book of Kings

attaches the interest to the religious and theocratic

features of the history, while the book ofChronicles

is especially interested in its ecclesiastical details.

In Kings we have the history studied from the

standpoint of the prophets; in Chronicles, from

that of the levitical priesthood. In Kings we And

those details especially prominent which refer to

ethical, religions, and monetheiatic troth; in Chro-
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nicies the fortunes of the priesthood, and the

ritualistic and hierarchical developments, are all

fastened upon and described in detail.—W. G. 8.]

Evidently these fundamental charactisterics of the

two authors present tliemselves iu their accounts

of this reign. The older author gives us an ac-

count from his theocratic and pragmatic stand-

point. He desires to show that king Joeiah stands

alone in the history of the Jewish kings, in that he
carried out in practice and execution the funda-

mental law of the theocracy with a zeal and
severity equalled by none of his predecessors or

successors (xxiii. 24 and 25. The statement is

wanting in Chronicles.) The latter author, on the

contrary, adopts the levitical and priestly stand-

point He desires to sitow that the passover had
not been so solemnly or correctly celebrated since

the time of Samuel as it was under Josiah. For
tliis reason we must regard the account in Kings
as more important, and use that in Chronicles

merely as a valuable complement to it—As for the

chronological succession of the events, the author
of the book of Kings puts the eighteenth year of
Josiah's reign at the head of the narrative. He
says that the repair of the temple, during which the

Book of the Law was found, took place in this

Tear; that the reading of this book agitated the
king so much that he sought higher guidance m
regard to it ; that he, after this guidance had been
given him through the prophetess Huldah, collect-

ed the people and bound them to observe the cove-

nant prescribed in this book; that he then pro-

ceeded to extirpate all false worship, and abolish

idolatry, first in Jerusalem and Judah, and then in

Samaria, and wheu he had accomplished this, that

lie ordained an observance of the passover accord-

ing to the strict prescriptions of the book. It must
be admitted that this is a sequence of events
in which each one follows naturally and necessarily

from the preceding. -The Chronicler, on the other

hand, begins his account with these words: "In
the eighth year of his [Josiah's] reign, while he

was a boy [igjji he commenced to seek the God

of his father David, and in his twelfth year he
commenced to purify Judah and Jerusalem from'

the high-places, and the Astarte-images, and the

idols of stone and the molten images, and they tore

down before him the altars of the Baalim,'
1
Ac.

After the same had been done in " the land of Is-

rael " he " returned to Jerusalem " (chap, xxxiv.

3-7). After this followed, still in the eighteenth
year, the repair of the temple, during which the
Book of the Law was found. This occasioned the
oracle of the prophetess and the oath of fidelity to

the covenant from the assembled people. Imme-
diately after the description of the last event fol-

lows the remark : " And Josiah took away all the
abominations out of all the countries that pertain-

ed to the children of Israel, and made all who
were present in Israel to serve, even to serve the

Lord their Qod " (chap, xxxiv. 33). Then, in chap,

zxxv., follows the description of the passover.
The chrou icier, therefore, puts the extirpation of
idolatry before the repair of the temple and the
discovery of the Book of the Law, and before the
oath of fidelity to the covenant This cannot,

however, be the correct chronological sequence of
the events, for the incentive which moved Josiah
to collect the people and exact an oath of fidelity to

the covenant from them was the threats of the

newly discovered Law-book. Such an oath would
have been useless and destitute of significance if

every illegitimate cultus had already been abolish-

ed. The chronicler seems to have perceived this

himself, for he repeats, in brief and condensed
form, after the narrative of the discovery of the
book, and after the public oath of fidelity, the state-

ment of the reformation in the cultus which he had
already given in vers. 4-7. On the other hand,
his definite chronological statements in ver. 3 : In
the eighth and in the twelfth years of Josiah^

statements which are wanting in the book of
Kings, cannot be pure inventions of his own, espe-

cially if it Is true tliat the sixteenth year of life,

that is, in this case, the eighth year of the reign,

was ** the year in which, according to numerous
indications, the king's sons became of age"
(Ewald). It is also unlikely that the king, who
had been remarkable for his piety from his youth
up, should have suddenly undertaken such a star-

tling reformation in the eighteenth year of his reign.

The repair of the temple previous to the discovery

of the book shows that he was disposed to foster

the Jehovah-worship. What he did in his eighth

and twelfth years may have been a commencement
and preparation for what he carried out in his

eighteenth year with thoroughness and severity,

being impelled by the threats contained in the
book which had been discovered. This eighteenth

year was, therefore, the real year of the reforma-

tion, the year in which there was a complete
change in the religious worship of the nation, and
in which Josiah accomplished the work by virtue

of which he stands alone in the history of the

kingdom. This is the reason why the author of

the book of Kings puts this date at the head of

his narrative, omitting any mention of the eighth

and twelfth years, and also repeats it at the close

(chap, xxiii. 23). The chroniclor, on the contrary,

.who only mentions the abolition of the illegal and
illegitimate worship in the briefest manner, de-

sired to add to his statement that Josiah " began"
in his twelfth year " to purify Judah and Jerusa-

lem" the further information how he carried this

out, although somewhat later, in the land of Israel

also. This uncertainty in the arrangement of the

historical material is due to the imperfectness of

the art of the historian, and it is not right to

ascribe to the account in general, as Do Wetto
does, " distortion of the sense, confusedness, and
ol)8curity." Neither is it by any means correct to

assert, as Keil and Movers do, that u the account

of the chronicler is, on the whole, more correct,

chronologically," for it is not possible that the abo-

lition of idolatry, even in Judah, should have taken

place before the discovery of the Law-book, as

chap, xxxiv. 6, 7 seems to assert The assertion

that " not all the events mentioned in this account

(chap. xxH. 3-xxiii. 23) could have taken place in

the one eighteenth year," especially seeing that

the passover feast belonged in the commencement
and not at the end of the year (Keil), is not found*

ed on conclusive arguments, for the eighteenth year
is a year of the reign, not a calendar year, and its

end may very well have fallen at the commence-
ment of the calendar year ; moreover, we do not

see why the work of destruction might not have
been accomplished in one year, seeing that it met
with no opposition. Thenius even thinks that it

was accomplished "in a period of four months."

[Nevertheless, as Keil says (Gomm. «. 352): u If
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we take in review the separate events and incidents

which are narrated in tins passage, the repair of
the temple, the discovery of the Law-book, the

reading of it to the king, the inquiry of the pro-

phetess and her oracle, the reading of the book to

the people in the temple with the renewal of the

covenant, the abolition of idolatry not only in

Judah, but also in Bethel and the other cities of
Samaria, and, finally, the passover festival, it is

hardly necessary to remark that all this cannot
have taken place in the one eighteenth year of his

reign."] It is not necessary to suppose, as Ber-
theau does, that both narratives are chronologi-

cally inaccurate, inasmuch as " events are included

in the narrative [xxiii. 4-20] which belong to the
time before the eighteenth year." It is certain

that Josiah 4> began " to reform before his eigh-

teenth year, but the events mentioned in 2 Chron.
xxxiv. 4-7 belong not to this time, but to the eigh-

teenth year, and there is no reason to transfer to

the time before this year events which belong to

this year itself. [The author's opinion is, there-

fore, that Josuih's undertaking to repair the temple
bears witness to his disposition to reform the cul-

tus, and that this, in connection with the assertion

of the chronicler that lie made certain efforts to

this end in his twelfth year, forces us to the con-

viction that the reformation commenced before the

eighteenth year of the reign, but that those efforts

in this direction which he is said by the chronicler

to have made before his eighteenth year really be-

long to that year, including all the reformatory
measures of which the Scripture has preserved a
record.—W. G. S.]

EXEGETICAL AND CRITICAL.

Yer. 1. Josiah was eight years old, ftc.

Amon was twenty -four years old when he died

(chap. xxi. 1 9). lie roust have begotten Josiah when
he was only sixteen years old. This is not aston-

ishing in view of the early marriages which are

common in the Orient (see notes on chap. xvi. 2).

Whether the young king was under a regency, or

had an elderly man as tutor and governor, as

Joash did (chap. xii. 3), is not stated. We know
nothing of Boscath, the birth-place of his mother,
except that it was in the plain of Judah (Josh. xv.

39). Ver. 2 characterizes in general the reign of
Josiah, and forms, as it were, the title of the entire

following passage. The expression :
" Turned not

aside to the right hand or to the left " (see Deut.
v. 32; xvii. 11, 20; xxviii. 14) is only usod'of this

king in this book.—On the chronological date:
" in the eighteenth year," see Preliminary Remarks.
The addition in the Sept: ev t£ fujvl rCt 6yo\fy,

is not found anywhere else, and does not deserve
any attention. In Chronicles (xxxiv. 8) two other
persons are mentioned whom the king sent with
Shaphan, Maaseiah, the governor, and Joah, the

recorder. Shaphan alone is mentioned here, as he
was the one who had charge of the money. The

others were merely companions. On 1DD» see

notes on 1 Kings iv. 3.

Yer. 4. Oo up to HiBdah, the high-priest.
Ac, Since the time of Joash (chap. xii. 5), a period!

of 250 years, the temple had not been repaired.

It had, therefore, become very much dilapidated.

Josiah went to work according to the precedent
tstablishod by Joash. "The fact that we find

here almost the same account as in chap, xii 1

1

sq. is due to the similarity of the two incidents,

and is perfectly natural, so that it cannot be re-

garded as a proof that the account is untrue

(Stahelin, KriL Unlersuch.s. 156) " (Thenius). The
account is here somewhat abbreviated and pro*

supposes some things which are there distinctly

stated. The author only mentions the temple*

repairs because they 'brought the Law-book to

light The high-priest Hilkiah is mentioned in the .

list of the high-priests, and is designated as the son

of Shallum (1 Chron. vi 13). Nothing further is

known in regard to him. Many have supposed
that he was the father of the prophet Jeremiah
(Jer. i. 1), (Eichhorn, Von Bohlen, and Menzel), but

this is certainly an error, as Hitzig in the prole-

gomena to his Comm. on Jeremiah has shown.

UP)\ i8 hifll from DOT , and means, to mak$

perfect (see FQrst s. v.) not, to pay (Geseu.). [This

money was the result of offerings which came in

slowly and steadily. The force of DTI' is to take

up the money which had been paid in up to this

time, make an account and settlement, and so

finish vp, make complete, the sum on hand. The
E. V. " sura " is, therefore, quite accurate.—W. G.

S.1 Hilkiah's duty in the circumstances was that

which is described more fully in chap. xii. 10

sq. The conjecture Dhm f
i> «., <xnd seal vp

(Thenius) is entirely unnecessary. The translation

of the Sept., xweivare, is incorrect. So is .also

that of the Vulg. : confletur pecunia. According to

2 Chron. xxxiv. 9 the money was paid in •* by

Mana88eh and Ephraim, and all the remnant of Is-

rael, as well- as by all Judah and Benjamin, and the

inhabitants of Jerusalem." The names of the

commissioners or inspectors are also given there

(ver. 12), but they have no further interest or im-

portance.

Ver. 8. I have found the book of the Law in

the house of the Lord. The emphasis lies here,

as the position of the words [Hebr. text] shows,

on mtan 1DD , words which can only bo trans-
T - V "

lated "the book of the Law," according to the

familiar rule: "If a compound notion, expressed

by a governing noun and a dependent genitive, has

to liave the article, this is regularly placed beforo

the genitive, but it then affects the entire com-

pound " (Gesenius, Gramm. § 109, 1 [19th Kd. §
111, 1]; Ewald, Lehrb. § 290, a, 1). KtfO is here

emphatic, and does not mean, to fall in with

something which is known to be somewhere at hami,

but to discover someUnng which is concealed {cf.

Levit v. 22 and 23 [English text vi 3 and 4],

where we find with it JT13K i
*• «-, someUiiiig lost).

[KYD means to find in three different senses: (a)

to find a thing of whose existence one has know-
ledge, and which one therefore seeks for; (b) to

find, by accident, a thing whose existence was
known, but which had for some time been lost

sight of; (c) to find a new thing which one never

had seen or heard of before. The author thinks

that the second meaning is the one which it lias

here. Ewald, quoted immediately below, takes it

in the third sense.—W. G. S.l We see in the

course of the narrative that this book is always

referred to as that which had been " found " [i c?

rescued from concealment] (chap. xxii. 13 j xxiil
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J, 24; 2 Chron. xxxiv. 14; xxi. 30). It is, there-

fore, arbitrary and violent of Ewald, who estab-

lished the above rule, to give to those words, on
account of other considerations, the "indefinite

sense :
" " Hilkiah also (!) spoke with Shapiian

about a (!) book of the law which he said he had
found in the temple," and to assert in the note

:

11 There is no possible reference here to an old al-

ready known, and now only rediscovered, book of

the Law." The appeal to ")DD (ver. 10) has no force,

for there mifln is to be supplied from ver. 8, for

Hilkiah had already definitely described it as the

book of the Law, and Shaphan brought it to the

king as such. [We have no right to interpolate the

minn in ver. 10. The fact is rather as follows

:

In ver. 8 Hilkiah calls it "the book of the Law,"
because he is convinced that it is so; in ver. 10
Shaphan presents it to the king as a book, in re-

gard to whose character he does not himself ex-

press any opinion, nor desire to raise any preju-

dice.. It is simply an interesting book deserving
the king's attention and examination. Such is the
true meaning of the text as it stands with mfrin

in Hilkiah's description, but omitted in Shaphan's.
We obliterate this feature of the narrative if we
supply rmnn in ver. 10.—W. G. 8.] Thenins
justly says, in contradiction of Rwald: "The ex-

pression shows distinctly that it refers to a book
which was known in earlier times, not to one
which had now for the first time come to light,"

and Bunsen says :
" It certainly refers to a work

which had been previously known." Nothing but
the critic's preconceived notion could lead him to

contradict this. Now there can be no doubt as to

what is meant by the expression miftil 1DD ,

for it is the well-known technical expression for

the books of Moses as a whole. In the parallel

passage in Chronicles we read (xxxiv. 14): "Hil-
kiah, the priest, found -pa nw-rnjn "iscrnK

ns?D ," and according to Deut xxxi. 24-26, Moses,

after he had finished writing out the whole law

(Dtan-lg), said to the levites : " Take 1DD HX
n*n minri . and lay it by the side of the ark of

the covenant" In chap, xxiii. 2, 3, 21 ; 2 Chron.
xxxiv. 30, 31, we find instead JV^r? HDD, but

this expression also designates the books of Moses

as a whole. It is the same as 7\&0 JY\\F\ ^3 ,

chap, xxiii. 25. This expression is never used of

a portion, or of a single one, of the books of
Moses, so that it proves that the " book " which
was found could not be, as has often been sup-
posed, the book of Deuteronomy. That book was
certainly contained in it, for it was the " threats

"

contained in that book (Deut xxviiL) which made
such a deep impression on the king (ver. 11), and
which were affirmed by the prophetess (ver. 16).

It, however, presupposes the other books, and
never formed a separate book by itself.

Josiah certainly could not renew the covenant on
the basis of one book only, but only on the basis of
the whole book of the law (chap, xxiii 1-3). The
opinion that this book was Deuteronomy alone
has, therefore, been almost universally abandoned,
and Bertheau justly observes of this opinion (Zur

17

Otsdi. Jsr. s. 376) : It " lacks all foundation, aud
only rests upon favorite assumptions, which cau-

not stand before a critical Bcience which examines
more carefully." It is now commonly assumed
that 44 the law-book was a document which formed

the basis of Deuteronomy at the final redaction

"

(Uitzig on Jerora. xi. 8. 90), or that it was a " col-

lection of the commands and ordinances of Moses
which has been since incorporated in the Ponta-

teuch, especially in Deuteronomy" (Thenius'on the

place), or that it was " a collection of the laws of

Moses ; in fact, that formally arranged collection

of them which is contained in the three middle

books of the Pentateuch " (Bertheau on 2 Chron.

xxxiv. 14). But there is not the slightest hint of

any such " collection " as existing before, or by the

side of, the Pentateuch ; much less is there any
hint that any such collection was designated as
14 the book of the Law," or " the book of the Cov-
enant" It is a pure hypothesis in which refuge

has been sought, because, on the one hand, it was
impossible to understand by the newly discovered
44 book " any one of the books of the Pentateuch

;

while, on the other hand, it was believed that the

composition of the Pentateuch must be ascribed to

a later date. This is not the place for an investiga-

tion into the origin of the Pentateuch. We simply

hold firmly to this, on the authority of the text be-

fore us, that the newly discovered book was tho

entire Peutateuch. De Wette, even, declares

(EinleiL § 162, a): "The discovery of he book of

the law in the temple in the reign of Josiah is

the first (?) certain hint which we find of the exist-

ence of tne Pentateuch as we have it to-day."

[In the above discussion there are two points

involved : (a) the general question of the date of

the origin of Deuteronomy, and (b) the especial evi-

dence of the text before us on that question. I

dismiss the former point with the following re-

marks, (a) It is a question of great scope, invol viug

the examination of many texts (very few of which
are mentioned above), and calling for a comprehen-
sive treatment Such an undertaking is out of
place and impossible here. (6) This question re-

quires freedom, and scholarly independence from
dogmatic prepossessions, for its discussion. It

requires also thorough and wide knowledge of a
variety of subjects. It cannot be settled by any ar-

bitary and dogmatic assertions, (c) The reasons

which are adduced for believing in the compara-
tively late origin of the book of Deuteronomy, if

not convincing, are at least such as to demand the

candid consideration of honest scholars. (For the

summary of the arguments on either side see the

Introductory Essays in the Commentary on Gene-
sis, and the articles " Pentateuch " and " Deutero-

nomy," in Smith's Dictionary of the Bible.)

The other question, as to the bearing of this

verse on the question of the date of the origin of
Deuteronomy, is in place here, but, in fact, the

text bears little or no evidence on that point The
reasons for thinking that Deuteronomy was not

written by Moses, but at some time long after his

death, are critical and independent of the verse be-

fore us. When this opinion had gained ground
the question arose, when toas it written t then at-

tention was turned to this passage, and it was
suspected that this was the time of its pullication,

if not of its composition. Then the text was tor-

tured to try to make it bear evidence either to con-

firm or overthrow this suspicion. There is evi-
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dence to this poict drawn from other sources, but
the text before us yields none to either side.

(a) In the first place, " the Book of the Law " is

a name which may have referred at one time to

the Decalogue, at another time to a collection of
laws, at another time to a still later revision, and
so on until it was applied finally to the Penta-
teuch in its present form, and so came down to us
with that meaning. This is what the "critical

school '* affirm to have been the fact, and so far as

the name, " The Book of the Law " goes, it is not
inconsistent with that assertion. The " Revised
Statutes " of a State, at any given time, means the
volume of law as fixed, up to that time. Ten
years later, the same title refers, perhaps, to a

very different set of laws. The illustration an-
swers rudely for the development which is sup-
posed to have taken place from the original writ-

ings of Moses to the historical, political, religious,

and ritual work which now bears his name. We
have some indications of the extent of what is

called " the Law of Moses," in the time which
seems to have been required for reading it, but
they are vague and uncertain. In Josh. viii. 32,

however, we read that Joshua " wrote there upon
the stones a copy of the law of Moses, which he
wrote in the presence of the children of Israel."

Probably no ono will think that, in this case, it re-

fers to the Pentateuch. Therefore, in the verse
before us, " the Book of the Law " refers to what-
ever was so considered, or passed as such at this

period, but what that was is exactly the point in

dispute.

(b) The word KVO , as was said above, is used
for different kinds of finding. It does not, there-

fore, give us any clue as to whether the thing
found was an old thing, whose location had not,

for somo time, been known, or a thing which
had not previously been known to be in exis-

tence at all. However, no one believes that
nothing had previously existed, or been known to

exist, which passed under the name of the " Law
of the Lord." The question in dispute is, whether
the thing now so designated was identical with
what had previously been so called, or was a revi-

sion and extension of the same, containing espe-

cially, as a rocent addition, the book of Deutero-
nomy. On that question the word tfXQ casts no
light.

(c) Hilkiah uses the definite article. Let us
endeavor to realize the state of things, and see
what inference flows from this fact. We know
that, at this time, certain religious doctrines were
known and believed, and certain rites of worship
were practised in Judah by those who maintain-

ed the worship of Jehovah. We also know (so

muclt, at least, no one disputes) that Moses had
given certain revelations of religious truth, and
certain religious ordinances to* the Israelites, in

the name of Jehovah, and had written them down.
The only dispute on these points can be as to the
degree of knowledge, faith, and worship which
existed in Judah, and as to the amount of revela-

tion and law which Moses gave and wrote. It

follows that the writings of Moses, either in their

original, or in a modified and extended form,

served as the authority for the doctrine and wor-
ship which still remained in Judah, or else, that

this written law had passed from human know-
ledge, lost in the flood of heathenism which had
poured over the nation during the last century, in

which case the doctrine and worship which re-

mained would be based on a tradition of the an-

cient writings as such ; and the name " The Law "

would refer only to the substance of them, so far

as it was remembered. Hilkiah's announcement
throws light on this alternative. If he had said:

I have found a book of the Law,—it would have
implied that he had found a copy of a generally

well known volume. But he says : I have found
" the Book of the Law." He refers to it as some-

thing known or heard of before, yet the tone of

the announcement and the effect of the discovery

show that no other copies of this book could have

been known to be in existence, or else that this copy

wets differentfrom all others. If the latter were the

case, the suspicion would be forced upon us, by

the reference to " threats " in the book, that what
marked this copy, as distinguished from all others,

was just the book of Deuteronomy. Many scholars

so regard the incident However, it is strange

that, if other copies existed, while this copy con*

tained matter which was missing from them, no

hint of this .should be found in the context How
was it that no one produced a copy of the " Law,"

or challenged the new copy as a forgery ? Or, if

it passed at once as genuine, because it was not in

the " spirit of the age " to be critical about literary

authorship, and if it was well known, from easy

comparison with existing copies, that this copy

gave new and valuable knowledge of the Law,

why do we find no hint of this gain ? The argu-

ment from silence is never conclusive, but in this

case it is very strong. It seems rather that Hil-

kiah refers, by his words, to a book which was

unique, so far as his, or the general public know-

ledge went, and that he meant to announce the

discovery of the Book which contained that Law
which was known to them by tradition, which

formed the basis of their faith and worship, of

whose existence, at a former time, in a written

codex, they had also heard, but of wliich they

possessed no written copy.

The only true inference from this text is,

therefore, this, that during the time of apostasy

the Scriptures had been lost to public knowledge,

and "the Law" existed only as a tradition and

memory. This leaves us face to face with the

question : Of what did " this book of the Law

"

consist,—of our Pentateuch, or of some imperfect

form of what we now call the Pentateuch? "We

must look for the answer to that question else-

where. We shall not find it in this verse.—W.
G. a]

As for the particular copy of the book which

was found, the Rabbis and many of the old ex-

positors, Grotius, Piscator, Hess, and others in-

ferred from the words 2 Chron. xxxiv. 14: "The
book of the law of Jehovah nBto T3 ,

n that it

was "the original manuscript from the hand of

Moses," and Oalmet was of the opinion that this

supposition could alone account for the great effect

which the discovery produced. In Numb. xv. 23

we find the same expression, but there it cannot

possibly be understood literally of the " hand " of

Moses. It is used in the sense in which we often

find Ta elsewhere (1 Kings xii 15 ; Jer. xxxvil

2), simply to denote the medium through which

Clericus* statement is correct: Satis est, exempiat

quoddam Legis antiquum fuisse, idque auihentiewn.

As it was found " in the house of Jehovah," it
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was most probably the temple-copy, i. «., the offi-

cial one which, as the documentary testimony to

the covenant, was deposited in the temple, accord-

ing to Dent. xxxi. 12, 56, and was used for public

reading from time to time before the people. Per-

haps this copy was distinguished by its external

appearance, size, material, beauty of the writing,

Ac., from the ordinary private copies. [The pas-

sage in Deuteronomy must then be interpreted as

a general injunction always to keep a copy in the
tabernacle or temple, an interpretation which a

glance will show to be incorrect, and it is assumed
that there were private copies in existence. If

private copies of "the Book of the Law" were
common, or if a single one was known to be in

existence, then we cannot understand why the

discovery produced such a sensation, unless in-

deed we suppose that the newly discovered copy
contained something which the other copies did

not In that case the reference to the " throats
"

contained in the book, as one of its prominent
characteristics, would awaken the gravest suspi-

cion that what it contained over and above the
other copies was just the book of Deuteronomy.
There is no reason to believe that private copies

existed, and the definite article mfrtH "IDD bears
T V "

witness to the^ contrary, as above stated.—W. G.
S.] It is nowhere stated when and how this offi-

cial copy was thrown aside and lost sight of.

According to the tradition of the rabbis, this took
place under Aliaz, who, they say, caused all the
copies to be burned, but Kimchi justly objected

that the reformation under Hezekiah presupposed
the existence of the Law-book, and acquaintance
with it The supposition is therefore naturally
suggested that under the fanatical idolater Manas-
seh, who sought to destroy all Jehovah-worship,
and who reigned for fifty-five years, some faithful

servant of Jehovah, perhaps the high-priest him-
self, took care to conceal and preserve the sacred

Scriptures, and that the book only came to light

again at the repairing of the temple under Josiah,

after sixty or seventy years of concealment.
During this period the priests " followed an imper-

fect tradition in their execution of the public wor-
ship of Jehovah, instead of being guided by the
legal prescriptions " (Von Gerlach), and " it may
be that the active practice of religious observances
(which we must take for granted as existing in a
well-ordered State) saved them from feeling the
necessity for written rules " (Winer, J?.- W.-B. I. 8.

610). The discovery of the authentic Law-book
was all the more important on this account, for by
means of it the pure and correct worship of Jeho-
vah could now be re-established. The idle ques-
tion, where the book was found? whether under
the roof, or under a heap of stones, or in one of

the treasure chambers, may be left to the rabbis

to contend over.

Ver. 11. When the king had heard the
words of the book of the law, Ac Shaphan did
not read to the king the whole book, but he read
therein (2 Chron. xxxiv. 18: te). Judging from
the impression which the words made upon the
king (rending one's clothes is a sign of the deepest
anxiety and terror; see chap. vi. 30 ; xix. 1), those
passages seem to have been read in which the
transgressors of the law are threatened with the

hardest punishments ; such, for instance, as Deut
xxyuV ** Perhaps the last part of the book-roll

was unrolled first " (Richter).—The king now sends
a deputation of his highest officers, as Hezekiah
had done in similar uncertainty, to inquire of the
Lord; not, as Duncker (Gesch. dee Alt. I. 8. 504)
states, "in order to find out whether this really

was the law of Moses," but rather, because the
genuineness of the book appears to him to be be-

yond question, he sends to inquire whether and
how the punishments which are threatened may
be averted. "He desires to learn whether the
measure of sin is already full or whether there is

yet hope of grace " (Von Gerlach). Only a pro-

phetical declaration—the word of the Lord

—

could give him an answer to this question. Ahi-
kam appears afterwards as the friend and pro-

tector of Jeremiah (Jer. xxvL 24), and as father of
Gedaliah, the governor of the cities of Judah (Jer.

xL 5). Achbor is called, 2 Chron. xxxiv. 20, Ab-
don, perhaps only by a mistake of the letter char-

acters. According to Jerem. xxvi. 22; xxxvi 12,

he was the father of Elnathan, who belonged to

the most intimate associates of king Zcdekinh.
Asahiali, who is only mentioned here, is spoken of
as "the servant of the king/' that is, -as an officer

in his immediate service.—Unto Huldah, the
prophetess (ver. 14). The king had commanded
the deputation to inquire of the Lord without di-

recting them to go to any particular person. The
reason why they sought her is probably hinted at

in the remark which is added, and which in itselt

appears unimportant, that " she lived in Jerusa-

lem." The two prophets who made their appear-

ance during Josiah's reign were Jeremiah and
Zephaniah. The former came from Anathoth in

Benjamin (Jer. i. 1). He was probably at this time
still in that city. The latter, according to Psondo-
epiphanius (De prophet. 19), belonged to the tribe

of Simeon and came ard hpov$ 2apafia$6. The de-

putation went to Huldah because she was the only
one at Jerusalem who had the gift of prophecy.

In order to show that she was a person of good
position, not only the name and office of her hus-

band are given, but also the name of two of his

ancestors. Ho was keeper of the wardrobe, "ei-

ther of the royal wardrobe, or of that of the sanc-

tuary; the latter is more probable on comparing
2 Kings x. 22 " (Bertheau). " In the second part,"

i. «., in the lower city. See Nehem. xL 9 ; Zeph.

L 10. Josephus: &A/J7 ir6Xtc. Thonius: "In the •

second district of the (lower) city, which was after-

wards included within the walls." [He thus iden-

tifies it with a small hill which formed the extreme
north-western suburb of the city ]

Ver. 15. And she said unto them, Ac. She
addressed her reply in the first place to the man
that sent you (vers. 15-17), afterwards to the
king of Judah which sent you (vers. 18-20)-

The first part was addressed not only to the king
but to "every one'who would hear;" the second
part was addressed to the king especially (Keil).

This is more simple and natural than Thenius' no-

tion : " In the first part, Huldah has only the sub-

ject matter in mind, while in ver. 18, in the

quieter (?) flow of her words, she takes notice of

the state of mind of the particular person who sent

to make the inquiry."—All the words of the

book (ver. 16), stands in apposition with njn

which precedes. In Chronicles we find instead

:

" All the curses that are written in the book which

they have read before the king of Judah" (xxxiv.
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24). D^JTil in ver. 18 is not to be connected

with what follow* : " Thy heart was tender on
account of these words " (Luther), but it is to be
taken as a nominative absolute : as for the words
which, Ac. The sense of vers. 18 and 19 is : Be-
cause thou hast heard me and taken heed to my
threats, 1 will also hear thee and not fulfil these

threats upon thee, pi is to be taken here in the

sense of timid, Deut xx. 8; Jer. li. 46. The
threats had awakened terror and dismay in him.

—

A desolation and a curia, see Jerem. xliv. 22.

The fact that Josiah was slain in battle (chap,

xxiil 29) does not contradict D^fck in ver. 20.

That only means to say that he should die " with-

out surviving the desolation of Jerusalem, as we
see from the added promise: thine ayes shall

not see, Ac." (Keil). According to 2 Chron. xxxv.

24, 26, Josiah was laid in the sepulchre with high
honors, followed by the lamentations of the whole
people.

Chap, xxiil ver. 1. And the king sent and
they gathered unto him, Ac. Although the king
had received an answer which was favorable only

in its bearings on himself, his first care was to

bring together the entire people, to make them
acquainted with the law-book, to lead them to re-

pent, and so to avert as far as possible the threat-

ened punishment In ver, 2 all the classes of the

population are mentioned in order to show how
much Josiah had it at heart that the entire people,

without distinction of rank or class, should become
acquainted with the Law. Among these classes

the priests and prophets are mentioned. Keil

supposes that Jeremiah and Zephaniah were among
these u

in order that they might, by their partici-

pation, accomplish the renewal of the covenant,

and that the prophets might then undertake the

task of bringing home to the hearts of the people,

by earnest preaching in Jerusalem and the cities

of Judah, the obligations of the covenant" If

that had been so, however, the prophets could not
have been merely incidentally mentioned, but they
would have been especially pointed out as promi-

nent agents in the work. The DW2J , who here

stand with the priests and form one class with
tltem, are evidently not the prophets in the nar-

rower and more especial sense [i e., as persons

who foretold future events and pronounced the or-

acles of God], but the word is a general designa-

tion of the persons whose duty it was to preach
and to explain the Law. The Chronicler (xxxiv.

30) has instead D^n , which is no contradiction

or arbitrary alteration, for it was the duty and
calling of the house of Levi to preach and to in-

terpret the Law (Deut xviL 18; xxxi. 9 sq.;

xxxiii. 10; 2 Chron. xvii. 8, 9; xxxv. 3); the

Chaldee paraphrase therefore interprets DW2J
here by KnDDI ,

ypafifiarei^

[What we understand by "interpretation of
the law " did not exist until after the captivity.

The levites are represented in Deuteronomy as

the guardians and readers of the Law, and in

Chronicles we find them charged with its publica-

tion, but nowhere are they represented as doing

what the *• scribes " did at a later time. That is

an interpretation of the rabbis which is borrowed
from their own time, and is unhistorical as applied

to this text. Neither were the prophets divided
into two classes, one of which was charged with
the office of interpretation. There is no evidence
of such a division, or of such a duty of the pro-

phets. Certainly if the duty of interpreting the
Law had been given by Moses to the levites, the
whole spirit of the Israelitish constitution forbids

us to believe that other persons—prophet*—per»
sons of every trib% could have interfered with
that duty or shared in it We cannot thus recon-
cile our text with that of Chronicles.—We may get
a correct idea of the incident referred to by ob-

serving: (a) that the class of prophets was, at this

time, very large. The name K*2J applies to them
all. No distinction is made, and the name is even
applied to false prophets, whether with an epi-

thet, marking them as false (Ez. xiil 2 and 3;
Isai. ix, 14; Jerem. vL 13, Ac.), or without any
such epithet (Hos. iv. 5; ix. 7, 8). The same
name is given to the "prophets" of Baal The
original meaning of the word is speaker or orator,

but it is essential to the idea of a feP2J in the 0.

T. that he speaks under the influence of divine
illumination or inspiration. He may be false, and
pretend to an illumination which he has not, or he
may speak in the name of a false god, but, as one
who claims and pretends to illumination, he is a

t?3J . (&) There were schools in which persons
were trained to this office and work. Originally'

such persons were few in number, but the book
of Jeremiah shows conclusively that, in the time
of that prophet, they were numerous, and that
many had the name without the spirit Many
were called, but few chosen, (c) The aim of the

schools of the prophets was to nourish faith in

Jehovah and worship of Him; to cultivate men
who preserved the traditions of the Jehovah reli-

gion, perpetuated the great doctrines which the
prophets continually reiterate, and cultivated in-

sight into divine truth, (d) The schools could do
no more than spend their labor on those who of-

fered themselves for the work. The truth of their

calling could only appear in their subsequent work.
Hence the authority of the prophets was nothing
more or less than their divine calling, which mani-
fested itself in their later labors. In fact, it was
not until Isaiah and Jeremiah had been long dead
that their labors were ratified and could be esti-

mated, (e) The words or writings of the fifteen

or Bixteen whose works remain to us comprise, if

we may so speak, only the cream of the prophetic
utterances of centuries. (/) Xne prophets never
base their teachings on Moses, but teach origin-

ally. They do not say : Thus saith Moses. They
do not quote the Pentateuch as an authority.

They never impress their commands by quoting
the " Law of Moses " as the supreme authority of
faith and duty. If they did, their works would
not be Holy Scripture, but commentaries, or, at

most, sermons. On the contrary, they say: Thus
saith the Lord. Their work is original and crea-

tive ; it is not merely in the way of application or

reflexion. When they quote the "Law ofthe Lord "

they quote principles and doctrines which were fun-

damental in the Israelitish constitution. They do
not refer to specific ordinances and enactments,
but to the spirit and principles of the Jehovuh-
religion. We have an analogy in the frequent ref-

erence in modern sermons to " the will of God.n

This refers only generally to the Bible, and in-

cludes those things also which are not specificaty)
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Ordained in the Bible, but which a Christian con-

science recognises as God's will, (g) It is, therefore,

an error to attempt to enhance the character and
authority of the great prophets by supposing that,

during their life-time, they were separated from
others of their class, (h) It is also an error to

suppose that they held any insubordinate or inde-

pendent place m the body politic. We admire
these men who rebuked kings, and dictated public

policy in great crises, but we do them injustice

if we believe that, on ordinary occasions, and in

ordinary duties, they emancipated themselves from
the obligations of subjects of the kingdom.—In the
present case the text shows us the place of the

prophets. They ranked with the priests as reli-

-gfous persons. If Jeremiah was in Jerusalem we
may be sure that he took his place, simply and
without ostentation, among his comrades in station

and calling. We do not need to invent any special

reason for the presence of the prophets. They
were there simply as a class amongst the multi-

tude assembled, (i) It is also an error to reconcile

the text of Kings with that of Chronicles by iden-

tifying the levites, in function, with the prophets,

or any class of- the prophets. In the time of the

chronicler the prophets had ceased to exist, cer-

tainly as a class. He was accustomed to see levites

in tin's place by the side of the priests on such oc-

casions, and that is the simple reason why he men-
tions them as occupying that place in the present
instance.—W. G. S.j

Both small and great This does not mean
both the children and the grown-up persons, but,

both the lower classes and the people of distinc-

tion. No doubt the king left to the priests or pro-

phets the duty of reading the book, but himself
took the oath of fidelity to the covenant from the

people. He therefore took his place upon the
platform (see notes on xi 14).

Ver. 4. And the king commanded Hilkiah
the high priest, Ac. As in chap, xl 17, 18, the

conclusion of the covenant was followed by the

extirpation of idolatry, first by the removal of the

utensils of this cultus (ver 4), then by the execu-
tion of the priests of it (ver 6), then by the destruc-

tion and desecration of the places in which it was

practised (ver. 6 sq.). n^BH W3 are not, as the

rabbis say, the deputies of the high-priest, but, in

contrast with him, the younger and subordinate
priests. See 1 Chron. xv. 18; 2 Chron. xxxi. 12;
1 Sam. viil 2. The keepers of the door are the
levites whose duty* it was to guard the temple
(chap. xxii. 4; 1 Chron. xxiii. 5). On Baal and
Aschera and upon the host of heaven, see notes on
chap. xxi. 3 [also notes on chap, xvi 3 and xvii.

17]. This burning took place in obedience to

Deut. vii. 25 ; xii. 3. It was accomplished outside

of Jerusalem, because the things were unclean, on
the fields of the Kidron, north-east of the city,

where the Kidron valley is* broader than between
Jerusalem and the Mount of Olives. Asa had
caused an idol to be burned there (1 Kings xv. 13),

•and Hezekiah caused all the impure things which
were found in the temple to be carried thither (2

Chron. xxix. 16). Not even the ashes, however,
might remain there. They were carried to Bethel
certainly for no other reason than because that had
been the chief place of origin for all idolatrous

and illegitimate worship ever since the time of Je-

roboam (1 Kings xii. 33). That which had pro-

ceeded from thence Josiah sent back thither—in

ashes. Thenius' conjecture : "7X~JV3 » he carried

the ashes into the house of nothingness, i. e., he scat-

tered them on all the winds," is, to say the least,

unnecessary.

Ver. 5. And ha caused to desist the idola-
trous priests, Ac. : Not, he caused to perish, put
to death (Sept. Kartnavoe; Vulg. delevit), but, lie

caused to cease, or set aside. * The word DHD2J

occurs besides only in Hos. x. 6 and Zeph. i. 4.

The etymology of the word is uncertain. The
rabbis derive it flrom TD3 , nigredo, because they
wore black garments, but we have no instance of
priests who wore black garments, and this etymo-
logy is certainly false. According to Gesenius it

comes from 103 , to execute or accomplish, and
means the celebrant (of the sacred offices), Ipduv,

sacfificer. [This is Keil's opinion, not Gesenius'.

The latter, in the Thesaurus s. v. follows the oty-

mology above ascribed to the rabbis. He says
that it means " blackness, sadness, and so, con-
cretely, one who walks in black garments, i. e., a
grieving, sad, ascetic, priest." As it is only used
of the priests of false worship, it would be very
remarkable that the name applied to them should
mean, strictly, ascetics.—W. G. S.] Furst connects
it with the Arabic chamar=coluit deum, hence,
one who serves, a servant It certainly refers to a
kind of priests, not necessarily of idols, for in Hos.
x. 6 the priests of Jeroboam's Jehovah-calf-worslup
are so called, and here they are distinguished from
those who ofFered inceuso to BaaL Probably it

refers to those who, without actually being priests,

exercised sacerdotal functions either in the service

of the calves or of false divinities. Baal " servos
as a designation of the entire cultus which was
covered by his name, as if it were sa;d: Baal, i. c,

the sun, Ac." (Thenius). The ni^ , from ^ ,

lodging, dwelling, station, are the twelve divisions

of the Zodiac marked by the figures and names of
animals ; the twelve constellations of the Zodiao,

which are called in Job xxxviii. 22 Tftvp (see

Gesen. Thes. IL 8C9). fneten (ver. 6), means not

one but many Astarte-statues which Manasseh
had set up in the temple (chap. xxi. 7). If he re-

moved them after his return from Babylon (2

Chron. xxxiii. 15), they were reinstated by Anion.—On the graTea of the oommon people. The
chronicler says: "On the graves of those who
had sacrificed to them" (the false gods). Evi-

dently this is a gloss added by the chronicler him-
self. Persons of the common folk Tas the text

reads literally] are not worshippers of false gods,

but common people. These did not have heredi-

tary sepulchres hewn out of the rock (Winer,

R- W.-B.I. 444), as the rich and noble had. They
were buried in the open fields where the corpses
were more likely to be dug up by wild animals.

The present burying-place of the Jews is in the
Kidron valley. It is evident from Jerem. xxvi. 28
that this burial was not disgraceful, although it

was less honorable than that in a rock-hewn
sepulchre. If this had been the burying-place for

idol-worshippers, it would have been the usual
burying-place in the time of Manasseh, whereas at

that time it was rather the faithful servants of
Jehovah who were dishonorably buried. Josiah'*
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262 THE SECOND BOOK OP THE KINGS.

reason for throwing the ashes on these graves
was, therefore, not "to desecrate them as the
graves of idolaters" (Keil), but in order still

further to dishonor the ashes of the destroyed
idols.—On D^KHpn (ver. 7) Bee note on 1 Kings

xiv. 24. Only male prostitutes, not female (The-
nius) can be understood. They had their dwell-
ings (tents or cabins) near the temple, perhaps in

the outer court In these also dwelt the women who
wove DTQ for the Ashera. Whether these were

• T
44

tents, " and, if so, of what kind they were (hard-

ly, as Ewald thinks, " garments " [he alters the
text and reads Dnj3 Gesch, III. 718]) is not

clear. Chap. xvii. 30 does not throw any light on
it. Movers (Phcen. I. *. 686) says : " The castrated

male prostitute (BHp) imagines or pretends that he

is a woman : negant se vivos esse * * * mulieres se

volunt credi Firmic He lives in association with
women, and the latter, in their turn, have a pecu-
liar inclination towards him."

Ver. 8. And he brought all the priests out
of the cities of Judah. Vers. 8 and 9 belong
together. The true levitical priests, who exercised

their functions on the high places instead of in

the temple, he caused to come to Jerusalem in

order to make them desist from this. He caused
the high- places to be made unfit for use by dese-
crating them. However, these priests, since they
had forfeited their priestly dignity, were not allow-

ed to perform priestly offices in the temple. They
were employed simply as levites. They ,were
allowed to eat unleavened, or sacrificial, bread, but
not in company with the other priests (c/. Ezek.
xliv. 10-14). They were, therefore, placed in the
same category with those sons of Aaron who were
prevented by some physical defect from under-
taking the hereditary functions of their family
(Levit. xxi. 21). It is not stated in the text that

they continued to be participes emolumeniorum
sacerdotalium (Clericus).i—From Geba to Beer-
sheba, that is, throughout the entire kingdom.
Gcba is the Gibea in the territory of Benjamin,
near Ramah, the home of SauL See notes on 1

Kings xv. 22, and Knobel on Isaiah x. 29. It is

mentioned as the northern limit. Beersheba is

mentioned as the southernmost and last seat of ille-

gal worship (Amos v. 5 ; viii. 15).—The high-
places of the gates were* places of worship (in

this case simply altars), either close to the gates,

or, since these were large open buildings for public

meetings and intercourse (Nahum viii. 16 ; Ruth
iii. 11 ; Prov. xxii. 22), even inside of them. Prob-
ably these altars served for the foreigners as they
came in or went out to offer sacrifices of prayer or
of thanksgiving in reference to the transactions in

which they were about to engage, or which they
had just completed. The two following clauses,

each of which begins with *ie*N , define these

high-places more nearly, and it is not admissible
to supply prasertim or imprimis (Clericus, Dathe,

Maurer) before the first 1E»K , and then to regard
v -:

the second relative as referring to this. How can
we comprehend the description of a high-place

which was at the entrance of the gate of Joshua,
and at the same time on the left hand of the gate
of the city ? As reference is made to two high-
places in two different gates, the verse cannot be

otherwise understood than as it is interpreted by
Then ius: "He tore down the high-places of the
gates, (the high-place) which was at the entrance
of the gate of Joshua (as well as that) which was
on the left hand in the gate of the city." So also
Keil and Ewald. Neither of these gates is men-
tioned anywhere else, at least by the same name.
Thenius locates the former in the inside of the
city, because he assumes that the governor of the
city must have lived in the citadel, llillo, and that
this gate must have been one which connected
the lower city with the citadel, and was close to
his dwelling. This gate was called, in later times,
Gennath. This, however, is a pure guess. The
** gate of the city " may have been the valley-gate,

or the Jaffa-gate, on the west side of the city to-

wards the valley of Gihon, through which the traf-

fic with the Mediterranean passed.

Yer. 10. And he defiled Topheth. DSTin »
a special designation of the spot in the valley of
Hinnom, south of the city, where, during the time
of aj^ostasy, children were sacrificed to Moloch.
In Isaiah xxx. 33 this place is called the " pyre."

Furst derives the word from the unused root 5pR

,

to burn up. The majority of the expositors, however,
derive it from Cjtfl , to spit or vomit, that is, to detest,

hold in abhorrence* n&Pl would then mean abomi-

nation (see Rodiger in Gesenius1 Thesaurus, p.
1497). The place either had this name from the
time of Josiah, who defiled it by burning there the
bones of the dead (ver. 16), or else it was thus
named still earlier, by the faithful servants of
Jehovah, on account of the detestation they felt

for the abominable child-sacrifices which were

practised there. Hitzig and Bottcher take D3H as

an appellative from D3H , to groan, and translate :

"Valley of the wailings of children. 1*—And he
took away the horses, ver. 11. The same ex-

pressions are used here in regard to the horses as

in ver. 5 in regard to the D*"1Q3 • They were

given (}J"0), that is, established or instituted, and he
took ihem away (rDK*). Both expressions must
therefore be understood here as they are there.

He did away with the horses, but did with the

chariots as he had done with the idol-Images

(ver. 6), he burned them (cpfcO* If the horses had
been of wood he would have burned them also.

It follows that they were living horses. Horses
are often mentioned as animals sacred to the sun .

among Oriental peoples (see the proofs quoted in

Bochart, Hieroz. L 2, 10). Horses were not only

sacrificed to the sun, as the supreme divinity

(Herod, i. 216), but they were also used to draw
the sacred chariot (Curt iii 3, 11 ; see Herod. L

189). This latter was the purpose for which they
were kept here. They served to draw the sacred

chariot in solemn processions, representing the

course of the sun through the zodiac, not, as Keil

asserts, following the rabbis, " to go forth to meet
the rising sun." [This custom of keeping horses

sacred to the sun is connected with the idea of the

sun as a flaming chariot drawn through the heavens.

Hence horses and a car were kept on earth as sacred

to, and symbolical of, the sun.] (&o is not to b*

translated, as it is byDeWette: "so.that they

came no more into the house of Jefc wah," nor is

it to be connected with n3OT_ (h* removed them
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from the entrance of the temple), but it states

where the place was where the horses were ordi-

narily kept: from the corning into the house, that is,

when any one came into the temple (through the

western or rear door of the fore-court, the gate

HdW » * Chron. xxvi 16), the place of the horses

was on the side of him to or towards (?£) the

chamber of Nathan-melech. This chamber was

DIYlBa • The ntoK^ in the outer court (see
T • - - T f

notes on 1 Kings vi. 36) were side rooms which
served for different purposes ; not only as dwell-
ings for the priests who were on duty (Ezek. xl.

45 sq.\ but also as store-rooms for different mate-
rials (1 Chron. ix. 26; 2 Chron. xxxi. 12). This
chamberlain (chap. xx. 18), Nathan-Melech, of
whom nothing further is known, was, no doubt,
charged with the care of the sacred horses. It is

impossible to decide whether the flSfc^ was his

dwelling, and the stable of the horses was near by
(Thenius), or whether this chamber itself was
arranged as a stable for them (Keil). No one dis-

putes that -niB is the same as laia , 1 Chron.
t :- t :-

xxvi. 18. In the latter place the divisions of the
gate-keepers of the temple are stated in vers. 1 2-19.
As these had their posts only in and near the tem-
ple, and two of them were especially appointed
for the 1319 , the word cannot mean suburb (the

rabbis and De Wette), nor any other locality out-

side of the fore-court of the temple. The ordinary
interpretation of the word as the colonnade (Gese-
nius, Btin9en) is also excluded, for the Parbar is

distinctly designated in the place quoted as lying

on the west or rear side of the temple, where cer-

tainly it is least likely that a colonnade was built

which formed the feature distinguishing that side

from the others. [Bahr, in his translation, renders

13"J93 by in den Saulenhallen, in the colonnades.]

"We have rather to think of some specially marked
space on the west side, inside of the fore-court. Of
the six watchmen who were posted at the west
side, four had posts assigned them on the street,

that is, at the gate which led to the street, and
only two in the Parbar. The latter must therefore

have been inside the court, otherwise it could not
have been left to the weakor guard. It is not
stated what particular use this space, called the
Parbar, was put to. We can only suppose that it

was used for purposes for which the other sides of
the court were not well adapted. The more speci-

fic details as to the size of the space, the wall by
which it was surrounded, Ac, which Thenius gives
in his notes on the passage, are the result of mere
combinations.

Ver. 12. And the altars that were on the

top of the upper chamber of Ahaz. The fpfjg

of Ahaz was certainly not the upper chamber which
was above the sanctuary of the temple (see notes
on 1 Kings vi. 20), but only a chamber which was
first erected by this idolatrous king, and which was
probably over one of the outbuildings in the fore-

court, which, according to Jerem. xxxv. 4, at least

some of them, had different stories one above an-

other. Perhaps it was over a gate. It probably
served for observations on the stars, and the altars

were for the worship of the constellations (Zeph. i.,

6 ; Jerem. xix. 13). [It therefore proves that the
i

' Assyrio-Chaldean star-worship was introduced in

!
the time of Ahaz and Pekah. See notes on chap.

I xvi: 3 and xvii. 17, above, pp. 169 and 186.] He
|
tore down the altars which Manasseh had
made (chap, xxl 5). ])} is used as in verse 7.

Keil translates the following p*i : " He crushed

them from thence," taking it from yyr\ , to crush,

pulverize, and making it equivalent to jTM in ver.

6. But Dt£p dooa not coincide well with the notion

of crushing, which, moreover, is fully expressed in

yr\} . It must be taken from pn . to ru% in tho
9ense of to hasten (IsaL lix. 7) ; he hastened thence
since he had yet all the high-places outside of
Jerusalem to destroy (ver. 13). The Chaldee
paraphrase explains it by JTSHD p^rntO , that is,

he removedfrom thence (Ps, lxxxviii. 19); the Sept.:
koX Ka&eifev avra tKeWtv, Thenius therefore agrees

with Kimchi in reading yy] : " He caused to

run—and cast, Ac., that is, He gave orders to re-

move and cast with all haste, Ac. (Jerem. xlix. 19).

In this case he probably cast the debris directly

over the wall of the temple enclosure down into

the valley." And the high-places that were
before Jerusalem, &c. Vers. 13 and 14 are a
direct continuation of ver. 12, and they state what
Josiah did in regard to the high-places before the
city, which had existed long before Ahaz and
Manasseh. On these high-places, see notes on 1

Kings xi. 7. The Mount of Corruption is the

southernmost peak of the Mount of Olives which

lay to the East (^3"^JJ) of Jerusalem. It received

this name on account of the idolatry which was
practised there. Among Christians it is now call-

ed, Mount of Offence, mons ojfensionis, which tho
Vulg. has in the place before us. On the images
and Astarte-statues (ver. 14) see notes on 1 Kings

xiv. 23. DD^plD do©8 not mean "their elevated

pedestals" (Thenius), for vtg&) would not fit

into this meaning, but, in general, their places.

It is to be observed that it is not said in reference

to Solomon's high-places (in ver. 13) that he tore

them down, as it is said of those which were of

later origin (vers. 6, 7, 8, 12), but only that.he de-

filed them. No doubt this is because they had
been already torn flown by Hezekiah, or perhaps
even before his time (2 Chron. xxxi. 1). He only
defiled the places where they had been (perhaps

some parts were still remaining) in order to oblit-

erate thoroughly all the false worship. Thenius
is certainly mistaken when he asserts :

" The idol-

temples which Solomon had erected remained until

the time of Josiah, though they were several times,

e. g., under nezekiah, placed under interdict" How
could Hezekiah, who even removed the heights

where Jehovah was worshipped (chap, xviit 4),

have allowed idol-temples to stand untouched, with
their images, over against Jerusalem ? [As far as

the text gives any information in regard to the

matter, either here or elsewhere, Solomon's heights,

&c, remained until this time. The inference as to

what other reformers must have done, is only an
inference. Ifwe allow ourselves to infer that such
and such things had been done before this time,

we obliterate those peculiarities of Josinh's re-

formation which make it especially interesting.

—
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W. G. S.] We do not need to assume, as Meno-
chius does: Ab imjriis regibus exciiata sunt/ana et

idola iis sirnilia, qua excitavereU Salomon iisdem

U>ci8
}

ideoque Salontoni trUmtmiur primo illorum

auclori,

Ver. 15. Moreover the altar that waa at

Beth-eL—After Josiah had put an end to all ille-

gal worship in Judah, he extended the reformation

to the former kingdom ef Israel, whence that wor-
ship had originally sprung, and where it had been
made the basis of the political constitution (1 Kings
xii. 2G sq.). It is told in vers. 1 5-20 what he did there.

From the time of Jeroboam Bethel had been the

chief seat of the calf-worship (1 Kings xii. 28; xiii.

1 ; Amos iii. 14; vii. 10, 13 ; Jerem. xlviii. 13; see

Hos. x. 5). This altar was the one mentioned in 1

Kings xii 33 and xiii. 1. The first nCHH in ver. 15
T T -

cannot be taken as an accusative of place, " on the

high-place," as Thcnius takes it, but only as appo-
sition to u altar." The Bamah was a house on an
elevation, for he tore it down and burned it. The
altar did not stand in the house, but before it In
what follows the statement is clearer :

* 4 that altar

and the high-place." After the immigration of the

heathen colonists an Astarte-statue seems to have
taken the place of the calf-image there.—On ver.

16 sq. see the Frzlim. Rem, on 1 Kings xiii. Vers.

16 to 18 belong, according to Stahelin (KriL Unter-

such. s. 15G), to the author and not to the document
which served him as authority. According to The-
nius they are taken from the sequel to 1 Kings xiii.

1-32. This, he says, is evident "from D
â

in

ver. 19, which corresponds to that in ver. 16, and,

still more distinctly, from the consideration that

Josiah could not detile the altar by burning men's
bones upou it (ver. 16) after he had broken it in

pieces (ver. 15)." But, if the remarkable incident

hi vers. 16 to 18 was to be narrated, it could not

be mentioned anywhere but here, because it took

place at the destruction of the high-place at Bethel.

Ver. 19 then carries on the history of the destruc-

tion and extirpation of the illegal cultus throughout
Samaria, and goes on to tell what was done else-

where than at BetheL As for the difficulty about
the altar, the author must have been very careless

to make a statement in ver. 16 which was incon-

sistent with what he had said in ver. 15. lie says

nothing in ver. 1 5 about burning the altar, but only

about burning the house and the Astarte-statue.

Ho caused bones to be burned on the spot where
the altar had stood in order that that also might
become unclean and never more be fit for an altar,

i e., for a place of worship. The author, no doubt,

in many ways made use of old authorities and in-

corporated them into his work, but he certainly

never thoughtlessly patched separate pieces to-

gether, or arbitrarily inserted a bit here and there.

—He turned himself, t. e., to look about; cf.

• Exod. ii. 12; xvi. 10. The "mount," where the

sepulchres were, cannot be the one on which the

altar and the Bamah stood, but one in the neigh-

borhood, which was to be seen from the one where

the Bamah stood. After D'rii>tfn gfc the Sept

have the words : " When Jeroboam, at the festival,

stood at the altar, and he turned his eyes upon the

sepulchre of the man of God who had spoken these

words." Thenius regards this addition as origin-

ally having belonged to the perfect text, but it may
easily be recognized as a gloss.—Ver. 17. What

grave-atone la that ? The sepulchres of promi-
nent persons were marked by monuments placed
before them (Ezek. xxxix. 15; Gen. xxxv. 20;
Jerem. xxxi. 21). This monument attracted the
king's attention and he asked whom it commem-
orated.—Ver. 18. Out of Samraia. The name
here refers not to the city but to the country, and
stands in contrast with the words " from Judah "

in ver. 17. It therefore marks the origin of this

prophet ;
" he was an Israelitish, not a Jewish pro-

phet " (Thenius). The priests whom Josiah caused
to be put to death (ver. 20) were not levitical or
Israelitish priests at all but, unquestionably, idol-

priests who had established themselves in the
country. fEOT cannot be understood as if Jo-

siah offered these priests as a sacrifice to God. If
that were so he would have helped to establish the
human sacrifices which it was the object of his re-

formation to root out rOT here has the sense
of to slaughter, as often elsewhere (see Exeg. on 1

Kings xix. 21). They suffered upon tlieir own al-

tars the death-penalty imposed by the Law (Dent
xvii. 2-5). At the same time these altars were
thereby defiled and made unfit for use. According
to Tertullian public child-sacrifices lasted in Africa

usque ad proamsulaium Tibcrii, qui eosdem sacer-

dotes in iisdem arboribus tempi* votivie cruribus

exposmL
Ver. 21. And the king oommanded all the

people. Josiah had abolished with relentless se-

verity all which was forbidden in the book of the

covenant and the Law to which he had bound the

people by an oath of allegiance (ver. 3) ; now, how-
ever, he proceeded to perform all which was there

commanded, and he began, as Hezekiah had done

(2 Chron. xxx. 1), by ordaining a passover, for this

feast had been instituted to commemorate the ex-

odus and the selection of Israel to be the peculiar

people, which was the foundation of its national

destiny, and of its calling in human history. No
other feast could have served so well to inaugurate

the restored order as this one, which had been cel-

ebrated even in Egypt The statement: 3*n33

in the book of this covenant does not mean:
which is mentioned in this book. That would be a
superfluous remark, and the translation would not

be a correct rendering of the original It means
that the Passover waa to be observed according to

the regulations prescribed in the book which had
been found. The translation of Luther [E. V. also]

following the Sept and Vulg. is not correct :
** hm

Buck dieses Bundes " [in the book of this covenant],

for that would require ryitn • The emphasis faHa

on " book." Josiah does not wish that the pass-

over shall be celebrated according to precedent and

tradition, but according to the regulations of the

book which had been read before the people. This

is the only conception of its meaning according to

which we get a good sense, for the remark in ver.

22 : surely there waa not holden such a pass-

over, Ac. *3 refers to what immediately pre-

cedes :
" In this book of the covenant," so that the

sense is: No passover had been so strictly ob-

served according to the regulations of the Law
since the times of the judges. Even the Passover

of King Hezekiah had not been perfectly conformed

to the law, for he was compelled by circumstances

to deviate in some respects (2 Chron. xxx. 2, 17
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sq.). Clericus : Orediderim hoc veUe scriptorem sa-

crum : per tempora regwm nunquam ab omnibus se-

cundum omnes leges Mosaicas tarn accurate Fascha
cckbralum fuisse. Consuetudinem aniea, etfam sub
pits regibus, videntur secuti potius quam ipsa verba
legis ; quod cum Jit, mitita necessario mutantur ac
negliguntur. Sed itwenti nuper libri verba aitendi

diHgentissime voiutt Josias. It is difficult to under-
stand how any one could understand from this pas-
sage, as De Wette does, that no Passover had ever
been celebrated before this one. Thenius also as-

serts that " it can hardly be doubted that the cele-

bration of the Passover was neglected from the
time of the Judges on, and that it did not begin
again until after the ordinances of the Law in re-

gard to it had once more become known under Jo-
siah," because " there is no reference whatever to
the Passover either under Samuel, or David, or
Solomon." He therefore infers that "in order to
bring about an accord with the story in Chronicles

ofthe Passover feast instituted by Hezekiah "
rflfl

was substituted for mn in ver. 21, and nDB3
for npBn in ver. 22. In this way, of course, any-

thing may be found in the text which any one wants
to read there. Neither the day of Atonement nor
the Feast of Pentecost is expressly mentioned in

the historical books, and the Feast of Tabernacles
is only mentioned in connection with the conse-
cration of the temple (1 Kings viii. 2). It would
therefore follow that the Israelites alone of all an
cient peoples had no religious festivals from the
time of the Judges. If, however, one festival was
celebrated it was certainly the feast of the Pass-
over, which was moreover a natural festival (Levit.

xxiii. 10 sq. ; Deut. xvi. 9). The same chronicler

who recorded the Passover under Hezekiah also

gives a detailed account of the one under Josiah,

and adds at the close of his account (xxxv. 18) the

same comment which we here find in ver. 22. We
cannot, therefore, assume that ver. 22 has suffered

any alterations " in order to bring it into accord
with the record of the Passover under Hezekiah."
On ver. 23 see the Prelim. Rem.

Ver. 24. Moreover the necromancers.

—

11 After Josiah had completed the reformation of

the public worship, he went on to put an end to

all the superstitious practices and idol-worship

which were carried^ on in private houses" (The-

nius). The necromancers and wizards had arisen

under Manasseh (chap. xxi. 6). The Teraph&m, or

household-images, were the penates, the gods of
the •fireside, to which a magical power was as-

cribed. They served as a kind of talisman for the
family, and as a kind of private oracle. Cf. Gen.
xxxi 19; Judges xviiL 14; Ezek. xxi, 26; Zach.

x. 2. On D^B see 1 Kings xv. 12 and 2 Kings

xviL 12. They were doubtless private household
gods. And all the abominations that were
pied, t. c, everything which was to be abhorred
and which was found anywhere, " for it might well

be that many tilings of this character were con-

cealed" (Thenius). That he might establish,

i. <?., put in operation. Even private and family

religious observances were to be regulated accord-

ing to the newly discovered book, in order that it

might servo as the norm and rule for the entire

life of the people. The author therefore proceeds

(ver. 25) : And like unto him, Ac., by which he

means, according to the context, that the entire
law of Moses was not so strictly and severely car-
ried out by any king before Josiah, not even by
Hezekiah, although the latter was not at all infe-
rior in genuine piety and in trust in the Lord (see
notes on chap, xviii. 5). With all his heart, Ac.,

has distinct reference to Deut vi. 6.—In vers. 26
and 27 " the author passes on to the story not only
of the end of Josiah, but also of the fail of the
kingdom " (Keil). 3& in ver. 26 stands in oontrast

with 2$ in ver. 25. Josiah turned to Jehovah,

but Jehovah turned not from his wrath. Quamvis
emm rex religiosissimus esset populusque meiu ei

pareret, propterm iamen animus populi non erat mu-
tatus, ut satis liquet a castigationibus Jeremim^ So-
phonia, et aiiorwn prophctarum, qui circa hoc ism*
pora et paulo post voMcinati sunt (Clericus). Cf.
Jerem. i. 10 ; Zeph. i. 2-6 ; Hi. 1-4. The corrup-
tion had struck such deep root during the reign of
Manasseh that it could not be eradicated even by
Josiah'8 severe measures. The Law was observed
externally, but the conversion of the entire people
was out of the question. This became distinctly

apparent after Josiah's death. Hence the long-
threatened judgments of Jehovah must now fall.

On ver. 27 see Jer. xxv. 26, and notes on chap,
xxi 4-7.

Ver. 28. Now the rest of the aots of Josiah,
Ac. The author now hastens to the close of the
history of Josiah. It is necessary to tell how he
met his end, but he does this very briefly (ver. 29),

The more specific details are given by the chron-
icler (IL xxxv. 20-27). Necho (in Chronicles and

in Jerem. xlvi 2 : to ; in the Sept and Jose-

phus Nera£) was, according to Herodotus (ii. 158),
who calls him Ne«£f, the son of Psammetich I.

*

According to Manetho he was the sixth king of
the twenty-sixth, Saite, dynasty, and was an ener-
getic prince who built fleets both on the Mediter-
ranean and on the Red sea. The King of Assy-
ria, against whom Necho was marching, can hardly
have been Sardanapalus, under whom Nineveh was
destroyed by the Babylonians and Medes, but the
Babylonian Nabopolassar, the father of Xebuchad*
nezzar, who, as ruler of Assyria also, might now be
called king of that country. For Necho lost the
battle of Carcherai8h (2 Chron. xxxv. 20) to Nebu-
chadnezzar (Jerem. xlvi. 2), and Josephus says
(Aniiq. x. 5, I) that Necho undertook this expedi-
tion against Mljdovc xal Ba6vXuviove, ot ri)v 'koovpivt

Karihxrav apx^jv, Tffc yap 'lioiac paotXevoai tt6&ov

elxev. Evidently Necho desired, now that the As-
syrian empire had come to an end, to hinder the
Medes and Babylonians from forming a world-mon-
archy, and to become himself ruler of Assyria (see

Winer, R.-W.-R I. s. 105 sq. H. s. 143. Duncker,
Oesch. des Alterihums L s. 499 sq.). He did not
take the long and tedious way through the desert

et Tih and southern Palestine, but made use of his

fleet, and landed probably in the neighborhood of
the Phoenician city of Akko, in a bay of the Medi-
terranean. This is evident from the fact that Jo-
siah did not march southwards to meet him, but
northwards, and that they met at Megiddo, in the
plain of Jezreel, at the foot of Mount CarmeL On
the situation of this city see Esceg. on 1 Kings iv. 12
and ix. 15. Herodotus calls it MdyrfaAov, and
Ewald understands him to refer to Megdel, south*

east of Akko j but, as Keil shows in his comment
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on the verso, this can hardly be correct He slew
him. This curt statement finds its explanation in

2 Chron. xxxv. 22-24, according to which it was
not Necho himself that slew Josiah, but the latter

was mortally wounded by an arrow from the Egyp-
tian bowmen, and then died at Hadad-Rimmon
(Zach. xii. 1 1), not far from Megiddo.

—

The people
of the land (see chap. xxi. 24) made the younger
son of Josiah king, as we see by comparing ver. 31

with ver. 36, perhaps because they had greater

hopes of him, though in this they were mistaken
(Jerem. xxii. 10 sq.). It is stated that they anointed
him (a ceremony which is not elsewhere expressly

mentioned in speaking of a change upon the
throne), perhaps because he was not the son whom
Josiah had chosen to succeed him (see notes on
1 Kings i. 5 and 34), but nevertheless they desired

to give him the consecration of a legitimate king.

[On the contemporaneous history see the Sup-
plementary Historical Note after the next Exegetical

section.]

HISTORICAL AND ETHICAL.

1. King Josiah teas the last true theocratic king of
Judah. Higher praise is given to him than to any
other king, even to Hezekiah, namely, that he
'* turned to the Lord with all his heart, and with all

his soul, and with all his might, according to all the
Law of Moses." Sirach, in his panegyric on the
fathers, groups him, as we have said above, with
David and Hezekiah, besides whom there was no
king who did not more or less abandon the Law of
the Lord. Ho also further says of liim what he
says of no other king: }Avi)fi6owov 'luotov c\g

airr&eoiv tivfudjuarog, konevaofirvov ipyy fivpeifKW, kv

navri ordfian wc fiiXi yXv/cavtifoerat, ical uc peruana
h ovfATToaufi olvov (Sir. xlix. 1). Josephus also (Antiq.

x. 4, 1) is loud in his praise. If we take into con-
sideration, on the one hand, that under his two im-
mediate predecessors, Manasseh and Anion, who
together reigned for sixty years, apostasy and cor-

ruption had spread far more widely, and penetrated
far more deeply, than under Ahaz, who only reigned
sixteen years, and, on the other hand, that Josiah,

at the time of his accession, was only a boy of
eight years, who might be easily influenced and
led astray, then it appears to be almost a miracle
that he became what he was. This miracle is not
by any means explained by supposing that, after

the death of Amon, " the priests of Jehovah once
more gained influence at court " (Duncker), or that
" the priests of Jehovah succeeded in getting the
young prince, whom the opposite party had ele-

vated to the throne, under their control " (Menzel).
We have not the slightest hint that Josiah was
educated or controlled by any priest of Jehovah,
as was the case with Joash under entirely different

circumstances (chap. xii. 2). Neither did the pro-

phet Jeremiah nave influence upon his education,
for that prophet made his first appearance, while
he was yet a young man, in Josiah's thirteenth year,

at Anathoth, from whence he was driven away

;

moreover he was not the son of the high-priest,

but of another Hilkiah (Jerem. i. 1, 6). Bwald's
comment is far better (Gescfc III. a. 696): "We
cannot reach an accurate notion of the educational
development through which he passed during his

minority, but the decision and strictness with which
he defended and maintained the more austere reli-

gion, in the eighteenth year of his reign and the

twenty-sixth of his life, show plainly enough that

he had early attained to a firm determination in

favor of true nobility and manliness of life. It

may well be that the grand old history of Israel,

with its fundamental truths, as well as the memory
of David's greatness, of the marvelous deliverance

of Jerusalem from Sennacherib, and of all else

which was glorious in the history of his ancestors,

had early made a deep impression upon him."

True as this is, however, it is not sufficient to ac-

count for such a phenomenon as Josiah was, since

ho stands before us almost like a Deus ex macldna.
His character is, as Hengstenberg says (ChristoL

III. 8. 496), " as little to be comprehended on the
basis of mere natural causes as is the existence of
Melchisedek . . in the midst of the Canaanites,
who were hastening on with steady tread and
ceaseless march towards the consummation of
their sins. The causes which produced Josiah,

such as he was, are the same which produced Jer-

emiah." If it was marvelous that a man like

Hezekiah followed a man like Ahaz, it was still

more marvelous that an eight-year old boy like Jo-
siah followed men like Manasseh and Amon, and
that he, during all his reign, should have turned
44 neither to the right hand nor to the left," and
should have been unexampled in the entire history
of the kings. It was no accident that a king like

Josiah arose once more, and attained to the height
of David as the model of a genuine theocratic king.

It was a gracious gift from the God who had chosen
Israel as His own peculiar people, for the accom
plishment of His redemptive plan, and Who con
tinued to raise up men who were endowed with
gifts and strength to work in and for His plans, and
to manifest themselves to His people as His instru-

ments. If a king like Josiah could not restore the
people to its calling, then the monarchy, as an in-

stitution, had failed of its object and was near its

end. The kingdom must hasten to its downfall
and the threatened judgments must come.

2. We are made acquainted, in this passage,
only with those events in the reign ofJosiah (thirty -

one years) which appertained to the abolition of idol-

atry, and the restoration of the legitimate JchoraJi-

worship. It was by virtue of these events that his

reign formed an epoch in the history of the king-

dom. In comparison with these events, all else,

in the judgment of this historian, sank into insigni-

ficance. We see, however, from a passage in the

book of Jeremiah, that he was remarkable also in

other respects, for the prophet presents him to his

son, Jehoiakim, as a model :
" Shalt thou reign be-

cause thou closest thyself in cedar ? Did not thy
father eat and drink, and do judgment and justice,

and then it was well with him?" &c. (Jerem. xxii
13-17). Josephus says of him (I c) : Ti/v 6i 4>L-civ

avrbg apurroc \mijpxe
%

ical irpdg aprryv ev ytyw6c
. . . oc hv irpeopbraroc ical voyoat rd dtov ucav6ra»

roc, . . . aofia not entvoia rfjg ^wro^c xp&pnxK
. . . rote yap vdfiote. jcaTOKo?^>v^cjv

}
ovtv v£pl ttjv

to%iv TijQ iroXireiac. nal rift irepl rd $eiov cvGefkiac.

evoSelv re owiflaive . . . aiz&ded;* Si m*a{ Kprrac

Kol kmoidiKovSi he av dtoucolev rd nap1
iKaorotf irpdy-

fiara, nepi travToq to dUcuov notoifievoi, /c. r. ?, The
fact that he extended his reforming work into

Samaria shows that he had attained to power and
authority there : when and how he obtained this is

nowhere stated, but the fact that he had it stands
firm, and might be inferred even from other his-

torical hints. After Esarhaddon, the successor of
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Senoacherib, the Assyrian power began to sink.

The Scythians invaded the country from the

North ; on the East and South it was threatened

by the Medea and Babylonians, who sought to

make themselves independent of its power. These
events belong to the time of the reign of Josiah.

Josiah must have made vigorous opposition to the

Scythiaus who were pressing forward in Palestine

towards Kgypt, devastating everything, for he re-

mained undisturbed by them. It is very probable

that it was easy for him, after their departure, to

extend his authority over the territory of the

former kingdom of the ten tribes, since the Assy-
rians were not, at that time, in a position to pay
much attention to Israel, or to maintain intact

their supremacy over it. In the year 625 the Assy-
rian power was being hard pushed by Nabopolassar,

the father of Nebuchadnezzar, and Josiah's refor-

mation falls in the year 623, that is, in the time

when the Assyrian empire was tottering and fall-

ing. Whether Josiah, as " a king who desired in

all tilings to be a genuine successor of David,"

had the inteution of ** restoring the authority of

the house of David over all the surrounding peo-

ples " (Kwald), or whether he "regarded himself,

alter the fall of the northern kingdom, as king of

the entire covenant people, and took advantage of

the impending or already accomplished dissolution

of the Assyrian empire, in order to conciliate to

himself the Israelites who remained in Samaria, to

make them well disposed towards his authority,

and to win them to his reforms " (Keil), we cannot
decide, but this is certainly far more probablo than

that he " as a vassal of the Assyrian king had a

certain limited authority over this territory," and
that u his enterprise was permitted by the Assy-
rian authorities " (lless), or that he petitioned the

new ruler of Assyria (Nabopolassar) for permis-

sion to exercise authority there in matters of reli-

gion (Thenius). However this may be, Josiah
certainly stands before us as a king who was en-

dowed with the above-mentioned virtues of a
ruler, and with an enterprising spirit and warlike

courage. These last traits are proved by his at-

tempt to resist Necho, in regard to which see be-

low. It is utterly erroneous, therefore, to see in

this king, as modern historians are disposed to do,

merely a passive instrument in the hands of the

priesthood. [See the Supplementary Notes after the

JSxeg. sections on chaps, xx. and xxL, and on the

next followiug section of the text.]

3. The discovery of the book of the Law was, in

spite of its apparent insignificance, an event of tho

first importance for all the subsequent history of
Israel Although Josiah had, before that event,

turned to the Lord and sought to inaugurate a
reform (see the Prelim. Rein.), yet it was this dis-

covery which determined him to take measures of
the utmost severity against all idolatry, and to re-

store the worship of Jehovah in Judah and in

Israel. From this discovery dates the complete
revolution in the circumstances of the kingdom,
and from this time on this book had such authority

that, in spite of all vicissitudes, and in spite of re-

newed apostasy, yet it held its place in the respect

of the nation, it has been recognized until to-day
by the Jews as their most sacred religious docu-
ment, and their religion, in all its distinctive pecu-
liarities, is built upon it. Suppose that this book
had never been discovered, but had been lost for

ever, so that only incomplete and inauthentic

private copies had been preserved, scattered here
and there, wliat would then have been the state of
Judaism, and how different must have been the
sliape which its religious and moral development
would have taken. The whole history of Israel

bears witness to the guiding and controlling hand
of God, but if there is any one event in which,
more than in any other, the Providence of God is

visible, then it is this important discovery. It was
a physical proof that God watches over this docu-
ment, which is the testimonial to Israel of its elec-

tion, and the highest divine revelation; that he
preserves it from the rage of idolaters ; and that,

even if it lies long unnoticed and unknown in the
night of apostasy, he will bring it again to light,

and make it to show its force once more, so that it

is like a fire which consumes, all which is false and
corrupt, and like a hammer which breaks the rocks
(Jerem. xxiii. 29). The discovery of the book was
a pledge to the king and people of the indestructi-

bility of the divine written word.—Modern his-

torical science has taken an entirely different view
of this event. " The impression left by the devas-
tations of the Scythians," says Duncker (Gesch. d.

AIL I. s. 503 sq.), " who had left the land a desert,

was deep and fresh in the minds of the people.

The king was youug, and, as it seems, open to in-

fluence. The priests were bound to take advantage
of these circumstances to set up a stronger barrier

against the Syrian forms of worship. Manasseh's
persecutions had led the Jehovah-priests to look
about for means to prevent the recurrence of

similar oppression. They naturally found them-
selves forced to an attempt to secure their creed

and their official position against tho changing
will of the kings, to emancipate it from tho tickle

disposition of the people, and to put an end, at

last, to the vacillation between Jehovah-cultus
and foreign and heathen forms of worship." There
was room to hope that " by means of a law-book,
which made the worship of Jehovah the basis of

all national life, and embraced all social interests

in its scope, all future perils to the priesthood
might be prevented, their position might be per-

manently assured, and the Jehovah-worship might
be securely established and strictly carried out.

. . . A codification of the rules which had
been gradually formed by the priests as the scheme
of life which would be pleasing to Jehovah, a
compendium which should sharply emphasize the

chief demands which religion made upon the laity,

was, therefore, needed. For such a law-book alone

was there hope that it would find acceptance, that

it would be recognized by the king and by the

people as an unquestionable authority, and as the

organic law of the country, and that it might be
completely and successfully put in operation. This
was the purpose, and these were tlie fundamental
principles on which this book (Deuteronomy),
which Hilkiah, the high-priest, sent to the king,

was compiled. . . . Josiah was deeply
moved by the contents of it, and by the threats

which it pronounced agaiust those who trans-

gressed the Law of Jehovah. In order to con-
vince himself of the genuineness of this book as
the real law of Moses, he appealed from the au-

thority of the temple and the high-priest to a
female soothsayer. The wife of one of the king's

officers, Huldah, was asked in regard to the
genuineness of the book, and she declared that the

words of the book were the words of Jehovah."
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"We have an example, in this entire presentation

of the incident, of the inexcusable manner in which
modern historical science treats the biblical his-

tory. The book which was found was, according
to this view, simply the book of Deuteronomy, an
assumption which, as we have seen, is so contrary

to the text that even the most daring and advanced
critical science has recognized its falsehood. This
book, too, is represented as having been secretly

compiled after the Scythian invasion of Palestine,

that is, as we have seen above, after 627 B. c, by
the priests, without the knowledge of the king,

and then as having been sent to the latter by HU-
kinli, as the book written by Moses, and now re-

discovered, so that it would be in fact forged.

The king permits himself to be deceived, and is

deeply moved by the threats invented by the

priests, yet he turns, superstitiously, to a " female
soothsayer," inquires of her in regard to the

genuineness of the book, and she, being of course

Initiated into the secret of the priests, answers
that the words of the priests are the words of

Jehovah. The whole affair is thus reduced to

cunning, deceit, and falsehood, on the part of the
priests, in their own selfish interests. The priests,

with the high-priest at the head, are vulgar
cheats, and the king and people are cheated. The
entire grand reformation, and the complete revo-

lution in the state of the kingdom, with all the

religious development which followed, rest upon a
forgery. Such an arbitrary and utterly perverse
conception refutes itself, and Ewald (L c s. 700)
justly says :

" We must beware of obscuring the

view of the incident by any such incorrect hypothe-
sis as that the high-priest composed this book him-
self, but denied its origin.. Want of conscientious-

ness in the conception of history cannot be more
plainly evinced than by such unfounded and unjust

suppositions." Ewald himself, on the other hand,
ascribes the composition of Deuteronomy to a

. prophet who, during the persecution by Manas-
seh, took refuge in Egypt, and says: "If the
book was written thirty or forty years before, by a
prophet who, at this time, was dead, and if it

found circulation only gradually, so that it finally

reached Palestine as it were by accident, a copy
might accidentally have found its way into the
temple, and there have been found by the high-

priest" But the notion that the book of Deutero-
nomy was composed in Egypt " stands in the air,"

and has thus far been adopted by none but Eisen-

lohr. Moreover, that it came to Palestine by ac-

cident, came into the temple by accident, by the
hand of an unknown priest, and without the

knowledge of the high-priest, so that it was found
by him, again—" by accident," not only does not
explain the incident, but it even makes it still

more marvelous and inexplicable than it is accord-

ing to the biblical account If we assume that the

book of Deuteronomy was first written in the time

Of Manasseh, or in the time of Josiah, and that the

book of the Law thereby first reached its com-
pletion, then we are compelled to have recourse

to all sorts of arbitrary hypotheses to account for

the alleged " discovery " of the book at this time,

[it seems hardly probable that the question of

the date and authorship of the book of Deuteronomy
will ever be definitely settled. On the one hand,
the traditional view is firmly fixed in the belief of
the Church. On it are supposed to hang doctrinal

inferences which would fall if the Mosaic author-

ship were surrendered, and these doctrines are re-

garded as too essential to the structure of the
Christian faith to admit of any weakening. Such
a position is false philosophically, as it involves a
reasoning from dogma to fact, instead of the con-
trary and only legitimate process. Nevertheless,
there seems little reason to expect that this posi-

tion will be overthrown, at least as far as we can
yet foresee. Moreover, the admission that Moses
was not the author involves, or seems to involve,

the admission ofa literary forgery, although no one
can believe that Moses wrote the account of his

own death in the 34th chapter. On the other hand,

the grounds for believing m the comparatively late

origin of this book are such as only scholars of
great attainments can appreciate or understand.
Therefore the position of the question now is, and
probably for a long time to come will be, that the

opinion which enjoys ecclesiastical sanction is the

traditional opinion of the Mosaic authorship, while

the scholars (with very few exceptions, and those

of inferior authority) are firmly convinced that

Deuteronomy was written at a time long after that

of Moses, and by an unknown hand. The grounds
on which the latter opinion is based are critical and
historical The former are, in the briefest state*

ment, these: (a) The language of the book. It is

marked by archaisms such as are peculiar to the

other books of the Pentateuch, but these are found
side by side with peculiarities of the late language,

especially those which mark the book of Jeremiah.

It is said that this is a clear proof that the author

lived m the later days of the Jewish monarchy,
and either unconsciously adopted ancient forms

from familiar acquaintance with the old Scriptures,

or purposely affected archaic forms, (b) Its lite*

rary style. It bears the character of a codification

or digest of the previous books. It is also marked
by a handliug of the ordinances of Moses, in the

spirit of their principles, but with the freedom of

one who had thoroughly studied them, and digested

them, and now purposed to codify and arrange

them in a more practical and available form, (e)

It presents, however, certain variations from the

other books of the Pentateuch, always in the sense

of making the ordinances more flexible and of freer

application, as it were to a higher civilization and
a more complicated society, (d) It contemplates a
state of things in which the nation is living a set-

tied and ordered life, under a king, face to face

with neighbors, not like the Canaanites, but now*
erful and large enough, if victorious, to swallow up
Israel in captivity, (e) It is too long to be delivered

as a speech, as it is represented.—The historical

arguments are these: (a) Deuteronomy ordains

worship at one central sanctuary, a thing which
was not regarded as important until after the time

of Solomon, but which, from the time of Josiah on*

became a fixed and fundamental doctrine of the

Hebrew religion, (b) The spirit of the book of Deu-
teronomy is that which marked Josiah's reforma*

tion and the preaching of the later prophets. It

controlled the ultimate development of the Jewish
religion after the captivity.—All these arguments
meet with answers from the opposite school, the

weight of which depends on the philosophical or

dogmatic prepossessions of the persons who are

called upon to weigh them. They are only men-
tioned here to show in general and in brief what is

the character of the grounds on which " critical

science " has based the belief that Deuteronomy
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was not written by or in the time of Moses. They
are independent and critical throughout. To esti-

mate them requires close knowledge of the Hebrew
language and history, a knowledge which goes be-

yond grammar and dictionary, and involves phi-

losophical insight, and critical sagacity and skill.

Certainly it devolves upon all who are charged with

the study of the Scriptures to give to the subject

a candid and unprejudiced consideration, in order

that the truth, on whichever side it may lie, may
be established. There is not a subject on which
the tyro in biblical learning may more easily fall

Into rash error, nor one upon which those who
cannot, or will not, enter upon the tedious investi-

gation which is involved ought more carefully to

refrain from passing a dogmatical judgment
Strictly speaking, this question lies aside from

our present occupation. In commenting on the

23d chapter of the 2d book of Kings, and noticing

the bearing of the facts which it records upon the
11 development of the plan of redemption " (see

Preface), we have only to notice the effect produced
by the discovery of the " book of the Law." But
it is asserted by some that this book was not the

same, nor a mere copy of any, which had existed

before, but a revision of the former records, with

an addition consisting of a repetition and codi-

fication of the ancient ordinances. They assert

that this new work was an extension and re-appli-

cation of the legislation of Moses, which was espe-

cially adapted to the time of Josiah, and that herein

lie the grounds of its great and peculiar influence.

If such an assertion be true, and if the peculiar

character of this new revision, as compared with
the ancient records, was a new and broader appre-
hension of the spirit of the Mosaic legislation, and if

this new spirit gave to that legislation a new im-

petus which made it the controlling principle in the
subsequent development of the Jewish religion,

then certainly it was a most important event in the
development of the history of redemption. In fact,

if this assertion be true, the composition of the

book of Deuteronomy was the most important in-

cident in the history of the Israelites after the time
of Moses. Hence the importance of studying the

question involvod in the most thorough manner,
by its proper evidence, with all the light which
history or criticism can throw upon it.

Our present chapter bears upon it in so far as
we discern in the reformation of Josiah a peculiar

character, as compared, for instance, with that of
Joash, or that of Hezekiah, and in so far as these
peculiar features of this reformation are traceable

to Deuteronomy as distinguishedfrom Hie other books

of the Pentateuch, On wis point we observe that
this book of the Law produced a profound sensa-
tion. It brought to the king's notice things which
be had never heard or known ofj and which, there-

fore, were not popularly known of, as parts of the
11 Law of the Lord," although something was cer-

tainly known under (hat name. It is also said that
the thing in the new book which especially at-

tracted his attention, and stirred him to the action
which he took, was the " threats " or denunciations
which it contained (cf. Deut. xxviil especially vera.

25 and 64). But these only occur in the book of
Deuteronomy. When we read the description of
future and possible degeneracy under the kingdom,
and the threats of captivity, &c., which are con-
tained in the book of Deuteronomy, and compare
them with the state of things under Josiah, when

the northern kingdom had already disappeared in

Assyrian exile, we cannot wonder at the effect pro*

duced on the king's mind. He saw himself and hi?

nation in this description as in a mirror.—We alsa

notice particular expressions :
" Turned neither to

the right hand nor to the left," as the description

of a perfect king (cf. Deut. v. 32; xvii. 11, 20;
xxviii. 14) ; the " burning " of idolatrous images
and utensils (ver 4. cf. Deut vii. 25 ; xii. 3) ;

" Wrih
all his heart (xxiii. 25. cf. Deut vi. 5) ; the death
penalty for idolatry (xxiii. 20. cf. Deut. xvii. 2-5).

The fact that* from this time on, the " Law " played

a far more important part in forming and guiding

the feith and practice of the Jews than ever before
is indisputable. The author describes its influence

above. Whether we can discern in the further de*

velopments the peculiar effect of the book of Deu-
teronomy, so far as that book differs in character

from the other books of the Old Testament, or not, is

a question which must be left to the study of the
passages and books from which it may appear.—
W. G. S.I

4, Theprophctess Huldah, who is mentioned only
here, offers a very remarkable proof that prophecy,
44 as a free gift of the divine spirit, was not confined

to a particular sex," and that " God imparts the

gifts of liis spirit, without respect to human divi-

sions and classifications, to whomsoever He will,

according to the free determination of His holy

love. The people were to recognize the truth, al-

though, it might be, in imperfect measure; that the

time would come when there would be a general

pouring out of the spirit upon it, Joel iii. I sq.
"

(Havernick on Ezek. xiii. 17.) Besides Huldah
there are two women mentioned in the Old Testa-

ment who are designated as prophetesses, Miriam
(Ex. xv. 20), and Deborah (Judges iv. 4). But she
was a HK'OJ) in another and fuller sense than they.

What they did and said was produced in a state of
ecstasy; they did not prophesy in the narrower
and stricter sense of the word, t. *., they were not

instruments by means of which God made known
His will and purpose to those who asked it. She
solemnly and expressly pronounces her oracle as

the word of Jehovah (chap. xxii. 16, 1^: "Thus
saith the Lord "), and she uses the manner and form
ofspeech of the true and great prophets. The same
or similar fact is not true of any other woman.
She stands alone in the history of the old covenant,

and it is very significant that just at this point,

where the entire future of the people and its grand-
est and highest interests are at stake, the Lord
makes use of a weak and humble instrument to

bring about the execution of His purpose. Huldah
cannot, therefore, be at all brought into comparison
with the witch of Bndor (1 Sam. xxviii. 7), or with
the prophetesses of whom Ezek. speaks (chap. xiil.

17). The wife of Isaiah is also called rura3?T
T • ;-

(Isai. viii. 3), but in
Nan altogether different sense,

viz., as wife of the prophet and mother of the pro-

phet-sons. Finally Noadiah is designated (Nehem,
vi 14) as a false prophetess. The rabbis arbitra-

rily fix the number of prophetesses in the Old Test-

ament at seven (Seder Olam 21). Their statements

in regard to Huldah, as, for instance, that an honor
was shown her after her death which was not

shown to anybody else not of the house of David,

namely, to be buried inside of the walls of Jeru-

salem, belong purely to tradition, it is true, but

they show in what high esteem she stood (tf.
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Witsius, De Prophetissis in the Miscdl Soar. I.

p. 288).

6. The abolition of idolatry and of (he illegitimate

Jehovah-worship under Jonah is distinguished from
every earlier attempt of the kind, even from that

under Uezekiah, by the fact that it was far more
thorough. It extended not only to the kingdom
of Judah but also to the former kingdom of Israel,

not only to the public but also to the private life

of the people. The evil was everywhere to be
torn out, roots and all. Nothing which could per-

petuate the memory of heathen, or of illegitimate

Jehovah-worship remained standing. All the places

of worship, all the images, all the utensils, were
not only destroyed but also defiled ; even the ashes
were thrown into the river at an unclean place

that they might be borne away forever. The idol-

priests themselves were slain, and the bones of
those who were already dead were taken out of
the graves and burned. The priests of Jehovah
who had performed their ftinctions upon the

heights were deposed from their office and dignity,

and were not allowed to sacrifice any more at the

altar of Jehovah. This reformation has been
charged with "violence," and this has been
offered as the explanation of the fact that It

was so short-lived. So Ewald: " This attempt at

reformntion bears the character of violence in all

its details of which we have any knowledge. . . .

The evil results of such violent conduct in religi-

ous and civil affairs soon showed themselves, and
all falling together in an accumulated evil produced
a discord and confusion which could not be smooth-
ed over," <kc. To this Niemeyer (Charakt. d. Bib.

V. s. 100) answers: "In the case of such corrup-

tion which had already eaten into the vitals of the
State, and, above all, in the face of such unnatural
customs as were connected with it, let any one say
what he will about the compulsion of conscience
aud the harshness of compelling a man to adopt a
religion which he does not choose, I believe that

' it was a political right and duty to eradicate the
evil, if indeed it was any longer possible to eradi-

cate it. I will not say that the mass of men gen-
erally goes whither it is led, and that there is no
instruction or improvement possible for them but
that which is based upon authority and belief, so

that better leaders and a more reasonable authori-

ty are a gain at all times. I will only reply to

those who charge Josiah with cruelty and tyr-

anny, in putting the priests of Baal to death, that

those who should preach murder as a religious

duty, and as an exercise pleasing to God, would
not be left unpunished in any enlightened State.

Josiah, therefore, when he put an end to these

abominable sacrifices of innocence, for vengeance
for which mankind seemed to stretch forth its

hands to him, did no more than the kindest ruler

would have considered it his duty to do." Hess
also well remarks (Gesch. d. Konige, II. ss. 236 and
238) : "To allow them [the priests of Baal] to live

would be to nourish seducers for the people, and
to transgress the law to which a new oath of alle-

giance had just been taken, for this demanded that

those who introduced idolatry should be extermi-
nated. . . . Josiah's fundamental principle was
that a half-way eradication of idolatry would be
no better than no attempt at all. If anything of
this kind had been permitted to remain, the door
would have been left open for the evil sooner or
later to return. The idolatrous disposition and

tendency took advantage of the slightest circum-
stance, and seized upon the slightest trace of

former idolatry, to once more gain a footing." We
should like to know how Josiah should have un-
dertaken to get rid of the harlots and male prosti-

tutes who had settled themselves in the very fore-

court of the sanctuary, and there carried on their

shameful occupations, or to abolish the horrible

and abominable rites of Moloch, with their child-

sacrifices and licentiousness. That would never
have been possible in the way of kindness, as we
see from the attempts of the prophets. When wag
a reformation ever accomplished, when corruption
had reached such a depth, without " violence " T

Even Luther, who publicly burned the popish law-

books, cannot be acquitted of it; and how would
the reformation of the 16th century have come to

pass if no violence had been used against the cor-

ruptions which had affected not only religious,

but also moral and social order, and if those cor-

ruptions had been treated only by kind and mild

mean8 ? Nothing is more mistaken than to criti-

cise and estimate antiquity from the standpoint of

modern humanity and religious freedom. Even
the Lord Jesus Christ did not pronounce a dis-

course to those who had made the house of God a
den of thieves (Matt. xxi. 13) ; he made a whip and
scourged them out of the temple (John ii. 15).

That also was "violence." It is nowhere hinted

that Josiah forced the people to accept the Jeho-
vah-religion against their conviction. He only put
an end by violence to the heathen usages and li-

centious abuses, and this he did not do until after

he had collected the people, made them acquainted
with the Law-book, and received their assent to it

The Israelitish monarchy was not instituted to in-

troduce religious liberty ; on the contrary, it was
its first and highest duty to sustain the funda-

mental law of Israel (Deut xvil 18, 19; 1 Kings
ii. 3). To use the physical force which it possess-

ed in the service of this law was its right and its

duty.

[Let us endeavor to analyze the circumstances,

and the principles which are here at stake, and to

arrive at a sharper and firmer definition of our po-

sition in regard to them. What deserves distinctly

and permanently to be borne in mind is this : if

mild measures would not have availed to accom-
plish the desired object of rooting out idolatry and
restoring the Mosaic constitution, neither did these

violent measures have that effect Josiah's reforma-

tory efforts failed of any permanent effect, and his

arrangements disappeared almost without a trace.

It is very remarkable that the prophets, who
might have been expected to rejoice in this under-

taking, and to date from it as an epoch and a stand-

ing example of what a king of Judah ought to do,

scarcely refer to it, if at alL A few pages back
we had occasion to use strong terms in condemna-
tion of a violent and bloody attempt of Manasseh
to crush out the Jehovah religion and establish

the worship of other gods. Violence for violence,

can we approve of the means employed in the one
case any more than in the other? Is the most
highly cultured Christian conscience so uncertain

of its own principles that it is incapable of any
better verdict than this : violence when employed
by the party with which we sympathize is right

;

when employed against that party it is wrong ? We
justify Josiah and we condemn the Christian perse-

cutors and inquisitors. Are these views inconsistent,
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and, if not, how can we reconcile them ? We have to

bear in mind that it is one thin? to admit excuses for a
line of conduct, and another to justify it Judaism
certainly had intolerance as one of its fundamental
principles. Violence in the support of the Jeho-

vah-religion was a duty of a Jewish king. In at-

tempting to account for and understand the con-

duct of Josiah, it would be as senseless to expect
liim to see and practise toleration as to expect him
to use fire-arms against Necho. We can never
carry back modern principles into ancient times

and judge men by the standards of to-day. To do
so argues an utter want of historical sense. On
the other hand, however, when we have to judge
actions which may be regarded as examples for our
own conduct, we must judge them inflexibly by
the highest standards of right and justice and wis-

dom with which we are acquainted. How else can
we deny that it is right to persecute heresy by vio-

lent means when that is justified by the example
of Josiah ? Judged by the best standards, Josiah's

reformation was unwise in its method. The king
was convinced, and he carried out the reformation

by his royal authority. The nation was not con-

verted and therefore did not heartily concur in the

movement. It only submitted to what was im-

posed. Henco this reformation passed without

fruit, as it was without root in public conviction.

We are sure of our modern principles of toleration,

and of suffering persecution rather than inflicting

it Wo believe in theso principles even as means
of propagating our opinions. Let us be true to

those principles, and not be led into disloyalty to

them by our anxiety to apologize for a man who is

hero mentioned with praise and honor. Violence

is tin curse of all revolutions, political or religious.

Has not our generation seen enough of them to be
convinced of this at last? Do we not look on dur-

ing political convulsions with anxiety to see

whether the cause with which we sympathize will

succeed in keeping clear of this curse ? Is it not

the highest praise which wo can impart to a revo-

lution, and our strongest reason to trust in the

permanence of its results, that it was " peaceful " ?

The Protestant Reformation was indeed violont,

but it was woak just in so far as it was violent,

and the bitter fruits of the violence which attend-

ed it follow us yet in the bitter partisan hatred

which marks the divisions of the Church of Christ

The most successful reformation the world has
ever seen was the one our Lord brought about

—

how?—by falling the victim of violence, and by
putting tho means of force and authority utterly

away from himself. Josiah's reformation is not an
example for us. Its failuro is a warning. We have
not to justify the method of it We cannot condemn
the man, for his intentions and motives were tho

oest, but we cannot approve ofor imitate the method
of action. Its failure warns us that no reformation

can be genuine which is imposed by authority, or

which rests on anything but a converted heart, and
that all the plausible justifications of violence which
may be invented are delusions. See further the
bracketed notes in the next section.—W. G-. S.]

6. Josiatis measures aimed at a thorough reform-
ation of the kingdom. This king, who sought the

Lord in his early youth, turned neither to the right

hand nor to the left, and had dovoted himself to

the Lord with all his heart and all- his might (chap,

xxii. 2 ; xxiii. 25 ; 2 Chron. xxxiv. 2 and 3), did

not aim merely at the extirpation of idolatry and
|

the external observance of all the proscriptions of
the Mosaic Law, but at tho conversion of his entire

people to the Lord, and at the renewal of their re-

ligious as well as of their moral and political life

(see the passage from Josephus under § 2). In
spite of all the energy and severity with which he
sought to accomplish this, he nevertheless failed.

He succeeded in suppressing all public forms of
idolatry, and in maintaining the Jehovah-worship
in its integrity as long as he lived, but a real and
sincere conversion was no longer to bo hoped for.

The nation had, since the time of Manasseh, ad-
vanced so far In the path of corruption that a halt

was no longer possible. Apostasy from the living

God had gained too strong a hold in all classes,

among the rich and great, and even among the
priests. It had contaminated all and had corrupted
all the relations of life. Judah was in a worse
state than any which even Israel had ever been in.

The Jehovah-worship which had been reintroduced
became a mere external ceremonial worship, and
finally degenerated into hypocrisy and pretended
righteousness. This is clear from the writings of
the contemporary prophets, Jeremiah and Zeph-
aniah (Jerera. Hi. 6 sq. ; Zeph. iii. i sq.). " The
State seemed to arise once more, but it was only
like the last flicker of an expiring fire. The in-

ternal corruption was so great that the new and
good religious order seemed to be only produced
by a kind of enchantment All the props and sup-
ports on which it rested broke in pieces when the
king, whose early death seemed like an inexpli-

cable dispensation of Providence, closed his eyes n

(Vaihinger in Herzog's Real-Encyc. VII. s. 36).

Only the severest chastisements of Providence
could avail here, and they wore not long in falling.,

Kwald presents the matter somewhat differently

(I. c, s. 700 sq ), and, as usual, Eisenlohr follows
him. He finds the grounds of the failure of Josi-

ah's reformation not so much in the irreformability

of the people as in the charactor of the reform
itself. In the first place he says that it was " the
spirit of violence which had from the beginning
characterized the Jewish nation and which was
now reawakened, which necessarily impaired his

[Josiah's] work," inasmuch as " it might do away
for a time with the evils, but could not permanently
stop up their sources The true religion

could only impair its own good effect and progress,

if it clung, at this late and changed time, to tho
narrowness which marked its youth. Since such
violence had been used in rooting out all which
was heathenish, the reconstruction of all which
was peculiar in the Jehovah religion must bo car-

ried out in the same spirit The first new Passover
served as a sign of the severity with which the
regulations of the Jehovah-worship were hereafter

to be observed." Then again " a new series of
evils " was developed from the circumstance that
11 a book, especially such an imperfect Law-book
and history as the Pentateuch, was made the fun-

damental law of the nation; first of all, that evil

which naturally arises where a sacred document is

made the basis of all public and social life, viz., a
puffed-up book-wisdom, and a hypocritical and false

learning in the Scripturea" Finally, instead of re-

conciling the parties which had existed ever since

the time of Solomon, he thinks that Josiah's vio-

lent reformation intensified the party divisions and
sharpened the party lines. " The party which njay

be called the deuteronomical, or stricter, party de*
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manded unsparing severity in rooting out hea-

thenism ; ... the heathen, or more liberal, party,

on the other hand, . . . not only allowed the wor-
ship of heathen gods, but also took pleasure in the

low standard of morality which attended idolatry.

While, therefore, the strict party demanded a po-

licy which, in fact, was no longer adapted to the

circumstances of the country, and sought to carry

it out by force, the liberal party fell short of the

standard of morality which the times required.

But though the latter no less than the former re-

lied upon physical force, it nevertheless had the
entire tendency of the time towards a wider
and freer development in its favor. It therefore

gained the upper hand immediately after Joeiah's

unfortunate death, ... so that the whole king-

dom fell into a complete confusion which nothing
but greater force than either party had at its dis-

posal could put a stop to." Eisenlohr also, speak-

ing from a similar point of view (Das Volk Israel

IL s. 354 sq.\ says :
" The entire reformation de-

generates into a slavish restoration, a seeking out
agutn and dragging forth of all the old institutions

and ordinances of the kingdom ... if possible, in

a still more stiff and immobile form, so that . . .

they produced the strongest reaction under the ex-

isting imperfect organization of the religious life.

. . . The State-religion exerted its utmost powers
to effect a renewal of the national vigor, and a pre-

servation of the national identity, by setting the

theocratic law and constitution in operation in its

fullest, and most rigid, and most peculiar, construc-

tion," but ** hardly had the State-religion begun,
under royal protection, to forcibly control anew
the public life, before a cry of sharp complaint
began to arise against the evils which are the in-

separable concomitants of every privileged form of
religion,—hypocrisy, and external or pretended pi-

ety." To this must be added that " a sacred codex
became the standard of all public life. . . . The
effects of the entire method in which the reforma-
tion exerted its influence on the national life, and
sought to accomplish its ends, were, for the mo-
ment, all the more disastrous (!) inasmuch as its

internal principle was violence and its external

policy was bigoted exclusiveness." It needs no
proof to show that this entire manner of conceiv-

ing of the circumstances stands in the most pro-

nounced antagonism to the biblical representation.

The Scriptures contain no hint of all these rea-

sons why Josiah's reformation failed, and even
became finally disastrous, so that it brought about
the downfall of the kingdom. Neither the histo-

rical books nor the discourses of the contemporary
prophets contain a word of disapproval of.the re-

formation; they offer only one reason for the
failure of it, and that is the total corruption and
perversity which had grown up since the time of

Manasseh (chap. xxiL 16 to 20; xxiii. 26, 2*7;

Jerem. xv. 1-4.

[No reason at all is specifically assigned any-
where why this reformation failed. Its failure is

not spoken of, recognized, or accounted for. Ma-
nassek's sins are referred to as the explanation of
the judgments which fell upon Judah. But when
we speak of the national " corruption " which had
been spreading since the time of Manasseh as the

ground of the failure of Josiah's reformation, it is

allowable to go farther and ask : In what did this

corruption consist ? What were the especial forms
of vice which were prevalent in Judah? What

were the tendencies which the reformation had to
encounter? What were the faults of national
character which were in play? What were the
selfish interests which the reformation threatened?
These all make up what we call in a word national
corruption and decay. It is only by such analysis
that we are able to present to our minds the state

of things in detail and to comprehend the situation.
44 Corruption " is only a general word which serves
to cover the state of things, to conceal it from us,

and to keep us from penetrating to a satisfactory

conception of it It is not difficult to gather from
the documents, historical and prophetical, answers
to the above questions. When we examine the sub-
ject we find that Ewald's picture of the parties and
their characteristics, of the tendencies in play, &&,
is exceedingly faithfuL It would certainly be
wrong if any one should say that the (t violence "

of Josiah's reformation caused the subsequent decay
and downfall of Judah. Also the effect of using a
document as ultimate authority is exaggerated by
Eisenlohr, if not by Ewald. The pedantry of the
rabbis, and the ritual righteousness of the Phari-

sees, did not arise for centuries. But this much is

certainly true : The corruption had advanced so

far that perhaps all hope of converting tlie nation
by moral and religious appeals was vain. Even,
however, if such were the case, a violent reforma-
tion, imposed on royal authority, could do no good,
but Only additional harm. It did not stem the tide

of corruption, while it embittered parties and left

deep-rooted hatred and thirst for revenge.—Stanley
gives tables of the parties which existed ill Jeru-
salem, at this time, in his Lectures on Vie Jewish
Church, II. 665 and 566.—W. G. S.]

In the view above quoted [Ewald's and Eisen-
lohr's] it is really Josiah who, on account of his

mistaken zeal and unwise measures, was to blame
for the ruin of the kingdom, but the text says of
him that there was no king like him before him,

who so completely clung to the Lord with all his

heart (chap, xxiii. 25), and thereby presents him as

the one who, among all the kings after David, was
just what a king of Israel ought to be. But the

charge is entirely incomprehensible that he did not

allow to the 44 liberal party " " the worship of all

gods" together with their 44 baser standard of mo-
rality," and that 4( a sacred book became the stand-

ard of all public life." Not to speak of anything
else, it is exactly for this reason that he received

the promise that he should not himself live to see

the desolation, but should be gathered to his fa-

thers in peace (chap, xxil 19, 20). [Josiah is not
charged with any fault in not having done this.

It is said that the measures which he took did not

tend to correct or convert these misguided men,
but only to compel them to submit to force, and
that thus their opinions were not altered, while
their feelings were embittered. As soon as they

dared, they returned, with renewed zeal, to the

practice of their opinions, and also sought revenge
for the oppressive persecution which they (as they
thought) had suffered.—W. G. S.] The charge
against Josiah of having made a sacred book the
standard involves an insult to the fundamental
Protestant doctrine of the authority of the Bible as

the sole standard of religion and morality, and,

therefore, also of civil life. We see here whither
we are led when we allow ourselves to be guided,

in the' interpretation of the Old Testament, by the

doctrines of modern liberalism.
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[The idea here presented of the danger which
attends the use of a written document as the stand-

ard of religious truth and . of morality is not a
liberalistic doctrine. It is a truth which deserves

solemn attention, most of all from Protestants.

Those who believe in the authority of the Bible,

and teach it and use it continually, are the very
ones who need to have always distinctly in mind
the dangers which inhere in the use of a literary

standard, in order that they may guard against

them. In the use of any such standard the inter-

pretation of it becomes a matter of transcendent
importance. Witness the rabbis, and the scribes

and lawyers of Gospel times, that the danger of a
class of men growing up who will hold knowledge
of the Scriptures to be their privilege, who will de-

velop an artificial and radically false and vicious

system of interpretation, and who will overburden
the Word with fancies and fables and arbitrary in-

ventions, ia no imaginary one. Witness the scho-

lastics of the middle ages that the text of Scripture

may be made a stem on which to hang frivolities and
casuistical toys without end. Witness the papacy
that the interpretation may come to be regarded as
a matter so all-important that the Scriptures, ex-

cept as interpreted, may be reserved as an exclu-

sive possession of a privileged class. The danger
of hypocritical book-wisdom and esoteric exeget-
ical knowledge is one to be guarded against con-
tinually.

With regard to the general estimate of Josiah's

reformation we may sum up as follows: The at-

tempt, on the part of the king, to arrest the disso-

lution and corruption of the nation by bringing it

back to sincere devotion to the national religion is

worthy of our most hearty admiration. The source
of his early inclination towards the Jehovah-reli-

gion we cannot trace. It is clear that a violent

persecution like that of Manasseh must have pro-

duced terror, bitterness, stubborn though concealed
opposition, and a relentless purpose, on the part

of those who had all the law and traditions of their

nation, together with patriotism, on their side, and
who could compare with pride the moral purity of
their religion with those abominations of heathen-
ism which were shocking and abhorrent to the sim-

plest instincts of human nature, to repay their per-

secutors at the first opportunity. Where those
abominations were the only religious observances
taught, education might avail to make them pass
without protest ; but where there was any, even a
Blight knowledge of a purer religion and a better
morality, the protest could never entirely die out.

The Jehovah-religion was, as compared with hea-
then religions, austere. It warred against the base
passions of men and the vices which they produce.
Heathenism seized upon those passions as its

means. It fostered them m the name of devel-

oping what was " natural," and therefore must be
right. Modern civilized heathenism does just the
same thing. Heathenism therefore seemed to re-

present enjoyment of life, while the Jehovah-
religion seemed to repress pleasure. It is re-

markable thaj a boy-king should have chosen the
latter. We are ignorant of the persons or consid-
erations which may have influenced his choice.

There is an undeniable resemblance in features
between the revolutions of Hezekiah, Manasseh,
and Josiah, which seems to point to a relationship

between them. A chain of reprisals seems to have
been started, and each successive revolution or re-

18

forraatidn was more radical, more bloody, and more
unsparing than the last. The newly discovered

book, with its commands and threats, gave tho king
a stimulus to undo all that Manasseh had done, to

put a stop to the abominations which the latter had
firmly established, to reintroduce the ancient na-

tional cultus in its perfection, to requite the heathen
party for its cruelty, to avenge the slaughtered
servants of Jehovah, to foster those religious ob-

servances and, moral principles which might regen-

erate the State, and to establish the new order of
things securely. The thought of vengeance he
may not have had, but it would be most natural,

and not by any means shocking to the mind of a
man of hid generation. His purpose then was per-

fectly laudable and good. The means which he
adopted for carrying it out were the only ones
which could suggest themselves to him. They
were the same in kind as Hezekiah had adopted,
and as Manasseh had employed on behalf of the
contrary interest, only he went still farther. No
Jewish king would ever have thought ofemploying
other means. It is idle to sit in judgment on him.
His example in this, however, cannot form any rule

for an age which enjoys a higher enlightenment,
and a truer wisdom. Ag for the evil effects of the
" violence " employed by Josiah, they may be lim-

ited to the embittering of those party divisions

which seem to have hastened this fall of Jeru-
salem as they did the one under Titus. Tho groat
reason for his failure, however, was that the means
which he employed encountered too strong oppo-
sition in the popular feelings and tendencies of the
nation at the time. He was working up hill, so to

speak, in trying to bring back the nation to a more
severe religion, a sterner morality, and a purer
patriotism. They preferred their luxury, and plea-

sure, and vice. He had only a small party with
him, and the reformation which was accomplished
by royal authority controlling the physical force of
the realm, which was conducted in the interest of
a written code which could not have been tho-

roughly understood and appreciated, and which did
not have the hearty co-operation of the body of the
people, failed when the king fell upon whose will

it mainly depended. The death of Josiah was a
disappointment and discouragement to the Jehovah
party far beyond the mere loss of their protector

and friend. They no doubt had no little supersti-

tious confidence in the favor of heaven for the

pious prince, and this was struck to the ground
when the life on which all the prosperity of the
Jehovah-worship seemed to depend was taken
away, as it were by a stroke of Providence.—
W. G. S.]

1. JosiaKs expedition against Nccho, which
brought about his early death, fell in the year 603
B. c, fifteen years after he accomplished his refor-

mation in Judah and in the former territory of Is-

rael. He must, therefore, have gained possession

of the latter, or, at least, must have regarded him-
self as ruler of it Necho, therefore, had no right

to pass through this territory without paying any
respect to Josiah's authority, even though, as he
asserted (2 Chron. xxxv. 21), he had no hostile in-

tention towards the king of Judah. Josiah, there-

fore, undertook to intercept him, as Josephus says
(Antiq. x. 5, 1) : pera dwafiec^ tlpyev avrbv dia nfr
idiae iroulodai #<*¥**£ t^v M rovg MtjSove &?jamv

f

and, in spite ofNecho's assurance that he meant him
no harm, Josiah persisted in refusing to allow him
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r^v oiKEiav ddpxcodai. The ground for this-conduct

of Josiah was not, as many have assumed, that he
had already formed an alliance with Nabopolassar,

the Babylonian, the now ruler of Assyria, or that

he desired to secure the favor of this conqueror in

the hope that he would thus make sure of being

left in undisturbed possession of his kingdom, but
the grounds of his conduct were very simple and
close at hand. ** A very little reflection sufficed to

»ee that it was all over with the independent ex-

istence of the kingdom of Judah if the Egyptians
secured a foothold in the country to the North "

(Ewald). ' [Judah would thus be placed between
Egypt and its outlying conquests, and of course

its independence would not be long respected.]

Kiebuhr justly characterizes Josiah's undertaking
(GtscJu Assyr. s. 364) as a " thoroughly correct po-

licy . . . Josiah knew that, although Necho as-

serted that he had no hostile intention towards
him, yet, if the Egyptians conquered Coelo-Syria,

the independence of Judah was at an end." As a
true theocratic king, and as a man of warlike cou-

rage and disposition (the Sept. translate the words
2 Chron. xxxv. 22 by irofopeiv avrbv UpaTaiudr/),

he did not allow himself to be deceived by Necho.
By the dispensation of Providence he fell at the

very beginning of the campaign (Josephus: rrj^

weirpofihyc, oificu, eif tovt* avrbv napoppr/oaffT^).

His death was a great misfortune for the nation,

but it was nevertheless honorable. It was uni-

versally lamented, especially by Jeremiah (2 Chron.
xxxv. 24 and 25). All felt what they had lost in

him. The more detailed account in Chronicles gave
occasion to some of the older historians to blame
Josiah severely. For instance, Hess (Gesch. der
Konige JwL und Isr. II. s. 455 sq.): " He Was so
over-hasty as to dispute the passage through the
country with Necho, and collected an army at

Megiddo. . . . This was not at all necessary for

the security of his own kingdom, for Necho had
advanced so far without doing him any harm, and
had sent an embassy expressly to assure him that

he intended him no harm, but was directing his

attack against the mighty monarchy to the East,

being stimulated thereto by a divine calling. . . .

To thus attack the Egyptian without the counsel
of a prophet, or any sign of divine direction, was
not trust in God, but in his own power. ... It

was, in any case, unwise to offend a ruler who was
mighty enough to measure forces with the Baby-
lonian power." It is incorrectly assumed in this

view that the "God," whose approval Necho
claimed, was Jehovah, the God of Israel. It is

nowhere asserted that Josiah made this expedition

without having consulted " the true oracle of Je-

hovah," that is, without the " counsel ofa prophet."

To judge from what Jeremiah says about Egypt in

his forty-sixth chapter, he would hardly have dis-

suaded the king from this undertaking. We see how
far it was from the intention of the chronicler, in his

fuller account, to hint at anything unfavorable to

Josiah, for he is the very one who makes especial

mention of the universal grief for the death of Jo-
siah, of the songs of lamentation which the singers

sang for him " until this day," and of the lament
which Jeremiah wrote. We cannot conceive that
all this would have been so if he had entered rashly
into the war, contrary to the advice of the prophet,
and had thus plunged the nation into misfortune.
Von Gerlach very mistakenly infers from the ac-
count in Chronicles that "Josiah, in spite of his

sincere piety, belonged to the number of weak and
inefficient and imprudent rulers who closed the
long series of kings of the house of David." In
that case how could Jesus Sirach, who certainly

was not ignorant of what is there narrated, say of
him, centuries later (xlix. 1), that the memory of
him was like costly incense, and sweet as honey
in the mouth of ail. [On the historical connections
of this event see the Supplem. Note at the end of
the next Exegtt section, below.]

HOMILETICAL AND PRACTICAL.

Vers. 1 and 2. The panegyric of Josiah, 8ir.

xlix. 1 and 2. His name is like costly incense and
sweet as honey ; for as he walked, &c Although
his father walked in evil ways, yet Josiah did not
take him as an example, but that one of his ances-
tors who was a man after God's own heart. He
sought the Lord while he was yet a boy, and in-

creased in knowledge and in favor as he grew in

stature (2 Chron. xxxiv. 3; Luke ii. 40, 52).
" Wherewithal shall a young man cleanse his way

f

Ac," Ps. cxix. 9. Starke: Beginners in the Chris-
tian life must choose good examples and follow
them faithfully (PhiL iiL 17 ; 1 John iL 14). He
turned not either to the right hand (like the later

Pharisees), nor to the left (like the Sadducees);
although he lived in a corrupt age, he fell neither
into superstition nor unbelief. The way which leads

to life is narrow, and it is well to have a firm heart
bo as not to totter on either side.

—

Wurt. Suxm.:
We are seduced on the right by hypocrisy, and on
the left by epicureanism, but the word of God
says: This is the way, walk therein, and turn
neither to the right hand nor to the left (Isai. xxx.
21).

—

Crambe: We have in Josiah the mirror of a
true ruler. (l)Such an one is given by God, out
of pure grace, as a blessing to the country. (2)

Such an one is bound, not only to protect the life

and property of his subjects, and to preserve peace
and order, but also to care for the Church and
Kingdom of God.

—

Wurt. Summ. : We ought not to

despair of the children of the godless and to give

them up ; they may become, as in this case Josiah
did, the most pious, through whom God accom-
plishes wonders. Good instruction and discipline

may, by the blessing of God, correct much evil

which such children have inherited or learned from
their parents.

Vers. 3-10. The Discovery of the Law-Book,
(a) The occasion of it, vers. 3-7. (b) The signifi-

cance of it, vers. 8-10.—Vers. 3-7. The Restora-

tion of the House of God. (a) The king under-
takes it impelled by pure love to the Lord (Ps.

xxvL 8). (o) The people of all the provinces wil-

lingly contribute to it (2 Chron. xxxiv. 9). (c) The
laborers work without reckoning, with fidelity.

—

See the homiletical hints on chap. xii. 5-17.—Josi-

ah was zealously interested in the repair of the
temple before the law-book was found and he had
become acquainted with it We have not only the
old law-book but also the entire word of God;
each one may hear and read it, nevertheless the
churches are often allowed to fall into decay, and it

is only at the last moment that any one thinks of
spending money and time upon them.— Bkri*.

Bibbl: All are here earnestly interested in the
work upon the house of God. Would that our
zeal might be aroused for the same interests 1 thai

we might not rest where we should work, nor
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work where, we should rest ; not to tear down
where we ought to build, nor to build where we
ought to tear down, but to carry on the work of
the Lord orderly and properly.

—

Cramer: The
physical temples are useless, if the spiritual tem-

ples are not properly oared for.—Vers. 8-10. What
is the use of building and arranging and adorning
churches, if the word of God is wanting in

them, and instead of being a light to shine, and
bread to feed, is hid under a bushel or locked up,

and concealed by the ordinances of men and their

own self-invented wisdom?

—

Ppaff. Bib.: Wretch-
ed times when the law-book has to be concealed

;

happy times when it is rediscovered. How happy
are we who have the word of God in such abund-
ance 1 WCrt. 8umm. : As in the times of Josiah

the law-book had been pushed aside and become
lost by the carelessness of the priests, so that

scarcely any one knew anything about the law of

God, so, before the time of Luther, under the pa-

pacy, the Holy Bible lay, as it were, in the dust,

and, although it was not entirely lost, yet there

were very many, not only among the common peo-

ple, but also among the ecclesiastics and men of

rank, who had never seen and read the Bible, un-

til God called Luther and others, through whose
faithful services the Bible, the holy and divine

Scripture, was once more brought forth, brought
into the light, and given to every man, in all lan-

guages, to read for himself; which goodness of God
we still recognize and praise, and read, on account

of it, more diligently in the Bible, and exercise

ourselves in the word of God day and night, that

we may obey the words of the Apostle Paul (Col.

ilL 16): "Let the words of Christ dwell in you
richly in all wisdom."—There is indeed nowadays
scarcely a family, in countries where evangelical

religion is professed, in which a Bible is not to be
found, but it is often laid aside, and covered with
dust, or it is regarded as an old book which is no
longer adapted to our times. What higher praise,

however, could be given to a family than to say : I

found therein the Word of God, not hid under a
bushel, but set on a candlestick, so that it gave
light to the whole house (Matt. v. 15).—Vers. 9

and 10. Nothing which is undertaken with jseal

and faith to glorify the name of God ever remains
unblessed. Shaphan brought to his master the

greatest and best treasure possible out of the tem-

ple which was. falling to ruin.—The Book of books
is there to be read by every one, king or beggar.

The minister was not ashamed to read it before

the king, and the king was not ashamed to listen

with the utmost attention.

Vers. 11-14 The Impression which the Divine

Word made on the King when he had heard it

(a) He rent his garments (sorrow and grief on ac-

count of the transgressions of the people, horror in

view of the divine judgments. Ppait. Bib. : How
profitable it is to have such respect for the word
of God and to be terrified at His threats I If the

word of God had such efTect upon us, how much
better it would be for us), (b) He asks how the

threatened judgments may be averted. (Wher-
ever the word penetrates to the heart, there the

question always "follows : What shall I do ? Acts
ii. 37. Felix trembled, but he said :

" When I have
a more convenient season," &c^ Acts xxiv. 25.)

—

WObt. Summ. : When we hear of God's threats

against sin, let us not allow them to pass as idle

winds, but take them to heart and seek the means

of grace. We must only ask of the Apostles and
Prophets who wrote as they were impelled by the
Holy Ghost God speaks with us through their
words. His answer is: Repent, believe on the
Lord Jesus Christ, and forsake sin.—Ver. 14. See
Histor. and Eth. § 4.

—

Starke : True fear of God is

humble and honors the gifts of God wherever it

finds them, but in itself least of all.—Vers. 15-20.
The Oracle of the Prophetess a Threat for the peo-
ple (vers. 15-17), and a Promise for the King (vers.

18-20).—The Lord will bring temporal misfortune
upon the city which despises and scorns His law

;

what will* He do to that which rejects His Gbspel f
2 Tim. i. 8, 9.—Those who humble themselves at
the word of the law will come to the grave in
peace. The just are taken away before the calami-

ty comes (Isai. lvii. 1). If the Lord takes thee
early away from the earth, submit to His will and
say : Lord, let now thy servant depart in peace, as
Thou hast said (Luke ii. 29).

Chap, xxiii. 1-25. Josiah's Great Work of Re-
formation, (a) He renews the covenant on the
basis of the newly discovered law-book, vers. 1-3.

(b) He puts an end pitilessly to all idolatrous wor-
ship in the kingdom, vers. 4-20. (c) He restores

the legitimate worship with the celebration of the
Passover, vers. 21-25.—Every true reformation

must proceed from the word of God, and have that

as its basis ; then it is strong, hot only in destroy-

ing and denying, but also in building up and re-

storing (Luther and the reformers).—Vers. 1-3.

The king collects the entire people and lays the
law-book before them{ not until after they have
approved does he begin the work. The civil and
spiritual authorities ought not to proceed violently

and in self-will in matters of the highest import-
ance for Church and State, nor to force the consci-

ences of the people. They ought to secure the as-

sent of the latter. The entire people, small and
great, learned and unlearned, ought to be made ac-

quainted with the word of God, so that no one can
plead ignorance as an excuse. To deny to the peo-

ple the right to read the Word of God is not to re-

form, but to destroy. Kyburz: Josiah caused
the light which he had received to shine to all ; so

do ye also. We ought not to enjoy any treasure

which we discover without sharing it with others
—The people joined in the covenant outwardly but

not heartily, therefore it had no permanence, now
often now a whole congregation promises obedi-

ence to God and does not keep it Do not expect
hearty conversion everywhere where you hear as-

sent to the word of God (Matt. vii. 21 ; Isai. xxix.

13).

Vers. 4-20. WtJRT. Sumf. : Here we may see

that when God's word is laid aside people fall into

all kinds of vice. So it was under the papacy. If

we observe the word of God we shall be saved
from sin and error.—Although the civil authorities

ought to apply no force to conscience, yet they
ought to punish murder and licentiousness, no
matter what may be the pretence under which
they are committed. The more severely and more
pitilessly they do this, the more honor they deserve.

—Weeds grow most rapidly ; they can only be de-

stroyed by being pulled up by the roots.—The
abominations which took root in Israel were a
proof of what St Paul says, Rom. i. 21-28. In

times of corruption, and against inveterate evils,

mild measures are of no avail, but only the utmost

severity, which has no respect of persons. Eccle-
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giasticfl who, instead of being pastors of the peo-
ple, become their seducers, are doubly worthy of
punishment, and ought to be removed without
mercy.—Vers. 16, 17. Starke: Divine prophecies
will certainly be fulfilled at last, though the fulfil-

ment may be delayed so long that it seems as if it

would never follow (1 Kings xiii. 2, 31).—Ver. 18.

The Same : The bones of departed saints ought to

be left in their graves and not to be carried about
or displayed.—Vers. 21-24. The building up of a
new life must follow upon the eradication of sin.

The Passover cannot be celebrated until all the old

leaven is removed. The Passover was the feast

with which each new year began ; we also have a
passover or Easter lamb (1 Cor. v. 7, 8).—The festi-

vals and fasts are the frame-work of the common
life of the congregation ; where they are neglected

this life is decaying. If Israel had kept up the
celebration of its appointed feasts, it would never
have fallen so low.—Vers, 26-27. Why did the

Lord not return from His anger? Not because
Joeiah's efforts were not pure and sincere (on the

contrary, they proceeded from pure zeal, and per-
fect love, and the best intention), bnt because the
people were not converted with their king. They
only assented externally and in form; in their
hearts they were obstinate and perverse (Jerem.
xxv. 3-7).—Roos : Jeremiah seems to have fallen

on a good time with his warnings and exhortations
to repentance, but the contents of his books show
that such was not the case. This should be a
warning to those who look to the authorities for

the chief power to convert men, and do not wish
to act without them.

—

Luther: Before God inflicts

a severe judgment he always grants a great illu-

mination. Therefore a great judgment will fall

upon those who now neglect the Gospel—Vers.
29 and 30. See 2 Chron. xxxv. The early death
of the king was no punishment for him, for he
was thus gathered in peace to his fathers, but it

was a chastisement for his unrepentant people,

who now lamented him and saw, when it was too
late, what noble purposes he had had in their be-
half.

THIRD SECTION.

TBI MONARCHY FBOM THE REIGlf OF JEHOAHAZ TO THAT* OF ZEDFJOAH.

(Chaps. XXIH 31—XXV. 30.)

A.

—

The Reign* of Jehoaha*, Jehoiakim, Moiackin, and Zedehiah.

Chap. Xxni. 31-XXV. 1.

31 Jehoahaz was twenty and three years old when he began to reign ; and he

reigned three months in Jerusalem. And his mother's name was Hamutal, the

32 daughter of Jeremiah of Libnah. And he did that which was evil in the sight

33 of the Lord, according [like] to all that his fathers had done. And Pharaoh-
nechoh put him in bands [took him captive] at Riblah in the land of Hamath,
that he might not reign1

in Jerusalem ; ana put the land to [laid upon the land]

34 a tribute of a hundred talents of silver, and a talent of gold. And Pharaoh-
nechoh made Eliakim the son of Josiah king in the room of Josiah his father,

and turned his name to Jehoiakim, and took Jehoahaz away : and he came to

35 Egypt, and died there. And Jehoiakim' gave the silver and the gold to Pha-
raoh ; but he taxed the land to give the money according to the commandment
of Pharaoh : he exacted the silver and the gold of the people of the land, of

every [each] one according to his taxation [assessment], to give it unto Pharaoh-
nechoh.

36 Jehoiakim was twenty and five years old when he began to reign ; and he

reigned eleven years in Jerusalem. And his mother's name was Zebudah, the

37 daughter of Pedaiah of Rumah. And he did that which was evil in the sight of

Chap. xxiv. 1. the Lord, according to all that his fathers had done. In his days
Nebuchadnezzar king of Babylon came up, and Jehoiakim became his servant

2 threo years: then he turned and rebelled against him. And the Lord sent
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against him bands of the Chaldees, and bands of the Syrians, and bands of the
Moabites, and bands of the children of Ammon, and sent them against Judah to

destroy [devastate] it, according to the word of the Lord, which he spake by
3 Kis servants the prophets. Surely [Only] at the commandment of the Lord
came this upon Judah, to remove them out of his sight, for the sins of Manasseh,

4 according to [in]* all that he did ; And also for the innocent blood that he
shed : for he filled Jerusalem with innocent blood ; which the Lord would not

5 pardon. Now the rest of the acts of Jehoiakim, and all that he did, are they
6 not written in the book of the Chronicles of the kings of Judah ? So Jehoiakim
1 slept with his fathers : and Jehoiachin his son reigned in his stead. And the
king of Egypt came not again any more out of his land : for the king of Babylon
had taken from the river of Egypt unto the river Euphrates ail that pertained

to the king of Egypt.
8 Jehoiachin was eighteen years old when he began to reign, and he reigned

in Jerusalem three months. And his mother's name was Nehushta, the daughter
9 of Elnathan of Jerusalem. And he did that which was evil in the sight of the

10 Lord, according [like] to all that his father had done. At that time the ser-

vants of Nebuchadnezzar king of Babylon came* up against Jerusalem, and the

11 city was besieged. And Nebuchadnezzar king of Babylon came against the

12 city, and his servants did besiege it. And Jehoiachin the king of Judah went
out to the king of Babylon, he, and his mother, and his servants, and his princes,

and his officers : and the king of Babylon took him in the eighth year of his

13 [the king <* Babylon^] reign. And he carried out thence ail the treasures of the
house of the Lord, and the treasures of the king's house, and out in pieces all the
vessels of gold which Solomon king of Israel had made in the temple of the

14 Lord, as the Lord had said. And he carried away [captive] all Jerusalem, and
all the princes, and ail the mighty men of valor, even ten thousand captives,

and all the craftsmen and smiths : none remained, save the poorest sort of the

15 people of the land. .And he carried away Jehoiachin to Babylon, and the king's

mother, and the king's wives, and his officers, and the mighty of the land, those

16 carried he into captivity from Jerusalem to Babylon. And all the men of might,
even seven thousand, and craftsmen and smiths a thousand, all that were strong
and apt for war, even them the king of Babylon brought captive to Babylon.

17. And the king of Babylon made Mattaniah his father's brother king in his stead,

and changed his name to Zedekiah.

18 Zedekiah was twenty and one years old when he began to reign, and he
reigned eleven years in Jerusalem. And his mother's name was Hamutal, the

19 daughter of Jeremiah of Libnah. And he did that which was evil in the sight

20 of the Lord, according [like] to all that Jehoiakim had done. For through the
anger of the Lord it came to pass in Jerusalem and Judah, until he had cast

them out from his presence
[.J

that [omit that ; ***** And] Zedekiah rebelled

Chap. xxv» 1. against the king of Babylon. And it came to pass in the ninth year
of his reign, in the tenth month, in trie tenth day of the month, that Nebuchad-
nezzar king of Babylon came, he, and all his host, against Jerusalem, and pitched

2 against it ; and they built forts [siege-works] against it round about. And the
3 city was besieged unto the eleventh year of King Zedekiah. And on the ninth

day of the fourth \omufourth]
4 month the famine prevailed in the city, and there

4 was no bread for the people of the land. And the city was broken up [a breach
was made in the city], and all the men of war fled by night by the way of the

gate between two walls, which is by the king's garden (now the Chaldees were
against the city round about [had invested the city] :) and the king* went the

5 way toward the plain. And the army of the Chaldees pursued after the king,

and overtook him in the plains of Jencho : and all his army were scattered from
6 him. So they took the king, and brought him up to the king of Babylon to

V Riblah; and they gave judgment upon him. And they slew the sons of Zede-
kiah, before his eyes, and [hjel put out the eyes of Zedekiah, and [they] bound
him with fetters of brass, and carried him to Babylon.
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TEXTUAL AND GRAMMATICAL.

> Ver. 88. On the kerf nee remarks under ExefftUoai.

* Chap. xxir. ver. 8. [?33. 3 here has pecnllar force. It mean* in or throughout all that he did, Infecting all accord-

ing to a certain measure. Whaterer he did there was a certain measure of wickedness in it according to It* character.

The soraowhat subtle force of the particle led to Tarianta. u One codex has 72$ f Sept. and Syr. ?22) • The reading

In the text tsoorrect
w (Thsnlns).—W. O. 8.]

• Ver. 10. The keri Is to be preferred.—Bihr. [The chetib is sine. The keri ts s grammatical correction. The stag,

may have been written with the mind flx*«l on Nebuohadnuaxar. This point has itnportancc for the qaestico whether he
accompanied the e.\peditlon from the outset. Qf. ver. 11.

* Chap. xxt. ver. 8. [The statement that it wne the fonrth month la here imported into the text by the translators

from Jeremiah, who gives it in both plsoes; chap, lit and chap, xxxix.

* Ver. 4. Pp^ la singnlsr. and oar version supplies •* the king " aa the anbject It is more likely that it Ua case of
the indefinite subject " one " (Fr. on ; Germ. mam). Tke arms/ ttmU, or, as we are obliged to translate, they went. The

king's presence in the train is implied and assumed. In Jerem. 111. 7 we find W*\ • and In Jerem. xxxix. A, the sing.

KJffl , bat there the king is mentioned in the context.—W. 0. 8.]

KXEGETIOAL AND CRITICAL.

Ver. 31. Jehoahaz wm twenty and thra*
i old. This son of Josiah is called by Jere-

miah (xxii. 11) Shallum (dW*X which name,

according to Hengstenberg, Keil, and Schlier, is

significant, and means: "He who shall be recom-
pensed," referring to his fate (vers. 33 and 34).

But why should this king be expressly so named
when others, as, for instance, Jehoiachin and Zede-

kiah, met with a similar fate (chaps, xxiv. 15 ; xxv.

T)? According to Junius, Hitzig, and Thenins,

Jeremiah gave him the name Shallum, with refer-

ence to his reign of three months (chap. xv. 1 3), in

the same manner as Jezebel named Jehu " Zimri,

murderer of his master" (chap. ix. 31). But this

also is forced and invented. In 1 Chron. iii. 15, in

the enumeration of the sons of Josiah, he is called

Shallum instead of Jehoahaz, but we may be cer-

tain that the chronicler did not put in a " symbol-

ical " name, which the prophet only once used
with particular significance and emphasis, by the

side of three other actual names, and in a dry gene-

alogical list. Shallum was the name which this

king actually bore before his accession to the

throne. When he became king he received ano-

ther name, just as Eliakim and Mattaniah did (ver.

34 and xxiv. 17). Shallum took the name Jeho-
ahaz, i. «., He-whora-Jehovah-sustains. The people

made him king in place of his elder brother, and
Shallum seemed a name of evil omen, inasmuch as

the former king Shallum [of Israel] only reigned

for one month. According to Josephus, Jehoahaz
reigned three months " and ten days."

Ver. 33. And FharaohHseoho took hja oap-
tftva at Riblah in the land of Hamath. vnpfeW

is generally translated : he bound him, or ptU him
ail bands, but *)DK has also "the primary
meaning, to make captive, without the notion of fet-

tering, Gen. xlii. 16 " (Gesenius), and, taking into

consideration chap. xvii. 4, this more general sig-

nification is here to be preferred.—The city of

Riblah (now the village R%bkh) belonged to the dis-

trict of the Syrian city Hamath at the foot of Mt.

Hermon (AntUebanon), on the river Orontes, that

is, therefore, on the northernmost boundary of
Palestine towards Damascus (1 Kings viii. 65 ; 2

Kings xiv. 25 ; Amos vi 14). Riblah lay in a large

and fruitful plain on the high-way which led, by
way of the Euphrates, from Palestine to Babylon.
At a later time Nebuchadnezzar also established
his headquarters there (chap. xxv. 6, 20. 21. See
Winer, R- W.-B. IL «. 323). It can hardly be the
same Riblah which is mentioned in Numb, xxxiv.
1 1 (see Keil on that passage). If Necho had al-

ready advanced, since the battle of Megiddo in

which Josiah fell (ver. 29), on his way to the Eu-
phrates, as far as Riblah, it cannot be that, during
the three months that Jehoahaz reigned, he had
also made a detour to Jerusalem and besieged and
taken that city. Shalmaneser spent three years
in besieging and taking Samaria, which was not so
strongly fortified (chap. xvii. 5). Moreover, Necho
did not probably u quit the main army without
great necessity while it was advancing against a
powerful enemy " (Winer). The text says distinctly

that he took Jehoahaz prisoner in Riblah and not
in Jerusalem, and it gives no support to Keil's

statement, that, while the main army advanced
slowly towards Riblah, " he sent a detachment to

Jerusalem to take that city and dethrone the

king." In that case he must have captured the

king in Jerusalem and not in Riblah. The attempt
has been made to sustain this notion that Necho
took Jerusalem bv a statement of Herodotus (IL

159): fiera Hfv fiaxw (** Megiddo) Kddvrcv x6Xa
rye Xvpbx iovoav [ieydtyv elXe. But it is now uni«

versally admitted that Kddvric cannot mean Jeru-
salem, but rather that it was some sea-port (cf.

Herod. III. 5), although this does not necessarily

imply that It was Gaza, as Hitzig and Starke
affirm. [It is Kadesh, a city of Syria, on the
Orontes, near to Emessa, the ruins of which have
lately been discovered.—Lenormant.] We are not
told how Jehoahaz came to Riblah, but it certainly

was not, as the old expositors supposed, with a
large army in the intention of repeating his father's

attempt to arrest Necho's advance, for the army
of Judah had perished in the battle of Megiddo.
According to Josephus, who says nothing of any
capture of Jerusalem by Necho, the latter sum-
moned Jehoahaz to come to his camp {fierawifiwrm
irpdt; avrbv\ and took him captive when he came.
This is more probable than that he came of his

own accord/ " perhaps to seek from the victor the

ratification of his election to the throne n (Thenius).

However that may be, he was unexpectedly made a
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captive at Riblah. We may infer, as Ewald does,

from Ezek. xix. 4, where he is likened to a young
Hon whom " the nations " had taken " in their pit

"

(certainly not, therefore, at Jerusalem), that he
was ** treacherously " bound and carried away cap-

tive to Egypt [See the Suppkm. Note below, at

the end of this section.]—The words lj^©3

iD^frva are translated by Keil :
" When he had

become king in Jerusalem." That, however, had
been said just before in ver. 31, and is understood
from the connection as a matter of course, so that

it would be a mere idle remark. Neither can the

translation: "Because he had 'exalted himself to

be king in Jerusalem " (Dereser), or, dum regnaret

(Vatablus) be sustained. We must, therefore,

adopt the keri jptpv , as is done by the Chaldee

version, the Sept. (rot; p% fburiXeveiv h 'Icpovaaty/d),

and the Vulg. {ne regnaret in Jerusalem). This is

further continned by the parallel passage (2 Chron.
xxxvi 3) in which the verse is abbreviated :

" And

the king of Egypt put him down friTTD^)

!i. e., removed him, set him aside] at Jerusalem."
The Sept have in that place idqoev which repre-

sents the Hebrew of Kings, and they have here
(lerioTrpev which represents the Hebrew of Chron-
icles.) In 3 Esra i. 3 also we find : Kal airkfrrrfoev

avTbv pamfavc Aiyinrrov rob pf) fiaotXevetv h *Iepov-

oaWip. It is not necessary to suppose, with

Ewald, that lj$>80 was "dropped out" from 2

Chron. xxxvi 3 ; still less, with Thenius, to read in

this place, I.TVDM instead of liTjpfiW-

—

And laid upon the land a tribute. The relative

amount of the silver and the gold is remarkable, one
hundred talents of silver to one of gold, but, as the

same figures are given in 2 Chron. xxxvi. 3 and in

3 Esra i. 36, we are not justified in changing them,

as Thenius does, appealing to chap, xviii. 14, and
adopting the statement of the Sept. that there were
ten talents of gold instead of one. It may be that

Necho wanted silver, which was rarer in the Ori-

ent, or that he did not wish to alienate the country

too much from himself by pitiless severity. The
entire tribute amounted, according to Thenius, to

230,000 (holer [$165,600]; according to Keil the

gold amounted to 25,000 thaler [$18,000], and the
silver to 250,000 thaler [$180,000].

Ver. 34. And Fharaoh-necho made BU-
akim, son of Joaiah, king, && After the victory

at Megiddo and the death of Joaiah, Necho re-

garded himself as master of the country, and there-

fore he would not recognize as king Jehoahaz, who
had been elevated to the throne by the people
without his (Necho's) consent. Possibly also, as

has often been assumed, either the elder brother
EJiakim, who had been passed over, had appealed
to Necho, or the Egyptian party had, by its in-

trigues, induced Necho, after setting aside Jeho-
ahaz, to appoint the elder brother, and not a for-

eigner, for instance one of his own generals. He
changed his name, as was the customary sign of
subjection and vassalage (chap. xxiv. 17 ; Dan. i.

7). It appears that the choice of a name was left

to Eliakim, who only changed—?K to—irp in

the composition of his former name so that its sig-

nification : God (Jehovah) will-establish, remained

the same. Whether he did this "in intentional

contradiction to the humiliation of the royal dy-
nasty of David, which Jeremiah and the other pro-

phets had threatened" (Keil), is very doubtful.

Menzel very mistakenly infers that the name Jeho-
iakim pleased Necho better " on acoount of the
connection with the Egyptian moon-God."—And
took Jehoahaz away, TX\h does not mean here:
" He had taken prisoner," any more than it does
in ver. 30. This much has already been stated in

ver. 33. It only means that 'he did not leave him
in Riblah where he had taken him captive, but
took him away from there (Gen. ii. 15). The Sept

and the Vulg. read, instead of tf3*|, tO*j.J

et duxit, and in Chronicles we find ^nN'2'1

,

but tfy) implies that Jehoahaz came to Egypt

before Necho returned thither.—" In ver. 35 the
details in regard to the payment of the tribute im-

posed by Necho are given before the history of the
reign of Jehoiakim is entered upon, because the
payment of that tribute was one of the condition!

on which he was elevated to the throne " (Keil).

*JN ^nevertheless, but in order to obtain the sum

;

he did not pay ij out of his own means. He de-

manded contributions " from each one, even from
the humblest inhabitant" (Ewald). This place

shows that by " the people of the land " we have
not to understand, as Thenius does, the " national

militia," or the " male population fit for war."
Yer. 36. Jehoiakim was twenty and five

years old. He was therefore two years older

than Jehoahaz (ver. 31), and must have been
begotteu by Josiah in the fourteenth year of
the latter's age. His mother was not the same
person as the mother of Jehoahaz. Rumah, her
native place, is probably identical with Arumah in

the neighborhood of Shechem (Judges ix. 41).

—

Chap. xxiv. 1. In his days Nebuchadnezzar
king of Babylon came up. On the name

-|2fNJ*lD3p (Jeremiah generally, and Ezekiel always,

writes it 1¥K"HM3 ), its different forms, and

its significance, see Gesenius, Thesaurus, II. p. 840,

and Niebuhr, Gesch. Assyr. s. 41. [The name is

Nabu-kudurri-uzur, and moans either Nebo-pro-
tects-the-youth (Oppert), or, Nebo-is-the-protector-

of-landmarks (Sir H. Rawlinson)—Rawlinson, Five

Great Mon. III. 80.] He was the son of Nabo-
polassar, and he appears here for the first time in

this history. The question as to the time in Je-

hoiakim's reign at which he made this expedition

can be answered from other data with tolerable

certainty. According to Jerem. xxv. 1, the fourth

year of Jehoiakim's reign was the first of Nebu-
chadnezzar, and according to Jerem. xlvi. 2 this

fourth year of Jehoiakim was the year in which
Nebuchadnezzar in fileted a decisive defeat upon
Necho near Carchemish, a large well-fortified city

at the junction of the Chaboras and the Euphrates

(Winer, /?.- W.-B. I. s. 211 sq). Moreover, accord-

ing to Jerem. xxxvi. 1, Jeremiah commissioned
Baruch, in this fourth year of Jehoiakim, to write

down his discourses in a book which was road in

public on a great fast day which was held in th«

ninth month, that is, towards the end of the fifth

year of Jehoiakim (ver. 9). This fast-day was not

ordained on account of a misfortune which had al-

ready been experienced, " in order, by humiliation
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and submission, to turn aside the wrath of God,
and to implore the divine pity " (Keil), but " evi-

dently, becaust Jehoiakim was alarmed at the ap-

proach of the Chaldeans, and saw in it danger of

a calamity to the country which might perhaps
yet be averted " (Ewald) ;• for Jehoiakim, when he
heard that the book had been read, commanded it

to be brought, and then cast it into the fire, be-

cause there was written in it: •* The king of Baby-
lon will certainly come and destroy this land "

(ver. 29, ef. also ver. 3). At the tune of this fast-

day, therefore, Nebuchadnezzar had not yet come.

His coming was something to be looked forward to

even in the ninth month of the fifth year of Jehoi-

akim. It follows that his expedition took place,

at the very earliest, at the end of the fifth, or at

the beginning of the sixth, year of Jehoiakim's

reign. How far southward he penetrated, whether
as far as Egypt, as some suppose, is uncertain.

The supposition that he at this time captured the

strongly fortified city of Jerusalem (Keil), and even
took captive a part of the inhabitants of the city

or country, as he did at a later time under Jehoi-

achin, is not sustained by anything in the Book
of Kings or in Jeremiah. It is inconceivable that

he should havo done so and yet no mention of it

be found in Scripture. This much only is certain

:

that Jehoiakim then "became subject to him for

three years," that is, until the eigth or ninth year
of his reign (chap. xxiv. 1), which may well have
come to pass without the capture of Jerusalem, or
the deportation of its inhabitants, although we do
not know the manner in which it did come about
We have, therefore, to present to our minds the
course of events as follows: After Necho had de-

feated Josiah at Megiddo and taken Jehoahaz cap-

tive at Riblah, and had made Jehoiakim king, he
pushed on northeasterly towards the Euphrates,

but he was met and so severely defeated by Ne-
buchadnezzar at Carchemish that he was obliged

to give up his plan of conquering Assyria and re-

treat to Egypt. The victor, Nebuchadnezzar, then
advanced through the territory east of Jordan,

where ho had little opposition to encounter (Kno-
bel, Ptopliet. II. 8. 227), and made the king of

Judah, who had for five years been a vassal of the
king of Egypt, subject to himself. After three

years, however, Jehoiakim revolted, but for the
remaining two or three years of his reign he was
hard pressed by bands of Chaldeans, Syrians, Mo-
abites and Ammonites, who were probably incited

to invasion by Nebuchadnezzar, for he was too

much occupied in other directions, in consequence
of the death of his father, to march against Judah in

person. WJien he found opportunity he appeared
m person with an army " to punish the revolt, and
he took vengeance for it upon the son [Jehoiachin]

who had recently succeeded Jehoiakim " (Thenius),

especially because Jehoiachin had not, at his ac-

cession, immediately submitted to the Babylonian
authority.

Against this natural and simple conception of
the course of events two biblical texts may be
cited. 2 CI iron, xxxvi. 6 reads :

" Against him
came up Nebuchadnezzar king of Babylon, and
bound him in fetters, to carry him to Babylon.
Nebuchadnezzar also carried [some] of the vessels

of the house of the Lord to Babylon, and put them
in his temple at Babylon." It is not here asserted

that Jehoiakim was actually brought as a captive

to Babylon, and this can, in fact, hardly have been

the fact, for he was king in Jerusalem not eight or
nine but eleven years (2 Kings xxiil 36 ; 2 Chron.
xxxvi 5). It would be necessary, therefore, to
assume that he was set at liberty again and came
back to Jerusalem as king, of which we have no
hint anywhere, and which is highly improbable.
Certainly he did not die in Babylon (chap. xxiv. 6

;

cf. Jerem. xxii. 17-10). The Sept. filled out the
meagre story of Jehoiakim in Chronicles from this

account, but omitted entirely the words: "And
bound him in fetters," Ac., evidently because they
considered them incorrect. In view of the remark-
able brevity and superficiality with which the
chronicler treats the history of Jehoiakim and Je-
hoiachin, it appears, as Hitzig supposes (note on
Dan. L 2), that he confused the two, for, according
to our more detailed and more accurate account,
the incidents which he mentions as having occurred
to Jehoiakim really happened to Jehoiachin (chap,

xxiv. 13-15). Josephus {Antiq. x. 6, 1) seems to

have made the same mistake, for he confuses the
history of the two kings. He says that Jehoiakim,
on the promise that no harm should happen to

him, admitted Nebuchadnezzar into the city, but
that the Babylonian broke his word and put to

death the king and the principal men, threw the
body of the king under the wall, and left it unbu-
ried, took about 3,000 Jews, among whom was Eze-
kiel, away captive to Babylon, and placed Jehoi-

akim's son, Jehoiachin, on the throne. Then that,

fearing lest Jehoiachin might, out of revenge for his

father's murder, lead the city to revolt, he sent an
army to Jerusalem, but gave an oath to Jehoiachin
that, in case the city should be taken, no harm
should befall him. That then the king of Judah
surrendered, in order to spare the city, but was
nevertheless taken away into captivity with 10,000
other captives. It appears that Josephus was not
able to harmonize the account in Chronicles with
the account here, and so he mixed them both np
together, not writing history but inventing it

—

The other text which may be cited against the

construction of the history above given is Dan. u
1 :

" In the third year of Jehoiakim, king of Judah,
came Nebuchadnezzar king of Babylon unto Jeru-

salem and besieged it (1W [pressed it hard]

see Isai xxi 2 ; Judges ix. 31 ; Esther viii. 11),

and the Lord gave Jehoiakim king of Judah into

his hand, with part of the vessels of the house of

God," Ac. It is true that this passage does not
say that the city was besieged and taken, and that

then the king was bound and taken away to Ba-
bylon. When the Chaldeans had driven the Egyp-
tians out of Palestine, Jehoiakim found himself in

great distress, and, in order not to lose his crown
and his kingdom, he surrendered to the king of

Babylon, gave him some of the temple ornaments
and utensils, and, probably enough, also gave him
certain hostages, among whom was Daniel .But
the statement that this took place in the third year
of Jehoiakim does not agree with the statements
above quoted from Jeremiah.' No one has yet

succeeded in removing the discrepancy, although
very many attempts have been made (see a critical

analysis of these attempts by R6sch in Herzog'a
Beal-Encyc XVIII. *. 464). The latest of these at-

tempts, that of Keil, which insists that we " must
regard the third year of Jehoiakim, in Dan. L 1, as

the terminus a quo of Nebuchadnezzar's coming,

i. «., most understand that statement to mean thai
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Nebuchadnezzar began the expedition against Ju-

dah in that year ; that Necho was defeated at Car-

chemish in the beginning of Jehoiakim's fourth

year, and that, in consequence of this victory, Je-

rusalem was taken and Jehoiakim was made tribu-

tary in the same year," is unsatisfactory especially

in view of Jerem. xxxvi. 9. There is scarcely any
escape remaining except to assume that Daniel

reckoned from some other point of time which we
cannot now specify. It is not admissible to give

his one statement the preference over the numer-
ous chronological statements of Jeremiah, since

these are consistent with one another, and with the

historical connection, and are, moreover, as will be

shown below in the review of the chronology of

this period, in perfect harmony with all the other

chronological data both in Jeremiah and in the

Book of Kings, while the statement in Daniel, if it

is taken as fixed and correct, introduces confusion.

[See the Supplement Note below.]

Ver. 2. And the Lord tent against him
bands, Ac. It is not stated what impelled Jehoi-

akim after three years to try to throw off the yoke
of Nebuchadnezzar. Perhaps "his courage rose

again when Nebuchadnezzar had withdrawn and
was fully occupied in other parts of his immense
kingdom. Perhaps also he hoped for aid from
Egypt Before Nebuchadnezzar himself could

come, "bands" (DHVll in • distinction from ^p|,

chap. xxv. I, not an organized army) devasted the
country, though they could not take the capital.
41 All the nationalities here mentioned had no
doubt been obliged to recognize Nebuchadnezzar's
supremacy, and they gratified their own hate

against Judah at the same time that they served

his purposes " (Thenius). The i in iT3Kn!> does

not refer to Jehoiakim (Luther : doss tie ihn urn-

brachten [that they might put him to death] ), but
to "Judah" which immediately precedes. This
is evident from ver. 3. On vers. 2-4 8tarke ob-
serves :

" It is expressly said : * The Lord sent,'

and again :
* According to the word of the Lord,'

and in ver. 3 again :
' Surely at the commandment

of the Lord came this ' (i c, it came to pass only

because the Lord had commanded it), and again in

ver. 4 :
* The Lord would not pardon,' in order that

in all this the hand of God might appear and be
recognized, and that men might not think that

these judgments came upon Judah by accident, or

merely on account of the physical strength" of the
Babylonians." The author means to say that the
judgments which had long been threatened and
predicted by the prophets (Isaiah, Micah, Huldah,
Babakkuk, Jeremiah) now began. The invasion

of all these bands on every side was the presage
of the downfall of the kingdom, for from this time
on came one misfortune after the other, and the

kingdom and nation moved on steadily towards
their downfall.—Ver. 3. Only at the command-
ment of the Lord, i. e., it came only for the rea-

son that God had so willed it. Instead of *B"^J?

Ewald and Thenius desire to read S|K"^g as in

ver. 20, i. e., because of the wrath of God. The
8ept have: ttTJ^v tivfibq tcvplov fyf kirl rbv 'lobdav;

the Vulg. has: per verbum. The change in the
text is not necessary. For the sins of Manasseh,
see notes on chap. xxi. The sin of Manasseh was
far greater and heavier than that of Jeroboam.

Judah gave itself up to this sin so entirely that

not only were all the warnings and exhortations of
the prophets ineffectual, but also the stern meas-
ures of Josiah could not effect anything in opposi-

tion ; on the contrary, as we see from the words
of Jeremiah, after his death this sin once more
permeated the national life. The sins of Manas-
seh were not, therefore, avenged upon the people,

but, because they persisted in them, they fell

under the judgments of God. [That is, the nation
was not punished under Jehoiakim for sins which
Manasseh and his contemporaries had committed.
The " sins of Manasseh " had become a designation
for a certain class of offences, and a particular

form of public and social depravity, which was in-

troduced by Manasseh, but of which generation
after generation continued to be guilty.—W. G. S.]

Keil is mistaken when he thus states the connec-
tion between ver. 1 and ver. 2, and the following
verses: "After God had given the nation into

subjection to the Babylonian supremacy, as a
punishment for its sins, every revolt against that
power was a revolt against Him."—In ver. 5 wa
find the last reference to the Book of the Chron-
ioles of the kings of Judah. The history of
Jehoiakim therefore seems to have formed the con-
clusion to this book.

Ver. 6. So Jehoiakim slept with his fathers,
The details which are given elsewhere in mention-
ing the death of a king, as to his burial and the
place of his sepulture, are here wanting, certainly

not through accident or error. Jeremiah says of
Jehoiakim, chap. xxii. 19 : " He shall be buried
with the burial of an ass, drawn aud cast forth

beyond the gates of Jerusalem," and, chap, xxxvi
30 :

" He shall have none to sit upon the throne
of David, and his dead body shall be cast out in

the day to the heat and in the night to the frost"
As the statement that he ** slept with his fathers"
means neither more nor less than that he came to

death, this text does not exclude or deny the ful-

filment of the prophocy; nor can the statement
which is interpolated in the Sept : koI kmi/if/dy

*I(MKelfi ftera tojv naripw iavrov, koI hd<j^ h>
yavo^av /xerd ruv narkpuv iavrov, for which there
are no corresponding words in the Hebrew, avail,

as Thenius believes, to prove the non-fulfilment
of the prophecy. On the contrary, Ewald infers

from the prophecy, which, however, he says " waa
written, in its present form, after the event," that
the following is the circumstantial story of Jehoi-
akim's death: "Probably he had complied with a
treacherous invitation of the enemy to visit his
camp, for the purpose of making a treaty, and as
soon as he came out he was taken prisoner in the
very sight of his own capital But as he resisted

with rage and violence, he was borne away by
force, and shamefully put to death. Even an
honorable burial, for which his family no doubt
entreated, was harshly refused." This represen-
tation of the incident goes beyond the prophecy
even, and builds history upon it Winer supposes
that Jehoiakim's body was thrown out after, and
in consequence of, the capture of the city in the

'

reign of Jehoiachin (ver. 10), "on which occasion
either the enemy, or perhaps the inhabitants of
Jerusalem themselves, showed their rage against
the hated king," but, according to Jeremiah, he
met with no burial at all. We therefore limit our-
selves to the assumption, which is also made by
Keil, " that he perished in a battle with some one
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of the irregular marauding bands mentioned
above, and was not buried."—Yer. 7. And the
king of Egypt oame not again any mora,
Ac. This remark is here inserted in order to show
under what circumstances Jehoiachin succeeded
his father (ver. 6), and how it came that he only
reigned for so short a time (ver. 8). Necho had
retired finally from Asia after such losses that he
oould not venture again to meet his victorious

enemy, therefore Judah oould expect no more
support from him. Much less oould it attempt
alone to resist the conqueror from whom it had
revolted. The rrrer of Egypt is not the Nile,

but the stream now known as Arish, which forms
the southern boundary of Palestine (1 Kings viiL

66; Isai. xxvil 12).

Yer. 8. Jehoiaohin was eighteen years old,
Ac The form of the name p^iiT which occurs

here and in Chronicles (II. xxxvi. 8, 9), is the full

and original form. The signification is •* He-whom-
Jehovah-conflrms." In Ezek. i 2 we find pa*i*

;

in Jer. xxvil 20: xxviii. 4: VPJ3V and in Jer.

xxii. 24, 28 : VpJ3 , which last is probably a pop-

ular abbreviation of the name. Instead of eigh-

teen years the chronicler gives eight years, evi-

dently through an omission of ^=10. The grounds
adduced by Hitzig (note on Jer. xxii. 28) in favor
of eight are swept away by ver 15 of this chapter,
where the king's " wives " are mentioned. There is

no reason to cast suspicion upon the more accurate
statement of the chronicler: " three months and
ten days," as Thenius does. Elnathan belonged
to the ont? at the court of Jehoiakim, Jerem.

xxvi 22 ; xxxvi 12, 25.—Ver. 10. At that time,
kc The chronicler says instead: "When the
year was expired " [more correctly it would read

:

41 At the turning-point of the year," i. c, either the
spring equinox, or the beginning of the Jewish
year, both of which came at nearly the same time

;

the time at which military movements were com-
menced] , i. «., in the spring, not "late in the sum-
mer or in the autumn " (Thenius). Nebuchadnez-

zar sent out his generals (Dnaj?), in the first

place, with the army to besiege the city. After-
wards he came himself, in order to be present at
the capture (see notes on ver. 2).

—

And Jehoi-
aohin, king of Judah, went out, Ac., ver. 12.

K>P , as in chap. xviiL 31, is the ordinary expres-

sion for besieged who go out to surrender to the
besiegers (1 Sam. xi. 3; Jerem. xxi. 9; xxxviii.

17). Jehoiachin perceived that the city would not
be able to hold out very long, and therefore deter-
mined to surrender, in the hope of meeting with
grace from Nebuchadnezzar, and of being allowed
to keep his kingdom, though as a vassal. He
therefore went out with his mother as the Gebirah
(1 Kings xv. 13), and with his ministers and offi-

cers, but his hopes were all disappointed. Nebu-
chadnezzar distrusted him, not without reason, and
he desired to punish the father in the son. p|j5^ »

he seized him, not "he received him graciously"
(Luther and the Calw. Bib.), for, if the latter were
the meaning, he would have restored him as a
vassal, but he dethroned him and took him into
exile. The eighth year of Nebuchadnezzar, who
became king in the fourth year of Jehoiakim (Jer.
xxv. 1), fell in the year after the eleven-year reign

of Jehoiakim had closed. On Jerem. lii. 28 jg.

see below.

Yer. 13. And he oarried out thence, 4c,
that is, from the city which he had entered after

seizing the king and his chief men. In the first

place he took all there was in the treasuries of the

temple and the royal palace, and then he took the

utensils of the temple. The meaning of JTfpn is

not altogether clear. "To tear off the gold sur-

face " (Keil) is a meaning which is not applicable

to "all the vessels," for many of these were en-

tirely of gold, as, for instance, the candlesticks, and
such, we may be sure, he did not leave behind.

The Sept. have ew^Korfe, the Vulg. ooncidit or con'

/regit (chap, xviii. 1 6), hence Thenius renders it

:

" to crush luto shapeless masses," but, if this had
been done, Cyrus would not have been able to give

these articles back again to the Jews, as it is

stated in Ez. L 7-11 that he did do. We must
understand it to mean, to tear away violently, aveUU
(Winer), for the most of these articles were no

doubt fastened to the floor of the temple, ^n
does not mean the temple as a whole, but the

sanctuary, the " dwelling," all the articles in which
were of gold. Nebuchadnezzar did not take away
the brazen vessels from the forecourt until he de-

stroyed Jerusalem (chap. xxv. 13 sq.\—As the
Lord had said, chap. xx. 17; cf. Jerem. xv. 13;

zvii. 3.—Ver. 14. And he oarried away captive
all Jerusalem. He left only the poorest and
humblest of the population, because nothing was
to be feared from them (see Jerem. xxxix. 10:

"the poor of the people which had nothing").

Yer. 14 states in general, and in round numbers,
what persons were taken into exile. There were
two classes: first, the D*lfe>i the chiefs [B. V.

" princes "], not the military chiefs, but the chief

men of rank, the nobles, and the ^nn *}i33

»

t. &, the mighty men of wealth, the rich (chap. xv.

20); and second, fchnn, the artisans, the workeis

either in brass, or iron, or wood (Isai. xliv. 12,

13; Gen. iv. 22; 1 Kings vii. 14), and "liDOHi

t. e., not " common laborers who broke stone and

carried burdens " (Hitzig on Jerem. xxiv. 1), but,

literally, one who shuts in, encloses, or locks up, from

"UD , to close, or shut up, and so, according to

Ewald : " persons who are skilled in siege opera-

tions (from TiDH t
to invest or enclose, cf. Jerem.

xiii 19)," but we prefer to understand by it lock'

smiths, inasmuch as these also made weapons (1

Sam. xiii. 1 9). When these persons were taken

away into captivity the rest were deprived of the

power to revolt or to make war. There were in

all ten thousand of the exiles. Vers. 15 and 16

are not a mere repetition of ver. 14 ; they particu

larize what ver. 14 stated in general. The king

and his court are mentioned first, then the ^K
pKH (keri, ^K), that is, the mighty men of the

land, who are included in the DHB> in ver. 14,

then the J*nn *C*3N , who are there called ni33

7^nn . There were seven thousand of ths rich

and noble, and one thousand of the two classes of

artisans, fen in ver. 16 (not fel)
" gathers in

one all who have been mentioned, and it is then
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chapter xxm. ai.-xxr. t.

specified in regard to them that they were all men
in the prime of life, and that they were familiar

with the use of weapons" (Thenius). We see

from Jerem. xxix. that there were also priests and
prophets among them, and according to Josephus,
(ArUiq. x. 6, 3) especially 6 npotfjriK 'le^eidf/h^

wdiC £>v. Gf. Ezek. L 1-3. Ver. 17. Mattaniah

was, according to 1 Chron. iii. 1 5, the third son of

Josiah, so that he was the uncle of the exiled king
Jehoiachin (Jerem. xxxvii. 1). VnN » 2 Chron.

xxxvi. 10, must not, therefore, be translated :
" his

brother," but :
" his cousin," or, " his relative," a

flense in which it frequently occurs. (Sept. adeXipbv

tov rrarpbc airrov). On the change of name see

notes on chap, xxiii. 34. Nebuchadnezzar did not

choose the name, he only approved of the new
name chosen by the king, as Necho had done in

the case of Jehoiakim. JflD , gift, is changed to

pTi ,
justice, righteousness, so that the name means

:

TV
"the righteousness of Jehovah," that is, "he by
whom Jehovah executes justice." It is hardly

probable that the king meant by this name to

identify himself with tijTTV nirp promised by

Jeremiah (xxiiL 6), as Hengstenberg and Yon
Gerlach think ; it is much more likely that the

prophet took occasion from the king's name, with

which his character did not at all correspond, to

promise that one should come to whom alone this

name might justly be applied.—Nebuchadnezzar
showed himself merciful in that he put another

member of the native dynasty on the throne, and
did not appoint a stranger and foreigner as vice-

roy.

Ver. 18. Zedekiih was twenty and one
years old. Of the passage from this verse on to

the end of the book, Jerem. Iii. 1-34 is a duplicate,

almost word for word. The only differences are

that Jerem. lacks 2 Kings xxv. 22-26, and 2 Kings
lacks Jerem. Iii. 28-30. It follows that neither one
is borrowed from the other. Moreover there are

also a few other slight differences, as, for instance,

2 Kings xxv. 16, 17 compared with Jerem. Iii. 20-
23. It is certain that the fifty-second chapter of

Jeremiah is an appendix to the discourses of that

prophet, and that it does not come from his hand,

for it is impossible that he should have survived

the liberation of Jehoiachin (ver. 31). (See the
Introd. § 1.) Although it -is not true that the text

in Kings is " thoroughly corrupt " (Hitzig), yet that

in Jerem. is, on the whole, to be preferred, and is

therefore the more original. On the other hand,
that of Kings has some peculiar excellences, as, for

instance, xxv. 6, 7, 11, 17 compared with Jerem. Iii.

9, 10, 15, 20. We are driven to a conclusion simi-

lar to that which we reached in regard to the his-

tory of Hezekiah (see p. 201), and which is adopted
also by Keil and Thenius, that both narratives

were borrowed from one source which is now lost.

—The mother of Zedekiah was also, according to

chap, xxiii. 31, the mother of Jehoahaz ; he was,
therefore, the full brother of the latter, and the
step-brother of Jehoiakim (xxiii. 36). On ver. 20
see notes on xxiv. 3. The author means to say
that, as this king and the people persisted in their

evil ways, the judgment which had long been
threatened was executed in this reign. The special

occasion of it was his revolt from Nebuchadnezzar
who had put him upon the throne, and, according

to 2 Chron. xxxvL 13 and Ezek. xvii. 13, had taken

an oath of fidelity from him. The year of this re-

volt cannot be accurately determined. At the
commencement of his reign he sent an embassy to
Babylon, as it seems, in order to bring about the
release of the captives who had been carried away
uuder Jehoiachin (Jerem. xxix. 3 sq.). In his fourth
year he himself went thither with Seraiah, proba-
bly with the same intention, but in vain (Jerem. it

59). Then came ambassadors from the neighboring
peoples who wanted to unite with Zedekiah in a
common effort to cast off the Babylonian yoke
(Jerem. xxvii. 3). False prophets encouraged him
to agree to this (Jerem. xxviii.). This led him to
send to Egypt " that they might give him horses
and much people " (Ezek. xvii. 15). As the Chal-
dean army was before Jerusalem in Zedekiah's
ninth year, the revolt must have taken place, at
the latest, in his eighth year, but it probably took
place in his seventh, or perhaps even earlier.

Chap. xxv. 1. And it came to pass in the
ninth year, Ac These dates can be given thus
accurately to the month and the day, because the
Jews were accustomed during the exile to fast on
the anniversary of these days of disaster (Zach. viL

3, 5 ; viii. 19). It is evident from ver. 6 that Nebu-
chadnezzar did not come to Jerusalem himself, but
remained at Riblah (ohap. xxiii 33), and sent his
army from thence against Jerusalem. According
to Jerem. xxxiv. 7 they also besieged Lachish and
Azekah, the only two strongholds remaining. The
word py!\ cannot mean a "wall" (De Wette), for it

stands in contrast with n^O as something differ-

ent (Ezek. iv. 2 ; xvii 17 ; xxl 27). It is ordinari-

ly derived from pn specuiari, to observe, to watch,
and is understood to mean a u watch-tower," or,

collectively, " watch-towers " (H&vernick on Ezek.

iv. 2 ; Gesenius, Keil), but yiD , which does not

refer to observation but to an encircling on all

sides, does not fit this meaning. The Sept. trans-

late it in Ezek. iv. 2, by iroofiax&v, a bulwark, a
rampart, in Ezek. xvii. 17 ; xxi. 27 by fitkboraavc,

a machine for throwing missiles, and this place they
translate : :r$oUf)Kod6fi^oev kif abrip> relxoc KvuXy ; the
Vulg. has munitiones. Hitzig understands by it

" lines ofcircumvallation," and Thenius " the outer-
most of the siege lines, built only of palisades, and
intended to prevent the introduction of supplies,"

&c., but this last cannot be so accurately determin-
ed. We must, therefore, content ourselves with
the less definite meaning, " bulwark," or, " Biege-

work." Vatablus : Machinam belUcam, quaUsquaJAs

fiteriL—Ver. 2. Unto the eleventh year, Ac
The siege lasted in all one year five months and
twenty-seven days, for the city was very strongly
fortified (2 Chron. xxxii. 5 ; xxxiii. 14). This is

conclusive against the assumption that a capture
of the city is implied in xxiv. 1 sq. According to
Jerem. xxxvii. 5, 11, the besieging army, or at least

a part of it, raised the siege and marched against
the Egyptian army which was coming to the help
of the Jew8. It would thus appear that the siege
was interrupted for a time.—Jeremiah gives the
date in ver. 3 more accurately (see Jerem. xxxix.

2, and lit 6) :
" In the fourth month, on the ninth

[day] of the month." The first words *)pT\T\ cn?T3

have been omitted by some accident in the version

in Kings, and they must be supplied. How severe

the famine was, and what horrors came to pass as
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284 THE SECOND BOOK OF THE KINGS.

a consequence of it, may be seen from Lament. iL

11, 12, 19; iv. 3-10 (Ezek. v. 10; Baruch ii 3).

See also Jerem. xxxvii 21. The famine did not

begin on the ninth of the fourth month, but had
become so severe at that time that the people were
no longer capable of making a strong resistance

;

so on that day the enemy was able to storm the city.

Ver. 4. And a breach wti made in the city.

This breach was on the north side, for, according

to Jerem. xxxix. 3, the leaders of the Chaldean
army, when they came in, halted and seated them-
selves in " the middle gate," that is, in the gate

which was in the wall between the upper, southern

city (Ziou), and the lower northern city, and which
led from one of these into the other. When the

king learned of this he took to flight with his war-

riors by night. In the text before us not only is

"Zedekiah, king of Judah" (Jerem. xxxix. 4)

omitted after Tyn » Dut fc*80 the predicate ^TV)2)

WW (Jerem. xxxix. 4 ; 111 7) is omitted after " men

of War." All the old versions supply at least one
of these words. They fled towards the south, be-

cause the enemy had penetrated by the north side.

and there was no hope of escaping that way, but

even on this side they had to fight their way
throngh, for the Chaldeans had invested the entire

city (T3D). The attempt derived its only hope of

success from the darkness, and from the greater

weakness of the besieging force on the south side.

—By the way of the gate between, kc. This

gate, called the gate of the fountain (Nehera. iil

15), was at the southern end "of the ravine between
Ophel and Zioc, the Tyropoion. At this point, in-

asmuch as it was the site of the pool of Siloam and
there were cisterns to be protected, and inasmuch
also as the formation of the ground made it a con-

venient place for the enemy to attack (Thenius),

two walls had been built, between which was this

gate (Sept : 66dv irbfax rfc &va fUoov rCtv Ttix&v,

and in Jerem. lii 1 : ava fiioov rov rti%ovq tud rov

irQoreixiopaTos). This double wall is also mention-

ed in Isai. xxii. 11. The way of the gate is the

way through that gate out of the city. It is not
quite certain whether the king's garden was inside

or outside of this double wall ; Thenius assumes
that it was outside (see Map of Jerusalem Before

the Exile, appended to his commentary). It is

said in Ezek. xii 12: "The prince . . . shall bear

upon his shoulder in the twilight, and shall go
forth ; they shall dig through the wall C"Pp3) to

carry [him] out thereby." Here Tj? cannot be un-

derstood to refer to either of those walls, for he
went through the gate ; moreover it would have
been impossible to break through such a wall in

the night We must therefore understand it of
that wall which the enemy had built all around the

city (ver. 1), and which it was necessary to break

through. The fugitives then took the way to the

plain (nangn), that is, to the plains or meadows

through which the Jordan flows, and which were
called the plain (Josh. xi 2 ; xii 3 ; 2 Sam. ii. 29

;

iv. 7). Their intention was to cross the Jordan
and escape, but they were overtaken near Jericho,

six hours' journey from Jerusalem.
Ver. 6. So they took the king, ftc. On RtbHah,

see notes on chap, xxiil 33. "Nebuchadnezzar
was not present at the storming of Jerusalem
(Jerem. xxxix. 3), he awaited the result in his

camp" (Thenius). Instead of the plurals r\TP\

and U3nt? in ver. 7, we find in Jerem. xxxix. 5

and lii. 9 the singular with Nebuchadnezzar as the
subject Although the latter may be the more
original reading, the sense is the same in either
case, for Nebuchadnezzar certainly did not put
Zedekiah's sons to death with his own hand ; he
appointed a tribunal which judged and executed

them. Instead of the singular OBtftD Jeremiah

has, in the places quoted and elsewhere, the plural,

D'tt&PD • With 12H it means, to deal with and <fe-

cide a question of law. This trial cannot have occu-
pied much time, for it was a matter of common
notoriety that Zedekiah had broken his oath of al-

legiance and revolted. The sons of Zedekiah, not
all his children, had fled with him. They also

were regarded as rebels and put to death, in order
to put an end to the dynasty. His daughters were
taken away as captives according to Jerem. xlL 20.

As for Zedekiah himself, he was to suffer a painful

punishment as long as he lived His eyes were
put out This form of punishment was used by
the Chaldeans and ancient Persians (Herod, vii.

18). Princes are still disabled in this way in Per-
sia when it is desired to deprive them of any proa*

pect of the throne. " A rod of silver (or of brass!
heated glowing hot, is passed over the open eye
(Winer, R.- W.-R II. *. 15). The Vulg. has ocubs
ejus effodit, and on Jerem. lii. 11: oculos cruit It

was also a customary mode of punishment in the
Orient to pierce out the eyes (

Ctes. Pers. 6). " Plate

No. 18 in Botta (Afonum. de Nin.) represents a king
who is in the act of piercing out with a lance the

eyes of a captive of no ordinary rank who kneels

before him " (Thenius). See Cassel on Judges xvL
21. However the act of piercing out the eyes is

not generally expressed by "Yjy, but by ig),

Judges xvi 21; 1 Sam. xi 2; Numb. xvi 14.—
With fetters of brass, and double fetters at that,

D'fttPTU . He was doubly fettered hand and foot,

and brought to Babylon. In Jerem. lii. 11 the

words follow: " And put him in prison till the day
of his death." The Sept. have : elg ohdav fwfavoc,

evidently having in mind Judges xvi 21. The
author of the Book of Kings may have thought
that this statement was unnecessary, since every
person who was in chains was put in the prison as
a matter of course. According to Jerem. xxxix.

6, and lii. 1 0, " All the nobles of Judah '* were put
to death with the sons of Zedekiah, that is, those

who had fled with him. There is no reason to re-

gard this as a false feature of the story borrowed
from 2 Kings xxv. 21, as Thenius does.

[Supplementary Note on contemporaneous his-

tory. In the note on p. 247 we brought our notice

of contemporaneous history down to the year 640,

the year in which Josiah ascended the throne. The
commotion of the next sixty years, during which
Assyria ceased to be a nation, Egypt was humbled,
and the Median and Babylonian empires advanced
to the first place, amounted to an historical cata-

clysm. In the Bible we have references to these

movements only when, and in so far as, they af-

fected the fortunes of the Jewish people. This

they did in the most important manner, and, in
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order to understand the influence of the neighbor-

ing nations on Judah at this time, it is necessary

to have a comprehensive, if not exhaustive, knowl-

edge of the historical movements which were in

progress in Asia.

It should be distinctly understood that the his-

tory of the period now before us is very obscure.

We have no historical inscriptions to guide us, and
are thrown upon the authority of literary remains

which are imperfect and inconsistent. Our chief

authorities, Rawlinson and Lenormant (Sir H. Raw-
linson and Oppert) differ very materially. It is

therefore to be understood that what is here given

is only conjectural and provisional.

The great auestion In dispute, on which the

adjustment of me fragments of information which
we possess into a smooth narrative depends, is as

to the year in which Nineveh was taken, whether
it was in 625 (Rawlinson), or in 606 (Lenormant).

The weight of authority is in favor of the latter,

though it is open to serious historical objections.

It is, at present, impossible to bring this question

to a final decision.

In 640 Asshur-edil-ilani (L.), or, Asshur-emid-

iKn (R.) was on the throne of Assyria. His reign

ended about 626-5. Rawlinson, putting the fall

of Nineveh at this date, identifies this king with the

Saracus, or Assaracus, of Abydenus. Lenormant,

putting the fall of Nineveh in 606, supposes that

Saracus was another and the last king, who reigned

from 625 to 606. The last king was far inferior to

his ancestors. Under him the empire was unable

to meet the attacks which fell upon it.

The Medes, whose first attack on Assyria, under
PhraorteB, we mentioned above (p. 247), were a

hardy mountain people who now arose into pro-

minence. Cyaxares, the successor of Phraortei,

made elaborate preparations to renew the attempts

at conquest towards the west. He was ready for

the attack (RawL), or made it (Lenor.), either alone

(R.) or in conjunction with the Chaldeans, under
Nabopolassar (L.), either in 634 (R.) or in 625 (L.).

This attack was interrupted by the appearance of

new actors on the scene. A horde of barbarians

from the north, Scythia, poured down upon the

nations in the Euphrates valley. They were of the

same origin as the Goths, Huns, Avari, and Van-
dals, who appeared in Europe early in the Christian

era, and their behavior, whithersoever they came,

was the same as that of the barbarians who entered

Europe. They poured over Media, Assyria, and
Babylonia, and spread westward into Syria and
Palestine. On the borders of Egypt they found

Psammetichus besieging Ashdod. He persuaded

them by gifts to turn back, and thus checked their

advance in this direction. Herodotus says that

their sway lasted for nineteen years. It is difficult

to tell what this means, for in some countries, Media
for instance, the natives overcame them sooner than

in others. They were not able to found any per-

manent authority ifl any country. They perished

by luxury and vice, were slain, or employed as

mercenaries' Jeremiah refers to them in chap. vi.

22 aq. ; viii. 16; ix. 10; v. 15, and, in the 50th

chap., where he foretells the destruction of Baby-

lon, the Scythian invasion furnishes the colors of

the picture in which he describes it Rawlinson
puts their invasion in 632; Lenormant in 625.

Rawlinson supposes, that after the Scythian inva-

sion had subsided, the Medes renewed the attack

on Nineveh, aud secured the alliance of Nabopo-

lassar, in 625, when Ninevet was taken and de
stroyed.

In 610 Psammetichus died, and Necho sue
ceeded on the throne of Egypt Necho reigned
from 610 to 595. He was young and ambitio'us,

and he planned an expedition into Asia, no doubt,
if Assyria had already fallen, with the intention of
winning the western provinces for himself. He
marched through Philistia and Samaria. Here Jo-

siah of Judah marched out to meet him (chap, xxiii.

29). We do not need to seek far for a reason for

Josiah's action. It may have been inspired, as is

generally supposed, by a desire to manifest fidelity

to his suzerain, Babylon (R.), but it is a more sim-
ple explanation to notice that, under the existing

weakness of Assyria, Josiah had been able to ex-
ercise sovereignty over some portion of Samaria
(chap, xxiii. 15 aq.). If the Babylonians were al-

ready the supreme power, they had not interfered

with this. If Egypt conquered Samaria, it was at

an end. Josiah, therefore, had a very natural and
simple interest in opposing the Egyptian invasion.

If Necho intended at this time to measure his

strength with the Babylonians, he certainly desisted

from that project The words in 2 Chron. xxxv.
21 throw no light on the party he intended to at-

tack. There is ground here for believing that Nin-
eveh had not yet fallen, and that the Babylonians
had not yet displayed their power. Necho saw in

the feebleness of Assyria an opportunity to conquer
its western provinces, and the force which he had
was probably only such an one as he considered
necessary for this purpose. Josiah was not, there-

fore, as rash as we might at first suppose (cf.

Ewald III. 762—3d ed. He seems to think, how-
ever, that Necho may have taken Carchemish at
this time, ef. as. 782-3). However, the Jewish king
was killed in the battle, and his second son Jeho-
ahaz was made king. Necho pursued his course
of conquest with success for three months. On
his return, he regarded Judah also, by virtue of his

victory at Megiddo, as a conquered province, al-

though he had declared at the outset that he had
no hostile design against that country (2 Chron.
xxxv. 21). He refused to ratify the election of
Jehoahaz, but took him (probably sent a detach-

ment to bring him) from Jerusalem to the camp at

Riblah (chap, xxiii. 33), where he put him in chains,

and carried him captive to Egypt. He made Judah
tributary. Jeremiah (xxii. 10) calls Jehoahaz more
worthy of pity in his captivity than his father in his

death, and Ewald, with good reason, interprets the

parable (Ezek. xix., especially vers. 2-4) of Jehoia-

kim. Necho put the elder brother Eliakim on the
throne, changing his name to Jehoiakim (chap,

xxiii. 34). This was in 609 or 608. Necho at this

time took Gaza (Jerem. xlvii. 1), and remained
sovereign over the western provinces for two or

three years.

We come now to the year 606 in which Nineveh
was taken according to Oppert, Lenormant, Ewald,
and others. The historical features of this event,

aside from the question of its date, are as follows.

The king of Assyria sent to Babylon, as satrap, a
general named Nabopolassar (Nebo-protects-my-
son), probably an Assyrian. It is certain that,

when the final attack was made, it was twofold,

both from Media and from the south. Nabopo-
lassar and Cyaxares formed an alliance which was
cemented by the marriage of Nebuchadnezzar, son
of Nabopolassar, with Amyitds, daughter of Cyax-
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ares. Rawlinson's idea is that Nabopolassar was
charged with the defence against the attack from
the south, but turned traitor. This supposition is

necessary since he does not think that the Chal-

deans participated in the first attack. Lenonnant
supposes that Nabopolassar was sent to Babylon
as satrap, that he matured plans of revolt, that he
joined in the first attack, and that he employed the

interval of nineteen years in establishing his inde-

pendence. He also thinks that Nabopolassar was,

in 607, an old and broken man, that he associated

his son Nebuchadnezzar with himself on the throne

in that year, and that, therefore, the capture of

Nineveh is really to be reckoned among the ex-

ploits of that prince. He supposes that certain

chronological discrepancies are to be accounted for

by the fact that Nebuchadnezzar became joint ruler

in 607, so that two starting-points for his reign

were confused. (See chap. xxv. 8, and Jerem. lii.

28-30.) The attack of the confederated Medes and
Chaldeans was successful, and Saracus perished

with his court and treasures in the downfall of the

city.

Nebuchadnezzar now becomes the chief figure

in the drama. He was a prince of extraordinary

talents and energy, and he consolidated, if we may
not say that he actually established, the Babylo-
nian monarchy. Having destroyed Nineveh, his

next task was to recover that portion of his new
conquest which the Egyptians had held in posses-

sion for two or three years. In 605, the fourth

year of Jehoiakim (Jerem. xlvi 2), he met Necho,
who came out to defend his possessions, at Car-

chemish, on the Euphrates, and totally defeated

him. He pursued the Egyptians to the border of

Egypt (chap. xxiv. 7), and no doubt intended to

push on into that country, when news came to him
(604) that his father was dead. He hastened to

Babylon with a small escort through the nearer,

but more dangerous, way of the desert He met
with no opposition in ascending the throne, in the

fourth year of Jehoiakim of Judah (Jerem. xxv. 1).

In the haste of these movements, Judah had re-

mained secure in its mountains. Nebuchadnezzar's
army marched to Egypt in two columns, one through
Philistia and one through Perea (Lenormant). But
Nebuchadnezzar soon returned to Palestine and
Phoenicia to complete the work of conquest. In 602
or 601 he made Jehoiakim tributary (chap. xxiv. 1)

and took away certain hostages or captives. In
699 or 598 Jehoiakim planned a revolt (chap. xxiv.

1), relying on help from Egypt Rawlinson thinks

that the embassy mentioned in Jer. xxvi. 22 had
for its object to form this alliance, and that the
matter of Urijah was only a pretext. Nebuchad-
nezzar first incited the neighboring nations against
him (chap. xxiv. 2), and then himself marched into

Judah. Jehoiakim died at this time, and Jehoi-

achin, his son, succeeded (chap. xxiv. 8). He was
not able to resist the Chaldeans, and surrendered
at discretion (chap. xxiv. 12). He was taken away
prisoner, with 10,000 other captives (chap. xxiv. 13

and 14), the most energetic and independent por-

tion of the people. The city and temple were
plundered, and Mattanian, the youngest son of Jo-

siah, was put upon the throne by Nebuchadnezzar,
under the name of Zedekiah (xxiv. 17).

Lenormant justly says of Zedekiah that he was
only a Babylonian satrap. A strong party urged
him continually to revolt, but Jeremiah counselled
patience and submission. In 595 the princes of

the neighboring countries met at Jerusalem (Jerem.
xxvii. 3) to plan a concerted revolt, but Zedekiah
was persuaded by Jeremiah to renounce this plan

(Jerem. xxvii.). He went to Babylon (in his fourth

year, 594) to counteract suspicions of his fidelity

which had been aroused (Jer. It 59). However,
he again cherished similar plans, and entered into

negotiations with Uaprahet (Uaphris, Apnea,
Hophra) of Egypt. The Chaldeans again invaded
Judah in 590. The siege of Jerusalem began early

in January, 589 (Lenorm.). During this siege the

serfs were manumitted, that they might help in the

defence (Jerem. xxxiv.). The Egyptians advanced
to the relief of Jerusalem, the Chaldeans turned to

meet the attack, and the hopes of rpe Jews revived
so far that the freedmen were once more enslaved.

This diversion, however, produced no effect It is

uncertain whether a battle was really fought and
lost by the Egyptians (Josephus, Antiq. X. viL 3),

or whether they retreated without fighting at all

In 588 a breach was made and the Chaldeans en-

tered the city (xxv. 3 and 4). Zedekiah fled (xxv.

4), hoping to break through the investing lines, but
he was captured and taken to Riblah (xxv. 6),

where Nebuchadnezzar was encamped. His sons
were slain before his eyes. He was then blinded

and taken captive to Babylon. One month later

(xxv. 8, cf xxv. 3) Nebuzaradan was deputed
to carry out the systematic destruction of Je-
rusalem, and deportation of the most influential

of its population. This he did thoroughly, though
not without some slight leniency (chap. xxv. 12-

22). However, the fanaticism of Ishmael and his

party destroyed the last hope of maintaining the

Jewish nationality, even in the pitiful form in which
the Chaldeans had yet spared it (xxv. 25). The
history of Judah, from this time on, is merged in

that of the great world-monarchiest—W. G. S.J

HISTORICAL AND ETHICAL.

* 1. The author treats very curtly the history of
the last four kings ofJudah. In Chronicles we find a
still more abbreviated account He passes hastily

over this part of the history of Judah, just as he
did over the similar part of the history of Israel

(see p. 162 sq.), for it is the twenty-three years of
the " death-agony of the nation " (Ewald). Josiah
was the last genuine theocratic king. With his

death begins the end of the kingdom ; the history

of his four successors, three of whom were his sons

and one his grandson, is nothing more than the

* [Gbhbalogioal Tabu of tbb Last Korea of Judah.

Pedaiah Jeremiah

Zebnd*b=JoeiAH (i)=Hamatal

Xafaklm, or JmhoahaxC), or Mattaniah, or
Nehaata=JsBoiAKiii(s) Shallnm Zbdmiah(*).

JlHOIACHTW (<) Or
Jeconiah, or
Coniah

/Aadr BheaHlel, or
V Salathiel

Sovereigns In small capitals. The nombets
the order of Mceeeeion on the tbrone.—W. G. &.]
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Btoiy of this end. The author tells no more in re-

gard to them than appears to him from his theo-

cratic and pragmatic standpoint to be absolutely

necessary. So he tells first what the attitude of

each was towards Jehovah, that is, toward the co-

venant or the Mosaic law, and then so much of

their history as pertains to the downfall of the

kingdom, which was approaching step by step. "We
therefore learn rather what happened to them ac-

cording to the counsel of God than what they them-
selves did. Essential additions to the history are

contributed by Jeremiah, especially by the histor-

ical portions, but also by the prophetical discourses,

though it is not always easy to determine which
reign these latter belong to, nor what events they

refer to. It is very remarkable that this great

prophet, who certainly was an important personage
during these last four reigns, and who is one of the

most remarkable individuals mentioned in the Old
Testament, is not mentioned or referred to at all in

the historical book, perhaps for the reason that the

acquaintance of the readers with the book of the

prophet is taken for granted. [This is one reason

for thinking that Jeremiah himself wrote the Books
of Kings. See Introd. § 1.—W. G. S.]

2. The reign of king Jehoahaz, although, it only

lasted for three months, had important influence

on the course of the history, inasmuch as it broke
with Josiah's theocratic regime, and introduced an-

other policy which hastened on the downfall of

the kingdom. All that Josiah had built up with
such anxious care and labor fell in ruins in a few
months. Although the Jehovah-worship was not

formally abrogated again, yet the door was opened
for all manuer of heathen falsehood and corruption

to re-enter, and no one of the following kings
abandoned the new policy which was thus inaugu-

rated. This is the heavy guilt which rests upon
Jehoahaz. How he came to adopt this course we
can only guess, since we have no explanation of it

offered in the Scriptures. The notion of some of

the old expositors, that he was seduced by his

mother, is entirely without foundation, and is es-

pecially improbable as she came from the ancient

priest-city Libnah, and so cannot certainly have
been bred to idolatry. It is much more probable

that the. heathen-party, to which many persons of

rank and influence belonged, but which had been
repressed under Josiah, arose once more after his

death, and sought to regain its power. He either

brought them over to his side or sought to win
them by concessions. It does indeed seem proba-

ble, from the course which Necho adopted towards
him. that " he continued to* be hostile to Egypt

"

(Ewald), but the text nowhere states that "he
resisted unworthy proposals of the Egyptian king."

Niemeyer (Character der Bibel V. a. 105) says of

iiim :
" When compared with his elder brothers and

successors, ho seems to have been superior to

tli3m in many respects. One passage in Jeremiah
would almost lead us to the opinion that the peo-

ple longed for his return from Egypt. '" Umbreit
also remarks on Jerem. xxii. 11 sq.: " He seems,
during his reign of three months, to have made
himself very much beloved." But it by no means
follows, because the people passed over his elder

brothers to make him king, that he was in any
way better than they, for he certainly did not ful-

fil any hopes which may have been formed in re-

gard to him, and Josephus (Antiq. X. v. 2), who
oertainly would not contradict the general verdict

in regard to him which had been crystallized in

tradition, calls him aoeftrfc xal ptaobc rbv Tp&nrov. Aa
for the text, Jerem. xxii. 10-12, in which he is

called Shallum, it certainly cannot mean that Shal-
lum deserved to be lamented more than the model
king, Josiah, who walked in the way of his
father David, and turned neither to the right

hand nor to the left, whereas Jehoahaz followed in

the ways of Ahaz, Manasseh, and Amon (chap,

xxii. 2; xxiil 32). The prophet there threatens
the house of David (ver. 1) with destruction, be-
cause it has abandoned the covenant of Jehovah
(vers. 5-9). He says that one king has already
been carried away captive out of his land,—the
land of promise,—that he will die and be buried in

a foreign land (a great calamity and disgrace, ac-

cording to Israelitish notions), and that another
will be cast out before the city like a dead animal
and find no burial at all. There is, therefore, no
syllable here of desire and longing on the part of

the people for the return of Jehoahaz as one who
was better than the rest. Why should the people
long for the return of a king who had disappoint-

ed all their hopes and expectations ?

3. Josephus says (Antiq. X. v. 2) of king Jehoi-

akim: iriryxavt bv r#v fimv adiicoc koi Kaxovoyoc,

Kal ftfyre 7rp6f Oebv botoe, pfjTt irob^ av&oitnovs tinei.

Kfc. The correctness of this criticism appears es-

pecially from the passages in Jeremiah which serve
as supplements to the history before us, Jerem.
zxti. 13-19; xxvi. 20-24; xxxvi. 20-32. The
idol-worship which Jehoahaz had tolerated once
more grew and spread with great rapidity under
Jehoiakim. All the abominations which had ex-

isted under Manasseh reappeared. Ewald and
Vaihinger infer from Ezek. viii. 7-13 that he "ad-
ded to " the Asiatic forms of idolatry which had
existed under Manasseh, "by introducing also the
Egyptian cultus," but the reference in that passage
is to the worship of Thammuz (Adonis), a well-

known deity of Western Asia, the chief seat of
whose worship was the ancient Phoenician city of
Byblus, and to whose cultus belong the represen-

tations of worms and unclean animals on the walls
(ver. 10.—See Havernick on Ezek. 8. 98 and 108).

Moreover, the question may be raised whether this

cultus was introduced under Jehoiakim, or not un-
til the reign of Zedekiah. However that may be,

there is no hint of any Egyptian cultus under Je-

hoiakim, although he was a vassal of Egypt, and
in fact there is no hint at all ofany Egyptian forms
of idolatry among the Hebrews. Jehoiakim wag
the tool of the heathen party ; he not only did not
listen to the prophets, he hated and persecuted
them. He caused the prophet Urijah, who had fled

from him to Egypt, to be brought back from thence,

to be put to death, and then his corpse to be shame-
fully handled (Jerem. xxvi 20-24). Jeremiah
barely escaped death (Jerem. xxxvi. 26). 2 Kings
xxiv. 3 and 4 also shows that Jehoiakim shed
much innocent blood. He had also a passion for

building, and he caused expensive structures to bo
erected unjustly, and without paying wages to the
laborers. [Jerem. xxii. 13 sq.] He exacted the
tribute which Necho had imposed upon him from
the people instead of using the royal treasures for

this purpose. Even after the resources of the
country were exhausted he continued his exactions

so that the courageous prophet rebuked uim:
" Thine eyes and thine heart are not but for thy
covetousness, and for to shed innocent blood, and
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for oppression, and for violence to do it " (Jerem.
xxii. 17). Therefore the prophet warns him that

he will not be lamented nor buried, but that, in

spite of all his royal grandeur and glory, he will

be dragged forth and cast upon the field like a
dead ass. No doubt he early showed what^ sort of
a disposition he had, and it is not strange that the
people, after Josiah's death, passed him over and
made his brother king. He was a tyrant who was
forced upon the nation by a victorious enemy,
through whom it was punished for its apostasy.

His reign formed a part of the divine judgment
which had already begun to fall.

4. King Jehoiachin is placed before us by both
the historical narratives (2 Kings xxiv. 9 ; 2 Chron.
xxxvi. 9) as just like the three other kings as re-

gards his attitude towards Jehovah. It is simply
said of him without restriction: "He did that

which was evil in the sight of Jehovah, like to all

that his father had done." The only thing further

which is related .in regard to him is that, when the
'Babylonian army appeared before Jerusalem to

besiege it, he went out and surrendered himself,

begging for mercy. Josephus (Antiq. X. vii. 1) re-

firda this as a praiseworthy action. He says:

61 <fiou xpwrbc &v «**2 ducatoc wk rjt;iov r%v irdXiv

KtvSwebovcav St' avrbv ireptopfv; that the king had a
solemn promise from the generals whom Nebuchad-
nezzar had sent that no harm should happen to

him or to the city, but that this promise was broken,
for Nebuchadnezzar had given orders that all who
were in the city should be taken captive and
brought into his presence. Niemeyer also says
(Charact d. B. V. *. 107) : "Jehoiachin, the son of

Jehoiakim, was undeniably a better king than his

father. He does that which wisdom and human-
ity require under the circumstances. He desists

from the active prosecution of a revolt which could
only result in greater cruelty from the enemy, and
greater exhaustion of the land, which was already

thoroughly worn out. He must have been regard-

ed, even in his captivity, as a man who deserved
great respect (Jerem. lit 31)." Similarly Ewald
(Gesck. III. *. 734) says :

" This prince was obliged

to yield, in religious matters, to the prevailing de-

pravity, but he did not lack good features of char-

acter which served to excite good hopes of him.
There was a greater feeling of happiness under
him than under his father, and there was great

lamentation when he was obliged, at an early age,

to go into captivity. Probably the touching psalms
xliL, xliii., and lxxxiv. are from his hand." Vai-
hinger also (Herzog, Real-Encyc. VI. $. 787) agrees
with this general opinion : "Although he had not
reigned in the spirit of the Jehovah-religion, yet
there continued to be among the people a longing
for his return. The false prophets especially

nourished this hope (Jerem. xxviii. 4)." These
favorable opinions, however, are not at all well

founded. From his sudden surrender of the city

we may rather infer that he was weak and coward-
ly than anything else. [It should be noticed, how-
ever, that this is just what Jeremiah urged Zede-
kiah to do afterwards, viz., to yield to the Babylo-
nians and sue for mercy (Jerem. xxxvii 17 «g., cf.

also xxxvii. 2). Jehoiachin, by surrendering, seems
to have saved the city from sack and pillage and
burning, which was its fate after Zedekiah's resist-

ance. We cannot condemn Jehoiachin for pusil-

lanimity in surrendering at discretion, and Zede-
iriah for obstinacy in resisting to the end. See

next section. The surrender is as much a sign of

wisdom as of weakness.—W. G. 8.] There is no
support in this text nor in Jeremiah for what Jose-

phus adds in regard to the promise which had
been given him and was broken. The words of
the prophet (Jerem. xxii. 24-34), where he pro-

nounces the divine oracle, come in here with pecu-
liar significance :

" As I live, saith the Lord,
though Coniah {Jehoiachin], the son of Jehoiakim,
king of Judah, were the signet upon my right

hand, yet would I pluck thee thence 1 And I will

give thee into the hand of them that seek thy life,

and into the hand of them whose face thou feareBt,

even into the hand of Nebuchadrezzar, king of Ba-
bylon, and into the hand of the Chaldeans. And I

will cast thee out, and thy mother that bare thee,

into another country where ye were not born, and
there shall ye die, but to the land whereunto they
desire to return, thither shall they not return. Is

[then, do ye ask] this man Coniah a despised,

broken, idol ? Is he a vessel wherein is no pleas-

ure ? Wherefore are they cast out, he, and his seed,

and are cast into a land which they know not ?

0! earth, earth, earth, hear the word of the Lord.
Thus saith the Lord : Write ye this man childless,

a man that shall not prosper in his days, for no
man of his seed shall prosper, sitting upon the
throne of David, and ruling any more in Judah."
This stern condemnation by Jehovah cannot rest

upon any other foundation than the fact that Je-

hoiachin had done " that which was evil in the
sight of the Lord, like to all that his father had
done." It would have been a very unjust condem-
nation, if Jehoiachin had been " a man deserving of
the highest respect," and if, by virtue of his good
traits, he had been " superior to his brothers and
his

#
uncle," or had belonged to the better portion of

the nation. The comparison to a signet ring,

which has been so often interpreted to Jehoia-

chin's advantage, does not mean, if he were aa
dear to me as such a ring, nevertheless I would
cast him away. Only those are dear to Jehovah
who walk in His ways, and such he does not cast

away. The meaning rather is, as is shown by the

tearing off from the hand, this : however firmly he
supposes that, as a king [of the House of David],

he is held by me, even like the signet on my hand,
nevertheless I will cast him away on account of

his own sins and the sins of the people. When
the false prophet Hananiah (Jerem. xxviii. 5

sq) foretells that Jehovah will bring back all the
vessels of the house of Jehovah, and king Jehoia-

chin, and all who are captive with him, and will

break the yoke of the king of Babylon, this does
not express any especial " longing " for the return

of this king, but only a general desire for deliver-

ance from the Babylonian yoke, and the restora-

tion of the kingdom with its independent dynasty.

On the other hand it is generally understood, and
with far more apparent reason, that the " young
lion," Ezek. xix. 5 sq., represents Jehoiachin. but
this also is impossible, because all that is there

implied in regard to him cannot possibly have
taken place within three months (Schmieder on
that passage). In the abbreviated name Coniah
(see the Exeg. notes on chap. xxiv. 8), which is

there used, many old expositors, such as Grotius

and Lightfoot, and also Hengstenberg and Schmie-
der, have seen an intention to figure forth to the

king his approaching doom: "The future- is put
first in order by cutting off the > to cut off hope: a
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Jechoniah with J, a God-will-conflrm without the
* will

'
" (Hengstenberg). Not to speak of any

' other objection to this, it is enough that the abbre-

viated form Coniah is used instead of Jeconiah not

only in prophetical but also in historical passages

(Jerera. xxxvii. 1), where there is no possible in-

tention to signify the " cutting off of hope."

[Bahr seems to allow his judgment of Jehoia-

chin to be too much controlled by the standing

formula that " he did that which was evil," Ac.

This formula covered many grades of evil, and no
violence is done to the geueral justice of this ver-

dict upon him, if we recognize the fact that he was
not one of the worst among the bad. Ewald is

justified in saying :
" The king meant no harm, but

he was negligent in his duties. He did not look

forward to the future with good judgment He
was a tool of the nobles, and he was far too weak
for the bitter crisis in which he was called to

reign." Stanley also gives a fair estimate of the

king and of the popular feeling in regard to him

:

44 With straining eyes the Jewish people and pro-

phets still hung on the hope that their lost prince

would be speedily restored to them. The gate

through which he left the city was walled up like

that by which the last Moorish king left Grenada,
and was long known as the gate of Jeconiah.

From his captivity as from a decisive era the sub-

sequent years of the history were reckoned (Ezek.

i, 2 ; viii. 1 ; xxiv. 1 ; xxvi. 1 ; xxix. 1 ; xxxi. 1 [2
Kings xxv. 27]. The tidings were treasured up
with a mournful pleasure, that, in the distant Ba-
bylon, where, with his royal mother (Jerem. xxii.

26; 2 Rings xxiv. 15), he was to end his days, af-

ter many years of imprisonment, the curse of
childlessness, pronounced upon him by the pro-

phet (Jerem. xxii. 30), was removed ; and that, at
he grew to man's estate, a race of no less than
eight son8 were born to him, by whom the royal

race of Judah was carried on (1 Chron. iii. 17, 18;

cf. Susan, i.-iv.) ; and yet more, that he had been
kindly treated by the successor of his captor (2

Kings xxv. 27-30 ; Jerem. Iii. 31-34) ; that he took
precedence of all of the subject kings at the table

of the Babylonian monarch; that his prison gar-

ments and his prison fare were changed to some-
thing like his former state. . . . More than one
sacred legend—enshrined in the sacred books of

many an ancient Christian Church—tells how he,

with the other captives, sat on the banks of the

Euphrates (Baruch l 3, 4), and shed bitter tears as

they heard the messages of their brethren in Pales-

tine ; or how he dwelt in a sumptuous house and
fair gardens, with his beautiful wife, Susannah,
' more honorable than all others ' (Susannah i.-iv.)."

—W. G. S.]

6. The account of the eleven years' reign ofZedekiah

only states how that reign came to an end, for be-

sides the standing formula that he did evil in the

sight of the Lord, it contains only the remark that

he revolted from the king of Babylon. We obtain

a more complete picture of this reign from the de-

scriptions and historical accounts which are pre-

served in the book of Jeremiah, and also to some ex-

tent in the book of Ezekiel. As concerns his atti-

tude towards Jehovah and the law of Moses, he does

not seem to have been himself devoted to idolatry,

but he did not oppose it any more than his brother

Jehoiakim had done. On the contrary, heathenism
and immorality rather increased and spread during

i

his reign. The stone was rolling ; it could not be

I
1»

stayed any more. The class whose especial duty
it was to oppose this tendency, namely, the priests

and prophets, sank during this time lower and
lower (Beo Jerem. xxiil). Then, too, the revolt of
Zedokiah from Nebuchadnezzar was of a very dif-

ferent kind from that of Ilozekiah from Sennacherib
(see notes on chap, xviii. 7), nay, it was even worse
than that of his brother Jehoiakim from Pharaoh-
Necho, for he not only owed to Nebuchadnezzar
his crown and his throne (as Jehoiakim had owed
his to Pharaoh-Necho), but he had also sworn an
oath of allegiance to him, as is expressly stated in

the brief account, 2 Chron. xxxvL 1 3. This oath
he broke in a frivolous way without any sufficient

reason. The prophet Ezekiel declares that this

oath-breaking was a great sin, not only against him
to whom it was sworn, but also against him by
whom it was sworn, Jehovah, and he even gives

this as the reason for the ruin of the king and of

the nation (chap. xvii. 18-20): " Seeing he despised
the oath by breaking the covenant, when lol he
had given his hand, and hath done all these things,

he shall not escape. Therefore thus saith the
Lord God, As I live, surely mine oath that he hath
despised, and my covenant that he hath broken,

even it will I recompense upon his own head.

And I will spread my net upon him, and he shall

be taken in my snare, and I will bring him to Ba-
bylon, and will plead with him there for his tres-

passes that ho hath trespassed against me." Ho
does not appear in a much better light according to

some facts which Jeremiah mentions. During the

siege of Jerusalem he entered into a solemn cove-

nant with all the people " that every man should
let his manservant, and every man his maidser-

vant, being a Hebrew or a Hebrewess, go free,

that none should serve himself of them, to wit, of
a Jew his brother." The " princes " and the " peo-

ple " agreed to this and manumitted the serfs or
slaves. But when it was heard that the Egyptian
army was coming to help them, and they thought
that they would not need the freed people any
more, they broke the covenant and reduced them
once more to slavery. This led the prophet to de-

clare :
" Therefore, thus saith the Lord :

' Ye have
not hearkened unto me in proclaiming liberty every
one to his brother, and every man to his neighbor:

behold I proclaim a liberty for you, saith the Lord,

to the sword, to the pestilence, and to the famine,

and I will make you to be removed into all the

kingdoms of the earth . . . And Zedekiah king of

Judah and his princes will I give into the hand of

their enemies, and into the hand of them that seek

their life, and into the hand of the king of Baby-
lon's army, which are gone up from you. Behold,

I will command,' saith the Lord, 'and cause them
to return to this city ; and they shall fight against

it and take it and burn it with fire, and 1 will make
the cities of Judah a desolation without an inhabit-

ant ' " (Jerem. xxxiv. 8-22). What is narrated in

Jerem. xxxvii. and xxxviii. is still more significant.

At that time of great anxiety and distress the

king sent messengers with this request : Pray for

us to Jehovah 1 then, however, he allowed the offi-

cers to seize Jeremiah, maltreat him, and cast him
into prison, because they were angry at his threats.

Not until some time afterwards dia he send for Jer-

emiah, though secretly, and ask of him an oracle

of the Lord. Even yet he did not set him free, but

only granted 'him a somewhat less severe imprison-

ment. Then, when the prophet repeatedly fore-
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290 THE SECOND BOOK OP THE KINGS.

told the victory of the Chaldeans, the officers and
chiefs demanded his death, and the king replied:
" Behold he is in your hand ; for the king is not he
that can do anything against yon." Then they
lowered him into a dungeon in which there was no
water, indeed, but slime, into which he sank, and
where he would have perished wretchedly, if he
had not been rescued through the efforts of an
Ethiopian, Kbedmelech. Even yet, however, he
was held as a prisoner. Still again the king
sought a secret interview with him, but did not

obey his counsel to give himself up, because he
feared that he should be despised and maltreated

by those Jews who had deserted to the Chaldeans.

He commanded the prophet to keep the interview

a secret, and especially not to let the " princes
"

know of it. When finally the Chaldeans penetrated

into the lower city, he took flight by night with
his immediate attendants from the opposite side of

the city, but was soon caught by the Chaldeans,

and brought before Nebuchadnezzar, who caused
him to be blinded, and his sons to be put to death.

From this entire story we see what was the chief

feature in Ze<Jekiah's character: "Weakness, and
weakness of the saddest kind " (Niemeyer). In-

stead of ruling as king, he allows himself to be
controlled by those who stand nearest to him ; he
cannot do anything against them. [Yet it woidd
not be fair to overlook the fact that a powerful
party of nobles, in a besieged city, where excite-

ment and confusion and anxiety reigned, might
make a strong king powerless to resist a policy on
which they were determined. The part}' of the
4i princes " seems to have been possessed by that

fanatical patriotism which not unfrequeutly takes

possession of men under such circumstances, and
drives them to heroic folly or foolish heroism.

This passion apj>eared among the Jews in every
crisis of their history. In this case it pushed the

nation on to its fate, and though Zedekiah was a

weak king, he might have been a strong one and
not have beeu able to stem this tide.—W. G. S.]

He has good inclinations, but he never attains to

what is good. He demands an oracle of God but
in secret, and, when ho receives it, he does not

obey it* His weakness of character makes him
vacillating, false to his word and oath, unjust and
{)itiless, cowardly and despondent, and finally leads

lim into misery. We have here another example
which shows that weakness and want of character

are the very gravest faults, nay, even a vice, in a

ruler. Josephus (Antiq. X. vil 2) justly says of
Zedekiah : tuv dk oucaiuv KtH tov oeovroc vnepdirrrfQ.

kcu yap ol Kara t^v rpjjdav fyrav aae($ei$ nepl avrdv,

koI 6 ?rdc bx^ *i? «f0i*7«*C vfipi^tv & ifltke.

6. Zedekiahs end was the end of the royal house

of David and of the Israelitish monarchy. This

dynasty had remained on the throne for nearly 500
years, while, in the seceded kingdom of the ten

tribes, within a period of 250 years, nine dynasties

of nineteen kings reigned, of which each one de-

throned and extirpated the preceding one. " What
a wonder it is to see one dynasty endure through
almost five entire centuries, and that too in the an-

cient times when dynasties usually had but brief

duration, and to see this dynasty, in the midst of

perils and changes, form a centre around which the

nation always formed, so that when it perished at

last, it perished only in the downfall of the nation

itself. . . . Such a kingdom might fall into griev-

ous error for a time, but in the long run it must be

brought back by the example of its great hero and
founder David, and by the wealth of experience
which it had won in its undisturbed development,
to the eternal fundamentals of all true religion, and
all genuine life " (Ewald, Gesch. III. #.419). This
44 wonder," however, ofthe uninterrupted existence

of the dynasty of David does not rest upon human
will or power, but upon the promise which wai
given to David (2 Sam. vii. Seq.): ,4 And thy house
and thy kingdom shall be established forever be-
fore thee ; thy throne shall be established forever "

(ver. 16). The premise on which this promise was
based was the idea that the Old Testament theo-

cratic monarchy was realized in David. This mon-
archy is, as it were, realized in him, and he is not
only the physical ancestor of his family, but the
model for all his successors, according to their

fidelity to which their reigns are estimated and
judged (1 Kings xi 38; xr. 3, 11 ; 2 Kings xiv.3;

xvi. 2 ; xviii. 3 ; xxii. 2). God sustains the mon-
archy in their hands for Davids sake, even when
they do not deserve it, for their own (I Kings xi.

12; xiii. 32; xv. 4; 2 Kings viii. 19). When he
went the way of all the earth he left as a bequest
to his son the following words :

44 Be strong and
show thyself a man. and keep the charge of the

Lord thy God, to walk in his ways, to keep his

statutes and his commandments, and his judgments,

and his testimonies, as it is written in the law of
Moses, that thou mayest prosper in all that thou
doest, and ' whithersoever thou turnest thyself:

That the Lord may continue his word which he
spake concerning me, saying, If thy children take
heed to their way, to walk before me in truth, with
all their heart and with all their soul, there shall

not fail thee, said he, a man on the throne of Is-

rael " (I Kings ii. 2-4). When, however, after Jo-

siahs death, four kings in succession abandoned
the way of David, and apostasy became a fixed and
permanent tradition, the monarchy ceased to be
what it was its calling and purpose to be ; it was
necessarily doomed to perish. " When the tradi-

tions of evil are maintained, or at least tolerated,

then the monarchy suffers a transformation. Kings
become incapable of executing the duties of their

office, and a divine judgment becomes inevitable.

So it was with the sons of Josiah, whose fate is a

warning beacon on the horizon of history " (VQ-

mar). But, in spite of the inevitable doom of the

nation, the promise to David was fulfilled in its in-

tegrity. Although the external authority of the

house of David ceased with Zedekiah, yet from the

time of his fall the preparation went on, all the

more surely, for the coming of that Son of David
who was to be a king over the house of David for-

ever, and whose kingdom should have no end (Luke

L 33). The place of the light of the house of David,

which had been extinguished (1 Kings xi. 36 ; 2

Kings viii. 19), was taken, when the time was ful-

filled, by the true light which illumines the whole

world (John i. 9), and which will not be extin-

guished to all eternity. The last king who sat upon
the throne of David, and who falsely called himself

WpTV [Th© righteousness of God], served to

point forward, in the Providence of God, and ac-

cording to the words of the prophet, to the coming
king and shepherd of his people, whose name
should be called: 0»m njfT , "The Lord oof

Righteousness " (Jerem. xxiil 6).
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chaptee xxni. ai.-xxv. 1 991

H0MILBTI0A1? AND PRACTICAL.

See the above paragraphs and compare the ad-

ditional information afforded by the passages above
quoted from Jeremiah.

Gbap. xxiii. 31~xxv. 7. The Four Last Kings
of Judah. (a) The way in which they all walked.
(They all abandoned the living God and His law,

though they had the best model and example in

their ancestor. They did not listen to the warn-
ings and exhortations of the prophets, but followed

their own lusts. Instead of being good shepherds
ef their people, they led them into deeper and
deeper corruption.) (6) The end to which they all

came. (They all learned what misery comes of

abandoning the Lord, Jerem. ii. 19. Two of them
reigned for only three months each; their glory

was like the grass, which in the morning groweth
up, but in the evening is cut down, dried up, and
withered. One of them was forced to go to Egypt,

where he died, and another to go to Babylon, where
he remained a captive for thirty-seven years. Two
of them died miserably : one was dragged to death
and his corpse was thrown out like that of a dead
animal ; the other was forced to see his sons slain

before his eyes, then he was blinded and ended his

days in a prison. The godless, even though they
be princes, perish utterly, Ps. lxxiii 19. The judg-

ments of God are true and righteous, Rev. xvi. 7

;

Ps. cxlv. 17.)

—

Kyborz: We are surprised that Je-

hoiakim did not take warning by Jehoahaz, and that

Jehoiachin and Zedekiah did not take warning by
Jehoiakim, but that all made themselves abomina-
ble to God by the same sin ; but how many great

families and races have we seen since then come
to a fearful end, without taking warning by their

fate. On the contrary, we have made ourselves

guilty in his* sight with the same or greater sins.

—

A dynasty in which apostasy has become hered-

itary and traditional has no blessing or happiness

;

it must sooner or later pensh. The words of Ps.

lxxxix. 14: "Justice and judgment are the habit-

ation ofthy throne," apply also to an earthly throne.

A throne or a government which lacks this

"habitation" [mere correctly, stronghold] has nb
sure foundation. It rocks and reels and finally

falls. This is shown by the history of these four

kings, all of whom departed' from righteousness

and the law of God, and were guided in their rule

only by political considerations. They became the

sport of ambitious conquerors.—There can be no
greater disgrace or humiliation for a country than
that foreigners should set up or depose rulers for it

according to their whim.
Chap, xxiii. 31 sq. The son's want of loyalty to

the law of God tore down in three months what the

father's zeal had built up by thirty-one years of

anxious labor. How often a son squanders in a
short time what a father has collected by years of

careful toil.—What a responsibility falls upon the

ruler who opens the door again for the return of

the evils which a former government has earnestly

labored to shut out—Ver. 34.. Two brothers stand

in hostile relations to each other. One deposes the

other. They are both sons of the same pious fa-

ther, but they resemble him in nothing.—Jehoiakim

and Zedekiah each receive a new name when they

ascend the throne. What is the use, however, of

changing the name when the character is not

changed, «or of taking on a name to which the life

does not correspond?—A throne which is bought

with money won by exactions is an abomination in

the sight of God. Jehoiakim does not contribute

anything from his own treasures, but exacts ail

from his subjects. He builds great houses and
lives in abundance and luxury, but does not give to

the laborers the wages which they have so well
earned. This is the way of tyrants, but they re-

ceive* their reward from him who recompenses each
according to his works (Jerem. xxii. 16-19). Ava-
rice is the root of evil, even among the great and
rich ; it brings them into temptation, 1 Tim. vi. 9.—
Chap. xxiv. I. To-day the mighty king of Egypt
makes Jehoiakim his vassal, to-morrow the still

more mighty king of Babylon ; such is the fate of
princes who put their trust in an arm of flesh, and
turn away from the Lord instead of calling after

him : " He is my refuge and my fortress, my God,
in him will I trust " (Ps. xci. 2).—Ver. 2. WtfBT.
Smut: It is not a mere chance when an armed
enemy invades a country ; they are sent by God,
withoutwhom not one could set a foot therein. It

is a punishment for sin. Therefore let no man take
courage in sin because there is profound peace.
Peace is never so firm that God cannot put an end
to it and send war.—He revolted. He who cannot
bend under the mighty hand of God will not sub-
rait to the human powers in subjection to whioh he
has been placed by God. Resistance, however, is

vain, for God resisteth the proud.

—

Ktburz : Hear,
ye kings and judges of the earth I God demands
that ye shall humble yourselves before His mes-
sengers. David did this before Nathan. Do not
think that your majesty is thereby diminished;
God can exalt again those who humble themselves
before him. But, if ye do not do this, God will do
to you as he did to Jehoiakim and Zedekiah.—The
word of the Lord, which He spake to Jehoiakim
by His prophet, the king threw into the fire and
thought that he had thus reduced it to naught
(Jerem. xxxvi. 23), but he was brought to the bitter

experience that the word of the Lord cannot be
burned up, but is, and remains to all eternity, true

and sure.—Vera. 3, 4. The sin of Manasseh was
not visited on his descendants in such a way that

they oould say: "The fathers have eaten sour
grapes and the children's teeth are set on edge "

(Jerem. xxxi. 29), for " The son shall not bear the
iniquity of the father " (Ezek. xviii. 20), but the
punishment fell upon Judah because it had made
itself a participant in the crime of Manasseh, and,

like him, had shed innocent blood (Jerem. xxvi.

20-23 ; see also Ezek. xxxiii. 25 sq.).—Ver. 7. Easy
won, easy lost. This has always been the fortune

of conquerors. What one has won by robbery and
force another mightier takes from him. The Lord
in heaven makes the great small, and the rich poor

(1 Sam. ii. 7 ; Ps, lxxv. 7).

Vers. 8-16. Osiandbb: As long as the people
of God does not truly repent it has little cause to

rejoice that one or another tyrant is removed, for

a worse one may follow.—" Wheresoever the car-

cass is, there will the eagles be gathered together "

(Matt. xxiv. 28). A nation which is in decay at-

tracts the conquerors, who do not quit it until it is

torn to pieces.

—

Starkb : There is always misery
and danger where there is war, therefore let us
pray to be preserved from war and bloodshed.

—

Ver. 12. Instead of calling upon God, Jehoiachin

surrenders himself at once and asks for mercy.

He who does not trust in God soon falls into

despondency. DtUrani reges. vkctuntur Aehivi.—
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Vera 14-16. Notice God's mercy and longsuffering

even in his judgments. He still allows the king-

dom to stand, and turns the heart of the enemy so
that he does not yet make an utter end of it (Ezek.

xviii. 23, 32 ; see notes on chap. xxv. 21).

Chap. xxiv. 1*7 to xxv. 7. Zedekiah, the last

king on David's throne. See Hiitorical § 5. Roos

:

Zedekiah is an example of a man who, in spite of
some good traits, finally perishes because he never
can attain to victory over the world and over sin.

He listened unmoved to Jerem. xxvii 12 $q. and
xxxiv. 2 sq. He made an agreement with the
people to keep a year of manumission (Jerem.
xxxiv. 8). He desired that Jeremiah should pray
to the Lord for him and for his people (chap, xxxvii.

3). He rescued Jeremiah from a fearful dungeon
into which he had been cast without the king's au-
thority, asked of him secretly a divine oracle, and
caused him to be brought into an endurable prison
(chap, xxxvii. 17 sq.\ He saved him once more
from a terrible prison and asked once more pri-

vately for the divine oracle (chap, xxxviii). Yet
in the midst of all this he remained a slave of sin.

He asked and listened, but did not obey. His pur-

poses had no endurance or energy. He was a king
whom his nobles had succeeded in overpowering.
He feared them more than God. He had no cour-

age to trust God's word and he feared where there
was no reason (chap, xxxviii. 19 aq.). On the other

hand he allowed himself to be persuaded by his

counsellors and nobles (chap, xxxviii. 22). He
hoped for miracles such as had been performed in

early times, particularly in the time of Hezekiah
(chap. xxi. 2), although he had no promises of God
to serve as a ground for such hope. He trusted

in the strength of the fortification of Jerusalem
(chap. xxi. 13), and did not believe what Jeremiah
foretold in regard to the destruction of this city.—*

Chap. xxiv. 20. Zedekiah broke his oath for the
sake of earthly gain and honor. Be not deceived,
God will not be mocked. He who calls upon God
and then fails of his word mocks at Him who can
ruin soul and body in hell. All the misery and
woe which befell Zedekiah came from his perjury
(Ezek. xvii. 18 sq.\ Pfaff : We must keep faith

even with unbelievers and enemies (Josh, ix. 19).—
A prince who breaks his own oath cannot complain
when his subjects break their oath of allegiance to
him.—Chap. xxv. 1 eq. Starkjs: When the rod
does not avail, God sends the sword (Ezek. xxi. 13
and 14).—Ver. 3. Cbambr: God often punishes
loathing of His word by physical hunger (Lament
iv. 10).—Vers. 4-6. WCbt. Summ.: When God
means to punish a sinner no wall or weapon avails

to protect him (Jerem. xlvi 6).

—

Starkb : If we
will not take that road to escape which God has
given us we cannot escape at all (Hos. xiii. 19;
Jerem. il 17).—Ver. 7. Starke: Many parents, by
their godless behavior, bring their children into

temporal and eternal ruin. Such children will

some day have just cause to cry out against their

parents (Sir. xli. 10).—A punishment which is de-
served must be inflicted upon the just condemna-
tion of the proper authority, but even the mightiest
earthly power has no right to torture a convict
The civil authority is indeed an avenger to punish
the guilty, and it does not carry the sword in vain,

but it ceases to be God's servant when it becomes
bloodthirsty and delights in pain.

B.

—

FaU of the Kingdom of Judah; Jehoiaehin set <U Liberty.

Chap. XXV. 8-30. (Jebem. IH. 12-34.)

8 And in the fifth month, on the seventh day of the month, which is the nine-

teenth year of king Nebuchadnezzar ting of Babylon, came Nebuzar-adan,
9 captain of the guard, a servant of the king of Babylon, unto Jerusalem : And
he burnt the house of the Lord, and the king's house, and all the houses of

Jerusalem, and every great marts [omu marts 1

] house burnt he with fire.

10 And all the army of the Chaldees, that were with * the captain of the guard,

11 brake down the walls of Jerusalem round about. Now the rest of the people

that were left in the city, and the fugitives that fell away to the king of Baby-
lon, with the remnant of the multitude, did Nebuzar-adan the captain of the

12 guard carry away. But the captain of the guard left of the poor of the land to

IS be [reaa to be] vinedressers and husbandmen." And the pillars of brass that

were in the house of the Lord, and the bases, and the, brazen sea that was in the

house of the Lord, did the Chaldees break in pieces, and carried the brass of
14 them to Babylon. And the pots, and the shovels, and the snuffers, and the

spoons, and all the vessels of brass wherewith they ministered [the service was
15 performed], took they away. And the firepans, and the bowls [sprinklers],

and such things as were of gold, in gold, and of silver, in silver, the captain of

16 the guard took away. The two pillars, one sea, and the bases which Solomon
had made for the house of the Lord ; the brass of all these vessels was without

11 weight. The height of the one pillar was eighteen cubits, and the chapiter

[capital] upon it was brass ; and the height of the chapiter three cubits ; and
the wreathen work, and pomegranates upon the chapiter round about, all of
brass : And like unto these had the second pillar with wreathen work.
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18 And the captain of the guard took Seraiah the chief priest, and Zephaniah

19 the second priest, and the three keepers of the door : And out of the city he

took an officer that was set over the men of war, and five men of them that

were in the king's presence, which were found in the city, and the principal

[omu principal] scribe of the [captain of the] host, which mustered the people

of the land, and threescore men of the people of the land that were found in the

20 city : And Nebuzar-adan captain of the guard took these, and brought them to

21 the king of Babylon to Riblah : And the king of Babylon smote them, and slew

them at Riblah in the land of Hamath. So Judah was carried away out of their

22 land. And asfor the people that remained in the land of Judah, whom Nebuchad-
nezzar king of Babylon had left, even over them he made Gedaliah the son of

23 Ahikam, the son of Shaphan, ruler. And when all the captains of the armies,

they and their [the] men, heard that the king of Babylon had made Gedaliah
governor, there came to Gedaliah to Mizpah, even lshmael the son of Netha-
niah, and Johanan the son of Careah, and Seraiah the son of Tanhumeth the

Netophathite, and Jaazaniah the son of a Maachathite, they and their men.
24 And Gedaliah sware to them, and to their men, and said unto them, Fear not

to be [omu to be] the servants of the Chaldees : dwell in the land, and serve the

25 king of Babylon ; and it shall be well with 'you. 'But it came to pass in the

seventh month, that lshmael the son of Nethaniah, the son of Elishama, of the
seed royal, came, and ten men with him, and smote Gedaliah, that he died [and
put him to death], and the Jews and the Chaldees that were with him at Miz-

26 pah. And all the people, both small and great, and the captains of the armies,

arose, and came to Egypt : for they were afraid of the Chaldees.

27 And it came to pass in the seven and thirtieth year of the captivity of Je-

hoiachin king of Judah, in the twelfth month, on the seven and twentieth day
of the month, that Evil-merodach king of Babylon in the year that he began to

28 reign did lift up the head of Jehoiachin king of Judah out of prison ; And he
spake kindly to him, and set his throne above the throne of the kings that were

29 with him in Babylon
; [.] And [he] changed his prison garments : and he did

eat bread continually before him [in nis presence, <• **> at his table] all the clays

30 of his life. And his allowance was a continual allowance given him of the king,

a daily rate for every day, all the days of his life.

TEXTUAL AND GRAMMATICAL.

1 Ver. 9. [J^IH JV3 • The translators took the stat. const to mean house of a great (ec. man). It is a case, how-

ever, of an adjective bound somewhat more closely to Its substantive by the stat oon»t.=every gnat houte, mansion.

Of. 123 ^H , chap, xviil. 17. Kw. § 287, 1.

* Ver. 10. [" After 1#K we mnst supply flK from Jerem 111. 14." Ew. Lehrb. ». 787, ut 1.—W. 0. 8.]

* Ver. 12. For the chetib DXU?) the keri preeents«D*]lP7H ** m J^m. 1U- 16. The signification is the same.—

B4hr.

CHRONOLOGY OF THE PERIOD FROM THE FALL
* OF THE KINGDOM OF ISRAEL TO THE FALL
OF THE KINGDOM OF JUDAH.

Although the chronology of this period presents

far fewer difficulties than that of the two former
ones (pp. 86 and 180), yet a certain transmutation
of its data into dates of the Christian era is hardly
possible, for this reason, that the number of years
stated as the duration of each reign does not always
represent so many complete twelvemonths, and,

*>f course, the years intended are not years of the
Christian era, so that one year of a reign may fall

in two different years "before Christ," and two
years of these reigns may fall in one year b. o.

We cannot, therefore, avoid some uncertainties in

the transfer from one to the other of these two
modes of reckoning, and a difference of a single

year cannot demand an explanation, or vitiate the

calculation.

(a) Let us start from the fixed date which we
have reached above (p. 181), 721 b. o., the year of

the fall of Samaria. As this was the sixth year of

Hezekiah, who reigned twenty-nine years (2 Kings
xviil 10), there remain twenty-three years of his

reign to be reckoned into this period This gives

us the following results :

—

Reignedfor
Hezekiah 23 years longer, t. «., until 698.

Manasseh
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The Book of Chronicles agrees exactly in all these

dates. There is no variant in regard to a single

one of them ; the old versions have them exactly

as they are given in the Hebrew text, and Josephus
also gives the same. We are, therefore, as sure of

these numbers as of any. Some modern scholars

have taken scruples at the long reign of fifty-live

years which is ascribed to Manasseh, and have
shortened it arbitrarily either to thirty-five years

(Movers, Von Gumpach), or to forty-five years

(Bunsen, Wolff). This change, however, is inad-

missible, for it necessitates other changes and
throws the whole chronology into confusion. [This

change is made in the interest of what is known as

the " shorter period " for the space of history which
is here included. The grounds for it are found in

the Assyrian, Babylonian, and Egyptian chronol-

ogies. The problem is very complex, and the solu-

tion of it is hampered at many points by the uncer-

tainty of many of the data. The majority of

scholars have not, therefore, thought it wise to

make any changes in the Hebrew chronology, to

bring it into accord with that of contera|x)rary na-
tions, until the latter shall be more satisfactorily

determined. Those who desire to attempt, even
now, to bring about an accord, find it necessary to

ihorten the time which is required by the sum of

the reigns for this period, and they see in the long
rei^n ascribed to Manasseh the point where the

error -is most likely to lie.—W. G. S.] The time
for which the kingdom of Judah outlasted the king-

dom of Israel amounts to 133 years. The six

months for which Jehoahaz and Jehoiachin reigned

are here left out of the account, and with justice,

for it can hardly be that the years ascribed to the
other reigns were. all full twelvemonths. It is im-
material whether each three months1

reign is reck-

oned into the preceding or the following reign. It

is possible that Zedekiah did not ascend the throne
until 598, so that he reigned until 587, but in no
case can his dethronement be placed later than
687. Instead of the year 588, in which, according
to our reckoning, the fall of Jerusalem took place,

many have lately adopted 586 as the date of that
event. Bunsen, starting from the very uncertain
A ssyrio-Egyptian chronology, puts the fall of Sa-
maria in 709 instead of in 721. He would be
obliged, if he admitted 133 years for the subsequent
durution of the kingdom of Judah, to put the fall of
Jerusalem in 576, hut, as he sees that this is inad-
missible, he arbitrarily cuts off ten years from the
reign of Manasseh and thus reaches the date 586.
Kwald also adopts the date 686, but he reaches it

by putting the fall of Samaria in 719 instead of in

721. This obliges him to set the date of accession
of each of the following kings two years later than
our dates, and thus he arrives at 686 instead of
i88. We saw above (p. 181) that the date 719 is

incorrect; with the incorrectness of this date, the
date 586 falls to the ground. If, as we have seen,
the date 721 is certainly established, then 588 is

the ouly date which can be correct for the fall of
Jerusalem, for, even if we suppose that all the years
of all the reigns were full years, they only amount
to 133 years.

(b) Besides the statements as to the duration of
these reigns, we have the following chronological
data in regard to them : (1) The thirteenth year of
Josiah is given as the year in which Jeremiah first

appeared as a prophet (Jerem. i. 1). This was the
year 628, for Josiah began to reign in 641. Also

the eighteenth year of Josiah is mentioned as the

year of his reformation and celebration of the pass-

over—that is, 623 (2 Kings xxii. 3 ; xxiii. 23). As
Josiah was slain in his battle with Necho, the in-

vasion of Asia by the latter took place in Josiah's

thirty-first year, that is, in 610. The invasion of

Judah by the Scyths, which is not mentioned at all

in the historical books, must have taken place dur-

ing the reign of Josiah, not before the public ap-

pearance of Jeremiah (628), and not after the great,

reformation (623). Duncker sets it in the fourteenth

year of Josiah's reign, that is, 627. [See the Supp.

Note, p. 285.]—(2) King Jehoiakim ascended the

throne either at the very end of 610, or perhaps in

609, for Jehoahaz reigned for three months after

Josiah's death. According to Jerem. xlvi 2, the

great battle at Carchemish, in consequence of which

Nebuchadnezzar advanced into Palestine, took place

in the fourth year of Jehoiakim, that is, in 605 or

604 (see notes on chap, xxiii. 36). In this same
fourth year of Jehoiakim, Jeremiah caused to be

written down his prophecies, which were solemnly

read in public in the following year, on a great ho-

liday (Jerem. xxxvi 1, 9). Up to this time, there-

fore, Jehoiakim was not yet subject to Nebuchad-

nezzar ; he cannot have become so until the end of

605 or the beginning of 604. He revolted after

three years (2 Kings xxiv. 1), that is, in 602 or 601.

Chaldean and other forces harassed him from that

time until his death in 599 (2 Kings xxiv. 2 sq.).—
(3) As Jehoiachin only reigned three months, it

may well be that Zedekiah ascended the throne

before the end of the year (599) in which Jehoiakim

died. His fourth year, in which, according to

Jerem. li. 59, he made a journey to Babylon, was,

therefore, 595 ; certainly it was not 593, as Duncker

and Kwald state, for, if he had not become king

until the beginning of 598, this journey would fall,

at the latest, in 694 In his ninth year, 590, the

Chaldeans appeared before Jerusalem (chap. xxv. 1).

In his tenth year (589), while the city was being

besieged, he ordered Jeremiah to be imprisoned

(Jerem. xxxii. 1). In his eleventh year (588X Je-

rusalem was taken, and Zedekiah was blinded and

taken away captive to Babylon. In this same

year occurred the destruction of the temple and

of the city (2 Kings xxv. 4, 8).

(c) Several synchronisms are given between the

reigns of the Jewish kings and that of Nebuchad-
nezzar. According to Jerem. xxv. 1, the first year

of Nebuchadnezzar was the fourth of Jehoiakim

(606), that is (see above), the year of the battle of

Carchemish (Jerem. xlvi. 2). This first year of

Nebuchadnezzar and fourth of Jehoiakim was
also, according to Jerem. xxv. 1-3, the twenty-

third year of Jeremiah's work as prophet, which

began (Jerem. i. 2) in the thirteenth year of Josiah

(628). According to 2 Kings xxiv. 12, Nebuchad-

nezzar took Jehoiachin prisoner in his own eighth

year, that is, in 599, in which year, as we hays

seen above, the three months' reign of Jehoiachin

fell. Nebuchadnezzar's eighteenth year corre-

sponds, according to Jerem. xxxii. 1, to the tenth

year of Zedekiah, that is, since Zedekiah became

king in 699, 589, and his nineteenth year, in which

he took Jerusalem (2 Kings xxv. 8 ; Jerem. lii. 2\

corresponds to the eleventh year of Zedekiah (1

Kings xxv. 2). This is the year 588. In Jerem
lii. 28 sq., the seventh year is given instead of the

eighth, and the eighteenth instead of the nine-

teenth of Nebuchadnezzar, but we shall see be*
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low, in the appendix to the Exegttical notes, that

this difference, which only amounts at best to one
year, is only apparent and not real. It cannot in-

validate the calculation. The last chronological

statement which occurs in the book is that, in the

thirty-seventh year of Jehoiachin's captivity, Evil-

Merodach, Nebuchadnezzar's successor, released

Jehoiachin from his prison in Babylon (chap. xxv.

27] Jerem. Hi. 31). As the exile took place in

the year 599 (see above under a), the liberation

must have occurred in 562. According to Jose-

phus (ArUiq. x. 11, 1) Nebuchadnezzar reigned

for forty-three years. We have seen above that

he became king in 606 ; his death, therefore, took
place in 562. In this year Evil-Merodach follow-

ed him, and, on his accession, he showed grace to

Jehoiachin.

Thus the chronological statements in reference

to this period which are presented by the Bible

stand in the fullest accord with each other, and
we have the more reason to hold to them, inas-

much as they are consistent with those of the

former period. It is not* our duty to inquire

whether they agree with the results of the Assy-
rian and Egyptian investigations. We need only

remark that these results are based, partly upon
later unbiblical authors, and partly on attempts to

decipher old Asiatic inscriptions, which have as

yet produced no certain results, so that, as Rosch
says :

" They are not yet by any means so firmly

established that they could force us to surrender

the data of the Old Testament" [See the Appendix
on the Chronology.]

BXBGBTIOAL AND CRITICAL.

Yer. 8. And in the fifth month, on the sev-
enth day. Instead of the seventh day, Jerem.
Hi. 12 gives the tenth day. As the tenth day was
the day on which Nebuchadnezzar came to Jeru-

salem, according to that passage, it is impossible

to assume, with the Rabbis, that the seventh day
was the day that the burning commenced, and the

tenth the day on which it ended. Also in ver. 17

Jeremiah has five cubits instead of three, and in

ver. 19 seven men instead of five. The difference

in these numbers is to be explained by a mistake
in the numeral-letters. In ver. 17 the number five

is unquestionably correct (ef. 1 Kings vii. 16 ; 2

Chron. iii. 15), and in this verse the number ten (')

no doubt is. to be preferred to seven (f). In fact,

the text of Jeremiah is in many respects to be pre-

ferred. Josephus (Bella JucL 6, 4, 8) states that

Herod's temple was burned on the tenth of the

fifth month, and adds that it was a marvellous
coincidence that the first temple was burned on
the same day by the Babylonians.—The nine-
teenth year ofking Nebuchadnezzar. See the

Chronological section above.—Nebuzar-adan. On
the etymology and signification of this name see

Gesenius, Th&auru* II., p. 839, and Furst, H.- W.-

B. II., *. 6. [The former interprets it by Mercurii

dux dominus, i. e., dux cut Mercurius favet], the lat-

ter considers it equivalent to the Hebrew expres-

sion which immediately follows: DTOO'DT (lt?X

i. e., literally: The captain of the executioners,

the one who command* those who are commis-
sioned to execute the king's commands, especially

his death-sentences, and so, in general the captain

of the [royal] guard (Gea xxxvil 36). [" It is prob-

ably a Hebrew corruption of Nebu-zir-iddin, whioh
means Nebo-has-given-offspring " (Hawlinson).
This is the only explanation which has any value,
since it alone rests on an etymological study of

Chaldeo names.—W. G. S.] The supplementary
description in Jerem. Iii. 12 : "Who stood before
the king of Babylon," designates him as the first

and highest officer who stood nearest to the king.
He therefore remained in the camp at Riblah with
the king, and only went to Jerusalem for the exe-
cution, and not, as Thenius thinks, in order to
bring the siege to a conclusion. [It is laying too
much stress on the primary signification of the
word, which, moreover, is incorrect, to suppose
that he did not go up to the city until it had boot
taken, and that then his business was to " exe-
cute " upon it the vengeance or punishment ordain-
ed by the king. He went up as the chief officer of
the king " to bring the siege to a conclusion," to
take possession of the city in the king's name, and
to carry out the king's determinations in regard
to it—W. G. S.]

Ver. 9. And he burnt the house of the

Lord, &c. We see what is meant by

all the houses, from 2 Chron. xxxvi. 19, where we

read: iTnfaDIK"^) , oU the palaces. He left the

small houses standing for the poor and humble
people who were left behind.—In Jer. Iii. 14 we

find J>3 before nbln in ver. 10. It has been

omitted here by some accident, or because it was
regarded as a matter of course ; it is by no means
"an arbitrary exaggeration" (Thenius). On the
other hand we must supply JiS before 2*\ on the

authority of the passage in Jeremiah. Many old
MSS. contain it, and all the versions supply it

Nebuzar-adan directed the work of destruction;

the entire army fulfilled his commands.—The
exiles were composed, as the repetition of ntft

shows, of " remnants " (1JV) of two classes ; first,

of those whom famine, pestilence, and sword had
yet spared, and those who had deserted to the
Chaldeans ; and, secondly, of jionn , or

t
** w0

read in Jerem. Iii. 15 pDKH , which Hitzig de-

clares to be the original reading, and to mean
matter-workman in a collective sense, comprising
both the classes which are mentioned in Jerem.

xxiv. 1. The parallel passage, however, in Jerem.
xxxix. 9 does not admit of this interpretation, for

there we read : DHtf^jn Djn 1JV . DVn is not

a synonym of |{DMn (master-workman), but of

jtonn (multitude). This latter word is used for

the mass of the people, and especially for the mul-
titude of persons capable of bearing arms (Isai.

xiii. 4; xxxiil 3; Judges iv. 7; Dan. xL 11). We
must understand this class of exiles to be the re^

mainder of the able-bodied male population who
were capable of bearing arms (Thenius). In

PONH , X is an error for n . The one class

were inhabitants of the city ; the other were per-

sons who had belonged to the army without being

inhabitants of the city.—pKH H^l , ver. 12, is

used as in chap. xxiv. 14. The words do not mean
that he left vinedressers and husbandmen, but, as
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is stated in Jerem. xxxix. 10, that he "left of the
poor of the people, which had nothing, in the
land of Judah, and gave them vineyards and fields

at the same time." The Chaldee version has it,

"that they might cultivate vineyards and fields."

The land was not to remain desert and unculti-

vated.

Ver. 13. And the pillars of brass, Ac. In
regard to these pillars, and the bases, and the sea,

see notes on 1 Kings viL 15-39. The rijTlfD

^sprinklers), mentioned in Jerem. lii. 18, are not
named among the utensils enumerated in ver. 14
(for description of which see notes on 1 Kings vii.

40, 50); they are mentioned in ver. 15. In ver.

15 we have the utensils of the forecourt, and in

Tor. 15 those of the sanctuary. It is expressly
stated in Jerem. xxvii. 19, 21 that there remained
after the first spoliation, chap. xxiv. 13, a portion

of these utensils which may have been hidden
away at that time. The parallel passage, Jerem.
lit 19, adds four more to the utensils which are

mentioned in ver. 15. In general the account
here is brief, and all articles not mentioned are
summarily disposed of by the words: "such
things as were of gold, in gold, and such things

as were of silver, in silver," i. c, ** so much as
there was to be found of either kind " (Thenius).

—np7 >s not to be supplied in ver. 16 from ver.

15, and DHlEyn , Ac, are not the objects of this

verb. The verse means to show that there was
such a mass of the brass which was carried away
that it could not be weighed. D'"W©yn is a no-

minative absolute. As for the pillars, Ac, the

mass of the brass was so great, Ac int< with
T V

D>n stands in contrast to &)$ with DHJBJjn •

There were two of the pillars but only one sea,

—

In ver. 17 the author recurs to the pillars in order
to say that they were very valuable, not only on
account of the mass of the brass which was on
them (ver. 16), but also on account of the artistic

labor which had been spent upon them, vhty ,

as has been said above, is an error, the con-

sequence of mistaking the numeral character, for

the height of the capital of the column, according
to the consistent statements in 1 Kings vii. 16; 2

Chron. iii. 15; and Jerem. lii. 22 was five cubits.

roaOT-^JJ , at the end of the verse, is difficult, for

the second column was in all respects, and not
simply in respect to the " wreatlion work," like to

the first. Moreover, the wreathen work was not
the most remarkable feature in these columns, so

as to deserve to be especially mentioned. Thenius
sees in the clause " the residuum of a sentence

which is given in full in Jeremiah " [lii. 23], and

which closes with the words 3*3D TXXfoTrht •

We must admit either that the original account
[which was used by the author of " Kings "] was
here too much abbreviated by him, or else that

the text at this point is defective. The account
in Jeremiah is, at this point, fuller and more
satisfactory. As this author had already given a
full description of these things in 1 Kings viL

15-22, he did not think it necessary to go into de-

tail here.

Yer. 18. And the captain of the guard took

Seraiah. The persons who are mentioned here
and in ver. 19 are not the same ones who are

called, in Jerem. xxxix. 6, D^lh, and who were

put to death with the sons of Zedekiah, for these
were first captured by Nebuzar-adan after the taking

of the city. Seraiah is not the person of that name
who is mentioned in Jerem. 1L 59, but the grand-
father or great-grandfather of Ezra (see Ezra viL 1

;

1 Chron. v. 40)l Ztphaniah was no doubt the son of

the priest Maaseiah, who, although a priest of the

second rank (see notes on chap, xxiii. 4), appears
to have been a person of importance (Jerem. xxi
2 ; xxix. 25, 29 ; xxxviL 3). The three keepers
of the door were the chiefs of the body of levftes

who guarded the temple; one was stationed at

each of the three main entrances to the temple
(Jerem. xxxviii. 14); according to Josephus: rot?

QvMooovrac rd lepbv fyefidvag. The chief royal offi-

cers were also taken, together with these chief

men in the personnel of the temple (ver. 19). n*y

stands in contrast with the temple ; whether it has
the narrower meaning of the " City of David " (The-

nius), is uncertain, DID cannot mean a eunuch

here, any more than in chap. xx. 18, and xxiv. 12.

The command of soldiers would never be intrusted

to such a person. Jerem. lit 25 has JVn instead
T T

of on , evidently more correctly, for he was so no
longer. We cannot tell whether five men of those

who belonged to the king's immediate circle were
carried away, as is here stated, or seven, as is

stated in Jerem. lit 25. The diverse statements

are the result of some error in reading or copying
the numerals. Hitzig: "Seven persons are men-
tioned as having been chosen to be a sacrifice on
account of the mystical significance of that num-
ber," but the number five, half of ten, which was
the number for a complete whole incorporated of

parts, may also have had mystical significance.

The reason why just this number, whether five or

seven, were taken appears to be given in the rela-

tive clause which follows, and that is that there

were just so many left in the city. HDXTi ")& is *

genitive after isbil [the scribe of the captain ot

the host], and K3VGH is not to be joined with lfe>

but with *)DDn [the scribe who was put on the

staff of the commander-in-chief, and whose duty it

was to enroll the persons liable to military service,

Ac] The article with IDd (it is wanting in Jerem.

lit 25) shows that that is not a proper name in ap-

position with " Captain of the host," as the Vulg.

and Luther understand it: "Sopher, the com-
mander of the army." It means the general's

clerk, the officer who had charge of the writing

which might be required. "Perhaps the com-
mander himself had fled with the king: " (Thenius).

[Of course any one who filled this office at a time

when writing was a special accomplishment would
be a person of far more importance than a military

clerk now is. The Babylonian king thought him
an officer whom it was worth while to put to death

among the high officials of the kingdom.—1 The
threescore men of the people of the land, who
were put to death with the chief officers, were;

either " the chiefs of the rebellion with their im-

mediate followers*' (Yon Gerlach), or "Such as
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had in some way distinguished themselves above
others in the defence of the city" (Keil). It is

very doubtful whether they were, as Thenius
thinks, the handful that were left of the garrison

of the city of David, and the opinion of Hitzig and
Bertheau that they were the country people who
had fled into the citadel is very improbable.—Ver.

21. So Judah was carried out of their land.
44 Ncbuzar-adan took up his march toward Riblah,

not only with these who were destined to death,

but also with all the people of Judah " (Hitzig).

This sentence evidently closes the history, like

Jerem. lii. 27, and .chap. xvii. 23. At the same
time it forms the introduction to what follows.

Thus was Judah (that is, the mass and strength of
the nation) led away into captivity. As for those
who were left behind (tbe comparatively small,

and poor, and weak portion), Nebuchadnezzar set

Gedaliah over them.
Yer. 22. And as for the people that remain-

ed in the land of Judah. What is here narrated

in vers. 22 to 26 is omitted in Jerem. lii. because it

is narrated, in that book, in chaps, xl. and ili.,

Mid in much fuller detail. The verses before us
form only an extract from that account, which is

here inserted in its proper historical connection.

—

QtdaliaK whom Nebuchadnezzar appointed gover-

nor, was the son of Ahikam, who is mentioned in

chap. xxii. 12 as a man of importance under Josiah,

and who, according to Jerem. xxvi. 24, saved the
-life of the prophet when, during Jehoiakim's reign,

he was in danger of falling a victim of popular

rage. Gedaliah, like his father, was a friend of

the prophet He shared the prophet's judgment in

regard to the wise policy to be pursued, and joined

with him in advising Zedekiah to surrender to the

Babylonians (Jerem. xxxviii. 17). Hence Nebu-
chadnezzar, after he had taken the city, intrusted

the prophet, who until then had lain in captivity,

to the care and protection of Gedaliah (Jerem.

xxxix. 14 ; xl. 6).—The captains of the armies,

they and the men, Ac. Instead of D'BttKn we

find in Jerem. xl. 7 : DrPBON *
&«*" men. These

are they " who were scattered when the king was
captured, so that Jerem. xl. 7 describes them as

those- * which were in the fields '
" (Thenius).

Mizpah was a city in the territory of Benjamin
(Josh. xiii. 26), some hours' journey north-west of

Jerusalem. Here, in this city, which was situated

in a high position and strongly fortified (1 Kings
xv. 22), the 'governor established himself, as he
could not live in the destroyed city of Jerusalem.

Jshmael, according to ver. 25, was the grandson of

Elishama, the "lDD of king Jehoiakim (Jerem.

xxxvi. 12, 20). For further particulars in regard
to Johanan see Jerem. xl. 13 sq. ; xlL 11 sq. Jona-
than is mentioned with him, Jerem. xL 8, as an-

other- son of Careah. Possibly the similarity of
the names caused the latter to be omitted in this*

place. SeraiaJi came from Netopha, which appears
to have lain between Bethlehem and Anathoth (Ezra
ii. 22; Nehem.- vii. 26). Jaazaniah came from
Jfaa/Jia, which is mentioned in 2 Sam, x. 6, 8 ; 1

Chron. xix. 6, and Josh. xii. 5, together with
Syrian districts, and, in Deut iii. 14, is mentioned
as lying on the boundary of the country east of the

Jordan. He was, therefore, a naturalized alien.

—

By the servants of the Ohaldees (ver. 24) we

have to understand the officers whom Nebuchad-
nezzar had left to govern the country, and whonc
he had perhaps put under Gedaliah's command
The latter, therefore, makes promises on their be-

half, provided that the Jewish captains would ac-

quiesce in the new order of things.—Ver. 25. In
the seventh month, that is, only two months af-

ter the destruction of Jerusalem (ver. 8). Of the
seed royal j this is expressly stated in order to

show what incited him to this action. He believed

that he, as a descendant of the royal house, had a
claim to the position of governor. According to

Jerem. xl. 14 he was also incited to this action by
Baalis, king of the Ammonites, who no doubt
would have been very glad to throw off the Chal-

dean yoke.—The author breaks off abruptly with
ver. 26, and simply states the result of this act
The people, fearing the return and vengeance of
the Chaldeans, fled into Egypt For further de-
tails see Jerem. xl.-xlil

Ver. 27. In the seven and thirtieth year of
the oaptivity. See the Chronological Remarks above.

In Jerem. lit 31 the twenty-fifth day is given in-

stead of the twenty-seventh, in the Hebrew text,

and in the Sept the twenty-fourth, evidently in

consequence of a mistake in the numerals. We
see from this accuracy in the date what significance

was attached to the event Evilmerodach was the
son and successor of Nebuchadnezzar. He only
reigned two years and was put to death by his

brother-in-law, Neriglassar (Berosus, cited in Jo-
sephus c Apion. i 20). The signification of Evil is

uncertain. Merodach, or Berodach, was the name of
the Babylonian Mars. We find it in the composi-
tion of other proper names also (see notes on xx.

12). In the year that he became king. For

bfyo we find in Jerem. lii. 31 : '\rdyo , *. «., of his

reign, equivalent to : When he came to be king.

This is evidently more correct Sept : h ry hviav-

r£ rift PaotXeiac avrov. fc>fca-n*< NfeO , as in Gen.
V T T

xL 13, 20, means, To lift up the head (for some <3ne),

i. «., inasmuch as captives moved about in despon-
dency, with bowed heads, to lift up their heads is

to release them from captivity, despair, and misery
(Job x. 15, cf. Judges viiL 28). Here again the

text before us is abbreviated. It omits KV*1,

which is found in Jerem. lii 31, before JVBD.

This deliverance from oaptivity was an aot of grace
performed by him at his accession, but there seems
to have been a special ground for it in the case of
Jehoiachin, as he was preferred before the other
captive kings. ["The rabbis say that Evilmero-
dach had formed a friendship with Jehoiachin in

prison, into which Nebuchadnezzar had cast the
former because he had been guilty of excesses in

carrying on the government during an illness of
the king, and had expressed pleasure at the same

;

evidently a fiction based on this passage and Dan.
iv." (Thenius).]

—

And set his throne above, &o,
ver. 28. This certainly means that he gave him
the preference and the higher rank. Whether he
merely held him in higher estimation (RosenmQller,
Keil), or '* allowed him actually to occupy a more
elevated seat " (Hitzig, Thenius), is not a matter of
importance. TTie kings that were with him in
Babylon, are " those who, having been deprived,
like Jehoiachin, of their kingdoms, were forced to
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enhance the triumph and glory of the court at Baby-
lon, cf. Judges L 7" (Hitzig).—Ver. 29. And
changed bis prison-garment*. Instead of the

late Aramaic form KJtjJ we find in Jerem. ILL 33

iW?. The subject is not Evilmerodach (Hitzig),

but Jehoiachin, who is the subject of the following

erb ^DXI . In r>n the suffix can only refer to

Jehoiachin and not to Evilmerodach. It would be
a false iufereuce, therefore, that Jehoiachin's period

of grace only lasted through Evilmerodach's short

reign. "Jehoiachin ate in person at the royal

table, but he probably also received an allowance
for the support of his little court, consisting of his

servants and attendants " (Hitzig). Here again this

text is abbreviated. In Jeremiah there follow af-

ter toto the words: "until his death." Here
t

those words are omitted as unnecessary after: all

the days of hia Ufa. The Sept also have these
words in this place. The fact that they omit them
in Jerem. lit 34 does not justify the assumption of
Thenius tliat they were borrowed from ver. 29,

and are not original in that place. Hitzig very
properly declares that they are " evidently genu-
ine," and adds: "In ver. 11 'all the days of his

life ' might well be omitted. Here, however, where
he narrates something joyful, the author looks back
once more, after fixing the term or limit, over the
entire period of good fortune. Cf. 1 Kings v. 1

;

xv. 5." He wants to tell once more what good
fortune Jehoiachin enjoyed until the end of his life,

and how Evilmerodach at least had the intention of
providing for him. This good fortune lasted until

Jehoiachin's death,.whether he died before or after

Evilmerodach.

Appendrx—After the words: So Jodahwaa
carried away out of their land, there follows, in

Jerem. lit 28-30, the following statement, which is

omitted in the book of Kings: "This is the people
whom Nebuchadrezzar carried away captive; in

the seventh year three thousand Jews and three
and twenty. In the eighteenth year of Nebuchad-
rezzar he carried away captive from Jerusalem
eight hundred thirty and two persons. In the
three and twentieth year of Nebuchadrezzar, Ne-
buzar-adan, the captain of the guard, carried away
captive of the Jews seven, hundred forty and five

persons. All the persons were four thousand and"
six hundred." 2 Kings xxv. 22-26 is wanting in

Jeremiah Hi. because its statements had been given
in detail in chaps, xl. and xlu ; the statements above
quoted are inserted in Jerem. lu. because they had
not been given before, as they are in 2 Kings, in

chap. xxiv. 14-16.* The numbers given in Jere-
miah vary very much from those in Kings. The
former, however, are recommended, as Hitzig says,

by their detail ; they cannot have been invented.
They are evidently derived from a different source,

and the only question is, what relation does that
source bear to the statements in the book of Kings ?

Of the three separate deportations mentioned, one
took place in the seventh, and one in the eighteenth,
year of Nebuchadnezzar. These can be no other
than the one which took place according to 2 Kings
xxiv. 12, in the eighth, and the one which took
place according to 2 Kings xxv. 8 and' Jerem. lit

12, in the nineteenth year of Nebuchadnezzar.

The eighteenth year of Nebuchadnezzar would be,

as is expressly stated in Jerem. xxxil 1, the tenth
of Zedekiah, that is, the year in which Jerusalem
was first besieged. There cannot have been any
deportation in this year. Again, the seventh year
of Nebuchadnezzar would not be the year in which
Jehoiachin reigned for three months, and in which
it is said that he and ten thousand others were led
into exile, but the last year of Jehoiakim. In this

year there was no deportation. We are therefore

compelled to assume, if we will not alter all the
other chronological data in the book of Jeremiah
itself, that the original document from which
Jerem. lii. 28-30 is derived, reckons the reign of
Nebuchadnezzar from another starting-point from
that which is adopted in the book of Kings and
elsewhere in Jeremiah,. This may well be, inas-

much as the years ofNebuchadnezzar's reign do not
coincide exactly with those of the Jewish kings*

The difference, however, only amounts to one year.

The third deportation in the twenty-third year
must, therefore, have taken place in the twenty-
fourth year. It is not mentioned in Kings at all,

but no doubt took place. In view of the continual

disposition to revolt, it is very likely that he carried

off more of the people in his twenty-third or twen-
ty-fourth year, especially as he was at that time
busy besieging Tyre. He intrusted 'this duty to

the same officer who had had charge of the previous
deportation. There is a much more serious diffi-

culty in regard to the number of the exiles. Ac-
cording to Jerem. lii. 28 there were only 3,023 in

the first deportation ; according to 2 Kings xxiv.

14 there were 10,000. Josephus says there were
10,832. Evidently he has joined the 10,000 in

Kings, for the first deportation, with the 832 in

Jeremiah for the second (Antiq. x. 7, 1). Thenius
suggests that the sign for ten (yod) may have re-

sembled the sign for three (gimel) in the original

document from which these statements are derived,

and so 3,023 took the place of 10,023. This la*

t

would then be the accurate number for which
10,000 is the round number. But the sum given
at the end, 4,600, supports 3,023 in this place, and
this testimony cannot be put aside by the critical

decree that :
" The summation at the end was in-

terpolated by the redactor." According to Ewald,
" mtry lias fallen out after V2& in ver. 28 just

as certainly as it has fallen out after D^CC in

the statement of Jehoiachin's life in 2 Chron.

xxxvi. 9. " According to this we should have to

take it as referring, not to the deportation men-
tioned in 2 Kings xxiv. 14, but to the later one
under Zedekiah. The seventeenth of Nebuchad-
nezzar was the 9th of Zedekiah, and in that year

Nebuchadnezzar advanced against Jerusalem. (2

Kings xxv. 1). He took the city, in Zedekiah s

eleventh year (2 Kings xxv. 2), and before that no
deportation can have taken place. The discrep-

ancy between 10,000 and 3,023 can hardly be ac-

counted for otherwise than by the explanation of

*Estius. In ver. 28 the 3,023 are expressly men-
tioned as "Jews," that is, persons who belonged

to the tribe ofJudah. The 1 0,000 included persons

not of that tribe, Benjamites and others who had
joined themselves to Judah, since it alone repre-

sented the Israelitish nationality, and who made
common cause with it against the Chaldeans,

There may well have been 7,000 of these, and the

entire number in the first captivity, including the

3,023 " Jews," was thus 10,000. It is evident that
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the statements in Jerem. liL 28-30 are meant to

apply only to the persons of the tribe of Judah
(see 1TH1T ver. 27), and not to all who were car-

ried away captive. This opinion is also favored

by the number 4,600 as the sum of the exiles, for

this number would be far too small for the sum of

all the persons carried into captivity. [There can
be no doubt that Jerem. Hi. 28-30 refers to the

Jews who were taken captive. What reason have
we for supposing that 2 Kings xxiv. 14 refers to

or includes any others than Jews ? There is none.

It is only an invention for the sake of harmonizing
the two passages. Then the probabilities are

against it. The persons carried away were chosen
on account of their rank, position, and influence.

We have an instance in Jaazaniah of Maacha (ver.

xzv. see Ezegel notes on that verse) that others

than men of Judah held power and rank. Shebna
the scribe (Isai. xxii. 15) is another instance to

prove that iu the time before the captivity pure
Israel itish, much more pure Jewish blood, was not
necessary to hold high office in Jerusalem. The
persons of the highest rank were the ones taken
away

—

as such—whether Jews or not. Non-
Jews were, of course, rare exceptions. Of the

common people large numbers were spared. Natu-
rally people of Judah, who were most deeply in-

terested in the fate of Jerusalem, would be taken
first, together with such of other tribes or nation-

alities as were dangerous from their rank and influ-

ence and ability. It is, therefore, improbable that

many non-Jews of the common people were carried

away. It amounts to a certainty that the exiles

were not composed of non-Jews in the ratio of

7,000 to 3,000. This explanation must, therefore,

be abandoned. It is the only true policy, in this

and in similar cases, to take note of the discre-

pancy as a fact, and to abandon the attempt at

forced and strained explanations. Between the

two accounts, that in Jeremiah deserves the pre-

ference as the more specific, and also as the more
moderate statement. The larger number and the

round number is suspicious.—W. G..8.] Only 832
were taken away in the second deportation, be-

cause there were only so many left of the more
influential people. The 745 who were taken away
at the third deportation were not inhabitants of
Jerusalem but DHVP (ver. 30). The smallness

of this number is due to the fact that most of the
Jews, properly speaking, had been taken away
before.

[The numbers certainly are astonishingly small

in one point of view, though in another we are not
surprised that they are no larger. Taking the
number of Israelites who entered Palestine at the

lowest estimate, and noticing the numbers which
formed the armies, or were engaged in battle at

various times, as well as the pictures of society

which are given, especially by Isaiah and the other
older prophets, we get the impression that there

was a very large population in Palestine before the

Assyrian Empire began to press upon the North.

On the other hand, when we consider the great

difficulty of leading a large mass of people, with
the aged, the women, and the children, on a long
journey through a rough country, we can hardly
conceive it possible that the conquerors should
have taken away an entire population. The Assy-
rians, however, blotted out the kingdom of the ten

tribes. The whole picture which is presented to

us gives the impression that the land was depop-
ulated and left desert. The wild beasts took pos-

session of it Not enough remained to continue
the ancient traditions and worship there. It was
found necessary to begin almost de novo in the
population and cultivation of the country. So too
in Judah. The pictures presented by the prophets
and in the Psalms, as well as by the books of Ezra
and Nehemiah, are those of a depopulated and
desert country. Such numbers were taken away
that some had to be left on purpose to cultivate

the land. When the exiles came back they had to

re-found the nation. Now we hear that there were
only 4,600 exiles in all, or, at most, 10,000. This
seems reasonable in view of the difficulty of trans-

portation, but it is difficult to see how it accounts
for the destruction ofthe nation. Two suggestions

present themselves: in the first place, the last 150
years, with their internal dissensions, tlieir refor-

mations and revolutions, their counter-reforma-

tions and counter-revolutions, as well as their for-

eign wars, may have greatly reduced the popula-

tion. In the second place, in a nation such as
Judah was, the centre of gravity of the nationality

was, no doubt, in the upper and better classes.

The poor and uneducated and humble were prob-

ably very dependent upon the more fortunate

classes. One proof of it is the fact that the pro-

phets and psalmists were continually rebuking the
arrogance of the latter towards the former. The
Babylonian king's policy of carrying off the "chief
men" may, therefore, have been radical and all

sufficient for rooting out the nationality.—W.
G. S.]

Those who were carried away last were prob-

ably those who had formerly been considered
harmless, but whom it was found, upon experience,

inexpedient to trust However the numbers may
be explained, it is certain -from Jerem. Hi. 28-30
that there were only three deportations, aud not
six, as Usher and the CoUw. Bib. assume, viz.,. the

first in the seventh of Jehoiakim (Dan. L 1, 3 (?) ),

the second in the seventh of Nebuchadnezzar, the

third under Jehoiachin, the fourth in tho eighteenth,

the fifth in the nineteenth, and the sixth in the twen-
ty-fourth year ofNebuchadnezzar. Later scholars

have reduced these to four : the first under Jehoi-

akim, the second under Jehoiachin, the tliird under
Zedekiah, and the fourth some years after the de*

struction of Jerusalem. But this is not correct,

for there is no hint of auy deportation under Je-

hoiakim either in Kings' or Chronicles or Jeremiah.

So much only may be accepted, that Daniel was
sent to Babylon as a hostage when Jehoiakim be-

came a vassal of Nebuchadnezzar (2 Kings xxiv. 1).

Perhaps, also, at that time Jehoiakim gave eome
of the temple utensils to the enemy to pacify him
(2 Chron. xxxvi 6, 7).

HISTORICAL AM) ETHICAL

1. The destruction of Jerusalem did not take
place immediately after the fall of the city, but one
month later. It is clearly designated in the record

as a later and independent event Nebuzar-adan
who " stood before the king of Babylon " (Jerem.

ILL 12), who, that is, attended his orders, came
to Jerusalem, by the express command of the

king, not to take the city, which had not yet been
captured (as Thenius thinks), but, as ver. 9 dis-

tinctly shows, in order to destroy the captured city.
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The destruction of the city was intended and dis-

tinctly commanded by Nebuchadnezzar. It was
the punishment which the king had decreed and
which Nebuzar-adan was to execute. He went
methodically to work. First of all he caused the
temple to be burned, then the royal palace, then
the houses of the great men, then he tore down
the walls, and finally he took the inhabitants away.
In vers. 13-17 the account returns to the temple
and enumerates its decorations and furniture,

which were destroyed or carried off. The utter
• destruction of the temple cannot have been insisted

on, on account of the value of the objects it con-

tained, for these were not of gold, like the ones
which had formerly been carried away (chap. xxiv.

13). The only ground for it was that the temple
had especial significance, as the dwelling of the

one God in the midst of His chosen people. Both
politically and religiously it was the centre of the

State, the basis and the bond of the national unity.

It was the building of chief importance, and was,
therefore, to be destroyed first and utterly. The
temple worship had become, under the four last

kings, a mere external ceremonial. Even the
priests made of it a mere hypocritical show, so that

Jeremiah cried out: " Trust ye not in lying words,
saying, The temple of the Lord, the temple of the

Lord, the temple of the Lord are these " (Jerem.

vii. 4). Then he commanded them to repent and
amend. They did not, however, and so the ex-

ternals in which they trusted were taken from
them. The destruction of the temple was the seal

of God's truth impressed upon* the words of the
prophets, in which the people had not believed

(Jer. xxvii. 19-22). The two brazen columns are
mentioned first and chiefly in the description of the
glories of the temple. (They are described with
more detail in Jeremiah than in Kings.) The cause
of this is, as we saw in the Exeg. note on I Kings vii.

21 and Hist. § 5 on 1 Kings vii. 1-51, that these col-

umns represented the foundation and the strength of
the temple, and were, therefore, in a certain mea-
sure, representatives ofJehovah. The destruction

and removal of these showed, more than any other
event, that the house of Jehovah, as the physical

centre of the theocracy, had come to an end. The
ark of the covenant is not mentioned in either ac-

count. It seems to have been removed from the
temple before its destruction. It had been re-

moved under Manasseh or Amon, for Josiah com-
manded the levites to bring^it back into the temple
(2 Chron. xxxv. 3). We may suppose that it was
removed again under one of the following kings,

perhaps under Jehoiakim. What became of it we
cannot tell. The inference from Jer. iii. 16 that it

was no longer in existence in the time of Jeremiah
(Hitzig) is not justified. Some suppose, as Carpzov
does {Apparai. CriL p. 298), that it was among the
articles which Nebuchadnezzar caused to be either

destroyed or carried off in the time of Jehoiachin
(chap. xxiv. 13; 2 Chron. xxxvi 10). The story

of the rabbis that Josiah had caused it to be hidden
in a subterranean chamber, and that Jeremiah
commanded those who fled to Egypt (chap. xxv.

26) to take it with them, and that they hid it in a
cleft of the mountain on which Moses had once been
(2 Mace. ii. 5. Cf. Buxtorf, De area feed., cap. 22.

Winer, R.-W.-B. I. s. 203), sounds very. wild.

2. The fail of the kingdom of Judah was, accord-
ing to the distinct statement of the Scriptures, the
divine judgment which had long been threatened'

by the prophets (Isai xxxix. 6, 7; 2 Kings xzL
10-15; Jerem. xix. 3-13). It fell when all Jeho-
vah's attempts to recall the chosen people to their

allegiance had failed, and. the apostasy from Him
and from His law had reached the utmost limit*

Sun and Moon, Baal and the Queen of Heaven,
Adonis and Astarte, all the host of heaven were
worshipped, and children were sacrificed to Moloch
in the valley of Hinnom. Idols stood even in the

House of Jehovah ; idol-altars stood in the streets.

On the hills, on the roofs, in the groves, incense

was offered to idols. There was no abomination
of idolatry which was not practised. All that re-

mained of the Jehovah worship was external cer-

emonial, and priests and prophets uttered lies

(Jerem. vii. 17, 18, 30, 31, 32; viii. 2; xL 12, 13;
xvii. 2 ; xix. 4, 5, 13 ; xxxii. 29, 34, 35 ; Ezek. viii.

3, 9, 10, 14; xxiii 38, 39, Ac.). Moral corruption

kept pace with this religious apostasy :
" Will ye

steal, murder, and commit adultery, and swear
falsely, and burn incense unto Baal, and walk after

other gods whom ye know not; and come and
stand before me in this house, which is called by
my name, and say : We are delivered to do all

these abominations ? " [Lit we are concealed to do,

Ac, i. «., we have impunity] (Jerem. vii. 9, 10).

Avarice, love of gain, and cheating (Jerem. vi 13),

licentiousness and whoredom (Jerem. v. 8, 9), in-

justice and violence (Jerem. vi. 6), shedding inno-

cent blood (Jerem. ii. 34 ; vii. 6), overriding justice

and right (Jerem. vii 6), falsehood and hypocrisy
(Jerem. viii. 9, 10), bigotry and obstinacy (Jerem.
vii. 24-26), infidelity and perjury (Jerem. ix. 2, 3,

7), in short, all sins and vices were prevalent, es-

pecially among the rich and great " Run ye to

and fro through the streets of Jerusalem, and see

now and know, and seek in the broad places

thereof, if ye can find a man, if there be any that

executeth judgment and that seeketh the truth,

and I will pardon it " (Jerem. v. 1 ; cf 2 Chron.
xxxvi. 14-16). So the measure had become full.

Judah had fallen lower than Israel, therefore the

Lord cast it away from before His face as He had
cast away Israel (2 Kings xvii. 20; xxiv. 20).

As there the king of Assyria, so here the king of

Babylon was the instrument of the divine judg-

ment, rt the rod of his anger," which, after it had
served His purpose, He broke and cast into the fire

(Jerem. 1. 17, 18 ; cf. Isai. x. 5). This punishment,

however, was not the annihilation of the chosen
people, but the sole radical cure for it The Lord
keeps His promises even while He chastises and
punishes. The only means by which the chosen
people could preserve and fulfil its destiny in hu-

man history, to bring the knowledge of God and
salvation to all nations, was by the downfall of

the visible kingdom, the earthly theocracy. The
downfall of the visible kingdom was a step in the

divine economy of salvation, and it marked pro-

gress towards the true kingdom of God. The
people needed to be convinced of the nothingness

of the visible kingdom, and to have its attention

directed to the new, spiritual, true, and eternal

kingdom. This was the aim of the divine judg-

ment, to awaken an appreciation of this kingdom
and a longing for it, and this aim was reached in

the end. The idea ofthe messianic kingdom which
the prophets had brought forward long before

the downfall of the visible kingdom, but which
had fallen uncomprehended, now took firm

root Hasse well says (Ouch, dee A. B. s. 136);
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'* It belonged to the consummation of the history

of Israel that Judah also should perish. It had
long ago made this necessary by its backsliding

after every momentary reformation, and by its ob-

stinate resistance to every call of grace ; but the

power of the Davidic element to recover from cor-

ruption had thus far saved it. This power ex-

hausted its last energies in Josiah, and, after his

death, the kingdom sank rapidly into ruins. As
the old passed away, the prophets were obliged to

turn and give expression to what they perceived

as something new and future. A sharp division

separated this new from the old. On the one hand,

the judgment and penalty were recognized as a
penalty of death. On the other hand arose the

figure of the new life, and it was transfigured into

a lofty ideal." Lisco (Das A. T. L a. 538) gives a
similar conception :

" The breach which was made
by the separation of the kingdom was never healed.

On the contrary, its evil effects lasted on until the
downfall, first of Ephraim and then of Judah. In
the measure in which the political confusion and
decay increased, and the impending calamity ap-

proached, in the same measure the prophetic word
grew loud and clear, and, when the blow fell

which destroyed the Jewish nation, Jeremiah arose

upon the ruins of Jerusalem, Daniel appeared as a
prophet to speak in the name of his people before

the king of Babylon, and Ezekiel watched over the

scattered remnants of the nation who were in exile

on the Chaboras. The civil power was dead; the

prophetical power survived its death." The fall of
Jerusalem forms the most important crisis in the
history of the ancient people of God. It was not
an event between two nations ; it was an event in

the history of the world. Many a great nation fell

both before and after, but the fall of none of them
had anything like the significance for the history

of the world which that of Judah had. It is an
event which is as unique in history as the Jewish
people was unique among nations, for " Salvation

cometh of the Jews " (John iv. 22). By its fall

Judah became the keeper and bearer of salvation

for all the world (c/. Jerem. xxx.-xxxiii.).

3. The deportation ofconquered peoples from their

country was the ordinary policy of the ancient

Asiatic conquerors, in order that the nationality

might thus be* obliterated (see Exeg. on 1 Kings
viii. 46 sq.). In this case, however, the effect was,

on the contrary, in the providence of God, to pre-

serve the conquered people in all their peculiarity

of character and calling and destiny. Herein con-

sists the great difference between the downfall of
Samaria and that of Judah, as we saw above (2

Kings xvii. Mist. § 3) ; whereas the exile of the

people of the ten tribes in Assyria served to anni-

hilate their nationality, and they sank lower and
lower until they disappeared from history, the

exile of the people of Judah in Babylon served
only to strengthen and purify them, so that they
far out-lived the world-monarchy which had con-

quered them. Nothing could show more clearly

the indestructibility of the chosen people than this

fact; that the event which' should have destroyed
them only served to purify and strengthen them.
The distress of the captivity brought them to their

senses, and made them see their own sinfulness.

They repented, and turned to Jehovah and to His
Law with a sincerity which they had never before

felt The exile awakened in them a deep longing

for the promised land, for the city in which Jeho-

vah had placed His name (2 Kings xxi. 7), for the
temple which was the pledge of the selection of
Israel to be the chosen people, and the centre of
its nationality. This is expressed in Ps. cxxxvii.

and cxxri. It was a dispensation of Divine Pro-
vidence that the king _of Babylon did not do aa
the king of Assyria had done in Samaria—bring
heathen colonists to settle in the land of Judah
after its population was taken away. If he had
done so a mixed population would have grown up
there and the land would have become the home
of many diverse religions and forms of worship
(2 Kings xvil 24-33; cf. 2 Kings xvii. Mist. §§ 4
and 5). Judah maintained its purity of religion

and nationality both in captivity and in the home
country. The exiles retained their national con*
stitution (Ezek. xiv. 1; xx. 1; Sus. v. 28). Ac-
cording to the Talmud

(
Gem. Makkoih i. 1 ; Sanhedr.

i 12, 21) they were put under a n^an tfth [Go-

vernor of the captivity, t. e., of the captives] of their

own nation. The practice of their religion was
also allowed them, but they could not offer sacri-

fices, because they lacked the one central sanc-
tuary at which alone sacrifice might be offered.

This only increased their longing to erect the sanc-
tuary once more, and this longing endured until

the time of chastisement was at an end (Jerem.
xiv. 12 ; xxix 10). When they returned their first

care was to rebuild the sanctuary (Ez. i. 3 ; vi. 3).

4. The two brief narratives by which the author
closes his work are not mere appendages to the
history, but the proper epilogue to the words:
11 So Judah was carried away out of their land."

They are parallel, in a certain manner, to the re-

view which the author gives in chap. xvii. 7 aq. of
the history of Israel. The first of these incidents

shows us how deep was the corruption which had
pervaded the kingdom, and how hopelessly de-

praved the monarchical constitution had become.
It was not possible any longer to have even a de-

puty-king under Babylonian sovereignty. Geda-
liah, whom Nebuchadnezzar had left as governor,

was put to death after a few months in spite of
his oath (ver. 24), and the murderer, Ishmael, who
desired to make himself king, was obliged to flee

with his followers into the territory of the Ammon-
ites. Others fled, for fear of the vengeance of the
Chaldeans, into Egypt. Every attempt to unite the

scattered remnants, and to set up at least the
Bhadow of a monarchy, failed. Judah could not
any longer stand any kihd of a monarchy. It was
incapable of sustaining an independent existence

under an independent dynasty. The inauguration

of such a government only served to produce
greater confusion and disorder. The events which
followed the destruction of Jerusalem only showed
how necessary the divine chastisement had be-

come. This is what the author desires to show by
the first incident which he relates. However, he
could not and would not close his work, which was
written primarily for those who, like himself, were
living in exile, with such a sad and hopeless inci-

dent. He therefore adds the story of the deli-

verance of Jehoiachin from his prison after thirty-

seven years of captivity. He thereby offers to

the people who sat weeping " by the waters of

Babylon," and thinking of Jerusalem, a prospect
into a more hopeful future. The release of Je-

hoiachin " was the first ray of light in the long

night of the captivity . . . and was a guarantee
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to the people that the Lord would keep His pro-

mise, and would not withdraw his grace from the

house of David forever w
(Keil). It gave the cap-

tive people hope that the hour of their deliverance
also would come. The author could not have given
a more appropriate close to his work, in which he
bad shown God's plan of grace and redemption in

the history of the chosen people.

6. In conclusion, we must notice the manner in

which the latest modern historians conceive of, and re-

present, the fill of Judah. "There had been," says
Duncker (Gesch. dea Alt. I. s. 542), "no increase in

power since the time of Hezekiah. There was no
better guarantee for the existence of a small State

than there had been at that time. If Egypt went
on, as it had begun under Psammetichus, making
conquests in Asia, and if a new great power arose

#0 inherit and increase the might which Assyria
had once possessed, the existence of Judah would
once more be threatened as seriously as it was in

the time of Hezekiah (s. 552) : The effort of the

nation to regain its independent existence, the stiff-

necked resistance with which the Jews were ready
to fight for their fatherland, and to break the yoke
of the foreigner, were as well justified as was the
abstract religious policy of Jeremiah. Who can
blame those who hold the duty of sacrificing one's

life for one's country, even under the most hopeless
circum stances, higher than the counsel to submit at

discretion ? Who can blame those who regarded
Jeremiah's conduct and policy as ruinous, who de-

manded that Jeremiah should stand on the side of
his own nation against the foreign foe, and who
stigmatized his discourses as treason ? . . .(9.553):

He (Jeremiah) is bitter and violent enough to call

down bloody destruction upon his [personal] ene-

mies (Jerem. xv. 5). . . . (s. 656): However much
Jeremiah's assertions were calculated to discourage
the king and people, they did not have that effect.

It was natural that Jeremiah should seem to the
people to be a cowardly traitor. ...(*. 557) : Jere-

miah's persistence in advising submission, under
the circumstances, finally so far outraged the chief

men that they demanded his life of the king . . .

(8. 644) : The prophet went so far in his opposition

to Jehoiakim that he finally brought his own life

into danger. At the same time he irritated the peo-

ple against himself by his persistent prophecies of
the coming fall of Jerusalem. . . . He was no less

severe against the people for the wickedness of
their conduct, and for their practice of some re-

mains of foreign usages which had not been eradi-

cated by the (new) Law-book." It is hardly neces-

sary to say that this view is diametrically opposed
to that of the Bible, and yet the biblical documents
are the only'authority for the history. In the text

the grounds of the national downfall are stated to

be the apostasy of the nation in religion, its cor-

ruption in moral8, and the unfaithfulness, tyr-

anny, and depravity of its king. The downfall is

represented as a divine judgment upon the nation

in punishment for all this. Duncker, however,
ignores this view. In his view all is explained by
the physical weakness of the kingdom of Judah In

face of the great world-empires, Assyria, Egypt,
and Babylon. It was all due to external and natu-

ral causes, such as have often produced similar

catastrophes in human history. It was an unde-
served misfortune, in which tie king and people
appear battling with desperate courage for the
highest national interests. They appear great and

admirable, while the truly great one, the prophet,

who was persecuted while laboring for the true

welfare of the people, who held firm and impreg-
nable as a rock in the midst of the storm, is repre-

sented as a factious oppositionist, nay, even as a
traitor. This is not writing history, but turning it

upside down.
[The facts of history are one thing ; their phi-

losophy is another. The theocratic philosophy of

history is one thing, and the purely human philos-

ophy of it is another. To pass behind history and
trace the moral causes which were at work, and
observe their effects, is the great task of the his-

torian, but he limits himself to the second causes;

and contents himself with seeing God's plan only

in the grand results of centuries, and in the move-
ments of epochs. The attempt to pursue this latter

investigation into details never succeeds when men
try it God's Providence is in every event of his-

tory, and in the character of every historical per-

sonage, but its presence and its operation there are

matters of faith. Try to seize it, to specify it, and
to examine it, and you are baffled and disappointed.

God is in every blade of grass. His presence there

is clear to our reason, our conscience, and our faith.

If we hastily infer that, if God is in the blade of

grass which we hold in our hands, then we can
seize Him and see Him, and if we betake ourselves
to the microscope and the dissecting'apparatus, we
find that we fail. . Just so it is here in history.

This biblical history is the only one we have hi

which the history is written from the theocratic

standpoint, and in which the presence of God in

history is traced step by step and man by man.
Ifwe attempt to take np this stand-point and follow

it and apply it rigorously we involve ourt<elves in

hopeless contradictions. The standpoint is not
rational, it is prophetic ; that is, its norm and stand-

ard of consistency is that of the divine plan, not of
the human reason. The reason, however, is the
only instrument at our disposal, and it falls short

of its task if it undertakes to adopt the prophetica)

method. It took a prophet to give us this view of
the Jewish history, and it would require a prophet
to apply the same method elsewhere, or to follow

it here into greater detail. Duncker lays aside

the theocratic and prophetical conception, and ap-

proaches the facts of the history, as here recorded,

in exactly the same spirit, and with exactly the
same method, by which he treats the history of

Egypt, Assyria, and Greece. His work is a uni-

versal history. The history of Israel as an earthly

monarchy enters into the scope of his work as re*

gards its earthly and external fortunes. Its theolo-

gical and religious significance are aside from his

plan. He is an historian, not a prophet, and he
can only treat history as ordinary historians treat

it His view, therefore, naturally appears low and
worldly and commonplace, when quoted in a book
of this kind, which is avowedly biblical and the-

ocratic, and only follows and explains the biblical

presentation. His undertaking is a legitimate one
for an historian. We cannot say that it is wrong
for him to treat history as- he does, and to include

Jewish history in his plan, but he is engaged in a
work whose stand-point and aim are so different

from that in which we are engaged, that we are

not called to consider it here. Bus readers must
add to his representation of the history the expla-

nation and philosophy of it which is furnished bj
their Biblee. The distinction which is brought out
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aere is* one which it is most important to bear in

mind in commenting -on the historical books.—As
for Jeremiah's attitude at the siege of Jerusalem,

the question is the one which always arises in such

cases between prudence and valor. The r61e which

was filled by Jeremiah, to give wise and prudent

counsel to men who are heated with the strongest

passions, and to stem alone a tide of feeling which
animates a body of men of which he is a member,
and with which he is expected to sympathize with-

out reserve or question, is the most thankless one

which can possibly devolve -upon any man. He
cannot succeed in persuading his companions ; he

can only draw down persecution on himself. His

only consolation is his fidelity to his convictions,

and our judgment of him, as of any other man who
has the courage to undertake the prophet's task,

must be regulated by the issue. He stakes all

upon the wisdom of his counsel. If in a calm view

of the situation and its results, we see that he was
wise and right, we must " blame " those who per-

secuted him and denied the wisdom of his counsel.

Humanly speaking, Jeremiah was the only wise

counsellor in Jerusalem, for his counsel would have
saved the city and the national existence, if not the

national independence. If, however, we turn to-

the theocratic standard, we see how utterly im-

possible it is for us to apply it. As we have seen

above (§ 2), the fall of Jerusalem was no step back-

wards, but a great one forwards, in the develop-

ment of the redemptive plan. * When a church or

a nation reaches the point of saying " The temple

of the Lord, the temple of the Lord are those," that

is, when it puts its trust in externals, in ceremo-
nies, and sacred houses, and sacred things, while

the spirit of truth and righteousness is lost, and
treats G-od's promises as if He had bound His own
hands against punishing their sins, their fate is

sealed. The downfall of Jerusalem might have
been delayed, it could not have been averted, or, if

it had been averted, as far as we can judge, all the

religious truth of which Israel was the keeper and
witness would have been lost Here, however, is

just the difficulty. History only takes one course

of two or more which are conceivable. This one
only is open to our study and observation, and we
are forced to assume that that was God's plan.

The consequences of the other policy, supposing it

to have been adopted, are a pure matter of spec-

ulation. Now Jeremiah counselled submission.

That might have saved the city and the temple and
the nationality, but, if we can rely upon our judg-

ment expressed in § 2, it would have sacrificed tlie

kingdom of God. He also preached amendment
and righteousness as the only condition of perma-
nent safety, but we cannot see, as far as we judge,

that such amendment was possible until after se-

vere chastisement, and it remains for us, what it

was for Jeremiah, a subject of faith, that God would
have preserved the national independence if the
people had repented.—W. G-. S.]

Kwald's presentation of the fall of Jerusalem
(Oesch. III. *. 712-717) is very different from
Dunt?ker's superficial and perverted view of it. As
he sees in the whole course of the history, from the
time of Solomon on, a continual conflict between
two "independent authorities," the monarchy and
the prophetical institution, and explains this conflict

by the "violence" which was characteristic of
either (see Pt II. pp. 103 and 4), so he finds the
causes of the ruin of the kingdom in this conflict

41 It remained to be shown, by the fate of Judah
also, that violence destroys its own cause, even
when that cause seems to be the most permanent
and enduring. . . . The second of these independ-

ent powers, the prophetical institution, was now
also irrevocably broken." The reason why the pro-

phetical office no longer possessed its ancient power
was that " it had rid itself of the last relics of the

violence which" marked it even in Isaiah, and had
risen to a purely spiritual activity and influence.

It was long since violence had been able to accom-
plish any sound results even in the prophetical of-

fice. Thus the highest prophetical activity lost its

power when it lost its fierce and violent forms of
action, and the second of the two forces on which
the nationality rested was radically ruined. . . .

When the two forces which could alone carry and
preserve the nation were thus worn out, when the

nation could no longer find either the right king or
the right prophet, it sank rapidly towards its ca-

tastrophe. Then first did the evils which had long
threatened it, or which had made themselves tem-
porarily felt, become fatal to it" In this view also

the idea which is made uppermost in the biblical

narrative, that the fall was a divine judgment justly

and deservedly inflicted as a punishment for per-

sistence in sin, is obscured and neglected, and the
fall is represented as a catastrophe which was the
legitimate result of a regular development. [There
is no real disagreement here. The one is a prag-

matic and the other is a philosophical statement of
the same idea. The ancient Hebrew writer states

it as a balance between so much sin and so much
punishment We cannot expect a critical and phi-

losophical statement from him. In his view God
stands over the sinful nation patiently and with
long-suffering, and finally His hand falls in pun-
ishment The modern German critic sees, in ** per-

sistence in sin," the adoption of certain depraved
doctrines, principles, and modes of thought, which
form a creed or sum ofconvictions tacit or expressed.

These produce a reiteration of unchaste, immoral,

and irreligious acts—sins. This finally becomes a
national habit, a characteristic of the nationality.

It rises into a moral cause, and according to the laws

of God's moral government, this cause will in time

produce inevitably certain moral and physical re-

sults—national decay (which will show itself first

in the most vital organs of the State, its throne, its

altar, and its pulpit), and finally national ruin. The
two forms of statement are identical.—W. G-. 8.]

As for the theory that there were two ** independ-

ent authorities " in the State, and that the great

characteristic of each was violence—employment
of force in word or deed—in fulfilling its functions,

it has been sufficiently noticed on p. 1
0*4. We need

only remark here, that if violence was a character-

istic of Isaiah, then Jeremiah's discourses are far

more forcible, vigorous, and violent than his, so

that Duncker (quoted above) charges him with pas-

sion, severity, and sternness. No prophet ever
rebuked the sin and apostasy of king and people

with more plain and severe language than Jere-

miah. It cannot be said of him that he had thrown
off the violent manner of the ancient prophets, and
that aone and the same ruin envelopod the last

great prophet and the nation, with all of its better

interests which still remained at this stormy time."

His forcible words of rebuke and reproof, his en-

durance, pertinacity, and inflexibility, in tho hardest

conflicts and sufferings, down to the very end, beer
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testimony, not to the weakness and decay of the
prophetical office, but to the fact that it was as

grand, as great, and as vigorous as ever before.

The monarchy sank and ceased at the fall of the
kingdom, but the prophetical institution, so far

from ceasing, arose again to new glory and strength.

Those have the less ground for denying this who
ascribe the second part of Isaiah to a great un-
known prophet, who lived near the end of the
captivity.

[The decay of the prophetical office is unde-
niable, in spite of the fact that one or two last great

ones yet appeared. There had been false prophets,

in greater or less number, at all times, but see the

23d chap, of Jeremiah, from the 9th verse on, for

a sweeping denunciaton of the contemporary pro-

phets. No distinction between false and true is

specified. Depraved priests and prophets are to-

gether branded with one terrible denunciation. In
xxiii. 38-40 the degeneracy of the prophets seems
to be given as the cause why Jehovah had aban-
doned tho city. Prophecy ceased at some time

—

when did it cease ? It did not cease abruptly, but
shared the fate of all similar institutions among
mankind. It degenerated into formalism and su-

perstition (see Jerem. xxiii. 33-37). In its rise and
bloom and decay we can trace undeniable steps of
change, development, progress, and decline. After

the exile we have a few prophets, but not like the

ancient ones. The spoken word gave way to the

written word; the original oracle gave way to the

commentary ; the prophet gave way to the scribe.

Following the stream upwards we come to the
" Great Unknown "

(?), and to Jeremiah. We find

In Jeremiah descriptions of the contemporary pro-

phets, and we see that the institution was dying,

and that the one or two great ones who yet arose

were great and grand as exceptions to the preva-

lent degeneracy. Jeremiah was the last prophet
who was a statesman also, as the old prophets had
been (Stanley).—W. G. S.]

HOATTLETICAL AND PRACTICAL.

Vers. 8-21. God's Judgment upon Judah. (a)

It was well deserved (Rom. ii. 6-11); (fc)it was
terrible (Hebr. x. 30, 31 ; Deut. iv. 24) ;

(c) it was
a warning (1 Cor. x. 11 ; 2 Thess. i. 8-10; Isai. ii.

10-17). Comparison of the destruction of Jeru-

salem by the Chaldeans with its destruction by the

Romans, (a) Wherein they were alike
; (6) wherein

they differed.

—

Keil : The saying that the world's

history is the world's condemnation, finds its full

justification in the history of Judah, and nowhere
else.^Vers. 9-17. Kyburz : No place is so strong,

no building so grand, no wall so firm, that sin can-

not undermine and overthrow it. Let no man trust

in ceremonies, or sacred houses, or sacred tradi-

tions, so long as his heart is far from God, and his

life is not in accord with his -righteous creed. The
destruction of the temple was a testimony that

God will spare no house in which any other name
than His is worshipped, or in which He is wor-
shipped only with the lips while the hearts are far

from Him. If the temple of Solomon was not
spared, no physical temple can save us.

—

Starke :

If temples are not used for the true worship of

God, He allows them to fall into the hands of un-
believers, Matt, xxxii. 37 (as at the time of the
extension ofMohammedanism).

—

Pfaff. Bib. : The

highest pitch of the divine condemnation is reached
when God removes the light of His Word from its

place, and takes away from us the ordinances of
true worship (Rev. ii. 4, 6; 1 Pet iv. 17).—Vers.
18-21. God often executes His judgments by
means of wicked and godless men. This does not
excuse or justify them in their cruelty or wicked-
ness. They are only the rod of his anger, which
he breaks after it has unconsciously served His
purpose (Isai. x. 5; xiv. 3-6; Jerem. 1. 61).—Ver.
21. Pfaff. Bib. : When the measure of sin is full,

and the judgment ofGod has begun to fall, nothing
can any longer arrest its flood.—-Cramer: He who
will not serve God in peace and prosperity must
learn to do so in misery and adversity.—-Osiander :

Those who will not serve God in their own father-

land, must serve their enemies in harsh subjec-

tion.—The Curse and the Blessing of the Exile,

Deut. xxx. 19. (a) The curse consisted in this, that

the Lord removed the people from before His face

(chap, xxiii. 27 ; xxiv. 3, 20), that is. He removed
them from the land of promise, in which He gave
them His gracious blessings, and placed them in a
distant country, where nothing was known of the

true and living God. This curse, which had long
been threatened (Levit xxvi. 33; Deut. iv. 27;
xxviii. 26; Dan. ix. 11) is a proof of the truth of
the words: " Be not deceived ; God is not mocked,

"

Ac. (Gal. vi. 7). God still does spiritually to indi-

viduals and to nations what He did to Judah—He
removes them from before His face ; He removes
from them His word and His means of grace, if

they do not repent, and leaves them to live in

darkness, without Him. (6)11)6 curse became a
blessing for this people. It humiliated itself and
repented. It experienced that there was no greater

curse than to live far from its gracious God, and it

longed for the land oT promise. When it had lost

its earthly kingdom and its earthly king, it learned

to look for the kingdom of heaven, and for that

One in whom all God's promises to man are ful-

filled. The exile became a blessing for the whole
world, for the Jewish nation was thereby made fit

to fulfil its destiny in the redemptive plan of God.
It was " a great opportunity, by which the name
and glory of Jehovah were spread abroad, as a

preparation for the preaching of the gospel of

Christ " (Starke). We all lay under the curse of the

law, but Christ has redeemed us (Gal. iii. 13, 14).

Vers. 22 to 26. See Jerem. xlii.-xliv. The Peo-

ple who remained in the Country, (a) Their pro-

tection by Gedaliah, vers. 22, 23, 24 ('
; Tho king's

heart is in the hand of the Lord," Prov. xxi. 1.

Nebuchadnezzar gave them a ruler from among
their own countrymen who promised them favor

and protection. So the Lord often offers consola-

tion even in deserved misfortune, but men go their

own way and plunge themselves into ruin.) (b)

Their flight into Egypt (Jerem. xliii. 7 ; xlii 1 8,

22. Their bad conscience leads them back to the

country from which God had wonderfully delivered

them. Starke: When the godless attempt to flee

from a calamity they plunge themselves into it

Isai. xxiv. 17 a^.)—Ver. 24. Osiander: It is great

wisdom to bear our burdens with patience ; we thus

make them lighter. It is folly to resist a greater

power, for thus we only make our burdens heavier.

—Ver. 26. We see, by the example of Israel, how
envy and jealousy, pride in high descent and des-

tiny, and love of power, lead to the most utter ruin

(Pa. v. 6; Prov. xxvii. 4). Passion makes men
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fools. Ishmael could not hope with his small com-
pany to resist the Chaldean power.

Vers. 27-30. Jehoiachin's Deliverance from his

Prison, (a) Its significance for the whole captive

people (Levit. xxvi 44) ;
(b) the warning which we

may find therein.—An unfortunate state of things

often endures for a long time. It seems that it

never will end. Happy is he who does not murmur
against God, but can say with the Apostle,—Rom.
v. 3-5 ; see also Rev. il 10,—The time of our de-

liverance is in the hands of the Lord. It comes
when He sees that it is best for us.—WflBT. Suioc.

:

We should despair in no trouble or punishment,
but cry to God and trust in Him.—Ver. 27. Staaki :

20

Kings win great love by acts of grace and mercy
(Acts xxv. 1-9).—The Samb : We should be kind to
captives, and pray to God for a loving disposition .

towards our enemies (Matt v. 44).

—

Per Aspera
ad astral That is the way in which our Lord
walked and in which we all must follow Him (Rom.
viuV17; Ps. cxxvi 1-6).—Final Review of the
History in the Apostle's words : " Oh the depth
of the riches both of the wisdom and knowledge of
God I How unsearchable are his judgments, and
his ways past finding outl For of him, and
through him, and to him are all things ; to whom
be glory forever. Amen " (Rom. xl 33 and 36).
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APPENDIX ON THE CHRONOLOGY.

1. The chronology of the history contained in

the Books of the Kings presents difficulties which
have never yet been conquered. There are data
in the text which are contradictory. The only
means of forming any chronology at all is to sacri-

fice some of the statements, and the text does not
offer sufficient critical grounds upon which to de-

cide which ones are correct The usual method
has been to fill out and reconcile conflicting texts

by inventing interregna and joint governments, or

to guess arbitrarily which datum was to be sacri-

ficed. It is evident that this is only another way
of admitting our inability to solve the problem sat-

isfactorily by the means which we as yet possess.

All the schemes which we form must be regarded
as tentative. We need to arrive at some hypo-
thetical chronology as a stepping-stone to further

investigation, but we must frankly admit, while
taking this course, that the knots are neither untied
nor cut, but only marked for further study by our
arbitrary guesses and our fabricated interregna.

2. Bahr says in his Preface (at the end) that he
has "followed a method, in regard to the Chro-
nology, which differs somewhat from the ordinary
one." It consists in adopting certain dates which
have been fixed with the greatest certainty, and
reckoning from these, by periods, through the inter-

vening reigns (see Pt. II. p. 86 and the translator's

note there). It is evident that this method has no
independent value. The chronologers who have
undertaken this task have gone minutely over the
separate texts, and have managed to bridge pver
the difficulties by one or another hypothesis. All
the uncertainty which inheres in these hypotheses
must inhere also in their completed schemes. If
there were a consensus in their results, it would
not, therefore, produce any certainty; it would
merely prove that those who have confined them-
selves to the biblical data, and have stepped over
the difficulties by various hypotheses, reach con-
clusions which vary only within certain moderate
limits. However, there is, in fact, no consensus
among the authorities. It is fallacious, therefore,

to regard these dates, which are only an average
between the results of various independent schol-

ars, as possessing any certainty. Furthermore, it

seems to be labor thrown away to pore over the
data for the intervening details of the chronology.

(
The consensus in regard to one date is not greater
than that in regard to any other in the whole list.

If we borrow one date from the average, why not
borrow the whole list in the same way ? In fact,

in the present state of this subject, there might be
much wisdom in so doing. The general scheme
about which the authorities seem to cluster is the
one at which Bahr arrives. His method only bor-
rows the results of certain independent scholars,

and then travels back for a certain distance on the
road by which they reached those results. In the
following pages I have collected the dates upon
which he fixes, and arranged them in a table. This
scheme is substantially that of Usher, for, of all

who have studied this subject, confining them-
selves to the biblical data, no one has succeeded

in going much beyond what he, the first thorough
student of it, established. I have also added to

the table a sort of outline of the history, of the
synchronisms with the contemporaneous history
of other nations, and of the varying religious con*
dition of the two Israelitish kingdoms. The data
enclosed in brackets are those which are not men*,
tioned in the text of the Bible.

3. For the final solution of the problems which
present themselves we must look to the synchron-
isms with contemporaneous history. The deci-

phering of the Egyptian hieroglyphics and of the
Assyrian cuneiform inscriptions has furnished us
with material which promises to make a solution

ultimately possible. This promise is bo good that
it seems unprofitable to repeat the labor of com-
paring and reconciling the biblical data, a labor
which has already been so often performed and
with such meager results. We have above (Pt.

II. p. 162) an instance of the amount of light which
we may hope for from these sources. If Oppert
is right in his interpretation of the data in the As-
syrian inscriptions which bear upon the reign of
Pekah (and no one but a trained Assyrian scholar
is competent to dispute his conclusions), then one
of the most perplexing of these chronological prob-
lems is solved. It is true that the Assyrian schol-

ars are not in accord as to all their results, and
it is also true that many of the best living scholars
(the Germans especially) are skeptical in regard to
the whole system of interpretation of the cunei-

form, and also that the scholars who have thus far

prosecuted this subject have not always followed
the independent unbiased method which would
recommend their results, but, in spite of all this,

the progress in this department is undeniable.
Every step verifies and confirms what has gone
before; the original Assyrian grammatical and
lexical works multiply in an enormous ratio the
rate of progress ; and the results acquire such cer-

tainty as compels assent
4. In the Athenaum of Ifay 18th, 1867, Sir H.

Rawlinson announced the discovery that two frag-

ments in the British Museum were parts of the
same stone, and that together they furnished a
canon for the most important part of Assyrian
history. The Assyrians had a system of naming
the years after eponymous magistrates, and the
canon contains a list of them, by which the chro-

nology may be reckoned with certainty. It also

contains mention of an eclipse of the sun which
occurred on the 30th of the month Sivan, in the 9th
year of king Asshvr-edU-iUmi IL, and which fur-

nishes a definite starting-point, if it can be identi-

fied. Rawlinson identifies it with the eclipse of
June 15th, 763. Oppert, however, identifies it

with the eclipse of the 13th of June, 889. He also

says that an eclipse of the sun is several times re-

ferred to in the inscriptions of Asshw-nazir-paX as

having occurred on the day of that monarch's ac-

cession. This he identifies with an eclipse which
took place on July 2d, 930. This eclipse is not
mentioned by Rawlinson, but, if Oppert is correct

in regard to it, it goes far to support his identifi-
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cation of the other one. The difference of 46 years

in regard to the first of these eclipses, marks their

respective chronologies down to the date of Tiglath

Pileser II. (747 or 745). The gay if ctoeed up m
Oppert's scheme by inserting Pul between the first

destruction of Assyria by the Medes and Chaldeans
in 789 (an event which Rawlinson does not credit

at all, but which Hincks accepted) and the acces-

sion of Tiglath Pileser II. Thus their lists compare,

at this point, as follows (the names in the two lists

refer to the same persons, though they are tran-

scribed differently) :

—

Oppert Sir. H. Rawlinson.

.(Lenormant's Manual). (ProC Rawlinson's Manual).

Asshur-edil-ilani II. 818
Eclipse 13th June 809
Asshur-likhish (the

Sardanapalus of the
Greeks) 800

Destruction of ITmeveh 789
Pul (a Chaldean) 789

771 Aseltar-dsnin-u' TL
763 15th June, Eclipse

753 Asshor-Kkh-khush
Tlgiatft PUeser H 747

740 Tfgbth Pileser IL
but he reckoned from 744
Shalmaneser VI.* 727 Shalmmneser W.+

In favor of Rawlinson is the fact that Pul is not
mentioned in any inscription yet found or in the

canon, and that Oppert is obliged to assume that

the succession of eponymous magistrates was in-

terrupted during his reign,'and that, as he was a
Chaldean, the account was kept, after the Chaldean
fashion, by the years of his reign. In favor of

Oppert's scheme is (a) the fact that it makes a
chronology which is in accord with the biblical

chronology, while Rawlinson would shorten the

period of the Israelitish monarchy (see note 5 on
the Chronological Table)

;
(b) the fact that there was

certainly a break in the succession at Tiglath iV
User

1

* accession (Rawlinson says that he was a
usurper)

;
(c) the fact that the Era of Nabonassar

of Babylon begins at 747, which is in excellent

harmony with the hypothesis that, at the death of

PuL, Chaldea was unable to maintain dominion
over Assyria, but found itself separate and inde-

pendent, so that a new era was founded. It had
not been independent for centuries before this, and
It was re8ubjugated by Sargon in 708. (d) This

combination is supported by the words :
" Pul,

king of Assyria," 2 Kings xv. 19. (<)It js sup-

ported by the Greek story of Sardanapalus.—It is

evident that we have here a clue which promises

ultimately to unravel the intricacies and contra-

dictions of the biblical chronology.

Opposite the reign of Pekah will be found
marked that solution of the contradiction in the

data concerning his reign which Oppert claims to

have obtained from the inscriptions. See above,
*, 162 of Past IL of the Comm.

6. The other important series of synchronisms
Is that with Egyptian history. Here also scholars

have given the most diligent labor to the scientific

investigation of the evidence which bears on the
biblical chronology. A fundamental question here
meets us, whether the dynasties of Manetho are

ail consecutive, or whether some of them were

• Tfc* wdi person, but disVtnt mo4« of comating*

parallel and contemporaneous with others. If
reckoned as successive, the period which they
cover reaches back to more than 5,000 years before
Christ. Very many scholars, appalled at the mag-
nitude of this period, have inferred that the dynas-
ties must, many of them, have been contempora-
neous. Lepsius adopts this view, and in his K5-
nigsbuch der AUen Aegypter he has reconstructed

with admirable skill and diligence the entire list

of Manetho's dynasties. Prof Rawlinson adopts
the same view, avowedly following the English
Egyptologers. He carries it further than Lepsius,

and, in fact, the weakness of the theory is that it

may be carried as far as any one finds necessary in
order to reduce the period of Egyptian history to

what he considers a reasonable length. It is es-

pecially suspicious that the shortening is accom-
plished by putting many of the most ancient dynas-
ties contemporaneous with one another, that is,

the dynasties which fall at the time of which we
know least. In Rawlinson's scheme {Manual, p.

77) six of Ifanetho's dynasties are put as contem-
poraneous in the period from 2100 to 2000. In
the more modern period of the history, where we
know that there were many rulers in different

parts of Egypt at the same time, we find that Ma-
netho only recognized one. The especial impor-
tance of this for us, at present, is that the synchron-

isms fall in such a way as to require a shortening

of the period of the Israelitish monarchy. Lepsius
carries out the calculation of the Israelitish chro-

nology in consistency with his scheme for that of
Egypt, and fixes the chief dates as follows (Kdnig*-

buck, 38. 102, 3, and 4) : Division of the kingdom,
953; Accession of Athaliah and Jehu, 861; Fall

of Samaria, 693 ; Destruction of Jerusalem, 586.

6. It will be seen from this and from what was
said about Rawlinson's dates for Assyrian his-

tory that the chronologers may be divided into

two classes or schools, the defenders of the " long

period " for the Israelitish monarchy (chiefly those

who rely on such a scheme as they are able to

form from the biblical data), and the defenders of
t^e " short period " (Assyrian and Egyptian scho-

lars, who rely on the data furnished by the mon-
uments).

7. The " short period " has always been strong

from the fact that both the Assyrian and Egyptian
chronologies seemed to demand it, but it will be
noticed that, whatever date we may assign to the

great eclipse, the Assyrian authorities fix the Fall

of Samaria certainly in 721, and set aside Lepsius*

date as impossible. All the shortening therefore

must come before that date, but the synchronism

with Tirhaka is one of the most important in the

Egyptian scheme. Therefore the Assyrian and
Egyptian chronologies are not in accord in the

shortening which they require.

8. Others, however, discard the notion of con-

temporaneous dynasties, and reckon the dynasties

as successive. This is carried out in Lenormant's

Manual, and it brings the synchronisms into accord

with the " long period " which he adopts for the

Israelitish monarchy, and also with the Assyrian

chronology, which he borrows chiefly from Oppert*

and which has been described above.—Evidently

we may hope that from this quarter also confirm-

atory evidence will come, and that all will con*

verge to a reliable result Our task here has been

to give a succinct account of the present state of
the question.—W. G. &
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CHRONOLOGICAL TABLE

PEBIOD FROM THE DIVISION OF THE KINGDOM TO THE COMPILATION OF THE
BOOK OF KINGS.

•g8

i
1

KINGS OF
JUDAH.

KINGS OF
ISRAEL.

SYNCHRONISMS, 4a

976

967
965
168

863

930

«0-19
•17-16

888-7

896-6

RBHOBOAM.

ABUAM.
ASA.

17 JEROBOAM. 83

NADAB.

BAASHA.

JEHOSHAPHAT

BLAH

ZIMRI [OMRL
TIBNI1. •

OMRI

AHAB..

Jehovah-<xdf-teorship in Israel.

Fifth of Rehoboam. BhishaJt. king of Egypt,
invades Judah. (Sheshonkl., 1stkingXXIL
Dyn.)

Hostility between Judah and Israel.

War between Judah end Israel.

Tirzah oapttal of Northern kingdom.
Fifteenth ef Aea. He defeated ZsroA, "the
Ethiopian,* » at Zephathah.

Buprtmaoy of the Jehovah-religion in Judah,
Baaeha attacks Ana.—Latter forma alliance
with Denhadad L,« king of Syria.

Heaths idolatry f» Israel

7
d'ys
13

AHAZIAH.

.

JORAM

17

t Jeho-
ram.'
18 Je-
hosh.*

Civil war in Israel for four years.*

938 Omrt founded Samaria and made ft the
capital. War between Israel and Syria.

PoUtkai and religious reform* in Judah,
Peaee and prosperity.

Ethbaal in Tyre.* Elijah.
Phoenician idolatry (mutual and maUrtaHstto
nature-worship) introduced into Israel by
JesebeL

903 and 901. War between Israel and Syria.
Snooess of Israel and alliance with Syria.
Benkadad //••

898. Renewed war between Israel and Syria.*
Revolt of Moab against Israel
Euaha, SliQht and temporary reaction against
Phmnidan worship in Israel.

Judah, Israel, and Bdom in alliance against
Metka, king of Moab.*

Moab, Ammon, and the Edomitee of Mt Satr
invade Judah, but quarrel and kill each other
nearEngedl.

1 This king, who was formerly Identified with TTaserken L
(the Osorkon of the Greeks), who was'king of Egypt, is now
known to be Aasrch-Amen, an Ethiopian conqueror, who
overran Egypt during the reign of Uaaerken, and was not ar-

rested until he was on the point of entering Palestine. See
Lenormant, B. IL chap. iv. see. 8, note; and B. IV. chap,

tv. sec. 3.

• See Baeeg. notes on 1 Kings xl. 38, and xv. 18.
» The date given for OmrTs secession (996) la the "81st of

Asa," but, as Ahab followed in the **88th of Asa,** OmrTs IS
years* reign must be reckoned from 939, when he was first

called to the throne. This would give four years for his con-
tact with Tibni for the crown.

• See Bxeg. on 1 Kings xvi. 81. He put an end to a period

of anarchy and founded a dynasty 987 B.c. Asshurnaairpal
says, on an obelisk now in the Brit Mm., that he took tribute
of Tyre, Sidon, etc, in JU6. (Lenormant, B. VL chap. iii.

• Shalmaneser IV. (II. R.) mentions, on a stele found near

the source of the Tigris and now In the Brit Mus., Benhadad
and " 10,000 of the men of Ahab of Israel" among the forces
whom he defeated at Karkar in 900, the year after this alliance
was formed. (Lenormant, B. IL chap. iv. sec 8; andB. IV.
chap. IL sec 4.) Rawlinson, in the Manual, says that Shal-
maneser IL was contemporary with Ahab, but gives an the:

date of Bhahnaneser's reign 866-838 (see p. 49\ and forAhab*
reign 918-897 (p. 86). In the "Five Great Monarchies"
(1 ed.) Vol. IL p. 863 note, this notice is quoted as " Ainabof
Semhala," not yet having been distinctly recognized. Sir H.
Rawlinson, after the discovery of the Canon, fixed the date
of this battle as 868. See the Appendix an the Chron. | 4.

• We should infer from 1 Kings xxii. 8, that Ramoth had
not been given up to the Israelites, as, perhaps, was stipulated

in the treaty of alliance three years before.
' 1 Kings i. 17.

•9 Kings iii 1.

» TbJsis probably the Mesh* of the Moablte stone. Set
the Come., Part II. p. 8L
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CHRONOLOGICAL TABLE—(COHTIMUXD).

743 AHAZ..

780

728

787

721

HEZEKIAH.

4 OF TTRZyZlTTATT

80 17 16

26 8 29

H08HBA..

6 OF HOSHEA.

20 Jo-
tham."

12
Aha*,»«

6 OF HEZEKIAH = FALL of SAMARIA = 9 of H08HEA.

|744. Tlgtath PUeeer II. In Assyria until 717.]

iNew rise of the Assyrian power.]
2. Tig. Pil. in Syria ; Rexin, Pekah, rad Ash-

ariah wm of Tabeal, confederated again*
Ahaz.1

[742. Pekah dethroned. Menabem II. 1* set up
by Tig. Pil. and tributary to him.]

Assyrio-Chaldean star-worship introduced into
Israel and Judah *i

[734. Rezin and Pekah unite and revolt. Pekah
regained the throne.]

732. Campaign of Rezin and Pekah again*
Abas of Judah. 782. Damascus taken.

781. Forced migration of Syrians and Israelites.

(730. Tiglath Pileeer took Gasa, Ashdod, Du-
msh in Arabia, and probably went to Jerusa-
lem. 1 * At the end of the same year he held
a court of his vassals at Damascus, at which,
Pekah and Anas were present.' ]

[780. Pekah in alliance with Methon of Tyre
revolts against Assyria. On the approach of
the Assyrians, Pekah is slain by Hoshea, who
submits to pay tribute.]

Phoenician idolatry and Moloch-worship en-
couraged in Judah. PoUtioal and religious

degradation in Israel.

Luxury and cttrrupUon in Judah. The tempt*
ofJehovah closed.

[Shalmaneser 11 In Assyria, 727-722.1

[726. Sabaoon L," the first king of the XXVth
Ethiopian Dyn. in Egypt.]

Reformation in Judah. Revival of the Jeho-
vah-worship. Passover renewed.

724. Hoshea, in reliance upon So,** revolts
against Assyria. Shalmaneser besieges Sa-
maria.

[722-704 Saigon« in Assyria.]

[719 or 718. Sargon's campaign in Phoenicia,
Battle of RapfaJa, in which he defeats the
Egyptians.]

[718-14. Siege of Tyre by Sargon for five
;

without success.]

[716 (about). New revolt of Samaria, ]

and Hamath subdued by Sargon.]
[710 (about). Sargon's campaign against Ash*
dod."l [710-704. Sargon occupied in build-
ing at Dur-Sharyukin. * • 1

[709. Sargon defeats Merodach Baladan at Dm?
Takin» and reduces Chaldea to subjection.]

[704-681. Sennacherib in Assyria.!

[701. Sennacherib in Phoenicia.*j [Wins bat-
tle of Eltekon*9 against the Egyptians (8a-
bacon II.).]

700. Sennacherib in Judah.** Judah tributary
to Assyria. Sennacherib's army destroyed.

[609. Babylon in revolt against Assyria under
Merodach Baladan.] Merodach Baladan nonds

to seek an alliance with
kiah."

"BeeJBwp. on 2 Kings xvt 8 ; xvii. 16; xxiiL 12.
>• Bee note 16.

» Qf. 2 Chron. xxvtfi. 20.
*• Cf. 2 Kings xvi. 10.

« See the Supplementary Note. p. 189.
tt Om n 189
» See Exea.'on 2 Kings xvii. 4, and p. 189.
** See p. 189. The Assyrian form of the name is Shar-

yukin. •

»* Qf. Isat xx. 1.

*• I.e. Castle of Bharyukin or Sargon. It is the modern
Khorsabad.

•' See p. 220.

••See p. 220.
» See p. 220.

«° This date Is in dispute. We are told that Hesekfch
reigned 29 years (2 Kings xviiL 2), that Sennacherib's inva-
sion fell in his 14th year (2 Kings xviii. 13), and that he lived
16 years afterwards (2 Kings xx. 6). These data are consist-
ent with each other, but the second would make Senna-
cherib's Invasion fall in 718. This is irreconcilable with
Assyrian data, which seem to be beyond question. All the
explanations or conjectures offered sacrifice the statements of
the biblical text. They cannot be regarded as solutions of
the difficulty. It should be noticed, therefore, that the dates
given to this and other events connected with it are notthose
which the biblical text would give. Bee Supp. NoUataee
Bxeg. on Chap. 20.

91 Bee Supp. Note on Chap. 20.
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